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HOW TO FIND IT
This is a catillog of our entire line of Ie and modular data-acquisition
components and subsystems for measurement and control. It contains
data sheets for all the products recommended for new designs, 'andon page vii-a list of products not catalogued here, but still available;
data sheets are available upon request. This catalog is designed to make
it easy to find and choose any product listed here.
1. If you know the model number, look up its page number·in the
alphabetic/numeric listing inside the front cover.
2. If you know the function, go directly to the numbered section
listed for the function, using the "bleed tabs" at the right. Each section
has a Table of Contents and a Selection Guide, which also suggests other
sections where similar functions might be found
3. H you know the function but can't find the right words, you will
probably find it, together with its location in the catalog, in the above
block diagram of a generalized real-world process.
4. Choosing a device: Each Section starts with a Selection Guide, which
compares each device with others of the same class. With it, you can
pick out the device(s) having the performance and features nearest to
what you need and turn immediately to the indicated page number(s)
for complete data.
5. Understanding: Following most of the Selection Guides, there are
"Orientation" sections, which include definitions of terms, for added
understanding of the devices and how to select them.
If it isn't here ... Ask! We'll be happy to give you information on our
MACSYM intelligent computer-based Measurement And Control
SYsteMs, our digital panel-instrument line, our integrated-circuit chips,
and any other aspects of our products, processes, and prices. Just get
in touch with Analog Devices or the nearest office.
Device Testing: If you use linear ICs, you may be interested in our
LTS-2000 Linear Test Systems, described in Section 17.
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GanarallntrOllUction
Analog Devices designs, manufactures, and sells worldwide
sophisticated electronic components and subsystems for use in,
precision measurement and control. More than six hundred
standard products are produced in manufacturing facilities
located throughout the world. These facilities encompass all
relevant technologies, including bipolar, 12L, CMOS, and
hybrid integrated circuits, and assembled products in the form
of potted modules, printed-circuit boards, and instrument
packages. The list on the Cov~r is a summary of our IC and
modular component and subsystem classes. The Complete ,
COntents, starting on page v, provides a detailed panorama of
these products.
State-of-the-art technologies have been utilized (and, in many
cases, invented) to provide timely, reliable, easy-to-use advanced designs at realistic prices. Fifteen years of successful
applications experience and continuing vertical integration
insure that these products are oriented to user needs. The
continuing application of present state-of-the-art and the invention of future state-of-the-art processes strengthens the
leadership position of Analog Devices in data-acquisition
products.

, MAJOR PROGRESS
Since the publication of the last complete Data Acqu,isition
Products Catalog, in 1978, our components and subsystems
have been augmented by several major lines: high-speed
"video" aid and dla converters, signal-conditioning and current-loop products for transducers, and computer-based automatic testing equipment for analog ("linear")-circuit users. In
addition, we have introduced a number of landmark integratedcircuit products, including a complete true-12-bit microproces'sor-compatible IC aid converter (the AD574) and a complete
single-supp,ly internally referenced voltage-output 8-bit microprocessor-compatible dla converter on a single monolithic chip
(the AD5S8).

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Analog Devices offers extensive technical literature, which
discusses the technology and applications of products for precision measurement and control. Besides comprehensive data
sheets, of which there are many outstanding examples in this
book, We offer Application Notes, Application Guides, Technical Handbooks (at reasonable prices), and two serial publications: Analog Productlog, which provides brief information on
new products being introduced, and Analog Dialogue, our
technical journal, which provides in-depth discussions of new
developments in analog and digital circuit technology as applied to data-acquisition and contr01. We maintain a mailing
list of engineers, scientists, and technicians with a serious
, interest }n our products. In addition to data-book catalogssuch as this one-we also publish several short-form catalogs,
including a Short-Form Guide to our entire product line. You
will find our publications described on page ix.

iv

SALES OFFICES
Backing up our design and manufacturing capabilities and our
extensive array of pu blications is a network of sales offices
and representatives throughout the United States and moSt of
, the world. They are staffed by experienced sales and applications engineers, imd many of them maintain a local stock of
Analog Devices products. Our sales offices are listed on pages
x and xi.

, STANDARDS
Many products comply with MIL-STD-883B andlor other
customer requirements. Analog Devices Semic<lnduc,tor has
complete capabilities for 100% screening of devices per
Methods 5004 and 5005 of MIL-STD-883B; generic data is
available on many of our products. Our CMOS facility in the
Republic of Ireland has received plant approval from the
European standardization authorIty; its quality-assurance
procedures and capabilities have met the standards of CECC
(CENELEC Electronic Components Committee), which are
essentially compatible with what are known in the U.S.A. as
MIL-M-38510 and MIL-STD-883B.

G.S.A. LISTING
Many products in this catalog are covered under G.S.A.
contracts. If your organization is qualified to purchase on
G.S.A. contracts, see your Analog Devices sales engineer or
write on letterhead to the Analog Devices Sales Department
for a copy of the Analog Devices "Authorized Federal Supply Schedule Price List."

PRODUCTS NOT CATALOGUED HERE
To make this catalog maximally useful to designers of new
equip~ent, without its attaining unwieldy size, we have limited its contents to those products most likely to be used for
the design of new circuits and ~ystems. If the data sheet for a
product you are interested in is not here, turn to page vii,
where you will find a list of older products for which data
sheets are available upon request. On page viii, you will find a
guide to substitutions for products no longer available.

PRICES
At Analog Devices, we recognize that prices of our products
are an important consideration in making a choice among our
many available product families. To this end', we believe that
prices should be both stable and available. However, in the
present economy, with its unpredictable costs of materials and
ene'rgy, curent price information at the time a catalog goes to
the printer may be out of date within a few months after
publication. Rather than publish possibly misleading information, we have for the time being decided not to publish prices
in this catalog. As always, current price lists andlor price
quotations are available upon request from our sales offices.
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Selection Guide
Selection Principles and Definitions of Specifications
ADIOIA/201A/301A/301AL General-Purpose Ie Ov Amps
AD503)/K/S FEHnput Ie Op Amps
ADS04J/K/L/M/S High-Accuracy Low-Drift Ie Op Amps
AD506JIK/L/S FET-Input Ie Op Amps
ADS07JIK/S Widcband General-Purpose Ie Op Amps
AD509) IK/S High-Speed Fast·Setding Ie Op Amps
AD510J/K/LIS High-Accuracy Low-Drift Ie Op Amps
ADS lSj/K/L Electrometer Ie Op Amps
ADSI1J/K/L/S High-Accuracy Low Drift Ie Op Amps
ADS 18)/K/S Fast Wideband Ie Op Amps
AD540)/K/S FET-lnput Ie Op Amps
AD542) IK/LIS Trimmed jmplanted FET (TRIFET) Ie Op Amps
AD544)/K/LIS Trimmed Implanted FET (TRIFET) Ie Op Amps
AD54SJ/K/L/M Low Bias Current FET Ie Op Amps
AD642}IKiLiS. Dual ADS42 Trimmed Implanted FET (TRIFET) Op Amps .
AD7411C/J/KILIS Internally Compensated Ie Op Amps
AD OP-07/A/D/C/Ee High-Accuracy Low-Drift.lC Op Amps
HOS-oSO/OSOA Ultrafast Hybrid Ie Op Amps
48J/K Fast-Settling Modules
50J IK Fast-Slewing and Settling Modules
S1A/B Fast Wide-Temperature-Range Modules
52J/K High-Accuracy Low-Bias FET-Input Modules
171)/K High-output Modules
235J/K/L Inverting Chopper-Stabilized Modules
261J IK Noninverting Chopper Op Amps
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2. INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS
Selection Guide
Orientation, Definitions of Specifications
AD521)/K/LIS Monolithic IC Resistor-Programmable Amplifiers
AD522A/B/S Hybrid IC Resistor-Programmable Amplifiers
612A/B/C/D/Ee Hybrid IC Jumper-Programmable Amplifiers

2-3
2-4
2-7
2-13
2-17

3. ISOLATION AMPLIFIERS
Selection Guide

3-1

Selection Information and Definitions of Specifications

3-4

277J/K/A Isolated operational amplifier module

S. WG/ANTILOG AMPLIFIERS
Selection Guide
General Information and Definitions of Specifications
75 SNIP High dc performance log-antilog amplifier module
7S7N/P Log-ratio amplifier module
7S9N/P Low-cost, w'idest-bandwidth log-antilog amplifier module

Page
5-3
5-4
5-7
5-11
5-15

6. RMS-TO-DC CONVERTERS
Selection Guide
Generallnforntation and Definitions of Specifications
ADS36AJ/AK/AS Monolithi"c IC true nns-to-dc and dB converter

6-3
6-4
6-7

7. VOLTAGE REFERENCES
7-2

Selection Guide

7-4
Orientation, Definitions of SpecifIcations
AD580JHIKH/LH/MH/SHrrH/UH 2.5V Monolithic IC Positive Voltage References 7-5
7-9
ADS8lJ/K/LlS/T/U lOV Pretrimmed Monolithic IC Voltage References
7-15
References
7-21
AD589)H/KH/LH/MH/SH/TH/UHe Two-TerminallC 1.2V References
AD1403/ADl403A- +2.5V Monolithic Ie Voltage References in Mini-DIP Package 7-25
7-29
AD2700j/L/S +10V Precision Hybrid IC Positive Voltage References
7-29
AD270lj/L/S -lOY Precision Hybrid lC Negative Voltage References
7-29
AD2702j/L/S ±IOV Precision Hybrid Dual Voltage References
AD584j/K/L/SITIU Prctrimmed lOV, 7.5V, SV, 2.SV Monolithic IC
Multiple~Voltage

8. TRANSDUCERS, CONDITIONERS & INSTRUMENTATION
Selection Guide

8-2

AC2626j/KILlM Stainless-Steel Temperature Probe (AD590)
AD590I/J/K/LIM Temperature-to-Current Converter IC

8··5
8-7

AD2036 6-Channel Scanning Digital(Thermocouple) Thermometer

8-\5

AD2037 6-Channel Scanning. Digital Voltmeter
AD2038 6-Channel Scanning Digital Thermometer (AD590)

8-21

AD2040 Low-Cost Temperature Indicator (AD590)

8-29

2B20A/B Voltage (0 to +lOV) to Current (4-to-2OmA) Converter

8-31

2B22J/K/L Isolated Voltage (0 to +lV to 0 to +lOV) to
Current (4~to-2OmA) Converter
2B30j/K/L Strain Gage/RTD Signal Conditioner

8-37

8-21

8-41

2B31j/K/L Self-Powered Strain Gagc/RTD Signal Conditioner

8-41

3-7

2B35 Triple-Output Transducer/Conditioner Power Supply

8-47

281 Synchronizable drive-oscillator for 286J and 292A

3-17
3-11

286j Driven isolator for multichannel applications

3-17

288J IK Carrier-powered isolator for multichannel applications

3-23

2BS4A/Be Four-Channel Isolated Low-Level Thermocouple/mV
Conditioners/Multiplexers
2BSSA. Four-Channel Isolated High~ or Low~Level SignalConditioner/Multiplexer
2B56Ae Four-Function Thermocouple Cold~Junction Compensator
2B57A- 4-to-20mA Current Transmitter for ADS90 Temperature Transducer

8-49

284J Stand-alone isolator

289J/K/Le High-performance

sync~ronjzable

self-contained isolation amplifier

3-29

290Ae Lowest-cost stand-alone isolator

3-35

292Ae Lowest-cost driven isolator for multichannel applications

3-!J 5

947 Multiple-output power oscillator for 3-port and intercl)annel isolation
of 288J IK carrier-powered isolators

3-23

948 Single-channel power oscillator for multichannel applications of 288J IK
where the inputs share a common ground reference

3-23

4. MULTIPLIERS & DIVIDERS
Selection GUide
General Information and Definitions of Specifications
AD532J/K/S General-purpose internally trimmed IC 4~quadrant multiplier/divider
AD533)IK/LIS Lowest-cost IC 4~quadrant multiplier/divider
AD534)IK/LIS/T Highest~performance internally trimmed Ie
4-quadrant multiplier/divider
AD~3SJ/K High-perfonnance internally trimmed IC 2-quadrant divider
429A1B Wideband 4-quadrant multiplier module
433)/B Multifunction device: Y(Z/X)m
436A/B Highest-accuracy internally trimmed divider module
_New producnince the 1919 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
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8-49
8-55
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9. DIGITAL-TO-ANAWG CONVERTERS
Selection Guide
General Information
Specifications and Tenns
,
AD370/AD371. Complete Low-Power 12-Bit Hybrid-IC DACs
AD558- Low-Cost Complete p,P-COmpatible 8-Bit IC DACs
AD561 Low-COst lO~Bit Ie Complete Current-output DACs
AD562 High-Performance IC 12-Bit Current-output DACs with
Multiplying Capability
AD563 .High-Performance IC 12-Bit Current-Output DACs with Reference
AD565 High-Performance Monolithic 11-Bit Current-Output DACs
Including Reference
ADS66 High~Perform.ance Monolithic 12~Bit Current-output DACs with
Multiplying Capability
AD1408/1508 8~Bit Monolithic Multiplying DACs
AD711O- CMOS IC Digitally Controlt"ed Audio Attenuator
AD7520/AD7521 CMOS 10~ and 12-Bit Multiplying DACs
AD7522 CMOS lO-Bit Double-Buffered Multiplying DACs
AD7523 CMOS 8-Bit Multiplying DACs
AD7524 CMOS 8~Bit Buffered Multiplying DACs
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9-21
9-29
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9-35
9-43
9-51
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9-61
9-69
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9-79

v

AD7525 CMOS 3 1I2~Digit BCD Digitally Cont.roUed Potentiometer
AD7530/AD7S31 CMOS 10-: and 12~BitMonolithicMultiplyingDACs
AD7S33 CMOS Low<OSt lo-Bit Multiplying OACs
AD7541 CMOS 12~Bit Monolithic MuLtiplying DACs
AD7542_ CMOS,l2-~it Microprocessor..compatible DACs
AD7543_ CMOS 12-Bit Serial~lnput DACs
AD DAC-tl8 8-Bit Monolithic High·Speed Multiplying DACs
AD DAC80 Low-Cost U-Bit Hybrid IC DACs
AD OAC85 High·Performance 12·Bit Hybrid IC DACs
AD OAC87 Wide~Temperature-Range 12·Bit Hybrid IC DACs
DACll06/DACll08 High~Speed Digital~to-Analog Converter Modules
DAC1136/DACl137/DACl138 High·Resolution 16-and 18-Bit DAC Modules
DAC1420_/DAC1422 4~to·20mA Output 8· and lo-Bit DAC Modules
DAC1423_ 4-20mA Output lO-Bit Isolated DAC (lSO-DACTM) Modules
HDH/HDS 8-,10-, and 12-Bit Video-Speed Hybrid Current-and
Voltage-OUtput DACs
HDS-E_ Ultra-High-Speed EeL 8- and 10-Bit Hybrid DACs
MDD Ultra-Higb-Speed Deglitched 8- and I()'Bit DAC Modules
MDH/MDS/MDSL 8-,10-, and 12-Bit Video-Speed Currentand Voltage-Output DAC Modules

9-85
9-91
9-95
9-101
9...:107
9-115
9-123
9-129
9-137
9-145
9-149
9-153
9-161
9-16S
9-171

MDMS Ultra-High-Speed g-, 1()', and II-Bit Multiplying DACs

9-1B5

9-177
9-181
9-187

10. ANALOG-TO-DJGITAL CONVERTERS
Selection Guide
Factors in Choosing an AID Convc:rter
Specifications & Tenns
ADS70 Low-Cost Complete Monolithic IC 8-Bit ADCs
ADS71 Complete Monolithic IC 10-Bit ADCs
AD572 Cpmple~e Hybrid IC 12-Bit Successive-Approximation ADCs
ADS74 Complete IC 12-Bit AID Converters with J,J.P Interface
ADS78. Fast Complete Hybrid IC U-Bit ADCs
ADS200. Hybrid IC l2-Bit Successive-Approximation ADCs
AD7SS0 CMOS IC Quad-Slo'pe Bus-COmpatibl~ 13-Bit ADe
AD7SSS. CMOS IC 4 1I2-Digit 20,000-Count ADC Subsystem
AD7510 CMOS IC 10-Bit Successive-Approximation Bus-Compatible ADCs
AD7S74.' CMOS Microprocessor-Compatible 8-Bit ADCs
AD7SB3. CMOS Single-Supply 9-Channe18-Bit ADC
AD ADC80 Hybrid IC 10- and 12-Bit ADCs with Improved Performance
and Reliability
.
ADC1l30/ADe1l31 14·Bit High-Speed ADC Modules
HAS Hybrid B-, 10- and l2-Bit Ultra-Fast ADes
MAHe Ultra-High-Speed 8- and IO-Sit ADC Modules
MAS Ultra-High-Speed g-, 10-, and U-Bit ADC Modules
MATV Video 8-Bit ADCs with Built-In Track-Hold
MOD-100S IO-Bit 5MHz Video ADC with Built-In Track-Hold
MOD-1020. IO-Bit 20MHz Video ADC with Built-In Track-Hold
MOD-120S. U-Sit SMHz Video ADC with Built-In Track-Hold
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10-6
10--11
10--19
10--27
10--35
10--43
11J-.45
10-49
10-57
11J-.69
10-81
1(}'-89
10-97
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10--113
10-117
10-123
10--128
10--133
10-137

11. VI" & FN CONVERTERS
Selection Guide
General Information; Factors in Choosing VFCs and FVCs
ADS~7 IC Voltage to Frequency Converter
450 10kHz Voltage to Frequency Converter
451 100kHz to 20kHz Adjustable Frequency to Voltage Converter
4531kHz to 200kHz Adjustable Frequency to Voltage Converter
4S4 20kHz Voltage to Frequency Converter
456 10kHz Voltage to Frequency Converter
458 100kHz Voltage to Frequency Converter
460 IMHz Voltage to Frequency Converter

11-3
11-4
11-7
11-15
11-23
11-23
11-15
11-15
11-19
11-19

12. SYNCHRO-DiGITAL CONVERTERS
Selection Guide
General Information and Definitions of Devices
BDM1615/1616/1617 "Binary-to-BCD Modulo 3600 Converters
DSC170511706 Digital-.to-Synchro Converte~ (14/12 Bit~)
DTMI716/1711 Digital Vector Generators
IDC1703 Inductosyn-to-Digital Converter
SAC1763 Synchro/Resolv~r to Linear: DC Converter

vi

12-2
12-4
12-5
12-7
12-11
12-15
12-17

SBCD175211753/17S6/1757 Synchro-to-Digital (BCD) Converters
SDC1604 16-Bit Synchro-to-Digital Converter
SDt:;1700/1102/1704 Synchro-to-Digital Converters (Low Profile, 12110/14 Bits)
SDC172SI1726 Synchro~to-Digi~l Converters with 3-State-Latched Outputs
SDC1741/1142. Synchro-to-Digital Converters (12-Bit Hybrid ICs)
SPA169S Syncilro/Resolver Power Amplifier
TSL1612 Processors for 2~Speed Synchro-to-Digital Conversion

12-21'
12-25
12-27
12-33
12-37
12-41
12-43

13. SAMPLErrRACK-HOLD AMPLIFIERS
Selection Guide
General Information and Definitions of Key Specifications
ADS82K/S Monolithic IC Sample-Hold Amplifier, Low Cost
ADSg3K Monolithic IC Sample-Hold Amplifier, High Speed
HTS/HTC Hybrid High-Speed Track-Hold Amplifier series
SHA~2A. Module, Higb-Speed 12~bit Sample-Hold Amplifier
SHA1144 Module, High-Resolution Sample-Hold Amplifier
THSITHC Modules, Ultr.a-High-Speed Track~Hold Amplifier Series

13-3
13-4
13-7
13-11
13-15
13-21
13-25
13-31

14. CMOS SWITCHES & MULTIPLEXERS
Selection Guide
Orientation and Terminology
AD7501
8-Chan~el Multiplexer, High Enables
Ab7S02
4-Channel Differential Multiplexer
AD7S03
B-Channel Multiplexer, Low Enables
AD7S06
16~Channel Multiplexer
AD7507
B-Channei Differential Multiplexer
AD7S10DI Dielectrically Isolated Quad SPSTj Address High Closes Switch
AD751~DI Dielectrically Iso~ted Quad SPST; ~ddress Low Closes Switch
AD7S12DI Dielecrrically Isolated Quad SPDT
Dielectrically Isolated Dual SPST. Replaces DG200
ADG200
ADG201
Dielectrically Isolated Quad SPST, Replaces DG20·1

14-3
14-4
14-5
14-5
14-5
14-~

14-9
14-13
14-13
14-13
14-21
14-25

15. DATA-ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEMS
Selection Guide
.AD362_ Hybrid-IC 16-to-8-Channel DAS Front End, for User-Chosen
AID Converter
AD363
Hybrid-IC 16·to-8-ChanneI12~Bit Complete DAS
AD364. Hybrid-IC 16-to·g-Channel 12-Bit CompJete IlP-Compatible DAS
DAS1128 16IB-Channel12-Bit Data-Acquisition Module
DAS1l50 Low-Level-Input 12-Bit Data-Acquisition Module with'
Resistor-Programmable Gain
DAS11S I Low-Level-Input 12-Bit Data-Acquisition Module with
Logic-Programmable Gain

15-2
15-5

15-13
15-25
15-29
15-37
15-37

16. MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS
Selection Guide
RTf-1200
Intel..compatible Complete 110 Subsystem
RTI-1201
Intel..compatibLe Complete Output Subsystem
RTl-l202
Intel-Compatible Complete Input Subsystem
RTI-1220
Pro-Log..compatible Analog Input Subsystem
RTI-1221
Pro-Log-Compatible OutpUt Subsystem
RT1-122S
Mostek & Pro-Log &TO-Bus-Compatible 1/0 Subsystems
RTI-1230
Motorola-Compatible Analog Input Subsystem
RTI~1231
Motorola-Compatible Analog lIO Subsystem
RTI·1232
Motorola~Compatible Analog-Digital Output Subsystem
RTI-1240
Texas·lnsnuments-cOmpatible Analog Input Subsystem
RTI-1241
Texas-JnstNmenrs-Compatible Analog 1/0 Subsystem
RTI-124213 Texas-Instruments-Compatible Output Slibsystems
RTI-1250
DEC LSI-1112-Compatible Analog Input Subsystem
RTJ-1251
DEC LSI-1l/2-Compatible Combination I/O Subsystem
RTI-1252
D~C LSl~11/2-Compatible Output Subs~stem'

16-3
16-5
16-7
16-9
16-11
16-11
16-13
16--15
16-15
16-15
16-17
16-17
16-17
16-19
• 16-19
16-19

17. TESTERS FOR LINEAR CIRCUITS.
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18. POWER SUPPLIES
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eNew product since 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement

Product Families Not catalogued 'Here
(But Still Available)
The information published in this catalog is intended to
assist the user in choosing components for the design of
new equipment, using the most cost-effective products
available from Analog Devices, The popular product types
listed below may have been designed into your circuits in
the past, but they are no longer likely to be the most eco2N3954
2N5900
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
105
111
118
119
141
146
148
153
163
165
180
183
184
230
231
232
233
260
272
273
275

276
279
280
285
310
311
350
424
426
427
428
432
434
435
440
441
442
452
603
60S
606
610
751
752
756
907
908
909
931
932

nomic choice for your new designs, Nevertheless, we recognize that it is often a wise choice to refrain from rede- '
signing proven equipment, and we are continuing to make
these products available for use in existing designs or in
designs for which they are uniquely suitable, Data sheets on
these products are available upon request,

933
934
935
942
944
946
956
971
973
ADI081208/308
ADI08A/208A/308A
ADl11I211/311
AD351
AD502
ADS 11
ADS12
AD514
ADS20
ADS23
ADS28
ADS30
ADS31
AD550
ADSS3
AD5S9
AD801
AD810-813
AD814-816
AD818
AD820-822

AD830-833
AD835-839
AD840-842
AD3900 Series
AD7513
AD7516
AD7519
ADC1100
ADCII02
ADCI103
ADC1105
ADCll09
ADCl111
ADCI133
ADC-14I117I
ADC-16Q
ADC-QM
ADC-QU
ADC-12QZ
ADC-8S
ADC-I0Z
B100
DACI009
DACI112
DACI118
DAC1125
DACI132
DAC-I0DF
DAC-M
DAC-QG
DAC-QM

DAC-QS
DAC-QZ
DAC-I0Z
DGM1040
MDA-F
MDA-8H
MDA-I0Z
MDA-11MF
MDA-LB
MDA-LD
MDA-UB
MDA-UD
SCDX1623
SCMI677
SERDEX
SHA-IA
SHA-3
SHA-4
SHA-5
SHA-6
. SHA-1114
SHA-1134
SMCI007
SMXI004
SMX2607
SRXI005
SRX260S
SSCT1621
STXI003
STX2603
TSDC1608-l611

vii

SabitibitionGuidefor·Product,
Families NoLongar Available
The products listed in the left-hand column below are no longer
available. In many cases, comparable functions and performance
may be obtained with newer models, but -as a rule - they

Model

are not directly interchangeable. The closest ,rec6mmended
equivalent, physically and electrically, is listed in .the righthand column.
Oosest Recommended
Equivalent

47
101 (module) .
102
106
107
108
110
114

lis
120
142
143
149
161
170
220
274J
282J
283J
301 (module)
302.
602J10
602J100
602K100
901
AD501
AD505
AD508
AD513
AD516
AD551
AD555
ADC1121
ADM501
ADP501
DAC1122
DAC-1OH
MDA-I0H

viii

48
45 .
48
118
118
52
48
119
43
50
48
52

SO
165

171
234
286J
292A
292A
52
310
610
610
610
904
AD511
AD509
AD517
AD.503
ADS06
An5S3
AD7S19
AD7550
ADM5011506
ADP511
AD7541
DAC-I0Z
MDA-10Z
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Selection Guide
Selection Principles and Definitions of Specifications
ADI0IA/201A/301A/301AL General-Purpose IC Op Amps
AD503J/K/S FET-Input IC Op Amps
AD504J/K/L/M/S High-AccUracy Low-Drift IC Op Amps
AD506J/K/LIS FET-Input IC Op Amps
AD507J IK/S Wideband General-Purpose IC Op Amps
AD509J/K/S High-Speed Fast-Settling IC Op Amps
AD510J/K/LIS High-Accuracy Low-Drift IC Op Amps
AD5i5]IK/L Electrometer IC Op Amps
AD517J/K/LIS High-Accuracy Low Drift IC Op Amps
AD518J/K/S Fast Wideband IC Op Amps
AD540J/K/S FET-Input IC Op Amps
AD542J/K/L/S Trimmed Implanted FET (TRIFET) IC Op Amps
AD544J/K/LIS Trimmed Implanted FET (TRIFET) IC Op Amps
AD545J/K/LIM Low Bias Current FET IC Op Amps
AD642J/K/L/S Dual ADS42 Trimmed Implanted FET (TRIFET) Op Amps.
AD741/C/J/K/LIS Internally Compensated IC Op Amps
AD OP-07/A/D/C/E High-Accuracy Low-Drift IC Op Amps.
HOS-OSO/050A Ultrafast Hybrid IC Op Amps
48J IK Fast-Settling Modules
50J/K Fast-Slewing and Settling Modules
51A/B Fast Wide-Temperature-Range Modules
52J IK High-Accuracy Low-Bias FET-Input Modules
171J/K High-Dutput Modules

Page
1-2
1-4
1-17
1-21
1-25
1-21
1-33
1-37
1-41
1-45
1-51
1-57
1-61
1-65
1-69
1-73
1-77
1-79
1-83
1-89
1-91
1-93
1-93
1-97
1-99

235]IK/L Inverting Chopper-Stabilized Modules
261]/K Noninverting Chopper Op Amps

1-103
1-107

eNew product since 1979 Data-Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
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In this Selection Guide, operational amplifier families are divided into the following categories:
1. General-Purpose Ies (see also selected high-accuracy versions in Category 5.)
2. FET-Input, Low-Bias Current ICs and Modules
3. FET-Input Dual ICs
4. Electrometer IC and Modules
S. High-Accuracy Low-Drift ICs and Modules
6. High-Accuracy Low-Drift Chopper-Amplifier Modules
7. Fast Wideband ICs and Modules
8. High-Output Modules
9. Isolated Op-Amp Modules

The brief specifications given are key for the device category. Complete and detailed specifications for further
comparison can be found on the data sheets. Information on selection principles and definitions of the specifications
can be found in the pages that follow.
All specifications are typical at rated supply voltage and load, and TA

1. General Purpose IC's

Offset
-Voltage
mVmax

=25° C, unless noted otherwise.

aEos/LlTt
p.vfCmax

Bias
Current
nAmax

Slew
Rate
Vlp.s

0.5 to 10"
0.5

30/lS/15

250175175

AD7411741Ct Internal Camp

7.51212
5.0/6.0

No Spec.

500

2. FET-Input Low Bias Current
Ie's and Module

Bias
Current
pAmax

Offset
Voltage
mV max

LlEOS ILlT
p.VfCmax

Vlp.s

AD515JIKIL
AD545J/K/LIM
52J IK Module

0.3/0.15/0.075
2111111

31111
11110.5/0.25

3

0.5

AD506J/K/L/S
AD542J/K/LIS TRIFET #
AD544J/K/LIS TRIFET #
AD540J/K/S #

1511015110
15/10/10
50/25125/25
50/25/25125
50/25125

3.511.51111.5
50120(20
21110.511
211/0.5/1
50120120

50/15125
25/1515/3
3/1
75125110/50
75/25150
20/10/5115
20/1015/15
75/25/50

0.3 min
0.3 min
0.25 min
3.0 min
3.0 min
3.0
8 min
6;0

3. FET·btput
DuailC TRIFET

Bias
Current
pA max

Offset
Voltage
mV max

aEos/LlT;
p.vfc max

VIp._

75/35/35/35

21110.5/1

20/1015/15

3.0

Bias

*
p.V/Cmax
50115/25

Slew
Rate
V/msmin
0.4
0.4
300

AD301A/201A/101At#

AD503J/K/S

AD642J/K/LIS

#-

4. Electrometer IC and Modules
310JIK Inverting Module
311J/K Noninverting Module
AD5lSJ/K/L IC Differential

fA inax
10
10

Offset
Voltage
mV max
10
10

300/150175

3/1/1

5. High Accuracy Low·Drift
IC's.and Module
AD OP·07/A1D/C/Et #-

Offse~

LlEos/LlTt,
p.V/Cmax

Current

AD517]IK/LIS #
AD510]IKIL/S #
AD504J/K/L/M/S #
S2J/K Module

mV max
0.07510.02510.151
0.1510.075
0;15/0.07510.0510.075
0.110.0510.025/0.05
2.5/U/0.5JO.510.5

AD301ALt #

0.5
0.5

AD741]IK/L/S #

3/210.512
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*

LlEoS/LlT
30/tO

30/10

*

1.3/0.6/2.5/1.8/1.3
3/1.8/1.3/1.8
3/1/0.511
.5/3/110.511 nulled
3/1

Bias
Current
nAmax
±3.012.0/121714
5/21112
25/13/10113
200/100180/80/80

0.003
30
20/15/5115 untriinmed 200175150175

5.0

Page
1-17
1-79

Slew
Rate
Page
1-45
1-73
1-97
1-21
1-21
1-65
1-69
1-61

Slew
Rate
Page
1-65

Page

1-45

Slew
Rate
Vlp.s

Page

0.17
0.1
0.1
0.12 to 2.5'
0.25 min
0.5 to 10'
0.5

1-83
1-51
1-41
1-25
1-97
1-17
1-79

6. High Accuracy Low-Drift
Chopper Amplifier Modules

Offset
/lVmax

AEos/AT:!:
Ilvfc max

Bias
Current
pAmax

Slew
Rate
Vllls

Page

235j IK/L Inverting
261j/K Low-Noise, Noninverting

25/25/15
25

0.5/0.25/0.1
0.3/0.1

100150/50
300

0.3
100V/s

1-103
1-107

7. Fast, Wideband IC'sand Modules

Settling
Time
to O.I%,lls

Slew
Rate
Vllls, min

AEoS/ATt,
Il VfCmax

IBIAS
nAmax

Page

0.1 (INV, max)
0.15 (INV, max)
o to +70 oC
0.25 (INV, 0.05%)
-2SoC to +85°C
O.OS (INV)
0.5 (0.01%, max)
0.2/0.5 max/0.5 max

500 (INV)
400 (INV)

50115
50/20

2

1-93
1-93

0.9

300 (INV)
110 (INV)
SO/SO/100
50
20125/20

150/35
50115
20 typ/30/30
10 typ/15/20
15typ/15/20

2
0.05/0.025
250/200/200
500/250/250
25115/15

1-S9
1-91
1-37
1-57
1-33

S. High-output Modules

EOUT F.S. (min)

lOUT F.S. (min)

AEos/AT:\:
/lVfCmax

IBIAS
pAmax

Page

171j/K

±140V
±IOV
±IOV

±10mA
±100mA
±10OmA

50115
50115
50/20

50/20
2000
2000

1-99
1-93
1-93

±IOV

±100mA

150/35

2000

1-S9

50j/K Module

0

°

5 lAtB:\: Module (-25 C to +S5 C)

(-SSoC to + 100°C Operating)
HOS-050/050At TO-S
4Sj IK Fast Settling Module
AD509j/K/S IC
ADSlS]IK/S IC #
AD507j/K/S IC

50j/K

t

51AtB _25°C to :S5°C (Spec.)
(-55 C to +100 C Oper.)
HOS-050/050At TO-S

O.S

:t:

2

9. Isolated Op Amp Modules
277]IK/A

Inverting, noninverting, differential op-amp applications,
. Input offset drift 3/1111lVfC (nulled), hias current 20nA max,
CMR 160dB min at dc, 120dB min at 60Hz, max CMV 3500V rms
(60Hz, 1 min), ±25OOV peak or dc, continuous, isolated power
output, ±15mA@ ±15V.

Page
3-7

"Inverting-Actual value depenc;ls on compensation.
t30tA, 301AL, 0 to + 70QC; 201A, _2SDC to +8S 0 Cj lOlA, -5S o C to + 12S OC.
741C,O to +70°C; 741, -5S o C to +12S"C; HOS, -5SoC to +12SQ C;
AD Op.()7D/C/E, 0 to 70·C, AD OP-07/A, -SS·C to +12S·C.
;Temperature range suffixes (e.g. ADS04JIK/LIMIS) JlK/L/M, 0 to +70·C,
S, -SSoC to +12 SoC; SIA/B, 277A, -25°C to +8S o C.
#Monolithic chips available with guaranteed performance for precision
hybrids. Information available upon request. All but AD642 and AD OP-07
can be found in 1979 Chip Catalog, available upon request.
• New product since 1979 Data I'1.cquisitio?ll'roducts Catalog Supplement.
- -Data sheet available upon request.
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The amplifiers listed in this catalog are intended to provide
cost-effective solutions to the bulk of op-amp requirements in
precision measurement and control, as' well as to mo~e-general
requi(ements in electronic circuits. The technical data included
here·cover the properties of some 20 op-amp families, comprising about7S distinct types. Some are general purpose,
others provide near-optimum performance for specific classes
of applications.
They differ in a variety of ways, for example, circuit technology, circuit architecture, input properties, output properties,
operating temperature range, degree of isolation, and in terms
of the many performance specifications. Some are high-perform~ce modules, most are monolithic ICs, some are hybrid ICs.
BACKGROUND
The operational amplifier is today the most-widely used analog
subassembly. it is safe to say that its basic properties and applications are sufficiently understood· by most circuit designers
and builders. However, the basis for choice, the subtleties of
using op amps in circuits for best results (especially in precision measurement and control), and the varieties of possible
applications are less clearly understood by op amp users, in
varying degrees.
In these few pages, we shall address the question of making a
proper choice of op amp type for an application, in relation to
the extensive array of device properties, presented in the data
sheets that follow.
For those users requiring basic tutorial material, and detailed
information on getting the most out of op amps, we have
provided on page 1-16 a bibliography that should make available up to 99% of information needed now and then, with
"fanout" to the vast body of literature that - with some redundancy - will provide the remainder. It should come as no
surprise to successful users of Analog Devices op amps that a
number of the references are to the applications sections of
data sheets included in this catalog.
SELECTION PRINCIPLES
In sel~cting the right device for a specific application, you
should have clearly in mind your design objectives and a
firm understanding of what published specifications mean.
Beyond this, you should detail the significant yariables that
are pertinent to your application. The purpose of this section
is to put these many decision factors into perspective to
help you make the most meaningful buying decisiom:
, To properly choose an operational amplifier for any given
set of requirements, the designer must have:
1. A co mplete definition of the design 0 bjectives.
Signal levels, accuracy desired, bandwidth requirements, circuit impedance, environmental
conditions and other factors must be well defmed
before selection can be effectively undertaken.
°In addition to the products listed here, which are recommended for

new desigDs, a number of older products are'still available; data sheers
are available upon request.
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2. Firm understanding of what the manufacturer means
by the numbers published for the parameters.
Frequently, any two manufacturers may have comparable published specifications, which may have been
arrived at using differing measurement techniques.
This creates a pitfall in op amp selection. To avoid
these difficulties, the designer must know what the
published specifications mean and how these parameters are measured and then must be able to translate
these published specifications in terms meaningful to
the design requirements.
There are three fundamental aspects to the rational selection
of an operational amplifier for a given application: (1) establishining the circuit architecture, (2) defining the permance levels, and (3) choosing the amplifier(s).
1. To obtain a circuit building block to implement a defined
functional job, the principal choices are either to purchase a
committed functional device or to design a circuit employing
op amps to perform the function. For example, to obtain a difference between two voltages, one may either purchase an instrumentation or isolation amplifier, or design a suitable subtraction circuit using op amps. If a committed functional
building block, with appropriate specs and price, is not available, the circuit designer must start by developing schematic
diagrams of circuits that will perform the function simply
using "ideal" operational amplifiers. Many commonly used
circuits can be found in textbooks, "cookbooks", and linear
circuit books, as well as in application notes and data sheets.

2. Recognizing that the ch~ice of an op amp depends on both
the overall circuit requirements and the characteristics of available op amps, the designer should interpret the desired overall
performance in terms of the parameters of op amps, and establish, acceptable ranges of parameters, and their variation
with time, temperature, supply ~oltage, etc. Examples of the
key parameters are the input offset voltage, input bias and offset currents, and the high-frequency performance and transient
behavior of the op-amp block (and its effect on the, closedloop circuit) for large and small signals. It will be helpful to
develop an application checklist, which includes such considerations as the character of the input signals and their impedance, the output load, the desired' accuracy - static and
dynamic - and the environmental conditions.
3. The designer must tqen relate acceptable performance of
the op-amp building block to the specifications and prices of
available devices from preferred suppliers, bearing in mind a
firm understanding of the way in which manufacturers define
their specifications, and how definitions can differ in a way
that may be misleading. A set of definitions used by Analog
Devices follows the next section.
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
By way of an application checklist, the designer will need to
account for the following:
Character of the application: The character of the
application (inverter, follower, differential amplifier,
etc.) will often influence the choice of amplifier.

Chopper stabilized amplifiers, for example, are not
generally applicable where differential inputs are
required.

Accurate description of the input signal: It is
extremely important that the inp.ut signal be
thoroughly characterized. Is the input a voltage source
or current source? Range of amplitude? Source impedance? Time/frequency characteristics?
Environmental conditions: What is the maximum
range of temperature, time, and supply voltage over
which the circuits must operate (to the required
accuracy) without readjustment?
Accuracy desired: The accuracy requirement determines the extent to which the foregoing considerations
are critical, and ultimately points the way to a device
(or series of devices) which are acceptable. Accuracy
must, of course, be defined in terms meaningful to
the application with regard to bandwidth, DC offset,
and other parameters.
SELECTION PROCESS
In general, the objective of amplifier selection should be to
choose the least expensive device which will meet the
physical, electrical, and environmental requirements imposed
by the application. This suggests that a "General Purpose"
amplifier will be the best choice in all applications where
the desired performance requirements can be met. Where
this is not possible, it is generally because of limitations
encountered in two areas - bandwidth requirements, and/or
offset and drift parameters.
To make it easier to relate bandwidth requirements with the
drift and offset characteristics, a capsule view of bandwidth
considerations precedes the DC discussions below. The
reader is then returned to an expanded discussion of gainbandwidth conside.rations.
Gain Bandwidth Considerations, A Capsule View
Although all selection criteria must be met simultaneously,
determination of the bandwidth requirements is a logical
starting point because:
A) If DC information is not of interest, a suitable
blocking capacitor can be connected at the amplifier input and all of the "drift" specifications may
usually be ignored, and
B) Where high frequency (>10MHz) characteristics
are of primary importance, the choice will be limited
to those amplifiers designated "Wide Bandwidth/Fast
Settling."
Where DC information is required and where frequency
requirements are relatively modest (full power response
below 100kHz, unity gain of less than 1.5MHz) other criteria
will probably influence the final choice. It is important,
however, to choose an amplifier with which an adequate
value of loop gain is assured (at the maximum frequency of
interest) to obtain the desired accuracy. Loop gain is the

excess of open loop gain over closed loop gain, and is
responsible for the diminishing error due to fluctuations in
the open loop gain due to time, temperature, etc. For example, if the closed-loop gain is 1000, the open-loop gain
must be at least 100,000 to yield an error of no more than
1%, and 1,000,000 to yield an error no greater than 0.1%.
Where undistorted response is required, the specifications for
full linear response and slewing rate should be chosen such
that they are not exceeded at the highest frequency of
operation.
Offset and Drift Considerations
In the majority of op-amp applications, final selection is
determined by the DC offset and drift characteristics. To
undertake amplifier selecrion in these cases, it is necessary
to translate the requirements listed above as follows. (It is
assumed that bandwidth requirements and temperature range
have been established at this point.)
1. What input impedance must the circuit present to the
signal source?This depends primarily on the source
impedance, R s' and the amount of loading error which
is acceptable. Most amplifier circuits are designed around
either the inverting or noninverting circuit of Figure 1. The
choice is often made between the two to accommodate the
impedance requirement. Input impedance for the inverting
circuit is approximately equal to the summing impedance,
Ri and the upper limit on the magnitude of Ri is determined
by the allowable drift error because of input bias current as
discussed below. The noninverting circuit offers inherently
higher input impedance than the inverting circuit (due to
"bootstrapping" feedback) and in this case input impedance
is approximately equal to the common mode impedance of
the amplifier Rem.

2. How much drift error can be tolerated? The question is
related to the input signal level, es' and the required accuracy.
For example, to amplify or otherwise manipulate a DC input
signal of one volt with an accuracy of 0.1 %, the offset
drift error, Vd' must be one millivolt or less. (This assumes
that other sources of error such as input loading, noise and
gain error have already been allowed for.) By the same
reasoning, the allowable drift error for a 1 volt signal and
0.01 % accuracy would be lO0l-tV.
When this has been defined, the allowable limits of offset
voltage (eos)' bias current (ib)' and difference current can
be calculated by the equations of Figure 1.
Figure 1 gives the equations which relate offset voltage
(eos)' bias current (ib), difference current (id) and the
external circuit impedances to the drift error, V d, for both
the inverting and the noninverting circuits. From these .
equations it can be seen how the input impedance requirements of the foregoing paragraphs are related to the drift
error.
For example, in the case of the inverting circuit, an offset
error voltage, ibRi' is generated by the bias current flowing
through the summing impedance. This error increases for
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Unfortunately, however, the noninverting configuration cannot always be used since it is not convenient to use for many
circuit functions such as integration or summation. A further
liMitation occurs in high accuracy applications, where common mode errors may rule out this circuit configuration.
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Current Amplifier Considerations
Before leaving the subject of offset errors, we shall discuss
briefly the current amplifier configuration which is shown
in Figure 2A. The obvious approach to measuring current
is to develop a voltage drop across a load resistor, Rf, and to
measure this potential with a high impedance amplifier as
shown in Figure 2B.
This approach has several disadvantages as compared to the
circuit of Figure 2A. First the noninverting amplifier introduces common mode errors which dp not occur for Figure
2A. Second, an ideal current meter would have zero '
impedance whereas, Rf in Figure' 2B may become very
large since this resistor determines the sensitivity of the
measurement. Third, the changes of input impedance, Rem'

=0

Drift Error == Vd

80s

eo

,]
R' R2
+ Id As for Rc == Rs - - - '- -

----.----.

Signal

Initial offsets can usually be zero~d at room temperature so
that only the maximum temperature excursion (~T) from
+2S o e need be considered. For example, over the range of
-25 ro +8s oe, the maximum temperature excursion (~T)
from +2S o e would be 60 oe. As a pralrt:ical matter, offset
errors due. to supply voltage and time drift can generally
be neglected since errors due to temperature drift are usually
much greater.

~+~

Drift Error = Vd
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=- Rf

+ R,)
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[ .Is'" 8 0s (RI
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Drift .r;"r = Ie

% Drift Error = 100Vd
,

Figure 18. Noninverting Configuration

Input Impedance RIN

where 1/~: 1 + RdR, + Rd)

R,

increasing Ri' Since Ri also sets the input impedance, there
is a conflict between'high input impedance and low offset
errors. Likewise, for a given offset error, higher values for Ri
can be used with an amplifier which has lower bias curr~nt.
Where it will otherwise function properly, the noninverting
circuit generally makes a better choice for high input
impedance circuits. Also, for the same source and input
'impeda.nce requirement, a given amplifier will generate lower
offset errors for the non inverting circuit than for the inverting
circuit. This is so because the bias current flows only through
Rs for the noninverter and this will always be less than the
input impedance, Ri' of the inverter. Input impedance of the
non inverter (approximately ReM) is typically 10 7 ohms
even for the least expensive bipolar amplifiers and up to IOU
ohms for FET types.
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Figure 28. Voltage Amplifier with
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Resistor

for the noninverting amplifier with temperature will cause
variable loading on Rf and hence a change in sensitivity.
The current amplifier of Figure 2A circumvents all of these
difficulties and approaches an ideal current meter; that is,
there is essentially no voltage drop across the measuring
circuit, since 'with enough open loop gain, A, the input
impedance R IN becomes very small.
In selecting a current amplifier, the most important
consideration is current noise, and bias current drift.
Measuring accuracy is largely the ratio of current noise and
drift to signal current, is' To obtain the drift of error current
Ie referred to the input, use the following expression.
III
f

= [lIeos(Rf+RS)+
liT

RfRs

lIiB]lIT
liT

Now, to make a proper selection you must pick an amplifier
with an error current, Ie' over the operating temperature
which is small compared to the signal current, is. Do not
overlook current noise which may be more important than
current drift in many applications.
Gain Bandwidth Considerations, Expanded Discussion
From the previous discussion, it is apparent that most
general purpose operational amplifiers will usually give
adequate performance for the DC and audio frequency range
applications. However, to obtain unity gain baridwidth above
2MHz, full power response above 20kHz and slewing rate
above 6V/[Jsec, in general, requires special design techniques.
All amplifiers with wideband, fast response characteristics
have been listed in the wide bandwidth group to simplify
the selection for higher frequency applications.
One factor often overlooked is that stray capacitance and
impedance levels of the external feedback circuit can be the
major limitation in high frequency applications. For example,
in Figure lA, if Rf were one megohm, and stray capacitance,
Cs, were one picofarad then the closed loop bandwidth
would be limited to 160kHz (1/(21TRFCS» regardless of
how fast the'amplifier is. Moreover, OUtput slewing rate will
be limited by how fast Cs can be charged which in turn is
related to signal level, es' and input impedance, R;, by
deo/dt = -es/RiCs. For these reasons it is usually not
possible to obtain both fast response and high input
impedance for an inverting circuit since both Ri and Rf mU,st
be large'toobtain high input impedance.
Another advantage of the noninverting circuit (Figure 1B)
is that input impedance, being determined by potentiometric
feedback, does not depend on the impedance levels for R1
and R2' Therefore, a low impedance can be used for R2 so
that stray capacitance of Cs will not limit the circuit's bandwidth. In this case the minimum value for R2 is constrained
only by the output current rating of the amplifier. Again the
trade-off between the frequency response and input
impedance of the inverting and noninverting circuits must
be evaluated in light of the common mode rejection error
introduced by the noninverter.

For greater emphasis wideband applications can be separated
into two categories - stea<;ly state and transient. Since the
amplifier requirements for the two are somewhat different,
these categories will be discussed separately.
A. Steady State Applications
Steady state applications involve amplifying or otherwise
manipulating continuous sinusoidal, complex or random
waveforms. In these applications the significant issues in
choosing an amplifier are as follows:
1. Is DC coupling required? If DC information is of no
consequence, ,then the offset drift errors are not usually
important and a capacitor can be used if necessary to block
the output DC offset. Your only concern here is that DC
offset at the output does not become so large, as might be
the case with a high gain stage, that the output is saturated
or the dynamic swing for AC signals is limited. One way to
circumvent the latter problem is to use feedback to limit
the gain at DC as shown in Figure 3. The gain of these circuits
can be small at DC but large at high frequencies.

A,
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~[R4+Rp]

RI

RI

R R

'Rs'"

R2!~4

________~------1

1

lR3 + Rsl C

R,e

w_

Figure 3. DC Feedback Minimizes Output Offset
for AC Applications

2. What closed loop gain and bandwidth are required?
Oosed loop gain, G, is dictated by the application. To a first
approximation the intersection of the open and closed loop
gain curves in Figure 4 gives the closed loop bandwidth,
fc1 (-3dB). For high gain, wideband requirements, it may be
necessary, or more economical, to use two amplifiers in
cascade each at lower gain.
3. What loop gain is required or alternatively what gain
stability, output impedance and/or linearity are necessary?
The available loop gain at a particular frequency or over a
range of frequencies is very often more important than
closed loop bandwidth in selecting an amplifier. Loop gain
as illustrated in Figure 4, is defined as the difference, in dB,
or as the ratio, arithmetically, of the open to closed loop
gain (A{3 =A/G). You will find in most of the equations
defining the closed loop characteristic of a feedback
amplifier that the loop gain (A{3 ) is the determining factor
in performance. Some of the more notable examples of this
point are as follows:
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amplifiers, the transient response of the wideband amplifier
is generally more important than the.gain bandwidth
characteristic described above. Slewing rate, overload
recovery and settling time are the specifications which
determine the transient response.
When applying the high frequency amplifier, it is important
to understand how amplifier performance is affected by
component selection as well as impedance levels used
around the amplifier.

Figure 4. Closed Loop Bandwidth and Loop Gain

a. Closed loop gain stability =b.G/G
b.G/G = (MIA) [11(1 '+ Aj3)) where MIA is the
open loop gain stability, usually about ~ %/'C.
b. Closed loop output impedance = Zocl = Z o /(l + Aj3),
where Zo is the open loop output impedance, .
usually 200 to 5000 ohms.

Settling Time
Settling time is defin'ed as the time elapsed from the
application of a perfect step input to the time when the
amplifier output has entered and rerriained within a specified
error band symmetrical about the final value (Figure 5).
Settling time therefore includes the time required for the
amplifier to slewfrom the initial value, recover from slew
rate limited overload, and settle to a given ertor in the linear
range.
Eo+AE~

ERR.OR ~
BAND

1

-F'tNALVALUE. Eo-- --

c. Closed loop nonline;trity =LeI =Lol/(1 + Aj3), where Lol
is the open loop linearity, usually less than 5%.
Loop gain of 100, or 40dB, is adequate for most applications
and this is readil y achievable at DC and low frequencies. But
note that loop gain decreases with increasing frequency
which makes it difficult to obtain large loop gains at high
frequencies. For this reason it may be necessary to use a
10MHz unity gain amplifier in order to obtain adequate
feedback over a 10kHzbandwidth.

4. What full power response and/or stew rate are required?
You should examine your expected output waveform and
select an amplifier whose slewing rate exceeds the maximum
rate of change of output signal. For a sinusoidal waveform
'with a peak voltage' output equal to the rated amplifier
output the. frequency should not exceed fp' the full power
response of the amplifier. As the output Signal voltage is
reduced below the rated output voltage, the usable maximum
frequency can be extended proportionately. If you do not
observe these restrictions you will get distortion and
unexpected DC offsets at the output of the amplifier.
For some monolithic amplifier designs.available today their
frequency response is not a.simple 6dB roll-off; the response
may be shaped with external RC components for improved
performance. Using feedforward or phase lag. compensation
netwotks, gain-bandwidth product andlor full power response
may be shaped to meet varying design requirements. Most.internally compensated oj> amps offer a stable 6dB per octave
roll-off with specified unity gain-bandwidth and slew rate
thereby limiting maximum speed and response to those
published specifications.
B. Transient Applications
In applications such as AID and DIA converters and pulse
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Figure 5. Typical Settling' Time Characteristics

The time and frequency response of a linear, bilateral network
or amplifier are related by well known mathematics. For example, the step response for a well behaved, ideally linear,
6dB/octave amplifier with a closed loop bandwidth of weI
is shown in Figure 6.
However, since setding time is determined by a combination
of amplifier characteristics (both linear and nonlinear) and
because it, is a closed loop parameter, it cannot be readily predicted from the open loop specifications such as slew rate,
small signal bandwidth, etc.
Analog Devices specifies settling time for the condition of
unity gain, reiatively low impedance levels, and no
capacitive loading. A full-scale step input is used to determine settling time and the step is generally unipolar - i.e.:
from zero to plus or mirius full scale. The settling time
indicated is generally the longest time reSUlting from a step
of either polarity and is given as a percentage of the full
scale step transition.

FINAL VALUE r '"

Rules of Thumb
(1) Remember that a 100kn resistor generates 40nV rms in
a 1Hz bandwidth. The noise voltages generated by other values '
of resistances in other bandwidths can be calculated by remembering that the noise is proportional to the square root of the
resistance and the bandwidth; i.e.

.2...

W,I

en (rms) = (40nV/VUZ) (

/r--:R=---(B-W-»)

v'iOOkn

(2) To convert the rms noise to a pop value, a conversion
factor of 6.6pV p-p/pV rms is applied for less than 0.1 % probability of noise peaks exceeding calculated limits.
2.3T

4.61'"

6.91 ______ T

Figure 6. Step Response for Linear 6dB/Octave Amplifier

Settling time is a nonlinear function. It varies with the input
signal level and it is greatly affected by impedances external
to the amplifier.
ERRORS DUE TO NOISE
A major criterion in the selection of an amplifier for low level
, signals is the amplifier input noise, since this is usually the
limiting factor on system resolution. In the general case, amplifier noise can be characterized by a voltage source in series with
the summing junction and a current source in parallel with the
summing junction. Whenever high source impedance is encountered, current noise flowing through the source impedance will
appear as an additional voltage noiiIC, combining with the amplifier voltage noise. The sum of these noise sources will then be
amplified along with the desired signal. For this reason, selection of a particular amplifier must consider both the amplifier
noise performance as well as the source impedance.
Consideration must also be given to noise sources other than
the amplifier whenever determining total system noise. RF
noise may be fed into an amplifier through any connecting wire,
including power supply and output leads. Adequate shielding
and low-pass fjIters on all incoming leads will usually prevent
noise pick-up.
Thermal noise is generated in any conductor or resistor as a
result of thermal agitation of the elecrrons. This noise voltage
source, sometimes referred to as "Johnson Noise", is generated
in the resistive component of any impedance and has a value:
en =y4KTBR
where en = the rms value of the noise vol~e
K = Boltzman's Constant (1.38 x 10 3 joulesfK)
T = absolute temperature of the resistance, OK
B = the bandwidth in which the noise is measured
Since noise is related to the bandwidth over which the measurement is made, no noise specification is meaningful unless
the bandwidth for the specification is given. Although the
Thermal Noise equation may appear unwieldy for practical
noise calculations, all that is required to enable rapid approximations is to apply a few simple rules of thumb.

(3) The total rms noise contribution due to several noise
sources is determined by the square root of the sum of the '
squares:

If any noise source is less than a third of another, it may be
neglected. The resulting error will be approximately 5%.
(4) Restricting the bandwidth of a system to the minimum
usable and using the lowest impedances possible are ways to
reduce noise.
DESIGN EXAMPLE
Figure 7A illustrates a typical circuit with noise calculations
shown for each noise source. The total of the noise sources is
obtained by adding each of the individual sources in a RMS
fashion.
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Figure 7A. Noise Components

Figure 7B illustrates how the Rules of Thumb may be applied
in a practical case to approximate the total ou tput noise. In this
example, model 261J, the lowest noise"non-inverting chopper
type amplifier is being used with a SOkn source impedance. The
two major noise sources, in addition to the 261J input voltage
noise of IpV p-p, are the Johnson noise (S8pV pop) and current
noise (lOOpV p-p).
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10kn

GA'IN= 100
BW:= 0.01 TO 10Hz

RS '" 50kn
RF '" 10kn

RIN '" lOOn

1) RESISTOR NOISE: RF -+ 13nV~
RIN -+ (1.3nVIJHz) 100

Rs

-+

(28nVA/Ri) 101 = 2.Bp,Vh,/Ri

TOTAL RESISTOR NOISE IN 10Hz BW"
(2.8p,V/v'Ri) jJlfi'Ri16.6p,V p·p/p,V rms = 58p,V pop
2) AMPLIFIER CURRENT NOISE: '(20pA pop) (SOk) (101) = 100p,V p.p
(20pA pop) (10k)
".O.2p,V pop
3) AMPLIFIER VOLTAGE NOISE: (lp,V p-p)1101) = 10~p,V pop
TOTAL OUTPUT NOISE .. J{100F + {lOOP +'(58Jl "" 150p,V pop

Figure 7B. Design Example

HOW THE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS ARE CLASSIFIED
To assist the designer in distinguishing among the many' types
available from Analog Devices, we have provided a Selection
Guide, in which amplifiers are grouped in terms of common
properties which have been optimized in order to satisfy the
needs of specific classes of applications. Once the choice has
been narrowed to the manageable number of types in any
group, distinctions can be drawn in terms of other requirements or considerations. In general, IC's can be distinguished
from modules by the "AD" prefix.
.
Temperature Range and Nomenclature. Analog Devices operational-amplifier nomenclature uses suffixes to permit ready
identification of the temperature range for which device
operation to meet critical specifications has been designed
or selected. The most popular range comprises the "commercial" temperatures from 0 to 70°C; it is designated by
suffixes such as J, K, L, M, in order of increasingly tighter
specs (e.g., AD741L). Also popular is the "military" range,
_SSoC to +125°C, designated by S, T, U, (e.g., AD510S); not
all families have types with specified performance in this range.
There are a few types designed for operation in the "industrial" range, -25. oC to +85°C, designated by A, B (e.g.,
model 51B). Wide-range types will generally meet the same or
better specs in a narrower temperature range. A few types are
second-sources for products originally introduced by other.
manufacturers. In those instances, the generic nomenclature is
used (AD741C) or enlarged upon, if superior selections are
offered (e.g., AD301AL).

There are nine divisions. by class of application, based on
optimization of one or m'ore key specifications. Versions
of many devices in this class are available to meet requirements of MIL-STD-883B; the availability of such devices
will be noted on the data sheets.
1. General-Purpose ICs. Amplifiers in this group include our
lowest-cost devices. They are best-suited for general purpose
designs withmoderlite drift requirements, down to 5/J.V/oC
max (AD301AL), and gain-bandwidth to 8MHz (AD301A).
Typical applications include summing, inverting, impedance
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buffering (followers), and active filtering. They are also useful for developing nonlinear transfer functions, with appropriate ext~mal circuitry.
Bipolar monolithic technology is used for all types. The
AD741 is internally compensated; it does not require external
capacitance for frequency compensation. On the other hand,
the AD301A's ability to be externally compensated, by either
lag or feedforward circuitry, permits circuits with a wide range
of dynamic performance characteristics to be handled. Extend- .
ed-temperature-range equivalents are the ADIOIA, AD201A,
and AD741.
2. Low Bias-Current, High Input-bnpedance, FET-Input ICs
and Modules. These types use the inherently high impedance
and low leakage current of junction field-effect transistors
(FET's) to deal with configurations that either provide the
measurement of low currents or require the use of highresistance circuitry.

Typical applications range from general-purpose high-impedance circuitry to integrators, current-to-voltage converters,
" and log-function generation, to measurements with high-impedance transducers, such as photomultipliers, flame detectors,
pH cells, and radiation detectors.
The performance range is from the 75fA (75 x 10-15 A) maximum bias current of the AD515L electrometer to the SOpA
max of thc.general purpose, lowest-cost ADS40J. The AD542
is a low-cost, laser-wafer-trimmed (LWT) monolithic implanted
FET input amplifier with low offset and drift. The ADS44 is
similar, but has higher speed. Low bias current does not necessarily imply large voltage offsets; the AD515K combines a
150fA (O.lSpA) max bias current with 1.0mV max offset and
15/J.VtC max voltage drift; comparable figures for model 52K
are 3pA, 0.5mV, and l/J.VtC.,
Extended-temperature-range equivalents are ADS03 S, ADS06S,
AD540S, AD542S, and AD544S.
Except for Model 5 2J IK, the types in this group either are
completely monolithic or employ matched FET's and a special
bipolar amplifier chip designed to accommodate the input
FET's electrically. In nearly all the IC's, thin-film resistors are
deposited on the chip at critical circuit locations to ensure
stability; low offsets and drift are achieved by laser-trimming
of circuit balance. .I\ll FET-input op amps from Analog
Devices are manufactured to meet their published bias-current
specifications after full warmup (some manufacturers specify
initial current, which is lower than warmed-up bias current):
Our published max bias-current specification applies to either
input (some manufacturers call "bias current" the average of
the two input currents). Bias current of junction FET's approximately doubles for every 10°C increase of temperature.
3: FET-Input Dual ICs. The AD642 is a single-chip pair of trimmed implanted-FET-input (TRIFET) op amps similar to the
AD542, with low warmed-up bias current (35pA max - K, L,
S), low offset voltage (0.5mV max - L), low offset-voltage
drift (5/J.vfc max - L), and excellent Vo• matching (0.25mV
max - L). Besides applications calling for more than one FET-

input op amp at low cost per function, the AD642 is especially
useful in applications calling for matched duals, such as logratio amplifiers, FET-input instrumentation amplifiers, and
buffering of differential signals.

offset and drift (O.SmV and l/lVfC) with 3pA bias current.
The ADOP-07 is a superior second source to other OP-07
families; for example, ADOP-07AH has minimum gain of
3 x 106 VN compared to 3 x lOs VN.

4. Electrometers. This class comprises the lowest bias-current
devices, the AD515 ICs and models 310 and 311 modules. The
AD515L, with its 75fA input bias current, 1mV max offset,
and 25/lV f C offset tempco, has differential inputs, and can be
used in voltage measurements at high impedance, as a follower,
or in current measurements, as an inverter, or even differentially.

Among uncompensated op amps, the premium range is from
the AD504M, with. 0.5mV maximum offset voltage, O.S/lV fc
max drift, 100nA max bias current over the temperature range,
and 110dB CMR, ta the low-cost AD301AL, with max offset
of 0.5mV, max drift of S/lV/oC, max bias current of 4SnA
over the temperature range, and minimum CMR of 90dB. For
applications in which low noise is essential, the AD504M has
100%-tested guaranteed maximum voltage noise of 0.6/lV pop,
for the frequency ran~.l to 10Hz, and maximum~t noise
of 13, 10, and 9nV/yHz and 1.3,0.6, and 0.3pA/YHz, at
10Hz, 100Hz, and 1000Hz, respectively.

The 310K is primarily an inverting amplifier, with 10fA
(10- 14 A) max bias current at the negative input (±lnA at the
positive input), 10mV offset voltage (adjustable to zero), and
10/lVoC tempco; the 311K is primarily non-inverting, with the
same specifications, and the 10fA max bias current is specified
for the positive input. This type can be used differentially but
asymmetrically; an example is the 311 as a follower-with-gain,
using low-value resistors in the feedback network).
These amplifiers differ from the AD515 in design technique,
as well as in manufacturing technology. The 310 and 311 are a
unique pair of amplifiers that achieve their outstanding input
specifications with parametric-amplifier inputs. A high-frequency carrier, applied to a varactar bridge, is modulated by the
differential input voltage of the amplifier, transformer-coupled,
amplified, and demodulated. Although it intrinsically has
noise-free amplification, a parametric circuit also has substantial input capacitance - 30pF differential for model 310,
vs. 2.4pF total for AD515 - always a consideration in lowcurrent measurement, because of the long charging time at low
currents. On the other hand, the 310/311 can withstand fault
voltages up to ±300V between the inputs. Noise is also a consideration in low-level amplifiers. Typical current noise for the
AD515 is 3fA (peak-to-peak) in the 0.1 to 10Hz band; current
noise for the 310/311 is lfA (peak-ta-peak) in the 0.01 to
1Hz band. Corresponding voltage noise if 4/lV pop (AD51S,
0.1 to 10Hz) and 10/lV pop (310/311, 0.01 to 1Hz).
These amplifiers do not have standard extended-tern peraturerange equivalents. Data sheets for.310/311 are available.
5. High-Accuracy Low-Drift Differential-Input ICs and Modules. "Chopperless" low-drift designs with differential inputs,
optimized for voltage offset and drift, dc open-loop gain, and
CMR, should be considered for high-accuracy instrumentation,
low-level transducer bridge circuits, precision voltage comparators, and for impedance buffer designs.
Performance of internally compensated premium amplifiers in
this group ranges from the ADOP-07 A's 25/lV max offset volt. age and 0.6/lV f C drift, and the AD517L's SOllY max offset
voltage and 1.3/lV19 C drift, combined with 1nA max bias current (1.5nA max over the temperature range), and CMR of
110dB min, to the low-cost AD741L's maximum offset of
0.5mV and max offset tempco of S/lvfc, with 100nA max
bias current over the temperature range, and CMR of 90dB
min. The best over'!il performer in this group in high impedance
applications is the FET-input model 52K, which combines low

External dynamic compensation permits considerably gr~ater
bandwidths, at higher gains, than are available with the
compensated AD517 and ADS10 families. For example, with
a 3.9pF compensating capacitor, the AD504's typical smallsignal bandwidth is 100kHz at a gain of 200, vs. 1.5kHz for the
internally compensated ADSI0; under the same conditions, the
full-power bandwidth of the ADS04 is 30kHz, vs. 1.5kHz for
the AD510. With feed forward compensation, the AD301AL
has a full-power bandwidth in excess of 150kHz, for inverting
applications.
Except for model 52, all of the amplifiers in this class are
monolithic·. The AD741JIK/L and the AD301AL are selected
from production lots of the generic AD741 and AD101A
types. The AD504, AD510, and AD517 are thermally balanced
for low drift and high gain (independent of output loading),
with inputs that are bootstrapped for high CMR and protected
against overloads to prevent bias-current degradation due to
reverse breakdown. Thin-film resistors, deposited on the chip,
are another key to the stability of these amplifiers .. The AD510
and the AD517 employ super-beta input transistors to achieve
low bias current, and they are laser-trimmed at the wafer-probe
stage (LWT) to achieve their excellent offset-voltage specifications at low cost. Since the bias currents are always of one
polarity, they can be nulled at a given temperature with simple
circuitry; and the change over the temperature range will be
considerably less than for low-cost FET-input amplifiers having
comparable specifications.
Extended-temperature-range equivalents are ADS04S, ADS ,lOS,
AD714S, and AD517S.
6. High-Accuracy Modules Using Chopper Techniques. The
amplifiers in this class are widely accepted as the best choice
when it is essential to maintain low voltage offsets and bias
currents with time and temperature or whenever external offset adjustments are not practical in the application. Using carrier modulation techniques, these designs achieve drifts to
O.l/lVt C and long-term stability to 'h/lV 1m/? Typical applications include error-summing amplifiers for servo loops, pre°In the AD510, the compensating capacitor is bonded to the header,
.
alongside the monolithic amplifier chip,
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cision regulators, and input ,amplifiers for laboratory"!rade
metering instruments and test equipment.
Two forms of amplifier are available. The non inverting cbopper-amplijier (261 family) is a high gain feedback amplifier,
containing a MOSFET chopper, optimi~ed for follower-withgain applications. The chopper converts the difference between
the dc or low-frequency input voltage, at high impedance, and
the feedback voltage to a high-frequency square-wave" amplifies it with no drift, and demodulates and filters the result to
produce an output waveform that is an amplified version of
the input. The closed-loop gain is determined by the attenuation ratio of the feedback resistor-pair.
The initial offset is ±2SpV max (trimmable to zero), with aVerage drift-vs.-temperature of o.lpvfc max (model 261K). Bias
current is respectable, at 300pA max, with a tempco of
IOpN°C max, to minimize errots with high-impedance
'
sources.
Maximum noise voltage is O.~V peak-to-peak, from 0.01 to
1.0Hz, and LOpV, from 0.01 to 10Hz. Sma:ll-signal bandwidth,
established by an external compensating capacitor that is
chosen as a function of gain, is 100Hz.
Inverting cbopper-stabilized amplifiers (23S family) employ
narrow-band chopper amplifiers to measure the summingpoint voltage of the main amplifier (which should be at a
null), chop, amplify, filter, and feed to the positive input of
the main amplifier an amplified correction signaL Thus, the
offset voltage and drift of theinain amplifier (including the
effects of input bias current) are reduced by the gain of the
chopper amplifier, without a corresponding reduction of
bandwidth.
Chopper and chopper-stabilizep amplifiers should be considered
when long-term stability 'must be maintained with time and
temperature, and wherever maintenance-free operation of instruments and remote circuits is essential. Typical applications
include aclplification of microvolt-level signals, precision integration, and analog computing.
These amplifiers do not have standard extended-temperaturerange equivalentS.
7. Wide Bandwidth, Fast-5ettling ICs and Modules. High-speed
op amps are characterized by high slewing rates, fast settling
time, and wide bandwidth. Fast settling time is especially
important in applications with ,rapidly changing or switched
analog data, in buffers, d/a converters, and multiplexer Circuitry; wide ilmall-signal bandwidth is important in preamplification and in handling low-level widebandac signals; high
slewing rate IS associated with fast settling time and is also
important ,in handling at signals having large magnitudes with
minimal distortion, since the large-1lignal bandwidth is closely
related to the slewing rate.

The products in this category with outstanding specifications
are models HOS-050, SO] IK, and 48J IK. Settling of the hye
brid HOS-050 is to within 0.01% in 300ns in the inverting
connection. Model 50's max slewing rate is SOOV Ips inverting, 400V/ps noninverting, and small-1lignal unity-gain band1-12 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

width is 70MHz; full-power bandwidth is BMHz, min. In addition, all of these devices will deliver ±100mA of ou tpu t
current at ±lOV, an important factor in video and linedriver circuitry, and in driving capacitive loads. For example,
the current required to sustain SOOV/ps in a 100pF load is
1= C dV/dt = SOmA. Model4BJ/K is optimizedfor setding
time:. SOOns maximum to 0.01 %, inverting or non-inverting,
with output of ±20mA at ±lOY.
There are three fan\ilies of monolithic ICs listed in this category, with slewing rates ranging from 2SV/ps min to 100V/ps
min. The AD509S is the fastest slewing (100\7 Ips min) and
settling (SOOns min to 0.1% and 2.Sj.ts min to ~1.01%). The
ADS07K is the best all-around performer, with small-1lignal
blindwidth of 3 SMHz, slewing rate of 2SV Ij.ts min, and typical settling to 0.1% within 900ns, in addition to open-loop dc
gain of 105 min, drift of 1sj.tvfc max, and bias current of
1SnA max. The ADS18J is the lowest in cost, yet it slews.at
SOV/ps min, and typically settles to within 0.1% in BOOns,
with single-capacitor compensation.
Extended-temperature-range equivalents are models SINB,
ADS075,AOS095, and ADSI8S.
B. Differential FET-Input Higb-Out Modules. This beefy group
includes models H05-0S0, SO, S1, and 171. The hybrid H05OSO and models SO and S1 will furnish up to ± 1OOmA at
±10V out. In addition both are excellent wideband amplifiers. Besides the applications suggested for them in the widebandwidth category, they are useful for such applications
as current booster/buffer for op amps dealing with lowlevel signals-either outside the loop or inside the loop. They
are ,protected against short circuits.
For, extended-temJ'erature-~ange operation, models S 1A/B
operate from -25 C to +8S C a,nd HOS-OSO operates.over
the -SSoC to +125°C range.
The model 171 has a large output voltage swing, ±140V at
±10mA, when used with ±1S0V supplies. Howe\ICr, it need not
operate symmetrically i any combination of power-supply voltages between the limits of 1S to +300V for the positive side and
-15 to -300V for the negative side is acceptable (including
single-supply operation), provided that the total voltage across
the amplifier is within the range of30 to 300V. The output
will swing to within 10V of the Vs+ and Vs- supply rails. The
output and both inputs are protected 'against short circuits to
common or to either supply. Modell71K has an open-loop
gain of 106 min, offset of ImV, drift of lspvfc max, bias
current of 20pA max, CMR of 100dB min, unity"!ain smallsignal bandwidth of 3MHz, and slewing rate of IOV Ij.ts. Typical applications include high compliance-voltage current
source, high-voltage follower-with"!ain, high-voltage integrator,
, differential amplifier for high-common-mode-voltage bridge applications, and high-voltage reference supply.
Model 171 does not have standard extended-temperature-range
equivalents."
,
9. Isolated Operational Amplifier Module. Model 277 combines a high-performance uncommitted operational-amplifier

input stage with a precision, isolated output stage, an isolated
dual ±15V power supply, and transformer-coupled isolation
circuitry, to form a versatile isolation amplifier. It is rated to
withstand input/output common-mode voltage of 3500V rms
max (60Hz, I minute), and peak continuous ac or dc of
±2500V max, and has input-output CMR of 160dB min at dc
and 120dB min at 60Hz, with leakage current of I~A @ CMV
of 115V rms, 60Hz (ZL = 10 12 nIl16pF).
The input-stage J'erformance makes many op-amp applications
feasible: ±l~V/ C max offset temp co (trimmed, model 277K),
bias current of ±20nA max, open-loop gain of 106dB min. In
addition, isolated power output of ±15mA max at ±15V, referred to input common, is available for auxiliary front-end
circuitry. The output stage has gain of IV/V, nonlineariry of
0.05% max, 1.5kHz full-power bandwidth, and 50~vfc
offset tempco.
TypiCal applications for the 277 include general isolated opamp circuitry, programmable-gain isolated amplifier, isolated
power source and amplifier for bridge. measurements, instrumentation amplifier, instrumentation-grade process-signal isolator, and current-shunt measurements.
The extended-temperature-range equivalent of models 277J/K
is model 277A.

DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS
Absolute Maximum Differential Voltage
Undermost operating conditions, feedback maintains the error
voltage between inputs to nearly zero volts. However, in some
applications,. such as voltage comparators, the voltage between
the inputs can become la,rge. This specification defines the
maximum voltage which can be applied between inputs without causing permanent damage to the amplifier.
Common-Mode Rejection
An ideal operational amplifier responds only to the difference
voltage between inputs (e+ - e-) and produces no output for
a common-mode voltage, that is, when both inputs are ~t the
same potential. However, due to slightly different gains between the plus and minus inputs, or variations in offset voltage
as a function of common-mode level, common-mode input
voltages are not eliminated at the output. If the output error
voltage, due to a known magnitude of common-mode voltage,
is referred to the input (dividing by the closed-loop gain), it reflects the equivalent common-mode error voltage (CME) between the inputs. ComJ;Ilon-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is
defined as the ratio of common-mode voltage to the resulting
common-mode error voltage. Common-mode rejection is often
expressed logarithmically: CMR (in dB) = 20 10gIO (CMRR).
The precise specification of CMR is complicated by the fact
that the common-mode voltage error can be a highly nonlinear
function of common-mode voltage and also varies with temperature. As a consequence, CMR data published by Analog
Devices are average figures, assuming an end-point measure-

ment over the common-mode range specified. The incremental
CMR about small values of common-mode voltage may be
greater than the average CMR specified (on the other hand, the
incremental CMR may be less in the neightborhood of large
CMV). Published CMR specifications for op amps pertain to
very low-frequency voltages, unless specified otherwise; CMR
decreased with increasing frequency.
Common-Mode Voltage, Maximum
For differential-input amplifiers, the voltage at both inputs can
swing about ground (power-supply common) level. Commonmode voltage is defined as any voltage (above or below ground)
that could be observed at both inputs. The maximum common-mode voltage is defined as that voltage which will produce less than a specified value of common-mode error. This
establishes the maximum input voltage for the voltage-follower
connection.
Drift vs. Supply
Offset voltage, bias current, and difference current vary as
supply voltage is varied. Usually, dc errors due to this effect
are negligible compared to drift with temperature. No inference may be drawn from this low-frequency specification concerning the effects of rapid variation of voltage at the supply
terminals.
Drift vs. Temperature
Offset voltage, bias current, and difference current -all change,
or "drift", from their initial values with temperature. This is'
by far the most important source of error in most precision
applications. The temperature coefficients (tempcos) of those
parameters are all defined as the average slope over a specified
temperature range. Drift can be a nonlinear function of temperature (though it is often quite linear over limited temperature ranges); the slopes generally are greater at the extremes of
temperature than around normal ambient (+25°C), which generally means that for small temperature excursions in the viciniry of +25° C, the specification is conservative.
Analog Devices precision operational amplifiers are specified
by tl;lree- (or more-) point measurements, at 25°C and at the
high and low extremes of the range (TH, TL), with the amplifier adjusted to zero at room temperature. The sum of the
magnitudes of the drifts in the two ranges must be less than
the specified drift rate (~VfC or nA/C) multiplied by the
total temperature range (modified "butterfly"), or, in some
cases, the magnitude of the drifts in both ranges must be less
True
.b.e ol
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Spec
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~ ';;~TR or TL - TR
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than the specified drift rate multiplied by the respective temperature ranges ("true butterfly").
The lowest-cost second-source IC amplifiers are specified only
in terms of the maximum value of the parameter (e.g., offset
voltage) over temperature in the specified range.

Drift vs. Time
Offset voltage, bias current, and difference current change with
time as components age. It is important to realize that drift
with time is random, and rarely - if ever accumulates linearly for healthy devices. For example, voltage drift for a chopper-stabilized amplifier might be quoted at 1MV/day, whereas
cumulative drift over 30 days might riot exceed 5MV, or 15MV
in a year (e.g., model 235). A convenient rule of thumb for
extrapolation is to divide the drift for a stated interval by the
square root of its ratio to any other interval of interest.
Full-Power Response
The large-signal and smal1-signal"response characteristics of
operational amplifiers differ substantial1y. An amplifier's output wil1 not respond to large signal changes as fast as the smal1signal bandwidth characteristics would predict, primarily because of slew-rate limiting in the output stages. Ful1-power response is specified in two ways: ful1linear response and ful1
peak response. Ful1linear response is specified in terms of the
maximum frequency, at unity closed-loop gain, for which a
sinusoidal input signal will produce ful1 output at rated load
withou t exceeding a pre-determined distortion level. There is
no industty-wide accepted value for the distortion level which
determines the ful1-linear-response limitation, but we use 3%
as a maximum acceptable limit for modules.
In many applications, the distortion caused by exceeqing the
ful1linear response can be comfortably ignored, but a moreserious effect (often overlooked) is an effect equivalent to a
dc offset voltage that can be generated when ful1 linear
response is exceeded, due to rectification of the asymmetrical
feedback waveform or overloading of the input stage by large
distortion signals at the summing junction.
Another frequency response that is often of interest is the
maximum frequency at which ful1 output swing may be obtained, irrespective of distortion. This is termed "ful1 peak response" and can often be found in a plot of output voltage
swing vs. frequency.

Initial Bias Current
Bias current is defined as the current required at either input
from an infinite source impedance to drive the output to zero
(assuming zero common-mode voltage). For differential amplifiers, bias current is present at both the negative and the positive input. Al1 Analog Devices specifications pertain to the
larger of the two, not the average. For single-ended amplifiers
(i.e., chopper types), bias current refers to the current at the
input terminal.
Analog Devices specifies initial bias current, Ib, as the bias
current at either input, specified at +2S oC ambient with the
input junctions at normal operating temperature (some manufacturers specify initial bias current at power turn-on. Such
1-14 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

specifications may be misleading. For example, in FET-input
amplifiers, bias current is doubled for each 10° C increase;
since junction temperatures may warm up to 20° C or more
above ambient, the "initial bias current" spec used by some
manufacturers may be met only during a brief interval after
the power is burned on, and Ib may be quadrupled under
ordinaty operation conditions.)

Initial Difference Current
Difference current is defined as the difference between the bias
currents at the two inputs. The input circuitry of differential
amplifiers is general1y symmetrical, so that bias currents at
both inputs tend to be equal and tend to track with changes in
temperature and supply voltage. Therefore, difference current
is often about 0.1 times the bias current at either input,
assuming that initial bias current has not been compensated at
the input terminals. For amplifiers in which bias currents
track, it is often possible to reduce voltage errors due to bias
current and its variations by the use of equal resistance loads
at both inputs.
Input Impedance
Differential input impedance is defined as the impedance
between the two input terminals at +2S oC, assuming that the
error voltage is nul1ed or very near zero volts. To a first approximation, dynamic impedance can be represented by a capacitor
in paral1el with a resistor.
Common-mode impedance, expressed as a resistance in parallel
with a capacitance, is defined as the impedance between each
input and power-supply common, specified at +2S o C. For
most circuits, common-mode impedance on the negative input
has little significance, except for the capacitance which it adds
at the summing junction (one exception is electtometer circuitty). However, common-mode impedance on the plus input
sets the upper limit on closed-loop input impedance for the
non-inverting configuration. Common-mode impedance is a
nonlinear function of both temperature and common-mode
voltage. For FET-input amplifiers, common-mode resistance is
reduced by a factor of two for each 10° of temperature rise.
As a function of common-mode voltage, the resistive component is defined as the average resistance for a common-mode
change from zero to the maximum common-mode voltage.
Incremental resistance may be less than the specified average
value, especially at full-scale forsome FET -input amplifiers.

Input Offset Voltage
Offset voltage is defined as the voltage required at the input
from zero source impedance to drive the output to zero; its
magnitude is measured by closing the loop (using low values of
resistance) to establish a large fixed gain, measuring the ampli, fied error at the output, and dividing the measured value by
the gain.
The initial offset voltage is specified at +2S oC and rated supply
voltage. In most amplifiers, provisions are made to adjust initial offset to zero with an external trim potentiometer.
Input Noise
Input voltage- and current-noise characteristics can be speci-

fied and analyzed in much the same way as offset-voltage and
bias-current characteristics. In fact, long-term drift can be considered as noise which occurs at very low frequencies. The
primary difference is that, when evaluating noise performance,
bandwidth must be considered. Also rms noise from different
sources is summed by root-sum-of-squares, rather than linear,
addition. Depending on the amplifier design, noise may have
differing characteristics as a function of frequency, being
dominated by "lIf noise", resistor noise, or junction noise, at
various frequencies.
For this reason, several noise specifications are given. Lowfrequency noise in the band 0.01 to 1Hz (or 0.1 to 10Hz) is
specified as peak-to-peak, with a 3.30 uncertainry, signifying
that 99.9% of the observed peak-to-peak excursions will fall
within the specified limits. Wideband noise is specified as rms.
For some types, spectral-density plots or "spot noise", at specific frequencies, in /lV I.jfu. or pA/$z, are provided.
Open-Loop Gain
Open-loop gain is defined as the ratio of a change of output
voltage to the voltage applied between the amplifier inputs
to produce the change. Gain is specified at dc. In many applications, the frequency dependence of gain is important; for
this reason, the typical open-loop gain as a function of frequency is published for each amplifier type. See also unity gain
small-signal response.
Overload Recovery
Overioad recovery is defined as the time required for the output voltage to recover to the rated output voltage from a saturated condition caused by a 50% overdrive. Published specifications apply for low impedances and contain the assumption
that overload recovery is not degraded by stray capacitance in
the feedback network.
Rated Output
Rated output voltage is the minimum peak output voltage
which can be obtained 'at rated current or a specified value of
resistive load before clipping or ou t-of-spec nonlinearity occurs.
Rated output current is the minimum guaranteed value of current supplied at the rated output voltage (or other specified
voltage). Load impedances less than the specified (or implied)
value can be used, but the maximum output voltage will de-

crease, distortion may increase, and the open-loop gain will be
reduced. (All models are short-circuit protected to ground, and
many are safe against shorts to the supplies.)
Settling Time
Settling time is defined as the time elapsed from the application of a perfect step input to the time when the amplifier output has entered and remained within a specified error band
symmetrical about the final value. Settling time, therefore, includes the time required: for the signal to propagate through
the amplifier, for the amplifier to slew from the initial value,
recover from slew-rate-limited overload (if it occurs), and settle to a given error in the linear range. It may also include a
"long tail" due to the time required to reach thermal equilibrium, or the settling time of compensation circuits.' Settling
time is usually specified for the condition of unity gain, relatively low impedance levels, and no (pra specified value 00
capacitive loading, and any specified compensation. A fullscale unipolar step input is used, and both polarities are tested.

Although settling time can generally be grossly inferred from _
the other amplifier specifications (an amplifier that has extrawide small-signal bandwidth, extra-fast slewing, and excellent
full-power response may reasonably - but not always - be
expected to have fast settling), the settling time cannot usually
be rationally predicted from the other dynamic specifications.
Slewing Rate
The slewing rate of an amplifier, usually in volts per microsecond (V//ls), defines the maximum rate of change of output
voltage for a large input step change.
Unity-Gain Small-Signal Response
Unity-gain small-signal response is the frequency at which the
open-loop gain falls to IVN, or OdB under a specified compensation condition. "Small signal" indicates that, in general,
it is not possible to obtain large output voltage swing at high
frequencies because of distortion due to slew-rate limiting or
signal rectification. For amplifiers with symmetrical response
for signals applied to either input, the dynamic behavior will
be consistent for both inverting and non-inverting configurations. However, if feedforward compensation is used, fast response will be available only on the negative input, restricting
fast applications of the device to the inverting mode.
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A BRIEF ,BIBLIOGRAPHY ON OP AMPS
BOOKS (Not available from Analog Devices except where
noted)
.

"How to Select Operational Amplifie~", ApplicationNote,
1975
'

IC Op-Amp Cookbook qy Walter Jung,Howard Sams & Co,
1975, down-to earth and practical papetback

"An IC-Amplifier User's Guide to Decoupling, Grounding, and
Making Things'Go Right for a Change," by A. P. Brokaw,
Application Note, 1977

Linear Integrated Circuit Applications by George B. Clayton,
The Macmillan Press Ltd., London, 1975
Modern Operational Circuit Design, byJ. I. Smith, John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 1971
Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, edited by D. H. Sheingold.
1976. $5.95. Analog Devices, Box 796 Norwood MA
02062
Operational Amplifiers and Linear IC's, by R. F. Coughlin
and F. F. Driscoll, Prentice-B:all~ ~977. Practical textbook
Operational Amplifiers, Theory and Practice, by J. K. Roberge,
J. Wiley & Sons, 1975. Authoritative book on op ,amp
'. principles and circuitry; <:ontains extensive material on
compensation to optimize dynamic performance
Transducer Interfacing Handbook, edited by D. H. Sheingold.
1980. $14.50. Analog Devices, Box 796,Norwood, MA
02062
AR TlCLES AND APPLlCA TION NOTES (Available Upon
Request)

"Analog Signal Handling for High Speed and Accuracy" by
A. P. Brokaw, ANALOG DIALOGUE 11-2
"Current Inverter with Wide Dynamic Range" by Barrie
'
Gilbert, ANALOG DIALOGUE 9'1,1975
"High~Speed

Op Amps Revisited':" Choosing a High-Speed
Op Amp" by Jerald Fishman, ANALOG DIALOGUE 8-1,
1974
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"Laser-Trimming on the Wafer, A Powerful New Tool for Ie's"
by R. Wagner, ANALOG DIALOGUE 9-3, 1975
"Noise and Operational Amplifier Circuits" by L. Smith and
D. Sheingold, ANALOG DIALOGUE 3-1, 1969
"Op Amps as Electrometers," ANALOG DIALOGUE 5-2, 1971
"Settling Time of Operational Amplifiers" by R. Demrow,
ANALOG DIALOGUE 4-1,1970
"Simple Rules for Choosing Resistance Values in AdderSubrractor Circuits" by D. Sheingold, ANALOG
DIALOGUE 10-1, 1976
"Specifying and Measuring a Low-Noise FET-Input IC Op
Amp" by Bill Maxwell, ANALOG mALOGUE 8-2, 1974
USEFUL TUTORIAL MATERIAL IN DA TA SHEETS

Electrometer Circuitry, see AD515 and Models 310/311
High-Speed Amplifiers, see AD518 and Models 50/51
Low-Drift Differential Op Amp Performance, see AD504
Low-Level Applications of Chopper-Stabilized Amplifiers:,
Inverting, see Models 234, 235
Non-Inverting, see Model 261
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WDEVICES

General Purpose Low Cost
IC Operational Amplifier

Low Bias and Offset Current
Single Capacitor External Compensation
for Operating Flexibility
Nullable Offset Voltage
No Latch-Up
Fully Short Circuit Protected
Wide Operating Voltage Range

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Analog Devices ADIOIA, AD201A, AD301A and
AD301AL are high performance monolithic operational amplifiers. All the circuits feature full short circuit protection, external offset voltage nulling, wide 'operating voltage range, and
the total absence or "latch-up". Because frequency compensation is performed externally with a single capacitor (30pF
maximum), the ADIOIA, AD201A, AD301A and AD301AL
provide greater flexibility than internally compensated amplifiers since the degree of compensation can be fitted to the
specific system application.
The ADIOIA and AD201A have identical specifications in the
TO-99 package; the former guaranteed over the -55°C to
+12SoC temperature range, and the latter over -2SoC to +8SoC.
The AD201A is also available in the mini-DIP package for high
performance operation over the 0 to +70°C temperature range.
The AD301A is specified for operation over the 0 to +70°C
temperature range in both the TO-99 and mini-DIP packages.
The AD301AL is the highest accuracy version of this series.
Improved processing and additional electrical testing allow the
user to achieve precision performance at low cost. The device
provides substantially increased accuracy by reducing errors
due to offset voltage (O.SmV max), offset voltage drift
(S.OJJV/G max), bias current (30nA max), offset current
(SnA max), voltage gain (80,000 min), PSRR (90dB min),
and CMRR (90dB min). The AD301AL is also specified
from 0 to +70°C and is available in the TO-99 can or 8-pin
mini-DIP.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°Cand±15Vdc,unlessotherwisespecified)

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATiNGS

OUTLINE, DIMENSIONS

ADiolA, AD201A,AD301A. AD301AL
unless otherwise specified

Supply Voltage
ADiOIA, AD20lA
AD301A, AD301AL

±22V
±18V

Power. Dissipation l
TO,99 (Metal Can)
Dualln·Line (Mini-DIP)

SOOmW

Dimensions shown in inches and (mlil).

sOOmw

Differential Input Voltage
Input, Voltage 2
' ,

±30V

Output Short Circuit Duration'

Indefinite

±lSV

Operating Temperature Range
ADIOIA
AD201A (TO-99)
AD20lA (Mini-DIP)
AD301A, AP30lAL

,,:,ssoC to +12S oC'

_25° C to +85° C
o to +700 C
,0 to +700 C

Storage Temperature Range

-6S o C to +lS0°C

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60sec)

300°C

TO-99 (H)

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA =+25° C unless otherwise specified)"
AD101A/AD201A
Parameter

Conditions

Input Ofiset Voltage

Rs";SOkO

Min

Typ

Max

MINI-DIP (N)
AD,301AL'

AD301A
Min

TYP

Max

Min

Typ

Max

Units

0.7

2.0

2.0

7.5

0.3

0.5

mV

Input Offset Current

1.5 ,

10

3

SO

3

5,

nA

Inpur Bias Current

30

75

70

250

15

30

Inpu t Resistance

1.5 ,

Supply Current

Vs = ±20V
Vs = ±ISV

Large Signal Voltage Gain

Vs = ±1SV, VOUT = ±IOV,
RL ;;'2kO

4
1.8

0.5

2

4

160

25

3.0

160

1.8
80

nA
MO

3.0
1.8

SO

1.5

3

300

rnA
rnA
V/mV

The Following Specifications Apply Over the Operating Temperature Range"
Input Offset Voltage

'Rs";SOkO

Input Offset Current

3,0

10

0.5

20

70

5

10

nA

mV

Average Temp. Coefficient
of Input Offset Voltage

TA(min)";TA ";TA(max)

3.0

15

6.0

30

2

5

p.vl"c

Average Temp. Coefficient
of Input Offset Current

+2S o C";TA";TA(max)
TA (min)";TA ";+2S o C

0.01
0.02

0.1
0.2

0.01
0.02

0.3·
0.6

0.01
0.01

0.1
0.1

nAfC
nAI"C

300

30

45

nA

Input Bias Current

100

Large Signal Volrage Gain

Vs

Input Voltage Range

Vs
Vs

=±lSV, VOUT = ±10V,
R L ;;'2kO

2S

=±20V
=±1SV

±IS

15

40

±12

±12

100

V/mV

V
V

Common Mode Rejection Ratio

RS ";SOkO

80 '

96

70

90

90

100

dB

Supply Voltage Rejection Ratio

RS";SOkO
Vs = ±1SV, RL = lOkO
Vs = ±lSV. RL = 2kO
TA = TA (max), Vs = ±20V

80
±1.2
±IO

96
±14
±l3

70
±12
±10

96
±14
±l3

90
±12 '
±10

100
±14
±13
1.8

dB
V
V

OutpUt Voltage Swing
Supply Current

1.2

2.5

The maximum demable junction temperature of the ADI0IA is +150"C; tbat of the AD201A, AD301A sod AD301AL is .
+ 10ct C. For operatins at elevated temperatures, devices must be derated based upon a thermal resistance of + 1500 CIW.
junction to ambient, or +4SoCIW j'junction to case. Tbe thennal resistance of the Dual In~Line package is +1600 CIW I junction
to ambient.
'For supply voltaae1le.. than ±15V. the abaolure maximum input voltaae is equal to the SUpply ;'oltaae.
• For the ADJOIA and ADJOIAL continuous short circuit is alloWed for ease temperatures to +7CfC and ambient temperatures

I

to +SSoC.

.

Unless otherwise specif"led, these specifications apply for supply voltages and ambient temperatu~s of ±SV to ±20V and _55 0 C
to + 12S·C for the ADI0IA, .SV to .20V and -25·C to +8S·C for the AD10IAH (0 to +70·C for the AD201AN), and ±5V to
tlSV and 0 to +70"C for the J\D301A and AD301AL.
Specifications subject to change'without notice.
.
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mA

Applying the

Ie Operational Amplifier

ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL

TEMP RANGE

AD301AL
AD201A
AD301A
ADIOIA

o to +70 oC
_Hoc to +8S oC
o to +70°C
-55°C to +12S oC

ORDER NUMBER
ADlOIAL'
AD201A'
AD301A'
AD101AH

• Add package type lener, II = TO·99. N = Mini·DlP

FREQUENCY COMPENSATION CIRCUITS

Your

VOUT

C1 ~ R~\Ca2
Cs '" 30pF

.,

c, ~R~l~\
Cs

V""T

" 30pF

C2"'OC,

Figure 1. Single Pole Compensation

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE CURVES

Figure 2. Two Pole Compensation

Figure 3. Feedforward Compensation

(Curves apply over the Operating Temperature Ranges)
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TYPICAL·PERFORMANCE CURVES
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High Accuracy
Low Offset Ie FET-Input Op Amps

FEATURES
Low Ib: 15pA max (AD503J, AD506J)
5pA max (AD506L)
Low Vos: 1mV max (AD506L)
Low Drift: 25jJ.vfc max (AD503K, AD506K)
1ojJ.vfc max (AD506L)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS03]IADS06], ADS03K1ADS06K, ADS06L and
ADS03S/ADS06S are IC FET input op amps that provide
th~ user with input currents of a few pA, high overall performance, low cost, and accurately specified, predictable
operation. The devices achieve maximum bias currents as low
as SpA, minimum gain of 7S,000, CMRR of BOdS., and a minimum slew rate of 3V IllS. They are free from latch-up and are
short circuit protected. No external compensation is required
as the internal6dB/octave rolloff provides stability in closed
loop applications.
The ADS03 is suggested for all general purpose FET input
amplifier requirements where low cost is of prime importance.
The ADS06, with specifications otherwise similar to the
ADS03, offers significant improvement in offset voltage and
nulled offset voltage drift by supplementing the AD503 configuration with internal laser trimming of thin film resistors
to provide typical offset voltages below 1mV.
The ADS03 and ADS06 are especially designed for applications involving the measurement of low level currents or small
voltages from high impedance sources, in which bias current
can be a primary source of error. Input bias current contributes to error in two ways: (1) in current measuring configurations. the bias current limits the resolution of a current
signal; (2) the bias current produoes a voltage offset which is
proportional to the value of input resistance (in the case of an
inverting configuration) or source impedance (when the noninverting "buffer" connection is used). The ADS03 and
ADS06 IC FET input amplifiers, therefore, are of use where
small currents are to be measured or where relatively low
voltage drift is necessary despite large values of source resistance.
All the circuits are supplied in the TO-99 package; the ADS03],
K and ADS06] , K and L are specified for 0 to +70 0 C temperature range operation; the ADS03S and ADS06S for operation
from -SSoC to +12SoC.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS03 and ADS06 op amps meet their published input
bias current and offset voltage specs after full warmup. Conventional high speed IC testing does not allow for selfheating of the chip due to internal power dissipation under
operating condhions.
2. The bias currents of the ADS03 and ADS06 are specified
as a maximum for either input. ConventionallC FET op
amps generally specify bias currents as the average of the
two input currents.
3. Offset voltage nulling of the ADS03 and AD506 is accomplished without affecting the operating current of the
FET's and results in relatively small changes. in temperature
drift characteristics. The additional drift induced by nulling
is only ±O.BjJ.V tc per millivolt of nulled offset for the
AD506 and ±2.0IlV/oC per millivolt of nulled offset for the
. AD503, compared to several times this for other Ie FET
op amps.
4. The gain of the AD503 and ADS06 is measured with the
offset voltage nulled. Nulling a FET input op amp can cause
the gain to decrease below its specified limit. The gain of
the ADS03 and AD506 is fully guaranteed with the offset
voltage both nulled and unnulled.
5. Bootstrapping of the input FET's achieves a superior CMRR
of BOdB, while reducing bias currents and maintaining them
constant through the CMV range.
6. To maximize the reliability inherent in IC construction,
every AD503/ADS06 receives a stabilization bake for 24 i
hours ~t 150° C. All guaranteed de parameters are 100% '
computer tested, including offset voltage drift. AC performance and noise parameters are continually reviewed.
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SPECIFICATIONS
>

"'.

•

',\

'.."

•

(typical @+25 Cand ±15V dt,!Jnless othllrwise noted)
Q

PARAMETER

ADS03}

AD503K

AD503S

,
OPEN LOOP GAIN I
VOUTz±IOV, RL~2kn
TA =min to max

20.,000 min (50.,000 typ)
15,0.00 min

50.,0.0.0 min (120.,0.0.0. typ)
4:0.,0.0.0. min

2,S,o.o.o.min

OUTPUT CHARACfERISTICS '
Voltage @ RL != ikn,TA =miIi to max
@RL = lo.kn, TA" min to max
Load Capacitance2
Short Circuit Cur:rerit

±lo.V min,(±13V typ)'
±12V min (±14V typ)
750.pf
.
2SmA

FREQUENCY RESPQNSE
Unity Gain, Small$igIial
F1Ill,Power Response
Slew Rate, Unity Gain
Settling Time, Uniq: Gain (to 0..1%)

1.o.MHz
100kHz
3.o.V/p.s min (6.0y/p.s typ)
10.p.s

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE3
vs. Temperamre, TA minto, max
VI. Supply, TA .. miJI to max ' ,

SOmVmax (20roV typ)
7Sp.vioc max (3Qp.V/C typ)
400.jJVIV max (200p.V/V typ)

20.mV max (8mV typ)
2Sp.V/oC max (1o.p.V/oC typ)
20.0.p.VIV max (10.0p.VIV typ)

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Either Inp1lt4

ISpA max (5pA typ)

lo.pA max (2.SpA typ)

..

INPUT IMPEDANCE
. Differential
cOmmon Mode

1011 nD2pF
10. 12 n1i2pF

INPUT NOISE ,
Voltage,O.lHz to 10Hz
5Hz to 50kHz
f" 1kHz (spot noise)

lSp.V (p.p)
S.o.p.V (rms)
30,o.nV/v'Hz

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differentials
Common Mode, TA = min to max
Common Mode Rejection, VIN'= ±lo.V

±3.o.V
±lo.V min (±12V typ)
7o.dB min (90dB typ)

So.dB min (9o.dB typ)

",

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent Current

±lSV
±(S to IS)V
7mA max (3mA typ)

=

TEMPERATURE
Operating, Rated Performance
Storage

.

,

.

,

••
5o.p.Vt"C max (2o.P.Vi"C typ)

±(5 to 22)V

0. to +70.°C

_65°C to +lSo.o C

NOTES.
1

Open Loop Gain is specified 'with Vos both nulled and IInnuUed.

A conservative design wou~d Dot exceed 500p~ of load capacitance.
'Input offset voltage specifications are guaranteed after 5 minutes of operation at TA = +2SoC.
"'Bias current specifications are guaranteed after S minutes of operation at TA = +2SoC. For high~ temperatll:fes, the current doubles every 10°C.
5 See conunents in lnput Considerations section.

2

'Specifications same as for AD503J,
• ·Specifications same as for ADS03K.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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ADS06J

AD506K

..

ADS06L

AD506S

75,000 min (100,000 typ)
50,000 min

25,000 min

1.0mV max (OAmV typ)
10/lV/oC max (5/lV/oC typ)
100/lVIV max (SO/lVIV typ)

l.5mV max (0.5mV typ) .
SO/lV/oC max (20/lV/oC typ)
100/lV/V max (SO/lV/V typ)

1000pF

.

..

3.5mV max (l.OmV typ)

1.5mV max (O.SmV typ)
100/lVIV max (50/lVIV typ)

SpA max (2pA typ)

..

40/lV (p-p)
S/lV (rms)
SOnV/$.

6/lV (rms)'

2SnV/YHZ

..

±4V

±(S to 22)V

7mA max (SmA typ)
-SSoC to +12SoC

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

PIN DESIGNATIONS

Dimensions shown in i~ches and (mm).
GUARD PIN

REFPt;hNE
0,165 (4.201

0.50 MIN

D.1i6i4:7O,

i1ITMi'Ni

0'33JI.,.0}~a=1
I
I

0.370 (9.401

0.3.5 19.00}

I

0.306 11.76)

L-

-'----0.04
MAX

=

I

~I

(1.02 MAXI--=U- .
~

0.040 11.02)

SEATING PLANE

OFFSET NULL

0

'q
•

15

OFFSET NULL

•

v_
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APPLICATIONS CONSIDERATIONS
Bias Current
Most IC FET op amp manufacturers specify maximum bias
currents as the value immediately after turn-on. Since FET bias
currents double every 100 e and since most FETop amps have
case templ!rature increases of 1So e to 20° e above ambient,
initial "maximum" readings may be only 14 of the true warmed
up value. Furthermore, most Ie FET op amp manufacturers
specify Ib as the average of both input currents, sometimes
resulting in twice the "maximum" bias current appearing at
the input being used. The total result is that 8X the expected
bias current may appear at either input terminal in a warmed
up operating ~nit.

Note that the use of the model 209 heat sink reduces warmed
up bias current by 60% to 1.0pA in the AD503/AD506K.
Both of these techniques may be used together for obtaining
lower bias currents. Remember that loading the ou tput can
also affect the power dissipation.
'00

The AD503 and AD506 specify maximum bias currents at
either input after warmup, thus giving the user the values he
expected.
Improving Bias Current Beyond Guaranteed Values
Bias currents can be substantially reduced in the AD503 and
AD506 by decreasing the junction temperature of the device.
One technique to accomplish this is to reduce the operating
supply voltage. This procedure will decrease the power dissi-·
pation of the device, which will in turn result in a lower
junction temperature and lower bias currents. The supply
voltage effect on bias current is shown in Figure 1.
'.0
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Input Considerations
The common mode input characteristic is shown in Figure 4 .
Note that positive common mode inputs up to +13.5 volts
and negative common mode inputs to -VS are permissible,
without incurring excessive bias currents. To prevent possible
damage to the unit, do not exceed VCM = Vs.

/

0.6

/

V

Figure 3. Input Bias Current vs. Temperature
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Figure 1. Normalized Bias Current vs. 5IJpply Voltage

Operation of the AD503K and AD506K at ±5V reduces the
warmed up bias current by 70% to a typical value of 0.7 5pA.
A second technique is the use of a suitable heat sink. Wakefield
Engineering Series 200 heat sinks were selected to demonstrate
this effect. The characteristic bias current vs. case temperature
above ambient is shown in Figure 2. Bias current has been
normalized with unity representing the .25° e free air reading.
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Figure 4. Input Bias Current vs. Common Mode Voltage
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Figure 2. Normalized Bias Current vs. Case Temperature
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Like most other FET input op amps, the AD503 and AD506
display a degraded bias current specification when operated
at moderate differential input voltages. The AD503 maintains
its specified bias current up to a differential input voltage of
±3V typically, while the AD506's bias current performance is
not significantly degraded for Vdiff';;4V typically. Above
Vdiff = ±3V in the AD503 and Vdiff = ±4V in the AD506, the
bias current will increase to approximately 400ttA. This is
not a failure mode. Above ±10V differential input voltage, the
bias current will increase lOOttAlVdiff (in volts), and other
parameters may suffer degradation.

r'IIII ANALOG
L.III DEVICES

Ie

High Accuracy
Operational Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Vos: 50~V max (AD504M)
High Gain: 10 min (AD504L, M, S)
Low Drift: 0.5/lVfC max (AD504M)
Free of Popcorn Noise

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Analog Devices ADS04J. K. L. M and SIC operational
amplifiers provide ultra-low drift and extremely high gain. comparable to that of modular amplifiers. for precision applications. A new double integrator circuit concept combined with
a precise thermally balanced layout achieves gain greater than
106 • offset voltage drift of less than lIlY/C. small signal unity
gain bandwidth of 300kHz. and slew rate of 0.12V l/ls. Because
of monolithic construction. the cost of the ADS04 is significantly below that of modules. and becomes even lower with
larger quantity requirements. The amplifier is externally
compensated for unity gain with a single 470pF capacitor;
no compensation is required for gains above 500. The inputs
are fully protected. which permits differential input voltages
of up to ±Vs without voltage gain or bias current degradation
due to reverse breakdown. The output is also protected from
short circuits to ground andlor either supply voltage. and is
capable of driving 1000pF of load capacitance. The ADS04J.
K. Land M are supplied in the hermetically sealed TO-99
package. and are specified for operation over the 0 to +70 o C
temperature range. The ADS04S is specified over the -55°C
to +12S oC temperature range and is also supplied in the TO-99
package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Fully guaranteed and 100% tested 1p.V/

2.

3.

4.
S.

6.

7.

I

I

8.

c maximum voltage
drift combined with voltage offset of SOO/lV (ADS04L).
Fully protected input (±VS) and output circuitry. The input
protection circuit prevents offset voltage and bias current
degradation due to reverse breakdown. and is of critical
importance in this type of device whose overall performance
is strongly dependent upon front-end stability.
Single capacitor compensation eliminates elaborate stabilizing networks while providing flexibility not possible with
an internally compensated op amp. This feature allows
bandwidth to be optimized by the user for his particular
application.
High gain is maintained independent of offset nulling.
power supply voltage and load resistance.
Bootstrapping of the critical input transistor quad produces
CMRR and PSRR compatible with the tight I/lV/C drift.
CMRR and PSRR are both in the vicinity of l20dB.
Noise performance is closely monitored at Outgoing QC to .
ensure compatibility with the low error budgets afforded by
the performance of all other parameters.
Every ADS04 receives a stabilization bake for 24 hours at
150° C to ensure reliability and long term stability.
The 100 piece price of the ADS04 is 1/3 to 1/2 less than
that. of modular low drift operational amplifiers. and is
competitive with the price of less accurate IC op amps.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C and ±15V de unless otherwise noted)
PARAMETER
OPEN LOOP GAIN
Vas = ±IOV, RL;;"2kSl
Tmin~A~max

. OUTPUT C1iARACTERISTICS
Vqltage at RL;;"2kSl, Tmin~A <Tmax
Load Capa.c,itance
·Output.Current
Short Circuit Current

ADS04]

ADS04K

AD504L

250,000 min (4 x 106 typ)
125,000 min (106 typ)

500,000 min (4 x 106 typ)
250,000 min (106 iyp)

106 min (B x 106 typ)
500,000 min (106 eyp)

0.5mV max (0.2mV tye)
1.0pV!"C max (0.3pVI C typ)
2.0pV!"C max (1.0pV!"C·typ)
10pV/V max
15pVIVmax

±lOV min (±HV typ)
lO00pF
10mAmili
2SmA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal, Cc = 390pF
',Full Power Response, Cc = 390pF
'; Slew Rate, Ullity Gain, Cc = 390pF

300kHz
LSkHz
O.12V/ps

lNpUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial Offset, Rs<IOk
lIS 'Temp, Tmin~A<Tmax' VOS nulled .
Trriin<TA<Tmax , Vas unnu11edt
vs Supply

2.SmV max (O.SmV typ)
s.opvfc max (O.SpV!"C'typ)
10pV!"C max (1.SpV!"C typ)
2SpVIVmax
.

@Tmin<;TA~max

40pVIV

vi Time

20pV/rno

1.5mV max (O.SmV typ)
3,opvfc max (0.5pV!"C typ)
5.opvfc max (1.5pVfC typ)
15pVIVmax
25pVIVmax
ISpV/mo

40nAmax

15nAmax

10nAmax

. 200nA max
300nAmax
300pAtC

100nAmax
150nA max
250pAfc

80nA max
100nAmax
20OpA!"C

1.0MSl

l.3MSl

±VS
94dB min (120dB typ)

100dB min (120dB typ)

1l0dB min (120dB typ)

±lSV
±(S to 18)V
±4.0mA max (±1.SmA typ)

±3.0mA max (±1.SmA typ)

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
.. @TA=2SoC
INI?UT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
Tmin to Tmax
vs Temp. Tmin to Tmax
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode
INPUT NOISE
Voltage, 0.01 to 10Hz
100Hz
1kHz
Current. 0.01 to 10Hz
100Hz
1kHz
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential or Common Mode. Max Safe
Common Mode Rejection, VIN = ±IOY'
POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating. Rated Performance
(Tmin to Tmax)
Storage

0.5MSl
100MSll14pF

1.0PV~-)

10nV;

z(rms)

BnV; Hz(rms)

SOpA(p-eL
0.6pA/v'Hz(rms) ,
O.SpA/VHz(rms)

o to +70'(;
-6S'C to +lS0'C

·Specifications same u for ADS04J.
tThis parameter is not 100% tested. TypicaUy. 90'16 of the units meet thi.limit.
Specifications subject to change without norice.
NOTE'
Aoaloc Devices 100'16 tests and parantees aU specified maximum and
minimum limits. Certain parametera. becauae of the ..darive .difficulty
and COst of 100'16 testn.,. have been specified u "typical" numb..s. At
ADI. "typical" numbers are subjected to rip! statistical sampling and
OII\'iOn., quality control procedures. resulting in "typicaJs" that are
indicative of the performance that can be expected by tbe user.
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10pV/mo

.

"

±3.0mA max (±1.SmA typ)

ADS04S(AD504S/883)

ADS04M

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

106 min (/I x 106 typ)
2S0,OOO min

106 min ( 8 X 106 typ)
SOO,OOO min (106 typ)

REFP~NE
0.166 (4.201

0.60 MIN

~I

ii2.7MiNi

0'335'18'501~[]=1
I
I
0.370 (9.401
0.305 (7.76)

~

1--

I

=

I

0.0-.MAX ~I

....1...--

(1.02 MAX1-"J.::u-

SEATING PLANE -

O.SmV omax (0.2mV tyg)
O.Sp.VI C max (0.2p.V/ C trp)
1.0p.V/oC max (O.Sp.vtc typ)
10p.V/V max
lSp.VIVmax
10p.V/mo

O.SmV max
1.0P.V/:C max (0.3P.V/:C typ)
2.0p.V/ C max (1.0p.V/ C typ)
10p.VIV max
20p.VIV max
10p.V/mo

10nAmax

10nA max

80nAmax
100nAmax
200pAtC

80nA max
200nA max
200pAtC

1.3Mn

l.3Mn

0.6p.V (ttl max
1On V /yHz max
9n V /y'Hz max
1.3pA/y'Hz max
O.6pA/y'Hz max
0.3pA/y'Hz max

0.010 (0.251

~

BONDING DIAGRAM

The AD504 is also available in chip form. See the Analog
Devices Chip Catalog for details.

1l0dB min (120dB typ)

nOdB min (120dB typ)

MIL-STANDARD·883
The AD504S/883 has the same electrical specifications as the
AD504S, but it is subjected to the 100% screening requirements specified in MIL-STD-883, Method 5004, Class B.
This procedure includes ......... .
(1)

±3.0mA max (±1.SmA typ)

±3mA max (±1.SmA typ)

_55°C to +12S oC
_65°C to +lS0oC

(2)

(3)

·*AD504S/883 minimum order is 10 pieces.

(4)
TO·99 PIN CONFIGURATION
OFFSET NULL

(5)

(6)

(7)

v-

(8)
(9)

Pre-Cap Visual Inspection:
Method 2010, Condition B
Stabilization Bake:
Method 1008, Condition C,
24 hours@ +150°C
Temperatu,re Cycle:
Method 1010, Condition C,
_65°C to +150°C, 10 cycles
Constant Acceleration:
Method 2001, Condition E,
30,000.g,. Y I orientation
Hermeticity, Gross Leak:
Method 1014, Condition C,
Steps 1 and 2
Hermeticity, Fine Leak:
Method 1014, Condition A,
5 x 10-8 atm/cc/sec
Burn-In:
Method 1015, 160 hours@ +125°C
Final Electrical Tests
External Visual:
Method 2009
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OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT AND NULLING
Most differentia.l operational amplifiers have provisions for adjusting the initial offset voltage to zero with an external trim
potentiometer. It is often not realized that there is a: resulting
increase in voltage drift which accompanies this initial offset
adjustment. The increased voltage doft c:m often be safely
ignored in conventional amplifiers, since it may be a sma.ll percentage oithe specified voltage drift. However, the voltage
drift of the ADS04 is so small that this effecfcannot be
ignored.
To achieve low drift over temperature, it is necessary to maintain equal current densities in the input pair. Unless the initial offset nulling circuit is carefully arranged, the nulling circuits will themselves.drift with temperature. The resulting
change in the input transistor current ratio will produce an
additional input offset voltage drift. This drift component
can actually be larger than the unnulled drift.
Typically, Ie op amps are nulled by using an external potentiometer to adjust the ratio of two resistances. These resistances are part 9f a network from which the input stage emitter currents are derived. Most commercially available op amps
use diffused resistors in their internal nuliingcircuitty, which
typically display lal'$e positive temperature coefficients of the
order of 200Oppm/C. As a result of the failure of the external
potentiometer resistance to track the diffu.sed resistors over
temperature, the two resistance branches.wi!l drift relative to -.
one another. This will cause a change 'in the emiwir current
ratio and induce an offset drift with temperature.,
In the ADS04, this problem is reduced an order 9f magnitude
by the use of thin film resistors deposited on the monolithic
amplifier chip. These resistors, which mak.e up th'e ci:itical bias
network from which the input stage emitter current balance is.
determined, display typical temperature coefficients of less
than 200ppmf C, an order of magnitude improvement over
diffulICd types. Thus, when the initial offset of the ADS04 is
trimmed using a 10wTC pot in combination with the thin film
network, the drift induced by nulling even relatively large offsets is extremely small: This means that ADS04 units of all
three grades (J : K, L) will typically yield significantly better
temperaturepeiformance in nulled applications than an a1ldiffused amplifier with comparable initial offset.
Since the intrinsic offset drift of the amplifier is improved by
nulling, the direct measurement of any additional drift induced
by differing temperature coefficients of resistors wouldbe extremely difficult. However, the induced. offset drift can be established by calculating the change in the emitter current ratio
brought about by the differing TC's of resistances. From the
change in this ratio, the offset voltage contribution at any
temperature can be easily calculated.
A simple computer program was written to calculate induced
offset drift as a function of initial offset voltage nulled. This
calculation was mad!: assuming zero TC of the amplifier
resistors, and TC's of 200ppm/o C and 2000ppmf C for the
null pot. These results are very nearly equivalent to the case
where the pot has zero temperature coefficient and the amplifier resistors drift. The results of these calculations are
.
summarized graphically in Figure 1.

Note that as a result of nulling 1.4mV of offset, the.AD504
induces 30X less offset drift (only O.05p.VI'C) than the 725.
type op amp with its actual diffused resistor values and the recommended lOOk pot to trim the offset. Actual induced drifts
from Vtis source for the ADS04 may be even lower in the practical case when metal film resistors or pots are used for nulling,
since their TC's tend to dosely match the negative TC's of the
thin film resistors on the ADS04 chip.
725 TYPE O.F AMP
(RECOMMENDED Vos
NULL POT)

P

~I
Ii:
~

1.7

1.6
1.3
1.1
0.9
0.7

AD504
(RECOMMENDED Vos' NULL
POT)

-3

-1

2
NULLED OF.FSET
VOLTAGE - mV

0.7
0.9

1.1
1.3

1.5
1.7

Figure 1. Induced Offset Drift vs. Nulled Offset Using Manufacturer's Recommended Adjustment Potentiomete;

NULLING THE ADS04
Since calculations show that superior drift performance can be
realized with theADS04, special care should be taken to null
it in the mOSt advantageous manner. Using the actual values of
resistors in the ADS04, it is possible to calculate, under worst
case conditions, that the total adjustment rage of the ADS04
is approximately BmV. Since the amplifier may-often be trimmedto within 1p.V, this represents an adjustment of 1 part in
8000. This type of accuracy would require a pot with 0.0125%
resolution and stability; Because of the problems of obtaining
a pot of this stability, a slightly more sophisticated nulling operation is recommended for applications where offset drift is
critical (see Figure 2a).

Figure 1 shows the variation of induced voltage drift with
nulled offset voltage for:
a. ADS04 op amp.
b. 72Styp op amp.
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RP

Figure 2a. High Resolution, High Stability Nulling Circuit

+7 SIIIV Vas NULLED

VOl UNNULLED

NULLING PROCEDURE
1. Null the offset to zero using a commercially available
pot (suggest Rp = 10kn).

I

I

J

2. Measure pot halves R1 and R2.
3. Calculate:
R ' _ R J X SOkn R' _ R2 X SOkn
J - SOkn - R J '
2 - SOkn - R2

I
..;~.

GAIN-lOOk

,.

j - 2.5V

4. Insert R1' and R2' (closest 1% fixed metal film resistors).

,/

",-

' ....V

' ....V

,/ I
~ 2.SV I-

r+10

+,.

-10
OUTPUT-V

OUTPUT - VOLTS

S. Use an industrial quality 100kn pot (Rp) to fine tune
the trim.

;;('

Figure 4. Gain Error Voltage Before and After Nulling a
Typical 741 Op Amp

For applications in which stringent nulling is not required, the
,user may choose a simplified nulling scheme as shown in Fig·
ure 2b. For best results the wiper of the potentiometer should
be connected directly to pin 7 of the op amp. This is true for
both nulling schemes.

The gain of the ADS04 is independent of nulling.
NULLED +1.2mV Vas

VOl UNNVLLED

t

t
""V

""V

t

-

t

GAIN .. 4x 10'

V

/

- -

--

2.5V

-,.

-

GAIN-eX 10'

2.I5V

+10 -10
OUTPUT

-v

-

OUTPUT

+,.

-v

Figure 5. Gain Error Voltage Before and After Nulling
theAD504

Figure 2b. Simplified Nulling Circuit

Load Resistance - The gain of the ADS04 is flat with load
resistance to 1kn loads and below.

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
The input bias current vs. temperature characteristic is displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Gain vs. Load Resistance
Figure 3. Input Bias Current VB. Temperature

Supply Voltage - The gain of the ADS04 stays well
down to Vs =±SV.
GAIN PERFORMANCE
Most commercially available monolithic op amps have gain
characteristics that vary considerably with:

/'

2. Load Resistance.

V

~

1M

-

'OM

1. Offset Nulling.

~bove

~

3. Supply Voltage.
Careful design allows the ADS04 to maintain gain well in
excess of 10° , independent of nulling, load or supply voltage.

Nulling - The gain of a 741 op amp ~ries considerably with
nulling (see Figure 4).

'M

..

_9

:t12

SUPPLY VOLTAGE-V

".

,,.

Figure 7. Gain vs. Supply Voltage
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4. Limit the bandwidth of the system to the minimum possible consistent with the desired response time.
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.....

S.Use input guarding to reduce capacitive and leakage noise
pickup .

..............

6. Avoid ground loops and pr9ximity to strong magnetic or
electro-static fields, etc.
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NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
An op amp with the precision of the ADS04 must have cor-

respondingly low noise levels if the user is to take advantage
of its exceptional dc characteristics. Of primary importance
in this type of amplifier is the absence of popcorn noise and
minimum I1f or "flicker" noise in the O.OIHz to 10Hi frequency band. Sample noise testing is done on every lot to
guarantee that better than 90% of all devices will meet the
noise specifications. ..
Separate voltage and current noise levels referred to the inpu t
are specified to enable the designer to calculate or optimize
signal-to-noise ratio based on any desired source resistance.
The spot noise figures are useful in determining total wideband noise over any desired bandwidth (see Figure 9).
100

~~ ~
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>
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~
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'",.

f .. 0.01 TO 100Hz

0:'

0.01

L--------:!,k--------~1:!:OOk~------""100!::-k-----'-~,M
SOURCE RESISTANCE-D:

Figure 10. RMS Noise vs. Source Resistance

DYNAMIC Pl':kFORMANCE

The dynamic performance of the ADS04, although comparable
to most general purpose op amps, is superior to most low drift
op amps. Figure 11 shows the small signal frequency response
for both open and closed loop gains for a variety of compensating values. Note that the circuit is completely stable for
Cc = 3~OpF with a -3dB bandwidth of 300kHz; with Cc =0,
the -3dB bandwidth is SOkHz at a gain of 2000.
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Figure 9. Spot Noise vs. Frequency

The key to success in using the ADS04 in precision low noise
applications is "attention to detail".
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Here are a few reminders to help the user achieve optimum
noise performance from the ADS04.
1. Use metal film resistors in the source and feedback
networks.
2. Use fixed resistors instead of potentiometers for nulling
or gain setting.
3. Take advantage of the excellent common-mode noise'
rejection qualities of .the ADS04 by connecting the input
differentially.
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Figure ". Small Signal Gain vs. Frequency

More important, at unity gain (390pF), full power bandwidth
is (Figure 12) 2kHz which corresponds to a 0.12VIJ.[s slew rate.
At a gain of 10 (39pF), it increases to 20kHz, corresponding
to 1.2VIJ.[s, a considerable improvement over "725 type"
amplifiers.

The power supply rejection ratio of the AD504 is shown in
Figure 15.
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Figure 12. Output Voltage Swing vs. Frequency

Figure 15. PSRR vs. Frequency

Figure 13 shows the voltage follower step response for
Vs ; ±15V, RL ; 2kn, C L ; 200pF and Cc ; 390pF.
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Figure 16. CMV Range vs. Supply Voltage

Figure 13. Voltage Follower Step Response
The common mode rejection of the ADS04 is typically 120dS,
and is shown as a function of frequency in Figure 14.
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Figure 17. Output Characteristics

Figure 14. CMRR vs. Frequency
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THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Temperature Gradient$ ,
,
Most moflular and hybrid operational amplifiers are extremely
sensitive to thermal gradients. The transient offset voltage
response to thermal shock for a high performance modular op
amp is shown in Figure 18.

the final value within 30 seconds, for both .increases and decreases inteinperature. Note that the offset goes directly to
its final value, with no spikes or hysteresis.
Warmup Drift
Modular and hybrid op amps have historically been plagued by
excessive 'thermal time constants. Figure 20 shows the typical
warmup drift of a high perfqrmance modu!ar op amp.
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The graph shows the transient offset voltage resulting from a
thermal shock when the amplifier's temperature is abruptly
changed from 2SoC to 50°C by dipping it into a hot silicon
oil bath. Note the large overshoot (approximately 601lV) and
long settling time (2.5 minutes). Also note the hysteresis of
about 3o,.tV.
'
Monolithic technology affords the AD504 significant improve- ,
ments in this area. Thermal transients in theAD504 are small
and over with quickly (see Figure 19).
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Monolithic technology results in significanHeduction of thermal time constants (see Figure 21).
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Note that although warmup drift is low (20IlV), it requires a
long time to settle (>20 minutes).
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Figure 20. Warmup Voltage Drift for High Performance
Modular Op Amp'
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Figure 18. Response to Thermal Shock for High Performance
Modular Op Amp
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Figure 21. Warmup Voltage Drift for AD504 and 741 Type
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Figure 19. Response to Thermal Shock for AD504

In Figure 19, a SOOC step change in ambient temperature, applied to the can via a room temperature heat sink, then °a 7 S° C
thermal probe and back to the heat sink. results in settling to
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Note that warmup drift remains low (lOIlV), but that the thermal time constant decreases' significantly to about 2 minutes.
If a heat sink were used, total settling time would be completed within 30 seconds. Note that the 741 type op amp has
a significantly longer warmup drift and thermal time constant.

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Ie, Wideband, Fast Slewing,
General Purpose Operational Amplifier

FEATURES
Gain Bandwidth: 100MHz
Slew Rate: 20V/p.s min
IB: 15nA max (AD507K)
Vas: 3mV max (AD507K)
Vas Drift: 15p.vfc mex (AD507K)
High Capacitive Drive

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Analog Devices AD507j, K and S are low cost monolithic
operational amplifiers that are designed for general purpose
applications where high gain bandwidth and high speed are
significant requirements. The devices also provide excellent dc
performance with low input offset voltage, low offset voltage
drift and low bias current. The ADS07 is a low cost, high
performance alternative to a wide variety of modular and IC
op amps; a brief review of the specifications confirms its outstanding price/performance characteristics.
The ADS07 is recommended for use where low cost and all
around performance, especially at high frequencies, are
needed. It is particularly well suited as a fast, high impedance
comparator, integrator or wideband amplifier and in samplel
hold circuits. It is unconditionally stable for all dosed loop
gains above 10 without external compensation; the frequency
compensation terminal is used for stability at lower closed
loop gains. The circuit is short circuit protected and offset
voltage nullable. The AD507j and K are specified over the
o to +70°C temperature ran~e, the ADS07S over the full military temperature range, - 55 C to +12S°C. All devices are
packaged in the hermetic TO-99 metal can.
.
FREaUENCY
COMPENSATION

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Excellent de and ae performance combined with low cost.
2. The ADS07 will drive several hundred pF of output capacitance without oscillation.
3. All guaranteed dc parameters, including offset voltage drift,
are 100% tested.
4. To insure compliance with gain bandwidth and slew rate
specifications, all devices are tested for ac performance
characteristics.
S. To take full advantage of the inherent high reliability of
IC's, every AD507S receives a 24 hour stabilization bake
at +lS0oC.
.

MIL-STANDARD-883
The ADS07S/883 has the same electrical specifications as the
ADS07S, but is subjected to the 100% screening requirements
specified in MIL-STD-883, Method 5004, Class B. .
This procedure includes:
1. Pre-Cap Visual Inspection: Method 2010, Condition B.

2. Stabilization Bake: Method 1008, Condition C, 24 hours @
+150°C.
3. Temperature Cycle: Method 1010, Condition C, -65°C to
+lS0°C, 10 ~ycles.
. 4. Centrifuge: Method 2001, Condition E, 30,000 g, Y 1
orientation.
S. Hermeticity, Gross Leak: Method 1014, Condition C,

steps 1 and 2.
v-

TO-99 PIN CONFIGURATION

6. Hermeticity, Fine Leak: Method 1014, Condition A,
5 x 10-8 atm/cc/sec.
7. Burn-In: Method 1015, 160 hours @ +12SoC.
8. Final Electrical Test.
9. External Visual: Method 2009.
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SPECIFICATIQNS

(typical at +25°C and±15V dc, unless otherwise noted)

PAItAMETER

ADS 07]

ADS07K

ADS07S(ADS07S/883 ) ••

OPEN LOOP GAIN
'RL = ZHt, CL = SOpF
@TmintoTmax

80,000 min (150,000 typ)
70,000 min
.

100,000 min (150,000 typ)
S5,OOO min

100,OOOmin (150,000 typ)
70,000 min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage@ RL "2kn, CL = SOpF, Tmin to Tmax
Current@VQ = ±lOV
.
Short Circuit Current

±lOV min (±i2V typ)
±10mA min (±20mA typ)
25mA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
'Unity Gain, Small Signal
@ A = 1 (open loop)
@A= 100 (closed loop)
Full Power Response
Slew Rate
Settling Time (to 0.1 %)

±10V min (±12V typ)'
±lSmA min (±22mA typ)
25mA

..

. lSMHz
1MHz
320kHz min (600kHz typ)
±20V/l'smin (±35V/l's typ)
900n'
.

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial
Avg vs Temp, Tmib to Tmax
vs Supply, Tmin to Tmax
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
Tmin to Tmax

400kHz min (600kHz typ)
±25V/l's min (±35V/l's typ)

400kHz min (600kHz typ)
20V/p.s min (±l5V/l's typ)

5.0mV max (3.0mV typ)
l5I'V/C
200I'VN'max

l.OmV max (I.5mV typ)
15p.V/C max (Sp.V/C typ)
100p.VNmax

4mV ';!ax (0.5mV tYf)
20p.V/ C max (SI'V/ Ctyp)
100p.VN max

25nA max

15nA max
25nA max

15nAmax
35nA max

lSnA max
25nA max
0.2nA/C

15nA max
35nA max
0.2nA/oC

40nAmax

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
Initial

25nA max
40nA max

Tmin to Tmax

Avg ~s Temp, Tmin to Truax
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

40Mn min (lOOMil typ)
1000Mn

INPUT VOLTAGE NOISE
f = 10Hz
f = 100Hz
f = 100kHz

100nV/y'Hz
lOnV/y'Hz .
12nV/y'Hz

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential, Max Safe
Common Mode Voltage Range, Tm~ to Tmax
Common Mode Rejection @ ±SV. Tmin to Tmax

±12.0V
±1l.0V
74dB min (lOOdB typ)

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
.operating
Current, Quiescent

±15V
±(5 to 20)V
4pmA max (l.OmA typ)

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

Oto +70 o C

-s'soc to

-25°C to +S5°C
-65°C to +lS0'C

-65°C to +150°C

0.5nA/C

.

65Mil min (500Mn typ)

SOdB min (lOOdB typ)

SOdB min (lOOdB typ)

+12S oC

'Specifications same as ADS07J .
•• ADS07S/883 minimum order 10 pieces.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
The ADS07 combines excellent dc characteristics and dynamic
performance with ease of application. Because it is a wideband,
high speed amplifier, care should be exercised in its stabilization. Several practical stabilization techniques are suggested to
insure proper operation and minimize user experimentation.
GENERAL PURPOSE WIDEBAND COMPENSATION
The following considerations are intended to provide guidance
in critical wideband applications. While not necessary in all
cases, the considerations are of prime importance for the user
attempting to obtain the highest performance from his circuit
design.

High Gain Conditions
The ADS07 is fully compensated internally for all closed loop
gains above 10; however, it is necessary to load the amplifier
with 50pF. In many applications this minimum capacitive load
will be provided by the load or by a cable at the output of the
AD507, making an additional50pF unnecessary. Figure 1
shows the suggested configuration for general purpose use for
closed loop gains above 10.
The 0.1/lF ceramic power supply bypass capacitors are considerably more important for the ADS07 than for low frequency
general purpose amplifiers. Their main purpose is. to convert
the distributed high frequency ground to a lumped single point
(the V+ point). The V+ to V- 0.1/lF capacitor equalizes the
supply grounds while the 0.1/lF capacitor from V+ to signal
ground should be returned to signal common. The signal
common, which is bypassed to pin 7, is defined as that point
at which the input signal source, the feedback network, and
the return side of the load are joined to the power common.
Note that the diagrams show each individual capacitor
directly connected to the appropriate terminal (pin 7 [V+ I
and pin 6 [Output). In addition, it is suggested that all
connections be made short and direct, and as physically close
to the can as possible, so that the length of any conducting
path shared by external components will be minimized.

/\.",""-.--~ OUTPUT

O.1,11F
(CERAMIC DISC)
OFFSET

NULL

100kl'l

5

~

OFFSET NULL

-NOT REaUIRED FOR LOAD OR

CABLE CAPACITANCE "'5OpF

2kn

7

.v

Figure 1. General Purpose Configuration to Closed Loop
Gain> 10

Low Gain Conditions
For low closed loop gain applications, the ADS07 should be
compensated with a 20pF capacitor from pin 8 (frequency
compensation) to signal common or pin 7 (V+). This configuration also requires a 30pF feedback capacitor from pin 6
(Ourput) to pin 8 (see Figure 2). The 50pF minimum load
capacitance recommended for uncompensated applications is
not required when the AD507 is used in the compensated
mode. This compensation results in a unity gain frequency of
approximately 10 to 12MHz.

The excellent input characterisitcs of the AD507 make it
useful in low frequency applications where both dc and ac
performance superior to the 741 type of op amp is desired.
Some experimentation may be necessary to optimize the
AD507 for the specific requirement. The unity gain bandwidth
can be reduced by increasing the value of the compensation
capacitor in inverse proportion to the desired bandwidth
reduction. It is advisable to increase the feedback capacitor at
the same time, maintaining its value about 50% larger than the
compensation capacitor. Because the AD507 is fundamentally
a wideband amplifier, careful power supply decoupling and
compensation component layout are required even in low
bandwidth applications.
OFFSET VOLTAGE NULLING
Note that the offset voltage null circuit includes a 2kU resistor
in series with the wiper arm of the 100kU potentiometer.
This resistor is not absolutely required, but its use can prevent
a condition of false null that can be obtained at the ends of
the pot range. The knowledgeable user should have no trouble
differentiating between nulling in the pot mid-range and
erratic end-range behavior when the wiper is connected
directly to V+.

/\. r-r-~ OUTPUT

Figure 2. Configuration for Unity Gain Applications

HIGH CAPACITIVE LOADING
Like all wide band amplifiers, the AD 507 is sensitive to capacitive loading. Unlike many, however, the AD507 can be
used to effectively drive reasonable capacitive loads in virtually
all applications, and capacitive loads of several hundred picofarads in a number of specific configurations.
In an inverting gain of ten configuration, the internally compensated amplifier will drive more than 200pF in addition to
the recommended 50pF load, or a total of over 2S0pF. under
such conditions, the slew rate will be only slightly reduced,
and the overall settling time somewhat lengthened.
In general, the capacitive drive capability of the AD507 will
increase in high gain configurations which reduce closed loop
bandwidth.
In any wideband application, it is essential to return the load
currents supplied by the amplifier to the power supply without sharing a path with input or feedback signals. This consideration becomes particularly important when driving capacitive loads which may resonate with short lengths of interconnecting wire.
FAST SETTLING TIME
A small capacitor (CS in Figure 3) will improve the settling
time of the AD507, when it is used with large feedback
resistors. The ADS07 input capacitance (typically 2 or 3pF),
together with additional circuit capacitance, will introduce an
un~anted pole of open-loop response. The extra phase shift
introduced, for example, by 4pF of input capacitance, and
OPERA TIONAL AMPLIFIERS 1-35

SkU input source impedance, will result in anunderdamped
transjent response, and long settling time. A small, (1.5 to
3'.OpF) feedback capacitor will introduce a zero in the openloop transfer function, reducing the phase shift and increasing
the damping, which will more than compensate. for the slight
reduction in closed-loop bandwidth..
.
BIAS COMPF:NSATION NOT REQUIRED
CircUit applications using conventionalop amps generally
require that' the source resistances be matched at the inputs to
cancel the effects of the input currents and take advantage of
low offset current. In cU:cuits similar to that shown in
Figure 3, the compensation resistance would be equal to the
parallel combination of RI and RF, and for large values
'would re.quire a bypass capacitor. The ADSOTis,speciaily
designed to cancel the input currents so as'to reduce them to
the offset current level. As a result, optimum performance
can be obtained even though no bias compensation is used,
and the non-inverting input can be connected directly to the
signal common.
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11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Fast Settling Time (100% Tested)
0.1% in 500ns max
0.01% in 2.51ls max
High Slew Rate: 100V/IlS min
Low los: 25nA max
Guaranteed Vos Drift: 30p.vfc max
High CMRR: 80dB min
Drives 500pF
Low Price
APPLICATIONS
DIA and AID Conversion
Wideband Amplifiers
Multiplexers
Pulse Amplifiers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS091, ADS09K and ADS09S are monolithic
operational amplifiers specifically designed for applications
requiring fast settling times to high accuracy. The ADS09K
and ADS09S are 100% tested and guaranteed to settle to
0.1 % in SOOns max and 0.01 % in 2.Sp.s max, with typical
performance that.is twice as fast. Other comparable dynamic
parameters include a small signal bandwidth of 20MHz, slew
rate of 100V/lls min and a full power response of 150kHz
min. The devices are internally compensated for all closed
loop gains greater than 3, and are compensated with a single
capacitor for lower gains.
The input characteristics of the AD509 are consistent with
0.01 % accuracy over limited temperature ranges; offset current
is 25nA max, offset voltage is 8mV max, nullable to zero, and
offset voltage drift is limited to 30llVI" C max. PSRR and
CMRR are typically 90dB.
The ADS09 is designed for use with high speed D/A or AID
converters where'the minimum conversion time is limited by
the amplifier settling time. If 0.01 % accuracy of conversion
is required, a conversion cannot be made in a shorter period
than the time required for the amplifier to settle to within
0.01 % of its final value.

All devices are supplied in the TO-99 package. The ADS091
and ADS09K are specified for 0 to +70°C temperature range;
the AD509S for operation from -S5°C to +125°C.
PRODUCT HIGlILiGHTS
1.
The AD509K and AD509S are 100% tested and
guaranteed to settle to 0.01 % of its final value in less
than 2.5p.s,
2.

3.

4.

The ADS09 is internally compensated for all dosed
loop gains above 3, and compensated with a single
capacitor for lower gains; thus eliminating the elaborate
stabilizing techniques required by oth~r high speed IC
op amps.
The ADS09 will drive capacitive loads of SOOpF without
any deterioration in settling time. Larger cap'acitive
loads can be driven by tailoring the compensation to
minimize settling time.
Common Mode Rejection, Gain and Noise are
compatible with a 0.01 % accuracy device.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and ±15V dc, unless otherwise specified)
I

MODEL

ADS09J

ADS09K

OPEN LOOP GAIN
RL = 2kf!
@TA=mintomax

7,500 min (15,000 typ)
5,000 min'

10,000 min (15,000 typ)
7,500 min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage@ RL = 2kf!, TA = min to max

±IOV min (±12V typ)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response, Vo = ±IOV
Slew Rate, RL = 2kf!, V 0," ±IOV, CL = sOpF
Settling Time
'
'toO.I%
to 0.01%.

ADS09S

20MHz
120kHz min (1.6MHz typ)
80V//JS mIn (120V/lls typ)

I~OkHZ

200ns.
l.0J.ls

SOOns max (2 OOns typ)
2.slIsmax (1.0IlS typ)

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial
TA = min to max
Avg vs. Temperature, T A;' min to max
vs. Supply, T A = min to max

10mV max (5mV eyp)
14mV max
20llvtC'
200ilVIV max

8mV max (4mV typ)
IlmV max
30llVtC max (701lVtc typ)
IOOIlVlVmax
'

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
TA = min to max

2s0nA max (12snA typ)
SOOnA max

200nA max (IOOnA typ)
400nA max

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
Initial
TA = min to max

sOnA max (20nAtyp)
100nA max

2snA max (10nA typ)
sOnA max

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential

40Mf! min (100Mn typ)

sOMf! min ([OOMn typ)

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential, max safe
Common Mode Voltage Range
TA = min to max
Common Mode Rejection, Vern = ±SV
TA = min to max .'

min (2.0MHz typ)
100V/IlS min (120V/lls typ)

±ISV
±IOV
74dBmin (90dB typ)

INPUT VOLTAGE NOISE
f = 10Hz
f = 100Hz
f = 100kHz

30nV/$z
19nV/$z

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

±ISV
±(S to 20)V
6mA max (4mA typ)

80dB min (90dB typ) ,

100nV/$z

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage

o to +70

-S5°C to +12SoC

0C
-6SoC to +ISOoC

'Specification same as AD509J.
"Specification same as ADS09K.
Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATION & PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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APPLYING THE ADS09
MEASURING SETTLING TIME. Settling time is defined as
that period required for an amplifier output to swing from
o volts to full scale, usually 10 volts, and to settle to within
a specified percentage of the final output voltage. For high
accuracy systems, the accuracy requirement is normally
specified as either 0.1 % (10-bit accuracy) or 0.01 % (12-bit
accuracy) of the 10 volt output level. The settling time
period is comprised of an initial propagation delay, an
additional time for the amplifier to slew to the vicinity of
10 volts, and a final time period to recover from internal
saturation and other effects, and settle within the specified
error band. Because settling time depends on both linear
and nonlinear factors, there is no simple approach to
predicting its final value to different levels of accuracy. In
particular, extremely high slew rates do not assure a rapid
settling time, since this is only one of many factors affecting
settling time. In most high speed amplifiers, after the
amplifier has slewed to the vicinity of the final output
voltage, it must recover from internal saturation and then
allow any overshoot and ringing to damp out. These
definitions are illustrated in Figure 1.

-

RECOVERY LINEAR SETTLING
-

SETTLING TIME TO
OR

.±~

± aE

-I

display. The resultant waveform of (Eo - Ein> of a typical
ADS09 is shown in Figure 3. Note that the waveform crosses
the 1mV point representing 0.01 % accuracy in approximately
l.SJ.ls. The top trace represents the output signal; the bottom
trace represents the error signal.

OUTPUT

It

I-~~-

.0

I
ERROR
SIGNAL

m

11- n.1-

Figure 3. Settling Time of AD509

SETTLING TIME VS. Rf AND Ri. Settling time of an
amplifier is a function of the feedback and input resistors,
since they interact with the input capacitance of the amplifier.
When operating in the non-inverting mode, the source
impedance should be kept relatively low; e.g., SkU; in order
to insure optimum performance. The small feedback
capacitor (SpF) is used in the settling time test circuit in
parallel with the feedback resistor'to reduce ringing, This
capacitor partially cancels the pole formed in the loop gain
response as a result of the feedback and input resistors, and
the input capacitance.
SETTLING TIME VS. CAPACITIVE LOAD. The ADS09
will drive capacitive loads of 500pF without appreciable
deterioration in settling time. Larger capacitive loads can be
driven by tailoring the compensation to minimize settling
time. Figure 4 shows the settling time of a typical AD509,
compensated for unity gain with a lSpF capacitor, with a
SOOpF capacitive load on the output. Note that settling time
to 0.01 % is still under 2.0J.ls. ,

'100%

Figure 1. Settling Time
OUTPUT

The ADS09K and AD509S are 100% tested and guaranteed
to settle to 0.1 % in SOOns and 0.01 % in 2.SJ.ls (see Test
Circuit, Figure 2). Note that the devices are tested compensated, at a gain of one, with a SOpF capacitive load. There is
no appreciable degradation in settling time when the capacitive load is increased to SOOpF, as discussed below. The
settling time is computed by summing the output and the
input into a differential.amplifier, which then drives a scope
5pF

DECOUPLING CAPACITORS
OMITTED FOR CLARITY

SCOPE

Ein O-......JVI"""i

Figure 2. AD509 Settling Time Test Circuit

II
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-ns I..-

1
ERROR
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'"I"

,

m
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Figure 4. AD509 with 500pF Capacitive Load

SUGGESTIONS FOR MINIMIZING SETTLING TIME. The
ADS09 has been designed to settle to 0.01 % accuracy in
1 to 2.SJ.ls. However, this amplifier is only a building block
in a circuit that also has a feedback network, input and output
connections, power supply connections; and a number of
external componel)ts. What has been painstakingly gained in
amplifier design can be lost without careflll circuit design.
Some of the elements of a good high speed design are ......... .
CONNECTIONS. It is essential that care be taken in the
signal and power ground circuits to avoid inducing or
generating extraneous voltages in the ground signal paths.
DPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 7-39

T\1e O.lI:1F ceramic power supply ,bypass capacitors are
considerably more important for the AD509 than for low
frequency general purpose amplifiers. Their main.purpose
is to convert the distributed high frequency ground to a
lumped single point (the V+ point). The V+ to V- O.lJlF
capacitor equalizes the supply grounds while the O.lJlF
capacitor from V+ to signal ground should be returned to
signal common. The signal common, which is bypassed to
pin 7, is defined as that point at which the input signal
source, the feedback network, and the return side of the load
are joined to the power common.
Note that the diagram shows each individual capacitor
directly connected to the appropriate terminal (pin 7 [V+).

In addition, it is suggested that all connections be short and
direct, and as physically close to the case as possible, so that
the length· of any conducting pat\1 shared by external
components will be minimized.
COMPONENTS. Resistors are preferably metal film types,
because they have less capacitance and stray inductance
than wirewound types, and are available with exc~llent
accuracies and temperature coefficients.
Diodes are hot carrier types for the very fastest-settling
applications, but IN914 types are suitable for more
routine uses.
Capacitors in critical locations are polystyrene, teflon, or
polycarbonate to minimize dielectric absorption.

O.1J.1F
CERAMIC DISC

ty

INVERTING
INPUT

,..f-------,

CIRCUIT. For the fastest' settling,times, keep leads short,
orient components'to minimize stray capacitance, keep
circuit impedance levels as low as consistent with the output capabilities of the amplifier and the signal source,
reduce all external load capacitances to the absolute
minimum. Don't overlook sockets or printed circuit
board mounting as possible sources of dielectric absorption.
Avoid pole-zero mismatches in any feedback networks used
with the amplifier. Minimize noise pickup.

TO SIGNAL

COMMON POINT
OUTPUT

NON INVERTING
INPUT

O.1J.1F
CERAMIC DISC

Figure 5. Configuration for Unity Gain Applications

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AD509
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THE AD509 AS AN OUTPUT AMPLIFIER FOR FAST
CURRENT-OUTPUT D-TO-A CONVERTERS
Most fast integrated circuit digital to analog converters have
current outputs. That is, the digital input code is translated
to an output current proportional to the digital code. In
many applications, that output current is converted to a voltage by connecting an operational amplifier in the current-tovoltage conversion mode.
The settling time of the combination depends on the settling
time of the DAC and the output amplifier. A good approximation is:

Some IC DACs settle to final output value in 100-500 nanoseconds. Since most IC op amps require ·a longer time to settle
to ±0.1% or ±0.01% offinal value, amplifier settlirtg time can
dominate total settling time. Arid for a 12-bit DAC, one least
significant bit is only 0.024% of full-scale, so low drift and
high linearity and precision are also required of the output
amplifier.
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Figure 6. Open Loop Frequency and Phase Response
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Figure 8 shows the AD509K connected as an output amplifier
with the AD565K, high speed 12-bit IC digital-to-analog converter. The 10 picofarad capacitor, C1, compensates for the
25pF AD565 output capacitance.-The voltage output of the
AD565K/AD509K combination settles to ±0.01% in one
microsecond. The low input voltage drift and high open loop
gain of the AD509K assures 12-bit accuracy over the operating
temperature range.
A0565K

5.n

Figure 8. AD507 as an Output Amplifier for a rast CurrentOutput D-to-A Converter
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low Cost, laser
Trimmed, Precision IC Op Amp

FEATURES
low Cost
low Vos: 25J.lV max (AD510l), 100J.lV max (AD510J)
low Vos Drift: 0.5J.lVtC max (AD510l)
Internally Compensated
High Open Loop Gain: 106 min
low Noise: lJ.lV POp 0.01 to 10Hz

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS10 is the first low cost high accuracy IC op amp
available. Analog Devices' precise thermally-balanced layout
combined with high-yield IC processing provides truly'superlative op amp performance at the lowest possible cost. The device is internally compensated, thus eliminating the need
for an additional external capacitor.
A truly precision device, the ADS10 achieves laser trimmed
offset voltages less than 2SjlV max and offset voltage dnfts of
O.5jlVt"C max (nulled). Bias currents and offset currents are
available at less than 10nA and 2.5nA respectively, while open
loop gain is maintained at over 1 ,000,000, even under loaded
conditions. Designed along a thermal axis, the ADS 10 is unaffected by thermal gradients across the monolithic chip
caused by current loading.
The ADS10 has fully protected inputs, permitting differential
input voltages of up to ±Vs without voltage gain or bias current
degradation due to reverse breakdown. The output is also protected from short circuits and drives 1000pF of load capacitance without oscillation.
The ADS10 is specifically designed for applications requiring
high precision at the lowest possible cost, such as bridge instruments, stable references, followers and analog computation.
Packaged in a hermetically-sealed TO-99 metal can, the ADS10
is available in three versions of performance (J, K and L) over
the commercial temperature range, 0 to +70o C and one version
(5) over the full military temperature range, -SSoC to +12S °C.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Offset voltage drift is guaranteed and 100% tested on all
models with a controlled temperature drift bath with the
offset voltage nulled. Offset voltage on the ADS10L is
tested following a 3 minute warm-up.
2. The ADSlO offers fully protected input (to ±Vs) and output
circuitry. The input protection circuit prevents offset voltage and bias current degradation due to reverse breakdown,
a critical factor in high accuracy op amps where overall
performance is strongly dependent on front-end stability.
3. Internal compensation eliminates the need for elaborate and
costly s,abilizing networks, often required by many high
accuracy IC op amps.
4. A thermally balanced layout maintains high gain (1,000,000
min, K, Land 5) independent of offset nulling, power supply voltage and output loading.
S. Bootstrapping of critical input transistors produces CMRR
and P5RR of HOdB min and 100dB min, respectively.
. 6. Every ADS10 receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
lS00C and a 48 hour burn-in at 125°C to ensure reliability
and long term stability.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C and±15V dc unless otherwise noted)
MODEL
OPEN LOOP GAIN
Vos = ±IOV, RL
Tmin toTmax

ADS 10K

ADSIOJ

> ZkQ

ZSopOO min
1Zs,OOO min

10 6 min
500,000 min

ADS10L

••

••

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage @ RL ;;. 2kQ, T min to Tmax
Load Capacitance
Output Current
Short Cir.cuit Current

±IOV min
1000pF
IOmA min
25mA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response
Slew Rate, Unity Gain

300kHz
1.5kHz
O,IOV Ills

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial Offset, Rs .;;; 10kQ
vs. Temp., T min to T ~x
vs. Supply
Tmin to T max

100llV max
3:0/lV/C max
2sIlVIV max
40IlVIV' max

sOIlV max
1.01lV/C max
10llVIV max
IsllVIV max

2sIlV max
O.5IlV/C

snA max
8nAmax

4nA max
6nA max

2.snA max
4nA max

2snA max
40nAmax
. ±100pA/C

13nA max
20nA max
±sOpA/C

10nA max
IsnAmax
±40pA/C

6MQ

•.••

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
Initial
TmintoTmax
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
Tm .. to Tmax
vs. Temp, T min to T max
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential.
Common Mode

4MQ
100MQII4pF

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, O.IHz to 10Hz
f = 10Hz
f = 100Hz
f = 1kHz
Current, f = 10Hz
f = 100Hz
f = 1kHz

l/lV pop
18nV/VHz
13nV/VI1z
IOnV/..jH'Z
O.SpAlyHz
O.3pA/yHz
O.3pA/..jH'Z

•

,

..

....••
20llVIV max

••
10nA max

..

30nA max

••

.,
*

94dBmin

110dB min

94dB

IOOdB min

..

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

±15V
±(S to 18)V
4l1)A max

3mAmax

••

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating Rated Performance
Storage

o to +70°C
-6S oC to +lS0 oC
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..
ZsO,OOO

.

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential or Common· Mode
max safe
Common Mode Rejection, Yin =
±10V
Common Mode Rejection, Tmin
to Tmax e

NOTES,
'Specifications sam. as AD510)
• 'Specifications sam. as AD51 OK
Specificarions subjc'ct to change without notice.

ADS lOS

±Vs

••

..
±(S to 22)V

-SS.oC to +12S oC

TYPICAL
NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATION

+15V

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
TO-99

.

REF Ptl-tNE
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0.165 (4.20)
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NULLING THE ADS 10
Nulling the ADS 10 can be achieved using the high resolution
circuit of Figure 1.

.::,t

INPUTo-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1. Null the offset to zero using a commercially available pot

(approximately 1Okn).
2. Measure pot halves, RI and R2.
3. Calculate ... R I

,

Rl x SOkn R2 ' = R2 x SOkn
SOkn - R2
SOkn - RI

= ~-=--

4. Insert RI' and R2' (closest 1% fixed metal film resistors).
S. Use an industrial quality 100kn pot (r p ) to fine tune the trim.
Nulling to within 1 microvolt can be achieved using this technique. For best results, the wiper of the potentiometer should
be connected directly to pin 7 of the op amp.

CD

..r..(

"'.......

t

1 .

rp

~~

I

®

Figure 1. High Resolution, High Stability Nulling Circuit

THE ADSIOL IN A SIMPLE INSTRUMEF'lTATION AMPLIFIER
The circuit of Figure 2 illustrates a simple instrumentation
amplifier suitable for use with strain gauges, thermocouples
and other transducers. It provides high input impedance to
ground at each of the differential input terminals and excellent
common mode rejection.

INPUT

>--4I----i:J

OUTPUT

+ 0---------1

Figure 2. Instrumentation Amplifier

The configuration shown is designed for a gain of 10, however
the gain can be varied upwards by adding a gain select
resistor RS. In operation, amplifier Al provides a gain of 10/9
for signals at the negative input terminal. This output feeds the
inverting amplifier A2, which has a gain of 9, resulting in an
overall gain of 10. For signals at the positive input, the output
of Al is at ground potential and the amplifier A2 provides a
gain of 10. Thus, the circuit has a gain of 10 for differential
signals and 0 for common mode signals; the very high CMRR
and open loop gain of the ADS 10L automatically produces
common mode rejection of at least 25,000 at dc at a gain of
10 and over 1,000,000 at a gain of 1000. The common mode
rejection, of course, depends upon the resistor ratios and their
specified tolerance. Less accurate resistors can be used if the
network is trimmed.
For gains of 10 the frequency response is down 3dB at SOOkHz,
for gains of 1000, 2kHz. Full output of ±10V can be attained
up to 1800Hz.
The common mode rejection at 60Hz is limited by the finite
gain bandwidth of Al causing a phase lag on the negative input
signal. At 60Hz the CMRR measures 72dB at a gain of 1000
and 62dB at a gain of 10.
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Figure 4. PSRR vs. Frequency
Figure 3. Small Signal Gain vs. Frequency
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Figure 6. Gain vs. Load Resistance
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Figure 8. Current Noise vs. Frequency
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Precision, Low-Power
FET-Input Electrometer Op Amp

FEATURES
Ultra Low Bias Current:

0.075pA max (AD515L)
0.150pA max (AD515K)
0.300pA max (AD515J)
Low Power: 1.5mA max Quiescent Current
(0.8mAtyp)
Low Offset Voltage: 1.0mV max (AD515 K & L)
Low Drift: 15p.vfc max (AD515K)
Low Noise: 4p.V P-P. 0.1 to 10Hz
Low Cost

1.6

..7
!i:

. . . . . . . . _+_.___..-!_.c........:;;;!--! 1.0 "'i lJ
05

..,::J
~

iil

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The ADSlS series of FET·input operational amplifiers are
second generation electrometer designs offering the lowest in·
put bias currents available in any standard operational amplifier.
The ADS 1 S also delivers laser-trimmed offset voltage, low drift,
low noise and low power, a combination of features not previously available in ultra-low bias current circuits. All devices
are internally compensated, free of latch-up, and short circuit
protected.
The ADS 1 S delivers a new level of versatility and precision to a
wide variety of electrometer and very high impedance buffer
measurement situations, including photo-current detection,
vacuum ion-gauge measurement, long term precision integration, and low drift sample/hold applications. The device is also
an excellent choice for all forms of biomedical instrumentation
such as pH/pIon sensitive electrodes, very low current oxygen
sensors, and high impedance biological micro probes. In addition, the low cost and pin compatibility of the AD515 with
standard FET op amps will allow designers to upgrade the performance of present systems at little or no additional cost.
The 1015 ohm common mode input impedance, resulting from
a solid bootstrap input stage; insures that the input bias current
is essentially independent of common mode voltage.
As with previous electrometer amplifier designs from Analog
Devices, the case is brought out to its own connection (pin 8)
so that the case can be independently connected to a point at
the same potential as the input, thus minimizing stray leakage
to the case. This feature will also shield the input circuitry
from external noise and supply transients, as well as reducing
common mode input capacitance from O.8pF to O.2pF.
The ADS 1 S is available in three versions of bias current and
offset voltage, the "J", "K", and "L"; all are specified for
rated performance from 0 to +70 oC and supplied in a hermetically sealed TO-99 package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS15 provides the lowest bias currents available in an

integrated circuit amplifier.
• The ultra low input bias currents are specified as the maximum measured at either input with the device fully
warmed up on tiS volt supplies at +2SoC ambient with
no heat sink. This parameter is 100% tested.
• By using ts volt supplies, input bias current can· typically
be brought below SOfA.
2. The input offset voltage on all grades is laser trimmed to a
level typically less than SOOILV.
• The offset voltage drift is the lowest available in an FET
electrometer amplifier.
• If additional nulling is desired, the amount required will
have a minimal effect on offset drift (approximately
3p.V/oC per millivolt).
3. The low quiescent current drain of 0.8mAtypical and
l.SmA maximum, which is among the lowest available in operational amplifier designs of any type, keeps self-heating effects
to a minimum and renders the ADS 1 S suitable for a wide range
of remote probe situations.
4. The combination of low input noise voltage and very.1ow input noise current is such that for source impedances from much
over one Megohm up to 10 11 ohm, the Johnson noise of the
source will easily dominate the noise characteristic.
S. Every AD51S receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
+150oC, to ensure reliability and long term stability.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical

@ +2So.C with

Vs =±1SV dc, unless otherwise specified)

MODEL

ADSISJ

ADS15K

AD515L

OPEN. LOOP GAIN (Notel)
. Vou, = ±.IOV, R L ;;' 2k!?
.
RL ;;'IOk!?
TA = minto max RL ;;'.2k!?

2O,OOOVIVmin
40,OOOV/V min
IS,OOOV/V min

40,OOOVIV min
100,OOOV/V min
40,OOOV/V min

25,OOOV/V min
50,OOOVIV min
2S,OOOVIV min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage @ RL = 2kn, T A = min to max
@ RL = 10kn, TA "minto max
Load Capacitance (Note 2)
Short Circuit Current

±IOVmin (±12V typ)
±12V min (±13V typ)
1000pF
10mA min (2SmA typ)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response
Slew Rate Inverting Unity Gain
Overload Recovery Inverting Unity Gain

350kHz
5kHz.min (16kHz typ)
O.3V/jJ.s min (1.0V/jJ.s typ)
100jJ.s max (l61ls typ)

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE (Note 3)
vs. Temperature, TA = min to max
vs. Supply, TA = min to max

3.0mV max (0.4mV typ)
50jJ.V/oC max
400jJ.VIV max (50jJ.VIV typ)

1.0mV max (O.4mV typ)
15jJ.V/oC max
100jJ.V/Vmax

I.UmV mix (O.4mV typ)
25jJ.Vt"C max
.
200jJ.Y/V max

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Either Input (Note 4)

300fA inax

I SOfA max

75fA max

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

1.6pF1l10 13 n
O.SpFIII0 1 5 n

SOdBmin

70dB min

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, O.IHz to 10Hz
f = 10Hi
f = 100Hz
f = 1kHz
Current, 0.1 to 10Hz
10Hz to 10kHz
INPuT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential
Common Mode, TA = min to max
Common Mode Rejection, VIN = ±lOV
Maximum Safe Input Voltage (Note 5)
POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent Current
TEMPERATURE
Operating, Rated Perforl1lance
Storage

4.0jJ.V(~

7SnV/yHz
S5nV/VHz
SOnY/Viii"
O.003pA (p-p)
O.OlpA rms

. ±20Vmin
±lOV min (±12V typ)
66dB min (94dB typ)
±VS
±lSV typ
±SV min (±lSV max)
l.SmA max (O.SmA typ)

o to +70 c C

-6SoC to +150 oC

·Specifications same as ADS 151.
NOTES,

1. Open Loop Gain is specified with or without nulling of Vos.
2. A conservative design would not exceed 7S0pF of load capacitance.
3. I~put Offset VoJt~~e s~ecifications are guaranteed a~ter 5 minutes o,f operltion atJ'~ = + 2S OC.
4. Bias Current specifications are guaranteed after 5 mmutes of operation at T A = +2S c. For
higher temperatures. the current doubles every +lOI:>C.
s. If it is possible for the input voltage to exteed tlte supply voltage, a series
protection resistor should be added to limit input current to O.SmA. The
input devices can handle overload currents of O.SmA indefinitely without
damage. See next page.
Specifications subjdci to change without notice.
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ApPlying tHe 10515
LAYOUT AND CONNECTION CONSIDERATIONS
The design of very high impc;d'ance measurement systems introduces a new level of problems associated with the reduction of
leakage paths and noise pickup.
1. A primary consideration in high impedance system designs is

to attempt to pla,ce the measuring device as near to the signal
source as possible. This will minimize current leakage paths.
noise pickup and capacitive loading. The AD515. with its
combination of low offset voltage (normally eliminating the
need for trimming). low quiescent current (minimal source
heating. possible battery operation). internal compensation
and small physical size lends itself very nicely to installation
at the signal source.or inside a probe. Also. as a result of the
high load capacitance rating. the AD515 can comfortably
drive a long signal cable.
'

4. Another important concern f"r achieving and maintaining
low leakage currents is complete cleanliness of circuit boards
and components. Completed assemblies should be washed
thoroughly in a low residue solvent such as TMC Freon or
high-purity methanol followed by a rinse with deionized
water and nitrogen drying. If service is anticipated in a high
contaminant or high humidity environment. a high dielectric
conformal coating is recommended. All insulation materials
except Kel-F or teflon will show rapid degradation of surface
leakage at high humidities.

OUT

2. The use of guarding'techniques is essential to realizing the
Eo = 1mV/picoamp
capability of the ultra-low inpu t currents of the AD515.
Guarding is achieved by applying a low impedance bootstrap
potential to the outside of the insulation material surrounding
the high impedance signal line. This bootstrap potential is held
Figure 2. Picoampere Current· to- Voltage Converter Inverting
at the same level as that of the high impedance line; therefore.
Configuration
there is no voltage drop across the insulation. and hence. no
leakage. The guard will also act as a shield to reduce noise pickOPTIONAL Rp
up and serves an additional function of reducing the effective
capacitance to the input line. The case of the AD515 is brought
out separately to pin 8 so that the case can also be connected
Eo~Vsl1'+~)
to the guard potential. This technique virtually eliminates poten6
tialleakage paths across the package insulation. provides a
ZIN • 10" mO.2pF
noise shield for the sensitive circuitry. and reduces commonmode input capacitance to about 0.2pF. Figure 1 shows a
proper printed circuit board layout for input guarding and
Rs
connecting the case guard. Figures 2 and 3 show guarding
connections for typical inverting and non-inverting applicaFigure 3. Very High Impedance Non-Inverting Amplifier
tions. If pin 8 is not used for guarding. it should be connected
to ground or a power supply to reduce noise.
INPUT PROTECTION
The AD515 is guaranteed for a maximum safe input potential
equal to the power supply potential. The unique bootstrapped
input stage design also allows differential input voltages of up
, to ±20 volts (or within 10 volts of the sum of the supplies)
while maintaining the full differential input resistance of
10 13 n. as shown in Figure 10. This makes the AD515 suitable
SAME PATTERN SHOULD BE
for low speed comparator situations employing a direct connecLAID OUT ON BOTH SIDES
OF P.C. BOARD
tion to a high impedance source.
Many instrumentation situations. such as flame detectors in
(BOTTOM VIEW)
gas chromatographs. involve measurement of low level currents
from high-voltage, sources. In such applications. a sensor fault
Figure 1. Board Layout for Guarding Inputs with Guarded
condition may apply a very high potential to the input of the
TO-99 Package
current-to-voltage converting amplifier. This possibility neces3. Printed circuit board layout and construction is critical for
sitates some form of input protection. Many electrometer type
achieving the ultimate in low leakage performance that the
devices. especially CMOS designs. can require elaborate zener
AD515 can deliver. The best performance will be realized
protection schemes which often compromise overall perforby using a teflon IC socket for the ADS 15; but at least a
mance. The AD515 requires input protection only if the source
teflon stand-off should be used for the high-impedance lead.
is not current-limited. ;md as such is similar to many JFETIf this is not feasible. the input guarding scheme shown in
input designs. The failure mode would be overheating from .
Figure 1 will minimize leakage as much as possible; the guard excess current rather than voltage breakdown. If the source is
ring should be applied to both sides of the board. The guard
not current-limited. all that is required is a resistor in series
ring is connected to a low impedance potential at the same
with the affected input terminal so thai: the maximum overlevel a,s the inputs. High impedance signal lines should not be
load current is O.5mA (for example. 200kn for a 100 volt
extended for any unnecessary length on a printed circuit; to
overload). This simple scheme will cause no significant reducminimize noise and leakage. they must be carried in rigid.
tion in performance and give complete overload protection.
shielded cables.
Figures 2 and 3 show proper connections.
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COAXIAL CABLE AND CAPACITANCE EFFECTS
If it is not possible to attach the AD515 virtually on top of the
signal source, considerable care should be ex~rcised in designing
the connecting lines carrying the high impedance signal. Shielded
coaxial cable must be used for noise reduction, but use iJf coaxial cables for high impedance work can add problems from cable
leakage, noise, and capacitance. Only the best polyethylene or
virgin teflon (not reconstituted) should be used to obtain the
highest possible insulation resistance.
'
Cable systems should be made as rigid and vibration-free as
, possible since cable movement can cause noise signals of three
types, all significant in high impedance systems. Frictional,
movement of the shield over the in,sulation material generates a
charge which is sensed by the signal line as a noise voltage. Low
noise cable with graphite lubricant suc\! as Arilphenol.21-537
will reduce the noise, but short rigid lines are better. Cable
movements will also make small changes in the internal cable
capacitance and capacitance to other objects. Since die total
charge on these capacitances cannot be changed instantly,. a
noise voltage results as predicted from: t.V =Qjt.C. Noise
voltage is alsO generated by the motion of a conductor in a
magnetic field.

The conductor-to-shield capacitance of coaxial cable is normally about 30pF/foot.Charginglhis capacitance can cause
considerable stretching of high impedance signal rise-time, thus
cancelling the low input capacitance feature of the A,?515.
There are two ways to circumvent this problem. For inverting
signals pr low-level current measurements, the signal is' carried
on the line connected to the inverting input and shielded (guarded) 'by the ground line as shown in Figure 2. Since the signal
is always at virtual ground, no voltage change is required and
no capacitances are charged. In many circumstances, this ~iII
de-stabilize the circuit; ifso, capacitance from output to invert;
ing input will stabilize the circuit.
Non-inverting and buffer situations are more'critical since the
signal line voltage and therefore charge will change, causing signal delay. This effect can be reduced considerably by connecting the cable shield to guard potential instead of ground, an
option shown in Figure 3, Since such a connection results in
positive feedback to the input, the circuit may destabilize and
oscillate. If so, capacitance from positive input to ground must
be added to make the net capacitance at pin 3 positive. This
technique can considerably reduce the effective capacitance
which must be charged,

Typical Performance Curves
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ELECTROMETER APPLICATION NOTES
The ADS IS offers the lowest input bias currents available in an
integrated circuit package. This design will open up many new
application opportunities for measurements from very high
impedance and very low current sources. Performing accurate
measurements of this sort requires careful attention to detail;
the notes given here will aid the user in realizing the full measurement potential of the AD515 and perhaps extending its
performance limits.

'OOr-----~------~------~----r-,

oo!-------+-----''!R',-=..-'IF----+-l,.& ~
~
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1. As with all junction FET input devices, the temperature
of the FET's themselves is all-important in determining
the input bias currents. Over the operating temperature
range, the input bias currents closely follow a characteristic
of doubling every 10°C; therefore, every effort should be
made to minimize device operating temperature.

H8

tl0

POWER SUPPLY .. Volb

Figure 8. Input Bias Current and Supply Current Versus
Supply Voltage
0

REJ..ENcL.o-lAITY,!
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2. The heat dissipation can be reduced initially by careful
investigation of the application. First, if it is possible to reduce the required power supplies, this should be done since
internal power consumption contributes the largest compo- .
nent of self-heating. To minimize this effect, the quiescent
current of the AD515 has been reduced to a level much
lower than that of any other electrometer-grade device, but
additional performance improvement can be gained by lowering the supply voltages, to ±5 volts if possible. The effects
of this are shown in Figure 8, which shows typical input bias
current and quiescent current versus supply voltage.
3. Output loading effects, which are normally ignored, can
cause a significant increase in chip temperature and therefore bias current. For example, a 2kn load driven at 10
volts at the output will cause at least an additional 25 milliwatts dissipation in the output stage (and some in other
stages) over the typical 24 milliwatts, thereby at least doubling the effects of self-heating. The results of this form of
additional power dissipation are demonstrated in Figure 9,
which shows normalized input bias current versus additional
power dissipated. Therefore, although many dc performance
parameters are specified driving a 2kn load. to reduce this
additional dissipation, we recommend restricting the load
impedance to be at least lOkn.
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PIN CONFIGURATION

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

GUARD PIN (CONNECTED TO CASE)

TAB

.

•

REFPt;hNE

0.165 (4.201
ii:i85i4Tol

4

1

0.50 MIN
(12.7 MINI

[J:TI:

0.335 (8.501
0.370 (9.401
0.305 (7.751
0.355 (9.001

I=

=

~

- - 1 - -0.0-4 MAX

I

INVERTING
INPUT

:

I
OFFSET

1

(1.02 MAXI-=U-----!

v-

OFFSET

N~Ull
10kH
NUll
,
5
0.010 (0.251
0.040 (1.021

4

SEATING PLANE

TO-99

v-

TOP VIEW
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APSiS CIRCUIT APPLICATION NOTES
The ADS IS is quite simple to apply to a wide variety ofappli- ,
cations because of the pre-trimmed offset voltage andiilternal
compensation, which minimize required external components
and eliminate the need for adjustments to the device itself. The
major considerations in applying this device are the external
problems of layout and heat control which have already been
aiscussed. In circuit situations employing the use of very high
value resistors, such as low level current to vol~age converters,
elecrrometer operational amplifiers can be destabilized by a
pole created by the small capacitance at the negative input. If
this occurs, a capacitor of 2 to SpF in parallel with the resistor
will stabi1i:i:e the loop. A much larger capacitor may be used if
desired to limit bandwidth and thereby reduce wideband noise.

Selection of passive components employed ill high impedance
situations is critical. High-megohm resistors should be of the
carbon film or deposited ceramic oxide to obtain the best in
low noise and high stability performance. The best packaging
for high-megohm resistors is a glass body sprayed with silicone
varnish to minimize humidity effects. These resistors must be
handled very carefully to prevent surface contamination.
Capacitors for any high impedance or long term 'integration
situation should be of a polystyrene formulation for optimum
performance. Most other types have too Iowan insulation
resistanc~, or high dielectric absorption.
Unlike situations involving standard operational amplifiers with
much higher bias currents, balancing the impedances seen at
the input terminals of the ADS 15 is usually unnecessary and
probably undesirable. At the large source impedances where
these effects matter, obtaining quality, matched resistors will
be difficult. More important; instead of a cancelling effect, as
with bias current, the noise voltage of the additional resistor
will add by root-sum-of-squares to that of the other resistor thus
increasing 'the total noise by about 40%. Noise currents driving
the resistors also add, but in the AD515 are significant only
above 1011 O.
+

OUTPUT

L--=:..-....-+-O RESET
(NEGATIVE PULSE)
OUT

Figure 12. Low Drift Integrator and Low·Leakage Guarded
Reset

LOW-LEVEL CURRENT TO VOLTAGE CONVERTERS
Figure 2 shows a standard low-level current-to-voltage converter. To obtain higher sensitivity, it is obvious to simply use a
higher value feedback resistor. However, high value resistors
above 109 0 tend to be expensive, large, 'noisy and unstable.
To avoid this, it may be desirable to use a circuit configuration
with output gain, as in Figure 13. The drawback is that input
errors of offset voltage drift and noise are multiplied by the
same gain, but the precision performance of the AD51S makes
the tradeoff easier.

Figure 13. Picoampere to Voltage Converter with Gain

One of the problems with low-level leakage current testing or
low-level current transducers (such as Clark oxygen sensors) is
finding a way to apply voltage bias to the device while still
grounding the deVice and the bias source. Figure, 14 shows a
technique in which the desired bias is applied at the non-invert- '
ing terminal thus forcing that voltage at the inverting terminal.
The current is sensed by RF, and the ADS21 instrumentation
amplifier converts the floating differential signal to a singleended output.

(ALL RESISTORS OF SAME NUMBER SHOULD BE MATCHED ±0.1%)

(SUFfER A1 BOqSTSCOMMON Mope ZIN BY DRIVING CABLE SHielDS
AT. COMMON MODE VOLTAGE AND NEUTRALIZING eM CAPAPITANCE)

Figure

1,.

Very High Impedance Instrumentation Amplifier
Figure 14. Current-to· Voltage Converters with Grounded
Bias and Sensor
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Low Cost, Laser
Trimmed, Precision IC Op Amp

FEATURES
Low Input Bias Current: lnA max (AD517L)
Low Input Offset Current: O.25nA max (AD517L)
Low Vos: 50lAV max (AD517L), 150lAV max (AD517J)
Low Vos Drift: 1.3p.VfC (AD517L)
Internal Compensation
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS17 is a high accuracy monolithic op amp featur'ing ex·
tremely low offset voltages and input currents. Analog Devices'
thermally-balanced layout and superior IC processing combine
to produce a truly precision device at low cost.
The AD517 is laser trimmed at the wafer level (LWT) to produce offset volta,Bes less than SOIAV and offset voltage drifts
less than 1.3p.V C unnulled. Superbeta input transistors provide extremely low input bias currents of InA max and offset
currents as low as 0.2SnA max. While these figures are comparable to presently available BIFET amplifiers at room temperature, the ADS17 input currents decrease, rather than
increase, at elevated temperatures. Open-loop gain in many IC
amplifiers is degraded under loaded conditions due to thermal
gradients on the chip. However, the ADS17 layout is balanced
along a thermal axis, maintaining open-loop gain in excess of
1,000,000 for a wide range of load resistances.

r

The input stage of the ADS17 is fully protected, allowing differential input voltages of up to ±Vs without degradation of
gain or bias current due to reverse breakdown. The output
stage is short-circuit protected and is capable of driving a load
capacitance up to 1000pF.
The ADS17 is well suited to applications requiring high precision and excellent long-term stability at low cost, such as
stable references, followers, bridge instruments and analog
computation circuits.

The circuit is packaged in a hermetically sealed TO-99 metal
can, and is available in three performance versions (J, K, and
L) specified over the commercial 0 to +70°C range; and one
version (ADS17S) specified over the full military temperature
range, -55°C to +12S o C. The ADS17S is also available with
full processing to the requirements of MIL-STD-88 3, Level B.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Offset voltage is 100% tested and guaranteed on all models.
Testing is performed following a 5 minute warm-up period.
2. The ADS17 exhibits extremely low input bias currents
without sacrificing CMRR (over 1OOdB) or offset voltage
stability.
3. The ADS17 inputs are protected (to ±Vs ), preventing offset
voltage and bias current degradation due to reverse breakdown of the input transistors.
4. Internal compensation is provided, eliminating the need for
additional components (often required by high accuracy IC
op amps).
5. The ADS17 can directly replace 725,108, and ADS10 amplifiers. In addition, it can replace 74l-type amplifiers if the
offset-nulling potentiometer is removed.
6. Thermally-balanced layout insures high open-loop gain independent of thermal gradients induced by output loading,
offset nulling, and power supply variations.
7. Every ADS17 receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
+IS0°C, and a 48 hour burn-in at +12S o C to ensure re•
liability and long-term stability.
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,SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and ±15V dc unless otherwise .noted)
ADS17K

, ADSl7L

MODEL

ADS17J

OPEN LOOP GAIN
Vo =±10V, R L ;;;' 2kn
Tmin toT~

106 min
500,000 min

•
•

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage@ R L.;;' 2kn; Tmin to Tmax
Load Capacitance
Output Current
S~ort .Circuit Current

±lOVmin
1000pF
l<imAmin
2SmA

•

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Sman Signal.
Full Power Respon~
SlewRat~, Unity Gain , .'

2S0kHz
15kHz
0.10V/J.(s

. INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial Offset, Rs ~ 10k~,
vs. T~mp., Tmin to Tm.:x
vs. Supply
(Tmin to Tmax)

*

*
7S/J.V max

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
Initial
Tmin toTmax

InA max
l.SnA max

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
Tmin to Tmax
vs. Temp, Tmin to'Tmax
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

1.8/J.V/oC max
10/J.VIV max
lS/J.V/Vmax

••
••

20/J.V/V max

0.7SnA max
1.2SnA max

0.2SnA max
0.4nA max

2nAmax

SnA max
8nA max
±20pAtC

2nAmax
3.SnA max
±lOpAtC

InA max
l.SnA max
±4pAfc

••

15Mnll1.5pF
2.0xl0 11 n

20Mnlll.5pF

••

••
•

•

•

2/J.V pop

••

10nAmax

••

35nV/YHz
2SnV/YHz

•

20nV/YHz

0.05pA/y'Hz
0.0 3pA/YHz
0.03pA/YHz

1l0dB min
100dB min

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

3mA max

±lSV
±(5 to 18)V
4mAmax

.'
...
**

••

o to +70°C
-65°C to +150°C

NOTES
·Specifications same as 1\.D517J
··Specifications same as AD517K
'The ADS17S is available fully processed and screened to the requirements of MIL-STD-883, Level B.
Specifications subject to change without nOd".
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••

SO/J.V max
1.3/J.VtC max

••
••

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential or Common Mode max Safe ±VS
94dB min
Common Mode ReJection, Yin = ±lOV
Common Mode Rejection, Tmin to Tmax 94dB min

/
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating Rated Performance
Storage

2S0,OOO

*

IS0J.(Vmax
3.0J.(VtCmax
2S/J.VIV max
40/J.V/V max

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, O.lHz to 10Hz
f = 10Hz.
f= 100Hz
f = 1kHz
Current, f = 10Hz
f = 100Hz
f = 1kHz

'.

•

•

'

..••
±(S to 22)V

••

-SSoC to +12SoC
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Low Frequency Voltage Noise (0.1 to 10Hz)

NULLING THE ADS 17
The internally-trimmed offset voltage of the ADS 17 will be low
enough for most circuits without funher nulling. However, in
high precision applications, the ADS 17 may be nulled using
either of the following methods:
Figure 1A shows a simple circuit using a 10kn, ten-turn potentiometer. This circuit allows nulling to within several microvolts.
The circuit of Figure 1B is recommended in applications where
nulling to within 1,uV is desired. This circuit has the advantage
that potentiometer instability effects are reduced by a factor
of ten. Values of Rl' and R2' are calculated as follows:

+15V

R2
10k 1%
INPUT

Rl
.10Mn
1%

6

1. Null the offset to zero using a standard 10k pot, as shown

in Figure 1A.

Rl0
90k 0.02%

2. Measure pot halves Rl and R 2 .
3. Calculate:

RB

R2 x SOkn
R 2 = --''':-:-:::--:::-SOkn-R 2
,

4. Replace the pot with Rl' and R2' using the closest value
1% metal film resistors.

9.09k 1%

R11

9k 0.02%

R13

lOOn 0.02%

S. Use a lOOk, ten-turn pot for Rp to complete the nulling.
Figure 2. Stable Instrument Input Amplifier

~
1

8

10k
10TURNS

A. Simple

B. High Precision
Figure 1. Nulling Circuits

ANJNSTRUMENT INPUT AMPLIFIER USINGTHEADSI7L
The circuit shown in Figure 2 represents a typical input stage
for laboratory instruments and panel meters. The amplifier is
non-inverting and offers selectable gains from 1 to 1000 in
decade steps.

Input impedance of this amplifier is 10 megohms, determined
by resistor R l . The offset nulling network comprised of R 3,
R4 and Rs is the same one described earlier. If a less precise
adjustment can be tolerated, a single 10k potentiometer can be
substituted for R 3 , R4 and Rs.
Gain switching is accomplished in the feedback network. The
divider consisting of RIO' R U ' R12 and R 13 determines the
gain by dividing the output and returning it to the inverting
input of the amplifier. The ratio tolerances of these resistors
uniquely determine the gain of the amplifier. The impedance
seen by the invening input is held constant at 10k ohms by
R6 , R7 Rg or R9 depending on the gain selected. Since input
bi~s currents flow through equal resistances, the offset voltages
produced will fancel each other. The input offset currents will
produce an insignificant offset voltage on the order of 1 microvolt. If this offset is nulled out at the highest gain selected, it
will be nulled on all ranges.
The ADS 17 offers excellent temperature stability in this circuit. Once the offset has been zeroed, the errorproduced by
offset current drift will remain quite low due to the extremely
low offset current drift of the ADS17. A FET-input op amp
would not work well in this application, since the input offset
currents would double for each lOoC increase in temperature,
soon exceeding the input offset currents of the ADS17.
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PIN CONFIGURATION

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

[]I

REFa--tPNE
0.165 (4.20)
0.50 MIN

~.1S5
-IN 2

6

OUTPUT

NC

+IN

(4.70)

t,

I

0.335 (S.50) , - 0.370 (9.40)
0.305 (1.75"
0.355(9.00)

I.,

~

SEATING PLANE

~I

--J

. ---.:J L
~

CHIP DIMENSIONS AND BONDING DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

-IN

THE AQ617 IS AVAILABLE IN

LASER·TRIMMED CHIP FORM.
CONSULT CHIP CATALOG FOR
DETAILS.
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I

c:::::::J

0.04MAX
(1.02 MAX)

TOPVIEW

,I, .

I

4

-VS

,(12.7 MIN)

c=

TO-99

'
0.010 (0.25)
0.040 (1.02)
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WDEVICES

Low Cost,
High Speed, IC Operational Amplifier
AD518

FEATURES
Low Cost
High Slew Rate: 70V I/J.s
Wide Bandwidth: 12MHz
60° Phase Margin (At Unity Gain Crossover)
Drives 300pF Load
Guaranteed Low Offset Drift:
15/J.vfc Max (AD518K)
Pin Compatible With 118-Type
Op Amp Series
MIL-STD-883 Availability

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS18J, ADS18K, and ADS18S are high speed precision
monolithic operational amplifiers designed for applications
where slew rate and wide bandwidth are required, but low
cost and ease of use are essential. The devices are internally
compensated for unity gain applications with a 60° phase
margin to insure stability, a minimum unity gain slew rate of
SOV//J.s, and a typical bandwidth of 12MHz. In addition, in
inverting applications external feed forward compensation
may be added to increase the slew rate to over 100V//J.s,
and nearly double the bandwidth. If desired, settling time to
0.1 % can be reduced to under l/J.s with a single external
capacitor.
The ADS18's dc performance is consistent with its precision
dynamic characteristics. The devices feature offset voltages
below 2mV, maximum offset drifts of lS/J.VtC, and offset
currents below SOnA max.
The high slew rate, fast settling time, ease of use, and low cost
of the ADS18 make it ideal for use with D/A and AID
converters, as well as active filters, sample-and-hold circuits,
and as a general purpose, fast, wideband amplifier. The
ADS18 is supplied in the TO-99 package. The ADS 18J and
ADS18K are specified for operation over the 0 to +70°C
temperature range; the ADS18S for operation from -SSoC to
+12SoC.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS 18 offers the user high speed performance and
flexibility previously unavailable at low cost ........ _
• Internal compensation for unity gain applications
• Capability to increase slew rate to over 1OOV I/J.S and
double the bandwidth by an external feedforward
technique
• Capability to reduce settling time to under Ips to
0.1 % with a single external capacitor
• Differential input capability
2. The phase margin of the ADS 18, uncompensated at the
unity gain crossover frequency, is 60°, providing
unconditional stability for all conditions. This conservative
phase margin represents a clear improvement over that of
the 118 series IC op amps currently available.
3. The static performance of the ADS18 is consisl:eni with its
excellent dynamic performance, providing offset voltage
drift under lS/J.VtC, CMRR of 80dB, and offset current
below SOnA.
4. Evety ADS18 receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
+1S0oC to ensure reliability and long-term stability.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°.cand VS= ±15V dc unless otherwise specified)

PARAMETER

ADS18J

ADSl8K

ADS18S

OPEN uiop GAIN
RL ~ 2kU, Vo = ±10V
@TA=mintomax

25,000 min (loo,ciootyp)
20,000 inin

50,000 min (100,000 typ)
25,000 min

50,000 min (l00,000 typ)
25;000 min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage @ RL ~ 2kQ,tA = min .to max
Current@ Vo = ±lOV
Short Circuit Curreilt'

±12V mil) (±13V typ).
±IOmA
2SmA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Slew Rate, Unity Gain
Settling Time to 0.1%
(Single CapaCito,.Compensation)
Phase Margin~ Uncompensared at Unity
Gain Crossover Frequency
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
. Initial, RS .. 10kU
@TA=mintomax
Avgvs. Temp, TA'= min to m~'
Avg vs. Supply, T A = min to max

12MBz
SOV/l's.min (70VIp.s typ)

800ns
60°
10mV max (4mV typ)
ISmVmax
6SdB min (8OdB typ)

4rnV max (ZmV typ)
6rnVrnax
ISP.Vt"C max (sP.vt"c typ)
80dB min (90dB typ) .

20P.V/C max (lOp.V/C typ)
.SOdB min (90dB typ)

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
/
Initial
@TA= min to max

SOOnA max (l20nA typ)
7S0nAmax

2S0nA max (120nA typ)
400nAmax

2S0nA max (120nA typ)
400nA max

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
Initial
@TA=mintomax

200.nA max (30nA typ)
300nA max

SOnA max (6nA typ)
100nA max

SOnA max (6nA typ)
100nA max

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential

O.SMU min (3.0MU typ)

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE t
Common Mode. max safe
Operating, Vs = ±ISV
Common Mode 'Rejection Ratio

±VS
±11.5V
70dB min (lOOdB typ)

SodB min (lOOdB typ)

SOdB min (IOOdB typ)

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

±lSV
±(S to 20)V
lOrnA ~ax (SmA typ)

7mA max (SmA typ)

7mA max (SmA typ)

10p.V/·C

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage
t

4mV max (2mV typ)
6mVmax

o to +70°C

-SS·C to +12S·C

-6S·C to +ISO·C
·Specific:ations same as ADS 18J.

~i~fe:~~~1 i~~~~!~\~;~~S±Clk:rt~~~e:j:;SShi!~~:

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.

be used to limit the input current to IOmA.

PIN CONFIGURATION
Top View

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

TO~9
BALANCE
COMPENSATION 2
BALANCE
COMPENSATION 1 1

5

v-
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BALANCE
COMPENSATION-3

STABILITY & PHASE MARGIN
Perhaps one of the most meaningful ways to express the
relative stability of a closed loop amplifier is in terms of phase
margin. Phase margin is measured at that frequency where the
open loop gain of the amplifier becomes unity or OdB. It is
the additional amount of phase shift that, if introduced in the
loop, would make the loop unstable.
At very low frequencies the gain of most operational
amplifiers- is generally large. Moreover, the amplifier output
signal is very nearly in phase with the differential input signal.
This output is, therefore, nearly 1800 out of phase with tht:
feedback signal applied to the inverting input. At sufficiently
high frequencies the gain of the amplifier begins to decrease as
a function of frequency, with the resulting consequence of a
lagging phase characteristic. That is, as the gain falls with
increasing frequency, the phase of the output signal at a given
frequency will ~g the phase of the input signal. The phase
shift depends most critically on the slope of the gain curve
with respect to the logarithm of the frequency at the
frequency where the phase is measured. If the gain changes
more rapidly than 12dB/octave over a substantial frequency
range, the minimum resulting phase shift may exceed 1-800 •
To insure amplifier stability, it is necessary that the phase
shift near the unity gain frequency (12MHz in the AD518) is
less than 1800 • Moreover, it is generally required that the
phase shift be substantially below the critical stability point
to insure proper system performance. If the unity gain phase
shift approaches 1800 , the system will be on the verge of
oscillation. As a result, there will be a large peak in the closed
loop response near the unity loop gain frequency. This
sharply peaked frequency response generally causes an
undesirable small signal transient response with a poorly
damped overshoot.
The term phase margin refers to the difference between 1800
and the actual frequency-dependent phase shift at the system
unity gain frequency. It is the margin between the actual
system phase shift and the critical phase shift at which
oscillation will occur. Not only does it indicate the relative
immunity to oscillation, but it also gives some indication
about the peaking and overshoot that can be expected.
The simple pole or frequency response of a single R-C network
has a gain slope of 6dB/octave. This response has an
associated phase shift which is asymptotic to _900 • Linear
systems which are dominated by this characteristic in their
open loop response are stable. They show no overshoot or
ringing in their small signal transient response. Additional
poles, either above or below the unity loop gain frequency,
will add phase shift. As phase shift increases up to a lagging
phase of about 1200 , representing a 600 phase margin, little
or no peaking will result. As the unity gain phase shift
increases, peaking becomes more and more evident. For
example, as the phase shift reaches 1600 (200 of phase
margin), between 9 and 10dB of peaking will occur.
The AD518 has been designed for a 600 phase margin at the
unity gain crossover frequency, for absolute stability and
absence of ringing and overshoot. (Note the transient response
of the AD518 in Figure 1.) Note also in Figure 2 that the
phase shift at 12MHz, the unity gain crossover frequency, is
1200 , representing 600 of phase margin.
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Figure 1. Transient Response
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Figure 2. Amplitude and Phase Response of the AD518

THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE ADS18
MINIMUM SETTLING TIME APPLICATIONS
For applications where a minimum settling time is desired, the
settling time of the ADS 18 may be reduced significantly by
employing the compensation scheme suggested in Figure 3.

5pF

10k
10k
INPUT o----Vvv---o>-=t

OIlTPIIT

5k

Figure 3. Minimum Settling Time Compensation

Using the O.l~F capacitor from Pin S to V+ (Pin 7), the
settling time to 0.1 % is reduced from 2~s to 800ns.
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HIGHER BANDWIDTH OR
HIGHER SLEW RATE APPLiCATIONS
For applications where higher bandwidth is desired, the
bandwidth of the ADS 18 may be increased to nearly
2SMHz by using the feedforward technique shown in
Figure 4.

OUTPUT

while the O.I/lF capacitor from V+ to signal ground should be
returned to signal common. This signal com!llon, which is
bypa~d to pin '1, is defined as that point at which the input
signal source, the feedback network, and the return side of the
load ~re joined tothe power common.
When using the ADSla, this decoupling configu'rationshould
be used in c'onjunction with the configuration of Figures 3,
4 and S, depending on the specific application.
Note that the diagram shoWs each individual' capacitor directly
connected to the appropriate terminal. In addition, it is
suggested that all connections be made shorr and direct, and as
physically close to the can as possible, so that the length of
any conducting. path shared by external components will be
minimized.

2.&k

FEED FORWARD
COMPo

Figure 4. '!igh Bandwidth Configuration
O.1IoF (CERAMIC DISC'
INVERTING

TO SIGNAL COMMON

For applications where higher slew rate is desired, the slew
rate of the ADS18 may be nearly doubled using the technique
shown in Figure S.
.

.>(ID--I----o OUTPUT
O.1JJF

(CERAMIC DISC, •
51<

Figure 6. Genera; Purpose Connection Diagram

NULLING THE ADS18

r...

~OOk

r.-.

~

.

Figure 5. High Slew Rate Configuration

Note that the techniques of Figures 4 and S may be used in
conjunction with each other to both double the bandwidth
to 2SMHz and increase the slew rate to 100-I40V//ls.
USING THE ADS18
The connection scheme employed when using the ADS18 is
considerably more important than for low frequency, general
purpose amplifiers. The primary purpose of the O.I/lF bypass
capacitors shown in Figure 6 is to convert the distributed
high frequency ground to a: lumped single point (the V+ point).
The V+ to V- O.l/lF capacitor equalizes the supply grounds,
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Jv+
OTHER IC HIGH SPEED AMPLIFIERS AVAILABLE
ADS07

. 3 SMHz Gain Bandwidth
Slew Rate of 2SVI/ls min
Bias Current of UnA max
Offset Voltage Drift of IS/lVfC max

AD509

Settles to 0.01% in l/ls
. Settles to 0.1 % in 200ns
Slew Rate of 100VI/ls min
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High Accuracy, Low Cost,
FET-Input Operational Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Cost
Low Ib: 25pA max (K)
Low Vos: 20mV max (K)
Low Vos Drift: 25/NtC max (K)
High Differential Input Voltage
Capability: ±20V

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD540 is the lowest cost, high accuracy FET-input op
amp available which provides the user with low bias currents,
high overall performance, and accurately specified predictable
operation. The device offers maximum bias currents as low as
25pA, offset volta~es below 20mV, maximum offset voltage
drift below 25p.VI C and a minimum gain of 50,000.
All devices are free from latchup and are short-circuit
protected. No external compensation is required as the
internal 6dB/octave rolloOff provides stability in closed loop
applications.
The AD540 is suggested for all FET-input amplifier requirements where low cost is of prime importance. Its performance
is comparable to modular FET op amps, but its IC
construction reduces the price significantly below that of
modules.
All versions of the AD540 are supplied in the hermeticallysealed, 8-pin, TO-99 package. The AD540J and AD540K
are specified for 0 to +70°C applications, while the AD540S
is offered for operation over the full military temperature
range of -55°C to +125~C.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD540 op amp meets specified input bias current and
offset voltage values after full warm-up. Conventional high
speed IC testing does not allow for self-heating of the chip
due to internal power dissipation under operating
conditions.

2. The bias currents of the AD540 are specified as a maximum
for either input: Conventional IC FET op amps generally
specify bias currents as the average of the two input '
currents.
3. Unlike many FET-input op amps, the AD540 allows a
maximum differential input voltage of ±20V dc. Standard
"bootstrapped" FET-input op amps permit maximum
differential input voltages of only about ±3V.
4. Offset nulling of the AD540 is accomplished without
affecting the operating current of the FET's and results
in relatively small changes in temperature drift characteristics. The additional drift induced by nulling is only
. ±2.0p.vfc per millivolt of hulled offset, compared to
several times this for other IC FET op amps.
5. The gain of the AD540 is measured with the offset
voltage nulled. Nulling a FET-input op amp can cause the
gain to decrease below its specified limit. The gain of the
AD540 is fully guaranteed with the offset voltage both
nulled and unnulled.
6. To maximize the reliability inherent in IC construction,
every AD540 receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
+ 150°C.
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SPECIACATIONS

(typical @+25°Cand Vs =±15Vdc unless otherwise specified)

MODEL

AD540J

ADS40K

OPEN LOOP GAIN (Note 1)
Vout = ±10V, RL;;' 2kn.
'TA = min to max

20,000 min
15,000 min

50,000 min
25,000 min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage @ RL = 2kU, TA = min to max
Voltage@RL= lOkn., TA =min to max
Short Circuit Current

±10V min (±13V typ)
±12V min (±14V typ)
2SmA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
,Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response
Slew Rate, Unity Gain'

1,OMHz
100kHz
6.0V/jls

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE (Note 2)
vs. Temperature
vs. Supply, TA =min to max

50mVmax
7SjlV/oC max
400jlVN max

20mVmax
25jlV/oC max
300jlVN max

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Either Input (Note 3) ,

50pAmax

2SpAmax,

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

'10 1o U1I2pF
lO l l UII2pF

*

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential (Note 4)
Common Mode
Common Mode Rejection, Yin =±10V

±20V
±10V min (±12V typ)
70dB min

*

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent Current

±lSV
±(S to 18)V
7mA max (3mA typ)

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating, Rated Performance
Storage

o to +70oC
-6SoC to +lS0oC

NOTE:
L Open Loop Gain is specified with Vos both nulled and
unnulled,
2. InpUt Offset Voltage specifications are guaranteed
after S minutes of operation ,at TA = +2SoC.
3. Bias Current specifications are guaranteed after
S minutes of operation at TA =+2SoC. For higher
temperatures, the current doubles every 10°C.
4. Defined as voltage between inputs, such that
neither exceeds :!:lOV from ground.

ADS40S

••
••

*

*

*

*
*

•

*

•
0*
50jlVtC max

**
**

•
*

*

•

*
*
*

• Specifications same as ADS40J .
•• Specifications same as ADS40K.
, Specifications subject to cha,nge without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATION
TAB

OUTLINE ,DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

REFPt;hNE
0.165 (4.20)

0.50 MIN
112.7 MIN)

~)

0'33J(8'501~[]11
IS':a'osl
I
(9.001
I
1.=
0.370

(7,"5)

0,355

MAXi:
'II

OffSET

--L--o,o.
(1.02

MAXJ~-j

SEATING P l A N E .

0.010 (0.25)

~
,

TO-99
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Applying the AD540
APPLYING THE ADS40
The ADS40 is especially designed for low cost applications
involving the measurement of low level currents or small
voltages from high impedance sources in which bias current
can be a primary source of error. Input bias current
contributes to error in two ways: (1) in current measuring
configurations the bias current limits the resolution of a .
current signal; (2) the bias current produces a voltage offset
which is proportional to the value of input resistance (in the
case of an inverting configuration) or source impedance (when
the non-inverting "buffer" connection is used). The ADS40
FET-input operational amplifier is, therefore, of use where
small currents are to be measured or where relatively low
voltage drift is necessary despite large values of source
resistance.
APPLlCATlQNS CONSIDERATIONS
BIAS CURRENTS. Most IC FET op amp manufacturers
specify maximum bias currents as the value immediately after
turn-on. Since FET bias currents double every 10°C and since
most FET op amps have case temperature increases of lSoC to
20°C above ambient, initial "maximum" readings may be only
\4 of the true warmed-up value. Furthermore, most IC FET op
amp manufacturers specify Ib as the average of hoth input
currents, sometimes resulting in twice the maximum bias
current appearing at the input being used. The total result is
that SX the expected bias current may appear at either inpu~
terminal in a warmed-up operating unit.

free air reading. Note that the use of the Model 209 heat sink
reduces warmed-up bias current by 60% to 10pA in the
ADS40K.
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Figure 2. Normalized Bias Current vs. Case Temperature

Both of these techniques may be used together for obtaining
lower bias currents: Remember that loading the output can
also affect the power dissipation.

The ADS40 specifies maximum bias current at either input
after warm-up, thus giving the user the values "he expected.
IMPROVING BIAS CURRENT BEYOND GUARANTEED
VALUES. Bias currents can be substantially reduced in the
ADS40 by decreasing the junction temperature of the devices.
One technique to accomplish this is to reduce the operating
supply voltage. This procedure will decrease the power
dissipation of the device, which will in turn result in a lower
junction temperature and lower bias currents. The supply
voltage effect on bias current is shown in Figure 1.
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FigUre 3. Input Bias Current VI. Temperature
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Figure 1. NOrmalized Bias Current VI. Supply Vottage

Operation of the ADS40K at ±SV reduces the warmed-up
bias current by 70% to a typical value of SpA.
A second technique is the use of a suitable heat sink.
Wakefield Engineering Series 200 heat sinks were selected to
demonstrate this effect. The characteristic bias current vs.
case temperature above ambient is shown in Figure 2. Bias
current has been normalized with unity representing the 25°C

20
11

'2

•

0

.&

10

Figure 4. Bias Current vs. Common Mode Voltage.

INPUT CONSIDERATIONS. Unlike some FET-input
operational amplifiers, the ADS40 accommodates differential
input voltages of up to ±20V ....without any degradation in
bias current. In certain time-dependent applications, such as
charge amplifiers and integrators, large differential input
voltages temporarily occur which may exceed the rated value
of a typical FET op amp (approximately ±3V differential).
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By utilizing un-bootstrapped FET's at the inputs, the AD540
assures the user of expected performance at large differeptial
input voltages .... without the use of protective diodes or
resistors.

~

OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT~ Most commercially available
IC FET op amps are nulled by adjusting the FET operating
currents, causing the offset voltage temperature coefficients
to vary 3 to 6/lV 1° C per millivolt of offset nulled. Thus a
conventional FET op amp with 20mV initial offset, when
nulled may display an additional offset drift of 60 to
120/lV/oC, in addition to its nulled value.

:;~

10k

~o

•

<

t~

"

~,

The AD540 achieves nulling without disturbing the operating
currents of the 'FET's, thus allowing it substantial reduction in
drift .. Figure 5 graphically displays the offset drift performance of the AD540, nulled and unnulled. As can be seen,
nulling the device can result in either positive or negative
offset drifts given by the slope ~Vosl~ T. The nulled curves
represent the maximum changes in drift, indicating perfor\llance considerably better than many other IC FET op amps
which null Vos by varying the operating currents of the
FET's.
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Noise Spectral Density vs. Frequency

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE., The AD540 is internally
compensated to achieve a -3dB bandwidth of 1MHz (see
Figure 7). At unity gain the full power bandwidth is 50kHz
minimum, and typically 100kHz. Slew rates are 3Vl/ls minimum and 6VI/ls typical (see Figur~ 8 and Figure 9).
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NOISE PERFORMANCE. The noise spectral density vs.
frequency for tbe AD540 is given in Figure 6. The curve
shows approximately 300nV/...,jHz at 10Hz, deClining in a
11f fashion (llf for power,
for voltage) to approximately
12nV/...,jHz at higher frequenci~s.

1/-Jf

Current noise in the AD540is approximately O.OOlpAly1iZ at
10'Y frequencies. Above 300Hz, the cu.rrc:nt noise generated
by the op amp increases at a 3dB/octave rate, determined by
wenCin, where en = spectral noise density and'Cin = input
capacitance. In most practical applications, the current noise
from source or feedback resistors will be larger than the low
frequency current noise from the amplifier.
At high frequencies, the total circuit current noise is equal to
wenC, where C is the SUm of all inpUt and feedback capacitors.
In well-shielded circuits, C is usually 10 to 100pF, so that.the
wenC can be a significant factor. Thus the user should
attempt to minimize C.
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Voltage Follower Step Response
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Precision Low Cost BI-FET Op Amp

FEATURES
I
Low Bias Current: 2SpA max, warmed-up
(ADS42K,L), SOpA max (ADS42J)
Low Offset Voltage: O.SmV max (AD542L),
1.0mV max (ADS42K)
Low Offset Voltage Drift: slJ.vfc max
(ADS42L), 10llVfc max (AD542K)
20llVfc max (AD542J)
Low Quiescent Current: 1.SmA max
Low Price

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS42 is a precision, monolithic FET·input operational
amplifier fabricated with the most advanced BI-FET and
laser trimming technologies. The ADS42 offers bias currents
significantly lower than currently available BI-FET devices:
2SpA max, warmed-up for the ADS42K and L, SOpA max for
the ADS4S]. In addition, the offset voltage is laser trimmed to
less than O.SmV on the ADS42L and 1.0mV on the ADS42K
utilizing Analog's exclusive laser-wafer-trimming (LWT) process. When combined with the ADS42's low offset voltage
drift (SIlVt"C max for "L", lOIlVtC max for "K"), these
features offer the user IC performance- truly supl:rior to existing BI-FET op amps - and at low, BI-FET pricing.
The key to BI-FET technology is the ion-implanted JFET.
Ion-implantation (as opposed to diffusion) permits the fabrication of precision, matched JFET's on a monolithic bi-polar
chip. Analog Devices optimizes the BI-FET process to produce
bias currents lower than other popular BI-FET op amps and
specifies each device for the maximum value at either input in
the fully warmed-up condition. Additional benefits of this optimization include low voltage noise (21lV pop, 0.1 - 10Hz),
and low quiescent current.
The ADS42 is recommended for any operational amplifier
application requiring excellent dc performance at low and
moderate costs. Precision instrument front ends requiring
accurate amplification of millivolt level signals from megohm
source impedances will benefit from the device's excellent
combination of low offset voltage and drift, low bias current
and low 11f noise. High common mode rejection (SOdB, min
on the "K" and "L" versions) and high open-loop gain-even
under heavy loading-ensures better than- "12-bit" linearity
in high impedance buffer applications. Additionally, band-

width and slew rate are much increased over presently available precision, bipolar op amps.
The ADS42 is available in three versions: the "J", "K" and
"L", all specified over the 0 to +70o C temperature range and
one version, "S", over the -SSoC to +12SoC military operating temperalJlre range. All devices are packaged in the
hermetically-seal~d, TO-99 metal can.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Improved BI-FET processing on the ADS42 results in the
lowest bias current available in a BI-FET op amp.
2. Analog Devices, unlike some manufacturers, specifies each
device for the maximum bias current at either input in the
warmed-up condition, thus assuring the user that the
AD542 will meet its published specifications in actual use.
3. Laser-wafer-trimming reduces offset voltage to as low as
O.SmV max (ADS42L), thus eliminating the need for external nulling in many situations.
4. If offset nulling is required, the additional offset voltage
. drift induced will be minimal. (Offset voltage drift can
increase an additional 3IlV/C per mV of offset nulled.)
S. Low voltage noise (21lV, p-p), and low offset voltage drift
enhance the ADS42's performance as a precision op amp.
6. The 1.SmA max quiescent current enables the device to be
used in numerous portable applications where low battety
drain is essential. This is achieved without sacrificing open
loop gain or the ability to drive up to a lOrnA load.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C and Vs = ± 15V de unless otherwise specified)

MODEL

AD542J

ADS42K

OPEN LOOP GAiN I
V...t • ±10V, RL .. 1kO
RL .. 2kn
TA "min to max

SO',ooOmin

'100,000 min
100,000 min

lSO,OOOmin
300,000 min
3.00,000 min

OUTPUT CHARACfERISTICS
Voltage@RL"2kn,TA'=mintomax
Voltage@RL'= 10kO, TA min to max
Short Circuit Current

=

AD542L

.ADS42S

..••••

..

.

±10V min (±12V typ)
±12V min (±HV typ)
2S,:"A

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response
, SIC\\( Rate, Unity Gain

1.0MHz
SOkHz

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE 2
vs. Temperature
vs. Supply, TA .. min to max

2.OmV max
20p.W· C max"
2oop.VNmax

1.0mV max
10p.VfCmax
100p.VN max

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Either lnpur
Input Offset Current

SOpAmax
SpA

2SpA
2pA

3.0V/p.s

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
DiffcrcntiaJ4
Common Mode
Common Mode Jtejection;Vin =±10V

±20V
±10V min (±12V typ)
76dB min

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Perfonnance
Operating
Quiescent Cur.rcnt

±1SV
±(S to 18)V
l.SmA max

VOLTAGE NOISE
0.1-10Hz
10Hz
100Hz
1kHz
10kHz

2p.Vp·p
70nVA./fJi
4SnV;.jHz"
30nV/~
2SnV;.jHz"

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating, Rated Perfonnance
Storage

o to +70·C
-6S·C to +1S0·~

..

O.SmVmax
Sp.VfCmax

Isp.VfCmax

..

m~x

10lo 0U2pF
1011 0U2pF

NOTES,
1 Open Loop Gain 'is specified with Vos both Dulled and unnulled.
'Input Offset Voltage specifications are guaranteed after 5 minutes
of operation at TA =- +25°C.
• Bias Current specifications are guaranteed maximum at either
input after 5 minutes of operation at TA =+25°C. For higher
temperatures, the cunent doubles every life.

80dBmin

..
.
-SS·C to +12S·C,

4

Defined as voltage betWeen inputs, such that neither exceeds
±1 OV from ground.

~Spccjficati(:ms same as ADS~2J.
"Specifications same as ADS42K.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATION
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
,
0.16&

REF PlANE

14.20)~

0.&0 MIN

~1;B~liirrMiNi
I
O,33.
0.370 11.401 I.
'=1
.

IUOI'-[J1
0.30& 17.7&1

o:3i6i9.OOi

L-

I

=I

OFFSET .

MAX-t=1

-'---0.04
(1.02 •MAXI-=U- 0.010 (0.251
SEATING PLANE

INVERTING
INPUT

~

1'0-99
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APPLICATION

figure 14b. Unity Gain Inverter Pulse Response
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Figure 15b. Voltage Output DAC Settfing Characteristic
Figure 158. AD542 Used as DAC Output Amplifier

The IMHz bandwidth and low offset of the ADS42 make it an
excellent choice as an output amplifier for curre~t-output D/A
converters such as the AD7S41, 12-bit CMOS DAC (1.8mVof
amplifier offset could result in non:monotonic operation).
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The photo above shows the output of the circuit of Figure 1 Sa.
The upper trace represenrs the reference input, and the bottom
trace shows the output voltage for a digital input of all ones
on the OAC. The 47pF capacitor across the f~edback resistor
compensates for the DAC output capacitance, and the lS0pF
load capacitor serves to minimize output glitches.
.
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WDEVICES

High Speed
Implanted FET-Input Op Amp

Low Bias Current: 25pA max, warmed-up
Low Offset Voltage: 500pV max
Low Offset Voltage Drift: 5pvfc max
Low Input Voltage Noise: 2pV pop
Low Quiescent Current: 2_5mA max
High Slew Rata: 13V!ps
Fast Settling to ±O.01%: 3ps

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS44,is a high speed monolithic FET-inpur operational
amplifier fabricated with the most advanced bipolar, JFET and
laser trimming technologies. The ADS44 offers bias currents
significandy lower than currendy available monolithic FETinput devices: 2SpA max, warmed-up for the ADS44K and L,
SOpA max for the ADS44J. In addition, the offset voltage is
laser trimmed to less than O.SmV on the AD544L and l.Omv
on the ADS44K utilizing Analog's exclusive laser-wafer-trimming (LWT) process. When combined witl! theADS44's low
offset voltage drift (Spvtc max for "L", lOpVtC max for
"K"), these features offer the user IC performance truly superior.to existing FET-input op amps-and at low, monolithic
pricing.
The key technology required for monolithic JFET-input op
amps is the ion-implanted JFET. Ion-implantation (as opposed
to diffusion) permits the fabrication of precision, matched
JFET's on a monolithic bipolar chip. Analog Devices optimizes
the process to produce bias currents lower than other popular
FET-input op amps and specifies each device for the maximum
value at either input in the fully warmed-up condition. Additional benefitS of this optimization include low voltage noise
(2pV POp, 0.1-10Hz), and low quiescent current.
The ADS44 is recommended for any operational amplifier
application requiring excellent ac and de performance at low
cost. The 2MHz bandwidth and low offset of the ADS44 make
it an excellent choice as an output amplifier for current output D/A Converters such as the AD7S41, 12-Bit CMOS DAC.
High common mode rejection (80dB, min on the "K"
and "L" versions) and open-loop gain ensures better than
"12-bit" linearity in high impedance buffer applications.

The ADS44 is available in three versions: the "J", "K" and
"L", all specified over the 0 to +70o C temperature range and
one version, "S", over the -SSoC to +12SoC operating temperature range. All devices are packaged in the hermetically-sealed,
TO-99 metal can.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Improved bipolar and JFET processing on the ADS44
results in the lowest bias current available in a high speed
monolithic FET op amp.
2. Analog Devices, unlike some manufacturers, specifies each
device'for the maximum bias current at either input in the
warmed-up condition, thus assuring the user. that the
ADS44 will meet its published specifications in actual use.
3. Laser-wafer-trimming reduces offset voltage to as low as
O.SmV max (~DS44L), thus eliminating the need for external nulling in many situations.
4. If offset nulling is required, the additional offset voltage
arift induced will be minimal. (Offset voltage drift can
increase an additional 3pVtC per mV of offset nulled.)
5. Low voltage noise (2pV, pop), and low offset voltage drift
enhance the AD544's performance as a precision op amp.
6. The 2.SmA max quiescent current enables the device to be
used in numerous portable applications where low battery
drain is essential. This is achieved without sacrificing open
loop gain or the ability to drive up to a 10mA load.
7. The high slew rate (13.0V/ps) and fast setding time to
0.01% (3.0ps) make the AD544 ideal forD/A, AID, samplehold circuits and high speed integrators.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical@+25°C and Vs =±15V dc unless otherwise specified)

MODEL
OPEN LOOP GAIN'
VOUT = ±10V, RL;;' 2kU
TA = min to max RL = 2kSl

ADS44K

·ADS44J

ADS44S'

O.SmVmax .
SIIV/Cmax

...
..

50,000 fnin
40,000 min

30,000 inin
20,000 min.

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage @ RL = 2kSl, TA = min to max
Voltage@ RL = 10kU, TA =min to max
Short Circuit Current

ADS44L

±10V min (±12V typ)
±12V min (±OY typ)
2SmA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response
Slew Rate, Unity Gain

2.0MHz
200kHz
13.0V/lls (8.0Y Ills min)
2.0mV max
20llV/oC max
2oollY1V ~ax

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE'
vs. Temperature
vs.Supply, TA = min to max
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Either Input'
Input Offset Current

2SpA max
2pA

. SOpA max
SpA

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

1.0nN max
IOIIV/Cmax
IOOIlVIY max

10' onll2pF

lSIIV/OC max'

••

..

lO"Sl1l2pF

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential'
Common Mode
Common Mode Rejection, VIN

±20V
±10Y min (=12V typ)
74dB min

= ±10V

. POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent·Current

..
BOdB !pin

±lSY
±(S to lS)V
2.SmA max (1.8mA typ)

VOLTAGE NOISE
0.1-10Hz
10Hz
100Hz'
1kHz
10kHz

*.

21lV p-p
3SnV/VHZ
22nV/YHz
18nV/YHz
16nY/YHz

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating, Rated Performance
Storage

o to +70oC

-SSoC to +12SoC

-6SoC to +lS0°C

NOTES
AD5;44S/883 is an AD544S which is inspected and processed
to the full requirements of MIL~STD-883. Level 8. A complete
listing of th~ tests is available on request.
2 Open Loop Gain is specified with Vos both nulled and unDulled.
'Input Offset Voltage specifications are guaranteed after 5 minutes
of operation at TA = +2SC?C.
4 Bias Current specifications are guaranteed maximum at either input
after 5 minutes of operation at TA = +2 SoC. For higher temperatures,
the current doubles every lO°e.
1 The

!

Defined as voltage between inputs, such that neither exc'teds ±lOV
from ground.

*Specifications same as ADS44J.
4I*Spedfications same as ADS44K.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATION
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

TAB

Dimensio.DS shown in inches and (nun).

0165(:::}~~
0185(470)

:Idi -,

I
··!·~-r-a='
I

0370(9401
030617151

I

ii36&i9OOi

=

1--

-'---0.0-' 3~I
MAX
11.02 MAXI

(127 MINI

--J

I

~

0,040 \1.021

SEATING PLANE

TO"99
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Figure 15b. Settling Characteristic Detail
Figure 15a. Settling Time Test Circuit

The fast settling time (3.01-15 to 0.01% for 20V pop step) and
low offset voltage make it an excellent choice as an output
amplifier for current output D/A converters such as the ADS6S.
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The upper trace of the oscilloscope photograph of Figure ISb
shows the settling characteristic of the ADS44. The lower
trace represents the input to Figure lSa. The ADS44 has been
designed for fast settling to 0.01%, however, feedback components, circuit layout and circuit design must be carefully consideredto obtain the optimum settling time.
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Precision, Low Drift
FET-Input Op Amp

FEATURES
Low Offset Voltage: 0.5mV max (AD545LI.
0.25mV max (AD545MI
Low Offset Voltage Drift: 5p.vfc max (AD545LI.
3p.vfc max (AD545MI
Low Power: 1.5mA max
Low Bias Current: 1pA max (AD545K. L. Ml
Low Noise: 3p.V Pll. 0.1 to 10Hz
Low Cost
.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD545 is a precision FET·input operational amplifier with
overall performance far superior to the general purpose IC
FET-input op amp. The device is fabricated using a low leakage
FET paired with a low power op amp. Bias current is specified
as 2pA max for the AD545J and 1pA max for the AD545K,
Land M. Offset voltage is laser trimmed to 0.5mV max for the
AD545L, O.25mV max for the AD545M. All devices also
feature low voltage noise and power consumption. The AD545
is internally compensated, short circuit protected and free of
latch-up.
The AD545 series offers a broad combination of performance
features previously unavailable from a single device. For precision applications the AD545M specifies a 0.25mV max offset
voltage, 3p.V/C max drift and 1pA max bias current. The
AD545J, with a 1mV max offset voltage, 25p.V/C max drift
and 2pA max bias current, is the best price performance choice.
These devices are recommended for a variety of general
purpose and precision applications requiring low bias currents
and high input impedance such as pH/pion sensitive electrodes,
photo-current detectors, biological microprobes, long term
precision integrators and vacuum iongauge measurements. The
versatility of the AD545 is further enhanced by its excellent
low frequency noise (3p.V pop, 0.1 to 10Hz) and low power
consumption (1.5mA max) for portable applications.

The AD545 is available in four versions of bias current and
offset voltage, .the "J ", "K", "L ", and "M". All are specified
from 0 to +70°C and supplied in a hermetically sealed TO-99
package.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The offset voltage on the AD545 is laser trimmed to a level
typically less than 250p.V. Offset voltage drift is significantly lower than previously available FET-input devices
(3p.V/oC max for the ADS4SM). If additional external
nulling is desired, the effect on drift is minimal (approximately 3p.V / C per millivolt, nulled).
.
2. Bias current is specified as the maximum measured at either
input with the device fully warmed up on ±15V supplies
at +2S o C·ambient.
3. The low quiescent current drain of 0.8mA typical, and
1.5mA max, is among the lowest of any IC op amp and
keeps self heating to a minimum.
4. The combination of .low input noise voltage and very low
input noise current is such that for source impedances from
much over one megohm up to 1011 ohm, the Johnson noise
of the source will easily dominate the noise characteristics.
5. Every ADS4S receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
+150oC to ensure reliability and long-term stability.

As with previous electrometer amplifier designs from Analog
Devices, the case is guarded thus minimizing stray leakage.
This feature will also shield the input circuitry from external
noise and supply transients, as well as reducing 'common mode
input capacitance from O.8pF to 0.2pF.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°Cwith Vs =±15V dc, unless otherwise ~ecified)
MODEL

ADS4SJ

ADS4SK

ADS4SL

ADS4SM

20,OOOVIV min
4O,OooV/V min
lS,OOOV/V min

40,OOOVIV min
SO,OOOVN min
2S ,OOOVIV min

4O,OOOV IV min
SO,090V IV min
4O;OOOVIV min

40,OOOVIV min
SO,ooOV IV min
4O,OOOVIV min

1.0mVmax

O.SmVmax
S/;1VtCmax
ZOO/;1V/V max

0.2SmVmax
3/;1V/oCm'ax
200jtVIV max

IpAmax

IpAmax

OPE~ LOOP GAIN'

VOUT = ±IOV, RL > 21d1
RL>IOkO
TA = min to max RL;;'2kO
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage@RL = 2kn, TA = min to max
@ RL-·

lOkSl, TA = min to max

L~d capadtaric:e2
Short Circuit Cuttent

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power R..po....
Slew Rate Inverting Unity Gain
'Overlo~

Recovery [nveRing Unity Gain

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE'

Ys. Temperarilre, TA = min to max
vs. Supply, TA = min to max

±IOV min (±12V typ)
±IZY min (±l3V typ)
, SOOPF
lOrnA min (2SmA typ)
700kHz

' SkHz min (l6kH. typ)'
,<J.3Vl/;1s min (l.OV//;lS typ)
loo,.il max (16/;15 typ)
1.0mVm&l<
'ZS/;1VfC max
,400/;1V IV max (SO/;1VIV typ) ,

INPUT BI,AS CURRENT
Either Input·

ZpKmaxc

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

1.6pFiI1013 'O
0.8pFIII0 15 n

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, O.IH. to 10Hz
f= 10Hz
f= 100Hz
f= 1kHz
Curtent, 0.1 to 10Hz
10Hz to 10kHz

SSnVI
•
4SriV/v'Hz
3SnV/v'Hz
O.OlpA (p-p)
O,03pA rms

IS/;1VfCmax
ZOOjtVIV max
\

IpA max

3.0"V~Yit

~"V

(p-p) max

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE

Differential
Common Mode. TA = min to max
Common Mode Rejection, VIN = ±10V

Maximum Safe Input Voltages 5
POWER SUPPLY

±2OVmin
±IOV min (±12V typ)
66dB min (80dB typ)
±Vs

Rated Performance
Operating

±SV min (±ISV max)

Quiescent Current

l.SmA max (O.SmA typ)

70dB min

76dB min

±ISV typ

TEMPERATURE
Opera~g, Rated Performance
,Stotage

o to +:iooc
-6S·C to +ISO·C

·SpeciflCations same as ADS4-5J.
NOTES
I Open Loop Gaia is specified with or without nulling of Vas.
aA conservative design would not exceed 500pF of load capacitance.
Sinput OfflCt Volcqe specifications are guua.oteed after 5 minutes of operation at TA = +25<i1C.
4 Bias Current specifications are guaranteed after 5 minutes of operation at TA & +25°C. For higher
temperatures. the current doubles every + lOoe.
'If it is possible for the input voltage to exceed the supply voltage, a ~es protection resistor should
be added to limit input current to O.5mA. The input devices can handle overload currents of O.SmA
indefinitely without dam...

Spc~ifications ~d p~ces subject

to change without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATION.
GUARD PIN (CONNECTED TO CASEl

'AB

v-

OFFSET

~

• v_

TOP VIEW
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76dB min

LAYOUT AND CONNECTION CONSIDERATIONS
The design of very high impedance measurement systems imroduces a new level of problems associated with the reduction of
leakage paths and noise pickup.
.
1. A primary consideration in high impedance system designs
is to attempt to place the measuring device as near to the
signal source as possible. This will minimize current leakage
paths, noise pickup and capacitive loading.

2. The use of guarding techniques is essential to realizing the
capability of the low input currents of the ADS45. Guarding
is achieved by applying a low impedance bootstrap potential to the ou tside of the insulation material surrounding the
high impedance signal line. This bootstrap potential is held
at the same level as that of the high impedance line; therefore, there is no voltage drop across the insulation, and
hence, no leakage. The guard will also act as a shield to
reduce noise pickup and serves the additional function of
reducing the effective capacitance to the input line. The
case of the ADS4S is brought out separately to pin 8 so
that it can also be connected to the guard potential. This
technique virtually eliminates potential leakage paths across
the package insulation, provides a noise shield for the sensitive circuitry, and reduces common-mode input c.apacitance
to about 0.2pF. Figure 10 shows a proper printed circuit
board layout for input guarding and connecting the case
guard. Figures 2 and 3 show guarding cODllections for typical inverting and non-inverting applications. If pin 8 is not
used for guarding, it should be connected to ground or a
power supply to reduce noise.
3. Printed circuit board layout and construction is critical in
achieving low leakage performance. The best performance
will be realized by using a teflon IC socket for the AD54S
but at least a teflon stand-off should be used for the highimpedance lead. If this is not feasible, the input guarding
scheme shown in Figure 10 'will minimize leakage as much
as possible .and should be applied to both sides of the board.
The guard ring is connected to a low impedance potential at

the same level as the inputs. High impedance signal lines
should not be extended for any unnecessary length on a
printed circuit; to minimize noise and leakage, they must be
carried in rigid, shielded cables.

APPLICATION NOTES
The ADS4S offers one of the lowest input bias currents available in an integrated circuit package. Performing accurate
measurements with this device requires careful attention to
detail; the notes given here will aid the user in realizing the full
measurement potential of the ADS4S and extendingJts performance limits.
1. As with all junction FET input devices, the temperarure of
the FET's themselves is all-important in determining the input bias currents. Over the operating temperature range, the
input bias currents closely follow a characteristic of doubling
every lOoC; therefore, every effort should be made to minimize device operating temperature

2. The heat dissipation can be reduced initially by careful investigation of the application. First, if possible, reduce the
required power supplies, since internal power consumption
contributes the largest component of self-heating. The effects of this are shown in Figure 7, which shows typical input bias current and quiescent current versus supply voltage.
3. Output loading effects, which are normally ignored, can
cause a significant increase in chip temperature and therefore bias current. For example, a 2kn load driven at 10 volts
at the output will cause at least an additional 25 milliwatts
dissipation in the output stage (and some in other stages)
over the typical 24 milliwatts, thereby at least doubling the
effects of self-heating. The results of this form of additional
.
power dissipation are demonstrated in Figure 9, which
shows normalized input bias current versus additional power
dissipated; we recommend restricting the load impedance to
be at least 10kn.

EO"VS(1+~)
ZIN .. 10 15 0IlO.2pF

Figure 1. Picoampere Cu"ent-to-Voltage Converter
Inverting Configuration

Figure 2. Very High Impedance Non-Inverting Amplifier
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Precision Low Cost
Dual TRI-FET Op Amp

AD642

ADVANCED TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Low Bias Current: 35pA max, warmed-up
(AD642K, L), 75pA max (AD642J)
Low Offset Voltage: 0_5mV max (AD642L),
1.OmV max (AD642K)
Low Offset Voltage Drift: 5p.vfc max
(AD642L1, lOp.vfc max (AD642K)
20p.vfc max (AD642J)
Excallent Vas Matching: O.25mV max (AD642L)
Low Quiescent Current: 3.0mA max
Standard Dual Amplifier Pin-Out

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD642 is a dual version of the popular ADS42 precision
TRI-FET operational amplifier. Produced with advanced ionimplantation and laser trimming technologies, the AD642
retains all the performance features of the AD542: low (35pA
max) warmed-up bias current; low (O.SmV max) input offset
voltage; low (Sp.vtC) drift and high open-loop gain
(300,000VIV). Additionally, the two amplifiers exhibit offset
voltage matching within 0.25mV max (AD642L) and drifts
matched to Sp.V/oC max.

The AD642 is available in three versions: the "J", "K" and
"L", all specified over the 0 to +70°C temperature range and
one version, "S", over the -55°C t9 +12S o C military operating
temperature range. All devices are packaged in the hermeticallysealed, TO-99 metal can.

The key to the AD642 performance is the ion-implanted JFET.
Analog Devices optimizes this proc,ess to produce bias currents
lower than other popular monolithic FET-input op amps and
specifies each device for the maximum value at either input
under fully warmed-Up conditions. Additional benefits of this
optimization include low voltage noise (2JJV pop, 0.1 - 10Hz),
and low quiescent current.

2. Analog Devices, unlike some manufa-cturers, specifies each
device for the maximum bias current at either input in the
warmed-up condition, thus assuring the user that the
AD§42 will meet its published specifications in actual use.

The AD642 is recommended for any operational amplifier
application requiring excellent dc performance at low and
moderate costs. Precision instrument front ends requiring
accurate amplification of millivolt-level signals from megohm
source impedances will benefit from the device's excellent
combination of low offset voltage and drift, low bias current
and low llf noise. High common mode rejection (80dB, min
on the "K" and "L" version) and high open-loop gain ensure
better than "12-bit" linearity.

4. Low voltage noise (2p.V, pop) and low offset voltage drift
enhance the AD642's performance as a precision op amp.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Improved processing on the AD642 results in the lowest
bias current available in a precision dual monolithic FETinput op amp.

3. Laser-wafer-trimming reduces offset voltage to as low as
O.SmV max (AD642L), thus eliminating the need for external nulling in many situations.

S. The matching specifications on offset voltage, bias current
and drift ensure that the two amplifiers are closely matched.
6. The standard dual amplifier pin-out allows the AD642 to
replace lower performance duals without redesign.
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SPECIFICATIONS. (typical for each section @+25°C and Vs =±15V dc unless otherwise specified)
MODEL

AD642J

AD642K

OPEN LOOP GAIN
Villi." ±10V, RL;>10ks:1
RL:>2kSl
TA = min to max, RL :> 10kSl

'200,000 min
100,000 min
100,000 min

300,000 min
2S0,Ooomin
300,000 min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage@ RL = 2kSl, tA = min to inax
Voltage@ RL = 10kSl, TA = min to max
Short Circuit Current

±lOV min (±12V typ)
±12V min (tHV typ)
2SmA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small Sign.d
Full Power Response
Slew Rate, Unity Gain

1.0MHz
SOkHz
3.0V/p.s

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE I

20p.VfCmax

1.0mVmax
10p.VfCmax
100p.VIV max
O.SmVmax
10p.VfCmax

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Either Input'
Input Offset Current
Matching'

7SpA max
7SpA
SOpA max

3SpA max
SpA
2SpAmax

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

1010 Qll2pF
1011 Q112pF

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differentiat'
Common Mode
Common Mod~ Rejection, V., = ±lOV

±20V
±IOV min (±12V typ)
76dB min

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent Current

±ISV
±(Sto 18)V
3.0mAmax

VOLTAGE NOISE
0.1-10Hz
10Hz
100Hz
1kHz
10kHz

70nVIV'Fi
4SnV/y'Hz"
30nV/y'Hz"
2SnV/y'Hz"

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating, Rated Perfottnance
Storage

o to +70°C
-6S o C to +ISOoC

Supply, TA = min to max
Matching'
Match os. Temperature

200p.V/V max
l.Omv max

VI.

..

.'
..

O.SmVmax
Sp.VfCmax

ISp.VI"C max

0.2SmVmax
Sp.vl"c max

lSp.VfCmax

ISpA max

..
..

BOdB min

'.
-55°C to, + 12SoC'
Defined as voltage between inputs, such that neither exceeds ± lOV
from ground.
s The AD642S is available processed to the requirements of
MIL-STD·883B. Order part number AD642SH/883B.
·Specifications same as AD642J ..
"Specifications same as AD642K.
Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.

4

Input Offset Voltage specifications arc guaranteed after 5 minutes
of operation at TA = +2Soc.
is dermed as the match between parameters of the two amplifiers.
Current specifications are guaranteed maximum at either input
.

2 Matching
3 Bias

200,000 min

2p.Vp-p

NOTES,
I

..

..

2.0mVmax
20p.VfCmax

vs. T~peraturc

AD642S

AD641L

after 5 minutes of operation at TA =+2 SoC. For highe~ temperatures,
the current doubles every IOoe.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

PIN CONFIGURATION

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

0.'.6(:::1~~

0.186 14.70) :~

I

-[112.7 MIN)

0'33J(8'.01~(]1
=1
I
I
0.3'" (9.401
0.306 (7.7&)
0.3 •• 19.001

..L.

=

INY
INPUT

I

~I
".02 MAXI..:]0.0.001040 (".0.022161 .

-'----0.04
MAX

SEATING PlANE
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PIN 4 IS IN ELECTRICAL
CONTACT WITH THE CASE
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Lowest Cost
High Accuracy IC Op Amps

FEATURES
Precision Input Characteristics
'LowVos: 0.5mV max (ll
low Vos Drift: 5/J.VtC max (ll
low Ib: 50nA max (ll
low los: 5nA max III
High CMRR: 90dB min (K, II
High Output Capability
Aol =25,000 min, 1kn load (J, SI
Tmin toTmax
Vo =±10V min, 1kn load (J, SI
low Cost

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Analog Devices AQ74lJ, AD74lK, AD74lL and AD74lS
are specially tested and selected versions of the popular
AD741 operational amplifier. Improved processing and
additional electrical testing guarantee the user precision
performance at a very low cost. Tbe AD74lJ, K and L
substantially increase overall accuracy over ·the standard
AD74lC by providing, maximum limits on offset voltage drift,
and significantly reducing the errors due to offset voltage, bias
current, offset current, voltage gain, power supply rejection,
and common mode rejection (see Error Analysis). For
example, the AD74lL features maximum offset voltage drift
of s/J.vfc, offset voltage of O.SmV max, offset current of
SnA max, bias current of SOnA max, and a CMRR of 90dB
min. The AD74lS offers guaranteed performance over the
extended temperature range of -55°C to +12S oC, with max
offset voltage drift of lS/J.Vfc, max offset voltage of 4mV,
max offset current of 2SnA, and a minimum CMRR of SOdB.
HIGH OUTPUT CAPABILITY

Both the AD741] and AD74lS offer the user the additional
advantages of high guaraDteed output current and gain at low
values of load impedance. The AD74lJ guarantees a
minimum gain of 25,000, swinging ±10V into a lkn load
from 0 to +70oC. The AD74lS guarantees a 'minimum
gain of 25,000, swinging ±lOV into a lkn load from -55°C
to +12SoC.
All devices feature fun short circuit protection, high gain, high
common mode range, and internal compensation. The
AD74lJ, K and L are specified for operation from 0 to
+70 oC, and are available in both the TO-99 and mini-DIP
packages. The AD741S is specified for operation from
-55°C to +12S oC, and is available in the TO-99 package.

GUARANTEED ACCURACY
The vastly improved performance of the AD74lJ, AD74lK,
AD74lL and AD74lS provides the user with an ideal choice
when precision is needed and economy is a necessity. An
error budget is calculated for all versions of the AD741 (see
Table 1); it is obvious that these selected versions offer
substantial improvements 'over the industry-standard AD741 C
and AD741. A typical circuit configuration (see Figure 1)
is assumed, and the various errors are computed using
maximum values over the full operating temperature range
of the devices. The results indicate a factor of 8 improvement in accuracy of the AD741L over the AD741C, a
factor of 5 improvement using the AD741K, and a factor
of 2.5 improvement using the AD741J. The AD 741S,
similarly, achieves a factor of 3.5 improvement over the
standard AD741, Note that the total error has been
determined as a sum of component errors, while in actuality,
the total error will be much Jess. Also, while the circuit used
for the error analysis is only one of a multitude of possible
applications, it effectively demonstrates the great improvement in overall 741 acCuracy achievable at relatively low cost
with the AD74lJ, K, L or S.
10k:!:1"

Figure 1. Error Budget Analysis Circuit
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and ±15V dc, unless otherwise specified)

MODEL
OPEN LOOP GAIN
RL: lkn, Vo: ±IOV
RL: 2kn, Vo: ±IOV
Over Temp Range, T min to T max,
same loads as above

AD74lJ

AD74lK

AD74lL

50,000 min (200,000 typ)

50,000 min (200,000 typ)

±lOV min (±13V typ)

±IOV min (±13V typ)

AD741S

50,000 min (200,000 typ)

25,000 min

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage @ RL: lkn, Tmin to Tmax
Voltage@ RL: 2kn, Tmin to Tmax
Short Circuit Current

25mA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity. Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Response
Slew Rate, Unity Gain

lMHz
10kHz
0.5Vllls

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial, RS';; IOkn (adjustable to zero)
Tmin to Tmax
Avg vs Temperature (untrimmed)
o vs Supply, T min to Tmax

3mV max (lmV typ)
4mV max
20llV/Cmax
100JlVIV max (30JlVIV typ)

2mV max (0.5mV typ)
3mV max
.
I51lVlC max (6JlVlC typ)
I5JlVIV max (5JlVIV typ)

O.5mV max (0.2mV typ)
lmV max
51lVlC max (2IlVlC typ)
151lVIV max (5JlVIV typ)

2mV max '(lmV typ)

INPUT OFFSETCURRENT
Initial
Tmin to T;"'ax
Avg vs Temperature

50nA max (5nA typ)
100nA max
O.lnAlC

IOnA max (2nA typ)
15nA max
0.2nAloC max (0.02nA/"C typ)

5nA max (2nA typ)
10nA max
O.lnAlC max (0.02nA/oC typ)

10nA max (2nA typ)
25nAmax
0.25nA/C max (O.lnAloC typ)

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
Tmin to Tmax
Avg vs Temperature

200nA max (40nA typ)
400nA max
0.6nAlC

75nA max (30nA typ)
I20nA max
1.5nA/oC max (0.6nA/C typ)

50nA max (30nA typ)
100nA max
InA/C max (0.6nAloC typ)

75nA max (30nA typ)
250nA max
2nA/C max (0.6nA/C typ)

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential

IMn

2Mn

2Mn

2Mn

±lOV min (±13V typ)

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE (Note 1)
Differential, max safe
Common Mode, max safe
Common Mode Rejection,
RS .;; lOkn, T min to T max, Yin: ±12V

BOdB min (90dB typ)

90dB min (lOOdB typ)

90dB min (lOOdB typ)

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

±15V
±(5 to lB)V
3.3mA max (2.0mA typ)

±(5 to 22)V
2.BmA max (1.7mA typ)

±(5 to 22)V
2.BmA max (1.7mA typ)

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating, Rated Performance
Storage

Oto +70°C
-65°C to +150 oC

151lV/C max (6IlV/C typ)

±30V
±15V

Note 1: For supply voltages less than ±15V, the ahsolute maximum input voltage is equal to the supply voltage.
·Specifications same as AD741J.
'
Specifications subject to change without notice.

±(5 to 22)V
2.BmA max (2.0mA typ)

-55°C to +125°C

Evaluating the AD'l41
AD741K
ERROR
SPEC
(0 to +70oC)

AD74lL
I!RROR
SPI!C
(0 to .70oC)

AD741
SPEC
ERROR
(-SSoC to .UsoC)

400jIV

25,000

400IIV

ZS,OOO

400jIV

Zs,OOO'

4OOjIV'

Z4"V

lOOnA

ZOpV

1500nA

300"V

2S0nA

50pV

UnA

150"V

10nA

lOO"V

5DOnA

5000"V

25nA

250"V

AD741C
SPI!C
ERROR
(Oto .70oC)

AD741J
SPEC
ERROR
(0 to .70oC)

G.iD (E",or = IOVj"tG)

15,000

660jlV

25.000·

400jlV

2S,OOO

lb (£rror = Ib % resistor mimrtJtcb)

SOOnA

160jlV

4OO.A

SOjiV

!ZOnA

3DOnA

3000pV

lOO.A

l000pV

PARAMETER

.... (Err"" = los" IOkn>

AD741S
SPI!C
I!RROR
(-SsoC to +IZSoC)

toYoaIl!.T (Erro, -I!.VoslI!.T" I!.T)

25"vfc' 1125"V

20"vfc

9OO"V

15"vfc

675"V

s"vfc

225"V

25j1Vfc' 2S00jlV

15"vfc

1500pV

CMRR (Erro, = IOVICMRR)

70dB

3300"V

SOdS

looo"V

90dB

330"V

90dS

330pV

70dS

3300pV

SOdS

lGOOjIV

150"VN

450"V

lOO"VN

300"V

15';'VN

4S"V

15"VIV

4S"V

150"VN

450"V

lOO"VN

300pV

PSRK. (Gsa.m~ a ±5" power

supply"rio';o.)
TOTAL

3.7mV

S.7mV

3.SmV

U.Omv

1.1mV

1.6mV

I AD74lJ and AD74lS ...0pen Loop Gain is guaranteed with a lkn load.
2 AD74lC and AD74l .. .ll. VosIi1T is not guaranteed (for complete specifications, contact the factory for data sheet).

Table 1. Error Budget Analysis
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OU'fl>UTCHARACTERISTICS
The AD741J and AD741S are specially selected for high
.
ou~put current capability. High efficiency output transistors,
thermally balanced chip design and precise short circuit
current control insure against gain degradation at high
current levels and temperature extremes. The AD741J
guarantees a minimum gain of 2S,OOO, swinging ±10V into a
1kn load from 0 to +70oC. The AD74is guarantees minimum
gain of 2S,OOO; swinging ±10V into a 1kn load from -SSoC
to +12SoC. The AD741K and AD741L are guaranteed with
the standard 2kn load.
~~=It,~~[[-

III III

_ULJJ I

BONDING DIAGRAM
Allversions of the AD741 are available in chip form. See the.
Analog Devices chip catalog for further information.

.

TA=+25'C- .

Vs =t15V

R =2kS! -

PAD NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO PIN NUMBERS FOR THE TO• • 8 PIN METAl. PACKAGE.

III III

\

V$.=f1CW

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS
(Top View)

VS=t5~

,III II
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PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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Figure 10. 'Open Loop Gain vs. Frequency

TO-99 (H)

MINI-DIP (N)

MIL-STANDARD-883
The AD741S is available with 100% screening to
MIL-STD-883, Method S004, Class A, B, or C. Consult
the factory for pricing and,delivery.
II

ORDERING GUIDE

MODEL
AD741J
AD741K
AD741L
AD741S

TEMP. RANGE
OoC to +70oC
OoC to +70oC
O°C to +70oC
-SSoC to +12SoC

ORDER
NUMBER
AD741J*
AD741K*
AD741L*
AD741SH

*Add Package Type Letter; H = TO-99, N = Mini-DIP.
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Ultra-Low Offset
Voltage Op Amp

Ten Times More Gain Than Other OP-07 Devices
(3.0Mmin)
Ultra-Low Offset Voltage: 10lN
Ultra-Low Offset Voltage Drift: O.2p.Vt'C
Ultra-Stable vs. Time: O.2j.lV/month
Ultra-Low Noise: O.35j.lV p.p
No External Components Required
Monolithic Construction
High Common Mode Input Range: ±14.0V
Wide Power Supply Voltage Range: ±3V to ±18V
Fits 725, 108A/308A, 741 Sockets

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD OP-07 is an improved version of the industry-standard
OP-07 precision operational amplifier. A guaranteed minimum
open-loop voltage gain of 3,000,000 (AD OP-07A) represents
an order of magnitude improvement over older designs; this
affords increased accuracy in high closed loop gain applications. Input offset voltages as low as lOj.lV, bias currents of
0.7nA, internal compensation and device protection eliminate
the need for external components and adjustments. An input
offset voltage temperature coefficient of 0.2j.lV t C and longterm stability of 0.2j.lV/month eliminate recalibration or loss
of initial accuracy.
A true differential operational amplifier, the AD OP-07 has a
high common mode input voltage range (±l4V) high common
mode rejection ratio (up to l26dB) and high differential input
impedance (SOMU); these features combine to assure high accuracy in n~ninverting configurations. Such applications include instrumentation amplifiers, where the inc'reased openloop gain maintains high linearity at high closed-loop gains.
The AD OP-07 is available in five performance grades. The AD
OP-G7E, AD OP-G7C and AD OP-07D are specified for operation over the 0 to +70~C temperature range, while the AD
OP-07A and AD OP-07 are specified for _SSoC to +l2SoC
operation. Full processing to the requirements of MIL-STD883, Class B, is available on the AD OP-07 and AD OP-07A.
All devices are packaged in TO-99 hermetically-sealed metal
,cans.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Increased open-loop voltage gain (3.0 million, min) results
in better accuracy and linearity in high closed-loop gain
applications.
2. Ultra-low offset voltage and offset voltage drift, combined
with low input bias currents, allow the AD OP-07 to maintain high accuracy over the entire operating temperature
range.
3. Internal frequency compensation, ultra-low input offset
voltage and full device protection' eliminate the need for
additional components. This reduces circuit size and complexity and increases reliability.
4. High input impedances, large common mode input voltage
range and high common mode rejection ratio make the
AD OP-07 ideal for noninverting and differential instrumentation applications.
S. Monolithic construction along with advanced circuit design
and processing techniques result in low cost.
6. The input offset voltage is trimmed at the wafer stage. Unmounted chips are available for hybrid circuit applications.
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SPECIFICATIONS
..

MODEL
"PARAMETER

(TA = +25°C, VS=±15V, unless btherwisa specified)

SYMBOL

ADOP'()7EH
TYP
MIN,

MAX

MIN

ADOP'()7CH
TYP'
MAX

MIN

,

ADOP'()7DH
TVP
MAX

OPEN LOOP GAIN

Avo

2,000.
1,800
300

5,000
4,500
1,000

1,200
1,000
300

4,000
4,0:00
1;000

1,200
.1,000
.300.

4,000
4,000
1,000

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Maximum OutpUt Swing

VOM

i12.5
t12.0
tl0.5
t12.0

t12.0
ill.5

ill.O
i12:8
i12.0
i12.6
60

iI2.0,
ill.5

tll.O
t12.8

il1.0

Ro

ii3.0
t12.8
t12.0
t12.6
60

±12.6
60

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Closed Loop Bandwidth
Slew Rate

BW
SR

0.6
0.17

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial

Vos

,
Open.Loop Output Resistance

30
·45
±4

±11.0

0.6
0.17
75llO

60
85
±4

0.6
0.17

Adjustment Range
Average Drift '
No External Trim
With External Trim

TCVos
TCVOSN

0.3
0.3

1.3
1.3

0.5
0.4

Long Term Stability

Vosrrime

0.3

1.5

0.4

iNote 3)
.8
1.6
(Note 3)
2.0

los

0.5
0.9
8

3.8
5.3
35

0.8
1.6
12

t4.0
t5.s

±1.8
i2.2

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
Initial
Average Drift
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial
Average Drift

TClos

IB

t1.2
±1.S

TCls

13 (Note 3)35

INPUT RESISTANCE
Differential
Common Mode

RIN
RINCM

INPUT NOISE
Voltage
Voltage Density

en pop
en

Current

Current Density

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common Mode

(Note 3)

15

0.35
10.3
10.0
9.6
14
0.32
0.14
0.12

in pop
in

CMVR

Common Mode Rejection 'Ratio CMRR

SO
160

i13.0
±13.0
106
103

.iI4.Q
i13.5
123
123
3.0
'90
6.0
107
104

60
85
±4

150
250

(Note 3)

0.5

(Note 3)
2.5
2.5
(Note 3)
3.0

6.0
8.0
SO

0.8
1.6
12

6.0
8.0
SO

t7.0
±9.0

±2.0
t3.0

0.7
0.7

0.6
18.0
13.0
11.0
30
0.80
0.23
0.17

7

33
120
0.38
10.5
10.2
9.8
15
0.35
.0.15
0.13

t13.0
iH.O
100
97

tl4.0
i13.5
120
120

90
86

3.5
lOS
6.0
104
100

(Note 3)

±l.2
±14

18 (Note 3) SO

18 (Note 3) SO
8

156
250

31
120
0.38
10.5
10.2
9.8
15
0.35
0.15
0.13

0.65
20.0

13.S
11.5
35
0.90
0.27
0.18
i13.0
i13.0
94
94

±14:0
i13.5
110
106

90
86

3.5
105
6.0
104
100

0.65
20.0
13.5
ll.s
35
0.90
0.27
0.18

POWER SUPPLY

Current, Quiescent
Power Consumption

IQ
PD

Rejection Ratio

PSRR

94
90

Tmjn, Tmax

0

OPERATING TEMPERATURE
RANGE
NOTES.

4.0
120
8.4

+70

0

5.0
ISO
8.4

+70

0

1) lJIput offset vol. . measuremen.. are performed by automated telt equipment approximately O.~ aec:onds after application
of power. Additionally, AD OP.Q7A offaet vol. . is measured five minutes after power oupply application at 25· C, -SS·C
and +12S·C.
'
2)
Tmn Input Offset Vol. . Stability refers to the averaged trend liDe of Vos VI Time over extended periock of time
and is extrapolated £tom hi8h temperature .... da... ExcludiDl the initial hour of op_tion, cJunses in Vos durlnJ the first
3,0 opetatiDB daya ItO typically 2.51'V - Parameter is not lOOl(, teItOd, 90% of units inect this specification.
3) Parameter is not lOO'l6 tested; 90% of.units meet this specifu:ation.
4) The AD OP.Q7A and AD OP.Q7 ItO avalIable fuJly proce...d to MIL-STD-88 3, CI"", B. Order AD OP.Q7-AH-883B or AD OP.Q7-H-883B.

Lo.,.

Specification. subject to cb..,.. without notice.

1~
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5.0
150
8.4

+70

AD OP-G7AH (AD OP-G7-AH-883B)'
TVP
MIN
MAX
3,000
2,000
300

S,OOO
4,000
1,000

±12.S

±13.0
±12.8
±12.0

±12.0
±10.S
t12.0

AD OP-G7H (AD OP-G7-H-883B)'
MIN
TVP
MAX

TEST CONDITIONS

UNITS

2,000
I,SOO
300

S,OOO
4,000
1,000

RL;;'2kU, Vo = ±10V
RL;;'2kU, Vo = ±10V, Tmin to Tm.,.
RL;;'SOOU, Vo = ±O.SV, Vs = ±3V

V/mV
V/mV
V/mV

t12.S

±13.0
±12.8
t12.0
t12.6
60

R L ;;'lOkU
RL;;'2kU
R L ;;'lkU
R L ;;'2kU, Tmin to Tmax
Vo=O, 10 =0

V
V
V
V
U

AVCL =+1.0
RL;;'2k

MHz
VI,.,..

±12.0
tIO.S
t12.0

t12.6

60
0.6
0.17

30

10
25
t4

2S
60

30
60
±4

7S
200

Note I
Note 1. Tmin to Tm",
Rp=20kU

p.V
p.V
mV

0.2
0.2

0.6
0.6

0.3
0.3

1.3
1.3

Tmin to Tmax

Rp = 20kU, Tmin to Tmax

p.vfc
p.vfc

0.2

1.0

0.2

1.0

Note 2

p.V/Month

0.3
0.8
5

2.0
4.0
25

0.4
1.2
8

2.8
5.6
50

Tmin to Tmax

nA
nA
pA/oC

to.7
tl.O
8

±2.0
t4.0
25

±1.0
±2.0
13

±3.0
±6.0
50

80
200
0.35
10.3
10.0
9.6
14
0.32
0.14
0.12

±13.0
±13.0
110
106

100
94
-55

0.6
. 0.17

20

0.6
18.0
13.0
11.0
30
0.80
0.23
0.17

±14.0
126
123
3."0
90
6.0
110
106

4.0
120
8.4
100
94
+125

-55

Tmin toTmax

Tmin to Tmax

nA
nA
pA/oC

.

MU
GU

60
200
0.35
10.3
10.0
9.6
14
0.32
0.14
0.12

±13.0
±13.0
110
106

±13.S

Tmin to Tmax

0.6
18.0
13.0
11.0
30
0.80
0.23
0.17

!.tV~

O.IHz to 10Hz, Note 3
fo = 10Hz, Note 3
fa = 100Hz: Note 3
fa = 1kHz, Note 3
O.lHz to 10Hz, Note 3
fo = 10Hz, Note 3
fo = 100Hz, Note 3
fo = 1kHz, Note 3

nVI Hz
nV/yHZ
nV/VHz

PA~
pA Hz
pANHz
pA/VHz

±t4.0
t13.5

Tmin to Tmax

V
V

126
123

VCM =±CMVR
VCM = ±CMVR, Tmin to Tm.,.

dB
dB

Vs = ±15V
Vs = ±15V
Vs = ±3V
Vs = ±3V to ±18V
Vs = ±3V to ±18V, Tmin to Tmax

mA
mW
mW

3.0
90
6.0
110
106

4.0
120
8.4

+125

dB
dB

°c
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
SJ.lpply Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ±22V
Internal Power Dissipation (Note 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . sOOrnw
Differential Input Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±3()V
Input Voltage (Note 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±22V
Output Short Circuit Duration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indefinite

Storage Temperature Range. . . . . . . : .... -65°C to +lS00 C
Operating Temperature Range
OP-07A,' OP-O?: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -SSoC to +12SoC
OP-07E, OP-07C, OP-07D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +700 C
Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 60sec) .. , . . . . . 300°C

NOTES:
Note 1: Maximum package power dissipation vs. ambient temperature.
Maximum Ambient
Derate Above Maximum
Package Type
Temperature for Rating
Ambient Temperature
80°C

T0-99 (H)

7.1mWlC

Note 2: For supply voltages less than ±22V, the absolute maximum input voltage is equal to the supply voltage.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

CHIP DIMENSIONS AND BONDING DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

REFPt;hNE
0.166 14.201

0.50 MIN

~)

~

0:33JI8'50I~all
I
. =1
I
0.370 19.40)
0.305 17.751

Q.356ii:OOj'

L-

-'---0,0-'

MAX

=

:fi=1
-=u-

I

(1.02 MAXI--j

SEATING PlANE

0.010 10.25)

~

TO-99

BOTTOM VIEW
H-PACKAGE

PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW
The AD OP-07 is available in wafer-trimmed chip form for
precision hybrids. Consult the factory directly for details.

200kn

50n
>-~-OVo

Vos=~

+15V

Offset Voltage Test Circuit

1000

loon

("" 10Hz FI LTER)

2.5Mn
INPUT REFERRE'D NOISE = _ .

;,~:. lOOnV/em

SEE NOISE PHOTO·NEXT PAGE

Low Frequency Noise Test Circuit
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ALL OTHER PINS
ARE NOT CONNECTED

-lav
Burn-In Circuit

Applying the AD OP..07

,
The AD OP-07 may be direcdy substituted for other OP-07's
as well as 72S, 1081208/308, 108A1201A/301A, 714, OP-OS
or LMII devices, with or without removal of external frequency compensation or offset nulling components. If used to
replace 741 devices, offset nulling components mu st be re-

Figure 1. Optional Offset Nulling Circuit and
Power Supply Bypassing

Performance ClIVes

moved (or referenced to +Vs). Input offset voltage of the AD
OP-07 is very low, but if additional nulling is required, the circuit shown in Figure 1 is recommended.
The AD OP-07 provides stable operation with load capacitances up to SOOpF and ±10V swings; larger capacitances
should be decoupled with son resistor.
Stray thermoelectric voltages generated by dissimilar metals
(thermocouples) at the contacts to the input terminals can pre:
vent realization of the drift performance indicated. Best operation will be obtained when both input contacts are maintained
at the same temperature, preferably close to the temperature
of the device's package.
Although the AD OP-07 features high power supply rejection,
the effects of noise on the power supplies may be minimized
by bypassing the power supplies as close to pins 4 and 7 of the
AD OP-07 as possible, to load ground with a good-quality
O.OI~F ceramic capacitor as shown in Figure 1.

(typical @TA =+25°C, Vs =±15V, AD OP-07 Grade Device unless otherwise noted)

VOUT,5V/DIV

AD OP-07 Low Frequency Noise (See Test Circuit,
on the Previous Page)

AD OP-07 Open Loop Gain Curve

140
6000

>
>

~
I

4000

V

",

2000

"I'..

80

\

:<
..,.

'-

100

""'\

2

~
~

I-

120

"I\.

80

",-

40

"I\.

20

+60
TEMPERATURE _

+100

°c

"\

+160

-20
-40
0.01

Open Loop Gain

vs. Temperature

0.1

1,0

10

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

10M

FREQUENCY - H.

Open Loop Frequency Response
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Typical Performance Curves
28

100

I24

80

l"\

20

~

0

"

~....
0

12

......"

-20
10

100

10k

1k

lOOk

1\

4

i'

1M

0

10M

10

FREQUENCY - Hl

Closed Loop Response for Various Gain Configurations

1k

Maximum Undistorted Output vs. Frequency

,.

10

,~- -- -

12

O.2$lV/mo TREND LINE

~

I

I

1.0

TREND LINE

4/

V

~

o~

Z

~

-,-,

I

O.3,Nlmo

8

i5

100

FREOUENCY - kHz

~~~~~~~~E r-- ff= ~'~~~~~'NE
Ir

O.3,N/mo TREND LINE

2

3

r ~~~~~~'NE

r--

I---'

-1 2

o. 1

0.1

1.0

10

100

-1 6

BANDWIDTH - kH~

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

TIME - MONTHS

Input Wideband Noise vs. Bandwidth (0.1 Hz to Frequency
Indicated)

Offset Voltage Stability vs. Time.

130

120

120

110

110

100

0

0

[\

0
80

f\

0

1\

0

0

60

1.0

10

100

10k

1k

lOOk

50
0.1

[\
1.0

10

100
- Hz

1k

10k

fRE~UENCY

FREQUENCY - Hi

CMRR vs. Frequency

PSRR vs. Frequency

1000

r----........ .....

0

./
0

L
-0.1
20

40

60

1.0
LOAD RESISTOR TO GROUND - kS1

10.0

TOTAL SUPPL V VOLTAGE, V+ TO V- - Volts

Power Consumption

VS.

Power Supply
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Output Voltage

VS.

Load Resistance

Fast Settling
Video Operational Amplifier

r'IIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
80ns Settling to 0.1%; 200ns Settling Time to 0.01%
100MHz Gain Bandwidth Product
55MHz 3dB Bandwidth
100mA Output Capability @±10V
Maximum Tempco of 351lVtC (HOS'()50A)
APPLICATIONS
A to D Input Amplifier
D to A Current Converter
Video Pulse Amplifier
CRT Deflection Amplifier
Wideband Current Booster

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The HOS-oSO and HOS-oSOAop amps are very high speed
wideband operational amplifiers specially designed to comple·
ment the Analog Devices' line of high speed data acquisition
products. Both models feature a 100MHz gain bandwidth product, slew rate of 300llVIIls and settling time of 80ns to 0.1 %.
Model HOS'()SO has an input offset voltage of 2SmV, typical;
HOS-PSOA has an offset voltage of 10mV, typical. Both models have a rated output of ±100mA, min, and an exceptionally
low input voltage noise of only 'IlV rms, dc to 2MHz, making
them ideally suited for a broad range of video applications.
D/A's AND FAST SETTLING
It used to be sufficient to specify op amps ~ccording to their'
slewing rates, bandwidth, and drive capability. Settling times
wc:re unimportant until the recent ip.crease in the use of high
speed video 01 A converters. Since the conversion speed of
D/A's can be limited by the settling time of the output amplifier, it has become essential to choose an op amp which will
have a settling time which is compatible to the 01 A.
Settling time is determined not only by the slew rate of an op
a.mp, but also by the amount of overshoot and ringing experienced at the tail end of a step function change. This is largely
due to the bandwidth limitations experienced in many op amps
operating with closed loop gains greater than one. The HOS
series avoids this problem since its 100MHz gain bandwidth
product is more than large enough for most video applications.

For example, at a gain of 1 in the inverting mode, it has a bandwidth of SSMHz and a settling time of 80ns to 0.1 % for a
5-volt input step voltage.

"
• --,oonLoAD - ~
;;.10000 LOAD

5

'"

\

·
·

-"'-.

,

5

•. 1

1•

"'-

100

SIGNAL FREQUENCY -MHz

Figure 2. Output Voltage vs Signal Frequency

,.
1.2

I! ...

CF
TEMPERATURE _

°c

Figure 3. Power Dissipation vs Temperature
CF • 5pF TO 25pF.

~M~:iK~~~ ~

TIME

Figure 1,' Settling Time Measurement

For additional information on fast amplifiers, see Analog
Devices' model 48, SO, 51 data sheets.

Figure 4. Settling Time TeSt Circuit for 0.01'16 Settling
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C and ±15V unless otherwise noted)
Modtl

HOS-OSO (HOS~SOA)

OPEN LOOP GAIN. DC
Load =

loon

'

IOOdl\min

RATED OUTI'UT'
Voltage. RL ;> lOOn
Current

±10Vmin
±'lOOmAmin

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Circuit of Figure 1)
Gain Bandwidth Product. RFF = RFB = soon
Small Signal Bandwidth. -3d!! (See Table 1)
Full Power (See Figure 2 for 3%
distortion levels)
Harmonic Distortion (See Table 2)
Slew Rate
Overload Recovery (50% overdrive)
Rolloff Characteristic
SETTLING TIME to 0.1% Full Scale (See Table 3)
Inverting
A = I. RFF =RFB= soon
VOUT = iSV/±2.SV
'Noriinverting A = 2. RFF=SOOn. RFB=SOOn
VOUT =iSV/:!:2'.SV
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial@+2S Q C (adjustable toz~ro. see Figure U
VI. Temperature "'V/OC
YO. Power Supply Voltage

HiOMHz
SSMHz
4MHz
-<lOdB
300V//ls
400ns
6dB/Oetave

lOOns/SOn.
200n./13Sn.

HARMONIC DISTORTION - INVERTING MODE
The following data are useful for video applications where
driving a SO.n or a n.n coax cable is desirable. It is assumed
that the cable is source and load tenninated. Therefore, aSO.n
cable repreSents a 100.0 load to the amplifier, and a 7S.n cable
represettts a 150.0 load_
.
Case I
DC load = lOOU, Signal = 4MHi
Signal Output
Harmonics
ZV p-p'
60dB down
4V pop
SSdB down
Case II DC load = ISOn, Signal = 4MHz
Signal Output
Harmonics
ZV pop
6,dB down
4V pop
60dB down

Case IV DC load = ISOU, Signat = SMHz
Signal Output
Harmonics
2V p-p'
60dB down
4Vp-p
SSdB,down
Case V DC load =lOOOn, Signal = 4MHz
Signal Output
Harmonics
2V pop
70dB down
4V pop
60dB down

Case III DC load = lOOU, Signal. SMHz
Signal Output
Harmonics
ZV pop
60dB down
4V pop
SSdB down

Case VI

2V pop
4V pop

Table 2. Harmonic Distortion - Inverting Mode

3SmV max (ISmV max)
ISO max (35 max)
i7S/lV/%

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial @+2S °c

DC load = l!100U, Signal = SMHz
Harmonics
•
6SdB down
SSdB down

Signal ~utput

,

P-POutput

vs., Temperature
INPUT IMPEDANCE
10,onUspF
lO'°nHSpF

Differential
Common Mode

INPUT NOISE (RFF = lOOn. RFB = 1000n)
de to 100kHz
de to 2MHz

SJ,lVrms'

Voltage
10V
5V

to 1% FS
65ns
SOns

to 0.1% FS
lOOns
80ns

±IOV min
:!:Supply Voltage
70dB

POWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Ra.ted Performance
Voltage. Operating Range

i15V de
il2V to :!:18V
(Absolute max)
i2SL±20mA
O.6W (quiescent)
1.2SW max

Current, Quiescent max/typ
Power Consumption
Allowable Power Dissipation (See Figure 3)
TEMPERATURE RANGE'
Open~.ting (See Figure 3 for derating)
Storage

-ssOC to +l2SoC (case)

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in, inches and (mm)_

10o::,IrntI-:--11~---j-±,

r

PIN DESIGNATIONS

""
,.

L

U76

L

PINS

1).018

1
2

IOA6}DIA

3

IS.6J LONG, MIN

.-6S o C to +lS0oC

GROUND
OFFSET ADJ"
OFFSET ADJ"
-INPUT
+INPUT
Ne
GROUND

-v
-v

9

Specifications subject to chaDF without nonce.

5000
10000
10000
10000

FUNCTION

+v

4
5
6
7
8

I Output is short circuit protected for mQmentary shorts of lOOms or less.
SWith case temperature of +12'oC. max, junction temperature- is+J7S oC.

5000
10000
5000
2500

300n5
200ns

Table 3_ Settling Time - Inverting Mode (Measured with
Gain of 1; RFF=RF8=500.n)

NOTE

RpB

to 0.01% FS

'7/lV rrns

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common Mode Voltage
Max Safe Differential Voltage.
Common Mode Rejection-

RFF

to 0.05% FS
, 120ns
90ns

Gain

1
1
2
4

10
11
12

Bartdwidth

55MHz
35MHz
35MHz
30MHz

OUTPUT

+v

"PINS FOR CONNECTING OPTIONAL
OFFSET POTENTIQMETER. SEe FIGURE 1.
TOO CAN
PINS ARE GOLD PLATED

Table ,_

R,.

~N:I

SUMMING NODe eRROR
. OUTPUT ERROR [

SnIV/OIV. 2Ons/DIV

OAmy/OIV.6Ons/DIV

0_1% Smling, 5V Step

0_01 %Settling, 5V Step

lI'f"F+'RFa1
R"

DIRECT 1 MEG
-16V

"'"

Figure 5_ Settling Time Test Circuit for 0_1% Settling
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Fast Settling
Differential FET Op Amp

Fast Settling: 500ns max
Fast Slew Rate: 125VIllS
Wide Bandwidth: .15MHz
High Common Mode Rejection:
83dB min
High Gain: Ao = 100,000
Low Drift: 15p.VtC (48K)
APPLICATIONS
Stable Unity Gain Buffer to 15MHz
Sample Hold Circuits
Ultra Fast Current Source
High Speed Integrator

and polarity of input step. The worst case settling is that which
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The model 48 is an ultra fast, FET input differential op amp
, is specified at ±1OV .
that should be considered where settling time, slew rate, bandwidth and good thermal stability are critical requirements.
Characterized by a -6dB/octave rolloff to frequencies exceeding 15MHz, the model 48's dynamic response consists of a
guaranteed slew rate ot 1l0V/p.s and settles to 0.01% in 500p.'s"
max. For dc performance, the model 48 has open loop gain of
100,000 min, and common mode rejection at a full ±lOV of
15,000 min (83dB). Maximum offset drifts of 50p.VtC (48])
and 15p.VtC (48K) complete the performance profile, proving this amplifier to be an excellent choice for both high speed
INPUT VOLTAGE STEPS - Volu
analog and digital applications.
Figure 1. Settling Time for Various Input Steps
Packaged in a small 1 118" X 1 118" X 0.4" case, the model 48
SETTLING TIME VS Rp AND CL
requires little space, runs cool (9niA of quiescent current) and
Settling time of an amplifier is also influenced by the value of
is competitively priced in unit quantities (48]).
the gain resistors selected and the amount of capacitive loading.
FAST SETTLING APPLICATIONS.
Model 48 is stable even when driving cap loads, CL, up to
AID and D/A converters, multiplexers and other sampling
I OOOpF, but to ~btain optimum settling time this value of
circuits require fast settling output amplifiers. Since system
capacitance should be held as low as possible. The effects of
conversion speed is most often dictated by the settling time of
CL and Rp on settling time are shown in Table 1.
the amplifier, model 48, with a guaranteed 500ns settling time
TABLE 1. 0.1% SETTLING TIME VS Rp. CL
to 0.01 %, makes it an excellent choice.
Rp = Ri (Q)
is (ns)
Cap Load (pF)
D/A CURRENT TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER
Current to voltage converters for DIA applications place severe
350
6
1k
requirements on the op amp's slew rate, open loop gain and
10k
~O
6
offset drift. Model 48 meets these requirements with smooth
50k
560
6
. settling to 0.01 % in 500ns, open loop gain of 100,000 and off- .
2k
320
100
set drift of 15P.V/oC (48K).
2k
420
200
2k
1100
500
SETTLING TIME VS SIGNAL LEVEL
Shown in Figure 1 is a graph of. settling time for various step
inputs and the test circuit used to obtain this data. Settling
time varies in a nonlinear fashion with input level, error band,
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SPECIFICATIONS (typicai @+25°C and ±15V unless otherwise noted)
MODEL

.8J (K)

OPEN LOOP GAIN
DC Load. 500 ohms

100,000 min

RATED OUTPUT'
Voltage, SQO ohm Load·
Current
Maximum Load Capacitance

±IOVmin
±lOmAmin
IQOOpF

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain
Full Power
Slew Rate, Non-Inverting
Slew,R.ate, Inverting
Overload Recovery

ISMHz
I.SMHz min
90VIIls min
IIOVllls min
O.Slls

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm~

. l~1.'25MAX(~8.'''''

O.":,,~xR··· ~

T

Inverting, Rr = Rj = 2kO
SETTLING TIME, UNITY GAIN, 0.1 %
Invening, Zr = Iknft3.3pF
Invening; Zr = IkOIUpF
Noninveriing, Zr = IkOH3.3pF
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial @ +2S~C
Trim Potentiometer
With 499 ohm Fixed Trim Resistor
vs. Temp (0 to +70·C)

vs. Time

vs. Supply
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial@ +2S·C
At +8S·C
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode
INPUT NOISE
Voltage, 0.01 to 1Hz
SHz to SOkHz
Current,O.OI to 1Hz·
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Differential
Common Mode, 1% Error

t

1t.021

IS .. S.41

T

H-+H--t+--'-'+t

'.12EiMAX

SaOns max
SOOns max

IIH--HH-t-:::"::--ttI

3QOns max
2S0ns
2S0ns

O.1GRID~
12.51

II

J.--

BOTTOM VIEW

Mating Socket AC1010
Adjust to Zero
Ikohm
±2mV
±SOIlV I· C max (± I SIlV l C max)
·2S0llV/mtmth

"Analog Devices Model 79PR1k

OPEN LOOP GAIN, PHASE
& CMRR VS FREQUENCY

±ISIlV/%

-SOpA max (-2 S pA max)
2nA (InA)
10" Oi3.SpF

10' , 0 U3.SpF
21lV p-p
31lV rms

O.lpA p-p
±ISV
±IlV

. "o

0_,
'0
CMR
"- GAIN

~9o

.... :\..

rga 80
~~70
-' '" 40
Zz

/

*~82030

•0 /
0 ,
10

LPHASE

"\..

50

,

" ..

1

"-

/
10

1
1
1

~

~.~ 60

88

J

,").

" .
~

,

10..

FREQUENCY - Hz

COMMON MODE REJECTION
±IOV dc
±IOV dc

15,000 min
30,QOO

POWER SUPPL y2
Voltage, Rated Specifications
Operating
Current! Quiescent

±ISV
±(l2to 18)V
9mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage
MECHANICAL
Weight
Trimpot
Mating Socket

O.2toO.2£i

-lI--O.04DIA

SETTLING TIME, UNITY GAIN, 0.01 %
Non-In~ing

.

o to +70·C
_25° C to +8S· C
-S5°Cto +125"C
IS grams
lkO, ADI #79PRlk
AC1010

KEY SPECS'FOR ADI FAST SETTLING
FETOPAMPS
Model

48J

46J

44J

45J

Settling to
300 1000 1000
0.01% (max) SOO
7S
l2S 1000
7S
Slew Rate
10
15
10
40
Bandwidth
20
20
100
Output@ 10V 20
SO
SO
75
SO
Drift
CMRmin
@lOV
80
74
83
72
lOOk 2Sk lOOk SOk
Gain (min)

ns
V/p.s
MHz
mA
p.VoC
dB

1Shon circuit protected to ground.
2 Recommend ADI model 904; ±lSV @ SOmA.
Specifications subject to cbange without notice.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH SPEED
APPLICATIONS
Components:

Wiring:
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Use gain resistors of 2kl1 or less
to reduce effects of stray capacitance. Use metal film resistors
for low capacitance andinductance.
Run separate signal and power
grounds terminating at a cominon
pDint at the power supply common (preferably). Keep all leads
as shon as possible to reduce
noise pickup and inductive effects.

~ANALOG

WDEVICES

Fist Settling, Wide band,
1DDmA Output, FET Amplifiers

Fast Settling: 200ns max, 0.05% (50J/K)
100ns max, 0.1% (50J/K)
100mA Output: de to 8MHz (SOJ/K)
de to 6MHz (51A/B)
All Hermetically Sealed Semiconductors (51 A/B)
-ss°C to +125°C Temperature Range (51 A/B)
100MHz Gain Bandwidth (50J/K)
APPLICATIONS
A to 0 Input Amplifier
D to A Current Converter
Video Pulse Amplifier
CRT Deflection Amplifier
Wideband Current Booster

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 50 and 51 are ultra fast, wideband differential FET
amplifiers, designed for applications requiring fast settling time
with high output current in closed loop gain configurations of
2 or greater. Model 50 offers guaranteed settling time of lOOns
maximum to ±0.1 % accuracy and 200ns maximum to ±0.05%
accuracy. Model 51 features all hermetically sealed semiconductors for greater reliability and wide operating temperature
range (-55°C to +125°C) with guaranteed settling times of
140ns maximum to ±0.1% and 2S0ns maximum to ±O.OS%.

Model 50 is available in two inout voltalle drift selections.
model 50J is'±SO/lvtc max, model 50K is ±15/lVtC max.
Other outstanding features of models 50J/K are 100MHz gain
bandwidth product, slew rate of 500VI/ls and output current
of ±100mA from dc to SMHz.
Model 51 is also available in two input voltage drift selections;
model SlA is ±50/lV/oC max, model SIB is ±20/lVtC max.
Models SlA1B offer SOMHz gain bandwidth product, slew rate
of 400VljlS and ±100mA output current from dc to 6MHz.
Both models SO and 51 offer significant improvement over
previous designs with lower input voltage noise (6/lV rms,
5Hz to 2MHz bandwidth), particularly important in display
system DIA converter applications.
. FAST SETTLING APPLICATIONS
DIA converters require fast settling output amplifiers since
conversion speed is often dictated by the settling time of the
amplifier. Models 50 and 5 1 offer fast settling time performance at closed loop gains from 2 to 6. This characteristic is
extremely important for DIA applications requiring fast current to voltage conversion from less than ideal current sources.

The circuit shown in Figure 1 is that of a typical current to
voltage converter. The output of the DIA converter is often
considered an ideal current source (Rout = 00) which is convert~ to a voltage by the amplifiers' feedback resistor. Although it may appear that in this application the amplifier is
being operated in a closed loop gain of I, a closer look at the
D/A's specifications may show an output impedance of SOO to
2500 ohms. For this condition, the amplifier is operated in a
closed loop gain of 2 to 6. This is then the range of gains over
which settling time is important.
SkU

DIGITAL
INPUTS

10 BIT

DIA
CONVERTER

=lQVOLTS

Figure 1. High Speed Current to Voltage Buffer

High speed amplifiers typicaJIy suffer significant degradation
in settling time when operated in closed loop gains greater
than unity. Model 50, with 100MHz gain bandwidth and model
51 with SOMHz gain bandwidth achieve fast settling time since
they are far from the point of bandwidth limitations. For
example, at a gain of 4, model SO has a bandwidth of 20MHz,
which represents a time constant of S~s. For 0.1 % settling, the
bandwidth limitation is 6.9 time constants or approximately
S5ns.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

(typical@+25°C and ±15V unless otherwise noted)

50J

OPEN LOOP GAIN
DC. Load = 100 ohm
DC. Load = 2k ohm
RATED OUTPUT'
Voltage. RL ..
Current
Impedance, Open Loop de

50K

88dB min
94dBmin

loon

51A

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

518

Dimensions shown
in inches and, (mm).
.

94dB min

II---

91dB min

±10Vmin
±100mAmin
200G

1

Load Capacitance, max
Inverting
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Small Signal, Unity Gain

70MHz.
100MHz

Small Signal. -~dB. Unity Gain
FuJI Power
Slew ltate, Noni~veninB
Slew Rate, Inve~ng

SOOVltJS,min
'lOOns

'-L..,

0.20 TO 0 26
16.08ITO'IU5)

INI-

.

4OOV{IJ3.min

Overload Recovery
SETTLING TIME

t

56MHz
80MHz
6MHzmin
300Vllls, min
400V IllS, min

8MHimin,

"'~
W
(15.71

-L-

.'

lOOpFma,x
50pFmax

Noninvening

1J12MAl(--:-\
146.2)
.:,

~

---f-. 0.04 DIA
11,021
EXT. TRIM POT

~,

.v. +t
-v.jj-

Inverting. Gain = 2
iO.l%. ilO Volt Step

lOOns max

±o.OS%. tlO Volt Step
Noninvcrting, Gain =:2

200ns max

±o.!%, ±IO Volt Step
±o.05%, ilO Volt Step
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial. @ +2S oC

ISOns inax
300ns max

With 499,Q Fixe4 ltesistor
vs. Temperature
vs. Supply Voltage
VS. Time
Warm up Drift, 20 Minutes
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial. @ +2SoC
vs. Temperatu~e
vs. Supply Voltage
INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial.@ +.25°C
vs. Temperature
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Specifications
Opcrating4
Storage.
MECHANICAL
Case Size. mm

_\\4.-

400n5 max

..

.L
T

j--2.'1S3"~

to 10 0113.SpF
10' °GII3.5pF

~~~aQ·ftf·fER~.§-~v:ffofEI1("'·'.

SIlV, p-p
6JlV,rms

ttO)

-..J l--o"

IpA, P1'
±IOV min
iV,
60dB.min
70dB. min

::!:lSVdc
±(12 to 18)V de
±40mA
o to +70oC
_25°C to +8SoC
-SSoC to +125°C
1.8" x 1.2" x 0.6"
~l

ACIOl4

-2S0C to +8SoC
+12SoC

-sslIe to
•

'Specifications same as Model SOJ.
"Specifications same as Model SIA.
I Short circuit protected to ground.
.• Analog Dev.ices' part number 79PRIK.
• Recommended power supply AD! Model 920, ± lSV @ 200mA.
4 Models 5lA and SIB have an operating temperature range of -SS·C to +IOO·C when operating ,
in the differential mode.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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0.14(3.61 DIA

FF(OF-'N!tJ·:ftHj:·~V~'t:J::j:j:'~ 1

±100pA
Double/+l0oC

Mating Socket

!
I ,.~..~"
~I'rY
=r:;=~=
~=
~,,,
I~ I ..
Y Y Y_____"...1_

(2.41

'lOpAI%

Weight, grams

0.10 GRID
12.54)

MATING SOCKET AC1034

0.093

=±10V

(31)

~.

BOTTOM VIEW

O,o-ZnAmax
Double/+lOoC

= iSV

1.22 MAX

200ns max

Adjust to Zero
lkG
.
±3mV
±501lVlc max
±ISIlVI%
±SOOJlV/month
±2mV
.

Trim Potentiometer 2

INPUT NOISE
Voltage. O.IHz to 10Hz
5Hz to ZMHz
. Current, O.lHz to 10Hz
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common Mode Voltage
Max Safe Diffetential Voltage
Common Mode Rejection, CMV
Common Mode Rejection, CMV
POWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Rated Perfotmance3
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent

140ns max
lSOnsrnax

-r

RIMH-OliU

lUI GRID

OTHER FAST AMPUFIERS
AVAILABLE
Models 44, 45 and 48. each available with two drift selections (J, K),
offer fast settling of l~s max (O.S~s,
48) to 0.01%. They provide ±10
volts output at 20rnA with input
drifts of SO~V/oC 0) and 15~V/oC
(K) max. Unity gain response is
10MHz (15MHz, 48) with lMHz
(1.5MHz, 48) full power output.
ECONOMY - Select models 45J IK.
Good performance for inverting or
noninverting (±SV CMV) designs.
FOLLOWIl;R - select models
44J/K for guaranteed 80dB CMR
(CMV ±10V). Excellent as buffer
for A to D's, sample,hold multiplexer.
FAST SETTLING - Select models
48J & K for settling to 0.0.1 % i?,
Soons - small package - 1, xl.

Applying the High Speed Amplifier
Figure 2 illustrates 0.1 % and 0.05% settling time performance
achievable from models SO and 51 over closed loop gains from
1 to 10. Both models offer dramatic improvement over previous designs.
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Figure 2. Settling Time versus Closed Loop Gain

SLEW RATE VS. CLOSED LOOP GAIN
Unlike most high speed amplifiers, models 50 and 51 do not
require high input drive voltage to achieve fast slew rate and
rise time. For small signals and closed loop gains of 2 or
greater, models 50 and 51 can slew faster than amplifiers
having slew rate specifications of 1OOOV I~s and greater. This
is a consequence of the method used throughout industry to
specify slew rate and the fact that slew rate is determined by
the initial error signal at the summing junction and the transconductance of the amplifier. If either of these two factors is
reduced, slew rate is reduced.
Figure ~ illustrates the higher slew rate sensitivity of models 50
and 51 by plotting slew rate versus initial error signal along
with model 46, a popular 1000V/~ industry standard. These
curves illustrate that for error signals of less than 2.5V, model
50 has a higher slew rate than model 46; for error signals less
than 2V, model 51 has a higher slew rate compared to model 46.

SETTLING TIME VS. SIGNAL SWING
The curves in Figure 5 illustrate models 50/51 settling time
error versus input signal level. These curves are useful as a design aid for bracketing setding time versus step input level.
Settling time is defined as that time required for the output
signal to settle within a specified error band about its final
value in response to a perfect input step. During the settling
time cycle, the output signal initially displays a propagation
delay, a rise time, and a time period to settle into the specified
error band.
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Figure 3. Slew Rate

vs.

ErrorSignal

As an example of the faster performance available from models
50/51, Figure 4 compares the response of model SO and 46 to
a,100ns pulse in an inverting, gain of 4 circuit. Model 50 is
twice as fast as model 46 with a risetime (10%-90%) of 18ns
, compared to model 46's risetime of 38ns. Models 50 and 51
therefore, can be faster in many applications than model 46
and other fast amplifiers in the 1000V/~ category.

Figure 5. Settling Time Error

vs.

Input Level

Percentage setding time error is calculated by forming the
ratio of output error to output voltage step. Shown in Figure 5
are 1 %, 0.1 % and 0.05% error points for a ±10V output step.
The settling times for these errors are read off the vertical axis.
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Because of nonlinear factors, extrapolation of settling times
from one set of conditions to another becomes very difficult,
if not impossible. This' point becomes very apparent; in Figure
5, when revieWing settling time as a function of input signiu
swing.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The frequency performance of model SO, shown in Figure 6,
is characterized by a useful small signal bandwidth of up to
80MHz and a common mode rejection of 70dB rolling off at
10kHz. The frequency performance of model 51, shown in
Figure 7 is characterized by a useful small signal bandwidth of
up to 60MHz and a common mode rejection of 70dB rolling
off at 10kHz. Although the gain roll-off for both models SO
and 51 is running at -6dB per octave, implying a single pole
response, the phase angle above 10MHz reveals the presence of
higher order poles just bcyond unity gain cross-over.
Whereas the design is developed to stagger these breaks for
greater phase margin, it is not uncommon to encounter parasitic
effects arising from stray capacitance and tight loop gain when
designing in the amplifier. It is essential, therefore, to take
certain precautions in selecting the value of gain resistors, load,
terminations and wiring techniques when applying wideband
amplifiers.

1kn

,.n

".

"N

"1'1
~47PF

22pF

Figure 8. Recommended
Circuit for Unity Gain
Non;nverting Buffer

Figure 9. Recommended
Circuit for Unity Gain
Inverter

ADDITIONAL LOAD CAPACITANCE
If circuit applications require that load capacitances greater
than 100pF be driven,. then stability may be assured by using
the load isolation circuit of Figure 10. The available output
swing wiIl be reduced by the drop across the 10n resistor. A
4.7pF feedback capacitor should suffice to insure stability for
1000 to lS00pF loads. Larger values of load capacitance will
require increasing either the feedback capacitor or the 10n
• resistor.
'-_ _-l~n
C FEEDBACK

,on
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Figure 10. Isolation
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Figure 7. Model 51 Frequency Response

UNITY GAIN APPLICATIONS
Models 50 and 51 have been optimized for fast settling inverting applications, such as current to voltage co,:!version at
the output of DIA converters. In these configurations the high
speed amplifier is usually operating in a noise gain of about 5.
(Noise Gain= 1 + Rf/R out .of D/A). They have also been designed as fast noninverting amplifiers and offer excellent performance at noise gains of 2 or higher. For unity gain applications the circuits shown ill Figure 8 and Figure 9 are
recommended .
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COMPONENT SELECTION ANQ WIRING
As with all fast op amp designs, great care must be taken in
designing and packaging these circuits to realize their ultimate
capability. Unfortunately, what has been painstakingly gained
in design can often be lost through misapplication. To assist
the user, several elements of good design are presented for his
consideration when applying these amplifiers.
CIRCUIT WIRING
It is of utmost importance that care be taken in laying out signal and power ground circuits to avoid extraneous voltage pickup in the ground signal paths. Keep all leads short to mini-'
mize stray inductance and capacitance at the input terminals.

Figure 6. Model 50 Frequency Response

GAIN noon-LOAD)

of Load Capacitance

Stray effects at the input tend to cause excessive ringing while
o.utput s~ray~ destabilize the amplifier roll-off resulting in posSible oscillatIOns. Be sure to resistively decouple monitoring instruments such as oscilloscopes since their input capacitance
.
can affect measurements also.
Power supply lead length is not as critical since models 50 and
51 use WF bypass supply capacitors internally. When mounting
on a pc card, the designer should consider using a ground plane
about the input and feedback terminals for line drivingapplications. Where the source or load signals are remote to the
amplifier, consider using properly terminated coax cable.
Don't overloQk sockets or printed circuit mounting boards as
possible sources of dielectric absorption. Avoid pole-zero mismatches in any feedback networks used with the amplifier.
,COMPONENTS
Metal film resistors are preferred over wire,wounds because of
their lower capacitance and inductance. Good selections are
now available with excellent accuracies and temperature coefficients. Diodes are preferably hot carrier types for the
fastest-settling applications. 1N914 types are suitable, for
more routine uses. Capacitors in critical locations should be
polystyrene, teflon, or polycarbonate, to minimize dielectric
absorption.
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Low Noise, Low Drift
Precision FET Amplifier

FEATURES
Guaranteed Low Noise 1.5p.V p-p max (0.01 to 1 Hz)
Low Voltage Drift: 1p.vfc ma~ (52K)
Low Bias Current: 3pA. max
High CMR: 10OdB. min
High Voltage Gain: 12OdB. min
Wide Power Supply Range: ±9V to ±18V
Excellent Long Term Stability: 5p.V /month
Fast Thermal Response
APPLICATIONS
Low Level Instrumentation Preamp
High Impedance Precision Buffer
Long Term Integrator
Current to Voltage Converter
Precision Voltage Regulator
Preamp for 16-Bit Resolution V/F Converters
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 52, a low noise, high accuracy FET input operational
amplifier was designed for handling microvolt signals from
high impedance (>100kO) sources. It features guaranteed low
voltage noise (l.5p.V p-p max, 0.01 to 1Hz bandwidth) with
low input offset voltage drift (3p.V/C max, 521; 1p.V/oC max
52K). Unlike most available low drift amplifiers, model 52
voltage drift is unaffected by trimming the initial offset
voltage (0.5mV max). The low input bias current (3pA max)
is held constant over the entire ±10V common mode voltage
range. High voltage gain (l20dB, min) and high CMR (100dB,
min) complete the performllnce profile. Model 52 is an excellent choice for high accuracy, high resolution linear signal
processing applications.
By incorporating a new low noise N-channel monolithic FET
input stage, thermal stability, voltage noise Ilnd differential signal performance are improved to a level previously obtainable
only in the best bipolar amplifier designs. Model 52 is an excellent choice to replace chopper stabilized amplifiers where
significant sources of error are introduced from zero beating,
"chopper spikes" and'ground loop currents.
The guaranteed accuracy performance of model 52 suggests
critical applications such as low noise, low drift "front-end"
preamplifiers for A to D converters and DVM's. For high impedance buffering applications, model 52 offers low input
bias current, high linear common mode rejection, complete
protection from input transients (offset voltage and bias current will not degrade due to reverse breakdown) and freedom
from latch up when the common mode voltage range is exceeded. Model 52 is supplied in a reliable, compact epoxy
module package. Output is protected from shorts to ground
and/or supply voltage and is capable of driving up to O.01p.F
load capacitance.

~);b
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT NOISE PER ROOT Hz OF BANOWID,TI1..

IMPROVED OFFSET VOLTAGE STABILITY
Model 52 has been designed for the lowest possible input
voltage drift over the 0 to +70 o c temperature range. In most
operational amplifier designs, trimming is accomplished by
unbalancing the current in the input stage. This trimming
technique introduces an additional 2 to 12p.V/oC for each
millivolt of Eos that is nulled. To provide performance consistent with low offset voltage drift, model 52 incorporates a
three.-point trim (see'connection diagram) whereby a compensating voltage is introduced without unbalancing the input
stage currents. By virtue of this trim scheme, there is no
degradation in T.C. when Eos is nulled and the specified performance is achieved.
IMPROVED NOISE PERFORMANCE
Input noise limits signal resolution in low level signal processing
applications. The FET input stage of model 52 reduces noise
current significantly from that of bipolar amplifiers, permittil).g high source impedance applications. Model 52 also offers
voltage noise levels appreciably below that of other FET amplifiers. To illustrate the excellent low noise performance of
model 52, Figure 1 shows typical input voltage noise in a 0.01
to 1Hz bandwidth. Noise is typically less than 1p.V pop and is
free of noise spikes.

.,I
_11/J V

r--

----

10SECQNDS
TIME

Figure 1. Voltage Noise 0.01 to 1Hz Bandwidth

.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
OPEN LOOP GAIN .
DC2knLoad
RATED OUTPUT 1
Voltage, 2kn Load
Current
Maximum Load Capacitance
Impedance, Open Loop
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain; Small Sigilal
FuUPowCr
Slew Rate
. Overload Recovery
Settling Time, ±0.1 %, ±10V Step
Settling Time, ±O.Ol %, ±10V Step
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial2 , @ +2S·C
With External Trim Potentiometer
VI. Temperature (0 to +70·C)
, VI. Supply Voltage
VI. Time
.
Warm-Up Drift, S Minutes
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial, @ +2S·C
. YS. Temperature (0 to +70·.C)
YS. Supply Volrage
INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial, @ +2S·C
VI. Temperature (0 to +70·C)
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode
INPUT NOISE
Voltage, O.OIHz to 1Hz
10Hz to 10kHz
f'= 1Hz
f = 10Hz
f = 100Hz
f = 1kHz
Current, O.OlHz to 1Hz
f= 1Hz
f= 10Hz
f= 100Hz
f= 1kHz
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
. Common Mode Voltage
Common Mode Rejection, CMV = ±10V
Max Safe Differential Voltage
POWER SUPPLyS
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage
MECHANICAL
Case Size
Weight
Mating Socket

(typical@+25°C and ±15V unless otherwisa noted) .
5%K

. 5%1

OUTUNE DIMENSIONS
Dimerisionssl\own in indies and (mm).

120dB Min (13OdB Typ)

~1.13MAX 12••71-1.~

o~~CJ~X

±10Vmin
±SmAmill
O.OlILF

7$0
SookHz
4kHz min
0.2SV IlLs min .
BOILS
lOOILS
1501Ls
±SooILV max
Adjustable to Zero
±3lLVtCmax
±21LV I%
±SILV/Month
±SILV

o to +70·C
-2S·C to +8S·C
-SS·C to +l2S·C

1.12" x 1.U" x 0.4"

16g

IN I_I
IN 1+1

-V,

llUi

III
I
L.__

L____

.

TRIM
~

I-l-W-

output.

(1.1121

T.

..

l'

1.13MAX
128 71

OUT
TRIM
ARM

!!!'!!~:!!~.lL..l

-II- 0.112.51GRIO

±lILVtCmax.

Optional 1kG external trIm pot, Analog
Devices Model 79PRl K. Input offset
voltage may be adjusted to zero with
tr·im pot connected as shown. With trim
pIns left open, input offset voltage will
be ±O.5mV, maximum.
"Common SupplV connectIon not required.
I

MATING SOCKET
AClOO8

1--- '

=-1

TI=]: II, 6 C~12.31
.40 135••1

0.6 (12.71

•

~

.

..
O.18DIA(4.11

"No connection required on Model 52.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

From the plot of Open Loop Voltage Gain
and Phase Shift (see Figllre 2) versus Frequency, it can be seen that model 52 is stable
for all closed loop -gains. Even at the crossover freguency of5()()kHz, model 52 has a
phase margin of 75°.
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~
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*
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r---.

GAIN

~

40

~
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2

T2.

ISO

~

\

V
V

\

o
0.1

J

+25 C
Vs ·:t15V _

I
PH.l
- V [\ \. Ll

"" '\

=<

AClOO8

·Specification• .....,. IS modd 52J.
Protected for short circuit to ground.
• With no cxtcmal aim potentiometer councc:tcd.
'Rccollll1lOl1dcd power supply, AD! model 904, USV
Specifications subjea to chUIfC without not~.

TRIM

r

10 12 n1l3.SpF
1012n1l3.SpF

±ISV
±(9 to 18)V
±SmA

,..--

TRIM' ~

±lpA·
x2/+10·C

±10Vmin
100dB min (l06dB Typ)
tV.

J~O.04DIA

OPTIONAL .:

-3pA max (-lpA Typ)
x2l+10·C
±O.OlpAI%

1.SILV p'p max (lIlV pop Typ)
3ILV rms max (21LV rms Typ)
70n VIy"ffi' tInS
. 2 Sn VIy'iiz" rms
20nVIy'iiZrms
13 nVI../ih'rms
O.lpA,e:p
7fA/vHz rms
2.SfAlVHz rms
3.Sf~ rms
6fAI Hz rms

-r-U

10

100
11e
10k
FREOUENCY - H,

f'...
100k

1M

Figure 2. Open Loop Frequency ResPonlll
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High'Voltage
Differential FET Amplifier

FEATURES
High Output Voltage: ±140V
High CMR: 100dB min
Operates With a Wide Range of Power Supplies
High CMV: ±(IVsl- 10V)
APPLICATIONS
High Voltage Compliance Current Source
High Voitage'Foliower With Gain
High Voltage Integrator
Diff. Amp for High CMV Bridge Applications
Reference Power Supply

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 171 is a high performance FET inpu t op amp designed
for operation over a wide range of supply voltages. This module
features an output range.of ±15V to ±140V at lOrnA, a minimum.CMRR of 100dB and a high common mode voltage rating
of ±(VS -10V) min. DC offset is less than ±lmV, a.nd maximum
drift of either ±50 or ±15f.lV/C is available in the J or K versions. Bias current is less than 50pA (171]) or 20pA (171 K),
doubling per +lO°C increase of temperature. The model 171
also features small signal bandwidth of 3MHz for unity gain,
full-power bandwidth of 15kHz, and slew rate of 10VIf.ls.
These operating characteristics make model 171 an excellent
choice for high voltage buffer applications, followers with gain,
off-ground signal measurements and reference power supplies.
Excellent power supply rejection of 7f.lV/V enables model 171
to be powered by inexpensive, low regulation supplies, without
sacrificing any of the 171's inhl=rent high performance. The
supplies also need not be symmetrical. Any combination of
power supply voltages between the limits of 15 to +300V for
the positive side and 15 to -300V for negative side is acceptable
provided the total voltage across the amplifier is within the
range of 30 to 300V.
Model 171's output is completely short circuit protected by the
use of a current limit scheme. This type of protection provides
a short circuit output that is only slightly greater than the rated
output current for normal operation. With this design the
module and external circuitry are protected, internal heat dissipation and the associated high temperature rise are limited, and
added reliability is built in.

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGES
Model 171 offers the flexibility of operating with an extensive
range and combination of power supply voltages. Figure 1 shows
a chart of permissible combinations of supply voltages for the
171. The model 171 maintains its normal operating characteristics when using asymmetrical power supply configurations.

!~ -100VI---+---t--t/-~g

.

~

~ -200VI----f----,I''---+w

>

~

1;1

z

_300VIL......--'--_----'-_ _.L._--'--_--1_----'

Figure 1. Power Supply Voltage Combinations
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

(typical @+25°C and ±125V unless otherwise noted)
171J

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

171K

Dimensions. shown in inc/les and (nun).

OPEN LOOP GAIN
RATED OUTPUT
Voltage
Current
Maximum Load Capacitance
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Unity Gain, Small !iignal
'"
Slewing Rate
Full Power
Settling Time to ±O.l %, ±10VStep
Overload Recovery
"INPUT OfFSET VOLTAGE
Initial Offset; +2S oC I
Avg. vs. Temp (0 t~+70oC)
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time

r-2.41MA"X 161.21~

3M Hz
IfNIp.smin
15kHz min
25p.s

.1

115.51

.

~

*

"

0 000

•

0.25 MAX (6.41
0.20 MIN 15.1)

EXT. *
TRIM

pof

1k~

5~s"

-IN

"±lmV
±50p.V/C rriax
±7p.YlV

"

~

,vs

TRIM

T

OUT

.,N

40
LACES

;tt ~2'P

1.82 MAX

146.21

~

±2S0p.V/mo

BOTTOM VIEW

0.1 GRID

12.5)

INPUT. BIAS CURRENT
Initial Bias, +2SoC
vs. Temp (0 to+70oC)
Difference Current

-SOpA max
x 21l0 o C
±lOpA

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

1011 n1l3.SpF
1011n1l3.SpF

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, 0.01 to 1.0Hz
10Hz to 10kHz
SHz to SOkHz

4p.Vp-p
2.Sp.Vrms
6p.Vrms

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
,Common Mode Voltage
Common Mode Rejection
Common Mode Rejection
Max Safe Differential Voltage

±( Ivs l-lOV) min
100dB min
l14dB
±Vs

POWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Rated Specificatiori
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent

±2S to :!;150V dc
±lS to ±IS0V dc
±6mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Specification
Operating
Storage
MECHANICAL
Case Size
Weight
Mating Socket

;;r,;:;:1

±(IVs l-I0V)"min
±10mAmin
.
1000pF

-20pAmax

--I J.--

• Available from Analog Devices - #79PA1 K

*
±SpA
MATING SOCKET
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

.
Y~'I'---f''<L 0.141 O/ATHRU \2 REo'OI

o to +70 oC
-2SoC to +8SoC
-40oC to+l00°C
2.41" x 1.82" x 0.61"
80g
AC1037

'Specifications Sljme as 171J
I No ex'ternal trim connection required.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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.
MATING SOCKET ACI037

As shown in Figure I, the model 171 requires at least ±IS volts
applied across it in order to operate properly. The 171 may be
operated from a single floating supply voltage by using the
power supply offsetting scheme shown in Figure 2. When this
configuration is used, the 171 is capable of operating over its
specified input and output voltage range.

is characterized by a minimum CMR of 100dB over its specified
power supply voltage range. For the 171, CMR increases above
this minimum value as the power supply voltage is raised.
Figure S shows CMR as a function of supply voltage for model
171. The 171 also is capable of handling common-mode voltages
up to 140 volts (with maximum supply voltages).
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The open loop dc gain 0.£ the model 171 does not change appreciably as the power supply voltage is varied (see Figure 4). Open
loop gain is typically greater than 106dB over the full power
supply voltage range. Figures 3 and 4 show that excellent
closed loop accuracy is assured over a great range of frequency
and supply voltage when using the 171.

"

175

OFFSET VOLTAGE
Model 171 provides excellent power supply rejection of 7/J.V/V
and guaranteed input offset voltage drift of IS/J.V/C (171K).
The combination of these two characteristics, along with its
gain and common mode performance, help make the model
171 an accurate and stable source of high voltage signals. Figure
6 shows input offset vs. power supply voltage for the 171.
Supply rejection is fairly constant and is not dependent upon
the power supply voltage level.

l;;~

Figure 3. Gain and Phase Shift vs. Frequency
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150
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Figure 5. CMRR vs. Power Supply Voltage
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POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE - Volts

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Figure 3 shows a plot of open loop gain and phase shift as a
function of frequency for model 171. It can be seen that the
model 171 is stable for all closed loop gains. At the crossover
frequency, model 171 typically displays a phase margin of 8So
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Figure 2. Single Supply Operation
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Figure 6. Input
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Voltage vs. Power Supply Voltage

BIAS CURRENT
The input bias current !Cor the model 171 is specified to be
SOpA, max for the J V€rsion and 20pA, max for the K version.
These specifications ar! guaranteed over the normal range of
common mode voltage. Bias current is a function of CMV and
decreases as the CMV lpproaches zero volts. Figure 7 shows
bias current vs. CMV f or model 171 K. Notice that with zero
CMV the bias current is typically less than 3pA.
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140

POWER SUPPLY - Volts

I

'!

Vs = ±150V

I
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40
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80

100

...
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160

POWER SUPPLY VOL lAGE - Volts

Figure 4. Open Loop dc Gain vs. Power Supply Voltage

COMMON MODE REJECTION RATIO
Common mode rejection is an important parameter in measurements requiring the amplification of small differential
signals riding on high common-mode voltage levels. Model 171

iil0:
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COMMON MODE VOLTAGE - Volts

Figure 7. Bias Current vs. CMV for Model 171 K
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APPLICATIONS
There are many moderate-to~high voltage applications for' which
the model 171 FET-input op amp is useful. Typical classes of
applications include:
i. Retrofit and auxiliary applications in existing analog computing systems utilizing a standard ±100V signal"voltage
range.
2. Use as low-noise buffers and input amplifiers in differential
or non-inverting applications with signals derived from highvoltage sources.
3. Applications for which high output voltage is needed, e.g.,
wide-range precision reference sources. piezoelectric crystal
drivers, etc.
4. Applications with moderate signal levels in systems subject
to wide variation of supply voltage.

An expanded application for mod.el 171' in a programmable
voltage source for a mass spectrometer is shown in Figure 9.

+200 TO

<45OV

}

~~E~:~~.

METER

PLATES

r--o--"
-200 TO
-450V

Model 171 's excellent performance characteristics, including
Figuf'!! 9. Programmable. Mass Spectrometfir Voltage Source
high supply rejection, high input impedance, low noise, tolerance
of capacitive load, and protection against output short circuits,
make it ideal for all these classes of application.
NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK
In addition, there is one more class that is a bit unusual. For an
In addition to its linear dev.ices, Analog Devices also offers a
amplifier to be' safe against short-circuits, it must not only be
comprehensive line of nonlinear function modules (multipliers,
self-protected, it must also protect the supply that feeds it. The
dividers, rms to de converters, etc.). These function modules
171 is programmed to draw a maximum short-circuit current
provide essential building blocks in systems that process information in industrial applications. In order to further the underslightly greater than the lOmA maximum load current plus its
standing of function modules, Analog Devices has issued the
quiescent current. Therefore, model 171 is the ideal choice for
Nonlinear Circuits Handbook. This handbook is an invaluable
applications where a fail-safe current load that is essentially
source.of information on principles, circuitry, performance
independent of supply voltage IS needed.
specifications, testing and application 'of the class of devices
APPLICATIONS - PROGRAMMABLE REFERENCE
used in nonlinear applications. The handbook help's identify
VOLTAGE,SOURCE
design situations for which nonlinear devices will offer the best
The operating specifications of the model 171 make it ideally
solution and provides the fundamentals and guidelines necessary
suited for use as a low-cost, high voltage reference powersupply. for the proper selection and use of function modules. The NonWhen coupled with an appropriate DfA converter, the 171 can
linear Circuits Handbook is available from Analog Devices for
also function as a 12-bit programmable voltage source. Such a
$5.95.
network, utilizing Analog Devices DAC12QZ converter, is shown
OTHER AMPLIFIERS
in Figure S. This system offers the versatility of binary or BCD
coding and unipolar or bipolar output. Programmable levels of
• High Performance FET - model 52: low noise (1.5J,LV p-p,
1Hz BW), low drift (lJ,LV 1° C, 5 2K) low bias (3 pA max),
±50V or ±100V are available by setting the output level on the
CMRR = SOdB min
DfA converter. The model 171 supply voltages can also be
varied depending on the desired reference output levels. Gain
• Wideband - model4S: l5MHz (unity gain); low noise
control and offset control can be used, as shown in Figure S.
2/lV p-p, 1Hz BW, 300ns settling, 15/lV/C drift (max)
This type of reference supply network can be used in such
• Wideband, Fast Settling - model 50: 70MHz (unity gain),
applications as generation of calibration voltages (circuit or
100mA output, 15/lVfoC drift (max, 50K)
instrument testing) and low current control signal levels. Trim
• Chopper Stabilized - model 261 : guaranteed low noise
resistors are used in this circuit to precisely adjust the full scale
(l/lV p-p max, 1Hz BW), ±O.l/lVtC drift (max, 26lK)
and zero levels of the reference output.
• Economy Electrometer - model 42: lowest bias (75 fA, 42K)
• High Output Current - model 50: lOOmA output, wideband
(lO~HZ, fp)' SOns settling
BIN
OR
BCD

±100V

.----v ±50V
OR

Figure 8. Programmable Power Supply
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Economy, Guaranteed Low-Noise
Chopper Stabilized Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Cost
Ultra-Low Noise: O.SJ,lV POp, 1Hz BW (2J,IV, maxI
Very Low Drift: 0.1J,1VtC max, O.SpAtC max (23SLI
Excellent Long Term Stability: SJ,lV/yr
Low Profile: O.S" Height
AP~LlCATIONS

Precision Integrator
Picoamp Current Measurements
Microvolt Voltage Measurements
Bridge Amplifier
Balance Scales and Weighing Instruments

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Analog Devices' model 235 is a chopper stabilized inverting op
amp that delivers premium performance at economy prices. It
is pin-compatible with existing, more expensive modules, allowing designers to upgrade systems while realizing significant cost
savings.
Foremost among model 23S's electrical specifications is its
outstanding noise performance of O.SJ,lV pop (f = 0.01 to 1Hz)
with a guaranteed maximum limit of 2J,1V in a 1Hz BW. Low
voltage noise combined with low current noise (10pA pop, 1Hz
BW) yields low input noise for source impedances up to several hundred-thousand ohms. The 23'5 also offers low voltage
and current drift as a function of both temeerature (0.1J,1V/oC
max, O.SpA/C max, 23SL) and time (SJ,lV/yr). This combination of noise and drift performance makes model 235 ideally
suited for demanding applications such as balance scales and
weighing instruments requiring high accuracy and excellent
long-term stability without the use of "front panel" balance
pots or periodic internal adjustment.
Model 235 has been designed to virrually eliminate intermodulation problems caused by "beating" against power line frequencies. The chopper's ultra-stable oscillator is precisely set at the
factory to a frequency that minimizes interactions with harmonics of SO, 60 and 400Hz power lines.

and femote circuits is essential. Typical applications include
amplification of microvolt signals, precision integration and
analog computing. Low input noise and stable offset voltages
make model 235 an ideal preamp for precision low frequency'
applications such as DVM's, 12- to 16-bit A to D converters,
and error amplifiers in servo and null detector systems.
GUARANTEED NOISE PERFORMANCE
The excellent 1Hz voltage noise performance of model 235
(Figure 1) results from careful selection of critical design components during manufacturing. Selection permits 1Hz voltage
noise to be maintained very near the typical specification
(O.SJ,lV pop).
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Vn• MODEL 235
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Vn• MODEL 233
0.01 -1Hz
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In. MODEL 236

0.01 - 1Hz

For new and upgraded designs, model 235 sets the benchmark
for economy chopper performance.
APPLICATIONS
The model 235 inverting amplifier should be considered when
long term stability must be maintained with time and temperarure, and wherever maintenance-free operation of instruments

Figure 1. Model 235 Voltage and Current Noise.
Model 233 Voltage Noise Shown for Comparison.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

(typical@+25°C and ±15V unless otherwise noted)

. 2351

OPEN LOOP GAIN
DC , 2k ohm load

5 x 107VN min

RATED OUTPUT
Voltage
Current
Load Capacitance Range

±10Vmin
±5mAmin
O.Ol",F

FREQUENCY
Unity Gain, Small Signal
Full Power Respo'nse
Slew Rate
Overload Recovery

IMHz
5kHz min
0.3V/",s min
10 sec

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial Offset,! @ +25 oC
vs. Temp, 0 to ~70oC
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time
vs. Turn On, 10 sec to 10 min
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial, @ +25 oC
vs. Temp, 0 to +10 oC
vs. Supply Voltage
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Inverting Input to
Signal Ground
INPUT NOISE
0.01 to 1Hz, typ
O.Olto 1Hz, max
0.1 to 10Hz
10Hz to 10kHz
Current, 0.01 to 1Hz
0.1 to 10Hz
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
(-) Input to Signal Ground
POWER SUPPLY (V dc)2
Rated Performan~e
Operating

235K

235L

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches. and (rom)

±25",V max
±O.5",V/oC max
±0.1",V/%
±5",V/year

•

•

•

*

•

f

Vo

±2S",V max
±lS",V max
±0.25J-IV/oC max ±O.l",V/oC max

TRIM

•

*

---II-- 0.10 GRID

±3",V

BOTTOM VIEW

±100pA max

±SOpA max

±lpA/oC max

±O.5pA/oC max ±O.5pA/oC max

±SOpA max

•

0.2pAl%

NOTES:
'Optional Trim Pot Ana)og Devices
Model 79PR50k
Connect Trim Terminal to Common
if Trim Pot is not used.
1. SG Should Se Tied to Common.

2. Mating Socket AC10l0
3. Weight: 27 grams.

300kn

O.5J-1V pop

1@D

2J-1V pop

2J-1Vp-p

3.5",V pop

140

SJ-IV rms

120

10pA pop
30pA p~p

±l5V max

,
,,

I.' PHASE SHI FT

,

~

100

80

..

o to +70°C

·Specifications same as model 23 SJ•
Externally ~justable to zero.
• Recommended power supply, Analog Devkes model 904,
USV dc@ SOmA.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
1
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Figure 2. Open Loop Gain and Phase Shift
VB. Frequency

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Specifications
Operating
Storage

(2.5)

Model 235's low frequency noise characteristics complement
its very low drift performance to yield exemplary stability and
accuracy for a chopper stabilized amplifier. A plot of noise as a
function of bandwidth for model 235 is shown in Figure 3.

100

The circuit of Figure 5 should be used to compensate for bias
current offset when using the model 235 as a current to voltage
converter. The potentiometer-resistor network provides a compensating bias current to cancel the amplifier's own input bias
current.
When the amplifier is used with a widely varying input resistance and minimum offset is desired, the voltage and current
trim potentiometers should be used. The voltage offset should
be zeroed with a low value (e.g. lk ohm) resistor connected
from the inverting input to ground. The offset current adjustment should be made with the maximum expected value of Ri
connected between the input and ground.

vf-"
,......

V

/

the total input and source resistance remain relatively constant,
the entire offset may be zeroed out .with the voltage offset
adjustment.

·NOISE MEASURED FROM D.01Hz

Ai

/
O. 10.1

V

10

100

1000

10MU

BANDWIDTH - Hz
"

Figure 3. Input Voltage Noise vs. Bandwidth for Model 235

INPUT IMPEDANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Maximum input impedance for inverting amplifiers of all types
is limited by bias current, bias current drift, and noise current.
These currents flowing through the source impedance increase
total error and noise as the input impedance increases. Figure
4 is a plot of total offset voltage, voltage drift and noise vs.
input resistance for the model 235.

VOLTAGE OFFSET ADJUST
(50kO pot)

150kU potl

Figure 5. Offset Current Voltage Cancellation

INVERTING OPERATION
The model 235 is designed for use in the inverting mode. It is
important that the SG (equivalent to +in) terminal be kept at
the same potential as the amplifier's "common" terminal. Any
voltage difference between these points is similar to a common
mode voltage, and performance 'cannot be guaranteed under
such conditions. The model 235 is also an excellent amplifier
for measurement and conversion of low level current sources to
proportionate voltages. With offset current externally zeroed,
input currents of ten to twenty picoamperes can be amplified
and converted to a voltage source for further processing.

.-H

V'7---..VOLTAGE
j iI 235K
DRIFT I.V/'CI

I

O·'~0.~...I..=::r:::..L.l.:!'0"'_.L_L.L""1±0.,.---L--L-L~'0
RIN -ohms

Figure 4. Uncompensated Offset, Drift and Noise vs. R IN

INITIAL OFFSET ADJUSTMENT
Model 235 has low, untrimmed offset voltage specifications of
25/lV max for the J and K versions, and 15/lV max for the L
version. In many applications there will be no need to further
trim the offset. In such cases the trim terminal may either be
left open, or grounded. If voltage offset adjustment is desired,
it may be done with a potentiometer or selected fixed resistor
network, as shown in the outline drawing. For circuits where

SHIELDING, PICKUP AND GROUNDS
Model 235 has,an internal electrostatic shield that prevents
pickup of extraneous signals and radiation of chopper noise by
the module. One precaution is to insu~e that noise sources are
shielded from the inverting input. The user should also insure
that ground loops do not occur which can add extraneous signals when amplifying from microvolt or millivolt sources.
Ground loop errors most often occur when the power supply
current is allowed to flow through the input (signal) ground
connection. When this happens, a: voltage drop is developed
across the power supply leads which appears as a voltage generator in series with the signal source, and as error at the output. This is effectively eliminated by insuring that the signal
return lead does not carry the power supply current. Figure 6
illustrates the proper connection.
Another source of error is the small voltages developed by the
junction of dissimilar metals encountered in the external connections to the amplifier. Normally insignificant, these "thermOPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 1-105

ocouple" effects may approach the magnitude of the drift
specifications of the 235. Careful attention to interconnection
layout design will minimize these errors.

'f

.,

'2

Rf

,>--4--0'0

=-[~] (1+*] Ein
If R,» RI

Figure 7. IT"Network

POWER SUPPLY
COMMON

*TOSIGNAL
RETURN AND LOAD RETURN,BHOULD Be CONNECTED
POWER C,?MMON AS CLOSE TO AMPLIFIER PINS AS POSSIBLE
Figure 6. Ground Connection
INTERMODULATION CONSIDERATIONS
If noise at medium frequencies finds its way into the input circuits of carrier amplifiers (chopper amplifiers and the chopperstabilizing portions of chopper-stabilized amplifiers), it may
"beat" with the chopper frequency and produce sum and difference frequencies. The "sum" and noise are unimportant,
because they,are usually filtered out. But the difference frequencies (which can include dc) usually interfere directly with
the low-level low-frequency signal information. These effects
can be examined with an oscilloscope.
Model 235 employs specially designed internal shielding and a
stable, factory-set oscillator frequency to drastically reduce
problems caused by interference from 50, 60 and 400Hz power
lines. The'user can take further precautions to eliminate intermodulation problems by:
1. Properly shielding input and power supply leads.
2. Using shielded supplies with low ripple and source impedance at the line harmonic frequencies.
3. Avoiding ground loops and locating the amplifier far
from interference sources.
THE "T" NETWORK
High gains and high input impedance to ,an inverting amplifier
normally require excessively large feedback resistors. Such a
resistor is relatively expensive, particularly for low tolerance
units. Furthermore, any stray capacitance across this single
resistor significantly reduces bandwidth. The "T" network in
Figure 7 minimizes these problems. If Rf/Ri is at least 5: 1,
there will be no measurable change in other performance char, acteristics. If the ratio is lower, the effective drift and noise
gain will be increased compared to the signal gain. As a general
rule, make the ratio Rf/Ri approximately equal to R2/R1. This
results in reasonable values of resistance for Rf, and a minimal
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increase in noise and gain drift compared to the standard two
resistor circuit. The "Tn network also permits gain to be varied
by changing R1, without the necessity of connecting a switch '
or potentiometer directly to the highly sensitive inverting input
terminal.
OVERLOAD RECOVERY
The overload recovery circuit shown in Figure 8 will prevent
the input circuitry from becoming saturated. This circuit, connected externally, will allow the amplifier to recover from overload in less than 0.5j.1s. Without this circuit overload recovery
will require up to 10 seconds.
IFAsTREcOVER~-

I

-'5k - - --,

CIRGUIT

I

I

~"I

I

I

I

I

I

+16V

:

__ ..J

~_"'::1~====~+15V
-15V
COM

Figure 8. .overload Recovery Circuit
MODEL 234 WIDEBAND CHOPPER
The forte of model 235 is low frequency applications requiring
high accuracy and highest stability. For wideband designs, the
model 234, chopper is the recommended amplifier. The 234
has very good drift specifications coupled with outstanding
bandwidth (2.5MHz unity gain, 500kHz full power) and wideband noise performance (1.5j.1V pop, f = 0.1 to 10Hz and 2j.1V
rms, f = 10 to 10kHz).
Model 234 is preferred for designs of wideband microvolt signal processors, low duty cycle pulse train integrators and fast
analog computers.
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Low Noise
Non-Inverting Chopper Amplifier

FEATURES
Non-Inverting Input
109 n Common Mode Impedance
Protected MOSFET Chopper
Ultra Low Drift 0_1/lVfC, Max (261 K)
Guaranteed Low Noise of OA/lVp-p (0_01 to 1 Hz)
Low Cost:
APPLICATIONS
Microvolt & Millivolt Measurements
Meter & Recorder Preamplifier
Semiconductor Strain Gage Amplifier
Biological Sensors
Potentiometer Buffer

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 261 is a low cost non-inverting chopper amplifier featuring ultra low drift of O.l/lV/C, open loop gain of greater
. than 10 million V/V and guaranteed low noise performance of
0.4/lV p-p max in a 0.01 to 1Hz bandwidth. It is ideally suited
for low level pre-amplifier applications where high input im·
pedance and low noise are essential.
Model 261 also offers a solution to beat frequency problems
caused by a low frequency carrier mixing with harmonics of
the ac line. Its carrier frequency of 3500Hz is nearly a decade
higher than that of models previously available. The required
harmonic of the ac line that could cause interference with a
3500Hz carrier has negligible energy content"and beat frequencies are eliminated. As a further protection against interfering
signals, model 261 has been completely shielded internally.
This protective shield reduces interference due to RF signals,
as well as carrier signals from adjacent chopper amplifiers.
Still another advantage of the 261 due to its higher chopper
frequency and shielded design is an output signal that is free
from both distortion and chopper spikes. The result is a design
that can process low level signals while maintaining low distortion and high signal to noise ratios.
CHOPPER VS. CHOPPER-STABILIZED
Most conventional ultra-stable amplifiers are chopper-stabilized
to achieve low drift. In these units, the higher frequency signal
components are separated and direcdy amplified, while the
low frequency and dc components are separately chopped,
amplified, demodulated, and then summed with the high
frequency co;>mponents in an output stage. This method pro-

vides wide bandwidth and excellent performance at the expense of increased cost and complexity. Since many requirements for ultra-low drift amplification involve only dc and low
frequency signals, the additional high frequency amplifier
stage found in most chopper-stabilized amplifiers has been
eliminated from the mode1261. This design approach has
made it possible to achieve a practical non-inverting configuration, which retains the advantages of low cost and small size.
The input stage of the model 261 chops the signal at a 3500Hz
rate, resulting in a maximum useful -3dB bandwidth of about
100Hz. For increased flexibility in meeting specific design requirements, terminals are provided for an external compensation capacitor, which determines the amplifier's gain-bandwidth
product.
INPUT IMPEDANCE'
One of the prime advantages of the non-inverting amplifier is
the capability of bootstrapping the input impedance up to the
level of the common mode impedance. For the model 261,
this means that the 40kn open loop input resistance will be
multiplied by the open loop gain times the feedback factor.
With a typical open loop gain of 40 x 10 6 , closed loop gains
of up to 1600 will allow the user to realize 109 n input resistance. Even at a gain of 10,000, the effective input resistance
will be over 100 megohms. (i.e.) (40kn)

401~4106 = 160Mn.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°Cand ±15V de unlllss otherwise noted)
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

ModeJ
OPEN LOOP GAIN
DC rated load
RATED OUTPUT
Voltage
Current
Load Capacitance Range
FREQUENCY RESPONSE!
Small Signal, -3dB
Full J,>ower Response
Slewing Rate
Overload. Recovery
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
External Trim Pot2
Initial Offset, +2S oC
Avg vs Temp (0 to +70o C)
Supply Voltage
Time
Warm-Up Drift
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial Bias, +2SoC, + Input
Avg vs Temp '(0 to +70oC)
Initial Bias, +2SoC, -Input
Avg vs Supply Voltage
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode
INPUT NOISE
Voltage, 0.01 to 1Hz, p-p
O.ot to 10Hz, p-p
current, 0.01 to 1Hz, p-p
0.01 to 10Hz, p-p
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common Mode Voltage
Common Mode Rejection
Max Safe Differential Voltage
Max Safe Common Mode Voltage
POWER SUPPL y 3 .
Voltage, Rated Specification
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Specifications
Operating
. Storage
MECHANICAL
Case Size
Mating Socket
Weight

261J

261K

10'V/Vmin

•

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Tf--~'·~ls"i)X--I
0.62

"1 ..

±10V min
±SmAmin
o toO.001/-1F

-II-- Of:.£I,A.

.--

L

•

100Hz
2-S0Hz min
100V/secmin
300m&
. SOkO
±2S/-IVmax
±0.3/-1VfC max
±O.l/-1V/%
±'h/-lV/month
<3/-1V in 20 minutes

.

*

1.

0.20 MIN., 0.26 MAX.
(5 to 6.4)

COM

,.S,M.x
(38.1)

CAP

IN\ .. )

I

h

OM

INH

C
TEXTSEL

•

·V,

I

I
, __I

OUT

EXT

POT.•
lOOk

I

I

I

TRIM

I

"'----,
--:i

BonOMVIEW

*

'.
±O.l/-1V/oC max

,-,
'V,

t--°'12~~ID

*

1. Trim terminal should be grounded if potentiometer
is not used.
2. See Note 1 below for cap value. Use Polycarbonate,
Mylar, Mica, Glass, or Polystyrene capacitor for
best performance.

±300pA max
. ±10pAfc max
±10nAmax
±3pAl%

*

MATING SOCKET
AC1022

40k01l0.01/-1F
1090 Il<t-02/-1F

*

*

oRO

±0.5Vmin
300,000
±20V
±20V

*

"*
*

±(14 to 16)V
±(13 to 18)V
±7mA

*
*
*

•

o to +70°C

.
-25°C to +8SoC
-55°C to +12SoC

*

1.S" x.1.5" x 0.62"
AC1022
1.75 Oz. (50g)

*
*

See applications information.
• Ground trim terminal if trim potentiometer is not used.
• Recommended power supply, ADl model 904, ±1SV @ SOmA output.
·Specifications same as for model 261J.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

1
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±1.0Vmin

I
140

i

.

0.4/-1Vmax
1.0/-IV max
8pA
20pA
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I

I

I ~~~:
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-r
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Notes
1. R.O. is connection for compensation capacitor.
2. Bottom View Shown.
3. Mounting holes 0.141 Dia., countersunk 82" to
0.23" Dia.
4. All in .line pins spaced 0.2".
5 .. DimensiQns in inches.
6. Markings printed on socket.

OTHER ULTRA LOW DRIFT,
LOW NOISE AMPLIFIERS
Model 43K: This ultra low noise differentiai FET
amplifier has guaranteed I.oise performance of
2p.V p-p max in a 10Hz B.W. and 3/-1V rms max
in a 50kHz B.W. Drift is 5/-1V('C max.
Model 235: Chopper stabilized amplifier has
noise of less than 1/-1V pop and drift is only
0.1/-1VfC (235L).
Model 184: A chopperless differential input
amplifier with 0.25/-1VfC drift and 1MHz bandwidth. Noise is 1/-1V p~p in a 0.01 to 1Hz B.W.
and 4/lV rms in a 50kHz· B.W.
Contact the factory or your local Sales Representative .fo~ data sheets on these units.

NON-INVERTING VS.INVERTING OPERATION
The major limitation of the standard inverting type chopper
stabilized amplifier is due to the practical limit on input impedance resulting from input bias current characteristics. If
one attempts to obtain 107 ohms input impedance by using a
10 7 ohm input resistor with an inverting amplifier, this resistor
will convert input current drifts of O.SpA/C into equivalent
voltage drifts of SI.IV /C. It will also add Johnson Noise of
2.5/lV p-p/YHZ to the amplifier's input. These results negate
the advantage of selecting the chopper-stabilized amplifier in
the first place. Noise current will similarly increase the input
uncertainty: inverting amplifier input noise currents of lOpA
become 1001-1V noise voltages (referred to input). Furthermore, uncompensated initial bias currents of SOpA cause
additional offsets of SOOJ.lV. Due to the non-inverting configuration of the model 261, these limitations are avoided. The input bias current (with its drift and noise) flows only through
the signal source impedance, effectively eliminating the multiplication of drift and noise and offset caused' by the input
resistor in the inverting configuration. These benefits of the
model 261 are shown graphically in Figure 1. When required
input impedance is more than 300,000 ohms, the model 261
gives increasingly superior performance. One additional
advantage is that the gain-setting precision resistors can be
low-cost low value resistors instead of the more costly high
resistance values.
10.000
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Fixed Source Resistance. If source resistance is fixed, bipolar
chopperless amplifiers not having internal bias current drift
compensation can benefit by the use of a compensating resistor in series with the (-) input. Under these conditions, Figure
2 shows a comparison of total drift / C vs. source resistance
for the model 261K, the model 184L low drift bipolar amplifier, and the model52K low drift FET amplifier. For source
resistances up to 200,000 ohms, the model 261 gives the
lowest temperature drift. Total drift (R.T.I.) is equal to:

6Ein/6T = 6Eos/6T + Rs (610s/6 T) (Models 184, 52)
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261's drift and offset are compared with two low drift chopperless differential amplifiers, one with FET input, the other with
bipolar input.
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Figure 1. Offset, Drift, & Noise vs. Required Input Resistance

NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER SELECTION CRITERIA
(Model 261 vs. chopperless amplifiers)
In selecting an amplifier for low drift, one of the major considerations is the effect of source resistance. For low values of
source resistance, the total offset (or drift) for differential
amplifiers is essentially equal to the amplifier's offset (or drift)
voltage. At the value of source resistance equal to the ratio of
offset voltage to difference current, or offset voltage drift to
difference current drift, the respective current is .:ontributing
an error equal to its corresponding voltage error. For values of
source resistance larger than this calculated value, the current
error's contribution will be dominant. In this section, model

Variable Source Resistance, For situations where the source resistance can vary over a significant range, for instance when the
amplifier's source is a multiturn potentiometer, a different set
of conditions apply. The effective drift current to be considered
for differential chopperless amplifiers is now the Input Bias
Current/C, rather than the Input Difference Current/C (los/C).
A two to one improvement in drift for the model 184 can be
obtained if the bias current balancing resistor (Rc in Figure 3) is
made equal to the mean value of the source resistance. Under
these conditions, drift will be approximately:

6Ein/6T = 6Eos/6T + 'h (Rs max -Rs min) (6Ib/6T)
+ Rc (6Iosl6T)(Modeis 184, S2K)

Figure 3 shows the total drift for a source resistance varying
from zero to the chosen value, for models 52K, 184L and
261K. For values up to 200,000 ohms the model 261 again
gives the lowest total temperature drift.
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drift of the model 261 is specified as ±YziLV/month (a calculated (igure believed tei be quite conservative). For calculation of random long term drift, a rule of thumb is that one
should multiply drift by the ·squa.re root of the tiine factOr increase. For the model 261, this yields a.conservative long
term drift of less than 21lV per year.

Maximum Source Resistance ·ohms

Figure 3: Offset Drift vs. Variable Source Resistance

INITIAL OFFSET
An initial offset voltage will develop due to bias current flowing through the source impedance. For fixed source impedances, this offset may be zeroed out in differential chopperless
amplifiers not having internal bias current drift compensation
by the use of the series compensating resistor, Rc shown in
Figure 4. This offset should not be nulled out by adjusting the
amplifier's offset trim because this will increase the offset
voltage drift. With the model 261, however, all offsets may be
zeroed out by means of the trim potentiometer. For variable
source impedances, the offset should be zeroed out with the
source impedance at its mean value. Figure 4 is a plot of the
maximum offset which will occur with a given range of Rs
variations, assuming the offsets are zeroed ;;vhen operating
with the mean value of Rs. Initial offset due to Rs is Ib!2
(Rs max - Rs min).

NOISE
A major criterion in the selection of an amplifier for low level
signals is the amplifier input noise, since this is usually the
limiting factor on system resolution. This is particularly important whenever high source impedances are encountered,
since current noise through the source impedance will appear.
as an a'dditional voltage noise, combining with the basic amplifier voltage noise and Johnson noise of the resistor. The
sum of these noise sources will then be amplified along with
the desired signaL For this reason, special care has been taken
to reduce noise voltage' and current to a level far below that
of comparable chopper amplifiers. The Qne Hertz bandwidth
noise voltage and current are O.4IlV p-p max and 8pA p-p
respectively. For 10Hz bandwidth, corresponding values are
11lV p-p max and 20pA. p-p. Figure SA is' a graph of noise vs.
bandwidth for both current and voltage. Figure SB is a spectral density plot for determining spot noise at any frequency.
Figure 6 is a plot of peak to peak noise which will be encountered for these bandwidths, as a function of source
resistance.
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LONG TERM DRIFT
Offset voltage of any amplifier will show some change with
time. due to normal component aging. It is important to
realize that the published drift for amplifiers does not accumulate linearly with increasing time. For example, the voltage
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HOW THE MODEL 261 OPERATES
As shown in Figure 7, the model 261 consists of five specific
circuit functions. The input signal is fed through a resistor to
the MOSFET Chopper. When the MOSFET is off (high resistance), the error signal appears at the input to the ac-coupled
amplifier. When the MOSFET transistor is on (low resistance),
the input to this amplifier is reduced to near zero. The difference between the on and off voltages at the amplifier is a
square wave of amplitude slightly less than the error voltage.
the attenuating effect of the MOSFET Chopper's "on" resistance is negligible. For example, if the attenuation were as
much as 10%, the only effect would be to lower the pot,ential
open loop gain of the amplifier by the same amount.
The ac-coupled amplifier, consisting primarily of a linear integrated circuit, amplifies the resulting chopper error signal. Its
output is capacitively coupled into a synchronous demodulator which reconstructs the low frequency-dc input signal,

APPLICATION NOTES
Measurement of small signals or accurate handling of larger signals always requires care. Model 261 was specifically designed
to minimize the problems raised by dc drift. To obtain best
results, it is neces~ary to maintain good engineering practice
and to observe a few requirements for optimizing performance of this precision instrument.
O.FFSET VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TRIM
With the trim terminal connected to common, initial offset
voltage of the model 261 is less than 25/lV. An additional offset voltage is developed by the flow of the input bias current
through the resistance of the signal source. With a i 0,000 ohm
source resistance and worst case bias current of 300pA, the
maximum additional offset voltage would be only 3/lV. For
many applications, these offset voltages may be ignored, and
the expense of a trim potentiometer and its adjustment is
avoided. If the application requires lower offsets, an external
50,000 ohm trim potentiometer may be connected to zero
the offset voltages, as shown previously. This trimmingoperation will not affect the drift or noise characteristics of the
model 261.

preserving polarity information. The drift of the input stage is
not present in the demodulated signal since it was not chopped
by the input network. The demodulated signal is filtered and
further amplified by the integrator connected output dc
amplifier.
Using the system just described, the remaining drift and offset,
referred to the amplifier input, is equal to the output dc amplifier stage input drift and offset divided by the ac-coupled
amplifier's gain. If the output stage integrated circuit amplified had a 100/lVtC drift, and the ac-coupled amplifier gain
is 1000, then the drift, referred to the input will be O.l/lV/oC
(the specification for the model 261K). The same considerations apply for offset voltage, accounting for its low value and
the excellent long term stability of this amplifier.
The chopping signal is generated by a standard multivibrator.
The frequency is not critical, and the multivibrator circuit is
protected against latch-up.

Compo Capacitor
(external)

+IN

-IN
Oscillator

Figure 7. Model 261 Block Diagram

INVERTING AND DIFFERENTIAL INPUT OPERATION
The input current to the amplifier's (-) terminal is less than
±10nA. Differential input operation of the amplifier is allowable, but the impedance from the inverting terminal to ground
should not exceed 5000 ohms, and the common mode voltage
range for best performance should not be exceeded. For purely
inverting applications the user should select Analog Devices'
models 234 or 235 chopper stabilized amplifiers, which are
optimized for inverting operation.
SELECTABLE BANDWIDTH
For practical low-frequency applications, the model 261 uses
an external compensation capacitor to determine the gainbandwidth product. Its value may be chosen to allow the use
of the maximum 100Hz -3dB bandwidth, at any given value of
closed loop gain. By using a larger value of compensation
capacitance, the bandwidth can be limited to any desired value
below 100Hz, as required by the application. The minimum
value of the required compensation capacitor, in /IF, is
1000/GB, where'G is the desired closed-loop dc gain, and B is
the -3dB bandwidth. For example, the minimum value of
recommended capacitance (for 100Hz bandwidth to -3dB) is
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1O/G. Shown in Figure 8 are curves of the amplifier's response
for various closed loop gains while using values of capacitance
appropriate for maintaining 100Hz (-3d8) bandwidth. Figure.
9 illustrates the amplifier's open-loop response with various
values of the compensation capacitor. It is recommended that
the capacitor be polycarbonate, mylar, mica, glass or poJystyrene for best performance.
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COMMON MODE CONSIDERATIONS
In the model 261, the maximum safe input voltage, both differential and common mode, exceeds ±20 volts. However, in
order to maintain the specified Common Mode Rejection Ratio
of 300,000 it is necessary that common mode voltage be
limited to ±1.0 volts for the model 261K and ±o.s volts for
the model 261J . These values will not be exceeded by normal
input signal swings if the amplifiers closed loop gain exceeds
10 and 20, respectively. Since most applications will use this
amplifier at gains of 100 or more, the specified common mode
range should prove entirely adequate.
COMMON MODE REJECTION
Model 261 is designed to provide high stability; high gain and
low noise in non-inverting applications where the high input
impedance minimizes input signal attenuation. Although operation as a differential amplifier is possible, it is not recommended.
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Figure 9. Open Loop Response vs. Compensation

FULL POWER RESPONSE
Full power output at any frequency can be obtained only with
closed loop gains exceeding 10. This is due to the common
mode voltage limitation described below.
The maximum full power output frequency is 50Hz, and will
be obtained when using compensation capacitors of less than
0.013IlF. For larger compensation capacitors, fp is given by
the formula:
fp (Hz) = 0.66/C <!-IF)
When using a low gain, for instance 10, the maximum fp will
be 0.66Hz due to the 1.0llF required compensation capacitor
for this closed loop gain. Under such conditions the user may
wish to employ the compensation circuit of Figure 10. This
will increase fp to 5Hz (for a gain of 30). For higher gains,
an increase in fp will be obtained (with the. same circuit),
although the rise in fp will not be proportionately as large.
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In the non-inverting mode, there is a source .of error due to
the common mode voltage; however this error term can be
completely ignored since the error due to open loop gain will
dominate.
INVERTING INPUT TERMINAL RESISTANCE (Rj)
An attempt should be made to maintain low resistance from
the inverting input terminal to ground. This will prevent the
negative input's bias curreilt from degrading the offset performance of the amplifier. This restriction in no way reiates
to the source resistance seen by the positive (non-inverting)
input termin~l.
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Salection··Gulda
III1PUIIIIIItItb ADlplIIIIPs
The abbreviated specifications listed here permit a choice on the basis of the key parameters of instrumentation amplifiers,
depending on which parameters are critical for the application. Complete and detailed specifications can be found- in the
.
data-sheet section.
Descriptive information on instrumentation amplifiers and a guide to specifications are provided on the following pages.
Devices that perform instrumentation-amplifier functions can also be found in sections 3 Osoiation Amplifiers}, 8 (Signal
Conditioners), 15 (Data-Acquisition Systems), and 16 (Computer Interfaces).
.
All specifications are typical at rated supply voltage and load, and TA = 25°C, unless otherwise noted.

Nominal Gain Range, V IV
Gain TempcQ, ppm/o C
N~nlinearity, max
(G = 100)
Offset Tempeo RTI,I1V/C
G=I
G = 10,00'
IBlt\S. nA max

IBIAS Tempco

(as. nA
los Tcmpco,

pAte

Noise, RTI, O.IHz - 10Hz, I'V p.p
G=I
G = 1000'"

CMR at. rated CMV'
lkn Unbalance. Frequency:
G = I, dB min
G = 10, dB min
G = 100, dB min
G = 1000', dB min

Small Signal Frequency Range, kHz
-3dB, typ
G = 100*
Settling Time to 0.1 %
±lOV output Step
G = 100*
Temperature R~nget
Page

AD522A1B/S
Hybrid IC
Gain Programmed
by External Resistor

610J/K/L
Module
Gain Programmed
by Extemal Resistor

612A1B/CID/Ee
Hybrid IC
Jumper-Programmable
Gains in Binary
Sequence 2° to 2 10

AD521J /K/L/S#
Monolithic Ie
Gain Programmed
by Ratio of
External Resistor Pair

I to 1000
2 max, G = 1
50 max, G = 1000

I to 10,000
±1S max

I to 1,024
±10 max

I to 1000
±(3 ± 0.05G)(J, K, L)
±(I5 ±0.4G)S

0,01 %/0,005%/0.005%

0.01%

0.001% typ

0.2%/0.2%/0.1%/0.2% max

50/25/100 max
±25/15/25

200/150/150
3/110.5 max
+60

200/150/100/150/100 max
5/3/11513 max
+100

400/150175/150 max
15/5/215 max
80/40/40/40

±IOO/SO/loopAfc
±20/10120 max
±100/50/100

-O.2nA/C
±5
±20

0.5nA/'C
±25

1/0.5/0.5/0.5nAi'C max
20110/10/10 max
250/1251125/125 max

IS

50(0.01 - 10Hz)
2.512/2 max (0.01 - 10Hz)

20(0.01 - 10Hz)
1(0.01 - 10Hz)

225
0.5

DC to 100Hz
60
80
86
90

DC to 60Hz
74/84/90174/84

90/100/106/90/100

DC to 60Hz
70/74174174
90/94/94/94
100/1041104/104
100/1101110/110

100

60/60/60/120/120

200

5ms

30JlS

100/100/100/25/25I's max

1OI's

I/IIM

C

2-17

C/C/C/M
2-7

6/216 max

L5

75/80175
90/95/90

DC to 30Hz
DC to 10Hz
100
DC to 3Hz
100/1l0/100DC to 1Hz

2-13

±O.S

"'G;; 1,024 for Model 612
+c: 0 to +70°C, I: _25°C to +8S D C; M: -SSoC to +12SDC.
tG =128 for model 612, settling time to 0,05%
*A data sheet on the 610)/K/L is available ,",pan request,
_New product smce the 1979 Data Acquisition Prodllcts Catalog Supplement,
=Monolithic chips available with guaranteed performance for precision hybrids.
-Data sheet available upon request.
'
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Orientation

An instrumentation amplifier is a committed "gain block" that
meaS1.lres the dIfference between the voltages existing at its
two inpu~ terminals, amplifies it by a precisely set gain - usually
from 1Y N to 1OOOYIY or more - and causes the result to
appear between a: pair of terminals in the output circuit.
Referring to Figure 1,
Ys -YR

=G (Y+ -Y-)

An ideal instrumentation amplifier responds only to the difference between the input voltages. If the input voltages are equal
(Y+ =Y- =Y CM, the co.mm,on-mode, voltage), the output of
the ideal instrumentation amplifier will be zero.

OFFSET
A.DJUST
Your '" VIN

jf(RGI\

OR
Vour " VIN jf(RG,RsI}

LOAD

upon request. It is essential that the designer have a firm understanding of the specifications of instrumentation amplifiers and of the contributions of the various sources of error
to the total error. The, data sheets provide much useful application data on these devices, as well as examples of basic error
. analyses.
Definitions of the key specifications follow a brief discussion
of instrumentation-amplifier architectures. For more-complete
information on the fundamentals and applications of instrumentation amplifiers, a number of publications are available
from Analog Devices. 1 ,2,3
INSTRUMENTATION-AMPLIFIER ARCHITECTURE
All Analog Devices instrumentation amplifiers have two highimpedance input terminals, a set of terminals for gainprogramming, an "output" terminal, and a pair of feedback
terminals, labeled sense and reference, as well as terminals for
power supply and offset trim.·
Two basic circuit concepts are employed. The AD522 and
612 use variations of the well-known three-op-amp configuration (Figure 2), consisting of a differential input-output gain
stage and a subtractor stage. Gain (;;;'IYN) is set by the choice
of a single external gain-setting resistor, RG' Its nominal value
is 400,000

n

G-l'

Figure 1. Basic Instrumentation Amplifier
Functional Diagram

An amplifier circuit which is optimized ,for performance as an
instrumentation-amplifier gain block has high input impedance,
low offset and drift, low nonlinearity, stable gain, and low
effecdve output impedance. It is commonly used for applications which capitalize on these advantages. Examples include:
transducer amplification, - for thermocouples, strain-gage
bridges, current shunts, and biological probes, preamplification
of small differential signals superimposed on high commonmode voltages, signal conditioning and (moderate) isolation
for data acquisition, and signal translation for differential and
single-ended signals wherever the common "ground" is noisy
or of questionable integrity.
Instrumentation-amplifier modules and IC's are usually chosen
in preference to user-assembled op-amp circuitty, because they
offer optimized, specified performance in low-cost, easy-touse, compact packages. If the application calls for high common-mode "oltages (typically, voltages in excess of the amplifier
supply voltage), or if isolation impedances must be very high
(e.g., 1010 n, with galvanic isolation, as in medical and industrial applications), the designer should consult the Isolator
section of this catalog (Section 3).
SPECIFYING INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS
The instrumentation amplifier chosen for a given application
will be the lowest-cost device that satisfies the performance
and environmental requirements. In addition to the products
listed here, which are recommended for new designs, a number
of older products are still available; data sheets are available
2-4 INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS

for the 610 and 200.000 n for the AD522
'G_l°·'

.

When the sense (Ys) feedback terminal is connected to the
output. terminal, and the reference terminal (YR) is connected
to power common, the output voltage appears between the
output terminal and power common.
The gain of model 612 is set by connecting a jumper between
the appropriate terminals; the gain-setting resistors for a binary
progression of gains from 1 to 1024 are included within the
package. If desired, other values of gain can be set with external resistance (with some reduction in temperature stability);
the required resistance total value is 80kn/(G -1).

R2'
> .....-'IIVY-......

R3'

--IIN.-tREFERENCE

V 1N +

>-----1

(EXTERNAL
CONNECTION)

Figure 2. "Classic" 3 Op Amp Instrumentation Amplifier
. The second circuit approach, employed in the case of the monolithic AD521 (Figure 3), employs two differential-input folI "Isolation and Instrumentation Amplifiers Designer's Guide, 1978
edition, available upon request.
." A User's Guide to IC Instrumentation Amplifiers," by J. Riskin,
'1978, available upon request.
'Transducer Interfacing Handbooks, D.H. Sheingold, ed., 1980,
$14.50, Analog Devices, Inc., P.O. Box 796, Norwood, MA 02062.
°In Model 612, sense is internally connected to the output t~rminal.

lower pairs to generate the currents, VI - V2 ,and Vs - VB
RG
Rs
The current difference is applied to a control amplifier, and,
with the feedback loop closed (for example, Vs to the output
terminal and VB to system ground or the supply midpoint),
the currents are servoed to be equal, and the nominal gain is
thus equal to the ratio, Rs/RG, making possible a wide range
of gain, including gains of less than unity.

w._...,..._____________

~-

AT9ALANCE,

~,,~
RG

v,

v.o-_--+__--+_____I-_-I_ _-I_-'

1 + 20~~000 VIV. The value of RG for a given gain value is:
RG = 20~,~~0 Q. For example, if G is to be 100 V IV,
RG = 2020.2 ohms.
Gain Range Specified at 1 to 1000, for example, the device
may work at higher gains (1 VIV is minimum, except for the
ADS21), but the manufacturer does not specify performance
outside the range. In practice, noise and drift may make higher
gains impractical for a given device.

R,

fEEDBACK

INPUTS

CURRENT

Equation Error (or "Gain Accuracy") The number given by this
specification describes deviation from the gain equation when
Rc is at its nominal value (or, in the case of model 612, when
connected for a given gain). The user can trim the gain or compensate for gain error elsewhere in the overall system. Systems
using microprocessors (or computers, or other digital "intelligence") can be made self-calibrating, to take into account the
lumped gain errors of all the stages in ,the analog portion of the
system, from transducer to aId converter.

REFLECTOR
-v._~-'--_~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _-4_ _

~

__

Figure 3. Simplified Schematic Diagram of the AD521
Instrumentation Amplifier

The Vs and VB terminals may be used for remote sensing - to
establish precise outputs in the presence of line drops; they
may be used with an inside-the-loop booster follower to obtain
power amplification without loss of accuracy; and they may be
used to establish an output current that is precisely proportional to the difference signal. A voltage applied to the VB
terminal will bias the output by a predetermined amount. It is
important always to maintain very low impedance (in relation
to the specified Vs and VB input impedances), when driving
the Vs and VB inputs, in order not to introduce common-mode,
gain, andlor offset errors. In devices using the 3-amplifier configuration, the VB terminal is sometimes used for "tweaking"
common-mode rejection.
SPECIFICATIONS
Specification tables are generally headed by the legend: "specifications are typical at Vs = ±lSV, TA = +2S o C, and rated
load, unless otherwise noted." This tells the user that these are
the normal operating conditions under which the device is tested. Deviations from these conditions might degrade (or improve) performance. When deviations from the "normal" conditions are likely (such as a change in temperature), the significant effects are usually indicated within the specs.
"Typical" means that the manufacturer's characterization
process has shown this number to be "average," but individual
devices vary.
Specifications not discussed in detail are self-explanatory and
require only a basic knowledge of electronic measurements.
Such specs are not uniquely applicable to instrumentation
amps.
GAIN These specifications refer to the linear transfer function
of the device; for example, the AD522 gain equation is: G =

Nonlinearity (or Gain Nonlinearity) NonlinearitY is defined as
the deviation from a straight line on the plot of output vs. input. The magnitude of linearity error is the maximum deviation
from a "best straight line," with the output swinging through
its full-scale range. Nonlinearity is usually specified in percent
of full-scale output range.
Gain vs. Temperature These numbers give the deviations from
the gain equation as a function of temperature.

SETTLING TIME is defined as that length of time required for
the output voltage to approach and remain within a certain '(f)
tolerance of its final value. It is usually specified for a fast step
that will drive the output through its full-scale range and it in'
cludes slewing time. Since several factors contribute to the
overall settling time, fast settling to 0.1 % does not necessarily
mean proportionally fast settling to 0.01 %, nor is settling time
necessarily proportional to gain. Principal contributing factors
include slew-rate limiting, underdamping (ringing), and thermal
gradients ("long tails").
VOLTAGE OFFSET Voltage offset and common-mode rejection (see below) specifications are often considered the key
figures of merit for instrumentation amplifiers. While initial
offset can be adjusted to zero, shifts in offset voltage with time
and temperature introduce errors. Systems that involve "intelligent" processors can correct for offset errors in the whole
measurement chain, but such applications are still relatively infrequent; in most applications, the instrumentation amplifier's
contribution to system offset error must be defined.
Voltage offset and offset drift in instrumentation amplifiers
are functions of gain.4 The offset, measured at the output, is
equal to a constant plus a term prop,ortional to gain. For an
amplifier with specified performance over a gain range from 1
to 1000, the constant is essentially the offset at unity gain, and
4There is a good explanation of the specification of ~ffset in
instrumentation amplifiers in ANALOG DIALOGUE 6-2
(1972), p.

~4
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· the proportionality tenn (or slope) is equal to the change in
output offset between G = 1 and G = 1000, divided by 999. To
refer offset to the input (RTI), divide the total output offset
by the gain. Since offset at.a gain of 1000 is dominated by the
proportional tenn, the slope isofteri called the "RTI offset,
G =1000." At any value of gain, the offset is equal to the ,
unity-gain offset plus the product of the gain and the "RTI
offset, G = 1000".
The same considerations apply to the offset drift. For example,
the maximum RTI drift of the AD522B is specified at 25/lV/oC
25 2) /lV/°C at any arbl..
at G =1, 2/lV/°Cat G = 1000, and.( G+
trar:ygainintherange. Thus, the output drift is (25 + 2G)/lV/C
at any gain, G, in the range . .The data. sheets provide offsetvs.-gain plots, but the function is easily computed in the manner described above.
Voltage offset as a function of power su pply level is also specified RTI at one or more gain settings.
INPUT BIAS AND OFFSET CURRENTS Input bias currents
are those currents needed to bias the input transistors of a dc
amplifier or to supply the junction-leakage of FET's. FET-input
devices have lower bias currents thaQ those using bipolar transistors, but FET leakage currents increase dramatically with
temperature, approximately doubling every UOC. Since bias
r.urrents can be considered as a source of voltage offset (when
multiplied by source-resistance), the change in bias currents is
of more concern. than the magnitude of the bias currents. Input
offset current is the difference between the two input bias currents.

2-6 INSTRUMENTATiON AMPLIFIERS

Important Note
Although instrumentation amplifiers have differential inputs,
there .must be a return path for the bias currents. If it is not
provided, those currents will charge stray capacitances, causing
the output to drift uncontrollably or to saturate. Therefore,
when amplifying outputs of "floating" sources, such as transfonners and thennocQuples, as well as ac-coupled sources,
there must still be a de path from each input to common, or to
the guard terminal. If a dc return path. is impracticable, an isolator must be used (see Section 3).
COMMON·MODE REJECTION (CMR) is a measure of the
change in output voltage when both inputs are changed by
equal amounts. CMR is usually specified for a full-range common-mode voltage change (CMV), at a given frequency, and a
specified imbalance of source impedance (e.g. ·lkn source unbalance, at 60Hz). CMR is a logarithmic expression of the '
common-mode rejection ratio'(CMRR): CMR = 20 10glO
(CMRR). The common-mode rejection ratio is defined as the
ratio of the signal gain, G, to the ratio of common mode signal
appearing at the output to the input CMV.
In most instrumentation amplifiers, the CMR increases with
gain, because the front-end configuration does not amplify
common-mode signals, and the amount of common-mode signal appearing at the output stays relatively constant as the
signal gain (G) increases.
However, at higher gains, amplifier bandwidth decreases. Since
differences in phase shift through the differential input stage
will show up as ~ommon-mode errors, CMR becomes more frequency-dependent at high gains.

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

Integrated Circuit
Precision Instrumentation Amplifier

FEATURES
Programmable Gains from 0.1 to 1000
Differential Inputs
High CMRR: 110dB min
Complete Input Protection, Power ON and Power OFF
Functionally Complete with the Addition of Two Resistors
Internally Compensated
Gain Bandwidth Product: 40MHz
Output Current Limited: 26mA
Extremely Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS21 is a second generation, low cost, monolithic Ie
instrumentation amplifier developed by Analog Devices. As a
true instrumentation amplifier, the AD521 is a gain block with
differential inputs and an accurately programmable inputl
output gain relationship.
The ADS21 IC instrumentation amplifier should not be confused with an operational amplifier, although several manufacturers (including Analog Devices) offer op amps which can
be used as building blocks in variable gain instrumentation
amplifier circuits. Op amps are general-purpose components
which, when used with precision-matched external resistors,
can perform the instrumentation amplifier function.
An instrumentation amplifier is a precision differential voltage gain device optimized for operation in a real world environment, and is intended to be used wherever acquisition of a
useful signal is difficult. It is characterized by high input impedance, balanced differential inputs, low bias currents and
highCMR.

As a complete instrumentation amplifier, the AD521 requires
only two resistors to set its gain to any value between 0.1 and
1000. The ratio matching of these resistors does not affect the
high CMRR (up to 120dB) or the high input impedance (3 X
109 U) of th.e AD521. Furthermore, unlike most operational
amplifier-based instrumentation amplifiers, the inputs are
protected against overvoltages up to ±15 volts beyond the
supplies.

+700 C. The "S" grade guarantees perlormance to specification
over the full MIL-temperature range: -55°e to +12Soe. All
versions are packaged in a hermetic 14-p-in DIP.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS21 is a true instrumentation amplifier in integrated
circuit form, offering the user performance comparable to
many modular instrumentation amplifiers at a fraction of
the cost.
2. The ADS21 is functionally complete with the addition of
two resistors. Gain can be preset from 0.1 to more than
1000.
3. The AD521 is fully protected for input levels up to 15V
beyond the supply voltages and 30V differential at the
inputs.
4. Internally compensated for all gains, the ADS21 also offers
the user the provision for limiting oandwidth.
S. Offset nulling can be achieved with an optional trim pot.
6. The AD521 offers superior dynamic performance with a
gain-bandwidth product of 40MHz, full peak response of
100kHz (independent of gain) and a settling time of 5j.1S
to 0.1 % of a 10V step.
7. Every ADS21 receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
+150° e to ensure high reliability and excellent long·
term stability.

The AD521 IC instrumentation amplifier is available in four
different versions of accuracy and operating temperature range .
. The economical "J" grade, the low drift "K" grade, and the
lower drift, higher linearity "L" grade are specified from 0 to
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ Vs = ±15V, RL = 2kr! and TA = 25°C unless otherwise specified)
AD521K

AD5Z1L

AD5Z1S

·

±(15 to.4G)ppmfc

GAIN

Range (For Specified Operation; Note 1)
Equation

Error from Equation
Nonlinearity (Note 2)"
1<<XlOOO

Gain Temperature Coefficient

1 to 1000
G· RgIReV/v
(to.25-O.oo4"')%
0.2%

0.1% max

max

±(3 ±0.05G)ppmtC

OUTPur CHARACTERISTICS
Rated Output
.
Output at Maximum'Operating T~mperature

Impedance

tIOV, ±lOrnA min
tIOV@ SmA min

0.10

DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Small Signal Bandwidth (±3dB)

Gol
G= 10
G= 100
G= 1000
Small Signal, it.O% Flatness
G=I
G=IO
G= 100
G = 1000
Full Peak Response (Note 3)
Slew Ratc,l.s;;;G<; 1000
Settling Time (any IOV step to within 10m\:, of Final Value)
G=t

>2MHz'

300kHz
200kHz

40kHz
75kHz
26kHz

24kHz
6kHz
100kHz
10V/~s

G= 10

G= 100
G = tOoo
Differential Overload Recovery (±30V Input to within
lOmV of Final Value) (Note 4)
G = 1000
Common Mode Step Recovery (30V Input to within
lOmV of Final Value) (Note S)
G::: 1000
VOLTAGE OFFSET (may be nulled)
Input Offset Voltage (VOS,)
vs. Temperature
vs. Supply
Output Offset Voltage (VOSo)
vs. Temperature
vs. Supply (Note 6)

400m V max (200m V tyg)
400pVtC max (lSOIAV/,C typ)
0.005VoSOI%

lOOmV'max (30mV typ)

INPUT CURRENTS
Input Bias Current (either input)
vs. Temperature
vs. Supply
Input Offset Current
vs. Temperature

80nA max
1nAfe max
2%1V
20nAmax
2S0pAfCmax

40nA max
!oopAfcmax

INPUT
Differential Input Impedance (Note 7)
Common Mode Input Impedance (Note 8)
Input Voltage Range for Specified Performance
(with respect to ground)
Maximum Voltage without Damage to Unit, Power ON
or OFF Differential Mode (Note 9)
Voltage at either input (Note 9)
Common Mode Rejection Ratio, DC to 60Hz with lk!l
source unbalance
G=I
G= 10
G= 100

G ·1000
NOISE
Voltage RTO (p-p)@O.IHz to 10Hz (Note 10)
RMS RTO, 10Hz to 10kHz
Input Current, rms, 10Hz to 10kHz
REFERENCE TERMINAL
Bias Current
Input Resistance
Voltage Range
Gain to Output
POWER SUPPLY
Operating Voltage Range
Quiescent S~pply Current
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specified Performartce
Operating
Storage
·Specification same as ADS 21J.
"Specification same as AD521K.
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50~s

lOes

3mV max (2mV typ)
1SJJ.vfc max (7J,J.V/oCtyp)

1.SmV max (O.SmV typ)
;JJ.vfc max (l.SJ,J.vic typ)

3~VI%

!50~vtCmax (50~VtC typ)

1.0mV max (O.SmV typ)
2/J.V/oC max

·
·

lOOmVrnax
7SIJ.VfCmax

10nAmax
12SpAfCmax

3 x to'IlIlI.BpF
6 x 10,oIl1l3.0pF
±lOV
30V
Vs ±1SV

70dB min (74dB typ)
90dB min (94dB typ)
100dB min (104dB typ),
100dB min (llOda typ)

JO.5G' + 225
(1.2G) + (SO)
15pA(rms)

74dB min (BOdB typ)
94dB min (JOOdB typ)
104dB min (114dB typ)
110dB min (120dB typ)

..

'

'~V
~V

3~A

10MIl
±IOV
I

±SV to ±18V
SmA max
o to +70oC
_25°C to +8SoC
-6S oC to +lS0 oC

_SSoC to +12S oC
_SSoC to +12SoC
~pecifications

subject to change without notice.

NOTES:
1. Gains below 1 and above 1000 are realized by simply adjusting the gain setting resistors. For best results, voltage at
either input should be restricted·to ±10V for gains equal to
or less than 1.

2. Nonlinearity is defined as the ratio of the deviation from
the "best straight line" through a full scale output range of
±9 volts. With a combination of high gain and ±10 volt output
swing, distortion may increase to as much as 0.3%.
3. Full Peak Response is the frequency below which a typical
amplifier will produce full output swing.
TOP VIEW

4. Differential Overload Recovety is the time it takes the amplifier to recover from a pulsed 30V differential input with lSV
of common mode voltage, to within 10mV of final value. The
test input is a 30V, lOllS pulse at a 1kHz rate. (When a differential signal of greater than 11 V is applied between the inputs,
transistor clamps are activated which drop the exces~ input
voltage across internal input resistors. If a continuous overload
is maintained, power dissipated in these resistors causes temperature gradients and a corresponding change in offset voltage,
as well as added thermal time constant, but will not damage
the device.)

Figure 1. AD521 Pin Configuration

TO-116

S. Common Mode Step Recovery is the time it takes the amplifier to recover from a 30V common mode input with zero
volts of differential signal to within 10mV of final value. The
test input is 30V, lOllS pulse at a 1kHz rate. (When a common mode signal greater than Vs -O.SV is applied to the
inputs, transistor clamps are activated which drop the excessive
input voltage across internal input resistors. Power dissipated
in these resistors causes temperature gradients and a corresponding change in offset voltage, as well as an added thermal time
constant, but will not damage the device.)

Figure 2. PhYSical Dimensions.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
+V

6. Output Offset Voltage versus Power Supply Change" is a
constant 0.005 times the unnulled output offset per percent
change in either power supply. If the output offset is nulled,
the output offset change versus supply change is substantially
reduced.
7. Differential Input Impedance is the impedance between the
two inputs.

~;~
OR

8. Common Mode Input Impedance is the impedance from
either input to the power supplies.
9. Maximum Input Voltage (differential or at either input) is
30V when using ±15V supplies. A more general specification is
that neither input may exceed either supply (even when
Vs ~ 0) by more than 15V and that the difference between the
two inputs must not exceed 30V. (See also Notes 4 and 5.)
10. O.lHz to 10Hz Peak-to-Peak Voltage Noise is defined as
the maximum peak-to-peak voltage noise observed during 2
of 3 separate 10 second periods with the test circuit of Figure 10.
DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Figure 3 is a simplified schematic of the AD521. A differential
input voltage, VIN, appears across RG causing an imbalance in
the currents through Ql and <12, t.I~VIN/RG. That imbalance
is forced to flow in Rs because the collector currents of U3
and C4 are constrained to be equal by their biasing (current
mirror). These conditions can only be satisfied if the differential voltage across Rs (and hence the output voltage of the

VOUT _

As

-VjN-RQ

EXTERNAL
"........L\I~ Rs

r

/

~I.~

~~~~--~
VOUT~

1

lx,

"lIS

l-------+----!-----~SENSE

I~
CURRENT MIRROR

V-'

Figure 3., Simplified AD521 Schematic

ADS21) is equal to t.I X RS' The feedback amplifier, AFB
performs that function. Therefore, VOUT ~ V~ X Rs or
VOUT Rs
VIN ~ RG'
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APPUCATION NOTES FOR TIJE.ADS21
These noteS ensure the AD521 will-achieve the high level of.
pel'~()trnance necessary for many diversified IA applications.

RS

1. Gains below 1 and above 1000 are realized by adjusting

the gain setting resistors as shown in Figure 4 (the resistor,
Rs between pins 10 and 13 should remain 100kn ±15%,
see application note 3). For best results, the input VOltage
shO\~ldbe restricted to ±10V especially for gain equal to
or less than 1.
2. Provide a return path to ground for input bias currents. The
AD521 is an instrumentation amplifier, not an isolation .
amplifier. When ush:tg a thermocouple or other "floating"
source, this return path may be provided directly to ground
or indirectly through a resistor to ground from pins 1 andl
or 3, as shown in Figure 5. If the return path is not provided, bias currents will cause the output to saturate. The
value of the resistor may be determined by dividing the
maximum allowable common mode voltage for the application by the bias cUrrent of the instrumentation amplifier.

a). Transformer Coupled, Direct Return
RS

V+

b). Thermocouple, Direct Return
+IN
RS

OUTPUT

-IN
I

I

OUTPUT
1 . - - - 0 SIGNAL
COMMON

I
I

I'- _____ ...1I

V-

OPTIONAL
OFFSET
TRIM

GAIN VALUE OF RG
0.1
1
10

100· ..
1000

lMn

.~:t
. lkll

loon

c). AC Coupled, Indirect Return
I

Figure 4. Operating Connections for AD521

Figure 5. Ground Returns for "Floating" Transducers

3. The resistors between pins 10 and 13, (RSCALE) must equal
100kn ±15% (Figure 4). If RSCALE is too low (below 85kn)
the output swing of the AD521 is reduced. At values below
80kn and above 120kn the stability of the AD521 may be
impaired.
4. Do not exceed the allowable input signal range .. The linearity of the AD521. decreases if the inputs are driven within
5 volts of the supply rails, particularly when the device is
used at a gain less than 1. To avoid this possibility, attenuate the input signal through a resistive divider network and
use the AD521 as a buffer, as shown in Figure 6. The resistor R/2 matches the impedance seen by both AD521 inputs so that the voltage offset caused by bias currents will
be minimized.
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1.
2.

INCREASE RG TO PICK UP GAIN LOST BY R
DIVIDER NETWORK
INPUT SIGNAL MUST BE REDUCED IN

PROPORTION TO POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE LEVEL

Figure 6. Operating Conditions for V/N "" VS= 10V

, 5. Use the compensation pin (pin 9) and the applicable compensation circuit when the ampJ;fier is required to drive a
capacitive load. It is worth mentioning that coaxial cables
can "invisibly" provide such capacitance since many popular coaxial cables display capacitance in the vicinity of 30pF
per foot.
This compensation (bandwidth control) feature permits the
user to fit the response of the AD521 to the particular application as illustrated by Figure 7. In cases of extremely high
load capacitance the compensation circuit may be changed
as follows:
1. Reduce 6800 to 240
2. Reduce 3300 to 7.S0
3. Increase 1000pF to O.lILF
4. Set Cx to 1000pF if no compensation was originally
used. Otherwise, do not alter the original value.
This allows stable operation for load capacitances up to
3000pF, but Iimits the slew rate to approximately 0.16V/lLs.
6. Signals having frequency components above the Instrumentation Amplifier's output amplifier closed-loop bandwidth
will be transmitted from V- to the output with little or no
attenuation. Therefore, it is advisable to decouple the Vsupply line to the output common or to pin 11.1

errors into two categories. Those errors which simply add to
the output signal and are unaffected by the gain.can'be classified as output errors. Those which act as if they are associated
with the input signal, such that their effect at the output is
proportional to the gain, can be classified as input errors.
As an illustration, a typical ADS21 might have a +30mV output
offset and a -o.7mV input offset. In a unity gain configuration,
the total output offset would be +29.3mV or the sum of the
two. At a gain of 100, the output offset would be -40mV or:
30mV + 100(-o.7mV) = -40mV.
By separating these errors, one can evaluate the total error
independent of the gain settings used, similar to the situation
,with the input offset specifications on an op amp. In a given
gain configuration, both errors can be combined to give a total
error referred to the input (R.T.I.) or output (R.T.O.) by the
following formula:
Total Error R.T.I. = input error + (output error/gain)
Total Error R.T.O.

=(Gain x input error) + output error

The offset trim adjustment (pins 4 and 6, Figure 4) is associated primarily with the output offset. At any gain it can be
used to introduce an output offset equal and opposite to the
inpu~ offset voltage multiplied by the gain. As a result, the
total, output offset can be reduced to zero.

V+

GAIN"~

+<>------'1
Y,N

----,
I
I

As shown in Figure 8, the gain range on the ADS21 can be
extended considerably by adding an attenuator in the sense
terminal feedback path (as well as adjusting the ratio, Rs/RG)'
Since the sense terminal is the inverting input to the output
amplifier, the additional gain to the output is controlled by
Rl and R2' This gain factor is 1 + R2/Rl'

I

3300
1000pF

I
I

l

R,

____ ..J
V-

Cx

7

= 1OO7rft

v,

when ft is the desired bandwidth.

VOUT

(ft in kHz, Cx in /J.F)
Figure 7. Optional Compensation Circuit

INPUT OFFSET AND OUTPUT OFFSET
When specifying offsets and other errors'in an operational
amplifier, it is often convenient to refer these errors to the
inputs. This enables the user to calculate the maximum error
he would see at the output with any gain or circuit configuration. An op amp with 1mV of input offset voltage, for
example, would produce 1V ~f offset at the output in a gain
of 1000 configuration.
In the case of an instrumentation amplifier, where the gain is
controlled in the amplifier, it is'more convenient to separate

1

V2

__~_~_ _ _"""'~OOUTPUT COMMON

Figure 8. Circuit for utilizing some of the unique features of the
AD521. Note that gain changes introduced by changing RI and
R 2 will have a minimum effect on output offset if the offset is
carefully nulled at the highest gain setting.

For further details, refer to "An I.C. User's Guide to Decoupling,
Grounding, and Making Things Go Right for a Change," by A.
Paul Brokaw. This application note is available from Analog Devices
without charge upon request.
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Where offset errors are critical, a resistor equal ~o the parallel
combination of Rl and R2 should be placed between pin 11
and VREF. This minimizes the offset errors resulting from the
input current flowing in Rl and R2 at the sense terminal. Note
that gain changes illtroduced by changing the,RI/R2 attenuator will have a minimum effect on output offset if the offset
is carefully nulled at the highest gain setting.
When a predetermined output offSet is desired, VREF can be
placed in series with pin 11. This offset is then multiplied by
the gain factor 1 + R2/Rl as shqwn in the equation of
Figure 8.

RS

RG

\i,OUT=VIN~

I
I

VCM
L_-()-____________
--,

Figure 9. Ground loop elimination. The reference input, Pin 11,
allows remote referencing of ground potential. Differences,;'7
ground potentials are attenuated by the high CMR R of the
AD521.

+'5V---1>-------:---.---------------,

0,'.,..
,00k

COMMON

----4.....+-----"'1

0,'.,..
-,~---_4~+_-_---~----~----+_~-~

~----------~---~~...-----------~-~OOMMON

Figure 10. Test circuit for measuring peak to peak noise in the
bandwidth 0.1 Hz to 10Hz. Typical measurements are found by
reading the maximum peak to peak voltage noise of the device
under test (D.U. T.) for 3 observation periods of 10 seconds each.
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~ANALOG

WDEVICES

High Accuracy Data Acquisition
Instrumentation Amplifier

FEATURES
Performance
Low Drift: 2.01lVtC (AD522B)
Low Nonlinearity: 0.005% (G = 100)
High CMRR: >110dB (G = 1000)
Low Noise: 1.51lV p.p (0.1 to 100Hz)
Low Initial VOS: 100llV (AD522B)
Hermetically·Sealed, Electrostatically Shielded DIP
Versatility
Single-Resistor Gain Programmable: 1';;; G';;; 1000
Output Reference and Sense Terminals
Data Guard for Improving ac CMR
Value
Internally Compensated
No External Components except Gain Resistor
Active Trimmed Offset, Gain, and CMR
Low Cost
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS22 is a precision Ie instrumentation amplifier designed
for data acquisition applications requiring high accuracy
under worst-case operating conditions. An outstanding combination of high linearity, high common mode rejection, low
voltage drift, and low noise makes the AD522 suitable for
use in many 12-bit data acquisition systems.
An instrumentation amplifier is usually employed as a bridge
amplifier for resistance transducers (thermistors, strain gauges,
etc.) found in process control, instrumentation, data processing,
and medical testing. The operating environment is frequently
characterized by low signal-to-noise levels, fluctuating temperatures, unbalanced input impedances, and remote location which
hinders recalibration.

teed over the military laerospace temperature range of _55 0 e
to +12S oe. All versions are packaged in a hermeticallysealed, electrostatically shielded 14-pin DIP and are supplied
in a pin configuration similar to that of the popular AD521
instrumentation amplifier.
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
~I-0.500(12.7\

~!(12'6)

o.;;;;;r;;j[r-'oo
0.295(7.51

-L
-

This excellent performance is achieved by combining a proven
circuit configuration with state-of-the-art manufacturing technology which utilizes active laser trimming of tight-tolerance
thin-film resistors to achieve low cost, small size and high reliability. This combination of high value with no-compromise performance gives the ADS 22 the best features of both monolithic and modular instrumentation amplifiers, thus providing
extremely cost-effective precision low-level amplification.

I

i..' - ••'

t-o () ')

.:

-'"0'''

()

T:'

Ill0.31

"Ill

I

,-'_0

'.'

,)

I

PIN 1 IDENTlFIER/

0.195 (4.951

The ADS 22 was designed to provide highly accurate signal conditioning under these severe conditions. It provides output offset voltage drift of less than 1OIlV/oe, input offset voltage drift
of less than O.lIlV/oe, eMR above SOdB at unity gain (llOdB
at G = 1000), maximum gain nonlinearity of 0.001 % at G = 1,
and typical input impedance of 109 n.

r--~--I
0.4OO\1G.21

J

~

I

TOP VIEW

I----~___I

L

O.175(4.461~(6:

0,025 (O.M)

_-L

:JL::~: ~i~ ~.~ ~ ~.~-----rH

GLASS BEAD STANO-OFF
(3PLACESI
0.106(2.671

--l ~ D.020 (D.61\
II

0.016(0.41\

G.Oii5i2.411
14-PIN DUAL-IN-LINE

PIN CONFIGURATION

The ADS 22 is available in thre., versions with 'differing accuracies and operating temperature ranges; the "A", and "B"
are specified from -2S oe to +S5°e, and the "S" is guaran-
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +VS '" ±15V. RL "'2kn & TA'" +25°C unless otherwise specified)

MODEL

AD522A

GAIN
Gain Equation

1 +. 2 (lOs)

Gain Range
Equation Error
G=I
G = 1000
Nonlinearity, max (see Fig. 4)
G=I
G = 100
V5. Temp. max
G=I
G = 1000
OUTPUT CHARACTERiStiCS
Output Rating"
DYNAMIC RESPONSE (,ee Fig. 6)
Small Signal (-3dB)
G=I
G = 100
Full Power GBW
Slew Rate
Scttling Time to 0.1%, G = 100
to 0.01%, G = 100
to 0.01%, G = 10
to 0.01%, G:: 1
VOLTAGE OFFSET
Offsets Referred to Input
Initial Offset Voltage
(adjustable to zero)
G=I
vs. Temperature, max (see Fig. 3)
G=I
G = 1000
t"<G< 1000

vs. Supply, max
G=I
G = 1000

INPUT CURRENTS
Input Bias Current
Initial max, + 2SoC
vs. Temperature
Input Offset Current
Initial max, +2S oC
vs. Temperature
INPUT
Input Impedance
Differential
Common Mode
Input Voltage Range
Maximum Differential Input, Linear
Maximum Differential Input, Safe
Maximum Common Mode, Linear
Maximum Common Mode Input, Safe
Common Mode Rejection Ration,
Min@±10V, lkn Source
Imbalance (see Fig. 5)
G = I (de to 30Hz)
G:: 10 (de to 10Hz)
G = 100 (de to 3Hz)
G = 1000 (de to 1Hz)
G = I to 1000 (de to 60Hz)
NOISE
Voltage Noise, RTI (see Fig. 4)
O.IHz to 100Hz (p-p)
G-I
G - 1000
10Hz to 10kHz (rms)
G=l
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specified Performance
Operating
Storage
POWER SUPPLY
Power Supply Range
Quiescent Current, max@±lSV

AD522B

AD522S

R.
1 to 1000
0.2% max
1.0%"max

0.05% max
0.2% max

0.005%
0.01%

0.001%
0.005%

2ppm/O C (l ppm/ C typ)
50ppm/C (25ppm/C typ)
±10V@SmA

300kHz
3kHz

l.skHz
O. I VI!"
O.Sms
5m'
2ms.

O.5ms

±400~V

max (±200pV typ)

±50pytC(±lO~V/C typ)

±6lJVlc

±(if

+ 6)#lV/oC

±200IlV max(±100j.l.Vtyp)

±200!'V max (±IOO!lV typ)

±2SJ.(V/C(±SIlV/C typ)
±2J1V/C

±IOO!,V/oC (±IO!,V/oC typ)
±6Jl.V/C

±(~ +

±( l~O + 6)P.VI"C

2)JJV/oC

±20~V/%
±0.2~V/%

±2SnA
±100pAtC

±lSnA
t50pAtC

- ±20nA

±20nA

±lOOpA/C

±lOOpA/C

±lOV
±20V
±IOV
±ISV

7SdB (90dB typ)
90dB (lOOdB typ)
lOOdB (IlOdB typ)
lOOdB (I20dB typ)
7SdB (BBdB typ)

80dB (I00dB typ)
9SdB (I10dB typ)
100dB (120dB typ)
II0dB (>120dB typ)
BOdB (SBdB typ)

75dB (90dB typ)'
90dB (llOdB typ)
100dB (120dB typ)
!OOdB (>120d.B typ)

±8mA

±8mA

15!'V
-2S Q C ro +8S o C
-S5 Q C to +12{"C
_65°C to +ISO°C

±(S to 18)V
il0mA

·Specif'u::atioas same as AD522A.
"Specifications ~ as A0522B.
Spe~ificatiOns subject to change without notice.
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GENERAL APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 1 illustrates the AD522 wiring configuration when used
in a typical bridge amplifier application. In any low-level, high
impedance, noise-dominated environment, proper shielding and
grounding are requisite for optimum performance; a recommended technique is shown.

sensing. These points can also be used to trim the device CMR,
add an output booster, or to offset the output to a reference
level. These applications are illustrated in following sections.
It is good practice to place RG within several inches of the
AD522. Longer leads will increase stray capacitance and cause
phase shifts that will degrade CMR at higher frequencies. For
frequencies below 10Hz, a remote RG is generally acceptable;
no stability problems are caused. Bear in mind that a leakage
impedance of 200Mn between RG pins will cause an 0.1 % gain
error at G = 1. Unity gain is not trimmable.
TYPICAL APPLICATION AND ERROR BUDGET ANALYSIS
(See Figure 1 and Table 1)
A floating transducer with a 0 to 1 volt output has a lkn source
imbalance. A noisy environment induces a one volt 0 to 60Hz
common mode si&nal in the ground return. This signal must be
amplified to interface with a data acquisition system calibrated
for a 0 to 10 volt signal range. The operating temperature range
is 0 to +50°C and an AD522B is to be used. Table 1 lists
error sources and their effect on system accuracy.
The total effect on absolute accuracy is less than ±0.2%, allowing
adjustment-free 8-bit operation. In computer or microprocessor controlled data-acquisition systems, automatic recalibration
can nullify gain and offset drifts leaving noise, distortion and
CMR as the only error sources. In this case, full 12-bit operation is achieved.

NOTES'
1. GAIN RESISTOR Ro SHOULD BE· !>ppmI' C (VtSHAV TYPE RECOMMENDED\
2. SHIELDED CONNECTIONS TO RG RECOMMENDED WHEN MAXIMUM SYSTEM BANDWIDTH

AND AC CMR IS REQUIRED. AND WHEN RG IS LOCATED MORE THAN SIX INCHES FROM
A0522 NO INSTABILITIES ARE CAUSED BY REMOTE RG LOCATIONS. WHEN NOT USED,

THE DATA GUARD PIN CAN BE LEFT UNCONNECTED.
3. POWER SUPPL Y FILTERS ARE RECOMMENDED FOR MINIMUM NOISE IN NOISV ENVIRONMENTS.

4. NO TRIM REQUIRED FOR MOST APPLICATIONS. IF REOUIRED, A lOldl,25ppm/ C, 25 TURN
TRIM POT (SUCH AS V'SHAY 1202·Y·l0k"S RECOMMENDED.

Figure 1. Typical Bridge Application

Direct coupling of the AD522 inputs makes it necessary to
provide a signal ground return for input amplifier bias currents.
This can be achieved by direct connection as shown, or through
an indirect path of less than 1Mn resistance such as other system interconnections.
To minimize noise, shielding should be provided for the input
leads and gain resistor connections. A passive data guard is provided to improve ac common mode rejection by "bootstrapping" the capacitance of the input cabling, thus minimizing
differential phase shift. This will also reduce degradation of
. system bandwidth.
Balanced design eliminates the need for external bypass capacitors for most applications. If, however, the power supplies
are remotely located (farther than 10 feet or so) or if they are
likely to carry more than a few millivolts of noise, local filtering will enable the user to retain optimal performance.
Reference and sensepins are provided to permit remote load
Error Source

Gain Errors: Absolute gain errors can be nulled by trimming
RG' Gain drift is a linear effect, not detrimental to resolution
and is caused by the change in value of internal resistors over
the operating temperature range. An "intelligent" system can
correct for these errors with an automatic. calibration cycle.
Gain nonlinearity never exceeds 0.002% at G = 10.
Offset Drift & Pins Current Errors: Special care has been taken
in the design of the AD522 input stage to minimize offset drift.
Unless transducer impedances are unbalanced by more than
2kn, errors caused by offset current drift are negligible compared to offset voltage drift. Although initial offset voltages
are laser-nulled for most applications, provisions have been
made to allow further adjustment to correct for initial system
offset. In this example, all offset drifts amount to ±0.014%
and do not effect resolution (can be corrected with an automatic calibrationcyc1e).
CMR and Noise Errors: Common mode rejection and noise
performance of instrumentation amplifiers are critical because

Specification

Effect on Absolute
Accuracy. %ofF.S.

Effect on Resolution
%of F.S.

Gain Nonlinearity

±O.002% max, G = 10
(from Spec. Sheet and Fig. 4)

±O.OO2

Voltage Drift

25:;V/oC + 2.0IlV/oC = 4.5IlV /oC
am
R.T.1. = O.OOO55%/C
(from Spec. Sheet)

±O.Oll

CMR

86dB (from Spec. Sheet. CMR vs. F
vs. G, typical curve)

±O.OO5

±O.005

Noise, R.T.O.
(0.1 to 100Hz)

lSIlV (p.p) R.T.O. (from Spec. Sheet,
Noise vs, G typical curve)

±0.0015

±O.OO15

Offset Current
Drift

±SOpA/oC x lk source imbalance
(Spec. Sheet) = ±50IlV/C =
±!.25IlV R.T.l.

±0.OOO125

Gain Drift
(add IOppm/C for
external RG)

60ppm/C
(Spec. Sheet)

±O.lS

±O.OO2

Table 1. E"or Sources
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these errors can not be corrected by calibration. Comm'on mode
rejection of the AD522 is active laser-trimmed to the limits of
thin-film resistor stability. Further trimming could improve
CMR on a short term basis, but regular readjustment would be
necessary to maintain this improvement (see Figure 2). In this
example, untrimmed CMR and noise cause a total error of
±0.0065% of full scale and are the major contributors to resoI~tion error.
5,''''

~'''r--t--~~t+~~~~~~ti---r--t-til
~
I~.,
~r--::::N+-+-++t-i

~ ~r--t--~,-tt--~--r-~~~r--t-t~

~

I
J1

--t--r-

80

TYPICAL CMR, AD6228
lkn SOURCE IMBALANCE

140t-- * C°,,:"Y) .

COMMON MOOE INPUT VOLTAGE

loH

Figure 2. Optional CMR Trim

Figure 5. Common Mode Rejection vs. Frequency and Gain

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Offset Voltage and Current Drift. The AD522 is available in
four drift selections. Figure 3 is a graph of maximum RTO offset voltage drift vs. gain for all versions. Errors caused by offset voltage drift can thus be determined for any gain. Offset
current drift will cause a voltage error equal ,to the product of
the offset current drift and the source impedance unbalance.

.
5
.

I

RESPONSE

AD6228 ....................

II

AD5.2ZS ••••••••

~

J

'r-f--

II

,

V

,
......... 10001-:
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GAIN -VN

.................
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.'

.......
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Figure 3. Output Offset Drift (RTO) vs. Gain
Gain Nonlinearity and Noise. Gain nonlinearity increases with
gain as the device loop-gain decreases. Figure 4 is a plot of
typical nonlinearity vs. gain. The shape of the curve can be
safely used to predict worst-case nonlinearity at gains below
100. Noise vs. gain is shown on the same graph.

GAIN-VN

Figure 4. Gain Nonlinearity and Noise (RTO) IfS. Gain

Common Mode Rejection. CMR is rated at ±10V and 1kil
source imbalance. At lower gains, CMR depends mainly 'on
thin-film resistor stability but due to gain-bandwidth considerations, is relatively constant with frequency to beyond 60Hz.
The dc CMR improves with increasing gain and is increasingly
subject to phase shifts in limited bandwidth high-gain amplifiers. Figure 5 illustrates CMR vs. Gain and Frequenc~.
Dynamic Performance. Settling time and unity gain bandwidth'
are directly proportional to gain. As a result, dynamic performance can be predicted from the well-behaved curves of
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Small Signal Frequency Response (-3dB)
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
Offset and Gain Trim. Gain accuracy depends largely on the
quality of RG' A precision resistor with a 10ppm/C temperature coefficient is advised. Offset, like gain, is laser-trimmed to
alevel suitable; for most applications. If further adjustment is
required, the circuit shown in I'igure I is recommended. Note
that good quality (25ppm) pots are necessary to maintain voltage drift specifications.

CMR Trim. A short~term CMR improvement of up to 10dB at
low gains can be realized with the circuit of Figure 2. Apply a
low-frequency 20lG volt peak-to-peak input signal to both
inpu ts through their equivalent source resistances and uim the
pot for an ac ou tpu t null .
Sense Output. A sense output is provided to enable remote
load sensing or use of an output current booster. Figure 7 illustrateS these applications. Being "inside the loop", booster
drift errors are minimized. When not used, the sense output
should be tied to the oU,tput.

Figure 7. Output Current Booster and Buffered Output
-Level Shifter

Reference Output. The reference terminal is provided to permit
the user to offset or "level shift" the output level to a datum
compatible with his load. It must be remembered that the total
output swing is ±10 volts to be shared between signal and reference offset. Fu,rthermore, any reference source resistance will
unbalance the CMR trim by the ratio lOk/Rref. For example, if
the reference source impedance is lil, CMR will be reduced to
SOdB (lOkil/lil = 10,000 = SOdB). A buffer amplifier can be
used to eliminate this error, as shown in Figure 7, but the
drift of the buffer will add to output of~set drift. When not
used, the reference terminal should be grounded.

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES

Self-Contained High Performance
Wide Band Instrumentation Amplifier

PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Internal Gain Setting Resistors
Wide Gain Range: 1 to 1024 in Binary Steps
Settling Time: 3O,us max to 0.01%, G ~ 128
Low Gain Error: ±0.02% max
Low Gain Drift: ±10ppm max
Low Offset Voltage Drift: ±1.5IlVtC max, RTI, G = 1024V/V
High CMR: 94dB min, G = 1024/V/V
APPLICATIONS
Low Level High Speed Data Acquisition Systems
Bridge Amplifiers for Resistance Transducers
Precision Current Amplifiers
Preamplifier for Recorder Instrumentation

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Model 612 is a self·contained, high accuracy, high speed hybrid instrumentation amplifier designed for data acquisition
applications requiring speed and accuracy under worst-case
operating conditions. Five selections of the model 612 are
available: the A, Band C selections provide superior dc characteristics with good dynamic performance, while the 0 and
E selections provide superior dynamic performance with good
dc characteristics.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

24-PIN OUAL·IN-LiNE .
NO.1 LEAD

IDENTIFIEA

The model 612 contains a precision thin-film resistor network
that allows the user to set the gain in binary steps from 1 to
1024V/V by strapping the appropriate gain pins. In addition
the excellent tracking characteristics of the active laser-trimmed
thin-film resistors provide maximum gain TC of ±10ppm/oC max.
The model 612 is designed to provide high speed and high accuracy signal conditioning. It provides input offset drift of
1.51lVI"C max, output offset drift of ±751lVI"C max, CMR of
74dB min at unity gain (94dB min at G = 1024) in the highest
accuracy version (612C) or 120kHz small signal bandwidth and
settling time to 0.01 % of 30lls max in the high speed version
(6120 or E).

~O~~.:6? --i-L

t=

-+-0.01102.,

IO"(~:F

iT

~O.6(15.241~

t
PIN CONFIGURATION
GAINPROG

1

SETTING THE GAIN
The 612 operates at G =1 if there is no pin strapping. For
binary gains 2 thru 256, strap approprjate gain pin (3 thru 10)
to the gain programming pin (1). For gain 512, strap both pins
10 and 11 to. pin l;for gain 1024, strap pins 10, 11 and 12 to
pin 1. If a non binary gain is required, an external resistor (RG)
can be used to set the gain according to the formula G = 1 +
80k/RG. RG should be connected to pins 1 and 2.

13

REF

TOP VIEW
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C and Vs =±15V, unless otherwise noted)
MODEL

612A

GAIN
Gain Range, in Binary Steps
Gain Temperature Coefficient
Gain Accuracy, RL =.lOkO
Gain Nonlinearity

1 to 1024V/v
±10ppmi"C max
±0.1% max
±O.OOI%

RATED OUTPUT
Voltage
Current
Impedance
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Absolute, ~xVoltage
Common Mode Voltage
Differe~tial and Common Mode Impedance
OFFSET VOLTAGES
Input Offset Voltage
,Initial @ +2SoC (Adjustable to Zero)
ys. Temperllture (G = 1024)
ys. Supply (G = 1024)
Output Offset Voltage G = 1
vs. Temperature

6128

612C

612D

612E'

±O.OS%max

±0.02%max

±0.1% max

'.

.

.

'.

±s",vi"c max

±3",Vt"C max

±IS0",V/oC max

±7S",V/oC max

100kHz
60kHz
10kHz

200kHz
20kHz

200kHz
20kHz

200",s max
100p.smax

100",s max
30",s max

100",s max
30",s max

60",smax
100",s max

20",s max
60",5 max

20",s max
60",s max

±IOVmin
±SmAmin
±0.IS0

±Vs
±IOVmin
109 1130llpF

,±0.2mV

±3",Vt"C max

±200",Vi"C max

±150",V,i"C max ±7S",VtCmax

+100nA max
±O.SnAloC

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial @ +2SoC
ys. Temperature (-2SOC to +8SoC)

±2nA
±10pAloC

INPUT VOLTAGE NOISE, G= 1024
O.OIHz to 10Hz
10Hz to 10kHz

I",V p-p
2",V rms

OUTPUT VOLTAGE NOISE, (G = 1)
O.OUlz to 10Hz
10Hz to 10kHz

20",V p-p
SO",V rms

COMMON MODE REJECTION RATIO
1kO Source Imbalance, de to 60Hz
G= 1024
G=l

94dB min
74dB min

Current, Quiescent

TEMpERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage

±1.S",VoC max

±s",vi"c max
±2S",V/V

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial @ +2SoC
>'S. TemperatUre (-2SoC to +8S°C)

DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Slew Rate
Small Signal Bandwidth (-3dB)
G=l
G= 128
G= 1024
Settling Time to 0.01 % 20V p-p Output Step
G=l
G= 128
Settling Time to O.OS% 20V p-p Output Step
G = 1 to 128
G = 1024
. POWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating

•

1V/",s

±lSV
±8V to ±18V
±8mA
-25°C to +8SoC
-55°C to +12S oC

• Specifications same as 612A.
Specifications subject to change wi~out notice.

±O.OS%max

Contact factory for complete 6 page data sheet.
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Isolation Amplifiars
Contents
Page

Selection Guide

3-2
3-4

Selection Information and Definitions of Specifications
I

277J/K/A Isolated operational amplifier module

281 Synchronizable drive-oscillator for 286J and 292A

3-7
3-17

284J Stand-alone isolator

3-11

286J Driven isolator for multichannel applications

3-17

288J IK Carrier-powered isolator for multichannel applications

3-23

289J IK/Le High-performance synchronizable self-contained isolation amplifier

3-29

290A e Lowest-cost stand-alone isolator

3-35

292Ae Lowest-cost driven isolator for multichannel applications

3-35

947 Multiple-output power oscillator for 3-port and interchannel isolation
of 288J IK carrier-powered isolators

3-23

948 Single-channel power oscillator for multichannel applications of 288J IK
where the inputs share a common ground reference

3-23

eNew product since the 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
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Amplifiers

In this Selection Guide, isolation-amplifier families are divided into four categories:
'1.
2.
3.
4.

Isolated Operational Amplifiers,
Programmable-Gain Isolated Voltage Amplifiers
4-to-20mA-Dutput Programmable-Gain V-to-I Converters
4-Channel Multiplexed Signal Conditioners

Although (3) and (4) are not catalogued in this section, they are listed in this Selection Guide because they do perform
the functions of isolation amplifiers and are likely to be relevant choices for many applications. Data sheets can be found
at the listed pages.
The specifications and features are key for each device. Complete and detailed specifications, descriptions, and application
information can be found on the data sheets. General information and definitions of important specifications can be found
in the pages that follow.
All specifications are typical at rated supply voltage and load, and TA = 25°C, unless noted otherwise.

1. ISOLATED OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
Application

Primary
Considerations

Industrial Instrumentation' Highest Accuracy
Functional Versatility
and Control Systems
High.CMV/CMR
Isolated Supply

Recommended
Model

Features

Page

277J/K/A

3-7

Recommended
Model

Page

0.025% max nonlinearity, l/lV/C max input drift,
Uncommitted High Performance Op Amp Front End
160dB min CMR @ dc; 3,SkV rms CMV (1 minY'
Floating Power Supply: ±15V dc ® ±15mA min

2. PROGRAMMABLE-GAIN ISOLATED VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS
Application

Primary
Considerations

Industrial
Instrumentation
and Control
Systems

Highest Linearity
True 3-port
Synchronizable
Widest Bandwidth

Industrial and
Medical
Instrumentation

Industrial and Medical
Instrumentation

Industrial and
Medical
Instrumentation

Industrial and Medical
Instrumentation

Features

289J/K/Le

3-29

Lowest Cost
Nonlinearity ±O.l% (IOV pop output); Adjustable
Self-Contained
gain, 1 to 100VIV;Drift lO/lV/oC (gain = 100VIV);
Wide Temperature Range Bandwidth 2.5kHz small-signal; Floating power
available, ±13V at SmA min. Isolation ±1500V
peak rnax; CMR 100dB min, 1kn source unbalance.

290Ae

3-35

Single Channel
±O.05% Nonlinearity, ±75ppmlC Gain Drift
Sel(Contained
2.0/lA rms max leakage; Defibrillator Protection
Patient Safety
Floating Power Supply: ±8.5V dc @ ±5mA min
High CMR, CMV
110dB min CMR @ 60Hz, ±5kV pk CMV (Pulse) .
External drive, 100kHz oscillator, model 281;
Lowest Cost
Wide Temperature Range Nonlinearity ±O.l% (10V pop OUtput); Adjustable
Multichannel
gain, 1 to 100VIV;Drift 10/lV/oC (gain = lOOVIV);
Bandwidth 2.5kHz small-signal; Floating power
supply ±13V at 1SmA min; Isolation ±IS00V peak
. max, CMR 100dB min, lkn source unbalance

284J

3-11

292Ae

3-35

286J
2,81 (05c)

3-17
3-17

Multichannel
Reliability
High CMR, CMR
I,solated Supply

3-2 ISOLA TlON AMPLIFIERS

Stand-alone or multichannel operation; ±0.012%
max nonlinearity (289L); Adjustable gain, 1 to
100VIV, ±0.005%/C max gain drift; Bandwidth
20kHz small-signal, 5kHz full power; Floating
auxiliary power available, ±5mA min at ±15V;
Isolation ±2500V peak inpu t-to-ou tpu t-or-power
supply, 120V rms continuous, output'to-power
supply; CMR 104dB min at 60Hz, 1kn unbalance;
Synchronizable either to external 100kHz source or
to other 289s by consensus.

External drive; 100kHz Osc - model 281
Meets IEEE SWC Standard and UL 544 Leakage Std
SkV pk pulse differential and Input/Output CMV
110dB min CMR @ 60Hz; ±lSV dc @ ±lSmA Isolated
Supply.

Industrial Instrumentation
and Control Systems

Multichannel
High Accuracy
Low Cost
Smallest Size

Externally carrier-powered; model 947 or 948 driver
0.05% max nonlinearity, 100ppm(C max gain drift,
5J1VlC max input drift, Adjust. Gain, 1 to 1000VIV,
850V dc diff and infout CMV, I" X I" X 0.56"

288J/K

3-23

947 (Driver) 3-23
948 (Driver) 3-23

3. 4-TO-20mA-OUTPUT PROGRAMMABLE-GAIN V-TO-I CONVERTERS
Application
Industrial
Instrumentation
and Process
Control
Analog Transmitters
and Controllers

Primary
Considerations
High Performance
Synchronizable
Single Supply
Local or Remote Loop
Power

Recommended
Model

Features
Resistor-programmable input range, 0 to +IV to

Page

2B22JfKfL

8-37

Recommended
Model

Page

o to +IOV; Nonlinearity 0.05% max (L); Span
drift 0.005%foC max (L); Single supply, +14V
to +32V; Meets IEEE Std. 472 (Transient ProtectionSWC) and ISA Standard 50.1 (Isolated current-loop
transmitters); Isolation voltage 1500V de continuous;
Stand-alone or multichannel.

4. 4-CHANNEL MULTIPLEXED SIGNAL CONDITIONERS
Application

Primary
Considerations

Multichannel
Transducer
Measurements
Industrial Measurement
and Control Systems

Low-level measurements
Multiplexing
No Relays
Normal-Mode Filtering
Low Cost·Per Channel

Resistor-programmable full-scale input span (±5mV to' 2B54A/B±lOOmV) for ±5V output; Input offset drift ±1J1VlC
max (B), gain drift 25p'pmlC max (B), nonlinearity
±0.02% max; Isolation ±IOOOV dc, channel-to-channel
or channel-to-ground; CMR 156dB min at 60Hz; Inputs
protected for up to l30V rms of differential voltage;
Scanning rate up to 400 channels per second min;
Thermocouple compensation available, see 2B56,
Section 8.

8-49

Multichannel
Transducer
Measurements
Industrial Measurement
and Control Systems

High- or Low-Level
Measurements
Multiplexing
No Relays
Normal-Mode Filtering
Low Cost Per Channel

Resistor-programmable full-scale input span (±50mV to 2B55±5V) for ±5V output; Input offset drift ±5p.vlc max,
gain drift ±25ppmlC max, nonlinearity ±0.02% max
(G = 1 to 100); Isolation ±1000V de channel-to-channel
or channel-to-ground; CMR 156dB min at 60Hz; inputs
protected for up to 13 OV rms of differential range;
Scanning rate up to 400 channels per second min .

8-49

Features

• New product since 1979 Data:Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement
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Orientation
lIaIation Amplifiers
The isolation amplifier (or isolator) has an input circuit that
is galvanically isolated from the power supply and the output
circuit. Isolators are intended for applications requiring safe,
accurate measurement of dc and low-frequency voltage or
current in the presence of high common-mode voltage (to
thousands of volts) with high CMR, line-receiving of signals
transmitted at high impedance in noisy environments, and for
safety in general-purpose measurements where dc and line-frequency leakage must be maintained at levels well below certain
mandated minima.' Principal applications are in electrical environments of the kind associated with medical equipment,
conventional and nuclear power plants, automatic test equipment, and industrial process-control systems.
Analog Devices Isolators described in this catalog use electromagnetically coupled high-frequency carrier techniques for
communication of power to and signals from the input circuit.
CHOOSING AN ISOLATOR
The choice of an isolator depends on the desired functional
characteristics and the required specifications. Functional
characteristics include such considerations as number of channels, range of output common-mode (output to power supply), nature of the front-end amplifier (amplification only or
general op-amp functioning), and the availability of isolated
power for additional external front-end circuitry. Key speci.fications include performance specs and "absolute maie/min"
mandated safety specifications. Definitions of specifications
follow this section. In addition to the products listed here,
which are recommended for new designs, a number of older
products are still available; data sheets are available upon request. In addition to the useful applications information on
. the data sheets published here, a designers' guide! , available
upon request, provides information useful to the circuit
designer.
The devices described in this section are all isolation amplifiers,
useful in general-purpose circuit applications for instrumentation amplifiers or op amps where isolation is a hecessity. In
addition to these devices, !here are a growing number of isolato.rs available from Analog Devices that perform dedicated
functions, for use where isolation is necessary or desirable.
Data sheets for them can be found in other sections of this
catalog, and some of their applications can be seen in the
Transducer Interfacing Handbook 2 • Here is a brief list:
2B54 Thermocouple/mV 4-Channel MultiplexerAmplifier: Section 8
2B55 Low- or High-LeveI4-Channel MultiplexerAmplifier: Section 8
2B22 Voltage or Current to 4-to-20mA Converter:
Section 8
'Examples of such requirements may be found in UL STD 544 and
SWC (Surge Withstand Capability) in IEEE Standard for Transient
Voltage Protection 472-1974.
I AnalogDevices Isolation and Instrumentation Amplifiers Designer's
Guide" (1978)
• Sheingold, D.H., ~d. Transducer Interfacing Handbook-A gUide to
analog signal conditioning. Norwood MA 02062 (P.O. Box 796):
Analog Devices, Inc., 1980, $14.50.
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DAC1423 lO-Bit Digital to 4-to-20mA Converter: .
Section 9
AD2036, AD2037, AD2038 Scanning Panel Instruments:
Section 8
Isolation is also inherent in transformer-coupled synchrodigital conversion products (Section 12).
Functional Characteristics The figure shows the circuit architecture of a self-contained isolator, Model 289. The various
models differ, but their properties can be discussed in terms of
the device shown. An isolator of this type requires power from
a two-terminal dc supply. An internal oscillator converts the
dc power to ac, which is transformer-coupled to the shielded
inplit section, then converted to dc for the input stage and the
auxiliary power output. The ac carrier is also modulated by
the amplifier output, trarisformer-coupled to the output stage,
demodulated by a phase-sensitive demodulator (using the
carrier as the reference), filtered, and amplified, using isolated
. dc power, derived from the carrier ..

The amplifier in this example is a resistor-protected op amp
(actually, the protection works both ways - it protects the
amplifier against differential overloads (120V rmscontinuous)
and it protects sensitive input sources from supply voltage if
the amplifier malfunctions), connected for a programmable
gain from 1 to 100VIV, as determined by a single external
resistor. Since both input terminals are floating, the amplifier
functions effectively as an instrumentation amplifier. All but
one of the amplifiers in this series function in the instrumentation-amplifier mode, b~t with various gain ranges. The 277 is
an exception; its input stage is an uncommitted high~gain lowdrift, low-noise op amp, and the output terminal of the input
stage is available for feedback connections to perform a wide
range of single-ended or differential operations. Because of the
transformer coupling, the outputs of all th,ese devices are
isolated from their input stages.
GAIN 4

VOUT
±10V

''''AG,*....!:!!!..-

ISOLATED

PO~~~ 3ih--"""----..J

DC POWER

IN,Vs

1I1''IF---'-------(7) PWR COM

In the figUre, it can be seen that the demodulator drive is
magnetically coupled from the oscillator to the output ·stage.
This permits the output to operate at a dc common-mode
potential with respect to power common. An isolator of this
type is said to provide three-port isolation, because there are
three isolated ports: input, power supply, and output. The
275, the 284; the '285, and the 286 also have this property,

but the demodulator coupling is capacitive. The data sheets
carry block diagrams, which show the architecture of each
device; 3-port devices, in general, have an output commonmode-voltage spec in the "Rated Output" section. Two-port
devices are those in which there is a dc connection between the
power supply and the output stage. An example of where a 3port device might be used: if the isolator power supply is at
some distance from the destination (say, a data-acquisition
system), line drops could result in common-mode errors if the
output were tied to the power supply.
The 289, as can be seen, is a completely self-contained device.
There are applications for which a degree of "unbundling" can
lead to economy and improved performance. For example, if
there are many input channels to be isolated, economies can be
realized by the use of a common oscillator. In addition, the
common oscillator makes it possible to avoid the possibiliry of
small errors due to beat frequencies developed by small
amounts of crosstalk.

Several synchronized multichannel devices are available. Model 292A is essentially a 290A with a power amplifier instead of
an oscillator. It requires a dc power input and a pair of leads
for a low-power oscillator input, which can be furnished by a
281 synchronizable oscillator. The 281 will drive from one to
16 292As, and it will also synchronize additional 281s for
increments of up to 16 292s per 281. The 288 isolator does
not require dc power inputs. Instead, the ac input is furnished
from 947/948 matching dc-ac high-frequency drivers. The 947,
for example, has eight (isolated) output windings, which provide the carrier signal and input power for as many as eight
288Js. Isolated front-end power is provided by rectification
and filtering of the 947 "MOD DRIVE" signal. The result is a
very inexpensive high-accuracy multichannel system.
SPECIFICATIONS
The illustration on the next page shows a typical specification
block and defines the specifications of key interest.
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NONLINEARITY- This is the
peak deviation from a best
straight line, expressed liS a % of
peak-to-peak output. Should be
considered when signal fidelity
is of prime importance.
MAX SAFE DIFFERENTIAL
INPUT - Max voltage that can
be safely applied across input
terminals. Important to consider
for fail-safe designs in the presence of high voltages.
CMR, INPUT TO GUARD - Indicates ability to reject differential voltage between signal low
and guard. Should be considered
in applications where guard canno~ be connected directly to signallow.

MODEL

284)

GAIN (NON-INVERTING)
Range (SOkll Load)

1 to lOV/V
G= 1+
lOOkll

. Formula (Rj in k.Q)

10.7kn + Rj
Deviation from Formula
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
vs. Time
Nonlinearity, ±!iV Output (G == 1 to lOVN)
INPUT VOLTAGE RATINGS
Linear Differential Range, G = IV/V
Max Safe Differential Input

±3%
to.oo7S%fC
±O.001%/1000 hours
±O.05%

±sv

Continuous
Pulse, lOms Duration, 1 PulsellO sec

CMV, INPUTS TO OUTPUTS Voltage that may be safely applied
to both inputs with respect to
outputs or power common. Necessary consideration in applications
with high CMV input or when
high voltage transients may occur
at the input.

Max CMV, Inputs to OutputS

ac, 60Hz, 1 minute Duration

.

Pulse, IOms Duration. 1 Pulse/lO sec
. With SlOkn in series with guard

Continuous, ae or de
CMR, Inputs to Outputs, 60Hz, RS
Balanced Source Impedance

Indicates ability to reject common
mode voltages between inputs
and outputs. Important when
processing small signals riding on
high common mode voltages.

~ SkSl

SkS'l Source Impedance Imbalance

CMR, Inputs to Guard, 60Hz
lkn Source "Impedance Imbalance
Max Leakage Current, Inputs to Pwr Com
@ l1SV ac, 60Hz

LEAKAGE CURRENT - Maximum input leakage current
when power-line voltage is impressed on inputs. Vital consideration for patient safety in
m~dical applications.

OFFSET VOLTAGE, REFERRED TO INPUT
Initial,@ +2S oC

vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
At Gain = 10VN
At Other Gains
vs. Supply Voltage
INPUT IMPEDANCE

INPUT NOISE - Total noise,
referred to the input. Facilitates
comparison with expected signal input levels.

Differential
Overload
Common Mode

TO INPUT - Total input drift is
composed of two sources (input
and output stage drifts) and is
gain (G) dependent. Referring
offsets to the input allows them
to be compared to signal levels.

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT

. Initial, @ +2S oC
°
vs. Temperature (0 to +70 C

±7nA max
±O.lnAfC

INPUT NOISE

ISOLATED SUPPLY - Dual
supply voltages, completely isolated from the input power supply
terminals; provide the capability
to excite floating input signal
conditioners .. front-end amplifiers,
as well as remote transducers.

Voltage, Gain'" 10V/V
O.01Hz to 100Hz
10Hz to 1kHz
Current
O.OlHz to 100Hz

8~V

pk-pk •
10J.LVrms

SpA pk-pk

FREQUENCY RESPONSE, GAIN = 1 to lQVIV

Small Signal Bandwidth, -3dB
Slew Rate
Full Power, Gain = 1V/V
Full Power, Gain = 10VN

1kHz
2SmV/IJ,s
700Hz
200Hz

ISOLATED POWER SUPPLY

Voltage/Current
Accuracy.
Regulation, No Load to Full Load
CMV, Outputs to Pwr. Com.

±8.SV dc/±SmA
tS%
+0, -15%
±50V pk max

RATED OUTPUT

Voltage, SOkSl Load
Output Impedance
Output Ripple Noise, 1MHz Bandwidth

±5V min
lkll
SmVpk-pk

POWER SUPPLY, SINGLE POLARITY

Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent

+15Vdc
+(8V de to lS.SV de)
+10mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE

Rated Performan~e
Storage
CASE DIMENSIONS
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o to +70°C
-SSoC to +8SoC

i.s" x

1.S"

X

0.62"

OVERWAD RESISTANCE This is the apparent input impedance under conditions of amplifier saturation. It limits differential fault currents.

1IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

Precision' Isolation Amplifier
High CMV /CMR, +15V Floating Power

FEATURES
Versatile Op Amp Front Eod: Inverting, Non-Inverting,
Differential Applications
Low Nonlinearity: 0_025% max, Model277K
Low Input Offset Voltage Drift: 1/J.vfc max, Model 277K
Floating Power Supply: ±15V dc @ ±15mA
High CMR: 160dB min @dc
High CMV: 3500V,ms
APPLICATIONS
Programmable Gain Isolated Amplifier
Isolated Power Source and Amplifier for Bridge Measurements
Instrumentation Amplifier
Instrumentation Grade Process Signal Isolator
Current Shunt Measurements

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 277 is a versatile isolation amplifier which combines a
high-performance, uncommitted operational amplifier front
end with a precision, isolated output stage and a floating power
supply section. This configuration, shown in Figure 1, makes
the 277 ideally suited to instrumentation applications where
the need for various forms of signal conditioning, high CMV
protection and isolated transducer power requirements are
encountered.
The input stage is a low drift (±1/J.V/oC max, model 277K) ,
differential op amp that may'be connected for use in inverting,
non-inverting and differential configurations. The circuitry
employed around the operational amplifier inpu t stage can be
designed by the user to suit each application's particular signal
processing needs. A full ±10V signal range is available at the
output of the front end amplifier.

,-W'----t® g~~SET TRIM
~--'-i~ g~iN TRIM

combined with the output stage's low nonlinearity (0.05%,
models 277J/A and 0.025% model 277K), these high CMR and
CMV ratings facilitate accurate measurements in the presence
of noisy electrical equipment such as motors and relays. In
addition, model277A offers a -2SoC to +85°C rated op,erating
temperature range. All versions,of model 277 have a ±10 volt
output range.
The floating power supply section provides isolated ±15 volt
outputs capable of delivering currents up to ±15mA. This
feature permits model 277 to power transducers and auxiliary
isolated circuitry, thereby eliminating the need for a separate
isolated dc/dc converter.
All of the features of the model 277 isolation amplifier are
packaged in a compact (3" x 2.2" x 0.59") module. As an
assurance of high performance reliability, every model 277 is
factory tested for CMV rating by application of 3500V
(±4900V peak) between input and output common terminals
for one minute (meets NEMA and CSA requirements for
660V
service.) In addition, the 277 has a calculated MTBF
of 133,000 hours.

nn.

nn.

Figure 1. Model 277 Functional Block Diagram

The isolated output stage includes a special modulator/demodulator technique which provides the 277 with 160dB minimum
dc common mode rejection between input and output common and an input-to-output CMV rating of 3500V nn.' When
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

(typical at+25°C a.nd ±15V unless otherwise noted)

2771

277K

277A

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

INPUT STAGE .PJi;RFORMANCH 1,2
OPEN LOOP GAIN

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial,@ +2S oC (Adjustable to Zero)
VS.

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)

10668 min
±1.SmVmax

IL1r------2-n----------nur'lrM~:~.(:)"
:;-T

Temperature

Offset Untrimmed
Offset Trimmed to Zero
VS. Supply Voltage
VS. Time

±SIlV/OC max

±3J./.V/oC max
±30j.tVN
±3.SpV/mo

~ 0.040 (1-02)

I' ,

1NPll!. BIAS CUoRRENT
Inltlai,@+25 C
vs. Temperature
VS. Supply Voltage

ilOnA max
±SOpAl'C
t100pAlV

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT

Initial,@ +2SoC

±6nA

tSOpAN

vs. Supply Voltage

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
.
Common Mod~3

4MIl
lOOMIl1l4pF

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, O,OlHz to 10Hz
10Hz to 1kHz
Current, O.OlHz to 10HZ.

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common Mode Voltage 3
Common Mode Rejec[ion 3 • CMV:= ±IDV, 60Hz
Max Safe Differential Voltage

±IOV min
100dB
'±13V

ISOLATED POWER SUPPLy 4
Voltage/Current 2
Load Regulation (No Load - Full Load)
Line Regulation
Ripple, Full Load

:t1SV@tlSmAmax
+0, -6%
IVIV
30m V p.p @ 70kHz

OUTPUT STAGE PERFORMANCE
GAIN
Gain Error
vs. Temperature
Nonlinearity. ±lOY Output
VOLTAGE RATINGS s
Max CMV, Output Comllnput Com
ac, 60Hz, 1 Minute
Nonrecurring Spike «I Second)
Peak ac or dc, Continuous
CMR. Output Com/Input Corns
de
60Hz
Leak. Cur., Input/outPUt llSVQp" 60Hz

--OO'---"'-UT-,o-'1

2

INPUT FEEDBACK

3

~IN

. OUT COM 11
OUT GAIN 12

4 +IN

OUT TRIM 13

6 -VIIIO

-Vs 14

6 TRIM
1 TRIM

+Vs 11i

8 TRIM ARM

l~Vp-p

9

3JJ.Vrms
35p.\ pop

PWRCOM ;8

-l

BOTTOM VIEW'
WEIGHT: 65 grams

f..-O.1 (2.541 GRID

MATING SOCKET - ACI053

'20

"'t--

IV/V
±O.S%m~

±SOppm/ C max
to.05% max

,00

, ,
.....

+0.025% max

GAIN

±lOmV max
±10OJJ.VtCmax
±lmV/V
±1OOJJ.Vlmo
2.skHz
1.5kHz

"I,

'~

V

160dB min
120dB min
l/J.A rmsmax

CMR (CMV = ±10V

"~

PHASE

3S00V ImS max
±5000V pk max
±2500V max

OUT~l!1' OFFS~T VO~TAGE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Small.5ignal, -3dB
Full Power, ZOV pop Output
Settling Time ± IOV Step to 0.1 %

2.23 MAX

156 841
.

INPUT COM

'I'"I'-

20

ISOLATION IMPEDANCE 5
Input Com/Output Com
Inltlal,@ +25 C (Adjustable to Zero)
n. Temperature
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time

1
1

MAXI._36}

3.04 MAX In_2)

+V'ID

.

'0

0.'

,00

..

,

1k

I',00k

FREQUENCY - Hz

±100/J.Vt C max

Figure 2. Input Stage Gain, CMR and Phase
vs. Frequency

1m,

RATED OUTPUT
Voltage/Current

±IOV min@ ±5mA min

OUTPUT NOISE
Voltage, O.OIHz to 10Hz
10Hz to 1kHz

7IJV p-p
25pVrms

POWEJi. SUPPLV'
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent

:!:15Vdc
±(14 to 16)V de
+35,-SmA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

o to +70°C
_ZSoC to +85°C
_SSoC to +8SoC

CASE SIZE

3.0" x 2.2" x 0.59"

-20

I"-

-..

PHASE

II

I ~AINI

,

\
......

~

-80

'00

1k

10k

'00k

fREQUENCY - Hz

NOTES,
I CutTent drawn from INPUT FEEDBACK tcnninal must be ",SmA.
2,Tow cutTent drawn from IN FEEDBACK and either +VI~O or -VISO must be "ISOlA.
Input common mode Ipeciracations are measured at +IN and ·IN tenninals with respect to INPUT COM.
4 Protected for momentary ihoruJo IN COM.
'Isolation specifications are mC&5Ured It INPUT COM with respect to OUT COM and PWR COM.
'Recommended power supply, ADI model 904, t lSV @ t SOmA.
I

·Specifications same IS model 271 J.
SpeciracatiOllS IUbje« to
without notice.
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Figure 3. Output Stage Gain and Phase
vs. Frequency

'M

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Gain Nonlinearity: Nonlinearity error is expressed as a % of
Beak-to-peak output voltage span; e.g. ±O.05% @ lOV p-p output = ±5mV max RTO nonlinearity error. Model 277 is available
in two maximum nonlinearity grades - ±O.05% (277J/A),
±O.025% (277K).
The nonlinearity of model 277 is virtually independent of output voltage swing. Therefore, the 277 can be used at any level
of gain and output signal range up to ±IOV while maintaining
its excellent linearity characteristics.
Output Voltage Noise: Peak-to-peak output voltage noise is
dependent on bandwidth, as shown in Figure 4. The graph
shows RTO noise, that is, output noise for a gain of IV/V
through the isolator. For lowest noise performance, a low pass
filter at the output can be used ro roll-off noise and undesired
signal frequencies beyond the bandwidth of interest. As gain
increases, voltage noise referred-to-input decreases, resulting in
higher input signal to noise ratios. The next section demonstrates ho~ voltage noise, referred-to-input, can be calculated.
'000

VI'

RTI noise, in a given bandwidth, (for Figure 8a) may be calculated as follows:
EN (rmS,RTO=..!ENI2 + (EN2/Gl)2
where:

ENI = total rms input stage voltage noise
EN2 = rms output voltage noise (RTO)

Common Mode Rejection: A I60dB rejection of potential
differences between input and output common is achieved in
model 277 by maintaining low coupling capacitance between
the input and output stages. Input-to-output rejection is a
function of frequency as shown in Figure 5 under the adverse
condition of Ikil in series with IN COM. CMR versus frequency
for the input stage is shown in Figure 2.
The section on GUARDING TECHNIQUES & INTERCONNECTION demonstrates how to calculate total CMR error for
the isolator and indicates the precautions to be taken to preserve the model 277's inherently excellent CMR performance.
GUARDING TECHNIQUES & INTERCONNECTION
Model 277 CMR performance is best preserved by using shielded signal cable with the shield connected as close as possible to
signal low and IN COM to reduce pickup (see Figure 6).

:/
~
~

1---"1-'

~

V ..

TRANSDUCER

tV

SIGNAL

*RMS NOISE LEVELS CAN BE
APPROXIMATED BY DIVIDING
THE PEAK-TO-PEAK NOISE

tiri I'tJr" r6r

R,
(2knJ

LOAD
GROUND

BY

'0

'00

FREQUENCY - Hz

'k

'Ok
:!:2500 vae MAX, CONTINUOUS

Figure 4. Output Voltage Noise vs. Bandwidth

RTI Offset Voltage, Drift and Noise: Offset voltage, referred
to input (RTI) for model 277 may be computed by treating
the isolator as two cascaded amplifier ,stages. The input stage
has variable gain Gl while the output isolation stage has a fixed
gain of 1. RTI offset is given by:
Eos (RTI) = EOSI + Eos2/Gl
EOSI = total input stage offset voltage
EOS2 = output stage offset voltage
G 1 =input stage gain
Offset voltage drift, RTI, may be calculated in the same manner.
where:
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(NON.INVERTING CONFIGURATION)

OPTIONAL INPUT OFFSET TRIM (R,I AND OPTIONAL OUTPUT OFFSET TRIM (Ral
ARE SHOWN: WHEN Ao AND Rr ARE NOT USED LEAVE PINS 6, 7, 8, 13 OPEN

Figure 6. Transducer, Power, Gain Resistors, and Shielding
Interconnection

Overall CMR error at the output (eerr) is due to the CMR of
the input amplifier and the CMR between input and output
stages and is given by:

eerr=~(Gl)+~
CMRIN

CMRIO

where: ean = input amp CMV with respect to IN COM
eIO = CMV between OUT COM and signal ground
CMR IN = CMR of the input op amp
CMRIO = CMR from input IN COM to OUT COM
G 1 = input stage gain

............

I'-- ............

'------jv,.}--'--------''---:i:---l

I
FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 5. Input-to-Output CMR vs. Frequencywith 1kil
Source Imbalance

To preserve CMRIN, amplifier source impedances should be
balanced with respect to IN COM. Components connected to
the input should be enclosed by a shield tied to IN COM to
reduce CMRIO degradation due to' unguarded capacitance to
ground.
High CMRIO is maintained with low capacitance between IN
COM and OUT COM. For best CMR performance, printed circuit layouts should minimize stray capacitance between input
and output stages. Do not run a ground plane under the isolator
since this increases input-output. coupling. CMRIO also degrades
ISOLA TION AMPLIFIERS 3-9

at high frequencies hy resistance (RS) between IN COM and
signal ground. Voltage between OUT COM and source ground
divides between this resistance (generally wire resistance) and
the input-to-output capacitance resulting in an inpu t error signal. If RS becomes excessive, a capacitor from +IN to OUT
COM will help compensate for its effect on CMR. The capacitor
must withstand the isolation voltages encountered.
ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The input and output offset voltage of model 277 can be
trimmed as shown below with the isolator set up in the desired
circuit configuration.
.(1) Refer to Figure 6 for terminal and component designations.
(2) Connect IN COM to OUT COM and set input signal to' zero.
(3) Place floating DVM across IN FDBKand.oUTPUT terminals.
(4) Null DVM reading using output offset trim potentiometer
RO'
(5) Disconnect IN COM from OUT COM.
(6) Place DVM across IN FDBK and IN COM terminals.
(7) ,4.djust input offset trim potentiometer, RI, until DVM
reads zero volts.

need for high quality, post-amplifiers at the isolator output.
This network is extremely useful in wide dynamic range measurements such as flow, level or pressure where auto-gain ranging would be.. a desirable system instrumentation feature.
INPUT C.oNFIGURATI.oN
Model 277's input stage is an isolated, uncommitted operational amplifier that may be configured to suit a variety of applications. Model 277 may be used in the same way as any op amp
except that the feedback is taken from the FDBK terminal
rather than the .oUTPUT pin. Figure 8 shows four typical input
configurations for interfacing with a wide range of signal
sources .

(a) Non-Inverting Configuration·

The overall gain of the isolator may be increased over a limited
range (5%) with a 5kn potentiometer connected between pins
10 and 12.
,4.PPLIC,4.TIONS
Programmable Gain Bridge Transducer Amplifier: The versatility of model 277 is shown by the programmable gain bridge
transducer amplifier application of Figure 7. In this circuit the
277's uncommitted front end and floating voltage output permit both bridge excitation and signal gain conditioning to be
provided by the isolation amplifier.

·(b) Summing Configuration

Control switches are driven by TTL inputs which are is~lated
from source ground by the opto-isolators in the control
switch: Control signals operate the CMOS switch network to
establish the gains shown in the table in Figure 7. The CMOS
switch network is operated in a manner that causes the resistance of the switches only to be in series with the negative input of the isolator and not in series with the gain setting resistors. With this arrangement the switch resistance does not
affect gain accuracy. A resistor, R B, should be in series with
-IN to reduce errors due to bias current drift.

(c) Isolated Differential Configuration

With this circuit the isolator gain can be remotely set at a value
that optimizes input signal-to-noise ratio and eliminates the

FLOATING POWER
TO BRIDGE ~ND
AUXILLIARY CIRCUITS

{

(d) Current Source Amplifier Configuration
Figure 8. Model 277 Input Amplifier Configurations

:71.:~ -~-'W"""-{fl
-7.SV -+-"'v:!~+{§)

-15V_-----'

SOURCE
GROUND

LOGIC
INPUT.
Ll

LOGIC
INPUT
L2
1
10
100
1000

LOGIC INPUT
L1

LOGIC INPUT
L2

+7.5V -7.5V

Figure 7. Programmable Gain Bridge Transducer Amplifier
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~ANALOG

WDEVICES

Economy, High Performance,
Self-Contained, Isolation Amplifier

Low Cost
Low Nonlinearity: ±0.05% @ 10V pk'pk Output
High Gain Stability: ±0.0075%fC, ±0.001%/1000 hours
Isolated Power Supply: ±8.5V dc @ ±5mA
High CMR: 110dB min with 5kn Imbalance
High C~V: ±5~OV~: 10ms,rulse; ±2500V dc continuous
Small Size: 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.6
Adjustable Gain: 1 to 10VN; Single Resistor Adjust
Meets IEEE Std 472: Transient Protection (SWC)
Meets UL Std 544 Leakage: 2.0/lA max @ 115V ac, 60Hz
APPLICATIONS
Biomedical and Patient Monitoring Instrumentation
Ground Loop Elimination in Industrial Control
Off·Ground Signal Measurements
4-20mA Isolated Current Loop Receiver
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 284J is a low cost isolation amplifier featuring isolated
power, ±8.SV dc ® ±SmA loads, ±2S00V dc off-ground isolation (CMV) and 1l0dB minimum CMR at 60Hz, Skn source
imbalance, in a compact 1.5" x 1:5" x 0.6" epoxy encapsulated
package. This improved design achieves low nonlinearity of
±O.OS% ® lOV pk·pk output, gain stability of ±0.007S%/"C
and input offset drift of ±30/lV/oC at G = 10VIV. Using modulation techniques with reliable transformer isolation, model 284J
will interrupt ground loops, leakage paths and high voltage
transients to ±5kVpk (10ms pulse) providing dc to 1kHz (-3dB)
response over an adjustable gain range of 1 V/V to 1OV IV.
Model 284J 's fully floating guarded input stage and floating
isolated power for external input circuitry, offers versatility
for both medical and industrial OEM applications.
WHERE TO USE MODEL 284J
Medical Applications: In all biomedical and patient monitoring
equipment such as multi-lead ECG recorders and portable diagnostic designs, model 284J offers protection from lethal ground
fault currents as well as SkV defibrillator pulse inputs. Low
level bioelectric signal recording is achieved with model 284]'s
low input noise (8/lV pop) and high CMR (llOdB, min).
Industrial Applications: In computer interface systems, process
signal isolators and high CMV instrumentation, model 284J
offers complete galvanic isolation and protection against damage from transients and fault voltages. High level transducer
interface is afforded with model 284],s'10V pk-pk input signal
capability at a gain of 1VIV operation. In portable field designs,
model 284]'s single supply, low power drain of 8SmW ® +12V
operation offers long battery operation.

tSOLA rEO 420m" ANALOG INTERFACE

DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
Isolated Power: Dual ±8.SV dc ® ±SmA, completely isolated
from the input power terminals (±2S00V dc isolation), provides the capability to excite floating signal conditioners, front
end, buffer amplifiers and remote transducers such as thermistors or bridges.
Adjustable Gain: Model 284]'s adjustable gain combined with
its 10V pk-pk output signal dynamic range offers compatibility
with a wide class of illPut signals. A single external resistor enables gain adjustment from 1VIV to 10V IV providing the flexibility of applying model 284J in both high level transducer
interfacing as well as low level sensor measurements.
Floating, Guarded Front-End: The input stage of model 284J
can directly accept floating differential signals, such as ECG
biomedical signals, or it may be configured as a high performance instrumentation front-end to accept signals having CMV
with respect to input power common.
High Reliability: Model 284J is a conservatively designed,
compact module, capable of reliable operation in harsh environments. Model 284J has a calculated MTBF of over 400,000
, hours and is designed to meet MIL-STD-202E emrironmental
testing as well as the IEEE Standard for Transient Voltage Protection (472-1974: Surge Withstand Capability). As an additional assurance of reliability, every model 284J is factory
tested for CMV and input ratings by application of SkV pk,
lOms pulses, between input terminals as well as input/output,
terminals.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @25°Cand Vs =+15V dc unless otherwise noted)

MODEL
GAIN (NON-INVERTING) ,
R8.nge (50Hl L<>ad)
Formula
'
Deviation from Formula
vs. Time
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)i
Nonlinearity,G = IV/V to lOV/V 2

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

284J

Dimensions shown in inc\les and (nun)_

~~~n l=O~:~
±3%

lOOk!l

±O,OOI %/1000 Hours

±0,007S%I"C
±O.OS%

INPUT VOLTAGE RATINGS
Linear Differential Range, G = IV/V
Max Safe Differential Input
Continuous
Pulse, lOms duration. 1 pulse/IO sec
. Max CMV, Inputs to Outp'urs
. AC. 60Hz, 1 minute duration
Pulse, lOms duration, 1 pulse/IO sec
With SIOkO in series with Guard
Continuous, ae or de
CMR. tnputs to Outputs. 60Hz, RS '" Skn
Balanced Source Impedance
Sk!l Source Impedance Imbalance
CMR, Inputs to Guard, 60Hz
lkn Source Impedance Imbalance
Max Leakage Current, Inputs to Power Common
@ IISV ac, 60Hz
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Overload
Common. Mode

lO'UI170pF
300kU
Sxlo,oUII20pF

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial, @ +25 0 C
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)

±7nA max
±O.lnA/oC

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, G = tOVIV
O.05Hz to 100Hz
10Hz to 1kHz'
Current
O.OSHz to 100Hz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Small Signal, -3dB, G = I VIV to IOV/V
Slew Rate
Full Power, 10V p-p Output
Gain = IVIV
Gain = 10VIV
Recovery Time, to ±100,uV afte.r Applicati(Jn
of ±6S00Vpk Differential Input Pulse
OFFSET VOLTAGE REFERRED TO INPUT
Initial, @ +25°C. Adjustable to Zero
'
vs. Temperature (0 to +70 0 C)
vs. Supply Voltage
RATED OUTPUT
Voltage, SOkU Load
Output Impedance
Output Ripple. 1MHz Bandwidth

±5V min

0.82

2500V nns
±2500Vpk max
±5000V pk max
±2 5 OOVpk max

J 14dB
110dB min
78dB

8j.1V pop
lO,uVrms

SpAp-p
1kHz
2SmVIJ,ls

700Hz
200Hz
200ms
±(S + 20/G)mV
±(l .; ISO/G)j.lVtC
±1mV/%
±5V

min

IkU
SmVpk-pk

POWER SUPPLY, SINGLE POLARITY'
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage Operating
Current. Quiescent

+lSV de
+(8 to IS,SlV de
+10mA

TEMPERAT.URE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

o to +70°C
-2SoC to +85°C,
-55°C to +8S oC

CASE DIMENSIONS

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.62"

t

Gain temperature drift is specified as a percentage of output signal level.
Gain nonlinearity is sp~cified as a percentage of lOV pk-pk output span.
Recommended power supply, ADI model 904, ±lSV@SOmAoutP.ut.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

284J.

..

(16.7)

.I

0.20 TO 0.26
(5 TO 8.41

-

O,04",D2101A-l~

-++++t+-tlT

iii""
;amHI
-I

!-GRIDO.1 (2.541

SHIELDED MOUNTING SOCKET
ACI049

2.0,uA nns max

±8,SV de
±S%
±SmAmin
+0, -15%
100mVp-p

3

t----~'."".,".AX~t

240Vrn;ts
±6S00Vpk max

ISOLATED POWER OUTPUTS
Voltage, ±SmA Load
Accuracy
Current
Regulation. No Load to Full Load
Ripple, 100kHz Bandwidth

:I

.1

1O,7kU + Ri(kn)

,

INTERCONNECTION AND GUARDING TECHNIQUES
Model 284J can be applied directly to achieve rated performance as shown in Figure 1 below_ To preserve the high CMR
performance of model 284J, care must be taken to keep th~
capacitance balanced about the input terminals_ A shield
should be'provided on the printed circuit board under model
284J as illustrated in the outline drawing above (screened
area)_ The GUARD (Pin 6) should be, connected to this shield_
This guard-shield is provided with the mounting socket, model
ACI049, A recommended guarding technique using model
ACI049 is illustrated in Figure 1. To reduce effective cable
capacitance, cable shield should be connected to the common
mode signal source by connecting .the shield as close as possible to the signal low,
Offset Voltage Trim Adjust: The trim adjust circuit shown in
Figure 1 can be used to zero the output offset voltage over the
gain range from 1 to lOVN, The output terminals, HI OUT
and LO OUT, can be floated with re~pect to PWR COM up to
±50Vpk max, offering three-port isolation_ A O,l~F capacitor
is required from LO OUT to PWR COM whenever the output
terminals are floated with respect to PWR COM, LO OUT can
be connected directly to PWR COM when output offset trimming is not required_

':" POWER COM

NOTE 1. GAIN RESISTOR, R,• 1%, SOppmrc METAL FILM TYPE IS RECOMfoIENDED.
FOR GAIN = lVtv, LEAVE TERMINAL 2 OPEN.
FOR GAIN a 1OVIV,SHORT TERMINAL 2TO TERMINAL 1

GAIN=l+~-

10.7kll+R;\kHl
NOTE 2. GUARD-RESISTOR, RG. REQUIRED ONLY FOR CMV > ±2500VPK (t6kVpt( MAXI.
RG MAY BE MOUNTED ON AC1049 MOUNTlNQ SOCKET USING STANDOFF PROVIDED.
(USE II. WATT, 5%, CARSON COMPOSITION TYPE: ALLEN BRADLEY RECOMMENDED).
NOTE 3. OUTPUT FILTER CAPACITOR, C. SELECT TO ROLLOFF NOISE
ANO OUTPUT RIPPLE: {I.g. SELECT C ~ 1.51lF FOR de TO 100Hz BANOWIDTHI.

Figure 1. Basic Isolator Interconnection
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THEORY OF OPERATION
The remarkable performance of model 284J is derived from
the carrier isolation technique which is used to transfer both
signal and power between the amplifier's guarded input stage
and the rest of the circuitry. The block diagram for model 284J
is shown in Figure 2 below.
The 320kU input protection resistor limits the differential input current during periods of input amplifier saturation and
also limits the differential fault current to approximately 3S/lA
in case the preamplifier fails.
The bipolar input preamplifier operates single-ended (noninverting). Only a difference bias current flows with zero net
bias current. A third wire return path for input bias current is
not required. Gain can be set from IV/V to lOV/V by changing the gain resistor, Ri. To preserve high CMR, the gain resistor
must be guarded. Best performance is achieved by shorting
terminal 2 to terminal 1 and operating model 284J at a gain of
lOVIV.
For powering floating input circuitry such as buffer amplifiers,
instrumentation amplifiers, calibration signals and transducers,
dual isolated power is provided. High CMV isolation is achieved
by the low-leakage transformer coupling between the input
preamplifier, modulator section and the output circuitry. Only
the 20pF leakage capacitance between the floating guarded input section and the rest of the circuitry keeps the CMR from
being infinite.

HI
OUTPUT

Terminal Ratings: CMV performance is given in both peak
pulse and continuous ac or dc peak ratings. Pulse ratings are
intended to support defibrillator and other transient voltages.
Continuous peak ratings apply from dc up to the normal full
power response frequencies. Figure 4 and Table 1 illustrate
model 284J'Ji ratings between terminals.
REMARKS

SYMBOL

RATING

VI (pulse)

±6500VPK (lOms)
±240V RM S
±2S00VPK (lOms) RG = 0
±5000VPK (lOms) RG = 510kSl

VI (cont.)

V2 (pulse)
V2 (pulse)
V2 (cont.)

V3 (cant.)
ZI

±2S00V PK
±SOVPK
50kMSliIZOpF

Withstand Voltage, Defibrill~tor
Withstand Voltage, Steady State
, Transient
Isolation, Defibrillator
Isolation, Steady State
Isolation, DC
Isolation Impedance

Table 1. Isolation Ratings 8etween Terminals

Leakage Current Limits: The low coupling capacitance between
inputs and output yields a ground leakage current of less than
2.0/lA rm$ at :J.15V ac, 60Hz (or O.02/lAIV ac). As shown in
Figure S, the transformer coupled modulator signal, through
stray coupling, also creates an internally generated leakage current of about S/lA rms @ 60kHz. Line frequency leakage current levels are unaffected by the power on or off condition of
model 284J.
For medical applications, model 284J is designed to improve
on patient safety current limits proposed by F.D.A., U.L.,
A.A.M.!. and other regulatory agencies. (e.g. model 284J complies with leakage requirements for the Underwriters Laboratory STANDARD FOR SAFETY, MEDICAL AND DENTAL
EQUIPMENT as established under UL544 for rype A and B
patient connected equipment - reference Leakage Current,
paragraph 27.S).
In patient monitoring equipment, such as ECG recorders,
model 284J will provide adequate isolation without exposing
the patient to potentially lethal microshock hazards. Using
passive components for input protection, this design limits
input fault currents even under amplifier failure conditions.

GAIN· 1 + ~
10.7kU+R 1(knl

TEST CIRCUITS & MAX. CURRENT LIMITS FOR
ANY SWITCH CLOSURE COMBINATION

(1VN TO 10VN!

1 E~

r---

Figure 2. Block DiaJram - Model 284J

INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCE, TERMINAL RATINGS
AND LEAKAGE CURRENTS LIMITS
Capacitance: Interelectrode terminal capaci!ance arising 'from
stray coupling capacitance effects between the inpu t terminals
and the signal output terminals are each shunted by leakage
resistance values exceeding SOkMU. Figure 3 illustrates the
CMR ratings at 60Hz and SkU source imbalance between signal input/output terminals, along with their respective capacitance.

rm&~
~

,M

I

r--+--

284J

'''V

INTERNALLY

500 rl

L---4-------------~

GENERATED

,

TEST It]

LINE INDUCED
TEST (lIj

10mA.,.---,--.-----;,---,--r-----T
6
4

lmAL-U---J~c::t:=1
6
4

10J.l~,+--'=':--+--r--+--r---i
4

2

~A+--+H-~~--,r_-I+_t-r.___i

•
4

2

o 1p A,:':.--IJ'!::-==:c----;±--''':,!.::-''--±---'
FREQUENCY-Hz

"WHEN GUARO TIED TO INPUT COMMON MODE SOURCE

Figure 3. Model284J
Terminal Capacitance
and CMR Ratings

Figure 4. Model284J
Terminal Ratings

Figure 5. Model 284J Leakage Current Performance from Line
Induced and Internally Generated (Modulator) Operating
Conditions
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PERFORMANCE CHARAcrERISTICS
CommoJl Mode Rejection: Input-to-Output CMR is dependent
on source impedance imbalance, signal frequency and amplifier gain. CMR is rated at 11SV ac, 60Hz and SkO imbalance
at again of 10VN. Figure 6 illustrates CMR performance as a
function of signal frequency. CMR appro,aches146dB at de
with source imbalances as high as 5kO. As gain is decreased,
CMR is reduced. At a gain of 1VIV, CMR is typically 6dB
lower than at a gain of 10VIV.

For lowest noise performance, a low pass filter at the output
should be used to selectively roll-off noise, output ripple and
undesired signal frequencies beyond the bandwidth cjf interest
(see note 3, Figure 1).
.
Input Offset Voltage Drift: Total input voltage drift is com~
posed of two squrces, input and output stage drifts and is gain
dependent. The curve of Figure 9 illustrates the total input
voltage drift over the gain range of 1 to 10VIV.
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Figure 7 illustrates the effect of source imbalance on CMR performance at 60Hz and Gain = 10VIV. CMR is typically 120dB
at 60Hz and a balanced source. CMR is maintained g~eater than
80dB for source "imbalances up to lOOkO.
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Figure 6. Common Mode Rejection vs. Frequency'
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Figure 7. Common Mode Rejection vs. Source Impedance
Imbalance

Input Voltage Noise: Voltage noise, referred to input, is dependent on gain and bandwidth as illustrated in Figure 8. RMS
voltage noise is shown in a bandwidth from O.05Hz to the frequency shown on the horizontal axis. The noise in a bandwidth from O.OSHz to 100Hz is 81lV pk-pk at a gaih of 10VIV.
This value is derived by multiplying therms value at f = 100Hz
shown in Figure 8 (1.2~V rms) by 6.6.

Figure 9. Input Offset Voltage Drift vs. Gain

Gain Nonlinearity: Linearity error is defined as the peak deviation of the output voltage from the best straight line and is
specified as a % of peak-to-peak output voltage span; e.g. nonlinearity of model 284J operating at an output span of 10V
pk-pk (±5V) is ±O.05% or ±SmV. In applying model 284J ,
highest accuracy is achieved by adjustment of gain and offset
voltage to minimize the peak error over the operating output
voltage span. A calibration technique illustrating how to minimize output error is shown below. In this example, model 284J
is operating over an output span of +5V to -SV and a gain of
5VIV.
GAIN AND OFFSET TRIM PROCEDURE
1. Apply elN = 0 volts and adjust Ro for eO = 0 volts.
2. Apply elN =+1.000V de and adjust RG for eo =+5.000V dc.
3. Apply elN = -1.0QOV dc and measure the au tpu t error (see
curve a).
4. Adjust RG until the output error is one half that measured
in step 3 (see curve b).
5. Apply elN = +1.000V dc and adjust Ro until the output
error is one half that measured in step 4 (see curve c).
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Figure 10. Gain and Offset Adjustment
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GROUNDING PRACTICES
The more common sources of electrical noise arise from ground
loops, electrostatic coupling and electromagnetic pickup. The
guidelines listed below pertain to guarding low level, millivolt
signals in hostile environments such as current shunt signals in
"heavy industrial" plants.
Guidelines:
• Use twisted shielded cable to reduce inductive and capacitive pickup.
• Drive the transducer cable shield, S, with the common mode
signal source, EG, to reduce the effective cable capacitance
as shown in Figure 11 below. This is accomplished by connecting the shield point S, as close as possible to the transducer signal low point B. This may not always be possible.
In some cases the shield may be separated from signal low
by a portion of the medium being measured (e.g. pressure
transducer). This will cause a common mode signal, EM, to
be generated by the medium between the shield and the
signal low. The 78dB CMR capability of model 284J between
the input terminals (HI IN and LO IN) and GUARD, will
work to suppress the common mode signal, EM'
• To avoid ground loops and excessive hum, signal low, B, or
the transducer cable shield, S, should never be grounded at
more than one point.
• Dress unshielded leads short at the connection terminals and
reduce the area formed by these leads to minimize inductive
pickup.

APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRIAL MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Remote Sensor Interface: In chemical, nuclear and metal processing industries, model 284J can be applied to measure and
control off-ground millivolt signals in the presence of
±2500V dc CMV signals. In interface applications such as pH
control systems of on-line process measurement systems such
as pollution monitoring, model 284J offers complete galvanic
isolation to eliminate troublesome ground loop problems. Isolated power outputs and adjustable gain add to the applicatiofl
flexibility of this model.
Figure 13 illustrates how model 284J can be combined with a
low drift, 1JlV/C max, front-end amplifier, model AD510K,
to interface low level transducer signals. Model 2841's isolated
±8.5V dc power and front-end guard eliminate ground loops
and preserve high CMR (114dB @ 60Hz).
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SVSiEM
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Figure ". Transducer- Amplifier Interconnection

Isolated Power and Output Voltage Swing: Model 284J offers
a floating power supply providing ±8.5V dc outputs with
±5mA output current rating. As shown in Figure 12, the minimum voltage output for ±VISO ' as well as the maximum load
capability, is dependent on the input power supply, +Vs' Figure 12 also illustrates the typical output voltage range as both
input supply, +Vs' and the isolated supply loads, ±I L , are
varied. At ±5mA isolated load and Vs = +15V dc, model 284J
can provide an output voltage swing of ±7.5V.
'
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Figure 13. Input Signa/Conditioning Using IlIOlated Power for
Transducer Buffer Amplifier

Instrumentation Amplifier: Model 284J provides a floating
guarded input stage capable of directly accepting isolated differential signals. The non-inverting, single-ended input stage offers
simple two wire interconnection with floating input signals.
In applications where the isolated power is applied to transducers such as bridges which generate differential input signals
with common mode voltages measured with respect to the isolated power common, model Z84J can be connected as shown
in Figure 14. To achieve high CMR with respect to the ISO PWR
COM, the following trim procedure is recommended.
CMR Trim Procedure
1) Connect a 1V pk-pk oscillator between the +IN/-IN and
IN COM terminals as shown in Figure 14.
2) Set the input frequency at O.5Hz and adjust R1 for minimum eo.
3) Set the input frequency at 60Hz and adjust R2 for minimum eo.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for best CMR performance.
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POWER SUPPLY (V,) - Volb

Figure 12. IlIOlated Power (±VfS()l and Output Voltage
Swing (±EoJ Versus Power Supply Input (VS) "

Figure 14. Application of 284J as Instrumentation Amplifier
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Single Lead ECG Recorder with Leads OffIndicator: In single'
lead applications model 284J offers simple tWo-wire hook-up
to the RCG signal as illustrated in Figure 16. The floating signal
be connected directly to the HI IN and LO IN terminals
using the GUARD tied to the patients' right leg for best CMR
performance. Using the isolated power from model 284J an
inexpensive calibration signal is easily provided. In ECG applications, model 284J provides a simple means to determine
whenever it "Leads-Off" condition exists at the input. A "LeadsOff" condition (Rs = 00) will cause the HI OUT terminal to be
at a negative output saturation level; i.e. eo = -8.SV to -9.SV @
Vs = +lSV.

APPLICATIONS IN BIOMEDICAL DESIGNS

cardiac Monitoring: Heart signals can be masked by muscle

noise, electrochemical noise, residual electrode voltag~s and
60Hz power line pickup. To achieve high performanceincardiac monitoring, model 284]'s design provides high CMR in the
dc to 1QOHz bandwidth and substantial source impedance - '
to Sk.n. An especially demanding ECG requirement is. that of
fetal heart monitoring as illustrated in Figure 15. The low input
noise of model 284J and the dual CMR ratings are exploited "
in this application to extract the feul ECG signals. The separation between the mother's and the fetal heartbeat is enhanced
by the 78dB o~ CMR between the input electrodes and guard,
. while the 110dB of CMR from input to output ground screens
out 60Hz pickup and other external interference.
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Figure 16. Single Lead ECG Recorder with 1mV Calibration
. Circuit and Leads Off Indicator
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Multi-Lead ECG Recorder with Right Leg Drive: The small size,
economy and isolated power makes model 284J an ideal isolation amplifier for application in ciinical ECG recorders. Figure
17 illustrates how this new isolator can be applied in a high
performance, portable multi-lead ECG recorder. In this application, model 284J's input is configured as an instrumentation
amplifier with high CMR to the floating input common. The
right leg drive offers improved CMR between input and isolated common by driving to zero any CMV existing between
these points. The isolated power, ±V ISO, is used to drive the
lead buffer amplifiers and the front-end,1mV calibration signal.
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INPUT·TO-SHIELD CMR SEPARATES FETAL HEART BEAT

FROM MOTHER'S, WHILE 110dB INPUT·TO.QROUND CMR ATTENUATES 60Hz PICKUP,

Figure 15. Fetal Heartbeat Monitoring
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Figure 17. Multi-Lead ECG Recorder Application Using Model
284j with Right Leg Drive Output
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~ANALOG

WDEVICES

High CMV, High Performance,
Synchronized Isolation Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Cost
Single or Multi-Channel Capability Using External Oscillator
Isolated Power Supply: ±15V dc @±15mA
Low Nonlinearity: 0_05% @ 10V pk-pk Output
High Gain Stability: 0_001%11000 Hours; 0_0075%tC
Small Size: 1_5" x 1_5" x 0_62"
Low Input Offset Voltage Drift: 10jJ.VtC (Gain = 100V!V1
Wide Input/Output Dynamic Range: 20V pk-pk
High CMV Isolation: 2500V dc Continuous
Wide Gain Range: 1 to 100V!V
APPLICATIONS
Ground Loop Elimination in Industrial and Process Control
High Voltage Protection in Data Acquisition Systems
Biomedical and Patient Monitoring Instrumentation
Off-Ground Signal Measurements
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 286J is a low cost, compact, isolation amplifier that is
optimized for single or multi-channel use in data acquisition
systems for industrial and medical applications. A single external synchronizing oscillator can drive from 1 to 16 model
286]'s, or a virtually limitless number of model 286'~ can be
configured using multipl,!,! ganged oscillators. The oscIllator
drive circuit can be supplied by the user of specified in a compact, low cost, epoxy encapsulated modu~e, model 2~1, ":hich
also includes a voltage regulator for operatIOn over a WIde slOgle
voltage range of +8V to +28V.
In addition to providing multi-channel operation, this new
design features adjustable gain, 1 to 1OOV IV, dual isolated
power, ±15V dc @ ±15mA, ±2500V dc off ground isolation
(CMV) and 110dB minimum CMRat 60Hz, 5kn source imbalance, in a compact 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.6" epoxy encapsulated
package. Model 286J achieves a low input noise of 8jJ.V pk-pk
(100Hz bandwidth, G = 100VIV), nonlinearity of ±O.OS% @
10V pk-pk output, and an input/output dynamic range of
20V pk-pk.
Using modulation techniques with reliable transformer isolation, model 286J will interrupt ground loops, leakage paths,
and high voltage transients to ±SkV pk (lOms pulse), providing
dc to 1kHz (-3d B) response.
WHERE TO USE MODEL 286J
Industrial Applications: In multi-channel data acquisition systems, computer interface systems, process signal isolators and
high CMV instrumentation, model 286J offers complete galvanic isolation and protection against damage from transients
and fault voltages. High level transducer interface capability
is afforded with model 286]'s 20V pk-pk input signal range at
a gain of 1 V/V operation. In portable multi-channel designs,

mod!;1 286]'s single supply, wide range operation (+8V to
+16V) offers simple battery operation.
Medical Applications: In biomedical and patient monitoring
equipment such as multi-channel VCG, ECG, and polygraph
recorders, model 286J offers protection from lethal ground
fault currents as well as SkV defibrillator pulse inputs. Low
level bioelectric signal recording is achieved with model 286J's
low input noise (8J.1.V pk-pk@G = 100VIV) and high CMR
(lIOdB, min @ 60Hz).
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
High Reliability: Model 286J is a conservat~vel~ designed, .
compact module, capable of reliable operanon 10 harsh enVIronments. Model 286J has a calculated MTBF of 392,125 hours
and is designed to meet MIL-STD-202E environmental test~ng
as well as the IEEE Standard for Transient Voltage ProtectIOn
(472-1974: Surge Withstand Capability). As an additional
assurance of reliability, every model 286J is factory tested for
CMV and input ratings by application of SkV pk, 10~s pulses,
between input terminals as well as input/output termmals.
Isolated Power Supply: Dual ±lSV dc @ ±15mA, completely
isolated from the input power terminals (±2500V dc isolation),
provides the capability to excite floati!1g signal conditioners,
front end buffer amplifiers as well as remote transducers such
as thermistors or bridges.
Adjustable Gain: A single external resistor enables gain adjustment from 1VIV to 100VIV providing the flexibility of applying model 286J in both high-level transducer interfacing as
well as low-level sensor measurements.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @\.f.l5°C and Vs =+15V de unless otherwise noted)

MODEL

286J'
Ito UJoviv
Gain = 1+
[IOOkn/(lk!l+Ri(k!l»)

Deviation from Fonnula
vs, Temperature (0 to +70°C)1

VS. T!me

±4%

±0.007S%tC
i

Nonlinearity,l iSV Output (G = 1 to lOOVN)
Nonlinearity.2 ±lOV Output '(G "" 1 to lOOV/V)
INPUT VOLTAGE kATINGS
Linear Differential Range, G "" IV/V
Max Safe Diffctotial Input
Continuous
Pulse, lOms Duration, 1 PulsellOsec
Max CMV, Inputs to Outputs
ae, 60Hz, 1 Minute Duration
Pulse, lOms Duration-, 1 Pulse/lOsec
With S lOkn in series with Guard
Continuous, ae or de
CMR, Inputs to Outputs, 60Hz, Rs '" Skn
Balanced Source Impedance
Skn Source Impedance Imbalance
CMR. Inputs to Guard, 60Hz
lkn Source ImDedance Imbalance
Max Leakage Curr~nt, Inputs to Power Common
@ 11SV ac 60Hz

!----'-~.
U,t38:"MAX---jj,

±O.OOI %/1000 hours

±0.05%
±0.2%

286J

(157)

-=r

1

02OT0025
(5 TO 8A)

±10Vmin

0.04(~~!J-lR

240V rms
±6S00V pk max

2S00V rms
±2500V pk max
±SOOOV pk max
±2500V pk max

SHIELDED MOUNTING SOCK;ET
ACIOS4

114dB
110dB min
78dB

2. SJ.l.A rms max

OFFSET VOLTAGE. REFERRED TO INPUT
Initial, @ +2SoC (Adjustable to zero)
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°(;)
At Gain = 100VN
At Other Gains (1 to 100V/V)
vs. Supply Voltage

±lOpVtC
±(7 + 2S0/G)pVi'C
±lmV/%

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Overload
Common Mode

10'nll150pF
lOOkn
5 x 1010nll20pF

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial, @ +2S oC
°
vs. Temperature (0 to +70 C)

±7nA max
±O.lnA/C

INPUT NOISE (Gain'" lOOV/V)
, Voltage
O.OSHz to 100Hz
10Hz'to 1kHz
\Current
O.OSHz to 100Hz

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
»imensions shown in inches and (Inm).

GAIN (NONINVERTING)
Range (50knLoad)
Fonnula

7

,

9

0

0

0

"0 "0 "0
€ ~h-- -t- !~ §

±(S + 4S/G) mV

I

.

,""8f· - -~*~~;R-C~}D~~I~~D-G~ARD
..\

,0,

C (H)

z~ ~f
2;- -:::"~wa±i;
~

Sp:" pk·pk

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Gain: IV/V to IOOV/V)
Small SignaJ Bandwidth, -3dB
l.Okllz
2SmV/,us
Slew Rate
Full Power, IOV pk-pk Output
900Hz
Full Power, 20V pk-pk Output
400Hz
Recovery Time, to ±l00,uV
200ms
RATED OUTPUT
Voltage, 50kn Load
Output Impedance
Output Ripple. ImHz Band.width

±lOV min
lkn
2OmVpk'pk

OSCILLATOR DRIVE INPUT·
Inpu t Voltage
Input Frequency

(8 to 16)V pk-pk
100kHz ±5%. max

ISOLATED POWER SUPPLY
Voltage
Accuracy
Current
Regulation. No Load to Full Load
Ripple. 100kHz Bandwidth

±15Vdc
'0,-6%
±lSmAmin
'+0, -10%
200mY pk-pk

POWER SUPPLY. SINGLE POLARITY'
V,oltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
CUrrent, Quiescent

+lSVdc
+(8V de to 16V dc)
+13mA

TE"IPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage

o to +70o C

CASE DIMENSIONS

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.62"

°

a"
g~~oo
~o
3
4 trt 5
6

BOTTOM VIEW

WEIGHT: 150....s

--I I--

0

GRID 0.1 (2.64)

GUARDING TECHNIQUES
To preserve the high CMR performance of model 286, care
must be taken to keep the capacitance balanced about the input terminals. A shield should be provided on the printed circuit board under model 286 as illustrated in the outline drawing
above (screened area). The GUARD (pin 6) must be connected
to this shield. This shield is provided with the mounting socket,
model ACI054 (solder feedthrough wire to the socket guard
pin and copper foil surface.) A recommended guarding technique using model ACI054 is illustrated in Figure 1.
Best CMR performance will be achieved by using twisted,
shielded cable to reduce inductive and capacitive pickup. To
reduce effective cable capacitance, cable shield should be connected to the common mode signal source by connecting the
shield as close as possible to signal low as shown in Figure 1.

POWER GROUND ':'"

_55°C to +8S oC

Gain temperature drift is specified as a percentage of output signal level.
2Gain nonlinearity is specified as a percentage of ou~put signal span.
, Recommended power supply, ADI modd 904, :!:ISV @ ±SOmA output.
·Specifications are for model 286} when driven by ADI model 281 oscillator circuit (see Figure 12).
Specificat:ions subject to change without notice.

0

t:I

1,

8pY pk-pk
3.0,uV nns

D.

f

NOTE 1

~~~NG'l'i~I!Tl~~~[~f~i~e'R:'~A~E2T~~E~.LM TYPE.
FOR GAIN ~ l00vIV.SHORT TERMINAL 2 TOTERMINAl t
FOR GAINS FROM 1VN TO l00VN:
.
l00kll
GAIN ~ 1 + lkll + R, (Ul)

I

NOTE}.

i:~:!:~~~:~~:i~~~~:G~~:)~~~a:f~~Vi~~!N~:~l~;;g~I~~PE;
(ALLEN BRADLEY RECOMiI/IENOEO).

NOTE 3. OU1l'UT FILTtR CAPACITOR C. SELECT TO ROLl.QFF NOISE ANa OUTPUT
RIPPLE: (e.g SELECT ~~l.!ijlF FOR de TO 100Hz BANDWIDTH)
F(-3dB)·~r

Figure 1. Basic Isolator Interconnection
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THEORY OF OPERATION
The remarkable performance of model 286J is derived from
the cartier isolation technique which is used to transfer both
signal and power between the amplifier's guarded input. stage
and the rest of the circuitry. The block diagram for model 286J
is shown in Figure 2 below. .
The 320kQ input protection resistor limits the differential input current during periods of input amplifier saturation and
also limits the differential fault current to approximately
50J.LA in case the preamplifier fails.

INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCE, TERMINAL RATINGS
AND LEAKAGE CURRENTS LIMITS
Capacitance: Interelectrode terminal capacitance arising from
stray coupling capacitance effects between the input terminals
and the signal output terminals are each shunted by leakage
resistance values exceeding 50kMQ. Figure 4 illustrates the
CMR ratings at 60Hz and SkQ source imbalance between signal inputloutput terminals, along with their respective capacitance.

The bipolar input preamplifier operates single-ended (noninverting). Only a difference bias current flows with zero net
bias current. A third wire return path for input bias current
is not required. Gain can be set from 1VIV to 1OOV IV by
changing the ga'in resistor, Ri. To preserve high CMR, the gain
resistor must be guarded. Best performance is achieved by
shorting terminal 2 to terminal 1 and operating model 286J at
again of lOOVIV.
For powering floating input circuitry such as buffer amplifiers,
instrumentation amplifiers, calibration signals and transducers,
dual isolated power is provided. High CMV isolation is achieved
by the low-leakage transformer coupling between the input preamplifier, modulator section and the output circuitry.

Figure 4. Model286J
Terminal Capacitance
and CMR Ratings

Terminal Ratings: CMV performance is given in both peak
pulse and continuous ac or dc peak ratings. Pulse ratings are
intended to support defibrillator.and other transient voltages.
Continuous peak ratings apply from dc up to the normal full
power response frequencies. Figure S and Table 1 illustrate
model 286 J ratings between terminals.
SYMBOL

Figure 2. Block Diagram - Model286J

OPTIONAL TRIM ADJUSTMENTS
Model 286J can be applied directly to achieve rated performance as shown in Figure 1, on previous page. Additional trim
adjustment capability for bandwidth, output offset voltage and
gain (for gains greater than lOOV IV) is easily provided asshown in Figure 3 (below). The OUT and TRIM terminals can
be floated with respect to PWR COM up to ±50V pk, max offering three-port isolation.

The TRIM terminal (pin 11) must be connected to the PWR
COM terminal (pin 8) when not used to adjust the output offset voltage. A O.lJ.LF capacitor from pin 11 to PWR COM is
recommended whenever the TRIM terminal is used.

>----0;--<>---,'0

~
ZOO!)

Figure 3. Optional Connections: Offset Voltage Trim Adjust,
Bandwidth (-3dB) Rolloff and Gain Adjust (G> 100V!V)

Figure 5. Model286J
Terminal Ratings

VI (pulse)
VI (cant.)
V2 (pulse)
vz (pulse)
V2 (cont.)
V3 (cont.)
Zl

REMARKS

RATING
±6S00VPK (lOms)

±240VRMS
±2500VPK (lOms) RG = 0
±5000VPK (lOms) RG '" 510kn
±2500VPK
±50VpK
50kMUliZOpF
SOIJ.Arms

Withstand Voltage, Defibrillator
Withstand Voltage, Steady State
Transient
Isolation, Defibrillator
Isolation, Steady State
Isolation, de
Isolation Impedance

Input Fault Limit, de to 200kHz

Table 1. Isolation Ratings Between Terminals

Leakage Current Limits: The low cOllpling capacitance between
inputs and output yields a ground leakage current of less than
2.SJ.LA rms at 11SV ac, 60Hz (orO.02J.LAIV ac). As shown in Figure 6, the transformer coupled modulator signal, through stray
'coupling, also creates an internally generated leakage current
of about SJ.LA rms @ 100kHz. Line frequency leakage current
levels are unaffected by the power on or off condition of
model 286J.
For medical applications, model 286J is designed to improve
on patient safety current limits proposed by F.D.A., U.L.,
A.A.M.I. and other regulatory agencies (e.g., model 286J complies with leakage requirements for the Underwriters Laboratory STANDARD FOR SAFETY, MEDICAL AND DENTAL
EQUIPMENT as established under ULS44 for type A and B
patient connected equipment - reference Leakage Current,
paragraph 27.S).
In patient monitoring equipment, such as ECG recorders,
model 286J will provide adequate isolation without exposing
the patient to potentially lethal microshock hazards. Using
passive components for input protection, this design limits
input fault currents even under amplifier failure conditions.
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TEST CIRCUITS 6. MAX. CURRENT LIMITS FOR

ANY SWITCH CLOSURE COMBINATION
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Gain Nonlinearity: Linearity error is defined as the deviation
of the output voltage from the best Straight line and is specified as a %of peak-to-peak output voltage span; e.g., nonlinearity of model 286J operating at an output span of 10V pk-pk
(±SV) is,±O.OS% or fSmV. Figure 9 illustrates gain nonlinearity,
for any output span to 20V pk-pk (±lQV).
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Common Mode Rejection: Input-to-Output CMR is dependent
on source impedance imbalance, sIgnal frequency and amplifier
gain. CMR is rated at l1SV ac, 60Hz and SkU imbalance at a
gain of 100V/V. Figure 7 illustrates CMR performance as a
function of signal frequency. CMR approaches lS"6dB at dc
with source imbalances as high'as SkU. As gain is decreased,
CMR is reduced. At a gain of 1VIV CMR is typically 6dB
lower than at gain of 100VIV,
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Input Voltage Noise: Voltage noise, referred to input, is dependent on gain and bandwidth as illustrated in Figure 10.
RMS voltage noise is shown in a bandwidth from O.OSHz to
the frequency shown on the horizontal axis. The noise in a
bandwidth from O.OSHz to 100Hz is 8J,1V pk-pk at a gain of
100V/V. This value is derived by multiplying the rms value at
f = 100Hz shown in Figure 10 (1.2J,1V rms) by 6.6.
F or best noise performance in particular applications, a low
pass filter at the output should be used to selectively roll-off
noise and undesired signal frequencies beyond the bandwidth
of interest (see note 3, Figure 1). Increasing gain will also
reduce the input noise.
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Figure 9. Gain Nonlinearity vs. Output Voltage

Figure 6. Model286J Leakage Current Performance from Line
Induced and Internally Generated (Modulator) Operating
Conditions
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Figure 7. Common Mode Rejection vs. Frequency
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Figure 8 illustrates the effect ofsource imbalance on CMR performance at 60Hz at gains of 1VIV, 10V/V, and 100VIV.
CMR is typically 140dB at 60Hz and a balanced source. CMR
is maintained greater than 80dB for source imbalances up
to 100kU.
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BANDWIDTH (-3dS) - Hz

Figure 10. Input Voltage Noise vs. Bandwidth

input Offset Voltage Drift: Total input drift is composed of
two sources, input and output stage, drifts and is gain dependent. The curve of Figure 11 illustrates total input drift over the
gain range of 1 to 100V/V.
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Figure 8. Common Mode Rejection vs. Source Impedance
Imbalance
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Figure 11. Input Offset Voltage Drift VS. Gain

REFERENCE EXCITATION OSCILLATOR
When applying model 286J, the user has the option of building
a low cost 100kHz excitation oscillator, as shown in Figure 12,
or purchasing a module from Analog Devices - model 281.

i

OUT

- - = r T T l r - IOUT

NOTES:

1. FREO. ADJUST: ADJUST TRIM POT FOR OUTPUT FREIlUENCV OF
2.
3.

l00kH~

15%.

FOR SLAVE OPERATION, REMOVE JUMPER FROM SYNC OUT AND SYNC IN PINS.
USE CERAMIC CAPACITOR, ''COG~ OR "NPO" CHARACTERISTIC.

Figure 12. Model281 100kHz Oscillator - Logic and
Interconnection Diagram

The block diagram of model 281 is shown in Figure 13. An
internal +12V dc regulator is provided to permit the user
the option of operating over two, pin selectable, power input ranges; terminal 6 offers a range of +14V dc to +28V dc';
terminal 7 offers a,n input range of +8V dc to +14V dc.

SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and Vs = +15V dc unless otherwise noted)
MODEL

281

OUTPUT
F~quency

100kHz ±S%

Wavefonn
Voltage (tP and if terminals)
Fan..()ut 1,2

Squarewave

o to +12V pk
16 max

POWER SUPPLY RANGE 3
High Input, Pin 6
Quiescent Current. N.L.
F.L.
Low Input, Pin 7
Quiescent Current, N.L.
F.t.

+SmA
+16mA

TEMPERATURE
Rated Performance
Storage

o to

MECHANICAL
Case SilC
Weight

1.4"x 0.6" x 0.49"

+(14 to 28)V dc

+(8 to 14)V dc
+12mA
+33mA

10 grams

Model 286) oscillator drive input represents unity osciltator load.
For applications requiring more than 16286]'5, additional 281 's may be used
in a masteT/slave mode. Refer to Figure IS.
3 Full load consists of 16 model 2861's and 281 oscillator slave.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
!

3

.oUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

MODEL 281

I_
+12~JU 2

-I

\~~~X

.'
~fX
~
O~O"MIN

'OUTPUT

+'2~L..f1..

O.25!6.35!MAX

--I~O.0215.2!OIA

f-----{3~ 10UTPUT

t

III-l-OOH

"LEAVE TERMINAL 6 OPEN, WHEN POWER IS APPLIED TO TERMINAL 1

Figure 13. Model 281 Block Diagram

Model 281 oscillator is capable of driving up to 16 model
286]'s as shown in Figure 14. An additional model 281 may
be driven in a'slave-mode, as shown in Figure 15, to expand
the total system channels from 16 to 32. By adding additional
model 281 's in this manner, systems of over 1000 channels
may be easily configured.

+70o C

_55°C to +8S oC

-l

'BOTlOMVIEW
WEIGHT: 10GR.~MS

1
2
3
4

POW! R COMMON
fQUTPUT
0/1 QUTPUT
S':NC:INPUT

.0;

6
1

I

~O.1 !2.54! GRID

SYNC OUTPUT
+Vs: HIGH RANGE +{141O 28!Vdo
+Vs: LOW RANGE +{8 to 14!Vdo

MATING SOCKET, CINCH #16 DIP OR EQUIVALENT

EXTERNAL OSCILLATOR INTERCONNECTION

Figure 14. Model 2811286 Connection for Driving from
1 to 16 Isolators

Figure 15. Model 2811286 Connection for Driving> 16
Isolators

GUIDELINES ON EFFECTIVE SHIELDING &
GROUNDING PRACTICES
• Use twisted shielded cable to reduce inductive and capacitive pickup,
• Drive the transducer cable shield, S, with the common mode
signal source, EG , to reduce the effective cable capacitance
as shown in Figure 16. This is accomplished by con"
necting the shield point S, as close as possible to the transducer signal low point B. This may not always be possible.
In some cases the shield may be separated from signal low
by a portion of the medium being measured (e.g. pressure
transducer). This will cause a common mode signal, EM' to
be generated by the medium between the shield and the signallow. The 78dB CMR capability of model 286J between
the input terminals (HI IN and LO IN) and GUARD, will
work to suppress the common mode signal, EM.
• Dress unshielded leads short at the connection terminals
and reduce the area formed by these leads to minimize inductive pickup.
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P.C.CARDSHIELD .286J
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isolation to eliminate troublesome ground loop problems.
Isolated power outputs and adjustable gain addto the application ·flexibility of this model.
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Figure 18 illustrates how model 286J can be combined with a
low drift, 1P.V/C max, front-e,nd amplifier, model ADS 101(,
to interface; low level transducer signals. Mode1286J's isolated
±1sV dc power andJront-end guard eliminate ground loops
and preserve high CMR (HOdB min @ 60Hz).

OFF GROUND

CO~~~~~~DE

EG

O.o1pF

--------~Or-------~~
TRP.NSOUCER
GROUND

GROUND COMMON MODE
VOLTAGE

SYSTEM

GROUND

Figure 16. Transducer - Amplifier Interface

GAIN AND dFFSET TRIM PROCEDURE
In applying the isolation amplifier, highest accuracy is achieved
by adjustment of gain and offset voltage'to minimize the peak
error encountered over the' selected output voltage span, The '
following procedure illustrates a calibration technique which
can be used to minimize output error. In this example, the
output span is +SV to -SV and operation at Gain = 10V/V~
is desired.
1. Apply eIN = 0 volts and adjust Ro for eO = 0 volts.
2. Apply eIN =+O.SOOV dc and adjust He for
=+S.OOOV dc.
3. Apply eIN' = -o.SOOV dc and measure the output error
(see curve a).
4. Adjust RG until the output error is one half that measured
in step 3 (see curve b).
S. Apply +O.SOOV dc and adjust Ro until the output error is
one half that measured in step 4 (see curve c).

eo

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

OUTPUT- VOLTAGE - Volts

POWER

COM

Figure 18. Input Signal Conditioning Using Isolated Power for
Transducer Buffer Amplifier

Current Loop Receiver: Model 286J can be applied to measurement of analog quantities transmitted via 4-20mA current
loops over substantial distances through harsh environments.
Figure 19 shows an application of model 286J as a current
loop receiver. A 2Sn resistor converts the 4-20mA current
input from a remote loop co a 100-S00mV differential voltage;
input, which the 286J amplifies, isolates, and translates to a
o to +5V output level at local system ground.
Among the most-helpful characteristics of the 286J in.this kind
of measurement are the high common-mode rejection (110dB
minimum at 60Hz with Skn source unbalance) and the high
common-mode rating (±2S00 volts dc). The former means low
noise pickup; the latter means excellent isolation and protection against large transients. The high common-mode rejection,
I'ermit-fing relatively low input voltage to be used (O.4V span;
in this case), permits the use of a low current-metering resistance, which in turn results in low compliance-voltage loading
on the current loop, and therefore permits insertion into existing loops without encountering overrange problems. The gain
of 12.5 provides a substantial output span, and the floating output permits biasing to a 0 to 5V range.

4-20mA
CURRENT
LOOP

Figure 17. Gain and Offset Adjustment

APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRIAL MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Remote Sensor Interface. In chemic'al, nuClear and metal processing industries, model 286J can be applied to measure and
control off-ground millivolt signals in the presence of
±2s00VdcCMV signals. In interface applications such as pH
control systems or on-line process measurement systems such
as pollution monitoring, model 286J offers complete galvanic
3-22 ISOLA T10ty AMPLIFIERS

G=12.5VN

ZERO ADJUST:
ADJUST FOR
~..'l';;AOV WHEN

<;>--''''--------,

-15V

Figure 19. Isolated Analog Interface; 4 to 20mA is Converted
to 0 to +5V at the Output, with Up to ±2500V of Isolation ,
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Low-Cost, High Accuracy,
Synchronized Isolation Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Cost
Versatility: 3·Port Isolation
Multichannel
Adjustable Gain: 1 to 1,OOOVIV
Accuracy: Nonlinearity: 0.05% max (288K)
Low Gain Drift: 0.01%tC max (288K)
Low Input Drift: 5)lVtC max (288K)
Single Supply Operation: +13.5V dc to +26V dc
High CMV Isolation: 850V dc
APPLICATIONS
Transient Voltage Protection: Data Acquisition Systems
Isolated 10-Bit D/A Converters
Ground Loop Elimination: Industrial Process Control
Process Signal Isolator
Off·Ground Measurements
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 288 is an economy isolation amplifier offering both high
accuracy, 0.05% (model 288K), and a unique transformer iso·
lated, multichannel design with separate signal and modulator/
demodulator modules. Designed for low level, multichannel
industrial instrumentation and control applications, this new
design can be applied to achieve 4-channel, 3-port isolated systems, or low cost 8-, 16- or 32-channel systems with complete
input/output isolation and channel/channel isolation.

DRIVER MODEL SELECTION
Model 288 requires external modulator and demodulator drive
signals. Model 947 and 948 are available for driving up to 8
model 288J /K isolation amplifiers.

Available in two high accuracy selections, this design features
guaranteed low nonlinearity, 0.05% max (model 288K), 0.1 %
max (model 288]) and guaranteed low gain drift, 100ppmt"C
max (model 288K), 300ppm/oC max (model 288}). The low
drift bipolar input stage, 5f..1V/oC max (288K), lOf..lV/oC max
(288J), provides gain adjustment from 1 to 1,000VIV with a
single external resistor. Front-end differential protection
(850V dc, continuous) combined with high CMV (850V dc,
continuous) and high CMR (92dB min @ 60Hz) facilitates low
level precision measurements in the presence of harsh RFI.
Model 288J/K will interrupt ground loops, leakage paths and
high voltage transients to ±850V pk, providing dc to 3.5kHz
(-3 dB @ G = 1 VIV) response.

Model 948 affords the s~me 850V dc input-to-output isolation
for 1 to 8 model 288J/K isolation amplifiers with a common
ground input reference as illustrated in Figure 1.

WHERE TO USE MODELS 288, 947, 948
Model 288 has been designed for multichannel data acquisition systems that have to handle dc sensor inputs such as
thermocouples, strain gages and other low level signals in harsh
industrial environments. Providing complete galvanic isolation
and protection from line transients and fault voltages, model
288's low noise, high accuracy performance suggests applications such as process controllers, isolated 10-bit DAC's, current
loop receivers, weighing systems, high CMV instrumentation
and computer interface systems.

Model 947 offers 8 sepantte isolated modulator drive outputs
for applications where complete input-to-input isolation as
well as input-to-output isolation is required. For example, a
single model 947 could be combined with four model 288J/K
to configure a 4-channel 3-port isolated system.

·ifl- ," .,
,~

SHIELD

Figure 1. Application of Models 288/948 in Multichannel Data
Isolation - (Note Common Signal Data Reference at Input)
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model

vs. Time
Nonlineariry,3 tSV Output
(G = 1 to lOOOVfV)

O;£JTLlNE DIMENSIONS

288K

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)_

GAIN (NON-INVERTING)
, Range (SOkf2 Loa~)
Gain Formula'
Deviation from Formula
VS. Temperature (0 to +70°C)2

(typical@ +25°-C over full range of power supply input unless otherwise noted, see note 1)
288)

~1.6{38.31~

I to lOOOViY
Gain = 1 + lOOk,Q/Ri(kO)
±4%

r-:=:Ijl
~O.04{1.021

±O.Ol%/'C typ, ±O.03%I"'C max.
±O.0035%fC typ, ±O.Ol%tC max
±O.DOI %/1000 hours

L

±O.05% typ, ±O.l% max

w:~g !~:g:: :~NX

INPUT VOLTAGE RATINGS
Linear Differential Range, G = IV IV

Safe Differential Input Voltage
Continuous
Pulse, lOms Duration, 1 Pulse/sec
CMV, Inputs to Outputs
aCI 60Hz, One Minute Duration

Continuous, ac or de
CMR, Inputs to Outputs, 60Hz. RsE;;;lk
Balanced.Source Impedance

lkU Source Impedance Imbalance
Leakage Current, Inputs to Outputs
@ 11SV ac, 60Hz

±O.O1 % typ, ±O.OS% max

GUARD'

240Vrms max
±400V pk max

vs. Supply Voltage

.0-----

1--1

S.OpA rms max

±(20 +

S~O

±2SnA max
±O.lnA/oC

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Overload
Common Mode

lO'nII70pF
200kn
lO'n1130pF

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Small Signal Bandwidth, -3dB
Gain: SOOV/V
Gain: 1V1V
Full Power Response, 10V pk-pk Output
Gain::; SOOV IV
Gain: 1VIV

I

~~~~:~E: ~ ~O'1{2.64)IGR{D

100dB
92dB min

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial, @ +2S oC
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, Ga.in: SOOVIV
O.OlHz to 10Hz
10Hz to 1kHz
Current
o.oaiz to 10Hz

1.'

7S0V rms
±8S0V pk max

OFFSET VOLTAGE, REFERRED TO INPUT
Initial, @ +2SoC (Adjustable to zero)
Gain = SOOV/V
±O.SmV typ, ±lmV max
Gain: 1 to 10QOVIV
±(1.0 + SO/G)mV max
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
Gain: SOOVIV
±SjJ.V/'C typ, ±10jJ.V/oC max
Gain:' 1VIV
±2S0jJ.VtC typ, ±SOOp:V/oC max
Gain: 1 to 1000V/V
±(10 + SOO/G)J,lVtC max

L 1
±O.lmV typ, ±O.SmV max
±(O.S + 30/G)mV max

o 0 00

U:l:·g:l=~\

±2jJ.VtC typ, ±Sp:vtc max
±lOOjJ.V/'C typ, ±300J,lV/oC max
±(.S + 300/G)p:Vt'C max

2.4 (61)

•

I

7.

1

MODEL ••7 . - : I
'

0 0 U0

~I--O.02{O.S)DIA

'MViY

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°Coverfull range
of power supply input unless otherwise stated)

1.5MV pop
0.8lJ.Vrms
SpA pk-pk

Model
OUTPUT
Frequency
Waveform
Voltage
Mod Drive
Demod Drive
Fan·Out 1,2

400Hz
35kHz
400Hz
2.0kHz

RATED OUTPUT
Voltage, SOkn Load
Output Impedance
Output Ripple, 1MHz Bandwidth

±SV min
lkn
2mVpk-pk

POWER SUPPLY'
Voltage Range, Rated Performance
Current, Quiescent, Model 947
Current, Quiescent, Model 948

+13.SV de to +26V de
+23fi?A@Vs :::: +lSV dc
+lSmA@Vs : +lSV dc

T1iMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

:"2SoC to +8SoC
-SSoC to +8S o C

PACKAGE SIZE

1.0" X 1.S" X 0.56"

POWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Rated Performance
Current, Quiescent@+1SVde
No Load
Full Load 3
TEMPERATURE
Ra.ted Performance
Operating
Storage

o to +70°C

CASE SIZE

947(948)
100kHz ±S%
Squarewave
22V pop (l8V pop)
22V pop (l8V pop)

8
+13.SV de to +26V dc

+23 (+lS)mA
+40 (+l2)mA

o to +70°C
- 2S Q C to +8SoC
-SSoC to +8S°C.
2.4" X 1.8" X 0.6"
(1.5" X 1.5" X 0.62")

NOTES

Model 288j/K Mod Input and Demod Input represent unity load.
For application!> requiring more than eight 288's, additional 947's or
948'5 may be used in a ma!;tt:rlslave mode. Refer to Figure S.
3 Full load consists of eight model 288's and a driver module (cdther 947
or 948).
I

2

NOTES:
1 Specifications apply usinS either model 947 or model 948 mod/demod drive.
'Gain temperature drift is specified as a per<:entage of output signal level.
3Gain nonlinearity is specified as a per<:entage of oUtput signal span.
~ POWer 5upply voltase ratings refer to models 947 or 948 mod/demod modules.
Spedfications s\lbject to change without notice.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ORDERING GUIDE
Model Type
288J
288K
947
948
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1
DIA

tSvmin

Iso Amp
Iso Amp
Driver
Driver

Socket
AC-1055
AC-1055
AC-1056
AC-1057

~

-

RlIII.II~ lie .iII.11III ~fl.r.m'I"I.~
'"
=
2j

GUIDELINES ON INTERCONNECTION TECHNIQUES
To preserve the high CMR performance of model 288, care
must be taken to keep the capacitance balanced about the
input terminals. Best CMR performance will be achieved by
using twisted shielded cable to reduce inductive and capacitive
pickup'. To reduce the effective cable capacitance, the cable
shield should be connected to the common mode signal source
by connecting the shield as close as possible to the signal low.
To reduce capacitive coupling from input to output, dress all
leads from the driver modules, models 947 or 948, short at
the connection terminals and reduce the area formed by these
leads. Input and output signal leads should be dressed away
from the driver signals, demod and mod. Input leads should
not be twisted together to reduce crosstalk noise.
BASIC INTERCONNECTION - MODELS 288, 947 AND 948
4-CHANNEL 3-PORT ISOLATED SYSTEM
Figure 2 illustrates the basic interconnection between model
288J/K and 947 to provide a 4-channel system with 3-port

isolation. Total isolation exists between the input signal commons, the output signal commons and the power supply common. The model 947 provides two separate isolated drive signals for each 288 signal channel. Independent gain setting of
each channel, from 1VIV to l,OOOVlV, is available. To achieve
the highest CMR performance, the inputloutpu t driver leads
must be dressed to minimize capacitive cross-talk.
8-CHANNEL SYSTEM - MODELS 288 AND 947
Figure 3 illustrates the basic interconnection between a single
model 947 and up to eight model 288 isolation amplifiers to
provide complete input-to-output isolation as well as channelto-channel isolation at the input. Each channel output is referenced to a common power supply ground. Offset voltage trimming is also provided for each channel. When offset voltage
trimming is not required, the output common; pin 5, should
be connected to the power common.

r----1>----------<rOQUTPUT
SEE NOTE 2

.-"
RL;';'5Ok.l1
1,,=t6V

CHAN 1

I
I

RIPPLE
SIG COM

FILTER

OUTPUT

e.,=t5V
RL;<!<nn

I
I

I
I
I
I

CHAN 8

SIG COM

NOTES:

1. GAIN FORMULA= 1 + l00knfRG(kfl:).

2. TO ROLl. OFF NOISE AND OUTPUT RIPPLE, USE BANDWIDTH FORMULA

U-3dB)=lf2IfC!1knl.
3. fOR GAINS'" 1 TO l00V/V, Ro"2QOO; FOR GAINS"l00TO tOOOVIV, Ro=lkn.
4.

see DRIVER SYNCHRONIZATION, ON NEXT PAGE FOR SYSTEMS WITH MORE THAN 8 CHANNELS.

5. OFFSET AOJUSTMENT POT SHOULD BE tOOR 20 TURN CERMET TYPe.

Figure 2. 4-Channel, 3-Port Isolated System

Figure 3. 8-Channel System
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GAIN AND OFFSET TRIM J,>ROCEDURE
In applying model 288, highest accuracy is achieved by adjustment of gain and offset voltage to minimize the peak output
error over the operating output voltage span. A calibration
technique illustrating how to minimize theouq;ut" error is
shown below. In this example, model 2~8K is operating over
an ou tpu t span of +5V to -5V and a gain of 100V IV.
'1. Apply EIN = 0 volts and adjust Ro for Eo = 0 volts.
2. Apply EIN = +0.05V de and adjust R t for Eo= +5.000V dc.
3. Apply EIN = -0.05V dc and measure the output error (see
curve a).
4. Adjust Rt until the output error is one half that measured
in step 3 (see curve b).
5. Apply EIN = +0.05V dc and adjust Ro until the output
error is one half that measured in step ,4 (see curve c). '

Selecting Band'!Vidth: In low frequency signal measurements,
such as thermocouple temperature',m:easurements, strain gage
,measurements and geophysical instrumentation, an external
filter is used to select bandwidth and minimize output noise.
As shown in Figure 6a, a capacitor connected between the
OUT and OUT COM terminals will result in model 288's bandwidth set according to the following: f(~3dB) =, 21TC (\kn)
For .lowest noise performance, the filter capacitor should be
located as close to the actual load as possible.
•
Eo

c~ f{-3dB!"'271'C{~kSll
;:RL;;'SOkil

'---+---6
P1NRCOM

Figure 6a. Selecting Bandwidth with External Capacitor (C)
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When used with a buffer amplifier as shown in Figure 6b below, a series resistor (Rs) is used to lower the effective value
of the filter capacitor required to achieve very low frequency
(under 200Hz) noise filtering.

OUTPUTVOj.TAGE -Volts

Figure 6b_ Selecting Bandwidth with External Capacitor and
Buffer
'
Figure 4. Gain and Offset Adjustment

APPLICATION IN DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
HAVING MORE THAN 8 CHANNELS
Driver Synchronization: A single model 947 or model 948
driver can be applied in systems having from 1 to 8 data channels, as shown in Figures 3 and 10. Additional model 947's and
948's may be driven in a slave-mode, asshown in Figure 5,
to expand the total system channels from 8 to virtually any
number of channels.
Optional Oscillator Adjustment: Models 947 and 948 provide
the user with a method to trim the internal 100kHz oscillator
over a range of ±5% (95kHz to 105kHz). This feature may be
usep when an external noise is "beating" with the 100kHz oscillator and a small trim adjustment of the oscillator frequency
will eliminate the resulting noise frequency. As shown in Figure 5, a trim adjust, R t , is installed between the OSC TRIM
terminals. No specification changes occur when this trim adjustment is employed.

MASTER

Sl.AVE

SLAVE

Figure 5. Model 948 and 947 Connections for Systems with
Greater than 8 Channels
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An active filter, as illustrated in Figure 6c will significantly
improve 60Hz noise reduction at the output by providing a
sharp rolloff characteristic. The 5Hz 3-pole active filter design
illustrated in Figure 6c; will increase the 60Hz noise reduction
by 50dB. Overall CMR performance of model 288 and the 5Hz
active filter approaches 140dB @ 60Hz and 1kU imbalance.

Figure 6e. Selecting Bandwidth with a 3-Pole 5Hz Active Filter

Noise Reduction in Data Acquisition Systems: In ml!ltichannel
data acquisition systems using a multiplexer to select sequentially the channel for AID conversion, a filter can be easily applied to reduce the input noise and select the channel bandwidth. As illustrated in Figure 7, a single 3-pole active filter
is inserted at the mux output.

Figure 7. Applying Active Filter in Isolated Data Acquisition
System to Select Bandwidth, Reduce Input Noise toA/D Converter and Increase CMR to 140d8@60Hz

ISOLATED lO-BIT D/A CONVERTER WITH 4/20mA CURRENT LOOP OUTPUT
The versatility of models 288/947 for industrial process control applications is illustrated in Figure 8. A low cost lO-bit
CMOS D/A converter, model A07533, is combined with
models 288K/947 to provide an isolated 4120mA current loop
0/ A converter to drive remote actuators. The 850V dc isolation provided by model 288K protects the microprocessor
interface from power-line switching spikes and other voltage
transients introduced in the remote cabling to the process
control actuators.
ADDti:b;A~---f
t-="'I'"",:"""-+_-+-,!NPUT

C'R~U~~ __ I--

--1

- - -- - - - - ADDITIONAL CIolANNE~S ,_8

!
I

Figure 9. Deve/oping Iso/a ted Dua/ 12V dc for Powering
Front-End Signal Conditioning Circuitry

ISOLATED INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
To interface low level, differential signals from bridge type
sensors, two model 288 units can be connected as shown in
Figure 10 to provide a true differential, high accuracy isolated
instrumentation amplifier. Gain is set using a single resistor,
RG, as shown. Using a single 947 driver, up to four isolated
channels can be configured. The output 407k resistorS are contained in a single t~in-film network chip, reducing cost and
circuit density. Gain is programmable from 1 to 1,OOOV/V.

Figure 8. to-Bit DAC with 4/20mA Output
The 947 driver module provides drive signals for both the
288K isolator as well as a power supply rectifier/filter circuit.
Sufficient power is available to handle the D/ A converter,
voltage reference and the 0/ A convefter output amplifier. The
947 and 288K isolated outputs are referenced to a floating
loop powe'r source (VLP) which can be set from +15V dc to
+24V dc. With a loop power of +24V dc the load range is 0 to
950 ohms. A series diode protects the model 288K output current stage in the event loop power polarity is accidently reversed. The 947 driver module has internal protection for accidental power reversal.
A total of 8 isolated channels can be configured using a single
loop power source, 8 model 288K channels and a single model
947. Each 4/20mA current loop will add an additional20mA
to a single 288K channel-thus the maximum loop power required for eight channels is 200mA. Each input will be isolated from the loop power common as well as from each input
common. In this manner, a total of eight isolated lO-bit O/A
converters, with 4/20mA output drive capability and a single
loop power source of +15V. dc to +24 V dc, is easily configured.

FRONT-END SIGNAL CONDITIONING USING ISOLATED
POWER
To provide the capability to interface source impedances
greater than 10k, a high impedance buffer amplifier, as illustrated in Figure ~ can be used. The modulator drive signal is
applied to a rectifier/filter circuit to generate isolated dual
voltages for powering the front-end buffer. In applications
where additional isolated power is required, a separate modulator drive signal can be used to provide dual 12V dc @ t2.5mA
output capability. This approach eliminates the need for a
separate isolated dc/dc converter for powering fron t-end signal
conditioning circuits.

"

Figure to. Floating Instumentation Amplifier

ISOLA TED TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Industrial temperature measuretnents are often performed in
harsh environments where aceidentalline voltages can be impressed on the temperature sensor. To provide protection for
the delicate recording instrumentation, model 288 can be applied as shown in Figure 11. The A0590 is a temperature sensor whose output is a current directly proportional to absolute
temperature. The 288/947 provides the isolated power (+12V
de) as well as the input/output isolation. Zero calibration is
performed by placing the A0590 probe at a zero temperature
bat~ and adjusting Ro for Eo to 0 Volts. Full scale output is
performed by placing the AD590 probe in boiling water
(100°C) and adjusting Rs for 1.000V output.

Figure ". Isolated Temperature Measurements
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Gain Nonlinearity; Linearity error is defined as the peak deviation 6f the output voltage from the best straight line and is
specified as a % of the peak-to-peak output voltage span; e.g.,
±0.05% @ 10V p-p output = ±5mV max RTO linearity error.
,Model 288 is available in two nonlinearity selections; ±0.05%
(288K) and ±0.1% (288J)-max over the 10V p-p output span.
J"hecurves of Figure 12 illustrate typical linearity error over
the 10V p-p (±5V) output span. At output levels less than 5V
p-p (±2.5V), linearity error is typically less than ±0.025% for
both models 288J and 288K.

Figure 14 illustrates the effect of source imbalance on CMR
performance at 60Hz and gains of 1 VIV and 1,000VIV. CMR
is typically 140dB at 60Hz, gain of 1,000VIV and a balanced
source. CMR is maintained greater than 70dB for source im.
balances up to 10k ohms.
Input Offset Voltage Drift: Model 288 is available in two drift
selections: 5f./.Vt"C (288K) and to/lV/"C (288J)-max, RTI,
G= SOOVIV. Total input voltage drift is composed of two
sources (input and output stage drifts) and is gain dependent.
The curves of Figure 15 illustrate the worst case total input
drift (RTI) over the gain range of 1 to 1,000VIV.
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Figure 12.. Gain Linearity Error vs. Output Voltage

cOmmon Mode Rejection: Input-to-Output CMR is dependent
on source impedance imbalance, signal frequency and amplifier
gain. CMR is rated at l1SV ac, 60Hz and 1kfl. imbalance at a
gain of 1 VIV. Figure 13 illustrates CMR performance as a
function of signal frequency and gain. CMR approaches 130dB
at dc with source imbalances as high as 1kfl. in the INPUT
COMMON lead (worst case condition).
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Input Voltage Noise: Voltage noise, referred to input (RTI), is
dependent on gain and bandwidth as illustrated in Figure 16.
Rms voltage noise is shown in a bandwidth from 0.01Hz to the
frequency shown on the horizontal axis. The noise in a bandwidth from 0.01Hz to 10Hz is 1.5/'!v p-p at a gain of SOOVIV.
This value is derived by multiplying the rms value at f = 10Hz
shown in Figure 16 (0.22f./.V rms) by 6.6.
For lowest noise performance, a low pass filter at the output
should be used to selectively roll-off noise and undesired signal
frequencies beyond ~he bandwidth of interest (see Figure 6).
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Figure 15. Max Input Offset Voltage Drift vs. Gain
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Figure 16. Input Voltage Noise vs. Bandwidth
Figure 13. Common Mode Rejection vs. Frequency
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Frequency Response: Small signal bandwidth and full power
bandwidth versus gain are shown in Figure 17. For gains greater
than 100VIV, both bandwidths are identical and approach
200Hz at G = 1000VIV. Full power response is measured with
the output set at 10V p-p; small signal bandwidth (-3d8) is
measured with the output set at 100mV p-p.
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Figure 14. CMR vs. Source Impedance Imbalance
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WDEVICES

Precision, Wide Bandwidth,
Synchronized Isolation Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Nonlinearity: ±O.012% max (289L)
Frequency Response: (-3dB) de to 20kHz
(Full Power) de to 5kHz
Gain Adjustable 1 to 100VN. Single Resistor
3-Port Isolation: ±2500V CMV Isolation Input/Output
Low Gain Drift: ±o.o05%fC max
Floating Power Output: ±15V @ ±5mA
120dB CMR at 60Hz: Fully Shielded Input Stage
Low Cost
APPLICATIONS
Multi-Channel Data Acquisition Systems
Current Shunt Measurements
Process Signal Isolator
High Voltage Instrumentation Amplifier
SCR Motor Control
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 289 is a wide-band, accurate, low cost isolation amplifier designed for instrumentation and industrial applications.
Three accuracy selections are available offering guaranteed
gain nonlinearity error at IOV POp output: ±O.OI2% max
(289L), ±O.025% max (289K), ±O.U5% max (289J). All versions of the 289 provide a sm'all signal frequency response
from dc to 20kHz (-3dB) and a large signal response from de
to 5kHz (full power) at a gain of I V IV. This new design offers
true 3-port isolation, ±2500V dc between inputs and outputs
(or power inputs), as well as 240V rms between power supply
inputs and signal outputs. Using carrier modulation techniques with transformer isolation, model 289 interrupts
ground loops and leakage paths and minimizes the effect of
high voltage transients. It provides 120dB Common Mode
Rejection between input and output common. The high CMV
and CMR ratings of the model 289 facilitate accurate measurements in the presence of noisy electrical equipment such as
motors and relays.
WHERE TO USE THE MODEL 289
The model 289 is designed to interface single and multichannel
data acquisition systems with dc sensors such as thermocouples, strain gauges and other low level signals in harsh industrial environments. Providing high accuracy with complete
galvanic isolation, and protection from line transients of fault
voltages, model 289's performance is suitable for·applications
such as process controllers, current loop receivers, weighing
systems, high CMV instrumentation and computer interface systems.
Use the model 289 when data must be acquired from floating
transducers in computerized process control systems. The
photograph above shows a typical multichannel application
allowing potential differences or interrupting ground loops,
among transducers, or between transducers and local ground.

4 CHANNEL \S()LATED OAT" A.CQUISITION SVSiEM

DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
Isolated Power: The floating power supply section provides
isolated ±15V outputs @ ±5mA. Isolated power is regulated to
within ±5%. This feature permits model 289 to excite floating
signal conditioners, front-end buffer Amplifiers and remote
transducers such as thermistors or bridges, eliminating the need
for a separate isolated dc/dc converter.
Adjustable Gain: A single external resistor adjusts the model
289's gain from 1 VIV to lUOV IV for applications in high and
low level transducer interfacing.
Synchronized: The model 289 provides a synchronization
terminal for use in multichannel applications. Connectinb ,he
synchronization terminals of model 289s synchronizes their
internal oscillators, thereby eliminating the problem of oscillator "beat frequency" interference that sometimes occurs
when isolation amplifiers are closely mounted.
Internal Voltage Regulator: Improves power supply rejection
and helps prevent ~arrier oscillator spikes from being broadcast via the isolator power terminal to the rest of the system.
Buffered Output: Prevents gain errors when an isolation amplifier is followed by a resistive load of low impedance. Model
289 can drive a 2kQ load.
Three-Port Isolation: Provides true galvanic isolation between
input, output and power supply ports. Eliminates need for
power supply and output ports being returned through a common terminal.
Reliability: Model 289 is conservatively designed to be capable
of reliable operation in harsh environments. Model 289 has a
calculated MTBF of 2,298,851 hours.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°Cand Vs =+14.4V to +25V de unless otherwise noted.)
. Model

289)

289K

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

289L

Dimensions shown· in inches and (mm).

GAIN (NON INVERTING)

Range

1 to lOOVIV

Formula

G =1 +

Deviation from Formula
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)1
Nonline!1rity, (±5V SWing)2,3

±l.S%max
lSppm/C typ (SOppmtC max)'
±O.025% max
±O.OI2% max

iO.OS% max

1----

~~k(~!!)

J

L
0.04 (1.02) DIA
LQ:20 TO 0.25

120Vrms
240V rms

~~l

±2S00V peak max
2S00Vrms

1.51

120dB

138.1)

. .1

104dB min

Rs .. I kU, HI IN Lead Only

Max Leakage Current, Input ro
IISV rms, 60Hz ac

118.95)
MAX

±IOV min

<

Outpu~ @}

2JlArms'max

INPUT IMPEDANCE

Differential
Overload
Common Mode

,

0.76

MODEL 289

INPUT VOLTAGE RATINGS

Linear DifferentiiI Range (G = IV/V)
Max Safe Differential Input
Continuous
I Minute
Max CMV (Inputs to ~tputs)
Continuous ac or dc
a~, 60Hz, 1 Minute Duration
CMR, Inputs to Outputs 60Hz
RS I kn, Balanced Source Impedance

2.02 (51.18) MAX--:-i

llpFlilO'U
IOOkU
20pFIl5 X IO 'D U

-..J

~ 0.1 (2.54) GRID

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT

Initial @ +25°C
vs. Temperature (0 to 70 0 q

IOnA (7SnA max)
O.15nAtC

SHIELDED MATING SOCKET
AC1214

INPUT NOISE (GAIN = IOOVIV)

Voltage
O.OSHz to 100Hz
10Hz to 1kHz
Current
O.OSHz to 100Hz

0.08

8l'Vp-p

12.031

3JlVrms

1..

3pArms

20kHz
5kHz

vs. Temperature (0 to +70 0 C)

1.51

±S ±% mV max
±20 ±

vs. Supply Voltage (+lSV to +20V change)

2~O max

±IS ±
. ±2

I~O max

±~,uV/V

±lOVmin
<In(dc to 100Hz)
5mV p-p

50mVp-p

ISOLATED POWER SUPPLY

Voltage
Accuracy
Current
Regulation No Load to Full Load
Ripple, O.IMHz Bandwidth, No Load
Full Load

±15Vdc
±10%
±SmA,min

±S%
25mV p-p
75mVp-p

POWER SUPPLY, SINGLE POLARITy'

Voltage, Ra~ed Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent (@VS = +lSV)

+14.4V to +25V
+8.SV to +25V
+2SmA

TEMPERATURE RANGE

Rated Performance
Operating
Storage
CASE DIMENSIONS

o to +70

0

C

-15°C to +75°C
-55°C to +8S o C
1.5" X 2.0" X 0.75"

NOTES,

Gain temperature drift is specified as a perce'iltage of output signal level.
~ Gain nonlinearity is specified as a percentage of 10V pk-pk output span.
'When isolated power output is used. nonlinearity increases by :!:0.002%/mA of current drawn.
.. Recommended power supply, AD! model 904, ±lSV@SOmAoutput.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
I
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±lO

±~,uvtc max

~Enml
COPPER CLAD

SHIELD

RATED OUTPUT

Voltage, 2kU Load
Output Impedance
Output Ripple, D.IMHz Bandwidth
No Signal IN
+IOVIN

01.,
112.7. MAX

138.1)

O.14V/,us
+2S o C

t

ii+++++~l

OFFSET VOLTAGE, REFERRED TO INPUT
@

WIRE

IiS2 Ii: if

REF

23kHz
2.3kHz

Slew Rate
Initial,

COPPER CLAD SHIELD

(2.29)

SkHz
3.5kHz

G = IVIV
G = lOOV/V

I

-------1.1 MAX

:S2:::1r:

al' ;:: ~EEDTHROUGH

Small Signal-3dB
G=lVIV
G = lOOVIV

..

1

i

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Full Power, IOV p-p Output
G= lV/V _
G = lOOV/V
Full Power, 20V p-p Output

2.7 (68.58) REF

_'

INTERCONNECTIONS AND SHIELDING
TECHNIQUE
To preserve the high CMR performance of
model 289, care must be taken to keep the
capacitance balanced about the input terminals.
A shield should be provided on the printed circuit board under model 289 as illustrated in the
outline drawing above (screened area). The LO
IN/ISO PWR COM (pin 1) must be connected
to this shield. This shield is provided with the
mounting socket, model AC1214 (solder feedthrough wire to the socket pin 1 and copper
foil surface). A recommended shielding technique using model AC1214 is illustrated in
Figure 1.
Best CMR performan<;e will be achieved by
using twisted, shielded cable for the input signal
to reduce inductive and capacitive pickup. To
further reduc~effectiye cable capacitance, the
cable shield should be connected to the common mode signal source as close to signal low
as possible (see Figure 1)-

Figure 4. Model 289
Terminal Ratings

Figure 3. Model 289
Terminal Capacitance
NOTE:
GAIN RESISTOR Ro, 1% SOppm/"C METAL FILM TYPE IS RECOMMENDED.

FOR GAIN" 1V/V, LEAVE PIN 4 OPEN
FOR GAIN> lV/V,CONNECT GAIN RESISTOR (Ro) BETWEEN PIN 4 AND PIN 1

GAIN = 1 + lOU}

l1a1kTIl

Figure 1. Basic Isolator Interconnection

THEORY OF OPERATION
The remarkable performance of the model 289 is derived from
the carrier isolation technique used to transfer both signal and
power between the amplifier's inpu t stage and the rest of the
circuitry. A block diagram is shown in Figure 2.

Terminal Ratings: CMV performance is given in both peak
pulse and continuous ac, or dc peak ratings. Conti~uous peak
ratings apply from dc up to the normal full power response
frcquencies. Figure 4 -illustrates model 289 ratings between
terminals.
GAIN AND OFFSET TRIM PROCEDURE
The following procedure illustrates a calibration technique
which can be used to minimize output error. In this example,
the output span is +5V to -5V and Gain = lOY/V.
t. Apply EIN

= 0 volts and adjust Ro for

Eo

= 0 volts.
=

2. Apply EIN = +O.500V dc and adjust Rc for Eo
+5.000V dc.

3. Apply EIN = -O.500V de and measure the output error
(sce curve a).
v~~J
~----~++rew~~~~----~

ISOl!~~ ,,''>+-'=---'
po~~~ (,,'fr-'''''-----J

,

L'~':u.! ~~I:'L:'

,,
,

4. Adjust Rc; until the output error is one-half that measured
in step 3 (see curve b).
5. Apply +O.500V dc and adjust Ro until the output error is
one-half that measured in step 4 (see curve c).

IrTr===;:====;::=~SYNC

:

____________ .l

IN/OUT

6

DCPOWER
IN, Vs
PWRCOM

-5

Figure 2. Model 289 Block Diagram

The input signal is filtered and appears at the input of the noninverting amplifier, At. This signal is amplified by AI, with its
gain determined by the value of resistance connected externally between the gain terminal and the input common terminal. The output of Al is modulated, carried across the isolation barrier by signal transformer 1'1, and demodulated. The
demodulated voltage is filtered, amplified and buffered by
amplifier A2, and applied to the output terminal. The voltage
applied to the Vs terminal is set by the regulator to + 12V
which powers the 100kHz symmetrical square wave power
oscillator. The oscillator drives the primary winding of transformer 1'2. The secondary windings of 1'2 energize both input
and output power supplies, and drives both the modulator
and demodulator.
INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCE AND TERMINAL
RATINGS
Capacitance: Interelectrode terminal capacitance, arising from
stray coupling capacitance effects between the input terminals
and the signal output terminals, are each shunted by leakage
resistance values exceeding 50Gn. Figure 3 illustrates model
289's capacitance, between terminals.

-4

-3

-2

-1

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

OUTPUT VOLTAGE - Volts

Figure 5a. Recommended Offset and Gain Adjustment
for Gains> 1
r-----------------~~
RL

2kn

Figure 5b. Recommended Offset Adjustment for G = 1VIV
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Gain Nonlinearity: Linearity error is defined a~ the deviation
of the output voltage from the best straight line and is specified as a % peak-to-peak ou tpu t voltage span; e.g., nonlinearity of model 289J operating at an output span of 10V pk-pk
(±5V) is ±O.05% or ±5mV. Figure 9 illustrates gain nonlinearity for any output span to 20V pk-pk (±10V). Figure 10
shows the effect of gain vs. gain nonlinearity.·

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
. Figure 6 shows the phase shift vs. frequency. The low phase
shift and wid.e bandwidth of the model 289 make it suitable
for use in SCR Motor Controller and other· high frequency
applications.
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Figure 7 illustrates the effect of source impedance imbalance
on CMR performance at 60Hz for gains of 1VIV, 1OV IV, and
100VIV. CMR is typically 120dB at 60Hz and a balanced
source impedance. CMR is >60dB for source impedance im·
balances up to 100kn.
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Figure 9. Typical Gain Nonlinearity vs. Output Swing
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Figure 10. Typical Gain Nonlinearity vs. Gain

Common Mode Rejection: Input-to-output CMR is dependent
on source impedance imbalance, signal frequency and amplifier gain. CMR is rated at 115V ac, 60Hz and lkn imbalance
at a gain of 100V IV. Figure 11 illustrates CMR performance
as a function of signal frequency. CMR approaches 156dB at
dc with source imbalance as high as lkn. As gain is decreased,
. CMR is reduced. At a gain of 1VIV, CMR is typically 6dB
lower than at a gain of 100V IV.
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'Figure B. Typical Input Voltage Noise VS. Bandwidth
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For best noise performance in particular applications, a low
pass filter at the output should be used to selectively rolloff noise and undesired signal frequencies beyond the bandwidth of interest. Increasing gain will also reduce the noise,
referred to input.

0.'

,I--

.,

I

Input Voltage Noise: Voltage noise, referred to input, is
dependent on gain and bandwidth. Figure 8 shows rms voltage
noise in a bandwidth from O.05Hz to the frequency shown on
the horizontal axis. The noise in a bandwidth from O.05Hz to
100Hz is 811V pk-pk at a gain of 100VIV. The peak-to-peak
value is derived bymultiplying the rms value at F = 100Hz
(1.2JlV rms) by 6.6.
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Figure 7. Typical2B9 Common Mode Rejection vs.
Source Impedance
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Figure 11. Typical Common Mode Rejection vs. Frequency

MULTICHANNEL APPLICATIONS
Isolation amplifiers containing internal oscillators may exhibit
a slowly varying offset voltage at the ou tput when used in
multichannel applications. This offset voltage is the result of
adjacent internal oscillators beating together. For example, if
two adjacent isolation amplifiers have oscillator frequencies of
100.0kHz and 100.lkHz respectively, a portion of the dif·
ference frequency may appear as a slowly varying output
offset voltage error. Model 289 eliminates this problem by
offering a synchronization terminal (pin 8). When this terminal
is interconnected with other model 289 synchronization tcr·
minals, the units are synchronized. Alternately, one or more
units may be synchronized to an cxternal 100kHz ±2% square·
wave generator by the connection of synchronization termial(s) to that generator. The.generator output should be
2.5V-5.0V pop with 1kst source impedance to each unit.
Use an external oscillator when you need to sync to an external 100kHz source, such as a sub-multiple of a microprocessor clock. A differential line driver, such as SN75158, can
be used to drive large clusters of model 289. When using the
synchronization pin, kecp leads as short as possible and do
not use shielded wire. These precautions are necessary to avoid
capacitance from the synchronization terminal to other points.
It should be noted that units synchronized must share the same
power common to ensure a return path.
APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRIAL MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Isolated DAS: In data acquisition systems where multiple
transducers are powered by a single supply and the magnitude
of that supply is low enough for a multiplexer to handle the
voltages on all the transducers, it is economical to multiplex
ahead of an isolator. The fast settling time of the model 289
makes this configuration practical where slower isolators would
not be usable.
Figure 12 shows an application where the difference in voltage
between any two terminals of any of the transducers does not
exceed 30 volts. Though the inpu t of the model 289 is protected against line voltage, its power terminals are not; neither
is the multiplexer so protected. This circuit will not, therefore,
withstand the differential application of line voltage.

,0<
E"
(FROM
ISOLATOR)

·15V

+15V

LM310 IS A BUFFER AMPLIFIER

Figure 13. 2-Pole, 5kHz Active Filter

Noise Reduction in Data Acquisition Systems: Transformer
coupled isolators must have a carrier to pass dc signals through
their signal transformers. Inevitably some carrier frequency
ripple passes through to the isolator output. As the bandwidth
of an isolator becomes a larger fraction of its carrier frequency,
this ripple becomes more difficult to control. Despite this difficulty, th~ model 289 produces very low ripple; therefore,
additional filtration will usually be unnecessary. However, in
some applications, particularly where a fast analog-to-digital
converter is used following the isolator, it may be desirable to
add filtration; otherwise, ripple may cause inaccurate conversions. The 2-pole low-pass shown in Figure 13 limits isolator
bandwidth to 5kHz, which is the full power bandwidth of the
model 289. Carrier ripple is much reduced. Another beneficial
effect of an output filter is smoothing of discontinuous"high
frequency waveforms.
Motor Control and AC Load Control: Phase shift and bandwidth are important considerations for motor control and ac
load control applications. The model 289 possesses sufficient
bandwidth and acceptable phase shift for such tasks.
Figure 14 shows two model 289's sensing the armature voltage
and current of a motor. Faithful replicas of the wavefo'rm<
of these variables are applied to the motor control. Al operates at unity gain from divided R1-R3 to deliver an output
that is 11100 of the armature voltage of the motor. A2
operates at a gain of 100V IV to deliver a voltage 100 times
that developed across the current sensing shunt.

Multiplexer addressing is binary, an enable providing selection
of the circuit shown as a signal source. Optical isolation is provided for digital signals. When several of these circuits are used
for several groups of transducers, the model 289's should be
synchronized.

INPUT

Figure 12. DAS with MUX Ahead of Isolator

MOTOR
CONTROL

Figure '14. Isolating a Motor Controller
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Figure 15 shows three model 289's sensing the voltages on the
three phases of an ac load. The Y network shown divides the
voltages·of the three phases and creates a neutral for the input
commons of the isolators. The output of each isolator is a
faithful replica of the phase of the waveform it senses. The
isolator outputs provide the feedback necessary for the trig·
ger control to correctly fire the triacs. In other applications,
the outputs of the isolators might have been fed to rms-to-dc
converters.

"

"

Figure 17 shows th~ model 289 providing an isolated 4.·to·
20mA o';tputfrom a l2·bit DAc. Ala provides a -4V reference to the DAC. The digital input causes a portion of DAC
current to flow into OUTl, .causing a positive voltage at the
output of Ald. Alb produces a voltage across R4 proportional
to DAC current. Alc and associated circuitry sink a current
which is one·fourth of the full scale current of the DAC,
causing a positive voltage of 1 volt at the output of Ald.
With the code 111111111111, +5 volts appears at the output of Ald. Operation is unipolar with a positive offset. The
output voltage of AId is reproduced at the output of the
isolator, where the circuitry shown converts it into a 4-to20mA <;urrent which may be applied to the load R L .

,3

Figure 15. Isolating a 3 Phase Load Controller

Isolated DACs: Figure 16 shows a l2·bit DAC with ±5V
isolated output. A buffered -SV reference voltage is provided
to the DAC by Al a, Al b and associated circuitry. The digital
input causes a proportion of DAC current to flow into OUTI
of the DAC. The remaining DAC current flows into OUT2.
Current flowing into OUTI causes positive voltage at the output of Alc. Current flowing into OUT2 causes a positive voltage at the output of Al d, which in turn causes a negative
voltage at the output of Alc. Voltage appearing at the output
of Alc is reproduced at the output of the model 289. R5 and
R8 must be adjusted to produce less than 0.5m~ at OUTI and
OUT2 of the DAC respectively. R15 may be used to adjust gain
and Rll to adjust offset with the binary code 1000 0000 0000
to zero.

Figure 17. 12·8it Isolated Process Current DAC

Temperature Measurement: Figure 18 shows the model 289
providing a ground-referred output in an application measuring
the temperature of an object floating at a high common mode
voltage. The AD590 temperature sensor sinks a current of
-l,uA/K. This current flows into the gain terminal of the model
289, developing + lOmV IK across the internal feedback res;~tor.
This voltage also appears at the output of the model 289.
The circuitry shown connected by a dotted line may be useful
if an output of lOmV fc is desired. A current of +273,uA
is sourced through the 8.66k resistor and the potentiometer
cancelling the AD590 current at OOC (273K), resulting in
OmV at the output at O°C.

ADSSO

AlL--c{-SCHOTTKY DIDon
CONNECTIONS TO GAIN TERMINALS SHOULD
SE KEPT AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE

R7

+VlSO

~~\Mo..,'OOk",-~ 1~
R6

""

loon

4.991<.

-visa

R"

>OOk
AU
68.1k

Figure 16. 12·8it Isolated Voltage DAC
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Figure 18. ISOlated Temperature Measurement

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Low Cost, Single and
Multichannel Isolation Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Cost
Multichannel Capability Using External Oscillator (292A)
Isolated Power Supply: ±13V dc @ ±5mA (290A) or ±15mA
(292Al
Low Nonlinearity: 0.1% @ 10V pk-pk Output
High Gain Stability: 0.001%/1000 Hours; 0.01%rC
Small Size: 1.5" X 1.5" X 0.62"
Low Input Offset Voltage Drift: 10MV/oC (Gain = 100V!V)
Wide Input/Output Dynamic Range: 20V pk-pk
High CMV Isolation: 1500V dc, Continuous
Wide Gain Range: 1 to 100Vtv
APPLICATIONS
Ground Loop Elimination in Industrial and Process Control
High Voltage Protection in Data Acquisition Systems
Fetal Heart Biomedical and Monitoring Instrumentation
Off-Ground Signal Measurements

with 20V pk-pk input signal range at a gain of 1V/V operation.
In portable single or multichannel designs, single power supply
operation (+8V to + l6V) enables battery operation.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 290A and 292A are low cost, compact, isolation ampli- .
fiers that are optimized for single and multichannel industrial
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
Isolated Power: Dual ±13 V dc outpu t, completely isolated from
applications, respectively. The model 290A has a self-contained
the input power terminals (±l500V de isolation), provides the
oscillator and is intended for single channel applications. A
capability to excite floating signal conditioners, front end bufsingle external synchronizing oscillator can drive up to 16
model 292A's or, a virtually limitless number of model 292A's
fer amplifiers and remote transducers such as thermistors or
bridges.
can be configured using multiple oscillators. The user can supply the external oscillator circuit or specify model 281 oscillator module, which includes a voltage regulator for operation
Adjustable Gain: Models 290A and 292A adjustable gain o{fers
over a wide single supply voltage range of +8V to +28V.
compatibility with a wide class of input signals. A single external resistor enables gain adjustment from 1V/V to 100V/V
Models 290A and 292A design features include: adjustable gain,
providing flexibility in both hiRh level transducer interfacing
from 1 to 100VIV, dual isoalted power, ±13V dc, ±1500V dc
as well as low level sensor measurement applications.
off ground isolation, 100dB minimum CMR at 60Hz, 1kn
source imbalance, in a compact 1.5" X 1.5" X 0.6" epoxy encapsulated module. Models 290A and 292A achieve low input
noise of 1MV pk-pk (10Hz bandwidth, G = lOOVIV), nonlinearity of ±O.l% @ lOV pk-pk output, and an input/output
dynamic range of 20V pk-pk.
. Using modulation techniques with reliable transformer isolation, models 290A and 292A will interrupt ground loops,
leakage paths, and voltage transients, while providing dc to
2kHz (-3dB) response.
WHERE TO USE MODELS 290A AND 292A
Industrial Applications: In data acquisition systems, computer
interface systems, process signal isolators and high CMV instrumentation, models 290A and 292A offer complete galvanic isolation and protection against damage from transients and fault
voltages. High level transducer interface capability is afforded

Floating, Guarded Front-End: The input stage of models 290A
and 292A can directly accept floating differential signals or it
may be configured as a high performance instrumentation
front-end to accept signals having CMV with respect to input
power common .
High Reliability: Models 290A and 292A are conservatively
designed, compact modules, capable of reliable operation in
harsh environments. They have a calculated MTBF of over
400,000 hours and are designed to meet MIL-STD-202E environmental testing as well as the IEEE Standard for Transient
Voltage Protection (472-1974: Surge Withstand Capability).
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
GAIN (NONINVERTING)
Range (SOkfl Lo~d)

(typical@+25°C; G = 100V/V and Vs = +15V dc, unless otherwise noted)
292A

290A

Fonnula

Gain=.[l +

Deviation from F annula
vs. Time
vs. Temperature (_25°C to +8S o C)1
Nonlinearity, G = IVN to lOOV/V 2

±J%
.
±O.OOl%11000 Hours
±0.007S%tC
±O.l% (±0.2S%)3

INPUT VOLTAGE RATINGS
Linear Differential Range. G = iVN
Max Safe Differential Inpu t
Continuous, 1 min
Max CMV, Inputs to-Outputs
ac, 60Hz, 1 Minute Duration
Continuous. ac
Continuous, de
CMR, Inputs to Outputs, 60Ht, Rs <;;lkfl
Balanced Source Impedance
lkfl Hi In Lead Only
Max Leakage Current. Inputs to Power Common
@ 115V .c, 60Hz
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Overload

lOOkU]

lkfl+ R,(kfl)

J;

. 290A/292A

{15.71

1

x

....,r-."------,,r-;lO.20·TOO.25

±5V min (±IDV min)3

(5 TO 6.41

O.04{~\,!I-li=t

110Vrms

tti~N/lSO PWR COM

1 SOOV rms max

·2 GAIN

±1000V pk max
±1"SOOV pk max

4

f

+VS 7

PWR COM 8

3 +VISO

••

VJSO

~)~

106dB
lOOdS min
5 HI IN

LOOUT 11

IOttA rmsmax

HI OUT 12

6 GUARD

~i~~~: ~~E:'ams

-t l--

1
1.61

1

GRLD 0.1 12.54}

·PLNS 9 AND 10 NOT PRESENT ON 290A

INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial, @ +2SoC
VS, Temperature (_25°C to +8S o C)

+3nA
±O.lnAtC

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, G = 100VN
O.OlHz to 10Hz
10Hz to 1kHz
Current
O.OSHz to 100Hz

SHIELDED MOUNTING SOCKET
ACIOS4

II'Vp'p
1.S"Vrms
Sp~p-p

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Small Signal, -ldB, G = I VIV
Slew Rate
Full Power, 10V pop Output
Gain - IVN thru 100VN

2.5kHz
50mVIJ.l,s

2.0kHz( LOkHz)'

l.OkHz( LOkHz)3,

OFFSET VOLTAGE REFERRED TO INPUT
Initial, @ +2S oC, Adjustable to Zero
±(S + 50/G)mV
vs. Temperature (_25°C to +8S o C)
±(10+ l50/G)!,VtC
vs. Supply Voltage
±lmV/%
RATED OUTPUT
. Voltage, SOk Load
Output Impedance
Output Ripple, IMHz Bandwidth

±(8+250/G)/iVtC

±SV min (±IOV min)3
Ikll .
IOmV pk·pk

OSCILLATOR DRIVE INPUT
Input Voltage
Input Frequency

8 to l6V pk·pk
100kHz ±S%, max

N/A
N/A

ISOLATED POWER OUTPUTS
Voltage Full Load

±l3V de
±5%

.

iSmAmin

Regulation, No Load to Full Load
Ripple, 100kHz Bandwidth •

±lSmAmin
+0, -15%

200mVp·p

250mV p'P

POWER SUPPLY, SINGLE POLARITY
Voltage, Rated Perfonnance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent

+20mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage

-25°C to +8SoC
-SSoC to +8SoC

CASE DIMENSIONS

1.5" X 1.5" X 0.62"

+lSV de
+8V dc to +1S.SV dc

1 Gain temperature drift is specified as a percentage ot' output ~ignal level.
2Gain nonlinearity is spec'ified as a percentage of toy pk·pk output span.
'These specs apply for a 20V pk·pk output ~pan.
4Do not load V'SO when operating at output spans greater than IOV pk.-pk.

Specifications suhject to changr» without

! - - - - 1 . 5 1 (38.1IMAX---j

IO'flll70pF
lOOkO
5 X !OIOfliliOOpF

Common Mode

~;;~t7'

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shQwn in inches· and (nim).

1 to lOOVN

notic~.

Figure 1. Model 290A and 292A Terminal Ratings
Symbol

Rating
± 1lOV rm, (cont.)
±1000V pk (cont)
±1 SOOV pk (cont.)
±lS00V rms (1 min)
±SOV pk (cont.)
SOGrlll20pF

Remarks

Withstand Voltage, Steady State
Isolation, Steady State, ae
Isolation, Steady State, de
Isolation, ae, 60Hz
Isolation, de
Isolation Impedance

Table 1. Isolation Ratings Between Terminals
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THEORY OF OPERATION
The remarkable performance of models 290A and 292A are
derived from the carrier isolation technique which is used to
transfer both signal and power between the amplifier's guarded
input stage and ·the rest of the circuitry. The block diagram for
both models is shown in Figure 2 below.
The bipolar input preamplifier operates single-ended (noninve~ting). Only a difference bias current flows with zero net
bias current. A third wire return path for input bias current is
not required. Gain can be set from 1VIV to 1OOV IV by changing the gain resistor, Ri' To preserve high CMR, the gain resistor must be guarded. Best performance is achieved by shorting
terminal 2 to terminal 1 and operating the isolator at a gain
of 100VIV.
For powering floating input circuitry such as buffer amplifiers,
instrumentation amplifiers, calibration signals and transducers,
dual isolated power is provided. High CMV isolation is achieved
by the low-leakage transformer coupling between the input
preamplifier, modulator section and the output circuitry. Only
the 10pF leakage capacitance between the floating input section
and the rest of the circuitry keeps the CMR from being infinite.

BIPOLAR INPUT AMPLIFIER

HI INPUT",'

••

.r.--..;

HI
OUTPUT

9

il6~kHl

10 \1

InP1J1
(292AONLV)

P.C. CARD SHIELD
TRANSDUCER

TRANSDUCER', _ _ _ _ -,
CABLE

I

!5!~'"F
6

MEDIUM
COMMON

VOl~~g~

~

./"

-~o:r-l

T~~~~~~~~~~~, C)

EG'

[

8

Rt

I

L -

-

Cg~M~~o~~gE

-

_J

aD

VOLTAGE

~

GROUND COMMON MODE

TRPNSOUCER
GROUND

SYSTEM
GROUND

VOLTAGE

Figure 3. Transducer - Amplifier Interface

GAIN AND OFFSET TRIM PROCEDURE
In applying the isolation amplifier, highest accuracy is achieved
by adjustment of gain and offset voltage to minimize the peak
error encountered over the selected output voltage span. The
following procedure illustrates a calibration technique which
can be used to minimize output error. In this example, the
output span is +SV to -SV and operation at Gain = 10V/V
is desired.
1. Apply EIN = 0 volts and adjust Ro for EO = 0 volts.
2. Apply EIN = +O.SV dc and adjust RG for Eo = +5.0V dc.
3. Apply EIN = -o.SV dc and measure the output error (see
curve a).
4. Adjust RG until the output error is one half that measured
in step 3 (see curve b).
S. Apply +O.SV dc and adjust Ro until the output error is
one half that measured in step 4 (see curve c).

- - - " " , , - , 8 P:-~R

GAIN - 1 +

~~

lkl!+R, (kill,

11V/V TO l00VNJ

Figure 2. Block Diagram - Models 290A and 292A
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

OUTPUT VOLTAGE - Volts

GUIDELINES ON EFFECTIVE SHEILDING &
GROUNDING PRACTICES
• Use twisted shielded cable to reduce inductive and capacitive pick~p.
• Drive the transducer cable shield, S, with the common
mode signal source, EG, to reduce the effective cable capacitance as shown in Figure 3. This is accomplished by
connecting the shield point S, as close as possible to the
transducer signal low point B. This may not always be possible. In some cases the shield may be separated from signal
low by a portion of the medium being measured (e.g. pressure transducer). This will cause a common mode signal,
EM, to be generated by the medium between the shield and
the signal low. The 86dB CMR capability of both models
between the input terminals (HI IN and LO IN) and
GUARD, will work to suppress the common mode signal,
EM·
• Dress unshielded leads short at the connection terminals
and reduce the area formed by these leads to minimize
inductive pickup.

r-------~~----~~~ED

50.11

GAIN AESISTOR, Rj, 1%, 50ppmrc METAL fiLM TVPE IS RECOMMENDED.
FOR GAIN'" 1VN, LEAVE TERMINAL 2 OPEN.
FOR GAIN = 100VN, SHORT TERMINAL 2 TO TERMINAL 1
GAIN'" 1 + lkU ~~~~U)
OUTPUT FILTER, 10kn RESISTOR AND CAPACITOR, C.
SELECT C TO ROLL·OFF NOISE AND OUTPUT RIPPLE:

f= (-3dB)

=

2l1'C (;'km

Figure 4. Gain and Offset Adjustment
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SELECTING BANDWIDTH
In low frequency signal measurements, such as thermocouple
temperature measurements, strain gage measurements and
geophysical instrumentation, an external filter is used to
select bandwidth and minimize output noise.
When used with' a buffer amplifier as shown in Figure Sa below, a series resistor (Rs) is used to lower the effective value
of the filter capacitor required to achieve very 10-", frequency
(under 200Hz) noise filtering.
•

140

GUARANTEED CMR 0 G .. 100VN
,GOdS MIN 0 BOHzand 1kn
SOURCE IMPEDANCE IMBALANt

I

120

Hili

'8
I

V

~ 100

~

LO IN

>or-~[
*
.0 f--

;J ,
~

w

o

i

i

~

-r-....

, 'r--

~ GAIN

.

•

Of--

e

1

l'OIN

QUA,

........

ob~~'

11~!C ~'lOQVIV

!

I II U I J I

0

-TEST CIRCUIT - EACH RESISTOR ADJUSTED

on TO 1DOW

CMR VAI-UE GIVEN FOR HI IN LEAD AN£) LO IN LEAD

100

10

1k

10k

lOOk

SOURCE IMPEDANCE IMBALANce - n

Figure 7. Typical Common Rejection vs. Source Impedance
Imbalance
Figure 5a. Selecting Bandwidth with External Capacitor and
Buffer

.An active filter, as illustrated in Figure Sb will significantly
improve 60Hz noise reduction at the output by providing a
sharp roll-off characteristic. The 5Hz 3-pole active filter design
illustrated in Figure Sb, will increase the 60Hz noise reduction
by SOdB. Overall CMR performance of models 290 and 292 .
and the 5Hz active filter approaches lSOdB ® 60Hz and lkil
imbalance.

Gain Nonlinearity: Linearity error is defined as the deviation
of the output voltage from the best straight line and is specifield as a % of peak-to-peak output voltage span; e.g., nonlinearity of models 290A.and 292A operating at an output span of
10V pk-pk (±SV) is ±O.l% or ±lOmV. Figure 8 illustrates gain
nonlinearity for any output span to 20V pk-pk (±10V).
0.20
0.18

t

0.16

i

0.1'
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/
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/

Il

..

0; 0.12
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I 0.10

~

~
·z

0.08

::l 0.06

NOTE: MOUNT·FILTER AS CLOSE TO EXTERNAL
AMPLIFIER AS POSSIBLE

~

20,04

Figure 5b. Selecting Bandwidth with a 3-Pole 5Hz Active Filter

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Common Mode Rejection: Input-to-Output CMR is dependent
on source impedance imbalance, signal frequency and amplifier gain. CMR is rated at l1SV ac, 60Hz and lkil imbalance
at a gain of lOOV/V. Figure 6 illustrates CMR performance as
a function of signal frequency. CMR approaches 130dB at dc
with source imbalances as high as lkil. As gain is decreased,
CMR is reduced. At a gain of 1VIV, CMR is typically 12dB
lower than at a gain of 100V/V.

m
I

~100r--r~-tft--~~~HP~~1-t++--t--~-H

~
~

80

0.02

/

-

V

V
10

12

14

16

18

20

OUTPUT VOLTAGE - Volts p.p

Figure 8. Typical Gain Nonlinearity vs. Output Voltage

Input Voltage Noise: Voltage' noise, referred -to input, is dependent on gain and bandwidth as illustrated in Figure 9.
RMS voltage noise is shown in a bandwidth from O.OlHz to
the frequency shown on the horizontal axis. The noise in a
bandwidth from O.OlHz to 10Hz is I/oiV pk-pk at a gain of
100V IV. This value is derived by multiplying the rms value at
f = 10Hz shown in Figure 9 by 1l.6.
For best noise performance in particular applications, a low
pass filter at the ou tput should be used to selectively roll-off
noise and undesired signal frequencies beyond the bandwidth
of interest. Increasing gain will also reduce the inpu t noise.
10

~
1---~.".....":.. "

~

~
20r-~-4-+++--+--+4-H--4--4-t++--t--~-H
*T£5T CIRCUIT - 1k!l EACH RESISTOR

100

1000

Ii!
is
z

CMR VALUE GIVEN FOR HI IN LEAD AND LO IN LEAD

10

I

w

10k

FREQUENCV - Hz

1.0

""

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of source imbalance on CMR performance at 60Hz and Gain = 100VIV. CMR is rypically
1l0dB at 60Hz and a balanced source. CMR is maintained
greater than 7.0dB for source imbalances up to 100kil.
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Figure 6. Typical Common Mode Rejection vs. Frequency
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Figure 9. Typical Input Voltage Noise vs. Bandwidth

Input Offset Voltage Drift: Total input drift is composed of
two sources, input and output stage drifts and is gain dependent. The curve of Figure 10 illustrates total input drift over _
the gain range of 1 to WOV IV.1000
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'" "r:s ~
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Figure 13. External Oscillator Interconnection

Figure 10. Typical Input Offset Voltage Drift vs. Gain

REFERENCE EXCITATION OSCILLATOR, MODEL 281
When applying model 292A, the user has the option of building
a low cost 100kHz excitation oscillator, as shown in Figure 11,
or purchasing a module from Analog Devices-model 281.

SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25 C and Vs =+15V dc unless otherwise noted)
0

MODEL

281

OUTPUT

Frcqut.:/lcy

100kHz ±S%

Waveform
Voltage (¢ and
Fan·Out 1,2

Squarewave
o to +12V pk
16 max

¢ terminals)

POWER SUPPLY RAN(;E-'
lIigh Input, Pin 6
Quiescent Current, N.L.

+(14 to 28)V de
+SmA
+16mA
+(8 to 14)V de
+12mA
+33mA

F_L.
Low Input, Pin 7
QUiescent Current,

]\J.L.

F_L_
TEMPERATURE
Rated Performance
Storage

o to +70°C
-SSoC to +8SoC

Model 292A oscillator drive input represents unity oscillator load.
~ For applications requiring more than 16 292A's, additional 281 's may be used
in a master/slave mode. Refer to Figure 13.
3 Full load consists of 16 model 292A's and 281 oscillator slave.
I

NOTES:
1. FREQ. ADJUST: ADJUST TRIM POT FOR OUTPUT FReQUENCY OF 100kHz '5%.
2. FOR SLAV.E OPERATION. REMOVE JUMPER FROM SYNC OUT AND SYNC IN PINS
3. USE CERAMIC CAPACITOR. "COG" OR "NPO" CHARACTERISTIC.

Specifications subject to change w!thout notice.

Figure ". 100kHz Oscillator Interconnection Diagram

The block diagram of model 281 is shown in Figure 12. An
internal + 12V dc regulator is provided to permit the user
the option of operating over two, pin selectable, power input ranges; terminal 6 offers a range of +14V dc to +28V dc;
terminal 7 offers an input range of +8V dc to +14V dc.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
\

..

14.o----\~':'s~x---- ·~1

+V,

(+14V+~8"+28V)

0.49 MAX
(12.41

'-------,rrr--rrtrrrTT'1T~ ~

6

SYNC OUT 4 } - - - 1 - - - - 1
'----'-1----1
J

PWR COM

t

281

t+8V TO +14VJ

>-----<f>.--~

0.20 (S.OB) MIN
0.25 (6.35) MAX

+12~..Il..f

osc~~'i'<:~OR 1 - - - - - - { 2 i OUTPUT
+12~Ln

_____.Jr-----<.:3

(lOUTPUT

"LEAVE TERMINAL 6 OPEN, WHEN POWER IS APPLIED TO TERMINAL 7.

Figure 12. Model 281 Block Diagram

Model 281 oscillator is capable of driving up to 16 model
292A's. As shown in Figure 13, an additional model 281 may be
driven in a slave-mode to expand the total system channels
from 16 to 32. By adding additional model 281's in this manner, systems of over 1000 channels may be easily configured.

--....t~0.02(5.2ID'A

,

11111.1
BOTTO~ VIEW
WEIGHT: 10 GRAMS

-J l-

0.1 (2.54) GRID

PIN TERMINAL IOENTIFICATION
5
SYNC INPUT
POWER COMMON
6
+Vs: HIGH RANGE +(14 to 28lV de
~OUTPUT
rJ> OUTPUT
7
+Vs: LOW RANGE +(8 to 14)V de
SYNC OUTPUT

MATING SOCKET:
CINCH #16 DIP OR EQUIVALENT
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A'PPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRIAL MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Remote ,Sensor Interface: In chemical, nuclear and metal processing ind\!stries, models 290A and 292A can be applied to
measure and control off-ground millivolt signals in the prr.sence ±IS00V dc CMV signals. In interface applications ~uch
as pH control systems or on~ine process measurement systems such as pollution monitoring, models 290A and 292A
offer complete galvanic isolation to eliminate troublesome
ground loop problems. Isolated power outputs and adjustable gain add to the application flexibility of these models.
Figure 14 illustrates how model 290A or 292A can be combined with a low drift, Ij.1VtC max, front-end amplifier,
model ADS 10K, to interface low level transducer signals.
Both products provide isolated ±13V dc power and front-end
guard in addition to eliminating ground loops and preserving
high CMR (lOOdB @ 60Hz).

Isolated Temperature Measurements: Industrial temperature
measurements are often performed in harsh environments
where line voltages or transients can sometimes be impressed '
on the tempera,ture se~sor. To provide protection for the delicate recording instrumentation, m~dels 290A and 292A can be
applied as shown in Figure 16. The Analog Devices' AC2626
probe is a temperature sensor whose output is a current directly proportional to absolute temperature, The IsolatIon
amplifier provides the isolated power (+ 13 V dc) as well as the
input/output isolation. Zero ,calibration is performed by
placing the AC2626 probe in a zero temperature bath and
adjusting Ro for Eo to 0 volts. Full scale output adjustment
is performed by placing the AC2626 probe in boiling water
(100°C) and adjusting Rsfor l.OOOV output.

O.01I1F

Figure 16. Isolated Temperature Measurements

POWER
CQM

Figure 14. Input Signal Conditioning Using Isolated Power for
Transducer Buffer Amplifier

Instrumentation Amplifier: Models 290A and 292 A provide
, a floating guarded' input stage capable of directly accepting
isolated differential signals, The noninverting, single-ended
input stage offers simple two wire interconnection with
floating input signals.
In applications where the isolated power is applied to transducers such as bridges which generate differential inpu t signals
with common mode voltages measured with respect to the iSolated power common, models 290A and 292A can be connected as shown in Figure IS. To achieve high CMR with
respect to the ISO PWR COM, the following trim procedure
is recommended.
CMR Trim Procedure
1) Connect a IV pk-pk oscillator between the +IN/-IN and
IN COM terminals as shown in Figure IS,
2) Set the input frequency at O.SHzand adjust Rl for minimum Eo.
3) Set the inpu t frequency at 60Hz and adjust R2 for minimum Eo.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for best CMR performance,

Current Loop Receiver: Model 290A and 292A can be applied
to measurement of analog quantities transmitted via 4-20mA
current loops over substantial distances through harsh environments. Figure '17 shows an application of model 290A or 292A
as a current loop receiver. A 2Sn resistor converts the 4-20mA
current input from a remote loop to a lOO-SOOmV differential voltage input, which the isolator amplifies, isolates, and
translates to a 0 to +SV output level at local system ground.
Among the most-helpful characteristics of the isolator in this
kind of measurement are the high common-mode rejection
(lOOdB minimum at 60Hz with lkn source unbalance) and
the high common-mode rating (±IS00 volts dc).The former
means low noise pickup; the latter means excellent isolation
and protection against large transients. The high commonmode rejection, permitting relatively low input voltage to be
used (O.4V span, in this case), permits the use of a''1ow currentmetering resistance, which in turn results in low compliancevoltage loading on the current loop, and therefore permits insertion into existing loops withou t encountering overrange
problems. The gain of 12.S provides a substantial output
span, and the floating output permits biasing to a 0 to SV
range.
G ~ 12.5VJV

ZERO ADJUST:
ADJUST FOR
Eo = OV WHEN

l'"4mA

lOki!

'.F

.v"" O,-------=+4-----Ql
,v .. <>-------.....---~
l0~El-E2)+{~)X~J
/~
~~

EO ..

GAIN

INPUT
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Figure 15. Application of 290A as Instrumentation Amplifier
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Salactian Guide
Multipliers' DividaPs
In this Selection Guide, multiplier/divider products are partitioned into four categories:
1. General-purpose devices capable of optimization as multipliers or dividers
2. Internally trimmed devices optimized as multipliers
3. Internally trimmed devices optimized as dividers
4. Multifunction devices

Complete and detailed sDecifications, descriPtions, and application information can be found in the data sheets.
General information and definitions of important specifications can be found in the following pages. t Specifications
are typical at rated supply voltage and load, and TA = +25°C, unless noted otherwise.

1. GENERAL-PURPOSE EXTERNALLY TRIMMED DEVICES
Type
AD533j/K/L/S

Characteristics
Lowest cost general-purpose 4-quadrant IC, external trim to 0:5% max
total error (L)

Page
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2. INTERNALLY TRIMMED MULTIPLIERS
Type

Characteristics

Page

AD532j/K/S#

General-purpose 4-quadrant IC, differential inputs, standard pinouts,
internally trimmed to 1.0% max total error (K), 0.04%/C max (S)

4-7

Model 435jIK

Highest-accuracy 4-quadrant, module, pretrimmed to 0.1% max total
error (K), O.Ol%/"C max (K)

Model 429A1B

Widest-bandwidth 4-quadrant, module, full-power response to 2MHz
min, slewing rate 120V/p.s min, -3dB bandwidth 10MHz, small-signal,
1% settling-time 500ns; pretrimmed to 0.5% max error (B)

4-31

AD534j/K/L/S/T#

High-accuracy internally trimmed 4-quadrant IC multiplier featuring
0.25% max total error (L), low noise (90p.V rms, 10Hz - 10kHz), and
versatile differential input configuration.
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3. INTERNALLY TRIMMED DIVIDERS
Page

Type

Characteristics

Model 436A1B

High-accuracy 2-quadrant divider-only module, pre trimmed to 0.25% max
error (B, denominator [Vxl range from +O.lV to +10V [ivzl<:;;IVxlJ),
2% max error over temperature (B), 1% max error 0 to +70°C.

AD535j/K#

IC 2-quadrant divider, pretrimmed for 0.5% max total error (K version)
for 10: 1 denominator range. Differential inputs permit choice of denominator range. Differential inputs permit choice of denominator polarity.

4-25

4. MULTIFUNCTION DEVICES
Type

Characteristics

Page

Model 433j/B

Programmable multifunction module, y(Z/X)m (lOV/EREF), onequadrant, m adjustable from 0.2 to 5, max division error 25mV
(B, Vz from O.OlV to lOY, Vx from O.IV to lOV, Vz<:;;Vx ), 1% max
over temperature.

4-35

tLetter suffixes denote tem~erature range and performance grade. J/K/L are specified.for
o to +70oC; AlB are specified for -25°C to +8S oC; SIT are specified for -55°C to +12SoC.
#Monolithic chips available with guaranteed performance for precision hybrids. Chip catalog
available upon request.
"Data sheet available upon request.
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The devices catalogued in this section accept analog voltages
and muh:ip'Iy, divide, square, and/or square-root them, depending on device properties and connections.
Multiplication For two inputs, Vx and Vy , a multiplier will
provide the output, Eout = VxVylEm, where Em is a dimensional constant, usually of 10V nominal value. If Eref = 10V,
Eout = lOV when Vx and Vy are lOY. Multipliers are used for
modulation and demodulation, fixed and variable remote gain
adjustment, power measurement, and mathematical operations .
in analog computing, curve fitting, and linearizing.
If the inputs may be of either positive or negative polarity, and

the output polarity is in a correct relationship for multiplication, the device is called a "four-quadrant" multiplier, refl~ct
ing the 4 quadrants of the XCV plane.
Squaring If Vx = Vy = Yin, a multiplier's output will be
Vin 2 /E r ef. A four-quadrant multiplier, used as a squarer, will
have an output that is positive, whether Yin is positive or negative. Squarers are useful in frequency doubling, power measurement of constant loads, and mathematical operations.
Division Fora numerator input, V z, and a denominator input,
Vx , an analog divider will provide the output,
Eout = Eref(VzNx )· If Eref = 10V, Eout will be 10V or less
for Vz ';;;Vx . Vx is of a single polarity and will not provide
meaningful results if it approaches zero too closely. If Vz may
be of either positive or negative polarity, the device is described as a "two-quadrant" divider, and the output will
reflect the polarity of Vz. Analog dividers are used to compute
ratios-such as efficiency, attenuation, or gain; they are also
used for fixed and variable remote gain adjustment, ratiometric
measurements, and for mathematical operations in analog
computing.
Square rooting For a numerator input, Yin, and a denominator
inpu t, Eo ·(the output fed back to the denominator input), the
output of a divider is Eo = Eref(Vin/Eo); hence Eo =.jErefVin·
A square-rooter works in one quadrant; some devices require
external diode circuitty to prevent latchup if the input polarity
changes, even momentarily. Square roots are used in vector
and rms computation, to linearize flowmeters, and for mathematical operations in analog computing.

CHOOSING A MULTIPLIER, DIVIDER, etc.
A number of devices are listed here, differing in internal architecture, external functional configuration, device technology,
and performance specifications. Some have essentially fixed references; others have an actively variable or programmable reference as a third input (multifunction devices), and one type
(model 433) performs the one-quadrant operation, Eo =
Vz(Vy/VX)ffi, where m is an exponent adjustable from 115 to '
5. With one exception (model 436 precision 2-quadrant
divider), all of the devices liSted here can be used for any Qf
the functions defined above.
Considerable information on these functions,. the nature of
devices to perform them, and extensive discullsions of their
applications can be found in two publications available from
Analog Devices. 1,2 A wealth of information is also to be
4-4 MUL TfPLIERS & DIVIDERS

found in the data sheets for the individllal devices, published
in this section. In addition to the products listed here, a number of popular earlier products are still available; data sheets
are available upon request.
Internal Architecture All of the devices in this selection rely on
the logarithmic properties of silicon P-N junctions. With the
exception of models 433 and 436, the circuit employed is
basically like that of the "Gilbert cell" (its 4-quadrant-multiplying circuitry and performance are described in (1) and (2),
with further references to original sources). The input voltages
are converted to currents, the currents are multiplied together
and divided by a reference, and the net output current, IxIy/I",f'
is converted to voltage by feedback around the output amplifier.
The feedback terminals are available as inputs for applications
involving division. In the ADS 31 3 , the Iref terminals are available for external programming or variation; thus, the AD531
is a 3-variable "multifunction" IC which can divide without external feedback. This versatile feature offers greater bandwidth
as a divider.

A
01

Q2

Basic 4-quadrant variable-transconductance multiplier circuit
2 II V.
10= (13 +Is) - (14+16) =~
EXTeRNAL RESISTORS ARE

ABC

x

CONNECTED HERE TO ADJUST m.
DIRECT CONNECTION YIELDS m = 1.

E.

[Yz]m

10
Eo"'-Vy
\lftEF

Vx

Functional Block Diagram of Model 433.

In multifunction devices like Model 433, the feedback qlr,
rents of the input op amps are used to develop logarithmic
1Multiplier Application quide, available upon request
'Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, D. H. Sheingold, ed., 1976, 536pp.,
$5.95, P.O. Box 796, Norwood MA 02062
• Data sheet available upon request.

laser trimming of thin-film-on-silicon chips at the wafer stage
and buried-Zener reference circuitry, as well as thermally
balanced input stages and "core" circuitry, for overall maximum errors to 0.25%, and linearities as yet unmatched in the
industry.

voltages across transistor base-emitter junctions; these voltages
are summed and differenced and produce an exponential cur:
rent proportional to VyVz/Vx via another transistor junction in
the input path of the output amplifier. Thus, the output voltage is proportional to VyVz/Vx ; an internally generated reference voltage is available as a fixed reference for the odd input
in two-variable operations. In the 433, the internal emittervoltage difference proportional to log (VzlVx ) can be amplified
or attenuated by the appropriate connection of a resistive attenuator with an attenuation ratio, m; since the antilog of
m(log Vz/Vx ) is (VzlVx)m, the output of the 433 is proportional to Vy(VzlVx)m. In the model 436 divider, the inputs
are scaled and linearly combined, before the log-antilog computation takes place; the result is that the numerator (of
VzlVx ) may have positive or negative values. The 436 circuit
is optimized and trimmed for performance as a dedicated
divider; it has a fixed reference. Its circuit principles are
discussed in some detail on the data sheet.

Performance Multiplier performance, specifications and test
circuitry are described in great detail in the NONLINEAR
CIRCUITS HANDBOOK. Here is a brief digest of the factors
relating to low-frequency performance.
In theory, a multiplier has an output which is ideally the product of two input variables, X and V, divided by the lOY scaling
voltage. However, the practical multiplier is subject to various
offset errors and nonlinearities, which must be accounted for
in its application. This discussion is intended to assist the
designer in understanding and interpreting multiplier and
divider specifications and obtaining insight into device
performance.

External functional configuration As noted earlier, with the
exception of the model 436 dedicated divider, all of the devices
listed here can be used for multiplication, division, squaring,
and lor square-rooting (MDSSR), by the appropriate connection of external jumpers. As an example, the AD534 is shown
connected for multiplication, and the AD535, which has similar architecture but is optimized for division, is shown connected for division and square-rooting. Performance of pretrimmed devices is optimized in specified modes of operation,
usually multiplication. The data sheets show how devices are
connected for the various modes of operation; where appropriate, the trim circuits and procedures for optimizing performance are provided.

In practice (see the figure), the multiplier may be considered
as having two parts, one (M) contains the input circuitry and
the multiplying cell; the other is the gain-conditioning
op amp, A.
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Functional Block Diagram of Typical Multiplier/Divider

Also summed at the op-amp input is the feedback variable, Z.
In multiplication, Z is connected to the output circuit. In division, Z and X are the inputs, and V is connected to the output.
The figure shows a model used for considering errors. Xo
and Vo are input offset voltages, Zo is the offset-referred-tothe-input of the output amplifier, and F(X' , Vi) is the nonlinearity, viewed as the departure from the ideal multiplication,
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The output equation, including the errors is of the form
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Technologies The devices described here are either monolithic
integrated circuits or high-performance modules. For any
application, the user will evaluate a device on the basis of its
performance in the desired mode(s). The modules provide the
highest performance: speed (model 429), accuracy as a divider
(436), and accuracy in multifunction applications (433). On
the other hand, the IC's provide economy of cost and space, and
the availability of "mil-temp" range (-55°C to +125°C) versions. The pretrimmed IC's (AD534, AD535 and AD532) use
+

- - - - - - - - - - -1

I

Some devices have differential inputs, which provide a great
deal of flexibility. They permit polarity changes without external inversion, direct subtraction of inputs, insertion of bias
voltages for additive constants, and direct multiplication of the
results of differential measurements.

DENOMINATOR
V,

-:-x.~

IM' 1O

+
_ INPUT, Vl

Z2

Y2
BASIC RELATIONSHIP: IX, - X2) IV, - Y2) = 10V (Z,- 2 2,
VX Vy "10VEo

Multiplier

Divider

Square Rooter
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± [XOV
Eo " xv
lOB
lOB
Product

Xoffse'

±

XVo
lOB

'±

Voffset

Linear Feedthrough
"V:'
"X"

Zo

+

f(X,V1

Output Nonlinearity
offset and feed through

The errors are included in the bracketed ienn, except for gain
error, which is the departure of "B", the gain-error tenn, from
its nominal value of unity. The effects of input offsets (called
"linear feedthrough ") can be set to zero by applying external
input biases, t~e output offset can be set to zero by biasing the
output amplifier, and the gain can be externally calibrated by
adjusting the reference or the feedback resistance. The remaining departure from the ideal output for any combination of
input values is the irreducible linearity error, or nonlinearity,
a function of X and Y that differs from device to device and,
with temperature, within a given device. The component of
nonlinearity for X = 0 is called "Y feed through " and for
y= 0, it is called "X feedthrough".
The "total error" specification includes the effects of all these
errors. Although a guide to performance, it may produce an
excessively conservative design in some applications. For example, output offset is not important if the output is to be
capacitively coupled or the initial offset is nuUed. Gain enor
is not important if system gain is to be adjusted elsewhere in
the system or if gain is not a critical factor in system perfonnance. If frequent calibration of offset and scale-factor errors
is available (e.g., in a "smart" instrument, via software) nonlinearity becomes the limiting parameter. In such cases, improvements in predicted error cim be achieved by using the
approximate linearity equation:
f(X,Y) ~ IVxl €x + IVy lEy
were Ex and Ey are the specified fractiol\allinearity errors
(%/100) and Vx and Vy are the input signals.
When multipliers are fed back for use in division applicatidns,
it is important to recognize that maximum multiplication
errors are increased approximately in proportion to the inverse
of the denominator voltage (10V/Vx ), and bandwidth is
decreased in proportion to denominator voltage. Pretrimmed
multipliers used in such applications, with wide dynamic range ,
of X (e.g., 10: i),will always benefit greatly by the trimming
of offsets, especially Zo (affects offsets) and Xo (affects gain),
for small values of X.
DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS*
Accuracy is defined in tenns of total error of the multiplier at
room temperature and constant nominal supply voltage. Total
error includes the sum of the effects of input and output dc
offsets, noftlinearity, and feedthrough. Temperature dependence and supply-1Joltage effects are specified separately.

factor (e.g.; (lOV)_1 ). It is expressed in percent of the output,
signal. Temperature dependence is specified.
Output Offset refers to the offset voltage at the output-amplifier stage. This offset is usually minimized at manufacture and
can be trimmed where high accuracy is desired. Output offset
'l)S. temperature is also specified.
Linearity Erro,r or Nonlinearity is the maximum difference
between actual and "best-straight-line" theoretical output, for
all pairs of input values, expressed as a percentage of full scale,
with all other dc errors nulled. It is the irreducibkminimum
error. Ii: is usually expressed in terms of X and Y nonlinearity,
with the named input swinging over its full-scale range and .the
other input at (±) 10V. Y nonlinearity is considerably less than
X nonlinearity in "Gilbert-cell" multipliers. This specification
includes nonlinear feedthrough.
)( or Y Feedthrough is the signal at the output for any value of
X or Y input in the rated range, when the other input is zero.
It has two components, a linear one, corresponding to an input
offset at the zero input, which can be trimmed out (but can
drift and has a temperature specification), and a nonlinear one,
which is irreducible. Feedthrough is usually specified at one
frequency (50Hz) for a 20V p:p sine wave input. It increases
with frequency, and plots of typical feedthrough vs. frequency
are provided on multiplier data sheets.
Noise is specified and measured with both inputs at zero signal
. and zero impedance (i.e., shorted). For low-frequency applications, filtering the output of the multiplier may improve smallsignal resolution significantly.
.
.
Dynamic Parameters include: small-signal bandwidth,fullpower response, slew(ing) rate, small-signal amplitude error,
and settling time.
Small-signal bandwidth is the frequency at which the output
is down 3dB from its low-frequency value (i.e., by about 30%)
for a nominal output amplitude of 10% of full scale.
Full-power response is the maximum frequency at which
the multiplier can produce full-scale voltage into its rated load
withou t noticeable distortion.
Slew(ing) rate is the m3,l(imum rate of change of output
voltage for the product of a full-scale de voltage and a fullscale step input.
Small-signal amplitude error is defined in relation to the frequency at which the amplitude response, or scale factor, is in
error by 1%, measured with a small (10% of full-scale) signal.

Scale Factor -.:he scale-factor error (or gain error) is the difference between the average scale factor and the ideal scale

Settling time, for the product of a ±10V step and 10Vdc, is
the total length of time the output takes to respond to an input
change and stay within some specified error band of its final
value. Settling time cannot be accurately predicted from any
other dynamic specifications; it is specified in tenns of a prescribed measurement.

·TheSe' are general definitions. Further definitions are provided as footnotes to the specification tables; they should be read carefully.

Vector error is the most-sensitive measure of dynamic
error. It is usulllly specified in tenns of the frequency at which
a phase error of 0.01 radians (0.57°) oCC\lrs.
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WDEVICES

Internally Trimmed
Integrated Circuit Multiplier

FEATURES
Pretrimmed To ±1.0% (AD532K)
No External Components Required
Guaranteed ±1.0% max 4·Quadrant
Error (AD532K)
Diff Inputs For (X I -X 2 lIV I ~V 2 )/10
Transfer Function
Monolithic Construction, Low Cost
APPLICATIONS
Multiplication, Division, Squaring,
Square Rooting
Algebraic Computation
Power Measurements
I nstrumentation Applications

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD532 is the first pretrimmed single chip monolithic
multiplier/divider. It guarantees a maximum multiplying
error of ±1.0% and a ±10V output voltage without the need
for any external trimming resistors or output op amp. Because
the ADS32 is internally trimmed. its simplicity of use provides
pesign engineers with an attractive alternative to modular
multipliers. and its monolithic construction provides
significant advantages in size. reliability and economy. Further.
the ADS 32 can be used as a direct replacement for other IC
multipliers that require external trim networks (such as the
ADS30).
FLEXIBILITY OF OPE~A TION
The ADS32 rnultiplies in four quadrants with a transfer
function of (XI -X 2 )(Y 1 -Y 2 )/10. divides in two quadrants
with a lOZ/(X I -X 2 ) transfer function. and square roots in
one quadrant with a transfer function of ± .../10Z. In addition
to these basic functions. the differential X and Y inputs
provide significant operating flexibility both for algebraic
computation and transducer instrumenta.tion applications.
Transfer functions. such as XY/10; (X 2 _y2 )tiO. ±X2/10.
and 10Z/(X 1 -X2 ) are easily attained. and are extremely
useful in many modulation and function generation
applications. as well as in trigonometric calculations for
airborne I1avigation and guidance applications. where the
monolithic construction and small size of the AD532 offer
considerable system advantages. In addition. the high CMRR
(7SdB) of the differential inputs makes the ADS 32 especially
well qualified for instrumentation applications. as it can
provide an output signal that is the product of two transducergenerated input signals.

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE OVER TEMPERATURE
The ADS 32J and ADS 32K are specified for maximum multiplying errors of ±2% and ±1 % offull scale. respectively at
+2S oC. and are rated for operation from 0 to +70°C. The
AD532S has a maximum multiplying error of ±1 % offull
scale at +2S o C; it is also 100% tested to guarantee a maximum
error of ±4% at the extended operating temperature limits of
-55° C and +125° C. All devices are available in either the
hermetically-sealed TO-IOO metal can or TO-116 ceramic DIP
packages.
ADVANTAGES OF ON-THE-<:HlP TRIMMING
OF THE MONOLITHIC AD532
1.
True ratiometric trim for improved power supply
rejection.
Reduced power requirements since no networks
2.
across supplies are required.
More reliable since standard monolithic assembly
3.
techniques can be used rather than more complex
hybrid approaches.
High impedance X and Y inputs with negligible
4.
circuit loading.
Differential X and Y inputs for noise rejection and
5.
additional computational flexibility.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°Cwith Vs =±15V dc, Vas grounded, unless otherwise specified)

CONDITIONS

PARAMETER

ABSOLUTE MAX RATINGS
Supply Voltage
Internal Power Dissipation
Input Voltage (Note I)
X, Y, Vos. Z
Rated Operating Temp Range
Storage Temp Range
60 Sec Soldering
Lead Temperature
Output Shoe,t Circuit
To Ground

ADS3ZJ

ADS3ZK

±ISV
SOOmW

ADS3ZS
±22V

±Vs

oto +70°C

-6S o C to +150 oC
+300o C

Indefinite

MULTIPLIER SPECIFICATIONS
Transfer Function
(X,-X, )(Y/-Y, )/10
Total Error (% F.5.)
Vx = O/±IOV. Vy = o/±!Ov ±2.0% max ±1.S% typ}
±2.S%
TA = min to max
VS. Temperature
±0.04%i"C
TA = min to max

±1.0% max (±0.7% typ}
±1.5%
±0.03%i"C

±I.O% max (±0.5% typ}
±4.0% max
±Q.04%/oC max

(±0.01 %/'c typl
Nonlinearity
X Input
Y Input
Feedthrough
X Input

= 20V(p-p). Vy = ±IOV

±O.S%
±0.3%

±0.5%
±0.2%

=20V(p-p). Vy = o.
f = 50Hz
Vy = 20V(p-p). Vx = O.
f = 50Hz
TA = min to max

200mV(p-p) max
(soinV(p-p) typ}
150mV(p-p) max
(30mV(p-p) tYPJ
2.0mV(p-p)i"c

100mV(p-p) max
(30mV(p-p) typ}
SOmV(p-p) max
(25mV(p-p) typJ
.1.0mV (p-p )/' C

Vx = -IOV. Vz = ±IOV
Vx = -IV. V z = ±IOV

10Z/(X, -X,)
±2%
±4%

±1%

Vx
Vy

= 20V(p-p). Vx = ±IOV

. Vx

Y Input
vs. Temperature
DIVIDER SPECIFICATIONS

Transfer Function
Total Error (Note 2)

SQUARER SPECIFICATIONS
Transfer Function
Total Error

(X, -X, )'/10
to.S%

SQUARE ROOTER SPECIFICATIONS
Transfer Function
Total Error (Note 2)
Vz = O/+lOV

±l.5%

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Input Resistance
X. Y Inputs
Z Input
Input Bias Current
X, Y Inputs
Z Input
X, Y Inputs
Z Input
Input Offset Current
X, Y Inputs
Input Voltage Diff/CM
X. Y, Z Inputs
CMRR (X or Y Inputs)

±3%

±0.4%

-ViOz
±l.0%

10Mf!
36kf!

TA = min to max
TA = min to max

TA = min to max
For Rated Accuracy
X or Y = ±IOV

DYNAMIC SPECIFICATIONS
Small Signal, Unity Gain
Full Power Bandwidth
Slew Rate
Small Signal Amplitude Error
Small Signal 1% Vector Error
Settling Time
Overload Recovery

0.5 0 phase shift
±IOV step

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
Output Impedance
Closed Loop
Output Voltage Swing
TA mi~ to max
RL;;' 2kf!. CL'; 1000pF
Output Noise
f = 5Hz to 10kHz
f = 5Hz to 5MHz
Output Offset Voltage
Initial Offset
Trimmable To Zero
vs. Temperature
TA min to max

=

=

POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS
Supply Voltage .
Rated Performance
Operati.ng
Supply Current
Quiescent
Power Supply Variation
Multiplier Accuracy
Output Offset
Scale Factor
Feedthrough

SIlA
±251lA
±O.IIlA

. ±IOV
40dB min

50dB min

1.0MHz
750kHz
45V/lls
1% at 75kHz
5kHz
IllS to 2%
2Jlsto 2%

m
±IOV min [±13V typ}
0.6mV(rms)
3.0mV(rms)
±40mV
0.7mV/'C

±30mV max
2.0mV/Cmax

±15V
±IOV to ±ISV
±6mA max (±4mA typl

±IOV to ±22V

±0.05%/%
±2.5mV/%
-0.03%/%
±0.25mV/%

NOTE: 1. Max input voltage is zero when supplies are turned off.
·Specifications same as AD532J.
"Specifications same as AD532K.
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41lA max [1.5I'A typ I
±151lA max (±51lA typ}

31lA
±!OIlA
10ilA
±301lA

2. With recommended external trim (see Applications).
S·pecifications SUbject to change without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATION & DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram
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REF PLANE

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The functional block diagram for the AD532 is shown in
Figure 1, and the complete schematic in Figure 2. In the
multiplying and squaring modes, Z is connected to the output
to close the feedback around the output op amp. (In the
divide mode, it is used as an input terminal.)

~~:: ::.:\ +~-+==C--I

The X and Y inputs are fed to high impedance differential
amplifiers featuring low distortion and good common mode
rejection. The amplifier voltage offsets are actively laser
trimmed to zero during production. The product of the two
inputs is resolved in the multiplier cell using Gilbert's
linearized transconductance technique. The cell is laser
trimmed to obtain V out = (XI -X 2 )(Y I -Y2 )/10 volts.
The built-in op amp is used to obtain low output impedance
and make possible self-contained operation. The residual
output voltage offset can be zeroed at Vos in critical applications .... otherwise the Vos pin should be grounded.
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no

92J-1

'-='~[:::J}~~~}
#,
-f I--

r-=
PIN

0035:!;0 010
(0 89 :!:O 25)

IDENTIFIER

0700

0095 (241)

to 0 1 0 = 1

(1778 :!:O 25)

1
----L

~

OOB5121BJ

-r-mITYtu
u
rlo,so,oo,o
~457,!016)

004"o007
n19 :!:O 18)

-H- 4

+0 003
0,017 -0.002

( 0.43 :g:g~

!-0,,,.4,
Figure 2. AD532 Schematic Diagram

)
ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL'

AD532JH/D
AD532KH/D
AD532SH/D
AD532SH/883
AD532SD/883

MAX MULT ERROR
±2.0%
±1.0%
±1.0%
±1.0%
±1.0%

TEMPERATURE RANGE

o to +70°C
o to +70°C
-55°C to +12SoC
-55°C to +12S o C
-55°C to +12S oC

• Add suffix ..... H for TO-100 package; 0 for TO-116 package.
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AD532 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Multiplication accuracy is defined in terms of total error at
+ 2soCwith the rated power supply. The value specified is in
percent of full scale and includes Xin and Yin nonlinearities,
feedback and scale factor error. To this must be added such
application-dependent error terms as power supply rejection,
common mode rejection and temperature coefficients
(although worst case error over temperature is specifiedior
the AD5.32S). Total expected error is the rms sum of tlie
individual components, since they are uncorrelated.

AC FEEDTHROUGH
AC Feedthrough is a measure of the multiplier's zero
suppression. With one input at zero, the multiplier output
should be zero regardless of the signal applied to the other
input. Feedthr,?ugh asa function of frequency for the
AD532 is shown in Figure 5. It is measured for the condition
Vx =0, Vy =20V(p-p) and Vy = 0, Vx = 20V(p-p) over the
given frequency range. It consists primarily of the second
harmonic and is measured in millivoltspeak-to-peak.
1000

I

Accuracy in the divide mode is only a little more complex. To
achieve division, the multiplier cell must be connected in the
feedback of the output op amp as shown in Figure 13. In this
configuration, the multiplier cell varies the closed loop gain of
the op amp in an inverse relationship to the denominator
voltage. Thus, as the denominator is reduced, output offset,
bandwidth and other multiplier cell errors are adversely
affected. The divide error and drift are then Em • lO/X I -X2)
where em represents multiplier full scale error and drift, and
(XI - X2 ) is the absolute value of the denominator.
NONLINEARITY
Nonlinearity is easily measured in percent harmonic distortion.
The curves of Figures 3 and 4 characterize output distortion as
a function of input signal level and frequency respectively,
with one input held at plus or minus 10V dc. In Figure 4 the
sine wave amplitude is 20V(p-p).
0

,
1

I
I

I

j'
X FEEDTHAU

0

1
100

1k

10k

1M

tOOk

10M

FREQUENCY· Hz

Figure 5. Feedthrough vs. Frequency

COMMON MODE REJECTION
The ADS 32 features differential X and Y inputs to enhance
its flexibility as a computational multiplier/divider. Common
mode rejection for both inputs 'as a function of frequency is
shown in Figure 6. It is measured with Xl =,X2 = 20V(p-p),
(Y I -Y2)=±10VdcandY I =Y2 =20V(p-p),(X I -X2 )=
±lOV dc.
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Figure 7. Frequency Res~onse, Multiplying

•

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The closed loop frequency response of the ADS 32 in the
multiplier mode typically exhibits a 3dB bandwidth of
IMHz and rolls off at 6dBfoctave thereafter. Response
through all inputs is essentially the same as shown in
Figure 7. In the divide mode, the closed loop frequency
response is a function of the absolute value of the
denominator voltage as shown in Figure 8.

•
2

FREOUENCY - H7

Figure 8. Frequency Response, Dividing

POWER SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS
Although the ADS 32 is tested and specified with ± lSV dc
supplies, it may be operated at any supply voltage from
±lOV to ±18V for the J and K versions and±lOV to ±22V
for the S version. The input and output signals must be
reduced proportionately to prevent saturation, however,
with supply voltages below ±lSV, as shown in Figure 9.
Since power supply sensitivity is not dependent on external
null networks as in the ADS30 and other con,ventionally
nulled multipliers, the power supply rejection ratios are
improved from 3 to 40 times in the ADS32.

j

±10

V

SAl\JR.lEO OUTPUT
• SWING

/

.~

~ORYINPOT

i

1

Stable operation is maintained with capacitive loads to
1000pF in all modes, except the square root for which
SOpF is 'a safe upper limit. Higher capacitive loads can be
driven if a lOOn resistor is connected in series with the
output for isolati()n.

±12

I

3,

I

I.

I ••

I I

I

I

1k

10k

'OOk

FREQUeNCY· HI

Figure 10. Spot Noise vs. Frequency

APPLICATIONS CONSIDERATIONS
The performance and ease of use of the ADS 32 is achieved
through the laser trimming of thin film resistors deposited
directly on the monolithic chip. This trimming-on-the-chip
technique provides a number of significant advantages in
terms of cost, reliability and flexibility over conven tional
in-package trimming of off-the-chip resistors mounted or
deposited on a hybrid substrate.
First and foremost, trimming on the chip eliminates the
need for a hybrid substrate and the additional bonding wires
that are required between the resistors and the multiplier
. chip. By trimming more appropriate resistors on the ADS32
chip itself, the second input terminals that were once
committed to external trimming networks (e.g., ADS30) have
been freed to allow fully differential operation at both the X
and Y inputs. Further, the requirement for an input
attenuator to adjust the gain at the Y input has been
eliminated, letting the user take full advantage of the high
input impedance properties of the input differential amplifiers.
Thus, the AD S32 offers greater flexibility for both algebraic
computation and transducer instrumentation applications.
Finally, provision for fine trimming the output voltage offset
has been included. This connection is optional, however, as
the ADS 32 has been factory-trimmed for total performance
as described in the listed specifications.
REPLACING OTHER IC MULTIPLIERS
Existing designs using IC multipliers that require external
trimming networks (such as the ADS 30) can be simplified
using the pin-for-pin replaceability of the AD532 by merely
grounding the X2 ' Y2 and Vos terminals. (The Vos
terminal should always be grounded when unused.)
APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLICATION

FOR'" LINEARITY

.-

•

X,

+

X2

4

10

12

,.

,.

14
POwER SUPPLY VOLTAGE· Volts

AD532
20

2

Figure 9. Signal Swing vs. Supply

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
All ADS32's are screened on a sampling basis to assure that
output noise will have no appreciable effect on accuracy.
Typical spot noise vs. frequency is shown in Figure 10.

v,
v,

+
Vos
(OPTIONAL)

2111<
+Vs

-Vs

Figure ". Multiplier Connection
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Foroperation as a ml,lltiplier, the ADS32 should be connected
as shown in Figure 11. The inputs can be fed differentially to
the X andY inputs,or 'single-ended by simply grounding the
unused input. Connect the inputs according to the desired
polarity in the output. The Z terminal is tied to the output
to close the feedback loop around the op amp (see Figure 1).
The offset adjust Vos is, optional and is adjusted when both
inputs are zero volts to obtain zero out, or to buck out other
system offsets.

SQUARE ROOT

VOUT "'~, 10Z

10k

SQUARE

Figure 14. Square Rooter Connection

X,

VOUT

VaUT

(OPTIONAL)

+Vs

-Vs

Figure 12. Squarer Connection

The squaring circuit in fligure 12 is a simple variation of the
multiplier. The differential input capability of the ADS 32 can
be used, however, to obtain a positive or negative output
response to the input" .. a useful feature for control
applications, as it might eliminate the need for an additional
inverter somewhere else.

The connections for square root mode are shown in
Figure 14. Similar to the divide mode, the multiplier cell is
connected in the feedback of the op amp by connecting the
output. back to both the X and Y inputs. The diode D is
connected as shown to prevent latch-up as Zin approaches
o volts. In this case, the Vos adjustment is made with
Zin = +0.1 V dc, adjusting Vos to obtain -1.0V dc in the
output, Vout = 'For optimum performance, gain
(S.F.) and offset (X o ) adjustments are recommended as
shown anc:! explained in Table I.

vroz.

DIFFERENCE OF SQUARES

Xo-----.----~

DIVISION

VOin
X2 _y2

VOUT""-l'o

r------=_____

102
VaUT =

X

+Vs

-V!J,

Figure 15. Difference of Squares Connection

Figure 13. Divider Connection

The ADS32 can be configured as a two-quadrant divider by
connecting the multiplier cell in the feedback loop of the
op amp and using the Z terminal as a signal input, as shown
in Figure 13. It shol,lld be noted, however, that the output
error is given approximately by 10€m/(XI -X 2 ), where €m is
the total error specification for the multiply mode; and bandwidth by fm • (X -X2 )/10, where fm is ,the bandwidth of the
multiplier. Furth~r, to avoid positive feedback, the X input
is restricted to negative values. Thus for single-ended negative
inputs (OV to -10V), connect the input to Xl and the offset
null to X2 ; for single-ended positive inputs (OY to + lOY),
connect the input to X 2 and the offset null to Xl' For
optimum performance, gain (S.F.) and offset (Xo),adjustments
are recommended as shown and explained in Table I.
For practical reasons, the useful range in denominator input
is approximately SOOmV";; 1(Xl .,..X1 ) I";; 10V. The voltage
offset adjust (Vos), if used, is trimmed with Z at zero and
(Xl -X 2 ) at full scale.
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The differential input capability of the ADS 32 allows for the
algebraic solution of several interesting functions, such as
the difference of squares, X2 - y2 11 O. As shown in Figure 1S,
the ADS32 is configured in the square mode, with a simple
unity gain inverter connected between one of the signal
inputs (Y) and one of the inverting input terminals (-Yin)
of the multiplier. The inverter sh'ould use precision (0.1 %)
resistors or be otherwise trimmed for unity gain for best
accuracy.
TABLE I
ADJUST PROCEDURE (Divider or Square Rooter)
DIVIDER
With:
Adjust for:
Adjust
X
Scale Factor -lOV
Xo (Offset) -IV
Repeat if required.

Z
V out
±lOV, ±lOV
±IV
±lOV

SQUARE ROOTER
With: Adjust for:
Z

±10V
±O.lV

Vout
-lOY
-IV

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

Low Cost IC
Multiplier,Divider,Squarer,Square Rooter

Low Cost
Simplicity of Operation: Only
Four External Adjustments
Max 4-Quadrant Error Below 0.5%
(AD533L)
Low Temperature Drift: 0.01%/"C
(AD533L)
Multiplies, Divides, Squares, Square Roots

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Analog Devices ADS 33 is a low cost integrated circuit
multiplier comprised of a transconductance multiplying
element, stable reference, and output amplifier on a monolithic silicon chip. Specified accuracy is easily achieved by the
straight-forward adjustment of feedthrough, output zero,
and gain trim pots. The AD533 multiplies in four quadrants
with a transfer function of XY 110, divides in twe> quadrants
with a lOZ/X transfer function, and square ro0CS in one
quadrant with a transfer function of -- .J1OZ. Several levels
of accuracy are provided: the AD533J, AOS33K, and
AD5 33L, for 0 to +70°C operation, are specified for
maximum multiplying errors of 2%,1%, and 0.5% respectively
at +25°C. The AD533S, for operation from -5SoC to +l2SoC,
is guaranteed for a maximum 1% multiplying error at +2S oC.
The maximum error specification is a true measure of overall
accuracy since it includes the effects of offset voltage, feedthrough, scale factor, and nonlinearity in all four quadrants.

The low cost and simplicity of operation of the AD533 make
it especially well suited for use in such widespread applications
as modulation and demodulation, automatic gain control and
phase detection. Other applications include frequency
discrimination, rms computation, peak detection, voltage
controlled oscillators and filters, function generation, and
power measurements.
All models are available in the hermetically-sealed TO-lOO
metal can l!lldTO-116 ceramic DIP packages.

The low drift design of the ADS33 insures that high accuracy
is maintained with variations in temperature. The op amp
output provides ±lO volts at SmA, and is fully protected
against short circuits to ground or either supply voltage: all
inputs are fully protected against over-voltage transients with
internal series resistors. The devices provide excellent ac
performance, with typical small signal handwidth of 1.0MHz,
full power bandwidth of 7S0kHz, and slew rate of 4SV//-ts.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C. externally trimmed and Vs
CONDITIONS

PARAMETER

ADSBJ

=

±15V dc unless otherwise specified)

ADSBK

ADSBL

ADS33S

±O.5% max
±1.0%
±O.OI%/C

±1.5%
±O.OI%/C

ABSOLUTE MAX RATINGS

Internal Power' Dissipation

500mW

Input Voltage (Note I)
±VS

Xin. Yin. Zin. Xo. Yo. Zo

Rated Operating Temp Range

o to + 70

Storage ':femp Range
Output Short Circuit

-6SoC
+lS0°C
Indefinite

MULTIPLIER

Q

to

To Ground

C

SPECIFICATlON~

Tra·nsfer Function
Untrimme4

XY/IO
XY/6 max [XY/IO minI
±2.0% max

±1.0% max

TA

= min to max
TA = min to max

±3.0%
±0.04%/C

±2.0%
±0.03%/C

Vx ~ Vo ~ 20V(p-p)
Vy = Vo = 20V(p-p)

±0.8%
±0.3%

±0.5%
±0.2%

Vx = 20V(p-p), Vy = 0,
f = 50Hz
Vy = 20V(p-p), Vx = 0,
f = 50Hz

150mV(p-p) max

200mV(p-p) max

50mV(p-p) max

100mV (p-p) max

200mV(p-p) max

150mV(p-p) max

50mV(p-p) max

100mV (p-p) max

Untrimmed

lOZ/X
lOZ/X max"[6Z/X minI

Vx=-lOVdc, Vz =±lOVdc
.vx=-lVdc, Vz =±lOVdc

±1.0%
±3.0%

±0.5%
±2.0%

±0.2%
±1.5%

±0.5%
±2.0%

±0.4%

±0.2%

,.0.4%

+0.2%

±0.4%

Tot.1 Error (of full scale)
vs.'Temperature
Nonlinearity

X Input
Y Input

Feedthrough
X Input
Y Input
DIVIDER SPECIFICATIONS
Transfer Function
Total Error (of full scale)

±1.0% max

SQUARER SPECIFICATIONS
X'II0

Transfer Function
Untrimmed

Total Error (of full scale)

X 2 /6,max {X 2 /lO min]

±0.8%

SQUARE ROOTER SPECIFICATIONS
Transfer Function
Untrimmed

Total Error (of full scale)

-y'!OZ
-y'!OZ max

[-v'6Z minr'

±0.8%

±0.4%

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Input Resistance

X Input
Y Input

10Mfl
6Mfl
36kSl

Z Input
Input Bias Current

WA

X, Y Inputs
Z Input
X, Y Inputs

±25j.U\

TA

= min to max

TA = min to max
TA = min to max
For Rated Accuracy

Zlnput
Input Voltage
V x. V y . V z

DYNAMIC SPECIFICATIONS
Small Signal, Unity Gain

.

.

7.511A max

7.5llAmax

12IlA
±351lA
±IOV

Full Power Bandwidth

1.0MHz
750kHz

Slew Rate

45VIIlS

Small Signal Amplitude Error
Sm Sig I ~ Vector Error
0.5 0 phase shift
±IOV step
Settling Time
Overload Recovery

1% at 75kHz
5kHz
11l5l0 2%
2Jlsto 2%

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS

lOon

Output Impedance
Output Voltage Swing

TA

= min to max

RL;' 2Hl, CL';; 1000pF
f = 5Hz to 10kHz
f = 5Hz to 5MHz

Output Noise

Output Offset Voltage
vs. Temperature

TA = min to max

POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS
Supply Voltage
Rated Performance
Supply Current
Power Supply Var~ation

Operating
Quiescent
Includes Effects of
Recommended Null Pots

±IOV min

0.6mV(rms)
3.0mV(rms)
Tr.immable To Zero
0.7mVt'C
±15V
±15V to ±18V
±6mA max

±0.5%1%
±lOmV/%
±0.1%1%
±lOmV/%

Multiplier Accuracy
Output Offset
Scale Factor
Feedthrough

Note 1: Max input voltage is zero when supplies are turned off.
·Specifications same as ADS 33J
• ·Specifications same ADS 3 3K
Specifications subject to change ~ithout notice.

as
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±lilY to ±18V

±lOV to ±18V

±IOV to ±22V

MULTIPLIER
Multiplier operation is accomplished by closing the loop
around the internal op amp with the Z input connected to
the output. The Xo null pot balances the X input channel
to minimize Y feedthrough and similarly the Yo pot minimizes
the X feedthrough. The Zo pot nulls the output op amp offset
voltage and the gain pot sets the full scale ou tpu t level.
+15V
20k

-lSV

DIVIDER
The divide mode utilizes tpe multiplier in a fed-back
configuration where the Y input now controls the feedback
factor. With X = full scale, the gain (Vo/Z) becomes unity
after trimming. Reducing the X input reduces the feedback
around the op amp by a like amount, thereby increasing the
gain. This reciprocal relationship forms the basis of the divide
mode. Accuracy and bandwidth decrease as the denominator decreases.
-1SV

(:!:10V)Zo-- .

DIVIDER
(0 TO-1QVJXo--·-

;>,-OU",Ti-t--<)VO = l~Z
(:!:10V)

r--'W~Nv-----------

TRIM PROCEDURES
1. With X ~ Y ~ 0 volts, adjust Zo for OV dc output.
2. With Y ~ 20 volts pop (at f ~ 50Hz) and X ~ OV, adjust Xo for
minimum ae output.

3. With X ~ 20 volts pop (ad ~ 50Hz) and Y = OV, adjust Yo for
minimum ae output.

4. Readjust Zo for OV dc output.
S. With X ~ +10V dc and Y ~ 20 volts pop (at f ~ 50Hz), adjust gain
for output ~ Yin'
NOTE: For best accuracy over limited voltage ranges (e.g., ±SV), gain
and feedthrough adjustments should be optimized with the inputs in
the desired range, as linearity is considerably better over smaller ranges

of input.
SQUARER
Squarer operation is a special case of multiplier operation
where the X and Y inputs are connected together and two
quadrant operation results since the output is always
positive. When the X and Y inputs are connected together, a
composite offset results which is the algebraic sum of the
individual offsets which can be nulled using the Xo pot alone.

7.Sk

5k
GAIN

TRIM PROCEDURES
1. Set all pots at mid-scale.
2. With Z =

av, trim

Zo to hold the output constant, as X is varied

from -lOV de through -lV dc.
3. With Z ~ OV,X = -lOY dc, trim Yo for OV de.
4. With Z == X or -X. trim Xo for the minimum worst·case variations

as X is varied from -lOY de to -lV de.
S. Repeat steps 2 and 3 if step 4 required a large initial adjustment.
6. With Z = X or -X, trim the gain for the closest average approach
to ± 10V de output as X is varied from -10V de to -3V dc.
SQUARE ROOTER
This. mode is also a fed-back configuration with both the X
and Y inputs tied to the op amp output through an external
diode to prevent latchup. Accuracy, noise and frequency
response are proportional to
which implies a wider
usable dynamic range than the divide mode.

v'Z,

+15V

-15V
20k

-15V
20k

SQUARE ROOTER

t--+---v,~
SQUARER
zo-----~~------~~

(0 TO+l0V)

X<>---1'--I"''''(:t1QV)

OUT

7''''-1....-< Vo =~

Sk

(0 TO +10VJ
GAIN

TRIM PROCEDURES
1. With X ~ 0 volts, adjust Zo for OV de output.
2. With X = +10V dc, adjust gain for +10V dc output.
3. Reverse polarity of X input and adjust Xo to reduce the output
error to 'h its original value, readjust the gain to take out the
remain ing error.

vo",-.[iOz

'-____..:::,.:.::..I:==:T-"'---'T'O

TO -10VI

7.5k

TRIM PROCEDURES
1. With Z =+0.1 V dc, adjust Zo for Output =-1.0V de.
2. With Z = +10.0V dc, adjust gain for Output = -10.0V dc.
3. With Z = +2.0V dc, adjust Xo for Output = -4.47 ±0.1 V de.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, if necessary. Repeat step 1.

4. Check the output offset with input grounded. If nonzero, repeat
the above procedure until no errors remain.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
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PIN CONFIGURATION & DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

AOS33D
TO-ll6

ADS33H
TO-lOO

·V,

'"

'"

TOP VIEW

·V,

1=

-1

o.04,",.02'
, 1hJJ

REFPL~

0.430 1'10.921

PIN #1 IDENTIFIER"

T~T

or:~fUL:I'''

--1

~

0.09512.411

~: ~~:~I!DIM

AI

ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL
ADS33)

MULT.ERROR
(Max@ +2S o C) TEMP. RANGE
o to +70oC
±2.0%

ADS33K

±1.0%

o to

ADS33L

±O.S%

o to +70oC

ADS33S

±1.0%

_55°C to +12S oC

'TO·100 metal can package
tTO-1l6 ceramic DIP package
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+70oC

ORDER
NUMBER
ADS33JH'
ADS33JDt
ADS33KtI
ADS33KD
ADS33LH
ADS33LD
ADS33SH
ADS33SD

r'III ANALOG
L.III DEVICES

Internally Trimmed
Precision Ie Multiplier

Pretrimmed to ±O.25% max 4·Quadrant Error (AD534L)
All Inputs (X, Y and Z) Differential, High Impedance for
[(X\-X 2 )(Y\-Y 2 )/10j +Z2 Transfer Function
Scale·Factor Adjustable to Provide up to Xl00 Gain
Low Noise Design: gOIN rms, 10Hz-10kHz
Low Cost, Monolithic Construction
Excellent Long Term Stability
APPLICATlQNS
High Quality Analog Signal Processing
Differential Ratio and Percentage Computations
Algebraic and Trigonometric ·Function Synthesis
Wideband, High·Crest rms·to-dc Conversion
Accurate Voltage Controlled Oscillators and Filters

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS 34 is a monolithic laser trimmed four-quadrant multiplier divider having accuracy specifications previously found
only in expensive hybrid or modular products. A maximum
multiplication error of ±0.2S% is guaranteed for the ADS 34L
without any external trimming. Excellent supply rejection, low
temperature coefficients and long term stability of the on-chip
thin film resistors and buried zener reference preserve accuracy
even under adverse conditions of use. It is the first multiplier
to offer fully differential, high impedance operation on all inputs, including the Z-input. a feature which greatly increases
its flexibility and ease of use. The scale factor is pretrimmed
to the standard value of J 0.00; by means of an external resistor, this can be reduced to~alues as low as 3, with corresponding
reductions in bias current and noise level.
The wide spectrum of applications and the availability of several grades commend this multiplier as the first choice for all
new designs. The ADS 34] (±1 % max error), ADS 34K (±O.S%
max) and ADS 34L (±0.2S% max) are specified for operation
over the 0 to +70°C temperature range. The ADS34S (±1% max)
and ADS 341' (±O.S% max) are specified over the extended
temperature range, -SSoC to +12SoC. All grades are available
in hermetically sealed TO-IOO metal cans and TO-116 ceramic
DIP packages.

PROVIDES GAIN WITH LOW NOISE
The AD!i.34 is the first general purpose multiplier capable of
providing gains up to XI00, frequently eliminating the need
for separate instrumentation amplifiers to precondition the
inputs. The ADS 34 can be very effectively employed as a
variable gain differential input amplifier with high common
mode rejection. The gain option is available in all modes, and
will be found to simplify the implementation of many functionfitting algorithms such as those used to generate sine and tangent. The utility of this feature is enhanced by the inherent low
noise of the ADS34: 90/lV, rms (depending on the gain), a
factor of 10 lower than previous monolithic. multipliers. Drift
and feed through arc also substantially reduced over earlier
designs.
UNPRECEDENTED FLEXIBILITY
The precise calibration and differential Z-input provide a
degree of flexibility found in no other currently available multiplier. Standard MDSSR functions (multiplication, division,
squaring, square-rooting) are easily implemented while the
restriction to particular input/output polarities imposed by
earlier designs has been eliminated. Signals may be summed into the output, with or without gain and with either a positive
or negative sense. Many new modes based on implicit-function
synthesis have been made possible, usually requiring only external passive components. The output can be in the form of a
current, if desired, facilitating such operations as integration.
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SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

(typical at +25°C, with ±VS =15V, RL ~2k, unless otherwise stated)

CONDITIONS

MULTIPLIER PERFORMANCE
Transfer. Function

Total Error 1

vs. Temperature
Scale Factor Error
Temperature-Coefficient of
Scaling-Voltage
Supply Rejection
Nonlinearity, X
Nonlinearity, Y
Feedthrobgh 3 • X

Feedthrough 3 , Y
Output Offset Voltage
Drift
DYNAMICS
Small-Signal BW
1% Amplitude Error
Slew Rate
Settling Time to ±1 %
NOISE
Noise Spectral·Density

Wide band Noise

OUTPUT
Output Voltage Swing
Output Impedance
Maximum Output Current'
Amplifier Open-Loop Gain
INPUT AMPLIFIERS (X, Y and Z)'
Signal Voltage Range

ADS34]

ADS34K

ADS34S

ADS34T

10

+ Z2

-IOV<X, V<+IOV
TA ::; min to max

±l.O%ma.x

±O.S% max

±O.2S% max

Vs ::; ±14V

±1.5%
±O.022%/oC

±l.O%

to.S%

±2.0% max

±1.0% max

±O.015~{QC

±O.OO8%/oC

±O.02%tC max

±O.Ol%tC max

SF = 10.00 nominal l

±0.25%

±O.l%

TA == min to rna,:,

±O.02%/oC
to.Ol%

±O.Ol%/oC

±O.OOS%/cC

±O.4%

±O.2% (0,3% max)

±O.l% (0.12% max)

±O.Ol%

±O.Ol%(±O.J% max)

±O.005% (±O.l% max)

±0.3%

±O.15% (0,3% max)

to.D5% <0.12% max)

±0.01%
±5rnY (±30mV max)
200MVtC

±O.OI% (±o.i% max)
±2n;tV (±15mV max)
100MVtC

±O.003% (±O.I% max)
±2mV (±I~mV max)

(0

±16V

±Vs=(lSV)±lV
X = 20V pk·pk
Y == ±IDV
Y = 20V pk-p.k
X = ±IOV
Y nulled
X = 20V pk·pk 50Hz
X nulled
Y = 20V pk·pk SOHz

TA

= min to max

VOUT = O.IV rms
CLOAD ;;:: 1000pF
VOUT 20V pk-pk
D.VOUT'" 20V
SF = 10
SF., 3 (Note 4)
f = 10Hz to 5MBz
f = 10Hz to 10kHz
f = 10Hz to 10kHz,
SF = 3 (Nore 4)

TA ;;::"min to max
Unity-Gain, f"", 1kHz
RL =0, TA = min, to max
f= 50Hz
Rated Ac(;uracy
(Diff. or CM)
Operating (Diff.)

.
01<

500~VtC max

300.uV/oC max

20VI.u s
2M'
0.8MV I-JH,:
0.4MV l,ji"h
ImVrms
90.uV rms

60J.lVrms

.

±ll~min

O.W
30mA
70dB

±2mV (±10mV max)
SOMV/oC
±2mV (±15mV max)

TA::: min to max

2oo.uvlc

loof.fvlc

50Hz, 20V pk·pk
Diff. Input = 0
Oiff. Input;;:: 0

SOdS (60dB min)
O.8,uA (ipA max)
O.IMA
10Mn

Transfer Function

Xl>X2

10 (Z2 -Z1) + YI

Total Error l

X= lOY
-10V<Z<+10V
X=IV
-IV<Z<+IV
O.IV';;;X<IOV
-lOV<Z<+lCV

TA = min to max

to.OOS%/C max

IMHz
50kHz

±IOV
±12V
±SmV (±20mV max)
lOOMV/C
±5mV (±30mV max)

Offset Voltage, X, Y
Drift
Offset Voltage, Z
Drift
CMRR(X, Y, Z)
Bias Current
Offset Current
Differential Resistance

ADS34L

(Xl -X')(YI -V,)

.

..
..

I'SO,uV/oC

±2mV (±lOmV m:lx)

.

SOO,uV/C max

90dB (70dB min)

300.uV/oC max

O.OSp.A (O.2pA max)

DIVIDER PERFORMANCE 6

(Note 7)
SQUARER PERFORMANCE
Transfer Function

Total Error l
SQUARE·ROOTER PERFOR.MANCE'
Transfer Function
Total Error l
POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS
Supply Voltage

Supply Current

(Xl -X2)

±O.75%

±O.3S%

±O.2%

±1.0%

±1.0%

±O.8%

±2.5%

±1.0%

±O.8%

(Xl -X,)' Z
--10- + ,

-lOV"",X<+10V

±0.6%

±O.3%

±O.2%

Zl "",Z2
lV<Z<10V

,;iO(Z, -Zl) + X,
±1.0%

±O.5%

±O.2"S%

Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent

±1SV
±8V to ±lSV
4mA (6mA max)

NOTES
·Spedfications same as AD534J.
··Specifications ~ame as AD534K.
I Figure~ given are percen! of fuU-scale. tlOV (i.e .. 0.01"" '" ImV).
3 May be reduced down to 3V using external resi~tor between -VS and Sf.
~ Irredudble component due to nonlinearity: excludes effe~·t of ofhet~.
"Using external resistor adjusted to give SF '" 3.
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~

±8V to ±22V

5See Functiona! Block Dhgram, Figure 1, for definition of sections.
6The ADS35 is a functional equivalent to the AD534, has guaranteed performance
in the divider and square rooter mode~ and is recommended for such application~
'With external Z-offs.et adjustment, z,;:: ±X.
Spedfications subJCl't to change without notice.

±8V to ±22V

PIN CONFIGURATION & DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

XI
+Vs

NC OUT

21

22

14

13

12

11

10

)(1

)(2

NC

SF

H-PACKAGE
TO-100
(TOP VIEW)

NC

Yl

-Vs

Supply Voltage
Internal Power Dissipation
Output Short-Cil'cuit to Ground
Input Voltages, XI X 2 y 1 Y 2 Zl Z2
Rated Operating Temperature Range
Storage Temperature Range
Lead Temperature, 60s soldering

~:~:: :::;:~ +~-~=,....,-J
0500 (127)

056~
I

0.04 (1.01)
SEATING PLANE

016 (4061
\

OPTIONAL TRIMMING CONFIGURATION

/)

~!7%
SO
0321109Y,
0

0

0 ,.

I

1=

r

11778

0.016 (0.41)
0.019 (0.48) (DIM. Al

fa 25)

0047 '0 007
(119

to 1S1

-Vs

;"

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

--i .

=:I

-.l..

rt0180'0030
~457:!:0761

-11- --l I- 0 1 (254)

+0003
0.017 -0.002

(O.43~g:g:

TO APPROPRIATE
INPUT TERMINAL

"'-0.045 (1.14)
_0.028 (0.711

-L~0085121.)

UU

__- ,___
lk

VA ~

.....\ / '

I 360~
~J(DIM. 81 ~··).V-~l

0700 fO 010

~oo:; ;g ~J~

470k

50k~~~~--

~~'®

0.016 (0.41)

0.430 (10.92)

-55°C to
+ 125°C
•

023 1584

/0

TO-116

I::-

-65°C to
+300°C

+lS0o C

0115(292)~
012 (3 05)

:
~
..l...-----_1..J1

j--

Indefinite
iVs
o to +70o C

+Vs

.l-.J

0.032 (0 S 1 ' j t
0.044 11.121
0.01 (0.26)

±22V

·Same as ADS 34J specs.

TO-100

-,___--;-__ ri

AD534S, T

V2

D-PACKAGE
T()'116
(TOP VIEW)

REF PLANE

AD534J, K, L
±18V
SOOmW

)

CHIP DIMENSIONS & PAD LAYOUT
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
x,

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of the ADS 34. Inputs
are converted to differential currents by three identical voltageto-current converters, each trimmed for zero offset. The product of the X and Y currents is generated by a multiplier cell
using Gilbert's translinear technique. An on-chip "Buried
Zener" provides a highly stable reference, which is laser trimmed to provide'an overall scale factor of lO.OOOV. The difference between XY ISF and Z is then applied to the high gain
output amplifier. This permits various closed loop configurations and dramatically reduc<;s nonlinearities due to the input
amplifiers, a dominant source of distortion in earlier designs.
The effectiveness of the new scheme can be judged from the
fact that under typical conditions as a multiplier the nonlinearity on the Y input, with X at full scale (±lOV), is ±O.OOS% of
F.S.; even at its worst point, which occurs when X =±6.4V,
it is typically only ±O.02S% of F.S. Nonlinearity for signals
applied to the X input, on the other hand, is determined almost entirely by the multiplier element and is parabolic in
form. This error is a major factor in determining the overall
accuracy of the unit and hence is closely related to the
device grade.

r-------o +Vs

,,0------;

~~-~

SF

TRANSFER FUNCTION

x,
x,

Vo = A [(Xl •

X2~~Yl • Y2)

(Z, - Z2)]

TRANSLtNEAR
MULTIPLIER

Y,
Y,

Y,

ElEMENT

OUT

z,

z,
THE AD534 IS AVAilABLE IN LASER· TRIMMED CHIP fORM; CONSULT THE CHIP CATALOG FOR DETAILS.

Figure 1. AD534 Functional Block Diagram
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The generalized transfer function for the ADS34 is given by:
(Xl -X2)(Y I -Y2)
VOUT=A
-(ZI-Z2)
SF
where

A = open loop gain of output amplifier, typically
70dB at dc

x,

Y, Z = input vQltages (full scale = ±SF, peak=
±1.2SSF)

SF = scale factor, pretrimmed to 10.00 but
adjustable by.the user down to 3.
In most cases the open loop gain can be regarded as infinite,
and SF will be 10. The operation performed by the AD5H,
can then be described in terms of equation:
(XI-X2)(YI-Y2)= 10(ZI-Z2)
The user may adjust SF for values between 10.00 ~nd 3 by
connecting an external resistor in series with a potentiometer
between SF and -v s. The approximate value of the total resistance for a given value of SF is given by the relationship:

RSF=5.4K~

The high impedance Z terminal of the AD534may be used to
sum an additional signJ intO the output. In this mode the output
amplifier behaves asa voltage follower with a 1MHz small signal
bandwidth and a 20V IllS slew rate. This terminal should
always be referenced to the ground point, of the driven system,
particularly if this is remote. Likewise the differential inputs
·should be referenced to their respective ground potentials to
realize the full accuracy of the ADS H.
A much lower scaling voltage can be achieved without any
reduction of input signal range using a feedback attenuator as
shown in Figure 3. In this example, the scale is such that
VOUT = XY, so that the circuit can exhibit a maximum gain of
10. Th'is connection results in a reduction of bandwidth to
about 80kHz without the peaking capacitor CF = 200pF. In
addition, the output offset voltage is increased by a factor of
10 making external adjustments necessaty 'in some applications.
Adjustment is made by connecting a 4.7Mn resistor between
Zl and the slider of a po.t connected across the supplies to
provide ±300mV of trim range at the output.
Feedback attenuation also retains the capability for adding a
signal to the output, Signals may be applied to the high imped-

10 - SF

Due to device tolerances, allo~ance should be made to vary
RSF by ±25% using the potentiometer. Considerable reduction
in bias currents, noise and drift can· be achieved by decreasing
SF. This has the overall effect of increasing signal gain without the customary increase in noise. Note that the peak input
signal is always limited to 1.25SF (i.e., ±SV for SF = 4) so the
overall transfer function will show a maximum gain of 1.25.
The perfo~a,nce with small input signals, however, isimproved
by using a lower SF since the dynamic range of the inputs is
now fully utilized. Bandwidth is unaffected by the use of this
option.
Supply voltages of ±1SV are generally assumed. However, satisfactory operation is possible down to ±8V (see curve 1). Since
all inputs maintain a constant peak input capability of ±1.2SSF
some feedback attenuation will be necessary to achieve output
voltage SWings in excess of ± 12V when using higher supply
voltages.
OPERATION AS A MULTIPLIER
Figure 2 shows the basic connection for multiplication. Note
that the circuit will meet all specifications without trimming.
X INPUT
t10V FS
±12V PK

'V,

x,

+1SV

X,

OUTPUT, i12V PK
OUT

"" (X, • X2~~Yl - Y2) + Z2

AD534

z,.
z,
I
I

Y INPUT
±10V FS
±12V PK

OPTIONAL SUMMING
INPUT, Z, t10V PK

~

V,

X INPUT
±10V FS
±12V PK '

Y INPUT
±10V FS
±12V PK

Figure 3. Connections for Scale-Factor of Unity,

ance Z2 terminal where they are amplified by +10 or to the
common ground connection whe~e they are amplified by + 1.
Input signals may also be applied to the lower end of the lOkn
resistor, giving again of -9: Other values of feedback ratio, up
to XIOO, can be used to combine multiplication with gain,
Occasionally it may be desirable to convert the output to a
current, into a load of unspecified impedance or dc level. For
example, the function of multiplication is sometimes followed
by integration;)f the output is in the form of a current, a simple
capacitor will provide the .integration fun<ction. Figure 4 shows
how this can be achieved, This method can also be applied in
squaring, dividing and square rooting modes by appropriate
choice of terminals. This technique is used in the voltage-controlled low-pass filter and the differential-input voltage-tofrequency converter shown in the Applications Section,
X INPU,T

x,

<V,

!10V F.S.

Y,

·V,

-15V

112V PK

X,

OUT

Figure 2. Basic Multiplier Connection

In some cases the user may wish to reduce ac feed through to
a minimum (as in a suppressed carrier modulator) by applying
an external trim voltage (±30mV range required) to the X or Y
input (see Optional Trimming Configuration, previous page).
Curve 4 shows the typical ac feed through with this adjustment
mode. Note that the Y input is a factor of 10 lower than the
X input and should be used in applications where null sup- pression is critical.
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AD534

Zi

z,
Y INPUT
nov F.S.
!12V PK

,.

---",I

lout '"
X21(Y, . Y2)

.--l
RS

I
I
I

INTEGRATOR _J..._
CAPACITOR
(SEE TEXT)

Y,
Y,

IX,

·v,

Figure 4. Conversion of Output to Current

,",
,I,
V

OPERATION AS A SQUARER
Operation as a squarer is achieved in the same fashion as the
multiplier except that the X and Y inputs are used in parallel.
The differential inputs can be used to determine the output
polarity (positive for Xl = Y 1 and X2 = Y 2, negative if either
one of the inputs i"s reversed). Accuracy in the squaring mode
is typically a factor of 2 better than in the multiplying mode,
the largest errors occurring with small values of output for
input below IV.
If the application depends on accurate operation for inputs
that are always less than ±3V, the use of a reduced value of
SF is recommended as described in the FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION section (previous page). Alternatively, a feedback attenuator may be used to raise the output level. This is
put to use in the difference-of-squares application to compensate for the factor of 2 Joss involved in generating the sum
term (see Figure '7).

The difference-of-squares function is also used as the basis for
a novel rms-to-dc converter shown in Figure 14. The averaging
filter is a true integrator, and the loop seeks to zero its input.
For this to occur, (V IN )2 - (V OUT )2 = 0 (for signals whose
period is well below the averaging time-constant). Hence VOUT
is forced to equal the rms value of VIN. The absolute accuracy
of this technique is very high; at medium frequencies, and for
signals near full scale, it is determined almost ent.irely by the
ratio of the resistors in the inverting amplifier. The multiplier
scaling voltage affects only open loop gain. The data shown is
typical of performance that can be achieved with an ADS 34K,
but even using ... n AD534J, this technique can readily provide
better than 1% accuracy (wcr a wide frequency range, even for
crest-factors in excess of 10.
OPERATION AS A DIVIDER
The AD53S, a pin fll!" pin functional equivalent to the ADS34,
has guaranteed perfo ..mance in the divider and square-rooter
configurations and is recommended for such applications.
Figure S shows the connection required for division. Unlike
earlier products, the ADS 34 provides differential operation on
both numerator and denominator, allowing the ratio of two
floating variables to be generated. Further flexibility results
from access to a high impedance summing input to Y l' As with
all dividers based on the use of a multiplier in a feedback loop,
the bandwidth is proportional to the denominator magnitude,
as shown in curve 8.

Without additional trimming, the accuracy of the AD534K and
L is sufficient to maintain a 1 % error over a 10V to IV denominator range. This range may be extended to 100: 1 by simply
reducing the X offset with an externally generated trim voltage
(range required is ±3.5mV max) applied to the unused X input
(see Optional Trimming Configuration, page 4-19). To trim, apply a ramp of +100mV to +V at 100Hz to both Xl and Zl (if X2
is used for offset adjustment, otherwise reverse the signal polarity) and adjust the trim voltage to minimize the variation in
the output.'
Since the output will be near + lOV, it should be ac-coupled for
this adjustment. The increase in noise level and reduction in
bandwidth preclude operation much beyond a ratio of 100
to 1.
As with the multiplier connection, overall gain can be introduced by inserting a simple attenuator between the output and
Y2 terminal. This option, and the differ~ntial-ratio capability
of the ADS 34 are utilized in the percentage-computer application shown in Figure 11. This configuration generates an output proportional to the percentage deviation of one variable
(A) with respect to a reference variable (B), with a scale of one
volt per percent.
OPERATION AS A SQUARE ROOTER
The operation of the ADS 34 in the square root mode is shown
in Figure 6. The diode prevents a latching condition which
could occur if the input momentarily changes polarity. As
shown, the output is alw:iYs positive; it may be changed to a
negative output by reversing the diode direction and interchanging the X inputs. Since the signal input is differential, all
combinations of input and output polarities can be realized,
but operation is restricted to the one quadrant associated with
each combination of inputs.
OUTPUT, t12V PK

"'J10(Zz-Z,I+X2
I
I

I
I

REVERSE
THIS AND X
INPUTS FOR

+15\

x,

+Vs

NEGATIVE
X,
OPTIONAL
SUMMING
INPUT, x,

OUTPUTS

~'

RL
(MUST BE

PROVIDED)

I

V

OUT

AD534

.tl0V PK
SF

Z,

I

-

Z INPUT

+

12V PK

IOV FS

I

z,

~
Y,

X INPUT
(DENOMINATOR)
+10V FS

X,

t12V PK

X,

>Vs

+15V

'-----iy,
= 10fZ2 -Z,)

(X, -X2)

OUT

AD534
SF

OPTIONAL
SUMMING INPUT

Z,
Z,

Z INPUT
(NUMERATORI
tl0V FS, :!:12V PK

:tlOVPK

Y,
I

I

V

-Vs

-1SV

OUTPUT, t12V PK

Y,

Ns

+ Y,

Figure 6. Square-Rooter Connection

In contrast to earlier devices, which were intolerant of capacitive loads in the square root modes, the ADS 34 is stable with
all loads up to at least 1000pF. For critical applications, a small
adjustment to the Z input offset (see Optional Trimming Configuration, page 4-19) will improve accuracy for inputs below 1V.

-15V

·Scc the AD535 Data Sheet for morc details.

Figure 5. Basic Divider Connection
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Applications Section
The versatility of the ADS 34 allows the creative designer to
implement a variety of circuits such as wattmeters, frequency·
doublers and automatic gain controls to name but a few. These
applications along with many other such "idea stimulators"
are described in detail in the Multiplier Application Guide,
available upon request from Analog Devices.

x,
x,

OUT

..,

OUTPUT'

AD534

EC sinwt

A+S

+15V

INPUT, ±EM

CARRIER INPUT

...,

+Vs.

MODULATION

a

SF

2,

.,

Z,

.,

-V,

(1

t~) Ec sinwt

-15V

THE SF PIN OR A Z·ATTENUATOR CAN BE USED TO PROVIDE OVERALL SIGNAL
AMPLIFICATION. OPERATION FROM A SINGLE SUPPLY IS POSSIBLE; BIAS Y2 TO Vs/2 .

,

Figure 10. Linear AM Modulator
·V,

-lSV

Figure 7. Difference-of-Squares
9k

x,

+Vs

+15V

x,
OUTPUT = (lOOV} A ~ B

OUT

1k

AD534

B INPUT
(+VE ONLY}

-------1.,

SIGNAL INPUT,

SF

2,

.,

2,

.,

(1% PER VOL TJ

A INPUT
I±)

'"

-15\1

·V,

Es. ±SV PK

--,------1.,

NOTES:

1J
2)
3)
4)

·V,

-1SV

OTHER SCALES, FROM 10% PER VOLT TO 0.1% PER VOLT CAN BE OBTAINED BY
AL TERING THE FEEDBACK RATIO.

GAIN IS Xl0 PER VOL r,OF Ee, ZERO TO X50
WIOEBANO (10Hz - 30kHz) OUTPUT NOISE IS3mV RMS, T.VP
CORRESPONDING TO A F.S. SIN RAllO Of 70dS
NOISE REFERRED TO SIGNAL INPUT • WITH Ec = :t5V. IS 60,N RMS, TYP
BANDWIDTH IS DC TO 20kHz, -3dS, INDEPENDENT OF GAIN

Figure 11. Percentage Computer

Figure 8. Voltage-Controlled Amplifier

x,

+ys

OUT

10k

OUT

OUTPUT = \lOV) sin 9
4.7k

AD534

WHERE8=!"
2

2,

~

A0534

10V

SF

2,-

OUTPUT,t5V PK

;tl0V}~
1 +y .

WHERE Y =

4.3k

.,

.!!:V

x,

x,

INPUT, f ...
OT9'+10V

+V,

~x,

+lSV

2,
3k

INP UT, Y
:!:10V F.S.

.,
&.,

2,.VS~V

l,lSING CLOSE TOLERANCE RESISTORS AND AOS34l, ACCURACY OF FIT IS WITHIN
::.0.5% AT ALL POINTS. tI IS IN RADIANS,

Figure 9. Sine-Function Generator
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'Figure 12. Bridge-Linearization Function

(l~Vj

MATCHED TO Om5%

ADJ 8ItHz

'V,

X,

2k
INPUT
5VRMSFS
110VPEAK

X,

AD534

+
CONTROL INPUT, Ec
100mV TO 10V

OUTPUT,
:t15VAPPROX.

OUTPUT
OTO+5V

V,

-V,

V,

" lkHl PER VOLT
WITH VALues SHOWN

-15V

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE:

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE:

WITH Ec '" 1.0V, ADJUST POT TO SET f '" 1,OOOkHz, WITH Ec '" a.ov, ADJUST TRIMMER
CAPACITOR TO SET f '" a.OOOkHz. LINEARITY WILL TYPICALLY BE WITHIN ±O.1% OF
F.S. FOR ANY OTHER INPUT.

WITH 'MODE' SWITCH IN 'RMS + DC' POSITION, APPLY AN INPUT OF +1.00VDC. ADJUST
ZERO UNTIL OUTPUT READS SAME AS INPUT. CHECK FOR INPUTS OF :tol0V; OUTPUT
SHOULD BE WITHIN fO.05% !5mV).

DUE TO DELAYS IN THE COMPARATOR, THIS TECHNIQUE IS NOT SUITABLE FOR
MAXIMUM FREQUENCIES ABOVE 10kHz. FOR FREQUENCIES ABOVE 10kHz THE
AD537 VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVf:.RTER IS RECOMMENDED.
A TRIANGLE·WAVE OF ±5V PK APPEARS ACROSS THE O,Olp.F CAPACITOR; IF USED
AS AN OUTPUT, A VOLTAGE·FOLLOWER SHOULD BE INTERPOSED.

ACCURACY IS MAINTAINED FROM 60Hz to 100kHz, AND IS TYPICAllY HIGH BY
0.5% AT lMHz FOR VIN =4V RMS (SINE, SQUARE OR TRIANGULAR WAVE).
PROVIDED THAT THE PEAK INPUT IS NOT EXCEEDED,CREST-FACTORS UP TO AT
LEAST TEN HAVE NO APPRECIABLE EFFECT ON ACCURACY.
INPUT IMPEDANCE IS ABOUT lDkn; FOR HIGH (10Mn) IMPEDANCE. REMOVE MODE
SWITCH AND INPUT COUPLING COMPONENTS.
FOR GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS THE AD536A IS OFFERED AS A SINGLE
PACKAGE AMS-TO-DC CONVERTER.

Figure 13. Differential-Input Voltage-to-Frequency Converter

Typical Performance Curves

I

" --

/I

/V

Figure 14. Wideband, High-Crest Factor,
RMS-to-DC Converter

(typical at +25°C, with Vs = ±15V dc, unless otherwise stated)
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Curve 8. Frequency Response Vs. Divider Denominator
Input Voltage

IIIIIIIIIII

ANALOG

WDEVICES

Internally Trimmed
Integrated Circuit Divider

FEATURES
Pretrimmed to ±O.S% max Error, 10:1 Denominator
Range (ADS3SK)
±2.0"10 max Error, SO:1 Denominator Range (ADS3SK)
All Inputs (X, Y and Z) Differential
Low Cost, Monolithic Construction
APPLICATIONS
General Analog Signal Processi ng
Differential Ratio and Percentage Computations
Precision AGC Loops
Square·Rooting

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS 3 S is a monolithic laser-trimmed two-quadrant divider
having performance specifications previously found only in expensive hybrid or modular products. A maximum divider error
of ±O.S% is guaranteed for the ADS 35K without any external
trimming over a denominator range of 10: 1; ±2.0% max error
over a range of 50: 1. A maximum error of ±1 % over the 50: 1
denominator range is guaranteed with the addition of two external trims. The ADS 3 S is the first divider to offer fully differential, high impedance operation on all inputs, including the
z-input, a feature which greatly increases its flexibility and
ease of use. The scale factor is pre trimmed to the standard
value of 10.00; by means of an external resistor, this can be
reduced by any amount down to 3.
The extraordinary versatility and performance of the ADS 3 S
recommend it as the first choice in many divider and computational applications. Typical uses include square-rooting, ratio
computation, "pin-cushion" correction and AGC loops. The
device is packaged in a hermetically sealed, 10-pin TO-100 can
or 14-pin TO-116 DIP and made available in a ±1 % max error
version 0) and a ±0.5% max error version (K). Both. versions
are specified for operation over the 0 to +700 C temperature
range.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Laser trimming at the wafer stage enables the ADS 35 to
provide high accuracies without the addition of external
trims (±O.S% max error over a 10: 1 denominator range
for the ADS 35K).
2. Improved accuracies over a wider denominator range are
possible with only two external trims (±O.5% max error
over a 20: 1 denominator range for the ADS 3 SK).
3. Differential inputs on the X, Yand Z input terminals
enhance the ADS 35's versatility as a generalized analog
computational circuit.
4. Monolithic construction permits low cost and, at the
same time, increased reliability.

TO-lOO
(TOP VIEW)

+Vs

NC

OUT

21

22

NC

14

13

12

11

10

9

Xl

X2

NC

SF

NC

~vs

TO-116
(TOP VIEW)
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SPECIFICATIONS (VS= ±15V, RL~2k,n, TA = +25°C unless otherwisesta~ed)
PARAMETER

CONDITIONS

TRANSFER FUNCTION

Figure 2

TOTAL ERROR!

No External Trims, Figure 2
IV";;X";;10V, z";; Ixl
0.2V";;X";; 10V, z..;; Ix I
• With External Trims, Figure 5
0.5V";;X";;lOV, Z..;; Ix I
0.2V";;X";;lOV, Z..;; Ix I

ADS35J

ADS35K

1.0% max
5.0% max

0.5% max
2.0% max

1.0% max
2.0% max

0.5% max
1.0% max

IV";;X";;lOV;Z";;IXI
0.5V";;X";;lOV, Z";;lx!
0.2V";;X";;lOV,Z";;IXI

O.Ol%/Ctyp
0.02%/Ctyp
0.05%/Ctyp

SUPPLY RELATED
Error
Vs = ±14V to ±i6V

IV";;X";;lOV
O.5V,,;;X";;lOV
0.2V";;X";;lOV

O.l%lVtyp
0:2%lVtyp
O.5%lVtyp

•
•
• ,.
•

SQUARE ROOTER
TOTAL ERROR!

No External Trims, Figure 11
IV";;Z";;lOV
0.2V";;Z";;lOV

0.4% typ
'0.7% typ

*
*

x = 0.2V, f = 10Hz to 10kHz

4.5mVrms typ

*

X=0.2V

20kHz typ

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

BANDWIDTH'
INPUT AMPLiFIERS 3
CMRR
Bias Current
Offset Current
uifferential Resistance
OUTPUT. AMPLIFIER 3
Opeh-Loop Gain
Small Signal Gain-Bandwidth
1% Amplitude Error
Output Voltage Swing
Slew Rate
Settling Time
Output Impedance
Wide-band Noise

f = 50Hz, 20V pop

f = 50Hz
VOUT = O.lV rms
CLOAD = lOOOpF
Tmin to Tmax
VOUT = 20V pop
VOUT = 20V ±1 %
Unity Gain, f";; 1kHz
f= 10Hz to 5MHz
f = 10Hz to 10kHz

*

. 60dB min
2.0jlA max
0.1jlA typ

*

10M,n typ

*

70dB typ
IMHz typ
50kHz typ
±l1Vmin
20Vljls typ
2jlstyp
0.1,n typ
ImVrms typ
90jlV rms typ

*

•

OUTPUT CURRENT

30mAmax

•

POWER SUPPLIES
Rated Performance
Operating
Supply Current

±lSV
±8V min,±18V max
6mAmax

•

Quiescent

NOTES:
·Specifications same as ADS 35 J .
Figures are given as a percent of full scale (Le. 1.0% = 100mV).
2 Noise may be reduced as shown in Figure 14.
• See Figure 1 for definition of section. ,
1

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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*

•

In most cases the open loop gain can be regarded as infinite
and SF will be lOY. Dividing both sides of the equation by A
and solving the VOUT, we get...

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

TO-116

t

'[[T'I

0.430 !10.92)-1

0040. ,'.O'IlhJ]
.
L

0.290 to.Ol0

030 (7.621

(737:':025)
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~
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·Vs

0700 :';0.010=---1
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~~008512.'.'

~o~:;

+Vs
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r,o
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f

x,
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v,

ELEMENT

0.017 -0002
( 0.43 :g.g~

)
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Z,

TO-lOO

Z,

REF PLANE'

~~:: ::.:11+~--t==~

Figure 1. AD535 Functional Block Diagram

SOURCES OF ERROR
Divider error is specified as a percent of full scale (i.e. 10.00V)
and consists primarily of the effects of X, Y and Z offsets and
scale factor (which are trimmable) as shown in the generalized
equation ....
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Supply Voltage
Internal Power Dissipation
Output Short-Circu.it to Ground
Input Voltages, XI, X2 , Y I, Y2, ZI , Z2
Rated Operating Temp Range
Storage Temp Range
Lead Temp, 60s soldering

VOUT = (SF + t.SF) [
±18V
500mW
Indefinite
·±Vs
o to +70°C
-65°C to +150 o C
+300°C

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of the AD5 35. Inputs
are converted to differential currents by three iden tical voltage
to current converters, each trimn:ted for zero offset. The product
of the X and Y currents is generated by a multiplier cell using
Gilbert's translinear technique with an internal scaling voltage.
The difference between XY lSI' and Z is applied to the high gain
output amplifier. The transfer function can then be expressed ...
VOUT

=A

I - VOUT) (Z
Z)]
[ (X I -X2 }(Y
SF
-- - I - 2

where A = open loop gain of output amplifier, typically 70dB
at dc .

(Z2 - ZI) + Zos ]
+ Y I + Yos
(XI -X 2 )+Xos

Note especially that divider error is inversely proportional to
X, that is, the error increases rapidly with decreasing denominator values. Hence, the ADS 3S divider error is specified over
several denominator ranges on previous page. (See also Figure
12, AD535 Total Error as a function of denominator values.)
Overall accuracy of the AD5 35 can be significantly improved
by nulling out X and Z offset as described in the applications
sections. Figure 13 illustrates a factor of 2 improvement in
accuracy with the addition of these external trims. The remaining errors stem primarily from scale factor error and Y offsets which can be trimmed out as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 14 illustrates the bandwidth and noise relationships
versus denominator voltage. Whereas noise increases with
decreasing denominator, bandwidth decreases, the net result
given by the expression ...
EnOUT (wideband) =

ffi

,,(-ad

mVrms

X, Y, Z = input voltages
SF = scale factor, pretrimmed to 10.00V but adjustable
by the user down to 3V.
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External filtering can be added to limit output voltage noise
even further. In,this case ...
EnOUT (B.W. externally limited)

,

= 2.:2.::fI.. mV rms
(~O)'
,

where f = bandwidth in MHz of an external filter whose bandwidth is less than the noise bandwidth of the ADS 35. Table 1
provides calculated v,alues of the typical output voltage noise,
both filtered and unfiltered for several ,denominator values.
Noise limited by
Noise
External Filtering
10Hz to 5MHz 10Hz to 10kHz

X
O.2V
0.5V
1V
10V

Negative denominator inputs are handled as shown in Figure 4.
'Note that in either configuration, operation is limited to two
quadrants (i.e. Z is bipolar, X is unipolar).
A factor of two improvements in accuracy is possible by
trimming the X and Z offsets as illustrated in Figure 5. To
trim, set X to the smallest denominator value for which accurate computation is required (i.e., X =0.2V). With Z =0,
adjust the Zo trim for VOUT = O. Next, adjust the Xo trim
for the best compromise when Z = +X (VOUT = +10V) and
Z =-X (VOUT =-10V). Finally, readjust Zo for the best
compromise at Z =+X, Z =-X and Z =O. The remaining error
(Figure 13) consists primarily: of scale factor error, output
offset and an irreducible nonlinearity component.

4.5mVtms
1.8mVrms
' 0.9mVrms
0.09mVrms

8.9mVrms
5.6mVrms
4.0mVrms
1.3mVrms

+15V

X,.
50k

lOOk

Xo

Table 1. AD535 Calculated Voltage Noise

ADJ.

APPUCATIONS
Figure 2 shows the standard divider connection without external trims. The denominator X, is restricted to positive
values in this configuration. X, Y and Z inputs are differential
, with high (80dB typical) CMRR permitting the application of
differential signals on X and Z (see Figure 3).

F"'----+--_-o VOUT
lOOk

60k

Zo

ADJ,

-16V

Figure 5. Precision Divider Using Two Trims
F"-_OVOUT = ~

In certain applications, ti).e user may el,ect to adj ust SF for
values between 10.00 and 3 by connecting an external resistor
in series with a potentiometer between SF and -Vs. The approximate value of the total resistance for a given value of
SF is given ~y the relationship:

(X MUST BE
POSITIVE)

RSF

Figure 2. Divider Without External Trims

l='"--_ _ _ _.....OVOUT. '~~~ ~:I"

x, - Xz MUST BE
POSITIVE

SF

=5.4K 10 _ SF

Due to device tolerances, allowance should be made to vaty
RSF ±25% using the potentiometer. Note that the peak signal
is always limited to 1.25 SF (i.e. ±5V for SF =4).
The scale factor may also be adjusted using a feedback attenuator between VOUT and Y2 as indicated in Figure 6. The input
signal range is unaffected using this scheme.
Scale factor and output offset error can be minimized utilizing
the four trim circuit of Figure 6. Adjustment is as follows:
1.

Figure 3. Differential Divider Connection

2.

+1SV

X INPUT

F"'-----1>-O VOUT •

¥

(X MUST BE

Z INPUT

3.
4.

NEGATIVE)

5.
6.
Figure 4. Divider Connection for Negative X Inputs
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Apply X = +0.2V (or the smallest required denominator
value), Z =0 and adjust Zo for "OUT =O.
Apply X =0.2V. Then adjust the Xo trim for the best
compromise when Z =+X (VOUT =+10V) and Z =
-X (VOUT =-10V.)
Apply X =+10V,Z =0 and adjust Yo forVOUT =O.
Apply X:= +10V. Then adjust the scale factor (SF) trim
for the best compromise when Z = +X (VOUT = +10V)
and z", -X (VOUT =-lOY).
'Repeat steps 1 and 2.
'Apply X = 0.2V. Then adjust the Z trim for the best
compromise when Z =X (VOUT =+10V), Z =0 (VOUT =
0) and Z = -X (VOUT = -10V).

In typical applications L (expressed in voltage) is roughly equal
to full scale VIH or VN' The result is that the expression,

+15V

.j (V1H 2 + VIV 2 +L2),

varies less than 2:1 over the full range
of values of VIH and VN.
Major sources of divider error associated with small denominator values can thereby the minimized.

}-<p-+-'W\.......~50k
V,H

AD535

DIVIDER

X
SCALE
FACTOR
ADJ.

~}

V,V

AD536

DIVIDER

TO
CRT

DISPLAY

VOV

X

-15V

Figure 6. Precision Divider with Four External Adjustments

These trim adjustments can be made either by using two calibrated voltage sources and a DVM, or by using a differential
scope, a low frequency generator, a voltage source and a
precision attenuator. As shown in Figure 7, the differential
scope subtracts the expected ideal oUjfut and thus displays
only errors. Set the attenuation to _.
10

Figure 8. Pin-Cushion Corrector

Figure 9 shows an AGC loop using an AD535 divider. The
AD535 lends itself naturally in this application since it is configured to provide gain rather than loss. Overall gain varies
from 1 to 00 as the denominator is servoed to maintain VauT
at a constant level.
INPUT
I------~p--o VOUT
(CONSTANT rms)

AD536
rms/dc

~===::: CONVERTER
Figure 7. Alternate Trim Adjustment Set-Up

PIN-CUSHION CORRECTION
A pin-cushion corrector eliminates the distortion caused by
flat screen CRT tubes. The correction equations are:
VIH
VaH

(FIXED OR
ADJUSTABLE)

Figure 9. AGC Loop Using the AD536 rms/dc Converter

as a Detector
Figure 10 shows a method for obtaining the time average as
defined by:

X=1:.
JT Xdt
T
0

and

Vav

J

VIH 2 + VIV 2 + L2

where: VaH and Vav are the horizontal and vertical output
signals, respectively.
'
VIH and VN are the horizontal and vertical input
signals, respectively.
L is the length ofthe CRT tube.

where T is the time interval over which the average is to be
taken. Conventional techniques typically provide only a crude
approximation to the true time average, and furthermore, require a fixed time interval before the average can be taken. In
Figure 10, the AD535 is used to divide the integrator output
by the ramp generator output. Since the ramp is proportional
to time, the integrator is divided by the time interval, thus
allowing continuous, true time processing of signals over intervals varying by as much as 50: 1.
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Figure 10. Time Average Computation Circuit
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Figure 14. -3dB Bandwidth and Noise vs. Denominator
Figure 12. AD535 Error with No External Trims
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Accurate, Wideband,
Multiplier, Divider, Square Rooter

FEATURES:
1.0%/0.5% Accuracy without

Trimming (429A/B)
Low Drift to 1.0mVtC max
Wldeband - 10MHz
0.2% Nonlinearity max (429B)
External Amplifiers not Required
MTBF: 775,194 Hours @ +25°C
APPLICATIONS:
Fast Divider
Modulation and Demodulation
PhaSe Detection
Instrumentation Calculations
Analog Computer Functions
Adaptive Process Control
Trigonometric Computations
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The model 429, an extremely fast multiplier/divider, should be
considered if bandwidth, temperature coefficient, or accuracy
are critical parameters. Based on the transconductance principle to achieve high speed, the model 429 offers a unique combination of features, those being 'h% max error (429B) and
10MHz small signal bandwidth.
Both models 429A and 429B are internally trimmed achieving
max errors of 1.0% and 0.5% respectively. By fine trimming
the offset and feed through with external trim potentiometers
typical performance may be improved to 0.5% for the 429A
and 0 ..2% for the 429B.
In addition to high accuracy and high bandwidth, the model
429 offers exceptionally good stability for changes in ambient
temperature. Model 429B is 100% temperature tested in order
to guarantee an overall accuracy temperature coefficient of
only 0.04%/C max. Additionally, offset drift is held to
only ImV/oC max. To satisfy OEM requirements of low cost,
the 429 uses transconductance principles with the latest design
techniques and components to achieve guaranteed performance
at competitive prices.
MULTIPLICATION ACCURACY
Multiplication accuracy is generally specified as a percentage of
full scale output. This implies that error is independent of signallevel. However, for signal levels less than 213 of full scale,
error tends to decrease roughly in proportion to the input
signal. A good approximation of error behavior is:
f (X, Y) ~ IX I Ex 'I- IY I Ey , where Ex and Ey are the fractional
nonlinearities specified for the X and Y inputs

EXAMPLE: For Model 429A, Ex = 0.5%, Ey = 0.3%. What

maximum error can one expect for x = 5V, Y =IV, providing
the offset is zeroed out? Can one get less by interchanging
inputs?
1. Nominal output is XY/IO =(5)(1)110 =500mV
2. Expected error is (5) (0.5%) + (1) (0.3%) =
28mV, 5.6% of output (0.28% of F.S.)
3. Interchanging inputs (1) (0.5%) + (5) (0.3%) =
20mV, 4.0% of output (0.20% of F.S.)
Compare this with the overly conservative error predicted by
the overall 1% oHull scale specification: 100mV, or 20% of
output.
FREQUENCY RELATED SPECIFICATIONS
and its components, feedthrough, linearity, gain,
(and pbase shift) are frequency dependent. Feedthrough is
constant up to 100kHz for the Y input, and up to 400kHz for
the X input. Beyond these frequencies it rises at approximately
a 6dB/octave rate due to distributed capacitive coupling. A
plot of typical feed through vs. frequency is shown in Figure 1.
For this measurement one input is driven with a 20V p-p sine
wave while the other input is grounded and the feed through is
measured at the output. This error will decrease roughly in
proportion to the input signal, and will also vary with temperature (about 0.01 %/"C of the nonzero input). Low frequency
feedthrough error can be further reduced from the internally
trimmed limits by the use of optional external potentiometers.
Accu~~cy,

Nonlinearity likewise increases with frequency at a 6dBI
octave rate above the break frequency. With the Y input driven

(continued on page 4-33)
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°Cand ±15V de unless otherwise-noted)
MODEL
MULTIPLICATION
CHARACTERISTICS

Output Function
Error, with Internal Trim, at +25°C
Error, with External Trim, at +~SoC
Avg vs. Temp (-2SoC to +8SoC)
Avg vs. Supply
SCALE. FACTOR
Initial Error at +2S o C
Avg vs. Temp (-2SoC to +8SoC)
Avg vs. Supply
OUTPUT OFFSET
Initial at +2SoC (Adjustable to Zero)
. Avg vs. Temp' (-ZS·C to +85°C)
Avg vs. Supply
NONLINEARITY
X Input
(X = 20V p-p S.OHz, Y = ±IOV)
Y Input
(Y = 20V p-p 50Hz, X = ±IOV)
FEEDTHROUGH
X = 0, Y = ZOV p-p, 50Hz

With External Trim
Y =0, X =20V p-p, 50Hz
With External Trim
BANDWIDTH
-3dB

Full Power Response
Slew Rate
I % Amplitude Error
1% Vector Error (0.57°)
Differential Phase Shift (8 x - 8 y)
Small Signal Rise Time 10-90%
Settling to ±I% (±IOV step)
Overload Recovery
OUTPUT NOISE
5Hz to 10kHz
5Hz to IOMHz
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage, Ikn load
Current
Load Capacitance
INPUT RESISTANCE
X Input
Y Input
Z Input
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Input X, Y; Z
Z
MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
For Rated Accuracy
Maximum Safe
WARM UP
To Rated Specifications
POWER SUPPLY'
Rated Performance
Operating
Quiescent Current
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage
MECHANICAL
Weight
Socket
Case Dimensions

429A

OUTLlNt: DIMENSIONS

4298

Dimensions.shown in inches and (mm).
XY/IO
±1% max

±0.7%
±0.05%/"C

r---

to.3%

0.62 MAX

±o.o4%lC max

(16.7)

L'-'--n-_-"'~

±0.05%1% .

0.5%
0.03%/C

0.25%

E20 MIN .• 0.25 MAX.

r
I

0.02%/"C

15.01

0.03%1%

±20mV max
tZmV/C
±lmV/%

.0.5% max'

0.3%max
SOmV P'p, max
16mV p'p
J OOmV p.p, max
. 50mV p.p

±10mV max

±lmV/oCmax

16.41

NC/+
XBAL

i<tt

1.51 MAX

0.2% max
O.Z% max
20mV
IOmV
30mV
ZOmV

1.51 MAX (38.1)--,

t

±O.S% max

pop, max
pop
pop, m,x
pop

+v.

-<iOM
-v.

vtt

OUT

Y BAL

OUT
BAl

2

...-.1

BOTTOM VIEW

~ O. 1 ~~

PIN CONNECTIONS
Bottom View Shown in all Cases.
Optional Trim Pots
Shown are not Required
for Rated Accuracy.

10MHz
2MHz min
120V/llsmin
300kHz min
50kHz min
10@ IMHz
40ns
SOOn.
0.211S

MULTIPLY MODE

ONe

+Vs

0-+-....-.,---.

X BAL

O.6mV rms
3.0mV rms

+ ....-/-I

-v, o--t-....

XI.

OUT

VI.

±llV min
±UmA min
O.OJIIF max
IOkn±S%
llkn±2%
27kn±1O%

Y BAL

...

OUT BAL

DIVIDE MODE

"

±IOOnA
±201lA

-vs

±JO.5V
±16V

o-+-"--f-<t-+-'

1 second
±(14.8 to IS.3)Y de
±(14 to 16)V de
±12mA

SQUARE ROOT MODI!

-2S0C to +8SoC
_25°C to +8S oC
_55°C to +12S oC
11lOl,
t10%

2 oz..
ACI023
1.S" x 1.5" X 0.62/1

·Specifications same as Model 429A
1 Recommended power supply Model 904 available from Analog Devices.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

o

NC

o

XBAL

-Ys

OUTo--t---1'--+
33QpF

T

OUT BA.Lo-t-----'

2 .. 0-_ _--'

All trim pots 20k.n; PN79PR20k
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(continued from page 4-31)
at lOY pop, and the X input anywhere between ±lOY dc, the
break frequency is 25kHz. For corresponding X input conditions, the break occurs at 60kHz. Figure 2 is a plot of the typical nonlinearity vs. frequency for the model 429.

3. Remove jumper from Y input.
4. Jumper X input to ground and apply 20 VPP at 1kHz to
Y input.
S. Adjust Rx for minimum output voltage.
6. Remove jumper from X terminal.

Gain and input to output phase shift for the model 429 are
shown in Figure 2. Naturally, no multiplier will maintain accuracy at frequencies approaching the small signal bandwidth.
For the model 429, the 1% amplitude error will occur at
500kHz. If input to output phase shift is a criterion, then the
1% "vector" error occurs at 50kHz.

DIVISION
The high bandwidth and excellent linearity of modd 429
allows it to be used in divider applications achieving high performance in the dc to 8MHz region. Restrictions imposed on
divide operation,and the contribution of error terms are
illustrated in the error analysis below.
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Figure 3. Divider Circuit

Figure 1. Feedthrough vs Frequency
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Shown in Figure 3 is a typical multiplier/divider which has
been connected for divide operation by inserring the multiplier cell, M, in the op amp's feedback loop. Errors associated
with the op amp, A 1 , are incorporated in E, which represents
all errors. In order to insure negative feedback, the X input
range is restricted to negative values.
Summing currents at the op amp's summing junction:

30

XY

To

Z

+ E

40

50

-1 0

R
R
Solving for Y, which is also Eo:
Y =

60

10'

10'

105

1()6

10 (Z -E)

X

10'

FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 2. Typical Amplitude and Phase vs Frequency

OPTIONAL TRIM - MULTIPLY MODE
As shipped, the multiplier meets its listed specifications without use of any external trim potentiometers. Terminals are provided for optional feed through and offset adjustments. Using
these adjustments overall static multiplication error may be reduced to only 0.2%. The 20kO trim potentiometers should be
connected across the ± supply voltage terminals with the arm
of each potentiometer connected to the desired balance terminal (see previous page).
ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE FOR OFFSET
1. Jumper X input and Y input to ground.
2. Adjust Ro for an output of zero volts.
3. Remove jumper from X and Y inputs.
ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE FOR FEEDTHROUGH
1. Jumper Y input to ground and apply 20 VPP at 1kHz to
X input.
2. Adjust Ry for minimum output voltage.

or,
10E
X
X
And now breaking E into its constituents
EO

10Z

=

10Z 10ENV lOBos 10EostC 10ENLX 10ENLY
Eo=---- ------------X
X
X
X
X
X
--~~~

ideal noise
divider error

offset
error

offset drift
error

...............
X nonlinearity
error

~....,-.-;

Y nonlinearity
error

These errors can be broken down into two categories, static
errors and signal dependent errors. All of the static errors
associated with the divide mode are inversely proportional
to the denominator signal level. The signal dependent
errors are the X and Y nonlinearities. For modd 429B
nonlinearity errors are 0.2% for both the X and Y inputs.
Substituting these values in the error terms yields:
10 (0.2%) X

10 (0.2%) Y

X

X
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The importance of using the .terminal with largest nonlinearity
for the denominator is revealed by the above expression.
Effects of X nonlinearity are virtually in~ependent of signal
level and. may be trimmed out. Nonlinearities of Ytypically
contribute 200mV for X = Z = IV i.e., (10 [0.2%) 10V)=
200mV. This error can be reduced if external trims are used to
optimize divider performance.
Bandwidth is also degraded with a decrease in denominator
level, due to the increase in system gain;
i.e.) for X = Z = 1V,EO = lOV
and

~ = 10

= 10

Z
1,
Since the gain bandwidth product is constant, a bandwidth
of 1110 of that obtained for full scale denominator levels
will be obtained for division at IV levels.
.
For other denominator levels, bandwidth is determined by:
Denominator Level
( I . I'
)
B. W. =
x Mu tiP ler B.W. x K
Full Scale Denominator
where K is a constant having a value less than unity. It is introduced due to a combination of stray capacitance paralleling
the multiplier cell and effects of feedthrough. For model 429
B.W.

= (1~

)8MHZ

Before selecting a multiplier/divider for divide appliCations,
errors resulting from the lowest anticipated denominator signal should be considered. After such, considerations have been
made, one can further appreciate the importance of starting
with an accurate, high speed multiplier such as model 429.
It is also highly recommended that the optional trim procedure for division be performed.
OPTIONAL TRIMMING - DIVIDE MODE
Connections are made as shown previously.
The suggested trim procedure is (starting with centered adjust
adjustments) :
*1. With Z =0, trim Ro to hold output constant, as
X is varied from ,..10V toward -1.0V.
2. With Z =0, trim Ry for zero at X = -10V.
3. With Z =)!: and/or Z = -X, trim Rx for minimum worst-case variation as X is varied from
-10V to -1.0V.
4. Repeat 1 and 2 if step 3 required large initial
adjustment.
"For best accuracy X should be aUowed to vary from -lOY to lowest
expected denominator.

reduced. The reason for the improved performance can be seen
by inspecting the circuit. The.output is fed back to both the X
and Z terminals, resulting in twice the feedback as would be
obtained for the divide mode. An alternatiye ~ethod of considering error performance is to consider errors as being at the
Z terminal. By differentiatingtbe ideal transfer function with
respect to Z, errors for various values of Z may be determined:
deo
d
=dZ
.dZ

The factor of 'h has the advantage of reducing errors by a
factor of 2 for Z = 10, but also introduces the potential
problem of instability. Since the feedback gain is the. reciprocal of the forward gain, the slope of the forward gain
is 2. Additional phase margin is required to support theincreased gain in the feedback path. Model 429 is optimized
for phase margin in the multiply and divide modes producing
minimum vector errors at high frequencies. To avoid the
potential problem of instability, the RC network shown previously is recommended. This network restricts the bandwidth
and guarantees stability for all positive values of Z.
OPTIONAL ADJUSTMENT PROCEDUREc- SQUARE ROOT
1. Apply a voltage to the Z terminal equal to the lowest
anticipated input voltage.
2. Adjust Ro such that eo
10Z, where Z is the voltage
applied in step 1.

=-v

DIVISION SPECIFICATIONS
(TYPICAL)
OUTPUT FUNCTION..................... 10(Z)/X
Nurnerator Range.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ± 1OV
Denominator Range,
1 % Accuracy...... ••••••••••••••••••••• -1 to -lOY
Denominator Range,
5% Accuracy•••••••••••••• ,............. -Q.2V to -lOY
Bandwidth Formula,
(Hz, -3dB)............................ (8MHz)(X)/10
SQUARE ROOTING SPECIFICATIONS
(TYPICAL)
OUTPUT FUNCTION ••••••••••••••• "'V10(Z)
Dynamic Range ............. ~ ••••••• 1000 to 1
(+0.010Y';;;;Z";;;+10V)
Accuracy (% of Full Scale) •••••••••• 0.5%
Bandwidth Formula,
(Hz, -3dB) ••••••••••••••••••••••• (SMHz) VIXIIlO

SQUARE ROOTING
When connected as shown previously, the model 429 will provide the square root of ZIN.
By summing currents at the op amp's summing junction:
ZXYE
y2E
R= lOR + R= lOR +i
where E represents all errors associated with the multiplier.
Solving for the output voltage, Y.
Eo = ± y'-1-0-=(=-Z---e7) There are two values'of Eo for every value of Z. However,
onW negative values of EO will provide the negative feedback
necessary for circuit stability. To restrict the output from
going positive, a diode is connected as shown previously. The
output is then:
EO
Y10 (Z ,.. E)
Errors, E, associated with the multiplier, are inside the square
root and consequently their effect, for large values of Z, is

=-
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Table 1. Division & Square Rooting Specifications
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Figure 3. Typical Error Performance of Model 429 in Divide
Mode for Worst Case of leo I = 10V

Programmable
Multifunction Module

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Versatility: Provides Transfer Characteristics of Several
Function Modules
Divides Over a 100: 1 Range With a Max Error of
0.25% (4338)
Internal Voltage Reference
Hermetically Sealed Semiconductors
No External Trims Required
Low Noise
APPLICATIONS
Transducer Linearization
Signal Processing
Raising to Arbitrary Powers
Vector Functions
Trigonometric Functions (Sine, Cosine, Arctangent)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The model 433 is an extremely versatile function module
which implements the transfer function:

eo=-~

Vy
VREF
VREF = +9.0 Volts

(~)m ,0.2~m~5.0
Vx

By either jumper connections on the pins, or selectioll of two
external resistors the user can program the 433 to: multiply,
divide, square, square root, root of a ratio, square of a ratio, or
raise voltage ratios to an arbitrary power, m.
When used with a low cost op amp, such as AD741, the model
433may be used to compute the true rms value of a varying
signal. With two such op amps, the 433 can be used to perform
accurate vector computations over wide ranges of the vector sum.
Due to its log/antilog circuit approach, signal levels of 100mV
to 10V may be processed with a maximum output error of
0.25% F.S. (433B). The allowable input range for the three input variables is 0.01 to +10V, for which there is a typical error
of ±SmV ±0.3% of the theoretical output voltage for model
433J, and ±lmV ±O.lS% for 433B.

Be~ause of its small size, accuracy, versatility, and speed (and
all at low cost), the model 433 will prove to be an essential
component in equipment requring on-the-spot computations
in real time, or for linearizing a wide range of transducer characteristics in medical, industrial, and process control equipment. Designed with the OEM's needs in mind, the model 433
is attractively priced for new equipment designs.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The model 433 is comprised of log and antilog circuits interconnected as shown in Figure 1. The log'ratio circuit provides

*TWD8111W1III resistonCOlllMCWdhlf1l for
A

8

C

PfCI!II'amrnifl;m. Jumpll'twminllli A,8,C

.shDwnlorm-l.0.

, - - - -- m¥'''~

II

-

---.;433\
I

I1... ~v,(.:12.t

'

V"EF

VK

~v",

!

L ___________ -.J
Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram

the log of V xN z to terminals A, S, C where, for exponents
other than unity, it is scaled by two external programming
resistors (see hook-up diagrams fat connection and values of
these two resistors). The scaled log ratio from terminal C is
subtracted from a signal proportional to the log of V y' The resulting expression. is operated on by the antilog circuit, yielding
an output of
e = ~ V (~)m
o VREF y Vx

,

VREF = +9.0 Volts

The voltage reference circuit is a high stability (O.OOS%/C)
voltage source which is generated internally. It is provided as
an output terminal for user convenience, and may be used as
a constant at any of the input terminals ..
ONE-QUADRANT DIVIDER
When connected as a divider, the model 433 B has less than '" %
output error over an input signal range of 100:1. This performance is obtained with no external trims, and is nearly twenty
times better than that attainable with a 0.1 % multiplier/divider
connected in a feedback loop.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C and ±15V unless otherwise noted)
433]

. Model
Transfer Function

e=+2.L
o
VREF

Vy(~:

Reference Terminal Voltage'
Vref (lnternal Source)
vs Temp (-2S· C to +8S· C)

+9.0V ±S% @ ImA
±O.OOS%I·C

Rated Output'

,+IO.SV@ SmA, min

Input
Signal Range
Max Safe Input
Resistance
X Terminal
Y Terminal
Z Terminal
Exter'lal Adjustment of the
Exponent, m
Range for m <I (Root)
Range for m > I (Power)

r

o ';;Vx , VY' V. ~IOV,
Vx, VY' V. ';;±18V

OPTLINE DIMENSIONS

4338

.
P

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

r-

.
.

1.51 MAX (38.,1----1

-:·tMAX
-1
(15,81

.L

.-

.

100kO ±I%
90kn ±IO%
100kn ±I%
Rz
1/S ';;m<l,m= - - RI + Rz
RI + Rz
I o;;m <S m = - - ,
, Rz

1

--t

0.20 to 0.25
15 to 6.4)

I-

n

REf

H+vs

6

10

Y

COM

4

9

X

-V$' 3

8

8

OUT

2

7

A

C

1

•

Z

BonOM VIEW

0.04 OIA

J

MAX

I38,1)

--11-

(RI + Rz) ';;200n

Over Specified Temp, 'Range
Output Offset Voltage
(Not Adjustable)
Initial @ +2S·C
Offset vs Temp.
Noise, 10Hz to 1kHz
Vx =+IOV
Vx =+O.IV
Bandwidth, VY' Vz
Small Signal (-3dB), 10%
of dc Level
Vy=Vz=Vx=iov
Vy=Vz=Vx=IV
Vy=Vz=Vx=O.IV
Vy=Vz=Vx=O.OIV
Full Output (Vy or Vz = SV dc
±SVac)
Power Supply Range
Rated Performance
Operating
Temperature Range
Rated Performance
Storage
Mechanical
Case Size
Mating Socket

±SmV ±O,3% of output
±SOmV
O,OIV to IOV, Vz
O.IV to 10V, Vx
±I%

IS

WIRING CONNECTIONS
Bottom View Shown in All Cases

±lmV ±O,IS% of output
±2SmV

DIVIDE MODE (m = 1, Vy=VREF)
±1% max

.--Oo--ll1
'--<>--jl0

±SmV
±lmV/C

±2mV max
±lmV/C max

433

100j.tV rms
SOOI'V'rms

10= 10VzIVx

POWERSm;;;'1

Vy orV.
100kHz
20kHz
1kHz
400Hz
(Vx ) x (5kHz)

11
'4 f--<>--'

10

433

±ISV dc @ 10mA
±(12 to 18)V dc

o to +70·C
-SS·C to +12S·C

l.S" x I.S" x 0.62"
ACI038

·Same specificlltio",s as 43 3J •
J Terminals shon circuit protected to ground.
2 ACCUracy is specified in divide mode. Input range is lOmV to lOV
for specified accuracy when connected as a multiplier. "
.

'Error is defined

J

0.10 GRID
(251

Mating Socket AC1038

Accuracy (Divide Mode, m = I, Vy = VREF)2 ,3
Total Output Error@ +2S·C
(for specified input range)
Typical (RTO)
Max Error (RTO)
,Input Range (V• .;;; Vx )

(1.02)

the .difference between the measured output and

Ri

-2S·C to +8S·C
-SS·C to +12S·C

ROOTSmEO;1
m'"R 2 f(R I +R 2 J
(R I +R 2 ) .0;;2000

REF

11

Vy

10

Vx

..

-lIS

433

the theoretical output for any given pair of specified input voltages.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

..

Vz

eo
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+IIS

R,

_-VREF
10 V (VZ)M
Vi
Y

R,

10

MODEL433B - 0.25% DIVIDER, WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE
Probably the most impressive performance improvement owing
to model 433's log/antilog circuit approach, is its ability to
hold high divider accuracies over a wide 100:1 input signal
range.
When using a conventional multiplier/divider as a divider, accuracy, offset. drift, and noise performance are all degraded as the
denominator is decreased.
For model 433, accuracy, offset drift, and noise performance
are all virtually independent of denominator level as illustrated
in Figure 2 and this performance is obtained with no external
trims.
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Figure 4. Varying the Exponent, m
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to terminals, 1, 7, 8 as shown in Figure SA. For values of m
> 1, see Figure SB. For m = 1, connect terminals 1, 7 and 8
together.

50

0.1

10
DENOMINATOR INPUT-Volts

Figure 2. Comparison of Divider Error VI. Denominator Level
for Model 433J and a Conventional MUlt./Div.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
A curve of amplitude vs. bandwidth for model 433 is shown in
Figure 3. For all input terminals, the small signal frequency
response (-3dB point) is signal level dependent, decreasing from
100kHz for a 10V input to 400Hz for a 10mV input. These
small signal measurements are made by superimposing a 10%
small signal amplitude on the dc level being characterized.
Full output for a ±5 volt signal superimposed on a SV dc level
is 50kHz for the multiplier, and Vx x 5kHz for the divider.
+1 0

~

l'

~

+1. 0

~

~

i

+0. 1

+0.01
100

..-fI'

/

V

1/11
I

~"

1.

1001<

10k
BANDWIDTH-Hz

Figure 3. 433 Small Signal Bandwidth

81m>1

Alm<1

cl m" 0.2 to 6.0

Figure 5. Resistor Programming for the Exponent, ",

NOISE PERFORMANCE
The curves shown in Figure 6 are for ~utput noise vs. signal
level in a 1kHz BW for worst case conditions. These conditions
exist when Vx is equal to Vz and is varied over the specified
range. It should be noted that for 0.1 V inputs the effective
gain is 100. To retain the full performance capability of model
433, all external noise sources should be isolated from the input terminals.
An exceptional advantage of the 43 3 over other means of
dividing is revealed by these curves. That feature being that
noise is virtually independent of signal level. For a 100: 1 signal
level change of the denominator, the output noise is changed
only 3: 1. Division by using a multiplier in the feedback loop
exhibits a 100:1 increase in output noise for a denominator
signal level change of 100:1.
10.0

VI.

Input Voltage

VARYING THE EXPONENT, m
Presented in Figure 4 is a family of curves which illustrates the
effect of varying the exponent, m. All curves have been scaled
for the full scale output of 10V by reducing the 433's.transfer
equation to eo =10 (VzNx)m. For applications where a continuous variation in m is desired, connections should be made'
as shown in Figure 5C. Model 433 features very small accuracy
changes (""0.1 %) as m is adjusted over the entire range from
0.2 to S.
Various values of m are programmed by two external resistors,
Rl and R2. For values of m < 1 resistor connections are made

~
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5
z

it

m -5

0.1
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so.V

0.01
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0.1

0.32
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Figure 6. Model 433 Noise VB. Denominator
for Various Exponerts, m
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Max Error "'0:.5% \4JJJ).

0.25%

\43JB}

433
~~

v,

"

'0 = 10

. Vx -: l00mV m lOV •. VZ

~

25k

rt::="""----o----1 '0

1

10

433

GAIN ADJUST

100mVto 10V

"

Yin

01otl0V

Figure 7. Divider

When connected as a divider as shown above, the 433 has less
than ~%_.error (SOmV) for input'signals from 100mV to 10V.
Output noise; offset drift and accuracy are all virtually independent of signal level and no trims are required.

Figure 10. True rms

1

By combining the 433 with a simple filter, using an external
op amp as shown above, the true rms value of a one quadrant
input signal may be computed. Accuracy is not degraded by
crest factor, provided the maximum input is 10V or less.
The 433 output is applied to an integrator to average th~ signal
and is then fed back to the X input to obtain the square root
of the mean square of the input.

V =CF

1I2~

Accuracy of Sm,:, + 0.1 % of reading may be achieved over an
input range of 500: 1.
.

433

eo"10(~)'2

1
Figure 8. Transducer Linearization

A transducer's output may be linearized by utilizing the 433
as an exponentiator. In the example above, a transducer is used
to convert a force, F, to a voltage, V. The desired relationship
being V directly proportional to F; i.e., V = CF where C is
constant.
The actual output for this example is proportional to F, but is
a nonlinear relation which can be approximated by CF 1I2.2 .
Connecting the 433 as shown with m = 2.2 provides the desired
.
relation of eo =CF.

v.o-----4------,-------:'
Vc .. JVA2+Ve 2
vc 2 =VA2+Va 2
VA 2 = Vc 2 _ Vs 2
VA 2 = (Vc - Ve) (Vc + VB)

VA'

- - =(Vc-Va)
Vc + VB

VA'

Vc " - - - +VB

Vc + Vs

Figure 11. Vector Computation VC=JVA2 + VB 2

The vector computation circuit shown in Figure 11 illustrates
the extreme versatility of model 433. l]sed with two inexpensive op amps the 433 is used as a basic building block, which
in this case, provides the square root of the sum of the squares.

e.

+

11

REF

1

Figure 9. Square Root

The square root of a single variable may be obtained with no
external components when connected as shown above. Noise
performance is even better than that for the multiply or
divide mode.
'
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This application is based on the identity for the difference of
squares. The derivation is shown by the equations above and
the final equation for Vcis implemented.
Due to the excellent inherent accuracy of the above circuit
(error = 0.1% of reading), matched resistors with a low T.C.
should be used. Errors of only 0.1 % of the theoretical output
may be achieved over signal levels of +100mV to +10V.
The usefulness of model 433 extends beyond the illustrative
examples shown above. Model 433 may also be used to generate basic trigonometric functions (sine, cosine, arctangent).
Further detailed applications information on model 433 is provided in the Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, published by
Analog Devices.
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High Accuracy,
Two Quadrant Analog Divider

FEATURES
Two Quadrant: Numerator Range: ±10V
High Accuracy: 0.5% max (436A), 0.25% max (436B)
over 100:1 Dvnamic Range
No Trimming Required to Achieve Rated Accuracy
1000:1 Denominator Range: With External Trim
Low Nonlinearity: 0.05% (436B)
Low Harmonic Distortion: -66dB (43681
All Hermetically-Sealed Semiconductors
Wide Operating Temperature Range, _25°C to +S5°C
APPLICATIONS
Linear Gain Control (SOdB Range)
Transducer Linearization
Instrumentation Calculation
Adaptive Process Control

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 436 is a precision, two-quadrant variable transconductance analog divider 'featuring guaranteed accuracy of ±0.5%
(model 436A) and ±0.2S% (model 436B) over a 100:1 denominator signal range (lOOmV to 10V) with no external adjustments. With the use of optional external trimming, accuracy
may be improved to ±O.OS% (436B) over a 1000:1 denominator signal range (10mV to lOY). In addition to this excellent
accuracy, model 436 offers a small signal bandwidth (-3dB) of
300kHz and typical numerator nonlinearity of less than ±O.OS%
(SHz to 30kHz).

limited range of input levels. This denominator dependency of
divider errors can be greatly reduced by application of log-antilog techniques, as in the model 434 that has a 0.25% accuracy
for denominators within 0.1 to 10V. However,while dividers
that use log-antilog circuits are inherently more accurate than
inverted multiplier devices, they are limited to single-quadrant
operation by the nature of the log function.

Through the use of hermetically-sealed semiconductors, the
model 436 affords exce.l'tional re~iability. over a wide op~rating"
temperature range (-25 C to +85 C). This compact (1.5 x 1.5
x 0.6") epoxy module provides further reliability by protecting
the output against damage due to shoft circuits to ground. The
model 436 is pin compatible with most modular multipliers.
This allows the model 436 to replace inverted multiplier type
dividers in existing sockets to give improved accuracy and increased dynamic range.

THEORY OF OPERATION
Model 436 is comprised of summing networks, log circuits and
a transconductance differential amplifier as shown in Figure 1.

TWO QUADRANT OPERATION
Dividers are generally available as single and two-quadrant devices. Dividers that are formed by closing the loop around a
four-quadrant transconductance multiplier are capable of operating in two quadrants. Unfortunately, because of the feedback
around the multiplier, these dividers suffer from errors which
increase directly as the denominator decreases. Even using 0.1 %
multipliers, these errors become large as the denominator becomes small and high performance is possible only over a

The model 436 employs a unique log-antilog circuit to provide
two-quadrant operation with high accuracy over a very wide
range of denoininators.

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
TRANSFER FUNCTION
ACCURACY.'
Total Output Error, @ +~5°C

No External Trim
External Trim

Over Temperature
No External Trim
No External Trim
V•. Supply Voltage

(typieal@ +25°C and ±15V de unless otherwise noted)
436A

iVzi<Vx; vx'>O
IVzl<lOV
.0.1 <V X .... IOV
.0:1 <V X <+IOV
.0.1 <V X .... IOV

o to +70oC
-25°C to +8SCl C

NONLINEARITY

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
1---1.&1138.11 MAX----j

±O.S%, max

-+:O.3%,max
±2.0"6,max '
±4.0%, max

max
to.l%, max

fO.2S%,

iVzlVx , .0.1 <V X .... IOV

RATED OUTPUT'
Voltage

Current
Resistance
Capacitance ~ad

±2.0%, max

"0.82
115.81
MAX

5 Minutes
±0.15% max (0.1% typ) to.1 % msx (0.05% typ)

±10V. "min
±S rnA. min
O.ln
0 to lOOOpF. min

L

0.20 TO '0.25
15.08 TO 8.3&1

Safe Inp~t Voltage, Vz and Vx
Offset Voltage,@ +2S o C. V-z and V x
YJ.

Temp~rature

vs. Supply Voltage, Vz .nd Vx
External Trim Adjustment Range, Vz
External Trim Adjustment Range, Vx
Voltage Noise, 10Hz to 10kHz, Vx and Vz
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Numerator, Y z
Denominator, Vx
OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS3
Offset Voltage,@ +2SoC, Vx::' +lOV
vs. Temperature '-2S oC to +8SoC, Vx = +10Y
VI. Supply Voltage
E~t~nal Trim Adjustment RanF(e
Voltage Noise, 10Hz to 10kHz. Vx': +lOV
10Hz to 300kH:e., Vx = +10V
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Small Signal, -3dB,
.0.1 <V x <+10V
Full Power
.0.1 <vx .... IOV
Slew Rate
.0.1 <V x <+.'OV
Settling Time, to ±a.S%, ±10 Volt c;tep. V x = +10V
Settling Time, to ±a.s", il0 Volt Step, Vx = +O.lV
Overload Recovery, +O.l..;vx :t;;;+10V

~

~

II

+

0.04 11.021 DIA.-II---

., I- 0.10 12.&1 GRID
GAIN~

lQ

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage", Numerator Signal (V z)
Voltage, Denominator (Vx)

.-

±1.0%.max

to.02%1%

Warm Up Time to Rated Performance

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

4368

eo= IOVzN·x

±IOV
+10V
±Vs,max
±IOOI1V
±20P.Vt'C
±30p.V/%

±4.SmV
±l.SmV
lSll-V,rms

9

X BAL

S

X

7

Z BAL

6

Z

+Vs

5-

COM

'.-

--Vs

3-

OUT

2

OUT
BAL

I··

BOTTOM VIEW

9kU, ±2%
25kU, ±1%

J
1.51

138.11

1

MATING SOCKET AC-1E141
±10mV
±500P.Vt'C

t--1.40(35.6'f~

±50p.V/%

±20mV
200JLV, no:!
7S0JLV, tins

-1. I

0.17 14.311~

t--,.OI.(28.871

1

1.40

300kHz
30kHz
2Y/p.'

lOJLS
10IJ.s
5p..

POWER SUPPLyo
Voltage, Rated Perfonnance
Voltage, Operating,
Current. Quiescent

±lSV dc
±(I2 to 18)V de
±9mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Perfonnance
Storage

- 2SoC to +8S oC
-SSoC to +12SoC

MECHANICAL
Case SiZe
Mating Socket
Weight, grams

1.5" x ~S" x 0.62"
AC-I041
36.

If.ooo

CO

.140 13•• ' DIA
C'SNK,
2 HOLES

WIRING CONNECTIONS
Bottom View Shown in all Cases

436

DENOMINATOR Vx

NUMERATOR Vz

·Specifications same as model 436A.
1 Error is specified as a percentage of full scale output where full scale output is 10 volts.
• Output is protected for short circuits to ground, indefinite.
S Output offset is specified wi.th no external trimming; optional SOkn potentiometer may be
connected to zero the output offset voltage.
4 Recommended power supply; model 904, ±1SV @ SOmA output.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK
The Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, available from Analog
Devices, is an invaluable source of information on principles, circuitry, performance specifications, testing and application of the class of devices designed for use in nonlinear
applications. This text provides you with all the fundamentals
and guidelines necessary for the proper selection and use of
function modules.
'

Figure 2. Divide ,Mode Connections

GAIN

+Vo

R,

COM
Vx

436

Z BAl
V,

-V,

R.

'0
OUT BAL

ALL POTS
50kO

ADI79PRSOk

Figure 3. Optional Trim Connections
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Applying the Two Quadrant Divider
The summing and log circuits provide signals to the input of
the differential amplifier that are proportional to the sum and
difference of the X and Z inputs. The difference between these
two signals causes an imbalance current, .:\I c , in the differential
amplifier. The resultant output currents of the differential amplifier are equal to IREF/2 + .:\Ic and IREF/2 - .:\I c , where
IREF is a stable reference current supply. These two output
currents bear a relationship to the input signals that is expressed by:

The final amplifier stage of the model 436 processes these currents and yields an output voltage whose expression is,
Z

Eo = KIREF -

X

10Z
= ---

X

This ratio relationship between X and Z is very accurate even
for small value of X. Also by virtue of the log-antilog nature of
this technique, output errors remain reasonably constant over
the specified range of denominator inputs. Beyond the specified denominator range, second order effects, due to input
offsets, cause the output error to increase with decreasing denominator. In the model 436, these second order effects are
minimized. Input offsets can be further reduced by means of
external trims. Trimming allows the 436 to maintain rated accuracy over a 1000:1 range of denominator inputs. Therefore,
model 436 provides excellent performance and stability over a
wide range of input signals and operating conditions. For a detailed explanation of the design used in the 436, refer to Analog Devices' Nonlinear Circuits Handbook ($5.95).
ACCURACY VS. DENOMINATOR
By virtue of the nature of the log function, the errors associated
with log-antilog type dividers can be expressed as a constant
plus a constant fraction of the output over the specified input
range. Therefore, unlike inverted multiplier type dividers which
demonstrate an inverse relationship between accuracy and denominator, the model 436 has outstanding accuracy which is
reasonably denominator independent over a 100:1 range. Model
436A and 436B are guaranteed to have maximum output error
of 0.5% and 0.25% respectively for denominator values from
100mV to 10 volts. A plot of typical output error vs. denominator for the 436 is shown in Figure 4.

J
l

•,

0.'

i

0."

ia

ACCURACY VS. TEMPERATURE
The output offset drift vs. temperature of the model 436 remains fairly constant over a 100:1 range of denominators. Total
error drift is typically 1mVtC at Vx =10V and 2mVtC at
Vx =100mV. Model 436 is therefore capable of maintaining
outstanding accuracy over a wide range of temperature and
denominator signallevei. Figure 5 shows total error drift vs.
denominator for the 436.

IhHltl,
,

~

W

DENOMINATOR - Volft

Figure 5. Total Error Drift VI. Denominator

NONLINEARITY
The symmetry of the type of circuit used in model 436 provides low numerator distortion independent of denominator
level. Figure 6 shows nonlinearity vs. denomin~tor:

--rI c=
f--'o·

'v;

.

10 v.,V1 "V.ilnwt

~ 1Io"10Iinwl,w"21t(10Hzl

- ---

-

DENOMINATOR - Volb

Figure 6. Nonlinearity vs. Signal Level for Constant
Output = 10 sinwt (10Hz)

FREQUENCY Rf:SPONSE
The bandwidth of any divider decreases with a decrease in
denominator due to the increase in system gain. Figure 7 shows
a typical plot of the small signal' and full power bandwidth vs.
denominator for the model 436.

.

0.'

#

I

The accuracy of the 436 can be further improved by use of external trims (see Optional Adjustment Procedure). Figure 4
shows accuracy vs. denominator for a 436 with external trim.
Optional trimming allows the 436B to maintain better than
0.1 % accuracy over a 1000:1 range of the denominator signal.

I

III

J"lJl.L;

0.'

"SMJLl

-

./

V

sl~lL'

... ·l00mVp.p

V
/
43 :t"

DENOMINATOR - Voill

Figure 4. Total Output Error VI. Denominator at Constant
Ratio VzNx = 1. Comparison of Model 436 with Model
435, 0.196 Multiplier-Divider.
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DENOMINATOR·· Yolb

Figure 7. Small Signal Bandwidth (-3dB) and Full Power
Bandwidth VI. Denominator
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NOISE PERFORMANCE
Model 436 offers very good output 'noise performance in addition to its other excellent operating characteristics. Output
noise can be an important parameter in dynamic computing.
The model 436 typically has a200llV rms output noise level
in the 10 to 10kHz band for Vx =+10V.

/

v

J

,''rA'': /
'/f 1/

V IL

Figure 8 shows output noise vs. denominator for model 436.
~--

0

If--

..,

0.01

r-~

UJ.

,r---

""I-0.1
1.0
DENOMINATOR - Volts

Figure 8. Output Noise VS. Denominator - 5Hz to 10kHz

OPTIONAL ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
One of model 436's features is high untrimmed accuracy. As
shown in Figure 4, significant improvement in performance
can be achieved with external trimming. Model 436 can be
typically trimmed to less than ±0.1 % of full scale accuracy
(±10mV error) for a denominator signal range from +10mV
to +10V (1000:1). To achieve this.performance, the following adjusrment procedure is recommended: (see Figure 3)
• 1) Allow unit to warm up for approximately 5 minutes. Let denominator (Vx ) = +10V and numerator (V z ) = OV (connect to
common pin). Adjust OUTPUT OFFSET potentiometer (Ro)
for OmV output.
2) Let denominator =+10mV and numerator =OV (connect to
common pin). Adjust NUMERATOR OFFSET potentiometer (Rn) for OmV output.
3) a. Let denominator = numerator = +10.000V and adjust
GAIN potentiometer (Rg) for +10.000V output.
b. Reverse the polarity of numerator (to - 10.000V), and note
the output voltage error (error =10.000 -Ieol). The GAIN
potentiometer Rg should be readjusted to achieve the lowest
error for both step a. and step b.
4) Connect both numerator/denominatortogether and apply a
+10mV input. Adjust DENOMINATOR OFFSET potentiometer (Rd) for +10.000V OUtpUt.
REPLACEMENT OF 0.1% MULTIPLIERS
In divider applications requiring high accuracy over a wide
range of denominators, the model 436 provides significant
advantages over 0.1 % multipliers used in the inverted multiplier
divide mode. As shown in Figure 4, an untrimmed 436 yields
better overall accuracy than the most accurate available multiplier (435K) for a 100:1 change in denominator. With external
trimming, model 436 delivers vastly superior performance
over an even wider spread of denominator levels. The inverted
multiplier type dividers suffer from the magnification of
errors by 10Nx whereas the errors of the variable transconductance circuit of model 436 are nearly independent of denominator. This advantage of the 436 design also is reflected
in the reduced dependency of total error drift and bandwidth
on the value of Vx . Figure 9 shows small signal bandwidth
vs. denominator for the 436 imd for 0.1 % multiplier-dividers.
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v.; I-<35
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DENOMINATOR MAGNITUDE - VollS

Figure 9. Bandwidth (-3dB) vs. Denominator'

APPLICATIONS
Ratiometric Measurements
Dividers are useful for direct readout of such ratios as efficiencies, losses or gains, % distortion, impedance magnitudes,
elasticity (stress/strain). Ratios may be taken of instantaneous,
average, RMS or peak quantities. Furthermore, in conjunction
with sample/hold devices, ratios may be taken of any of these
measurements at different instants of time.
Ratiometric measurements are not new, but the low cost of
precision analog dividers, like the model 436, should serve as
an encouragement to designers to consider employment of the
technique as a realistic alternative to expensive, tightly regulated reference sources for measurement. The divider output
can profitably provide constant direct readout information on
a DPM, such as the AD2026. In addition to eliminating the
need for precise sources, the cost of calibration time reqllired
in systems currently depending on these sources can be reduced by ratiometric techniques employing the 436 divider.
A simple example involving the use of dividers in eliminating
the effects of a common paramet.er is found in bridge measurements, where variations of the power supply directly affect
the scale factor. But, if the output is divided by the bridge
supply voltage, the scale factor depends only on the stability
of the divider. The model 436 has the initial accuracy and
stability which makes it useful in many ratio applications.
Compensation for reference-voltage variations is an example
of reducing the effects of a common electrical parameter. However, ratios can also be used to eliminate the effects of a common physical parameter. For example, in light transmission
measurements, it is common to compensate for variations in
.light intensity by transmitting two beams, one through a reference medium, the other through the medium being measured, and to take the ratio of the two measurements.
v.

v.

Figure 10. Ratio Measurements

The resultant output of ratiometric measurements may also be
used asa feedback signal in adaptive process control networks.
This technique facilitates accurate on-line monitoring and control of vital system parameters.
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5-2 LOG/ANTILOG AMP-LIFtERS

Selection Guida
LogIAntilog AmplHiIPs
This Selection Guide includes both 16g/antilog amplifiers and log-ratio modules. The suffixes uN" and uP" refer
to the specified polarity of input current or voltage when connected as a log amplifier, or the polarity of output
voltage as an antilog amplifier. uN" designates positive voltage, "p" negative.
General information and definitions of specifications can be found in the following pages. All specifications are
typical at rated supply and load, and TA =+25°C, unless noted otherwise.
Model

Otaracteristics

Page

Model 755N/P
Log-antilog
amplifier

High performance: ±l % max log-conformity error for 6 decades of current
(InA to ImA) and 4 decades of voltage (lmV to lOY), and 0.5% max
conformity error for 4 decades of current (lOnA to 1001lA) and 3 decades
of voltage (lmV to 1V), 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" module. Antilog output range:
4 decades, ImV to lOY, K = 1,2,213 V/decade, Irer =10IlA (externally
adjustable).

5-7

Model 759N/P
Log-antilog
amplifier

Small size and low cost: 1.13" x 1.13" x 0.4" module, wide bandwidth
200kHz @ lIlA, ±2% max log-conformity error for 5 decades of current
(lOnA to ImA) or 4 decades of voltage (1.0mV to lOY), and ±l% max
conformity error for 4 decades of current (20nA to 200J.lA). Log operating
range: 6 decades of current (InA to ImA) and 4 decades of voltage
(lmV to lOY). Antilog output range: 4 decades (lmV to lOY),
K = 1,2,2/3 V/decade, Ifef = 10llA (externally adjustable).

5-15

Model 757N/P
Log-ratio
module

Input dynamic range, 6 decades of current (InA to 1mA), either channel,
log conformity error ±1.0% max; for 4 decades (10nA to lOOIlA), log
conformity error ±0.5% max. Log of voltage by using external resistors.
K =1 V Idecade, ±1 %, max, or externally programmable. Can be used
for antilog operations.
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orientation .
log/AntIlog Allpla...
The devices catalogued in this section are complete, self-contained modules that provide output voltage proportional to
the logarithm or the antilogarithm (exponential) of an input
quantity. These modules operate on the instantaneous values
of inputs from de to an upper cutoff frequency below IMHz.

K=2

LOGS AND LOG RATIOS
. In the logarithmic mode, the ideal output equation is
Eo '" -K log

I'

10

(-lID)
ref

Eo can be positive or negative; it is zero when the ratio is
unity, i.e., lin '" Iref. K is the output scale constant; it is
equal to the number of output volts corresponding to a decade" change of the ratio. In the 755 and 759 log amplifiers,
K is pin-programmable to be either 1V, 2V, or 213V, or externally adjustable to any value;;;' 213V; in the model 757 logratio amplifier, K may be either a preset value of IV, or an
arbitrary value adjustable by an external resistance ratio.

-10

MODEL 155N
+INPUT CURRENT

)
LOG OF CURRENT

+5
K =-2

K=2

1m is a unipolar input Current within a 6-decade range (InA
to lmA); it may b1! applied directly, as a current, or derived
from an input voltage vil1- an input resistor (in which case,
the ratio becomes Ein/(RinIref) ",·Ein/Eref. In models 755 and
759, the magnitude of Iref is internally fixed at 10~A (Eref '"
O.lV) or externally adjusted; but m<?det 757 is a log-ratio
amplifier, in which both lin and Iref (or Ein and Eref, using
external scaling resistors) are input variables.
Each of the log amplifiers is available as a "P" or "N" option, depending on the polarity of the input voltage. Logarithms may be computed only for positive arguments, there·
fore the reference current must be of appropriate polarity to
make the ratio positive. "N" indicates that the input current
(or voltage) for the log mode is positive; "P" indicates that
only negative voltage or current may be applied in the log
mode. The polarity of K also differs: K is positive for "N"
versions and negative for "P" versions. Thus, +lOV applied
to model 759N, with K '" +lV, would produce an output vol~
tage, Eo = -IV log (100) = -2V; on the other hand, -lOY
applied to model 759P, with K = IV, would produce an output voltage, Eo '" -(-1 V) log (100) = +2V. The figure shows,
in condensed form, the outputs of P and N log-amps, with differing K values, for voltage and current inputs.
Log .amplifiers in the log mode are useful for applications requiring compression of wide-range analog input data, linearization of transducers having exponential outputs, and analog
computing, ranging from simple translation of natural relationships in log form (e.g., computing absorbance as the logratio of input currents), to the use of logarithms in facilitating
analog computation of terms involving arbitrary exponents
and multi-term products and ratios.

"A decade is a 10:1 ratio. two decades is 100:1. etc. For example.
if K = 2, and the ratio is 10, the magnitude of the output would be
2V, and its polarity would depend on whether the ratio were greater
or less than unity. If the input signal then changed by a fa~tor of
1000 (3 decades), the output would change by 6V.
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MODEL 155P
-INPUT VOLTS

-5

MODEL 155N
+INPUTVOLTS

C
LOG OF VOLTAGE

Output vs. Input of Model 755N & 755P in Log Connection
(Log Input Scales), Showing Voltages, and Polarity Relationships

ANTILOGS
In the antilogarithmic (exponential) mode, the ideal output
equation' is
Eo = Eref explO (- Ein/K)
Ein can be positive or negative; when it is zero, Eo '" Eref.
However, Eo is always of single polarity, positive for UN"
versions, negative for UP" versions. Thus, for 759P, connected for K =,-2V, if Ein = +4V, and Eref '" -O.lV, then
Eo = -0.1 V·l0-4/-2 , or -lOY; if Ein = -4V, then
Eo = -0.1 V·1O-(-4)/-2 '" -lmV. The figure on the next page
shows, in condensed form, the outputs of P and N log amps,
connected for .antilogarithmic operation, with different K
values.
Antilog amplifiers are useful for applications requiring expansion of compressed data, linearization of transducers having
logarithmic outputs, analog function fitting or function generation, to obtain relationships or generate curves having voltage-programmable rates of growth or decay, and in analog
computing, for such functions as compound multiplication
and division of terms having differing exponents.

Eo (lOG)

v,.

j

K0 2

K=1

>--+~.oEo

755
-4

+4

-I---~--I---I--

t---4---I---+---+-- VIN
(LINEAR)
+15V

COM

~15V

TRIM Eos

b) Log/Antilog Amplifier Connected in the Exponential Mode

Antilog Operator Response Curves, Semilog Scale
Eo = EREF 10 VIN/-K
'

LOG-ANTILOG AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE
Considerable information regarding log- and antilog-amplifier
circuit design, performance, selection, and applications is to·
be found in the NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK!.
Several salient points will be covered h'ere. and specifications
will be defined.
A log/antilog amplifier consists of an operational amplifier
and an element with antilogarithmic transconductance (i.e.,
the voltage into the element produces a current that is an
exponential function of the voltage). As the figure shows, for
logarithmic operations, the input current, is applied at the opamp summing point, and the feedback circuit causes the amplifier output to produce whatever voltage is required to pro- ,
vide a feedback current that will exactly balance the input
current.
In antilog operation, the input voltage is applied directly to
the input of the antilog element, producing an exponential
input current to the op-amp circuit. The feedback'resistance
transduces it to an output voltage.
.'
766

".0-...;,.1--..........---1
(SUMMING
POINT)

+15V

>----f-=--oOUT

COM ~15V TRIM Eos

a) Log/Antilog Amplifier Connected in the Log Mode (K = 1)

1

Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, Analog Devices, Inc., 1974, 1976,

536pp, edited by D. H. Sheingold, $5.95; send check or complete
Master-<:harge data to P.O. Box 796. Norwood MA 02062

The wide range of log/exponential behavior is made possible
by the exponential current-voltage relationship of transistor
base-emitter junctions,
I = Ia(eqV IkT - 1) ~ IaeqV IkT

and V = (kT/q) In (I/Io)
where I is the collector current, 10 is the extrapolated current for V = 0, V is the base-emitter voltage, q/k (11605° KN)
is the ratio of charge of an electron to Boltzmann's constant,
and T is junction temperature kelvin. In log/antilog devices,
rwo matched transistors are connected so as to subtract the
junction voltages associated with the input and reference currents, making the ratio independent of la's variation with
temperature.

EN

(kT/q) In (lin/Io) - (kT/q) In (lref/lo)
= (kT/q) (In lin -In Iref). + (kT/q) (In 10 -In 10 )
= (kT/q) In (linlIref)

The temperature-dependence of gain is compensated for by a
resistive attenuator that uses a temperature-sensitive resistor
for compensation. The attenuator also produces amplification
of K to the specified nominal values, e.g., from the basic
59mV /decade (kT/q) In10 at room temperature) to
1y/decade.
Errors are introduced by the offset current of the amplifier,
and the offset voltage, for voltage inputs; by inaccuracy of the
reference current (or the effective reference voltage, for ,voltage inputs) in fixed-reference devices; and by inaccuracy of
setting K. Additional errors are introduced by drift of these
parameters with temperature. At any temperature, if these
parameters are nulled out, there remains a final irreducible difference berween the actual output and the theoretical output,
called log-conformity error, which is manifested as a "nonlinearity" of the input-output plot on semilog paper. Best log conformity is realized away from the extremities of the rated signal
range., For example,'log-conformity error of model 755 is ±1%
maximum, referred to the input, over the entire 6-decade range
from 1nA to 1mA; but it is only ±O.5% maximum over the 4decade range from lOnA to 100/lA. A plot of log conformity
error for model 759 is shown here.
Errors occurring at the input, and log-conformity errors, can
only be observed at the output, but it is useful to refer them to
the input (RTI). Equal percentage errors at the input, at whatLOG/ANTILOG AMPLIFIERS 5-5
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MOD~LS 759NIP ERROR LIMIT
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irTTI"lT""rT 'il'"
100nA

100,..A2OIJs,iA

"A

1mA

Log Conformity Error for Models 759N and 759P

ever input level, produce equal incremental errors at the output,for a given value of K. For eXainple, if K =I, and the RTI
log-conformity error is +1%, the magnitude of the output error
will be
Error = Actual output - ideal output
1Y·log (1.0fI/Iref) - IY·log (I/Iref)
1Y·log1,01 = 0.OO43Y = 4.3mV
If, in this exampl~, the input range happens to be 5 decades,
the corresponding output range will be 5 volts, and the 4.3mY
log-conformity error, as a percentage of total output range,
will be less than 0.1%, Because this ambiguity can prove.confusing to the user, it is important that a manufacturer specify
whether the error is referred to the input or the output. The
table below iridicates the conversion between RTI percentage
and output error-magnitudes, for various percent errors, and
various values of K.
LOG OUTPUT ERROR (mY)
%ERRORRTI
0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
10.0

K= 1Y
0.43
2.2
4.3
8.6
13.
17.
21.
41.

K=2Y
0.86
4.3
8.6
17.
26.
34.
42.
83.

K = (213)Y
0.28
1.4
2.9 5.7
8.6
11.
14.
28.

F or antilog operations, inpu t and output errors are interchanged.
To arrive at the total error, an error budget should be made up,
taking into account each of the error sources, and its contribution to the total error, over the temperature range of interest;
Dynamic response of log amps is a function of the inputlevel.
Small:.signal bandwidths of ac input signals biased at currents
above lILA tend to be roughly comparable. However, below
l~A, bandwidth tends to be in rough proportion to current
,level. Similarly, rise time depends on step magnitude and
direction - step changes in the direction of increasing current
are responded to more quickly than step decreases of current.
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DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS
Log·Conformitr Error When the parameters have been adjusted to compensate for offset, scale-factor,. and reference errors,
the log-conformity error is the deviation of the resulting function from a straight line on a semilog plot over the range of interest.
Offset Current (Ios) is the bias current of the amplifier, plus'
any stray leakage currents. This parameter can be a signifiCant
source of error when processing signals in the nanoampere region. Its contribution in antilog operation is negligible..
Offset Voltage (Eos) depends on the operational amplifier used
for the log operation. Its effect is that of a small voltage in series with the input resistor. For current-logging operations, with
high-impedance sources, its error contribution is negligible.
However, for voltage logging, it modifies the value -of Yin.
Though it can be adjusted to zero at room temperature, its
drift over the temperature range should be considered. In antilog operation, Eos appears at tl}e output as an essentially constant voltage; its percentage effect on error is greatest for small
outputs.
Reference Current (!ref) is the effective internally-generated
current-source output. to which all values of input current are
compared. !ref, toleranCe! appears as a dc offset at the output;
it can be adjusted towards zero by adjusting the referencec1irrent, adding a voltage, to the output by injecting a current into
the scale"factor attenuator, or simply by adding a constant bias
at the output's destination.
Reference Voltage (Eref) is the effective internally generated
voltage to which all input voltages are compared. It is related
to !ref by the equation: Eref = IrefRm, where Rin is the value of
input resistance. Typically, Iref is less stable than Rin; therefore, practically all the tolerance is due to I",f'
Scale Factor (K) is the voltage change at the output for a decade (Le., 10:1) change at the input, when connected in the
log mode. Error in scale factor is equivalent to a change in gain.
or slope .{Ofl~ semilog plot), and is SPecified in percent of the
nominal value.

1IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

6-Decade, High Accuracy
Log, Antilog Amplifiers

Complete Log/Antilog Amplifier
External Components Not Required;
Internal Reference; Temperature Compensated
6 Decades Current Operation - 1 nA to 1 mA
1/2% max Error - 10nA to 100/lA
1% max Error - 1 nA to 1 mA
4 Decades Voltage Operation - 1mV to 10V
1/2% max Error - 1mV to 1V
1% max Error - 1mV to 10V
APPLICATIONS
Log Current or Voltage
Antilog Voltage
Data Compression or Expansion
Absorbence Measurements
Computing Powers and Log Ratios
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 755 is a complete dc logarithmic amplifier consisting of
an accurate temperature compensated antilog element, and a
low bias current FET amplifier. In addition to offering l20dB
of current logging (InA to lmA) and BOdB of voltage logging
(lmV to lOY), the 755 features exceptionally low bias currents
of 10pA and l5/lV f C voltage drift to satisfy most wide range
applications. Conformance to ideal log operation is held to
±1% over its total 120dB current range (inA to 1mA), with
±O.5% conformity guaranteed over an BOdB range (IOnA to
100/lA). Two models are available, model 755N and model
755P. The N version computes the log of positive input signals
and the.P version computes the log of negative input signals.
Advanced design techniques and improved component selection are used to obtain exceptionally good performance.
For example, the use of monolithic devices greatly reduces the
influence of temperature variations. Offering both log apd antilog operation, model 755's price and performance are especially attractive as an alternative to in-house designs ot OEM applications. This log design also improves significantly over competitive designs in price, performance, and package size.
MAJORIMPROVEMENTSINI~

For most low level applications, the input bias current los, is
especially critical, since it is the major source of error when
processing low level currents. At 1 nA of input current there is
an error contribution of 1% for every lOpA of los. Recognizing
the importance of this parameter, bias current of model 755 is
maintained below 10pA.
APPLICATIONS
When connected in the current or voltage logging configuration, as shown in Figure 1, the model 755 may be used in
several key applications. A plot of input current versus output

voltage is also presented to illustrate the log amplifier's transfer characteristics.

+15V

COM

~15V

TRIM

·POSITIVE INPUT SIGNALS, AS SHOWN; USE MODEL 755N
NEGATIVE INPUT SIGNALS, USE MODEL 755P
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Figure 7. Functional Block Diagram af/d Transfer Function
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical

@ +25°C

and ±15 Vde unless otherwisa noted)

75SN(P

MODEL

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

TRANSFER F'UNCTIONS

Dimensions shown in inches and .(mm) •. ·

Current Mode _

t---'.61MA)(! •. 1)~

Voltage Mode

7..

1

Antilog- Mode

11:", ..•
1::'"

'-~--'rr-----Urr--:·~·2TOo.aMA)(

Q.040IA\1,OZ~

~41

TRANSFER FUNCTION PARAMETERS·
Scale Factor (K) Selectioos 1, 2
Error @ +~5°C
0

vs. Temperature (0 to +70 C)

Reference Voltage <EaEP)2
Error@ +2SoC
VI. Temperature (0 to +70o C)

Re~::rC~ ~u;;:~t·(lREF)2
vs. Tem~r~t~re (0 to +70oC)

2, I. 2/3 Volt/Decade
±1%

max

lmV to 1 V
lV to lev

,~

±3% max

±O.l%fCmax
IO~A

±3"% max
±o.l%fC rna"x-

LOG CONFORMITY ERROR
'sIG Range
EoIG' Range
InA to IOnA
IOnA to lOOIlA
lOO.uA to lrnA
InA to ImA

'

iO.04%JoC max
O.IV

R.T.O

(K-l)

±4.3mV max
±1% max
±O.S% max " ±2.l7mV max
±1% max
±4.3mV max
±4.,3mV max
±1% max

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
'Current, Signal Range
Model7SlN
Model711P
Max Safe Input Current
Bias Current@ +2S OC
vs. Temperature (0 to +700 q
Voltage Signal Range (Log Mode)
MOdel7SlN
Model·7SSP
Voltage Signal Range, Antilog Mode
Model7lSN, ?SSP
Offset Voltage@ +Z,"C (Adjustable to 0)
VI. Temperature (0 to +70°C)

vs. Supply Voltage

.

.... .•
~

TRIM

+ ."
7

''''''

COM

T ."
8OTTOMVIEW

ZV/DIC
1VIDEC

3

~

f

,

T

r
1.11 MAX

~ 1-°'~z~~IO

~OPtionaI100kn external trim pot - ADI PN79PR100k.
Input offset voltage may be adjusted to zero with trim pot
connected as shown. With trim terminal 9 left open, input offset
voltage will be :to.4mV maximum.

-t=lnA to +lmA min'

to

-InA
-lmA min
±lOmA max

MATING SOCKET ACI016

~~'I:~~oOgA max

TRANSFER CURVES

+lmV to +10V min

-lmV to -IOV min

-2';~';2
±400.uV max

±1Sllvfc max
tll~VI%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE,'Sinewayc
Small Signal Bandwidth, -3d8

'sIG
'sIC
'sIC
'sIG

-InA
- I~A
- IO~A
= ImA

80Hz
10kHz
40kHz
100kHz

RISE TIME
Increasing Inpu t Current
lOnA to lOOnA

lOOnAto lilA
I.uA to ImA
Decreasing Input Current
lmAto lilA

100,",5
7~s
4~s

IllAta IDOnA
IDOnA to IOnA

-1

MODEL 766N

+INPUT CURRENT

LOG Of CURRENT

2p.Vrms
2pArms
K- -2

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS'
Rated Output
Voltage
Current
Log Mode
Antilos:Mode
Resistance

MODEL 765P
- INPUT CURRENT

•

Plot of Output Voltage VB Input Current for Model 755
Conne,cted in the Log Mode

INPUT NOISE
Voltate, 10Hz to 10kHz
Current. 10Hz to 10kHz

.

±10V min

~ 14

I

±5mA
±4mA

O.SO

POWER SUPPLY'
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

CASE SIZE
I

±ISVd,

-1

±(12 to 18)Vdc:
±7mA

o to +70oC
_25°C to +8'oC
_55°C to +125°C

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"

Use tttminall for K .. IV/decadel tenninal2 for K. 2V/decade, terminals lor 2

(.tIorted topther) for K. 2/3V/decade.
'Specification is + for model 15SN; • for model ?SSP.
'No dam. due to any pin being shorted to sround.
4 Recommclldcd power supply. model 904, ±15V@:!:SOmAoutput.
Specifications lubJect to ~hanse without notict'.
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MODEL 156P
_INPUT VOLTS

-6
LOG OF VOLTAGE

MODEL 756N
+INPUT VOLTS

..

Plot of Output Voltage VB Input Voltage ·for Model 755
Connected in the Log Mode

:', "
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
Log operation is obtained by placing the antilog element in the
feedback loop of the op amp as shown in Figure 1. At the
summing junction, terminalS, the input signal current to be
processed is summed with the output current of the antilog
element. To attain a balance of these two currents, the op amp
provides the required output voltage to the antilog feedback
element. Under these conditions the ideal transfer equation
(K =1) is:
eOUT = IV loglo ISIG/IREF
The log is a mathematical operator which is defined only for
numbers, which are dimensionless. quantities. Since an input
current would have the dimensions of amperes it must be
referenced to another current, IREF' the ratio being dimensionless. For this purpose a temperature compensated reference of
101lA is generated internally.
The scale factor, K, is a multiplying constant. For a change in
input current of one decade (decade = ratio of 10: 1), the output changes by K volts. K may be selected as 1V or 2V by
connecting the output to pin 1 or 2, respectively. If the output
is connected to both pins 1 and 2, K will be 2/3V.
A graph of the ideal transfer function for model 755N is
presented in Figure 2, for one decade of operation. Although
specific values of iin and eout are presented for n = 1, other
values may be plotted by varying n.

(1-nIK 1.0V
VOLTS

0.9

O.S

n-toS10Io/IAEF

"-

0.7

0 .•
0.5

II

"-"\
IIIHIIIII.I

lo=largnt current in

dec.de of concern

"-

....... .-~

0.4
0.3

"- "\.
[\..

0.2
0.1
-.K
VOLTS

Ii

1",A
1.5
10n"IREF

5

I'

I'

6 7 8 9 10/JA
10"I REF

Figure 2. Input VS. Output for Any One Decade
of Operation

REFERRING ERRORS TO INPUT
A unique property of log amplifiers is that a de error of any
given amount at the output corresponds to a constant percent
of the input, regardless of input level. To illustrate this, consider the ou tpu t effects due to changing the input by 1%.
The output would be:
Coot

=1V logl 0

Cout

=IVlog lo ISIG/IREF

±1 V loglo 1.01

Initial Value

Change

(IsIG/IREF )(1.01) which is equivalent to:

"

The change in output, due to a 1% input change is a constant
value of ±4.3mV. Conversely, a dc error at the output of
±4.3mV is equivalent to a change at the input of 1%. An
abbreviated table is presented below for converting between
errors referred to output (R.T.O.), and errors referred to
input (R.T.I.).

Error R.T.1.
(N)
0.1%
0.5
1.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
10.0

TABLE 1
Error R.T.O.
K=2
K=1
0.43mV
2.17
4.32
12.84
17.03
21.19
41.39

0.86mV
4.34
8.64
25.68
34.06
42,38
82.78

K = 2/3
0.28mV
1.45
2.88
8.56
11.35
14.13
27.59

Table 1. Converting Output Error in mV to Input Error in %
NOTE:
Data may be interpolated with reasonable accuracy, for small errors by
adding various values of N and their corresponding R.T.O. terms. That
is, for N = 2.5% and K = 1, combine 2% and 0.5% terms to obtain
10.77mV.

SOURCES OF ERROR
When applying the model 755, a firm understanding of error
sources associated with log amplifiers is beneficial for achieving
maximum performance. The definitions, limitations and compensation techniques for errors specified on log amplifier~ will
be discussed here.
Log Conformity Error - Log conformity in logarithmic devices is a specification similar to linearity in linear devices. Log
conformity error is the difference between the value of the
transfer equation and the actual value which occurs at the output of the log module, after scale factor, reference and offset
errors are eliminated ortaken into account. For model 755, the
best linearity performance is obtained in the middle 4 decades
(lOnA to 100tlA). For this range, log conformity error is
.
±0.5% R.T.1. or 2.17mV R.T.O. To obtain optimum performance, the input data should be scaled to this range.
Offset Voltage (Eos) - The offset voltage, Eos ' of model 755
is the offset voltage of the internal FET amplifier. This voltage
appears as a small de offset voltage in series with the input
terminals. For current logging applications, its error contribution is negligible. However, for log voltage applications, best
performance is obtained by an offset trim adjustment.
Offset Current (los) - The offset current, los, of model 755
is the bias current of the internal FET amplifier. This parameter can be a significant source of error when processing signals in the nanoamp region. For this reason, los, for model
755, is held within a conservative 10pA max.
Reference Current (IREF) - IREF is the internally generated
current source to which all input currents. are compared. [REF
tolerance errors appear as a' de offset at the output. The specified value of [REF is ±3%, referred to the input, and, from
Table 1, corresponds to a dc offset of ±12.84mV, for K = 1.
This offset is independent of input signal and may be removed
by injecting a current into terminal 1 or 2.
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Referenc~ Voltage (EREF) - EREF is the effective internally
generated voltage to which all input voltages are compared.
It is related to IREF through the equation:
EREF =IREF x R in , where RiD. is an internal 10kn, precision
resistor. Virtually all tolerance in EREF is due to I REF . Consequently, variationsin IREF cause a shift in E REF .
Scale Factor (K) - Sc.ale factor is the voltage change at the
output for a decade (i.e., 10: 1) change at the input, when
connected in the log mode. Error in scale factor is equivalent.
to a change in gain, 'or slope, and is specified in per cent of the
nominal value. An external adjustment may be performed if
fine trimming is desired for improved accuracy ..

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS FOR WG
OPERATION (OPTIONAL)
Trimming Eos - The amplifier's offset voltage, Eos' may be
trimmed for improved accuracy with the model 755 connected
in its log circuit. To accomplish this, a 100kn, 10 turn pot is
connected as shown in Figure 3, and the input terminal, pin 4,
is connected to ground. Under these· conditions the output
. voltage is:
.
eout = -K IOg10 Eos/EREF
To obtain an offset voltage of 100llVor less, for K = I, the trim
pot should be adjusted until the.output voltage is between +3
and +4 volts for model 755N, and -3 to -4\' for model 755P.
For other values of K, the trim pot should be adjusted for an
output of eout '" 3 x K to 4 x K where K is. the scale factor.

ANTILOG OPERATION
The model 755 may be: used to' develop the antilog of the
input voltage when connected as shown in Figure 4. The antilQg
transfer function (an exponential), is:
eout =EREF lO~ein/K

Figure 4. Functional Block Diagram

, Principle of Operation - The antilog element converts the
voltage input, appearing at terminal 1 or 2, to a current which
is proportional to the antilog of the applied voltage. The
current-to-voltage conversion is then completed by the feedback resistor in a closed-loop op amp circuit.
A more complete expression for the antilog function is:
eout

=EREF

10-ein /K + Eos

The terms K, Eos' and EREF are those described previously
in the LOG section.
Offset Voltage (Eos) Adjustment- Although offset voltage
of the antilog circuit may be balanced by connecting it in the
log mode, and using the technique described previously, it may
be more advantageous to use the circuit of Figure 5. In this
configuration, offset voltage is equal to eout/lOO. Adjust for
the desired null, using the lOOk trim pot. After adjusting, turn
power off, remove the external lOOn resistor, and the jumper
from pin 1 to +15V. For 755P, use the same procedure but
connect pin 1 to -l5V.

Figure 3. Trimming EOS in Log Mode

REFERENCE CURRENT OR REFERENCE VOLTAGE
The reference current or voltage of model 755 may be shifted
by injecting a constant current into the unused scale factor
terminal (pin 1 or pin 2). Each 661lAof currentinjected will
shift the reference one decade, in accordance with the
expression: II = 661lA log lOllA/IREF' where II = current to
be injected and IREF = the desired reference current.
By changing IREF , there is a corres.ponding change in EREF
since, EREF = IREF x Rin' An alternate method for rescaling
EREF is to connect an external R in , 'at the. lin terminal (pin 5)
to supplant the 10kn supplied internally (leaving it unconnected). The expression for EREF is tl)en, EREF = R in IREF .
Care must be taken to choose Rin such that (ein max)/R in
E;;lmA.
Scale Factor (K) Adjustment - Scale factor may be increased
from its nominal value by inserting a series resistor between
the output terminal, pin 3, and either terminal 1 or 2. The
table below should be consulted when making these scale
factor changes.
TABLE 2
Range of K Connect Series
Value of R
Note
R to Pin
2I3V to 1.01V
1
lSkSl x (K:" 213) use pins 1. 2
lSkSl x (K - 1)
use pin 1
1.01 V to 2.02V
1
>Z.02V
2
lSkSl x (K - 2)
use pin 2
Table 2. Resistor Selection Chart for Shifting Scale Factor
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Figure 5. Trimming EOS in Antilog Mode

Reference Voltage (EREF) Adjustment - In antilog operation,
the voltage reference appears as a.multiplying constant. EREF
adjustment may be accomplished by connecting a resistor, R,
from pin 5 to pin 3, in place of the internal10kn. The value
of R is determined by:
R = EREF desired/10- s A
Scale Factor (K) Adjustment - The scale factor may be adjusted for all values of K greater than 2/3V by the techniques
described in the log section. If a value of K, less than 2/3V is
desired for a given application, an external op amp would be
required as shown in Figure 6. The ratio of the two resistors is
approximately:
RlIRG = (11K -1) where K = desired 'scale factor

Figure 6. Method for Adjusting K< 2/3 V

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
~.

6-Decade, High. Accuracy
Log Ratio Module
MaDit IB1M, 1BIB

FEATURES
6 Decade Operation - 1 nA to 1 mA
1/2% Log Conformity -10nA to 100llA
Symmetrical FET Inputs
Voltage or Current Operation
Temperature Compensated
Antilog Operation
APPLICATIONS
Absorbence Measurements
Log/Antilog Ratios of Voltages or Currents
Data Compression
Transducer Linearization

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 757 is a complete, temperature compensated, dc-coupled
log ratio module. It is comprised of two input channels for
processing signals spanning up to 6 decades in dynamic range
(lnA to lmA). By virtue of its symmetrical FET input stages,
the 757 can accommodate this 6 decade signal range at either
channel. Log conformity is maintained to within 112% over 4
decades of input (lOnA to lOOIlA) and to within 1 % over the
full input range. Unlike other log ratio designs, model 757
does not restrict the relative magnitude of the two signal inputs
to achieve rated performance. Either input can be operated
within the specified range regardless of the signal level at the
other channel.
The model 757 log-ratio module design makes available both
input amplifier summing junctions. As a result, it can directly
interface with photo diodes operating in the short-circuit current mode without the need of additional input circuitry.
The excellent performance of model 757 can be further improved by means of external scale factor and output offset
adjustments. A significant feature of model 757 not found
on competing devices is that, when the offset adjustment is
used to establish a fixed bias at the output, the output offset
level does not vary as a function of input signal magnitude. On
other designs, the sensitivity of output offset to input levels
results in output effects resembling log conformity errors.
Model 757 can operate with either current or voltage inputs.
Its excellent performance makes it ideally suited for log ratio
applications such as blood analysis, chromatography, chemical
analysis of liquids and absorbence measurements.

r--------------------,
'·SIG'
I

I
I

',o---,\Mr-(5)-ic---J
iSIG

IIW/DEC

",.!1

.---'VVY--+{'

R,

R2

*POSITIVE INPUT CURRENTS (AS SHOWN), USE
MODel 757N. NEGATIVE INPUT CURRENTS,
USE MODEL 757P.

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram of Model 757

CURRENT LOG RATIO
Current log ratio is accomplished by model 757 when two currents, ISIG and IREP, are applied directly to the input terminals
(see Figure 1). The two log amps process these signals providing
voltages which are proportional to the log of their respective
inputs. These voltages are then subtracted and applied to an
output amplifier. The scale factor, when connected as shown,
is IV/dec. However, higher scale factors may be achieved by
connecting external scale factor adjusting resistors. (See section
on optional adjustments and trims.)
VOLTAGE LOG RATIO
The principle of operation for voltage log ratio is identical to
that of current log ratio after the voltage signal has been converted to a current. To accomplish this conversion, an external
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @;25°Cand Vs =±15V dc unless otherwise noted)
7S7Jo1/P

MODEL
TRANSFER'FUNCTION
Current Mpde

I

OUTLINE DIME'NSIONS

eo = ~K loglO

Dimensions shown iii inches' and (rilm).

!~~F

\ - - - 1 , 6 1 (38,11

LI

Voltage Mode
ACCURACY
Log Confohnity 2
ISIG.IREF = tOpA to 100llA
ISIG. -lRItF' =,~I)A to ImA

±'O.5%, max
±1%,

max

(+0, -2%)max
±O.04%tC max

Scale Fa'Ctor (1 VIDee)
~. Temp~at\lre ('0 to +1U°C)

-r+- - -

I ui~1

0

o

--1!--

0,20 TO 0,25
15,1 TO 6,41

INPl,1T SP~CIFICATIONS '-,'Both Input Channel.
c.urrent

MAX~ ~

T
0,04 11.11

T

Signal Range. R~ted Perfor~ance
Model 757N
'Moder'iS7p

+lnA to !+lmA
-lnA't(>·lmA
±10mA

'

Max Safe
Bias Current,@ +2SoC.

~~~~~oQc

VS. Temperature (O.'io.+70?C)
Oifset Voltage,@ +2S·C
·w. Temperature ('0 to +70oC)

±lmV"max

ISIG Chan"nel

±25livlc max

(REF Channel
v., Supply Valtage

±8Sp,V/oC max
±5jlV/%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE, Sinew.ve
Sinall Signal Re.pan.e ('3dB)
Sign~l Channel .
ISIG = InA
ISIG = lilA
ISIG = IOOIlA

ISIG

~~I~< ;>-9
-v, a
COM

7

+v,

6

R; ,

+ 'pUT
OFF

2

AbJ

_;;1EC

1

BOTIOM VIEW

II

.

0,1 (2,61 GRIO--.,

300Hz

25kHz
50kHz

1.61
138,
11

1

r---

Mating Socket ACI048

Reference Channel
lREF = InA
IRE" = IjlA
IREF = lOOjlA

.i

4

3kHz
25kHz
50kHz

TRANSFER CURVES
10

RISE TIME
Increasing Input Current
InA to lOnA
10nA ta 100nA
100nA to IjlA
IjlA to 100jlA
Decreasing Input Current
100jlA to I"A
IjlA to 100nA
100nA to IOnA
lOnA to lnA

30".

Reference Channel
(lsIG'IOIlA)
80l-ts
40jl5
30jl'

2S~s

25~s

Signal' Channel
(IRE.' 10jlA)
250jl'

INPUT NOISE
Valtage (10Hz ta 10kHz)
Current (lOHz to 10kHz)

lOllS '

25jl'
30~s

100jl'
600jl'
3ttVrms
O.lpArms

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Rated Output
Voltage
Current
Log Mode
Antilog Mode
Resistance
Offset Voltage3 (K = 1V/Decade)
VI. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
y" Supply

±5mA, min
±4mA,min
0,1Il
±10mV max
±O.3mV/oC
±5jlVIV

POWER SUPPL y4
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent

±HV de
±(12 ta 18)V de
±8mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage
MECHANICAL
Case Size
Mating Socket
Weight

MODEL 757P
151G INPl.)T

..

-10

MODEL 757N
ISIG INPUT

..

±10V min

Log mode output voltage VI. hiput current for
IREF = 10~A. For voltage input calculate ISIG
as.,/R, Is.e Figure 1),

* + FOR 767N

o to +70°C

- FOR 767P

_25°C [0 +85°C
-5SoC to +12SoC

Figure 2. Scale Factor Adjustment

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"

"SEE SCALE FACTOR-OPTIONAl.
ADJUSTMENT AND TRIMS

ACI048
21 grams

For mode17S7N, K '" +IV/Decade and input currents must be positive. pOor -- ..
model 757P, K = -1 VIDecade and input currents must be negative. (Input currents are defined as positive when flowing into the input tcrminals, 4 and 5.
Refer ta TRANSFER CURVES,)
~ The log conformity error is referred to input (RTI). 1% error RTI is equivalent
to 4.3mV of error at the output for Kat 1 V/Oec.
3 Externally adjustable to zero.
4 Recommended power supply: Analog Devices model 904, ±l·SV @ SOmA.
Specifications subject to change witho~t notice.

I

ROO

757

• + FOR 757N
~

FOR 757P

OUTPU:r OFFSET ADJUST RANGE "'

-15V

20kn

As"" 3H2

Figure 3. Output Voltage Offset Adjustments
~12
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±I~)

resistor is attached from the voltage signal to the appropriate
input current terminal of the'757. Input currents are then
determined by:

OPTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS AND TRIMS
Scale Factor - A one volt per decade scale factor is available
when pin I is tied to 3 and pin 7 is connected to 9. Higher
scale factors are possible by using a potentiometer. RI.
between pins I and 3 and a resistor. R2. between pins 7 to 9
as shown in Figure 2. The value of the required resistor is
(lSkn) (K-l) where K is the desired scale factor. The approximate potentiometer value is also (15kn) (K-I). The scale factor
adjustment procedure is follows:

as

1. Connect the appropriate value of resistor between pins

Figure 4 shows the log conformity performance of model 757
over a 6 decade input range. Log conformity for each channel
does not vary noticeably as the current is varied in the other
channel.
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 5 shows a plot of small signal response (-3dB) as a function of input signal current. The graph demonstrates the frequency response performance for each input channel over the
range of InA to ImA. independent of current on the other
channel.
As shown in the graph. the reference channel is faster than the
signal channel at low input levels. If an application requires
higher speed in the input signal channel than in the reference
channel. then the channels can be interchanged with a resulting
polarity reversal of the output signal

7 and 9.

ISIG
IREF
(log - = log ISIG -log IREF = -log --).
IREF
'
ISIG

= lilA. ISIG ,; 101lA. Measure eo.
Set IREF = lilA. ISIG = IOO,uA. Adjust Rl until the

2. Set IREF
3.

100k

difference in eo corresponding to steps 2 and 3 is K volts.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the change in eo = K volts.

-

k

Oumut Voltage Offset - Output voltage offset must be adjusted
after the desired scale factor is established as indicated above.
To adjust the offset. inject equal de input currents into the
reference and signal channels. The value of the inpu~ currents
should approximate ,the average input current levels expected
to be encouQtered in normal operation. Adjust the potentiometer shown in Figure 3 until the output voltage is zero.
INTERCHANGEABILITY WITH MODEL 756
Model 757 is a'£unctional. pin compatible replacement for
model 756 in applications that do not require extemal trims.
The user need only short pin 7 to pin 9 in order to establish
a scale factor of IV/decade. In applications requiring external adjustments. the scale factor and offset trims should be
configured to the model 757 requirements as outlined above.
WG CONFORMITY

Log conformity in logarithmic devices is a specification similar
to linearity in linear devices. Log conformity error is the difference between the theoretical value of the log of a ratio and the
actual value that appears at the output of the log-ratio module
after scale factor errors have been eliminated. Measurement of
this error is made after initially zeroing the module at unityratio and adjusting the desired scale factor.
~""""""'"

.

,

757N/P

ERRl

LIMIT

r-'DnA

'"A

~

~

-

""

VSIG.CHAN.

/

0.1 k
InA

'OnA

1~A

100nA

10jJ.A

ImA

INPUT CURRENT

Figure 5. Small Signal Bandwidth (-3dB) vs. Input Signal Level

OUTPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT
The curves of Figure 6 illustrate the output offset voltage
changes over the operating temperature range of 0 to +70o C.
at K = I V /decade. Since output offset voltage changes are
minimum at +2S o C. best accuracy operation is obtained over
the range of +25°C ±20°C.
+30

>

T

+20

'"
~

+10

k"' lV{DECADE

oJ

!$

ii';
~5

-20
-30

TEMPERATURE _

/
10DnA

k

REF. CHAN.".".

100$.lA

ac

Figure 6. Output Offset Voltage vs. Temperature
ImA

INPUT CURRENT

Figure 4. Log Conformity Error for Model 757. Curve is for
Either Input Channel with Current Held Constant at 101lA
On Other Channel.

ANTILOG OPERATION
The antilogarithm is the inverse of the logarithm. It is by definition,the exponential in which the logarithmic base (B) is
raised to a power (Y). That is.
X =log- 18 (Y)

=BY
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The model 757 log ratio module with the transfer function
ESIG
Eo =-K 10glO - - (Rl =R2)
EREF
- can be connected as shown in Figure 7 to compute
Eo"; EREF x 10(ES IG /-K)
10k

.---------'1 W/DEC
757
10k

4
IREF

OUT~----<~.()eo·.R."110"NIKI
COM

K .. 1VOLT/OEC

.¢,

+ FOR MODEL 751N
M

FOR MODEL 757P

Figure 7. Model 757 Antilog Connection

Thus, when K =1, the log ratio operation provides an output
of 1 volt per decade of input ratio, while the antilog mode
yields an output that changes 1 decade per volt of input.
In antilog operation, EREF is the normalized value of the exponential and each volt of increase of the input multiplies EREF
by an additional factor of 10.

transmitted through space and through a medium that absorbs
light. The absorbence of the medium is given by the formula
A =log ISIGNAL
IREFERENCE.
where ISIGNAL and IREFERENCE are the currents representing
thdight intensities.
The transducers used in this application are photodiodes, which
provide a short-circuit current proportional to the intensity of
applied light. The lowest value of absorbence is determined by
the value of IREF, since when ISIG =IREF, A =O. The output of the log-ratio module is externally trimmed to IV/decade
a.nd applied to the input of a 3'n-digit DPM through the scaling
network R1 and R2.
.
Model 757 was chosen for this design because it makes available both amplifier summing junctions. When the photodiodes
are connected to the summing junctions, they are operated in
the short-circuit mode, that is, with zero volts across the diodes.
Short-circuit loading is necessary, because accuracy of the
photodiodes can be degraded several percent when operated
with as little as 100mV across the diode junction.
ATTENUATOR TO
"SIGNAL"
PHOTOOIODE

3

Exponential devices can be used when:

757N

LOG RATIO
<

1. Compound multiplications involving roots and powers
are performed.

2. Devices with logarithmic responses must be linearized.
3. Function fitting and generation is required tll obtain
relationships or generate curves having voltage-programmabie rates, of growth or decay. (e.g. if ESIG is a ramp,
Eo will be a widely varying exponential function of time
that can be further modified by varying EREF andK).
APPLICATIONS
Data Compression - Processing signals with wide dynamic
range is a common problem in instrumentation and data. transmission. For exam!>le, digitizing an analog signal with a range.
of 10nA to 100M with 1% accuracy requires a 20 bit AID converter. (Required resolution = 1/100 x 1110,000 =11106 2!!
112 20 ).
By using the 757 with IREF adjusted to lOnA and K set for
5/4 V/decade, the input data can be compressed into a 5 volt
output range. For a 1% resolution of any signal, the allowllble
output error is 4.32mV x K. Log conformity contributes
2.17mV x K (0.5%) over this range. The remaining error with
K =5/4 is 2.69mV and should correspond to less than the LSB
of the converter. With a 5 volt output range 2.69mV corresponds just over the LSB of an II-bit converter. Thus the 757
module can compress the data for use with a 12 bit AID (such
as Analog Devices ADC-12QZ) to obtain the desired 1%
resolution.
Absorbence Measurements :- Critical properties of materials,
which are of particular interest in the fields of chemistry,
medicine, spectrometry and pollution control are characterized
by absorbence, The relationship between absor:bence, A, and
light intensity, I, is: A = log Io/IT where 10 = intensity of incident light, and IT =intensity of transmitted light.
Figure 8 shows the 757 log-ratio module used in such a photometer application. Two inputs represent the intensities of light
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eo=-Iog

MODULE

1

lAw...

OPM LEVEL

Ile,g,,200mV F.S,)

'REF

MODEL
AD2009
3'h-DIGIT
DPM

"REFERENce"
PHQTOOIQOE

Figure 8. Model 757N Applied to Absorbance Measurements

INTERCONNECTION GUIDELINES
ModeJ 757 is a complete log ratio module that requires no
additional frequency compensation for proper operation.
Input Capacitance - Model 757 is able to operate with 1000pF
at both input terminals. Th,erefore, the757 can be used in applications requiring long cable lengths between the module
and the signal transducers ..
Input-to-ouqmt Capacitance - When using a log ratio module
the user should take care in system configurations to avoid
excessive stray capacitance between input and output terminals.
Such precautions include avoiding running input and output
signallines close together. If long canle runs are required where
inputs and output are closely bundled together, it is advisable
to enclose the inputs andlor output in separate, grounded electrostatic shields. By observing simple rules of good circuit
layout, problems with oscillations that may result from excessive input-to-output capacitance can easily be avoided. Model
757 can accommodate up to lS0pF of input-to-output
'
capacitance without oscillation.
Leakage Resistance - Since model 757 can operate at extremely
low input current levels, precautions must be taken to prevent
current leakage into the input terminals. Such leakage can
cause errors when small input or reference currents are used.
This problem may arise on printed circuit layouts if the inputs
are run too close to the power supply busses. Providing an
etched guard around thdnput lines, connected to analog signal ground will also reduce unwanted current leakage.

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES

Economy, Wideband
log/AntilQg Amplifiers

Low-Cost. Complete Log/Antilog Amplifier
External Components Not Required;
Internal Reference; Temperature Compensated
Small Size: 1.1" x 1.1" x 0.4"
Fast Response: 200kHz Bandwidth IISIG = 11lAI
6 Decades Current Operation -1nA to 1mA
1% max Error -. 20nA to 200llA
2% max Error - 10nA to 1mA
4 Decades Voltages Operation - 1mV to 10V
1% max Error - 1mV to 2V
2% max Error - 1mV to 10V
Log Current or Voltege
Antilog Voltage
Data Compression or Expansion

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 759N and 759P are low coSt, fast response, dc
logarithmic amplifiers offering 1% conformance to ideal log
operation over four decades of current operation - ZOnA to
ZOOIlA, as well as Z% conformance over four decades of voltage operation - lmV to lOY. Featuring ZOOkHz bandwidth at
ISIG = lilA, these new economy designs are the industry's
fastest log/antilog amplifiers and offer an attractive alternative
to in-house designs.
Designed for ease of use, models 759N/P are complete, temperature ~ompe~sated,,,log or antilog amplifiers packaged in a
small 1.1 x 1.1 x 0.4 epoxy encapsulated module. External
components are not required for logging currents over the complete six decade operating range from InA to lmA. Both the
scale factor (K = Z, 1, 213 volt/decade) and log/antilog operation can be selected by simple pin interconnection. In addition
both the internal lOIlA reference current as well as the offset
voltage may be externally adjusted to improve overall accuracy
performance.
MODEL SELECTION
Model 759N computes the I~g of positive input signals (voltage
or current), while model 759P computes the log of negative input signals (voltage or current). In the antilog modeof operation,
both models accept bipolar voltage input signals (-ZV';;;;EsIG/
K';;;;ZV), with model 7 S9N producing a positive output signal
and model 759P producing a negative output signal.

suited for log applications whenever low cost implementation
of logarithmic natural relationships is advantages. Examples
are absorbence measurements, data compression and expansion, chemical analysis of liquids, computing powers, roots and
ratios and conversion of exponential quantities to .linear form.

+15V

COM

-15V

TRIM

'POSITIVE INPUT SIGNALS. AS SHOWN; USE MODEL 759N
NEGATIVE INPUT SIGNALS. USE MODEL 759P

10

K:2

r'\
K-l

[\

K:~ t-.... l'\ ~O~5
I

f=:=

10-9 10-8 10-7 10-6

~ =:::::

-6
MODEL 759N

APPLICATIONS
Model 7S9N and 759P can operate with either current or voltage inputs when connected as shown in Figure 1. To illustrate
the logarithmic transfer characteristics, a plot of input current
versus output voltage is also presented. Model 759 is ideally

-8
-10

10M4 1()""3

"

..

+ INPUT CURRENT lAMPS). LOG SCALE

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram and Transfer Function
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SPECIFICATIONS

)typieal

@+~5°C and Vs =±15V de unless otherwise noted)
OUTLlN~

7S9N/P
TRANSFER!iUNCTIONS

Curtent ~()de

. , :~ = -K!?8,0 IsIC ,

Voltage Mode

. "0 = -Klog

~

r ,·

IREF

.

n. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
Referenc~ Volt:ge (~EF)l
Error@ +25 C
'IS, Temperature{O to +70 0 C)
Reference Cu~nt (IREF)'1 .
Error@+25 C
,
VS. Temperature (0 to +70oC)' .

20nA to 2001lA
lOnA.ro ImA.
InA to IOnA

£gIG R.n~
lmV ~IJ 2V
ImVto IOV

1'0.0)

0.04DI~I'.02J

15Tr-

2, 1, 2/3 Volt/Decade

max
±o.o4%f C max

a.IV
,±4%

max

!t.T.1.
±l% max
±2% max
±5%

1

ISIG 5

±o.OS%/c
JOjtA
±3%max
iO.OS%tc

9 TRIM

[

.EsIG 4
8 -16

R.T.O. (K- I)
±4.3mV max

7 COM

2VIDEC 2

'OPTION AL
T RIM

6 +15
tV/DEC 1

:!:8.64mV max
±21mV-

+ InA to + ImA min
-InA to -lmA min
±lOmA max

~~./:~~~~PA max

Voleage Signal Range

1.13 MAX

lOUT 3

,

BOTTOM VIEW

Current Signal Ran'ge

Model 759N
Model7S9P
Offsct Voltage@ +25°C (Adjustable to 0)
'IS. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
VI. Supply Voltage

0.4'MAX

. .

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Model7S9N
Model7S9P
Max Safe Input Curfent
Bias Cutrent@ +25°C
'IS, Temperature (0 to +700 C)

.

±1%

LOG CONFORMITY ERROR

IsIC Range

~28.71----:1

L""
0.2 TO 0.25

TRANSFER FUNCTION PARAMETERS
Scale Factor (K) Selections l , 1
Error@+25°C
.

ri]
13 .MAX

1o ~
EaEF

eO = EREFlO"t ~ ).

Antilog Mode

'DIMENSIONS

Dimensions shown in inches' and (mm).

I

--1

I--

J

0.1 GRID

12.5) .

WEIGHT: 10 GRAMS
MATING SOCKET AC1016
I Optionall00kfl external trim pot. Input offset voltage may' be
adjusted to zero with trim pot connected as shown. With trim terminal
9 left open. input offset voltage will be ±2mV maximum.'

+tmV to +lOV mm

-lroV to -lOV min
±2mV max
±'10~V/oC

TRANSFER CURVES

±IS~V/%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE. S·inewave
Small Signal Bandwidth. -3dB
IsIG .. InA

IsIG - IOnA
IsIG - IOOnA

IoIG" I~A
IsIG • IO~A
IsIG' IOOjtA
IoIG ·lmA
RISE TIME
Increasing Input Current
IOnA to IDOnA
IDOnA to l~A
I~Ato

IOOjtA
lOO~Ato ImA
Decreasing Input Current
lmAto

100~A

IOOjtAto

I~A

l~A

to IDOnA
lOOnA to 1DnA

INPUT NOISE
Voltage, 10Hz to 10kHz
Current, 10Hz to 10kHz·
OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS'
Rated Output
Voltage

250Hz
1.8kHz
25kHZ
200kHz
300kHz
300kHz
300kHz

20~s
3~s
2.S~s

2.5~s
3~.
!~s

IOjts
80jts

10000Vrms

IOpA,rm.

•

MODEL 7S9P
-INPUT CURRENT

·'0

MODEL 769N

+INPUT CURRENT

LOG OF CURRENT

•

Plot of Output Voltage vs Input Current for Model 759
Connected in the Log Mode

±"10Vmin

Current

Log Mode

tSmA

Antilog Mode
Resistance

t4mA

POWER SUPPLY'
Rated Performance
Operating
Current, Quiescent
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating

Storae;e
CASE SIZE

O.sn

±'JVde
±(12 to 18)V de
±4mA

-,

o to +70c C
_25°C to +SSoC
-SSoC to +12SoC

-2

-3

1.1-25" x 1.·125" x 0.4"

Use terminal 1 for K .1V/decade~terminal 2 for K .. 2V/dccad(' I terminals 1 and 2
(shorted together) for K. 213V/decade.
il + for model 159N;'- for mo·deI159P.
3 No dlUT.lagt' due to any pin being shorted to Found.
4 Recommended power supply. model 904. t 15V (Ill ±SOmA output.

-0

I

~Speclfication

Specifi('a~ons SUbject to ch~ without notice.

..

MODEL 759f'
-INPUT VOL T5

-5

MODEL 759N
-+INPUT VOL T5

..

LOG OF VOLTAGE

Plot of Output Voltage vs Input Voltage for Model 759
Connected in the Log Mode
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERA nON
Log operation is obtained by placing the antilog element in the
feedback loop of the op amp as shown in Figure 1. At the
summing junction, terminal 5, the input signal current to be
processed is summed with the output current of the antilog
element. To attain a balance of these two currents, the op amp
provides the required output voltage to the antilog feedback
element. Under these conditions the ideal transfer equation
(K = 1) is:

The log is a mathematical operator which is defined only for
numbers, which are dimensionless quantities. Since an input
current would have the dimensions of amperes it must be
referenced to another current, IREF' the ratio being dimensionless. For this purpose a temperature compensated reference of
10JlA is generated internally.
The scale factor, K, is a multiplying constant. For a change in
input current of one decade (decade = ratio of-10: I), the output changes by K volts. K may be selected as IV or 2V by connecting the output to pin lor 2, respectively. If the output is
connected to both pins 1 and 2, K will be 2/3V.
REFERRING ERRORS TO INPUT
A unique property of log amplifiers is that a dc error of any
given amount at the output corresponds to a constant percent
of the input, regardless of input level. To illustrate this, consider the output effects due to changing the input by 1%.
The output would be:

= IV 10glO (lsIG/IREF)(1.01) which is equivalent to:
!:oUT = IV 10glO (ISIG"REF)
±lV 10glO (1.01)
eO UT

\

....

'

\.

Initial Value

y

I

Change

The change in output, due to a 1% input change is a constant
value of ±4.3mV. C.;mversely, a de error at the output of
±4.3mV is equivalent to a change at the input of 1%. An abbreviated table is presented below for converting between errors
referred to output (R.T.D.), and errors referred to input (R.T.I.).
ERROR R.T.O.
ERROR R.T.I.
0.1%
0.5
1.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
10.0

=2/3

K=l

K=2

K

0.43mV
2.17
4.32
12.84
17.03
21.19
41.39

0.86mV
4.34
8.64
25.68
34.06
42.38
82.78

0.28mV
1.45
2.88
8.56
11.35
14.13
27.59

Table 1. Converting Output Error in m V to Input Error
in 'J6

SOURCES OF ERROR
Log Conformity Error - Log conformity in logarithmic devices is a specification similar to linearity in linear devices. Log
conformity error is the difference between the value of the
transfer equation and the actual value which occurs at the outpu t of the log module, after scale factor, reference and offset
errors are eliminated or taken into account. Figure 2 below
illustrates the log conformity performance of model 75 9 over
a 6 decade input range. The best linearity performance is obtained in the 5 decades from lOnA to 1mA. To obtain optimum performance, the input data should be scaled to this
range.

.
I
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lOr-.-"~~-'-rnr-r-r,,.-'-'-rrr-'--rTTr-r~-rn

~

~i :~+-+44+~~-+j+--r-++++-+-~H1~--rttr-+-+-rH
> S

il
~~

u.9~
~

1;'

~

:~+-~~-1~-+H--r-++++-+-~~~--~+r.-+-+-rH
4~~+i~-1~-+H--+·-+++-~+-~H4~--~i+-+-+-rH
~+-'Nc++=!~-tiMaDEls 7S9N/P

o ~-+-i"H..
.......
"'+"" '" "
'oA

lOnA 20nA

ERROR LIMIT

H-l-l--H-t+--f"""F'I"I'l

T''''[''''TTr!,,'''T'''TTTi'''''"

100nA

100,uA 200jlA

1mA

Figure 2. Log Conformity Error for Models 759N and 759P

Offset Voltage - The offset voltage, Eos ' of model 759 is the
offset voltage of the internal FET amplifier. This voltage
appears as a small de offset voltage in series with the input
terminals. For current logging applications, its error contribution is negligible. However, for log voltage applications,-best
performance is obtained by an offset trim adjustment.
Bias Current - The bias current of model 759 is the bias current of the internal FET amplifier. This parameter can be a
significanf source of error when processing signals in the nanoamp region. For this reason, the bias current for model 759 is
200pA, maximum.
Reference Current - IREF is the internally generated current
source to which all input currents are compared. IREF tolerance errors appear as a dc offset at the output. The specified
value of IREF is ±3% referred to the input, and, from Table 1,
corresponds to a de offset of ±12.84mV for K = 1. This offset
is independent of input signal and may be removed by injecting a current into terminal 1 or 2.
Reference Voltage - EREF is the effective internally generated
voltage to which all input voltages are compared. It is related
to [REF through the equation:
~EF =[REF x RIN , where RIN is an internallOkf2, precision
resistor. Virtually all tolerance in ~EF is due to IREF . Consequently, variations in lREF cause a shift in ~EF.
Scale Factor - Scale factor is the voltage change at the output
for a decade (I.e., 10: 1) change at the input, when connected
in the log mode. Error in scale factor is equivalent to a change
in gain, or slope, and is specified in per cent of the nominal
value. An external adjustment may be performed if fine trimming is desired for improved accuracy.
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OPTIONAL EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS FOR LOG
OPERATION
Trimming EOS - The amplifier's offset voltage, Bas' may be
trimmed for improved accuracy with the model 759 connected
in its log circuit. To accomplish this, a 100k11, 10 turn pot is
connected as shown in Figure 3. The input terminal, Pin 4, is
connected to ground. Under these conditions the output voltage is:
+15

-15

COM

TRIM

Figure 4. Functional Block Diagram

To obtain an offset voltage of 100/-LV or less, for K = I, the trim
pot should be adju!ited until the output voltage is between + 3
and +4 volts for mode1759N, and -3 to -4V for model 759P.
For other values of K, the trim pot should be adjusted for an
output of eOUT = 3 x K to 4 x K where K is the scale factor.

Principle of Operation - The antilog element converts the
voltage input, appearing at terminal 1 or 2, to a current which
is proportional to the antilog of the applied voltage. The current-to-voltage conversion is then completed by the feedback
resistor in a closed-loop op amp circuit.
A more complete expression for the antilog function is:
CoUT

Figure 3. Trimming EOS in Log Mode

Reference Current or Reference Voltage -'The reference current or voltage of model 759 may be shifted by injecting a
constant current into the unused scale factor terminal (Pin 1
or Pin 2). Each 330/-LA of current injected will shift the ref·
erence one decade, in accordance with the expression: II =
330/-LA log 10/-LA/IREF , where II = current to be injected and
IREF = the desired reference culTent.
By changing IREF' there is a corresponding change in EREF
since, ~EF = IREF x RIN . An alternate method for rescaling
~EF is to connect an external RIN , at the lIN terminal (Pin 5)
to supplant the 10k11 supplied internally (leaving it uncon,
nected). The expression for ~EF is then, ~EF =RIN IREF ·
Care must be taken to choose RIN such that (CsIG max)/RIN
";;lmA.
Scale Factor (K) Adjustment - Scale factor may be increased
from its nominal value by inserting a series resistor between
the output terminal, Pin 3, and either terminal 1 or 2. The
table below should be consulted when making these scale
factor changes.
RANGEOFK

CONNECT
SERIES
R TO PIN

2/3V to ,1.01 V
1.01 V to 2.02V
>2.02V

2

VALUEOFR

=EREF

10-eIN/K + Bas

The terms K, Bas' and EREF are those described previously in
the LOG section.
Offset Voltage (EOS) Adjustment - Although offset voltage
of the antilog circuit may be balanced by connecting it in the
log mode, and using the technique described previously, it may
be more advantageo\.ls to use the circuit of Figure 5. In this
configuration, offset voltage is equal to CoUT/100. Adjust for
the desired null, using the lOOk trim pot. After adjusting, turn
power off, remove the external 10011 resistor, and the jumper
from Pin 1 to +15V. For 759P use the same procedure but
connect Pin 1 to -15V.

NOTE

3k11 x (K - 213) use pins I, 2
3k11 x (K - 1) use pin 1
3k11 x (K - 2) use pin 2

+
I
JUMPER I

I
I

Figure 5. Trimming EOS in Antilog Mode

Reference Voltage (EREF) Adjustment -In antilog operation,
the voltage reference appears as a multiplying constant. EREF
adjustment may be accomplished by connecting a resistor, R,
from Pin 5 to Pin 3, in place of the internal10k11. The value
of R is determined by:
R =EREF desired/lO· s A
Scale Factor (K) Adjustment - The scale factor may be adjusted for all values of K greater than 2/3V by the techniques
described in the log section. If a value of K, less than 2/3V. is
desired for a given application, an external op amp would be
required as shown in Figure 6. The ratio of the two resistors is
approximately:
RlI~ =(11K - 1) where K = desired scale factor

Table 2. Resistor Selection Chart for Shifting Scale Factor

ANTILOG OPERATION
The model 759 may be used to develop the antilog of the input voltage when connected as shown in Figure 4. The antilog
transfer function (an exponential), is:
eO UT

= EREF

1O-eIN /K

[-2";;elN /K";;2)

5-18 LOG/ANTILOG AMPLIFIERS

Figure 6. Method for Adjusting K<2/3V
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Selection Guide
.S-to-DC Converters
Model

Otaracteristics

Page

ADS 36AJ/AK/AS

Monolithic IC rms/dB converter. Laser-wafer-trimmed for total max error ±2mV
±O.2% of reading (ADS36AK), sine waves at 1kHz (20kHz typ), 0 to 7V rms.
Crest factor of 7 for 1% additional error.
±3dB bandwidth 2MHz (1 V<VIN ';;;;7V). Averaging time constant per fJ.F of Cext ,
2sms/fJ.F. Total-error tempco (±50fJ.V ±O.OOS% rdg)tC max (AK). Additional
features include dB output with 60dB range, single-or dual-supply operation, and
low power consumption - lmA.
ADs36AJ/K are specified for 0 to +70oC, AD536AS for _SSoC to +12soC.

6-7

Monolithic chips with guaranteed specifications are available for precision hybrids.
A 120-page chip catalog is available upon request.
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OrIllntati8n
RMI-to-DC .V8PtarS
The devices catalogued here are high-accuracy true-nns-to-dc- I
conversion ICs. Devices of this class compute the instantaneous square of the input signal, average it, and take the square,
root of the resuit, to provide a dc voltage that is proportional
to the nns of the input (and, in the case of the AD536A, an
auxiliary de voltage that is proportional to the log of the
nns, for dB measurements).
Excellent pre-trimmed performance, improvable by simple
optional trims, makes these devices ideal for all types of laboratory and OEM rms instrumentation where amplitude measurements must be made with high accuracy, independently
of waveshape. '
An alternative to nns that has been widely used in the past,
principally for measurements on sine waves, is mean absolutedeviation, or "ac average." It is performed by taking the absolute value of (i.e., full-wave or half-wave rectifying) a
signal, filtering it, and scaling it by the ratio of nns to m:a.d.
for sine waves, 1.111, so that it reads correctly (for undistorted sine waves). Unfortunately, this ratio varies widely as
a function of the wavefonn and will give grossly incorrect
results in many cases. The table shows a few representative
examples comparing nns with m.a.d.
Examples of applications include noise measurement - for
example, thennal noise, transistor noise, and switch-contact
noise. True-rms measurement is a technique that provides
consistent theoretically valid measurements of noise amplitude (standard deviation) from different sources having dif-·
ferent properties.
True-rms devices are also useful for measuring electrical signals 'derived from mechanical phenomena, such as strain, stress,
WAVEfORM

vibration, shock, expansion, bearing noise, and acoustical
noise. The electrical signals produced by these mechanical
actions are often noisy, non-periodic, nonsinusoidal, and
superimposed on dc levels, and require true-rms for consistent,
valid, accurate measurements. RMS converters are also useful
for accurate measurements on low-repetition-rate pulse-trains
having high crest factors (ratio of peak to rms), and for measurements of the energy content of SCR waveforms at differing
firing angles.
The basic approach used in these converters for computing
the nns is to take the absolute value, square it, and divide by
the fed-back output (using the logarithmic characteristics of
transistor junctions), and filter the result. The resulting
approximation
Eo

is valid if the averaging time-constant is sufficiently long
compared with the periods of the lowest-frequency ac components of the signal.
The simplest fonn of averaging involves a single-pole filter,
using an external filtering capacitance. Increased values of
capacitance for filtering will improve the accuracy for low
frequency nns measurements and provide reduced ripple at
the output, but at the cost of increased settling time. For
fastest settling and minimum ripple, the data sheets show how
an additional stage of 2-pole filtering is useful (the internal
'buffer amplifier of the ADS 36A pennits this to be accomplished without external active elements). The additional filtering
penn its improvement of settling time or reduction of ripple
(or both) because of substantial reduction of Cext .
RMS
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TRIANGULAR WAVE
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Considerable information regarding rms-to-dc converter circuit design, performance, selection, and applications is to be
found in the NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK. I In addition, useful applications information on auxiliary filtering
can be f\!lund in the article "Measure RMS with Less Ripple
in Less Time,,,2 and a discussion of the design of the AD536A
can be found in the 1976 IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference Digest of Technical Papers, page 10.
The most-salient feature of a true rms-to-dc converter is that
it ideally has no error due to an indirect approximation to
the rms. Static errors are due only to scale-factor, linearity,
and offset errors; dynamic errors are due to insufficient averaging time at the low end and finite bandwidth and slewing
rate at the upper end. Linearity errors affect crest factor in
midband. Dynamic errors are also a function of signal amplitude, due in part to the variation of bandwidth of the "log"
transistors with signal level.
Total Error A specification for quick reference, this is the
maximum deviation of the de component of the oiltput voltage from the theoretical ou tpu t value over a specified range
of signal amplitude and frequency. It is shown as the sum of
a fixed error and a component proportional to the theoretical output ("% of reading"). It is specified for a sinusoidal
input in a given frequency and amplitude range. The fixed
error-component includes all offset errors and irreducible
nonlinearities; the %-of-reading component includes the linear
scale-factor error.
Total Error, external trim (adjustment) is the amount by
which the output may differ from the theoretical value when
the output offset and scale factor have been trimmed. Note
that the fixed error-component cannot be reduced to zero,
even though the output offset can be nulled at zero input.
This is because of residual input offsets and inherent nonlinearities in the converter.

scale error component plus the average change of percent of
reading error component per degree Celsius, over the rated
te~perature range.
Frequency for 1 %-of-Reading Error is the minimum value of
frequency (at the high end) at which the error increases from
the midband value by 1% of reading. It is a function of peakto-peak input amplitude.
Frequency for ±3dB Reading Error is the ininimum value of
frequency (at the high end) at which the error may equal
30% of reading. It is a function of amplitude.
Crest Factor (a property of the signal) is the ratio of peak
signal voltage to the ideal value of rms; the specified 'value of
crest factor is that for which the error is maintained within
specified limits at a given rms level for a worst-case rectangular pulse - input signal.
Filter Time Constant and External Capacitor: The time constant of the internal averaging filter, and the increase of time
constant per j.lF of added external capacitance.
Input: The voltage range over which specified operatian is
obtained, the maximum voltage for which the unit operates,
the maximum safe input voltage, and the effective input
resistance.
Output: The maximum output range for rated performance,
the minimum curren~ guaranteed available at full-scale output
voltage, and the source resistance of the output circuit.
Power Supply: Power-supply range for specified performance,
power-supply range for operation, and quiescent current
drain. Note that the ADS36 can be operated from single or
dual supplies.
Temperature Range: The range of temperature variation for
operation within specifications. Temperature coefficients are
determined by three-point measurements (TH - 2SoC),
(25° C - T d, when measured.

Total Error vs. Temperature is the average change of %-of-full-

I Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, Analog Devices, Inc., 1974, 1976,
, 536pp, edited by D. H. Sheingold, $5.95; send check or complete
MasteroCharge data to P.O. Box 796, Norwood MA 02062
2 ANALOG DIALOGUE 9-3; 1975, pp 21-22
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r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Integrated Circuit
True rms-to-dc Converter

FEATURES
True rms·to-dc Conversion
Laser·Trimmed to High Accuracy
0.2% max Error (AD536AK)
0.5% max Error (AD536AJ)
Wide Response Capability:
. Computes rms of ac and dc Signals
300kHz Bandwidth: Vrms > 100mV
2MHz Bandwidth: Vrms >1V
Signal Crest Factor of 7 for 1% Error
dB Output with 60dB Range
Low Power: 1mA Quiescent Current
Single or Dual Supply Operation
Monolithic Integrated Circuit·
_55°C to +125°C Operation (AD536AS)
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD5 36A is a complete monolithic integrated circuit which
performs true rms-to-dc c·onversion. It offers performance
which is comparable or superior to that of hybrid or modular
units costing much more. The AD536A directly computes the
true rms value of any complex input waveform containing ac
and dc components. It has a crest factor compensation scheme
which allows measurements with I % error at crest factors up
to 7. The wide bandwidth of the device extends the measure·
ment capability to 300kHz with 3dB error for signal levels
above 100mV.
An important feature of the AD536A not previously available
in rms converters is an auxiliary dB output. The logarithm of
the rms output signal is brought out to a separate pin to allow
the dB conversion, with a useful dynamic range of 60dB. Using
an externally supplied reference current, the OdB level can be
conveniently set by the user to correspond to any input level
from 0.1 to 2 volts rms.

The AD536A is laser trimmed at the wafer level for input and
output offset, positive and negative waveform symmetry (dc
reversal), and full scale accuracy. As a result, no external
trims are required to achieve the rated accuracy of ~he unit.
There is full protection for both inputs and outputs. The input
circuitry can take overload voltages well beyond the supply
levels. Loss of supply voltage with inputs connected will not
cause unit failure. The output is short·circuit protected.
The AD536A is available in two accuracy grades (], K) for
commercial temperature range (0 to +70oC) applications, and
one grade (S) rated for the full-SSoC to +125°C military
range. The AD536AK offers a maximum total error of ±2mV

. ±0.2% of reading and the AD536AJ and AD536AS have maxi·
mum errors of ±5mV ±0.5% of reading. All three versions are
available in either a hermetically sealed 14·pin DIP or a 10·pin
TO·IOO metal can.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
L The AD536A computes the true root·mean·square level of
a complex ac (or ac plus dc) input signal and gives an equiv·
alent dc output leveL The true rll1$ value of a waveform is a
more useful quantity than the average rectified value since
it relates directly to the power of the signaL The rms value
of a statistical signal also relates to its standard deviation.
2. The crest factor of a waveform is the ratio of the peak
signal swing to the rms value. The crest factor compensa·
tion scheme of theAD536A allows measurement of highly
complex signals with wide dynamic range.
3. The only external component required to perform meas·
urements to the fully specified accuracy is the capacitor
which sets the averaging period. The value of this capacitor determines the low frequency ac accuracy, ripple
level and settling time.
4. The AD536A will operate equally well from split supplies or
a single supply with total supply levels from 5 to 36 volts.
The one milliampere quiescent supply current makes the
device well-suited for a wide variety of remote controllers
and battery powered instruments.
5. The AD536A directly replaces the AD536; and provides
improved bandwidth and temperature drift specifications..
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C and ±15V dc unle~ otherwise noted)
Vom

TRANSFER EQUATION

AD536AS

AD536AK

AD536A]

MODEL

=..jayg. (VIN )2

"CONVERSION ACCURACY

Total Error; Internal Triml (Fig. 1)
vs. Temperature, Trnin to +70oC
+70oC to +izsoc
vs. Supply Voltage

de Reversal Error
Total Error. External Trim! (Fig. 2)

±SmV to.S% of Reading, max
±(O.lmV ±O.OI% Readlng)tC max
"

.

±(O.lmV ±om % Reading)/V
±O.05% of Reading
±3mV ±O.3% of Reading

±2mV iO.2% of Reading. max
•
±(O.05mV ±O.005% of Reading)tC max ±(O.lmV ±O.ooS% of Reading)tC max
!(o.3mV ±O.005% of Reading)ioC maX

±2mV ±O.I'Jf> of Reading

ERROR vs CREST FACTOR'

Crest Factor 1 to 2

Specified .Accuracy

Crest Factor III 3
Crest Factor = 7

-0.1 % of Reading
-:-1% of Reading

FREQUENCY RESPONSE' "
Bandwidth for 1% additional error (O.ldB)
IOmV<VIN<O:loomV
IOOmV<VIN<O:IV
IV<VIN <O:7V
±3dB Jlandwidth
I OmV<VIN <0: IOOmV
IOOmV<VIN<O:IV
IV<VIN<O:7V

6kHz
40kHz
100kHz
50kHz
300kHz
2MHz

AVERAGING TIME CONSTANT (Fig. 5)
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Signal Range, ± 15V Supply
Signal Range, +5V Supply
Safe Input, All Supply Voltages

Input

Resis~nce

Input Off..t Voltage
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Offset Voltage
vs. Temperature
VI. Supply Voltage
Voltage Swing, ±15VSupplies
±5V Supply
OutPut Current
Short, Circuit Current
'Resistance

±20V Peak
±5V Peak
±25Vrnax
16.7kn ±2S%
±2mVmax

±lmVmax

±2mVmax

±lmVmax

±O.lmVlC

±O.2mV/OC max

±O.lmVIV
Oto+l0Vmin
Oto +2Vmin
(+5mA, -!30IlA) min
+20mA
O.5n max

±O.2mV/V max

dB OUTPUT (Fig. 13)

Error, VIN 7mV to 7V nns, OdB= IV rms
Scale Factor
Scale Factor TC (Uncpmpensated, see Fig. 13
for Temperature-CompenSation)
IREP for OdB = 1V rms
IREF Range

±O.5dB
-lmVldB
-0.3% ReadingtC (-O.OldB/C)

±O.2dl\

20"A (SIlA min, BOllA max)
lilA to IOOIlA

loUT TERMINAL

loUT Scale Factor
loUT Scale Factor Tolerance
Output Resistance
Voltage Compliance

40IlAIV olt rms
±25%
lo'n
-VS to (+Vs -2.5V)

BUFFER AMPLIFIER

Input and Output Voltage Range

-Vs' to (+Vs -2.5V)min

Input Offset Voltage, Rs

Input Current
Input Resistance
Output Current
Short Circuit Current

±4mVmax
IOOnA typ, 300nA max
IO'n
(SmA, -!30IlA) min
+20mA

Small Signal Bandwidth
Slew Rate"

IMHz
5VI/ls

=25k

POWER SUPPLY
Volt~.

Rated Perfonnance

Dual Supply
Single Supply

Quiescent Current
Total Vs SV to 36V. Tmin to Tmax

±3.0V to ±18V
+SV to+36V
2mAmax (ImA typ)

TEMPERATURE RANGE

Rated Performance

o to +70oC

Storage

-SSoC to +lS0oC

Accuracy is specified for 0 to 7V rms, dc or 1kHz sinewavc input with
the AD536A connected as in the figure referenced.
t. Riror VI CRst factor is specified as an additional error for 1 V rms
rectangular pulse input, pulse width· 200J's.
•
',Input volugcs are exprqsed in volts rms, and error is percent of reading.
.. With 2k external pul1down resistor.
I

·Specifications same as ADS 36AJ.
Specifications subject to change wi~bout notice.

fHJ
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Applying Ire 1053&1
STANDARD CONNECTION
The ADS36A is simple to connect for the majority of high
accuracy rms measurements, requiring only an external capacitor to set the averaging time constant. The standard connection is shown in Figure 1. In this configuration, the ADS36A
will measure the rms of the ac and dc level. present at the
input, but will show an error for low frequency inputs as a
function of the filter capacitor, CAY, as shown in Figure s.
Thus, if a 4~F capacitor is used, the additional average error
at 10Hz will be 0.1 %, at 3Hz it will be 1%. The accuracy at
higher frequencies will be according to specification. If it is
desired to reject the dc input, a capacitor is added in series with
with the input, as shown in Figure 3; the capacitor must be
non-polar. If the ADS36A is driven with power supplies with
a considerable amount of high frequency ripple, it is advisable
to bypass both supplies to ground with O.l~F ceramic discs as
near the device as possible.
The input and output signal ranges are a function of the supply voltages; these ranges are shown in Figure 17. The AD536A
can also be used in an unbuffered voltage output mode by disconnecting the input to the buffer. The output then appears
unbuffered across the 2Sk resistor. The buffer amplifier can
then be used for other purposes. Further the ADS36A can be
used in a current output mode by disconnecting the 2Sk resistor from ground. The output current is available at pin 8 (pin
10 on the "H" package) with a nominal scale of 40~A per volt
rrns input, positive out.

Figure 1. Standard rms Connection

The major advantage of external trimming is to optimize
device performance for a reduced signal range; the ADS36A
is internally trimmed for a 7V rrns full scale range.

Figure 2. Optional External Gain and Output Offset Trims

SINGLE SUPPLY CONNECTION
The applications in Figures 1 and 2 require the use of approximately symmetrical dual supplies. The ADS36A can also be
used with only a single positive supply down to + S volts, as
shown in Figure 3. The major limitation of this connection is
that only ac signals can be measured since the differential input stage must be biased off ground for proper operation.
This biasing is done at pin 10; thus it is critical that no
extraneous signals be coupled into this point. Biasing can be
accomplished by using a resistive divider between +Vs and
ground. The values of the resistors can be increased in the
interest of lowered power consumption, since only S microamps of current flows into pin 10 (pin 2 on the "H" package).
AC input coupling requires only capacitor C2 as shown; a dc
return is not necessary as it is provided internally. C2 is selected
for the proper low frequency break point with the input resistance of 16.7kU; for a cut-off at 10Hz, C2 should be 1~F. The
signal ranges in this connection are slightly more restricted
than in the dual supply connection. The input and output signal ranges are shown in Figure 17. The load resistor, RL, is
necessary to provide output,sink current.

OPTIONAL EXTERNAL TRIMS FOR HIGH ACCURACY
If it is desired to improve the accuracy of the AD'S 36A, the
external trims shown in Figure 2 can be added. ~ is used to
trim the offset. Note that the offset trim circuit adds 249U in
series with the internal 2SkU resistor. This will cause a 1%
increase in scale factor, which is trimmed out by using Rl
as shown.
The trimming procedure is as follows:
1. Ground the input signal, VIN, and adjust R4 to give zero
volts output from pin 6. Alternatively, ~ can be adjusted to
give the correct output with the lowest expected value of VIN.
2 .. Connect the desired full scale input level to VIN, either
dc or a calibrated ac signal (lkHz is the optimum frequency);
then trim Rl to give the correct output from pin 6, i.e.;
1.000V dc input should give 1.000V dc output. Of course, a
±1.000V peak-to-peak sinewave should give a o. 707V dc output.
The remaining errors, as given in the specifications, are due to
the nonlinearity.

CAV

...-_ _ _ _-...0-"1-,_ _ _ _--,

10k to 1k

Figure 3. Single Supply Connection
RMS-TO-DC CONVERTERS 6"'-9

CHOOSING THE AVERAGING TIME CONSTANT
The AD536A will compute the rms of both ac and dc signals.
If the input is a slowly-varying dc, the output of the AD536A
will traCk the input exactly. At higher frequencies, the average
output of the AD536A will approach the rms value of the input signal. The actual output of the AD536A will differ from
the ideal outPut by an average (or dc) error and some amount
of ripple, as demonstrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Typical Output Waveform for Sinusoidal Input

The dc error is dependent on the input signal frequency and
the value of CAv, Figure 5 can be used to determine the minimum v~ue of CAV which will yield 1% or 0.1 % dc error above
a given frequency. For example, if a 60Hz waveform is to be
measured with adc error of less than 0.1 %, CAY mUst be greater
than 0.6SIlF. If a 1% error can be tolerated, the minimum
value of CAY is 0.22IlF.
The accomponent of the output signal is the ripple. There are
two ways to reduce the ripple. The first method involves using
a large value of CAv. Since the ripple is inversely proportional
to CAY, a tenfold increase in this capacitance will effect a tenfold reduction in ripple. When measuring waveforms with high
crest factors, (such as low duty cycle pulse trains), the averaging time constant should be at least ten times the signal period. For example, a 100Hz pulse rate requires a lOOms time
constant, which corresponds to a 41lF capacitor (time constant = 25ms pf!r IlF).
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Figure 6. Settling Time vs Input Level
A better method for reducing output ripple is the use of a
"post-filter". Figure 7 shows a suggested circuit. If a singlepole fllter is ,used (C3 removed, Rx shorted), and C2 is approximately twice the value of CAv, the ripple is reduced as shown
in Figure 8, and settl;ng time is increased. For example, with
CAY =11lF and C2 =2.2IlF, the ripple for a 60Hz input is reduced from 10% of reading to approximately 0.3% of reading.
The'settling time, however, is increased by approximately a
factor of 3. The values of CAY and C2 can therefore be reduced
to permit faster settling times while still providing substantial
ripple reduction.

The two-pole post-filter uses an active filter stage to provide
even greater ripple reduction without substantially increasing
the settling times over a circuit with a one-pole filter. The
values of CAV, C z , and C3 can then be reduced to allow extremely fast settling times for a constant amount of ripple.
Caution should be exercised in choosing the value of CAY,
since the dc error is dependent upon this value and is independent of the post filter.

The primary disadvantage in using a large CAV to remove ripple is that the settling time for a step change in input level is
increased proportionately. Figure 5 shows that the relationship
between CAY and settling time is 100 milliseconds for each
microfarad of CAV. The settling time is twice as great for decreasing signals as for increasing signals (the values in Figure 5
are for decreasing signals). Settling time also increases for low
signal levels, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Lower Frequency for Stated % of Reading Error
and Settling Time for Circuit Shown in Figure 1
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Figure 8. Performance Features of Various Filter Types

ADS36A PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The ADS36A embodies an implicit solution of the rms equation that overcomes the dynamic range as well as other limi. tations inherent in a straight-forward computation of rms.
The actual computation performed by the AOS36A follows
the equation:

"O"PACKAGE (TO-116)

I:"

.-"~~

[:: :J: I'"~E[[}
0.430 "0.921--1

PIN #1 IDENTIFIER

Vtms = Avg.

0700
0036

Figure 9 is a simplified schematic of the A0536A; it is subdivided into four major sections: absolute value circuit (l!Ctive rectifier). squarer/divider. current mirror. and buffer amplifier. The input voltage. VIN • which can be ac or dc. is converted to a unipolar current II. by the active rectifier AI. A2.
II drives one input of the squarer/divider. which has the
transfer function:
14 = 11 2/1 3
The output current. 14 • of the squarer/divider drives the current mirror through a low pass filter formed by R I and the
externally connected capacitor, CAY. If the R I • CAY time
constant is much greater than the longest period of the input
signal. then 14 is effectively averaged. The current mirror returns a current 13 , which equals Avg. [141. back to the squarer/
divider to complete the implicit rms computation. Thus:
14 = Avg. [112/141

= II rms

The current mirror also produces the output current. loUT'
which equals 21 4 . loUT can be used directly or converted to
a voltage With R2 and buffered by ~ to provide a low impedance voltage output. The transfer function of the A0536A
thus results:
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Figure 10. Physical Dimensions
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

The dB output is derived from the emitter of Q3. since the
voltage at this point is proportional to -log V IN. Emitter follower. Qs. buffers and level shifts this voltage. so that the
dB output voltage is zero when the externally supplied
emitter current (IREF) to Qs approximates 13 ,
CURRENT - MIRROR
PAD NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO PIN NUMBERS FOR THE T(I·116 14 PIN CERAMIC PIP PACKAOE.
NOTE:
*BOTH PADS SHOWN MUST BE CONNECTED TO VIN.
THE AD536A IS AVAILABLE IN LASER·TRIMMED CHIP FORM
CONSULT ANALOG DEVICES' CHIP '::ATALOG FOR
SPECIFI.CATIONS AND APPLICATION DETAILS.

Figure 1,. Chip Dimensions and Pad Layout.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

ABSOLUTE VALU'EI
VOLTAGE - CURRENT
CONVERTER

lOUT

50k
R4

25k

ONE - OUADRANT
SQUARER!

DIVIDER

-v,

_v,
Figure 9. Simplified Schematic

Figure 12. AD536A Pin Connections and Functional Diagram
RMS-TO-DCCONVERTERS 6-11

CONNECTIONS FOR dB OPERATION
A powerful feature added to the ADS36A, which is not available in any other computing rms cirCuit, is the logarithmic
or decibe.1 output. The internal Circuit which computes dB
is very accurate and works well over a 60dB range. The
connection for dB measu'rements is shown in Figure 13. The
user selects the OdB level by settingR I for the proper OdB
reference current (which is set to exactly cancel the log output current from the squarer-divider at the desired OdB
point). The external op amp is used to provide a more convenient scale and to allow compensation of the 0.3%/oC
temp'erature drift of the dB circuit. The special T.C. resistor,
R3 , is available from Tel Labs, Londonderry, NH, type number
Q-S1. The linear rms output is available at pin S with an output impedance of 25kil; thus some applications may require
an additional buffer amplifier if this output is desired.
dB Calibration:

AC MEASUREMENT ACCURACY AND CREST FACTOR
Crest factor is often overlooked'in determining the accuracy
of an ac measurement. Crest factor~is defined as the ratio of the
the peak signal amplitude to the rms value of the sigpal (C.F. =
VpNrms ). Most common waveforms, such as sine and triangle
waves, have relatively low crest factors «2). Waveforms which
resemble low duty cycle pulse trains, such as those occurring
in switching power supplies and SCR circuits, have high crest
factors. For example, a rectangular pulse train with a 1% ~uty
cycle has a crest factor of 10 (C.F. = 1I.Jrj).
Figure.1S is a curve of reading error for the AD536A for a 1,
volt rms input signal with crest factors from 1 to 10. A rectangular pulse train (pulse width lOOlls) was used for this test
since it is the worst-case waveform for rms measurement (all
the energy is contained in the peaks). The duty cycle and peak
amplitude were varied to produce crest factors from 1 to 10
while maintaining a constant 1 volt rms input amplitude.

1. Set VIN = 1.00V dc
2. Adjust RI for dB out = O.OOV
3. Set VIN = +0.1V dc

.1..1-- ,.----.j
-;,-n----.t,n--::i c-r--' "T

o

1'/'"= DUTY CYCLE ... ~

CF-1!,,"
elN (rms) '" , Volt rms

1001015

4. Adjust R2 for dB out = -2.00V

+'"

Any other desired OdB reference level can be used by setting VIN and adjusting RI accordingly. Note that adjusting
R2 for the proper gain automatically gives the correct temperature compensation.
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Figure 15. Error VS. Crest Factor

INCREASE
IN ERROR%of Reading

Figure 13. dB Connection

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The AD536A utilizes a logarithmic circuit in performing the
implicit rms computation. As with any log circuit, bandwidth
is proportional to signal leveL The solid lines in the graph below represent the frequency response of the AD536A at input
levels from 10 millivolts to 1 volt rms. The dashed lines indicate the upper frequency limits for 1%, 10%, and 3dB of
reading additional error. For example, note that a1 volt rms
signal will produce less than 1% of reading additional error up
to 100kHz. A 10 millivolt signal can 'be measured with 1% of
reading additional error (lOOIlV) up to only 6kHz.
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Figure 14. HifJh Frequency Response
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Figure 16. AD536A Error 'vs. Pulse Width Rectangular Pulse
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VOLTAGE REFERENCES 7-1
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In this Selection Guide, Voltage-Reference families are divided into four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pin-Programmable Multiple-Voltage Monolithic References
10V Monolithic and Hybrid References
2.SV Monolithic References
1.2V Monolithic References

The specifications and features are key for each device. Complete and detailed descriptions, specifications, and
application information can be found on the data sheets. Definitions of important specifications can be found
below and on the next page.
All specifications are typical at lSV supply, connected for the voltage-in, voltage-out mode, and +2S cC, unless
noted otherwise-except for the two-terminal ADS89 (SOOItA, +2S cC). ]IKILIM suffixes denote 0 to +70 cC
operation, S/TIU -SSc C to +12S c C.

1. PIN-PROGRAMMABLE MULTIPLE-VOLTAGE MONOLITHIC REFERENCES
Voltage

Device. Family

Characteristics

10, 7.S, S, 2.S

ADS84]IK/L/S/T/U#

Monolithic, laser-trimmed to provide four programmable
values of output voltage: 10.000V, 7.500V, 5.000V,
2.S00V, with max error of ±5mV, ±4mV, ±3mV, ±2.5mV
(L version) and max tempco of 5ppmtC (L version on
10V, 7.5V, 5V ranges). Other values of voltage available
by connection of external resistors. Can be used in 2terminal connection as high-performance "Zener J?iode"
for negative reference (> ISV Dor as a current limiter.
Simultaneous outputs available with external buffering.

Page
7-15

2. IOV MONOLITHIC AND HYBRID REFERENCES
Voltage
10

Device Family

Characteristics

Page

ADS81](K/L/SITIU #

Monolithic 3-terminallaser-trimmed 10.000V ±SmV
(L, U) @ lOrnA voltage reference. Tempcos trimmed
to within Sppm/cC max (0 to +70cC-L), and 10ppmtC
max (-SSc C to +12S c C-U). Can be used in 2-terminal
connection as high-performance "Zener Diode" for
positive or negative reference voltage.

7-9

AD2700]/L/S

Hybrid high-accuracy +10V ±2.SmV (L, U) @ 10mA,
3ppm/c C (L, S, U)

7-29

AD2701]ILlS

Hybrid high-accuracy -10V ±2.SmV (L, U)
3ppmtC (L, S, U)

7-29

AD2702] ILlS

Hybrid high-accuracy dual ±10V ±2.SmV (L, U)
3ppm/cC (U)

7.2, VOL TAGE REFERENCES

@

10mA,
@

10mA,

7-29

3. 2.SV MONOLITHIC REFERENCES
Voltage

Device Family

OtarlU:teristics

Page

+2.5

AD580JH/KH/LH/MH/SH/TH/UH#

Monolithic 3-tenninaI2.5V@ lOrnA reference. Output
voltage to within ±O.4% (M, U), better than 3mV line regulation (4.5V to 30V - L, M, T, U), l()mV max load regulation (lOrnA change), and 10ppmfC change with temperature (M, U).

7-5

AD1403/AD1403A#-

Monolithic 3-tenninaI2.5V @ lOrnA reference; Improved
low-cost replacement for standard 1403/1403A; Lasertrimmed to 2.500V ±10mV (max - 1403A); Temperature
stability to within 25ppmfC max (1403A- 0 to 70°C);
Quiescent current 1.5mA max; Mini-DIP package.

7-2S

Device Family

OtarlU:teristics

Page

ADS89JH/KH/LH/MH
SH/TH/UH#-

Monolithic two-tenninal1.23V bandgap "Zener Diode";
Superior replacement for other ,1.2V references: Oper~ting
range SO~A to SmA; Tem.rco lOppmfC max, 0 to 70 C
(.M), 2SppmfC max, -SS C to +12SoC (U); Low output
impedance, 0.60, low dissipation, 60~W total at SO~;
No frequency compensation required.

7-21

4. 1.2V MONOLITHIC REFERENCES
Voltage
1.2

#Monolithic chips with guaranteed specs available for precision hybrids. Information available upon request.
All but AD1403/A and the AD589 family can be found in the 1979 chip catalog, available upon request.
eNew product since the 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
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A voltage reference is used to provide an accurately known
voltage which c~n be utilized in a circuit or system. For example, measurement systems rely on precision references in
order to establish a basis for absolute measurement accuracy.
Any reference inaccuracy will undermine the accuracy of the
overall system. Thus, ideal references are characterized by accurately set (and traceable to recognized fundamental standards) constant output voltage, independent of temperature,
load changes, input voltage variation, and time.
Types of References
The majority of available IC reference circuits use the bandgap principle: the VBE of any silicon transistor has a negative
tempco of about 2mVfC, which can be extrapolated to approximately 1.2 volts at absolute zero (the bandgap voltage
of silicon). Since identical transistors operating at constant current densities will have predictably different temperature coefficients of base-emitter voltage, it is possible to arrange circuit
elements so as to null out the temperature coefficients associated with the two phenomena and produce a constant voltage
(usually 1.2 volts). This temperature-invariant voltage can be
amplified and buffered to produce a standard voltage value,
such as 2.SV or lO.OV. The bandgap types catalogued here
include the ADl403 and the ADS80 (2.SV), the, ADS8l
(lO.OV), and the multi-output ADS84 (2.5, S.O, 7.5, and/or
lO.OV).

Defmitions of Specifications
Line regulation. The change in output voltage due to a specified change in input voltage. It is usually expressed in percent
per volt or microvolts per volt of input change.
Load regulation. The change in output voltage for a specified
change in load current. It is generally expressed in microvolts
per milliampere, or ohms of dc output resistance. This specification includes the effect of self-heating due to increased
power dissipation at higher load currents.

Another popular form of reference circuit uses a selected lowdrift Zener diode, followed by a buffer-amplifier-and-precisiongain stage to provide a standard output voltage. The AD27001
AD270l/AD2702 families provide +lOV, -lOY, and ±lOV
(dual output) using this technique. Laser-trimmed thin-film
resistors are essential to secure ±2.SmV accuracy and ±3ppm/oC
max drift in these hybrid devices.

Turn-on settling time. The time, from a cold start, for the
reference output to setde within a specified error band. This
definition relates only to the electrical turn-on of the chip,
and does not include thermal setding time, which depends on
the package, heat-sinking, and load-current change.

The ADS89 family are two-terminal 1.2V bandgap ICs used
like Zener diodes. They are ideally suited to battery-powered
instruments or portable equipment where low power consumption (and often low'supply voltages) are essential. Power requirements as low as 60/J.W, combined with low temperature
drift, provide precision performance at low cost.

. 7-4 VOL TAGE REFERENCES

Output voltage tolerance. The deviation from the nominal output voltage at 2SoC and specified input voltage as measured by
a deVice traceable to a recognized fundamental ,voltage standard.
Output voltage change with temgerature. The change in output voltage from the value at 2S C ambient; it is independent
of variations in the other operating conditions. Analog Devices
specifies both an error band and an equivalent temperature
coefficient (in pi>mfC) for most references. The error band
(e.g., ±SmV, -SSoC to +l2SoC), is defined graphically in terms
of a box (voltage vertically, temperature horizontally) whose
diagonals extend from 2SoC to Tmax and 25°C to Tmin' with a
slope equal to the stated temperature coefficient. Thus, the
total absolute error for a particular reference over its specified
temperature range is equal to the output voltage tolerance at
2SoC plus the error band.

High Precision
2.5 Volt Ie Reference

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Laser Trimmed to Higher Accur,iICIl/"I·
from ±1.0% IAI~DI'un~,
3-Terminal
Excellent Ta_ •• a.a'
(AD580M, U)
Excellent
!Month)
Low
Small,
10mA
Low
3MI
(-55°C to +125°C) with
MI
Class B Processing Available

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS80 is an improved three-terminal, low cost, temperature compensated, bandgap voltage reference which provides
a fixed 2.SV output voltage for inputs between 4.SV and 30V.
A unique combination of advanced circuit design and laserwafer-trimmed thin-film resistors provide the ADS80 with an
improved initial tolerance of ±0.4%, a temperature stability of
better than 10ppmlC and long tenn stability of better than
2S01lV. In addition, the low quiescent current drain of l.OmA
max offers a clear advantage over classical zener techniques.
The ADS80 is recommended as a stable reference for aIl8-,
10- and 12-bit D-to-A converters that require an external reference. In.addition, the wide input range of the ADS80 allows
operation with 5 yolt logic supplies making the ADS80 ideal
for digital panel meter applications or whenever only a single
logic power supply is available ..
The ADS80], K, L and M are specified for operation over the
o to +70oC temperature range; the ADS80S, T and U are specified for operation over the extended temperature range of
-55°C to +12SoC.

1. Laser-trimming the thin-film resistors has reduced the

2.

3.

4.

S.
6.

ADS80 output crror. For example, ADS80K output
tolerance is now ±10mV, improved from ±SOmV.
The three-terminal voltage in/voltage out operation of the
AD580 provides regulated output voltage without' any
external components.
The ADS80 provides a stable 2.SV output voltage for
input voltages between 4.SV and 30V. The capability to
provide a stable output voltage using a S-volt input makes
the ADS80 an ideal choice for sy~tems that contain a
single logic power supply.
Thin film resistor technology and tightly controlled bipolar
processing provide the AD 580 with temperature stabilities
to 10ppmt'C and long tenn stability better than 2S01lV.
The low quiescent current drain of the ADS80 makes it
ideal for CMOS and other low power applications.
The three grades of ADS80 rated for operation over the
-SSoC to.+12SoC "military" temperature range are available with processing to MIL-STD-883, Class B.

OTHER ANALOG DEVICES REFERENCES
AD1403/AD1403A
ADS81
ADS84
ADS89
AD2700
AD2701
AD2702

Industry Standard 2.5 Volt Ie Reference
High Precision 10 Volt Ie Reference
Pin Programmable Precision Ie Voltage Reference
Two Terminal 1.2 Volt Ie Reference
High Performance +10.000 Volt Reference
High Perfonnance -10.000 Volt Reference
High Performance Tracking ±10.000 Volt Reference
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SPECIFICATIONS (tYPical
MDDEL

@

E~ and 25°C unless otherwise specified)·

AD580JH

.,' ABSDL\.!TE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Input Voltage
Power Dissipation @ +2S o C

·8.

40V EIN
lSOrtlW
2.8mW/C

Operating Junction Tetnperatu,re ~ange
Storage Temperature Range
Lead Temperature (Solder;ng. lQ sec?Thermal Resistance

-SSoC to .+lS0o.C

•

-6S oC to +17S oC

,.

TO-52 PACKAGE

DIA.

IOOOCIW
l60°CIW
'010 +70o C

jUflcrion-to-Ambient
Spe~ified, OperatiI;1g' te~~eratUre Range
.oUTPUT VOLTAGE TOLEI,tANC'E
(Error from'Nomina12.50.o·YI1IJt Ou:tpUt)

DtiTPlJT VDLTAGE CHANGE
T~in'toTm!lX

00.230
..20.5(5.20)
15.84)

....
0.19614.98)
0.178 (4.52)

+.300o~

Junction-to~ase

.

~7Smvm~

±2SmV max

±10mV max

±10mVmax

HmVmax

7rnV max

(8SpprtitC)

(40ppmtC)

4.3mVmax
(2SppmtC)

1.75mV max
(lOppmtC)

6mV·max
(!.SmV typ)

4~V max
(l.SrtlV typ)

2mVmax

2mV max

3niV max-

imVmax

ImVmax

ImVrnax

.(O.3mVtyp)
LDAD REGULATl.oN
.. lll= lOrnA

DIA

0.11512.92)
0.15 13.81)

I
0.5112.7)

0.Q15 10.38)

LINE RI\GULATIQN
7VoWlN';;30V

NOISE (O.IH. to 10Hz)

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches.and·(mm).

De;:b~~~v!:~~g~ture'

QUlESCENTCURRENT

ADS80MH

ADS80KH

ii:ii19 10.48)

j

DIA

I

(0.3mVtyp)

,10mV'max,
I,

max

1.S.mA
(1.0rnA typ)

+E

6o,JV (p-p)

STABILITY
LongTenn
Per Month

0

EOUT

MDDEL
ABSDLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Input Voltage
Power Dissipation @ +25 0 C
Ambient Temperature
Derat~ Ab.ove +2S oC
Operat~ng Junction Temperature Range
Storage n:mperature Range
~ead Te~perature (Sold~ring, 10 sec)
Thermal Resistance
Junction·to·Case
Junction·to·Ambient
Specified Operating Temperature Range
.oUTPUT VDLTAGE TOLERANCE
(Error from Nominal 2.500 Volt Output)
.oUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANGE
Tmin to Tmax

ADS80SH
ADS8unl
(ADS80SHI88lB)' (ADS80TIl1883B)'

+E

lSOmW
2.8mWtC
-SS"'C to +lS0oC
-6S o C to +17S o C
+300°C

LDAD REGULATION
AI= lOrnA
QUIESCENT CURRENT

100ociW·
l600CIW
-55°C to +125°C

-E

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
1-------O.06211.57)-----~·..j1

±2SmV max

±10mVmax

±lOmV max

2SmVrnax
(SSppmtC)

IlmVmax
(2SppmtC)

4.SmV max
(lOppmtC)

6mVmax
(1.SmV typ)
3mVmax
(O.lmV typ)

2mVrnax

2mVmax

ImVrnax

ImVmax

:1=---.....

,_;lT
0.037
10.94)

IJ

lOmVrnax
1.5mAmax
(1.OmAtyP)

STABILITY
Long Term _
Pc;r Month
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°

CHIP DIMENSIONS
AND PAD LAYOUT

NOISE (0.1 Hz to 10Hz)

·Specifications same lUI AD580JH
··Specifications same as AD580SH
I The AD580SH, TH and UH arc· available fully processed
and screened to the requirements of MIL·STI).883,
Class B. When ordcrins. specify AD580XH/883B.
Prices are in parenthesis ( ).

°

BDTTDM VIEW

LINE REGULATION
7VoW1N"lOV

0

AD580UH
(ADS80UH/883B)'

Specifications and pric~s sUbject to change without notice.

The ADS80 is also available
in chip form. Consult the factDry
fDr specifications and applicatiDns
informatiDn.

Applying tile AD580

" "
THEORY OF OPERATION
Most precision IC references use complex multichip hybrid
designs based on expensive temperature-compensated zener
diodes. Others are monolithic with on-chip zener diodes; these
often require more than one power supply and, with the zener
breakdown occuring near 6.3 volts, will not operate from a
low voltage logic supply.
The AD580 family (AD580, AD581, AD584, AD589) uses
the "bandgap" concept to produce a stable, low-temperaturecoefficient voltage reference suitable for high accuracy dataacquisition components and systems. The device makes use
of the underlying physical nature of a silicon transistor baseemitter voltage in the forward-biased operating region. All
such transistors have approximately a -2mVI"C temperature
coefficient, unsuitable for use directly as a low TC reference;
however, extrapolation of the temperature characteristic of
anyone of these devices to absolute zero (with emitter current proportional to absolute temperature) reveals that it will
go to a VBE of 1.205 volts OOK, as shown in Figure 1. Thus,
if a voltage could be developed with an .opposing temperature
.• coefficient to sum with VBE to total 1.205 volts, a zero-TC
reference would result and operation from a single, low-voltage
supply would be possible. The AD 580 circuit provides such a
compensating voltage, VI in Figure 2, by driving two transistors at different current densities and amplifying the resulting
VBE difference (6VBE - which now has a positive TC); the
sum (Vz) is then buffered and amplified up to 2.5 volts to provide a usable reference-voltage output. Figure 3 is the schematic diagram of the AD580.
The AD580 operates as a ttiree-terminal reference, that
means that no additional components are required for biasing
or current setting. The connection diagram, Figure 4 is quite
simple.
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Figure 1. Extrapolated Variation of Base-Emitter Voltage with
Temperature (tEaT), and Required Compensation, Shown for
Two Different Devices

Your ..

Figure 3. AD580 Schematic Diegram

I
Figure 4. AD580 Connection Diagram

VOLTAGE VARIATION VS. TEMPERATURE
Some confusion exists in the area of defining and specifying
reference voltage error over temperature. Historically, references are characterized using a maximum deviation per degree
Centigrade; i.e., 10ppml"C. However, because of the inconsiste·nt nonlinearities in zener references (butterfly or "S"
type characteristics), most manufacturers use a maximum
limit error band approach to characterize their references.
This technique measures the output voltage at 3 to 5 different
temperatures and guarantees that the output voltage deviation
will fall within the guaranteed error band at these. discrete
temperatures. This approach, of course, makes no mention or
guarantee of performance at any other temperature within the
operating temperature range of the device.
The consistent Voltage vs. Temperature performance of a typical AD580 is shown in Figure 5. Note that the characteristic
is quasi-parabolic, not the possible "S" type characteristics of
classical zener references. This parabolic characteristic permits
a maximum output deviation specification over the device's
full operating temperature range, rather than just at 3 to 5
discrete temperatures.
.

V~(1+ ~)
'" 2.5V •
R.

=VBEt2~. .vBE

=VBEt2~~'ni
= 1.205V

I

2.~..
L_...L_...J_...J_...J_...J_J_-!
TEMPERATUR£

Figure 2. Basic Bandgap-Reference Regulator Circuit

·"c

Figure 5. Typical AD580K Output Voltage vs. Temperature
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The ADS 80M guarantees a maximum deviation of L 7SmV
over the 0 to +70<>C temperature range. This can be shown to
be equivalent to 10ppm/C average maximum; i.e ...

1.75~Vmax X _1_ = 10ppm/CmaX average
70 C
2.5V
The ADS80 typically exhibits a variation of l.SmV over the
power supply range of 7 to 30 volts. Figure 6 is a plot of
AD580 line rejection versu.s frequency.

to a specially selected factory set current limit; it can be programmed from 1 to 10mA with the insertion of a single external resistor. The approximate temperature coefficient of
current limit for the ADS80 used in this mode is 0.13%/C
forluM =1mA and O.Ol%/Cfor IUM =13mA (see Figure 9).
Figure 8 displays the high output impedance of the AD580
used as a current limiter for IUM = 1, 2, 3,4, SmA.

NOISE PERFORMANCE
Figure 7 represents the peak-to-peak noise of the ADS80
from 1Hz (3dB point) to a 3dBhighend shown on the
horizontal axis. Peak-to-peak noise from 1Hz to 1MHz is
approximately 600j.LV.
THE ADS80 AS A CURRENT LIMITER
The AD580 represents an excellent alternative to current
limiter diodes which require factory-selection to achieve a
desired current. Thisapproach often results in temperature
coefficients of l%/C. The ADS80 approach is not limited
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THE ADS80 AS A WW POWER, LOW VOLTAGE PRECISION REFERENCE FOR DATA CONVERTERS
The AD580 has a number of features that make it ideally
suited for use with AID and D/A data converters used in
complex microprocessor-based systems. The calibrated
2.500 volt output minimizes user trim requirements and
allows operation from a Single low voltage supply. Low
power consumption (1mA quiescent current) is commensurate with that of CMOS-type devices, while the low
cost and small package complements the decreasing cost and
size of the latest converters.
Figure 10 shows the ADS80 used as a reference for the
AD7.542 12-bit CMOS DAC with complete microprocessor
interface. The ADS80 and the AD7S42 are specified to
operate from a single 5 volt supply; this eliminates the need
to provide a + 1S volt power supply for the sole purpose of
operating a reference. The AD7S42 includes three 4-bit data
registers, a 12-bit DAC register, and address decoding logic;
it may thus be interfaced directly to a 4-, 8- or 16-bit data bus.
Only 8mA of quiescent current from the single + 5 volt supply
is required to operate the AD7542 which is packaged in a
smalL16-pin DIP. The AD544 output amplifier is also low
power, requiring only 2.SmA quiescent current. Its lasertrimmed offset voltage preserves the ±1I2LSB linearity of
the AD7S42KN without user trims and it typically settles
to ±1I2 LSB in less than 3j.Ls. It will provide the 0 to -2.S
volt output swing from ±S volt supplies.
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Figure 7. Peak-to-Peak Output Noise vs. Frequency
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Figure 10. Low Power, Low Voltage Reference for the
AD7542 Microprocessor-Compatible 12-Bit DAC
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High Precision
10 Volt Ie Reference

Laser-Trimmed to High Accuracy:
10_000 Volts ±SmV (L and U)
Trimmed Temperature Coefficient:
SppmfC max, 0 to +700 C (L)
10ppmfC max, -SSoC to +12SoC (U)
Excellent Long-Term Stability:
2Sppm/1000 hrs_ (Non-Cumulative)
Negative 10 Volt Reference Capability
Low Quiescent Current: 1.0mA max
10mA Current Output Capability
3-Terminal TO-S Package
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS8l is a three-terminal, temperature compensated,
monolithic band-gap voltage reference which provides a precise 10.00 volt output from an unregulated input level from
12 to 40 volts. Laser Wafer Trimming (LWT) is used to trim
both the initial error at +2SoC as well as the temperature
coefficient, which results in high precision performance previously available only in expensive hybrids or oven-re;ulated
modules. The SmV initial error tolerance and Sppml C guaranteed temperature coefficient of the ADS81L represent the
best performance combination available in a monolithic voltage reference.
The band-gap circuit design used in the ADS81 offers several
advantages over classical zener breakdown diode techniques.
Most important, no external components are required to
achieve full accuracy and stability of significance to low power
systems. In addition, total supply current to the device, including the output buffer amplifier (which can supply up to lOrnA)
is typically 7 SOfJ.A . .The long-term stabili.ty of the band-gap
design is equivalent or superior to selected zener reference
diodes.
The ADS81 is recommended for use as a reference for 8-, 10or 12-bit D/A converters which require an external precision reference. The device is also ideal for all types of AID converters
up to 14 bit accuracy, either successive approximation or integrating designs, and in general can offer better performance
than that provided by standard self-contained references.

1. Laser trimming of both initial accuracy and temperature
coefficient resl!lts in very low errors over temperature without the use of external components. The ADS81L has a
maximum deviation from 10.000 volts of ±7.2SmV from
o to +70°C, while the ADS81U guarantees±lSmV maximum
total error without external trims from -SSoC to +12S°C.
2. Since the laser trimming is done on the wafer prior to separation into individual chips, the ADS81 will be extremely
valuable to hybrid designers for its ease of use, lack of
required external trims, and inherent high perf<;>rmance.
3. The ADS81 can also be operated in a two'terminal "Zener"
mode to provide a precision negative 10 volt reference with
just orle external resistor to the unregulated supply. The performance in this mode is nearly equal to that of the standard three-terminal configuration.
4, Advanced circuit design using the band-gap concept allows
the ADS81 to give full performance with an unregulated input voltage down to 12 volts. With an external resistor, the
device will operate with a supply as low as 11.4 volts.
5. Every ADS81 receives a24 hour stabilization bake at
+ 150° C, a gross leak test and a 48 hour burn-in at + 125° C
to ensure reliability and long-term stability.

The ADS81J, K, and L are specified for operation from 0 to
+70 0 C; the ADS81S, T, and U are specified for the -55°C to
+12S oC range. The ADS81S, T, and U grades are also available
processed to MIL-STD-883A, Level B. All grades are packaged
in a hermetically-sealed three-terminal TO-S metal can.
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.SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
ABSOLUTE MAX RATINGS
Input Voltage VIN to Ground
Power Dissipation. @ +2S OC
Operating Junction Temp. Range
Storage Temperature Range
Lead Temperature
(Soldering,IOsec)
The~al

(typical@VIN = +15Vand +25°C unless otherwise noted).

AD581J

ADS8IK

ADS8IL

AD581S

ADS81T

40V
600mW
_SSoC to +ISO°C
-6SoC to +17SoC

Resistance

, Junction-to-Ambient
OperatingTemperanire Range

tl0fuV max

LINE REGULATION
ISV';;; VIN ';;;30V

..

±SmV max

±30mV max

±IOmVmax

±SmV max

±2.2SmV
(Sppm/°C)

±30mV
(30ppmtC)

±ISmV
(lSppm/C)

±IOmV
(IOppmtC)

\

OUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANGE

(Temperature Coefficient)

-ssOc to +12S o C .*

ISO°C/Watt

o to +70~C

OUTPUT VOLTAGE TOLERANCE
(Error from nominal 10~000V output) ±30mV max

Maximum" Deviation from",+2SoC
Valu"c T~in to T~IX
,
.

±!3.SmV"
(30ppm/C)

±6.7SmV

. (lSpprn/oC)

" 3mV max
(O.002%IV)

13V ';;;V IN ';;; ISV

ImVmax
(O.ooS%IV)

LOAD REGULATION
Q';;; 'oUT';;; SmA

ADS81U

SOOIlV/mA max
200liVimA typ

QUIESCENT CURRENT

l.OinA max
7S0jIA typ

TURN-QN SETTLING TIME TO 0.1%'

200lls

NOISE
(0.1 to 10Hz}

SOIiV P'P

LONG·TERM STABILITY

2Sppm/lOOO Hrs.
(Non-Cumulative)

SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT

30mA

OUTPUT CURR~NT
Source @ +2S C
Source Tmin to Tmax
Sink Tmin to Tmax
Sink _SSoC to +8SoC

lOrnA min
SmA min
SmA min

·Specifications same as AD'S!} •
• ·SpecifICations ~e as AD581S.
I See Figure 8.
SpeC:ific:atiou subject to change without notice.
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200jIA min
SmA min

",.

APPLYING THE AD581
The AD581 is easy to use in virtually all precision reference
applications. The three terminals are simply primary supply,
ground, ,md output, with the case grounded. No external components are required even for high precision applications; the
degree of desited absolute accuracy is achieved simply by
selecting the required device grade. The AD581 requires less
than 1mA quiescent current from an operating supply range
of 12 to 40 volts.
BUTT·WELDED
TO CASE

+12V TO +40V

PIN 1 - GROUND

PIN 2 - 10.DOVOlT OUTPUT
PIN 3 - +Vs

BOnOMVIEW

+10,OOV

"'ft

0.017 (0.43)

0.186 (4.72)

Figure 1. AD581 Pin Configuration (Top View)'

An external fine trim may be desired to set the output level
to exactly 10.000 volts within less than a millivolt (calibrated
to a main system reference). System calibration may also require a reference slightly different from 10.00 volts. In either'
case, the optional trim circuit shown in Figure 2 can offset the
output by up to ±30 millivolts (with the 22n resistor), if
needed, with minimal effect on other device characteristics.
+15V

0.013 (0.331

e:::;;::::;;:::::;n;;:=>===f

0.5112.7)
MIN
~

0.0'610.4')

Figure 4. Outline Dimensions and Pin Designations.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

+1D.OOV
6.Bk.f2

TRIM
RANGE
22!l
'2!l
3.9.Q

±30mV
±10mV
±5mV

MAX

6TCR

3.5ppmrC
2.OppmrC
O.6ppmI"C

-15V

4.3k.f2

Figure 2. Optional Fine Trim Configuration

~I."-------- 0.08"

Figure 5. Simplified Schematic
THE A0581 IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN LASER· TRIMMED CHIP FORM WITH ALL SPECifiCATIONS
GUARANTEED TO J·GRADE. THE CHIP HAS ADDITIONAL APPLICATION fLEXIBILITY NOT
AVAILABLE IN THE THREE.TERMINAL PACKAGEO DEVice. CONSULT FACTORY FOR
fURTHER DETAILS.

Figure 3. AD581 Bonding Diagram
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VOLTAGE VARIATION vs. TEMPERATURE
Some confusion exists in the area of defining and specifying
reference voltage error over temperature. Historically, references have been characterized using a maximum deviation per
degree Centigrade; i.e., 10ppm/C. However, because of nonlinearities in temperature characteristics, which originated in
standard zener references (such as "S" type characteristics)
most manufacrurers have begun to use a maximum limit error
band approach to specify devices. This technique involves
measurement of the output at 3, 5 or more different temperatures to guarantee that the output voltage will fall within the
given error band. The temperature characteristic of the AD581
consistently follows the S-curve shown in Figure 6. Five-point
measurement of each device guarantees the error band over the
_55°C to +125°C range; three-point measurement guarantees
the error band frorri 0 to +70° C.
The error band which is guaranteed with the AD581 is the
maximum deviation from the initial value at +25°C; this error
band is of more use to a designer than one which simply guarantees the maximum total change over the entire range (i.e.,
in the latter definition, all of the changes could occur in the
positive direction). Thus, with a given grade of the AD581, the
designer can easily determine the maximum total error from
initial tolerance plus temperarure variation (e.g., for the
AD581T, the initial tolerance is ±10mY, the temperarure error
band is ±15mV, thus the unit is guaranteed to be 10.000 volts
±25mV from _55°C to +12S o C).

rent is positive. Note that the short circuit current (i.e., zero
volts output) is about 28mA; when shorted to + 15 volts, the
sink current goes to about 20mA.
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Many low power instrument manufacrurers are becoming increasingly concerned with the turn-on characteristics of the
components being used in their systems. Fast turn-on components often enable the end user to keep power off when not
needed, and yet respond quickly when the power is turned on
for operation. Figure 8 displays the turn-on characteristic of
the AD58l. This characteristic is generated from cold-start
operation and represents the true turn-on waveform after an
extended period with the supplies off. The figure shows both
the coarse and fine transient characteristics of the device; the
total settling time to within ±1 millivolt is about 180J,ls, and
there is no long thermal tail appearing after the point.
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Figure 8. Output Settling Characteristic
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Figure 6. Typical Temperature Characteristic
OUTPUT CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS
The AD581 has the capability to either source or sink current
and provide good load regulation in either direction, although
it has better characteristics in the source mode (positive current into the load). The circuit is protected for shorts to either
positive supply or ground. The output voltage vs. output current characteristics of the device are shown in Figure 7. Source
current is displayed as negative current in the figure; sink cur,
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Figure 9. Spectral Noise Density and Total rms Noise
vs. Frequency
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Figure 7. AD581 Output Voltage vs. Sink and Source Current
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PRECISION HIGH CURRENT SUPPLY
The ADS81 can be easily connected with power pnp or power
darlington pnp devices to provide much greater output current
capability. The circuit shown in Figure 11 delivers a precision
10 volt output with up to 4 amperes supplied to the load. The
O.lj.LF capacitor is required only if the load has a significant
capacitive component. If the load is purely resistive, improved
high frequency supply rejection results from removing the
capacitor.
VIN:P 15 Volts

i;;: 10RV +O.76mA

R
LOAD

BOTTOM VIEW OF
10 VOLT PRECISION

REFERENCE CIRCUIT

<>-.....- - - - - " 9

IN TO·SeASE

Figure 13. A Two-Component Precision Current Limiter

470n

J 2N6040

Figure 11. High Current Precision Supply

CONNECTION FOR REDUCED PRIMARY SUPPLY
While line regulation is specified down to 13 volts, the typical
ADS81 will work as specified down to 12 volts or below. The
current sink capability allows even lower supply voltage capability such as operation from 12V ±S% as shown in Figure 12.
The S60n resistor reduces the current supplied by the ADS81
to a manageable level at full SmA load. Note that other bandgap references, without current sink capability, may be damaged by use in this circuit configuration.
_~.

AD581

_ _ _ 12V ±5%

lOV@OtoSmA

Figure 12. 12 Volt Supply Connection

THE AD58t AS A CURRENT LIMITER
The ADS81 represents an alternative to current limiter diodes
which require factory selection to achieve a desired current.
This approach often results in temperature coefficients of
1%/C. The ADS81 approach is not limited to a defined
set current limit; it can be programmed from 0.7S to SmA
with the insertion of a single external resistor. Of course, the
minimum voltage required to drive the connection is 13 volts;
The ADS8P, which is a 2.S. volt reference, can be used in this
type of circuit with compliance voltage down to 4.S volts.

NEGATIVE to-VOLT REFERENCE
The ADS81 can also be used in a two-terminal "zener" mode
to provide a precision -10.00 volt reference. As shown in Figure 14, the VIN and VOUT terminals are connected together
to the high supply (in this case, ground). The ground pin is
connected through a resistor to the negative supply. The output is now taken from the ground pin instead of VOUT ' With
1mA flowing through the ADS81 in this mode, a typical unit
will show a 2mV increase in output level over that produced
•
in the three-terminal mode. Note also that ,the effective output
impedance in this connection increases from 0.2n typical to
2 ohms. It is essential to arrange the output load and the supply resistor, Rs, so that the net current through the ADS81 is
always between 1 and SmA. The temperature characteristics
and long-term stability of the device will be essentially the
same as that of a unit used in the standard three-terminal
mode. The operating temperature range is limited to -S SO C
to +8S°C.
The ADS81 can also be used in a two·terminal mode to develop
a positive reference. VIN and VOUT are tied together and to
the positive supply through an appropriate supply resistor. The
performance characteristics will be similar to those of the negative two-terminal connection. The only advantage of this connection over the standard three-terminal connection is that a
lower primary supply can be used, as low as 10.S volts. This
type of operation will require considerable attention to load
and primary supply regulation to be sure the ADS81 always
remains within its regulating range of 1 to SmA.
_ ....._ _ _~_ _.....___ ~~~"OG

-+______

L-_ _

~~~

1.2kn 5%
-15V

Figure 14. Two- Terminal-10 Volt Reference
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.0 VOLT REFERENCE WITH MULTIPLYING CMOS D/A
OR AID CONVERTERS
.
The AD5S. is ideal for application with the entire AD7520
series of W- and H-bit multiplying CMOS D/A converters,
especially for low power applications. It is equally sui~able for
the AD7574 S-bit AID converter. In the standard hoo'k-up, as
shown in Figure B,the +.0 volt reference is inverted by the
amplifier/DAC configuratiol} to produce Ii 0 to -.0 volt range.
If an AD30S amplifier is used, total quiescent supply current
will typically be 2mA. If a 0 to + .0 volt full scale range is
desired, the AD5S. can be connected to the CMOS DAC in its
-.0 volt "zener" mode, as shown in Figure 14 (the -.OVREF
output is connected directly to the VREF IN of the CMOS
DAC). The AD5S. will normally be used in the -W volt mode
with the AD7574 to give a 0 to + .0 volt ADC range. This is
shown in Figure .6. Bipolar output applications and other
operating details can be found in the data sheets for the
CMOS products.

PRECiSION 12-BIT D/A CONVERTER REFERENCE
The AD562, like most D/A converters, is designed to operate
with a +.0 volt reference element. In the AD562, this 10 volt
reference voltage is converted into a reference current of approximately 0.5mA via the internal 19.95kn resistor (in series
with the external won trimmer). The gain temperature coefficient of the AD562 is primarily governed by the temperature
tracking of the 19.95kn resistor and the 5k/Wk span resistors;
this gain T .C. is guaranteed to 3ppm/o C. Thus, using the
AD5S1L (at 5ppml"C) as the 10 volt reference guarantees a
maximum full scale temperature coefficient of Sppml"C over
the commercial range. TheW volueference also supplies the
normal1,mA bipolar offset current through the 9.95k bipolar
offset resistor. The bipolar offset T.C. thus depends only on
the T.C. matching of the bipolar offset resistor to the input
reference resistor and is guaranteed to 3ppml" C.

+15V

-15V
AD581

+5V

R.

1.2k
5%

,.

BIT 1 (M8B)

RFEEDBACK

'6
DIGITAL
INPUT

AD7520

BIT 10 (LSB)

,

SIGNAL o-~IV-""'-I

INPUT
OV TO +lOV 0 - - - - : : :.. 51

IoUT1

ANALOG

,.

SUPPLY
RETURN

IOUT2

NOTE 1: Rl AND R2CAN BE OMITTED IF GAIN TRIM
IS NOT REQUIRED

Figure 16. AD581 as Negative 10 Volt Reference for
CMOSADC

Figure 15. Low Power 10·Bit CMOS DAC Application
-15V

+5/+1SV

I
I

A

-15V

I

~~ ______________________________ 1
l::~O~:~ OHSET ADJ.

!

A"" ANALOG GROUND

Figure 17. Precision 12-BitDIA Converter
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Pin Programmable
Precision Voltage Reference

FEATURES
Four Programmable Output Voltages:
10.000V, 7.S00V, S.OOOV, 2.S00V
Laser-Trimmed to High Accuracies
No External Components Required
Trimmed Temperature Coefficient:
SppmfC max, 0 to +70°C (ADS84LH)
10ppmfC max, -SSoC to +1 2SoC (ADS84UH)
Zero Output Strobe Terminal Provided
Two Terminal Negative Reference
Capability (SV & Above)
Output Sources or Sinks Current
Low Quiescent Current: 1.0mA max
10mA Current Output Capability
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD584 is an eight-terminal precision voltage reference
offering pin-programmable selection of four popular output
voltages: 10.000V, 7.500V, 5.000V and 2.500V. Other output voltages, above, below or between the four standard outputs, are available by the addition of external resistors. Input
voltage may vary between 4.5 and 40 volts.
Laser Wafer Trimming (LWT) is used to adjust the pin-programmable output levels and temperature coefficients, resulting in
the most flexible high precision voltage reference available in
monolithic form.
In addition to the programmable output voltages, the AD584
offers a unique strobe terminal which permits the device to be
turned on or off. When the AD584 is used as a power supply
reference, the supply can be switched off with a single, lowpower signal. In the "off" state the current drain by the
AD584 i~ reduced to about 100M. In the "on" state the total
supply current is typically 750llA including the output buffer
amplifier.
.
The AD584 is recommended for use as a reference for 8-, 10or 12-bit D/A converters which require an external precision reference. The device is also ideal for all types of AID converters
of up to 14 bit accuracy, either successive approximation or
integrating designs, and in general can offer better performance
than that provided by standard self.>contained references.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The flexibility of the ADS84 eliminates the need to designin and inventory several different voltage references. Furthermore one AD584 can serve as several references simultaneou~ly when buffered prc;:,erly.
2. Laser trimming of both initial accuracy and temperature
coefficient results in very low errors over temperature without the use of external components. The AD584LH has a
maximum deviation from 10.000 volts of ±7.25mV from
o to +70°C, while the ADS84UH guarantees ±lSmV maximum total error without external trims from -SSoC to
+125°C.
3. The ADS84 can be operated in a two-terminal "Zener"
mode at 5 volts output and above. By connectlOg the input
and the output, the ADS84 can be used in this "Zener"
configuration as a negative reference.
4. The output of the ADS84 is configured to sink or source
currents. This means that small reverse currents can be
tolerated in circuits using the ADS84 without damage to
the reference and without disturbing the output voltage
(lOV, 7.SV and SVoutputs).
5. Every AD584 receives a 24 hour stabilization bake at
lSOoC and a gross leak test to ensure reliability and
long-term stability.

The AD584J, K, and L are specified for operation from 0 to
+70o C; the AD584S, T, and U are specified for the -SSoC to
+12SoC range. The ADS8lS, T. and U grades are also available
prOl:essed to MIL-STD-883B, Level B. All grades are packaged
in a hermetically-sealed eight-terminal TO-99 metal can.
·COVERED BY U.S. PATENT NO. 3,887,863.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical@VIN =+15Vand +25°C unless otherwise noted)
ADS84]H

MODEL
ABSOLUTE MAX ~ATINGS
Input Voltage VIN to Ground
Power Dissipation@ +2S oC

Operating Junction Temp. Range

Storage Tcmpe-:ature Range

• ADS84KH

ADS84LH

ADS84SH

ADS84TH

ADS84UH

40V
QOOmW
-SSoc to +1S0oC
-6S 0 Cto +17SoC

Lead Temperature
Soldering, 10.. e)
Thermal Resistance
J unction·to-Ambient

Operating Temperature Range
OUTPUT VOLTAGE TOLERANCE
Maximum Enor l for Nominal
Outputs of:
10.000V
7.S00V
S.OOOV
2.S00V

+300o C
lSOOClWatt

-ssOc to +12S oC

o to +70 o C

±30mV
±22mV
±15mV
±7.SmV

±30mV
±22mV

±10mV
±8mV

±SmV
±4mV

±2.5mV

±lSmV
±7.SmV

i6mV
±3.SmV

±3mV
±2.SmV

ISppml'C
ISppml'c

sppml'c
10ppmtC

lOppml'C
lOppml'C

ISppm/'C

20ppmlc

lOppm/oC
lSppml'C

lppmtC typ

3ppmtC typ

Sppm/C typ

lppmi'Ctyp

lppml'Ctyp

±lOmV

tSmV

±8mV
±6mV

±~mV

±3.SmV

±4mV

OUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANGE
Maximum Deviation from +2S oC

Value, Tmin to Tmax 2
10.000, 7.S00, S.OOOVOutputs 10ppml'C
2.S00V Output
'
30ppmlC

Differential Temperature
Coefficients Between OutputS
QUIESCENT CURRENT

Temperature Variation

Sppml'Ctyp

1.0mA max
7S0p.A typ
l.Sp.Atc typ

TURN'()N SETTLING TIME TO 0.1%

20011'

NOISE
(0.1 to 10Hz)

SOIlV p-p

LONG-TERM STABILITY

2Sppm/l000 Hrs.

SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT

lOmA

LINE REGULATION (No Load)
ISV';VIN';lOV

0.OO2%/V

(VOUT +Z.SV)';VIN';ISV

O.OOS%IV

(Nort-Cumulative)

WAD REGULATION
O<IOUT <SmA, All Outputs

'Oppm/rnA max
(20ppm/mA typ)

OUTPUT CURRENT
VIN ;. VOUT +2.SV
Source@ +2SoC

Source Tmin to Tmax
Sink Tmin to Tmax
Sink -SSoC to +8SoC

lOmAmin
SmA min
SmA min

200~A min
SmA min

"Specifications same as AD584JH.
··Specifications lame as AD584SH.
IAt Pin 1.
'Calculated as average over the operating temperature range~
Spec:ifitaations:subject to change without notice.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm),

1'0·99 CAN
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APPLYING THE ADS84
With power applied to pins 8 and 4 and all other pins open the
ADS84 will produce a buffered nominal10.0Voutput between
pins 1 and 4 (see Figure 1). The stabilized output voltage
may be reduced to 7.SV, S .OV or 2.SV by connecting the
programming pins as follows:
PIN PROGRAMMING

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Join the 2.sV and S.OV pins (2)
and (3).
Connect the S.OV pin (2) to the
output pin (1).
Connect the 2.SV pin (3) to the
output pin (1).

7.SV

S.OV
2.sV

The options shown above are available without the use of any
additional components. Multiple outputs using only one
ADS84, are also possible by simply buffering each voltage
programming pin with a unity-gain noninverting op amp.

,..

PIN DESIGNATION
VOUT

.,

\Iou,
I
I
1+1.21SV

2.sV tap with R3 alone. The output voltage Clan be lowered by
connecting R4 alone. Either of these resistors can be a fixed
resistor selected by test or an adjustable resistor. In all cases
the resistors should have a low temperature coefficient to
match the ADS84 internal resistors, which have a negative T .C.
less than 60ppmtC. If both R3 and R4 are used, these resistors
should have matched temperature coefficients.
When only small adjustments or trims are required, the circuit
of Figure 2 offers better resolution over a limited trim range.
The circuit can be programmed to S.OV, 7.SVor 10V and
adjusted by means of R1 over a range of about ±200mV. To
trim the 2.SV output option, R2 (Figure 2) can be recoIUiected
to the bandgap reference (pin 6). In this configuration, the
adjustment should be limited to ±lOOmV in order to avoid
affecting the performance of the ADS84.

F:!-o-....;;-M;..~1':,!

I
I

COMMON

: +5V

I

1-

~~!y
Vaa

COMMON

I
8k I

.
Ok

I
I

I
I

,

.,
~ .,
I

.2

Figure 3. Pin Designations

Figure 2_ Output Trimming

1 - - - - - - - 0,111"--------1-1
CAP

I

1

COMMON
L ____________
.J
-THE :UVTAP IS USED INTERNALLVASA BIAS POINT
AND SIfl)ULD NOT BE CHANGED BY MORE THAN 100mV
IN ANY TRIM OONFKiURATION.

Figure 1. Variable Output Options
The ADS84 can also be programmed over a wide range of output voltages, including voltages greater· than 10V, by the addition of one or more external resistors. Figure 1 illustrates
. the general adjustment procedure, with approximate values
given for the internal resistors of the ADS84. The ADS84 may
be modeled as an opamp with a noninverting feedback connection, driven by a high stability 1.215 volt bandgap reference (see Figure 5 for schematic).

When the feedback ratio is adjusted with external resistors, the
output amplifier can be made to multiply the reference voltage
by almost any convenient amount, making popular outputs of
10 ..l4V, S.12V, 2.S6V or 6.3V easy to obtain. The mostgeneral adjustment (which gives the greatest range and poorest resolution) uses R1 and R2 alone (see Rigure l).As R1 is adjusted
to its upper limit the 2.SV pin 3 will be connected to the output, which will reduce to 2.SV. As R1 is adjusted to its lower
limit, the output voltage will rise to a value limited by R2. For
example, if R2 is aboot 6kO, the upper limit of the output
range will be about 20V even for large values of Rl. R2 should
not be omitted; its value should be chosen to limit the output
to a value which car. be tolerated by the load circuits. If R2 is
zero, adjusting R1 to its lower limit will result in a loss of
control over the output voltage. If precision voltages are required to be set at levels other than the standard outputs, the
20% absolute tolerance in the internal resistor ladder must be
accounted for.
I

Alternatively, the output voltage can be raised by loading the

SUBSTRATE

.v
THE AD15114IS ALSO AVAILASE IN LASER·TRIMMED CHIP FORM.
CONSULT CHIP CATALOG FOR APPLICATION DETAIL.

J

Figure 4. Bonding Diagram

Figure.5. Schematic Diagram
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Performance' of the AD584
PERFORMANCE OVER TEMPERATURE
Each ADS84 is tested at five temperatures over the -SSoC to
+12SoC range to ensure that each device falls within the
Maximum Error Band (see Figure 6) specified for a particular
grade (i.e., S, T, or U grades); three-point measurement guarantees performance within the error band from 0 to +70 o C (i.e.,
I, K, or L grades). The error band guaranteed for the ADS84
is the maximum deviation from the initial value at +2SoC.
Thus, given the grade of the ADS84, the designer can easily
determine the maximum total error from initial tolerance plus
temperature variation. For example, for the ADS84T, the
initial tolerance is ±10mVand the error band.is ±1SmV.
Hence, the unit is guaranteed to be 10.000 volts ±2SmV from
-SSoC to + 12SoC.

and represents the true turn-on wavef'orm after an extended
period with the supplies off. The figure shows both the coarse
and fine transient characteristics of the device; the total settling
time to within ±1 millivolt is about 180~s, and there is no
long thermal tail appearing after the point. Figure 8B demonstrates the settling characteristics using the strobe input (see
Figure 11). Without compensation, the output of the ADS84
. typically settles within 22S~. With a 90pF. capacitor across
pins (5) and ('3), critical damping is approximated, as shown
in Figure 8B, with settling times <S~s.,

j~1V
'2V

OUTPUT

1O.0lOY]
10.020V

OUTPUT
10.01DV

,OV

10,OOOV

2OV
POW'R {
SUPPLY
10V
INPUT

o
o

'/

Vour- 10.000
V .."

........

/

/'

...............

50

100 1::'0 200 250

SETTLING TIME -

j.!S

Figure Ba. Output Settling Characteristic

- ./

TEMPEAATUAE":"C

Figure 6. Typical Temperature Characteristic
OUTPUT CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS
The ADS84 has the capability to either source or sink current
and provide good load regulation in either direction, although
it has better characteristics in the source mode (positive current into the load). The circuit is protected for shorts to either
positive supply or ground. The output voltage vs. output current characteristics of the device is shown in Figure 7. Source
current is displayed as negative current in the figure; sink current is positive. Note that the short circuit current (i.e., zero
volts output) is about 28mA; when shorted to +1S volts, the
sink current goes to about 20mA.

SETTLING TIME -}.IS

Figure Bb. Output Settling Characteristic
NOISE FILTERING
The bandwidth of the output amplifier in the ADS 84 can be
reduced to filter the output noise. A ·capacitor ranging between
0.011lF and 0.1~F connected between the Cap and VBG terminals will further reduce the wideband and feed through noise
in the output of the ADS84, as shown in Figure 10.

VOUT

O.01,.f
TO
D.l,.F

Figure 9. Additional Noise Filtering
with an External Capacitor
~

~5

-10

~

0

5

10

15

,

m

NOIIESPECTflALDENSlTYIIlYJrv'Hi1

SOURCE-SINK

"I.. ~J:;:!

OUTPUT CURRENT·· mA

Figure 7. AD5.B4 Output Voltage
lIS. Sink and Source Current
, DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Many low power instrument manufacturers are becoming increasingly concerned with the tum-on characteristics of the
components being used in their systems. Fast tum-on components often enable the end user.to keep power off when not
needed, and yet respond quickly when the power is turned on
for operation. Figure 8 displays the turncon characteristic of
the ADS84. Figure 8A is generated from cold-start operation
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Figure 10. Spectral Noise Density and Total rms Noise "
vs. Frequency

USING THE STROBE TERMINAL
The ADS84 has a strobe input which can be used to zero the
output. This unique feature pennits a variety of new applications in signal and power conditioning circuits.
Figure 11 illustrates the strobe connection. A simple NPN
switch can be used to translate a TTL logic signal into a strobe
of the output. The ADS84 operates normally when there is
no current drawn from pin S. Bringing this terminal low, to
less than 200mV, win allow the output voltage to go to zero.
In this mode the ADS84 should not be required to source or
sink current (unless a 0.7V residual output is permissible). If
the ADS84 is required to sink a transient current while strobed
off, the strobe terminal input current should be limited by a
lOOn resistor as shown in Figure 11.
The strobe tenninal will tolerate up to SJ,JA leakage and its
driver should be capable of sinking SOOIlA continuous. A low
leakage open collector gate can be used to drive the strobe
tenninal directly, provided the gate can withstand the ADS84
output voltage plus one volt.

Use of current Iirn,iting diodes often results in temperature
coefficients of l%tC. Use of the ADS84 in this mode is not
limited to a set current limit; it can be programmed from 0.7S
to SmA with the insertion of a single external resistor (see
Figure 14). Of course, the minimum voltage required to drive
the connection is S volts.

3 +2.IV

COMMON

Figure 13. NPN Output Current Booster

.v,
.8

Vour.2.5V

.t··~··-

Figure 14. A Two-Component Precision Current Limiter

Figure ". Use of the Strobe Terminal

L-_+==__

~~

PRECISION HIGH CURRENT SUPPLY
The ADS84 can be easily connected to a power PNP or power
Darlington PNP device to provide much greater output current
capability. The circuit shown in Figure 12 delivers a precision
10 volt output with up to 4 amperes supplied to the load. The
O.IIlF capacitor is required only if the load has a significant
capacitive component. If the load is purely resistive, improved
high frequency supply rejection results from removing the
capacitor.
.

Figure 12. High Current Precision Supply

The ADS84 can also use an NPN or Darlington NPN transistor
to boost its output current. Simply connect the 10Voutput
tenninal of the ADS 84 to the base of the NPN booster and take
the output froD;! the booster emitter as shown in Figure 13.
The S.OV or 2.SV pin must connect to the actual output in
this configuration. Variable or adjustable outputs (as shown in
Figures 1 and 2) may be combined with +S.OV connection to
obtain outputs above +S.OV.
THE ADS84 AS A CURRENT LIMITER
The ADS84 represents an alternative to current limiter diodes
which require factory selection to 'achieve a desired· current.

Figure 15. Two-Terminal -5 Volt Reference

NEGATIVE REFERENCE VOLTAGES FROM AN ADS84
The AD584 can also be used in a two-terminal "zener" mode
to provide a precision -10, -7.5 or -5.0 volt reference. As
shown'in Figure 15. the VIN and VOU1' tenninals are connected together to the pOSlove supply (in this case, ground).
The AD584 common pin is connected through a resistor to the
negative supply. The output is now taken from the common
pin instead of VOUT. With ImA flowing through the ADS84 in
this mode, a typical unit will show a 2mV increase in output
level over that produced in the three-terminal mode. Note also
that the effective output impedance in this connection increases from 0.2n typical to 2n. It is essential to arrange
the output load and the supply resistor, Rs, so that the net
current through the ADS84 is always between 1 and SmA. The
temperature characteristics and long-term stability of the device will be essentially the same as that of a unit used in the
standard three-terminal mode. The operating temperature range
is limited to _SSoC to +8S oC.
The AD584 can also be used in a two-terminal mode to develop
a positive reference. VIN and VOUT are tied together and to
the positive supply through an appropriate supply resistor. The
performance characteristics will be similar to those of the negative two-terminal connection. The only advantage of this connection over the standard three-terminal connection is that a
lower primary supply can be used, as low as O.S volts above
the desired output voltage. This type of operation will require
considerable attention to load and primary supply regulation
to be sure the ADS84 always remains within its regulating
range of 1 to SmA.
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10 VOLT REFERENCE WITH MULTIPLYING CMOS D/A
OR AID CONVERTERS
The ADS84 is ideal for application with the entire Ai>7S20
series of 10~ and 12-bit multiplying CMOS D/A converters,
especially for low power applications . .It is equally suitable for
the AD7S74 8-bit AID converter. in the standard hook-up as
shown in Figure 16, the standard output voltages are inverted by
the amplifierlDAC configuration to produce converted voltage
ranges. For example, a +10V reference produces a 0 to -10V
range. If an A0308 amplifier is used, tOtal quiescent supply
current will typically be 2mA. The ADS84 will nonnally be
used in the -10 volt mode with the AD7S74 to give a 0 to +10
volt ADC range. This is shown in Figure 18. Bipolar output
applications and other operating details can be found in the
data sheets for the CMOS products.
+16V

+10V

VAEF IN

15

81T 1 (MSB)

,.

RFEEDBACK

16

DIGITAL
INPUT
A07620

BIT 10 (LSB)

13

+5V
R3
Uk

."

SlGNALo--'VI~""-I

INPUT

OV TO +10\1 o-~--::.

ANALOG
SlWP\.y
RETURN

NOTE 1: A1 AND R2CAN BE OMiTtED IFGAINTHIM
IS NOT REQUIRED

Figure 18. AD584liS Negative 10 Volt Reference for
CMOSADC.

guarantees a maximum full scale temperature coe{ficient of
8ppm/oC over the commercial range. The 10 volt reference
also supplies the normal ImA bipolar offset cUrtent through
the 9.9Sk bipolar offset resistor. The bipolar offset T.C. thus
depends only on the T.C . matching of the bipolar offset resistor to the input reference resistor and is guaranteed to 3ppinf C.
Figure 19 demonstrates the flexibility of the ADS84 applied
to another popular DIA configuration.

V,.

IoUT1

Vee

IoUT2

-16V

COMMON

R14· R16

Figure 16. Low Power 10-Bit CMOS DAC Application

PRECISION D/A CONVERTER REFERENCE
.The ADS62,like many D/A converters, is designed to operate
with a +10 volfreference element (Figure 17). In the ADS62,
this 10 volt reference voltage is converted into a reference current of approximately O.SmA via the internal 19.9SkU resistor
(in series with the external100U trimmer). The gain temperature coefficient of the ADS62 is primarily governed by the
-temperature tracking of the 19.9SkU resistor and the Sk/10k
span resistors; this gain T.C. is guaranteed to 3ppmfC. Thus,
. using the ADS84L (at Sppm/oC) as the 19 volt reference
-15V

VEE

Figure 19. Current Output 8-Bit D/A

+5I+15V

I

.

7

-- -

.:

hl4'-. ., ___________________ -' __ . .:. -' __ - _. . J
A

.,,16V

1~~~ OFFSET ADJ.

A = ANALOG GROUND

Figure 17_ Pret;ision 12-Bit D/A Converter
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Two-Terminal Ie
1.2 Volt Reference

AD589
FEATURES
Superior Replacement for Other 1.2V References
Wide Operating Range: 5o,tA to 5mA
Low Power: 60~W Totel Po at 50~A
Low Temperature Coefficient:
10ppmfC max. 0 to +700C (AD589MI
25ppmfC max. _55°C to +125°C (AD589UI
Two Terminal "Zenar" Operation
Low Output Impedance: O.6n
No Frequency Compensation Required
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT IUGHLIGHTS

The AD589 is a two-terminal, low cost, temperature compensated bandgap voltage reference· which provides a fixed
1.23V output voltage for input currents between 50~A and
5.OmA.

1. The AD589 is a two-terminal device which delivers a
a constant reference voltage for a wide range of input
current.

The high stability of the ADS89 is primarily dependent upon
the matching and thermal tracking of the on-chip components.
Analog Devices' precision bipolar processing and thin-film
technology combine to provide excellent performance at
low cost.
Additionally, the active circuit produces an output impedance
ten times lower than typicallow-TC zener diodes. This feature allows operation with no external components required
to maintain full accuracy under changing load conditions.
The AD589 is available in seven versions. The ADS89], K, L
and M grades are specified for 0 to +70o C operation, while
the S, T and U grades are rated for the full -SSo C to + 125° C
temperature range. Processing to MIL-STD-883B is available
on the three military grades.

2. Output impedance of O.6n and temperature coefficients
as low as 10ppmfC insure stable output voltage over a
wide range of operating conditions.
3. The AD589 can be operated as a positive or negative
reference. "Floating" operation is also possible.
4. The AD589 will operate with total current as low as 50~A
(60~W total power dissipation), ideal for battery powered
instrument applications.
5. The ADS89S, T, and U grades are available 100% screened
to the requirements of MIL-STD-883, Method 5004,
Level B.
6. The AD589 is an exact replacement for other 1.2V references, offering superior temperature performance and
reduced sensitivity to capacitive loading.

VOL TAGE REFERENCES 7-21

SPECIFICATIONS
Model
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Current

Reverse Current

Power Dissipation 1
Storage Temperature Range
Operating Junction Temperature Range

(typical @ liN =500~A and TA =25° C unless otherwise noted).
AD589JH

AD589KH

lOrnA
lOrnA
125mW

.

~S:C to, +17S:C

Lead Temperature (Soldering. 10see)

-55 C to +150 C
300'C

Operating Temperature Range

o to +70 o C

OUTPUT VOLTAGE.

AD589LH

ADS89MH

AD589SH

AD589TH

AD589UH

SO max

25 max

-55°C to +12S oC

1.200Vmin
1.23SV typ
1.2S0V max

OUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANGE vs. CURRENT
(SO~A - SmA)
DYNAMIC OUTPUT· IMPEDANCE
RMS NOISE VOLTAGE
10Hz <f <110kHz

SmVrnax
0.6U typ
2U max
Sj.lV

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT' - ppmf C

100 max

TURN-ON SETTLING TIME TO 0.1%

2SE:!s

OPERATING CURRENT'

SO max

25 max

lOmax

100 max

$OJ,lA min

SmA max
NOTES

Absolute maximum power dissipation is limited by maximum current through the
device, Maximum rating at elevated temperatures must be computed assuming
TJ EO; lS.OcC, and fljA '" 400 c C/W,
J See following page for explanation of temperature coefficient measurement methot!.
iOptimum performance is obtaineQ at currents below SOO,uA.
Stray shunt capacitances should be minimized .. If strays cannot be
avoided, a shunt capacitor of at least lOOOpF is recommended.
I

"'Specifications same as ADS89J.
"'·Spccificationssame as A0589S.
Specifications sub,io::ct to change without notice.

ADS89 BONDING DIAGRAM

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND PIN DESIGNATIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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VOLTAGE VARIATION vs. TEMPERATURE
Some confusion exists in the area of defining and specifying
reference voltage error over temperature. Historically, references have been characterized using a maximum deviation per
degree Centigrade; i.e., lOppmtC. However, because of nonlinearities in temperature characteristics, which originated in
standard zener references (such as "S" type characteristics)
most manufacturers have begun to use a maximum limit error
band approach to specify devices. This technique involves
measurement of the output at 3, 5 or more different temperatures to guarantee that the output voltage will fall within the
given error band. The temperature characteristic of the ADS89
consistently follows the curve shown in Figure 1. Three-point
measurement guarantees the error band over the specified
temperature range. The temperature coefficients specified on
page 2 represent the slopes of the diagonals of the error band
from +2S oC to Tmin and +2S o C to Tmax.
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DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Many low power instrument manufacturers are becoming increasingly concerned with the. turn-on characteristics of the
components being used in their systems. Fast turn-on components often enable the end user to keep power off when not
needed, and yet respond quickly when the power is turned on
for operation. Figure 3 displays the turn-on characteristic of
the ADS89. This characteristic is generated from cold-start
operation and represents the true turn-on waveform' after an
extended period with the supplies off. The figure shows both
the coarse and fine transient characteristics of the device; the
total settling time to within ±1 millivolt is about 25fJs, and
there is no long thermal tail appearing after that point.

+75

""

+100

+125

Figure 3. Output Settling Characteristics

TEMPERATURE _ °C

Figure 1. Typical AD589 Temperature Characteristics
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Figure 2. Noise Spectral Density
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Figure 4. Schematic Diagram
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APPLICATION INFORMATION
The AJ)S89 functions as ~ two-tenninal shunt-type regulator.
It provides a constant 1.23V output for a .wide range of input
current from SOItA toSniA. Figure 5 shows the simplest configuration for an output voltage of 1.2V or leSs. Note that no
frequency compensation is required. If additional filtering is
desired for ,ultra low n,oise applications, minimum recommended capacitance is lOOOpF.

---.-----~~-+5V

6.81<0

,6.81<'1

V+

AD699
2k0
>----iREF+
L - -....~--i

7109

REF-

' - - - - I REF OUT

---4.....-~--- +5V
6.81<0

+

a. With n09 12·Bit Binary A/D

+

AD689

--+----+-.,..

VOUT

-~------'--+5V

6.2kO

Figure 5. Basic Configuretion for 1.2Vor Less

V+
7107

lOkO

The ADS89 can also be used as a, building ,block to generate
other values of reference voltage. Figure 6 shows a circ~it
whiCh produces a buffered lOY output. Total supply current
for this circuit is ,approximately 2mA. ,

~--IREFHI

lkO

1..-_....._ _-1 REF LO

COMMON
AD699

b. With 7107 Panel Meter A/D
~"",---o+

10V
lkO

S.2kO

Figure 7. AD589 Used as Reference for CMOS A/D Converters

The AD589 also is useful as a reference for CMOS multiplying DACs such as the AD7533. These DACs require a
negative reference voltage in order to provide a positive output range. Figure 8 shows the AD589 used to supply an equivalent -l.OV reference to an AD7533.
BIT
1 2

3 ·4

5

6

7

8

BIT
9 10

MSB

Figure 6. Single-Supply Buffered tOv Reference

The low power operation of the ADS89 makes it ideal for use
in battery operated portable equipment. It is especially useful
as a reference for CMOS analog·to-digital converters. Figure 7
shows the ADS89 used in conjunction with two popular integrating type CMOS AID converters.
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6kO

Rl

' AD7533 SERIES
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39k0
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-16V
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!!j0
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Figure 8. AD5898s Reference for 10-Bit CMOS DAC
{
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FEATURES
Improved, Lower Cost, Replecements for Standard 1403, 1403A
3-Terminal Device: Voltage In/Voltage Out
Laser Trimmed to High Accuracy: 2.500V ±10mV (AD1403A)
Excellent Temperature Stability: 25ppmtC (AD1403A)
Low Quiescent Current: 1_5mA max
10mA Current Output Capability
Low Cost
Convenient MINI-DIP Package

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD1403 and AD1403A are improved three-terminal, low
cost, temperature compensated, bandgap voltage references
that provide a fixed 2.5V output voltage for inputs between
4.5V and 40V. A unique combination of advanced circuit design and laser-wafer-trimmed thin-film resistors provides the
AD1403/AD1403A with an initial tolerance of ±10mV and a
temperature stability of better than 25ppm/ C. In addition,
the low quiescent current drain of 1.5mA (max) offers a clear
advantage over classical zener techniques.
The AD1403 or AD1403A is recommended as a stable reference for all 8-, 10- and 12-bit D-to-A converters that require
an external reference. In addition, the wide input range of the
AD1403/AD1403A allows operation with 5 volt logic supplies,
making these devices ideal for digital panel meter applications
and when only a single logic supply is available.
The AD1403 and AD1403A ar~ specified for operation over
the 0 to +70oC temperature range. The AD580 series of 2.5
volt precision IC references is recommended for applications
where operation over the _SSoC to +125°C range is.required.

Low Cost, Precision
2.5 Volt ICReference
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD1403A offers improved initial tolerance over the
industry-standard 1403A: ±10mV versus ±25mV at a
lower cost.
2. The three-terminal voltage in/voltage out operation of the
AD1403/AD1403A provides a regulated output voltage
without any external components.
3. The AD1403/AD1403A provides a stable 2.5V output
voltage for input voltages between 4.5V and 40V making
these devices ideal for systems that contain a single logic
supply ..
4. Thin film resistor technology and tightly controlled bipolar
processing provide the AD1403A with temperature stabilities of 25ppm/C.
5. The low 1.5mA maximum quiescent current drain of the
AD1403 and AD1403A makes them ideal for CMOS and
other low power applications.

OTHER ANALOG DEV.CES REFERENCES
High Precision 2.5 Volt IC Reference
ADS80
ADS81
High Precision 10.0 Volt IC Reference
ADS84
Pin Programmable Precision IC Voltage Reference
AD589
Two Terminal 1.2 Volt IC Reference
AD2700
High Performance +10.000 Volt Reference
AD2701
High Performance -10.000 Volt Reference
AD2702 High Performance Tracking ±10.000 Volt Reference
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SPECIFICATIONS

(VIN'; 15V, TA = 25°C unless otherwise noted)

\

Typ

Max

Urut

2.475
2.451.0

2.500
2.5.0.0

2.525
2.51.0

V

-

1.0
10

4.0
25

-

-

7 ..0
4-4

-

1.2
.0.6

4.5
3..0

-

10

mV

-

1.2

1.5

mA

Otaracteristic

. Symbol Min

Output Voltage
(10 =OmA)
AD14.o3
AD14.o3A

Vo

Temperature Coefficient of Output Voltage
AD14.o3
AD14.o3A

/:l.VO/{H·

Output Voltage Change, .0 to +7.o o C
AD14.o3
AD14.o3A Line Regufation
(lSV..;vIN<40V)
(4.5..;v1N<;15V)

/:l.Vo .

Regin

Load Regulation.
(OmA<Io<I.omA)

' Reg\oad.

Quiescent Current
(10 =.omA)

MAXIMUM RATINGS
Rating
Input Voltage

11'

(TA =25°C unless otherwise 'noted)
VIN

Value
4.0

Storage Temperature

'fSTG

-25 to iO.o

Junction Temperature

'fJ

+175

°c
°c

Operating Ambient
Tel'1perature Range

TA

.0 to +7.0·

°c

Symbol

Unit
V

ppmlC

mV

mV

ORDE~ING

INFORMATION

Device
AD14.o3N

Initial Tolerance
±25mV

AD 14.o3AN

±l.omV

Specifications subject to change without notice.

NC
NC
NC
NC

Figure 1. AD1403/AD1403A Connection Diagram

R1

GND

Figure 2. AD14031AD1403A Schematic Diagram

\
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Figure 8. AD 740317403A Package Specifications
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))
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Applying the AD1403/AD1403A
VOLTAGE VARIATION VS. TEMPERATURE AND LINE
Soine confusion exists in the area of defining and specifying
reference voltage error over temperature. Histo~ically, refer·
ences are characterized using II maximum'deviation per degree
Centigrade; i.e., lOppmtC. However, because of the inconsistent nonlinearities i~ zener refere..ces (butterfly or "s" type
characteristics), most manufacturers use a maximum limit
error band approach to characterize their references. This technique measures the output voltage at 3 to 5 different temperatures and guarantees that the output voltage deviation will fall
within the guaranteed error band at these discrete temperatures. This approach, of course, makes no mention or guarantee
of performance at any other temperature within the operating
temperature range of the device.
The consistent Voltage vs. Temperature performance of a typical ADl403 is shown in Figure 6. Note that the characteristic
is quasi-parabolic, not the possible "s" type characteristics of
classical zener references. This parabolic characteristic permits
a maximum outpui deviation specification over the device's
full operating temperature range, rather than just at 3 to 5
disc'rete temperatures.
The ADl403 exhibits a worst-case shift of 7.5mV over the entire range of operati!lg input voltage, 4.5 volts to 40 volts.
Typically, the shift is less than lmV as shown in Figure 3.
THE AD1403AAS A LOW POWER, LOW VOLTAGE
PRECIS10N REFERENCE FOR DATA CONVERTERS
The ADl403A has a number of features that make -it ideally
suited for use with AID and D/A data converters used in complex microprocessor-based systems. The calibrated 2.500 volt
output minimizes user trim requirements and allows op~ration
from a single low voltage supply. Low power consumption
(1.5mA quiescent current) is commensurate with that of
CMOS-type devices, while the low cost and small package
complements the decreasing cost and size of the latest
converters.

SYSTEM

Figure 9 shows the AD1403A used as a reference for the
AD7 524 low-cost 8-bit cMos DAC with complete microprocessor interface. The AD1403A and the AD7S~4 a~e .
specified to operate from a single S volt supply; thiS elumnates the need to provide a +1 S volt power supply for the sole
purpose of operating a reference. The AD7524 includes an
8-bit data register, and address decoding logic; it may thus be
interfaced directly to an 8- or l6-bit data bus. Only 300,uA of
quiescent current from the, single +5 volt supply is required
to operate the AD7524 which is packaged in a smalll6 pin
DIP. The AD542 output amplifier is also low power, requiring
only l.~mA quiescent eun;ent.lts laser-trimmed offse~ voltage
preserves the ±lI2LSB linearity of the AD7S24KN without
user trims and it typically settles to ±1/2LSB in less than 5
microseconds. It will provide the 0 volt to -2.5 volt output
swing from ±S volt supplies.
THE ADl403 AS A PRECISION PROGRAMMABLE
CURRENT SOURCE
The AD1403 is an excellent building block for precision
current sources. Its wide range of operating voltages, 4.5V to
40V along with excellent line regulation over that range
(7. Sm V) result in high insensitivity to varying load impedances.
The low quiescent current (II) of 1. SmA (max) and the maximum specified maximum load current of lOrnA allows the
user to program current to any value between 1.5mA and
lOrnA.
Figure lOa shows the ADl403 connected as a current source.
Total current is equal to the quiescent current plus the load
current. Most of the temperature coefficient comes from th~
quiescent current term II, which has a typical TC of +0.13%1' C
(1300ppm/9 C). The load voltage (and hence current) TC is
much lower at ±40ppm/oCmax (AD1403). Therefore, the overall temperature coefficient decreases rapidly as the load eurrent is increased. Figure lOb shows the typical temperature
coefficient for currents between 1.5mA and lOrnA. Use of an
ADl403A will not improve the TC appreciably.

DECODED
DEVICE
ADDRESS

lIL=OT010mA

DATA

,

BUS

cs
DB7
DB6

12

DB3
DB2
DB'
DBO

WR

_ L.._ _ _ _ 1

Voo

13

!sOURCE = II

'" 1.0mA + l\SET'

,

14

+ IL, 2.50V

4

DB"
DB4
8 BITS

.. 2.60V
RSET

"kll

AD7524
DAC

Figure 10a. The AD 1403 as a Precision Programmable
Current Source
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Figure 9. Low Power, Low Voltage Reference for the AD7524
Microprocessor-Compatible 8-Bit DAC
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~

'0
'SOURCE - mA

Figure 10b. Typical Temperature Coefficient of Current
Source

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

+10 Volt Precision
Reference Series

FEATURES
Very High Accuracy: 10.000 Volts ±2.5mV (L and U)
Low Temperature Coefficient: 3ppmfC
Performance Guaranteed -55°C to +125°C
10mA Output Current Capability
Low Noise
Short Circuit Protected

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD2700 family of precision 10 volt references offer the
user excellent accuracy and stability at a moderate price by
combining the recognized advantages of thin film technology
and active laser trimming. The low temperature drift
(3ppin/C) achieved with these technologies can be matched
only by the use of ovens, chip heaters for temperature regulation, or with hand selected components and manual trimming. In addition, temperature-regulated devices are guaranteed only up to +8S oC operation, whereas the U- and S-grade
devices in the AD2700 family are guaranteed to +12S oC. The
AD2700U and AD2700S series are also available with full
screening to MIL-STD-883A, Class B.

All three devices are offered in "J" and "L" grades for operation from -2S·C to +8S oC and "S" and "u" grades for the
-:-SSoC to +12S oC temperature range. All units are packaged in
a 14-pin dual-in-line welded metal package which offers excellent reliability, hermeticity, as well as EMI/RFI shielding.

Model
AD2700
AD2701
AD2702

Output
+10.000Y
-10.000Y
±10.000Y

The AD2700 is a +10 volt reference which is designed to
interface with high accuracy bipolar D/A converters of 10
and 12 bit resolution. The lOmA output drive capability
also makes the AD2700 ideal for use as a general positive
system reference.
The AD2701 is a negative 10 volt reference especially designed to interface with CMOS D/A and AID converters, as
shown in the applications. F or systems requiring a dual tracking
reference, the AD2702 offers both positive and negative precision 10 volt. outputs in a single package.
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,SPECIFICATIONS (maximum or minimum@Ein -15V@+25°C,BL
MODEL

J

ABSOLUTE M{\X RATINGS
±20V
Input Voltage (for applicable supply)
Power Dissapation @ +2SoC - AD2700, 01 300mW
-AD2702
4S0mW
-2SoC to +8SoC
Operating Temperature Range
-6S"C to +lS0"C
Storage Temperature Range
+300"C
Lead Temperature (soldering, lOs)
Short Circuit Protection (to GND)
Continuous
OUTPUT VOLTAGE
, AD2700
AD2701
AD2702

10.000V ±O.OOSV
-10.000V ±O.OOSV
±lO.OOOV ±O.OOSV

OUTPUT CURRENT - @+2S"C,
±10inA'
(VIN := ±~3 to ±18V) over op. range
±SmA
OUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANGE 2 - AD2700, 0110ppm/"C
±l1.0mV
'fmiD to Tmax
AD27,02
10ppmt"C
±l1.OniV
LINE REGULATION
VIN = ±13.S to ±16.SV
300/lVN
LOAD REGULATION
• 0 to ±10mA
OUTPUT RESISTANCE

o.om

INPUT VOLTAGE, OPERATING

±13V to ±18V

QUIESCENT CURRENT - AD2700, 01
- AD2702

±14mA
+17mA, -3mA

= 2koUuniessotherwise noted) ,"

L

81

ul

*

•

•
•
•
•••
•

*

*

•

±0.002SV
±0.002SV
±0.002SV

*
*

••
••

*
-Ssoc to +12Soc

+SmA, -2mA
3ppm/"C
±4:3mV
Sppmt"C
±S.SmV

•

••
••
±8mV

••

±IO.OmV

•

.-

•

••

*

••
••

±S.SmV
3ppm/C
±S.SmV

'.

.'

NOISE
(0.1 to 10Hz)
'LONG TERM STABILITY (@ +SS"C)
OFFSET ADJUST RANGE
(See Diagrams)
OFFSET ADJUST TEMP DRIFT EFFECT

100ppm/1000 Hrs. typ
±20mV (min)
±4IlV/oC per mV
of Adjust typ

'Same as "]" grade performance .
•• Same as "L" grade performance.
,"'Same as "S" grade performance.
I Operational screening ("S Or U/883") per MIL-STD-883A Method S004.2, Class B; except that
constant acceleration i. 10kg. (Method 2001, Condition B. Yl Plane).
"Output voltage change as a function of temperature is determined using the box method.
Each unit is tested at Tmin. Tmax and +2SoC. At eacn temperature VOUT must fall
within the rectangular area bounded by the minimum and maximum temperature and
whose maximum VOUT value'is equal to VOUT nominal plus or minus the maximum
+2SoC error plus the maximum drift error from +2SoC.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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*

.'

-15V

AD2701: -10.000 VOLT REfERENCE

4

-15V

A~~~iT Vffll A~~~iT +15

Nle

-4r---.

Nle
+15V

13

AD2102: :1:10.000 VOLT REFERENCE

*EXTERNAL 10k POTENTIOMETER
PROVIDES :t3OmV OUTPUT OFF·

SET ADJUST. TEMPERATURE
EFFECT IS t,4p.V/6 PER mV OF
OFFSET CORRECTION IEXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT OPTIONAL I.

7
FINE
~10· FINE
-16
ADJUST VOUT ADJUST

Nle COMMON

Fine Trim Connections

Pin Designations

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).
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PIN' IDENTIFIER
SQUARED..()FF

Hermetically sealed 14 Pin Dual-In-Line (Fine & Gross leak tested per MIL-5TD-8S3A, Method 10141
Pin 7 is electrically connected to the case. Case has metal bottom surface.

14-Pin Dual-In-Line

SEI! ADi62 DATA SHEET FOR ADDITIONAL APPLICATION INFORMATION

Using AD2700 Reference With the AD562 - 12 Bit D/A Converter
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USING AD2700.REFERENCE WITH THE AD7S20
AND AN IC AMPLIFIER TO BUILD A DAC
The AD2700 series is ideal for use with the AD7S20 sel\ies of
CMOS D/A converters. A CMOS converter in a unipolar'application as shown below performs an inversion of the voltage
reference input. Thus, use of the +10volt AD2700 reference
will result in a 0 to -10 volt output range. Alternatively, using
the -10 volt AD2701 will result in a 0 to +10 volt range. Two
operational amplifiers are used to give a bipolar output range
of -10 volt to +10 volt, as shown in the lower figure. Either
the AD'2700 or AD2701 can be used, depending on the transfer code ,characteristic desired. For more detailed applications
information, refer to the AD7S20 data sheet.
+15V (OR -16 FOR A02701)

11
AD2100

A8;'01 13 nov)

USING THE AD2700 VOLTAGE REFERENCE WITH
D/A CONVERTER
An AD2700 Voltage Reference can be used with an inverting'
operational amplifier and an R-2R ladder network. If all bits
but the MSB are off (i.e., grounded), the output voltage is
(-R/2R)EREp . If all bits but Bit 2 ~re off, it can be shown
that the output voltage is 'h(-RItR)~EP = \4~EP: The
lumped resistance of all the less-significant-bit circuitry' (to
the left of Bit 2) is 2R; the Thevenin equivalent looking
back from the MSB towards Bit ,2 is the generator, ~EPI2,
and the series resistance 2R; since the grounded MSB series
resistance, 2R, has'virtually no influence - because the
amplifier summing point is at virtual ground - the output
voltage is therefore -EiEp/4. The same line of thinking can
be employed to show that the nth bit produces an increment
of output equal to 2- n ~EP'
.

VREF
BIT 1 (MSa)

DIGITAL INPUT CODE
D'O'TOA-L-r
, _~6 AD7520 1 loUT 1
INPUT I

GND

BIT3

LSB

81T2

I

1

I

o-....!..I_~13
BIT 10 (LSB)

L---r.mo:J

Unipolar Binary Operation
DIGITAL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

a. Basic Circuit

1111111111
1000000001

BIT 2 SWITCH CLOSED

.-----,/:

1000000000

I

I
I

0111111111

1
I

0000000001

o 0 0 0,0 0 0 0 0 0
NOTE: 1 LSD

= 2-10

o

\

R

LUMPED RESISTANCE

OF LESS-SIGNIFICANT BITS

VREF

Table 1. Code Table - Unipolar Binary Operation

b. Example: Contribution of Bit 2; All Other Bits "0"

+16V

+--_..

VREF'--.....

R3

16

BIT 1 IMSBI

16ir--~-----~~~~
1 IoUT1

DIGITAL

AD?520 .

INPUT

BIT 10 (LSB)

10MEGOHM

14

R2

10k

13

L---+----'

c. Simplified Equivalent of Circuit (b.)

Bipolar Operation (4-Quadrant Multiplication)
DIGITAL INPU:r

ANALOG OUTPUT

11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
1000000001
10'0000.0 0 0 0

o

0111111111
0000000001
0000000000
NOTE: 1 LSD = 2-' V REF

Table 2. Code Table - Bipolar (Offset Binary) Operation
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Page
Selection Guide
AC2626J IK/LIM Stainless-Steel Temperature Probe (AD590)
AD590llJ IK/LIM Temperature-to-Current Converter lC
AD2036 6-Channel Scanning Digital(Thermocouple) Thermometer
AD2037 6-Channel Scanning Digital Voltmeter
AD2038 6-Channel Scanning Digital Thermometer (AD590)

8-2
8-5
8-7
8-15
8-21
8-21

AD2040 Low-Cost Temperature Indicator (AD590)
2B20AlB Voltage (0 to +lOV) to Current (4-to-20mA) Converter
2B22J/K/L Isolated Voltage (0 to +1V to 0 to +10V) to Current (4-to-20mA) Converter
2B30J/K/L Strain Gage/RTD Signal Conditioner
2B31J/K/L Self-Powered Strain Gage/RTD Signal Conditioner
2B35 Triple-Output Transducer/Conditioner Power Supply
2B54A/Be Four-Channel Isolated Low-Level Thermocouple/mV Conditioners/Multiplexers
2B55Ae Four-Channel Isolated High-. or Low-Level Signal Conditioner/Multiplexer
2B56Ae Four-Function Thermocouple Cold-Junction Compensation
2B57Ae 4-to-20mA Current Transmitter for AD590 Temperature Transducer

8-29
8-33
8-37
8-41
8-41
8-47
8-49
8-49
8-55
8-59

eNew product since 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement

TRANSDUCERS, CONDITIONERS & INSTRUMENTA TlON 8-1

II

'SaI8ctian Guide
TPlllldIlCll'l, CondltionlPs 'Instrumlntation
In this Selection Guide, the families of Transducers, Signal Conditioners, and transducer-readout Panel Instruments are
divided into the following categories:
1. TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS:
Current-output IC Devices
Frequency-output IC Devices.
2. SIGNAL CONDITIONERS;
Single-Channel Modules
Multichannel Isolated Multiplexed Modules
Transducer Power Supply Modules
3. 4-TO-2OmA LOOP TRANSMITTERS:
Analog-to-Current Modules
Digital-to-Current Modules
4. PANEL INSTRUMENTS:
Single-Channel Digital Meters
Scanning Multichannel Digital Meters
'Descriptions, complete specifications, and application information can be found in the data sheets. For new devices having
2-page short-form data, additional information can be obtained by getting in touch with Analog Devices. A useful source of.
information on the applications of products in this section is the Transducer Interfacing Handbook-A guide to analog signal
conditioning, (1980), available for $14.50 from Analog Devices, P.O. Box 796, Norwood MA 02062.
The DAC1420, DAC1422 and DAC1423 are catalogued in the d/a converter section (9), at the pages indicated; the AD537
is catalogued in the V/FIV converter section (11), at the indicated location. 4-to-20mA current-loop transmiSsion is also
available on RTI computer-interface boards (Section 17).
All specifications indicated here are typical at rat~~ supply voltage and load, and TA = +2SoC, unless noted otherwise.

1. TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS

Current Output

Frequency Output

Model

Characteristics

Page

A05901lj/KiLlM#

IC, 2-terminal, TO-52 can or miniature flatpack, _SSoC to +150oC
(218K to 423K) operating range, linear current output, l~A/K, lasertrimmed for high accuracy; Output current independent of supply
voltage.

8-7

AC2626j IK/LIM

Stainless-steel remperature probe using A0590, same temperature
range and electrical characteristics as the A0590, 3/16" outside
diameter, 6- or 4-inch standard lengths, includes 3 feet of Tefloncoated lead wire, 2s response in stirred water, sensor electrically
isolated from sheath (±200V breakdown-case to leads).

8-5

AD537jH/KH/SHI
jO/KO/SO #

IC V/f converter with l.OV voltage reference and 1.0mV/C absolute
temperature sensing; Frequency range to 150kHz, frequency nonlinearity
from 0.07% max (KH, KO, 10kHz full scale), tempco 50ppmtC; Calibrated
25°C temperature output 298mV ±5mV, 0.02mV/oC slope error, ±O.l°C
slope nonlinearity; Output a symmetrical square wave; Packaged in 14-pin
DIP or 10-pin hermetic TO-100 can.

11-7

[

2. SIGNAL CONDITIONERS

Single Channel

Model

Characteristics

Page

2B31j/K/L

Module; complete signal conditioning function at low cost for bridge
transducers, such as strain gages and RTO's; provides programmable
excitation, amplification, and 3-pole low pass filter; CMR is 140dB
min (60Hz, G = 1000); low offset drift, ±0.5~VtC max; nonlinearity
±0.0025% max.
.

8-41

2B30j/K/L

Modular conditioner with same performance as 2B3 r, but without
transducer excitation supply.

8-41

[

#Monolithic chips with guaranteed specs available for precision hybrids. 120-page chip catalog avaUable upon request.

8-~

TRANSDUCERS, CONDITIONERS & INSTRJJMENTA TlON

2B54A/B-

4-channellow-level isolated amplifier/multiplexer for thermocouples,
strain gages, RTDs, etc.: Input span adjustable from ±5mV to ±100mV:
Isolation ±1000V dc, channeFto-channel or to output, CMR = 156dB
min at 60Hz: Input drift ±lI1VI"C max (B), ±0.02% max nonlinearity:
Normal-mode filtering and protection to 130V rms included: All-solid
state multiplexing permits scanning speeds up to 400 channels per second
minimum: easily expandable to 64-channeJ system

8-49

2B55A-

4-channel multiplexer-amplifier. similar to 2B54, but input span adjustable
from ±50m V to ±5V for medium to high level signals.

8-49

2B56A-

Cold-junction thermocouple compensator (CjC): 4 compensating functions:
J, K, T and a user-determined function (E, R, S, B or none): When used with
output of 2B54/2B55, multiplexer channel selection logic also chooses CjC
function, allowing each input to be from a different device: Error is less than
±0.8°C max over ambients from +5°C to +45°C.

8-55

Multichannel

Transducer
Power Supply

[2B35 J /K

Module: precision triple-output transducer power supply: provides ±15V
amplifier power and programmable excitation output: voltage (+ 1V to
+15V dc)or current (lOOJ,lA to 10.nA): provides excitation for transducers

8-47

and signal conditioners.

3. 4-TO-20mA LOOP TRANSMITTERS
Model

Analog to Current

Digital to Current

[

Characteristics

Page

Modular voltage to current converter: provides 4-20mA output current for
o to +10V input: low drift and nonlinearity, single supply operation.

8-33

Modular isolated voltage to current converter:4-20mA output: lS00V de
'input to output isolation: internal isolated loop power supply.

8-37

2B57A-

Module. ADS90 output (1 microampere per kelvin. from -5SoC to +IS0oC) to
4-to-20mA two-wire output, remotely powered via output lines: operating
ambient temperature range _30°C to +85°C.

8-59

DAC1422

10-bit latched digital input to 4-to-20mA output: Totally powered from
loop supply; Guaranteed monotonic from 0 to +70°C; Auxiliary analog
input for backup if the computer power fails.

9-161

DAC142Qe

Same as DAC1422, for 8-bit applications

9-161

DAC1423-

10-bit isolated latched digital to 4-to-20mA converter; 8- or 16-bit bus
microprocessor-compatible interface; Guaranteed monotonic 0 to +70oC:
May be powered from +24V de loop supply; Bumpless transfer, automatic
to manual control; Isolation 1500V de continuous; Increment/decrement
digital backup control

9-165

::::;;:/L

.New product since 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
(~ontinued

on the next page)
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4.

PANELINST~UMENTSt

Model
Single Channel
Readout

AD2036

Multichannel
Readout

AD2037

AD2038

Characteristics

Page

3 digit low cost temperature indicator for use with AD590 or AC2626
temperature transducers; accurate to ±1° ±l digit; user programmable to
read out in Celsius, Kelvin, Fahrenheit or Rankine; single +SV and line
(120V, 240V ac) power-supply options, terminal block interface, small
size, panel mount.

8-29

6 Channel Scanning Digital Thermometer for use with J, K or T type thermocouples; provides automatic, manual or logic controlled scan, self-contained
cold-junction compensation and linearization; °c or of readout; has isolated
analog input, parallel BCD output, analog output; either line powered, +5V dc
or +l2V dc powered.
6 Channel 3 1/2 digit scanning voltmeter with differential inputs and full
scale programmability from ±200mV to 6V; designed to interface printers,
computers, transmitters, etc. for display, control, logging, etc.; has isolated
analog input, parallel BCD output, analog output; line powered.

8-15

8-21

6 Channel Scanning Digital Thermometer for use with the AD590 and AC2626 8-21
temperature transducers; provides automatic, manual or logic controlled scan
of the 6 inputs, high accuracy, 0.1 0 resolution; has isolated analog input,
parallel BCD output, analog output; line powered.

tIn addition to the devices listed here, ~ extensive line of digital panel instruments is offered. 96"Page Digital Panel Instrument Catalog
available upon request.
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General Purpose Temperature Probe

AC2626
FEATURES
linear Current Output: 1J.1A/K
Wide Range: _55°C to +150°C
Laser Trimmed Sensor (AD590) to ±O.5°C Calibration
Accuracy (AC2626M)
Excellent Linearity: ±O.3°C Over Full Range (AC2626M)
6 Inch or 4 Inch Standard, Stainless Steel Sheath
3/16 Inch in Outside Diameter
3 Feet Teflon Coated Lead Wire
Wide Power Supply Range +4V to +30V
Low Cost
Fast Response: 2 Seconds (In Stirred Water)
Sensor Isolated From Sheath

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AC2626 is a stainless steel tubular probe measuring 3/16
inch (4.76mm) in outside diameter and is available in 6 inch
(152.4mm) or 4 inch (101.6mm) lengths. Based on the new
AD590F, the probe is available in linearity grades of O.3°C,
O.4°C, O.8°C or 1.5°C.
The probe is designed for both liquid and gaseous immersion
applications as well as temperature measurements in refrigera·
tion or any general temperature monitoring application.

and the AD2040,low cost temperature indicator, were designed
to be used in conjunction with the AC2626.

1. The AD2038 is a low cost, ac line powered 6 channel digital
scanning thermometer designed to interface to printers,
computers, serial data transmitters, etc., for display,control, logging or transmission of multi-point temperature
data. Channel selection is made via three methods: manual,
using the switch provided on the front; auto/scan, where
the AD2038 cycling on an internal clock can continually
scan the six input channels or external selection, where con·
trol inputs provided on the rear connector enable channel
selection via external BCD coding.

For taking measurel1).ents in pipes or other closed vessels, the
AC2629 compression fitting is available. The AC2629 may be
applied anywhere along the probe and is supplied in two materials. The low cost AC2629B is constructed of brass and the
higher priced AC2629SS is made of stainless steel.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
The AC2626 is based on the AD590 temperature transducer,
a two terminal integrated circuit which produces an output
current linearly proportional to absolute temperature.

2. The AD2040 is a low cost, 3 digit temperature indicator.
An internal precision voltage reference, resistor network
and span and zero adjusts allow the AD2040 to read out
directly in °c, OF, K or R. User selectable readout as well
as all other connection, i.e., +5V dc power and AC2626
interface .are all made Ilia the terminal block on the rear.

Costly linearization circuitry, precision voltage amplifiers,
resistance measuring circuitry and cold junction compensation
are not needed in applying the AC2626.

APPLICATION HINTS
1. Under all operating conditions, a minimum 4 V dc must be
present across the AC2626.

Due to the high impedance current output of the AD590, the
AC2626 is particularly useful in remote sensing applications,
because of its insensitivity to voltage drops over lines. The output characteristics also make the' AC2626 easy to multiplex.

2. Use of twisted pair wiring is recommended, particularly
for remote applications or in high noise environments.
Shielded wire is desirable in severe noise environments.

In addition to temperature measurement, applications include
temperature compensation, biasing proportional to absolute
temperature, flow rate measurement, level detection of fluids
and anemometry.
DIRECT INTERFACE PRODUCTS
For display and/or control applications, two companion productS are available. The AD2038, 6 channel digital thermometer,

3. For the lowest cost impact, the J and K grades are rec·
ommended. Where probe interchangeability is desired,
grades L andM are recommended.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C al)d +5V unless (ltherwise specified)

MODEL

AC2626K

AC2626J

AC2626L

AC2626M

MECHANICAL OUTLINE

"

(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Forward Voltage (Vs)
Reverse Voltage (Vs)
Bteakdown Voltage (Case to Leads)
Rated Performance Temp. Range

Storage Temperature Range

+44V
-20V
±200V
-SSoC to +150oC

'"

/ -60oC to +.160oC

..

POWERSUPPLY
Operating Voltage Range

AC''''

3/16STAINL£SSSTEEL TUBING

Nominal Temperature Coefficient

Calibration Error@+2S oC
Absolute Error (over rated performance

LC

' L ... Not<,--l

'Nonlinearity

29s'zj,tA
l/lAfC
±':OoC max

112

±3,O·C max
±1.S~Cmax

Current Noise
Power Supply Rejection

4:0pAy'HZ

7/16
(".')

I-- 123 REF=:Jt-'-----·

±i.ooc max
±O:SoC max

±1.6°C max

±O.4°C max

fl.OOC max
±O.3°C max

(31.2)

NOTE 1 Probes are available in 4·inch or a·inch lengths.
NOTE 2 "'Iead wire is color coded: J, Vellow; K, orange; I!., blue; M, grean,
NOTE 3 When assembling compl'8ssion fitting (AC28291 to probe,
tightentlKt 1/2"nut3/4'sofa turn from finger tight.

O.loC max
2

3/1.LJ~-13/1.

(4.76If~.(4.761

sec.

O,S/lAiV

+4V<Vs<riSV
+SV<Vs<rilSV
+lSV<VS<ri30V
Electrical Turn-Qn Time
+ Lead Color
ORDERING GUIDE
AC2626
GRADE

O,2j,tA1V

O,l/lAIV
20/ls
yellow

orange

blue

green

The AD2036,'
AUTO~SCAN DIGITAL
THERMOMETER

H-..,..1' 1
:}

BLACI(

PIPE THREAD 1/8

(12.7)

a.loc

AC2629
BRASS
TYPE 316
,STAINLESS

TINNED

AC2629
STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 316
COMPRESSION FITTING is. NObl3)

"

±lO,O·C max

Repeatability' ,
Long Term Drift'
Time Constant' (in stirred water)

LENGTH

SeeN;:::

±O.DBI1.6B)

temperature range)
Without External Calibration
Adjustment.
.
With +2SoC Calibration Error
. Set to Zero ..

3 FT. (914AI±1 (26.4)
#24 STRANDED WIRE
TEFLON INSULATED

(4.7&)

+4V to +30V

OUTPUT
Nominal Current Output@ +2So C
(298,2°K)

FILLED WITH THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE EPOXY

31'.

_ENTER~

B1 -ENTER:r
SS]

NOTES
I

Maximum deviation between +2SoC readings after temperature cycling betw«n -SSoC and +IS00C I guaranteed,
not tested.

·Conditions: constant +5V, constant +12S o C;guaranteed, not tested.
sThe time constant is defined as the time reQ!lired ~o reach 63.2% of an instantaneous temperature change.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

CALIBRATION

C

r---l+VS

r

~~----~--------Ovo
RT = lOOn FOR °c
RT = 200n FOR OF
R • 953n FOR

Eos °c = 273.2mV

°c

OF

=459,8mV

R • 17400 FOR OF

For most.applications,.s"slngle point calibration is
sufficient. With the probe at a known temperature,
adjust RT so that Vo correspor:1ds to the known
temperature.
If more detail~ infonnation is dssired, sea the
AD590 data sheet and application note.
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UNI4UE COMBINATION OF
FEATURES
Automatic Scan, Manual Selection, or
Remote BCD Selection of 6
Thermocouples.
J, K, or T Thermocouples - o·C oroF
Display
One Degree Resolution, Tenth Degree .
Optional
Internal Linearization & Cold Junction
Compensation
Isolated Analog Input - Parallel BCD
Output
Designed forlnterface with Computers,
Printers and Microprocessors

+
-

Two-Terminal Ie
Temperature Transducer

IIIIIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
Linear Current Output: 11lAfK
Wide Range: _55°C to +150°C
Probe Compatible Ceramic Sensor Package
Two-Terminal Device: Voltage In/Current Out
Laser Trimmed to ±O.5°C Calibration Accuracy (AD590M)
Excellent Linearity: ±O.3°C Over Full Range Range (AD590M)
Wide Power Supply Range: +4V to +30V
Sensor Isolation from Case
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS90 is a two-terminal integrated circuit temperature
transducer which produces an output current proportional to
absolute temperature. For supply voltages between +4V and
+30V the device acts as a high impedance, constant current
regulator passing lIlAt"K. Laser trimming of the chip's thin film
resistors is used to calibrate the device to 298.21lA output at
298.2°K (+2S oC).

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS90 is a calibrated two terminal temperature sensor
requiring only a dc voltage supply (+4V to +30V). Costly
transmitters, filters, lead wire compensation and linearization circuits are all unnecessary in applying the device.
2. State-of-the-art laser trimming at the wafer level in conjunction with extensive final testing insures that ADS 90 units
are easily interchangeable.

The ADS90 should be used in any temperature sensing application below +lSOoC in which conventional electrical temperature sensors are currently employed. The inherent low cost of
a monolithic integrated circuit combined with the elimination
of support circuitry makes the AD590 an attractive alternative
for many temperature measurement situations. Linearization
circuitry, precision voltage amplifiers, resistance measuring
circuitry and cold junction compensation are not needed in
applying the ADS90.

3. Superior interference rejection results from the output
being a current rather than a voltage. In addition, power
requirements are low (1.SmW's @ SV @ +2S oC). These
features make the AD590 easy to apply as a remote sensor.

In addition to temperature measurement, applications include
temperature compensation or correction of discrete components, biasing proportional to absolute temperature, flow rate
measurement, level detection of fluids and anemometry. The
ADS90 is available in chip form making it suitable for hybrid
circuits and fast temperature measurements in protected environments.
The ADS90 is particularly useful in remote sensing applications. The device is insensitive to voltage drops over long lines
due to its high impedance current output. Any well-insulated
twisted pair is sufficient for operation hundreds of feet from
the receiving circuitry. The output characteristics also make
the ADS90 easy to multiplex: the current can be switched by
a CMOS mul~iplexer or the supply voltage can be switched by
a logic gate output.

4. The high output impedance (>IOMn) provides excellent
rejection of supply voltage drift and ripple. For instance,
changing the power supply from SV to 10V results in only
a lilA maximum current change, or I °C equivalent error.
5. The AD590 is electrically durable: it will Withstand a
forward voltage up to 44V and a reverse voltage of 20V.
Hence, supply irregularities or pin reversal will not damage
the device.
6. The device is hermetically sealed in both a ceramic sensor
package and in to TO-52 package. MIL-STD-883 processing to level B is available and, for large unit volumes,
special accuracy requirements over limited temperature
ranges can be satisfied by selections at final test. The device
is also available in chip form.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and Vs =5V unless ot~erwise noted)
ADS901

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
ForwardVoitage (E+ to E-)
Reverse Voltage (E+ to E-)
Breakdown VoltllRe. (Case to E+ or E-)
Rated Performance Temperature Rangel
St6rage Temperanire Rangel ..... ...
Lead temperature (S.oldering, Hisec)

ADS90J

AD590K

AD590L

AD590M-

£s.ooc max

±2 ..SoC max ..

±1.00C maX

to. SoC max

±IO.OoC ma~
t3.00C max
±1.SoC max

tS.SoC max
±2.00C max
to. SoC max

t3.00C max
. ° C max
±1.6
to.4°C max

±1.7°C max
±1.00C max
to. 3°C max

+44V
-20V
·±200V
_55°C to +1500C
~Soc to "l~S°<;:
+3000C
.,

POWER SUPPl. Y
. Operating Voltage Range'

+4V

..
, ..
OUTPUT
Nominal.Curren.tOutl'lit@ +2S oC(29S.2°Kl'
. ·Nominal Tempetature'coefficient
Calibration Error@ +2So.C
..
AbsOlute.Error' (overrated perfo~ance
temperature. range)
Without External Calibration Adjustment ..
With +2SoC Calibration. Error. Set to Zero
Nonlinearity·
Repeatabiliry3
Long Term·Drift'
Current Noise
Power Supply Rejection
+4V ';;vs';; +SV
+5V ';;;VS ';;;.+ISV .
+ISV';;; Vs .;;; +30V
Case Isolation to Either Lead
Effective Shunt Capaci~ance
Electrical Turn·On TimeS
Reverse Bias Leakage Current6
(Reverse Voltage = lOY)

~o

.+30V

298,21LA ,
lILA/oK.,
tIO.OoC max

t20.0u C m.".
±s.SoC max
H.O°Crnax
±O;loC max
to.! ° C/month max
40pAVfu

O.SI1AIV
O.2I1AIV
O.II1AIV
1OIon
IOOpF
2Ol1s
IOpA
"Conditions: const&!'t. + 5V , constant + 12 5<.1 C j guaranteed,
not tested.
'Does not include self heating effects; see page 8-11 for explanation of
these effects.
6 Leakag~ current doubles every IOoe.

·Specifications same .as ADS901
1 The ADS90 has been used at -lOOQC and +200 oC for short periods
of measuremel1t.~ith no physical damage to the device. However,
the absolute errors specified apply to only the rated performance

temperature rans,.
See page 8-10 for explana.tion of error components. Note tha.t
11 0 C error is the· equivalent of :!: l,uA error.
1 Maximum devia.tion between +2S o C readings after temperature cycling between -SSoC and +150°C; ~~anteed not tested.

:I

+223°
w50°

OK
DC

+273°
0°

+298° +323°
+25° +50°

Specifications subject to change without notice.

+373°

+423°

+100°

+160"

~ 11111111!llti fllllilltlllllllllll\d 111'11 1111'1 Id
OF

.100°

0 ° : : +100°
320
700

+200°:
2120

+300 0
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TEMPERATURE SCALE CONVERSION EQUATIONS

°c =.i..("F -32)

OK

=°c +273.15

= ~ °c +32

OR

=;

9

OF

OF +459.7

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
AND PIN DESIGNATIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mml.

TO-52 PACKAGE. DESIGNATION uH"

j

r;

0.05 11.271

Illo.1Iz.541

~ CIA
.,

--r
~
V-

2b
T-" -,Q.(./
0.036 (0.91)

o:o46lWi

45 0

-W ~
"

~
.

o~~

::!!:

CIA

0.11512.92)
0.15 (3.811

0.06 11.271

'

0.015 (0.38)
0.019 (0.48) CIA

0.028 (0.71)
0,048 11.221
BOTTOM VIEW

0.5112.7)
MIN

~

The 590H has 60ll inches of gold plating on its Kovar leads and
Kovar header. A resistance welder is used to seal the nickel cap
to the header. The ADS90 chip is eutectically mounted to the
header and ultrasonically bonded to with 1 MIL aluminum
wire. Kovar composition: 53% iron nominal; 29% ±1% nickel;
17% ±1 % cobalt; 0.65% manganese max; 0.20% silicon max;
0.10% aluminum max; 0.10% magnesium max; 0.10% zirconium max; 0.10% titanium max; 0.06% carbon max.

~,

(o~:~m~
~.
.:-i
t

~l:

.

CIRCUIT. DESCRIPTION 1
The AD590 uses a fundamental property of the silicon transistors from which it is made to realize its temperature proportional characteristic: if two identical transistors are operated
at a constant ratio of collector current densities, r, then the
difference in their base-emitter voltages will be (kT/q)(Jn r).
Since both k, Soltzman's constant and q, the charge of an
electron, are constant, the resulting voltage is directly proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT).
In the AD590, this PTAT voltage is converted to a PTAT current by low temperature coefficient thin film resistors. The
total current of the device is then forced to be a multiple of
this PT AT current. Referring to Figure 1, the schematic diagram of the AD590, Q8 and Qll are the transistors that produce the PT AT voltage. R5 and R6 convert the voltage to
current. Q10, whose collector current tracks the collector
currents in Q9 and Q11, supplies all the bias and substrate
leakage current for the rest of the circuit, forcing the total
current to be PTAT. R5 and R6 are laser trimmed on the
wafer to calibrate the device at +25°C.
Figure 2 shows the typical V -\ characteristic of the circuit
at +2S o C and the temperature extremes.

000

0.05°-0:009

V/ 7ZZZZZZZ~~27~:~g)

FLAT-PACK PACKAGE. DESIGNATION uF"

'igure 1. Schematic Diagram

The 590F is a ceramic package with gold plating on its Kovar
leads, Kovar lid, and chip cavity. Solder of 801Z0 Au/Sn composition is used for the 1.5 mil thick solder ring under the lid.
The chip cavity has a nickel underlay between the metalization
and the gold plating. The AD590 chip is eutectically mounted
in the chip cavity at 410°C and ultrasonically bonded to with
1 mil aluminum wire. Note that the chip is in direct contact
with the ceramic base, not the metal lid.

423
lOUT

(IIAI

298
218

+150·C

+25°C
-55°C

t-

1t-

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Figure 2. V-I Plot
THE A0590 IS AVAILABLE IN LASEfHRIMMEO CHIP
fOAM; CONSULT THE CHIP CATALOG FOR DI1TAILS

Metalization Diagram

1

For a more detailed circuit description see M.P. Timko, "A TwoTerminal.lC Temperature Transducer," IEEE J. Solid State Circuits,
Vol. SC·ll , p. 784·788, Dec. 1976.
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EXPLANATION OF TEMPERATURE SENSOR
SPECIFICATIONS
The way in which the ADS90 is specified makes it easy to
~pply in a wide variety of different applications. It is. important .
to understand the meaning of the various specifications and
the effects of supply voltage and thermal environment on ac"
curacy.
The ADS90 is basically a PTAT (proportional to absolute tern"
perature)! current regulator. That is, the output current is
equal to a scale factor times the temperature of the sensor in
degrees Kelvin. This scale factor is trimmed to II.tA/oK at the '
factory, by adjusting the indicated temperature (i.e. the output
current) to agree with the actual temperature. This is done with
SV across the device at a temperature within a few degrees of '
2SoC (2·91:l.2°K). The device is then packaged and tested for
accuracy over temperature.
CALIBRATION ERROR
At final factory test the difference between the indicated tem"
perature and the actual temperature is called the calibration
error. Since this is a scale factor error, its contribution to the
total error of the device is PTAT. For example, the effect of
the 10C specified maximum error of the AnS90L varies from
O.73°C at -55°C to 1.42°C at ISOoC. Figure 3 shows how
an exaggerated calibration error would vary from the ideal
over temperature.
loUT

",AI

350
IDEAL

250 '----:-300'":---""35-0~TE"'M""P=(·KI

Figure 3. Calibration Error vs. Temperature

The calibration error is a primary contributor to maximum
total error in all ADS90 grades: However, since it is a scale
factor error, it is particUlarly easy to trim. Figure 4 shows the
most elementary way of accomplishing this. To trim this cir"
cuit the temperature of the ADS90 is measured by a reference
temperature sensor and R is trimmed so that VT = ImV/K.at
that temperature. Note that when this error is trimmed out at
one temperature, its effect is zero over the entire temperature
range. In most applications there is a current to voltage con"
version resistor (or, as with a current input ADC, a reference)
that can be trimmed for scale factor adjustment.

ERaoa VERSUS TEMPERATURE. WITH CALIBRATION
ERROR TRIMMED OUT
Each ADS90 is also tested for error over the temperature range
with the calibration error trimmed out. This specific,ation could
also be called the "variance from PTAT" since it is the maxi"
mum difference between the actual current over temperature
and a PTAT multiplication of the actual current at 25°C. This
error consists of a slope error and some curvature, mostly at
the temperature extremes. Figur~ 5 shows a typical ADS90K
temperature curve before and after calibration error trimming.

+2"c.

\AFTER
CALIBRATION
TRIM

"~CL-~-"-$~·-C-------------+-'5~~~C-TEMPERATURE

Figure 5. Effect of Scale Factor Trim on Accuracy

ERROR VERSUS TEMPERATURE. NO USER TRIMS
Using the ADS90 by simply measuring the current, the total
error is the "variance from PTAT" described above plus the
'effect of the calibration error over temperature. For example
the ADS90L maximum total error varies from 2.33°C at
-55°C to 3.02°C at ISOoC. For simplicity, only the larger fig"
ure is shown on the specification page.
NONLINEARITY
Nonlinearity as it applies to the ADS90 is the maximum devia"
tion of current over temperature from a best"fit straight line.
The nonlinearity of the AD590 over the -55°C to + 150°C '
range is superior to all conventional electrical temperature
sensors such as thermocouples, RTD's and thermistors. Fig"
ure 6 shows the nonlinearity of the typical ADS90K from
Figure 5.
'

'-1.6'·C ' - · - :...
:~'c:-----------------::.,=~O":::c-

+ 5V

TEMPERATURE

Figure 6. Nonlinearity
+
VT"1mVfK
, 960fl

Figure 4. One Temperature Trim
I

T(OC) = T(oK) - 273.2; Zero on the Kelvin scale is "absolute zero",
there is no lower temperature.

Figure 7A shows'a cir~uit in which the nonlinearity is the ma" .
jor contributor to error o.ver.temperature. The circuit is
trimmed by adjusting Rl for a OV output with the AD590
at OOC. R 2, is then adjusted for lOV out with the sensor at
100° C. Other pairs of temperatures may be used. with this pro"
cedure as long as they, are measur~d accurately by a reference
sensor. Note -that for +l5V output (lSOoC) the V+of the op
amp must be greater than l7V. Also note that V- should be
at least -4V: if V- is ground there is no voltage applied across
the device.
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+16V

AD581

>-......., 100mVrC

26° C/watt. IICA is tjle thermal resistance between the case and
its surroundings and is determined by the characteristics of
the thermal connection. Power source P represents the power
dissipated on the chip. The rise·of the junction temperature,
TJ' above the ambient temperature TA is:

Eq. 1

.v-

Figure lA. Two Temperature Trim

+z"e

Table 1 gives the sum of IIJc and IlCA for several common
thermal media for both the "H" and "F" packages. The heatsink used was a common cIip-on. Using Equation 1, the temperature rise of an AD590 "H" package in a stirred bath at +2S oC,
when driven with a SV supply, will be 0.06°C. However, for
the same conditions in still air the temperature rise is o.n°e.
For a given supply voltage, the temperature rise varies with
the current and is PT AT. Therefore, if an application circuit
is trimmed with the sensor in the same thermal environment
in which it will be used, the scale factor trim compensates for
this effect over the entire temperature range.
MEDIUM

IIIC + IIca (C/watt) T (sec)(Note 3)

_zoe L-_5~50-C---~-------'-'0~Oo::-C--'::-'5"'O.::-C-

Aluminum Block
Stirred Oil I
Moving Air2
With Heat Sink
Without Heat Sink
StilI Air
With Heat Sink
Without Heat Sink

Figure lB. Typical Two-Trim Accuracy

VOLTAGE AND THERMAL ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS
The power supply rejection specifications show the maximum
expected change in output current versus input voltage changes.
The insensitivity of the output to input voltage allows the use
of unregulated supplies. It also means that hundreds of ohms
of resistance (such as a CMOS multiplexer) can be tolerated
in series with the device.
It is important to note that using a supply voltage other than
SV does not change the PTAT nature of the ADS90. In other
words, this change is equivalent to a calibration error and can
be removed by the scale factor trim (see previous page).
The AD 5 90 specifications are guaranteed for use in a low
thermal resistance environment with 5V across the sensor.
Large changes in the thermal resistance of the sensor's environment will change the amount of self-heating and result
in changes in the output which are predictable hut not necessarily desirable.
The thermal environment in which the ADS90 is used determines two important characteristics: the effect of self heating
and the response of the sensor with time.

I

Note:

T

!:!.

E

.!!

.E

30
42

10
60

0.6
1.4

0.1
0.6

45
115

190

5.0
13.5

10.0

191
480

650

108
60

30

is dependent upon velocity of oil: average of several velocities

Iisted above.

'Air velocity'" 9ft/sec.
:lThe time constant is defined as the time required to reach 63.2% of
an 'instantaneous temperature change.

Table 1. Thermal Resistances

The time response of the AD590 to a step change in temperature is determined by the thermal resistances and the thermal
capacities of the chip, CeH' and the case, Ce· CeH is about
0.04 watt-secl"C for the AD590. Ce varies with the measured
medium since it includes anything that is in direct thermal contact with the case. In most cases, the singl!, time constant exponential curve of Figure 9 is sufficient to describe the time
response, T (t). Table 1 shows the effective time constant, T,
for several media.
-----~--------

SENSED
TEMPERATURE

Figure 8. Thermal Circuit Model

Figure 8 is a model of the AD590 which demonstrates these
characteristics. As an example, for the TO-52 package, IIJC is
the th~rmal resistance between the chip and the case, about

TINITlAl

l--~------4:-'------:T:::'M::E:--

Figure 9. Time Response Curve
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GENERAL APPLICATIONS

V+

8
6
A0590

1Okl"l

AD590L
#2

+5V

AD 2040
5

9

OFFSET
CALIBRATION

4

GAIN SCALING

2

OFFSET SCALING

p,D590L
#1
50kl"l

Ra

Rl

5MI"I

(Tl - T2)(10mV/"C)

R4

R2

-=
V-

3

Figure 12. Differential Measurements

GND

Figure 10. Variable Scale Display

Figure 10 demonstrates the use of a low-cost Digital Panel
Meter for the display of temperature on either the Kelvin.
Celsius or Fahrenheit scales. For Kelvin temperature Pins 9.
4 and 2 are grounded; and for Fahrenheit temperature Pins 4
and 2 are left open.

a desired temperature difference. For example. the inherent
offset between the two devices can be trimmed in. If V + and
V- are radically different. then the.difference in internal dissipation will cause a differential internal temperature rise. This
effect can be used to measure the i!ffibient thermal resistance
seen by the sensors in applications such as fluid level detectors or anemometry.

The above configuration yields a 3 digit display with 1° e or
1°F resolution. in addition to an absolute accuracy of ±2.0oe
over the -ssoe to +12Soe temperature range if a one-temperature calibration is performed on an ADS90K. L. or M.

+15V

7.5V

+5V
52.:m

11,0590
S.66kn

333.31"1
RESISTORS ARE 1%, 5Oppm/"C

(0.1%)

Figure 13. Cold Junction Compensation Circuit for
Type J Thermocouple

Figure ". Series & Parallel Connection

Connecting several ADS90 units in series as shown in Figure
11 allows the minimum of all the sensed tempera,tures to be
indicated. In contrast. using the sensors in parallel yields the
average of the sensed temperatures.
The circuit of Figure 12 demonstrates one method by which
differential temperature measurements can be made. Rl and
R2 can be used to trim the output of the op amp to indicate

Figure 13 is an example of a cold junction compensation circuit
for a Type J Thermocouple using the ADS90 to monitor the
reference junction temperature. This circuit replaces an ice-bath
as the thermocouple reference for ambient temperatures
between +1SoC and +3Soe. The circuit is calibrated by adjusting RT for a proper meter reading with the measuring junction
at a known refererice temperature and the circuit near +2SoC.
Using components with the T.C.'s as specified in Figure 13.
compensation accuracy will be within.±O.SoC for circuit
temperatures between +15 o e and +3S g e. Other thermocouple
types can be accommodated with different resistor values.
Note that the T.e.·s of the voltage reference and' the resistors
are the primary contributors to error.
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v+
4mA = 17°C
12mA = 25°C
20mA = 33"C

1.15kn
+5V

35.7kn
30pF
AD580

5kn

6.98kn

12.7kn

5kn

+5V

500S!

lkH

0.01

OUTPUT HIGH - TEMPERATURE ABOVE SETPOINT

10kn

/IF

......'--&--OUTPUT lOW - TEMPERATURE BELOW SETPOINT

100

5.1Mn
-1SV

v-

6.0kS'!

Figure 14. 4 to 20mA Current Transmitter

Figure 14 is an example of a current transmitter designed to be
used with 40V, lkn systems; it uses its full current range of
4mA to ZOmA for a narrow span of measured temperatures.
In this example the IIlA/K output of the ADS90 is amplified
to ImA/o C and offset so that 4mA is equivalent to 17°C and
ZOmA is equivalent to B°C. RT is trimmed for proper reading
at an intermediate reference temperature. With a suitable
choice of resistors, any temperature range within the operating
limits of the ADS90 may be chosen.

Figure 16. DAC Setpoint
particular circuit operates from 0 (all inputs high) to +SI ° C
(all inputs low) in O.ZoC steps. The comparator is shown with
1°C hysteresis which is usually necessary to guard-band for
extraneous noise; omitting the S.IMn resistor results in
no hysteresis.

+
AD590
AD5S'
OUT

vRH

-

I HEATING
I ELEMENTS
I
I

+

....

RoET
Rt

lk.1l(O.l%)

Figure 15. Simple Temperature Control Circuit

Figure IS is an example of a variable temperature control circuit (thermostat) using the ADS90. RH and RL are selected to
set the high and low limits for R SET ' RSET could be a simple
pot, a calibrated multi-turn pot or a switched resistive divider.
Powering the ADS90 from the lOV reference isolates the
ADS90 from supply variations while maintaining a reasonable
voltage (~7V) across it. Capacitor C1 is often needed to filter
extraneous noise from remote sensors. RB is determined by
the {3 of the power transistor and the.current requirements of
the load.
Figure 16 shows how the ADS90 can be configured with an 8
bit DAC to produce a digitally controlled setpoint. This

Figure 17. AD590 Driven from CMOS Logic

The voltage compliance and the reverse blocking characteristic
of the AD590 allows it to be powered directly from +5V CMOS
logic. This permits easy multiplexing, switching or pulsing for
minimum internal heat dissipation. 'In Figure 17 any AD590
connected to a logic high will pass a signal current through the
current measuring circuitry while those connected to a logic
zero will p.ass insignificant current. The outputs used to drive
the ADS90's may be employed for other purposes, but the
additional capacitance due to the AD590 should be taken
into account.
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+10V

16

.

3~-<~0~.

__________~____________~__~______--,

1'~~~------~---4--~~--~--~----~--'

+

4028
CMOS

+

BCO·TO-

I

SELECT'
ROW

DECIMAL
DECODER

+

11

-

+

+
02

12

+
+
-

22

-

11

21

+
-

AD590

- 00
-

10

20

12

13
10

COLUMN
SElECT

I

4051 CMOS ANALOG
MUlT!PLEXER

INHIBIT

BINARY TO '-of-8 DECODER

1

8

10kH 10mVrC

Figure ·lB. Matrix Multiplexer

CMOS Analog Multiplexers can also be used to switch AD590
current. Due to the ADS90's current mode, the resistance of
such switches is unimportant as long as 4 V is maintained
across the transducer. Figure 18 sho~s a circuit which combines
the principal demonstrated- in Figure 17 with an 8 channel
CMOS Multiplexer. The resulting circuit can select one of
eigh ty sensors over only 18 wires with a 7 bit binary word. The
inhibit input on the multiplexer turns all sensors off for minimum dissipation while idling.
'

~5V

to -15V

EN---BINARy..
CHANNEL

SELECT

Figure 19. B-Channel Multiplexer

Figure 19 demonstrates a method of multiplexing the AD590
in the two-trim mode (Figure 7). Additional ADS90's and their
associated resistors can be added to multiplex up to 8 ch'annels
of ±O.SOC absolute accuracy over the temperature range of
-SSoC to +12SoC. The high temperature restriction of +12S oC
is due to the output range of the op amps; output to +150°C
can be achieved by using a +20V supply for the op amp.
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6 Channel Scanning
·....·...... 1 Thermometer

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
Automatic Scan of 6 Thermocouples (TC's)
Manual Selection of Individual TC's
External Channel Selection by BCD Code
J, K, or T Thermocouple
°c or of Readout .
Self-Contained Linearization
Isolated Analog Input
Parallel BCD Output
1° Resolution
+5V dc at 10mA for External Logic
APPLICATIONS
Multi-Point Temperature Measurements for Remote
Data Acquisition and Data Logging
Temperature Monitoring in Design, Laboratory, Manufacturing and Quality Control
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD2036 is a low cost 3'h digit, ac line powered digital
readout temperature meter. Inputs for six thermocouples of
identical ~pes, either J, K, or T and calibrated temperature
ranges in C or of, make up a total of six available models.

Scan input held high will continually scan six channels. When
the Scan input is brought low the AD2036 will continue to
cycle and stop at channel o. When used with a printer the
channel select number in addition to the converted BCD
value can be recorded.

Cycling on an internal clock, the AD2036 can continually
scan 6 input channels. Individual channels can be manually
selected via a small switch on the front. Channel selection .
can also be made via an external BCD input at the rear
connector. A separate channel select output identifies the
selected channel independent of selection mode. The channel
select output together with the BCD Output provides complete information for automatic data collection. The Isolated
Parallel BCD Output provides an easy interface to conventional recording and controlling instruments. For applications
where there are high common mode voltages (CMV) present,
the AD2036 has as a standard feature a floating opto isolated analog front end that will withstand CMV's up to
250Vrms.
The AD2036 displays readings on large 0.5" (13mm) high
LED displays. Both (+) and (-) polarities are indicated. Controls are provided for blanking the display.
AUTO/SCAN
The AD2036, while in the Auto/Scan mode, will permit unattended scanning of all six input channels. The rate of the
channelselect is 3.2 seconds, 1.6 seconds or 0.8 seconds. The
AD2036 can be used as a stand-alone instrument and with the

MANUAL CHANNEL SELECTION
A switch on the front enables the user to manually select an
individual thermocouple. As in the Auto/Scan mode, the
BCD Output of the selected channel and the channel number
are available. Selection of an individual TC channel automatically disables Scan and external channel selection is overridden. The Mode Output pin indicates when the switch is in
this condition. On special order, meters can be supplied with
card edge control for disabling the switch.
EXTERNAL CHANNEL SELECTION
For remote control of channel selection the AD2036 provides an input for an external BCD code selection. This
feature enables external BCD switch, automatic microprocessor or computer control.
STANDARD PACKAGING
The AD2036 is packaged in Analog Devices' ac line powered
DPM case which uses the same panel cutout as most other ac
line powered DPMs from other manufacturers. In addition,
the pin connections for the AD2036 converter board are the
same as for the AD2022, AD2009, AD2016 and DPM's available from several other manufacturers.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical
TYPES OF THERMOCOUPLE (TCs),

@ +25°C

and nominal line voltage unless otherwise specified)

J. K. orT

Channel BCD Outputs (CMOSITTL Compatible 2 TTL Loads) ~ BCD
Channel number data outputs are positi~e true.
'

ACCURACY'

E"".

°c

of

K

T

±~LSB

-60 to 0
o to 500
500 to 760

±1.4
tl.4
'2.2

-60 to 0
o to 150
ISO to 1350

±1.4
±1.4 •
±2.6

K

±1.3
±l.S
tZ.O

T

-100 to 0
o to 250.
250 to 400

Mode Output (CMOS/TIL Compatible 2 rfL Loads) . Logic" I·" indicate's
channel selection is by switch. Logic "0" indicates selection is by scanner
or e"temal co~trol. useful in microcomputer interface.

Error

t~LSB

-76 to 32
±2.5
32 to 932
'2.5
932 to 1400 t4.0
-76 to 32
32 to 302
302 to 2000

±2.S
'4.7

-148 to 32
32 to 450
450 to.7S2

'2.3
±2.7
±3;6

Data Read·y (~) (CMOSml.' Compatible 2 TTL Loads) ~ Logic
"1" (UO") in~icates data from Temperature Card is ready. pata remains
valid until next clock pulse (198ms).
Spare Inverter Output (CMOSITTL Compatible Z TTL Loads) . Spare in~
verter supplied for cust.omer convenience.
Clock OUT (CMOS TTL·Comeatible 2 TIL Loads)· Indicates E.O.C.
When Clock pulse is high latches are being updated, data is invalid. Data
is valid on negative goingjedge. Clock OUT pulse is disabled when DAT~.
HOLD line is low.
~nalog OutPUt· Nonlinear Error ±0.5% ±lmV
VOUT , °c == (1. 784mV/°C) Temperature
VOUT' OF = (O.991mV,oF)(T·32)

±2.S

DISPLAY OUTPUT
• Light emitti"g diode (LEO). seven segment·display read~uts, O.S"

(13mm) higb for 3 ~ta digits. 100% overra.'lgC' ana. polarity. indication. Overload> 1999. indicated by flashing display. polarity remains
yaJjd .. There,is no overload indication for out of range readings.
• Decimal points (3) selectable at input connector.
• DisPlay BlankinB
SIGNAL INPUT
• Input Impedance: lOOMn
• Bias Current: IOnA
• Overvoltage Protection Between Channel,: ±18V peak max
• Common Mode Voltage: ±3S0V peak max
• CMV Between Channels~ ±6V peak max
• Temperature Coeffident: 'Span: +temp, 10Oppm; -temp, 120ppm
Zero: 0.03degreesldegree C or F
• Settling Time to Rated Accuracy: 2.0 seconds (full span step input)
• Normal Mode Rejection: 60dB at 50 - 400Hz
• Common Mode Rejection: l20dB @ 2S0V rms max CMV (Between
Te', and digital gnd), dv cm /dt<106 V/sec, 2S0.o imbalance
CONVERSION RATE
• S conversions per second
• Hold and read on command

TEMPERATU~E .RANG~'
• 0 to + 50 C Operatmg
• - 2SoC to +85 C Storage
POWER OUTPUT
• +SV de@ lOrnA
POWER INPUT
• AC line SO - 400Hz, See Voltage Options below
• Power Consumption· S.BW @ 50 - 400Hz
• 12V de +20% -10%, 4.8W
• 5Vdc± 5%,4W
CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENTS
• Span
• Zero
• Recommended R,ecalibration Interval: six months
SIZE
- 3.92" x 1.67"H x 5.80"D (100 x 42 x 147mm)
• Panel cutout 3.930" x 1.682" (99.8 x 42.7mm)
WEIGHT
.- 1.25 pounds (0.568 kg)

CONTROL INPUTS

Display B1aokina (TTL Compatible 3 LSTTL Load) ~ Logic "0" or,
grounding blanks entire display except for decimal points; Logic "1"
or open circuit for 'normal operation. Display blanking has no effect
on output data. Display is valid immediately upon removal of blank~
ing input.
Converter Hold (CMOS TIL Compatible 1 LSTTL LQ~) • Logic "0"
or grounding causes DPM to cease conversions and display data from
last conversion; Logic "1" or open circuit for nonnal operation. After
"Converter Hold" is remoV'ed, one or two conversions are' needed before
~ading and BCD are valid.
Decimal Points (Not TTL Compatible) ~ Logic "0" or'grounding illuminates desired decimal point. External drive circuitry (Dust sink 35mA
peak at a 25% duty cycle, when decimal point is illuminated.
PMiJi(ijdCULCompatible 1 TTL Load) - Logic "0" or grounding
inhibits updating of latched parallel output data of AD2036. Logic "1"
or open circuit allows data to be updated after each DPM conversion.
This input has no effect on the normal conversion of the OPM and its
display.
Scanner Enable (CMOSfTTL Compatible 1 LSTTL Load) - Logic·"l" will
enable Scanner to control the channel selection. External channel input
BCD lines can remain connected. A Logic "0" enables external channel
selection.
Scan (SeaI!l..LCMOSITT~atiule, I LSTIL Load) ·.A Logie "I" ("0:')
for <4 ~cond$ will initiate a scan of six channels. To use Scan input, thl:
Scan input must be a Logic "0". Both inputs have debounce circuitry; A
momentary scan pulse while in the switch or external selection mode will
1ii1iIate a sequence of six readings of the channel that is addres~d then Stop.'
Channel BCD 'nput (CMOSrrfL Compatible 1 LSTTL Load) - Logic "0"
on Scanner .Enable will allow use of e.xtemal control. All other control
inputs remain the same.

DlSPLA Y LENS'
Lens 22-1: Red, °c with ADI Logo
Lens 22-2: Red, OF with ADI Logo
Lens 23-1: Red, °c without ADI Logo
Lens 23-2: Red, OF without AD! Logo
CONNECTORS(2)
2 each, 30 pin, 0.156" spacing card edge connector
Viking 2VK1SD/1-2 or equivalent.
\
Optiunal: Order I\e1501
ORDERING GUIDE
AD2036
0 - 0
THERMOCOUPLE TYPE'

~~
POWER INPUT'
117V ac ±10%
220Vac·±10%
100Vac ±10%
240Vac ±10%
SV de ±S%
12V de +20%. -10%
SCAN RATE'
3.2sec
1.6sec
0.8sec

°c

o

J t

-ENTER#~
-

ENTER#--"--~

.

-ENTER# ___________-J

OF
RESOLUTION'
1.0°
0.1 0

Channellncremeot (CMOSmL tornpatible 1 LSTTL Load) -·Positive
going edge will initiate sequence to the next channel.
Spare Inverter Input (CMOS TIL Compatible 1 LSTTL Load)
inverter supplied for customer convenience.

~Guaraftteed

Spare

o

DEGREE READOUT'

NOTES

~

-ENTER

o

-. ENTER#---------------'

I For 0.1 ° resolution accuracy remaJnt the same. Range is limited to
200.0°. .
,

JOnly one option may be specified:
4 Lens 22 iSllIpplied if no lens option is specified.

DATA OUTPUTS
Isolated Parallel BCD Outputs ~ 3 BCD digits, Overrange, Overload and
Data Ready ·OUtputs (TTL Compatible, 4 ITL Loads). BCD data out~
puts are latched positive true logic. Overload Output is Logic "0" for
inputs greater than full scale range, Logk "1" whe~ other data outputs
are valid. Polarity Output (TTL Compatible, 4 TTL Loads latch~d) indi~
cates pOSitive polarity when hig!:J (Logic i'1"). Digital outputS are fully
jsolattd from input circuitry I all logic lev~ls are referenced to digital
ground.
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Specifications subject to change withou~ notice.

UNlINEARIZED ANALOG OUTPUT

[c
['MARY

DIGITAL

SCANNER

SPARE~

INVERTER

CLOCK IN

CLOCK OUT

Figure 1. Block Diagram

The converter drives the Display and the Parallel BCD Output circuitry.

DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR RELIABILITY
Even beyond the inherent advantages of the LSI IC design
and LED displays, the AD2036 has had extreme care taken
in its design and manufacture to insure reliability. Manufacturing processes are monitored by continual quality
assurance inspections to insure proper workmanship and
testing. Automatic equipment is used to test each DPM, both
at the board leveL- and at final assembly, to assure fault free
performance. And, prior to shipment, eachAD2036 must
pass one full week of failure-free +50· C cycled power
burn-in.

BCD Channel Selection is obtained from the Switch or the
output of the Tri-State Multiplexer. In standard units, switch
selection of individual TC Channels always takes precedence
over the Tri;State Multiplexer. On special order, units can
be wired for card edge enable/disable of the Switch. Under
control of the Scanner Enable input, the Tri-State Multiplexer switches between channel selection from the Digital
Scanner and the external Channel BCD 'Input. A logic low
enables external selection. A logic high enables input from
the Scanner.

APPLYING THE AD2036
Description of Operation
The AD2036 Block Diagram is shown in Figure 1. Thermocouple selection is made by the CMOS Multiplexer which is
comprised of two sets of six switches. The output of the
Multiplexer is on two lines. One is connected to Analog
Ground. The other is fed into an Amplifier that provides for
Cold-Junction Compensation. The signal is then filtered and
linearized and processed by the Analog to Digital Converter.

As shown in the Timing Diagram of Figure 2, a Channel Scan
is initiated by a logic high on the Scan input (pin S). The
conclusion of the previous scan cycle will have resulted in
Channel "0" already being selected. Conversions take place
5 times per second but 3.2 seconds are allowed to elapse
before the Data Ready output indicates the data is valid.
A minimum of 2 seconds is required ~or worst case settling

SCAN~L______________________~,.~__~,~.___________________

I"

WIDE 1--16PULSES---1

CLOCK OUT ( ,

~ms

III

I

l---

1SPULSES_

1 I':

ULSE: l,:uLSE~

I J6PULSE~ 11=PULS~1
~,' I I III 11.11 IIII I

11 1,,11 1 II I I I I 'ull I I I II" I I I I" I I I I

I'.2 SECONol-1

3.2 SECONDS*--1

DATA READY - - - - - - - - -__._7'?J.L__....I".,__....JL...-~III_I...J.I--*p--"--~,1-1--.1....---41-__'___

'm,
DATA HOLD

IN~=::~~~

.... -l £01______-,

_______________...L________.1....__---''--__-1.______' -____- ' - _

.

"II...-·:' . --t-..2..-t-.. 3.. -i--..... -+-·~ _+_. O..

BCD CHAN. N D . - - - - - - ..O..· - - - - -...

DATA VALID - - - - - - - - - - -__- '
·SHORTER IN1liRVALS AVAILABLE ON
SPECIAL REQUeST.

Figure 2. SCAN Timing Diagram
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time ofa full span step change as could take ,place; in switching channel selection. Where conditions do not warrant the
3.2 second delay, units can be provided With Data Ready
occurring after 1.6 secon,ds or 0.8 seconds. Data can actually
be taken up to the maximum ,~ per second conversion rate.
In the standard unit, the Data Ready line switches high, 16
c10ckpulses after Scan initiation (approximately 3.2 seconds).
The Data Hold input can then be switched low if it is desired to retain the data' unchanged for more than the minimum interval of 200ms. Upon releasing the Hold, it is necessary to produce a positive going pulse change on the Channel
Inctement input in orde~ to step the Channel Selection. In
many cases the Data Hold and Channel Increment inputs can
be tied together so that release of the Hold will automatically step the Channel Selection.
'
In this fashion (and as shown in Figure 2) a complete cycle
of the six channels 'can be obtained with the AD203 6 stopping
on Channel "0" and awaiting another Scan input pulse to
signal the start of another cycle.

Stand-Alone Operation
The AD2036 can at any time under switch control be operated so as to allow examination of individual channels. When
used as a stand-alone instrument, it. may also be desirable to
be able to initiate a single scan of all six inputs. Figure 4
shows the necessary interconnections to obtain this operation. As before, the cyc1eis initiated via a pulse from a push
button or other source. In this case, however, the Data Hold
and Channel Increment inputs are controlled by the Data
Ready. Each time Data Ready goes from low to high, the
channel is incremented' and conversions are made on the
newly selected channel. The process continues until the
meter is back on channel "0". The meter then waits for
another scan ,initiation. During a scan each channel is displayed for 3.2 seconds (the whole scan takes approximately
20 seconds). Simultaneous display of channel number and
converted value requires implementation of a separate display
'
,
for channel number.

TCINPUTS

Operation with Printer
Input and output connections for operating With a printer
are shown in Figure 3. A scan of the channels is initiated via
push button or other pulse source. When Data Ready' goes
high, Busy from the printer goes low. This "holds" the Data
and Channel Number Outputs until the printer raises the
Busy. When Busy goes high the "hold" is released and the
channel counter is incremented. After 3.2 seconds (in the
standard unit), the Data Ready again goes high and the iI1terlocking of signals repeat S times' until data, has been printed
for all six channels. Each automatic or manual initiation of
the scan causes the sequence to repeat.,

OATAHOLO

-= It----.!o()_

PUSH
TO SCAN

CHANNEL
INCREMENT
EXTERNAL
CHANNEL
SELECT
CIRCUITRY

To continuously scan all six channels with !l printer, set up
as in Figure 3 except Scan must be held at Logic "0".

Figure 4. Stand-Alone Operation

TC INPUTS

AD2036

To continuously scan, set up as per Figure 4 except fix the
Scan input at Logic "0".
"'--,.0()
~

I- ~~SH
SCAN

EXTERNAL
CHANN~L

SELECT
CIRCUITRY

Figure 3. AD2036 with Printer

For continuous printing of a single channel set up as in Figure 3 except fix Scan at Logic ·~O",. Channel can be selected by
sWitch or externally.
For eX,ternai Channel Selection, the Scanner Enable line should
be held low. Under external BCD control, Channel Selection
occurs immediately. If the Scan line is pulsed to a logic low,
the printer will print the selected channel lIata 6 times and
stop. If held low, a continuou~ printout of the selected channel will result. +SV power is provided at the rear connector
to power external control logic.
'

Opto Isolation
The AD2036 has as a standard feature Opto Isolation. This
prevents external digital load currents from entering the
analog circuitry via common ground paths and also enables
safe temperature monitoring of equipment where there is
no isolation from ac. As shown in the block diagram, Figure 1,
digital and analog circ~itry as well as the ac are isolated.
Wiring Connections
Power connections, thermocouple connections and control
and digital connections are accessible at the rear. All bu t the
thermocouple connections are via card edge (see Figures 6 and
7). Thermocouple wires are connected to a barrier strip on the
top board (see Figure S).
To install thermocouple wires, remove shroud from rear of ,
unit by removing the screw. Feed thermocouple wires
through slots in the shro\ld (See Figure 9). Thermocouple "input
wires are attached directly to the barrier strip. For easy access
turn AD2036 upside down. (+) and (-) polarities are designated
on the P.C.B. Care must be taken when coimecting input wires
to insure correct polarity. Figure S shows proper polarity and
channel designations. Replace shroud after connecting TC's.
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A precision voltage source and pure water Ice Bath are required. Location of the calibration adjusts are shown in
Figure 8.
TC
WIRE

+

CAL1~~ATED
MILLIVOLT
SOURCE

BOTTOM VIEW

ICE BATH

P2

Figure 5. Thermocouple Connections

Figure 8. Calibration Diagram

Power connections, control inputs and digital connections
are contained in the pin out diagrams in Figures 6 and 7.
PIN REF PIN FUNCTION

•

With the voltage source set to zero, adjust the Zero control
(top left) for a reading of 000 for Celsius or 032 for
Fahrenheit units.
Using Table 1 for the proper thermocouple, set the calibrated
voltage source to the appropriate number of millivolts and
set span adjust (outer bottom right) for a correct reading.

H L

5
8

7

H

8
9

BCO 10
BCD 40
BCD 100

K
L
M
N

10
11
12
13

DP3 XX.X

DP2 X.XX
DIGITAL GROUND

P
R

14

DPl.XXX
SHIELD EARTH GROUND)
AC LINE LOW

15

Figure 6. Converter Card
Pin Designations, P1

I PIN REF
K EY

I PIN REF

PIN FUNCTION

1
2
3

ANALOG GND

4

R ZfROU
RT
FUTURE
B
P U TFUNCTION
F
.
M
T
CHANNEL INPUT BCD 1
NC
NC
NC
NC
CLOCK IN
CHANNEL OUTPUT BCD 4
DIGITAL GND
FACTORY USE

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15

DATA READY

KE

A
B
C

0
E
F
H
J

K
L
M
N

P
R
S

PIN FUNCTION
ANALOG OUTPUT
DATA READY
CHANNEL INCREMENT
CHANNEL OUTPUT BCD 1
FACTORY USE
SPARE INVERTER INPUT
CHANNEL INPUT BCD 2
RESERVED FOR FUTURE FUNCTION
CHANNEL OUTPUT BCD 2
SCANNER ENABLE
RESERVED FOR FUTURE FUNCTION
CHANNEL INPUT BCD •
I SCAN
+5V de (REF. TO DIG. GRD)
SCAN

Figure 7. Temperature Card
Pin DeSignations, P2

TC

Sensor Type

Color Code

Polarity

J

Iron
Constantan

White
Red

-

K

Chrome!
Alumel

Yellow
Red

-

T

Copper
Constantan

Blue
Red

-

Zero Ad·
11ust
Input
Reading

+

O.OmV
O.OmV

+

O.OmV
O.OmV

+

O.Omv
O.OmV

OOC
32°F
OOC
32°F
OOC
32°F

SSpan Ad·
l1ust
Input/mV Reading

41.013
41.013

730°C
1346°F

52.049
42.303

12900 C
1880°F

19.516
19.536

373°C
713°F

Table 1. Calibration Chart
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PINS2&3
CONNECTOR P2

0.045 MAX

(1.14)

WIRES

0000000

AD2038

POWER SlIf'PL V INPUT

I------f- 3.92 ( 9 9 . 6 ) - - - -__-1
KEY BETWEEN

REAR VIEW

PINS6&6
CONNECTOR P1

o DENOTES OPTION

00000
00000
0000
a~~c(~:
MADE IN U.S.A.

VENTILATION
HOLES

L~j:;;_;;;:;;_;;;:;;_;;;:;;_;;;:;;_~_;;:;;~~~
15
SPAN ADJUST

TOP VIEW

1----------5.80 1147.3)

~~b_~. -1

I~

~1

- - - - - - 4 . 4 8 ( " 3 . 8 1 - - - - - - o..

1-1. . .

1--..- - - - - - - 5 . 1 0
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•.

0.26
(•• 60)

(129.51--------1

43 (1.3.3)----~----___..j

Figure 9. AD2036 Mechanical Outline
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))

PANEL THICKNESS
0.0625100.125
/1.6)10 (3.21

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SLIDE DPM THROUGH PANEL CUTOUT FROM FRONT OF PANEL.
2. SNAP MOUNTING BLOCK INTO SLOT ON OPM SIDES.
3. TIGHTEN MOUNTING BLOCK TENSION SCREWS SNUGLY TO •

SECURE OPM TO PANEL 100 NOT OVERTIGHTENIl
4. SNAP LENS ONTO FRONT OF DPM.

Figure 10. AD2036 Mounting Instructions
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))
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SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

-.ANALOG

I.-IOEVICES

6 Channel Scanning.
Digital Voltmeter/Thermometer

FEATURES
Automatic Scan of 6 Channel Inputs
Manual Selection of Individual Channel
External Channel Selection by BCD Code
±199.9mV or ±1.999V dc Full Scale Range
Isolated Analog Input
Parallel BCD Output
Accessible Gain Points for Implementation of
Selectable Gain, to 6V dc F.S.
±12V dc and +5V dc for External Use
AD2038: High Accuracy Temperature Measurements
Used with AD590 Transducer
0.1° Resolution; 6 Channels
-55.0°C to +150.00 C (-67.0°F to +199.9°F)
APPLICATIONS
AD2037: Multi-point Measurements for Data Acquisition,
Logging and Control
Data Processing from: Pressure and Flow Transducers;
RTD and Thermistor Transducers;
AD590 Temperature Transducers;
LVDT and Level Transducers;
Voltage and Current Sources.
AD2038:

Temperature Monitoring in Laboratory, Manufacturing, and Quality Control

AD2037 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD2037 is a low-cost 3 112 digit, ac line powered, 6
channel digital scanning voltmeter designed to interface to
printers, computers, serial data transmitters, telephone lines,
etc., for display, control, logging or transmission of multichannel analog data. With appropriate external signal conditioning on each channel, the AD2037 becomes a versatile
building block for a broad range of data acquisition, data
logging, or control applications.
Channel selection is made via three methods: manual, using
the switch provided on the front; Auto/Scan, where the
AD2037 cycling on an internal clock can continually scan the
6 input channels; or External selection, where control inputs
provided on the rear connector enables channel selection via
external BCD code.

AD2037 has as a standard feature, a floating opto isolated
analog front end that will withstand CMV's up to 250V rms.
The ±199.9mV full scale range or ±1.999V de full scale range
are user selectable via a jumper on the rear connector. Other
full scale ranges, to 6V dc, are programmable, via one (1)
external resistor.
AD2038 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD2038 is a dedicated 6 channel digital scanning thermometer. Based on the AD2037 and designed to be used in conjunction with Analog Devices' AD590 Temperature Transducer, the AD2038 retains all of the input/output features of the
AD2037 as well as the channel' selection methods.
The AD2038 and AD590 will measure and display tempera'tures to ±1.3°C accuracy over the temperature range of
-55.0°C to +150.00C (-67.0°F to 200~00F), over limited
temperature ranges around a calibration point, accuracies
approach a few tenths ofa degree. .
The AD590 is a laser trimmed, two terminaliC Temperature
Sensor. Its output is a current (1t.tA per OK) linearly proportional to absolute temperature' thus eliminating ,the need for

A separate channel select ou tpu t identifies the selected channel independent of selection mode. The channel select output
together with converted BCD output provides complete information for automatic data collection. For applications where
there are high common mode voltages (CMV) present, the
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SPECIF,ICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C and nominal power supply voltage)

'OISPLAY OUTPUT
,
".
• Light emittina diode (LED), seven ~~~tdisplay readouts, O.Sn (13mm) high for 3 dat~ digits.
.100% Ovt~nse a"d polarity indication. ,Overlcad indicated by ,flashing cFsplay, polari~y remains
valid. There is 'no indication of QUtqfsensor range onA-OZOlS. '
.
• Decima! Points (3) Selectiablc at 'Input tonnector
• Display Blanking
• Sensor Disconnect IndiCation same as overload.
ANALOG INPUT

CONTROL INPUTS
Display Blanking (TTL Compatible. 3 LSTTL LOad) - Logic "0" or 8f01:1nding blinks.entire display
except for decimal points; Logic "1" or open circuit for nonnal operation. .Display blankintl: has no effect
on output data. Display is valid immediately upon removal of bl~lUng' inp~t.
Converter Hold (CMOSrrTL Compatible. 1 LSTTL Load) • Logic "0" or groundin, causes DPM to cease
convenions and display data. from last conversion; Logic "I" or open circuit for normal operation. After
"Converter fiold" is removed, one or twO convC'rSions are needed before reading IlOd BCD are valid.
Decimal Points (Not TTL Compatible) - Logic "0" or grounding illuminates desired de'cima! point.
External drive circuitry must sink 3 5mA peak at a 2S,," duty cycle, when decimal point is ilIuminat~.

• Optoffransformcr Isolated
• Confipration: Differential. isolatid
• t1.~99V de and ±199.9mV de Full Scale Range
• Full Scale Ranle Programmable to 6V de
• Input Impcdance~ 250M{}
• Bias Current: l.SnA
• Overvoltage Protection: (Continuous Without Damage)

Data Hold (TTL Compatible. 1 TTL Load) - Logic "0" inhibits updatins. of latched parallel output data.
Logic !ll" or open circuit allows data to be updated after each DPM conw:mon. This input has no
effect on normal conversion of the DPM and its display.
Scanner Enable (CMOSrrTL Compatible 1 LSITL Load) - Logic "1" will enable Scanner to control
the channel selection. Externd channel input BCD lines can remain connected. A Logic "0" enables
external channel selection.

Nonna! Mode: :t:30V pk '
Channel to Channel, t30V pk

Scan (SCiii)(CMOSIITL Compatible; 1 LSTTL Load) • A Logic "1" ("0") for <4 seconds will initiate a
scan of six channels. To use SCan input, the Scan inpUt must be a Logic "0". Both inputs have debounce
circuitry. A momentary scan pubie while in the ~.witch or external mode will initiate a sequence of six
readings of the channel that is addressed then stopl

ACCURACY
AD2037
• to,O'% Reading ±1 digiti

Channel Address Input icMOSrrTL Compatible 1 LSTIL Load)' - Logic "0" on Scanner Enable will
allow use of external control. All other control inputs remain the same.

• Resolution: PrtlSfammable

• Teml.crarure Range: 0 to '+sooe opcrating~ _2'oC to
+8' estor.
• Temperature Coefficient,. Cain= 'OppmfC
. ·.·~iI"U.vfc
• Warm-up Time to Rated Acc:~ra:cy: Leu th,ao , minutes
• Setding Time to Rated Ac:~rac:y, ,0.6 5Cc:.~n~1l ( - f\111
scale to + full scale)
.
. "
,
• Max Voltage Between Channcl&: ±199:9mV FS~ ±6:1V pk
" ,±'L999V, PS; ±~,5V pk

Channel Address InCrement (CMOS/ITL Compatible I LSTTL Load) - Po~itive going edge will initiate
sequence to the next channel.
Spare Inverter Input (CMOSrrTL Compatible 1 LSTTL Load) - Spare inverter supplied for customer
convenience.
CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENTS

• Gain
•
•
•
•

ACCURACY
AD2038
• Resolution 0.1°
• Range _'SoC to +150oC
0067°F to +200oF
• Accuracy: (:to. 1° digitizing error)2
ADS90J
ScnlOrcalibratcd at +2S o C (ow:r range) ±2.2°Cmax
Uncalibrated Error at +2SoC
±s.zoe max
Uncalibrated Error (over range)
±9.2°C max
Nonlinearity (over range)
. :t2.0oC max
•

OCfsct.Course
Offsct,Fine
Span/per Channel (AD2038 only)
Recommended Recalibration Interval: Six Months

SIZE
• 3.92" x 1.67"H x 5.80N O (lOOx 42 x 147mm)
• Panel Cutout 3.930" x 1.682" (99.8 x 42.7mm)
ADS9QK
±1.2°Cmax
±2.2°C max
±4.00C max
:to. 5°C max

AIJ'YUL
:tl.2°Cmaxv
:!::1. 2QC max
:!::Z.6QC max
:to.SQC max

Temperature Coefficient: Span: 'Oppm/oC
Off~t: om degrees/degree

WEIGHT
• 1.25 pounds (0,563 kg)
OPTIONS!
AD2037
Lens, 28 Red with ADI Logo
Lens.: 27 Red without ADI Logo
ADZ038

NORMAL MODE' REJEC1'ION
• SOdB at 50 - 60Hz (Additibnal capacitor filtering may be added between pins A and 4 with
degradation of response time)
COMMON MODE REJECTION
• P10ated on Power Supply: 120dB at 250V rms max CMV. dVarJdt l06V/scc rnax, lkU Imbalance
CONVERSION RATE
• 5 Conversion/sec
• Hold and Read on Command

ORDERING GUIDE
AD2037 or AD2038·
POWER INPUr
117V ac ±10"",
nOVae ±lO"",
l00V,ac ±10%
240V ae ±l0%

ANALOG OUTPUTS
• :t12V dc :1:10%" lOrnA (Re~renc:ed to'isolation Analo, Grd.)
• +5V dc ±S"" III 30mA
• Reference Vol. +6.4V ±19& (Referred to Analog Grd.) 25ppmfC@ So,...A max output

SCAN RATE4
3.2 sec
1.6 sec
0.8 see

~odeOutput (CMOSrrTL Compatible 2 TIL Loads) . Logic "1" indicates c~anncl selection is by switch.
Logic "0" indicates selection is by scanntl' or external control, useful in Microcomputer Interface.

Data Ready ('i5iti"ReiTy) CMOSIITL Compatible 2 ttL Loads) - Logic: "1" ("0") indicateS data from
Scan Card is ready. Data remains valid until next clock pulse.
Spare Inverter' Output"(CMOSITTL Compatible 2 TTL Loads) - Spare inverter supplied for customer
convenicnce.
Clock Out (eMOSITTL Compatible. 2 TTL Loads) -Indicates EOC. When clock pulse is hiBb; latches are
being updated, data is invalid. Data is valid on negative going edge for 198ms. Clock Out pulse is disabled
when Data Hold line is low.
ANA~OG

OUTPUT (P2 Pin A): ImA max output
AD2037: Vo '" K VIN
.
Where K is gain of programmable input amplifier. (K .. 1 for 1.999V P.S. and K II' 10 for
199.9mV)
AD2038: Vo = (18.95mVtC)T forT .. °c
Vo" (l0.53mVfP)(T-32) forT" OF
error- ±6mV

Notes:=

.

I Guaranteed at 200mV f'W11Cak It +2'·C aIld nominal power supply.
'0Vcn1l uCliraty of meter phaaMnsot ower em:ire MDIOr 1"UIp: (jUaranteN max) Meter
is &ctoIy callbraiH for ideal.allOt.
'Leal ZZ (AD2038) LcM 28 (AD20n) supplied if DO k'ns optiollo illJlCdficed.
• Onty Ollt opdoa fDay be tpedf'1Cd.
.

Specifica~iOM

0

0

• t

0

H.-~
H

Enter

TEMPERATURE SCALE READOUT (AD2038 Only)4

Channel Address Outputs (CMQSITTL Compatible 2 TTL Loads) - BCD Channel number data outputs
are positive true .
•

°c with ADI Logo
OF with AOI Logo
°e without ADI Logo
elF without ADI Logo

eONNfo:CTORS (2)
2 each. 30 pin.IJ.156" Spacing Card Edge Connector
Viking 2Vk 15/1-2 or t-:quivalent
Optional: Order ACI 501

POWER INPUT
• AC Line 50· 400H'I., sec Voltage Options Below
• Power Co~sumptjon - 5.8W@ 50 - 4~Hz

DATA OUTPUTS
Isolated Parallel BCD Outputs - 3 BCD digits. overrange, overload outputs (TTL Compatible, 4- TIL
Loads). BCD data outputs are latched positive tr:ue logic. Overload output is Logic "0" for inputs greater
than full scale range, Logk "1" when other data outputs are valid. Polarity output (TTL compatible,
4 TTL Loads latdied) indicates positive "polarity when high (Logic "I "). Digital outputs are fully isolated
- from input circuitryl aU Logic levels reference to digital ground.
'

Lens'22-1, Red
Lens 22-2, Red
Lens 23-1\ Red
Lens 23-2, Red

IUbject co cbanp withDut ftOdce.
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Figure 1. AD2037 Block Diagram

linearization and cold junction compensation. Just connect
the sensors to the rear terminal block, calibrate them if
necessary, and the AD2038 is ready to make measurements.
Due to the AD590's high impedance current output, it is
insensitive to voltage drops over long lines thus enabling
remote monitoring with no need for costly transmitters or
special wire.
For normal applications the AD590] can be used and calibrated at a single temperature point. Where better linearity Qr
sensor interchangeability is needed, the "K" and "L" versions
are available. All versions are available to MIL-STD-883AClass
B processing. In addition, the AC2626 (an AD590]F mounted
in a 3/16 inch diameter, by 6 inch long stainless steel probe)
will soon be available. The probe will be supplied with 3 feet
of wire for easy interface to the AD2038.

AUTO/SCAN
The AD203 7/38 while in the Auto/Scan mode, will permit
unattended scanning of all six input channels. The rate of the
channel select is 3.2 seconds, 1.6 seconds or 0.8 seconds per
channel. The AD2037 or AD2038 can be used as a stand-alone
instrument and with the Scan input held high will continually
scan six channels. When the Scan input is brought low the
AD2037/38 will continue to cycle and stop at Channel "0".
MANUAL CHANNEL SELECTION
A switch on the front enables the user to manually select an
individual channel input. As in the Auto/Scan mode, the BCD
output of the selected channel and the channel number are
available. Selection of an individual channel automatically
disables scan and external channel selection is overridden. The
Mode Output pin indicates wh-en the switch is in this condition. On special order, meters can be supplied with card edge
control for disabling the switch.

-'--L....._ _-'--L....._-'-_-'-_-'---'-_ _-'-_

IN~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _

BCOCHAN NO _ _ _ oO

---l----

1 - + ' 2 +'3'--t-'4'--t-"5"-+--'0"

'12V
'SHORnAINTERVALSAV"'llABlEONSP~CIALAEOUEST

Figure 2. Scan Timing Diagram
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EXTERNAL CHANNEL SELECTION
For remote control of channel selection, the AD2037/38 provides inputs for an external BCD code selection. This
-feature allows external switch, microprocessor or compu ter
control.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, AD2037
The AD203 7 Block Diagram is shown in Figure 1. Channel
selection is made by the CMOS Multiplexer which is comprised
of two sets of six switches. The output of the multiplexer is on
two lines. One is connected to Analog Groulld, the other is fed
into an amplifier, where the Gain, when de~irable, is selectable.
The AD2037 is supplied from the factory with all Gain Points
open and Gain equal to 10 (ten) for 199.9mV Full Scale. The
1.999V dc Full Scale (VFS) setting is accomplished via-a
jumper from Pin A to Pin 4 of P2. To select Full Scales less
than 199.9mV (Gain >10) place a resistor, computed from
formula in Table 1, between Pins 1 and 4 of P2. Similarly for
Full "scale settings greater than 1. 999V place the resistor
between Pins 10 and 2 of P1 and jumper Pin A to Pin 4 of P2.
In each case the signal is then filtered and processed by the
Analog to Digital Converter. The converter drives the Display
and the Parallel BCD Output.
FULL SCALE RANGE
203K

Ry

Less than 200m V

= (V;S) -10

200mV to 2 Volts

Rx

2 Volts to 6 Volts

Rz

203K (2 - VFS)
10VFS - 2
30K
(VFS - 2)

Table 1.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, AD2038
The AD2038 simplified Block Diagram is shown in Figure 3.
The AD2037 together with a dedicated signal conditioning
card, make up the AD2038. The selected sensor will transmit a
current to the AD2038. The signal conditioning card converts
the current from the appropriate AD590 to a voltage which is
then measured and displayed. AD590 connection is accomplished_at the terminal block on the rear.

lAo2038 - - - - - - - - - - - - --,
I

I
I
I
I

rf--+O---+- +7.&
AD590

I
I
A~pL~~~lR I
MUX

I
I

I
L
________
NOTE:

~

_____

I
I
I
I
I

_1

ATTACH SENSOR POLARITY INVERSELY TO THE METER, + OF SENSOR TO
CHANNEL .INPUTj - OF SENSOR rOCHANNEl + INPUT.

CHANNEL SELECTION
As shown in Figure 1, Channel Selection is obtained by one of
the three methods via the Channel Multiplexer. In method A,
Channel selection is under external BCD logic control, in
Method B, control is via the digital scanning circuitry. In
Method C control is by the Front Panel Switch.
The method of channel selection is under control of the
Scanner Enable input. A logic low enables external BCD logic
control (Method A). A logic high enables internal scanning circuitry selection (Method B). In standard units, Front Panel
switch selection (Method C) overrides selection by Methods
AorB.
On special order, units can be wired for card edge enable/
'disable control of the switch.
The three methods allow the user to select his mO,de of operations: (See Figures 4 and 5).
Continuous scan of 6 Channels
Single scan of 6 Channels
Continuous scan of an, individual Channel
Single scan of an i~divid'Jai Channel
Individual Channel selection
SCAN TlMING
As shown in the Timing Diagram of Figure 2, a Channel Scan
is initiated by a logic high on the Scan input (pin S). The conclusion of the previous scan cycle will have resulted in Channel
"0" already being selected. Conversions take place 5 times per
second but 3.2 seconds are allowed to elapse before the Data
Ready output indicates the data is valid. 0.6 seconds is required
for worst case settling time of a full span step change as could
take place in switching channels. Where conditions do not
warrant the 3.2 second delay, units can be provided with
Data Ready occurring after 1.6 seconds or 0.8 seconds.
In the standard unit, the Data Ready line switches high 16
clock pulses after Scan initiation (approximately 3.2 seconds).
The Data Hold input can then be switched low if it is desired
to retain the data unchanged for more than the minimum
interval of 198ms. Upon releasing the Hold, it is necessary to
produce a positive going pulse change on the Channel Increment input in order to step the Channel Selection. In many
cases the Data Hold and Channel Increment inputs can be tied
together so that release of the Hold will automatically step
the Channel Selection.
'
In this fashion (and as shown in Figure 2) a complete cycle of
the six channels can be obtained with the AD203 7138 stopping
on Channel "0" and awaiting another Scan input pulse to signal the start of another cycle.
OPERATION WITH PRINTER
Input and output connections for operating with a printer are
shown in Figure 4. A scan ofthe channels is initiated via push
button or other pulse source. When Data Ready goes high,
Busy output from the printer goes low. This "holds" the Data
and Channel Number Outputs until the printer raises the Busy.
When Busy goes high the "hold" is released and the channel
counter is incremented. After 3.2 seconds (in the standard
u,nit), the Data Ready again goes high and the interlocking of
signals repeat 5 times until data has been printed for all six ,
channels. Each automatic or manual initiation of the scan
causes the sequence to repeat.
To continuously scan all six channels with a printer, set up as
in Figure 4 except Scan must be held at Logic "0".

Figure 3. AD2038 Diagram
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newly selected channel. The process continues until the meter
is back on Channel "0". The meter then waits for another scan
initiation. During a scan each channel is displayed for 3.2
seconds (the whole scan takes approximately 20 seconds).
Simultaneous display of channel number and converted value
requires implementation of a separate display for channel
number (see Figure 11).

TC INPUTS

*

PUSH

1-----0 ~TO

To continuously scan, set up as per Figure 5 except fix the
Scan input at Logic "0".

SCAN

EXTERNAL
CHANNEL
SELECT
CIRCUITRY

AD2037 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
A precision voltage reference is needed for the calibration of
the AD203 7. The location of the calibration potentiometers
is shown in Figure 14.
Offset adjustment - with Front Panel switch on Channel "0",
short Channel "0" input and adjust offset potentiometer until
the meter reads 000.

Figure 4. Operation with Printer

Gain adjustment - remove jumper from Channel "0" and
apply an input of 0.9 times the programmed Full Scale Voltage.
Vary gain adjust potentiometer until the meter reads 1800
exactly:

For continuous printing of a single channel set up as in Figure
4 except fix Scan at Logic "0". Channel can be sel.ected by
Front Panel switch or externally.
F or external Channel Selection, the Scanner Enable line should
be held low. Under external BCD control, Channel Selection
occurs immediately. If the Scan line is pulsed to a logic low,
the printer will priht the selected channel data 6 times and
stop. If held low, a c.ontinuous printout of the selected channel will result. +SV power is provided at the rear connector to
power external control logic.

AD2038 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The AD2038 is factory calibrated in either °c or OF using an
ideal sensor, and can be used directly if sensor accuracy is
adequate. For maximum accuracy with any grade sensor, the
calibration procedure is as follows:

STAND·ALONE OPERATION
The AD2037/AD2038 can at any time, under Front Panel
switch control, be operated so as to allow examination of
individual channels. When used as a stand-alone instrument,
it may also be desirable to initiate a single scan of all six inputs.
Figure 5 shows the necessary interconnections to 0 btain this
operation. As before, the cycle is initiated via a pulse from a
TC INPUTS

NC OR LOGIC 1

DATA HOLD

-=

L-PUSH
....--.-4.0_ '-TO SCAN

CHANNEL
ADDRESS
INCREMENT

EXTERNAL
CHANNEL
SELECT
CIRCUITRY

Initial Calibration:
1. Attach sensors to Channel inputs. Polariry of the sensor
must be connected inversely to the meter, + of sensor
to Channel- input; - of sensor to Channel + input.
2. Set Front Panel Switch to Channel "0".
3. With sensor at a known temperature adjust the appropriate Span Adjust potentiometer on the rear (See
Figure 14) for a reading on the AD2038 equal to the
temperature.
4. Repeat step 3 for each sensor on each Channel making
sure to tprn Front Panel Switch to the appropriate
Channel.
6 Month Calibration °c tF)
A 4 112 Digit precision DVM and a resistance decade box are
needed. The location of the calibration potentiometers are
shown in Figure 14.
1. Set Front Panel Switch on Channel "Zero."
2. With sensor disconnected adjust Course Offset pot on
the front for VA == (between Pin A and Pin 1 of P2) =
-5.1764 Volts.
3. Attach resistance decade box to sensor inpu t (Channel
"0").

Figure 5. Stand·Alone Operation

push button or other source. In this case, however, the Data
Hold and Channel Address Increment inputs are controlled by
the Data Ready. Each time Data Ready goes from low to high,
the channel is incremented and conversions are made on the

4. Adjust resistance box until VA = O.OOOV (-Q.3368V).
S. Adjust Fine Offset Adjust until the meter reading =00.0.
6. Adjust resistance box until VA =+3.6000V (+1.6632V).
7. Adjust Gain Adjust on the froht until the meter reading
= +190.0.
8. Attach ADS90 Sensors. Polarity of the sensor must be
connected inversely to the meter, + of sensor to Channel
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- Input; - of sensor to Channel + Input.
9. With sensors at a known temperature (Front Panef
Switch still on Channel "0"), adjust the appropriilte
Span Adjust on the rear for that temperature readout
on the AD2038.
10. Repeat s~ep 9 for each sensor on each Channel making
sure to turn Front Panel Switch to t.~e appropriate
Channel.
WIRING CONNE'CTIONS
All connections are accessible at the read. All but the signal
input connections are via card edge (see Figures 7 and 8).
Signal Inputs are cOI)nected to a terminal block on the top
board (see Figure 6).

BARRIER
STRIP

PIN S

PINA

Power connections; control inputs and digital connections are
contained in the pin out diagrams in Figures 7 and 8.
BOTTOM VIEW
P2

Figure 6.

PIN REF PIN FUNCTION
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
S

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

PIN REF
A
B
C

DATA HOLD
PROGRAMMABLE GAIN
CLOCK OUT
POLARITY
BCD S
BCD 2
BCD 80
BCD 20
BCD 800
ANALOG GROUND
BCD 400
BCD 200
DISPLAY BLANK
OVERRANGE
AC LINE HIGH

0
E
F
H

EY

J
K
L
M
N
p

R

S

PIN FUNCTION
+12V de (REF. TO ANALOG GRD)
-12V de (REF. TO ANALOG GRD)
OVERLOAD
(;l NV~RT~R HOLD
SCD 1
BCD 4
BCD 10
BCD 40
BCD 100
DP3 XX.X
DP2 X.XX
DIGITAL GROUND
DP1.XXX
SHIELD (EARTH GROUND)
AC LINE LOW

Figure 7. Converter Card
Pin Designations, P1
PIN. REF PIN FUNCTION
K ~Y

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
S

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

PIN REF PIN FUNCTION

ANALOG GND
DATA.READY
I
SPARE INVERTER OUTPUT'
SELECTABLE GAIN AND OFFSET
FACTORY USE
MODE OUTPUT
CHANNEL ADDRESS INPUT BCD 1
NC
NC
NC
NC
CLOCK IN
CHANNEL ADDRESS OUTPUT BCD 4
DIGITAL GND
VREF

I
K EY

A

B •
C
D
E
F
H

J
K
L
M
N
P
R
S

FigureS. P2
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ANALOG OUTPUT
DATA READY
CHANNEL ADDRESS INCREMENT
CHANNEL ADDRESS OUTPUT BCD 1
FACTORY USE
SPARE INVERTER INPUT
CHANNEL ADDRESS INPUT BCD 2
RESERVED FOR FUTURE FUNCTION
CHANNEL ADDRESS OUTPUT BCD 2
SCANNER ENABLE
RESERVED FOR FUTURE FUNCTION
CHANNEL ADDRESS INPUT BCD 4
SCAN
+5V de (REF. TO DIG. GRD)
SCAN

PRESSURE METER
The pressure meter shown in Figure 9 is programmed for 0 100.0 PSI. The Programmable Gain and Offset features allow
readout in any engineering units.

REMOTE CHANNEL INDICATOR
The Channel number is displayed on a three tenth inch (0.3")
high efficiency, common cathode Hewlett Packard Display.
The Channel BCD output feeds a seven segment decoder
driver which in turn drives the LED. Power is supplied from
Pin R (+5V) on P2.
·"p'--Tn

2.
115TURNS!

ZERO
BALANCE

"'.
"

8C010

CHO

,"
2'

,.

20.

BCD2 1C

I
I
I

BC[)4,3

AD2037/
AOZ038

I
I
I
I

Figure ". Remote Channel Indicator

LINEAR THERMISTOR THERMOMETER
For applications where the user is committed to or desires
thermistor type sensors, the AD203 7 is easily interfaced. The
Linear Thermistor Thermometer, shown in Figure 12, uses the
YSI42201. Linear Thermistors are available in various type
probes for many medical, scientific and industrial applications.

Figure 9. Pressure Meter

vtlLQWSPR"IGS

~"'''~1

The signal voltage appearing across the ou tpu t leads of the
transducer is both a function of the applied pressure and the
excitation voltage. At no load, a small residual output voltage
will be present. This voltage can be nulled ou t using the Zero
Balance potentiometer. Transducer span inaccuracies are calibrated via the Span Adjust potentiometer. The differential,
isolated front end of the AD2037 rejects the 2.5V CMV of
the strain gauge. At no time should the Analog Ground be
connected to any portion of the pressure transducer circuitry.

r - - -

-,

I

I

r - - -

0 T0100QC
ORJ20T02000f

-,

I

I

z..

RTD THERMOMETER
Figure 10 shows a 3 wire, 0.1° resolution, nonlinearized RTD
circuit. For many applications where repeatabiliry is required
linearization is not necessary. The transistor, resistor (R1) and
potentiometer on each Channel form a 1.5mA current source.
This current through the RTD resistive element is converted to
a voltage which is proportional to absolute temperature and
measured by the AD2037. Conversion from absolute temperature to °c or of requires on offset which is produced by the
reference of the AD203 7 and Ro.
'.5mA
CURRENTSOURCf

r----l

c

VOLTAOE

""jUS,

.... 2oe21\o.ThK

III ~~SI~~~~S'::;'Rll'~~~~PPM "'.ETM flU" EMCEPT AS NOHO

Figure 12. Linear Thermistor Thermometer
PROCESS MONITOR
As shown in Figure 13, the AD2037 provides scanning and
digital readout for six (6) standard 4-20mA current loops. The
AD2037 is programmed for 0-100.0% Readout. Other readout
ranges can be accommodate.;! by changing the Gain and Offset
programming resistors.

AD2037
0.100.0%

AD2037'

30.911 25PPM
0.1%
IP2)

53'"

OFFSET

l00PPM

ADJUST

liS TURNI

4mA=O

20mA"' 100.0

Figure 10. RTD Thermometer
NOTE: More detailed applications assistance available from factory.

Figure 13. Process Monitor
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KEY BETWEEN
PINS2& 3
CONNECTOR P2

0000000

AD2038

CH3 CH4
'SPAN ADJUSTS

CH5

(AD2038 ONLY)

o

OPTION

1----+-3.92199.61
POWER SUPPLY INPUT

o

o

------i

REAR VIEW

KEY BETWEEN

117VAC

0100.pAC

PINS5&6

220 VAC

0

CONNECTOR P1

240 VAC

000'00
00000
0000

-1

"ANALOG
WOEVICES

VENTILAT(ON
HOLES

1.93

__ __

Ir~_~~~_~

15

GAIN ADJUST

l~t~~I-j ~
MAX'1 I

TOP VIEW

~ri=1·==;;=tr-_5'8011_'7'31=--=--=--=--=-.~u

&~".1~~h~=======i.~ -T
.1.1-1-------..

0.26

81113.81-----.....-i1
16.601
. ....
~ - _ - - - - - - 5.10 1129.5)-------.....~
1-----------6.•31163.31----------~ SIDE VIEW
Figure 14. AD2037/38 Mechanical Outline
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))

-(
1.682 ±O.01D

PANEL THICKNESS

0,0625 to 0.125
(1.6) to (3.2)

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SLIDE DPM THROUGH PANEL CUTOUT FROM FRONT OF PANEL.
2. SNAP MOUNTING BLOCK INTO SLOT ON DPM SIDES.
3, TIGHTEN MOUNTING BLOCK TENSION SCREWS SNUGLY TO
SECURE OPM TO PANEL (DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN!)
4, SNAP LENS ONTO FRONT OF DPM .

.Figure 15. AD2037/38 Mounting Inl!tructions
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))
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Low Cost Temperature Indicator

FEATURES
Low Cost
Direct Interface to AD590 or AC2626
Large 0.56" Red Orange LED Display
Accuracy to ±1.00 ±1 Digit
Either ac Line or +5V de Powered
Temperature Range: -55°C to +150o C
-67°F to +302°F
1000V rms Isolation (acl
Terminal Block Interface
Small Size, Panel Mount
APPLICATIONS
Temperature Monitoring in Design, Laboratory,
Manufacturing and Quality Control for Both
+5V de or Line Powered Applications

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD2040 is a low·cost 3 digit temperature indicator. Based
on the highly successful AD2026 low·cost DPM and designed
to be used in conjunction with Analog Devices' AC2626 general purpose probe or the AD590 temperature transducer, the
AD2040 is available in both 5V logic-powered, or ac linepowered versions.

transducer. Its output is a current (1!lA per K) linearly proportional to absolute temperature, thus eliminating the need
for costly linearization and cold junction compensation.
Due to the AD590's high impedance current output, it is insensitive to voltage drops over long lines thus enabling remote
monitoring with no need for costly transmitters or special wire.

The 5V AD2040 reads out directly in °c, of, oR or K. A precision voltage reference, resistor network, and span and zero
adjusts, needed to implement display of the different temperature scales, are all self-contained. User selectable degree readout, as well as all other connections, i.e., +5V power and sensor or probe interface, are all made via a terminal block on
the rear.
For many stand-alone temperature measurement applications,
i.e., in factories, labs, ovens, inspection stations, etc., +5V de
power is not available. For these applications, the AD2040 is
available in an ae version. The ae-powered version retains all of
the features of the 5V version, with exception of the user selectable degree readout. ° C or ° F must be specified when
ordering (see Ordering Guide).
If required, calibration adjustments are easily accessible. No
mounting hardware of any kind is used.
The AD2040 and AC2626 or AD590 will measure and display
temperatures on large O.56"·orange LED displays from -55°C
to +150oC (_67°F to +302°F) with accuracy to ±1.0o ±1 digit.
Reliability is assured with the inherent simplicity and accuracy
of the sensor, combined with the highly efficient design of the
AD2040.
THE SENSOR
The AD590 is a laser-calibrated, two terminal IC temperature

R3

AD2040-dc Block Diagram

Above is a block diagram of the AD2040, showing the AD2026
DPM input, the current-to-voltage conversion resistors (RI,
R2, R3), the offsetting resistance network (R4, R5, R6, R7),
and the connections to the terminal strip. Attenuated voltage
from the AD580, 2,SVreference, provides the offsets for readout on the F and C scales. On the AD2040 de version,jumpers
are connected by -the user at the terminal strip to select the
appropriate units of temperature for display. °c or OF must
be specified when ordering the ac version (see Ordering
Guide).
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical

@ +25°C

and nominal supply unless otherwise specified)

ACCURACY
• Resolution: 1°
• Range: -SSoC to +isooc
-67°F to 302°F
218K to 423K
42S oR to 793°R
• Accuracy: (±1 digit)t
Calibration Error@ +2S oC
Absolute Error (overrated performance temperature range)
Without External Calibration Adjustment
With +2S o C Calibration Error Set to Zero
Nonlinearity
• Temperature Coefficient:
Offset: 0.03 degrees/degree
70ppmrC
Span:
• Common Mode Rejection (ac)
117dB, 1000V rms max Common Mode Voltage
• Normal Mode Rejection
.
30dB @ S0-60Hz
DISPLAY 0UTPUT
• 7 Segment, Red Orange, LED 0.56" (13mm) High
for 3 Data'Digits
• Sensor Disconnect Indication: --:-- (for °c and OF only)
• DPM Positive Overload: EEE
• DPM Negative Overload: --., No Indication of Out of Sensor Range

CONVERSION RATE
• 4 Conversions Per Second
POWER INPUT
• +S.OV ±S%; 160mA (dc version)
• AC Line S0-400Hz; See Voltage Options Below
ORDERING GUIDE/PRICING

AD'....
2
3

DEGREE READOUT2
DC
1
OF
2
AC2626
GRADE

LENGTH
AC2629
BRASS
TYPE 316
STAINLESS

AD590K

ADS90L

ADS90M

±S.OoCmax

±2.SoC max

±1.00C max

±O.SoCmax

±10.00Cmax ±S.SOC maX
±3.0oC
±2.00C max
±1.SoC
±0.8°Cmax

±3.00Cmax
±1.6°C max
±OAoC max

±1.7°Cmax
±1.00C max
±0.3°C max

POWER INPUT (ac Line Power)
. • AC Line Power, SO-60Hz, 1.S Watts
CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT
• Span
• Gain
• Zero
• Offset
• Recomtpended Recalibration Interval: Six Months
SIZE
• 3.43"W X 2.0"H X 1.6S"D (87 X S2 X 42mm)
• Panel Cutout Required: 3.17S ±O.OlS" X 1.810 ±O.OlS"
(80.6S ±0.38 X 45.97 ±O.38mm)

INPUT IMPEDANCE
• °c, K: 1.0K
• °F,oC: 1.8K

POWER INPUT
+SV dc
90-129Vac
198-264Vac

ADS90J

}

-3

WEIGHT,
• 3 ounces (88 grams) (+SV dc)
• 7 ounces (198 grams) (ac Line Powered)
NOTES,
I Overall accuracy of meter plus sensor over entire range.
2+5V de power input is calibrated in 0 F. Temperature scales

are user selectable. Enter 2, e.g., AD2040·12.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

-ENTER

}

-ENTER
AC2626 -

c:::::J

~} -ENTER~
: } _

ENTER _ _ _ _ _..J
AC2629 -

B}
SS

r--J

-ENTER~
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,..

+SV

AOS80

+5V
02

"TERMINAL 51S -SENSOR INPUT ON THE +5V DC VERSION.
THIS TERMINAL IS TERMINAL #2 ON THE AC VERSION.

Figure 1. Manual Switching
"TERMINAL 5 IS -SENSOR INPUT ON THE +5\1 DC VERSION.
THIS TERMINAL IS TERMINAL #2 ON THE AC VERSION.

Expansion to multiple sensors via manual switching is shown
in Figure 1. The sensor selected will pass a signal current
through the current measuring circuitry, internal to the
AD2040. Similarly automatic switching, shown in Figure 2
is accomplished. A low level input on an inverter input will
allow selection of the appropriate A0590.

Figure 3. Hi and Low Set Points
output of Al goes low and Dl is illuminated. Similarly when
the voltage at terminal 5 goes below the Lo Limit Set Voltage,
the outpu~ of A2 goes low illuminating 02.

To set the high limit, replace the AD590 with a variable resistor. Adjust the resistor until the desired high temperature
set point is displayed on the meter. Adjust Rl until 01 is just
turning on. Repeat procedure for R2 (Lo Limit Set).

+5V

~+-{:>e>-f'-------,:-t +

ADS90

~H>O--F-----,-,±

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The A02040 is factory calibrated using an ideal sensor. The dc
version is calibrated in OF and the ac version is calibrated to
order. If sensor accuracy is adequate, no calibration is required
(see note). If a lower grade sensor is used (i.e., J) and calibration is required, adjust Span Adjust on the rear with sensor at
a known temperature for that temperature, e.g. for OF place
sensor in Ice Bath at 32°F and adjust span for reading of 32.

11
14
TERMINAL 5"

CD4049BE
"TERMINAL 515 -SENSOR INPUT ON THE +SV DC VERSION.
THIS TERMINAL IS TERMINAL #2 ON THE AC VERSION.

Recalibration may be required after six(6) months; if so, proceed as follows:

Figure 2. Automatic Switching

1. With AD590 disconnected, shori input of AD2040 (terminal 5 to 9 on dc version, or 1 to 3 on ac version). Remove
SCALE

TERMINAL TERMINAL TERMINAL TERMINAL
4
9
2
3

x

X

K

X

X

oR

X

°c

X

A02040 lens and adjust Front Panel Zero Adjust to
display 000.
2. Attach A0590 sensor and stabilize at a known Reference
Temperature; i.e., Ice Bath. Connect terminal 9 to terminal 3 (on dc version) or terminal 1 to access port (on ac
version) and adjust Rear Span Adjust for a display of 273
plus Reference Temperature for °c or 460 plus Reference
Tempe~ature for OF.

of
X

X

3. Remove jumper between terminals 9 and 3 or 1 and access
port. Adjust the Rear Offset Adjust for Reference Temperature. (For K or OR omit step 3.)

Table 1. Temperature Scale Selection (+5 V dc Only)

For optimum linearity calibration, for °c, repeat steps two (2)
and three (3) with Reference Temperature at O. Then with sensor at 100°C adjust Front Panel Gain Adjust for a meter display of 100. Other high end temperatures may be used with
this procedure as long as they are known to be accurate.

As shown in Table 1 any of the standard temperature scales

may be displayed.
The A02040 de veQlion is factory calibrated in degrees
Fahrenheit. Readout in degrees Celsius, Rankine or Kelvin are
achieved via simple jumper connections on the terminal block,
listed in the above table. (Connect terminals marked X.)
Figure 3 shows how the A02040, in conjunction with 4 resistors, 2 trim pots, and a dual comparator, can be used to control as well as monitor particular applications via high and low
set points. When the voltage at the AD590 sense terminal
(terminal S) goes higher than the Hi Limit Set Voltage, the

For OF repeat steps two and three with Reference Temperature
at 32°F. Then with sensor atthe high temperature, adjust Front
Panel Gain. Adjust for readou t equal to high temperature. The
above temperature can be selected for optimum linearity over
users temperature range.
NOTE: If other thao OF readout on the de version is desired, follow
step 2 aod 3 of Reealibration Procedure.
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

- AD2040 (ac)

I·

1
1.78

(45.21

~Sensor
+Sensor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

2

@

J

.. I

3.17 (80.5)

Offset Calibration
ACHI
AC LO

3

The probe is designed for both liquid and gaseous immersion
applications as well as temperature measurements in refrigeration or any general temperature monitoring application.

1-90·129VAC 0
2-198·264VAC 0
MADE IN U.S.A.

REAR VIEW

~

For taking measurements in pipes or other closed vessels, the
AD2629 compression fitting is available. The AC2629 may be
applied anywhere along the probe and is supplied in two materials. The low cost AC2629B is constructed of brass and the
higher priced AC2629SS is mad.e of stainless steel.

1

T

0.66

(16.61

0.20(5.11

T

THE AC2626
The AC2626 is a stainless steel tubular probe measuring 3116
inch (4.76mm) in outside diameter and is available in 6 inch
(l52.4mm) or 4 inch (101.6mm) lengths. Based on the new
AD590F, the probe is available in linearity grades of O.3°C.
O.4°C, O.SoC or 1.5°C.

t

OFFSET SPAN

~.@

AC2626
3/16 STAINLESS STEEL tUBING

fILLED WITH THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE EPOXY
1.59

3/16

140.41
ACCESS
PORT'

LC

~
T

TOP VIEW

3 FT. (914.4)t1 (25AJ
#24 STRANDED WIRE
TEFLON INSULATED

(4.761

.

3.17IBO.521

AD2040

O Cla~,~~ 9SPAN

P

OFFSET

(12.7'

1. N.C.

1100000~1!
o
90 I
2

3/16 .L.
14.761,

112

J

2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

0

-

AC2629
COMPRESSION FITTING (Sea Note 3,
STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 316

AD2040 (dc)

..

+

BLACK

t l . See Note 1
1
~ ±O.06(1.58)---I

0.0711.BI

NO;:::

TINNED

See

M

~nalGND

0 F Gain Scaling
-Sensor
+Sernor
PowerGND
+5V
Offset Calibration
10. N.C.

-- - J

--

__

I--

F Offset Seeling

PIPETHREAO 1/8

3/16
,14.761

_.

1.23 REF

7/16

111.11

:::1,...-'-------..

(31.2'
NOTE 1 ,Probes are available in 4·inch or 6·inch lengths.
NOTE 2 + lead wire is color coded: J, yellow; K, orange; L, blue; M, green.
NOTE 3 When assembling compression fitting (AC2629) ta p,obe.
tighten the 112" nut 3/4', of a turn from finger tigh~.

REAR VIEW

The AD590 temperature transducer is available in two packages-the "H" package (TO-52) and the "F" package (ceramic
.
flat pack).
AD590 F PACKAGE

,PO,~~',~~M~D

0;150 MIN

,

I

MAX
0.80
120.31

••

"2.66

~l

0

.

~

~DIA

.

0.23 (5.64J
0.115 (2.92)
0.15 (3.811

I

c:;;;;;:n;;;;>--J'-

0.Q15 10.381

.

+ 0

0017'10.002
(0.43 ± 0.05) --I

C'N

0.5112.71
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0.13
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T

•

ADS90H (TO-52)

~DIA

~~.a~

0.230 (5.841

(19.04)

~

0.176 (4.471 DIA
0.165 (3.941·

~]

~ ~0~~~'·""

(T
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_

~

~
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High Performance, ·4-20mA Output
Voltage-to-Current Converter

FEATURES
Complete, No External Components Needed
Small Size: 1.1" x 1.1" x 0.4" Module
Input: 0 to +10V; Output: 4 to 20mA
Low Drift: 0.oo5%fC max; Nonlinearity: 0.005% max
(28208)
Wide Temperature Range: -25°C to +85°C
Single Supply: +10V to +32V
Meets ISA Std 50.1 for Type 3, Class Land U, Nonisolated
Current Loop Transmitters
Economical
APPLICATIONS
Industrial Instrumentation and Control Systems
D/A Converter - Current Loop Interface
Analog Transmitters and Controllers
Remote Data Acquisition Systems
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 2B20 is a complete, modular voltage-to-currtmt converter providing the user with a convenient way to produce
a current output signal which is proportional to the voltage
input. The nominal input voltage range is 0 to +10V. The output current range is 4 to 20mA into a grounded load.
Featuring low drift (O.OOS%tc max, 2B20B) over the -25°C
to +8S o C temperature range and single supply operation (+10V
to +32V), model 2B20 is available in two accuracy grades. The
2B.20B offers precision performance with nonlinearity error
of 0_005% (max) and guaranteed low offset error of ±0.1 %
max and span error of ±0.2% max, without external trims. The
2B20A is an economical solution for applications with lesser
accuracy requirements, featuring nonlinearity error of 0.025%
(max), offset error of ±0.4% (max), span error of ±0.6% (max),
and span stability of O.Ol%/o C max.
The 2B20 is contained in a small (1.1" x 1.1" x 0.4 "), rugged,
epoxy encapsulated package. For maximum versatility, two
signal input (VIN1 and VINZ) and two reference input (~EFIN1
and REFINZ) terminals are provided. Utilizing terminals VIN1
and REFIN1 eliminates the need for any external components,
since offset and span are internally calibrated. If higher accuracy (up to ±O.Ol %) is required, inputs VINZ and REFINZ with
series trim potentiometers may be utilized.

trol system as transmitters, indicators, controllers, recorders,
computers, actuators and signal conditioners.
In a typical application, model 2B20 may act as an interface
between the D/A converter output of a microcomputer based
system and a process control device such as a variable pOSition
valve. Another typical application of the 2B20 may be as a
current output stage of a proportional controller to interface
devices such as current-to-position converters and current-topneumatic transducers.
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
Process Signal Compatibility: To provide outpu~ signal compatibility, the 2820 meets the requirements of the Instrument
Society of America Standard SSO.I, "Compatibility of Analog
Signals for Electronic Industrial Process Instruments" for Type
3, Class Land U, nonisolated current loop transmitters.
External Reference Use: For increased flexibility, when ratiometric operation is desired, the 2820 offers a capability of
connecting an external reference (i.e., from multiplying D/A
converter) to the REFINZ terminal.
Wide Power Supply Range: A wide power supply range (+10V
to +32V dc) allows for operation with either a +12V battery,
a + lSV powered data acquisition system, or a +24 V powered·
process control instrumentation.

APPLICA nONS
Model 2B20 has been designed for applications in process control and monitoring systems to transmit information between
subsystems or separated system elements. The 2B20 can serve
as a transmission link between such eler,nents of process con·
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model
INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Signal Range
Input Impedance
OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Current Outpu t Rangel
Load Resistance R~nge2
Vs = +12V
VS=+ISV
Vs: +24V
NONLiNEARITY (% of Span) .
ACCURACy3
Warm-Up Time to Rated Specs
Total Output Error @+2S0C 3 •4
Offset (VIN = 0 volts)
Span (VIN =+10 volts)
vs. Temperature (-25°C to t8S°C)
. Offset (VIN= 0 volts)
Span (VIN = +10 volts)
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Settling Time - to 0.1 % of F.S.
for 10V Step
Slew Rate
REFERENCE INPUTs
Voltage
Input Impedance
POWER SUPPLY
Voltage;Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Supply Change Effect (% of Span)6
on Offset
on Span
Supply Current

(typical @+25°C and Vs =+15V, unless otherwise noted)
2B20A

2B20B

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimcnsion~

shown in inches and (mm).

o to +lOV
10kn
4 to 20mA

o to 3S0n max
o to SOOn max
o to 9S0n max
±0.02S% max

+0.005% max

1 minute
±0.4% max
±0.6% max

±0.1% max
±0.2% max

±O.OI%/"Cmax
±O.OI%/oC max

±0.005%/" C max
±O.OOS%/oC max

2SJ.1s
2.5mAIJ.1s
+2.SV dc

lOkn

MATING SOCKET. ACI016
LOAD RESISTANCE RANGE
The load resistance is the sum of the resistances
of all connected receivers and the connection
lines. The 2B20operating load resistance is
power supply dependent and will decrease by
50 ohms for each 1 volt reduction in the power
supply. Similarly. it will increase by 50 ohms
per volt increase in the power supply, but must
not exceed the safe voltage capability of the unit.
1.51<

+15V dc
+10V to +32V dc max
±O.OOS%/V
±0.005%/V
6mA+ ILOAD

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage

-25°C to +8SoC
-55°C to +12SoC

CASE SIZE

1.125" X I.12S"

-r---r---r--r'---,--,.-...,

1.35k

1.25k

~

-t---t--+---t----l--,

1k

I

x

",.

750

"

500

Q
Q

ri

260

X 0.4"
·Specifications same as 2B20A.
1 Current output sourced into a grounded load over a supply voltage range of +10V to +32V.
:I: See Figure 1 for the maximum load resistance value over the power supply range.
3 Accuracy is guaranteed with no external trim adjustments when REFIN is connected to REFOUT.
4AlI accuracy is spe~ified as % of output span where output span is 16mA (±O.1%=±O.016mA
output error),
5 Reference input is normally connected to the reference output (+2.SV de),
6 Optional trim pots may be used for calibration at each supply voltage .

. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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MIN

MAX

POWER SUPPLY (+VS) - Volts
Rl MAX

= (V:o~~1

(01

Figure 1. Maximum Load Resistance vs.
Power Supply

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The design of the 2B20 is comprised of high performance op
amps, precision resistors and a high stability voltage reference
to develop biasing and output drive capability. The 2B20 is
designed to operate from a single positive power supply over a
wide range of .+ 1OV to +32 V dc and accepts a single ended, 0
to +lOV voltage input. The internal reference has nominal output voltage of +2.5V (REFOUT) and is used to develop 4mA output current for a zero volts input when ·REFIN is connected
to REFoUT.
The output stage of the 2B20 utilizes a sensing resistor in the
feedback loop, so the output current is linearly related to the
voltage input and independent of the load resistance. There is
no minimum resistance for the loads driven by the 2B20; it
can drive even.a short circuit with no damage to' the unit. The
maximum resistance of the load as seen by the unit (resistance
of the load plus the resistance of the connecting wire) is limited. The maximum external loop resistance, RL, is given by:

+vs
RL(n)max= ( - ---5V
- -)
20mA
Figure 1 shows the operating region of the 2B20. The load
must be returned to power supply common. The voltage appearing between lOUT (pin 5) and COM (pin 2) should not
exceed Vmax = +Vs - 5V. Exceeding this value (up to +32V
dc) will nQt damage the unit, but it will result in a loss of
linearity.
The basic connections of the 2B20 are shown· in Figure 2.

loUT

4 TO 20mA
RLOAD

250n

to.01%

Figure 3. Model 2B20 Connections Using Optional Offset
and Span Trims

CONNECTING THE 2820 FOR 0 TO fOmA OUTPUT
The 2B20 may be utilized in applications requiring 0 to lOmA
current output for a 0 to lOV input voltage range. To obtain
OmA outp,ut for OV input, REFINI (pin 6) and REFIN2 (pin 8)·
terminals should be left open. A typical output current error
for a zero volts input (without trimming) is O.lmA. The 2B20
span calibration may be adjusted by a lkn potentiometer in
series with the VIN2 input. Basic connections of the 2820 used
to obtain a 0 to lOmA output are shown in Figure 4.

+v,

+v,

lOUT

4T020mA
RI.OAO
(RECEIVER)

Figure 2. Basic Connections Diagram

OPTIONAL CALIBRATION AND TRIM PROCEDURE
Model 2B20's factory trimmed offset error is ±O.l % max and
span error is ±0.2% max (2B20B). In most applications, further
trimming will not be required. If it is necessary to obtain calibrated accuracy of up to ±O.Ol %, or, if a high signal source
resistance (with respect to lOkn) introduces calibration error,
inputs VIN2 and REFIN2 and optional trim pots should be
used with VINl and REFINl open. To perform external trims,
connect soon potentiometers in series with VIN2 (span trim)
and REFIN2 (offset trim) as shown in Figure 3. Adjust span
pot, monitoring voltage drop across RLOAD, to obtain an output voltage of S.OOOV (IOUT= 20mA) for a +lOV input. Next,
with 0 volts input, adjust offset pot to obtain 1.000V output
(IouT=4mA). Check both offset and span and retrim if necessary after each adjustment.

Figure 4. Model2B20 Connected for 0 to 10mA Output
Range

OUTPUT PROTECTION
In many industrial applications, it may be necessary to protect
the 4 to 20mA output from accidental shorts to ac line voltages. The circuit shown in Figure 5 can be used for this purpose. The maximum permissible load resistance will be lowered
by a fuse resistance value when protection circuitry is utilized.

Figure 5. Output Protection Circuitry Connections
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APPLICATIONS
Interfacing Voltage Output Df", Converters: The 2820 is wcll
.
suited in applications requiring 4 to .lOrnA output from
DI A conv!!rters. The voltage necessary 'to power the current
loop can be derived from the same + l5V supply that is used
to power the converter. The D/Aconverter, such as the 12-bit
AD DAC80, should be connected for operation on the unipolar 0 to +lOV output. range. This is shown in Figure 6. After
the load resistor connection has been made, the' current
loop can be calibrated using the offsj:t and span adjustment
potentiometers associated with the 2B20 (or the AD DAC80).
First, a digital input code of all one's is loaded into the D/A,
and the offset adjustment potentiometer is adjusted for a
current output of exactly .4mA. Then, a digital code of all O's
is loaded into the D/A, and the span adjustment potentiometer
is adjusted for a voltage,across the load that corresponds to a
current of 20m A -lLSB =19.9961mA.

Microcomputer - Current Loop Interface: Figure 8 shows a
typical application of the 2B20 in a multichannel microcomputer analog output System. When a.microcomputer is to control a final control element, such as a valve positibner, servpmechanism or motor, an.analog output board with 4 to 20m}.\.
outputs is often necessary. The output boards typically have
from one to eight channels, each with its own D/A converter.
The 2820., in a compact package, allows for an. easy installation
without any additional components and offers a t'2-bit system
compatible performance.

Figure 8. Microcomputer Analog Output Subsystem

Figure 6. AD DAC80 - 4 to 20mA Current Loop IMerface

Interfacing Current Output D/A Converters: To interface current output D/A converters, such as the AD562, a circuit configuration illustrated in Figure 7 should be used. Since the
AD562 is designed to operate with an external +lOV reference,
the same external reference may be utilized by the 2B20 for
ratiometric operation. The output of the AD562 is used to
drive the summing junction, of ·an operational amplifier toproduce an output voltage. Using the internal feedback resistor of,
the AD562 prbvides a 0 to +10V output voltage range suitable
to drive the 2820.,

Pressure Control System: In Figure 9, model 2B20 is used in a
proportional pressure control syStem. The 3-15psi working
pressure of a system is monitored with a pressure transducer
interfaced by the model 2B~ 1 signal conditioner. The ~igh level
voltage output of the 2B3l is converted to a 4 to 20mA to
provide signal to t11C limit lj.larm and proportional control circuitry. A current-to-position converter controlling a motorized
valve completes the prcssure-controlloop.

Figure 9. Proportional Pressure Control System

Figure 7. 12-Bit - 4 to 20mA Current Loop Interface

Isolated 4 to 20mA Output: For applications requiring up to
±1500V dc input to output isolation, consider using Analog
Devices' model 2822 isolatedvoltage-to-current converter.
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High Performance, Isolated
Voltage-to-Current· Converter
MDDEl2B~2

FEATURES
Wide Input Range: 0 to +1V to 0 to +10V
Standard Output Range: 4 to 20mA
High CMV Input/Output Isolation: 1500V dc Continuous
Low Nonlinaerity: 0.05% max,2B22L
Low Span Drift: 0.005%fC max, 2B22L
Single Supply: +14V to +32V
Meets IEEE Std 472: Transient Protection (SWC)
Meets ISA Std 50.1: Isoleted Current Loop Transmitters
APPLICATIONS
Industrial Instrumentation and Process Control
Ground Loop Elimination
High Voltage Transient Protection
D/A Converter - Current Loop Interface
Analog Transmitters and Controllers
Remote Data Acquisition Systems
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 2B22 is a high performance, compact voltage-to-current converter offering 1S00V de input to output isolation in
interfacing standard process signals. The input stage of the
model 2B22 is single resistor programmable to accept voltage
ranges from 0 to +1V to 0 to +10V. The isolated output current range is 4 to 20mA, and the 2B22 can be operated with
o to 10000 grounded or floating loads.
Using modulation techniques with transformer isolation for
reliable performance, the 2B22 is available in three accuracy
selections offering guaranteed nonlinearity error (2B22L:
±O.OS% max, 2B22K: ±0.1% max, and 2B22J: :to.2% max)
and guaranteed low span drift: ±O.OOS%/oC max, ±0.01 %/C
max, and ±0.01S%/C max, respectively. The internally trim!Ded span and offset errors are ±0.1% max for the 2B22L and
±0.2S% max for the 2B22JI2B22K. Both span and offset are
adjustable by the optional external potentiometers.
Featuring a wide range, single supply operation (+14V to
+32V), the 2B22 provides isolated +28V loop power and is
capable of delivering rated current into an external 0 to 10000
load resistance. The unique output stage configuration also allows the user to utilize an optional external loop power supply
to interface systems designed for a two-wire operation.
APPUCATIONS
Model 2B22 has been specifica'lly designed for high accuracy
applications in process control and monitoring systems to offer
complete galvanic isolation and protection against damage
from transients and fault voltages in transmitting information

between subsystems or separated system elements. The 2B22
meets the requirements of the Instrument Society of America
Std. SO.1 "Compatibility of Analog Signals for Electronic
Industrial Process Instruments" for Type 4, Class U isolated
current loop transmitters.
In the industrial environment, model 2B22 can serve as a
transmission link between such system elements as transmitters, indicators, controllers, recorders, computers, actuators
and signal conditioners. In data acquisition and control systems, the 2B22 may act as an isolated interface between the
D/ A conve.rter output of a microcomputer and standard 4 to
20mA analog loops.
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
High Reliability: Model 2B22 is a conservatively designed,
compact, epoxy encapsulated module capable of reliable operation in harsh environments. To assure high reliability, the 2B22
has been designed to meet the IEEE Standard for Transient
Voltage Protection (472-1974: Surge Withstand Capability).
Process Signal Compatibility: The versatile input stage design
with a single resistor gain adjustment enables the 2 B22 to accept anyone of the standard inputs-o-1 V, 0-10V, 1-SV; or
1-SmA, 4-20mA, 10-S0mA; and provide standard, isolated
4-20mA output.
Isolated Loop Power: Internal28V dc loop supply, completely
isolated from the input power terminals (±1S00V de isolation),
provides the capability to drive 0 to 10000 loads and eliminates the need for an external dc/dc converter.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°Cand VS=+15V unless otherwise noted)
2B22J
INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Signal Range, G = 1.6mAN
G=16mAN
Gain Range
Maximum Safe Input
Input Impedance
OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Current Output Range
Load Resistance Range, Vs = +14V to +32V,
Internal Loop Power
Maximum Output Current,
@ Input Overload
Output Ripple, 100Hz Bandwidth
G=1.6mAN
NONLINEARITY (% of Span)

1 REF OUT

2SmA
60IJ.Apk·p~

to.2% max

4 GAIN

to.l%max

DYNAMIC. RESPONSE
Settling Time - to 0.1 % of F.S. for 10V Step
Slew Rate

300IJ.'
0.06mAllJ.s

REFERENCE INPUT
Voltage
Input Impedance

+2.SV de
6kO

max

to.l%max

±O.2S%max

to.l%max

to.2S%

to.OOS%I'C max

±0.002s%fc max

to.01%fC max

±0.005%I'C max

to.oos%fc

±0.002s%fc

±O.Ol%loC

±O.OOS%loC

100kHz ± 10%
100kHz ± 10% max

Operating
Storage
CASE SIZE

..cURRENT OUT 12
+VLOOP OUT 13

~VLOdPOUT

BOTTOM VIEW
WEIGHT: 160~~".

'"

Square wave,
SO% duty cycle
20Vp·p.
'.
+lSV de
+14V to +32V de
100mA
SOmA
to.OOOS%N
to.OOOS%/V

o to +70°C
-2SoC to +7SoC

-ssoc to +8SoC

1
2.23 MAX

5 INPUT

7 PWRCOM

POWER SUPPLY

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Pertormance

to.OS%max

8 SIGCOM

90dB

Voltage, Operating ,
Supply Current (at Full Scale Output)
Using Internal Loop Power
Using External Loop Power
Suppiy Ghang" Effect (% of Span)
on Offset (VIN = OV)
on Span (VIN • +1OV)

+CURRENTOUT .11

2 REF IN
3 GAIN

ACCURACY'
Warm Up Time to Rated Performance ~ Minutes
Total Output Error@ +2S'C',2
Offset (VIN = OV)
±0:2S% max
Span (VIN = +10V)
.
±0.2S% max
... Temperature (0 to +70'C, G = 1.6mAN)
Offset (VIN = OV)'
±o.ol%fC max
Span (VIN = +10V)
to.01S%fC max
o
vs. Temperature (0 to +70 C)
Offset (VIN = OV, G = 1.6mAN to
16mAN)
to.01%fc
Span (G = 1.6mAN to 16mAN)'
±O.OlS%i'C

Voltage. Rated Performance

_I

f.laO--,-----3.D4MA X t77.21

o to 10000 max

CMR, INPUT TO OUTPUT .
60Hz, 1kO Source Imbalance

Voltage

OUT LIN!!: DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inchesand (mm).

4t02OmA

1500Vrms
±lS00V pk max

Frequency
Waveform

2B22L

o to +10V
o to +lV
1.6 to 16mAN
+lSV
IOMO

CMV, INPUT TO OUTPUT
ac, 60Hz, 1 Minute Duration
Continuous, ae or de

OSCILLATOR
Frequency. Internal Oscillator
External Sync Input
.

2B22K

14

--I I-- 0.1 (2.541 GRID

J

MATING SOCKET: AC1S79

INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM
Mod.el 2B22 can be applied directly to
achieve rated performance as shown in
Figure 1 below. The input stage gain of
1.6mAIV, to convert a 0 to +10V signal
into a 4 to 20mA output current, is obtained with the values shown. A single
polarity power supply (+14V to +32V dc)
should be connected to pin 8. To eliminate ground loops, the user should ensure·
that the signal'return (common) lead does
not carry the power supply current. Power common (pin 7) and signal common
(pin 6) should be tied at the power supply
common tenninal. The voltage difference
between pins 6 and 7 should not exceed
O.2V; An internal dc-dc converter provides isolated output loop power (pins 13
and 14), which is connected externally to
the current output terminals (pins 11 an!!
12) and a load resistance. The standard 4
to 20rnA current output signal is delivered
into any extc;malload between zero and
10000.

2.2" X 3" X 0.6"

• Specifications same as 28221 ~

NOTES
J

Aceuracy i_guaranteed at G '" 1.6mAIV with no external trim
adjustments when connected as shown in Fip" 1.

:lAD accuracy i. ~ of span where span is 16mA (:to.l" '" :l:O.Ol6mA error).

\ sSpan T.e. for pinshiaher than 1.6mA!V is RG dependent - a low T.e.
(:l:lOppmrC) ftc is recommended for best perfonnance.

,-

Specifications subject to change without notice.

"

OTO

~--------"~'.<=)~----------------~
:t16OOV dc MAX
NOTE:

Re.iltorl Ro and Ro are 1%. sOppm/oC Metal Film TYpe. V.lulS
Ihown are for G "' f.SmAN. For 0 "t&mAiV,use tOppmfC RO
and 50ppmrC RO.

Figure 1. Basic Connections
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The high performance of model 2B22 is derived from the
carrier isolation technique which is used to transfer both signal
and power between the VII converter's input circuitry and the
output stage. High CMV isolation is achieved by the transformer coupling between the input amplifier, modulator section
and the current output circuitry. The block diagram for model
2B22 is shown in Figure 2 below.
The 2B22 produces an isolated 4 to 20mA output current
which is proportional to the voltage input and independent of
the load resistance. The input amplifier operates single-ended
and accepts a positive voltage within 0 to +10V range. Gain
can be set from 1.6mAN to 16mAN by changing the gain
resistor RG to accommodate input ranges from 0 to +lV (G =
16mAN) to 0 to +10V (G = 1.6mAN). The transfer function
is lOUT = (4mA + G X VIN)'
An internal, high stability reference has nominal output voltage of +2.SV (REF OUT) and is used to develop a 4mA output
current for a 0 volts input. The terminals REF OUT (pin 1)
and REF IN (pin 2) should be connected via the offset setting
resistor RO' For ratiometric operation, an external reference
voltage can be connected to the REF IN terminal.
The 2B22 is designed to operate from a single positive power
supply over a wide range of +14V to +32V dc. An internal
dc-dc converter provides isolated +28V loop power which is'
independent of +Vs. The maximum resistance of the load RL
(resistance of the receivers phis the resistance of the connecting wire) is 10000. Since the loop power is derived from the
input side, the current capability of the power supply (+Vs)
must be 100mA min to supply full output signal current.

REF OUT

.

".

3. Apply VIN = +10.00V and adjust R<; (Span Adjust) for
VOUT=+10V±4mV.

Figure 3. Optional Span and Offset Adjustment

GAIN AND OFFSET SETTING
The gain of the 2B22 is a scale factor setting that establishes
the nominal conversion relationship to accommodate +lV to
+ 10V full scale inputs (VIN)' The value of the gain setring resistor RG is determined by: RG(kO) = 6.314SF/(l0.1 - SF)
where SF is a scale factor equal to the value of VIN F.S. Example: to convert a 0 to + IV input to the 4 to 20mA output,
SF = 1 and RG = 6930. Due to device tolerances, allowance
should be made to vary RG by ±5% using the potentiometer.
The value of the offset resistor RO is independent from the
gain setting and given by the relationship: Ro (kO) = 2.5
(VREF - 2.4) where VREF is the reference voltage applied. For
example, the reference provided by the 2B22 is +2.5Vand
therefore Ro = 2500. The accuracy of the RO calculation from
from the above formula is ±S%. When an external reference
operation is desired (i.e. for ratiometric operation), connect
the reference voltage via Ro to pin 2 and leave pin 1 open.

REF IN
GAIN

.-(ii}--+---..-----1r::==h _~--'--Ll"

". '-(9--.---,

GAIN

Figure 2. Block Diagram - Model2B22

OPTIONAL TRIM ADJUSTMENTS
Model 2B22 is factory calibrated for a 0 to +10V input range
(G = 1.6mAlV. As shipped, the 2B22 meets its listed specifications without use of any external trim pO,tentiometers. Additional trim adjustment capability, to reduce span and offset
errors to ±O.OS% max, is easily provided as shown in Figure 3.
The span and offset trim pots are adjusted while monitoring
the voltage drop across a precision (or known) load resistor.
The following trim procedure is recommended,
1. Connect model2B22 as shown in Figure 3.
2. Apply VIN = 0 volts and adjust Ro (Offset Adjust) for
VOUT = +2V ±4mV.

EXTERNAL LOOP POWER OPERATION
For maximum versatility, the 2B22's output stage is designed
to operate from the optional, isolated external loop power supply. This feature allows the user to interface systems wired for
a two-wire operation. As shown in Figure 4, the same wiring is
used for loop power and output. The load resistance is connected in series with an external dc power supply (+6V to
+32V), and the current drawn from the supply is the 4 to
20mA output signal. The input stage of the 2B22 still requires
+Vs power, but the current drain from +Vs is limited to SOmA.
Use of an external loop power may require gain and offset
trimming to obtain specified accuracy. The maximum series.
load resistance depends on the loop supply voltage as shown
in Figure 4.
.v,

t1600V dI: MAX
EXTERNAL +YLOOP - Va'"

Figure 4. Optional External Loop Power Operat~on
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SYNCHRONIZING MVLTlPLE 2822'S
In applications wheremultiple 2822's are used in c1ose,proximity, radiated individual oscillator frequencies mily cause
"beat frequency" related output errors. These errors can be
eliminated by synchronizing multiple units by connecting the,
SYNC OUT (pin 10) terminal to the SYNC IN (pin 9) terminal
of the adjacent 2822. The SYNC OUT te~inal of this
"slaved" unit can be used to drive another adjacent 2822 f
(Figure S). For best accuracy,'each 2,822 should be retrimmed when synchronizing connections are used.

Figure 5. Multiple 2822's Synchronization

OUTPUT PROTECTION
The current output terminals (pins 11 and 12) are protected
from shorts up to +32V de but in many industrial applications,
it may be necessary to protect the 4 to 20mA output from'
,accidental shorts to ac line voltages. The circuit shown in Figure 6 can be used for this purpose . .The maximum permissible
load resistance will'be lowered by a fuse resistance value when
protection circuitry is utilized,

RC converting the current from a,remote loop to a voltage in-.
put, and a span adjustment resistorRG. A value of Rc should
be selected to develop a minimum of +1V signal with full scale
input current applied; For example, a son resistor converts
the 4 to 20mA current input to a 200mV to 1V voltage input,
which the 2822 isolates and converts to a,4 ta20mA output.
The reference input (pin 2) is not conl!.ected since the process
signal provides a desired offset.
Isolated D/A Coriverter. Model 2822 offers total ground isolation and protection from high voltage transients in interfacing
DI A converters to stanqard 4 to 20mA current loops. This
requirement is common in a microcomputer-based control
system. The voltage necessary to power the current loop can
be derived from the same +15V s!lpply that is used to power
the D/A converter. The D/A converter, such as the 12-bit Ai>
Dt-e80, should be connected for operation on the unipolar
o to +10V output range. This is shown in Figure 8. After the
load resistor connection has been made, the current loop can
be calibrated using the offset and span adjustment potentiometers associated with the 2822. First, a digital input code of
all one's is loaded into the DIA, and the offset adjustment
potentiometer is adjusted for a current output of exactly 4mA.
Then, a digital code of all zero's is loaded into the D/A, and the
span adjustment potentiometer is ,adjusted for a voltage across
the load that corresponds to a current of 20mA less 1LS8
(19.9961mA),

Rl

Figure 6. Output Protection Circuitry Connections

,

APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRIAL MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Process Signal Iso18tor. In process control applications, model
2822 can be applied to interface standard process signals (e.g.
1 to SmA, 4 to 20mA, 10 to SOmA, 1 to 5V) and COl}Vert
them to isolated 4 to 20mA output. A typical hook-up of
model 2822 is illustrated in Figure 7, showing inpu tresistor
RC ~

Y: f:"

+Vs

Rc;'''i\~t~~;
SF;;aVIN F.8.

Figure 8. D/A Converter - Isolated 4 to 20mA Interface

Pressure Transmitter: In Figure 9, model 2822 is used in a
pressure transmitter application to provide complet\: inputoutput isolation and avoid signal errors due to ground loop
currents. The process pressure is monitored with a strain gage
type pressure transducer interfaced by the Analog Devices'
model 2830 transducer conditioner. The bridge excitation and
system power is provided by the model 2835 triple output
power supply. The high level voltage output of the 2830 is
converted to the isolated 4 to 20mA current for transmission
to a remote recorder or indicator.

'IN
MEASURING
RESISTOR

~.RG

EQUATION ACCURACY IS 1:5%

Figure 7. Process Signal Current Isolator
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Figure 9. Isolated Pressure Transmitter

High Performance, Economy
Strain Gage fRTO Condltioners

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Low Cost
Complete Signal Conditioning Function
Low Drift: 0.5/J.Vf'C max ("L"I: Low Noise: 1/J.V POp max
Wide Gain Range: 1 to 2000VIV
Low Nonlinearity: 0.0025% max ("L"I
High CMR: 140dB min (60Hz, G = 1000VIVI
Input Protected to 130V rms
Adjustable Low Pass Filter: 60dB/Decade Roll-Off (from 2HzI
Programmable Transducer Excitation: Voltage (4V to 15V @
100mAI or Current (100uA to 10mAI
APPLICA nONS
Measurement and Control of:
Pressure, Temperature, Strain/Stress, Force, Torque
Instrumentation: Indicators, Recorders, Controllers
Data Acquisition Systems
Microcomputer Analog I/O

TRANSDUCER SIGNAL COIiDITIONING USING 2831

plications in harsh industrial environments, such characteristics
as high CMR, input protection, low noise, and excellent temperature stability make 2B3012B31 ideally suited for use in
indicators, recorders, and controllers.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 2B30 and 2B31 are high performance, low cost, compact signal conditioning modules designed specifically for high
accuracy interface to strain gage-type transducers and RTD's
(resistance temperature detectors). The 2B31 consists of three
basic sections: a high quality instrumentation amplifier; a
three-pole low pass filter, and an adjustable transducer excitation. The 2B30 has the same amplifier and filter as ';le 2B31,
but no excitation capability.

The combination of low cost, small size and high performance
of the 2B3012B31 offers also exceptional quality and value to
the data acquisition system designer, allowing him to assign a
conditioner to each transducer channel. The advantages of this
approach over low level multiplexers include significant improvements in system noise and resolution, and elimination of
crosstalk and aliasing errors.

Available with low offset drift of 0.5/J.V/C mdX (RTI, G =
1000VIV) and excellent linearity of 0.0025% max, both
models feature guaranteed low noise performance -l/J.V pop
max, and outstanding 140dB common mode rejection (60Hz,
CMV = ±10V, G = 1000V IV) enabling the 2B3012B31 to maintain total amplifier errors below 0.1% over a 20°C temperature
range. The low pass filter offers 60dB/decade roll-off from
2Hz to reduce normal-mode noise bandwidth and improve
system signal-to-noise ratio. The 2B 31's regulated transducer
excitation stage features a low output drift (0.015%/C max)
and a capability of either constant voltage or constant current operation.

DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
High Noise Rejection: The true differential input circuitry
with high CMR (140dB) eliminating common-mode noise
pickup errors, input filtering minimizing RFIIEMI effects, output low pass filtering (fc=2Hz) rejecting SO/60Hz line, frequency pickup and series-mode noise.
Input and Output Protection. Input protected for shorts to
power lines (BOV rms), output protected for shorts to ground
and either supply.

Gain, filter cutoff frequency, .output offset level and bridge
excitation (2B31) are all adjustable, making the 2B30/2B31
the industry's most versatile high-accuracy transducer-interface
modules. Both models Ine offered in three accuracy selections,
J/K/L, differing only in maximum nonlinearity and offset drift
specifications.
APPLICATIONS
The 2B30/2B31 may be easily and directly interfaced to a wide
variety of transducer& for precise measurement and control of
pressure, temperature, stress, force and torque. For ap-

'Ease of Use. Direct transducer interface with minimum external parts required, convenient offset and span adjustment
capability.
Programmable Transducer Excitation. User-programmable
adjustable excitation source-constant voltage (4V to lSV @
100mA) or constant current (100/J.A to lOrnA) to optimize
transducer performance.
Adjustable Low Pass Filter. The three-pole active filter
(fc=2Hz) reducing noise bandwidth and aliasing errors with
provisions for external adjustment of cutoff frequency.
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SPECIFICATIONS.

(typiclIl @+25°C IIndVs =±15V unless otherwise noted)

2830J
2831J

MODEL

2B30K
2831K

2B30L
2831L

OUTLINE DIMENSlONS
Dimensions shown in inches imd (nun).

GAIN~ ,
Gain R~ngc

r----:' .•'160",MAX---!-t

1 to 2000V!V
G= (1 + 94kn/Rc> l20kn/(~F +'

Gain Equation

.A'
.L'Tr__MO_D_E_LS_2_B_30_1_31_~ (~~'

16.2kSl)J

Gain Equation Accuracy
Fine Gain (Span) Adjust. Range
Gain Temperature Coefficient

Gain Nonlinearity

'2%
±20%

±2SppmtC max (±lOppmfC typ)
±O.Ol% max
±O.OOS%'maX

0.02(0.6] DIA

~

±O.0025%'max

OFFSET VOLTAGES i

... Total Offset Voltage, Referred to
Input
'nitial,@ +2S oC
Warm-Up Drift, 10 Min., G

-vs.

=1000

Adjustable to Zero (±O.5mV typ)
±SIlVRTI

Temp~aturc

=

G IVIV
G= lOOOV/V
At Other Gains
VI. Supply. G =, l~V IV

vs. Time, G =·lOOOVIV
Output Offset Adjust. Range
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Initial @ +25°C
vs. Temperature{O to +?O°C)
INPUT DIFFERENCE CURRENT
Initial@ +2SoC
vs. Temperature (0 to +?DoC)
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Differential
Common Mode

±lS0~V/oCmax

±3~VfCmax
t(3 ± lS0/G)~VfC max

±25.uVIV

±75lJVfCmax
±So,.tVfCmax
t1IJVtC max
±O.SJ,LV/oC max
± ?SIG)p.vfc max t(O.S ± SO/G)lJvtC max

:(1

±3f.J.V/month
tlDV
+200nA max (lOOnA typ)

-o.6nAtC
tSnA
t40pAtC

lOOMSlll47pF
lOOMSlll47pF

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Linear Differential Input
tlDV
Maximum Differential or CMV Input
Without Damage
130V rms
Common Mode Voltage
t10V
CMR, lkn Source Imbalance
G:::IVIV,dcto60Hz'
90dR
G::: 100VIV to 2000VIV, 60Hz}
HOd8 min
dc 2
90dBmin(112 typ,)
INPUT NOISE
Voltage, G::: lOOOVIV
O.OlHz to 2Hz
10Hz to 100Hzl
Current, G 0: 1000
O.01Hz"02Hz
10Hz to lOOHz 2
RATED OUTPUT'
Voltag:e, 2kn Load 3 '
Current
Impedance, dc to 2Hz, G::: lOOVIV
Load Capacitance
DYNAMIC RESPONSE (Unfiltered)l
Small Signal Bandwidth
-3dB Gain Accuracy, G '" lOOV/V
G", lOOOV/V
Slew Rate
Full Power
Settling Time, G:; 100, ±IOV Output
Step to :to.l %
LOW PASS FILTER (Bessel)
Number of Poles
Gain (Pass Band)
Cutoff Frequency (-3dB Point)
Roll-off
Offset (at 2SoC)
Settling Time. G '" J(lOV/V, ±IOV
Output Step to' :1:0.1%

Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent

,,,
••,
4

,.·
9

11

,.""
"

FUNCTION
OUTPUT 1 (UfIIFIL TEREDI
FINE GAIN (SPANI ADJ.
F,NE GAIN (SPAN)' ADJ.
FIL T/i:R OFFSET TRIM
FILTER OFFSET TRIM
BANDWIDTH ADJ. 3
OUTPUT 2 IFIL TEREDI
BANDWIDTH ADJ,:2
BANDWIDTH ADJ. 1
RGAIN
RGA1N
_INPUT

PIN

"
""
11

..
"

....."
"..
~

.

FUNCTION
EXCSEL 1
ISEL
VEXCQut
If:XCOUT

SENSE HIGH /+1
EXCSEL2
REF OUT
SENSE LOW \-1
REGULATOR +V" IN
REFIN

-v,

'11,

INPUT OFFSET TRIM
COMMON
INPUT OffSET TRIM
OUTPUT OFFSET TRIM
+ INPUT
Note. "1'1$16 thrll 2S~. not conlleCtedln Model 2830

MOUNTING CARDS
AC1211,AC1213

lj.lV pop ma::
1.uV pop
70pA pop
30pArms
±IOV min
tSmA min
a.lH
O.Ol#.1F max

30kHz
SkHz
IV/IlS
15kHz

30lls

AC1211/AC1213
CONNECTOR DESIGNATIONS

+1

2H,
60d8/decade
±SmV
600(TlS

BRIDGE, EXCITATION (See Table 1)

POWER SUPPLV"
Voltage, Rated Performance

PIN DESIGNATIONS
PIN

±lSV dc
±(12 to 18)V de
±lSmA

PIN
A
B
C

D
E
F
H

J
K
L
N

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

o to'+70"C

T

_25°C to +85"C
-SSoC to +12S oC

CASE SIZE

2" x 2" xO.4" (51 x 51 x lO.2mm)

V
W
X
V
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'.
-V,
+V,

U

Z

.
8
0

"

" FUNCTION
EXCSEL 1
ISEL
VeXCOUT
Ir:XCOUT

SENSE HIGH (+)
EXCSEL2
OUTPUT OFFSET TRIM

-V,
>V,

11

COMMON

p

R

,,,
,•
,

PIN

M

S

·Specifications ~me as 2830}12831}.
ISpedficlitions referred to output It pin 7 with 3.7Sk. 1"U. 2Sppm/c c.;
t'ine span reJisu)f innalled and internally set 21b filter cutoff
frequency.
Z Specificuions referred to the unfiltered output at pin I,
t Prote~ted fOT shorts to ground andlor either supply ",oltaJe.
4 Recommen<.led power supply AD! moJe1902·2 or model 2BH
tn.nSliueer power supply tfor 2830).
Specifkations subjec:t to c:han,e without notice.

FUNCTION
REGULATOR +VR IN
SENSE LOW (-I
REF OUT
REFIN

FINE GAIN ADJ.
FINE GAIN ADJ.
FIL TEA OFFSET TRIM
FILTEA OFFSET TRIM
OUTPUT 2\'ILTERED)
-INPUT
INPUT OFFSET TRIM
INPUT OFFSET TRIM
+ INPUT

,.""

""
"""
""
20

COMMON

ROAIN
RaAIN

OUTPUT 14UNFILTEREDI
BANDWIDTH ADJ. 1
BANDWIDTH ADJ. 3
BANDWIDTH ADJ. 2

The AC1211/AC1213 mounting card is availablB for the
2830/2831. The AC1211/AC1213 is an edge connBctor
card with pin' receptacles for plugging in the 2530/2831.
In additinn, it has provisions for installing the gain resistors and the bridge excitation, offset adjustment and
filter cutoff programming components. The AC1211/
AC1213 mates with a Cinch 251-22-30-160 (or equivalent) edge cnnnector. The AC1213 includes the adjustment pots; no pots are provided with.the AC1211.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Models 2B30 and 2B31 accept inputs from a variety of full
bridge strain gage-type transducers or RTD sensors and convert the inputs to conditioned high level analog outputs. The
primary transducers providing direct inputs may be 60n to
1000n strain gage bridges, four-wire RTD's or two- or threewire RTD's in the bridge configuration.

terminals should be shielded from noise sources for best performance, especially at high gains. To avoid ground loops, signal return or cable shield should never be grounded at more
than one point.
The power supplies should be decoupled with l~F tantalum
and 1000pF ceramic capacitors as close to the amplifier as
possible.
TYPICAL APPLICATION AND ERROR BUDGET
ANALYSIS
Models 2B3012B31 have been conservatively specified using
min-max values as well as typicals to allow the designer to
develop accurate error budgets for predictable performance.
The error calculations for a typical transducer application,
shown in Figure 1 (3S0n bridge, 1mV/V F.S., 10Vexcitation),
are illustrated below.
Assumptions: 2B31L is used, G = 1000, /::'T = ±10°C, source
·imbalance is lOOn, common mode noise is 0.2SV (60Hz) on
the ground return.

The 2B30 and 2B31 employ a multi-stage design, shown in
Figure 1, to provide excellent performance and maximum
versatility. The input stage is a high input impedance (10 8 n),
low offset and drift, low noise differential instrumentation
amplifier. The design is optimized to accurately amplify low
level (mV) transducer signals riding on high common mode
voltages (±10V), with wide (l-2000V IV), single resistor (RG),
programmable gain to accommodate O.SmV/V to 36mV/V
transducer spans and sn to 2000n RTD spans. The input
stage contains protection circuitry for accidental shorts to
power line voltage (130V rms) and RFI filtering circuitry.
The inverting buffer amplifier stage provides a convenient
means of fine gain trim (0.8 to 1.2) by using a 10kn potentiometer (RF); the buffer also allows the output to be offset
by up to ±10V by applying a voltage to the noninverting input
(pin 29). For dynamic, high bandwidth measurements-the
buffer ou tpu t (pin 1) should be used.

Absolute gain and offset errors can be trimmed to zero. The
remaining error sources and their effect on system accuracy
(worst case) as a % of Full Scale (lOV) are listed:
Error Source

The three-pole active filter uses a unity-gain configuration and
provides low-pass Bessel-type characteristics-minimum overshoot response to step inputs and a.fast rise time. The cutoff
frequency (-3dB) is factory set at 2Hz, but may be increased
up to SkHz by addition of three external resistors (RSEL 1 _
RSEL3 ).
INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM AND SHIELDING
TECHNIQUES
Figure 1 illustrates the 2 B31 wiring configuration when used
in a typical bridge transducer signal conditioning application.
A recommended shielding and grounding technique for preserving the excellent performance characteristics of the 2B301
2B31 is shown.
Because models 2B3 0/2B31 are direct coupled, a ground return
path for amplifier bias currents must be provided either by direct connection (as shown) or by an implicit ground path
having up to IMn resistance between signal ground and conditioner common (pin 28). The sensitive input and gain setting

Effect on
Absolu te Accuracy
% of F.S.

Noise (0,01 to 2Hz)

±0.0025
±0.025
±0.05
±0.004
±0.00025
±0,01

Total Amplifier Error
Excitation Drift

±O.09175 max
±0.15 (±0.D3 !1'e)

Total OutpUt Error
(Worst Case)

±O.24175 max
(±0.1 typ)

Gain Nonlinearity
Gain Drift
Voltage Offs~t Drift
Offset Current Drift

CMR

Effect on
Resolution
%of F.S.
±0.0025

±0.00025
±0.01

±O.0127S max

---±O.OI27 max

The total worst case effect on absolute accuracy over ±10oC is
less than ±0.25% and the 2B31 is capable of 112 LSB resolution in a 12 bit, low input level system. Since the 2 B31 is conservatively specified, a typical overall accuracy error would be
lower than ±0.1 % of F .S.
In a computer or microprocessor based system, automatic
recalibration can nullify gain and offset drifts leaving noise,
nonlinearity and CMR as the only error sources. A transducer
excitation drift error is frequently eliminated by a ratiometric
operation with the system's AID converter.

Figure 1. Typical8ddge Transducer Application Using 2831
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BRIDGE EXCITATION (2B31)
The bridge excitation stage of the model 2B31 is an adjustable
output; shott circuit protected, regulated supply with internally
provided reference vol tage ( + 7.1 SV). The remote sensing
pu ts are used in the voltage ou tpu t mode to compensate for
the voltage drop variations in long leads to the transducer. The
regulator circuitry input (pin 24) may be connected to+ Vs or
some other positive de voltage (pin 28 referenced) within
specified voltage level and load current range. User-programmable constant volta.ge or constant current excitation mode
may be used. Specifications are listed below in Table 1.

f{;(Hz)

2
5
10
50
100
500
1000
5000

in-

MODEL
Constant Voltage Output Mode

Regulator Input Voltage Range"
Output Voltage Range
Regulator Input/Output Voltage

Differential
Output Current 1
Regulation, <?u~put Voltage

vs. Supply

2B31)

2B31K

2Bl1L

+9.SV to +28V
+4Vto +lSV
3V to 24V
o to 1 DOmA max

O.OS%/V

Load Regulation, IL '" ImA to
IL = SOmA
Output Voltage vs. Temperature
(0 to +70"C)
Output Noise
Reference Voltage (Internal)
Constant Current Output Mode
Regulator Input Voltage Range
Outpu t Current Range

Compliance Voltagc
Loa,d Regulation

0.1%
o.OlS%fCma.x

RSELl (kO)
(Pin 1 to 9)

RSELl (k!l)
(Pin 9 to 8)

RSEL3 (kG)

(Pin8to6)

Open

Open

Open

1270.000
523.000
90.000
44.200
8.660
4.320
0.866

2050.00
806.00
13.7.00
68.10
13.30
6.65
1.33

383.000
154.000
26.700
13.300
2.6\0
\.300
0.261

Table 2. Filter Cutoff Frequency vs. RSEL
Voltage Excitation Programming: Pin connections for a constant voltage output operation arci shown in Figure 2. The
bridge excitation voltage, VEXC, is adjusted between +4V to
+lSV by the 20kn (SOppm/oC) RVSEL potentiometer. For
ratiometric operation, the bridge excitation can be adjusted
by applying an external positive reference to pin 2 S of'the
2831. The output voltage is given by: VEXC OUT = 3.26SVREP
IN. The remote sensing leads should be externally connected
to the excitation leads at the transducer or jumpered as shown
in Figure 2 if sensing is not required.

Q,Q03%fC typ
ImVrms

7.1SV ±3%
+9.SV to +28V
IOO.uA to lOrnA

o to lOY
0.1%

Temperature Coefficient
(0 to +70oC)

Output Noise
I

Output Current derated to 33mA mu for 24V regulator input/output
voltagcdiffcrential.

Table 1. Brid!J.e Excitatio,n Specifications
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Gain Setting: The differential gain, G, is determined according
to the equation:
G =(1 +94kn/RG) [20kn/(RF + 16,2kn)]
where RG is the input stage resistor shown in Figure 1 and RF
is the variable 10kn resistor in the output stage. F(Jr best
performance, the input stage gain should be made as large as
possible, using a low temperature coefficient (lOppm/C) RG,
and the output stage gain can then be used to make a ±20%
linear gain adjustment by varying Rp.

3'.1' VR!GI~
VE~C OUl

VR,fOUT
Vr"c OUT

Figure 2. Constant Voltage Excitation Connections
Current Excitation Programming: The constant current excita'
tion output can be adjusted between 100),lA to lOrnA by two
methods with the 2B31. Figure 3 shows circuit configuration
for a current output with the maximum voltage developed
across the sensor (compliance voltage) constrained to +SV. The
value of programming resistor RISEL may be calculated from
the relationship: RISEL = (VREG IN - VREP IN)/IEXC OUT·

Input Offset Adjustment: To null input offset voltage, an optional100kn potentiometer connected between pins 13 and
14 (Figure 1) can be used: With gain set at the desired value,
connect both inpu ts (pins 12 and 1 S) to the system common
(pin 28), and adjust the 100kn potentiometer for zero volts
at pin 3. The purpose of this adjustment is to null the internal
amplifier offset and it is not intended to c'ompensate for the
transducer bridge unbalance.
Output Offset Adjustment: The output of the 2830/2B31 can
be intentionally offset from zero over the ±10V range by applying a.voltage to pin 29, e.g., by using an external potentiometer
ora fixed resistor. Pin 29 is normally grounded if output offsetting is not desired. The optional filter amplifier offset null
capability is also provided as illustrated in Figure 1.
Filter Cutoff Frequency Programming: The low pass filter cutoff frequency may be increased from the internally set 2Hz by
the addition of three external resistors connected as shown in
Figure 1. The values of resistors required for a desired cutoff
frequency, fe' above SHz are obtained by the equation'below:
RSELl

VUtOIl"
3265V.. " I..
'115\'3"
·4'.1 TC ·15~·

nOOllA TO lOmAJ

19

RIIIU"NfI!OIN- VflEFlf1I J11 U(COIIT
VflEO UII "+9.6V TO +28V

ISKCt..ur" OOpAto1QmA
'

VflU If1I ~ VRU OIlT - +1.1511'

Figure 3. Constant Current Excitation
Connections (VCOMPL = 0 to +5V)
A compliance voltage range of 0 to +10V can be obtained by
connecting the 2831 as,shown in Figure 4. The 2kn potentiometer RISEL is adjusted for desired constant current excitation ou tpu t.
(+9.5 TO +28Vl

(1001<ATO lomAI

>--..,..-'Jk..,..----';

19

=11.6 X 106 1(2.67fe - 4.34);

RSEL2 = 27.6 X 106 1(4.12fe -7)
RSI;l L 3 = 1.05 X 106 /(0.806fe -1.3)
where RSEL is in ohms and fe in Hz. Table 2 gives the nearest
1% RSEL for several common filter cutoff (-3dB) frequencies.
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Figure 4. Constant Current Excitation
Connections (VCOMPL = 0 to +10V)

APPLICATIONS
Strain Measurement; The 2B30 is shown in Figure 5 in a strain
measurement system. A single active gage (120n, GF= 2) is
used in a bridge configuration to detect small changes in gage
resistance caused by strain. The temperature compensation is
provided by an equivalent dummy gage and two high precision
120n resistors complete the bric!ge. The 2B35 adjustable
power supply is set to a low +3V excitation voltage to avoid
the self-heating error effects of the gage and bridge elements.
System calibration produces a 1V output for an input of 1000
microstrains. The filter cutoff frequency is set at 100Hz.

Platinum RTD Temperature Measurement: In Figure 7 model
2B31 provides complete convenient signal conditioning in a
wide range (-100°C to +6000 C) RTD temperature measurement system. YSI - Sostman four-wire, lOOn platinum RTD
(PT139AX) is used. The four wire sensor configuration, combined with a constant current excitation and a high input impedance offered by the 2B31, eliminates measurement errors
resulting from voltage drops in the lead wires. Offsetting may
be provided via the 2B31's offset terminal. The gain is set by
the gain resistor for a + lOV output at +600° C.
COM

-16V

+15V

"
V.S.L.

PTl39AX
l00ll
PLATINUM

Figure 7. Platinum RTD Temperature Measurement

Figure 5. Interfacing Half-Bridge Strain Gage Circuit

Pressure Transducer Interface: A strain gage type pressure
transducer (BLH Electronics, DHF Series) IS interfaced by the
2B31 in Figure 6. The 2B31 supplies regulated excitation
(+10V) to the transducer and operates at again of 333.3 to
achieve 0-lOV output for 0-10,000 p.s.i. at the pressure transducer. Bridge Balance potentiometer is used to cancel out any
offset which may be present and the Fine Span potentiometer
adjustment accurately sets the full scale output. Depressing
the calibration check pushbutton switch shunts a system calibration resistor (ReAL> across the transducer bridge to give an
instant check on system calibration.
COM

-16V

Interfacing Three-Wire Sensors: A bridge configuration is particularly useful to provide offset in interfacing to a platinum
RTD and to detect small, fractional sensor resistance changes.
Lead compensation is employed, as shown in Figure 8, to
maintain high measurement accuracy when the lead lengths are
so long that thermal gradients along. the RTD leg may cause
changes in line resistance. The two completion resistors (Rl,
R2) in the bridge should have a good ratio tracking (±5ppm/oC)
to eliminate bridge error due to drift. The single resistor (R 3)
in series with the platinum sensor must, however, be of very
high absolute stability. The adjustable exdtation in the 2B31
controls the power dissipated by the RTD itself to avoid
self-heating errors.
COM

·l5V

+lSV

+lSV

CABLE SHIELD

r - -......-Hf----<~8+sENSE

MODEL 2831

Figure 8. Three-Wire RTD Interface

"N

L.----+-1r+==--'-<>~ -IN

FINE
SPAN
ADJ.

Figure 6. Pressure Transducer Interface Application

Linearizing Transducer Outp'ut: Til maximize overall system
linearity and accuracy, some strain gage-type and RTD transducer analog outputs may require linearization. A simple circuit may be used with the 2831 to correct for the curvature
in the input signal. Consult factory for the application
assistance.
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Data Acquisition System. Figure 9 shows a typical application of the 2B~0/2B31 in a low level, high speed microcom'puter baSed data acquisition system. The advantages of this
confill\lration are im,provement in CMR enhanced. by a low
pass filter/channel provided by the 2B31, elimination. of aliasing errors and crosstalk noise between input channels; improvement in system noise and resolution, and optimized,.
individual bridge excitation source for each channel.

II

r----..

f c '''2Ht

-4,

'\.

-50

'\

-eo

'\.

-70

l"-

-80
1

'.1

,

10

'"

FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 11. Filter Amplitude Response vs. Frequency

Common Mode Rejection. CMR is rated at ±10V CMVand
1kn source imbalance. The CMR improves with increasing
gain. As a function of frequency, the CMR performance is enhanced by the incorporation of low pass filtering, adding .to·
the 90dB minimum rejection ratio of the instrumentation amplifier. The effective CMR at 60Hz at the output of the filter
(fc = 2Hz) is 140dB min. Figure 12 illustrates a typical CMR
vs. Frequency and Gain.
Figure 9. Use of the 2830/2831 in Data Acquisition System

II
G"'100T02000, ____
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
'Input Offset Voltage Drift. Models 2B30/2B31 are available
in three drift selections: ±0.5, ±1 and ±3/lV/C (max, RTI, G =
1000V IV). Total input drift is composed of two sources (input
and output stage drifts) and is gain dependent. Figure 10 is a
graph of the worst case total voltage offset drift vs. gain for
all versions.
,00
'00

~ M~)(~~P,'tlJRIFT LIMIT

~

2B3OJ/2B31J (15O!.<1I1·C\

I I
I I

"\ ~ ~ 283:~:~~~:3~7~:;~1,.~)

• 1'\' N

J"....' ":>
, MO~EL 2B3OJ/293~ ~~
5

.

,
..

MODEL 283OKf71131K
MODEL2B30L/2B31L

TO~AL '~PU~ ~RIIFT" \
.[

I

60

(eM

'<M

2829,

(OM

I_

I,,,,,,

I

ORlf~ LI~IT

JAX ,INPUT
ItG= l000VN
2B3OJ/2831J(3

I

I

1

2830L/263~L (o.s.,vrC)

ITn

.000 ....

:'

,,":,

2H,

'w"

FAEOUENCV _,Hz

Figure 12. Common Mode Rejection vs, Frequency and Gain
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1
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10,000
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Figure 10. Total Input Offset Drift (Worst Case) vs. Gain

Gain Nonlinearity and Noise. Nonlinearity is specified as a percent of full scale (lOV), e.g. 0.2SmV RTO for 0.0025%. Three
maximum nonlinearity selections offered are: ±0.002S%, .
±0.005% and ±0.01% (G = 1 to 2000VIV). Models 2B3012B31
offer also an excellent voltage noise performance by guaranteeing maximum RTI noise of l/lV p-p (G = 1000VIV, RS';;;
SkU) with noise bandwidth reduced to 2Hz by the low pass
filter.

Bridge Excitation (2B31). The adjustable bridge excitation is
specified to operate over a wide regulator input voltage range
(+9.SV to +28V). However,. the maximum load current is a
function of the regulator circuit input-output differential voltage, as shown in Figure 13. Voltage output is short circuit
protected and its temperatUre coefficientis ±0.015% VOUT/oC
max (±0.003%/oC typ). Output temperature stability is direcdy
dependent on a temperature coefficient of a reference and for
higher stability requirements, a precision external reference
may be used.

"'
100

i

70

~

40

I:

Low Pass Filter. The three pole Bessel-type active filter attenu-

30

ates unwanted high-frequency components of the input signal above its cutoff frequency (-3dB) with 60dB/decade rolloff. With a2Hz filter, attenuation of 70dB at 60Hz is obtained,
settling time is 600ms to 0.1 % of final value. with less than 1%
overshoot response to step inputs. Figure 11 shows the filter
response.

20
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INPUT-OUTPUT VOLTAGE DIFFERENTIAL - V

Figure 13. Maximum Load Current vs. Regulator
Input-Output Voltage Differential

Precision,. Triple Output
Transducer Power Supply

NANALOG·
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Resistor Programmable Voltage or Current Output
Voltage: +1V dc to +15V dc @ 125mA max
Current: 100JlA to 10mA (VCOMPL = +10V)
Dual Fixed Output: ±15V dc @ ±65mA max
Excellent Regulation: Line ±O.01% max; Load ±O.02% max
Low Drift: o.oo6%fC max (2835K)
No Derating Over _25°C to +71°C Operating Range
APPLICATIONS
Measurement and Control Instruments and Systems
Excitation Source For:
Strain Gages, Pressure Transducers, Load Cells, "
Torque Transducers, RTD's

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The 2B35 is a triple output modular power supply designed to
. provide regulated excitation to a wide variety of transducers
as well as ±15V power for amplifiers and other analog circuits
of an instrumentation system. The single-resistor programmable
transducer excitation output may be operated in two modes:
constant voltage, providing a +1V to +15V output or a constant current, adjustable from 100JlA to lOrnA.

OPERATION
Figure 1 illustrates operation of the '2B35K providing an adjustable voltage output and dual15V dc outputs. The resistor
programmable output (+VOUT) is set between +1 V to +15V
by the RTRIM. RTRIM may be determined by using either the
table shown in Figure 1 or the graph shown in Figure 2. For
example, to provide an adjustable range from +1V to +6V,
RTRIM should be a 5kn pot.

The programmable output in the voltage mode features current rating of 0 to 125mA, suitable to excite four 3 Son transducers at lOY. Current limiting protects the output against accidental overload and remote sensing corrects for the transducer cable resistance variations. In the constant current mode,
externally set 100l.lA to lOrnA output offers a 0 to +10V compliance voltage range. The ±15Voutputs feature 0.5% tracking
accuracy and current rating of 0 to ±65mA max.

The remote sensing inputs (pins 5 and 8) are connected at the
transducer (load) to the voltage output (SENSE HIGH to
+VOUT and SENSE LOW to COMMON).

Two accuracy selections are available offering guaranteed low
temperature coefficient; 2B35K: 0.006%tC max and 2B35J:
0.05%/C max. Line and load regulation are also guaranteed;
2B3.5K: 0.01% and 0.02%, and 2B35J: 0.08% and 0.1%, max,
respectively.
APPLICATIONS
The 2B35 is designed for ac powered signal conditioning instrumentation applications used for data acquisition, control,
indication or recording. This compact module may be applied
as a power source for the model 2B30 strain gage transducer/
RTD signal conditioner in a high accuracy transducer interface
application. Some typical applications involve strain gages for
stress/strain measurements, pressure transducers, load cells,
torque transducers and RTD's.

+VOUT

IV}t3%

,
VAC

2

RTRIM(kn)

I

0.34

5
7.5
10
12

2.26
4.42
8.06
14.0
54••

"

1,15

-25ppm/"C OR BETTER

COM.I'-o--'......-_t-_-+,

Figure 1. Model 2835K Connection Diagram for Dual15V de
and Adjustable +1 V to +15V Dutput
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical

@+2SoC and llSV ac 60Hz unless otherwise noted)

Model
INPUT
Input Voltage Rangel
Input Frequency Range
ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT
Voltage Mode
Output Voltage Range
Output Voltage Stability
•
vs. Temperature - % VouTI C max
vs ..Time - % VouT/month
Output Current (-2S·C to +71 ·C)2
Output Impedance - @ dc, max
Noise and Ripple (de to IMHz) - mV p-p max·
-mVrmsmax

2B35J

2B35K

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

105V ac to 125V ac
50Hz to 400Hz

f------15I88.11MAX

-------11

1
------~~-.Lix

MODEL 2835

+lV to +15V dc
±0.05
±0.01
o to 125mA max

±0.006

1-Lrr_______
TI~16,081 MIN

1.21113175)

0.0411.021 OIA-U--

O.21iIB.36)MA)(

0.10

REF OUT 3

1
0.2S

REF INIHII"

"oUT 8

Regulation
Line (full range) - % VOUT max
Load (no load to full load) - % VOUT max
kemote Sensing Impedance
Short Circuit CUrrent Limit' (-2S·C to +71°C)
CUrrent Mode
Output Current Range
Output Current Stability
°
vs. Temperature - % louTI C max
vs. Time - % louT/month
Compliance Voltage Range
Noise and Ripple (de to IMHz) -jJ.A p-p
Line Regulation (full range) .- % lOUT max
DUAL FIXED OUTPUTS
Output Voltage
Voltage Error - mV max
Accur:u:y Tracking (-15V Ref to +ISV) - % max
Stability. vs. Temperature - %1" C max
Output Current'
Output Impedance - @ de, max
Noise and Ripple (de to IMHz) - mV p-p
- mVrms
Regulation
Line (full range - % max
Load (no load to full load) - % max
Snort Circuit Current Limit' (-25°C to +71 °C)

COM 1

±O.OS
±0.1
30kn
200mA

±O.O!
±0.02

SENSE HI 8

THAEAOEO INSERlS
~.a)0.15(:!I,81

±ISV dc
-0, +300
±O.S
±0.02
o to ±6SmA max
O.ln

0)

I SET 11

lOUT 13

±O.006

±SOOVpk max
SOMn

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating, Rated Performance
Storage

-2SoC to +71°C
-2SoC to +8SoC

MECHANICAL
Ca.e Dimensions - Inches
Weight - Gram.
Mating Socket

2.S x 3.5 x 1.2S
SSO
AC!212

8OTTOMVIEW

-ll--O.1IUIGRtD

J

MATING SOCKET: AC1212
±0.01

15

±0.006

6

l-

V
see FIGURE 1

V

F~R ~o~irl,ois I

3

I

INPUT TO OUTPUT ISOLATION
Breakdown Voltage - Continuous, ac or de
Isolation Resistance

MAX

.REFINILQ) 10

0

0.2S
±O.OS
±O.I
±180mA

2.&183.5)

SET9

OE!:P

100jJ.A to 10mA
±O.OS
±O.OI
o to +!OV
0.1
±O.OS

1

iO.o!
±0.02

,

1--'1-'
100

10

1k

10k

IIII I
lOOk

Figure 2. Voltage Output vs. RTRIM

ADJUSTABLE CURRENT OUTPUT
WITH DUAL lSV de OUTPUTS
Pin connections to provide dual 1 SV de
and a eonstantcurrent output are shown in
Figure 3. The current output is adjusted
from lOOJ.lA to lOrnA via RTRIM' The
value of programming resistor RTRIM
may be calculated from the relationship:
RTRIM
t.46/10UT where RTRIM is in
kU and lOUT in rnA.

=

NOTES
·Specifications same asmodel2B3SJ.
input voltage ranges: "E" Option; 20S-240V ac, 50 to 400Hz

1 Optional

uF" Option; 90-110V ac, 50·to 400Hz
"H" Option; 220-260V ac, 50 to 400Hz
Order option desired as a suffix to model number.
2 Maximum output current available oYer the entire output voltage and )
temperature range without derating.
'Output protected for continuous short circuit over the tempe.rature range"
4 Unbalanced load operation is permissible for II.ny ~mbination of +10 and
1-10 I which does not exceed a total of 130mA.

Specifications subject to ch~nge without notice.

Figure 3. Model 2835 Connection
Diagram, to Provide Dual 15V dc and
Adjustable 100JJA to 10mA Current
Output
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t-.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Four-Channel, Isolated
Thermocouple / mV .Conditioners

FEATURES
Low Cost
Wide Input Span Range: ±5mV to ±100mV (2854)
±50mV to ±5V (2855)
12-Bit Systems Compatible
High CMV Isolation: ±1000V de; CMR = 156dB min @ 60Hz
Low Input Offset Voltage Drift: ±1p.vfc max (2B548)
Low Gain Drift: ±25ppmfC max (2854B)
Low Nonlinearity: ±O.02% max (±O.012% typ)
Normal Mode Input Protection (130V rms) and Filtering
Channel Multiplexing: 400 chan/sec Scanning Speed
Solid State Reliability
APPLICATIONS
Multichannel Thermocouple Temperature Measurements
Low and High Level Data Acquisition Systems
Industrial Measurement and Control Systems

C
."

. 1 _

'UI ()

2855J

Jut« nUN flHMf't<HA H}H£
flHllSiIH IAtr!)1IfI)

TtMPf"RATURf.: M[ASUHEMEN"r SYSfEM

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 2B54 and 2B55 are low cost, high performance, four·
channel signal conditioners. Both models are functionally
complete, providing input protection, isolation and common
mode rejection, multiplexing, filtering and amplification.
The 2B54 has been designed to condition low level signals
(±5mV to ±100mV), like those generated by thermocouples
or strain gages, in the presence of high common mode voltages.
The 2B55 is optimized to condition ±50mV to ±5V or 4 to
20mA transmitter signals as inputs. The four-channel structure
of both modds results in significant cost and size reduction.
The high performance of the 2B54 and 2Bss is accomplished
by the use of reliable transformer isolation techniques and an
amplifier-per-channel architecture. Each of the input channels
is galvanically isolated (±1000V dc) from the other input
channels and from output ground. The amplifier-per-channel
structure is used to obtain low input drift (±lp.V/oC max,
2Bs4B), high common mode rejection (156dB @ 60Hz), and
very stable gain (±25ppm/oC max). Other key features include
low input noise (0.6p.V pop), low nonlinearity (±0.02% max)
and open-thermocouple detection (2B54).
APPLICATIONS
Models 2B54 and 2Bs5 were designed to serve as a superior
alternative to the relay multiplexing circuits used in multichannel data acquisition systems, computer interface systems,
process signal isolators, and temperature measurement and
control instrumentation. Advantages over relay circuits include
functional versatility, superior performance, and solid state
reHability.

In thermocouple temperature measurement applications, out•
standing low drift, high noise rejection, high throughput and
1000V isolation make the 2Bs4 a natural choice over flying
capacitor multiplexers in conditioning any thermocouple type.
When cold junction compensation is required in measurement
of temperature with thermocouples, the 2B54 may be used
directly with the model 2B56 Universal Cold Junction Compensator.
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
High Reliability: To assure high reliability and provide isolation protection to electronic instrumentation, reliable transformer isolation and solid state switching are used. Both
models have been conservatively designed to meet the IEEE
standard for Transient Voltage Protection (472-1974:SWC)
and offer 130V rms normal mode input protection.
High Noise Rejection: To preserve high system accuracy in
electrically noisy industrial environments, the 2B54 and 2B55
provide excellent common mode noise rejection, RFI/EMI
immunity, and low pass filtering for rejection of series mode
noise and 50Hz/60Hz pickup.
Ease of Use: The multichannel, functionally complete design
in a compact (2" X 4" X 0.4") module, assures ease of use, cpnserves board space and eliminates the need for a number of
discrete components necessary in relay multiplexing circuits.
Low Cost: The 2B54 and 2B55 offer the lowest cost per channel for isolated, solid state, low level signal conditioners.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model

(typical @+25°C, Vs=±15Vand VOSC=+15V, unless otherwise noted)

2BS4A

t5mV to ±l00mV

Inp~t Of~~, Initial (Adj.
V$.

OUTLINE DIMENSiONS

28SM

±.3Sppmfc max

±25ppmfC max

:~:~!: ~;~ ;~~o to 300) ;0.02% max(tO.012% typ)

to zero),

Temperature

±20",Vmax

±2.spvfc max.

vs. Tillie
OutpUt ,?f~s~~ (Adjust~b~ ~o ·Zero)
vs. Ternp~turc .

±I.SIAV/month
±12mVmax
±soltvfemax

Total Offset Drift·(RTl), max

±(2.S+~)ltvfc

Input Noise Voltage
O.OIHz -100Hz. RS • Ikn

I~ 2.01IB1.,IMAX

±sOmvto ±5V

G = I + lOknlRG
iO.2% max (G = 50 to 300) •
±t % max (G == 1000) .

Gain Temperature Coefficient
Gain Nonlinearity t
.
. Offset Voltage

28548

Dimensions .shown in inches and (mm).

ANALOGll'IPUTS
Number b{Channcls
Input Span Range
Gain Equation
Gain Error

lJ·u

±O.2% max (G -I to 100)
NA
.
±ZSppm/oC max
<0.02% max (G =I to 100)
NA

.

----i ~

o~I~·61

1'~~"
T.

Lo.215.11.MA.X

l

±SOp.Vmax
!ljJvfc max(±o.SItVfC typ)

!Sltvfc max

I

I
I

4.02

0.6jJV P'P

\102.11

CMV I Channel-to-Channel or
Channel-to-Ground

65

Continuous, &c, 60Hz

7S0Vnns

Continuous, ae or de
Common Mode Rejection

±lOOOVpkmax

Open Input Detection Time1

1S6dB min (G;:: 1000)
128dB min (G = SO)
HOV nns, 60Hz
SSdB min (G = 1000)
IOOMn
3SkO min
+8nAmax
6
(G= 1000)

Open Input Response

Negative Overscale

. ,Rg<IOOn.J;'SOHz
\ls.<100n.J;'50Hz

Normal.Mode Input, Without Damage
Normal Mode RejeCtion, @ 60Hz
lnpu~ Resistance, Power On .
Power Off
Input Bias Current'

sec

120 sec (G = SO) .

ANALOG OUTPUT
Output Voltage Swing 3
Output Noise, dc - 100kHz
Output Resistance
. Direct Output
Switched Output

145dB min (G "'" 100)
110dBmin(G~1)

SSd8 min (G = 100)

.

=

o.ln

3m'
2.Smsmax
400 chan/sec min

Operating
'Storage
Relative Humidity

Non-<:Ondensing to +400 C

CASJl SIZE

NOTES:
TERMINAL PINS INSTALLED ONLY IN SHADED
HOLE LOCATIONS.

2BS4/2BSS PIN DESIGNATIONS

,,, ~

:--}
DIRECT
SENSE

8
9

OFS.·AOJ.

,.

o to +·70°C

-2SoC to +8S oC
-SSoC to +8S oC

'OUTPUT

11 -\Is
12 COM
13 +\1

+13.SV to +24V

lOOpVIVRTO
IItVIVRTI

} SELECT CH. 0

8
1

,.""

±4mAmax
40mAmax

FUNCTION

"N

..

+26V

1

oz. -II-O.1t2.S4I GRID

±1SV de ±10%
±12V to ±l8V de max

Supply Effect on Offset
Output±Vs
Oscillator +Vosc
ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature
Rated Perfonnance

BOTTOM\lIEW
WEIGHT, 2
157G}

NA
NA
NA

'3Vmax

POWER SUPPLY
Voltage
Output ±Vs (R,ated Perfol'JIlance)
(Operating)
Oscillator +VOSC
(Rated Perfonnance)
Absolute max +VOSC
Current
Output ±VS ~15V
OscillatOr +VOSC = +1SV

"

74kS'lmin

±SV@±SmA
0.8mVp·p

CHANNEL SI.lLECTION.
Channel Selection Time to ±O.Ol % FS
Channel Scanninc Speed
Channel Select Input Reverse Voltage

Rating

.
.

"

,."

SELECT CH. C

~}

SELECT CH. B

40
41

.,
I::
"

..

RaleOM
LOIOFS

CHANNEL A

V.

....
.."
...."
.,
.".." .
...
60
61

}

}
CHANNEL ~

RalCOM
LO/oFS

"
y.
53 y.

HI

}

=:'COM

CHANNEL C

'LOIOFS

y•

."P'

~ ~':}OSC. POWER
I ;; ~NUT ~ SYNC
36 •.

HI
.. R.

58

I::
"

~

38

'..
71
R.

:1

....
"
,.'

""

FUNCTION

"N

87
70

} SELECT CH. A

"

HI
R,

RGICOM
LOIOFS

}
CHANNEL D

y.

n V'

Oto 85%

2" X 4" X 0.4"

·Spcc:ific:ations same as 2BHA.
I Gaiu nonlinearity is specified as a p.ercentap of output signal span representing peak deviation
from the best straight line; e.g. nonlinet.rity at an output span of lOV pk-pk (:tSV) is :to.02% or t2mV.
~ Response time can be reduced by addition of external ~stoH. More than one open 'input may
cause output co saturate on all channels.
! Protected for shorts to around andlor either supply voltqe.
Specifications subject co change without notice.

AC121S OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

MOUNTING CARDS
'AC12H, AC1216
The AC1215 and AC1216 mounting cards are available to assist in evaluation of the
2BS4 and 2BSS. These 4 112" X 6" printed circuit edge connector cards have sockets
that allow a 2BS4/2B55 and 2B56 to be plu,l!ged directly onto them, as well as offset
adjusunent pots, and address decoding circuitry. TheAC1215 and AC1216 differ only
in input signal connections: the AC121S includes a screw terminal block and AC1216
has an edge coimector.
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OA"

(11.131

Mating Connector,
Cinch 251·22·30·160 or equivalent.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The internal structure .ofthe 2BS412BS 5 is shown in Figure l.
Four individually isolated input channels are multiplexed into
a single output buffer, with the desired channel selected by
control inputs SELECT A through SELECT D. Isolated power
and timing signals for the input channels are provided by an
internal oscillator.
Each channel contains an input protection and filtering network and a low-drift amplifier whose gain is set by a usersupplied resistor (Rc). Additional filtering is provided in the
amplifier circuit. This structure preserves signal integrity by
taking all signal gain ahead of the isolation and multiplexing
circuits. The isolated power supply for each channel is brought
out to permit convenient fine adjustment of the input offset
voltage if desired.
Transformer coupling is used to achieve stable, reliable galvanic
isolation of each channel from all other channels and from output ground. Although the bandwidth of the input channels is
small «2Hz at high gains) to provide immunity to normalmode noise, the multiplexing technique allows the channels
to be scanned at a high rate (400 channels/sec). Thus a high
revisitation rate is maintained even in systems with a large
number of input channels.
The output buffer amplifier operates at unity gain with feedback provided by an external connection from the DIRECT
output to the SENSE input. The DIRECT output provides a
±SV swing with low source resistance to permit error-free
operation with heavy loads. In addition, a separate seriesswitched ou tpu t with an active-low enable control is provided
so that multiple modules may be combined without the use of
external analog multiplexers. An offset trim point which does
not affect drift is also provided on the output channel.

2BSS's are used or when a system clock is present.
The 2BS4 and 2BSS share the same design, differing only in
input specifications and filter characteristics.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The connections shown in Figure 2 are common to most
applications of the 2BS4/2BSS, and in many cases will be all
that is required. The following sections describe this basic
application and also detail some optional connections which
enhance the module's utility in more complex. applications.

SIGNAL} OUTPUT

,------_

COM

-15V

+----+--'=iE--.....--::-..,..-- COM
r-t--='-++-- +15V

=-4"=-_._1.....~- :~:5

r

--

1-'--~-~-

}
.

~~~~~T

}~~ER

TO+24V

__ '5V

1/274LS139
} CHANNEL
SELECT

OPTIONAL
GUARD TRACK ON PCB

LOGIC
COMMON

*oonEO CONNECTIONS SHOWN FOR

SEPARATE OSCILLATOR SUPPLY IF USED.

Figure 2. 8asic 2854/2855 Application

Interconnection Guidelines
In any high accuracy isolator application it is important to
minimize coupling between input and output, and the 2BS41
2B5S pinout has been designed to make this easy to do. For
best results, keep an leads associated with signals on the input
edge as far as possible from signals on the output edge. This
will minimize the effects of board leakage and capacitance.
The use of a guard track on both sides of the board (Figure 2)
can also be helpful.
The power supplies should be decoupled with tantalum capacitors as close to the unit as possible. For lowest noise, the output grounding scheme should be as shown in Figure 2. The
output signal common is connected directly to pin 12, with
power supply returns brought separately to that pin so that
power supply currents do not flow in the low lead of the signal
output.

Figure 1. 2854/2855 Functional Diagram

The internal oscillator has its own power supply pins for enhanced application flexibility, and a sync mechanism is provided to eliminate b~at-frequency errors when multiple 2BS4/

Since most of the power taken by the 2BS412BS 5 is supplied
to the internal oscillator which requires only a positive supply
and can accommodate a wide range of supply voltages, it is
sometimes desirable to power .the oscillator from a convenient
·source of unregulated power (such as +24V). The 0.1/lF capacitorshould be then connected directly from pin 12 to pin 31.
Since the output and oscillator circuits are not fully isolated,
a dc path must exist between the two power supply commons.
A small one or two volts potential difference between OUT
COM and OSC COM will not affect operation.
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Gain Setting
The gain of each channel is independently set by a usersupplied resistor (RG) connected as shown in Figure 2. Channel gain will normally be selected so that the maximum output
of the signal source will result in a plus or minus fuil scale
(±5V) output swing. The resistor valuerequired is RG =
10kill (G -1). Thus if RG =101n, the gain will be 100, and
an input signal swing of ±50mV will yield an output span of
±5V.

A parallel trim on the gain-setting resistor can be used to trim
out the resistor's tolerance and the module's gain error (Figure 3). Since a parallel trim, will always increase the gain, the
value of the gain-setting resistor should be chosen to give an
untrimmed gain somewhat lower than the desired trimmed
gain. Good quality metal-film resistors should be used for He
since gain accuracy and drift ire a direct function of RG's
characteristics. Cermet pots are suitable for the trim.

Figure 3. Input Offset and Gain Adjustments

Optional Offset Adjustment
The ZB54I2BS5 has provision for fine adjustment of the input
offset of each channel and the output offset of the entire
module. None of the offset adjustments affect offset drift, and
there is no need to make any adjustment unless the application
calls for tighter offsets than those specified for the module type.
Connections for input offset adjustment are shown in Figure
3. This is a fine trim with a limited range (±250/lV referred to
the input), and in most applications can be used to adjust each
channel for zero offset while operating at the desired gain.
Since the range of the inpu t offset trim is small, it will usually
be necessary to adjust output offset first. This can be conveniently done by operating one channel with zero inpu t at
unity gain (by disconnecting the gain resistor) and adjusting
the output offset control for zero, output. Connections for
output offset adjustment are shown in Figure 4.

Stable components (a metal film resistor and a cermet pot)
should be used for the input offset adjustment to avoid compromising drift. Output offset adjustment components are not
critical and may be omitted altogether when a single 2B54!
2B55 is followed by an A to D Converter that has a zero
,adjustment.
<hannel Selection
Each channc;l in the 2B5412B,55 is turned on and off by a
SELECT input. As indicated in Figure 1, e,ach SELECT input
consists of an LED in series with a resistor, and is not connected to any other circuits in the module. Turning the LED
on (I;;>Z.SmA) turns the channel on, and turning the LED off
(l';;;SO/lA) turns the channel off. This allows considerable
flexibility of coimection', but the easiest way to use the SELECT
inputs is to tie all four SELECT + pins to +SV and drive the
SELECT-inputs from TTL logic (either open-collector or
totem-pole outputs can be used), as shown in Figure 2. '
It is also possible to use CMOS logic to drive the SELECT
inputs (Figure 5). With a +15V logic supply a standard CMOS
decoder or gate can supply enough current to drive the SELECT inputs directly, but at lower supply voltages it is advisable to use a buffer such as that shown in Figure 5b. The power
taken by the SELECT inputs is small, since only one is on at a
time, but at the higher CMOS supply voltages inore current
than the required 2.5mA will flow. This does not affect operation, but if desired the current can be brought back to the minimum value with series resistors as shown in Figure 5. Use Zkn
for lOV operation, and 3.9kn at lSV.
The maximum reverse voltage applied to any SELECT input
must be limited to 3V to avoid damage to the LED. Maximum
forward current should be kept below 25mA. Each SELECT
input is isolated from all other circuits in the module and may
be operated up to ±SOV away from output arid power ground.
Channels may be selected in any order, and there are rio
restrictions on rate or duty cycle except the Z.Sms settling
time for access to a channel. It should be noted, however, that
selecting two or more channels simultaneously for more than'
a few microseconds will result in a very long settling time when
the conflict is resolved. Timing overlaps should therefore be
avoided.
~+-----<o----

+15V lOGIC POWER

2864/28&6

OUTPUTl

s.~:::: 1""'-___
f':......~--==
_

81

so

o

0

o
1

1

CO"

CHANNEL

1
0

1

Figure 5a.
*ro PRESERVE GAIN STABILITY THE OUTPUT GAIN AOJUSTMENl
RANGESHQULO NOT BE MORE THAN 11l%.

fL....-----<r----r-- +5V TO+16V

Figure 4. Output Offset and Master Gain Adjustments

An alternative offset ,adjustment procedure is appropriate in
applications where the channel gains are field-selected by
switching the gain-setting resistor. Here it is desirable to set
the input offset so that'there is no zero shift at the output
when the gain is changed. To make the adjustment, switch
back and forth from low to high gain with zero input and adjust the inputoffset control until no shift occurs at the output
when changing gains. Then adjust the output offset control for
'
zero output at the lower gain.
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SELECT

Figure 5b.'
Figure 5. CMOS Channel Sf!lection

Olannel Expansion
The 2B54/2B55 has provision for directly interconnecting
several modules when more than four channels are needed.
The series-switched outputs of a group of modules are connected together, the SELECT inputs are driven in parallel,
and the output of the desired module is selected using the
Output Enable pin. This is shown in Figure 6. A single
74LS139 decoder is used to drive the SELECT inputs of up
to four modules, and also provides address expansion so that
the binary coded channel address word selects the appropriate
module output via the Output Enable pins. The overall operation of the series-switched outputs is analogous to three-state
logic, and the output rail is thlls an analog bus.
It is possible to operate up to sixteen modules in parallel, for
a total of 64 input channels. Note that it will be necessary to
break up the SELECT inputs into several groups to avoid overloading the decoder when many modules are used. The settling time of the output switches is <50lis to to.Ol % and is
thus negligible in comparison to the channel selection times.
The Output Enable signal is active low, and is compatible with
both TTL and CMOS logic. The switching threshold is +1.8V;
input current at OV is typically -OAmA.
The output resistance of the Switched Output (typically 3 SS!
+O.S%i"C) is low enough to provide fast switching times but
will cause gain errors when driving a heavy load. A single buffer isolating the Switched Outputs from the load will solve
this problem in an "analog bus" application (Figure 6). In
single-module applications the DIRECT (low impedance) output should be used. Note ~hat in all cases the SENSE pin must
be connected to the DIRECT output to provide feedback for
the ou tpu t amplifier.
TO ADDITIONAL MODULES

/

r--

2854/2B55

DIRECT

OUTPUT

\

SENSE

COMMON

.

ANALOG
BUS

,.--...

CHANNEL
SELfCT

MODULE
SEL.ECT

~r:-:---.

~

P,

~
AD741C

mA"D
} CONVERTER

32) terminal of the adjacent 2B5412B55 (Figure 7). The first
of a group of modules may be synchronized to an external
source via the SYNC IN pin. To minimize noise pickup, sync
wiring should be separated from analog signal runs.
The frequency of the external sync source, when used, will
have a small effect on the gain and output offset of the 2B541
2B55. Thus" any adjustments should be made with the module
synchronized.

FROM EXTERNAL
NOTE MAKE NO CONNECTIONS TO SYNC IN OR SYNC OU'I"
SYNC SOURCE
FOR UNSYNCHRONIZED OPERATION
UFliSEO)
400kHz'10%,1V-15VP,P
30% TO 70% DUTY CYCLE·

Figure 7. Synchronization
Open Input Detection
The 2B54 always responds to an open-circuit conpition on a
channel input by presenting a negative overscale (typically
-7V) at the output when the affected channel is selected. The
response time t€J detect an open input can be in the tens of
seconds, since only a few nA of input bias current is available
to charge the input filter. If shorter response times are desired,
or if a positive overscale is the desired response, one of the circuits shown in Figure 8 can be used to augment or reverse the
input bias current. Either circuit will produce a bias current of
approximately 20nA which can be used to aid or oppose the
3nA typically supplied by the module, as shown. The circuit
of Figure 8A has the advantage of simplicity, but the highvalue resistor may not be readily available. Figure 8B shows
how to solve the problem at"the expense of complexity. The
values shown may be modified to give an optimum trade of
bias current for response time in a given application. A 2 to 5
second response is typic\l for the values shown.

The same circuits may be used to get open input detection
with the 2B55, which is not specified for stand-alone open
input response.
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Figure 8. High Speed or Reversed Open Input Detection
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Figure 6. Expansion to More than Four Channels

Synchronization
In applications where multiple 2BS412B55's are used in close
proximity or when syStem clock signals are present near the
isolator, differences in individual-oscillator frequencies may
cause "beat frequency" related output errors. To eliminate
these errors, multiple units may be synchronized by connecting the SYNC OUT (pin 33) terminal to the SYNC IN (pin

Output Filtering
In most applications, no output filtering will be required since
the effect of the small carrier-related noise spikes on the output «lmV pop, 100kHz B.W.) drops off ~apidly as bandwidth
decreases and in many cases will be negligible. In some applications (e.g., when driving a successive-approximation A to D)
the effective system bandwidth may be large enough to pass
the noise. To eliminate the' carrier noise (without any effect
on switching times), a simple R-C filter may be used at the
output (Figure 9A). Only one filter is needed even when multiple modules are used, as shown in Figure 9B. If the load to
be driven has an input resistance of less than lOMS!, a buffer
will be needed.
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thermocouples must be compensated for the temperature of'
the reference junction which is formed where the thermocouple leads are terminated. the 2BS6 Universal Cold Junction
Compensator is used. The 2BS6 monitors the temperature of
the reference junction (terminal block) via an external sensor
and corrects the signal at the output of the 2BS4 for reference
temperature. Compensation for seVeral thermocouple types is
selectable via digital control inputs. Thermocouple linearization, if nc;eded, would be typically performed in system's
software.

Figure 9. Output Filtering

CMR AND NMR PERFOltMANCE
Common mode rejection is a result of both isolation and
'filtering and indicates ability to reject common mode inputs
while amplifying differential signal inputs. CMR is dependent
on source impedance imbalance, signal frequency and conditioner gaiJ;1.
Normal mode rejection is also a function of th.e 2B54I2BS5
. gain. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate typical CMR and NMR
performance. Note that any additional low pass filtering (e.g"
an integrating A to D converter) at the output of the 2BS4!
2BSS will further improve both CMR and NMR performance.

Figwe 12. Four-Channel Thermocouple Temperature Measure·
ment with Cold Junction Compensation

Process Signals Interface: In Figure 13, the 2BS 5 is used to
provide floating inpurs for four 4·20mA process signalloops~
The use of floating inputs in this type of application gives
protection from com:mon~mode voltages and greatly simplifies
system configuration, since additional loads in series with the
loop can be connected on either side of the isolator input.

FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 10. Common Mode and Normal Mode Response Model 2854
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When there are several loads on the loop, compliance voltage
at the transmitter may be at a premium. In this case it will
be advantageous to reduce the voltage swing at the isolator
inputs by using'smaller resistors (perhaps 2Sn) and scaling
the output back to a SV span by taking an appropriate gain
in the isolator.
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Each current input is converted into a 1 to S volt signal by
a 2S0n resistor. The 2B55. is operated at unity gain (no gainsetting resistors) so that a 1 to 5 volt signal appears at the ou tput. Since no gain-setting resistors 'are used, gain adjustment,
if required, is done by connecting trims directly across the
input resistors. Other current ranges can be accommodated
by changing the value of the .input resistors.
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-00

l~~v

1"-+---------_.15V
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~.----------COMMON
10
100
FREQUENCY - Hz

1000

10<
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Figura ". Common Mode and Normal Mode Response Model 2855

APPLICATIONS
Thermocouple Temperature Measurement. Figure 12 shoWs a
.four-channel thermocouple input system with isolation,amplification, and multiplexing provided by the 2BS4. Several
different thermocouple types are used, and the gain-setting
resistors on each channel have been chosen to take the standard ANSI range for each type to a SV output span. Since
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Figure 13. Isolated 4·2OmA Loop Signals Interface

High Accuracy., Thermocouple
Cold Junction Compensator

~ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
Universal Thermocouple Compensation:
Internally Provided: Types J, K, T
User Configurable: Types E, R, S, B
Digitally Programmable
High Accuracy: ±O.SOC max over +5°C to +45°C
High Ambient Rejection: 50 to 1 min
Low Cost
Small Size: 1:5" X 2" X 0.4"
APPLICATIONS
Thermocouple Signal Conditioning
Temperature Measurement and Control Systems
Temperature Data Acquisition and logging
Temperature Controllers

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Model 2B56 is a high accuracy, universal thermocouple cold
junction compensator. Designed to operate with an external
temperature sensor in thennal contact with the cold junction, the 2B56 provides an automatic compensation for amplified thermocouple signals over wide ambient temperature
variations. The 2B56 is calibrated to compensate the cold junction to a reference temperature of 0° C. The total compensation error is ±O.SOC max over +5°C to +4S oC.

correction to the thermocouple output signal. The first
method, accomplished by immersing the reference junction
in an ice bath maintained at OoC is not very practical. The
2B56 employs the second method and has been specifically
designed to eliminate the need for ice baths by electronically
simulating the desired reference point. Digital programmability, high accuracy and low cost make the 2B56 ideal
for single or multichannel thennocouple temperature measurement, indication or control systems.

Designed to compensate seven different thennocouple types,
the 2B56 may be digitally programmed to select compensation for types J, K and T, and one user programmed type (E,
R, S, B or none). This feature makes the 2B56 especially suitable for multichannel applications involving several thennocou pie types.
COLD JU~CTlON COMPENSATION PRINCIPLES
In thermocouple measurements, temperature is determined by
measuring the potential difference between the measurement
(hot) junction of two dissimilar metals and the reference (cold)
junction which is fonned when thermocouple leads are con- '
nected to a measuring cir.cuit. Since this potential difference is
proportional to the temperature difference between the measurement temperature and the temp~rature at the reference
junction, the reference junction temperature must be known.
Changes in reference junction temperature influence the output voltage and, therefore, cold junction compensation is
required to eliminate measurement errors.
Two methods may be used to reduce errors introduced at the
thennocouple connections: keep the reference junction at a
known constant temperature, or measure the reference junction temperature and cancel the changes by the appropriate

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The 2B56 compensates for cold junction temperature by
adding a correction signal at the output of the user's thennocouple ampiifier, as shown in Figure 1. The value of the correction signal is detennined by the cold junction temperature,
as measured by a sensor, and the thennocouple type in use, as
specified by two digital TYPE SELECT inputs. Since,compensation is done at the output of the thermocouple amplifier it
is also necessary to scale the correction signal for the gain of
the amplifier. This is done' by a scaling circuit which has provision for a user-supplied gain-setting resistor for each thermocouple type in use.

Compensating networks for thermocouple types J, K,and T
are built into the 2B56. A fourth compensation (X) can be
programmed with two external resistors for any other thermocouple type. The X compensation can also be used without
programming resistors to obtain an uncompensated output
when sensors other than thennocouples are in use.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODE~

(typical @+25°C, Vs = ±15V unless otherwise noted)
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

2856A

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

COLD JUNCTION COMPENSATION
Thennocouple Types:
Internally Compensated

Externally Programmable
. Reference Temperature'
Compensation Accuracy
Total Output Error@ +2SoC I
vs. Ambient Temperature (+SoC to +4S 0 C)1
Compensation Error .
vs. Sensor Temperature (+SoC to +4S 0 C)2
vs. Compensator Module Temperature
(0 to +70°C)'
Cold Junction Temperature Sensing Element
INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Signal Range
. ,. Input Impedance

J.K.T
B, E, R, S, None
O·C

1..

±o.4·Cmax (±O.IS·C typ)

~r;:-r

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS 5
Output Voltage
Output Impedance

NOTE:

TERMINAL PINS INSTALLED ONLY
IN SHADED HOLf: LOCATION

BOTTOM VIEW
WEIGHT: 200

DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Selection Settling Time
Signal Settling Time, to ±O.Ot %

·O.Sms
SOl-is

DIG IT AL INPUTS
Select Inputs A &: B

TTL, CMOS Compatible

1
2
3

•
5
6
7
8

•

±lSV de ±lO%@±SmA
(±12Y to ±18V de)
+SV to +lSV de@2mAmax

TEMPERATIIRE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

10
11
12
13

,.

o to +70oC
-25°C to +8SoC
-SSoC to +12S oC

IS
16
17

l.S"X2"XO.4"

CASE SI,ZE

compensadon error composed of errors of temperature sensor and module at
the HIlle ambient temperature.
lCompensation error contributed by ambient tcInperature cbanps at temperature sensor.
'Compensation error contributed by ambient temperature changes at the module.
4 Signal gain of 2 is also available by jumper selection.
'Protected for shorts to ground or either supply VOltage.

1 Total

Specifi.cations subject to Cb8D1C without notice.

Max Gain for Sensor Temp
to +4S·C
to +70 o C

1000
1300
870
9000
Any

h
,K,T

E
R. S

B

650
820
550
5500
Any

0.1 i'.5'1
GRID

PIN DESIGNATIONS
PIN

POWER SUPPLY

Operating
Digital, Von

-II.

±IOV@±SmA
O.1ll

Analog. Rated Performallce

2.0

DIA,

±lmVmax
±lSI!VtCmax

vs. Temperature

1

I~o,;,~

0.01910.481

±lOppml'C

vs. Temperature
Input Offset Voltage

1£
Type

IU

' - 0.2 (5.1) 'MIN

AD590 or 2N2222

±IOV
lOOHl
+IVIV

Signal Gain 4

4 i

'-Y--'

±om·ctc max (O.OI·CtC typ)

.

1--,.5,5138"1 MAX

FUNCTION

PIN

SIGNAL INPUT
SENSOR SELECT
SENSOR SELECT
SENSOR INPUT
SENSOR SELECT

18
I.
20
21
22
23

SENSOR SElEer

FUNCTION
ANALOG COMMON

t TYPE SELECT
1 TYPE SeLECT

+VDO
DIGITAL COMMON

+Vs

2'
26
26
27

VREF

"X" COMPENSATION
TYPEJ

TYPE K

1

TYPE T

.

GAIN

SELECT

TYPE "X"
ANALOG COMMON

-Vs

28
2.
30
31
32
33

..

OUTPUT
SCALE

MATING SOCKET: AC1217

A buffer amplifier is provided at the output of the 2B56 to
preserve accuracy when driving heavy loads. The gain from
VIN to VOUT will be +1 when SCALE is connected to VOUT
(sec Figure 1). Input and output signal swings of up to ±10V
can' be accommodated with this connection. When the SCALE
pi!). is left open, the gain from VIN to VOUT is +2. This is useful when interfacing a thennocouple amplifier with a ±5Voutput swing (such as the 2B54) to an A to D converter with a
±10V input range.

Table I. Maximum Gain vs. Sensor Temperature and
Thermocouple Type
1£ Type

RX2

E

I.HkSl

R, S

121n

Table II. Resistor for Compensating Types E, Rand S
Type Sel.
Logic

Compensation

B A

o

0
J
I
K
lOT
I
.X

o

Table III. Digital Selection
,of Compensation Type

Sensor
VCAL(mV)
Tenlp (oC) 2N2222 AD590
616.5
634.5
5
604.9
645.9
10
593.3
657.3
15
20
581.6
668.7
570.0 ' 680.1
25
30
558.4
691.5
546.8
702.9
35
714.3
535.1
40
523.5
725.7
45
Values may be interpolated

Table I V. Calibration Volrage
vs. Sensor Temperature
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Figure 1. 2856 Functio•. al Block Diagram

It should be noted that the 2B56 is designed for use with
noninverting thennocouple amplifiers. Thus a positive voltage change at the· input of the 2B56 must indicate increasing
temperature.
INSTRUM~NTA TION

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Temperature Sensors: The temperature sensor used with the
2B56 can be either the Analog Devices AD590 temperature
transducer or the popular 2N2222 transistor. Either sensor type
can be used without loss of accuracy, but each has advantages
in different applications. The 2N2222 (the metal can version
must be used) is widely available at very low cost. However,
an adjustment must be made whenever the sensor is replaced.
The AD590 is available in several precalibrated accuracy grades,
but at somewhat higher cost.
Connections are shown for both sensor types in Figure 2.
Resistor ReAL is the calibration adjustment point. It is used
only to adjust for unit-to-unit variations in the sensors. All
other adjustments have been made internal to the 2B56.

allowable gain for proper operati9n is 40. The maximum gain
which can be used is limited by the dynamic range of the compensation circuits in the 2BS6, and is a function of thermocouple type and the temperature range (at the sensor) over
which compensation is to be effective. Table I lists the maxi- .
mum gain for each ther'lnocouple type both for the specified
+SoC to +4SOC sensor temperature range and for a wider
(reduced accuracy) 0 to +700 C range.

,

.P

2N 2222

---'I

.0.• ,L _ _..L.____J._._~_ __'__ _.L.._ _J._._.....J._ _...J
COLD JUNCTION ISENSOR)TEMPERATURE

,.,

_·c

Figure 3. Error Due to Thermocouple Nonlinearity
Ibl

Figure 2. Sensor Connections and Calibration

With either sensor type, proper placement of the sensor is
important. Close thermal contact of the sensor and the thermocouple termination point (reference junction) is necessary,
particularly when nearby heat sources are present, since these
could cause the sensor temperature to differ from the reference junction temperature. In multichannel applications, care
should be taken to keep all input terminals at the same temperature to avoid channel-to-channel errors. The sensor may
be placed at any distance from the 2B56. When the sensor
leads are more than ten feet long, or where strong noise sources
are present, shielded cable should be used with the 2N2222
sensor. The AD590 will operate properly with twisted-pair
leads at distances up to a few hundred feet.
Gain Selection: Since the 2B56 performs cold junction compensation at the output of the user's thermoc~ple amplifier,
it must take the gain of that amplifier into account. For this
purpose, four gain-programming pins are provided: one each
for the J, K, and T compensations and one for the X (userselected) compensation. Thus the user's thermocouple amplifiers can have different gains for each thermocouple type in
use, and the 2B56 gain will be selected automatically ,when
the thermocouple type is selected at the digital TYPE SELECT
inputs. Gain-programming resistors are connected as shown in
Figure 1. The value of each resistor is R= 10kU/(G-1) where
G is the gain of the user's thermocouple amplifier from the
thermocouple terminals to the input of the 2B56. As an example, if the thermocouple amplifiers in use have a gain of
110 fortypeJ, 90 for type K, and 220 for type T, then RJ =
91.7U, RK = 112U, and RT = 4S.7U. Gain resistor pins for
unused thermocouple types must be grounded. The resistors
used to set gain should have a tolerance of 1% or better. A
1% error in setting gain will result in a 0.01 ° C/ C slope error.
The gain of the thermocouple amplifier will normally be
determined by the thermocouple type, temperature measurement range, and A to D converter input range, but there ~re
some practical limits imposed by the 2B56. The minimum

Compensation of Other Thermocouple Types: Compensation
for type J, K, and T thermocouples is built into the 2BS6. A
fourth compensation can be added by installing two resistors
(RXI and RX2) as shown in Figure 1. Table II gives the values
needed for proper compensation of type E, R, and S thermocouples. Type'B thermocouples are a special case, in that they
have almost no ou tpu t in the +SO C ,to +4 SO C range, and therefore, do not need cold junction compensation at all. To
accommodate a type B thermocouple, select No Compensation (described in the next section). Errors due to cold junction temperature will be less than ±l°C for any measurement
temperature above 260°C. In the measurement range beyond
1000°'(; (where type B thermocouples are normally used) the
error will be less than ±0.3° C.
No Compensation Operation: In some instances it may be
desirable to disable the compensation function ,of the 2BS6,
so that it functions as a straight-through amplifier with a gain
of one (or two, if the output scaling feature is used). This
might be done, for example, in a multichannel system with a
mixture of thermocouples and strain gage signals or other
sources requiring no' compensation. It is also necessary when
using the type B thermocouple, as described above. The X
compensation can be programmed to provide no compensation
by grounding pin 11 (X COMP), Figure 1. A lOoU resistor
should be used for Rx (at any gain). Selecting X compensation with ~his connection will give an uncompensated output.
Digital Inputs: The TYPE SELECT inputs are compatible
with TTL or CMOS logic, or may be used with jumpers or
switches. Table III shows the truth table for these inputs.
Each input has an internal 22kU pullup resistor to Voo and
drives a single CMOS gate. F or use with TTL signals, Voo
should be connected to the +5V logic supply. When CMOS
logic is used, connect Voo to the CMOS logic power supply
(which must be in the +5V to +lSV range). If jumpers or
switches are used, connect Voo to the + lSV analog power
supply. Grounding a SELECT input will give a logic "0";
an open inpu t will be at logic" 1" due to the action of the
internal pullups.
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A separate pin is provided for logic ground to minimize ground
loop problems. However, for proper. operation logic ground at
the module must be within ±0.3V of analog common. Failure
to observe this restriction may result in damage to the module.

4a.

Calibration: Only one adjustment is necessary to get prope~
ope~ation of the 2B56. This is shown in Figure 2 for both
sensor types. RCAL is adjusted to obtain the correct voltage
at VCAL. for the appropriate sensor type and temperature, as
listed in Table IV. Use a high-impedance voltmeter to measure VCAL to prevent loading errors.
The tolerance to which the calibration adjustment must be
made depends on the requirements of the application. For
either sensor type, and for all thermocouple types, each millivolt of calibration error will result in a temperature offset
error at the 2B56 output of O.44°C, accompanied \>y a slope
error of 0.OO15°C/oC.
'

4b.

AID

CONVERTER

Curvature Error: The voltage output of thermocouples is a
nonlinear function of temperature, so the reference junction
output which is compensated by the 2B56 is also nonlinear.
The correction signal generated by the 2B56, however, is' approximately linear. The 2B56 is adjusted internally to give the
best fit of its linear correc'tion to the nonlinear reference junction ou tpu t over the +5° C to +45° C range. The remaining error,
which is included in the specifications given ori page 2, is
shown for each thermocouple type in Figure 3. Note that as
a result of thermocouple nonlinearity the error at +2SoC will
not be zero after calibration is done. The error .for a particular
thermocouple type could be adjusted to zero at +2SoC by appropriate adjustment of the thermocouple amplifier offset,
but the improvement will be at the expense of increased
errors over the +5° C to +45° C range.
APPLICATIONS
The application of the 2B56 to a single-channel system is
shown in Figure 1. Because the' 2B56 compensates at the out:
put of the thermocouple amplifier, it is also very attractive
for use in multiplexed multichannel systems. Three typical
applications are shown in Figure 4. The amplifier-per-channel
structure shown in Figure 4a is one example of a system which
could have a different gain for each thermocouple type in use,
with channels preassigned or switchable for thermocouple type,
The model2B30 may be used as an amplifier for applications
not requiring isolation.
In systems of this type, it is important that the ON resistance
of the multiplex switches be less than 100 ohms, since larger
values can create slope errors in the 2B56. If switches with
higher resistance are used, a unity-gain buffer should be placed
between the multiplexer and the 2B56 . An AD741 or AD301type amplifier will suffice unless the system is very fast. ,

m

4c.

Figure 4. Model 2856 in Various Multichannel Applications

many others that are possible. There is, however, a thermal
limit in that a single temperature sensor must accurately monitor the temperature of a number of sets of input terminals.
The actual channel limit will thus be determined by the'allowable error and the degree to which. all the inputs can be held
at the same temperature.
Figure 5 shows the application of the 2B56 to the output of
the 2B54 Four-Channel Isolator. More than one 2B54 can be
served by the same 2BS6 by using the built-in output switches
of the 2B54 to connect several isolators to one output line.
Note that the values of the gain-setting resistors for the
2B54 and 2B56 are the same, since both have the same gain
formula. This ,permits very simple reconfiguration when the
system must be tailored for new applications.

Figure 4b shows an input-multiplexed system. Different gains
for different channels in this type of system are sometfmes
provided by software control of the amplifier gain. The 2B56
can also accommodate this situation, since it can accept a different gain for each thermocouple type.
Figure 4c shows a somewhat different application of the 2B56.
Here the signal input is grounded, so that the output is simply
the correction signal rather than a corrected version of the
input. In this case the actual summation is done elsewhere,
usually in the processor following the A to D converter. The
advantage of such a struc,ture is that it allows somewhat
simpler calibration of the individual channels because the compensator can be bypassed.
There isno electrical limit to, the number of channels that
can be served by a single 2B 56 in these applications or the

Figure 5. Four-Channel Thermocouple Temperature Measurement with Cold Junction Compensation
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Low Cost, Two-Wire
Temperature Transmitter

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Low Cost
Compatible with Standard 4-20mA Loops
Low Span Drift: ±0.005%fC max
Low Nonlinaarity: ±0.05% max
RFI Immunity
Small Size: 1.5" X 1.5" X 0.4"
APPLICATIONS
Temperature Monitoring and Control
Remote Temperature Sensing
Process Control Systems
Energy Management Systems

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The model 2B57js a low cost, two-wire temperature transmitter designed'to interface with Analog Devices' AD590
temperature transducer and produce a standard 4 to 20mA
output current proportional to the measured temperature.
The 2B57 features a low span drift of ±0.005%/C max, a
high linearity (to.05% max) and high noise immunity to
assure measurement accuracy in harsh industrial environments.
The transmitter accommodates the AD590 temperaturemeasurement range of -55°C to +lS0oC. Both zero and span adjustments are provided to trim the range for input measurement spans between 20°C and 205°C. The transmitter output of 4 to 20mA and a wide range of power supply voltages
make the 2~S7 compatible with standard two-wire control
loops. '

DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
RFI Noise Immunity: The transmitter incorporates RFI filtering circuitty to assure protection against radio frequency
interference.
Low Cost: The low cost of the 2B57 transmitter and two-wire
operation reduce total system installation cost.
Linear Output: The transmitter output is linear with temperature, thus eliminating the need for linearizing circuitry.
Standard Loop Compatibility: The two-wire output structure
conforms to the Instrument Society of America Standard
ISA-SSO.l "Compatibility of Analog Signals for Electronic
Industrial Process Instruments."

The basic package is a small (1.5" X 1.5" X 0.4''), rugged,
epoxy encapsulated module. For applications requiring protective housing, the 2B57 is available in a versatile metal case.
APPLICATIONS
The 2BS7 has been specifically designed to provide low cost,
accurate and reliable temperature measurement in any applications below +lS0°C in which conventional electrical temperature sensors and transmitters are currently employed.
Industrial applications in process control and monitoring systems include chemical, petroleum, food processing, power
generation and a wide variety of other industries.
In multipoint energy management applications, low costand
small size combine to make the ADS90 and 2BS7 ideal for
mounting in standard utility or thermostat boxes for remote
temperature sensing.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C and Vs = +24V dc, unless otherwise noted)
MODEL
INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Sensor Type i
Maximum Temperature Measurement Range
Minimum Input Span (for a 4-20mA ()utput)
Zero Adjustment Range
Input Protection 2
Open ·Input Detection

aUTUNE DIMENSIONS

2857A

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

ADS 90
-SSoC to +lsOoC
20°C
-S5°C to +60oC'
+SOV dc
Upscale

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Output Span
Minimum Output Current
Maximum Output CUrrent
Load Resistance Range
Equation
@ +24V Supply
Output Protection 2

RLMAX =(VSUPPLY -l2V)I2OmA
Ot06000max
+50Vac

NONLINEARITY (% of Span)

±0.02% typ (±0.05% max)

4to 20rnA
2.5mA
26mA

r--t~~~---j
{It~:~l

1-'

,[r-O"'.2-0-ts-.081 MIN

,

2.

RZEI~Op~

t-

RZE~:K+ f

1
]t

RSPAN

HOUTPUTH-: r+0UTPUT+

rt

I I

6
6

1.51

RSPAN

BOTTOMVIEW-jl_

.

~O.1 (2.54) GRID

MOUNTING CARD ACl583

ACCURACY
Warm-Up Time to Rated Performance
Total Output Error, without External Trims3
Zero
vs. Ambient Temperature (-30°C to +8s oC)
~an
.
vs. Ambient Temperature (-30°C to +8SoC)

±0.2% tyl' (±0.5% max)
±0.005%/"C typ (±o.Ol%fCmax)
±0.2% tyl' (±0.5% max)
±O.OOI %/" C typ (±O.OOS%/oC max)

RESPONSE TIME, to 90% of Span

0.15 sec

1 min

POWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Supply Change Effect, % of Span
on Zero
on Span

±0.005%/V
±0.001%/v

ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature Range, Rated Performance
Storage Temperature Range
Relative Humidity, to +40oC

-30°C to +85°C
'-55°C to +lOOoC
o to 90%

CASE SIZE
NOTES

0.04 t'.021
piA

o 25 (636) MAX

WEIGHT: 12.G

RFI Effect (SW @420MHz @ 3 ft)
Error, % of Span

+

2857"

u

AC1583 OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

+24V dc

+12V

to

+50V d.:

EXTENSLON
NUT

±O'.S%max

I.S" X I.S" X 0.4"

1 AD590 produces an output current proportional to absolute temperature (lI'AfK).
• Protected for any combination of input and output pins.
• Accura~ is specified as a percent of output span (16mA) for an input range of -55°C
to + 150 C. Accuracy spec includes combined effects of transmitter repeatability,
hysteresis, and linearity. Does not include sensor error.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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The AC1583 mounting card is available to assist in applying the 2857.
The ACl 583 is Suitable for mounting
in a standard 2" X 4" thermostat
box. It includes screw terminals for
field wiring, provisions for plugging
in the 2857 and ADS90, and span
and zero adjustment pots.

TABLE 1. ADS90 ACCURACY SPECIFICATIONS
(MAX ERROR)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The 2857 transmitter converts the output of an AD590 temperature transducer to a current output within a span of 4 to
2OrnA. The'transmitter includes inpu t protection and filtering
circuitry, an amplifier, voltage regulator, precision voltage
reference and an output current generator.

Conditions

Max Error (±o C)

Grade
Error at 25°C. as delivered
Errors over the -5SoC to +lSOoC range:
Without e;(ternal c3.J.ibration
With error nulled at 25°C only
Nonlinearity

A precision voltage reference, resistor network, and span and
zero adjusts are used in conjunction with a low current drain
amplifier to scale output signal of the AD590. The amplifier
drives a current generator which controls output current (Figure 1).

10.0

5.0

20.0
5.8
-3.0

10.0
3.0

1.5

K
2.5

1.0

M
0.5

5.5
2.0
0.8

3.0
1.6
0.4

1.7
1.0
0.3

L

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Model 2857 is factory calibrated to ±0.5% accuracy for a
maximum sensor measurement range of -SSoC to +lS00C
(205° C span) with RSPAN and RZERO resistor values as shown
in Figure 3.' For this input ranJle 4mA output corresgonds to
an ADS90 temperature of -55 C and 20mA to +150 C. The
span and zero adjustments can be used to accommodate other
input ranges.
RSPAN

RZERO

Figure 1. Model 2B57 Functional Block Diagram

Input power and output signal are transmitted over the same
two leads. The load resistance is connected in series with a dc
power supply, and the current drawn from the supply is the
4 to 20mA output signal. The maximum series load resistance
depends on the supply voltage and is given by RLMAX = (+Vs
-12V)/20mA. A wide range of power supply voltages may be
used (see Figure 2).

Figure 3. Model 2B57 Basic Application

Span Adjustment. The value of the span setting resistor
RSPAN is determined by:
RSPAN (11)

=(

6 1.2V
) -58100
10- AX SPAN

where SPAN is a desired measurement span in 0c. For example, for a measurement span of 100°C RSPAN =
,-6 1.2V
) -S810n = 6.19kn. If a span accuracy
10 AX 100
of ±0.5% if desired, the value of the RSPAN resistor should be
accurate to ±0.1 %.
(

ZetO Adjustment. Zero adjustment must be performed after
installation of the RSPAN resistor. To select RZERO an AD590
or a calibrated current source may be used as an input to the
2857. If an ADS90 is used, it must be maintained at the desired reference temperature. A resistance decade box is
inserted between pins 1 and 2 of the 2857. The decade box
is adjusted to produce an output corresponding to the selected
reference temperature. For example, for ,a sensor measurement range of 0 to 100°C and an AD590 at OOC, the RZERO
is adjusted for an output current of 4mA. If a current source
is used, its output must equal the ADS90 output at the selected reference temperature. For example, at OOC the current
source output must equal 273.2/lA.

POWER SUPPL V - V de

Figure 2. Maximum Load Resistance vs. Power Supply

THE SENSOR
The AD590 is a calibrated two terminal temgerature sensor
producing a current in microamperes (lpAI K) that is linearly
pro~ortional to absolute temperature for temperatures from
-55 C to +lS0°C. The AD590 sensor is available in a hermetically sealed TO-52 transistor package, a miniature flat-pack,
chip form and stainless steel probes (AC2626). The sensor
construction assures reliable isolation from ground.
The AD590 is available in several accuracy grades, as shown in
Table 1. The grade selection will depend on whether the device
is used uncalibrated or with calibration at a single value. For
greater accuracy (in any grade), the device may be calibrated
at two points.

Sensor Calibration Trim. The sensor calibration error is the
major contributor to maximum'total error in all ADS90
grades. To trim this error the temperature of the ADS90 is
measured by a reference temperature sensor and RZERO is
trimmed to the calculated value of the 28S7 output current at
that temperature. A reference temperature at the midpoint
in the span should be selected.
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For best measurement accuracy over temperature, RZERO and
RSPAN should be trimmed with the AD590 at two known tem·peratures. For example, with the RSPAN selected for a 100°C
span and with the AD590 at OoC RZERO is adjusted for, a 4mA
output. RSPAN is then trimmed for a 20rnA output with the
sensor at 10uoC, Figure 4 illustrates a typical two-trim system
accuracy.

AC2626 PROBE (ADS90 PACKAGING OPTION)
The AC2626 is a stainless steel tubular probe measuring 3/16
inch (4.76mm) in outside diameter and is available in 6 inch
(lS2.4mm) or 4 inch (101.6mm) lengths. Baseq on the
AD590F, the probe is available in linearity grades ot03°C,
O.4°C, O_SoC or l.SoC and is compatible with the 2B57
transmitter. The mechanical outline of the AC2626 is shown
below.
The probe is designed for both liquid and gaseous immersion
applications as well as temperature measurements in refrigeration or any general temperature monitoring applications.

+t'c
a:

AC2626 MECHANICAL OUTLINE

oa:

ffi

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
3/16 STAINLESS STEEL TUBING
FILLED WITH THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE EPOXY
3/16
14.761

_2°C L_-55
-".-C---.......--------+-l00:'-::-.C---+l-=5'::0.:-CTEMPERATURE

Figure 4. Typical Two-Trim Accuracy' (AD590 and 2857)

OPTIONAL PACKAGING CONFIGURATION (2B57A-l)
The 2B57 is available mounted in an aluminum case including
screw terminals for connecting an external s~nsor and power.
This versatile hou$ing may be surface mounted in racks, cabinets, NEMA enclosures, etc., or snapped onto standard relay
tracks. The 2BS7in a metal housing is calibrated for a -55°C
to +1S0oC measurement range and may be ordered by specifying model 2BS7A-1.
TRANSMITTER HOUSING OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

t

.T.26-l

-132.01

I

0.125 to.Ol0
13.2 to,31
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3 FT, 1914,41 ±1 125,41
#24 STRANDED WIRE
TEFLON INSULATED

LC

See

rLSeeNotel~

TINNED
NO;::

BLACK,

±0,0611,581

AC2629 STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 316
COMPRESSION FITTING (See Note 3)

PIPE THREAD 1/8

1/2
112.71

3/16

L~·---.i
I-- :::J--'------.3/16

14'761,~--rI4'761

.7/16
111.11

1.23 REF
131.21

NOTE 1 Probes are available in 4·inch or 6·inch lengths. Other
lengths are available; consult factory for rrice and delivery.

K;

NOTE 2 + lead wire is color codacl: J, yellow;· orange; L, blue; M. green.
NOTE 3 When assembling compression fitting (AC2629) to probe,
tighten the 1/2" nut 3/4's of a turn from finger tight.

+
-

DigRaI-ta-Analog' Convlrters
Contents
Selection Guide
General Information
Specifications and Terms
AD370/AD371. Complete Low-Power 12-Bit Hybrid-IC DACs
AD55S. Low-Cost Complete /lP-Compatible S-Bit IC DACs
AD561 Low-Cost 10-Bit IC Complete Current-Output DACs
AD562 High-Performance IC 12-Bit Current-Output DACs with Multiplying Capability
AD563 High-Performance IC 12-Bit Current-Output DACs with Reference
AD565 High-Performance Monolithic 12-Bit Current-Output DACs Including Reference
AD566 High-Performance Monolithic 12-Bit Current-Output DACs with Multiplying Capability
AD1408/1508 8-Bit Monolithic Multiplying DACs
AD7110. CMOS IC ~igitally Controlled Audio Attenuator
AD7520/AD7521 CMOS 10- and 12-Bit Multiplying DACs
AD7522 CMOS 10-Bit Double-Buffered Multiplying DACs
AD7523 CMOS 8-Bit Multiplying DACs
AD7524 CMOS 8-Bit B~ffered Multiplying DACs
AD7525 CMOS 3 112-Digit BCD Digitally Controlled Potentiometer
AD7530/AD7531 CMOS 10- and 12-Bit Monolithic Multiplying DACs
AD7533 CMOS Low-Cost 10-Bit Multiplying DACs
AD7541 CMOS 12-Bit Monolithic Multiplying DACs
AD7542. CMOS 12-Bit Microprocessor-Compatible DACs
AD7543. CMOS 12-Bit Serial-Input DACs
AD DAC-OS 8-Bit Monolithic High-Speed Multiplying DACs
AD DAC80 Low-Cost 12-Bit Hybrid IC DACs
AD DAC85 High-Performance 12-Bit Hybrid IC DACs
AD DAC87 Wide-Temperature-Range 12-Bit Hybrid IC DACs
DACll06/DACllOS High-Speed Digital-to-Analog Converter Modules
DAC1l36/DAC1l37/DAC1138 High-Resolution 16- and 18-Bit DAC Modules
DAC1420./DAC1422 4-to-20mA Output 8- and lO-Bit DAC Modules
DAC1423. 4-20mA Output lO-Bit Isolated DAC (ISO-DACTM) Modules
HDH/HDS 8-, 10-, and 12-Bit Video-Speed Hybrid Current-and Voltage-Output DACs
HDS-E. Ultra-High-Speed ECL 8- and 10-Bit Hybrid DACs
MDD Ultra-High-Speed Deglitched 8- and 10,Bit DAC Modules
MDH/MDS/MDSL 8-, 10-, and 12-Bit Video-Speed Current- and Voltage-Output DAC Modules
MDMS Ultra-High-Speed 8-, 10-, and II-Bit Multiplying DACs
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9-2
9-4
9-5
9-9
9-13
9-21
9-29
9-29
9-35
9-43
9-51
9-55
9-61
9-69
9-75
9-79
9-85
9-91
9-95
9-101
9-107
9-115
9-123
9-129
9-137
9-145
9-149
9-153
9-161
9-165
9-171
9-177
9-181
9-187
9-185

-New product since the 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
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II

The converter families catalogue9 in this section are divided into seven overlapping categories:
1. General Purpose, Low Cost

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

High Performance (Speed and Accuracy)
High Speed
High Resolution
Low Power and Multiplying
Digitally Buffered (Data-Bus Compatible)
Special-Purpose

The specifications and features are key for each device. Complete and detailed descriptions, specifications, and
application information can be found on the data sheets. General information and definitions of important
specifications can be found in the pages that follow.
In general, the devices catalogued here are available in various performance and temperature grades, and
packages, as specified on the data sheets. All specifications are typical at rated supply voltage and TA = 25° C,
unless noted otherwise. Devices are listed in order of resolution.
1. GENERAL PURPOSE, LOW COST
Model

Resolution
(Bits)

AD558#.

8

AD7523 #
AD1408#
AD559 #
AD7524 #
AD DAC-OS#

8
8
8
8
S

AD75H #
AD7530 #
AD561 #
ADT53! #
AD DAC80
AD DAC85
AD DACS7

10
10
10
12
12
12
12

AD370.
AD371.

12
12

Features

Page

IC, complete, including liP-compatible digital buffering, on-chip voltage reference,
and op amp (voltage output): Requires single supply, +5Y to +15Y, 75mW
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, low cost
IC, repiaces standard 140S/1508 directly
IC, high-performance alternative to 1408/1508
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying with liP interface
IC, direct replacement for industry-standard DAC-OS 85ns settling time, ±1I4LSB
guaranteed linearity over temperature (A, H)
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, low cost
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplyi"g
Ie, internal reference:, 2 SOns current settling
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, low cOSt
IC, 3-chip improved replacement for standard DACSO, I and Y versions
IC, improved replacement for standard DAC8S over-S5°C to +12SoC
IC, i~proved replacement for standard DAC87, monotonic over -SSoC to
+ 125 C temperature range
Hybric IC,superior replacement for standard 370: ±10V output, low power - 150mW
Hybrid IC, superior replacement for standard 371: 0 to +10Y output

9-13
9-75
9-51
9-79
9-123
9-9S
9-91
9-21
9-91
9-129
9-137
9-145

9-9
9.-9

2. HIGH PERFORMANCE (SPEED AND ACCURACY)
Model

Resoilltion
(Bits)

HDS-1250
MDS-1240
MDSL-12S0
ADS6S

12
12
12

ADS66

12

MDH-1202
HDH-120S
AD7541 #
ADS63
AD562

12
12
12
12
12

12

Features

Page

24-pin DIP, 30ns current settling to 0.02S%
Module, TTL/ECL input, 40ns current settling to 0.02S%
Module, SOns current settling to 0.025%
Ie, fast monolithic, currentMoutput, internal reference, replacement for AD563,
current settling time 200ns
IC, fast monolithic, current-output, multiplying: replacement for ADS62,
current settling time 200ns
Module, 200ns voltage settling to 0.025%
24-pin DIP, SOOns v.oltage settling to 0.02S%
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, pretrimmed
High-performance, current output, internal reference
High-performance, current-output, multip.lying capability

9-171
9-187
9-187
9-35

9-187
?-171
9-101
9-29
9-29'

Page

9-43

3. HIGH SPEED
Model

Resolution
(Bits)

Features

AD DAC-08
AD561.#
HDS-E.
HDS
DACll08/1106
MDSL

8
10
10,8
12,10,8
12,10,8
12,10,-8

IC, 85ns current settling
IC, 250ns current settling, internal reference
Hybrid ICs, ultra-high-speed EeL: Voltage settling ISI10ns to 0.1%/0.2%
24-pin DIP, 30/25120ns current settling to 0.025%/0.1%/0.4%
Modille, lS0150/25ns current settling to 0.01%10.05%/0.2%
Module, 50/2512Sns current settling to 0.025%/0.1%/0:1%
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9-123
9-21
9-177
'9-171
9-149
9-187

MDS
MDD
MDH
HDH
AD565
AD566

12, 10,8 •
10,8
12, 10,8
12, 10, 8
12
12

Module, TTL/ECL input, 40/20/15ns current settling to 0.025%/0.1%/0.4%
Module, deglitched, voltage output, 20MHz word rate
Module, 200/100/70ns voltage settling to 0.025%/0.1 %/0.4%
24-pin DIP, 500/300/200ns voltage settling to 0.025%10.1%/0.4%
IC, monolithic replacement for AD563, current settling time 200ns
IC, monolithic replacement for AD562, current settling time 200ns

9-187
9-181
9-187
9-171
9-35
9-43

Features
Module, voltage or current output
Module, voltage or current output
Module, voltage or current output

Page
9-153
9-153
9-153

4. HIGH RESOLUTION
Model
DAC1136t
DACI137t
DACI138t

Resolution
(Bits)
16
18 (16)
18 (18)

5. LOW POWER AND MUL TIPL YING §
Model
AD7523#
AD7524#
AD558#-

Resolution
(Bits)
8
8
8

AD7533 #
AD7530#
AD7520#
AD7522#
MDMS
AD7525 #
AD7542-

10
10
10
10
11, 10,8
3 112
12

AD7543 -

12
12
12
12
12

AD370/371

AD7531 #
AD7541 #
AD7521 #

Features
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, low cost
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, !'P-compatible
IC, complete, including !,P-compatible digital buffering, on-chip voltage
reference, and op amp (voltage output); requires single supply +5V to +15V, 75mW
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, low cost
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, double-buffered serial-parallel, with!'P interface
Module, multiplying, lOOns current settling to to.1 %
CMOS IC, multiplying (2-quadrant analog) "digital pot"
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, 4- or 8-bit !'P-compatible, double buffered,
3 4-bit nybbles
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, double-buffered, serial loading
Hybrid IC, superior replacements for standard 370/371s,low power - 150mW
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, low cost
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying

Page
9-75
9-79
9-13
9-95
9-91
9-61
9-69
9-185
9-85
9-107
9-115
9-9
9-91
9-101
9-61

6. DIGITALLY BUFFERED (DATA-BUS COMPATIBLE)
Resolution
(Bits)

Model
AD558#-

8

AD7524#
DAC1420MDD
AD7522
DAC1422
DAC1423 _

8
8
10,8
10
10
10

AD7542-

12

AD7543 -

12

Features
IC, complete, including !,P-compatible digital buffering, on-chip voltage
reference, an'd op amp (voltage output); requires single supply, +5V to +15V, 75mW
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, with!,P interface
Module, 4-to-20mA output, loop-powered, buffered digital input
Module, deglitched, voltage output, 20MHz word rate
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, double-buffered
Module, 4-to-20mA output, loop-powered, buffered digital input
Module, ISO-DACl'M, 1500V de isolation, 4-to-20mA output,loop-powered.
buffered digital input
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, 4- or 8-bit-!'P-compatible, double-buffered
3 4-bit nybbles
CMOS IC, 4-quadrant multiplying, double buffered, serial loading

Page
9-13
9-79
1-161
9-181
9-69
9-161
9-165
9-107
9-115

7. SPECIAL-PURPOSE
Model
DAC1420DAC!422
DAC1423 -

Resolution
(Bits)
8
10
10

AD7525

3 112 BCD

AD7110-

14+

Features

Page

Module, 4-to-20mA output, loop-powered, buffered digital input
Module, 4-to-20mA output, loop-powered, buffered digital input
Module, ISO-DACTM, 1500V de isolation, 4-to-20mA output,loop-powered,
buffered digital inpu t
CMOS IC, multiplying (2-quadrant analog), "digital pot", digitally controlled
attenuator, can be manually operated with thumbwheel switches
CMOS IC, digitally controlled audio attenuator with logarithmic taper,
59 1.5dB steps (= 88.5dB or 14.7 bits of gain range) and full muting;.
Includes swtiches for loudness compensation

9-161
9-161
9-165
9-85
9-55

tCard mounted assembly with deglitcher '(Deglitcher IV) and high-performance oUtput amplifier available. See data sheet.
§AtI CMOS Ie's have low power dissipation.
=Monolithic chips available with guaranteed performance for precision hybrids; information available upon request.
All but ADSSS can be found in the 1979 Chip Catalog, available upon request•
. eNew product since the 1979 Data .-tcquisitiorl Products Catalog Supplement.
-Data sheet available upon request.
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FACTORS IN CHOOSING A D/A CONVERTER
In the current issue of this catalog, there are listed some 32
different families of digital-to-analog converters (DACs). If
one were to consider all the variations, there would be more
than 100 types to choose among. The reason.for so many different types is the number of degrees of ,freedom in sdectiontechnological, functional, and performance. Complete information on converters may be found in the 25Q-page book,
ANALOG-DIGITAL CONVERSION NOTES, published by
Analog Devices and available for $5.95 from P.O. Box 796,
Norwood MA 02062.
TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
The technologies represented here include modules (cards and
potted circuits) and integrated circuits-monolithic and hybrid.
Modules historically have provided the extremes of performance and arbitrary levels of functional completeness (e.g., the
l8-bit DAC1138, the lO-bit 20MHz-word-rate deglitched
MDD-1020, and the isolated lO-bit DAC1423 loop DAC),
although ICs are catching up rapidly. ICs are small and high
in performance per dollar. IC technologies now make possible
complete monolithic l2-bit current-output self-referenced
DACs(AD565), complete monolithic 8-bit j.lP-compatible
single-supply DACs including voltage reference, output amplifier and digital buffer on-chip (AD5S8), and wide-dynamicrange CMOS digital audio attenuators (AD7110: 88.5dB in
1.5dB steps). When combined with hybrid technologies, highperformance low-cost voltage-output (AD DAC85) and ultrafast (lO-bit l5ns HDS-E) DACs become available.
The three most-important IC technologies in current use at
Analog Devices are thin-film-on-CMOS, thin-film on bipolar,
and hybrid. Hybrid provides the most-complete high-performancedevices. Tbin-film-on-bipolar provides stable references,
high-performance current switches, compatible 12 L logic, and
laser-wafer-trimmed resistance networks; an outstanding example is the j.lP-compatible AD558, mentioned above. Tbinfilm-on-CMOS uses voltage switches in a current-steering mode
for full four-quadrant multiplying operation. In addition, the
inherent high-density logic-capability and low dissipation of
CMOS mak>! possible s/lch devices as the lO-bit AD7542,'a
microprocessor-compatible double-buffered DAC that can
also be used as a digital gain-control with very low analog
feed through and high linearity for bipolar analog signals.
FUNCTIONAL'CHARACTERISTICS
The basic structure of all conventional D/A converters involves
a network of precision resistors, a set of switches, and some
form of level-shifting to adapt the switch drives to thespecified logic levels. In addition, the device may contain outputconditioning circuitry, an output amplifier, a reference amplifier, an on-board reference, Oil-board buffer-registers'(single- or
dual-rank), configuration conditioning, and even high-voltage
isolation.

ance load, is used principally for high speed, for example, the
10ns HDS-0810E. Basic current-output DACs, such as AD566,
are inherently fast, but additional elements (such as an output
op amp), furnished by the user to meet overall system specs,
slow down the conversion. Some popular CMOS IC devices,
such as the AD7523 and the AD7533, are quite simple (and
correspondingly low in cost), but they usually require a buffering op amp.
While the basic DAC function is almost always linear, there
are exceptions. For example, the AD7110 audio attenuator,
which has linear two-quadrant analog response, has a digitally
controlled exponential gain function, i.e., 1.5dB per bit; thus,
its gain at the input code, 001000 (binary 8), is -12dB (8 X
1.5), and the analog output swing for lOY p-p input is 2.5l2V
p-p (10 exp (10) (-12120».
Output Conditioning
The analog quantity that is the "output" of a DAC, representing the input dlgital data, may be a "gain" (multiplying DAC),
a current, andlor a voltage. In order to obtain' a substantial
voltage output at low impedance, an op amp is required. It is
generally provided on-board in modular and hybrid DACs'
(and in the monolithic AD558), but there are many ICs and
other types that permit the user to choose an external op amp
that will meet the particular needs of the application in stability, speed, and cost. _
Almost all types of DACs provide one or more feedback resistors; they are matched to, and thermally track, resistances in
the network, so that an external op amp, if used, will not
require an external feedback resistor that might introduce
tracking errors. If more than one feedback resistor is provided,
a choic;e of analog output voltage ranges becomes available, e.g.,
0-5V full-scale or 9-l0V full-scale. If bipolar output-voltage
ranges are specified,' a bipolar-offset output is provided to subtract a half-scale value from the current flowing through the
op amp summing point; it is usually derived from the DACs
reference (or analog) input to avoid additional tracking error.
Multiplying DACs use an internal or external op amp for bi'
polar offset.
In addition to the usual zero-based current and voltage outputs, DACs are available with 4-to-20mA ISA-standard loopcurrent outputs, both direct-coupled (OAC1420122) and highvoltage-isolated (DAC1423), with some additional features
that are specifically useful in digital control of analog processes.

In order to avoid difficulties, the user must pay especial attention to the specified output polarity, its relationship to the
reference (if external) and to the input digital. code. This can
, be especially tricky if the output is bipolar and the input requires a complementary (negative-true) digital coding. Another
such case is wh~e a current-output DAC, specified for a particular output-voltage polarity when used with an inverting op
amp, is used in a mode that develops an output voltage passively (without the op amp) across an external resistive load. In
Basic DAC
addition to polarity, in th'is case, the user should be aware of
the output,compliance constraint and the. specified resistive
This form, which supplies a cprrent, and consequently a small
voltage across its internal impedance or an externallow-imped- , component of output impedance.
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Reference Input
The reference may be specified as external or internal, fixed or
variable, single-polarity or bipolar. If internal, it may be permanently connected (as in the AD561) or optionally connectible (as in the AD565). If the DAC is a 4-quadrant multiplying type, the reference (or "analog input") is external, variable,
and bipolar (e.g., AD7533, 7541, etc.) The user should check
a converter's specifications to determine whether the full-scale
accuracy specifications are overall or subdivided into a converter-gain spec and a reference spec.
Digital Data
There are a number of ways in which converters differ in regard to the input data: First, the coding must be appropriate
(binaty, offset-binaty, two's-complement, BCD, arbitraty,
etc.), and its sense should be understood (positive-true,
negative-true). The resolution (number of bits) must be sufficient; in addition, the specifications must be checked to
ascertain that the 2n distinct binary input codes will not only
be accepted, bu t that also they will (if necessary) cortespond
to 2n output values in a monotonic progression at any temperature in the operating range, with sufficient accuracy. The data
levels accepted by the converter must be checked (TTL, ECL,
low-voltage CMOS, high-voltage CMOS), as must the input
loading imposed by the converter, and the supply conditions
under which the converter will respond to the data. Check the
data notation (is the MSB Bit 1 or Bit (n-l)?)-misinterpretation can lead to connec,ting the data bits in backward order.
If buffer registers are desired, the converter should have an
appropriate buffer configuration (for example, the AD558
has a set of TTL buffers, the AD7542 and AD7543 have two
ranks of CMOS buffering). The 12-bit AD7542 is loaded via
three 4-bit nybbles, and the AD7543 via a bit-serial input. The
AD7522, also double-buffered, will accept either serial or
parallel data, and the parallel data can be loaded in two bytes
(2 MSBs and 8 LSBs). The data can be clocked in, while the
DAC output remains unchanged.

Controls

If the DAC has external digital controls-for e~ample, register

strobes- their drive levels, digital sense (true or false), loading,
and timing must be considered. The function and use of configuration controls (where present), such as serial/parallel,
short-cycle, or chip-select decoding should be understood, and
the appropriate ways of disabling them when not needed
should be employed.
Power_Supplies
Appropriate power supplies should be made available, considering the logic levels and analog output signals to be employed
in the system. The appropriate degree of power-supply Stability to meet the accuracy specs should be employed. Any recommended external protection circuitry (e.g., Schottky diodes,
to ensure that Vee is never more than 0.4V above VDD in the
AD7522) should be planned for. In many cases separate analog
and digital grounds are required; ground wiring should follow
best practice to minimize digital interference with high-accuracy analog signals, while ensuring that a connection between

the grounds can always exist at one point, even if the "mecca"
point is inadvertently unplugged from the system.
SPECIFICATIONS AND TERMS
Definitions of the performance specifications, and related
information, are provided on the next few pages, in alphabetical order.
Accuracy, Absolute
Error of a D/A converter is the difference between the actual
analog output and the output that is expected when a given
digital code is applied to the converter. Sources of error include gain (calibration) error, zero error, linearity errors, and
noise. Error is usually commensurate with resolution, i.e., less
than 2-(n + 1), or "on LSB" of full scale. However, accuracy
may be much better than resolution in some applications; for
example, a 4-bit reference supply having only 16 discrete digitally chosen levels would have a resolution of 1116, but it
might have an accuracy to within 0.01% of each ideal value.
Absolute-accuracy measurements should be made under a set
of standard conditions with sources and meters traceable to an
internationally accepted standard.
Accuracy, Relative
Relative accuracy error, expressed in %, ppm, or fractions of
1 LSB, is the deviation of the analog value at any code (relative to the full analog range of the device transfer characteristics) from its theoretical value (relative to the same range),
after the full-scale range (FSR) has been calibrated. Since the
discrete analog output values corresponding to the digital input values ideally lie on a straight line, the relative-accuracy
error of a linear DAC can be interpreted as a measure of nonlinearity (see Linearity).
Compliance-Voltage Range
For a current-output DAC, the maximum range of (output)
terminal voltage for which the device will provide the specified current-output characteristics.
Common-Mode Rejection (CMR)
The ability of an amplifier to reject the effect of voltage
applied to both input terminals simultaneously. Usually a
logarithmic expression representing a "common-mode rejection ratio" ef' 1,000,000: 1 (CMRR) or 120dB (CMR). A
CMRR of 10 : 1 means that a 1V common-mode voltage
passes through the device as though it were a differential input
signal of 1 microvolt.
Common-Mode Voltage
An undesirable signal picked up in a circuit by both wires
making up the circuit, with reference to an arbitrary "ground."
Amplifiers differ in their ability to amplify a desired signal
. accurately in the presence of a common-mode voltage.
Deglitcher
As the input code to a DAC is increased or decreased by small
changes, it passes through what is known as major and minor
transitions. The most major transition is at half-scale, when the
DAC switches around the MSB, and all switches change state,
i.e., 01111111 to 10000000. If, at major transitions, the
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switches are faster (or slower) to switch off than on, this
means that, for a short time, the D/A will give a zero (or fullscale) output, and then return to the required 1 LSB above the
previous reading. Such large transient spikes which differ
widely in amplitude and are extremely difficult to filter out,
are commonly known as "glitches", hence, a deglitcher is a
device which removes these glitches or reduces them to a set of
small, uniform pulses. It normally consists of a fast samplehold circuit, which holds the output constant until the switches
reach equilibrium. Glitch energy is smallest in fast-switching
DACs driven by fast logic gates that have little time-skew between 0-1 and 1-0 transitions.

line", determined empirically by manipulation of the gain
and lor offset to equa1ize maximum- positive and negative deviations of the 'actual transfer characteristics from this straight
line; or it can be a straight line passing through the end points
of the transfer ,characteristic after they have been calibrated
(sometimes referred to as "end-point" linearity). End-point
linearity drror is' similar to relative-accuracy error.
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Feedthrough
Undesirable signal coupling around switches or other devices
that 'are supposed to be turned off or provide isolation, e,g,.
feedthrough error in a multiplying DAC. It is variousiy specified in %, ppm, fractions of 1 LSB, or fractions of 1 volt, with
a given set of inputs, at a specified freql,lency.
Four-Q.l,Iadrant
In a multiplying DAC, "four quadrant" refers to the fact that
both the reference sig~al and the number represented by the
digital input may be of either positive or negative polarity. A
four-quadrant multiplier is expected to obey the rules of multi·
plication for algebraic sign.
'
.~

the "gain" of a converter is that analog scale-factor setting
that provides the noIIiinal conversion relationship, e.g., lOY
span'for a full-scale code- change, in a fixed-reference converter
F or fixed-reference converters where the use of the internal
reference is optional, the converter gain and the reference
may be specified separately. Gain- and zero-adjustment are
discussed l,Inder Zero.
Least-Significant Bit (LSB)
In a system in which a numerical magnitude is represented by
a series of binaty (i.e., two-valued) digits, the LSB is that bit
that carries the smallest value, or weight. For examp'le, in the
natural-binary number 1101 (decimal 13, or 2 3 + 22 + 0 + 2°),
the rightmost digit is the LSB. Its analog weight, relative to
full scale, is 2-n , where n is the number of binary digits. It represents the smallest analog change that can be resolved by an
n-bit converter.
Linearity
Linearity ertor of a converter (also, integral nonlinearity, see
Linearity. Differential),expressedin % or ppm of full-scale
range, or(sub)multiples of 1 LSB, is a deviation ofthe analog
values, in a plot of the measured conversion relationship, from
a straight line. The straight line can be either a "best straight
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NONLINlARITY

000 001 010 01' 100 101 110 '111

a. 'hLSB Nonlinearity Achieved
By Arbitrary Location of "Best
Straight I.Jne".

000 001 010 all 100 101 110 111

b. Nonlinearity Reference is
Straight Line Through End
Points. Nonlinearity> Y:.LSB
for Curve of a.

Comparison of Linearity Criteria for 3-Bit D/A Converter.
Straight Line Through End Points is Easier to Measure" Gives MoreConservative Specification.

For multiplying-D/A converters, the analog linearity error, at
a specified digital code, is defined in the same way as for multipliers, i.e., by deviation from a "best straight line" through the
plot of the analog output-input response.
Linearity, Differential
Any two adjacent digital codes should result in measured output values that are exactly 1 LSB apart (rn of full scale for an
n-bit converter). Any deviation of the measured "step" from
the ideal difference is called differential nonlinearity, expressed
in (sub)multiples of 1 LSB. It is an important specification,
because a differential1inearity error greater than 1 LSB can
lead to non-monotonic response in a D/A converter and
missed codes in an AID converter (see Differential Linearity
in the AID convert~r section for an illustration).
Monotonic
A DAC is said to be monotonic if the output either increases
or remains constant as the digital input increases, with the
result that the output will always be a single-valued function
of the input. The specification "monotonic" (over a given
temperature range) is sometimes substituted for a differential
nonlinearity specification, since differential nonlinearity less
than 1. LS'B is a sufficient condition for monotonic behavior.'
Most-Significant Bit (MSB) ,
In a system in which a numerical magnitude is represented
by a series of binaty (i.e., two-valued) digits, the MSB is that
digit (or bit) that carriesthe largest value of weight. For '
example, in the natural-binaty'number 1101 (decimal 13, or
23 + 22 + 0 + 2°), the leftmost "1" is the MSB, with a weight
of 2n -1, or 8 l-SBs.Its analog weight, relative to a DAC's fu11-

scale span, is Io!z. In bipolar DACs, the MSB indicates the polarity of the number represented by the rest of the bits.
Multiplying DAC
A multiplying DAC differs from a fixed-reference DAC in
being designed to operate with varying (or ac) reference
signals. The output signal of such a DAC is proportional to
the product of the "reference" (i.e., analog input) voltage
and the fractional equivalent of the digital input number
(see also [our-quadrant).
Noise, Peak and rms
Internally generated random noise is not a major factor in
D/A converters, except at extreme resolutions (e.g., DAC1138)
and dynamic ranges (AD7110). Random noise is characterized
by rms specifications for a given bandwidth, or as a spectral
density (current or voltage per root hertz); if the distribution
is Gaussian, the probability of peak-to-peak values exceeding
7x the rms value is less than 0.1% (see the waveform table in
Section 6).
Of much greater importance in DACs is interference in the
form of high-amplitude low-energy (hence low-rms) spikes appearing at the DAC's output, caused by coupling of digital
signals in a surprising variety of ways; they include coupling
via stray capacitance, via power supplies, via inadequate ground
systems, via feed through, and by glitch-generation. Their presence underscores the necessity for maximum application of the
designer'S art, including layout, shielding, guarding, grounding,
bypassing, and deglitching.
Offset
For almost all bipolar converters (e.g., ±10-volt output),
instead of actually generating negative currents to correspond to negative numbers, a unipolar DAC is used, and the
output is offset by half full scale (1 MSB). For best results,
this offset voltage or current is derived from the same reference supply that determines the gain of the converter.
This makes the zero point of the converter independent of
thermal drift of the reference, because the Io!z scale offset
cancels the weight of the MSB at zero, independently of the
amplitude of both.
Power-Supply Sensitivity
The sensitivity of a converter to changes in the power-supply
voltages is normally expressed in terms of percent-of-full-scale
change in analog output value (or fractions of 1 LSB) for a 1%
dc change in the power supply, e.g., O.OS%I%L':.Vs )' Power
supply sensitivity may also be expressed in relation to a specified dc shift of supply voltage. A converter may be considered
"good" if the change in reading at full scale does not exceed
±Io!z LSB for a 3% change in power supply. Even better specs
are necessary for converters designed for battery operation.
Quantizing Uncertainty (or "Error")
The analog continuum is partitioned into 2n discrete ranges
for n-bit processing. All analog values within a given range of
output (of a DAC) are represented by the same digital code,
usually assigned to the nominal midrange value. For applications in which an analog continuum is to be restored, there is

an inherent quantization uncertainty of ±Io!z LSB, due to limited resolution, in addition to the actual conversion errors. For
applications in which discrete output levels are desired (e.g.,
digitally controlled power supplies or digitally controlled
gains), this consideration is not relevant.
Resolution
An n-bit binary converter should be able to provide 2n distinct
and different analog output values corresponding to the set
of n-bit binary words. A converter that satisfies this criterion
is said to have a resolution of n bits. The smallest output
change that can be resolved by a linear DAC is 2-n of the fullscale span. However, a nonlinear device, sUl:h as the AD7110
audio attenuator has a logarithmic gain resolution of LSI
88.SdB = 1:S9dB, which corresponds to a gain increment
of 18.9%/step, or 26,600: 1.
Settling Time
The time required, following a prescribed data change, for the
output of a DAC to reach and remain within a given fraction
(usually ±Io!z LSB) of the final value. Typical prescribed changes
are full-scale, 1 MSB, and 1 LSB at a major carry. Settling time
of current-output DACs is quite fast. The major share of settling time of a volta:ge-output DAC is usually contributed by
the settling time of the output op-amp circuit.
Slew Rate (or Slewing Rate)
Slew rate of a device .or circuit is a limitation in the rate of
change of output voltage, usually imposed by some basic circuit consideration, such as limited current to charge a capacitor. Amplifiers with slew rate of a few V Ip.s are common, and
moderate in cost. Slew rates greater than about 7S voltslp.s are
usually seen only in more sophisticated (and expensive) devices.
The output slewing speed of a voltage-output D/A converter
is usually limited by the slew rate of the amplifier used at its
output (if one is used).
Stability
Stability of a converter usually applies to the insensitivity of
its characteristics to time, temperature, etc. All measurements
of stability are difficult and time consuming, but stability vs.
temperature is sufficiently critical in most applications to
warrant universal inclusion of temperature coefficients in
tables of specifications (see "Temperature Coefficient").
Staircase
A voltage or current, increasing in equal increments as a function of time and having the appearance of a staircase (in a time
plot), generated by applying a pulse train to a counter, and the
output of the counter to the input of a DAC.
A very simple AID converter can be built by comparing a staircase from a DAC with the unknown analog input. When the
DAC output exceeds the analog input by a fraction of 1 LSB,
the count is stopped, and the code corresponding to the count
is the digital output.
Switching Time
In a DAC, the switching time is the time it takes for the switch
to change from one state to the other ("delay time" plus "rise
time" from 10%-90%), but does not include settling time, e.g.
to<Io!zLSB.
"
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Temperature Coefficients
'
In general, temperature instabilities are expressed as %10 C,
ppmt C, as fractions of 1 LSB/o C, or asa change in a parameter over a specified temperature range. Measurements are usually made at room temperature and at the extremes of the
specified range, and the temperature coefficient (tempco, T.C.)
is defined as the change in the parameter, divided by the corresponding temperature change. Parameters of interest include
gain, .linearity, offset (bipolar), and zerd.
Gain Tempco: Two factors principally affect converter gain
stability with temperature.
a) In fixed-reference converters the reference source will
vary with tem·perature. For example, the tempco of an
ADS81L·is generally less than SppmtC
b) The reference circuitry and switches may add another
3ppmtC in good 12-bit converters (e.g. ADS66KIT).
High-resolution converters require much better tempcos
for accuracy commensurate with the resolution.
Linearity Tempco: Sensitivity of linearity ("integral" andl
or differential linearity) to temperature (in % FSR/C or
ppm FSR/ C) over the specified range. Monotonic behavior
is.achieved if the differential nonlinearity is less than 1 LSB
at any temperature in the range of interest. The differential
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nonlinearity temperature coefficient may be expressed as
a ratio, as·a maximum change over a temperature range,
and/or implied by a statement that the device is monotonic
.
over the specified temperature range.

Offset Tempco: The temperature coefficient of the a11DAC-switches-off (minus full scale) point of a bipolar converter (in % FSR/C or ppm FSR/C) depends on three
major factors:
a) The temp co of the r\!ference source
b) The voltage zero-stability of the output amplifier
c) The tracking capability of the bipolar-offset resistors and the gain resistors
Unipolar Zero Tempco (in % FSR/C,or ppm FSR/C): The
temperature stability of a unipolar fixed-reference DAC is
principally affected by current leakage (current-output
DAC), and offset voltage and bias current of the output
op-amp (voltage-output DAC).
Zero- and Gain-Adjustment Principles
The output of a unipolar DAC is set to zero volts in the allbits-off condition. The gain is set for F.S. (1 - 2- n) with all
bits on. The "zero" of an offset-binary bipolar DAC is set to
-F.S. with all bits off, and the gain is set for +F.S. (1- 2-<n -1»
with all bits on. The data sheet instructions should be followed.

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Complete-Low Power
12-Bit 0/A Converter

PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Bipolar Voltage Output: AD370
Unipolar Voltage Output: AD371
Low Power: 150mW max
Linearity: ±1/2LSB. -55°C to +125°C (S Version)
TTL/CMOS Compatible
Compatible with Standard 1a-Pin DAC Configurations
Hermetic 1a-Pin DIP
Factory Trimmed Gain and Offset
Guaranteed Monotonic Over Specified Temperature Range

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The AD370/AD371 is a complete 12-bit digital-to-analog converter fabricated with the most advanced monolithic and hybrid technologies. The design incorporates a low power monolithic CMOS DAC, precision high speed FET-input operational
amplifiers and a low dirft reference available in a hermetically
sealed package. This innovative design results in significant
performance advantages over conventional designs. The integral package-substrate combined with a lower chip count improves reliability over the standard low power hybrids of
.this type.
The converters come in two versions: AD370 with a bipolar
output voltage range (-lOV to +lOV) and AD371 with a unipolar output voltage range (0 to +lOY). Each device is internally laser trimmed for gain and offset to provide adjustment
free operation with only ±0.05% absolute error. The FET ,input
operational amplifiers optimize the speed vs. power trade-off
by settling to ll2LSB from a full scale transition in 35/ls with
maximum total power dissipation of only l50mW. The low
power monolithic CMOS DAC employs a current switched
silicon-chromium R-2R ladder to ensure that monotonicity is
maintained over the full temperature range.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD370/AD37l directly replaces other devices of this

type with significant increases in performance.
2. Reduced power consumption requirements (150mW max)
result in improved stability and shorter warm-up time.
3. The precision output amplifiers and CMOS DAC have been
optimized to settle within 1I2LSB for a full scale transition
in 3S/ls.
4. Reduced chip count and integral package-subsrate improve reliability.

5. System performance upgrading is possible without redesign.
6. Internally laser trimmed-no gain or offset a4justments are
required for specified accuracy.
7. The device is packaged in a hermetically-sealed ceramic 18
lead dual-in·line package. Processing to MIL-STD:883 Class
B is available.
8. The AD370/AD371 is a second-source for l8-pin 12-bit
DAC's of the same configuration.

The AD370/AD371 "K" and "S" features ±1I2LSB maximum
nonlinearity error. Its rated temperature ranges are 0 to +70oC
for the "J" and uK" versions and -55°C to +12SoC for the "S"
version.
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·SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at TA = +25°C, V= ±15 Volts

Model

AD370]

RANGE

-10 to +10

CODE

OCBI

LINEARITY ERROR
+2SoC

AD370K

AD370S'

AD371S 1

o to +10

Unit.
Volts

CBI
.1/2

112
112

Tmin -Tmax.

~nless otherwise noted)

AD371K

AD371J

112

112
112

112
112

LSS' max
LSB'max

0.3

0.3

%
%

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY
+2S o C
Tmia - Tmax

0.05
0.2

of FSR' max
of FSR' max

FULL SCALE SETTLING TIME
TO 1I2LSB

25(35 max)

p.s

INTERNAL REFERENCE

+10.0

Volts

2.10 .
0.8

V9lts min
Volts max

DIGITAL INPUTS
VINH
VINL

INPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT

±1.0

p.A

INPUT CAPACITANCE

8

pF

l'OWER SUPPLY REJECTION RATIO
+ISV Supply
-ISV Supply'

0.01
0.01

% FSR'I% Vs max
% FSR'I% Vs max

POWER SUPPLY CURRENTS
+ISV Supply
-ISV Supply

3.S(S max)
2.5(4 max)

mAmax
mAmax

POWER DISSIPATION

105(150 max) •

TEMPERATURE RANGE

o to +70

mW

-SS to +12S

NOTES
I

Also aVililable to MIL-STD-883. Level B.

LSB: Least Significant Bit
'FSR, Full Scale Range
·Specifications same as AD370J.
··Specifications same as AD371J.
···Specifications same as AD370S.

1

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Figure 1. Hermetically·Sealed Ceramic Package
Dimensions sho wn' in inches and (mm).
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0.010 +0.002
-0.001
( 0.25 +0.05 )
-0.02E

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA =+2SoC unless otherwise noted)
VDD (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
VEE (to GND) .......•..................... -17V
Digital Input Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VDD to GND
Storage Temperature ... '............. -65°C to +150 oC
CAUTION - ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVE DEVICES
The digital control inputs are zener protected; however permanent damage may occur on unconnected units under high
energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused units in conductive
foam at all times.

LSB

MSB
BIT2·

BIT 11

BIT3

BIT 10

BIT4

BIT9

BIT5

BITS

BIT6

BIT7

MIL-STD-8838
The rigors of the militarylaerospace environment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical srress, etc., demand the utmost
in electronic circuits. The AD370/AD371 with the inherent
reliability of integrated circuit construction, was designed
with these applications in mind, The hermetically-sealed, low
profile DIP package takes up a fraction of the space required
by equivalent modular designs and protects the chip from
hazardous environments. To further insure reliability, the
AD370/AD371 is offered with 100% screening to MIL-STD883, method S008.
Table 1 details the test procedures of MIL-STD-883. Analog
Devices subjects each part ordered with 883 screening to the
following tests on a 100% basis.
TEST

METHOD

1. Internal Visual

2017, Test Condition B

(Pre cap)
2. Stabilization Bake

Method 1008,24 hours @ +lS0~C

3. Temperature Cycling

Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -6SoC to +lS0o C

4. Constant Acceleration

Method 200 I, Test Condition B,
VI plane, 10kg

S. Seal, Fine and Gross

Method 1014, Test Condition A
and C

OUTPut

6. Burn-in Test

Method lOIS, Test Condition B,
160 hours@ +12S o C

TEST
POINT

GND

7. Final Electrical Tests

Performed 100% to all min and
max dc specifications on data pages

+1SV

-15V

8. External Visual

Method 2009

N/C

Figure 2. Pin Designations

Table 1.

+15vI9'---:!
...------~
...- - - I.~+15V
.
\::J
...L
SUPPL Y

I

.T. 1/lF

0.01/lF

'T' 1/lF

0.01/lF.,-

... COM

GND~~--=r=~------~=r=~--~

...SUPPLY
-15V

-15Vt1o'l------..........----------~_+_~--~

\!V

DIGITAL INPUT
111111111111
100000000000
011111111111
000000000000

NOMINAL ANALOG OUTPUT
0
4.9975 Volts
5.0000 Volts
9.9975 Volts

Figure 3. Power Supply Decoupling
Table 2. Code Table for the AD371 (CB/)
+15V

-15V

9

10

DIGITAL INPUT

AD370/AD371

11

12

111111111111
100000000001
100000000000
011111111111
000000000000

NOMINAL ANALOG OUTPUT
-10.000 Volts
-0.0097 Volt
-0.0048 Volt
0
9.9952 Volts

Table 3. Code Table for theAD370 (OCB/)
Figure 4. Burn-In Circuit
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ACCURACY
Accuracy.error of a D/Aconverter. is defined as the difference
between the analog output that is expected when a given 'digital code is applied and the output that is actually measured
with ·that code. applied to the converter. Accuracy error can
be caused by gain error, zero error or linearity error. The Initial accuracy of the. AD370/AD371 is trimmed to within
0.05% of full scale by laser trimming the gain. and zero errors.
Of the. error specifications, ,the linearity error specification is
the most important since it cannot be corrected by the user.
The linearity error of the AD3 701 AD 371 is specified over its
entire temperature range. This m.eans that the analog output
will not vary by more than ±1I2LSB maximum from an ideal
~traight line drawn between the.end points (inputs all "l's"
and all "O's~') over the specified operating temperature range of
of 0 to +70oCifor the "K" version and -55°C to +12SoC for
the "s" version.
The absolute accuracy of the AD3 701 AD3 71 has been guaranteed to :1;0.05% of full scale by internal factory trim of the
gaip and ,offset. External gain and offset adjustment terminals
have been made available to.allow fine adjustment to the
±0.012% accuracy level. The.measurement system used to
calibrate the output should be capable of stable resolution of
1/4LSB in the region of zero and full scale. The adjustment.
procedure, described below, should be carefully followed to
assure optimum converter performance.
The proper,connections for the offset and gain adjustments are
shown in Figure 5. For the AD3 71, apply a digital input of all
"l's" and adjust the offset potentiometer until a O.OOOV output is obtained. For the full-scale calibration apply a digital
input of all "l's" and adjust the gain potentiometer to
+9.9975 volts (see Table 2).

tive endpoint or a code of all "l's". Adjust the gain potentio~
meter until -10.000 volts is obtained on the output. .
+15V

20kU

II

+15V
10MU

PINS

---'IIV'v---O

I
I.

20kU

.15V

5MU
PIN'"
-'IN'v--O

-15V

OFFSET TRIM

GAIN TRIM

Figure 5. Optional External Ti'ims

SETTLING TIME
Settling time for each AD370/AD371 model is the total time
required for the output to settle within an 1I2LSB band
around its final value after a change in input (including
slew time). The settling time specification is given for a full
scale step which is 20V for the AD370 and 10V for the
AD371.
IMPROVED SECOND SOURCE
The substrate design of the AD370/AD371 provides for complete pin-for-pin compatibility with other 18-pin DAC's. The
AD370/AD371 is a superior direct replacementfor these
devices where the function of pins 7 and 8 allow. The versatility designed into the AD370/AD371 allows the function of
pin 7 and 8 to be modified to exactly second source each of
the other units. Information on other second source devices
with 4 quadrant multiplying capability is available from
Analog Devices.

The offset adjustment of the AD370is'made at the half-scale
code. Adjust the offset potentiometer until O.OOOV is obtained
on the output. The full-scale adjustment is made at the negaAnalog Devices
AD370KD
AD371KD
AD370SD
AD370SD/883B
AD371SD
AD371SD/883B

DAC346C-12BPG
DAC346C-12VP
DAC347LPC-12G
DAC347LPS-12G
DAC347LPC-12U
DAC34 7LPB-12 U

DAC356C-12
DAC356B-12

DAC356LPC-12
DAC356LPB-12

MN360
MN362
MN360H

MN370
MN371
MN370H

MN362H

MN371H.

Table 4. Cross Reference

AD370/AD371 ORDERING GUIDE
Output Voltage
Model
, AD370jN
AD370jD
AD37ljN
AD37ljD
AD370KN
AD370KD
AD37lKN
AD37lKD
AD370SD
AD370SD/883B
AD37lSD
AD37lSD/883B
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Package
Polymer Seal
Hermetic
Polymer Seal
Hermetic
Polymer Seal
Hermetic
Polymer Seal
Hermetic
Hermetic
Hermetic
Hermetic
Hennetic

Linearity
ILSB
ILS3
ILSB
ILSB
1f2LSB
1I2LSB
1I2LSB
1I2LSB
1I2LSB
112LSB
1I2LSB
1I2LSB

Range

-IOV to +IOV
-lOY to +IOV
o to +IOV
o to +IOV
-lOY to +IOV
-IOV to +IOV
o to +IOV
o to +lOV
-lOY to +lOV
-IOV to.+IOV
o to +IOV
I) to +IOV

Operating Temperature
Range
o to +70oC
o to +70oC
o to +70oC

o to +70°C

o to +70oC
o to +7QoC
o to +70oC
o to +70°C
-SSoC to +12SoC
_SSoC to +12SoC
-SSoC to +12S·C
-SSoC to +12SoC

MN3211
MN3210

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

,

DACPORTTM
Low Cost Complete
JLP- Compatible 8-Bit DAC
.0558

FEATURES
Complete 8-Bit DAC
Voltage Output - 2 Calibrated Ranges
Internal Precision Band-Gap Reference
Single-Supply Operation: +5V to +15V
Full Microprocessor Interface
Fast: 11ls Voltage Settling to ±1/2LSB
Low Power: 75mW
No User Trims
Guaranteed Monotonic Over Temperature
All Errors Specified Tmin to Tmax
Small 16-Pin DIP Package
Single Laser-Wafer-Trimmed Chip for Hybrids
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD558 DACPORT is a complete voltage-output g~bit
digital-to-analog converter, including output amplifier, full
microprocessor interface and precision voltage reference on a
single monolithic chip. No external components or trims are
required to interface, with full accuracy, an 8-bit data bus to
an analog system.
The performance and versatility of the DACPORT is a result of
several recently-developed monolithic bipolar technologies.
The complete microprocessor interface and control logic is
implemented with integrated injection logic (12 L), an extremely dense and low-power logic structure that is process-compatible with linear bipolar fabrication. The internal precision
voitage reference is the patented low-voltage band-gap circuit'
which permits full-accuracy performance on a single +5V to
+ 15V power supply. Thin-film silicon-chromium resistors
provide the stability required for guaranteed monotonic operation over the entire operating temperature range (all grades),
while recent advances in laser-wafer-trimming of these thinfilm resistors permit absolute calibration at the factory to
within ±lLSB; thus no user-trims for gain or offset are required. A new circuit design provides voltage settling to
± 1I2LSB for a full-scale step in l/.1s_ I
The AD558 is available in' four performance grades and two
·package types. The AD558J and K are specified for use over
the 0 to +70 oC .temperature range and are available in either a
16-pin hermetically-sealed side-brazed ceramic DIP or a lowercost 16-pin plastic DI\'. The AD558S and J' grades are specified for -55°C to +125°C operation and the hermeticallysealed ceramic package is standard. Processing to MIl-STD883, Class B is optional on Sand T grades.
.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The 8-bit I 2 l input register and fully microprocessorcompatible co'ntrollogic allows the AD558 to be directly
con-nected to 8- or 16-bit data buses and operated with
standard control signals. The latch may be disabled for
direct DAC interfacing.
2. The laser-trimmed on-chip SiCr thin-film resistors are calibrated for absolu te accuracy and linearity at the factory.
Therefore, no user trims are necessary for full rated accuracy over the operating temperature range.
3. The inclusion of a precision low-voltage band-gap reference
eliminates the need to specify and apply a separate reference source.
4. The voltage-switching structure of the AD558 DAC section
along with a high-speed output amplifier and laser-trimmed
resistors give the user a choice of OV to +2.56V or OV to
+ 10V output ranges, selectable by pin-strapping. Circuitry
is internally compensated for minimum settling time on
both ranges; typically settling to ± 1I2LSB for a full-scale
2.55 volt step in 700ns.
5. The AD558 is designed and specified to operate from a
single +4;5V to +16.5V power supply.
6. Low digital input currents, 100/.lA max, minimize bus
loading. Input thresholds are TTL/low voltage CMOS
compatible over the entire operating Vcc range.

(continued on page 9-16)

'Covered by U.S. Patent No. 3,887,863.
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•

SPECIFICATIONS

(typical.@ TA =+25°e; Vee =+5V to +15V unless otherwise specified)
ADSS8J

RESOLUTION

B Bits

RELATIVE ACCURACY'
o to +70 oC
_SSoc to+12SoC

±1I2LSB max

OUTPUT
Ranges
Current, Source
Sink
OUTPUT SETTLING TIMEs
o to 2.S6 volt ran~e
o to 10 volt range
FULL SCALE ACCURACY
@ 25°C
.
Tmin toTmax

ZERO ERROR
@2SoC
Tmin toTmax

ADSS8T 1

ADSSBK

j\tODEL

±1/4LSB max

*

±3/4LSB max
OV to +2.S6V
OV to +10V 3
+5mA
Internal Passive
Pull-Down to Ground4

+5mAmin

**

±3IBLSB max

:1= • •

O.B~s (1.5~smax)
2.0~s (3.0~s

max)

*

±1.SLSB (±0.6%) max
±2.SLSB (±1.0%) max

±0.5LSB (±0.2%) max *
±lLSB (±O.4%) max
*

*.

±lLSB max
±2LSB max

±1I2LSB max
±lLSB max

*.*
**

**

MONOTONICITy6
Tmin to Tmax

*

Guaranteed

DIGITAL INPUTS
Tmin toTmax

Input Current
Data Inputs, Voltage
Bit On - Logic "1"
Bit Off - Logic "0"
Control Inputs, Voltage
On - Logic "1'~
Off - Logic "0"

±lOO~Amax.

•

*

2.0Vmin
O.BVmax
2.0Vmin
O.BVmax

•

TIMING?
Tmin to Tmax

lOOns min
lOnsmax
lOOns min

tw (Strobe Pulse Width)
tDH (Data Hold Time)
IDs (Data Set-Up Time)
POWER SUPPLY
Operating Voltage Range (Vee)
2.S6 Volt Range
10 Volt Range
Current (ICC>
Rejection Ratio

+4.SV to +l6.5V
,+l1.4V to +l6.SV
l5mA typ, 25mA max
0.03%1% max

POWER DISSIPATION, Vee = SV
Vee =lSV

7SmW (l2SmWmax)
225mW (375mW max)

OPERATING TEMPERATURE
RANGE
Tmin
Tmax

•
*

.*

.*.
•• *

NOTES
'Tbe AD558S and AD558T are available fully processed and.screened to the requirements of
• Specifications same as ADSSS).
MIL-STD-883, Class B. A complete description is given on page 9-16 of this data sheet. Order
"Specifications same as ADSS8K.
ADS58SD/883B or ADSS8TD/883B.
,
••• Specifications same as ADS,5SS:
• Relative Accuracy is defined as the deviation of the code transition points from the ideal
Specifications subject to change without notice.
transfer point on a straight line from tbe zero to the full scale of the device.
• Operation of the 0 to 10 volt output range requires a minimum supply volt"lle of +11.4 volts.
.rPassive pull-down resistance is 2k!1 for 2.S6 volt range, 10kll for 10 volt range.
.
• Settling time is specified for a positive-going fuJl'1lCaie step. Negative-going steps to zero are
slower ..but can be improved with an external pull-down. See page 9-19 of this data sheet for details.
• A monotonic converter bas a maximum differential linearity error·of ±lLSB.
• See Figure 8, page,9-18.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Vee to Ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0Vto +18V
Digital Inputs (Pins 1-10) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to Vee
VOUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indefinite Shon to Ground
Momentary Shon to Vee
Power Dissipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S0mW
Storage Temperature Range
N (plastic) Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . _25°C to +100°C
D (ceramic) Package. . . . . . . . . . . . . -SSoC to +lS0°C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10 second) . . . . . . . . . . 300°C
Thermal Resistance
Junction to Ambient (Junction to Case)
N (plastic) Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140(SStCIW
D (ceramic) Package. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100(30)oCIW

•

(LSB) DBO

VOUT

DB'

'5

VOUT SENSE

DB2

'4

VOUT SELECT

DB3

'3

,.

DB4
DBS

I~r
0.085
(2.18)

oBO
(LSB)

D.'

GND

"

DBB

GNo

VOUT SELECT QND

'bUT

'8

AD558

CHIP AVAILABILITY
The ADSS8 is available in laser-trimmed, passivated chip form.
Figure 2 shows th.e ADSS8 metalization pattern bonding pads
and dimensions. All four grades are available with guaranteed
temperature specifications from +2S oC to Tmax. Consult the
factory for details.

+Vcc

Os

'0

Figure 2. AD558 Chip Bonding Diagram
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))

CE

(MSBI DB7

TOP VIEW

Figure 1. AD558 Pin Configuration

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (tnrn).

D (CERAMIC) PACKAGE

-'-,(C]]
PIN, IDENTIFIER

~O.81

I t:-

120.57) MAX

0.43 (1D.921

-:---1
I

-:t

{=-~~~::,'"
[0.451

11ft

nw1mT

0.035

--L

10.89)

:.!t

~

1---1-1.

0.032
10.81)

0.0&
n21)

-l ~
0'
12.541

i!~.l~)·--l
ADSS8 ORDERING GUIDE

Model
ADSS8]N

ADSS8KN
ADSS8]D

ADSS8KD
ADSS8SD
ADSS8SD/883B

AD5S8TD
ADS 58TD/883B

Package

l-emperature

Plastic
Plastic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic

o to +70°C
o to +70oC
o to +70oC
o to +70 oC
-SSoC to
-SSoC to
-SSoC to
-55°C to

+12S o C

+12S°<:
+12SoC
+12S oC

Relative Accuracy Full-Scale
Error, Max
Error Max
Tmin to Tmax
Tmin to Tmax
±1/2LSB
±2.SLSB
±1LSB
±1/4LSB
±2.SLSB
±1I2LSB
±lLSB
±1/4LSB
±2.SLSB
±3/4LSB
±2.SLSB
±3/4LSB
±lLSB
±3/8LSB
±1LSB
±3/8LSB
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(continued from page 9-13)
7. The single-chip, low power 12L design of theADSS8 is
inherently more reliable than hybrid multi-chip or conventional single-chip bipolar designs. The AOSS8S and T
grades, which are specified over the -SSoC to +12SoC
temperature range, are ,available fully processed to
MIL-STD-883, ClassB.
8. All AOSS8 grades are available in chip form with guaranteed specifications from +2S o C to Tmax. MIL-STO-883,
Class B processing is standard on Analog Devices bipolar
chips. Contact the factory for additional chip information.
CIaCUIT DESCalPTION
The,ADS88 consists of four major functional blocks, fabricated' on a single monolithic chip (see Figure 3), The main
D to A converter section uses eight, equally-weighted laser-trimmed current sources switched into a silicon-chromium 'thinfilm al2a resistor ladder network to give a direct but unbuffered OmVto 400mV output range. The transistors that form
the OACswitches are PNPs; this allows direct positive-voltage
logic interface and a zero-based output range.

CONTROL
INPUTS

...--'---,

cs

CE

.

DIGITAL INPUT DATA

lsa

MSB

D80 081 DB2 DBa DM DlI6 086 b87

.
+Vcc

l

GND

GND

~ ~

The internal precision voltage reference is of the patented
band-gap type. This design produces a reference voltage of 1.2
volts and thus, unlike 6.3 volt temperature-compensated zeners,
may be operated from a single, low-voltage logic power supply.
The microprocessor interface logic consists of an 8-bit data
latch and control circuitry. Low-power, small geometry and
high-speed are advantages of the 12L design as applied to this
section. 12 L is bipolar process compatible so that the performance of the analog sections nee~ not be compromised to provide on-chip logic capabilities. The control logic allows the
latches to be operated from a decoded microprocessor address and write signal. ,!0he aeF!.ication does not involve a
j.lP or data bus, wiring CS and CE to ground renders the latches
,"transparent" for direct DAC ,access.
MIL-STD-883
The rigors of the military/aerospace environment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc., Aemand the_utmost
in electronic circuits. The ADSS8, with the inherent reliability
of integrated circuit construction, was designed with these
applications in mind. The available hermetically-sealed, low
profile DIP package ("0" suffix) takes up a fraction of the
space required by eqdivalent modular designs and protects
the chip from hazardous environments. To further ensure
reliability, military-temperature range AOSS8 grades Sand T
are available 100% ,screened to MIL-STD-883, Class B, method
5004, Table 1 details the test procedure.
TEST

METHOD

1) Internal Visual

Method, 2010, Test Condition B

(Pre cap)
VOUT

VOUT SENSE

L-......""".(

2) Stabilization Bake

Method 1008,24 hours@ +150oC

3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -6,oC to +150°C

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2001, Test Condition E,
Y1 plane, 30kg

5) Seal, Fine and Gross

Method 1014, Test Condition A
and C

6) Burn-in Test

Method 1014, Test Condition B,
160 hours@ +125°C min

7) Final Electrical Tests

Performed 100% to all min and
max de specifications on data pages.

8) External Visual

Method 2009

'loUT SELECT ~

Figure 3. AD558 Functional Block Diagram

The high-speed output buffer amplifier is operated in the noninverting mode with gain determined by the user-connections
at the output range select pin. The gain-setting application
resistors are thin-film laser-trimmed to match and track the
OAC resistorsand to assure,precise initial calibration of the
two output ranges, OV to 2.S6V and OV to 10V. The amplifier
output stage'is an NPN transistor with passive pull-down for
zero-based output capability with a single power supply.

Table 7. MI L-STD-883, Class 8 Test Procedures

"
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CONNECTING THE AD558
The AD558 has been configured for ease of application. All
reference, output amplifier and logic connections are made
internally. In addition, all calibration trims are performed at
the factory assuring specified accuracy without user trims. The'
only connection decision that must be made by.the user is a
single jumper to select output voltage range. Clean circuitboard layout is facilitated by isolating all digital bit inputs on
one side of the package; analog outputs are on the opposite side.
Figure 4 shows the two alternative output range connections.
The OV to 2.56V range may be selected for use with any
power supply between +4.5V and +16.5V. The OV to 10V
range requires a power supply of +11.4V to +16.5V.
Because of its precise factory calibration, the ADS 58 is intended to be operated without user trims for gain and offset;
therefore no provisions have been made for such user-trims.
If a small increase in scale is required, however, it may be accomplished by slightly altering the effective gain of the output
buffer. A resistor in series with VOUT SENSE will increase the
output range.
For example if a OV to 10.24V output range is desired (40mV
= 1LSB), a nominal resistance of 850n is required. It must be

remembered that, although the internal resistors all ratiomatch and track, the absolute tolerance of these resistors is
typically ±20% and the absolute TC is typically -50ppm/oC
(0 to -lOOppm/C). That must be considered when re-scaling
is performed. Figure 5 shows the recommended circuitry for a
full-scale output range of 10.24 volts. Internal resistance values
shown are nominal.
NOTE: Decreasing the scale by putting a resistor in series with
GND will not work properly due to the code-dependent currents in GND. Adjusting offset by injecting dc at GND is not
recommended for the same reason.

IISBlllllilllillS
>-f1!l---~- VOUT
6040

Figure 5. 10.24 V Full-Scale Connection

GROUNDING AND BYPASSING·
All precision converter products require careful application of
good grounding practices to maintain full rated performance.
Because the AD558 is intended for application in microcompu ter systems where digital noise is prevalent, special care must
be taken to assure that its inherent precision is realized.
The AD558 has two ground (common) pins; this minimizes
ground drops and noise in the analog signal path. Figure 6
shows how the ground connections should be made.
It is often advisable to maintain separate analog and digital
grounds throughout a complete system, tying them common
in one place only. If the common tie-point is remote and accidental disconnection of that one common tie-point occurs
due to card removal with power on, a large differential voltage between the two commons could develop. To protect devices that interface. to both digital and analog parts of the
system, such as the AD558, it is recommended that common
ground tie-points should be provided at each such device. If
only one system ground can be connected directly to the
AD558, it is recommended that analog common be selected.

It--4--- TO SYSTEM

GNO

---~ TO SYSTEM GNO

O.1"F

(SEE TEXT)

lllJo...:::'----- TO SVSTEM Vee
a. OV to 2.56V Output Range
Figure 6. Recommended Grounding and Bypassing

POWER SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS
The AD5 58 is designed to operate from a single positive power
supply voltage. Specified performance is achieved for any supply voltage between +4.5V and +16.5V. This makes the
AD558 ideal for battery-operated, portable, automotive or
digital main-frame applications.

b. OV to 10V Output Range
Figure 4. Connection Diagrams

The only consideration in selecting a supply voltage is that, in
order to be able to use the OV to 10V output range, the power
supply voltage must be between +l1.4V and +16.5V. If, however, the OV to 2.56V range is to be used, power consumption
will be minimized by utilizing the lowest available supply
voltage (above +4.5V).
·For additional insight, "An IC Amplifier Users' Guide to Decoupling,
Grounding and Making Things Go Right For A Change", is available
at no charge from any Analog Devices Sales Office.
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TlMlNGAND CONTROL
_ The ADS 58 has data input latches that simplify interface to
8~ and 16-bit data buses. These latches are controlled by Chip
Enable (CE) and Chip Select (CS) inputs. pins 9 and 10 respectively. CE and CS are internally "NORed" so that the latches
transmit input data to the DAC section when both CE and CS
are at Logic "0". If the application does not involve a dati
bus. a "00" condition allows for direct operation of the DAC.
When either CE or CS go to Logic "1". the input data is
latched into the registers and held until both CE and CS return
to "0". (Unused CE or-CS inputs should be tied to ground.)
The>truth table is given in Table II. The logic function is also
shown in Figure 7.

Input Data

CE

CS

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

1

I
I

0
1
0
1

I
I

0
0_

X·

X
X

1

X

Notes:

DACData

Lateh
Condition

"tra!lsparent"
"transparent"
0
latching
latchhg
0
latching
1
latching
previous da.ta latched
previous data latched
0

1

=Does not matter
I =Logic Threshold at Positive-Going Transition
X

. Figure 8 shows the timing for the data and control signals;
CE and CS at:e identical in timing as well as in function.
I

VALID,

VALID. :
DATA:

DATA
DATA

INPUTS

,
.r,f-------I :

ei'ORn

I

I

I I:

J:

DAC

V OUTPUT

tw .. Strobe pulse width
tDH = Oata'holdtime
tos ;;; Data setup time
'ltatding ;;; OAe output settling tim~ to 11/2LSB

Figure 8. AD558 Timing

USE OF VOUT SENSE
Separate access to the feedback resistor of tbe output amplifier allows additional application versatility. Figure 9a shows
how I X R drops in long lines to remote loads may·be cancelled
by putting the drops "inside the loop". Figure 9b shows how
the separate sense may be used to provide a higher output current by feeding back around a simple current booster.

Table II. A'D558 Control Logic Truth Table

INPUT DATA

CE~
I },.--1

I

DACDAT0.

I-

a. Compensation for I x R Drops in Output Lines
Vee

I

\,

1'----

)--'-"'-="'---+--

Figure 7. AD558 Control Logic Function
b. OUtput Current Booster
Figure 9. Use of VOUT sense
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VOUT

OV TO +2.SBV

OPTIMIZING SETTLING TIME _
In order to provide single-supply operation and zero-based
output voltage ranges, the ADSS8 output stage has a passive
"pull-down" to ground. As a result, settling time for negativegoing output steps may be longer than for positive-going output steps. The relative difference depends on load resistance
and capacitance. If a negative power supply is available, the
negative-going settling time may be improved by adding a pulldown resistor from the output to the negative supply as shown
in Figure 10. The value of the resistor should be such that, at
zero voltage out, current through that resistor is 0.5mA max.

VOUT

M'I ~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""Lr_....:;~"-j

DATA BUS
VOUT

R!I'I~ ~

GATED DECODED ADDRESS

AD558

-+

VOUT SENSE

a

a. 6800/AD558 Interface
~J~P~~IVE

Rp_D = 2.

I VEE I

VEE

(in kn)

Figure 10. Improved Settling Time

BIPOLAR OUTPUT RANGES
The AD5S8 was designed for operation from a single power
supply and is thus capable of providing only unipolar (OV to
+2.56 and OV to 10V) outpu.t ranges. If a negative supply is
available, bipolar output ranges may be achieved by suitable
output offsetting and scaling. Figure 11 shows how a ±1.28
volt output range may be achieved when a -5 volt power supply is available. The offset is provided by the AD589 precision
1.2 volt reference which will operate from a +5 volt supply.
The ADS44 output amplifier can provide the necessary ±1.28
volt output swing from ±5 volt supplies. Coding is complementary offset binary.

..sV

INPUT CODe

VOUT

00000000
10000000
"'1111'

+1.28V

80801\

•

DATA BUS

-~~

DECODED ADDRESS SELECT PULSE

-+

a

b. 8080A/AD558 Interface

ov

+1.27V
COP 1802, MWR ~

or

DECODED ADDRESS SELECT PULSE .....

Figure ". Bipolar Operation of AD558 from ±5V Supplies

INTERFACING THE ADSS8 TO MICROPROCESSOR DATA
BUSES·
The AD558 is configured to act like a "write only" location·
in memory that may be made to coincide with a read only
memory location or with a RAM location. The latter case
allows data previously written into the DAC to be read back
later via the RAM. Address decoding is partially complete for
either ROM or RAM. Figure 12 shows interfaces for three
popular microprocessor systems.

a

c. 1802/AD558 Interface
Figure 12. Interfacing theAD558 to Microprocessors

*The microprocessor-interface capbilities of the AD558 are, extensive.
A comprehensive application note. "Interfacing the AD558 8-Bit DAC
to Mic.roprocessors" is available from any Analog Devices Sales Office
upon request, free of charge. (Available Spring of 1980).
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AD558 Performance
LSB
1,75
1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25

(tYpical @+25°C, VCC,=+5V to +15\1 unless otherwise noted)

- - ALLAD558
- - -, - AD558S, T

DATA INPUT,
TTL LEVELS

0

FULL
SCALE
ERROR

-0.25
-0.50
-0.75
-1.00

, .VOUT,

1 LSB/DIV

-55

-25

0

-1'25

°c

+50 +75 ~ 100 +125

HORJZONTAL: 200ns/DIV

1LSB=0.39%OF FULL·SCALE

Figure 13, Full Scale Accuracy vs. Temperature
Performance of AD558

Figure 16. AD558 Settling Characteristic Detail
OV to 2.56V Olltput Range Full-Scale Step

LSB
- - - ALL AD558
- - - - AD558S, T

1/2
OFFSET
ZERO

DATA INPUT,
TTL LEVELS

1/4

0
-55 -25

0

+25

+50

+75 +100 +125

·C
VOUT,

-1/4

1/2 LSB/DIV
-1/2
1 LSB = 0.39% OF FULL·SCALE
HORIZONTAL: 5OOns/DIV

Figure 14. Zero Drift VB. Temperature Performance
ofAD558

Figure 17. A 0558 Settling Characteristic Detail
OV to 10V Output Range Full-Sca/e Step

mA
16

Ice

CSANDCE

14

------------

12
·10

STROBE PULSE
. DATA IN,
ALL BITS
VOUT,

OVT02.56V
RANGE
4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

VOLTS

HORIZONTAL: 100ns/DIV

Vec
Figure 15. Quiescent Current VB. Power Supply
Voltage for AD558
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Figure 18. AD558 Logic Timing

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Low Cost 10-Bit
Monolithic 01A Converter

Low Cost
Complete Current Output Converter
High Stability Buried Zener Reference
Laser Trimmed to High Accuracy (1/4LSB Max Error,
AD561K, T)
Trimmed Output Application Resistors for 0 to +10, ±5
Volt Ranges
Fast Settling - 250ns to 1/2LSB
Guaranteed Monotonicity Over Full Operating Temperature
Range
TTL/DTL and CMOS Compatible (Positive True Logic)
Single Chip Monolithic Construction
Hermetically-Sealed Ceramic DIP (All Grades)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS61 is an integrated circuit 10-bit digital-to-analog
converter combined with a high stability voltage reference
fabricated on a single monolithic chip. Using 10 precision highspeed current-steering switches, a control amplifier, voltage
reference, and laser-trimmed thin-film SiCr resistor network,
the device produces a fast, accurate analog output current.
Laser trimmed output application resistors are also included to
facilitate accurate, stable current-to-voltage conversion; they
are trimmed to 0.1 % accuracy, thus eliminating external trimmers in many situations.
Several important technologies combine to make the ADS61
the most accurate and most stab.le 10-bit DAC available. The
low temperature coefficient, high stability thin-film network
is trimmed at the wafer level by a fine resolution laser system
to 0.01% typical linearity. This results in an accuracy specification of ±1I4LSB max for the K and T versions, and 1/2LSB
max for the J and S versions.
The ADS61 also incorporates a low noise, high stability subsurface zener diode to produce a reference voltage with excellent
long term stability and temperature cycle characteristics which
challenge the best discrete zener references. A temperature
compensation circuit is laser-trimmed to allow custom correction of the t~mperature coefficient of each device. This results
in a typical full-scale temperature coefficient of lSppm/C; the
T.C. is tested and guaranteed to 30ppm/C max for the K and
T versions, 6Oppm/o C max for the S, and 80ppm/ C for the J. '
All grades are packaged in a 16-pin hermetically-sealed ceramic
dual-in-line package. The ADS61J and K versions are specified
for operation over the 0 to +70°C temperature range, the,
ADS61S and T lor operati,?n over the full military temperature
rangefrom-SS Cto+12S C.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Advanced monolithic processing and laser trimming at the
wafer level have made the ADS61 the most accurate 10-bit
converter available while keeping costs consistent with large
volume integrated circuit production. The ADS61K and T
have 1I4LSB max relative accuracy and 112LSB max differential nonlinearity. The low T.C. R-2R ladder guarantees
that all ADS61 units will be monotonic over the entire
operating temperature range.
2. Digital system interfacing is simplified by the use of a positive true straight binary code. The digital input voltage
threshold is a function of the positive supply level; connecting Vee to the digital logic supply automatically sets the
threshold to the proper level for the logic family being used.
Logic sink current requirement is only 2Sp.A.
3. The high speed current steering switches are designed to
settle in less than 2S0ns for the worst case digital code
transition. This allows construction of successive-approximation AID converters in the 3 to Sp.s range.
4. TheADS61 has an output voltage compliance range from
-2 to +10 volts, thus allowing direct current-to-voltage
conver~ion with just an output resistor, omitting the op amp.
The 40Mn open collector output impedance results in negligible errors due to output leakage currents.
S. Every ADS61 is subjected to a 24 hour stabilization bake
at 150°C, a gross leak test and a 24 hour burn-in at 12SoC
to ensure reliability and long term stability.
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SPECIFICATIONS
"

(TA =+25°C. Vee =+5V. Vee =-15V. unless otherwise specified)

MODEL

TYP

MIN

RESOLUTION

10 Bits

ACCURACY (Erro~ Relative
to Full Scale)

tll4
(0.025)

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY

tll2

..
DATA INPUTS
TTL. Vee ='+5V
Bit ON 'Logic "I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"

,

ADS61K

ADS61]

"

MAX

MIN

TYP

MAX

UNITS

10 Bits
tll2
(O.O~)

tllS
(0.012)

±1/4
(0.025)

LSB
%ofF.S.

t1/4

tll2

LSB

•

V
V

•

V
V

,

,+2.0
+0'.8

CMOS.IOV~Vee ~16.5V
(See Figure 1)

,Bit ON Logk "1"
70% Vee
Bit OFF Logic "0"
LQgic Currerit (Each Bit) (Tmin to Tmax)
Bit ON Logic "1"
Bit OFF Logic "0"
OUTPUT
Current
Unipolar
Bipolar
Resistance (Exclusive of
Application Resistors)
Unipolar Zero (All Bits OFF)
Capacitance
Compliance Voltage
SETTLING TIME TO 1/2LSB
All Bits ON-to-OFF or OFF-to-ON

•
30% Vee

'~5

+100
-25

1.5
tQ,75

2.0
±1.0

2.4
t1.2

-2

40M
0.01
25
-3

+5

0.05
+10

250

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Vee. +4.5V dcto +16.5V de
VEE' -10.8V dc to -16.5V dc
POWER SUP,PLY GAIN SENSITIVITY
Vee. +4.5V dc to +16.SV dc
VEE' -1O.8V dc to -16.SV dc

2

10

4

25

TEMPERATuRE RANliE
Operating
Storage

o to +70
-65 to +150

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
With Internal Reference
Unipolar Zero
Bipo!ar Zero
Full Scale
Differential Nonlinearity

1
2
15
2.5

MONOTONICITY I

·

8

10

12

16

10
20
80

Guaranteed over full
operating temp. range

•

•

nA
JJ.A

·
•
· ·••
·•
· ·
·
•
·
··

·
·•
·•
·
•
·

rnA
rnA

•
•

•
•

°c
°c

.1
2
15

5
10
30

ppmofF.Sfc
ppmofF.Sfc
ppmofF.Sfc
ppm of F.sfc

inA
rnA
n
%ofF.S.
pF
V
ns

•

2.5

ppm ofF.S.I%
ppm of F .S.I%

Guaranteed over full
operating temp. range

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGES (See Figs.S. 6)

o to +10
-5 to +5

•
•

V
V

CALIBRATION ACCURACY
Full Scale Error with Fixed 25n
Resistor
Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed IOn
Resistor

to.l

•

%ofF.S.

to.1'

•

%ofF.S.

•

% ofF.S.
%ofF.S.

CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT
RANGE
\
Full Scale (With son Trimmer)
Bipolar Zero (With 20n Trimmer)
'Specifications same as AD561J spec•.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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±O.S
±0.2

·

MIN

MODEL

AD561S
TVP

ACCURACY (Error Relative
to Full Scale)

±lI4
(0.025) .

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY

±lI2

SETTLING TIME TO II2LSB
All Bits ON-to-DFF or OFF -to-DN
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Vee. +4.5V dc to +16.5V dc
VRR • -IO.SV dc to -16.5V dc
POWER SUPPLY GAIN SENSITIVITY
Vee. +4.5V de to +16.5V de
VEE' -lO.SV de to -16.5V de
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
With Internal Reference
Unipolar Zero
Bipolar Zero
Full Seale
Differential Nonlinearity
MONOTONICITY
PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGES (See Figs. 5.6)

AD561T
TVP

±lIS
(0.012)

±1/4

(0.025)

LSB
%of F.S.

±lI4

±1/2

LSB

••

V
V

..
+O.S

••

70% Vee
30% Vee
+20
-25

+100
-100

1.S
±0.75

2.0
±l.0

2.4
±l.2

-2

40M
0.01
25
-3

0.05
+10

250
6
11

10
16

2
4

10
25

-55to+125
-65 to +150

10
I
20
2
15
60
2.5
Guaranteed over full
operating temp. range

o to +10
-S to +5

..••
..•• ....
....
.. ....
..

....
....

....
1
2
IS
2.5

..
....
....
..

..

....
....
....
5
10

30

V
V
nA
jl.A

rnA
rnA
51
%ofF.S .
pF
V
ns
mA
mA
ppm of F.S.I%
ppm ofF.S.I%
DC
DC

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

ofF.sfc
ofF.sfc
ofF.sfc
ofF.sfc

Guaranteed over fuW
operating temp. range

...••

CALIBRATION ACCURACY
Full Seale Error with Fixed 2551
Resistor
Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed 1051
Resistor

±O.I

••
••

CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT
RANGE
Full Scale (With SOn Trimmer)
Bipolar Zero (With 2051 Trimmer)

±0.5
±0.2

••

±O.I

UNITS

MAX

10 Bits
±lI2
(0.05)

+2.0

Logic Current (Eaeh Bit) (Tmin to Tmax)
Bit ON Logic "I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"
OUTPUT
Current
Unipolar
Bipolar
ResistlU)ce (Exclusive of
Application Resistors)
Unipolar Zero (All Bits OFF)
Capacitance
Compliance Voltage

MIN

10 Bits

RESOLUTION

DATA INPUTS
TTL. Vee = +5V
Bit ON Logic" I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"
CMOS. 10V';;; Vee';;; 16.5V
(See Figure 1)
Bit ON Logic" I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"

MAX

..

V
V

%ofF.S:
%of F.S .

%ofF.S .
% of F.5.

"Specificationl IIUI1C as ADS61S specs.
Specifications subject to chllJlC without notice.
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DIGITAL LOGIC INTERFACE
All standard positive supply logic families interface easily with
the AD561. The digital code is positive true binary' (all bits
high, Logic "I ",gives positive full scale output). The logic input
load factor (100nA max atLogic "1", -25j.1Amax at Logic "0",
3pF capacitance), is less than one equivalent digital load for all
logic families, including unbuffered CMOS. The digital threshold is set internally as a function of the positive supply, as
showll in Figure 1. For most applications, connecting Vee to
the positive logic supply will set the threshold at the proper
level for maximum noise immunity. For nonstandard applications, refer to Figure 1 for threshold levels. Uncommitted bit
input lines will assume a "1" state (similar to TTL), but they
are high impedance and subject to noiSe pickup. Unuse.d digital
inputs should be connected directly to ground or Vee, as
desired.

~

14

>
I

MAX INPUT

I-

>

~Vcc

Q

....

~w
a:

j!:

....

~
C1

Q

POSITIVE SUPPLY VOLTAGE, Vee - Volts

Figure 1. Digital Threshold Vs. Positive Supply
0,01010.25)

,Q~,~.l,
7~~lliLI
---1

r

THE AD561 OFFERS TRUE 10-BIT RESOLUTION OVER
FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE
ACCURACY: Analog Devices defines accuracy as the maximum deviation of the actual, adjusted DAC output (see following page) from the ideal analog output (a straight line drawn
from 0 to F.S. - 1LSB) for any bit combination. The AD561
is laser trimmed to 1/4LSB (0.025% of F.S.) maximum error
at +2SoC for the. K and Tversions - 1I2LSB for the J and S.·
MONOTONICITY: A DAC is said to be monotonic jf-the.output either increases or remains constant for increasing digital
inputs such that the output will always be a single-valued function of the input. All versions of the ADS61 are monotonic
over their full operating temperature range.
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY: Monotonic behavior
requires. that the· differential nonlinearity error be less than
·lLSB both at +2SoC and over the temperature range of interest. Differential nonlinearity is the measure of the variation in
analog value, normalized to full scale, associated with a 1LSB
change in digital input code. For example, for a 10 volt full
scale output, a change of lLSB in digital input code should
result in a 9.8mV change in the analog output (lLSB =10V x
111024 = 9.8mV). If in actual use, however, a 1LSB change in
the input code results in a change of only 2.45mV (1I4LSB) in
analog output, the differential nonlinearity error would be
7.3SmV, or 3/4LSB. The AD561K and T have a max differentiallinearity error of 1I2LSB .
The differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient must also
be considered if the device is to remain monotonic over its full
operating temperature range. A differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient of 2.5ppm/C could under worst case conditions for a temperature change of +2SoC to +12SoC add
0.02S% (100 x 2.5ppm/oC of error). The resulting error could
then be as much as 0.025% + 0.025% =0.05% of F.S. (1I2LSB
represents 0.05% of F .S.). To be sure of accurate performance
all versions of the AD561 are therefore 100% tested to be
monotonic over the full operating temperature range.

0.095 (2.41) .

I---- O.BOO:l:O.(U ~

-L~I
~~- I~
To

IO~I..

.

~

[I

f..H-1-

~

0.050

-:i'8

0.100

11.271

(0.461

(2.64)

16.pIN DUAL·iN·L1NE

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

THE AD581 IS AVAILABLE IN A LASER TRIMMED CHIP FORM. THE CHIP OFFERS MORE APPLICATION
FLEXIBILlTV THAN THE 16-PIN PACKAGED DEVICE. PLEASE CONSULT CHIP CATALOG FOR
APPLICATION DETAILS.

Figure 3. Chip Bonding Diagram

Figure 2.

AD561 ORDERING GUIDE
. MODEL
ADS61J
ADS61K
ADS61S
AD561S1883B'
ADS6!T
AD561TI883B'

TEMP RANGE

ACCURACY
@+2SoC

GAINT.C.
(ofF.sfc)

o to +70oC
o to t700C

±~LSB max
±14LSB max

-55 to +12S oC

±IhLSB max

-SS to +12S·C
-55 to +125·C
-55 to +125·C

±~LSB max
±14LSB max
±14LSB max

80ppm max
30ppm max
60ppm max
60ppm max
30ppm max
.3Oppm max

·The ADS61S/883B and ADS61T/8838 arc fully processed to MIL-STD-883A, Method SOO4,
The complete procedure list is available on tequest.
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CONNECTING THE ADS61 FOR BUFFERED VOLTAGE
OUTPUT
The standard current-to-voltage conversion connections using
an operational amplifier are shown here with the preferred
trimming techniques_ If a low offset operational amplifier
(ADS 10, AD741L, AD301AL) is used, excellent performance
can be obtained in many situations without trimming. (A SmV
op amp offset is equivalent to 1I2LSB on a 10yoit scale). If a
2Sn fixed resistor is substituted for the son trimmer, unipolar
zero will typically be within ±1I10LSB (plus op amp offset>,
and full scale accuracy will be within ±lLSB. Substituting a
IOn resistor for the 200 bipolar offset trimmer will give a
bipolar zero error typically within ±lLSB.
The AD509 is recommended for buffered voltage-output applications which require a settling time to ±1I2LSB of one
microsecond. The feedback capacitor is shown with the optimum value for each application; this capacitor is required to
compensate for the 25picofarad DAC output capacitance.

PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW

10V

GROUND

1

SPAN
RESISTOR

2

OUTPUT

BIPOLAR
OFFSET

Vee (+5VI

SBBIT10 4
DIGITAL
LOGIC
INPUTS

[

BIT1JM

BIT9

81T2

BIT8

81T3

DIGITAL
LOGIC
INPUTS

81T7

BIT4

7

BITS

Figure 4.
son

FIGURE S. UNIPOLAR CONFIGURATION
This configuration will provide a unipolar 0 to +10 volt output
range_
STEP I ... ZERO ADJUST
Turn all bits OFF and adjust op amp trimmer, R1, until the
output reads 0.000 volts (lLSB =9.76mV).
STEP II ... GAIN ADJUST
Turn all bits ON and adjust son gain trimmer, RZ, until the
output is 9.990 volts. (Full scale is adjusted to lLSB less than
nominal full scale of 10.000 volts.) If a 10.23V full scale is
desired (exactly 10mV/bit), insert a l20n resistor in series
with Rz.

Figure 5. 0 to + 10V Unipolar Voltage Output

FIGURE 6. BIPOLAR CONFIGURATION
This configuration will provide a bipolar output voltage from
-S .000 to +4.990 volts, with positive full scale occurring with
all bits ON (all l's).
STEP I ... ZERO ADJUST
Turn ON MSB only, turn OFF all other bits. Adjust 20n trimmer R3' to give 0.000 output volts.
STEP II ... GAIN ADJUST
Turn OFF all bits, adjust son gain trimmer to give a reading
of -S.OOO volts.
Please note that it is not necessaty to trim the op amp to obtain full accuracy at room temperature. In most bipolar situations, the op amp trimmer is unnecessaty unless the untrimmed
offset drift of the op amp is excessive.

Figure 6. ±5V Buffered Bipolar Voltage Output

FIGURE 7. ±10 VOLT BUFFERED BIPOLAR OUTPUT
The ADS6l can also be connected for a ±10 volt bipolar range
with an additional external resistor as shown in Figure 7. A
larger value trimmer is required to compensate for tolerance in
the thin film resistors (which are trimmed to match the full
scale current). For best full scale temperature coefficient performance, the external resistors should have a T.C. of -SOppmtC.
For applications requiring optimum performance, a ±10 volt
bonding option is available on special order.
Figure 7. ±10V Buffered Voltage Output
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CIRCUITDESCIUPTION
A sirriplified schematic with the essential circuit features of the
AI)561 is shown in Figure 8. The voltage reference, CRl, is a
buried zener (or subsurface breakdown diode). This device exhibits far better all-around performance than the NPN baseemitter reverse-breakdown diode (surface' zener), which is in
nearly universal use in integrated circuits as a voltage reference.
Greatly improved long term stability and lower noise are the
major benefits the buried zener derives from isolating the
breakdown point from surface stress and mobile oxide charge
effects. The nominal 7 .5 volt device (Including temperature
compensation circuitry) is driven by a current source to the
negative supply so that the positive supply can be allowed to
go as low as 4.5 volts. The temperature coefficient 'of each
diode is determined individually; this data is then used to laser
trim a compensating circuit to balance the overall T.C. to zero.
The typical resulting T.C. isO to ±15ppm/C.
The negative reference level is inverted and scaled by Al to give
a +2.5 volt reference (which can be driven by the low positive
supply). The AD561; packaged in the 16-pin DIP, has the +2.5
volt reference (REF OUT) connected directly to the input of
the control amplifier (REF IN). The buffered reference is not
directly available externally except through the 2.5kO bipolar
offset resistor; it can still be used a~ a voltage reference as
shown below in Figure 9.
The 2.SkO scaling resistor and control amplifier A2 then force
a 1mA reference current to flow through reference transistor

Q1, which has a relative, emitter area of 8A. This is accomplished by forcing the bottom ofihe larlder to the proper voltage.
Since (b ~d U2 have equal emitter areas and have equal SkO
emitter resistors, U2-also carries1mA. The ladder voltage. drop
constrains Q7 (with area 4A) to carry only O.SmA; Us carries0.2SmA, etc.
The first four significant bit cells are scaled exactly in emitter
area to match Ql for optimumVBE and VBE drift match, as
weU as for beta match. These-effects are insignificant for the
lower order bits, which account for a total of only 1116 of full
scale. However, the 18mV VBE difference between two
matchedtrarisistors carrying emitter currents in a ratio of 2; 1
must be corrected. This is done by forcing 120J,li\ through the
1500interbase resistors. These resistors and the R-2R ladder
resistors are actively laser-triptmedat the wafer level to bring
total device accuracy to better than 1I4LSB. Sufficient ratio
accuracy in the last two bits is obtained by simple emitter area
ratio such that it is unnecessary to use additional area for
ladder resistors. The current in Q16 is added to the ladder to
,balance it properly but is' not switched to the output; thus full
scale is 102311024 x 2mA.
The switching cell of <l3, <4, Qs and U6 serves to steer the
,cell current either to ground (BIT 1 low) or to the DAC output
(BIT 1 high). The entire switching cell carries the same current
whether the bit is on or off, thus minimizing thermal transients
and ground current errors. The logic threshold, which is gener~
ated from the positive supply (see Digital Logic Interface) is
applied to one side of each cell.

Figure 8. Circuit Diagram Showing Reference, Control Amplifier, Switching Celi, R-2R Ladder, and Bit Arrangement of AD561

PRECISION LOW-NOISE REFERENCE
The precision reference of the AD561 can be brought out
separately from the DAC to serve as a master system reference.
Since the reference is connected through the 2.5kO bipolar
offset resistor, it must be buffered externally, as shown here
in Figure 9. The DAC section can still be operated independently in a unipolar mode, but internal thermal and ground
loop effects will create crosstalk of about 0.01% with an ideal
ground. The long term stability of this reference will be especially good, typically ±0.01 % per year or better. If the, filter
capacitor, C is not used, wideband f;>utput noise will be about
120ppm pop (1.2mV pop for 10 volts). If C is 4.7J,1F, wideband
noise will be about 2SJ,lV pop (10 volts out) and 1SJ,lV pop from
0.1 to 10Hz.
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+5V

Figure 9. Precision Ultra Low Noise Reference

SETTLING TIME
The high speed NPN current steering switching cell and internally compensated reference amplifier of the AD561 are specifically designed for fast settling operation. The typical settling
time to ±0.05% (1/2LSB) for the worst case transition (major
carry, 0111111111 to 1000000000) is less than 250ns; the
lower order bits all settle in less than 200ns. (Worst case settling
occurs when all bits are switched, especially the MSB.) But full
realization of this high speed performance requires strict attention to detail by the user in all areas of application and testing.
The settling time for the AD561 is specified in terms of the
current output, an inherently high speed DAC operating mode.
However, most DAC applications require a current-to-voltage
conversion at some point in the signal path, although an unbuffered voltage level (not using an op amp) is suitable for use
in a successive-approximation AID converter (see next page), or
in many display applications. This form of conversion can give
very fast operation if proper design and layout is done. The
fastest voltage conversion is achieved by connecting a low value
resistor directly to the output, as shown in Figure 12. In this
case, the settling time is primarily determined by the cell
switching time and by the RC time constant of the AD561 output capacitance of 25 picofarads (plus stray capacitance) combined with the output resistor value. Settling to 0.05% of full
scale (for a full scale transition,) requires 7.6 time constants.
This effect is important for R > lk!2.
If an op amp must be used to provide a low impedance output
signal, some loss in settling time will be seen due to op amp
dynamics. The normal current-to-voltage converter op amp circuits are shown in the applications circuits using the fast settling AD509. The circuits shown settle to ±II2LSB in 600ns
unipolar and1.1ps bipolar. The DAC output capacitance,
which acts as a stray capacitance at the op amp inverting input, must be compensated by a feedback capacitor, as shown.
The value should be chosen carefully for each application and
each op amp type.
Fastest operation will be obtained by minimizing lead lengths,
stray capacitance and impedance levels. Both supplies should
be bypassed near the devices; O.IJ.1F will be sufficient since the
AD561 runs at constant supply current regardless of input code.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
The AD561 has a typical output compliance range from -3 to
+10 volts. The output current is unaffected by changes in the
output terminal voltage over that range. This results from the
use of open collector output switching stages in a cascode configuration, and gives an output impedance of 40M!2. Positive
compliance range is limited only by collector breakdown (and
is independent of positive supply level), but the negative range
is limited by the required bias levels and resistor ladder voltage.
Negative compliance varies with negative supply, as shown in
Figure 10. The compliance range is guaranteed to be -2 to +10
volts with VEE = -15 volts.
w
(J

-4

Z

«

:::;

a.w
::OCl -3

0«
(JI-

w'"
>0
;::>
«
CI

-2

~
lOUT

= -2mA

-1

w

Z

-10.8

-15 -16.5

NEGATIVE SUPPLY, VEE - Volts

Figure 10. Typical Negative Compliance Range Vs. Negative
Supply.
DIRECT UNBUFFERED VOLTAGE OUTPUT
The wide compliance range allows.direct current-to-voltage conversion with just an output resistor. Figure 1 shows a connec- •
tion using the gain and bipolar output resistors to give a ±l.66
volt bipolar swing. In this situation, the digital code is complementary binary. Other combinations of internal and external
output resistors (RX) can be used to scale to alternate voltage
ranges, simply by appropriately scaling the 0 to -2mA unipolar
output current and using the 2.5 volt reference voltage for
bipolar offset. For example, setting Rx = 2.5k!2 gives a ±1
volt range with a 1k!2 equivalent output impedance. A 0 to
+ 10 volt output can be obtained by connecting the 5k!2 gain
resistor to 9.99 volts; again the digital code is complementary
binary.

POWER SUPPLY SELECTION
The AD561 will operate over a wide range of power supply
voltages, with a total supply from 15.3 to 33 volts. Symmetrical supplies are not required, and in many applications not
recommended.
The positive supply level determines the digital threshold level,
as explained previously and shown in Figure 1. It is therefore
recommended that Vcc be connected directly to the digital
supply for best threshold match.
Positive output voltage compliance range is unaffected by the
positive supply level because of the open collector output
stage design; thus the full + 10 volt compliance is available even
with a +5 volt VCC.level. Power supply rejection is excellent,
so that· digital supply noise will not be reflected to the output.
but use of a O.IJ.1F bypass capacitor near the AD561 is recommended for decoupling.

VOUT

Figure 11. Unbuffered Bipolar Voltage Output

The nominal negative supply level is -15 volts, with an allowable range of -10.8 to -16.5 volts. The negative supply level
affects the negative compliance range, as shown in Figure 10.
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HIGH SPEED 100BIT AID CONVERTERS
The fast settling characteristics of the AD561 make it ideal for
higbspeed successiye approximation AID converters. The internal reference and trimmed application resistors allow a 10-bit
converter system to be constructed with a minimum parts count.
Shown here is a configuration using standard components; this
system ,completes a fulllO-bit conversion in 5.5ps unipolar or
l2Jls bipolar. this converter will be accurate to ±l12LSB of 10
bits and have a typical gain T.C. of lOppm/oC.
In the unipolar mode, the system range is 0 to 9.99 volts, with
each bit having a value of 9.76mV.,For true conversion accuracy, an AID converter should be trimmed so that a given bit
code output results from inputlevels from 112LSB below to
1/2LSB above the exact voltage' which that code represents.
Therefore, the converter zero point should be trimmed WIth an
input voltage of +4.9mV; trim Rl until the LSBjust begins to
, appear in the output code (all other bits "O"). For full scale,
use'an input voltage of +9:9985 volts(10volts-1LSB -1I2LSB);
then trim Rz again until the LSB just begins to appear (all
other bits "I").
The bipolar signal range is -5.0 to +4.99 volts. Bipolar offset
trimming is dQne by applying a +4.9mV input signal and trimming Rl for the LSB transition (MSB "1", all other bits "0").

Fullscale is set by applying +995 volts and trimming Rz for
the LSB trartsition(a11 other bits "O'!). In many applications;
the pretrimmed applicatiOn resistors are sufficiently accurate
that external trimmers will be unnecessary, especially in situations requiring less than fu1l10-bit ±1/2LSB accuracy.
For fastest operation, the impedance at the comparator summing node must be minimized, as mentioned in the section on
settling time. However, lowering the impedance will reduce the
voltage signal to the comparator (at an equivalent impedance
of 1ill, 1LSB =2mV) to the point that comparator performance will be sacrificed. A 1kSl resistor is the optimum value
for this application for 10-bit accuracy. The.chart shown in the
figure gives the speed of the ADC for ±1I2LSBaccuracy (and
no missing codes) for 6, 8 and 10-bit resolution.
A much faster converter can be constructed by using higher
performance external components. Each individual high-order
bit settles in less than 250ns; the low-order bits less than 200ns.
Because of this, a staged clock which speeds up for lower bits
will improve the speed. Also, a faster comparator and Schottky
TTL or ECL logic would be necessary. 1O-bit converters in the
3 to Sp.s range could be built around theADS61 with these
techniques.

CONVERSION TIME 1/.151
BIPOLAR

2.'

••

"

~

HIGH QUALITY GROUND

~ POWER GROUND

Figure 12. Fast Precision Analog to Digital Converter
DIGITAL 4 TO 20mA OR 1 TO 5 VOLT CONVERTER
DIGITALLY PROGRAMMABLE SETPOINT COMPARATOR
Figure 15 demonstrates a high accuracy systems-oriented setA direct digital 4 to 20mA or 1 to 5 volt line driver can be
point comparator. The 2.5 volt reference is buffered and amplibuilt with the ADS61 as shown in Figure 13. The 2.5 volt
fied by the AD741K'to produce an exact 10.000 volt reference
reference is divided to provide 1 volt at the op amp nonwhich could be used as a primary system reference for several
inverting input - thus a zero input code results in a 1 volt olltsuch circuitS. The +10·volt compliance of the AD561 then
put at the Darlington emitter (VOUT)' The 2k feedback resisallows it to generate a zero to +10 volt output swing through
tance converts the nominal2mA (±20%) full scale output from
the 5kSl application resistor without an additional op amp. The
the AD561 to 4 volts, for a total output of 5 volts F.S. The
voltage at the emitter forces a proportional current through
digital code for this system will be complementary binary (all
l's give 0.00 volts out).
.
the 250n (which appears at the collector as lOUT)' The
AD561 current is added to the 4-20mA line; thus 5 volts full
scale gives 22mA in the current loop. For exactly 20mA, trim
the 1k pot for 4.5V F.S. (A single op amp circuit will not produce both 1 to 5 volt and 4 to 20mA outputs simultaneously.)
SCALE

ADJUST

.,.
LINE

~::~

.. "
... ". ,,',IIOV

·15V
VOUT

lIN -1I1OnAT'rP

' = = - + _ 1 TO 5 VOLTS

vIN1H1ZI
·oPTIONAl. CAPACITORS fOR

Figure 13. Digital 4 to 20mA or 1 to 5 Volt Line Driver
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aw AND NOise AEDlJCTfON

Figure 14. Digitally Programmable Set Point Comparator
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0/AConverter
AD562/AD563

FEATURES
Low Cost
True 12-Bit Accuracy
Guaranteed Monotonicity Over Full Temperature Range
Hermetic 24-Pin DIP
TTL/DTL and CMOS Compatibility
Positive True Logic

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The AD5621AD563 are integrated circuit 12-bit digital-toanalog converters consisting of a specially designed precision
bipolar switch and control amplifier chip and a compatible
high stability silicon chromium thin film resistor chip. The
AD563 also includes its own internal voltage reference chip.
All chips are internally connected and mounted in a hermetically sealed ceramic 24 lead dual-in-line package to produce
a self-contained current output DAC.
A unique combination of advanced circuit design, high stability SiCr thin film resistor processing and laser trimming
technology provide the AD5621AD563 with true 12-bit
accuracy. The maximum error at +2S"C is limited to ±~LSB
on all versions and monotonicity is guaranteed over the full
operating temperature range.
The AD562 and AD563 are recommended for high accuracy
12-bit D/A converter applications where true 12-bit performance is required, but low cost and small size are considerations. Both devices are also ideal for use in constructing AID
conversion systems and as building blocks for higher resolution D/A systems. J and K versions are specified for operation over the 0 to +70°C temperature range, the Sand T for
operation over the military temperature range, -55°C
to +125°C.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. .The AD562 multiplies in two quadrants when a varying

reference voltage is applied_ When multiplication is not
required, the AD563 is recommended with its internal
low drift voltage reference.
2. True 12-bit resolution is achieved with guaranteed monotonicity over the full operating temperature range_ Voltage outputs are easily implemented by using an external
operational amplifier and the ADS62/ADS63's internally
provided feedback resistors.
3. The devices incorporate a newly developed and· fully differential, non-saturating precision current swit~hing cell
structure which provides increased immunity to supply
vol tage variation and also reduces nonlinearities due to
thermal transients as the various bits are switched; nearly
all c!:itical components operate at constant power dissipation.
4. The thin film resistor network contains gain, range, and
bipolar offset resistors so that various output voltage
ranges can be programmed by changing connections to
the device terminal leads. Thin film resistors are laser
trimmed while the device is powered to accurately calibrate all scale factors. The scale factors are dependent
upon the tracking coefficient «±2ppmtC) of these resistors, rather than upon their absolute temperature
coefficients.
S. TTL or CMOS inputs can be accommodated for supply
voltages from +5V to +15V.
6. Positive true logic eliminates the need for additional inverter components.
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SPECIFICATIONS (TA =+25°C, unless otherwise specified)
ADS62KD/BIN
AD562KD/BCD

MODEL
DATA INPUTS (positive True, Binary
(BCD) and Offset Binary (BCD»
TTL, Vee = +5V, Pin 2
Open Circuit
Bit ON Logie "I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"
CMOS, 4.75 <;Vec "15.8,
Pin 2 Tied to Pin 1
Bit ON Logie "I"
Bit OFF Logie "0"
Logic Current (Each Bit)
Bit ON Logie "I"
Bit OFF ~ogic "0"

ADS62AD/BIN
ADS62ADIBCD

ADS62SD/BIN
ADS62SDIBCD

+2.0V
+0.8V max

70%Vce min
30%Vce max
+20nA typ, +IOOnA max
-SOj.tA typ, -IOOj.tA !)lax

OUTPUT
~urrent

'

-1.6mA min, -2.OmA typ, -2.4mA max
±0.8mA min, ±1.0mA typ, ±.1.2mA max

Unipolar
Bipolar
Resistance (Exclusive of

Span Resistors)
Unipolar Zero (All Bits
Capacitance
Compliance Voltage

O~F)

.

RESOLUTION
Binary
BCD

5:3kll min, 6.6k!l typ,7.9kll max
0.01 % of F .S. ryp, 0.05% of F .5. max
BpF typ
-1.5V to +IOV typ
12 Bits
3 Digits

ACCURACY (Error Relative
to FullScale)
Binary
BCD
·DlFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY

±1I2LSB max
±1I2LSB max

SETTLING TIME TO 1I2LSB
All Bits ON-to-oFF or OFF-to-oN

l.5j.ts typ

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Vee' +4.75 to +15.SV de
VEE' -15V de ±5%

ISmA ryp, 1SmA max
20mA typ, 25mA max

POWER SUPPLY GAIN SENSITIVITY
Vee @+5Vde
Vee @+15Vde
VEE @ -ISV'de
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating

Storage

±1I4LSB
±I/IOLSB

±II2LSB max

2ppm of F.S.I% max
2ppm of F .S.I% max
6ppm of F.S.I% ":lax
o to +70oC typ
_65°C to +ISO°C typ

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
Ippm of
4ppm of
3ppm of
2ppm of

Unipolar Zero
Bipolar Zero
Gain
Differential Nonlinearity

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS'
Gain Error with Fixed son Re"sistor
Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed
10n Resistor
Gain Adjustment Range
Binary Bipolar Zero Adjustments
Range
BCD Bipolar Offset Adjustment
.
Range

REFE.RENCE INPUT
Input Impedance
·Spedficatjon~ same as AD562KD.
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F.sfc max
F.sfc

Ippm of F.S.tC

2ppm·of F.sfc

F.sfc max

Guaranteed Over Full Operating
TemperattJre Range

MONOTONICITY

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGES (See Figs. la, Ib)

F.S.loC inax

±'O.2% of F .S. typ
±O.I% of F.S. typ
±0.25% of F.S. typ
±0.25% of F .S. typ
±0.17% of F.s. typ

o to

+5V typ
-2.SV to +2.5V typ
OV to +IOV typ
-5V to +SV typ
-IOV to .+IOV typ
20kll typ

··Specifications same as AD563KD. ···Specific"tiQns same as AD563JD.

1

Device ctllibrated with internal reference.

ADS63jD/BIN
ADS63jD/BCD

I\DS63KD/BIN
I\DS63KD/BCD

ADS63SD/BIN
ADS63SD/BCD

ADS63TD/BIN
ADS63TDiBCD

±1/4LSB
±1/4LSB

•

1 SmA typo 20mA max

3ppm of F.S./% typo IOppm of F.S./% max
3ppm of F.S./% typo !Oppm of F.S./% max
14ppm of F.S./% 'YP. 25?pm of F.S./% max
_25° C to +8So C

-SSoc to +t2S oC

!Oppm of F .sf C max

.

With Internal Reference

lppm of F.sfc typo 2ppm of F.S./C max
tOppm of F.S./~C max
~Oppm of F .5.1 C max

~Oppm of F .sf C max

IOppm of F.sfc max

With Fixed 100 Resistor
±O.2% of F.S. typ

SkSl typ
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THE ADS621ADS63 OFFERS TRUE 12-BIT RESOLUTION
OVER FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE
.Ac:c:uraey, Analog Devices defines accuracy as the maximum
deviation of the actual DAC output from the ideal analog
output (a straight line drawn from 0 to F.S. - 1LSB) for
any bit combination. The ADS63, for example. is laser
trimmed to I4LSB (0.G06% of F.S.) maximum error ilt +2S o C
for K, Sand T versions ... ~LSB for the J version.

UNIPOLAR "DAC's
STEP I ••. OUTPUT RANGE
Determine the output range required. For +lOV F.S., con- '
nect the external operational amplifier output to:, Pin Wand'
ieave Pin 11 unconnected. For +5V F.S., connect the external op amp output to Pin 10 and short Pin 'II to Pin 9.

Monotonicity. A DAC is said to be monotonic if the output
either increases or remains constant for increasing .digital inputs such that the output will always be a single-valued function of the input. All versions of the ADS62/AD563 are
monotonic over their full operating temperature range.
Differential NonlinearitY' Monotonic behavior requires that
the differential nonlinearity error be <lLSB both at 25°C
and over the temperature range of interest. Differential nonlinearity is the measure of the variation in analog value, normalized to full scale, associated with a one LSB change in
digital input code. For example, for a 1GV full-scale output,
a change of one LSB in the digital input code should result
in a 2.4mV change in the analog output (10V x 114096 =
2.4mV). If in actual use, however, a one LSB change in the
input code results in a change of 1.3mV in analog output, the:
differential nonlinearity would be 1. 1mV, or 0.011 % of F .S.
The differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient must also
be considered if the device is to remain monotc:lnic over its full
operating temperature range. A differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient of 1ppmt C could, under worst case conditions for a temperature change of +2SoC to +12S oC, add
0.01 %(100oC x'lppmtC) of error. The resulting error could
then be as much as 0.006% + G.01 % =0.GI6% of F.S. (ILSB
represents 0.G24% of F.S.). All versions of the AD563 are
100% tested to be monotonic over the full operating temperature range.
MIL-STD-883
The rigors of the military/aerospace environment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc., demand the utmost
. in electronic circuits. The AD563, with the inherent reliability
of integrated circuit construction, was designed with these
applications in mind. The hermetically-sealed, low profile DIP
package takes up a fraction of the space required by equivalent
modular designs and protects the switch; resistor and reference

STEP II ... ZERO ADJUST
Turn all bits OFF and adjust RI until op amp output is G
volts.
STEP III ... GAIN ADJUST
Turn all bits ON for binary DAC's (bits 1,4,5.8,9 and 12
ON for BCD DAC's). Adjust R2 until op amp output is:
BINARY
4.9988V for +5V Range
9.9976 for +lOV Range

BCD
4.9950 for +5V Range
9.9900 for +10V Range

BIPOLAR DAC's
Figure 1b is a typical connection scheme for the AD563
used in bipolar operation.
STEP I ... OUTPUT RANGE
Determine the output range required. For ±10V F .S., connect the external op amp output to Pin 11 and leave Pin 10 unconnected. For ±5V F.S., connect the external op amp output to Pin 10 and leave Pin 11 unconnected. For ±2.5V F.S.,
connect the external op amp output to Pin 10 and short
Pin 11 to Pin 9.
I
STEP II ... OFFSET ADJUST
Turn all bits OFF and adjust R3 until op amp output is:
-2.5000V for ±2.5VRange
-5.0000V for ±5V Range
-10.0000V for ±lOV Range
STEP III ... GAIN ADJUST (Bipolar Zero)
Turn bit 1 ON for Binary DAC's (bits 2 and 4 ON for BCD
DAC's). Adjust R2 until op amp output is 0 volts.

chips from hazardous environments. To further ensure reliability, the AD563 is offered with 100% screening to MIL-STD883, method 5G04.
Table I details the test procedures of MIL-STD-883. Analog
Devices subjects each part ordered with 883 screening to
these tests on a 1GO% basis.

TABLE I
TEST
1) Internal Visual
(Pre cap)

METHOD
201G, Test Condition B

PURPOSE
Removes potentially defective parts with
respect to bonding, metalization, etc.

2) Stabilization Bake

Method 10G8, 24 hours @ +15GoC

Stabilizes circuit elements, thin film resistors.

3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1GlO, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -65°C to +lS0 oC

Removes potential failures due to weak wire
or chip bonding.

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2GG1, Test Condition E,
Yl plane, 30kg

Removes potential failures due to weak wire
or chip bonding.

5) Seal, Fine and Gross

Method IG14, Test Condition A
andC

Verifies integrity of hermetic package.

6) Burn-in Test

Method 1GlS, Test Condition B,
16G hours@ +12SoC

Removes potential electrical failures

7) Final Electrical Tests

Performed at maximum and
minim\lm operating temperatures

Removes any failures from the above tests and
verifies electrical specifications.

8) External Visual

Method 2GG9

Insures physical condition of package and branding.

o
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~~ ____________

-15V

I

.... _________________ 1

loon,15T
BIPOLAR OFFSET ADJ.

A = ANALOG GROUND

A0562 in Typical Unipolar and Bipolar Connection Scheme
+5V/+15V

UNIPOLAR
OFFSET

ADJUST

-15V

A 0563 in Typical Unipolar Connection Scheme
+5V/+15V

BIPOL.AR OFFSET

ADJUST
R3

20n 1ST

-15V
NOTE 1.

A.
B.

FOR TTL AND OlL COMPATIBILITY, CONNECT"'5 VOL T5
TO PIN t AND LEAVE PIN 2 OPEN.
FOR lOW VOLTAGE CMOSCDMPATIBIL.ITV, CONNECT +5

NOTE 2.

C.

IN UNIPOLAR OPERATION, Rx SHOULD BE MADE eQUAL TO

THE PARALLEL COMBINATION OF THE INTERNAL FEEDBACK
RESISTOR AND 6.6k. IN BIPOLAR, Rx eaUALS THE FEEDBACK

VOLTS TO PIN 1 AND SHORT PIN 2 TO PIN 1.

RESISTOR IN PARALLEL WITH Uk.

FOR HIGH VOLTAGE CMOS COMPATIBILITY,CONNECT +15

NOTE 3.

RESISTOR VALUES IN PARENTHES ARE FOR BCD MODEL.

VOLTS TO PIN 1 AND SHORT PIN 2 TO PIN 1.

NOTE 4.

SUPPLIES MAY BE BYPASSED WITH O.1/lF CAPACITORS.

A0563 in Typical Bipolar Connection Scheme
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

24 Lead Dual-in-Line Package

PIN CONFIGURATION!i
TOP VIEW
24-LEAOSIDE·8F1AZE CERAMIC DUAL IN-LINE PACKA.GE
VCl:+E;V!+16V IN

24 lEAD DUAL INol.tNE PACKAGE

1

VCl;+5V1+15VIN

(15mA1

CMOSm<

23

'OGIC THRESHOLD

1

24

BIT1IMSB)IN

CMOSfTTL

BlT21N

LOGIC THRESHOLD

IWPSUMMING
JUNCTION

VEE -,5V

= ______

' - _ _ _ _ _13..r BIT121lSBIIN

'=3 CIT121LSBIIN

AD562

AD563

ORDERING GUIDE

MODEL

INPUT CODE

AD56ZKD/BIN
ADS6ZKD/BCD
ADS6ZAD/BIN
ADS6ZAIJ'/BCD
AD56ZSD/BIN
AD562SD/BCD
ADS63]IBIN

Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
'Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary
Binary, Coded Decimal

ADS63]IBCD
ADS63K/BIN
AD563K/BCD

ADS63S/BIN
ADS63S/BCD

ADS63T/BIN
ADS63T/BCD
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TEMP.
RANGE

ACCURACY
@+25°C

GAIN T.C.
(ofF.S.fc)

o to +70°C
o to +70°C

±1/ZLSB max
±1/2LSB max
±1/ZLSB max
±1I2LSB ma"
±1/4LSB max
±1/10LSB max
±l/ZLSB max
±l/ZLSB max
±1/4LSB max
±1/4LSB max
±1/4LSB max
±1I4LSB max
±1I4LSB maJ(
±1I4LSB max

3ppm max
3ppmmax
3ppm max
3ppm max
3ppmmax
3ppmmax
30ppm max
30ppm max
ZOppm max
ZOppm max
30ppm max
30ppm max
lOppm max
lOppm max

-2SoC to +8SoC
-25°C to +8SoC
-S5°C to +12SoC
-SSoC to +12S oC
o to +70 o C
o to +70 o C
o to +70 oC
o to +70 o C
_55°C to +12S o C
-55°C to +12S o C
-55°C to +125°C
-55°C to +12S oC
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Complete High Speed 12-Bit
Monolithic D/ A Converter
AD58B

,""

,

'

'

FEATURES
Single Chip Construction
Very High Speed: Settles to 1/2LSB in 200ns
Full Scale Switching Time: 30n5
High Stability Buried Zener Reference on Chip
Monotonicity Guaranteed Over Temperature
Linearity Guaranteed Over Temperature: 1/2L~B max
(AD565K, T)
Low Power: 225mW Including Reference
Pin-Out Compatible with AD563
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD565 is a fast 12-bit digital-to-analog converter combined
with a high stability voltage reference on a single monolithic
chip. The AD565 chip uses 12 precision, high speed bipol~r c~r
rent steering switches, control amplifier, laser-trimmed thm fIlm
resistor network, and buried Zener voltage reference to produce a very fast, high accuracy analog output current.
The combination of performance and flexibility in the AD565
has resulted from major innovations in circuit design, an important new high-speed bipolar process, and continuing advances in laser-wafer-trimming techniques (LWT). The AD565
has a 10 - 90% full scale transition time under 35 nanoseconds
and settles to within ±1/2LSB in 200 nanoseconds. AD565
chips are laser-trimmed at the wafer level to ±1/8LSB typical
linearity and are specified to ±1I4LSB max error (K and T
grades) at +25°C. This high speed and accuracy make the
AD565 the ideal choice for high speed display drivers as well
as fast analog-to-digital converters.
The subsurface (buried) Zener diode on the chip provides a
low-noise voltage reference which has long-term stability and
temperature drift characteristics comparable to the best discrete reference diodes. The laser trimming process which provides the excellent linearity is also used to trim both the absolute value of the reference as well as its temperature coefficient.
The AD565 is thus well suited for wide temperature range
performance with maximum linearity error ±1I2LSB and
guaranteed monotonicity over the full temperature range.
Typical full scale gain T.C. is lOppmlC.
The AD565 is available in four performance grades and two
package types. The AD565J and K are specified for use over
the 0 to 70° C temperature range and are both available in
~ither a 24-pin, hermetically-sealed, side-brazed ceramic DIP,
or a 24 pin plastic DIP. The AD565S and T grades are specified
for the -55° C to +12 5° C range and are available in the
ceramic package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD565 is a self-contained current output DAC and
voltage reference fabricated on a single IC chip.
2. The device incorporates a newly developed" fully differential, non-saturating precision current switc):ting cell structure
which combines the dc accuracy and stability first developed
in the AD562 with very fast switching times and an optimally-damped settling characteristic.
3. The internal buried zener reference is laser-trimmed to
10.00 volts with a ±1% maximum error. The reference voltage is available externally and can supply up to 1.5mA
beyond that required for the reference and bipolar offset
resistors.
4. The chip also contains SiCr thin film application resistors
which can be used either with an external op amp to provide a precision voltage output or as input resistors for a
successive approximation AID converter. The resistors are
matched to the internal ladder network to guarantee a low
gain temperature coefficient and are laser-trimmed for minimum full scale and bipolar offset errors.
5. The pin-out of the AD565 is compatible with the industrystandard AD563 so that a system can easily be upgraded to
higher speed performance without board changes.
6. The single-chip construction makes the AD565 inherently
more reliable than hybrid multi-chip designs. The AD565S
and T grades with guaranteed linearity and monotonicity
over the -55°C to + 125°C range are especially recommended
for high reliability needs in harsh environments. These units
are available fully processed to MIL-STD-883, Level B.

·Covered by patent numbers. 3,803,590; 3,890,611; 3,932,863;
·3,978,473;4,020,486; and other patents pending.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

(TA = +25°e, Vee = +15V, VEE = -15V, unless otherwise specified)

MIN

AD565J
TYI'

.

,

DATA INPUTS (Pins 13 to 24)
TTL or 5 Volt CMOS (Tmin to TmllX )
Input Voltage
+2.0
Sit ON Logic "1"
Sit OFF Logic "0"
Logic Current (each bit)
"Sit ON Logic "I"
liit,OFF Logic "0" :
, RESOLUTION

,

+120
'

-:+~5

c

MAX

MIN

+5.5
+O.S

+2.0

ACCURACY (error relative to
fulls.ale) +2,S·C,

UNITS

+120
+35

+300
'+100'

+5.5
+O:S

V
V

+300
+100

p.A
p.A

12

Bits

c:z.o

~2.4

:1\:0

±1:2

-1.6
±O.S

-2.0
±1.0

-2.4
±1.2

rnA
rnA

10k

6k

8k

10k'

n

0.01
O.OS
25

0.05
0.1

%of F.s.

+10

V

±1/4
(0.006)
±112
(0.012)

LSS
% ofF.S.
LSB
% ofF.S.·

, Sk

0,01
'0.05
25

0.05
0.15
+10

±114
(0.006)
±112,
(0.012)

Tmin ~t;)Tmax

'.

MAX

'

12

'"

OUTPUT
"Current,
• "Unipolar (all bits on)
-1.,6
,to.S
,Sip"l.r (all bits on oroff)
Resistance (exclusive Of span: '
resistors)
6k
Offset'"
Unipolar
Sipolar (Figure S, R2 = SOO fixed)
Capacitance
Compliance Voltage
-1.5
Tmin to Tmax

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
With Internal Reference
Unipolar Zero
Sipolar Zero .
Gain (Full Scale)
Differential Nonlinearity

I,
5
IS
2

2
10
30

SETTLING TIME TO'1/2LSB
All Bits ON-to'()FF or OFF-to'()N

200

400

FULL SCALE TRANSITION
10% to 90% Delay plus Rise Time
90% to 10% Delay plus Fall Time

15
30

30
50

0
-65
-25

-1.5
±I/S
(0.003)
±1/4
(0.006)

t1/2
(0.012)
±3/4, ..
(0.018)

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
+25·C
±1I2
±3/4
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED
Tmin tO~max.

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage (D Package)
Storage (N Package)

AD565K
TYP

% ofF.S.
pF

.

±1l2
±1I4
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED

LSB

2
10
20

pprnfC
ppmi"C
ppmi"C
ppmi"C

200

400

ns

15
30

30
50

ns
ns

1
5
10
2

+70
+150
+100

·C

+70
' +15.0
+100

0
-65
-25

,u

c

·C

POWER REQUIREMENtS
Vee, +13.5 to +16.SV dc
VEE, -13.S to -16.5V dc

3
-12

S
-18

-12

S
-18

rnA
rnA

POWER SUPPLY GAIN SENSITIVITY
Vee = +15V, ±10%
VEE = -ISV, ±10%

3
15

10
25

3
15

10
2S

ppmofF.S.I%
ppmofF.S.I%

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGE (see Figures 4,S,6)

3

o to +5
-2.S t;' +2.S
o to +10
-S to +S
-10 to +10

o to +S
-2.S to +2.S
o to +10
-S to +S
-10 to +10

V
V
V
V
V

to:l

'to.2S

to. 1

to.2S

% of F.S.

to.OS

±0:15

±O.OS

±0.1

% ofF.S.
% of F.s.
% of F.S.

0

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS
Gain Error with Fixed son
ReSistor for R2 (Fig. 4)
Sipolar Zero Error with Fixed ,
son Resistor for Rl (Fig. S)
Gain Adjustment Range (Fig. 4)
Sipol.r Zero Adjustment Range

to.2S
±O.IS

REFERENCE INPUT
Input Impedance

ISk

20k

2Sk

ISk

20k

2Sk

9.90

10.00

10.10

9.90

10.00

10.10

REFERENCE OUTPUT
Voltage
Current (available for external
loads)

V
/

1.S

PQWliR DISSIPATION
SpeCifications subject to change Without notice.
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±D.2S
±O.IS

l.S

2.S

225

34S

rnA

2.S

225

34S

mW

"

MIN

MODEL

DATA INPUTS (Pins 13 to 24)
TTL or S Volt CMOS (Tmin to Tm",)
Input Voltage
+2.0
Bit ON Logic "I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"
Logic Current (each bit)
Bit ON Logic "I"
Bit OFF Logic "0"

ADS65S
TYP

+5.5

+2.0

AD565T
TYP

+120
+35

+120
+35

+300
+100
12

ACCURACY (error relative to
full scale) +25°C

MAX

UNITS

+5.5
+0.8

V
V

+300
+100

jlA
jlA

12

Bits

rnA
rnA

-2.0
±1.0

-2.4
±1.2

-1.6
±O.S

-2.0
±l.0

-2.4
±1.2

8k

'10k

6k

8k

10k

n

0.01
0.05
25

0.05
0.15

0,0)
0.05
25

0.05
0.1

%ofF.S.
% of F.S.
pF

+10

V

tl/4
(0.006)
tll2
(0.012)

LSB
% of F.S.
LSB
% of F.S.

+10
±1/4
(0.006)
±112
(0.012)

Tmin toTmax

Tmin to Tmax

MIN

+0.8

RESOLUTION
OUTPUT
Current
Unipolar (all bits on)
-1.6
to.8
Bipolar·(a11 bits on or off)
Resistance (exclusive of span
resistors)
6k
Offset
Unipolar
Bipolar (Figure 5. R, =son fixed)
Capacitance
Compliance Voltage
-1.5
Tmin toTmax

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
+25°C

MAX

-1.5

±1I2
(0.012)
±3/4
(0.018)

±1/2
±3/4
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED

tl/8
(0.003)
±1/4
(0.006)

±1I2
±1I4
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED

LSB

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
With Internal Reference
Unipolar Zero
Bipolar Zero
Gain (Full Scale)
\
Differential Nonlinearity

I
5
IS
2

10
30

I
5
10
2

2
10
IS

ppml"C
ppml"C
ppm/oC
ppm/oC

SETTLING TIME TO 1/2LSB
All Bits ON-to-OFF or OFF-ttl-ON

200

400

200

400

ns

FULL SCALE TRANSITION
10% to 90% Delay plus Rise Time
90% to 10% Delay plus Fall Time

15
30

30
50

15
30

30
SO

ns
ns

+12S
+150

°c
°c

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
. Storage (0 Package)

2

-55
-65

+125
+150

-55
-65

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Vee. +13.5 to +16.5V dc
VEE. -13.5 to -16.5V dc

3
-12

5
-18

3
-12

5
-18

rnA
rnA

POWER SUPPLY GAIN SENSITIVITY
Vee =+15V. ±10%
VEE =-15V. tlO%

3
15

10
25

3
IS

10
25

ppm ofF.S.I%
ppm of F.S.I%

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGE (see Figures 4.5.6)

o to +5
-2.5 to +2.5
o to +10
-5 to +5
-10 to +10

o to +5
-2.5 to +2.5
o to +10

-s

to +5

-10 to +10

V
V
V
V
V

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS
Gain Error with Fixed son
Resistor for R2 (Fig, 4)
Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed
SOn Resistor for Rl (Fig,S)
Gain Adjustment Range (Fig. 4)
B~lar Zero Adjustment Range

to.2S
to.15

REFERENCE INPUT
Inpu t Impedance

ISk

20k

2Sk

15k

20k

2Sk

n

9.90

10.00

10.10

9.90

10.00

10.10

V

1.5

2.5

REFERENCE OUTPUT
Voltage
Current (available for external
loads)
POWER DISSIPATION

to. 1

to.2S

to.OS

to.IS

to. 1
±O.OS

to.2S

\

to.l

±0.2S
to.lS

225

1.5
345

% of F.S.
% of F.5.
% of F.S.
% of F.S.

2.5
225

rnA
345

mW

Specifications subject to change Without notice.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Vee to Power Ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0\7 to +18V
VEE to Power Ground . . . . . . . . . . , ......... OVto-18V
Voltage on DAC Output (Pin 9) . . . . . . . . . . . . -3V to +12V
Digital Inputs (Pin$ 13 to 24) to Power Ground .... -l.OV to
+7.0V
Ref In to Reference Ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±12V
Bipolar Offset to Reference Ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±12V
lOV Span R to Reference Ground ................±12V
20V Span R to Reference Ground ...... '.' . : ..... ±24V
Ref Out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indefinite short to power ground
Momentary Short to Vee
Power Dissipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000mW

THE AD56S OFFERS TRUE 12-BIT PERFORMANCE OVER
THE FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE
ACCURACY: Analog Devices defines accuracy as the maximum deviation of the actual, adjusted DAC output (see next
page) from the ideal analog output (a straight line drawn from 0
to F.S. - lLSB) for any bit combination. The AD565 is laser
trimmed to 1I4! "13 (0.006% of F.S.) maximum error at +25°C
for 'the K and T Versions-1I2LSB for the J and S.
MONOTONICITY: A DAC is said to be monotonic if the output either increases or remains constant for increasing digital
inputs such that the output will always be a non-decreasing'

function of the input. All versions of the AD565 are monotonic
over their full operating temperature range.
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEAR.ITY: Monotonic behavior
requires that the differential linearity ,error be less than
lLSB both at +25°C and over the temperature range of interest. Differential nonlinearity is the measure of the variation in
analog value, normalized to full scale, assoCiated with a lLSB ,
change in digital input code. For example, for a 10 volt full
scale output, a change oflLSB in digital input code should
result in a 2.44mV change in the,analog output (1LSB = 10V x
114096 = 2.44mV). If in actual use, however, a lLSB change in
the input code results in a change of only 0.61mV (1/4LSB) in
analog output, the differential linearity error would be
1.83mV, or 3/4LSB. The AD565K and T have a max differentiallinearity error of 1I2LSB, which is a tighter specification
than to simply guarantee monotonicity.
The differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient must also
be considered if the device is -to remain monotonic over its full
operating temperature range. A differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient of 1.0ppmt C could under worst case conditions for a temperature change of +25°C to +125~C add 0.01%
(100 x 1.0ppmtC of error). The resulting error could then be
as much as 0.01% + 0.006% = 0.016% of F.S. (1/2LSB represents 0.012% of F.S.). To be sure of accurate performance
all versions of the AD 565 are therefore 100% tested for
monotonicity over the full operating temperature range.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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Figure 2. Hermetically-Sealed Ceramic Side-Brazed Package
(Type D) 24-Lead Dual-In-Line

AD565 ORDERING GUIDE
LINEARITY
ERROR MAX MAX GAIN T.e
MODEL
PACKAGE TEMPRAN.GE
@25°C
(ppm of F.sfC)
Plastic
o to +70oC
AD565JN/BIN
30
±lI2LSB
Ceramic
o to +70oC
AD565JD/BIN
30
±lI2LSB
PI as-tic
o to +70°C
AD565KN/BIN
±1I4LSB
29
Ceramic
o to +70°C
AD565KD/BIN
20
±1I4LSB
-55°C to +125°C ±1I2LSB
AD565SD/BIN
Ceramic
30
-55°C to +125°C ±1I2LSB
AD565SD/BIN/883B
Ceramic
30
-55°C to +12SoC ±1I4LSB
Ceramic
AD565TD/BIN
1S
-5SoC to +125°C ±1I4LSB
AD565TD/BIN/883B Ceramic
15
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Figure 1. Molded Plastic Package (Type N)
24-Lead Dual-In-Line
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CONNECTING THE ADS6S FOR BUFFERED VOLTAGE
OUTPUT
The standard current-to-voltage conversion connections using
an operational amplifier are shown here with the preferred
trimming techniques. If a low offset operational amplifier
(ADSI0L, ADS17L, AD741L, AD301AL) is used, excellent
performance can be obtained in many situations without trim" ming (an op amp with less than O.SmV max offset voltage
should be used to keep offset errors below 1I2LSB). If a SOn
fixed resistor is substituted for the 100.11 trimmer, unipolar
zero will rypically be within ±1I2LSB (plus op amp offset),
and full scale accuracy will be within 0.1% (0.2S% max).
Substituting a son resistor for the 100.11 bipolar offset trimmer will give a bipolar zero error typically within ±:!LSB
(O.OS%).

BIT 1 !MSBIIN

"cc' 15V

Vn -15\1

8JT 12 (LSB) IN

'-------,--'

The ADS09 is recommended for buffered voltage-output applications which require a settling time to ±1I2LSB of one microsecond. The feedback capacitor is shown with the optimum
value for each application; this capacitor is required td" compensate for the 2S picofarad DAC output capacitance.

Figure 3.

FIGURE 4. UNIPOLAR CONFIGURATION
This configuration will provide a unipolar 0 to +}.O volt output
range. In this mode, the bipolar terminal, pin 8, should be
grounded if not used for trimming.
STEP I ... ZERO ADJUST
Turn all bits OFF and adjust zero trimmer R1, until the output reads 0.000 volts (lLSB =2.44mV). In most cases this trim
is not needed, but pin 8 should then be connected to pin 12.
STEP II ... GAIN ADJUST
Turn all bits ON and adjust 100.11 gain trimmer R2, until the
output is 9.9976 volts. (Full scale is adjusted to 1LSB less than
nominal full scale of 10.000 volts.) If a 10.237SV full scale is
desired (exactly 2.SmV fbit), insert a 120.11 resistor in series
with the gain resistor at pin 10 to the op amp output.
FIGURE S. BIPOLAR CONFIGURATION
This configuration will provide a bipolar output voltage from
-S.OOO to +4.9976 volts, with positive full scale occurring with
all bits ON (alii's).
STEP I ... OFFSET ADJUST
Turn OFF all bits. Adjust 100.11 trimmer R1 to give -S.OOO
volts output.

Figure 4. 0 to +10V Unipolar Voltage Output

"

l00!!

STEP II ... GAIN ADJUST
Turn ON All bits. Adjust 100.11 gain trimmer R2 to give a
reading of +4.9976 volts.
Please note that it is not necessary to trim the op amp to obtain full accuracy at room temperature. In most bipolar situations, an op amp trim is unnecessary unless the untrimmed offset drift of the op amp is excessive.
FIGURE 6. OTHER VOLTAGE RANGES
The ADS65 can also be easily configured for a unipolar 0 to
+5 volt range or ±2.S volt and ±1O volt bipolar ranges by using
the additional Sk application resistor provided at the 20 volt
span R terminal, pin 11. For a S volt span (0 to +S or ±2.S),
the two Sk resistors are used in parallel by shorting pin 11 to
pin 9 and connecting pin 10 to the op amp output and the
bipolar offset either to ground for unipolar or to REF OUT
for the bipolar range. For the ±10 volt range (20 volt span)
use the Sk resistors in series by connecting only pin 11 to the
op amp outp~t and the bipolar offset connected as shown.
The ±10 volt option is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. ±5V Bipolar Voltage Output

"

100!1

11

ZOVSPAN

AD565

Figure 6. ±10V Voltage Output
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INTERNAL/EXTERNAL REFERENCE USE
The ADS65 has an internal low-noise buried zener diode reference which is trimmed for absolute accuracy ~nd temperature
coefficient. This reference is buffered and optimized for use
in a high speed DAC and will give long-term stability equal
or superior to the best discrete zener reference diodes. The
performance ,of the ADS6S is specified with the internal reference driving the DAC since all trimming and testing (especially
fer full scale and bipelar) is done in this configuratien.
The ADS6Scan be used with an external reference, but may
net have sufficient trim range te accemmodate a reference
which dees net match the internal reference. Fer external
reference applications, the ADS66 series is recemmended.
The internal reference has sufficient buffering to drive external
circuitry in addition te the reference currents required fer the
DAC (typically O.SmA te Ref In al)d 1.0mA to Bipolar Offset,
if used). A minimum of l.SmA is .available fer driving external
circuits. The reference is typically trimmed te ±0.2%, then
tested and guaranteed te ±1.0% max errer. The temperature
ceefficient is cemparable te that ,of the full scale TC fer a
particular grade.

can be cennected to the most cenvenient greund point;
analog pewer return is preferred. If pewer ground centains
high frequency noise beyend 200mV, this neise may feed
threugh the cenverter,' thus seme caution will be required
in applying these grounds.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
The AD565 has a typical ,output compliance range frem -2 to
+ 10 velts. The current-steering output stages will be unaffected
by changes in the output terminal veltage ever that range. Hewever, there is an equivalent output impedance of 8k in parallel
with 25pF at the ,output terminal which preduces an equivalent
errer current if the veltage deviates frem analeg cemmon. This
is a linear effect which dees net change with input code. Operatien beyepd the compliance limits may cause either output
stage saturatien ,or breakdewn which results in nenlinear perfermance. Cempliance limits are net affected by the positive pewer supply, but are a functien ,of output current and
negative supply, as shewn in Figure 8. '

w

~

DIGITAL INPUT CONSIDERATIONS
The ADS6S uses a standard positive ttue straight binary cede
fer unipelar ,outputs (all l's give.full scale ,output), and an
,offset binary code for bipelar ,output ranges. In the bipolar
mede, with all O's on the inputs, the ,output will ge to negative
full scale; with 100... 00 (only the MSB en), the ,output will
be O.OOvelts; with all l's, the ,output will ge te pesitive full
scale.
The thresheld ,of the digital input circuitry is set at 1.4 velts
and dees net vaty with supply veltage. The input lines can
interface with any type of 5 velt legic, TTLlDTL ,or CMOS,
and have sufficiently lew input currents to interface easily
with unbuffered CMOS legic. The cenfiguratien ,of the input
circuit is shewn in Figure 7. The input line can be medeled as
a 30kn resistance connected to a -0.7V rail.

DIGITAL
INPUTS
(PINS 13 TO 24)

peWER
GND

*"5pF
./

~-=

30kll
",-O.7V

6-----0

TO LOGIC

W 0

> >

;:: W

ffi<[
2

4

~

3

"

~ 2
~

8

lOUT" -2mA

1

13.5V

16.5V

NEGATIVE SUPPLY - Vee

Figure 8. Typical Negative Compliance Range vs.
Negative Supply

MIL-STD-883
The rigers ,of the militarylaerospace envirenment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc., demand the utmost
in electrenic circuits. The AD565, with the inherent reliability
,of integrated circuit constructien, was designed with these
applicatiens in mind. The hermetically-sealed, lew profile DIP
package takes up a fraction ,of the s'pace required by equivalent
modular designs and protects the chip from hazardous envirenments. Te further insure reliability, the AD565 is ,offered 'with
100% screenipg te MIL-STD-883, methed 5004, Class B.
Table 1 details the test precedures ,of MIL-STD-883. Analeg
Devices subjects each pari: ,ordered with 883 screening te these
tests en a 100% basis.
TABLE I

FifJure 7. Equivalent Djgitallnput Circuit

GROUNDING RULES
The AD56S brings out separate reference and power grounds
te allew eptimuin cennectiens fer low neise and high speed
perfermance. These grounds sheuld be tied tegether at ,one
point, usually the device pewer ground. The separate ground
returns are previded te minimize current flow in low-level
signal paths. In this way, logic return currents are net summed inte the same return path with analeg signal~.
The reference gro,und at pin S is the ground point for the
internal reference and is thus the "high quality" greund for
the AD565; it should be cennected directly to the analog
reference peint of the system. The power ground at pin 12
9-40 D/A CONVERTERS

TEST

METHOD

1) Internal Visual
(Pre cap)

Method 2010, Test Condition B

2) Stabilization Bake

Method 1008,; 24 hours @ + 150° ~

,3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1010. Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, ~65°C to +150 0 C

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2001, Test Condition E,
VI plane. 30kg

S) Seal. Fine and Gross

Method 1014, Test Condition A
andC

l\)

Method lOIS, Test Condition B,
160 hO!lrs@ +12S o C min

Bu~n-in

Test

7) Final Electrical Tests

Performed 100% to all min and
max dc specifications on data pages

8) External Visual

Method 2009

SETTLING TIME
The high speed NPN current steering switching cell and internally compensated reference amplifier of the AD 56 5 are specifically designed for fast settling operation. The typical settling
time to ±0.01 % (lI2LSB) for the worst case transition (major
carry or full scale step) is about 200ns; the lo~er order bits
all settle in less than 200ns. (Worst case settling occurs when
all bits are switched, especially the MSB).
The excellent high speed performance of the AD 565 is demonstrated in these oscilloscope photographs. The measurements
are made with the AD565 driving directly into an equivalent
son load, and amplified with a low capacitance MOS-input,
UHF amplifier. Both figures show the worst case situation,
which is full scale transition from switching all bits OFF to ON.

INPUT DRIVE
OTO 5 VOLTS

OUTPUT SIGNAL
1 DIVISION = lmA
HORIZONTAL SCALE
10ns/DIV.

Figure 9. Full Scale Transition

The full transition characteristic is shown in Figure 9. There is
about a 6-8ns delay, followed by a lOris rise time and minimal
overshoot. The transition in the other direction shows approximately a 20ns delay prior to a IOns rise time. The slewing characteristics for smaller transitions show a similar characteristic.

INPUT DRIVE
OTO 5 VOLTS

OUTPUT SIGNAL
1 DIVISION = lLSB
HORIZONTAL SCALE
100ns/DIV.

Figure 10. Settling Characteristic Detail

The fine detail of the full scale settling characteristic is shown
in Figure 10. The equipment and circuitry used to make the
measurements adds about SOns to the actual device performance. The final portion of.the signal slews to within 1OLSB's
in less than 150ns, reaches and stays within 1I2LSB in about
200ns, and shows less than 1/2LSB overshoot. The characteristic is completely settled out in less than 400ns.
HIGH SPEED SYSTEM DESIGN
Full realization of this high speed performance requires strict
attention to detail by the user in all areas of application and
testing.
The settling time for the ADS65 is specified in terms of the
current output, an inherently high speed DAC operating mode.

However, most DAC applications require a current-to-voltage
conversion at some point in the signal path, although an unbuffered voltage level (not using an op amp) is suitable for use
in a successive-approximation AID converter (see the next page),
or in many display applications. This form of current-to-voltage
conversion can give very fast operation if proper design and
layout is done. The fastest voltage conversion is achieved by
connecting a low value resistor directly to the ou tpu t, as shown
in Figure 11. In this case, the settling time is primarily determined by the cell switching time and by the RC time
constant of the ADS65 output capacitance of 25 picofarads
(plus stray capacitance) combined with the output resistor
value. Settling to 0.01% of full scale (for a full scale transition)
requires 9 time constants. This effect is important for an
equivalent resistance over lkn.
If an op amp must be used to provide a low impedance output
signal, some loss in settling time will be seen due to op amp
dynamics. The normal current-to-voltage converter op amp
circuits are shown in the applications circuits using the fast.
settling AD509. The circuits shown settle to ±1I2LSB in lIls
unipolar or bipolar. The DAC output capacitance, which acts
as a stray capacitance at the op amp inverting input, must be
compensated by a feedback capacitor, as shown. The value
should be chosen carefully for each application and each op
amp type.
Fastest operation will be obtained by minimizing lead lengths,
stray capacitance and impedance levels. Both supplies should
be bypassed near the devices; O.ltLF will be sufficient since t h e .
ADS65 runs at constant supply current regardless of input code.
DIRECT UNBUFFERED VOLTAGE OUTPUT FOR
CABLE DRIVING
The wide compliance range allows direct current-to-voltage conversion with just an output resistor. Figure 11 shows a connection using the gain and bipolar output resistors to give a :t1.60
volt bipolar swing. In this situation, the digital code is complementary binary. Other combinations of internal and external
output resistors (Rx) can be used to scale to alternate voltage
ranges, simply by appropriately scaling the 0 to -2mA unipolar
output current and using the 10.0 volt reference voltage for
bipolar offset. For example, setting Rx = 2.67kn gives a ±1
volt range with a lkn equivalent output impedance.
This connection is especially useful for directly driving a long
cable at high speed. Using a son resistor for Rx would allow
interface to a SOn cable with a ±SOmV full scale swing. Settling time would be very fast, as discussed in the section above.
50n
BIPOLAR OFF

REF IN
REF '6

GND,9-If-~VI.-j

Rx

Figure ". Unbuffered Bipolar Voltage Output
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ruGH SPEED 12."BIT AID CONVERTERS
The ·fast Settling characteristics of the AD565 make it ideal for
high .speed successive approxima~on AID converters. The internal reference and trimmed application resistors allow a 12-bit
converter system to be constructed with a minimum parrs count.
Shpwn in Figure 12 is a configuration using standard components; this system completes a full 12-bit conversion in lOlls
Jlnipolar or bipolar. This converter will be accurate to ±1I2LSB'
of 12bits.and have a typical gain T.C. of 1Oppmfc.
In the unipolar mode, the system range is 0 to 9.9976 Volts, with
each bit having a value of 2.44mV. For true conversion accuracy, an AID converter should be trimmed so that a given bit
code output,results from·inputlevels from 1I2LSB below to
1I2LSB above the exact voltage which that code represents.
Therefore, the converter zero point should be trimmed with an
input voltage of +1.22mV; trim R1 until the LSB jllst begins to
appear in the output code (all other bits "0"); For full scale,
use an input voltage of +9.9963 volts (10 volts -,lLSB1I2LSB); then trim R2 until the LSB just begins to appear (all
other bits "1 ").

HIGH-RESOLUTION CIRCUITS
16-bit resolution digital-to-analog converters can be built by
cascading an AD565 12-bit DAC with an AD559 orAD1408
8-bit DAC. This te,chnique can be used either to provide a 16bit binary DAC or a 4-digit BCD DAC. By using anAD565K
with ±1I8LSB typical linearity to 12 bits, the total circuit will
typically achieve ±1I2LSB accuracy for 14 binary bits, and
t112 least significant digit to 4 digits BCD. The binary configuration is shown in Figure 13. The AD559, with its thin
film ladder network similar to the ADS6S, is preferred for
good perform,ance over temperature;
BIPOLAR OFF

The bipolar signal range is -5.0 to +4.9976 volts. Bipolar offset
trimming is done by applying a -4.9988V input signal and
trimming R 1 for t1ie LSB transition (all other bits "'0").

,oon

DAC
lou,'

iR(FxCODE

LSB.

Figure 13. 16-Bit Binary DAC

INf>UTAANGES
Unipolar

OTOHO
o TO +5
OTO+2(I

lip..
iii

U.II
:t10

EquivDACZoUT

INPUTTOA
2.36kn.
INPUT TO A
1.9Okn
INPUT TO B
:t.b8kn
BTOOA¢OUT'

Figure 12. Fast Precision Anaiog to Digital Convener

Full scale is set by applying +4.9963 volts and trimming R2 for
the LSB transition (all other bits "1 "). In many applications,
the pretrimmed application 'resistors are sufficiently accurate
that external trimmers will be unnecessary, especially in situations requiring less than full 1.2-bit ±1I2LSB accuracy.
For fastest operation, the impedance at the comparator summing node must be minimized, as mentioned in the section on
settling time. However, lowering the impedance will reduce
the voltage signal to the comparator (at an equivalent impedance at the summing node of 1k12, 1LSB = 0.5mV), to the
point that comparator performance will be sacrificed. The
contribution to 'this impedance from the DAC will vary with
the input configuration, as shown in the input range table. ,
To prevent dynamic errors, the inputsignal should have a low
dynamic source impedance, such as that of the AD509 high
speed op amp.
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COMPLEMENTARY BINARY CODE CIRCUITS,
The AD565 can be used in circuits where only a complementary
binary code is available. This is done by connecting the 10 volt
span resistor to the lOvoit reference and connecting the DAC
output to a noninverting amplifier as shown in Figure 14. The
8k;{2 DAC output impedance and the Sk12 span resistor will
form a divider which willgive a full scale output voltage (with
all bits off) to the amplifier of about 6.15 volts. To obtain a
10 volt fUll scale, the amplifier is shown with a gain network
back to the inverting input.
BIPOLAR OFF

Figure 14. Complementary Output DAC

~ANALOG

WDEVICES

Low Cost High Speed 12-Bit
Monolithic D/A Converter
AD 586

FIi'ATURES
Single Chip Construction
Very High Speed: Settles to 1/2LSB in 200ns
Full Scale Switching Time: 30ns
Single Supply Operation
Monotonicity Guaranteed Over Temperature
Linearity Guaranteed Over Temperature: 1/2LSB max
(AD566K. T)
Low Power: 180mW
Pin-Out Compatible with AD562
. Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD566 is a fast 12-bit digital-to-analog converter which
incorporates the latest advances in analog circuit design into
a low power monolithic chip.
The AD566 chip uses 12 precision, high speed bipolar current
steering switches, control amplifier and a laser-trimmed thin
film resistor network to produce a very fast, high accuracy
analog output current.
The combination of performance and flexibility in the AD566
has resulted from major innovations in circuit design, an important new high-speed bipolar process, and continuing advances in laser-wafer-trimming techniques (LWT). The AD566
has a 10-90% full scale transition time less than 35 nanoseconds and settles to within ± 1I2LSB in 200 nanoseconds.
AD566 chips are laser-trimmed at the wafer level to ±1I8LSB
typical linearity and are specified to ±1I4LSB max error (K
and T grades) at +25°C. High speed and accuracy make the
AD566 the ideal choice for high speed display drivers as
well as fast analog-to-digital converters.
The AD566 is available in four performance grades and two
package types. The AD566J and K are specified for use over
the 0 to +700 C temperature range and are available in either
a 24-pin, hermetically-sealed, side-brazed ceramic DIP, or a
24-pin plastic DIP. The AD566S and T grades are specified
for the -SSo C to + 125° C range and are available in the ceramic
.
package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The combination of single supply operation with wide output compliance range is idealy suited for fast, low noise,
accurate voltage output configurations without an output
amplifier.
2. The device incorporates a newly developed*, fully differential, non-saturating precision current switching cell strUcture
which combines the dc .accuracy and stability first developed
in the AD562 with very fast switching times and an optimally-damped settling characteristic.
3. The chip also contains SiCr thin film application resistors
which can be used with an external op amp to provide a
precision voltage output or as" input resistors for a successive approximation AID converter. The resistors are
matched to the internal ladder network to guarantee a
low gain temperature coefficient and are laser-trimmed
for minimum full scale and bipolar offset errors.
4. The pin-out of the AD566 is compatible with the industrystandard AD 562 so that a system can easily be upgraded to
provide higher speed performance.
5. The single-chip construction makes the AD566 inherently
more reliable than hybrid inulti-chip designs. The AD566S
and T grades, with guaranteed linearity and monotonicity
over the -S S° C to + 125° C range, are especially recommended for high reliability needs in harsh environments.
These units are available fully processed to MIL-STD-883,
Level B.

·Covered by patent numbers. '3,803,590; 3,890,611; 3,932,863;
3,978,473; 4,020,486; and other patents pending.
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SPECIFICATIONS (TA;"
MODEL

+2~oC; VEE =~ 15V, unless otherwise specified)
ADS66J
TYP

MAX

MIN

+2.0

+5.5

't 2.6

0

+0.8

0

.M.IN

ADS66K
TYP

MAX

UNITS

+5.5
+O.S

V
V

DATA INPuTs (Pins 13 to 24)
TTL or S Volt CMOS (Tmin to Tmax)
Inpl~t

Voltage
Bit ON Logic "I"
Bit OFF Logic {'O"

Logic Current (each bit)

Bit ON Logic"~".
Bit OFF Logic."O"

+120

+300
+100

~3S

+120

+300

+35

+100

12

RESOLUTION
OUTPUT
Current

12

Bits

rnA
rnA

.,'.

Unipolar (alt bits on)
Bipolar, (all, bits on or off)
R~istan<;e,

,1.6
to.S

~2.0

-2.4
t1.2

-1.6

-2.0

-2.4

±1.0

to.S

±1.0

il.2

6k

Sk

10k

~k

8k

10k

0.01

0.05

O.ill

{}.OS

% of F.S.

0.05

0.15

0.05

0.1

%ofF.S.
pF

+10

V

(exclusive of span

resistors)
Offset
, Unipolar (adjustable to
ZC~O per Figure 5)
Bipo,lar (Figure 6 RI and
. R, = 500 fixed)

, Capacitance

25

25

C«;linpliance Voltage,
Trhin toTmax

+10

-\:5

-1.S

ACCURACY (error ~lative to

full scale) +2S·C
Tmin to Tmax

±1(4
(0.006)

±1I2

±1/8

±1I4

(0.012)

(0.003)

(0.006)

±1/2

±3/4

±}/4

±1I2

(O.OIS)

(0.012)

(0.006)

(0.012)

LSB
%ofF.S.
LSB
%ofF.S.

±114

±112

LSB

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
+2S o C
Tdiin to Tmax

±112
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED
:1:3/4

MONOTONICITY GUARAN1:EED

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Unipolar Zero

2

Bipolar Zero

10
10

Gain (Full Scale)
Differe~tial

10

3

Nonlinearity

ppm/C
ppm/C
ppm/C
ppm/oC

SETTLING TIME TO 1/2LSB
All Bits ON~to-oFF or OFF-to-ON

200

FULL SCALE TRANSITION
10% to 90% Delay plus Rise Time
90% to 10% Delay plus Fan Time

IS

30

POWER REQUIREMENTS
VEE, -13.5 to -16.sV dc

-12
IS

400

200

400

ns

30

IS

SO

30

30
50

ns
ns

-20

"12

--20

rnA

25

IS

25

ppm ofF.S.I%

POWER SUPPLY GAIN SENSITIVITY
VEE = -ISV. ±10%

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGE (see Figures 5, 6, 7)

-2.5

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS
Gain Error with Fixed SOO
Resistor for R2" (Fig. 5)
Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed
SOn Resistor for R 1 (Fig. 6)
.Gain Adjustm~nt Range (Fig. 5)
Bipola.r Zero Adjustment Range
REFERENCE INPUT
Inpu t Impedance

subject to change without notice.
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-2.5

15k

V

to +2.5

o to +10

-5 to +5
-10 to +10

-S to +5
-10 to +10

V
V
V
V

to.1

to.25

to.1

±0.25

% ofF.S.

±O.OS

to.IS

±O.OS

to.1

%ofF.S .
%ofF.S.
%ofF.S.

±O.25

to.15

±Q.\S

MULTIPLYING MODE PERFORMANCE (All Models)
Quadrants
Reference Voltage
Accuracy
Reference F~edt~rough (unipolar mode,
all bits OFF. and 0 to +10V [p-pJ, sinewave
frequency for 1/2LSB [p-p[ fcedthrough)
Output Slew Rate 10%-90%
90%-10%
Output Settling Time (all bits on and a O-lOV
step change in reference voltage)

~pedfic.tions

to +2.5

Q to +10

±0.2S

POWER DISSIPATION

CONTROL AMPLIFIER
Full Power Bandwidth
Small-Signal Closed-Loop Bandwidth

o to +5

o to tS

20k

2Sk

180

300

15k

20k

2Sk

180

300

Two (2): Bipolar Qperation at Digital Input Only
+lV to +lOV, Unipolar
10 Bits (±O.05% of Reduced F .S.) for 1V dc Reference Voltage
40kHz typ

5mAIJls
lmA/lls
1.5~s

to Q.OI% F.S.

JOOkH,
1.8MH,

mW

MODEL
DATA I~PUTS (PinS 13 to 2+)
TTL'Uf 5 Volt CMOS (Tmin to Tmax>
Input Voltage
Bit ON Logic "\"
Bit OFF 'Logic "0"
Logic Current (each bit)

MIN

AD566S
TYP

MAX

+2.0

+5.5

+2.0

+5.5

v

+0.8

0

+0.8

.V.

+300
+}OO

fJ.A
fJ.A

12

Bits

rnA
rnA

Bit ON Loglf: "1"

+lZ0

+300

+35

+100

+120
+35

12

RESOLUTION

Tmin toTmax

UNITS

MAX

o

Bit OFF Logit' "0"

OUTPUT
Current
Unipolar (all bits on)
Bipolar (all bits on or off)
Resistance (exclusive of span
resistors)
Offset
Unipolar (adjustable to
zero per Figure 5)
Bipolar(Figure 6 RI and
R, = son fixed)
Capacitance
Compliance Voltage

AD566T
TYP

MIN

-1 6

-2.0

-2.+

-1.6

±I.U

il.l

±O.8

-2.0
il.O

-2.4

±O.H

6k

8k

10k

6k

8k

10k

O.oI

0.05

0.01

0.05

% of 1'.S.

0.05
25

0.15

0.05
25

0.1

% ofl'.S.
pI'

+10

v

t1/4
(0.006)
:t1/2
(0.012)

LSB
% of F.S.
LSB
% of F.S.

-1.5

ACCURACY (error relative to
full scale) +2S o C

+10

±1/4
(0.006)
±I/2

(0.012)
DII'FERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
+-2S o C

-1.5

±I/2

±lIS

(0.012)
±3/4
(0.018)

(0.003)
il/4
(0.006)

±1/2
±3/4 .
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED

Tmirr to Tmax

±1.2

±1/4
±1/2
MONOTONICITY GUARANTEED

LSB

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

Unipolar Zero
Bipolar Zero
Gain (Full Scale)

10

10
3

10

ppm/C
ppm/C
ppm/C
ppm/oC

Differential Nonlinearity
SETTLING TIME TO 1/2LSB
All Bits ON-to-OFF or OFF-to-ON

200

400

200

400

ns

IS
30

30
SO

IS
30

30
SO

ns
ns

POWER REQUIREMENTS
VEE, -1l.5 to -16.SV de

-12.

-20

-12

-20

rnA

POWER SUPPL Y GAIN SENSITIVITY
VEE = -15V, tlO%

IS

IS

25

ppm of 1'.5.1%

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT
RANGE (see Figures 5, 6, 7)

o to +5

o to +5

-2.5 to +2.5

-2.5 to +2.5

Oro+lO

o to +10

FULL SCALE TRANSITION

10% to 90% Delay plus Rise Time
90% to 10% Delay plus Fall Time

. 25

V
V
V
V
V

-s

to +5
-10 to +10

-5 to +5
-10to+1O

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS
Gain Error with Fixed son

Resistor for R2 (Fig. 5)

±O.l

fO.25

:to. I

to.25

%ofF.S.

to.05

:to. I

% of F.s.
%ofF.S.
%of 1'.5.

Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed

SOn Resistor for Rl (Fig. 6)
Gain Adjustment Range (Fig. 5)
Bipolar Zero Adjusnnent Range

±O.OS

±O,IS

to.25
to.15

to.25

:to.IS

REFERENCE INPUT

Input Impedance

15k

POWER DISSIPATION

20k

25k

180

300

15k

20k

25k

180

300

mW

MULTIPLYING MODE PERFORMANCE (All Models)

Quadrants
Refercn~e

Voltage
Accuracy
Reference "'eedthrough (unipolar mode,
all bits OFF, and 0 to +lOV (p-pl ,sinewave
frequency for 1I2LSB [p-pl feedthrough)
Output Slew Rate 10%-90%
90%-10%
Output Settling Time (all bits on and a O-lOV

step change in reference voltage)

Two (2): Bipolar Operation at Digital Input Only
+lV to +lOV, Unipolar
10 Bits (±O.OS% of Reduced F.S.) for 1 V dc Reference Voltage

40kHz typ

SmAIIls

ImAIp.s
i.SfJ.S to 0.01% 1'.5.

CONTROL AMPLIFIER

Full Power Bandwidth
Small-Signal Closed-Loop Bandwidth

300kH,
1.8MH,

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VEE to Power Ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV to -18V
Voltage on DAC Output (Pin 9) . . . . . . . . . . . . -3V to +12V
Digital Inputs (Pins 13 to 24) to Power Ground.. .-1.0V to
+7.0V
.±12V
Ref In to Reference Ground ..... .
.±12V
Bipolar Offset to Reference Ground .
.±12V
10V Span R to Reference Ground
.. ±24V
20V Span R to Reference Ground
.1000mW
Power Dissipation . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 1 details the test procedures of MIL-STD-883. Analog
Devices subjects each part ordered with 883 screening to these
tests on a 100% basis.

PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW
NC

Btl 1 (MS8) IN

NC

BIT 2 IN

REFERENCE GND

BIT 3 IN

AMP SUMMING

MIL-STD-883
The rigors of the military/aerospace environment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc., demand the utmost
in electronic circuits. The AD566, with the inherent reliability
of integrated circuit construction, was designed with these
applications in mind. The hermetically sealed, low profile DIP
package takes up a fraction of the space required by equivalent
, modular designs and protects the chip from hazardous environments. To further insure reliability, the AD566 is offered with
100% screening to MIL-STD-883, method 5004. ,

TABLE I
METHOD

TEST
1) Internal Visual
(Pre cap)

Method 2010, Test Condition B

2) Stabilization Bake

Method 1008,24 hours

3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1010. Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -6SoC to +ISO°C

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2001, Test Condition E,
Y I plane, 30kg

S) Seal, Fine and Gross

Method 1014, Test Condition A
and C

6) Burn-in Test

Method lOIS, Test Condition B,
160 hours @ +12So C min

7) Final Electrical Tests

Performed 100% to all min and
max de specifications on data
pages.

8) External Visual

Method 2009

(@

+ISO°C

BIT 4 IN

JUNCTION

REF. V HI IN

BIT5 IN

VEe -15V IN
(20mA!

BIT6 IN

BIPOLAR OFFSET R IN

BIT 7 IN

NC

BIT 8 IN

DAC OUT (-2mA F S.l

eIT9 IN

10V$PAN R

BIT 10 IN

20V SPAN R

BIT 11

IN

BIT 12 (LSB)IN

POWER GND

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

NO.llEAD
IDENTIFIER

0.085

~

[2.16)

~~o.",
I
Figure 1. Molded Plastic Package (Type N)
24-Lead Dual-In-Line

MODEL

PACKAGE

ADS66JN/BIN

Plastic
Ceramic
Plastic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic

ADS66KN/BIN
ADS66KD/BIN

AD566SD/BIN
ADS66SD/BIN/883B

ADS66TD/BIN
AD566TD/BIN/883B
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"
0.011

(T

to.oo~

(0,28tO.03)
0.6 (15.241

i.
Figure 2. Hermetically-Sealed Ceramic Side-Brazed Package
(Type OJ 24-Lead Dual-In-Line
I

AD566 ORDERING GUIDE

ADS66JD/BIN

~

--II-I---

LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH

TEMP RANGE

o to +70°C
o to +70°C
o to +70°C
o to +70oC
_SSoC
-SSoC
-SSoC
-S5°C

to +12SoC
to +12SoC
to +12SoC

to +12SoC

LINEARITY
ERROR MAX
@ 2SoC
±1I2LSB
±1I2LSB
±1I4LSB
±1I4LSB
±1I2LSB
±1I2LSB
±1I4LSB
±1/4LSB

MAX GAIN T.C.
(ppm of F.S./'C)
10
10
3

3
10
10
3
3

THE AD566 OFFERS TRUE 12-BIT PERFORMANCE
ACCURACY: Analog Devices defines accuracy as the maximum
deviation of the actual, adjusted DAC output (see the next page)
from the ideal analog output (a straight line drawn from 0
to F.S. - lLSB) for any bit combination. The AD566 is laser
trimmed to 1/4LSB (0.025% of F.S.) maximum error at +25°C
for the K and T version and to 1I2LSB for the J and S versions.
MONOTONICITY: A DAC is said to be monotonic if the output either increases or remains constant for increasing digital
inputs such that the output will always be a non-decreasing
function of the input. All versions of the AD566 are monotonic over their entire operating temperature range ..
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY: Monotonic behavior
requires that the differential nonlinearity error be less than
lLSB hoth at +25°C and over the temperature range of interest. Differential n6nlinearity is the measure of the variation in
analog value, normalized to full scale, associated with a lLSB
change in digital input code. For example, if a lLSB change in
the input code results in a change of only 0.61mV (l/4LSB) in
analog output, the differential nonlinearity error would be
1.83mV, or 3/4LSB. The AD566K and T have amax differentiallinearity error of 1I2LSB, which is a tighter specification
than simply guaranteed monotonicity.
ANALYZING DEVICE ACCURACY OVER THE
TEMPERATURE RANGE
For the purposes of temperature drift analysis, the major device components are shown in Figure 3.
The input reference current to the DAC, IREF , is developed
from the external reference and will show the same drift rate
as the reference voltage. The DAC output current, IDAC which
is a function of the digital inpu t code, is designed to track
IREF; if there is a slight mismatch in these currents over
temperature, it will contribute to the gain T.C. The bipolar
offset resistor, R BP , and gain setting resistor, RGAIN, also have
temperature coefficients which contribute to system drift errors.
There are three types of drift errors over temperature: offset,
gain, and linearity. Offset drift causes a vertical translation of
the entire transfer curve; gain drift is a change in the slope of
the curve; and linearity drift represents a change in the shape
of the curve. The combination of these three drifts results in
the complete specification for total error over temperature.

MONOTONICITY AND LINEARITY
The initial linearity error of ±1I2LSB max and the differential
linearity error of ±3/4LSB max guarantee monotonic performance over the range of -55°C to +125°C. It can, therefore, be
assumed that linearity errors are insignificant in computation
of total temperature errors.
UNIPOLAR ERRORS
Temperature error analysis in the unipolar mode is straightforward: there is an offset drift and a gain drift. The offset
drift of 2ppmt"C max (which comes from leakage currents)
causes a linear shift in the transfer curve as shown in Figure 4.
The gain drift causes a change in the slope of the curve which
results from reference drift and the device gain drift. The
device gain drift is the DAC drift and drift in RGAIN relative
to the DAC resistors for a total of 3ppmt"C max (AD566K,
T). Total absolute error due to all of these effects is guaranteed to be less than ±0.05% of full scale from -55°C to +125°C.
BIPOLAR RANGE ERRORS
The analysis is slightly more complex in the bipolar mode. In
this mode RBP is connected to VREF (see Figure 3) to generate
a current which exactly balances the current of the MSB so
that the output voltage is zero with the MSB on.
Note that if the DAC and application resistors track perfectly,
the bipolar offset drift will be zero even if the reference drifts.
A change in the reference voltage, which causes a shift in the
bipolar offset, will also cause an equivalent change in IREF and
thus IDAC, so that IDAC will always be exactly balanced by
IBP with the MSB turned on. This effect is shown in Figure 4. •
The net effect of the reference drift then is simply to cause a
rotation in the transfer around bipolar zero. However, consideration of second order effects (which are often overlooked)
reveals the errors in the bipolar mode. The unipolar offset
drifts discussed before will have the same effect on the bipolar
offset. A mismatch of R BP to the DAC resistors is usually the
largest component of bipolar drift, but in the AD566 this error is held to lOppm max. The total of all these errors is held
to ±0.15% of full scale from -55°C to +125°C (AD566T).
Note that, in the bipolar ranges, full scale is defined as the
total range from -VPS to +Vps.

Total error is defined as the deviation from a true straight line
transfer characteristic from exactly zero at a digital input
which calls for zero ou tput to a point which is defined as full
scale. A specification for tOtal error over temperarure assumes
that both the zero and full scale points have been trimmed for
zero error at +25°C. Total error is normally expressed a percentage of the full scale range. In the bipolar situation, this
means the total range from -VFS to +VFS.

UNIPOLAR

~
'5
ADS66

- - GAIN SHIFT

o+--r~'£'---------

BIPOLAR (IDEAL CASE)

Figure 3. Bipolar Configuration

Figure 4. Unipolar and Bipolar Drifts
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CONNECTING T.HJ<: ADS66 FOR BUFFERED VOLTAGE
OUTPUT
'
The' standard current-to-voltage conversion connections' using
an operational amplifier are shown here with the preferred
trimming techniques, If a low offset operational amplifier
(ADS10L, ADS17L, AD741L, AD3011\L) is used, excellent
performance can be obtained in many situations without trimming (an op amp with less than'O.5mV max offset voltage
should be used to keep offset errors below 1I2LSB). If a son
fixed resistor is substituted for the lOOn trimmer, unipolar
zero will typically be within ±lI2LSB (plus op amp offset),
and full scale accuracy will be within 0.1 % (0.25% max).
Substituting a SOn resistor for the lOOn bipolar offset trimmer will give a bipolar zero error typically within ±2LSB
(0.05%).
The AD509 is recommended for buffered voltage-output applications which require a settling time to ±1I2LSB·of one
microsecond. The feedback capacitor is shown with the optimum value for ,each application; this capacitor is required to
compensate for the 25 picofarad DAC output capacitance.

ANALOG OUTPUT

DIGITAL INPUT
MSB

LSB

000000000000
011111111111
100000000000
111111111111

Straight Binary

Offse, Binary

Two's Compl.*

Zero
Mi~ Scale -1 LSB
+112 FS
+FS -ILSB

-Full Scale
FS -ILSB
Zero

Zero

+FS_IL~B

+ Full Scale -1 LSB

-FS
+FS -ILSB

·Invert the MSB of the offset binary code with an external,
inverter to obtain. two's complement.

Table 2. Digital Input Codes
+15V

FIGURE S UNIPOLAR CONFIGURATION
This configuration will provide a unipolar 0 to +10 volt output
range. In this mode, the bipolar terminal, pin 7, should be
grounded if not used for trimming.
STEP I ... ZERO ADJUST
Turn all bits OFF and adjust zero trimmer, R1, until the output
reads 0.000 volts (lLSB = 2.44mV). In most cases this trim
is not needed, but pin 7 should then be <;onnected to pin q.
STEp II •.. GAIN ADJ UST
Turn all bits ON and adjust lOOn gain tr,immer, R2, until the
output is 9.9976 volts. (Full scale is adjusted to lLSB less than
nominal full scale of 10;000 volts.) Ifa 10.2375V full scale is
desired (exactly 2.SinV tbit), insert a 120n resistor in series
with the gain resistor at pin 10 to the op ainp output.

Figure 5. 0 to +10V Unipolar Voltage Output

FIGURE 6. BIPOLAR CONI!'IGURATION
This configuration will provide a bipolar output voltage from
-5.000 to +4.9976 volts, with positive full scale occurring,with
all bits ON (all l's).
STEP I •.• OFFSET ADJUST
Turn OFF all bits. Adjust 10Qn trimmer R1 to give -5.000
output volts.
STEP II •.• GAIN ADJUST
Tum ON all bits. Adjust lOOn gain trimmer R2 to give a
reading of +4.9976 volts.
Please note that it is not necessary to trim the op amp to obtain full accl!racy at room temperature. In most bipolar situations, an op amp trim is unnecessary unless the untrimmed offset drift of the op amp is excessive.
FIGURE 7. OTHER VOLTAGE RANGES
The ADS66 can also be easily configured for a unipolar 0 to
+S volt range or ±2.S volt and ±10 volt bipolar ranges by using
the additional 5k application resistor provided at the 20 volt
span R terminal, piri 11. For a 5 volt span (0 to + 5V or +2. 5V),
the two 5k resistors are used in parallel by shorting pin 11 to
-pin 9 and connecting pin 10 to the op amp output and 1;ile bipolar offset resistor either to ground for unipolar or to VREF
for the bipolar range. For the ±10 volt range (20valt span) use
the 5k resistors in series by connecting only pin 11 to the op
amp output and the bipolar offset connected as shown. The
±10 volt option is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. ±5V Bipolar Voltage Output

-THE PARALLEL COMBINATION OF THE BIPOLAR
OFfSET RESISTOR AND R3 ESTABLISH A CURRENT
TO BALANCE THE MBB CURRENT. THE EFFECT OF
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT MISMATCH BETWEEN
THE BIPOLAR RESISTOR COMBINATION AND OAC
RESISTORS IS EXPLAINED ON PRWIOUS PAGE.

Figure 7. ±10V Voltage Output

DIGITAL INPUT CONSIDERATIONS
The threshold of the digital input circuitry is set at 2.0 volts
and does not vary with supply voltage. The input lines can
interface with any type of S volt logic, TTL/DTL or CMOS,
and have sufficiently low input currents to interface 'easily
with unbuffered CMOS logic. The configuration of the input
circuit is shown in Figure 8. The input line can be modelled as
a 30kn. resistance connected to a -0.7V rail.
I

~~~'J:i

~I
..... -O.7V TO

(PINS 13 TO 24)

I
II _ 5.'

I

30kn

lOGIC

_

POWER~
GND

Figure 8. Equivalent Digital Input Circuit
GROUNDING RULES
The ADS66 brings out separate reference and power grounds
to allow optimum connections for low noise and high speed
performance. These grounds must be tied together at one
point, usually the device power ground. The separate ground
returns are provided to minimize the current flow in low-level
signal paths. In this way, logic gate return currents are not
summed into the same return path with analog signals.
The reference ground at pin 3 is the ground point for the
internal reference and is thus the "high quality" ground for
the ADS66; it should be connected directly to the analog reference point of the system. The power ground at pin 12 can be
connected to the most convenient ground point; analog power
return is preferred. If th'e power ground contains high frequency noise in excess of 200m V; this noise may feed through
to the output of the converter, thus some caution is required
in applying these grounds.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
The ADS66 has a typical output compliance range of -2 to
+10 volts. The current-steering output stages will be unaffected
by changes in the output terminal voltage over that range. However, there is an equivalent output impedance of 8kn. in parallel
with 25pF at the output terminal which produces an equivalent
error current if the voltage deviates from analog common. This
is a linear effect which does not change with input code. Operation beyond the compliance limits may cause either output
stage saturation or breakdown which results in nonlinear performance. Compliance limits are a function of output current
and negative supply, as shown in Figure 9.

~

g

3

~~

2

~

1

~

;::w

z

~

The settling time for the ADS66 is specified for the current
output, an inherently high speed DAC operating mode. However, most DAC applications require a current-to-voltage conversion at some point in the signal path, although an unbu ffered voltage level (not using an op amp) is suitable for use
in a successive-approximation AID converter (see next page),
or in many display applications. With proper design this form
of current-to-voltage conversion can give very fast operation.
The fastest voltage conversion is achieved by connecting a low
value resistor directly to the output, as shown in Figure 10. In
this case, the settling time is primarily determined by the cell
switching time and by the RC time constant of the ADS66
output capacitance of 2S picofarads (plus stray capacitance)
combined with the output resistor value. Settling to 0.01% of
full scale (for a full scale transition) requires 9 time constants.
This effect is important for an equivalent resistance over 1kn..
If an op amp is used to provide a low impedance output
signal, some loss in settling time will be seen due to op amp
dynamics. The normal current-to-voltage converter op amp
circuits, based on the fast settling ADS09 are shown in the
applications circuits on Performance page. The unipolar or
bipolar circuits shown settle to ±1/2LSB in 1ils. The DAC
output capacitance, which acts as a stray capacitance at the
op amp inverting inpu t, must be compensated by a feedback
capacitor, as shown. The value should be chosen carefully for
each application and each op amp type.
Fastest operation will be obtained by minimizing lead lengths,
stray capacitance and impedance levels. The supply should be
bypassed near the device; O.lilF will be sufficient since the
ADS66 runs at constant supply current regardless of input
code. Output capacitance effects can be minimized by
grounding pin 11 in 10V span applications.
DIRECT UNBUFFERED VOLTAGE OUTPUT FOR
CABLE DRIVING
The wide compliance range allows direct current-to-voltage conversion with just an output resistor. Figure 10 shows a connection using the gain and bipolar output resistors to give a ±1.60
volt bipolar swing. In this situation, the digital code is complementary binary. Other combinations of internal and external
output resistors (Rx) can be used to scale to alternate voltage
ranges, simply by appropriately scaling the 0 to -2mA unipolar
output current and using the 10.0 volt reference voltage for
bipolar offset. For example, setting Rx = 2.67kn. gives a ±1
volt range with a 1kn. equivalent output impedance.
This connection is especially useful for directly driving a long
cable at high speed. A SOn. Rx resistor drives a SOn. cable with
a ±SOmV full scale swing; settling time is very fast as discussed
in the section above.

~

tOUT = -2mA

8
13.6V

16.5V

NEGATIVE SUPPLY -- VeE

Figure 9. Typical Neg. Compliance Range vs. Neg. Supply
HIGH SPEED SYSTEM DESIGN
Full realization of the ADS66 high speed capabilities requires
strict attention to detail by the user in all areas of application
and testing.

Figure 10. Unbuffered Bipolar Voltage Output
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•

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL FOR A 12cBIT DAC
•
A common 110 interface is the Digital-to-Analog Converter
output, which provides a voltage corresponding toa data word
from a microprocessor.
'

A family of monolithic 01 A converters is avail~ble ftom
Analog Devices that are suitable for vertical sweeps. The
line-spacing uniformity depends on linearity while maximum
number of lines depends ori DAC resolution. A display of
1024 lines would require 10 bits of resolution and 12 bits of
linearity (0.012% of linearity provides less than 12% of spacing
error). Switching transients created within the vertical sweep
DAC are blanked because they occur during the horizontal
retrace interval:.
For horizontal sweeps, the DAC requirements are more severe.
For example, to resolve 500 points per line, at 500 lines per
frame, at a 30Hz frame rate, requires that each digital horizontal step settle within lOOns (typical full scale settling time
is 200ns), and that there be no "glitches". Even if the display
is blanked between horizontal steps, large glitches at major
carries can cause deflection-amplifier transients, which distort
the pattern.

SIMPLE LOGIC INTERFACE
FOR STANDARD 12·811 OAe

ADD~~~i {CO

FROM
oeCOOER

..
HI

'-_-Lr-c,

Figure 11.,

Interfacing is more complex when the DAC needs more bits
of resolution than the system data bus can carry in 1 byte:
For examp"Ie, applications using an 8-bit microprocessor to
drive a 12-bit DAC are COmmon. Several hardware formats
are possible; the most convenient one depends 'On the desired
data format. If the least significant 8 bits are in one byte of
memory, they can be transferred into an 8-bit latch in one
memory"or 1I0-write cycle. An adjacent ,cycle can be used to
transfer the 4 least-significant bits of another data word into
a latch controlling the 4 most-significant bits of the DAC. The
least-significant bits of the data bus drive two 4-bit latches
which are controlled by two separate addresses. The Hi Byte
address allows the microprocessor to write in the 4 most
significant data bits and the Lo Byte address allows the micro~
processor to write in the 8 remaining bits. When all 12 bits
are latched, the DAC output will assume its proper new value.
An intermediate value will be momentarily present at the DAC
terminals between Hi and Lo Byte write cycles. For applications such as CRT displays where this intermediate value can~ot be tolerated, double buffering can be effectively employed.
This could be implemented with a separately-controlled 12,
bit latch at the DAC inputs.
D/A CONVERTERS IN DISPLAYS
,In Figure 12, a counter-driven ADS66 is shown as a sawtooth
sweep generator. When used for displays, this scheme provides
a highly-repeatable, controllable linear sweep.

Raster displays are usually generated by a fast horizontal scan
and "a slower vertical scan which is derived from the horizontal
scan. Intensity modulation during each horizontal scan pro, vides the pictorial information. The picture resolution is expressed "in terms of the number of discernible data points per
line multiplied by the number of lines. The minimum frame
period is the time allowed for the horizontal scan-plus-retrace
multiplied by the number of lines, plus vertical retrace time.
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Figure 12.

The excellent high speed performance of the ADS66 is demonstrated in the oscilloScope photograph of Figure 13. This measurement is made with the ADS66 driving directly into an
equivalent son load; amplified with a low capacitance MOSinpu,t, UHF amplifier. The figure shows the worst case situation, which is full scale transition from switching all bits OFF
to ON. The equipment and circuitry used to make the measurements adds about SOns to the actual device performance.

INPUT DRIVE
OTO 5 VOLTS

OUTPUT SIGNAL
1 DIVISION = lLSB
HORIZONTAL SCALE
100ns!DIV.

Figure 13. Settling Characteristic Detail

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

8~Bit

Monolithic
Multiplying 0/A Converter

FEATURES
Improved Replacement for Industry Standard 1408/1508
Improved Settling Time: 250ns typ
Improved Linearity: ±0.1% Accuracy Guaranteed Over
Temperature Range (-9 Gradel
High Output Voltage Compliance: +O.5V to -5.0V
Low Power Consumption: 157mW typ
High Speed 2·Quadrant Multiplying Input: 4.0mA/lls
Slew Rate
Single Chip Monolithic Construction
Hermetic 16·Pin Ceramic DIP
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD140S and AD150S are low cost monolithic integrated
circuit 8-bit multiplying digital-to-analog converters, consisting
of matched bipolar switches, a precision resistor network and a
control amplifier. The single chip is mounted in a hermetically
sealed ceramic 16 lead dual-in-line package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. MOIlolithic IC construction makes the ADI40S/ADlS0S an
optimum choice for applications where low cost is a major,
consideration.

Advanced circuit design and precision processing techniques
result in significant performance advantages over older indus~
try standard 140S/150S devices. The maximum linearity error
over the specified operating temperature range is guaranteed
to be less than ±\4LSB (-9 grade) while settling time to ±'hLSB
is reduced to 2S0nstyp. The temperature coefficient of gain
is typically 2Oppm/C and monotonicity is guaranteed over
the entire operating temperature range.

3. Versatile design configuration allows voltage or current outputs, variable or fixed reference inputs, CMOS or TTL
logic compatibility and a wide choice of accuracy and temperarure range specifications.

The AD140S/AD150S is recommended for alliow-co~t S-bit
DAC requirements; it is also suitable for upgrading overall
performance where older, less accurate and slower 140S/150S
devices have been designed in. The AD 140S series is specified
for operation over the 0 to +75°C temperature range, the
AD150S series for operation over the entire military temperature range of -55°C to +125°C.

2. The AD140S/ADlS0S directly replaces other devices of
this type.

4. Accuracies within ±\4LSB allow performance improvement
of older applications without redesign.
5. Faster settling time (250ns typ) permits use in higher speed
applications.
6. Low power consumption improves stability and reduces
warm-up time.
7. The AD140S/AD150S multiplies in two quadrants when a
varying reference voltage is applied. When multiplication is
not required, a fixed reference is u·sed.
S. The AD140S/AD150S is available in chip form; please consult factory for details.
9. The device is packaged in a hermetically-sealed ceramic 16
lead dual-in-line package. Processing to MIL-STD-SS3 level
B is available.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +250 e and Vee = +5.0V dc, VEE = -15V de unless otherwise noted)

MAXIMUM RATINGS
RATING.

SYMBOL

VALUE

UNIT

+5.5
-16.5

V dc
Vdc

DIGITAL INPUT VOLTAGE

Vee
VEE
Vs thru V12

+S.S,O

Vdc

APPLIED OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Vo

+0.5, -5.2

Vdc

REFERENCE CURRENT

114

5.0

mA

REFERENCE AMPLIFIER INPUTS

V1'4' VIS

Vee' VEE

v: dc

.POWER DISSIPATION'
(Package Limitation)
•
Derate above"J:A = +2·S. (;

Pp

1000
6.7 .

mW
mwfc

OPERATING:TEMPERATURERANGE'
ADI40S Series
J\D150S Series
.
.

TA
TA

o to +75
-S5 to +125

°c
°c

STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE

TSTG

-65 to +ISO

°c

'POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE .

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
,

. ,"' "REF"

.

.

0

0

(Vee = +S.OV dc, ViE =.-ISV dc, - 4 - = 2.0mA, ADlS08 Series, TA =-S5 C to +125 C
ADl408 Series, TA =0 to +7SoC unlM~ otherwise noted. All digital inputs at high logic level.)
CHARACTERISTIC
RELATIVE ACCUR,ACY
(Error Relative to Full ·S..le
ADIS08-9, AD1408-9
ADIS08-8, ADI408-S
AD 1408·7

SYMBOL

MIN

E,
E,

-

TYP

MAX

UNIT

±0.10
±0.19
fO.39

%.
%
%

10)

SETTLING TIME
to Within 1/2LSB (Include. 'PLIi 1
(TA =+2S°C)
PROPAGATION DELAY TIME
TA = +2SoC
OUTPUT FULL SCALE CURRENT DRIFT
DIGITAL INPUT LOGIC LEVELS (MSB)
.High Level, Logic "I"

Low Level, Logic "0"

Er

ts

2S0

.'PLH:'PHL
TCI!;!

-20

Vm
VIL

30

ns
100

ns
ppm/"C

O.S

Vd'c
Vdc

2.0

DIGITAL INPUT CURRENT (MSB)
High Level, VIN = S.OV
Low Level, VIL =0.8V
REFERENCE INPUT BIAS CURRENT
(Pin IS)

1m
IlL

0
-0.4

0.04
-0.8

rnA
mA

115

-1.0

-3.0

IJ.A

OUTPUT CURRENT RANGE
VEE =-S.OV
VEE =-6.0V to -ISV

loR
loR

0
0

2.0
2.0

2.1
4.2

mA
mA

OUTPUT CURRENT
VREF = 2.000V, R14 = 1000n

10

1.9

1.99

2.1

mA

OUTPUT CURRENT
(All Bits Low)

!.Q

0

4.0

IJ.A

-0.6, +O.S
-S.O, +O.S

Vdc
Vdc

OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
·(E, "0.19% at TA =+2SoC)
VEE =-SV
VEE below -10V
REFERENCE CURRENT SLEW RATE
OUTPUT CURRENT POWER SUPPLY
SENSITIVITY
POWER SUPPLY CURRENT
(All Bits Low)

(min)

Vo
Vo
SRIREF

O.S

. PSS'o

POWER DISSIPATION
All Bit. Low .
VEE = -S_OV dc
VEE = -ISV dc
All Bits High
VEE = -S.OV dc
VEE = -15V dc
Specifications subjeCt to change ..ylthout notice.
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2.7

IJ.AIV

+9

+14

-7.S

-13

rnA
rnA

+S.O
-IS

+S.S
-16.S

Vdc
Vdc

Pp
Pp

82
IS7

13S.
26S

rnW
rnW

Pp
Pp

132

Icc
lEE

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE RANGE
(TA =+2SoC)

mA/lJ.s

4.0

,

VeeR
VEER

+4.S
-4.S

70

rnW
mW

APPLYING THE AD1408/1508
Reference Amplifier Drive and Compensation
Figures 2a and 2b are the connection diagrams for using the
AD 14081AD 1 508 in basic voltage output modes. In Figure 2a, a
positive reference voltage, VREF , is converted to a current by
resistor R14. This reference current determines the scale
factor for the output current such that the full scale output
is lLSB (11256) less than the reference current. R15 provides
bias current compensation to the reference control amplifier
to minimize temperature drift; it is nominally equal to R14
although it needn't be a stable precision resistor. This configuration develops a negative output voltage across RL and
requires a positive VREF .

(NCI 1

When a dc reference is used, capacitive bypass from reference
to ground will improve noise rejection.
The compensation capacitor, C, provides proper phase margin
for the reference control amplifier. As R14 is increased, the
closed-loop gain of the amplifier is decreased, therefore C must
be increased. For R14 = 1.0kn, 2.5kn and 5.0kn, minimum
values of capacitance are 15pF, 37pF and 7SpF respectively.
C may be tied to either VEE or ground, but tying it to VEE
increases negative supply noise rejection. If the reference is
driven by a high-impedance current source, heavy compensation of the amplifier is required; this causes a reduction in
overall bandwidth.

16 COMPEN
15 VREF H
14 VREF (+1

VEE 3

13 Vee

10 4
(MSBI AI 6

12 AS (LSBI

A2 6

11 A7

A3 7

10 A6

A4 S

9AS
TOP VIEW

Figure 1. Pin Connections

If a negative VREF is to be used, connections to the reference
control amplifier must be reversed as shown in Figure 2b. This
circuit also delivers a negative output voltage, but presents
a high impedance to the reference source. The negative VREF
must be at least 4 volts. above the VEE supply.

Two quadrant multiplication may be performed by applying.
a bipolar ac signal as the reference as long as pin 14 is positive
relative to pin 15 (reference current must flow into pin 14). If
the ac reference is applied to pin 14 through R14, a negative
voltage equal to the negative peak of the ac reference must be
applied through R 15 to pin 1 S; if the ac reference is applied to
pin 15 through R 15, a positive voltage equal to the positive
peak of the ac reference must be applied through R14 to pin 14.

•

GNO 2

Vee

VREF (+1

13
14

AI (MSBI

(+1 VREF
R14

VREF H
15

R15

8

.I"'\.

.,..

1'014081
AOI508

RL

.,..

4

-10 L..r

AS (LSBI

•

R14- R15

C
(SEE TEXT)

VEE

a. Connections for Use with Positive Reference

Vee

Output Current Range
The nominal value for output current range is 0 to 1.992mA
as determined by a 2mA reference current. If VEE is more
negative than -7.0 volts, this range may be increased to a maximum of 0 to 4.2mA. An increase in speed may be realized at
increased ou tpu t current levels; but power consumption will
increase, possibly causing small"shifts in linearity.
Pin 1, range control, may be grounded or unconnected. AIthouBh other older devices of this type require different
terminations for various applications, the AD 1408/ADlS08
compensates automatically. This pin is not connected internally, therefore any previously installed connections will
be tolerated.

VREF (+)
AI (MSBI

14
V~EFH

16

9

U

'AOI4081
A01608
RL
4

-10 "'LI'

AS

.,..

R14= R16

C

Output Voltage Range
The voltage on pin 4 is restricted to a +0.5 to -0.6 volt range
when VEE =-5V. When VEE is more negative than -10 volts,
this range is extended to +0.5 to -5.0 volts.. If the current into
pin 14 is 2mA (full~scale output current = 1.992mA), a2.5kn
resistor between the output, pin 4, ll!ld ground will provide a
o to -4.980 volt full-scale. If RL exceeds soon however, the
settling time of the device is increased.

-VREF

R16

.. GNO

(SEE TEXT)

VEE

b. Connections for Use with Negative Reference
Figure 2. Basic Connections
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Voltage 6utput
A'low impedance voltage output may be derived from the ou tput current of the AD140S/AD1S0Sby using an output amplifier as shown in Figure 3. The output current 10 flows in RO
to create a positive-going voltage range at the output of amplifier
AI. Ro may be chosen for the desired range of output voltage;
the complete circuit transfer function is given in Figure 3.

II, • ~EF ,; ~:~g
C

15 t--o---..AJ_,

A1 (MSBI

+5V

If a bipolar output voltage range is desired, RBP ' shown dotted,
must be installed. Its purpose is to provide an offset equal to
one-lialf of full-scale ,at the output of A1. The procedure for
calibrating the circuit of Figure 3 is as folloWS:

'-

t--o---...;....-....-=.--...,.~~_VOUT
10

AS

Calibration for Unipolar Outputs (No RBP )
1. With all bits "OFF", adjust the A1 null-pot, R1, for
. VOUT = O.OOV.

-15pF,
= 2.601<11

Rep

9--1-,_+15V

C
(SEE TEXT)

2. With all bits "ON", adjust RREF for VOUT = (Nominal
Full Scale) - 1LSB =+9.961 volts

..,.,..--0

+'5V _ _

-'5V

Calibration for Bipolar Outputs (RBP installed, Rl not
required)

V,

1. With all bits "OFF", adjust RBP for VOUT = -F.S. =
-5.000 volts

ADJUST VAEF. RoEF OR Ro so THAT WITH ALL DIGITAL INPUTS
AT LOGIC ",". VOUT ' 9.96, VOLTS:

2. With Bit 1 (MSB) "ON", and all other Bits "OFF",
adjust RREF for VOUT = O.OOOV.

VQur"T.25kn
2.5
(51<11/'
+ ' +'
,
1 +'
IT""4
""7'8+16+32'
M+

3. With all bits "ON", verify that foUT = +S.OOOVlLSB =4.961V.
MSB
A1 A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

OUT

=~(R
)[..M.+~+~+.M.+~+~+
..E!....+~]
RoEF 0
2
4
S
'S
32
64
,2S 258

,
, ]-996' 0 TS
128 + 256 - .
V L

Figure 3. Typical Connection Diagram, AD 1408/AD 1508,
Voltage Output, Fixed Reference

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

LSB
AS

Dimensions shown in inc1les and (mm).

16-PIN DUAL-IN-LINE

I

A L T E,R
t
'OENTI:"~R~
~N A T E i : : : : : : : o.31Tm
VAEF ( + 1 . . - - - - - - - + - - - - 1 - - . . . ,

,4

Lr--~---j

Vee

,5

0.'8014.57Immwo.045IU41

CaMPEN

J

MAX

0.'80IU71
MIN

~ ~--r
T

t 0.1I2.541~ ~:Jt· ~:~~:~:;::
0.023 (0.58)
0.014 (0,36)

Figure 4. Simplified Block Diagram
A3

A7

AD140S/AD1S0S ORDERING GUIDE

A2

A,

MSB

T::::·:

L~,

I.

COMP

GND

1---:-____ 0.096 (2.441 - - - - - I

THE AD'40S/AD160S IS AVAILABLE IN CHIP FORM;
CONSULT CHIP CATALOG FOR APPLICATION DETAILS.

Figure 5. Chip Dimensions and Pad Layout.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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TEMP.
RANGE
(OC)

MODEL

AC'cURACY
(±% F.S.)

AD1408·7D
AD1408·8D
AD1408·9D
AD150B·8D
AD1508·9D
AD1508·8DI
8838
AD1508·9DI
8838

0.39
0.19
0.10
0.19
0.10

oto +75
o to +75
o to +75

0.19

-56 to +125

0.10

-55 to +125

10

0.074

o
~ +

-55 to +125
-55 to +125

o.o'510.1'!L
O.008{O,2

CMOS
Digitally Controlled Audio Attenuator

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Attenuation Range: 0 to 88.5dB Plus Fu" Muting
Resolution: 1.5dB
Low Distortion: THO Better Than -98dB
IMD Better Than -92dB
Includes Switches for Loudness Compensation
Low Power Consumption
Exce"ent SIN Ratio: 100dB (20Hz - 20kHz)
Low Cost
Complies with DIN 45403 and DIN 45405
Latch·Proof Operation
APPLICATIONS
Digita"y Contro"ed Audio Gain
Wide Dynamic Range DIA Converters

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7110 is a monolithic CMOS digitally controlled audio
attenuator (patent pending). With the addition of an external
operational amplifier it provides 0 to 88.5dB of attenuation in
1.5dB steps, plus full muting of the audio input signal for
digital input code 111 lXX, where X can be 1 or O. The audio
input is applied to the VIN pin and the device delivers a logarithmically related output current which is determined by a
6-bit binary input code. Loudness compensation switches are
provided on the device to enable additional bass boost at low
volume settings.
The device is manufactured using an advanced thin-film on
CMOS monolithic wafer fabrication process and is packaged
in a 16-pin DIP.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

ORDERING INFORMATION

PIN CONFIGURATION

Model

Package

AD7110KN

16-Pin Plastic Dip

VDD

~lMSB~'
~

13

~

o
is

., )
52

LOUDNESS

SWITCHES
LSB

~-------4>----i
53

DGND'
AD7110 AUDIO ATTENUATOR

Operating
Temperature Range

·PATENT PENDING
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AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS
(Voo =+5 to +12V, VBB= 0 to -12V, Pins.11-13 Open, TA =0 to +50°C unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER

AD7110
. WITH
"JDEAL OP AMP"

AD7.110
WITHTL071
OP-AMP (FIG. 1)

UNITS

'TEST CONDlTIONSICOrM'.ENTS

ATTENUATION RANGE

o to -SS.5

o to -SS.5

dB

VIN = lOY nns @ 1kHz

RESOLUTION

·1.5 max

1,.5 max

dB

FrequencY Range, 20Hz to 20kHz
The AD7110 is guaranteed
monotonic for all attenuation
settings between 0 and -S8.SdB

ATTENUATION ACCURACY (Absolute)
OdB to -4SdB
-4SdB to -SS.5dB

±0.7 max
Monotonic

to.7 max
Monotonic

dB

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD)

-98 max

-S5 typ

dB

per DIN 45403, BLATT 2 (with input
level of I V rms)

-79 typ.

dB

10 max

V peak

per DIN 45403. BLATT 4
for <I % (max) THD (Note 1)

INTERMODULATIQNDISTORTION (IMD)

-92 max

I.

30 max.
FEEDTHROUGH ERROR
OUTPUT NoisE VOLTAGE DENSITY

Better than -S5dB
30 max

70 typ

nV IVHz

BANDWIDTH

D.C. to 150 min

D.C. to 250 typ

kHz

@

1kHz. Feedthrough is primarily dependent upon printed circuit board layout.
• 20Hz to 20kHz (Note 2)
OdB Attenuation

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
(Voo =+12V, VBB= -12V, VIN = -10V, Pins 11-13 open, TA = Oto+50°C unless otherwise noted)
PARAMETER

LIMIT

ANALOG INPUT
Input Resistance ofVIN (pin 15)

Input resistance for a given unit is constant
for all input conditions.
ISkfl max
9kflmin

LOUDNESS SWITCHES
Switch ON Resistance
RON
Switch OFF Leakage Current
Switch Coding

600flmax
Ii/A max
See Table 1

DIGITAL INPUTS
VINH
VINL
IINH
IINL
CIN

11.5V min
0.5V max
Ii/A max
Ii/A max
5pF ty,p

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Voo
VBB
100

IBB
Total Power Dissipation

TEST CONDITIONSICOMMENTS

+12V nom
-12V nom
lmAmax
IOOIlA max
5mWtyp

Your = OV

Switch Current = ImA
Vswitch = +12V

Digital Inputs = VINL or VINH

NOTES,
1 Output amplifiet (and, amplifier supplies) must be capable of 30V peak output.
• Output noise voltage density includes op amp noise.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +2S o C unless otherwise noted)
·Voo (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +14V
·VBB (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -14V
Voltage (pins 11, 12, 13) to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . VBB, +14V
VIN (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±3SV
Digital Input Voltage to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . -O.3V to Voo
Output Voltage (Pin 1) to GND . . . . . . . . . -100mV to VDD
Power Dissipation (Package) . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 670mW
Operating Temperature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70o C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +150 o C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) . . . . . . . . +300°C
°If Loudness Compensation Switches (SI, 52, S3) are not used, the
negative power supply may be omitted and VBB (Pin 10) connected
instead to OGNO (Pin 9). In this case the absolute maximum rating
ofVOOis +17V.

WARNING!

0

~~DEVICE

CAUTION,
ESO (Electro-Static-Discharge) sensitive device. The digital
control inputs are diode protected; however, permanent
damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high
energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored
in conductive foam or shunts. The foam should be discharged
to the destination socket before devices are removed.

ANALOG CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE:
Table I gives the nominal attenuation in dB for the AD7110
for all digital input codes. It also shows the Loudness Switch
states and the nominal output voltage when using an external
operational amplifier (as shown in Figure 1) and a fixed -10
volt reference applied to VIN (pin 15). It may be seen that the
transfer function for the circuit of Figure 1 is given by
-( 1.SN)

VOUT = -VIN 10 20

where N is the binary input for values 0 to 59. For N = 60
through 63 the input is fully muted, that is, the attenuation
is infinite.

HIGH FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS
RpB and the output capacitance of the AD7110 create a phase
lag in the output amplifier's feedback,circuit. This phase lag, in
conjunction with the amplifier's phase lag, may cause ringing
or oscillation. When using a high speed ,amplifier, shunting the
amplifi~r input to output with 30-S0pF of feedback capacitance (C 1) ensures stabiliry.
DC PERFORMANCE OF AD7110
For fixed-reference applications, an output amplifier with low
offset voltage (less than S0t-tV) is required, e.g. the ADSI7L.
This combination will provide the utmost stability at the
expense of slow settling times.
V,N

Voo

1+12V)

15

RF.
16

D5IMSB)

TERMINOLOGY
RESOLUTION: Nominal change in attenuation when moving
between two adjacent binary codes. The AD7110 resolution
is 1.5dB.
MONOTONICITY: The AD7110 digitally controlled audio
attenuator is monotonic if the analog output decreases (or
remains constant) as the digital input code (attenuation
setting) increases.

•

loUT

DO ILSB)
AD7110
S1

13

S2

12

S3

11
10

FEEDTHROUGH ERROR: That portion of the input signal
which reaches the output when the digital input code is set to
mute the input signal.
Figure 1.
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Table I

NOTES:
1 Switch closed in shaded area.
'VIN=-lOVdc
.
• X = 1 or O. Output is fully muted
for N;>60.
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Figure 5. Loudness Switch Leakage Current vs. Temperature
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Figure 6. Total Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency
Figure 6 shows that the total harmonic distortion of the
attenuator circuit of Figure 1 is almost totally dependent on
the characteristics of the operational amplifier used.
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Figure 4. Loudness Switch On Resistance vs. Temperature
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Applications Information
!!!

r

2V

~i~--~~------------------------------,
9470k

4,..

I

AUDljl

INPUT

2>'-......+-+--+-0 g

AGNO

Q

'1
05IMSB)

040-+---'
030-+----'
020-+_ _ _ _...J
010-+----_-'
O.1pF

OOO-+------~
OONOo-+-------~

Q

~--------+-+---~-----~~~~~

-+-'

+12V

0-_ _ _ _ _ _-.,._ _

·12V

0------------'

Figure 7. Single Channel Audio Attenuator with Loudness Compensation

-10

_ J~JJ1~E" Ii I+t+ttlff----+-+f-tt+ttt-+++ttl
Iiiii

LOUDNESS OUT

i

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

I

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

-ttt--H~If-Httti

16·PIN PLASTIC DIP

C::::::cs.:

L ~~~

Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows the Attenuation vs. Frequency for the CirCUit
of Figure 7. The attenuation is plotted against frequency for
the two digital input codes at which the loudness compensation switches S1 and S2 are activated.
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NOTES'
1. LEAO NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
2. LEADS ARE SOLDER·PLATED KOVAA
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CMOS 10-& 12-Bit Monolithic
Multiplying 0/A Converters

ANALOG

WDEVICES
AD7520: 10-Bit" Resolution
AD7521: 12-Bit Resolution
Linearity: 8-,9- and 10-Bit
-Nonlinearity Tempco: 2ppm of FSRfc
Low Power Dissipation: 20mW
Current Settling Time: 500ns
Feedthrough Error: 1/2LSB @ 100kHz
TTL/DTL/CMOS Compatible
Note: AD7533 is recommended for new 10-bit designs.
AD7541 , AD7542 or AD7543 is recommended for
new 12-bit designs.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7520 (AD7521) is a low cost, monolithic lO-bit
(12-bit) multiplying digital-to-analog converter packaged in a
16-pin (1S-pin) DIP. The devices use advanced CMOS and thin
wilm technologies providing up to 10-bit accuracy with TTLI
DTLlCMOS compatibility.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

•

The AD7520 (AD7521) operates from +5V to +15V supply
and dissipates only 20mW, including the ladder network.
Typical AD7520 (AD7521) applications include: digitall
analog multiplication, C.RT character generation, programmable power supplies, digitally controlled gain circuits, etc.

I

I

6

BIT 1 (MSB)

ORDERING INFORMATION

o to

I

6

BIT 3

BIT N (LSB)

DIGITAL INPUTS (OTL/TTL/CMOS COMPATIBLE)

Temperature Range

Nonlinearity

6

BIT 2

+70oC

-2SoC to +8SoC

-S5°C to +125°C

0.2% (8-Bit)

AD7S20JN
AD7521JN

AD7520JD
AD7521JD

AD7S20SD
AD7S21SD

0.1% (9-Bit)

AD7520KN
AD7521KN

AD7520KD
AD7521KD

AD7520TD
AD752ITD

0.05% (lO-Bit)

AD7520LN
AD7521LN

AD7520LD
AD7521LD

AD7520UD
AD752IUD

AD7520:
AD7521:
Logic:

N=lO
N=12
A switch is closed to loUT! for its
digital input in a "HIGH" state.

PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW
AD7520

AD7521

PACKAGE IDENTIFICATION
Suffix D:
Suffix N:

Ceramic DIP package
Plastic DIP package
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SPECIFICATIONS

(Voo= +15, VREF.= +10V, TA = +25°C unless otherwise noted)

PA~ETER

DC ACCURACY!
Resolution
Nonlinearity (See ,Figure 5)

Nonlineari~ :rempco
Gain Error
'
, Gain Error Tempc0 2
Output Leakage Current
(either output),
Power Supply Rejection
(See Figure 6) .
AC ACCURACY
Output Current Setiling Time
(See Figure 10)
Feedthrough Error (See Figure 9)

REFERENCE INPUT
Inpu t Resistance3

ANALOG OUTPUT
Output Capacitance
(See Figure 8)

AD7S20

10 Bits

AD7S21

12 Bits

J, 0.2% of FSR max (8 Bit)
S, 0.2% of FSR max (8 Bit)
.,
K, 0.1% of FSR max (9 Bit)
, T, 0.1% of FSR max (9 Bit)
L, 0.05% of FSR max (10 Bit) •
U, 0.05% of FSR max (10 Bit) •
2ppm of FSR/ C max
0.3% of FSR tyg
lOppm of FSRI C max
200nA max
SOppm of FSR%/C typ

TEST CONDITIONS

S,T,U: over -55°C to +12S o C
-10V":;VREF ":;+10V

-lOV":;VREF ":;+ 10V
-10V":;VREF ":;+10V
-lOV":;VREF ":;+10V
Over specified temperature range

• ,
To 0.05% of FSR
All digital inputs low to ,high
and high to low
VREF = 20V,p-p, 100kHz
All digital inputs low

SOOns typ
10mV pop max

SkU min
10kU typ
20kU max
loUT!
louT2
loUT!
louT2

Output Noise (both outputs)
(See Figure 7)
DIGITAL INPUTS4
Low State Threshold
High State Threshold
Input Current (low to high state)
Input Coding
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Power Supply Voltage Range
100

Total Dissipation (Including ladder)

120pF typ
37pF typ
37pF typ
120pF typ
Equivalent to 10kU typ
Johnson noise

All
All
All
All

0.8V max
2.4V min
lilA typ
Binaty

Over specified temperature range
Over specified temperature range
Over specified temperature range
See Tables 1 & 2 under Applications

+5V to +lSV
5nA typ
2mA max
20mW typ

•

digital
digital
digital
digital

inputs
inputs
inputs
inputs

All digital inputs at GND
All digital inputs high or low

NOTES:
1 Full scale range (FSR) is lOV for unipolar mode and ±lOV for bipolar mode.
'
• Using the internal RFEEDBACK
'Digital input levels should not go below ground or exceed the positive supply voltage, otherwise damage may occur.
'Ladder and feedback resistor'tempco is approximately -lSOppml'C.
Specifications subject to change' without notice.
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high
high
low
low

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +2S o C unless otherwise noted)

1000
DIGITAL INPUT VOLTAGE· +5V

VOO (toGND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
VREF (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ....... ±2SV
Digital Input Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Voo to GND
Output Voltage (Pin 1, Pin 2) . . . . . . . . . . -100mV to VOO
Power Dissipation (package)
up to +7S o C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S0mW
derates above +7S o C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mW/oC
Operating Temperature.
IN, KN, LN Versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70°C
JD, KD, LD Versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25°C to +8S o C
SD, TD, UD Versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _SSoC to +12S o C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +1S0 o C

100

10

1,.0

L
.,,,001

I

j

~r.""~

o. 1

o"~

,~~o;;<.
<.~Y"

Q'~

0.0 1
.-;II

./

0.001
-55 -50 -40

CAUTION:
1. Do not apply voltages higher than V00 or less than
GND potential on any terminal except VREF .
2.

ji!!:

-20

20

60

40

80

100

120 125

TEMPERATURE - "C

Figure 2. Supply Current vs. Temperature

The digital control inputs are zener protected; however,
permanent damage may occur on ul)connected units
under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused units
in conductive foam at all times.

1000

:.........
.~

"

""

I
I-

:i

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES

a:
a:

TA = +25°C, VDD = +15V unless otherwise noted
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<.>
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Figure 3. Output Current Bandwidth
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Figure 1. Supply Current vs. Supply Voltage

200
100
0
2.0
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Figure 4. Output Current Settling
Time vs. Digital Input Voltage
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TEST CIRCUITS

+16V

VREF

Note: Tlte followi~g test circuits apply for the AD7520.
Similar circuits can be used for the AD7521.

• lOV p.p .13OkHz SINE WAVE

BIT 1 (MSB)

16

"14

DC PARAMETERS
BIT 10 (LSBI

Figure 9. Feedthrough Error
+15V

6t-+1%SETTLING (1mV)
8t-+O,03% SETTLING

Figure 5. Nonlinearity
+15V
UNGROUNDED

SINE WA.VE
GENERATOR
40Hz, 2V pop

Figure 10. Output Current Settling Time

500k

5k 0.01%

VREF

-<t------1>-+-----"'W.......-~.....__i

VERROR X 100

TERMINOLOGY
RESOLUTION: Value of the LSB. For example, a unipolar
converter with n bits has a resolution of (2- n ) (VREF). A
bipolar converter of n bits has a resolution of [2-(n-1)]
[VREF]. Resolution in no way implies linearity.
SETTLING TIME: Time required for the output function of
the DAC to settle to within 112 LSB for a given digital
input stimulus, i.e., 0 to Full Scale.

Figure 6. Power Supply Rejection

AC PARAMETERS
+11V (ADJUST FOR VOUT "" OVI

i
1k

1000

GAIN: Ratio of the DAC's operational amplifier output
voltage to the input voltage.

10k

F'" 1kHz
BW'" 1Hz

FEEDTHROUGH ERROR: Error-caused by capacitive
coupling from VREF to output with all switches OFF.

aUAN
TECH

MODEL

134·0
WAVE
ANALYZER

O.l,uFI.

V

lk

-sov

Figure 7. Noise
'l-15V

Figure 8. Output Capacitance
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OUTPUT CAPACITANCE. Capacity from 'oUTl and
'oUT2 terminals to ground.
OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT. Current which appears on
'oUTl terminal with all digital inputs LOW or on 'oUT2
terminal when all inputs are HIGH.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

RFEEDBACK

GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION
The AD7S20 (AD7S21), a 10-bit (12-bit) multiplying D/A converter, consists of a highly stable thin film R-2R ladder and
ten (twelve) CMOS current switches on a monolithic chip.
Most applications require the addition of only an output
operational amplifier and a ~oltage or current reference.

, . . - - - - -....-

VREF

The simplified D/A circuit is shown in Figure 11. An inverted
R-2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily weighted
currents are switched between the 'oUTl and 'oUT2 bus lines,
thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder leg independent of the switch state.

....--oIOUTI

o--........,.,-....- - - -.....- - - -...----OIOUT2

Figure 13. AD7520 (AD7521) Equivalent CircuitAl/ Digital Inputs Low

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The equivalent circuits for all digital inputs high and all digital inputs low are shown in Figures 13 and 14. In Figure 13 with all
digital inputs low, the reference current is switched to 'oUT2.
The current source iLEAKAGE is composed of surface and.

'--t+<....-t-t-....--+-t....- - - - o IOUT2

.,.--.;.--6-i---....T-~~--oIOUT1
I
I

o

BIT 1 (MSB)

I
I

o

BIT 2

junction leakages to the substrate while the Id24 ( 4ci96 )

L_--Sj- __ J
I

o

BIT 3

I

RFEEDBACK

0
BIT N (LSB)

DIGITAL INPUTS (OTL/TTL/CMOS COMPATIBLE)

A07520:
A07521:

N-10
N-12

(Switches shown for Inputs "High")
Figure ". AD7520 (AD7521) Functional Diagram

One of the CMOS current switches is shown in Figure 12. The
geometries of devices 1, 2 and 3 are optimized to make the
digital control inputs DTL/TTL/CMOS compatible over the
full military temperature range. The input stage drives two
inverters (devices 4,5,6 and 7) which in turn drive the two
output N-channe1s. The "ON" resistances of the first six
switches are binarily scaled so the voltage drop across each
switch is the same. For example, switch-l of Figure 12 was
designed for an "ON" resistance of 20 ohms, switch-2 of 40
ohms and so on. For a 10V reference input, the current
through switch 1 is o. SmA, the current through switch 2 is
0.2SmA, and so on, thus maintaining a constant 10mV drop
across each switch. It is essential that each switch voltage drop
be equal if the binarily weighted current division property of
the ladder is to be maintained.

current source represents a constant I-bit current drain
through the termination resistor on the R-2R ladder. The
"ON" capacitance of the output N channel switch is 120pF,
as shown on the 'oUT2 terminal. The "OFF" switch capacitance is 37pF, as shown on the 'oUTl terminal. Analysis of
the circuit for all digital inputs high, as shown in Figure 14 is
similar to Figure 13; however, the "ON" switches are now on
terminal 'oUTl' hence the 120pF at that terminal.
RFEEDBACK

VREF

o--........,.,-t-----.....----.....--4I......- o louT1
R

i

. - - - - - - -....- - - - o l o u T 2

Figure 14. AD7520 (AD7521) Equivalent CircuitAl/ Digital Inputs High

OTL/TTL/CMOS

INPUT

Figure 12. CMOS Switch
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APPLICATIONS

DIGITAL INPUT

UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION

1111111111

Figure 15 shows the circuit connections required for unipolar operation using the AD7520. Since VREF can assume either positive or negative values, the circuit is also
capable of 2-quadrant multiplication. The input code/output: range table for unipolar binary operation is shown in
Table 1.

1000000001

ANAWG OUTPUT,

o

1000000000
0111111111
0000000001
0000000000

+15V

NOTE: 1 LSB = 2-9 VREF

Table 2. Code Table - Bipolar (Offset Binary) Operation
VOUT

When a switch's control input is a Logical "1""that switch's
current is steered to louTl' forcing the output of amplifier
#1, to
VOUT = - (louTl) (10k)
Figure 15. Unipolar Binary Operation
(2-Quadrant Multiplication)
(Note: Protection Schottky not required with TR I FET output
amplifier such as'AD542 or AD544).

Zero Offset Adjustment
1. Tie all digital inputs to the AD7520 (AD7521) to GND
potential.

2. Adjust the offset trimpot on the output operational
ampiifier for OV ±lmVat VOUT '
Gain Adjustment
1. Tie all digital inputs to the AD7520 (AD7521) to the
+15V supply.

2. To increase VOUT, place a: resistor R in series with the
amplifier output terminal and RFEEDBACK of the
AD7520 (AD7521) (R =' 0 to SOOn)
, 3. To deerease VOUT ' place a resistor R in series with VREF ·
(R = 0 to 500n)

DIGITAL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

1111111111

where 10k is the value of the feedback resistor.
A Logical "0" on the control input steers the switch's current
to louT2' which is terminated into the summing junction of
amplifier #2. Resistors R1 and R2 need not track the internal
R-2R circuitry; however, they should closely match each other
to insure that the voltage at amplifer #2's output will force a
current into R2 which is equal in magnitude but opposite in
,polarity to the current at louT2' This-creates a push-pull
effect which halves the resolution but doubles the output
range for changes in the digital input.
With the MSB a Logic "I" and all other bits a Logic "0", a 112
LSB difference current exists between loUT! and louT2'
creating an offset of 1/2 LSB. To shift the transfer curve to
zero, resistor R-9 is used to sum 1/2 LSB of current into the
louT2 terminal.
Offset Adjustment
1.

Make VREF approximately +10V.

2.

Tie all digital inputs to +15V (Logic "I ").

3.

Adjust amplifier #2 offset trimpot for OV ±lmV'at
amplifier #2 output.

4.

Tie MSB (Bit 1) to +15\', all other bits to ground.

S.

Adjust amplifier #1 offset trimpot for OV ±lmV at
VOUT '

1000000001
Gain Adjustment
1000000000

Gain adjustment is the same as for unipolar operation.

0111111111

+16V

'-_.--+-___.....,

V REF

0000000001
0000000000

R3

o

NOTE: 1 LSB = 2- 10 VREF

Table 1. Code Table - Unipolar Binary Operation

15

BIT 1 (MSB)

DIGITAL

AD7520

lN~UT

BIT 10 (lSB)

10 MEGOHM

14

13

L---4----l

BIPOLAR (OFFSET BINARY) OPERATION
Figure 16 illustrates the AD7520 connected for bipolar
operation. Since the digital input can accept bipolar numbers
and VREF can accept a bipolar analog input, the circuit can
perform a 4-quadrant multiplying function. Input coding is
offset binary (modified 2's complement) as shown in Table 2.
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Figure 16. Bipolar Operation
(4-Quadrant Multiplication)
(Note: Protection Schottky not required with TRIFEToutput
amplifier such as AD542 or AD544).

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The following circuits and associated waveforms illustrate the
dynamic performance which can be expected using some
'. commonly available IC amplifiers. All settling times are to
0.05% of lOY.

AD505J
Small Signal Bandwidth:
Settling Time:

1.0Mliz
2.51's

+15V

RFEEDBACK

AD741J

16f---t----;:=-;:--,

Small Signal Bandwidth:
Settling Time:

180kHz
201'5

20pF

DIGITAL

loUT!

INPUT

390pF

74700pF

Figure 21. DAC Circuit Using AD505J

Figure 17. DAC Circuit Using AD741J
20lls/DIV

Figure 22. Output Waveform
Figure 18. Output Waveform

AD509K
Small Signal Bandwidth:
Settling Time:

AD518K
Small Signal Bandwidth:
Settling Time:

1.6MHz
2.0,us

1.0MHz
6.01'5

Figure 23. DAC Circuit Using AD509K
Figure 19. DAC Circuit Using AD518K
lils/DIV

llls/DiV

>

Q

>
.,..
Figure 20. Output Waveform

Figure 24, Output Waveform
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

ANALOG/DIGITAL DIVISION

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

With the AD7520 connected in its,normal multiplying configuration as shown in Figure 15, the transfer function is

AD7520
16 PIN CERAMIC DIP

AI
A2
A3
An)
V 0 = -V IN ('2i + 22 +
+ • • • , 2n

23

where the coefficients Ax assume a value of 1 for an' ON bit
and 0 for an OFF bit.
By connecting the DAC in the feedback of an operational
amplifier, as shown in Figure 25, the transfer function becomes

VO=(At

+ A2

+ ...

2122

~)

0.12(3.061

o:tiiiiiii"

-.l

••~~~o,,,,t.., ~=::"o'o"
~ ~O.OOB{D.2031
0.12613.'181

-11- ~ hT"" I:.30617.'" I
~~~

2n

0.04& (1.151

0.11 (0.3811

LEADS ARE

GO~D

PLATED (50 r,tICROINCHI!SMINI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

16 PIN PLASTIC DIP

I:::::::':[~~:

DIGITAL INPUT
BIT 1
IMSB)

C~~

2

14

l~f-l

LmvmO""""''' ft"'84.""~."

~"O.,

0.17\4321

16

0.294 (7.4',

0.09512.421

LEAD NO. , IDENTIfiED BY DOT OR NOTCH

This is division of an analog variable (VIN) by a digital word.
With all bits off, the amplifier saturates to its bound, since
division by zero isn't defined. With the LSB (Bit 10) ON, the
gain is 1024. With all bits ON, the gain is 1 (±1 LSB).

M~

+15V

r-Ir III

AD7520

.

:.j ~ ~~ -I

15

0.086 11.1111) 0.02 (0.508)

~'~

°O:I~~~~~)

.

hT

l!:

0",0'0',

0.101(2.871

0

0.008 (0.2031

~~o:oii'i2.4i')
LEAD NO. 11DENTlFIED BY oOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN-PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

VOUT

AD7S21
18 PIN CERAMIC DIP

Figure 25. Analog/Digital Divider

BONDING DIAGRAMS

I

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

AD7520

~]~~~~~[~I~~'i'

1 - - - 0.91123.12'--- I
I - - - - "O:ii'iii'iii -----i

=--.i...
~
0

~,-II-

0.1)'15 [0.381)

I

1- ,'' 1' ' ' 1--1 0,00.,0,,.,,

~~0.101112.17!

0.045 (1.15)

(1.11~3)

Ft-L
0.01

o"k~
'-J III
MAX

~

0.01210.3011)

~
0.2M (7A7I

0.095 (2.421

LEAD NO. 'I IDENTIFIED BV DOT OR NOTCH

18 PIN PLASTIC DIP

c::::::::~~::
~o."u,,~

AD7521

'10,300.,1&'1-.

L~O'''''''''' ft~t--orlo"
C-.L,'
~6)
Till.
~:(~~:S~I'
.!!: .

0.1::X,'"

. -1 ~

0.015 11.81,

,

,

-I

0.02 10.11081

~ ~

0.1011 t~.1171

. O.~10.301l"

0.<I0Il (0.2031

o.o4i"ii1ii~i'Oii"iiTzi
LEAD NO. 1 IDENTIFIED BY DDT OR
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~OTCH

0

~ANALOG

WDEVICES

CMOS 10-Bit,
Buffered Multiplying 0/A Converter

FEATURES
10-Bit Resolution
8-,9- & 10-Bit Linearity
Microprocessor Compatible
Double Buffered Inputs
Serial or Parallel Loading
DTL/TTL/CMOS Direct Interface
Nonlinearity Tempco: 2ppm of FSRfc
Gain Tempco: 10ppm of FSRfc
Very Low Power Dissipation
Very Low Feedthrough

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7522 is a monolithic CMOS Hi-bit multiplying O/A
converter, with an input buffer and a holding register, ailowing
direct interface with microprocessors. Most applications require the addition of only an operational amplifier and a
reference voltage.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

loUT!

louT2

The key to easy interface to a data bus is the A07522's ability
to load the input buffer in two bytes (an 8-bit and a 2-bit byte),
and subsequently move this data to a holding register, where
the digital word is converted into an analog current or voltage
(with external operational amplifier). The input loading of
either 8 or 10 bits can be done in a parallel or serial mode.
The A07522 is packaged in a 28-pin DIP, and operates with
a +15V main supply at 2mA max, and a logic supply of +5V
for TTL interface, or +10 to +15V for CMOS interface.
A thin film on high density CMOS process', using silicon
nitride passivation, ensures high reliability and excellent
stability.

SR'

SCii

PIN CONFIGURATION

ORDERING INFORMATION
Temperature Range
_25°C to +85°C _SSoC to +125°C

Nonlinearity
0.2% (8-Bit)
0.1% (9-Rit)
0.05% (lO-Bit)

AD7522JN
AD7522KN
AD7522LN

AD7522JD
AD7522KD
AD7522LD

AD7522SD
AD7522TD
AD7522UD

RFBl

loun
10U12

(MSB) DB9

PACKAGE IDENTIFICATION
Suffix "0": Ceramic DIP Package
Suffix "N": Plastic DIP Package

DBS
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SPECIFICATIONS

(Voo

=+15V. Vee =+5V. VREF =±10V. TA =+25°e unless otherwise noted)

TA= +ZS·C
STATIC ACCURACY
ReSolution
Nonlinearity

Nonlinearity Tempco'
Gain Error
Gain Error T empco'
Output Leakage Current
at 'oun or loun
Power Supply Rejection
ACACCURACY
Feedthrough Error'
Ou tpu t Current
Settling Time
REFERENCE INPUT
Input Resistance

All
AD7S2ZJ
AD7SZ2S
AD7S22K
AD7S22T
AD7S22L
AD7S22U
AD7S22J,K,L
AD7S22S,T,U
AD7S22] ,K,L
AD7S22],K,L
AD7S22S,T,U
All

10 Bits min
to.2% FSR max
±0.2% FSR max
±O.I% FSR max
±O;I % FSR max
±O.OS% FSR max
to.OS% FSR max
±Ippm FSR!"C typ

AD7S22],K,L

SOppm of Reading/% typ

All
AD7S22],K,L

ImY p-p typ, 10mV p:p max
SOOns typ

All

Skn min

AD7S22J,K,L
AD7S22],K,L
AD7S22],K,L
AD7S22j ,K,L

120pF typ
40pF typ
40pF typ
120pF typ

All
All
All
All
AD7S22j,K,L
All
All
All
All
All

O.SV max
l.SV max
2.4V min
13.SV min
lilA typ
SOOns min
SOOns min
IMHz max
2S0ns min
SOOns min, 200ns typ

All
All

2mA max
2mA max

±0.3% Reading typ
tSppm of Reading/·C typ

OYER SPECIFIED
TEMP. RANGE
10 Bits min

se8 = "'I"

to.2% FSR max
to. I % FSR max
to.OS% FSR max
±2ppm FSRt"C max
±2ppm. FSRt"C max
t 10ppm of Reading!" C max
± 10ppm of Reading!" C max
200nA max

loun:

DBO through DB9 = 0
IOUT2: DBO through DB9 = 1

VREF = 20V P'P; 10kHz
To O.OS% of FSR for a FSR Step.
HBS and LBS Low to High
LDAC = I
20kn max

ANALOG OUTPUT
Output Capacitance
CoUTl

Coun
COUTl

Coon
DIGITAL INPUTS
Low State Threshold
High State' Threshold
Input Current
LDAC Pulse Width'
HBS, LBS Pulse Width'
Serial Clock Frequency'·
HBS, LBS Data Set Up'
Data Hold Time'

} All Data Input High

} All Data Inputs Low
O.SV max
l.SV max
2.4V min
13.SV min
SOOns min

SOOns min
IMHz max
2S0ns min
SOOns min

Vee = +5V

Vee = +lSV
Vee = +SV
. Vee = +ISV
LDAC: 0 to +3V
HBS, LBS: 0 to +3V

POWER REQUIREMENTS

ioD
Icc
Notes
I

2
I

Guaranteed by design.. Not tested.
Dati setup time is the minimum amouot of time required for DBO - DB9 to be stable prior to strobilll HBS, LBS.
Data hold time is the minimum amount of time required for DBO - DB9 to be stable after strobing HBS, LBS.

Spec:ifications subject to change without notice.
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} In Quiescent State

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

DAC CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

VREF to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±2SV
VOO to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
Vee toGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
Vee to Voo' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +O.4V
'oUT1' 'oUT2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V to Voo
Operating Temperature
IN, KN, LN versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70 oC
JD, KD, LD versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25°C to +8S o C
SD, TD, UD versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -55°C to +12S o C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +lSO°C
Power Dissipation (Package)'
Up to +SO°C:
Plastic (Suffix N) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l200mW
Ceramic (Suffix D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOOOmW
Derate Above +SO°Cby
Plastic (Suffix N) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mWI"C
Ceramic (Suffix D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10mW/oC
Digital Input Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Voo to GND

GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION
The AD7S22's DAC functional block consists of a highly
stable Silicon Chromium thin film R-2R ladder, and ten
SPDT N-channel current steering switches. Most applications require the addition of only an output operational
amplifier and a voltage or current reference.

CAUTION:

The simplified D/A circuit is shown in Figure 1. An inverted R-2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily
weighted currents are switched between the 'oUTl and 'oUT2
bus lines, thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder
leg independent of the switch state.

'--+L+---f...;...j,?~-+,-""----{)

'-;---+,e--<l..;-...1/...-

6

6

MSB

6

TERMINOLOGY
RESOLUTION
Value of the LSB. For example, a unipolar n-bit converter
has a resolution of (rn) (VREF ). A bipolar n-bit converter
has a resolution of [r(n-1)1 [VREFI. Resolution in no way
implies linearity.
GAIN
The "gain" of a converter is that analog scale factor setting
that establishes the nominal conversion relationship, e.g.,
lOV full scale. It is a linear error which can be externally
adjusted (see gain adjustment on next page).
OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT
Current which appears on the OUT1 terminal when the DAC
register is loaded with all "o's" or on the OUT2 terminal
when the DAC register is loaded with all "l's."

6

LSB

loun

.....---oloun
R

2" R

,-

..........;...,..,.....-oRFB1

1. Do not apply voltages higher than Vee to SRO.

2. Do not apply voltages higher than Voo or less than GND to
any other input/output terminal except VREF , RFBl or
RFB2 ·
3. The digital control inputs are zener protected, however
permanent damage may occur on unconnected units
under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused units
in conductive foam at all times.
4. Vee should never exceed Voo by more than O.4V,
especially during power ON or OFF sequencing.

....-

'---ORF82

Figure 1. DAC Functional Diagram

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
The DAC equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2. The current
source ILEAKAGE is composed of surface and junction leakages to the substrate, while the IREF /1024 current source
represents the lLSB of current lost through the ladder termination resistor to ground. The 'OUTl and CoUT2 output
capacitances are as shown when the DAC latches feed the
DAC with all "l's." If the DAC latches are loaded with all
"O's," 'OUTl is 37pF, while CoUT2 is l20pF. In addition,
<:So is shunted by 10 ohms, and the 10 ohm RoN in 'oUTl
is replaced by a <:So of lOpF. When fast amplifiers are used,
it will be necessary to provide phase compensation (in the
form of feedback capacitance) to cancel the pole formed by
RFEEoBAeK and CoUT if stability is to be maintained.
CpARASITIC

RFE~~~ACK

<l::O.2pF

NOMINAL

r- ... ----~~----------

I

RLADDER

~I NO~~~AL

1~;~~O--=-<>-JW.....................~VVV--<l.........----f>---olouT1
~I

1024,

I.

+-<Y1b-~~.........- - -......--c IOUT2

1

I

10pF

L-~r--"''''---.J
CpARASITIC

::oO.2pF

Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit (Shown for all Digital
Inputs High)
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PIN FU:NCTION DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
PIN MNEMONIC
+ ISV (nominal) Main Supply.
1
VOO
R~2R Ladder Tennination Resistor. Normally groonded for unipolar operation or tenninated at
2
LDTR
3
4

louT2

for bipolar .operatio!,!.

VREP

Reference Voltage Input. Since the AD7S22 is a multiplying DAC, VREF may vary over the range of ±10V.

RFB2

RFEEDBACK + 2; gives full scale equal to VREp /2.

RFBI

RFEEDBACK' used for normal unity gain '(at full scale) D/A conversion.

6

louT1

DAC Current OUT.1 Bus. Nonnally

7

IoUT2

DAC Current OUT2 Bus, terminated at ground for unipolar operation, or virtual ground of op amp for bipolar operation.

8

AGND

Analog Ground. Back gate of DAC N-channel SPOT current steering switches.

9

SRO

12

Serial Output. An 8;uxiliary output for recovering data in the input buffer)

D"T
DB8

Data Bit 8. ,

DB7

Data Bit 7.

13

DB6

14

DBS

IS

DM

16
17
18

at virtual ground of output amplifier.

Data Bit 9. Most significant parallel data input.

10
11

termi~ated

DB3
DB2
OBI

1

Data Bit 6.

Note I Data Bit S.
Data Bit 4.
Data Bit 3.
Data Bit 2.
Data Bit 1;

19

DBO

Data Bit O. Least significant parallel data input.

20

SC8

S-Bit Short Cycle Control. When in serial mode, if Se8 is held to Logic "0", the two least significant input latches in the input buffer
are bypassed to provide proper serial loading of 8-bit serial words. If SC8 is held to Logic "I ", the AD7S22 will accept a 10-bit serial
word.
Data bits 0 (LSB) and OBI are in a parallel load mode when SCS, = 0 and should be tied to a logiC low state to prevent false data
from being loaded.

21

SPC

Serial/Parallel Control. If SPC is a Logic "0", the AD7522 will load parallel data appearing Qn DBO through DB9 into the input buffer
when the appropriate strobe inputs are exercised (see HBS and LBS).
If SPC is a Logic "1", the AD7S22 will load serial da,ta appearing on Pin ~6 into the input buffers. Each serial data bit must be
"strobed" into the buffer with the HBS and LBS.

22

LDAC

23

NC

24

LBS

Low Byte Strobe. When in "parallel load" mode (SPC = 0), parallel data appearing on the DBO (LSB) through DB7 inputs will be
"clocked" into the input buffer on the positive going edge of the LBS.
When in "serial load" mode (SPC = 1), serial data bits appearing at the' serial input terminal, Pin 26, will be "clocked" into the input
buffer on the positive going edge of HBS and LBS. (HBS and LBS must be clocked simultaneously when in "serial load" mode.)

2S

HBS

26

SRI

High Byte Strobe. When in "parallel load" mode (SPC = 0), parallel data appearing on the DB9 (MSB) and DB8 data inputs will be
"clocked" into the input buffer on the positive going, edge o.f HBS.
When in "serial load" mode (SPC = 1), serial data bits appearing at the serial input terminal, Pin 26, will be "clocked" into the input
buffer on the positive going edges of HBS-and LBS. (HBS and LBS must be clockt:d simultaneously when in "serial load" mode.)
Serial Input.
'

27

Vee

Logic Supply. If +SV is applied, all digital inputs/outputs are TTL compatible. If +10V to +ISV is applied, digital inputs/outputs
are CMOS compatible.

28

DGND

Digital Ground

..

Load DAC: When LDAC is a Logic "0", the AD7S22 is in the "hold" mode, and digital activity in the input buffer is locked out.
When LDAC is a L~ic "1", the AD7S22 is in the "loa4" mode, and data in ,the input buffer loads the DAC register.
No Connection.

Note 1: Logic "1'" applied to a. data bit steers that bit's current to the IOUTl tenninal.

APPLICATIONS

(Note: Protection Schottky CR3 in Figure 3 -and CR3, CR4 in Figure 4 are not required when using
TRI-FET amps such as the ADS42 or ADS44).

UNIPOLAR OPERATION
Figure 3 shows the analog circuit connections required for
unipolar operation. The input code/output voltage relationship is shown in Table L
Zero Offset Adjustment
1. Adjust the op amp's offset potentiometer for <1mV on
the amplifier junction. (Each millivolt of amplifier Vos
causes ±O.66mV of differential nonlinearity which adds to
the ladder nonlinearity.)
Gain Adjustment
L Set R1 and R2 to
"1 's."

V DO

Vee

+15V

+5V TO +15V

R1
GAIN AOJ

500n
R2 GAIN ADJ

V REF

500n

±10V

AD7522
OAe

on. Load the DAC register with all

2. If analog out is greater than -VREF' increase R1 for required full scale ou tpu t. If analog out is less than -VREF'
increase R2 for required fuJI scale output.
Figure 3. Unipolar Binary Operation
(2-Quadrant Multiplication)
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ANALOG
OUTPUT

DIGITAL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

I I I I I I I I I I

-VREF (I - 2- 10 )

1000000001

-VREF (1/2 + 2- 10 )

1000000000

-VREF/2

oI

-VREF (112 - 2- 10 )

I II II I I I

0000000001

V DD
+15V

Vee
+5V TO +15V

-VREF (2- 10 )
AD7522

o

0000000000

0/'

CONVERTER

Table 1. Unipolar Code Table

BIPOLAR OPERATION
Figure 4 shows the analog circuit connections required for
bipolar operation. The input code/output voltage relationship
is shown in Table 2.
Zero Offset Adjustment
1. Adjust the offset potentiometer of amplifier Al and A2 for
< 1m V on the respective summing junctions. If the analog
out for code 1000000000 is not zero, sum current into or
out of the summing junction of Al for OV at analog out.
Voo
+15V

Vee
+5V TO +15V

26

SR1

21

SPC

'"

SC8

STROBE 0-----4-,..'---'

~g~g lM'o----------'

Figure 5. Single Byte Parallel Loading

When data is stable on the parallel inputs (OBO-DB9), it can be
transferred into the input buffer on the positive edge of the
strobe pulse.
Data is transferred from the input buffer to the DAC register
when LDAC is a Logic "1." LDAC is a level-actuated (versus
edge-triggered) function and must be held "high" at least
0.511s for data transfer to occur.

Al
V REF

TWO BYTE PARALLEL LOADING
Figures 6 and 7 show the logic connections and timing requirements for interfacing the AD7522 to an 8-bit data bus for two
byte loading of a lO-bit word.

±10V

I

a

.

Figure 4. Bipolar Operation

Gain Adjustment
1. Load the DAC register with all "O's." Set R 1 and R2 to
2. If analog out is greater than +VREF' increase R2 until it
reads precisely +VREF . If analog out is less than +VREF'
increase R1 until it reads precisely VREF .

DO
07
06

~

OS

A07522

D•

CONVERTER

~

03

Q

~

:

On.

0/.

02

26

01

21

L~;o--------~

LDAC:o------------~

ANALOG OUTPUT
-VREP (1 - 2-9 )
-VREF (2-9 )

Figure 6.

o

DATA - - - - - - ,

1000000000
I I I I I I I I

BUS

V REF (2- 9 )

0000000001

V REF (1 - 2-9 )

0000000000

V REF

Table 2. Bipolar Code Table

SPC

HBS;o----------~

IIIIIIIIII

oI

SAl

SCI!

DO

DIGITAL INPUT

1000000001

Vee
+5V TO +15V

MSB
DBO

01

B

Voo
+15V

LBS

Two Byte Parallel Loading
MOST SIGNIFICANT

LEAST SIGNIFICANT
DATA BYTe

DATA BYTE

LOAD L.EAST SIGNIFICANT

BYTe INTO INPUT REGISTER

LOAD MOST SIGNI FleANT

H~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~T~E~IN~T~O~IN~P~UT~AE~G~IS~TE~A~~

SINGLE BYTE PARALLEL LOADING
Figure 5 illustrates the logic connections for loading single byte
parallel data into the input buffer. DBO should be grounded on
"K" and "T" versions, and DBO and OBI should be grounded
on "J" and "S" versiol).s for monotonic operation of the DAC.
OB9 is always the MSB, whether 8-bit, 9-bit, or 10-bit linear
AD7522's are used.

UPDATEDAC~

LDAC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----=O"U"TP'-'U"--T::::::J

L

Figure 7. Timing Diagram

First, the least significant data byte (DBO through DB7) is
loaded into the input buffer on the positive edge of LBS. Subsequently, the data bus is used for status indication and
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instruction fetching by the CPU. When the most significant
data byte (DB8 and DB9) is available on the bus, the input
buffer is loaded on the positive edge of HBS. The DAC register
updates to the new 10-bit word when LDAC is "high." LDAC
may be exercised coincident with, or at any time after HBS
loads the second byte of data into the input buffer.
SERIAL LOADING
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the connections and timing
diagram for serial loading.
To load a 10-bit word (SC8 = 1), HBS and LBS must be strobed
simultaneously with exactly 10 positive edges to clock the
serial data into the input buffer. For 8-bit words (SC8 = 0), only
8 positive edges are required.
Vee
+6V TO +15V

3. Fast op amps will require phase compensation. for stability
due to the pole formed by COUT1 or'COUT2 and
RFEEDBACK·
4. During serial loading, all data inputs (DBO through BD9),
should be grounded.

VpD
+15V

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and {mm).
SR'

SERIAL DATA
IN
CLOCK IN

SERIAL
DATA OUT

28 PIN CERAMIC DIP

SPC
A07522

21

DAC

LOAD OAe

2. Diodes CR3 on Figure 3 and CR3 and CR4 on Figure 4
clamp the amplifier junction to-300mV if they attempt'
to swing negative during power up or power down. The input structures of some high-speed op amps can supply
substantial current under the transient conditions encountered during power sequencing. It is recommended
that the PC layout be able to accommodate the diodes.

2.

SC1I

LOGIC "0" FOR 8·BIT MODE
LOGIC "1" FOR 10·BIT MODE

[]~~]~~~~ I~:
*=~~~
,~ ~ :.;: i--C"D3D"
D'' I

1432)

1.414 {35.121

I'

MAX

Figure S. SerialS- and TO-Bit Loading
(Analog Outputs Not Shown for Clarity)

I

SERIAL DATA

8·BITS

I

-t~

~

~

0.045 (1.15)

10.8IT5-1

0.015 10.3811

-I I-

~

0.12 (1.531
~

I

..

1.38 (35.06)

~

~

I-

0.115 (4.45)

o:ii6i3Tsl
.

0.096 (2.421

~=

I
--I

-

0.008 10.2031

LElt.D NO.1 IDENTIfiED BY DOT OR NOTCH

I.EADS ARE GOLD PLATED (50 MICROINCHES MINI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

28 PIN PLASTIC DIP

CLOCK IN
(10-BIT MODE)

=

--..r---,L-

LOAD OAe

(10·8IT MODEl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,-_-=U-='D:.:.A:.:.T::."-=TI-=M::.."

a

CLOCK IN
(8·BIT MODE)

LOAD OAC
'II-BIT MODEl

UPDATE TIME

711,-____

Figure 9. Timing Diagram for Serial S- and TO-Bit Loading

APPLICATION HINTS
1. CR1 and CR2 on Figures 3 and 4 protect the AD7522

against latch-up Vee exceeds VDD , and may be omitted
if VDO and Vee are driven from the same voltage.
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CMOS
8-Bit Multiplying D/ A Converter

t-.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Low Cost
Fast Settling: 100ns
Low Power Dissipation
Low Feedthrough: %LSB @ 200kHz
Full Four-Quadrant Multiplying
APPLICATIONS
Battery Operated Equipment
Low Power, Ratiometric AID Converters
Digitally Controlled Gain Circuits
Digitally Controlled Attenuators
CRT Character Generation
Low Noise Audio Gain Control

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7523 is a low cost, monolithic multiplying digital-toanalog converter packaged in a 16-pin DIP. The device uses an
advanced monolithic, thin-film-on-CMOS technology to provide 8-bit resolution with accuracy to 10-bits and very low
power dissipation.
The AD7523's excellent multiplying characteristics and low
cost allow it to be used in a wide ranging field of applications
such as: low noise audio gain control, CRT character generation, motor speed control, digitally controlled attenuators, etc.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
10k

VREF

10k

20k

10k

20k

20k

OUT2

OUTl

6

BIT 1 (MSS)

6

BIT 2

6

BIT 3

RFE ED6ACK

BIT 8 (lSB)

DIGITAL INPUTS

ORDERING INFORMATION
Operating
Temperature Range

Model

Linearity

Package

AD7523JN
AD7523KN
AD7523LN

±1I2LSB
±1I4LSB
±1I8LSB

16 pin
Plastic

o to +70 o C

AD7523AD
AD7S23BD
AD7523CD

±1I2LSB
±1/4LSB
±1/8LSB

16 pin
Ceramic

-25°C to +8S o C

AD7S23SD

±1I2LSB

16 pin
Ceramic

-55°C to +12S o C

PIN .CONFIGURATION

TOP VIEW

Ceramic versions are available 100% screened to MIL-STD-883
Class B. To order add "/883" to part number shown above.
Example: AD7S23AD/883B.
.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(Voo =+15V, VREF =+10V unless otherwise noted)
TA

PARAMETER
, STATIC ACCURACY
Resolution
Nonlinearity'
AD75Z3JN. AD. SD
AD75Z3KN. BD
AD75Z3LN. CD
Monotonicitv
Gain Error"~"
Power Supply Rejection (Gain) '.'
Output Leakage Current
loim (pin I)
10UT2 (pin 2)
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Ou tpu t Current
Settling Time'

Feedthrough Error'
REFERENCE INPUT
Input Resistance (pin IS)
Temperature Coefficient

:;;I

Tmin to Tmax

8 Bitsmiri

8 Bits min.

± I/ZLSB max (±O.Z% FSR max)
±1/4LSB max, (±O,I% FSR max)
±1I8LSB max (±0,05% FSR max)
Guaranteed over Tmin to Tmax
-1.5% of FSR min. +1.5% of FSR max
O.OZ% per % max

±I/ZLSB max (±O.Z% FSR max)
±1/4LSB max (±O.I% FSR max)
±1/8LSB max (±0.05% FSR max)

±50nA max

±200nA max

tSOnA max

±200nA max

ISOns max

200ns max

±I/ZLSB max

±ILSB max

-1.8% of FSR min. +1.8% of FSR max
0,03% per % max

VOUTl = VOUT2 '=OV
VOUTl = VOUT2 = OV
Digital Inputs = VINH
Voo = +14V to +15V
Digital Inputs = VINH
VOUTl = VOUT2 ""OV. VREF = ±IO\'
Digital Inputs = VINL
VOUTl = VOUT2 = OV. VREF = ±IOV
Digital Inputs = VINH

To 0.2% FSR. Load = lOOn
Digital Inputs = VINH to Y,N\. or
VINL to VINH
Digital Inputs = VIN \.
VREP = 20V p-p. 200kHz sinewave
VOUTl = VOUT2 = OV

Skn min. 20kn max
-SOOppmi'C max

ANALOG OUTPUTS' ,
Output Capacitance
COUTl (pin I)
G>UT2 (pin 2)
COUTl (pin I)
G>UT2 (pin 2)
DIGITAL INPUTS
Logic Thresholds
VINH
VIN\.
Input Leakage Current
lIN (per input)
Input Capacitance
CIN'
Input Coding

4pF max
4pF max
Unipolar Binary of Offset Binary (see next page)

POWER REQUIREMENTS"
Voo Range

+5V min, +16V max

+SV min, +16V max

ZOOjtA max

SOOjtAmax
100jtA max

100 Sand a11/883B versions
IDn J. K, L, A, B, eversions

TEST CONDITION

100pF max
30pF max
30pF max
IOOpF max

IOOpF max
30pF max
30pF max
100pF max

+14.SV min
+O.SV max

+14.5V min
+O.5V max

±ljtAmax

±lp.A max

IOOjtA max

Digital Inputs = VINH
Digital Inputs = VIN\'

VIN = OV or +ISV

Device F!-,nctionality. Accuracy
is tested and guaranteed only at
Voo = +ISV
Digital Inputs = VINH or VINL

NOTES,
FSR is Full Scale Range.
2 Using internal feedback resistor, Full Scale Range (FSR) i.s equal to (VREF -lLSB) in the unipolar circuit on the next flagc.
'Max gain change from +25°C to Tmin or Tmax is ±O.3% FSR.
;
4 Guaranteed by design. Not subject to test.
1

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

(TA = +2S o C unless otherwise noted)
VootoGND.................
. ... -OV,+17V
. ....... ±2SV
VREF to GND. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Digital Input Voltage (VIN ) to GND ........ -O.3V to Voo
VOUTl ' VOUT2 (pin l,pin 2) to GND ....... -0.3V to Von

, 9-76 D/A CONVERTERS

Power Dissipation (package)
To +70°C ... " ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670mW
. .... 8.3mWtC
Derate Above +70 o C by.
Operating Temperature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70 o C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6S o C to +lS0o C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 se'comls) . . . . . . . . +300o C

CAUTION,
1. ESD sensitive device. The digital control inputs are Zener protected; however, pennanent damage may occur
on unconnected devices subjected to high energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts.

2. Do not apply voltages lower than ground or higher the VOO to any pin except VREF (pin 15) and RFB (pin 16).
3. The inputs of some Ie amplifiers (especially wide bandwidth types) present a low impedance to V- during
power-up or power-down sequencing. To prevent the AD7523 OUT1 or OUT2 terminals from exceeding
-300mV (which causes catastrophic substrate current) a Schottky diode (HP5082-2811 or equivalent) is
recommended. The diode should be connected between OUT1 (OUT2) and ground as shown in Figure 1
and 2. Protection diodes are not required when using TRI-FET amplifiers such as the AD542 or AD544.

DIGITAL INPUT

BASIC OPERATION

MSB
tlDV

+1SV

VREF

Veo

LSB

11111111

-VREF

10000001

-VREF

10000000

MSB

DATA:
INPUTS:

01111111

LSB

"
NOTES:

ANALOG OUTPUT

e

29
256 )
_ VREF
-VREF (128)
256 - - - (127 )
2
-VREF 256

00000001

-VREF

00000000

-VREF

1. R1ANDR2USEO'ONLVIFGAIN

(~)
256

(2~6 )

(2~6 )= 0

ADJUSTMENT IS REQUIRED.

2. CAl PROTECTS AD7523 AGAINST
NEGATIVE TRANSIENTS. SEE
"CAUTION" NOTE 3AT TOP
OF THIS PAGE.

Figure 1. Unipolar Binary Operation
(2-Quadrant Multiplication)

fl0V

+15V

VREF

Veo

Table 1. Unipolar Binary Code Table

DIGITAL INPUT

R1

MSB

2.

15
MSB

DATA I
INPUTS: LSB

"
R5100k
R71Mn
R610k

LSB

11111111

-VREF

C27)
128

10000001

-VREF

(1~8 )

10000000

0

01111111

+VREF

00000001

+VREF

00000000
NOTES:
1. R3/R4 MATCH 0.1%'OR BETTER.
2. A1, A2 USED ONL V IF GAIN ADJUSTMENT
IS REQUIRED.
3. RS-R7 USED TO ADJUST VOUT '" OV AT
INPUT CODE 10000000.
4. CRl & CR2 PROTECT AD7523 AGAINST

ANALOG OUTPUT

(1~8)

e27 )

128
+VREF (128)
128

NEGATIVE TRANSIENTS. SEE "CAUTION"
NOTE 3 AT TOP OF THIS PAGE.

Figure 2. Bipolar (4-Quadrant) Operation

Table 2. Bipolar (Offset Binary) Code Table
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A.PPLICATIONS
DIVIDER (DIGITALLY CONTROLLED GAIN) /
DATA INPUT "0"

+15V

1"""-""'--\

VOO

POWER GENERATION
±10V
VflEF

MSB - - - - LSS
BIT 1
BIT 8
11

,4

BIT 1 (MSB)

16 AFS

V tN

DATA I
INPUT "0":

+15V
Voo

i-;'s-....,.;t--;},!!!___-,.__-,
v,

BIT 8 (LSB)

Hf--_--I

'5

>-----4>----oVOUT

EQUATIONS
VOUT "'-

.

V~
V2

~ ~=-.:r

where:

Av

= Voltage Gain

11

and where:

o =..!!!!.! +.!!!...! + ~
21

21

,~

(BtTN=1orO)

EXAMPLES
0= 00000000,

Av '" :"'Ao L

fOP AMP)

0= 00000001, Av = -256
0= 10000000, Av = -

~~:

0= 11111111, Av = -

~~~

=-2

"

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

16 PIN PLASTIC DIP

L
O.U(O.32(
MAX

V2 .. +(VREF H02)

c::::::[~·~:
~~~
-j~~

wwvm fto.
I

0.745 (18.93)

~ ~ -1~ ~

~
S

h'2(iO '

0.065 (1.66) 0.02 (0.508)

0.105 12.67)

~ ~

D.Oi5'i2.42,

1

-{VREF}(Oftl. n an odd integer

BONDING DIAGRAM

'4(3
.•• ,
0.12
(3.05)

-.

~

"

Vft = +(VREF )(Oftl, n an even integer

0.294 (7.47) ~

~.

'-lf111

Vn

0

T

0.008 12.03)

GG

00

G

[£]

ALLOY 42.

~

GJ

16 PIN CERAMIC DIP

GJ
[£J
0.1213.051

o:oiii.5'3i"

L
O.17M'::Z)

WM?M
'
J

.r- II

~
0.17514.46)

0."5(3.'.,
--H--1 ~

. ~

0.08 11.631

0.02 10.508)

0.'lO5 (2.871

~

~

o:oi&i2Aii

I.

-.i.

~=::2'0'3061
~ +

GJg g[!] G8
0.062(1.511

0
0

G

1

-I

NOTES:
1. Pad numbers correspond to pin numbers shown on
pin configuration.
2. Dimensions in inches (mm).
3. Pad 3, GNO, should be bonded 1st.
4. Pads are O.OO4 u x O,004 u (0.102 x O.102mml.

0.008 (0.203)

I:.30617.~ I
o:ii4"i7.47j

1. lEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DDT DR NOTCH
·2. LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED (50mm) KOVAR OR AilOY 42
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1. LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
2. LEADS ARE SOLDER PLATED KOVAR OR
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CMOS
8-Bit Buffered Multiplying OAC

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Low Cost
On-Chip Bus Interface Logic
Full Four-Quadrant Multiplication
+5V to +15V Operation
Low Power Consumption
Monotonicity Guaranteed (Full Temperature Range)
APPLICATIONS
Microprocessor Controlled Gain Circuits
Microprocessor Controlled Attenuator Circuits
Microprocessor Controlled Function Generation
Precision AGC Circuits
Bus Structured Instruments

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7524 is a low cost, 8-bit monolithic CMOS DAC
designed for direct interface to most microprocessors.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Basically an 8-bit DAC with input latches, the AD7524's load
cycle is similar to the "write" cycle of a random access memory. Using an advanced thin-film on CMOS fabrication process,
the AD7524 provides accuracy to 118 LSB with power dissipation of only 20 milliwatts.

Nonlinearity@+15V

Featuring operation from +5V to +15V, the AD7524 interfaces directly to most microprocessor buses or output ports.
Excellent multiplying characteristics (2- or 4-quadrant) make
the AD7524 an ideal choice for many microprocessor controlled gain setting and signal control applications.

PIN CONFIGURATION

Temperature Range and Package
Plastic
o to +70°C

Ceramic
-25°Cto +8S o C

Ceramic
- 5S'C to +125'C

±112 LSB

AD7S24JN

AD7S24AD

AD7524SD

±1/4 LSB

AD7524KN

AD7524BD

AD7524TD

±1/8 LSB

AD7524LN

AD752'4CD

AD7524UD

TOP VIEW

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
Voo
14

A,.
"-+-.....1-~~--.....*-+---+.::....-O OUT2
i-'---t"-oGND

DB7

DB6

DBS

(MSB)

DBO

(lSB)
DATA INPUTS
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SPECIFICATIONS

(VREF =+10V, VOUTl
UMlT, TA = +2s oCl

PARAMETER

=VOUT2 =OV unless otherwise noted)

LIMIT, TA = OPERATING RANGE
UNITS

TEST CONDITION

Voo= +5V

VDD= +1SV

±1I2

±1/2
t1/4
tl/8

Monotonicity

t1l2
±l/2
guaranteed

guaranteed

±1/2
guaranteed

Gain Error i

±1.0

to.5

±1.4

0.08

0.02

0.16

0.04

%

tSO
±50

±50
±50

±400

nAmax

±400

±200
±200

nAmax

DBO-DBi =VIH;WR. CS = V!L; VREF= ±IOV
DBO-D87 =VIL;WR. CS = VIUVREF = ±IOV

150'

1003

2002

15(}'

ns max

OUTI Load = 10011; WR.

VDO= +5V

Voo= +lSV

STATIC ACCU/tACY
Bits min

Resolution

Nonlinearity
AD7S24JN, AD. SD
AD7S24KN. BD, TD
AD7S24LN, CD, TD .

±1I2

±112

±1/2
±1/4
±1I8
guaranteed
to.6

de Supply Rejection. Gain1
~ain/LlVDD

Output. Leakage Current
IOUTI (pin 1)
IOtrr2 (pin 2)

LSB max
LSD max

LSB max
~R

%F

max

per % max

{Max gain change from TA = 2S·C
to T min or T max is ±O.4% (Voo = SV)
or to.l% (Voo" +15V)

AVon = ±IO%

DYNAMIC ACCURACY
Output Current Settling Time (To 112 LSB)
at

Feedthrough Current2
@ OUTI (pin I)
@OUT2 (pin 2)

D~O

CS = VIL

- DB7 = VlH to VIL or VIL to VIH

VREF = 100kHz, 20~p~inewave

±1/2

±1I2

±1I2

±1I2

±1
±1

±I
±I

LSB max
LSB max

5
20

5
20

5
20

knmin

20

90
30
30
90

90
30
30
90

90
30
30
90

90
30
30
90

pFmax
pF max

DBO -DB7 = vlH;WR,

CS = VIL

pFmax

DBO - DB7 = VIC; WR,

CS = VIL

Input HIGH Voltage Requirement
VIH

+3.5

+14.5

...4.0

+14.5

v min

Input WW Voltage Requirement
VIL

+0.8

+0.5

+0.8

+0.5

V max

±I

±I

±IO

±lO

IJAmax

20

20

20

20

pFmax

280

180

310

210

nsmin

OBO - DB7 = VIL; CS, WR = VIL

REFERENCE INPUT
RIN (pin 15 to GND)4

ANALOG OUTPUTS
Output Capacitance'
CoUTI (pin 1)
CoUT2 (pin 2)
COUTI (pin 1)
COUTZ (pin 2)

kOmax

pFmax

DIGITAL INPUTS

Input CUrrent (per input)

lIN

VIN =0 or VOD

Input Capacitance' (per input)

CIN
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS
Chip Select to Write SetUp Time

tesS
Chip Select to Write Hold Time
tCH S

60

50

80

70

nsmin

220

130

240

160

os min

180

140

200

160

nsmin

100

80

120

100

nsmin

500
500

500
500

500
500

500
500

JlA
JlA

Write Pulse Width

twp'
Data Setup Time

tos3
Data Hold Time
tDH'

POWER SUPPLY
100

NOTES:

G.in errot is measured when using internal feedback resistor. Ideal
Full ScalcR.1IfIC(FSR) = (VREF-J LSD) as shown in Table I.
2 Guataotc:cd, not tested.
J AC panmeter. umple tested @ +2S"C to assure conformance to
" spedfic:ations.
I

All Digital Inputs = VIL
All Digital Inputs = VIH

.. DAC thin film resistor temperature coefficient is approximately -300ppmfC
5100% screened to MIL·STD-883, method 5004, para. 3.1.1 through 3.1.12 for class
B device. Final electrical tests are: NonUn,earity, Cain Error, Output
Current,
~~~~~Xr!I.~~~~~st;:~~C and +12SoC (SD, TD, UD versions) 01' +25°C and

Leak.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

CAUTION

1. ESD sensitive device. The digital control inputs are
zener prote~ted; however, permanent damage may
oeNr on unconnected d;evices subjected to high
energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices \llust be

stoted in' conductive foam or shunts.
2. Do not apply voltages lower than ground or higher
than VDD to any pin except VREF (pin 1 S) and
RFB (pin 16).
3. The inputs of some Ie amplifiers (especiaBy wide
bandwidth types) present a low impedance to V-

during power-up or power-down sequencing. To
prevent the AD7S24 OUTI or DUT2 terminals from

9-80 DIA CONVERTERS

exceeding -300mV (which causes catastrophic substrate current) a Schottky diode (HPS082-2811 or
. equivaieot) is recommended. The diode should he
connected between OUTI (OUT2) an<l ground as
shown in Figures S and 6. The protection diodes are
not required if using TRI-FET amplifiers such as the
ADS42 or ADS44.

4. Do not insert this device into powered
sockets. Remove power before insertion
or removal.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +2S oC unless otherwise noted)
VDD to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, +17V
VRFB to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±2SV
Digital Input Voltage (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V to VDD
VOUTl> YOUTZ (pin 1, pin 2)(to GND) ...... -0.3V to VDD
Power Dissipation (package)
Plastic (N. Suffix)
To +70 oC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670mW
Derates above +70 oC by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.3mWlC
Ceramic (D Suffix)
To +7S oC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S0mW
Derates above +7S o C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mWfoC
Operating Temperature
Commerical ON, KN, LN) Grades . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70 oC
Industrial (AD, BD, CD) Grades ........ -25°C to +8S oC
Military (SD, TD, UD) Grades ........ -55°C to +l25°C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +150 oC
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) ........ +300°C

responding to the last digital input present at DBo-DB, prior
to WR or CS assuming the high state.
MODE SELECTION TABLE
CS

WR

MODE

DAC RESPONSE

L

L

Write

DAC responds to data bus
(DBO - DB7) inputs

H

X

Hold

Data bus (DBO - DB7) is
locked out;

X

H

Hold

DAC holds last data present
when WR assumed HIGH
state.
L = LOW state
H = HIGH state
Y = Don't care state

WRITE CYCLE TIMING DIAGRAM

I -tco--I--"'"I
leH

TERMINOLOGY
RESOLUTION: Value of the LSB. For example, a unipolar
converter with n bits has a resolution of (2-n )(VREF). A
bipolar converter of n bits has a resolution of [2-(n-1))
[VREF). Resolution in no way implies linearity.

CHIP SELECT

WRITE

I

SETTLING TIME: Time required for the output function of
the DAC to settle to within 112 LSB for a given digital
input stimulus, i.e., 0 to Full Scale.
DATA IN (DBO - OB7)

GAIN: Ratio of the DAC's full scale operational amplifier
output voltage to the reference voltage. "Zero" gain error
(for an 8-bit DAC) is defined when VOUT equals -VREF
(2551256).
FEEDTHROUGH ERROR: Error caused by capacitive
coupling from VREF to output with all switches OFF.
OUTPUT CAPACITANCE: Capacity from OUTI and OUT2
terminals to ground.
OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT: Current which appears on
OUT1 terminal with all digital inputs LOW or on OUT2
terminal when all inputs are HIGH. This is an error current
which contributes an offset voltage (at the amplifier output) of typically 0.2LSB.

INTERFACE LOGIC INFORMATION
MODE SELECTION
AD7524 mode selection is controlled by the CS and WR
inputs.
WRITE MODE
When CS and WRare both LOW, the AD7524 is in the WRITE
mode, and the AD7524 analog output responds to data activity at the DBo-DB, data bus inputs. In this mode, the AD7524
acts like a non-latched input DfA converter.
HOLD MODE
When either CS or WR are HIGH, the AD7524 is in the
HOLD mode. The AD7524 analog output holds the value cor-

NOTE: IF

Cs AND Wi\ ARE EXERCISED SIMULTANEOUSL V.

m~~r. :Js';'~ifJ~~~~~~~~~.~ SPECIFICATION

ANALOG CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION
The AD7524, an 8-bit multiplying D/A converter, consists of
a highly stable thin film R-2R ladder and eight N-channel
cu~rent switches on a monolithic chip. Most applications require the addition of only an output operational amplifier and
a voltage or current reference.
The simplified DfA circuit is shown in Figure 1. An inverted
R-2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily weighted
currents are switched between the OUT1 and OUT2 bus lines,
thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder leg independent of the switch state.
One of the current switches is shown in Figure 2. The "ON"
resistances of the first six switches are binarily scaled so the
voltage drop across each switch is the same. For example,
switch 1 of Figure 2 was designed for an "ON" resistance of
20 ohms, switch 2 of 40 ohms and so on. For a 10V reference
input, the current through switch 1 is 0.5mA, the current
through switch 2 is 0.25mA, and so on, thus maintaining a
constant 10mV drop across each switch. It is essential that

OIA CONVERTERS 9-81

each switch voltage drop be equal if the binarily weighted
current division property of the ladder is to be maintai~ed.

termination resistor on the R-2R ladder. The "ON" capacitance of the output N-channel switch is 90pF, as shown on the
OUT2 terminal. The "OFF" switch capacitance is 30pF, as
shown on the OUT1 terminal.' Analysis of the circuit for all
. digital inputs high, as shown in Figure 4, is similar to Figure 3;
however, the "ON" switches are now on terminal OUT1,
hence the 90pF at that terminal.

'-+if+.--1f-t-......- - + - t 4 - - - 0 OUT2

APPLYING THE AD7524

~-~r---~~-~~~~-<>OUTI
RFEEDBACK

AD7520:
AD7521:

DB7 (MSB)

DB6

DB6

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS
±10V
VREF

N=10
N-12

Voo

DBO (L8B)

R21k

(Switches shown for Inputs "High")
VOUT

Figure 1. AD7524 Functional Diagram
L

t

--t=::::_-,-_.J

NOTES:
1. R1ANDR2USEDONLYIFGAIN
ADJUSTMENT IS REQUIRED.

TO LADDER

2. CAl PROTECTS AD7524 AGAINST
NEGATIVE TRANSIENTS (SEE

OND

"CAUTION" NOTE 3).
3. C1 PHASe COMPENSATION (10-15pF}
IS REQUIRED WHEN USING FAST

AMPLIFIERS TO PREVENT RINGING
OR OSCILLATION.
FROM

I

INTERFAce,
lOGIC

Figure 5. Unipolar Binary Operation
(2-Quadrant Multiplication)
OUT2

DIGITAL INPUT

DUT1

Figure 2. N-Channel Current Steering Switch

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The equivalent circuits for all digital inputs high and all digital
inputs low are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3 with all
digital inputs low, the reference cunent is switched to OUT2.
The current source 'LilAKAGE is composed of surface and
junction leakages to the substrate while the -'- current
256
source represents a constant I-bit current drain through the
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Table 1. Unipolar Binary Code Table
±10V lac or dc)
VAEF

Voo

Figure 3. AD7524 DAC Equivalent Circuit - All Digital
Inputs Low
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VAEFo--"""'......+ - - -.....- - - -....--<~-<> Dun

, - - - -....---00UT2·

Figure 4. AD7524 DAC Equivalent Circuit - All
Digital Inputs High
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NOTES:
1. ADJUST R1 FOR VOUT .. OV AT CODE 10000000.
2. C1 PHASE COMPENSATION (10 -15pFJ MAY BE
REQUIRED IF A11S A HIGH SPEED AMPLIFIER.
3. CR1 PROTECTS AD7524 AGAINST NEGATIVE
TRANSIENTS (SEE "CAUTION" NOTE 3J.

Figure 6. Bipolar (4-Quadrant) Operation
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WAVEFORM SHOWN IS NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ANY
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Table 2. Bipolar (Offset Binary) Code Table

DIVIDER (DIGITALLY CONTROLLED GAIN)

APPLICATIONS DATA
INPUT "D··

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE

WR

VDD

AD7524/8080A INTERFACE
MmW
(FROM 8228)

DEVICE

SYSTEM DATA BUS

ADDRESS

(FROM 8228\

•

OUT2

DECOOED

•• v

OUT1

CBO DB 1 OB2 083 DB4 DB6 088 091

DB'

.

DB6

DB.
DB<
DB3

~------------__-------oVDUT

002
OBI
DBO

11

EQUATIONS
NOTE;

CR1 NOT REQUIRED IF USING lRIFEr OUTPUT
AMPLIFIERS SUCH AS THE A0542 OR AD544.

ANALOG
INPUT

AD7524/8080A INTERFACE
The illustration above shows the AD7524 used in the MCS-80
microcomputer system as a Memory Mapped Output Device.
The basic CPU group consists of the 8080 CPU, 8224 clock
generator and 8228 system controllerlbus driver. The AD7524
WR input is connected to the 8228 MEMW output and the
DBO - DB7 inputs are connected to the 8228 system data bus
outputs. The CS input is connected to the system address decoding logic. Note that pullup resistors R3 and R4 are required
to ensure that the CS and WR input HIGH states reach 4.0V
minimum.

System timing is shown. Data is loaded into the AD7524 when
the WR and CS inputs are both LOW. The data is latched into
the AD7S24 when WR returns HIGH. AD7S24 updating is
accomplished by using any of the 8080A memory write instructions (such as MOV M, r).

VOUT=

-~N

Av = -VOUT = -...!.. WHERE: Av = VOLTAGE GAIN
VIN
0

and where:
D=DB7+0B6+ ... 0BO

2'

22

2"

DBN = 1 or 0
EXAMPLES

D = 00000000, Av = -AOL ,lOP AMP)
D = 00000001, Av = -256

o = 10000000, Av

=-

~ = -2

D = 11111111, Av = -~

The AD7S24 cari also be addressed and loaded as an isolated
Output Device by connecting the AD7524 WR input to the
8228 110 W terminal (instead of MEMW).
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POWER GENERATION

OUTUNE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN.PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

16 PIN CERAMIC DIP
v"

CIRCUIT EQUATIONS
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0.016 12.42)
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lEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE'BO ..O PLATE\P ISO MICROINCHES MINI KOVAR OR AUOY 42

BONDING DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown i~ inches and (mm).

Notes:
1. Pad numbers correspond tQ pin numbers shown in pin configuration.
2. Pad 3 (GND) should be bonded first to minimize ESO h8tatds.
3. Pads are 0.004 in. J( O.OO4in. (O.102mrn J( O.102mm).
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3~

Digit BCD Monolithic CMOS
Digitally Controlled Potentiometer

1IIIIIIII ANALOG
LIllI DEVICES
FEATURES
Resolution: 3 1/2 Digit BCD (1999 Counts)
Nonlinearity: ±1/2LSB Tmin to Tmax
Gain Error: ±O.05% FS
Excellent Repeatability Accuracy
Low Power Dissipation
APPLICATIONS
Thumbwheel Switch Voltage Dividers
Digitally Controlled Gain Circuits
Digitally Controlled Attenuators
BCD Multiplying DACs
Low Power.Converters

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7525 is a monolithic CMOS 3~ digit BCD digitally
controlled potentiometer designed for precision incremental
voltage-divider applications.
'
With the addition of an external op amp, the output can be
digitally controlled from 0 to 1.999VIN with resolution of
0.001VIN·
AC or DC voltage up to ±10V can be applied to the input
providing high application flexibility in fields such as audio
gain control, etc.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

v,,

0.1 DIGIT

{' .

."

I

;

Digital control, excellent repeatability and 0.2% accuracy
make the AD7525 an ideal replacement for lO-tum potentiometers or rhumbwheel switch voltage dividers using
discrete resistor networks.
Packaged in an 18-pin DIP, the AD7S2S uses an advanced
CMOS fabrication process combined with wafer laser trimming.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Package and
Temperature
18 Pin Plastic

Nonlinearity
±1/2LSB

Nonlinearity
±ILSB

o to +70o C

AD7525LN

AD7525KN

18 Pin Ceramic

AD7S25CD
AD7S2SCD/883B'

AD752SBD

- 2SoC to +8SoC

18 Pin Ceramic
_55°C to +125°C

AD7S2SUD
AD752STD
AD7525UD/883B' AD7525TD/883B'

PIN CONFIGURATION

AD7S2SBD/883B"

'100% screened to MIL-STO-883, method 5004, para. 3.1.1 through
3.1.12 for c111l1S B device.
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SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

(VOO=+15V; VPlN1
TA = +2SoC

=OV; VIN =+10V unless otherwise stated)
TA ,= Operating
Temperature Range

ACCURACY
Resolution'
Nonlinearity2,3
AD7525KN, BD, TD
AD7525LN, CD, UD
Gain Error3 , 4
Gain TC
OUtput Leakage Current (pin I)

I part in 2000

I P art in 2000

±ILSB max
±1I2LSB max
±0.05% FS typ
±25ppm/oC max
100nA max

±ILSB max
±1/2LSB max

400nAmax

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Switching Time

IJLs max s

IJLs max·

±0.05%VIN max"

±O.I%VIN max"

2kn min/IOkn/max
±IOV max

2kn min/IOkn max
±IDV max

60pF max"
200pF max"
8kn min/40kn max

60pF max"
200pF max"
8kn min/40kn max

+14.SV min

+14.5V min

Feedthrough Error
ANALOG INPUT
Input Resistance (pin 17)7
VIN Range (recommended)
ANALOG OUTPUT
.Output Capacitance
CoUT (pin 1)
RFB Resistance (pin 18 to pin 1)7
DlGITlAL INPUTS
Input HIGH Voltage
VIH 3
Input ~OW Voltage
VIL
Input Leakage Current
Input Capacitance
Input Coding

+O.SV max
+O.SV max
±IJLA max
±IOJLA max
SpF max"
5pF max"
3'.~ Digit BCD (1999 Counts) 31-> Digit BCD (1999 Counts)

POWER SUPPLY
VDD Range

+SVto+17V

+;V to +17V

+15V±5%
500JLA max

+lSV ±S%
ImAmax

VDD
IDD3
NOTES,
1 Commercial

devices are sample tested over temperature.
is guaranteed on the AD7525LN, CD and UO versions over Tmin to Tmax.
Final electrical tests on 883B screen parts are: Gain Error. Nonlinearity, VIH. VIL. Digital Input Leakage Current
and IDD.at +2S c C and + 12SoC (TD/883B Version) or + 2SoC and +8S oC (8D/8838 Version),
4 Gain Error is measured using the AD7S25 internal feedback resistor. FS is "Full Scale" (BCD =1.999),
5 AC parameter, sample" tested at +2S oC to ensure conformance to specification.
6 Guaranteed, not tested.
7 Thin Film resistor temperature coefficient is approximately -30OppmtC.
Specifica60ns subject'to change without notice.
2 Monotonicity

:I
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CONDITION

BCD
BCD
BCD
BCD
BCD

0.000 to 1.999
0.000 to 1.999
= 1.999
=1.999
= 0.0000

VIN = +5V, ROUT (pin 1)
= lOOn, Digital Inputs =
VIL to VIH or VIL,
VPINI measured from
10% to 90%
VIN= ±IOV, 20kHz sinewave

Digital Inputs = BCDOOOO
Digital Inputs = BCD 1999

Digital.lnput= OV or VDD

Functional with
Degraded Performance
Rated Accuracy
Digitallnputs= VIL orVIH

CAUTION

1. ESD (electro-static discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are zener protected; however, permanent
damage may occur on unconnected devices subjected to high energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in
conductive foam or shunts. The protective foam should be discharged to the dest,ination socket before devices are removed.
2. Do not apply voltages more negative than GND or more positive than VDD to any pin except VIN (pin 17) and RFB (pin 18).
3. The inputs of some IC amplifiers (especially high speed types) present a low impedance to V- during power sequencing.
To prevent the AD7S2S OUT terminal (pin 1) from exceeding -300mV (which causes catastrophic substrate current),
a Schottky diode, HSCH 1001 or equivalent, is recommended. While not required for most amplifier types, provision
for the diode should be made during layout. The diode should be connected between OUT (pin 1) and GND (pin 2)
as shown in Figure 4. Protection Schottkys not required when using TRI-FET output amplifiers such as the ADS42
or ADS44.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = 25°C unless otherwise noted)
VDD{toGND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V,+17V
VIN (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ±2SV
RFB (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±2SV
Digital Input Voltage (to GND) . , , , , ...... -0.3V to VDD
VpIN1 (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V to VD D
Power Dissipation (Package)
Plastic (Suffix N)
To +70 0C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670mW
Derates above+700C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.3mW/C
Ceramic (Suffix D)
To +7S oC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; .. " 4S0mW
Derates above +7S oC by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mW/C
Operating Temperature
.
Commercial Plastic (KN, LN Versions) ...... 0 to +70 0C
Industrial Ceramic (BD, CD Versions) .... -25°C to +SSoC
Military Ceramic (TD, UD Versions) .... -55°C to +12S oC

Referring to Figure 1, the "1.0 Digit" is a 1-bit multiplying
DAC (composed of SW1 and R1) while the 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001 digits are 4-bit multiplying DAC's (DAC1, DAC2,
and DAC3) connected by 10.1 dividers {composed of
RIN2, R2, R3 and RIN3, R4, RS.
DAC1 is expanded to show the R/2R ladder and switch
network. With input voltage V IN, the currents in each shunt
arm are (starting at the left) VIN/2R, VIN/4R, VIN/SR and
VI N/16R. A logic ONE applied to a digital input steers that
shunt arm's current to OUT, while a logic ZERO steers the
current to GND.

V,.
t .RIN ..... O.438R
1.001GIT

SW,

-----------,
V,N
Rl·1.6R

lOUT

GND

.......--t-...,

DAC'1

.....",~"""""'

TERMINOLOGY
SWITCHING TIME: In a D/A converter, the switching time is
the time taken for an analog switch. to change to a new state
from the previous one. It includes d'e!ay time, and rise time
from 10% to 90%, but does not include settling time, which
is a function of the output amplifier used.
R2-1.3636R

OUTPUT CAPACITANCE: Capacitance from OUT terminal
(pin 1) to ground.
FEEDTHROUGH ERROR. Error caused by capacitive
coupling from VIN (pin 17) to OUT (pin 1) with all digital
inputs LOW.

0.01 OIGIT {

E

GND

DAC#2
(Same as Above)

R4=1.5R

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The AD7S2S, a 3~ digit BCD multiplying DAC, consists of
a thin-film R12R ladder, interquad voltage dividers and
13 N-channel MaS SPDT current steering switches. Most
applications require the addition of only an external operational amplifier.

R3=0.2R
RIN2==R

R5-0.2R

OUT

GND

RIN3 .... R

0.001 OIGIT

{~~:
~-

DAC#3
(Same as Above)

GND
OUT

Figure 1. AD7525 Circuit Diagram

I
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
As shown in Figure 2, the AD7525 is a digitally controlled
7T-networka:ttenuator with signal input "VIN" (pin 17),
signal output "OUT" (pin 1); signal common "GND" (pin 2)
and digital control "BCD input" (pins 3-15).
With OUT (pin 1) terminated at op amp virtual ground and
RFB (pin 18) 'co~nected to the op amp output, the nominal.
transfer equatio~ is:
"OUT = -VIN BCD
where 0.000 .;;; BCD';;; 1.999

Cases 1 and 2 show that amplifier offset in, conjunction with
a changing output resistance at OUT (pin 1) create nonlinearity error, in addition to a simple offset term.
It is therefore recommended that amplifier initial offset be
adjusted, to less than 100j,LV (as measured between the
amplifier input terminals). The offset voltage over the temperature range of interest should not exceed 250pV. See
application hint #2, below.
Do ndt include the usual bias current compensation resistor in
the amplifier noninverting terminal. Instead, the amplifier
should have a bias current which is low over the temperature
range of interest. Bias current causes "output offset" of
magnitude (IB)RpB'

--

VIN o--1.:.:7+-....>-----<....-:---'IoM.-it--i~--+--_O OUT

RoUT

R4

OUT

ROUT

GND
I

6

BCD INPUT
Figure 2. Functional Equivalent Circuit
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER CONSIDERATIONS
Amplifier Offset
The output resistance at OUT (pin 1) is code dependent,
varying between 00 to 0.35 RLDR. For a fixed feedback
resistor of value 1.6 RLDR (Figure 3), the output error for a
fixed amplifier offset (VOS) is:
VERROR = (1 +

RR;~T) VOS

Case 1: (ROUT = 00)
(
RFB )
V ERROR = 1 + --;;;- VOS
VERROR = VOS
Case 2: (ROUT = 0.35 RLDR)
1.6 RLDR) ,
'VERROR = ( 1 + 0.35R
VOS
LDR
VERROR= (1+4.6)VOS = 5.6VOS

<
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Figure 3. Noise Gain Equivalent Circuit
High Frequency Amplifiers
RFB and COUT create a phase lag in the output a~plifier's
feedback circuit. This phase lag, in conjunction with the
amplifier's phase lag, may cause ringing or oscillation. When
using a high speed amplifier, shunting the amplifier input
to output with 5-20pF of feedback capacitance ensures
stability.
APPLICAnON HINTS
1. If an output. voltage range of ±19.99 volts is required (i.e.,
AD7525 VIN = ±10V, BCD '= 1.999), a high voltage output
amplifier with appropriate supply voltages must be used.
2. To maintain circuit linearity, the op amp offset voltage
should not exceed 2% of the circuit resolution. (Resolution =
VIN+1000)
3. CMOS logic inputs-exhibit an input impedance on the order
of 100MU. Whereas an "open" TTL input can be assumed
to be a logic HIGH, an open CMOS input gate can only be
assumed to be a logic MAYBE. Unused CMOS inputs must
always be tied to a known logic state. If single-pole singlethrow thumbwheel switches are used to drive the digital
inputs of the AD7525, external10kU pull-down (pull-up
if switch coding is complementary BCD) resistors must
be used.

BCD INPUT

+15V

1.0

ANALOG OUTPUT
Equivalent
Digital Input
Decimal VO/VIN
Vo
0.1
0.01 0.001
Input

VDD

R12kO

16

V,N
(ACQR DC)
AD7525

VD

1001

1001

1001

1.999

0000

0000

0001

1.001

0000

0000

0000

1.000

0

1001

1001

1001

0.999

0

0101

0000

0.500

0

0000

0000
0000

0000

0.000

-1.999 -1.999VIN
-1.001 -1.001VIN
-1.000 -1.000VIN
-0.999 -0.999VIN
-0.500 -0.500VIN
0
0

Note 1.
For proper BCD coding. the 0.1 digit. 0.01 digit or 0.001 digit
must not exceed BCD "9" (100n.

Figure 4. Digitally Controlled Attenuator Circuit

Table 1. Analog Input/Output Relationship vs. Digital Input
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Offset Adjustment:
1. Apply BCD code 0.000 (0 0000 0000 0000) to the
AD7525 digital inputs.
2. Connect a high resolution, high impedance voltmeter
between pins 1 and 2 of the AD7525.
3. Adjust amplifier's trim pot for minimum reading on
the voltmeter «lOOJ,LV).

Cain Adjustment:
I. Apply BCD code 1.000 (1 0000 0000 0000) to the
AD7525 digital input.
2. Apply +lOV to the VIN input of Figure 1.
3. Connect the voltmeter between Vo (amp'tifier output)
and pin 2 of the AD7525.
4. AdjustR l untiIVO=-10V.

APPLICATION - THUMBWHEEL SWITCH ATTENUATOR
+15V

NOTE,1
THUMBWHEEL SWITCH "ONE" COMMON

V,N
(ACOR DC)

R32kn

IIf
,.

VDD

A07525

SIGNAL COMMON

NOTE 1: R3 IS NOT USED IF
SPST SWITCHES AND
PULL-UP RESISTORS
ARE USED.

Figure 5. Thumbwheel Switch Attenuator
The circuit shown in Figure 5 is a precision voltage divider
similar to lO-turn pots and thumbwheel switch incrementalvoltage-divider assemblies. Advantages of the circuit are:

o Economv
o Low Ou~put Impedance
o Resolution 0.1% VIN
o Excellent Repeatability Accuracy

o Overrange Capability

The BCD coded thumbwheel assembly applies BCD data to
the AD7525 digital inputs. The switch assembly shown haS
single-pole-double-throw action, thus the BCD inpu 15 are

pulled either to +15V or GND (available from AMP, Harrisburg, PA; CHERRY, Waukegan, Illinois; or SAE, Santa Clara,
California). Resistor R3 limits current if make-before-break
switches are used. SPST switch assemblies can be used; however, appropriate pull-up or pull-down resistors must be used
on each digital input, depending upon whether the switch
coding is BCD or complementary BCD. This ensures each
digital input has appropriate VlH or VIL levels applied.
Resistors Rl and R2 provide gain adjustment capability. R5
is used to adjust the amplifier offset voltage (as measured
between the amplifier input terminals) to less than 100J,LV.
Diode 01 (HSCH 1001) provides AD7525 output protection (see Caution note 3) ..
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MECHANICAL INFORMATION
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

18 PIN PLASTIC DIP

18 PIN CERAMIC DIP

I~~[~~~~[~'{~"i'
I
I ---

0.91123.121

I:::::::::~~~:'
~~~
1G.3

~

.

~D.ii"'ii'ii;j~

08 11.781t--

Ouf~.
~ O"'~44" ~===r~'W30"
~ ~~I

1 U -I ~

0.12&(3.181

~

0.041 11.1&1

-H- -I ~

~O.1OII2.(17J

0.011 10.3811

0.08& (2.42]

I---l

0.085 ['1.88)

~
0.294 (7.471

0.02 (0.6081

-j

~~f~~'

0.106 12.67)

om"o,..,·

0.008 (0.2031

o:o4i"itlii~ii.OiiiiAii
LEAD NO. 1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH

LEAD N9. llOEN11I'IED BY DOT OR NOTCH

LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN·PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

LEADS ARE GOLD·PlATEO 150 MICROINCHES MINI
KOVAR OR A.U.OY 42

BONDING DIAGRAM

0.01
DIGIT

~
0.1 DIGIT

NOTES:

1. PAD NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO PIN NUMBERS SHOWN IN
PIN CONFIGURATION.

2. PAD ZiGNDj SHOULD BE BONDEO FIRST TO MINIMIZE
ESO HAZARDS.
3. MDSARE O.OO4in X O.004InIO.1Oimm X a.102mm).
SEE ANALOG DEVICES CHIP CATALOG

FOR AODITIO,NAL CHIP INFORMATION
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0.08(1.113)

T

CMOS 10- &12-Bit -Monolithic
Multiplying 0/A Converters

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
AD7530: 10-Bit Resolution
AD7531: 12-Bit Resolution
8-,9- and 10-Bit Linearity
DTL/TTL/CMOS Compatible
Nonlinearity Tempco: 2ppm of FSRfc
Low Power Dissipation: 20mW
Current Settling Time: 500n5
Feedthrough Error: 10mV p-p @ 50kHz
Low Cost
Note: AD7533 is recommended for new 10-bit designs.
AD7541, AD7542 or AD7543 is recommended for
new 12-bit designs.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7S30 (AD7531) is a low cost, monolithic 10-bit
(12-bit) multiplying digital-to-analog converter packaged
in a l6-pin (IS-pin) DIP. The device uses advanced CMOS
and thin film technologies providing up to lO-bit accuracy
with DTLlTTLICMOS compatibility.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

VREF

o-........,lOk"'-".........,'Ok"'-"....-4:hN'Ok"'-"...._ _ _..,
20k

The AD7S30 (AD7531) operates from a +5V to +l5V
supply and dissipates only 20mW, including the ladder
network.

20k

20k

20k

L-~+4-~~----~+4------o~un
'-+--4>7---4>7----~,.....t---OIOUT1

Typical applications include: digital/analog multiplication,
CRT character generation, programmable power supplies,
digitally controlled gain circuits, etc.

I

I

b
BIT' (MSB)

b
BIT 3

RFEEDBACK
BIT N (LSB)

DIGITAL INPUTS (OlL/TTL/CMOS COMPATIBLE)

AD7530: N = 10
AD7531: N = 12
(Switches shown in "High" state)

ORDERING INFORMATION

Nonlinearity
0.2% (S'Bit)
0.1 % (9-Bit)
0.05% (lO-Bit)

Temperature Range
-25°C to +SSoC
o to +70oC
AD7530JN
AD7531JN
AD7530KN
AD7531KN
·AD7530r.:N
AD7531LN

AD7530JD
AD7531JD
AD7530KD
AD753lKD
AD7530LD
AD7531LD

PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW
AD7630

AD7531

•
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•

SPECIFICATIONS

(Voo

=+15, VREF =+10V, TA = +25°C unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER

AD7S30

DC ACCURACY (Note 1)
Resolution
Nonlinearit):'
AD7S30J
AD7530K
AD7530L
Nonlinearity Tempco
Gain Error
Gain Error Tempco
.Output Leakage Currllnt (Either Output)

10 Bits
0.2% of FSR max (S Bit)
0.1% of FSR max (9 Bit)
0.05% of FSR max (10 Bit)
2ppm of FSR/oC max
0.3% of FSR typ
10ppm of FSR/oC max
300nA max

. Power Supply Rejection

AD7S31

TEST CONDITIONS

12 Bits

*
-10V

< VREF < +10V

Over specified temperature
range.

50ppm of FSR/% typ

ACACCURACY
Output Current Settling Time

500ns typ
lOmV pop max

Feedthrough Error
REFERENCE . INPUT
Input Range
Inpu t Resistance

To 0.05%
All digital inputs low to high
and high to low
VREF = 20V pop. 50kHz. All
digital inputs low

±10V
±lmA

10HZ typ

ANALOG OUTPUT
Output Current Range (Both Outputs)
Output Capacitance
'oUTl
'oUT2
'oUTl
'oUT2
. Output Noise (Both Outputs)
DIGITAL INPUTS (Note 2)
Low State Threshold
High State Threshold
Input Current (low to high state)
Input Coding
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Power Supply Voltage Range
100

Total Dissipation

±lmA
120pF typ
37pF typ

All digital inputs high

37pF typ
120pF typ

All digital input low

Equivalent to 10kn
Johnson noise typ
O.SV max
2.4V min

Over specified temperature range
Over specified temperature range

l~A typ
Binary

See Tables 1 & 2

+5V to.+15V
5nA typ
2mA max
20mW typ

All digital inputs at GND
All digital inputs high or low

NOTES:
I Full scale range (FSR) is lOV for unipolar mode and ±10V for bipolar mode.
'Digital input levels should not go below ground or exceed the positive supply voltage. otherwis<: damage may occur.

·Same specifications as for AD7530.
Specifications subject to change witholft notice.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +2S o C unless otherwise noted)

BIPOLAR (OFFSET BINARY) OPERATION

VDD (to Gnd) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
VREF (to Gnd). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ±2SV
Digital Input Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VDD to Gnd
Voltage at Pin 1, Pin 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -100mV to VDD
Power Dissipation (package)
up to +7S o C . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S0mW
Operating Temperature
.TN, KN, LN Versions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 to +7S o C
]D, KD, LD Versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25°C to +8S o C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6S o C'to +lS0 o C
CAUTION:
1. Do not apply voltages higher than Voo or less than GND
potential on any terminal except VREF .
2. The digital control inputs are zener protected; however,
permanent damage may occur on unconnected units
under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused units
in conductive foam at all times.

APPLICATIONS
UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION
Figure 1 shows the circuit connections required for unipolar
operation. Since VREF can assume either positive or negative
values, the circuit is also capable of 2-quadrant multiplication.
The input code/output range table for unipolar binary
operation is shown in Table 1. Protection Schottky shown is
not required when using TRI-FET output amplifiers such as
the AD542 or ADS44.

Figure 2 illustrates the AD7S30 connected for bipolar
operation. Since the digital input can accept bipolar numbers
and VREF can accept a bipolar analog input, the circuit can
perform a 4-quadrant multiplying function. Input coding is
offset binary (modified 2's complement) as shown in Table 2.
When a switch's control input is a Logical "1", that switch's
current is steered to 'oUTl' fotcing the output of amplifier
#1 to
VOUT = - (IOUTl) (10k)
where 10k is the value of the feedback resistor.
A Logical "0" on the control input steers the switch's current
to 'oUT2' which is terminated into the summing junction of
amplifier #2. Resistors R1 and R2 need not track the internal
R-2R circuitry; however, they should closely match each other
to insure that the voltage at.amplifer #2's output will force a
current into R2 which is equal in magnitude but opposite in
polarity to the current at 'oUT2' This creates a push-pull
effect which halves the resolution but doubles the output
range for changes in the digital input.
With the Mim a Logic "1" and all other bits a Logic "0", a 112
LSB difference current exists between 'oUTl and 'oUT2'
creating an offset of 112 LSB. To shift the transfer curve to
zero, resistor R-9 is used to sum 112 LSB of current into the
IOUT2 terminal. Protection Schottky is not required if using
TRIFET output amplifiers such as the AD542 or ADS44.
+15V

R3
BIT 1 (MSB)

15

10 MEGOHM

14

16~---+----------~~~-,

'oun

+16V
DIGITAL
INPUT

AD7530

10k·

R2

.'T 1 IMSB)

o-.'' 'T-'O:-':-lS"'B~J'"" 13
DIGITAL

VOUT

INPUT

./

PROTECTION
SCHOTTKY

o-:,.'~T:-:'0""ll-::SB::-)-l'3

Figure 2. Bipolar Operation (4-Quadram Multiplication)

Figure 1. Unipolar Binary Operation
(2-Quadrant Multiplication) \

DIGITAL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

1111111111

-VREF (1 - 2- 1°)

1000000001

-VREF (1/2 + Z-10)

0111111111

-VREF
2
-VREF (1/2 - 2- 1°)

0000000001

-VREF (2- 1°)

1000000000

00,00000000
NOTE: 1 LSB

= 2-10

0

DIGIT AL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

1111111111

-VREF (1 - 2-9 )
-VREF (2- 9 )

1000000001
1000000000

0

0111111111
0000000001

VREF (2- 9 ) .'
VREF (1 - 2- 9 )

0000000000

VREF

NOTE: 1 LSB = 2-' VREF
Table 2. Code Table - Bipolar (Offset Binary) Operation

VREF

Table 1. Code Table - Unipolar Binary Operation
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16 PIN PLASTIC DIP

TERMINOLOGY
. RESOLUTION: Value of the LSB. For example, a unipolar
converter with n bits has a resolution of (2- n ) (VREF). A
bipolar converter of n bits has a resolution of [2-(n- 0 1
[VREF1. Resolution in no way implies linearity.

c::::::[~~
~D.MO".' ~
lD'-~78I~

"~~I
.-u -11-...j.h'"T Ir)c=

SETTLING TIME: Time required for the output function of
the DAC to settle to within 112 LSB for a given digital
input stimulu~, i.e., 0 to Full Scale.

~
£.

0.""4.4.'

"Q.iii.Oii

°

0.012 ,0.30'"

0.085 11.181 0.02 10.&081

GAIN, Ratio of the DAC's operational amplifier output
voltage to the input voltage.

O:Kl5 IZ.en

0.008 10.2031

o:oii"(;:;ii~i.0ii'ii.'4i1
LEAD NO.1 IDENTtFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
lEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN,PIATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

FEEDTHROUGH ERROR: Error caused by capacitive
coupling from VREF to output with all switches OFF.
AD7531

OUTPUT CAPACITANCE:
terminals to ground .

Capacity from 'oUT! and 'oUT2
18 PIN CERAMIC DIP

. OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT: Current which appears on
lOUT! terminal with all digital inputs LOW or on 'oUT2
terminal when all inputs are HIGH.
0:1213.OS)

'O:Oi'j;:i3j

r-~J
III
::'~~:: H~2'0'~"
-11- -l

L

t:.--L..

O.17M~21

'~

.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and' (mm).

L-j-0.OO&'0.2031

~

~

~

0.046 ".151

0.015 /0.3811

0.306 (7.181

0.10512.'71
0.01& (2.421

.

~

LEAD NO. 110ENTlFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED (SO MICROINCH£S MIN) KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

AD7S30
16 PIN CERAMIC DIP

18 PIN PLASTIC DIP

c::::::: :[~~'
~~~

0.1213.051

~

~
"~MWIlWMJ
~ -l1--1 ~ Fl
I
I

0.01210.305\

0.12513.18)

~

~~~
0.04& (1.151

0.'15 10.3811

0.085 12.421

~

:.306 (7.78;

~

LEAD NO. llDENT1FIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED (50 MtcRQ!INCHES MINI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42
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L~0""22'811
.

LL

0.w:.':x581

1111
.jj...:

0.08& 1'!.f81

-11- -1

0.02 (0.5081

-I~I-•
-RD
.... 17.•nh:;;of.:;lI

.

~ISI

~~I~~~I
~ ~

0.105 (2.871

0.008 (0.2031

~'O:Oii"ii.iiiio:oii'i2.iii
LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN·PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

~
°

CMOS

rIIIANALOG

Low Cost 10-Bit Multiplying DAC

WDEVICES
Lowest Cost 10-Bit DAC
Low Cost AD7520 Replacement
Linearity: 1/2,1 or 2LSB
Low Power Dissipation
Full Four-Quadrant Multiplying DAC
CMOSITTL Direct Interface
Latch Free (Protection Schottky not Required)
APPLICATIONS
Digitally Controlled Attenuators
Programmable Gain Amplifiers
Function Generation
Linear Automatic Gain Control

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7533 is a low cost lO-bit 4-quadrant multiplying DAC
manufactured using an advanced thin-film-on-monolithic-CMOS
wafer fabrication process.
Pin and function equivalent to the industry standard AD7520,
the AD7533 is recommended as a lower cost alternative for old
AD7520 sockets or new lO-bit DAC designs.
AD7533 application flexibility is demonstrated by its ability
to interface to TTL or CMOS, operate on + 5V to + l5V power, and provide proper binary scaling for reference inputs of
either positive or negative polarity.
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

ORDERING INFORMATION
Temperature Range and Package
Nonlinearity
Commercial

Industrial

(Plastic)

(Ceramic)
-2SoC to +Ssoc

Military
(Ceramic)
-ssoc to +I2SoC

o to +70oc
±O.2%

AD7S33)N

AD7S33AD
AD7533ADI883B'

AD7S33SD
AD7S33SDI883B'

to.l%

AD7S33KN

AD7S33BD
AD7S33BDI883B'

AD7S33TD
AD7SBTDI883B

±O.OS%

AD7SBLN

AD7SBCD
AD7S33CDI883B'

AD7SBUD
AD7S33UDI883B

1100% screened to MIL-STO..gS3, method 5004,
para. 3.1.1 through 3.1.12 forelass B device.

PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW

L..+.;+-t+....--t+....-_.QIOI.!T2
'+-....+--....- - -....~_--oIOUTl

,

,

,

666
BIT 1 (MSB) BIT 2
BIT 3

RFEEDBACK

DIGITAL INPUTS (OTL/TTL/CMOS COMPATIBLE)

Logic:

A switch is closed to lOUT 1 for
its digital input in a "HIGH" state.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(Voo =+15V; VaUTl = VaUT2 = OV; VREF = +10V un tess otherwise noted)
TA

IiARAMETER
STATIC ACCURACY
Resolution

=Operating Rangel

Test Conditions

10 Bits

10 Bits

±0.2% FSR max
±0.1 % FSR max
±0.05% FSR max
±1.4% FS max

±0.2% FSR max
±0.1% FSR max
±0.05% FSR max
±1.5%FS max

Digital Inputs = VINH

0.005%/%

0.008%/%

Digital Inputs

±50nAmax
±50nAmax

±200nA max
±200nAmax

Digital Inputs =VINL; VREF =±lOV'
Digital Inputs = VINH; VREF = ±lOV

600nsmax 7

SOOns6

±0.05% FSR max 6

±0.1% FSR max 6

To 0.05% FSR; RLOAO = lOOn; Digital
Inputs =VINH to VINL or VINL to VINH
Digital Inputs = VINL; VREF = ±10V,
100kHz sinewave.

REFERENCE INPUT
Inpu t Resistance (pin 15)

5kn min, 20kn max

5kn min, 20knmax 8

ANALOG OUTPUTS
Output Capacitance
COUTl (pin 1)
CoUT2 (pin 2)
CoUT! (pin 1)
CoUT2 (pin 2)

100pF max 6
35pF max 6
35pF max 6
100pF max6

lOOpF max 6
35pF max 6
35pF max6
100pF max6

2.4Vmin

2.4Vmin

O.SVmax

O.SVmax

±l/-lAmax

±1/-lAmax

5pFmax 6

5pF max6

+15V ±lO%
+5Vto +16V
2mAmax
lOO/-lAmax

+l5V±10%
+5V to +16V
2mAmax
150/-lAmax

~onlinearity2 ,3

AD7533jN, AD, SD
AD7533KN, BD, TD
AD7533LN, CD, UD
Gain Erro~,4,5
'Supply Rejectio~6
6Gain/LWoo
Output Leakage Current
louTl (pin 1)
louT2 (pin 2)
DYNAMIC ACCURACY
Output Current Settling Time
Feedthrough Error

DIGITAL INPUTS
Input Hifh Voltage
VINH
Input Low Voltage
VINL 3
Input Leakage Current
lIN 3
Input Capacitance
CIN
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Voo'
Voo Range6
100 3
100 3

NOTES:
1 Plastic ON, KN, LN versions): 0 to +7QoC
Commercial Ceramic (AD, BO, CD versions): - 2SOC to +8SoC
, Military Ceramic (SO, TO, UO versions): -SSoC to +12S"C
, "FSR" is Full Scale Range.
S Final electrical tests are: Nonlinearity, Gain Error, Output Lealrage Current,
VINH, VINL, liN and 100 at +2SoC and +12SoC (SO, TO, UO versions) or
+2SOC and +8S oC (AD, BO, CD versions).
.
'Full Scale (FS) = .-(VREF) (1023)
1024
• Max gain change from TA = +2SoC to Tmin or Tmax is to.l % FSR.
6

Guaranteed, not tested.

AC parameter, sap1ple tested to ensure specification compliance,
Absolute temperature coefficient is approximately -30OppmtC .
. Specifications subject to change without notice.
7

8
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=VINH; VOO =+ 14 V to + l7V

}

Digital Inputs = VINH

l

Digital Inputs = VINL

f

VIN = OV and Voo

Rated Accuracy
Functionality with 4egraded performance
Digital Inputs = VINL or VINH
Digital Inputs = OV or VOO

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +2S oC unless otherwise noted)
Voo to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -O.3V, +17V
RFB to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±25V
VREF to GND. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±2SV
Digital Input Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . -o.3V to Voo
Output Voltage (pin I, pin 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V to Voo
Power Dissipation (Package)
Plastic (Suffix N)
To +70oC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670mW
Derates above +70oC by ................ .. 8.3mW/oC

Ceramic (Suffix D)
To +7S oC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S0mW
Derates above·+7SoC by . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 6mWlC
Operating Temperature Range
Commercial ON, KN, LN versions) . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70oC
Industrial (AD, BD, CD versions) . . . . . . . -25°C to +85°C
Military (SD, TD, UD versions) . . . . . . . -55°C to +12S oC

Storage Temperature . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . -65 °C to +150°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) . . . . . . . . +300oC

CAUTION:

1. ESD sensitive device. The digital control inputs are Zener protected; however, permanent damage may occur
on unconnected devices subjected to high energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in con"
ductive foam or shunts.
2. Do not apply voltages lower than ground or higher the Voo to any pin except VREF (pin 15) and RFB (pin 16).

TERMINOLOGY
RESOLUTION: Value of the LSB. For example, a unipolar
converter with n bits has a resolution of (2- n ) (VREF)' A
bipolar converter of n bits has a resolution of [2-(n-1)J
[VREFJ. Resolution in no way implies linearity.
SETTLING TIME: Time required for the output function of
the DAC to settle to within 1/2 LSB for a given digital
input stimulus, i.e., 0 to Full Scale.
GAIN: Ratio of the DAC's operational amplifier output
vol tage to the input voltage.

FEEDTHROUGH ERROR: Error caused by capacitive
coupling from VREF to output with all switches OFF.

OUTPUT CAPACITANCE: Capacity from IoUTl and
louT2 terminals to ground.

OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT: Current which appears on
IoUTl terminal with all digital inputs LOW or on 'oUT2
terminal when all inputs are HIGH.
.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION
The AD7533, a 10-bit multiplying D/A converter, consists of
a highly stable thin film R-2R ladder and ten CMOS 'current
switches on a monolithic chip. Most applications require the
addition of only an output operational amplifier and a voltage
or current reference.
The simplified D/A circuit is shown in Figure 1. An inverted
R'2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily weighted
currents are switched between the IoUTl and louT2 bus lines,
thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder leg independent of the switch state.

L-++~~~---H~----O~n

4---......--.....-----+;--.---O~n
I
I

o

BIT 1 IMSB)

DIGITAL INPUTS IDlL/TTL/CMOS COMPATIBLE)

Figure 1. AD7533 Functional Diagram

One of the CMOS current switches is shown in Figure 2. The
geometries of devices 1, 2 and 3 are optimized to make the
digital control inputs DTLITTL/CMOS compatible over the
full military temperature range. The input stage drives two
inverters (devices 4, 5, 6 and 7) which in turn drive the two
output N-channels: The "ON" resistances of the switches
are binarily sealed so the voltage drop across each switch is
the same. For example, switch I of Figure '2 was designed
for an "ON" resistance of 20 ohms, switch 2 or 40 ohms and
so on. For a 10V reference input, the current through switch
1 is O.SmA, the current through switch 2 is 0.2SmA, and so
on, thus maintaining a constant IOmV drop across each
switch. It is essential that each switch voltage drop be equal
if the binarily weighted current division property of the
ladder is to be maintained.

Figure 3. AD7533 Equivalent Circuit - All Digital Inputs Low

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The equivalent circuits for all digital inputs high and all digital
inputs low are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3 with
all digital inputs low, the reference current is switched to
IoUT2. The current source ILEAKAGE is composed of surface
and junction leakages to the substrate while the IO~4 current
source represents a constant I-bit current drain through the
termination resistor on the R-2R ladder. The "ON" capacitance
of the output N channel switch is I20pF, as shown on the
louT2 terminal. The "OFF" switch capacitance is 30pF, as
shown onthe loUT! terminal. Analysis of the circuit for all
digital inputs high, as shown in Figure 4, is similar to Figure 3;
however, the "ON" switches are now on terminal lOUT!,
hence the 100pF at that terminal.

VflEF'o-~W.-'-------'-------""'_---o
R

I

louT1

,-------1r----<llouT2

Figure 4. AD7533 Equivalent Circuit - All Digital Inputs High

DTLITTL/CMOS
INPUT

Figure 2. CMOS Switch
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OPERATION
UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION
(Z-QUADRANT MULTIPLICATION)

DIGITAL INPUT
MSB

BIPOLA~

LSB

1111111-111

ANALOG INPUT

il0V

VDO

1000000001

NOTES:

USING HIGH SPEED AMPLIFIER.

1000000000

o
+VREF

0000000001

SI1 )
+VREF ( ill

0000000000

+VREF

MSB

NOMINAL ANALOG OUTPUT
(VOUT as shown in Figure 1)

LSB

1111111111
1000000001
1000000000
0111111111
0000000001
0000000000

(S~2)

SI2)
(512

NOTES:
1. Nominal Full Scale Range for the circuit of
Figure 6 is given by FSR = VREF (150::;)

Figure 5. Unipolar Binary Operation (2-Quadrant
Multiplication)
DIGITAL INPUT

(?.!.!.)
512
-VREF (S:2)
-VREF

0111111111
VOUT

1. Rl AND R2 useD ONLY IF GAIN ADJUSTMENT IS REQUIRED,
2. C1 PHASE COMPENSATION 15 - 15pF) MAY BE REQUIRED WHEN

NOMINAL ANALOG OUTPUT
(VOUT as shown in Figure 2)

2. Nominal LSB magnitude for the circuit of
Figure 6 is given by LSB = VREF (5 ~2 )

Table 2. Bipolar (Offset Binary) Code Table

-VREF (1023)
1024

(S13
1024)
(
..ill)
-VREF 1024 =_ VREF
2
)
-VREF (Sll
1024
-VREF

(lg24) =

lO-BIT AND SIGN MULTIPLYING DAC
HOV

-VREF (1(124)
-VREF

APPLICATIONS

BIPOLAR
ANALOG (NPUT

0

NOTES:
1. Nominal Full Scale for the circuit of Figure S
is given by FS = -VREF

Ogm

2. Nominal LSB magnitude for the circuit of
Figure 5 is given by LSB = VREF (1~24)

PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTION GENERATOR
Table 1. Unipolar Binary Code Table

BIPOLAR OPERATION (4-QUADRANT MULTIPLICATION)
BIPOLAR
ANALOG INPUT
±10V

BIPOLAR I,
DIGITAL
INPUT
I

DIGITALLY PROGRAMMABLE LIMIT DETECTOR

."

'OOk

VREF

+1SV

TEST INPUT
(0 TO -VREF)

R6

'Ok
NOTES:
1. R3/R4 MATCH 0.06% OR BETTER.
2 Rl R2 USED ONLY IF GAIN ADJUSTMENT IS REQUIRED
3: Cl: C2 PHASE COMPENSATION (5 - 15pFI MAY BE REQUIRED

WHEN USING HIGH SPEED AMPLIFIERS.

Figure 6. Bipolar Operation (4-Quadrant Multiplication)
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APPLICATIQNS (continued)

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

DIVIDER (DIGITALLY CONTROLLED GAIN)

16 PIN PLASTIC DIP
+15V

c::::::c?:~
~O"."''''~
1030'''''''~

BIT 1

VOUT"

-4ft-

where:

D = B~ 1 + BI~:r2 +... B':,!O

'"~m
-fr)c;:
-'-Ifl
~

O<D<~

.

~~ ~

I
~

h12I;05'

~

0.066 (1.881 0.02 10.&081

0.105 12.87).

0.008 12.03)

o:o4i'iUii 'Oiii'io.iiii

cIOi5"'ii4iJ

15"

-0

.

LEAD NO.1 IDENTIRED BV DOT OR. NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLDER PLATED KOVAR

MODIFIED SCALE FACTOR AND OFFSET
16 PIN CERAMIC DIP

0.1213.05}

R2

~

VOUT=~REF [(~2)- (~2)J

L

D" BI!,'

+ !!.~.1...+ ..

( 0,'0<

81~,'~

\~~)

--L

=--.L

r- II

MAX
where:

1I\MWNJ
J

017\4.32)

0.1'1514.45)

0'2513.'.,

~

-II- -I h

0.06 11.53)

~

+

0.02 10.508)

0.'105 12.671

~

o:o9iii"42l

~~2"3051
~ +
0.00810.2031

I:.30811.~
~

LEAD NO.1 IDENTtFlED BY DOT OR NOTCH
l.EADS A.RE GOLD· PLATED 150 MICROINCHES MIN.) KOVAR

BONDING DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

I--------I~:~~' -'-------<~

BIT 4
OUT 2

0.068

BIT 5

(1.7271
BIT6

NOTES:
1. PAD NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO PIN NUMBERS SHOWN IN PtN CONFIGURA.
TION ON PAGE 9-95.
2. PAD 3 IGND) SHOULD BE BDNDEO FIRST TO MINIMIZE ESD HAZARDS.
3. PADS ARE 0.004 X 0.004 10.102 X 0.102),
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CMOS
12-Bit Monolithic Multiplying OAC

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES

Full Four Quadrant Multiplication
12-Bit Linearity (0_01%)
Pretrimmed Gain
TTL/CMOS Compatible
Low Power COmsumption
Low Feedthrough Error
Low Cost
.
APPLICATIONS
Digital/Synchro Conversion
Programmable Amplifiers
Ratiometric A/D Conversion
Function Generation

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Analog·Devices AD7541 is a low cost, high performance
12-bit monolithic multiplying digital-to-analog converter
fabricated using advanced double-layer-metal CMOS technology and packaged in a standard 18-pin DIP.
Pin compatible with the AD752l, this new device uses laser
wafer trimming to provide full 12-bit linearity and excellent
absolute accuracy.
The inherently low power dissipation, coupled with the current switching R-2R ladder, ensures that the performance is
maintained over the full temperature range.
ORD~RING

INFORMATION
Temperature Range and Package

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

'-+!+-H-....--t+<~---oIOUT2
'-T--....i--h---4.;--<r--Q 1oun
I
I

o

BIT 1 (MSB)

I
I

RFEEDBACK

0

BIT 2

DIGITAL INPUTS (DTL/TTL/CMOS COMPATIESLE)
Logic: A switch is closed to loun for
its digital input in a "HIGH" state.

PIN CONFIGURATION
lOP VIEW

Nonlinearity

Plastic
0 to +70 o C

Ceramic
Ceramic
-25°C to +8S oC -SSoC to +l2SoC

0.02%
0.01%

AD7S41]N
AD'lS41KN

AD7541AD
AD7S41BD

AD7S41SD
AD7S4ITD

RFEEDBACK

VREF IN

VOO 1+)
BIT 12 (LSBl
BIT 11
BIT 10
BIT 9

BIT 8
BIT 7

MIL STD-883B PROCESSING
/883B versions are 100% screened to MIL STD 883, method
5004 para 3.1.1. through 3.1.12. for a class B device, Final
electrical tests are: nonlinearity, gain error, output leakage
current VINH, VINL input leakage current and IDD at +2SoC
and +85°C (AD and BO versions) or +2SoC and +12SvC (SD
and TD versions).
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SPECIFICATIONS

(Voo = 15V, VREF" +10V unless otherwise noted)

I

PA~ETER

TA = +2S·C

STATIC ACCURACY
Resolution
Nonlinearity
AD7541JN, AD7541AD, AD7S41SD 1
AD7S41KN, AD7541BD, AD754ITD3
Gain Error'l,4,5

12 Bits'min

12 Bits min

±o.02% FSR' max
±0.01% FSR max
±0.3% FSR max

±0.02% FSR max
±0.01%FSRmax
±0.4% FSR max

±0.01 % per % max
±50nAmax

±0.02% per % max
±200nA max

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Ou~put Current Settling Time6
Feedthrough Error6
.

IMS max
1mV p-p

1mVp-p max

REFERENCE INPUT
Input Resistance

5kU min, 20kU max

5kU min, 20kU max

2.4Vmax
0.8Vmin
±1!1A max
8pF max
Binary or Offset Binary
(see Page 9-105)

2.4V max
0.8Vmin
±1,uA min
8pF max

200pF max
60pF max
60pF max
200pF max

200pF max I
60pF max r
60pF max I
200pF max r

+5V min, +16V max

+SV min, +16V max

2mAmax

2mAmax

Power Supply Rejection
OUtput Leakage Current

DIGITAL INPUTS
VINH
VINL
Input Leakage Current
Input Capacitance 6
Input Coding

TA = min-max

l~s

~ax

max

TEST CONDITION

. VOUTl =
VOUT2 =OV.

Max full scale change from TA = +25·C
to Tmin or Tmax is to.1 %.
VD D " 14.SV·- 15.5V
VREF = ±lOV
To 0.01 % of FSR
VREF = 20V p-p @ 10kHz

VIN

= 0 or 15V

ANALOG OUTPUTS
Output Capacitance 6
COUTl
COUT2
CoUT!
COUT2

POWER REQUIREMENTS
VDD Range
IDD

NOTES
I J. A and S versions are monotonic to 11 bits.
FSR is Full Scale Range.
3 K, Band T versions are monotonic to 12 bits.
4 Using internal feedback resistor.
S Max gain change from +2S"C to Tmin or Troax is ±O.l% FSR
6 Guaranteed by design, not subject to test.
Spccifi~atjons subject to change without notice.

Digital Inputs

= VlNH
Digital Inputs
= VINL

Accuracy is not
guaranteed over this range.
Digital Inputs = VINH
or VtNL

2

mu.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA =+2S.°C unless otherwise noted)
Voo (to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· ....... +17V
VREF,(to GND) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· ..... , .±2SV
Digital h1put Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Voo·to GND
Output Voltage (Pin 1, Pin 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . -Q.3V to Voo
Power Dissipation (Package)
. .. 4S0mW
Up to +7S o C ........ .
Derate above +7S o C by
... 6mW/C
Operating Temperature
IN, KN Versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ... 0 to +70 oC
AD, BD Versions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25°C to +8S o C
SD, TD Versions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~SSoC to +12S o C
Storage Temperature ........ , ...... ; -65°C to +150o C
CAUTION
1. Do not apply voltages higher than Voo or less than GND
potential on any terminal except VREF.
2. The digital control inputs are zener protected; however
permanent damage. may occur on unconnected units under
high· energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused inputs in
conductive foam at all times.
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SPECIFICATION DEFINITIONS
RESOLUTION: Value of the LSB. For example, 'a unipolar
converter with n bits has a resolution of (2- n )(VREF)' A
bipolat converter of n bits has a resolution of [2-(n-1) J
[VREF J. Resolution in no way implies linearity.
SETTLING TIME. Time required for the output function of
the DAC to settle to within 112 LSB for a given digital input stimulus, i.e., 0 to Full Scale..
GAIN: Ratio of the DAC's operational amplifier output
voltage to the input voltage.
FEEDTHROUGH ERROR: Error caused by capacitive
coupling from VREF to output with all switches OFF.
OUTPUT CAPACITANCE: Capacity from lOUT! and
IOUT2 terminals to ground.
OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT: Current which appears
on loUT! terminal with all digital inputs LOW or on IoUT2
terminal when all inputs are HIGH.

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
0.4
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Voo -Volts

The input structures of some high speed operational amplifiers
can attempt to draw substantial current during switch-on.
Schottky diodes should be used in these circumstances to
prevent the absolute maximum rating for VOUTl and VO UT2
being exceeded.
.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

~l=VDD
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Figure 2. Supply Current vs. Supply Voltage
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The power supply should be carefully checked for noise,
which would affect performance, and overshoot which could
damage the device.
Unused digital inputs must always be grounded or taken to
VDD to ensure correct operation. Particular care should be
taken when digital inputs are routed to another PC card. It is
recommended that inputs open-circuited when PC cards are
disconnected be taken to VDD or GND via high value (lMO)
resistors to prevent the accumulation of static charges.

Figure 1. Gain Error vs. Supply Voltage

"

APPLICATION HINTS
Linearity depends upon the potential of IoUTl and louT2
(pin 1 and pin 2) being exactly equal to GND (pin 3) and the
output amplifiers non-inverting (+) input. Careful PC board
layout and adjustment and selection of the amplifiers offset
voltage and bias current is necessary.

GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION
The AD7541, a 12-bit multiplying D/A converter, consists
of a highly stable thin film R-2R ladder and twelve CMOS
current switches on a monolithic chip. Most applications
require the addition of only an output operational amplifier
and a voltage or current reference.
The simplified D/A circuit is shown in Figure S. An inverted
R-2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily weighted
currents are switched between the louTl and louT2 bus lines,
thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder leg independent of the switch state.

~I''--__t_,..,-I--r<~-__t_I,..,----{)IOUT2

o

,0

15

Voo -Volts

'-i---+i---<~---+,--"",-~IOUT1

I
I

o

Figure 3. Linearity Error vs. Supply Voltage

BIT 1 (MSB)

1.0

I
I
0

RFEEDBACK

BIT 2

DIGITAL INPUTS (DTLlTTL/CMOS COMPATIBLE)

/v
0.01
,1)3

~

/

Figure 5_ AD7541 Functional Diagram (Inputs "HIGH")

/

10'

10'

FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 4. Feedthrough Error vs. Frequency

10'

One of the CMOS current switches is shown in Figure 6. The
geometries of devices 1, 2 and 3 are optimized to make the
digital control inputs DTLITTLlCMOS compatible over the
full military temperature range. The input stage drives two
inverters (devices 4, 5, 6 and 7) which in turn drive the two
output N-channels. The "ON" resistances of the switches are
binarily scaled so the voltage drop across each switch is the
same. For example, switch 1 Of Figure 6 was designed for an
"ON" resistance of 10 ohms, switch 2 of 20 ohms and so on.
For a 10V reference input, the current through switch 1 is
0.5mA, the current through switch 2 is 0.2SmA, and so on,
D/A CONVERTERS 9-103

thus maintaining a constant 5mV drop across each switch. it
is essential that each switch voltage drop be equal if the
binarily weighted"current division property of the ladder is to
be maintained.

DYNAMICPERFORMANCE
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
The preceding circuit analysis shows that the output capacitlmce is dependent upon the digital code, as is the output
resistance. Looking back into loUT! the resistance seen is
anything between 10kn (RFEEDBACK alone) and 5kn (RFB
in parallel with the lOkn network" resistance).
This variation affects both static accuracy and dynamic
performance. The effect on static accuracy is further considered on pages 9-105 and 9-106. The dynamic performance
of the AD7541 will depend upon the gain and phase stability
of the output amplifier, together with the optimum choice of
PC board layout and decoupling components.

OTl(TTL/CMOS
INPUT

Figure 6. CMOS Switch

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The equivalent circuits for all digital inputs high and all digital
inputs low are shown in Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 7 with all
digital inputs low, the reference current is switched to louTZ'
The current source ILEAKAG"E is composed of surface and
junction leakages to the substrate while the 114096 current
source represents a constant I-bit current drain through the

Figure 9. DAC Circuit Using AD741 K

RFEEDBACK

, . - - - -.....-

R

~

10kfl

....-OIOUT1

t

I~

5V1DIV

..

~"IF-~

--~_--OIoUT2
Figure 10. Output Waveform

Figure 7. AD7541 Equivalent CircuitAll Digital{nputs I.ow
"

termmatlOn resistor on the R-2R ladder. The "ON" capacitance of the output N-channel switch is 200pF, as shown on
the louT2 terminal. Analysis of the circuit for all digital inputs
high, as shown in Figure 8, is similar to Figure 7; however, the
"ON" switches are now on terminal loUT!, hence the 200pF
at that terminal.
RFEEDBACK

R

~

, . . - - - -....---'-OIOUTZ

Figure 8. AD7541 Equivalent Circuit All Digital Inputs High
9~104

Figure 11. DAC Circuit Using AD518K

DIA CONVERTERS

5V/DIV

Figure 12. Output Waveform

R121tn
VAEFo-............ . . - - - - - - - - - - - ,

.."""
Figure 13. DAC Circuit Using AD509K
Figure 16. Bipolar (4-Quadrant) Binary Operation

1101I!DIV

function as in Figure 15. Network R5, R6, R7 sum 1I2LSB
of current into IOUT2 to ensure correct coding at zero.
Rl can be adjusted to produce the outputs shown in Table 1.
However, it is recommended that when the application permits
it, Rl and R2 be committed. The maximum gain error in this
condition is 0.3% of full scale. The offset voltage of amplifier
A1 should be adjusted to less than O.SmV over the temperature range.

5V/DIV

Figure 14. Output Waveform

The circuits and waveforms shown in Figures 9 to 14 are representative of the three principal types of output amplifiers. A
general purpose low drift (A0741K),a high speed low cost
(ADS 18), and a fast settling unit (AOS09).
I

Points to remember when applying high speed amplifiers
include:
1. Protection diodes as shown in Figures 15 and 16.
2. Phase compensation for the OAC's output capacitance.
3. Power supply decoupling and correct load earthing.

APPLICATIONS

VOUT

GND

Figure 15. Unipolar Binary Operation

DIGITAL INPUT

NOMINAL ANALOG OUTPUT

111111111111

-0.99975 VREF

100000000000

-0.50000 VREF

011111111111
000000000000

-0.49975 VREF
0

Table 1. Code Table for Circuit of Figure 15.

DIGITAL INPUT

NOMINAL ANALOG OUTPUT

111111111111

-0.99951 VREF

100000000001

-0.00049 VREF

100000000000

0

010000000000

+0.50000 VREF

000000000000

+1.00000 VREF

Table 2. Code Table for Circuit of Figure 16.'

UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION
The connections required for unipolar digital binary operation
are shown above. VREF may be positive or negative so 2-quadrant multiplication may be performed. Schottky diode 01
(HP 5082-2811 or equivalent) prevents iouTl from negative
excursions which could damage the device. This precaution is
only necessary with certain high speed amplifiers. The diodes
,are not required when using TRI-FET amplifiers such as the
A0S42 or AOS44.

Amplifiers A1 and A2 should be adjusted to an input offset of
less than O.lmV and should be better than O.SmV over the
temperature range. With VREF set to approximately 10V, RS
should be adjusted so that with code 10000000000 VOUT =
OV ±0.2mV. Rl 'should be adjusted so that with code
000000000000 VOUT =VREF.
As with the unipolar circuit Rl and R2 can be omitted, with
a resulting maximum gain error of 0.3% of full scale. R5 may
be replaced by a lOOn fixed resistor. The maximum zero error
if this is done is 0.015% of F.S.R.

BIPOLAR (4-QUADRANT) BINARY OPERATION
The digital input is offset binary coded and multiplies VREF
according to Table 2: Resistors Rl and R2 should be equal
within 0.1 % at all temperatures, but need not track the resistors within the A07S41. 01 and 02 perform the same

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER CONSIDERATIONS
It has already been pointed out that the OAC output resistance
varies with the digital code. The effect this has on static accuracy will now be considered.
D!ACONVERTERS 9-105

DIGITAL/SYNCHRO CONVERTER

Figure 17.

R

The error voltage = Vos ( 1 + R~)

.

Ro

is a function of the digital code.
Ro ='! 10kn for any more than 4-bits Logic 1.
RO ='! 30kn for any single bit Logic 1.
The gain for offset, therefore, changes as follows:
At code 0011111Hl11 VERRORI = Vos (1 +

~g~) = 2 Vos

At code 010000000000 VERROR2 = Vos (1 +

ig~ ) =} Vos

The error difference is therefore} Vos
Since, for a 12-bit resolution DAC, one LSB has a weight (for
VREF = +10V) of 2.5mV, it is clearly important that Vos be
nulled, either using the amplifiers nulling facility or an external network.
It is important to realize that an offset can be caused by including the usual bias current compensation resistor in the
amplifiers non-inverting input terminal. This should not be included. Instead the amplifier should have a bias current which
is low over the temperature range of interest, and should
certainly not exceed 75nA.

Figure 19. 14·Bit Digital to Synchro Converter

The low cost and high accuracy available from the AD7541,
together with its bipolar multiplying capability is exploited
fully in the circuit of Figure 19. VREF is commonly 400Hz
but by replacing the transformers with dc coupled circuits'
coordinate transformation may be performed.
The SIN/COS ROM is readily available at low cost and the
AD7512 switch enables greater resolution to be obtained.
Resolver-to-synchro transformatipn is.performed by the Scott
connected pair T1 and T1A. The power available to the load
connected to S I, S2 and S 3 is determined by the amplifiers
A1 and A2. A particular advantage of i:he circuit shown in
Figure 19 is that it is invariant with respect to II, and may
be used to directly drive equipment such as CRT displays.

MECHANICAL INFORMATION
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

18 PIN CERAMIC DIP

ANALOGIDIGITAL DIVISION

45
VIM

18

16
16

+1SV

18 PIN PLASTIC DIP

c::::::: :C~::

Figure 18. Analog/Digital Divider

~O.9'Ii2.3.':ZI~

With the AD7541 connected in its normal multiplying configuration as shown in Figure 15, the transfer function is

.&l)

Al ~.&
VO=-VIN ( 2'"+22
+23 +·····AI2

where the coefficients Ax assume a value of 1 for an ON bit
and 0 for an OFF bit.
By connecting the DAC in the feedback of an operational
amplifier, as shown in Figure 18, the transfer function becomes

A-VIN+ ..... ffr
A)
\frA+ -ifA+ f!

'vo =(

This is. division of an analog variable (VIN) by a digit~ word.
With all bits off, the amplifier saturates to its bound, since
division by zero is not defined. With the LSB (Bit 12) ON,
the gain is 4096. With all bits ON, the gain is 1 (±l LSB).
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BONDING DIAGRAM

CMOS
uP Compatible 12-Bit OAC

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Resolution: 12· Bits
Nonlinearity: ±% LSB T min to T max
Low Gain Drift: 2ppmfCtyp. 5ppmfC max
Microprocessor Compatible
Full 4· Quadrant Multiplication
Low Multiplying Feedthrough
Low Power Dissipation: 40mW max
Low Cost
Small Size: 16 Pin DIP
Latch Free (Protection Schottky Not Required)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7542 is a precision 12 - bit CMOS multiplying DAC
designed for direct interface to 4 - or 8 - bit microprocessors.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

The functio.nal diagram shows the AD7542 to consist of three
4 - bit data registers, a 12 - bit DAC register, address decoding
logic and a 12· bit CMOS multiplying DAC. Data is loaded
into the data registers in three 4 - bit bytes, and subsequently
transferred to the 12 - bit DAC register. All data loading or
data transfer operations are identical to the WRITE cycle of a
static RAM. A Clear input allows the DAC register to be easily
reset to all zeros when powering up the device. .
The AD7542 is manufactured using an advanced thin - film on
monolithic CMOS fabrication process. Multiplying capability,
low power dissipation, +5V operation, small size (16 pin DIP)
and easy p.P interface make the AD7542 ideal for many instrumentation and industrial control applications.
ORDERING INFORMATION
PIN CONFIGURATION
Temperature Range and Package
AFB

Nonlinearity
±1LSB
±lI2LSB

Plastic
o to +70°C
AD7542JN
AD7542KN

Ceramic
_25°C to +8SoC
AD7542AD
AD7S42BD

VREF
VOD

DONO.
A1

AD
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SPECIFICATIONS

(VDD = +5V. VREF = +10V. VOUT1 =VOUT2= OV unless otherwise noted)

Limit at

.Limit at TA ;.
.T mn , Tmax 1

PARAMETER

TA = +2S o C

ACCURACY
Resolution
Nonlinearity
AD7S42JN, AD
AD7S42KN, BD

12

12

Bits'

±I
±1I2

±l
±1I2

LSB max
LSB max

±2

±2

LSB max

±I
±0.3

±!
±0.33

LSB max
% FSR max'2.

±0.03

% FSR max~

±0.005

±O.OJ

%

±SO
±50

±200
±200

nArnax

2.0

2.0

p-smax

2.5

2.5

mV pop max

8/1 S125

8/15125

kn min/typ/max

75
260
7S
260

75
260
75
260

pFmax

+3.0
+0.8
1

+3.0
+0.8
1

Vrnin
V max

(see Figure 2)
200
120
SO
180
60
SO
120
50
50
200

400
300
65
350
150
100
220
65
65
300

ns min
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin
nsmi."I
nsmin

tA WSl: Address valid-to-WRITE setup time (loading 4-Bit data registers)
tAW2: Address valid-to-WRITE setup time (loading l~-Bit DAC register)
tAWH: Address-to-WRITE hold time
tcWSl : Chip. select-to-WRITE setup time (loading 4-Bit data registers)
tcWS2: Chip select-to-WRITE setup time (loading 12-Sit DAC register)
tcWH: Chip select-to-WRITE hold· time
fWR: WRITE pulse width
toS: Data setup time (loading 4-Sit data registers)
tOH: Data,hold time (loading 4-Bit data registers)
tcLR: Minimum CLEAR pulse width

+5
8

+5
8

V
mAmax

±S% for specified performance
Digital Inputs = VINH or VINL

UNITS

CONDITIONS/COMMENTS

Differential Nonlinearity

AD7542JN, AD
AD7542KN, BD
Gain Error (using internal RFB)
Gain Ch~nge, +2S oC to Tmm or Tmax

AD7S42JN and AD are monotonic to 11 bits over. the full operating
temperature range.
AD7542KN and SD are guaranteed monotnoic over Tmin to Tmax
DAC register loaded with 111111111111
Gain error is adjustable using the circuits of Figures 7 and 8.

~c

SupplY.ftcjcction (Cain)
ilIGain/ilIVOo
Output Leakage Current
loUT! (pin I)
IQUT2 (pin 2)
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
C'trrentl Settling Time3
Multiplying Feedtbrough Errorl
REFERENCE INPUT
Input Resistance (pin 15)

per% max

nAmax

Voo = +4.5V to +S.OV
DAC register loaded to 0000 0000 0000
DACr<gisterloadedtollllllllll11
To 1I2LSB, OUTlload => lOOn, DAC output·measured from
falling edge of WR
V REF = ±10V, 10kHz sine wave

ANALbc OUTPUTS
Output Capacitance
COUT1 3
CoUT1 3
COUT2 3
COUT2 3

LOGIC INPUTS
VINH (Logic HIGH Voltage)
VINL (Logic LOW Voltage)
IIN S

ClN (Input Capacitance)
Inpu t Coding

pAmax
8
8
pF max
12-Bit Unipolar Binary or 12-Bit Offset Binary
(see Figures 7 and 8). Data is loaded into data
registers in 4-Bit bytes.

3

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS'
tAWSl
[AWS2
tAWH
tcWSI
tcWS2
tcWFI

twR

tos

tOH
tcLR

POWER SUPPLY
Voo (Supply Voltage)
100 (Supply Current)
NOTES;
I Temperature Ranges as follow!=·
2

FSR is Full Scale Range.

S

Guaranteed but not tested.

A07542JN, KN: 0 to +700 C
AD7S42AD, BO: _25°C to +8S o C

"Logic inputs are MOS· gates. Typical input current (+25°(:) is less than InA.
5 Sample tested at +2SoC to ensure compliance.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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pF max
pI' max
pF max

DAC
DAC
DAC
DAC

register loaded
register loaded
register loaded
register loaded

to 0000
to 11 11
to 1111
to 0000

0000 0000
1111 1111
1111 1111
0000 0000

VIN = OV or VOO

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +25°C unless otherwise noted)

adjacent codes. A specified differential nonlinearity of ±1
LSB max over the operating temperature range ensures
mono tonicity .

VDD to AGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +7V
VDD to DGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +7V
~ND to DGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VDD
DGNDto AGND' . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VDD
Digital Input Voltage to DGND
(pins4-11,13) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, +15V
VpIN1' VpIN2 to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, +15V
VREF to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±25V
VRFB to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±25V
Power Dissipation (Package)
Plastic (Suffix N)
To +70°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670mW
Derates above +70°C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.3mW/oC
Ceramic (Suffix D)
To +7S°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450mW
Derates above +75°C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mW/oC
Operating Temperature Range
Commercial Plastic ON, KN versions) ..... O°C to +70o C
Industrial Ceramic (AD, BD versions) .... -25°C to +8S o C
Storag.e Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65 u C to +150 u C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sees.) . . . . . . . . . . +300oC

GAIN ERROR
Gain is defined as the ratio of the DAC's Full Scale output
to its reference input voltage. An ideal AD7542 would exhibit
a gain of -4095/4096. Gain error is adjustable using external
trims as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT
Current which appears at OUT1 with the DAC register loaded
to all O's or at OUT2 with the DAC register loaded to alII's.
MULTIPLYING FEEDTHROUGH ERROR
AC error due to capacitive feedthrough from VREF terminal
to OUT1 with DAC register loaded to all O's.

WARNING!

0

~~DEVICE
CAUTION:
ESD (Electro;Static-Discharge) sensitive device. The digital
control inputs are diode protected; however, permanent
damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high
energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored
in conductive foam or shunts. The protective foam should be
discharged to. the destination socket before devices are
removed.

lERMINOLOGY
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
Differential nonlinearity is the difference between the measured change and the ideal 1 LSB change between any two

ADDRr-----------------------------------------~\

(8)

ADDRESS BUS (16)
AO-15

8085

ADDRESS (16)

AD
ALE

DECODED A2 -15
USED AS
CHIP SELECT

WI'II-----+-+------+-+--.
ADDR/DATA

(8)ADO-7

DATA (8)

DATA

I-----~_,_,_,--+_-+~r_+_-__,

AD

Al

D3

D2

WI'I

AD7542

L------tDl

--1 DO

1-.______

FROM SYSTEM RESET - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

Figure 1. B085/AD7542 Interface (Memory Mapped Output)
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INTERF' ACE LOGIC

AO? S43 Control Inputs

-'-C

I

INtERFACE LOGIC INFORMATION
l'heAD7542 is designed to interface asa memory-mapped
output device.
A typical system configuration is shown in Figure 1. C$ is the
, decoded device address, and is derived by decoding the 14
higher order address bitS. Ao and Ai is the AD7S42 operation
address, and is decoded internally in the AD7S42 to point to
the desired loading·operP.tion (i.e. load high byte, middle byte,
low byte or DAC register). Table 1 shows the AD7542 truth
ta\;>le.
All data loading operations are identical to the write cycle of
a RAM as shown in Figure 2.

Ci:R

Al

Ao CS' WR'

X

X

X

X

0

X

X

1

1

1

0

0

S-

O

1

0

0

0

S

1

0

1

S

0

0

1

0

Resets DAC 12·Bit Register
to Code 0000 0000 0000
No Operation
Device Not Selected
. Load LOW ByteS
Data Register On
. Edges As Shown
Load
Applicable
Load MIDDLE Byte'
Data
Data Register On
Register
Edaes As Shown
With Data
Load HIGH ByteS
At Do~D3
Data Register On
Edges As Shown
Load 12·Bit DAC Register With
Data In LOW Byte, MIDDLE Byte
& HICH Byte Data Registers

1

.r

1

1

0

.r

0

1

Additionally, the CLR input allows th~ AD7S42 DAC register
to be cleared asynchronously to 0000 0000 0000. When operating the AD7S42 in a unipolar mode (Figure 7), a CLEAR
causes the DAC output to assume OV. In the bipolar mode
(Figure 8), a CLEAR-causes the DAC output to go to -VREF.

1

0

0

.r

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

O.

1

In summary:.
1. The AD7S42'DA~ister can be asynchronously
cleared with the CLRinput.
2. Each AD7S42 r.equires.4 loca.tions in memory.
3. Performing any of the four basicloading operations
(i.e. load low byte data register, middle byte data
register, high byte data register or 12 ·bit DAC register)
is accomplished by executing a memory WRITE operation to the applicable address location for the
required DAC operation.

NOTES,
1 1 indicates logic HIGH
20 indicates logic LOW

""1"_,---

AD7542 Operation

X indicates don't care
S ihdicates LOW to HIGH transition
'MSB+XXXX ~ ~.LSB
high
middle
low

I

4

byte

byte

byte

• Although pO'itiv'1I"ing edge of either CS or WR will load Oat.
~egister. timing is optimized by using WR to latch data and using
CS as a device enable.

Table 1. AD7542 Truth Table

ADDRESS BUS VALID

---""-11

X

A.-A,

~

C!(PIN8)

",,1.---tAWS,---...
: +j-""'"ttAAWWH::.j
----IV-~N""'tf
tcws,
-r-tCWH--Y

(PINS 1.0-11)

~______________

l- _$2::::1 !-- 1
IWR

._.;....,...;____tA_W.
WR (PIN 9)

(PINS4- 7)

1.If
.

VINH)..,I·.

VINL-+~

tcwsz=-!
03 -Do

'-_ _ __

ttDS-\

r-tDH

----~----------~~~:-:H~L~

I

~~.---------

.1

DATA
"BUS VALID

Figure 2. WRITE Cycle Tlmifig Diagram (One 4·Blt Byte)

PIN

MNEMONIC

1

OUT1

2

OUT2

3
4

AGND
03
02
Dl

S
6

FUNCTION
DAC current output bus. Normally
terminated at op amp
virtual ground
DAC CU1'rent output bus. Normally
terminated at ground
Analog Ground
Data Input (MSB)
Data Input
Data Input

PIN

MNEMONIC

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1.6

Table 2. Pin Function Desorption
9-110 D/A CONVERTERS

DO

Cs
WR
AO
A1
DGND

ru

VDD
VREF
RpB

FUNCTION
Data Input (LSB)
Chip Select Input
WRITE Input
Address Bus Input
Address Bus Input
Digital Ground
Clear Input
+5V Supply Input
Reference Input
DAC Feedback Resistor

GENERAL CIRCUIT INFORMATION
The ADis42, a 12- bit multiplying D/A converter, consists of..
a highly stable thin film R - 2R ladder and twelve N - channel
current switches on a monolithic chip. Most applications
require the addition of only an output operational amplifier
and a voltage or current reference.
The simplified D/A circuit is shown in Figure 3. An inverted
R - 2R ladder structure is used - that is, the binarily weighted
currents are switched between the OUT 1 and OUT2 bus lines,
thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder leg independent ofthe switch state.
15k

15k

RFB

R

...~---o

~---

OUT1

R"'15k
VREFo-~~~-e~------~------~,--------oOUT2

Figure 5. AD7542 DAC Equivalent Circuit
All Digital Inputs LOW

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
L---t--j-<~--t-i-_-flH-;-_---o

OUT2

~-~~-__~~~~~I~~_--oOUT1
I

I

I

,

'r -II- -" - ~

15k

'--'V\A~ R FB

DAC REGISTER

Figure 3. AD7542 Functional Diagram

One of the current switches is shown in Figure 4. The input
resistance at VREF (Figure 3) is always equal to RLDR
(R LDR is the R/2R ladder characteristic resistance and is
equal to value "R"). Since RIN at the VREF pin is constant,
the reference terminal can be driven by a reference voltage
or a reference current, AC or DC, of positive or negative
polarity. (If a current source is used, a low temperature coefficient external RFB is recommended to define scale factor.)

The equivalent circuits for all digital inputs LOW and all
digital inputs HIGH are sho~n in Figures Sand 6. In Figure
S with all digital inputs LOW, the reference current is switched
to OUT 2 . The current source ILEAKAGE is composed of
surface and junction leakages to the substrate, while the
114096 current source represents a constant 1- bit current
drain through the termination resistor on the R - 2R ladder.
The"ON" capacitance of the output N - channel switch is
260pF, as shown on the OUT2 terminal. The "OFF" switch
capacitance is 7SpF, as shown on the OUT1 terminal. Analysis
of the Circuit for all digital inputs lHGH, as shown in Figure 6,
is similar to Figure S; however, the "ON" switches are now on
terminal OUT1, hence the 260pF at that terminal.

RFB

R

R'" 15k
TO LADDER

FROM
INTERFAC~

~------

LOGIC~

OUT2

__--------o OUT2

OUT1

Figure 4. N-Channel Current Steering Switch

Figure 6. AD7542 DAC Equivalent Circuit
All Digital Inputs HIGH
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APPLYING THE AD7542
UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION
(2 QUADRANT MULTIPLICATION)
Figure 7 shows the analog circuit connections required for unipolar binary (2 - quadrant multiplication) operation. The logic
inputs are omitted for clarity. with a DC reference voltage or
current (positive' or negative polarity) applied at pin 15, the
circuit is a unipolar D/A converter. With an AC reference voltage or current (again of 4 or - polarity) the circuit provides
2 - quadrant multiplication (digitally controlled attenuation).
The input/output relationship is shown in Table 3.
R1 provides full scale trim capability [i.e. - IO'ad the DAC
register to 1111 1111, 1111, adjust R1 for VOUT =
-VREF (4095/4096»). Alternatively, Full Scale can be adjusted by omitting R1 and R2and trimming the reference voltage
magnitude.
C1 phase compensation (10 to 2SpF) may be required for
stability when using high speed amplifiers. (C1.is used to cancel
the pOle formed by the DAC internal feedback resistance and
output capacitance at OUT 1).
Amplifier Al should be selected or trimmed to provide
VOS';;; 10% of the voltage resolution at VOUT' Additionally,
the amplifier should exhibit a bias current which is low over
±10V

Voo

VAEF

+5V

the temperature range of interest (bias current causes output
offset at VaUT equal to IB times the DAC feedback resistance,
nominally lSkU). The ADS44L is a high-speed implanted
FET-input op amp 'with low, factory-trimmed Vas.
BIPOLAR OPERATION
(4 QUADRANT M.ULTIPLICATION)
Figur.e 8 and Table 4 illustra'te the circuitry and code relationship for bipolar operation. With a DC reference (positive or
negative polarity) the circuit provides offset binary operation.
With an AC reference, the eleven LSB's provide digitally controlled attenuation of the AC reference while the MSB providcs polarity control. '
With the DAC register loaded to 100000000000, adjust R1
for VaUT = OV (alternatively, one can omit R1 and R2 and
adjust the ratio of R3 to R4 for VaUT= OV). Full scale
trimming can be accomplished by adjusting the amplitude of
VREF or by varying the value of RS'
As in unipolar operation, Al must be chosen for low Vas and
low rB. R3' R4 and RS must be selected for matching and
tracking. Mismatch of 2R 3 to R4 causes both offset and Full
Scale error. Mismatch of RS to R4 or 2R3 causes Full Scale
error. Cl phase compensation (10 to 2SpF) may be required
for stability.
±10V
VREF

Voo
+5V

R1

soon
15

VOUT

DGND
NOTE:

AGND
LOGIC INPUTS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

AGND
NOTE:

Figure 7. Unipolar Binary Operation (2-Quadrant
Multiplication)

BINARY NUMBER IN
DAC REGISTER
MSB
LSB
1111 1111 1111
, 1000 0000 0000

Figure 8. Bipolar Operation (4-Quadrant Mu,ltiplication)

ANALOG OUTPUT, VOUT

,

BINARY NUMBER IN
DAC REGISTER
MSB
LSB

ANALOG OUTPUT, VOUT

-VRE ~409S)
4096

1111 1111 1111

-VREF( ~~~j= -112 VREF

1000 0000 0001

+VREF(20\8 )

1000 0000 0000

OV

0111 1111 1111

-VREF(2d48 )

0000 0000 0000

2048 )
-VREF (2048

0000 0000 0001

-VREF(

0000 0000 0000

OV

4d96}

Table 3. Unipolar Binary Code Table for Circuit of Figure 7
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LQGlC INPUTS ONIITT'ED FOR CLARITY

+VREF (2047)
2048

Table 4. Bipolar Code Table for Offset Binary Circuit of
FigureS,

APPLICATION HINTS
The AD7542 is a precision 12 - bit multiplying DAC designed
for system interface. To ensure system performance consistent
with AD7542 specifications, careful attention must be given to
the following points:
1. GENERAL GROUND MANAGEMENT: Voltage differences between the AD7542 AGND and DGND cause loss of
accuracy (DC voltage difference between the grounds introduces gain error. AC or transient voltages between the
grounds cause noise injection into the analog output). The
simplest method of ensuring that voltages at AGND and
DGND are equal is to tie AGND and DGND together at the
AD7542. In more complex systems where the AC;NDDGND intertie is on the back - plane, it is recommended
that diodes be connected back - to - back between the
AD7542 AGND and DGND pins (lN914 or equivalent).
2. OUTPUT AMPLIFIER OFFSET: CMOS DAC's exhibit a
code - dependent output resistance which in turn causes a

code - dependent amplifier noise gain. The effect is a differential nonlinearity term at the amplifier ou tput of magnitude O.67VOS (VOS is amplifier input offset voltage). This
differential nonlinearity term adds to the R12R differential
nonlinearity. To maintain monotonic operation, it is recommended that amplifier VOS be no greater than 10% of
the DAC's output resolution over the temperature range of
interest [output resolution = VREF(2- n ) where n is the
number of bits exercisedl .
3. HIGH FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS: AD7542 output capacitance works in conjunction with the amplifier
feedback resistance to add a pole to the open loop response.
This not only reduces closed loop bandwidth, but can also
cause ringing or oscillation if the spurious pole frequency is
less than the amplifier's OdB crossover frequency. Stability
can be restored by a4ding a phase compensation capacitor
in parallel with the feedback resistor.

VDD

11

+5V

V'N

.J

r

LJ

SQUARE WAVE

AGND

DGNo

WAVE
DIGITAL

FREOUENCV

>----_.---OV~UT

CONTROL

WORD
f=

Vour'"

:Y&

WHEREO-

N(BR:C

t )

RI = 10kn
DGND

BIT1 -+ BI12
21
22

i-

.

O<N 0;;;; (1-

AGND

2·1~)

Figure 10_ Programmable Function Generator

Figure 9. Divider (Digitally Controlled Gain)
Voo
+5V

TEST INPUT
0 TO -VREF

DIGITAL
INPUT
(TEST llMITJ

OGND

AGNO
-15V

Figure 11. Digitally Programmable Limit Detector
:tl0V BIPOlA.R

Voo

ANALOG INPUT

+5V

Figure 12. 0 to +10V Fixed Reference DAC
'Ok

'Ok

Your

Figure 13_ 12-Bit + Sign Multiplying DAC
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MECHANICAL INFQRMATION
OUTUNE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

16 PIN PLASTIC DIP

I::::::::l- -,-"'~ :;
~

0.765 (19.43)

~

---l

L~0'740(18'79)

0.30& (7.78)

I----

~

<:X

0·t7M 32 )

'-lf111

:..j J-:

....j I-

-l

0.065 (1.88) 0.02 (0.508)
~ 0.015 (0.381)

.L

fto'294(7'47)~56)
0.12

~

h· r
12

15"'

5

0-

0.012 (0.305)

)

0.105 (2.67)

t05)

0.008 (0.203)

ti.ii95"i2.42)

1. LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED 8Y DOT OR NOTCH
2. LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

16 PIN CERAMIC DIP

II. I~~~~II~':'
.
I
0.81 (20.58)
0.77 (19.58)

.

. ..

L

0.t7(4'32)~
MAX
.
t

'-J U
.

0.06 n.53)

ii.ii'45ii.i5i

0.175 (4.45)

ii.i25i3:i8i

--H--l h •

0.02 (0.508)
0.15 (0.381)

0.105 (2.67)

o:o95i2.42i

0.12 (3.05)

~

R~._,
~ +

0.008 (0.203)

I;.306 (7.78~ I
0.294 (7.47)

1. LEAD NO. 1 IDENTIFIED 8Y DOT OR NOTCH
2. LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED (50 MICRO'INCHES MIN.)
KOVAR OR ALLOY 42.

BONDING DIAGRAM

'---11_~~

DGNO

PADS ARE 0.004 X 0.004 INCHES (0.102 X 0.102mm) MIN.
TO MINIMIZE ESC HAZARD BOND DGND FIRST
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CMOS
Serial Input 12-Bit DAC

~ANALOG

WDEVICES

AD1543
PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Resolution: 12 Bits
Nonlinearity: ±1/2LSB Tmin to Tmax
Low Gain T.C.: 2ppmfC typo 5ppmfC max
Serial Load on Positive or Negative Strobe
Asynchronous CLEAR Input for Initialization
Full 4·Quadrant Multiplication
Low Multiplying Feedthrough: 1LSB max@ 10kHz
Requires no Schottky Diode Output Protection
Low Power Dissipation: 40mW max
+5V Supply
Small Size: 16·Pin DIP
Low Cost

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7S43 is a precision 12-bit monolithic CMOS multiplying DAC designed for serial interface applications.

AD7543 FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

The DAC's logic circuitry consists of a 12-bit serial·in parallelout shift register (Register A) and a 12·bit DAC input register
(Register B). ~rial data at the AD7543 SRI pin is clocked into
Register A on the leading or trailing edge (user selected) of the
strobe input. Once Register A is full its contents are loaded into Register B under control of the LOAD inputs.

•

Initialization is simplified by the use of the CLR input which
provides an asynchronous reset of RegIster B.
Packaged in a 16·pin DIP, the AD7S43 features excellent gain
T.C. (2ppm/oC typ; Sppm/oC max), +SV operation and latch·
free operation. (No protection Schottky diodes required.)
ORDERING INFORMATION
Temperature Range and Package
Nonlinearity

Plastic
o to +70o C

Ceramic
-2S o C to +SSoC

±lLSB
±1I2LSB

AD7S43jN
AD7S43KN

AD7S43AD
AD7S43BD

PIN CONFIGURATION
ROB
VREF

Vee

CUi
DGND
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PECIFICATIONS
(Voo= +5V, VREF" +10V, VauTt = VaUT2 '" OV, unless otherwise noted)
'..
.

}

,

PARAMETER:

.

'

Limit at fA =
TftliI.Tmax'

UNITS

12

12

Bits

±1
±1/2

:!:I
±1I2

Umitat
" 'Toll ."2S·C

CONDITIONS/COMMENTS

"ACCURACY

Resolution
Nonlinearity
AD7S43JN. AD
AD7S43KN. DD
Differential NonlinearitY
AD1543JN. AD
AD1S43KN. BD

LSB max
LSB n,<",
% FSIi."nax'

±2
:!:I

Gain Error (using internal RFS)
Gain Change from +25·C

±0.3

max

AD1543JN and AD are monotonic to 11 bits, T min to Tmax
AD1S43KN and DD are guaranteed 12-bit monotonic. Tmin to Tm ..
DAC 'egisterloaded with 1111 1111 1111

±0.03

% FSR

to.OOS

±0.01

% per % max

Voo = +4.SV to .S.SV

±50

t200
±200

nA max
nA max

Register B loaded to 0000 0000 0000
Register D loaded to n 11 1111 1111

2.0

2.0

,... max

2.5

2.5

mVpMpmax

To 1/2LsB. OUT I load = lOOn. DAC OUtput me.sured from falling
edge of LDI and W2 ••ee Figure 5.
VREI'-' = ±lOY, 10kHz sine wave

S/ISI2S

8115125

kn minltyp/max

Typicai temperature coefficient is -ISOppmtC

15
260
75

75
Z60
75
260

pI' max
pF max
pF max
pfmax

Register
Register
Register
Register

to Tmin or Tn'lax

dc Supply Rejection (Gain)
bGain/6Voo
• "
OutpUt Leakage Current"
lout! (pin I)
IOUT2 (pin 2)

LSDm""
" LilD max

. ±50

Gain error is adjustable using the circuits of Figurd 6 and 7

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

Current Settling Time 3
MUltiplying Feedthrough

Err~r'

REFERENCE INPUT
Input Resistance (pin 15)
ANALOG OUTPUTS
OUtput C1adtance
COUT!
COUT1'
COUT2'
COUT2'
LOGIC INPUTS
VINH (Logic HIGH Voltage)
VINL (Logic LOW Voitage)
liN'
CIN (Input Capacitance)'
Inpu t Coding

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS'
tost
tOs4

tosa
tl>S2
tOHl
tOH4

tOH!
tOH2
[SRI

tSTB1
tSTB'
tSTB3
tstB2
tASB
teLR

POWER SUPPLY
VOO (Supply Voltage)
.100 (Supply CUrrent).

260

+3.0
V min
+0.8
V max
I
1
~A max
p·F max
8
12·Bit Unipolar Binary or 12·Bit Oft.let
Binary (see Figures 6 and 7), serial load
(MSB rirst)
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0000 0000 0000.
1111 1111 1111
1111 1111 1111
0000 0000 0000

+3.0

100

nsmil'l
n'min
nsmin
nsmin

VIN = OV or Voo

(Serial InpUt)
to Strobe
Setup Time

5TB 1 used
STB4 used
!ITii3 used
ST82 used

as a strobe
as a sttobe
as a strobe
as • Strobe

( seriallnpU!)
to Strobe
Hold TilTle

STB 1 used
STB4 used
STli3 used
ST82 used

as a strobe
as a strobe
a. a strobe
a. a strobe

50
0
0
20

0
40

10
80
80
60

60
160
160
120

nsmin
nsmin

80
80
100
100
80
ISO
0
200

160
160
zoo
200
160
300
0
400

n8min
nsmin
n8min
nsmin
,ns min
nsmin
nsmin

SRI data pulse width
STBI pul,e width
STD4 pulse width
STli3 pulse width
5TB2 pulse width
Load pulse width
Min time between strobing LSB into Register A and loading Register B
CLR puise width

+5
8

+5
8

V
mAm,ax

Qigitallnputs = V1NH or VINL'

0

AD1S43JN, KNI 0 to +10"C
AD1543AD, BD: -lS"C t~ +8S"C
FSR is Full Scale Ranp!,
3 Guaranteed but not tested.
4 Logic inputs are MOS IIlltes., Typi~al input current t+25°~) is less thlfil 1nA,
'Sample tested at +U"'C to enlUtcI complillncc:.
.
Speciflcadonssubject to chanp without notice.
I Temperature tanllell as follows:

to
to
to
to

+0.8

NOTES,
2

B loaded
B loaded
B loaded
B loaded

nsmin
nsmin

nsmin

ASSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA =+2S o C unless otherwise noted)
VDD to AGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +7V
VDD to DGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +7V
~ND to DGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VD D
DGND to AGND' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VD D
Digital Input Voltage to DGND
(pins4-11,13) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, +lSV
VpIN1' VpIN2 to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, +lSV
VREF to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±2SV
VRFB to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : .. ±2SV
Power Dissipation (Package)
Plastic (Suffix N)
To +70°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670mW
Derates above +70o C by .............. 8.3mW/oC
Ceramic (Suffix D)
To +7S°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S0mW
Derates above +7S o C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mW/oC
Operating Temperature Range
Commercial Plastic (IN, KN versions) ....... 0 to +70oC
Industrial Ceramic (AD, BD versions) .... - 2S oC to +8S oC
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6S uC to +lS0u C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 secs.) .......... +300Q C

WARNING!

0

CAUTION,
ESD (Electro-Static-Discharge) sensitive device. The digital
control inputs are zener protected; however, permanent
MNEMONIC

1
2
3
4
5

OUTl
OUT2
AGND
STB1
LD1

6
7
8
9

N/C
SRI
STB2
LD2

10
11
12
13

STB3
STB4
DGND
CLR

14
15
16

VOO
VREF
RFB

TERMINOLOGY
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
Differential nonlinearity is the difference between the mea·
sured change and the ideal 1 LSB change between 'any two
adjacent codes. A specified differential nonlinearity of ± 1
LSB max over the operating temperature range enS\lres
rl1onotonicity.
GAIN ERROR
Gain is defined as the ratio of the DAC's Full Scale output
to its reference input voltage. An ideal AD7543 would exhibit
a gain of -409514096. Gain error is adjustable using external
tnmsas shown in Figures 6 and 7.
OUTPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT
Current which appears at OUTl with Register B loaded to all
O's or at OUT 2 with Register B loaded to all l's.

~~OEVICI
PIN

damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high
energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored
in conductive foam or shunts. The protective foam should be
discharged to the destination socket before devices are
removed.

MULTIPLYING FEEDTHROUGH ERROR
AC error due to capacitive feedthrough from VREF terminal
to OUT1 with DAC register loaded to all O's.
FUNCTION

DAC current output'bus. Normally terminated at op amp virtual ground
DAC current output 'bus. Normally terminated at AGND
Analog Ground
Register A Strobe 1 input, see Table 2
DAC Register B Load 1 input. When LD1 and LD2 go low the contents
of Register A are loaded into DAC Register B
No, Connection
Serial Data Input to Register A
Register A Strobe 2 input, see Table 2
DAC Register B Load 2 input. When LDt and iJ52 go low the contents
of Register A are loaded into DAC Register B
Register A Strobe 3 input, see Table 2
Register A Strobe 4 input, see Table 2
Digital Ground
Register B CLEAR input (active LOW), can be used to asynchronously
reset Register B to 0000 0000 0000
+SV Supply Input
Reference inpu t. Can be positive or negative dc voltage or ac signal
DAC Feedback Resistor

Table t. Pin Function Description
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GENERALCIRCVIT INFORMATION
The Al)7543, a 12,bit multiplyingD/Aconverter, consiSts of
a highly .stable. tltin film R-2R l~der and twelve N-channel
current switches on a mqnolithic chip. Most applications
require the addition of only an output operational amplifier
and a voltage or current reference.
The simplified D/A Circuit is shown in Figure 1. An inverte!!
R-2R ladder structure is used~thads, the binarily weighted
currents are switched between the OUTI and OUT2 bus lines,
thus maintaining a constant current in each ladder leg independent of the switch state.

r--'---o RFB
R
~--~--~

__-----oOUT1

R'" 15k

V~EFO'-'V\--t-----:....- - - -....-----oOUT2

;~

Figure 3. AD7543 DAC Equivalent Circuit
All Digital Inputs LOW

~~~~-4~

__~J-+~~-----oOUT2

~--~~--~~~-4.~~

__-----oOUT1
15k
'--'VV,,-"O RFB

DAC REGISTEq B

Figure 1. AD7543 Functional Diagrem

One of the current switches is shown in Figure 2. The input
. resistance at VREP (Figure 2) is always equal to RLDR
(RLDR is the RI2R ladder characteristic resistance and is
equal to value "R"). The reference terminal can be driven .'
by a reference voltage or a reference current, ac or' dc, of
positive cir negative polarity. If a current source is used, a
low temperature coefficient external RpB is recommended to
define scale factor.

EQUlVALENT CI~CUIT ANALYSIS
The equivalent circuits for all digital inputs LOW and all
digital inputs HIGH are shown in'-Figures 3 and 4. In Figure
3 with all digital inputs LOW, the reference current is switched
to OUT2. The current source ILEAKAGE is composed of surface and junction leakages to the substrate, whi1ethe 114096
current source represents a constant 1 least significant bit current drain through the termination resistor on the R-2R ladder.
The "ON" capacitance of the output N-channel switch is
26OpF, I\Sshown on the OUT2 terminaL The: "OFF" switch .
capacitance is 7SpF, as shown on the OUT1..terminal. Analysis
of the circuit for all gigital inputs HIGH, shown in Figure
. 4, is Similar to Figure 3.; however, the "ON'" switches are now
on terminal OUTl,.hence the 260pF attha~terminal.

as

....----QRFB
R'" 15k

R

VREFo-~~---'----~---~~~---oOUT1

TO LADDER

. FROM

;~

.

INTERFAC~

~------'-------~OUT2

LOGIC~

OUT2

OUT1

Figure 2. N-ChannBI Current Stearing Switch
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Figure 4. AD7543 DAC Equivalent Circuit
All Digital Inputs HIGH

INTERFACE LOGIC INFORMATION
Shown in the AD7543 Functional Diagram Register A is a 12bit shift register. Serial data appearing at pin SR1 is clocked
into the shift register on the positive edge of STB1, STB2 or
STB4 or on the negative edge of STB3. Table 2 defines the
various logic states required on the Register A control inputs,
while Figure 5 illustrates the Register A loading sequence.
Once Register A is full, the data is transferred to Register B
by bringing LD1 and LD2 momentarily LOW.

I--tsRI--l

=>t B~~~ X

SRI

t051. t082. tOS4

"l

BIT 2

Register B can be asynchronously reset to 0000 0000 0000
by bringing CLR momentarily LOW. This allows the DAC
output voltage to be set to a known condition, thus simplifying system initialization procedure. When operating the
AD7543 in the unipolar circuit of Figure 6, a CLEARcauses
the DAC output voltage to equal OV. When using the bipolar
circuit of Figure 7, a CLEAR causes the DAC output to equal
VREF·

x:

:X~B_I_T_1_1 X,--B_L_~B_12~>C
__

VtOH1. tOH2. tOH4

f:_

STROBE INPUT " I '
(STB1. STB2. STB41 I
(NOTE)

1--I

2

'-~-----LOADING REGISTER A - - - - - -....-.I
55

LD1AND LD2

LJ

LOADING REGISTER B /
WITH CONTENTS OF REGISTER A
NOTE:
STROBE WAVEFORM IS INVERTED IF
STB3 IS USED TO STROBE SERIAL DATA
BITS INTO REGISTER A.

Figure 5. Timing Diagram
AD7S43 Logic Inputs
Register A Control Inputs
STB4

STB3

STB2
0

0

1

0

1

0

"t-

O

S

S

Register B Control Inputs

STBI

S

CLR

LD2

LDl

AD7S43 Operation

Notes

X

X

X

Data Appearing At SRI Strobed Into Register A

0

X

X

X

Data Appearing At SRI Strobed Into Register A

2.3

0

X

X

X

Data Appearing At SRI Strobed Into Register A

2.3

X

X

X

Data Appearing At SRI Strobed Into Register A

2,3

1

0

0

1

X

X

X

X

0

X

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

X

1

2.3

No Operation (Register A)

0

X

X

1

1

X

1

X

1

1

0

0

3

Clear Register B To Code 0000 00000000 (Asynchronous Operation)

1.3

No Operation (Register B)

3

Load Register B With The Contents Of. Register A

3

NOTES,
t. CLR = 0 Asynchronously resets Register B to 0000 0000 0000, but has no effect on Register A.
2. Serial data is-loaded into Register A MSB first, on edge;:,> shown..l""is positive edge'l:is negative edge.
3. 0= Logic LOW, t = Logic HIGH,X=Don'tCare.

Table 2. AD7543 Truth Table
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APPLYING THE AD7543
UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION
(2-QUADRANT MULTIPLICATION)
Figure 6 shows the analog circuit connections required for unipolar binary (2-quadrant multiplication) operation. The logic
inputs are omitted for clarity. With!a dc reference voltage or
current (positive or negative polarity) applied at pin 15, the
circuit is a unipolar D/A converter. With an acreference voltage or current (again of + or - polarity) the circuit provides
2-quadrant multiplication (digitally controlled attenuation).
The input/output relationship is shown in Tal!le 3.
R1 provides fulLscale trim capability [i.e.-load the DAC
register to 111111111111, adjust R1 forVOUT = -VREF
(4095/4096»). Alternatively, Full Scale can be adjusted by
omitting R1 and R2 and trimming the reference voltage
magnitude.
C1 phase compensation (10pF to 25pF) may be required for
stability when using high speed amplifiers. (C 1 is used to cancel the pole formed by the DAC internal feedback resistance
and output capacitance at OUT!).
Amplifier Al should be selected or trimmed to provide
Vos ..;; 10% of the voltage resolution at VOUT. Additionally,
the amplifier should exhibit a bias current which is low over
±10V

Voo

VRE'F

+5V

the temperature range of interest (bias current causes output
offset at VOUT equal to IB times the DAC feedback resistance,
nominally lSkn). The ADS44L is a high-speed implanted
FET-input op amp with low, factory-trimmed Vos.
BIPOLAR OPERATION
(4-QUADRANT MULTIPLICATION)
Figure 7 and Table 4 illustrate the circuitry and code relationship for bipolar operation. With a dc reference (positive or
negative polarity) the circuit provides offset binary operation.
With an ac reference, the eleven LSBs provide dig,itally controlled attenuation of the ac reference while the MSB provides polarity control.
With the DAC register loaded to 1000 0000 0000, adjust R1
for VOUT ='oV (alternatively, one can omit R1 and R2 and
adjust the ratio of R3 to R4 for VOUT = OV). Full scale trimming can be accomplished by adjusting the amplitude OfVREF
or by varying the v'alue of R5.
As in unipolar operation, Al must be chosen for low Vos and
low lB. R3, R4 and RS must be selected for matching and
tracking. Mismatch of 2R3 to R4 causes both offset and Full
Scale error. Mismatch of RS to R4 to 2R3 causes Full Scale
error. C1 phase compensation (10pF to 2SpF) may be required for stability.
±10V
VREF

Voo
+5V

R1

500n
15

VOUT

DGND
NOTE:

AGNO
lOGIC INPUTS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

AGNO

NOTE;

Figure 6. Unipolar Binary Operation f2-Quadrant
Multiplication)

BINARY NUMBER IN
DAC REGISTER
MSB
LSB

ANALOG OUTPUT, VOUT

LOGIC INPUTS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

Figure 7. Bipolar Operation f4-Quadrant Multiplication)

BINARY NUMBER IN
DAC REGISTER
MSB
LSB

ANALOG OUTPUT, VOUT

1111 1111 1111

-VREF(4095)
4096

1111 1111 1111

+VREF (2047)
2048

1000 0000 0000

-VREF( ~g;:~= -112 VREF

1000 0000 0001

+VREF(2d48 )

0000 0000 0001

-VREF( 40196}

1000 0000 0000

OV

0000 0000 0000

OV

0111 1111 1111

-VREF60~8 )

0000 0000 0000

-VREF (2048
2048 )

Table 3. Unipolar Binary Code Table for Circuit of Figure 6
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Table 4. Bipolar Code Table for Offset Binary Circuit of
Figure 7

APPLICATION HINTS
The AD7543 is a precision 12-bit multiplying DAC designed
for serial interface. To ensure system performance consistent
with AD7543 specifications, careful attention must be given to
the following points:
1. GENERAL GROUND MANAGEMENT: Voltage differences between the AD7543 AGND and DGND cause loss of
accuracy (dc voltage difference between the grounds introduces gain error. AC or transient voltages between the
grounds cause noise injection into the analog output). The
simplest method of ensuring that voltages at AGNDand
DGND are equal is to tie AGND and DGND together at the
AD7543. In more complex systems where the AGNDDGND connection is on the back-plane, it is recommended
that diodes be connected back-to-back between the AD7543
AGND and DGND pins to prevent possible device damage.
2. OUTPUT AMPLIFIER OFFSET: CMOS DACs exhibit a
code-dependent ou tput resistance which in turn causes a
code-dependent amplifier noise gain. The effect is a differential nonlinearity term at the amplifier output of magnitude 0.67 Vos (Vos is amplifier input offset voltage). This
differential nonlinearity term adds to the R12R differential
nonlinearity. To maintain monotonic operation, it is recommended that amplifier Vos be no greater than 10% of
the DAC's output resolution over the temperature range of
LABEL

MNEMONIC
LDA
LDA
ROL
DEC
BNE
LDA
BSR
LDA
LDA
BSR
STA
RTS
STA
ROL
DEC
BNE
RTS

LOOP

SHIFT

interest [output resolution = VREF 2- 0 where n is the
number of bits exercised].
3. HIGH FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS: AD7543 output capacitance works in conjunction with the amplifier
feedback resistance to add a pole to the open loop response.
This not only reduces closed loop bandwidth, but can also
cause ringing or oscillation if the spurious pole frequency .is
less than the amplifier's OdB crossover frequency. Stability
can be restored by adding a phase compensation capacitor
in parallel with the feedback resistor.
AD7543 INTERFACE TO MC6800
In this example, it is assumed that the 12-bit data is to be contained in two memory locations (0000 and 0001). The four
most significant bits are assumed to occtipy the lower half of
memory location 0000. The eight least significant bits occupy
memory location 0001. The data is presented bit by bit on the
D7 line and strobed into the AD7543 by executing memory
write instructions. In this case the strobe signal (STB1) is supplied by decoding address 2000, RtW and 1/>2. A memory write
instruction to a different address (4000) loads the data from
Register A to the DAC register.
Figure 8 shows the interface circuitry and Table S gives a
listing of the procedure.

OPERAND
B,04
A,OOOO
A
B
LOOP
B,04
SHIFT
B,08
A,OOOl
SHIFT
A,40000
A,2000
A
B
SHIFT

COMMENT
Load 4 Most Significant Bits
Reposition the Data
in Ace A

OutputDa~a

Load 8 Least Significant Bits
Output Data
Load DAC Register
Return to Main Program
Strobe Data
into AD7543

Table 5. Sample Routine for AD7543-MC6800 Interface
ADDRESS BUS (16)
A0-15

ADDRESS (161

RJW

0000

~~-------------qEl
r.~2______________- ;

D0r-----~~~~~----~--+_---J
D7r---------.---------~--+_--_,

+5V

OATA(8)

0----0--1

FROM SYSTEM R E S E T - - - - - - - _ - - - '

Figure 8. AD7543-MC6800 Interface
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AD7543 INTERFACE TO MCS-SS
'.
,
Figure 9 shows the AD7S43 interfaced to the 8085. This system makes use of the serial output facility (SOD) on the 8085.

ADDRESS (18)

The data is presented serially on the SOD line and strobed
into the' AD7S43 by executing memory write instructions.
In this example the strobe signal (STB3) is supplied by decoding address 8000 and WR. A memory write instruction to a
different address (AOOO) loads the DAC Register with Register
A data. Table 6 gives a listing of this procedure. Note, it is
assumed that the required serial data is already present in
right-justified format in Registers Hand L when this procedure is implemented.

ALE

8OS6

DATA (8)

OODr-------------,

Figure 9. AD7543-8085 Interface

LABEL

OPERAND

MNEMONIC
MYI
CALL
DCR
]N]
MYI
MYI
RAR
SIM
STA
CALL
DCR
]NZ
STA
RET
MOY
RAL
MOY
MOY
RAL
MOY
RET

LOOP

LUP

SHIFT

COMMENT
Shift Data Up to
Most Significant
Segment of HL with
MSB as Carry

B,OS ]
~H1FT

LOQP
B,OC
A,SO

SOD Enable in ACC
Shift in MSB of H
Set Interrupt Mask
Strobe Data into AD7S43
Get Next Bit into Carry

8000
SHIFT
B
LUP
AOOO

Go Back if Not Finished
Load DAC Register of AD7S43
Return to Main Program

A,L
L,A
A,H
H,A

1

Shift Hand L Left
One Place and
Leave Uppermost Bit
ofH in Carry

Table 6. Sample Routine for AD7543-8085 Interface

MECHANICAL INFORMATION
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches ~nd (mm).

16 PIN PLASTIC DIP

16 PIN CERAMIC DIP
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WDEVICES

a-Bit Monolithic High Speed
.Multiplying D/ A Converter
AD flAC.. DB

PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Exact Replacement for Industry Standard DAC-08
Fast (85ns typical) Settling Time
Linearity Error ±1/4LSB (to,1%) Guaranteed Over Full
Temperature Range
Wide Output Voltage Compliance: -10V to +18V
Single Chip Monolithic Construction
16-Pin Ceramic DIP Packaging
Low Cost
MI L-STD-883 Processing Available

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD DAC'()8 is a low-cost, 8-bit monolithic multiplying
digital-to-analog converter featuring typical settling times of
85ns. The chip contains 8 matched bipoll!-r current steering
switches, a precision resistor network, and high-speed control
amplifier, thus integrating all important circuit functions on a
single chip.
The AD DAC-08 provides matching of full-scale output current
to the reference current within lLSB. Analog Devices' precision linear processing makes this matching possible without,
the use of laser trimming. Diffused resistors are used rather
than thin-film resistors in order to provide specified performance at low cost.
The AD DAC'()8 is recommended for use in applications requiring 8-bit accuracy and fast settling times coupled with ease
of use. The AD DAC-08 also provides an alternate source for
designs already using the standard DAC'()8.
The AD DAC'()8 is available in 5 performance grades: the AD
DAC'()8A and AD DAC'()8 are rated for the full-SSoC to
+12SoC military temperature range; and the AD DAC-08H,
E, and C grades are specified for the 0 to +70°C commercial
temperature range. All models are guaranteed monotonic over
their full temperature range, and all are packaged in a hermetically-sealed 16-pin ceramic dual-in-line package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD DAC'()8 is a true second-source equivalent to the
industry standard DAC-08.
2. The versatile current-in, current-out design, choice of fixed
or variable reference, and CMOS or TTL compatible inputs
offer the user greater flexibility in applying the device.
3. The fast settling time allows the AD DAC'()8 to be used in
applications such as CRT displays, waveform generators,
and high-speed analog-to-digital converters.
4. The high impedance current output can drive a resistor
directly, or be used with an external op amp to produce a
low impedan~e ou~put voltage.
5. The.AD DAC-08 is available in chip form for use in hybrid
microcircuits. Consult Analog Devices' chip catalog for
available grades and application details.
6. The AD DAC'()8 and AD DAC-08A are available fully
screened to MIL-STD-883, Method 5004 Class B. A full
list oftests appears on page 9-128.
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SPECIFICATION,S

The ADDAC·Oaan~ AD DAC·08Aspecifications apply for Vs =±15V, IREF =2.0mA,
TA= ...WC fo+1259 Cunless otherwise noted.

MODEL
(Jf~ACTI!R1STIC;

SYMBOL

C;ONDITIONS

MIN

AD DAC-GS
TYP

MAX

ADDAC-OSA"
.MAX
.riP

MIN

RESOLUTION

UNITS

Bits

S
TA. -ssoc to +12SC!C
T6 __ 5S o C:to +12SoC

MONOTONICITY
NONLINEARITY
SETTLING TIME

tl

PROPAGATION DELAY

tpLH, tPHL

GUARANTEED
±o.J.9

Full Scale St!!£ to ±1I2LSB
. All BitS Switched

FULL SCALE TEMPCO

TCIFS

OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE

Voc

LlIFS < 1/2LSB,
'ROUT 20MO typ

FULL SCALE CURRENT

IpS4

VREF

FULL SCALE SYMMETRY

Ipss

(IE" -

>

= lO.OOOV;

1.94

Ips,)

ZERO SCALE CURRENT

Izs
.IFSR·.

V-=-s.OV
V-:= -7.0 to -l8V

0
0

VIL
VIH

VLe oOV
VL(;=QV

2.0

liL

VLe'O.Y
-IOV<VIN <+0.8V
2.0V <VIN < 18V

Logic "1"

'1m

%FS'

135

SS

135

35

60

35

60

ns
n.

±10

±SO

±10

±sO

eem/ c

+18

Vdc

+18

-10

1.99

2.04

1.984

±1.0

±8.0

-10

OUTPUT CURRENT RANGE'

LOGIC INPUT CURRENTS
Logic "0"
Logic "111

±0.1

85

R14. R15 =

5.0001<0, TA • 2S·C

LOGIC INPUT LEVELS
Logic "0" .

GUARANTEED

0.2

2.0

2.0

2.1
4.2

i.o

0
0

1.992

2.000

rnA

±o.s

±4.0

/lA

0.1

1.0

2.0
2.0

.2.1
4.2

rnA
rnA

0.8

V
V

-10

/lA
If.A
V

0.8

~

2.0

-10

-2.0
0.002

-2.0
0.002

10

10

LOGIC INPUT SWING

VIli

V---15V

-10

+18

-1'0

LOGIC THRESHOLD RJ',NGE

V!!l8'
IREF
dlldt

V5"'±lSV

-10

+U.S

-10

+13.S

V

+0.1

-1.0

-3.0

IlA

4.0

PSSIFS+
PSSIFS_

V+=4.SV to 18V
V-0I04.SV to "-18V
IREF·1.0rnA

8.0
to.0003
±0.002

±O.O!
±0.01

%1%'
%1%

2.3
-6.4

3.8
-7.8

rnA
rnA

33

4S
136
174

mW
mW
rnW

REFERENCE BIAS CURRENT
REFERENCE INPUT SLEW RATE
POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY

...0.1

-1.0

-3.0

4.0

8.0
+0.0003
±0.002

±0.01
±0.01

2.3
-6.4

3.8
-7.8

II
108
US

48
136
174

+18

mA/,"s

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT
1+
1-

From+VS

From-Vs
POWER DISSIPATION

Po

0.4
-O.S
±5V, IREF = 1.0mA
.SV, -ISV. IREF' 2.0mA
±ISV. IREF = 2.0mA

0.4
-o.S

lOS

US

Specifications su~ject to ~hange without notice.

OUTLINE 'DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in 'inches and (mm).

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
16·PIN CERAMIC DUAL-IN· LINE
Operating Temperature
AD DAC"()8, DAC"()8A. . . . . . . . . . . . . -55°C to +12S o C
AD DAC"()8E, C, H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70°C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. -65°C to +IS00 C
Power Dissipa~ion .... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SOO~W
Above 100 C Derate by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10mWI C
Lead Soldering Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300°C (60sec)
-Vs Supply to +Vs Supply . . . . . . . .
36V
Logic Inputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -VS to (-Vs +36V)
VLC .... , .' .. '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -Vs to +VS
Reference Inputs (V 14, V IS) • .•••••••.••.•. -Vs to +Vs
Reference Input Differential
Voltage (V14 to VIS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±18V
Reference Input Current (114) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.OmA
<• • • • • • • • • • • • •
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. 0.025 Itl.635) R

.L.

.

"~::::::: ~~,.;~o~

IDENTI:'~R~
.....
.

.

L

\

-L

I-o-- 0."" '0.006
I
(19.30' 0.15\

-j'

.

.'(3.76•., O.38)
_~\IO:gJ,'!
-.i 15

0

0.180 ! 0.030
(4.57 -0.761

t

t

':JL

0.018

,

(0.46)

.

0.100
12.541

sse

--II I--

B

"','

00 /

I·

\

.. I

0.300 REF
(7.62)

0010
(0.251

E, and Hspeci!ications apply for Vs
SPECIFIC".'lIONS TheTAAD=0DAC-08C,
to +70° C unless otherWise noted.
MODEL

SYMBOL

CHARACTERISTIC

CONDITIONS

MIN

ADDAC-<l8C
TVP
MAX

= ±15V,

IREF = 2.0mA,

ADDAC-08E
TVP
MAX

MIN

ADDAC-08H
TVP
MAX

MIN

RESOLUTION

UNITS
Bits

MONOTONICITY

GUARANTEED

GUARANTEED
TA '" 0 to +70~C

NONLINEARITY
SETTLING TIME

t5

Full ScalI:: Step to ±1/2LSB

PROPAGATION DELAY

tPUI' tpHL

All Bits Switched

FULL SCALE TEMPCO

TC iFS

OUTPUT VOLTAGE CQMPLIANCE

Voc

FULL SCALE CURRENT

lF54

AlpS < 1/2LSBi
ROUT>zOMn

IZS

Ips.

3S

60

'10

±.o
+18

-10
1.94

±O.l

1.94

v- '" -5.0V
V-:-7.0to-18V

85

135

3S

60

±1O

±so

l5
±IO

'50

ppmfc

+1.

V de

mA

+1.

-\0

1.984

60

1.99

2.04

1.99

2.04

t2.0

'16

±l.O

±s.a

0.2

4.0

0.2

2.0

2.0
2.0

2.1
4.2

2.0
2.0

2.1
4.2

o
,0

1.992

2.000

±o.s

t4.0

0.1

1.0

2.0
2.0

2.1
4.2

rnA

0 .•

v

LOGIC INPUT LEVELS
Logic "0"
Logic "I"

Vu.: =ov

LOGIC INPUT CURRENTS
Logic "0"
Logic "I"

Vr.c=OV
-lOV<VIN<+O.8V
2.0V<V1N<18V

LOGIC INPUT SWING

V-= -BV

-10

+18

-10

+18

-10

+18

Vs =±tSV

-10

+13.5

-10

+13.5

-10

+13.5

0.8

VIliL

REFERENCE BIAS CURRENT

2.0
-2.0
0.002

+0.1

-1.0

4.0

8.0

10

-3.0

dlldt

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY

PSSIFS...
PSSlpS_

V+:::4.5V to 18V

+0.0003

V-=-4.5Vro-18V
IREF= I.DmA

to.DOZ

1+
1-

From +Vs
From -Vs

PD

±5V, lREF'" 1.0mA
+5V, -ISV,lREF::: Z.OmA
t1SV, lREF::: 2.0mA

POWER DISSIPATION

0.4
-0.8

-2.0
0.002

+0.1

-1.0

4.0

8.0

fO.Dt
to.OJ

-10
10

-2.0
0.002

-3.0

±O.OOOl
±O.D02

±O.OI
±O.Ot

23
-6.4

-7.8

3.8

+0.1

-1.0

4.0

•. 0

-10
10

mA/1JS

±D.OOO]
to.002

to.Ot
to.Dt

%1%
%1%

2.3
-6.4

3.8
-7.8

mA
mA
mW
mW
mW

2.3

3.8
-7.8

II

48

33

48

II

48

108
135

136
174

108

136

135

174

108
13S

136
174

0 ...
-0 .•

v
v

-3.0

-6.4

0.4
-0.8

mA
V

2.0

-10

REFERENCE INPUT SLEW RATE

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT

0 .•

2.0

VLC =oV

LOGIC THRESHOLD RANGE

% FS

150

85

VREF = lO.OOOY; R14. R15 =

5.000kn; TA = 2S D C
ZERO SCALE CURRENT

150

-10

FULL &CALE SYMMETRY
OUTPUT CURRF.:NT RANGE

85

GUARANTEED

to.19

±O.39

Specifications subject to change without notice.

I
THRESHOLD
CONTROL

iOui-

•

2

16 COMPEN
15 V REF H

14 VREF (+1

-Vs

13 +Vs

laUT 4
(MSBI Bl

12 B8 (LSBI

B2 6

11 B7

B3

10 B6

B4

9 B5
TOP VIEW

G•
r;·

67

LSBBS

66

B5

B4

B3

B2

·iiii·F.i·=ri·~·_

Bl MS6

iO

+VS

10

0.074
(1.881 V REF (+1

l:'~I..

COMP

VLe

iO

10

....- - - - - - 0 . 0 9 1 (2.3111----.-j

Pin Connections

THE AD DAC·OBIS ALSO AVAILABLE IN CHIP
FORM. CONSULT ANALOG DEVICES' CHIP
CATALOG FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND'
APPLICATIONS INFORMATION.

Chip Dimensions and Pad Layout.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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APPLYING THE AD DAC-08
Reference Connections

+Vs

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the AD DAC-08 circuit.
A reference current (equal to the desired full-scale o.utput current) is applied to pin 14. The reference amplifier adjusts the
base voltage of the NPN current source transistors. The collector currents are binarily weighted, and their sum is equal to
255/256 times the reference current. The binary weighting is
accomplished by the diffused resistor R-2R ladder network.
The individual collectN currents are steered into either the
lOUT or lOUT lines by the current switches. These switches
are driven by level shifters which can accept TTL or CMOS
logic levels directly. The loUT and loUT lines can drive an op
. amp summing junction or can drive resistive loads directly due
to the wide range of outp~t compliance voltage.

14~V~R~E-F-(_-)--~R~14V---~-=
15 ~.o---~"""Wv---o() -VREF
R15

AD
oAC·OS

-

4I--o---"VV1r--,
10

B8 (LSB)

iO

C
MSB
+Vs

VlC

81

(SEE FIG. 20)

lSB
82

83

B4

85

86

87

VREF (+)

13
Bl (MSB)

VLe

B8

-Vs

Figure 2b. Connections for Use with Negative Reference

of bias current cancellation only and need not be a precision
resistor. Note that the inpu~ impedance for a negative reference is very high, while a positive reference sees an impedance
equal to R14.
When a dc reference is used, a O.01J.lF reference bypass capacitor is recommended. The reference should be a low-drift, wellregulated and filtered rype, such as the AD58110V reference
Ie. Other values of reference voltage. may be used, provided
that R14 is chosen for a reference current between O.2mAand
4.0mA.

16
COMP

-Vs

Figure 1. AD DAC·08 Block Diagram

Figure 2 illustrates the connections for positive and negative
references. When a positive reference is used (Figure 2a),
resistor R14 (equal to VREF divided by the desired II'S) establishes the reference current into pin 14. Reference amplifier bias current errors are minimized by connecting R15 (equal
to R14) from pin 15 to ground. Adjustment of the output
scale can be done by trimming R14, although in most applications the tight initial matching between reference current and
output current will be adequate.
+Vs

VREF (+)

13
14

(+) VREF

R14

VREF H

JI..

15
R15 -=

AD
OAt-OS

4

-

R14

=: R15

MULTIPLYING MODE PERFORMANCE
The AD DAC-08 can be used to perform two-quadrant digitalanalog multiplication by applying an ac reference signal. When
an ac reference is used, pin 15 must be offset to insure that pin
14 is always at a higher potential than pin 15.
The reference amplifier must be properly compensated in ac
applkations to insure stability. The value of the capacitor
from pin 16 to -Vs depends on the value ofR14. Minimum
values of compensation capacitor for R14 values of 1, 2 and
5kn. are 15, 37 and 75pF respectively.
For fastest response to a pulsed reference, low values of R14
should be used, allowing smaller values of compensation capacitor. It is possible to lower the equivalent resistance at
pin 14 by connecting a shunt resistor to ground. Figure 3
shows the performance with equivalent resistance of 200n.
and no compensation capacitor. Slew rate is approximately
15mA/J.ls under these conditions.

RL

"1J"

-=

10

B8

4-

iO

-vs

-=
R14
lkU
2kU
5kU

1mA/DIV
CMIN

15pF
37pF
75pF

Figure 2a. Connections for Use with Positive Reference

Figure 2b shows the connections for a negative reference. Note
that the reference current flows from ground into pin '14
through R14, which should be a low TCresistor as in the positive reference configuration. Resistor R15 serves the purpose
9-126 D/A CONVERTERS

200ns/DIV

Figure 3. FaSt Pulsed Reference Operation

The photographs on this page demonstrate the dynamic performance of the AD DAC-OS. The AD DAC-OS is capable of
extremely fast settling time, typically S5 nanoseconds for a
full-scale step with IREF = 2.0mA. As with any high speed
circuitry, component layout must be optimized for minimum
parasitic capacitances if full speed is to be realized.
Figure 4 below shows the output settling characteristic for a
, full-scale step. The vertical scale is 1LSB per division. Note
that the zero-to-full scale settling time (Figure 4a) to within
1I2LSB is approximately 70 nanoseconds.

most oscilloscopes. However, any stray capacitance can cause
the settling time of the fixture to be longer than the DAC'
settling time. For example, 15pF stray capacitance can cause
a settling time to 112LSB of nearly 100 nanoseconds in the
test fixture alone. The circuit of Figure 6 reduces the capacitance at the measurement node to less than 5pF, allowing
more accurate determination of settling time.

1 LSB/
DIV

~

-,
Figure 4a. Zero to Full-Scale Settling

Figure 5. LS8 Switching
VL

~

2.7V FOR 0 TO FS
O.7VFOR FSTOO

•
Figure 4b. Full-Scale to Zero Settling
Since the settling time of a DAC circuit includes propagation
delay, slewing time, and final settling, switching time is best
measured when only the LSB is switched. This minimizes the
slewing time necessary. The LSB switching characteristic is
shown in Figure 5.
SETTLING TIME MEASUREMENT
It should be noted that settling time measurement is not a
simple matter. Since 1I2LSB of a 2.0mA full scale is only 41lA,
a 1kn load resistance is needed to provide adequate drive for

BANDWIOTH OF OSCILLOSCOPE USED FOR MEASUREMENT SHOULD BE 50MHz
MINIMUM:SATURATION OF PREAMP MUST BE AVOIDED

Figure 6. Settling Time Test Circuit
LOGIC INPUT CIRCUIT
The AD DAC-OS digital inputs will accommodate all popular
logic families. The switching threshold is adjustable by applying a voltage to the logic threshold control pin (pin 1). The
threshold is nominally 1.4 volts above VLC at room temperature. For TTLlDTL interface, pin 1 is simply grounded. The
logic inputs will tolerate wide voltage swings; for example, for
-Vs = -15V, the, inputs may swing between -10V and +lSV.
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OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
The 10 and ~. outputs provide the user with several possible
output configurations. Current is steered into the 10 terminal
when a bit is at Logic "1", and into iO when the bit is at
Logic "0". Either output may be used, or both may be used
simultaneously. If only one output is used, the. unused output must still be connected to ground or some other point
capable of sourcing IFS'
us

M~

B' 82 83 B4 B5 86 87 88

EO
5.000kO

IREF

,

=2.000mA--

il1
FULL SCALE
FULL SCALE -LSB
HALF SCALE + LSB
HALF SCALE
HALF SCAL!: -LSS

ZERO SCALE +LSS

ZER,OSCAlE

1
1.
1
1
0
0
0

AD DAC-08

14

82 83

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

B4

85

1
1
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0

5.000kn

B6 87 8B

lomA

IOmA

.,1

1
0

1.m

-0.000

0.008

0
0
1
0
.0

0
1
1
0

1.984
1.008
1.000
0.992
0.008
0.000

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

1

~.984

0.992
1.000
1;984

1,992

En

Eo
-9.960
-9,920

-0,040

-5.040
-5.000
-4.960
-0.040
0.000

-4.920
-4.960
-5.000
-9.920
-9.960

0.000

. MIL-STD-883
When designing systems for use i.n military/aerospace applications, components ·chosen must be available from ~eral
suppliers and have a proven record of reliability. The AD PAC08, as a multiple-sourced product, represents Analog Devices'
commitment to serve·those customers involved in high-rei
system· design.
The AD DAC-08 is an ideal choice for operation in severe
environments. Its monolithic construction and hermeticallysealed DIP package protect it froin humidity and mechanical
. stress, while the guaranteed specifications over temperature
assure proper system performance at the temperature extremes.
For the utmost reliability, .the AD DAC-08. is available with
screening to MIL-STD-883, Method S004, Class B. Table I
lists the test procedures of MIL-STD-88 3.. Analog Devices
.ubjects each part ordered with 883B screening to these
tests on a 100% .basis.
TABLE I
TEST

METHOP

1) Internal Visual

20 I 0, Test Condi~ion B

Figure 7. High Impedance Voltage Output

The wide output compliance range permits the AD DAC-08
to drive a resistive load directly. For example, with IREF =
2.0mA, and a SkQ resistor from pin 4 to ground, the voltage
at pin 4 varies from OV with all bits OFF to -9.960V with all
bits ON. While this is the simplest current-to-voltage conversion, it presents a SkQ output impedance, which adversely
affects settling time and requires buffering.
An operational amplifier configured as a current-to-voltage
converter will lower the output impedance and provide a
voltage inversion. An output range of zero to +9.960V is then
produced with a SkQ feedback resistor as shown in Figure 8.
MSB

(Pre cap)
2) Stabilization Bake

Method 1008, 24 hours @+IS0oC

3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -65°C to +150 oC

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2001, Test Condition E,
VI planoe, 30,000G
Method 1014, Test Condition A

5) Seal, Fine and Gross

and C
6) Burn-in Test

Method lOIS, Test Condition B,
160 hours@ +12S oC;
Performed 100% to all min and
max specificatiolJs 9n data pages.

7) Final Electrical Tests

LSB

81 82 83 84 B5 96 87 88

RL'" 5.QOOkn

. Method 2009

8) Extc;rnal Visual
IREF
'" 2.000mA

1.

EO'

AD DAC-OB

Figure

+18V

8: Low Impedance Voltage Output

Bipolar output voltage ranges are also possible. Figure 9
demonstrates the simplest scheme, providing a-9.92 to
+10.00 volt scale in 80 millivolt steps. The vokagc; output
has a high impedance as shown and should be buffered with
an amplifier connected as a voltage follower.

AD DAC-OB

-18V

Figure 10. Burn-In Circuit
10 •

1.

AD DAC-OB

Iii 2

Eo

Bl B2 83 84 85 B6 87 88
MSB

L"

81 82 83 84 95 B6 87 B&

POS FULl SCALE
POS FULL SCALE -LSS
ZERO SCALE +LS8
ZERO SCALE
ZERO SCALE -LSB
NEG FULL SCALE +LSB
NEG FULL SCALE

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0

1
0
1
0
1
1
0

"'-

- 9.920
- 9.840
- 0.080
0.000
+ 0.080
+ 9.920
+10.000

Figure 9. Bipolar Voltage Output
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+10.000
+ 9.920
+ 0.160
+ 0.080
0.000
- 9.840
- 9.920

Low Cost 12-Bit
IC D/ A Converter
AD DACeD

1IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
Low Cost
Improved Replacement for Standerd DACBO
3 Chip, High Reliability Construction
Low Power Di.sipation
Laser-Trimmed to High Accuracy:
±%LSB Max Nonlinearity, 0 to +70°C
Guaranteed Monotonicity, 0 to +70°C
High Stability, High Current Output
Buried Zener Reference
On-Board Output Amplifier IV Model.)
24 Lead Side Brazed Ceramic DIP

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD DACSO is a low cOSt 12-bit digital-to-analog converter, consisting of matched bipolar switches, a precision
resistor network, a low-drift high-stability voltage reference
and an optional output amplifier_ Options include TTL compatible complementary 12-bit binary (CBI) or 3 digit BCD
(CCD) input codes, as well as current or voltage output modes.
The AD DACSO offers output voltage ranges of ±2.S, ±S, ±10,
o to .+S, or 0 to +10 volts (V models); output current ranges
(I models) are either ±1mA or 0 to -2mA.
Advanced circuit design and precision processing techniques
result in significant performance advantages over conventional,
larger, standard DACSO devices. An innovative 3-chip construction improves reliability by a factor of two. The AD DACSO
incorporates a fully differential, non-saturating precision current switching cell structure l which provides greatly increased
immunity to supply Voltage variation. This same structure also
reduces nonlinearities due to thermal transients as the various
bits are switched; nearly all critical components operate at
constant power dissipation. High stability, SiCr thin film resistors are trimmed with a fine resolution laser, resulting.in
lower differential nonlinearity errors. A low noise, high stability subsurface zener diode is used to produce a reference
voltage with excellent long term stability, high external current capability and temperature cycle characteristics which
challenge the best discrete zener references.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD DACSO directly replaces other devices of this type
with significant increases in performance.
2. 3-Chip IC construction makes the AD DACSO the optimum choice for applications where low cost and high
reliability are major considerations.
3.

System performance upgrading is possible without
redesign.

4.

The AD DACSO offers a maximum nonlinearity error of
±O.012%, ±30ppm/C maximum gain drift, and a total
accuracy drift in the bipola1: configuration of ±20ppm/ C
maximum.
The low T.C. 'Binary ladder guarantees that all AD DACSO
units will be monotonic over the specified temperature
range.
Reduced power consumption requirements result in improved stability and shorter warm-up time.
The precision buried zener reference can supply up to
2.SmA for use elsewhere in the application.
Voltage or current output modes are available in either
of the BCD or binary input formats.

S.

6.
7.
S.

The AD DACSO is recommended for all low cost 12-bit D/A
converter applications where reliability and cost are of paramount importance. The AD DACSO is also ideal for use in
constructing AID conversion systems and as a building block
for higher resolution D/A systems.
1 COVERED BY PATENT NUMBERS. 3,1178,473, Re 28,633,
4,020,486,3,747,088,3,803,5110,3,1161,326.
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I

SPECIFICATIONS (TA = +25°C, rated power supplies unless otherwise noted)
MODEL
DIGITAL-INPUT
Resolution
Logic Level. (TTL/Compatible)
Logical "1" (at +lilA)
Logical "0" (at -lOOIlA)
ACCURACY
Unearity Error 0 to +70·C
Differential Linearity Error 0 to +?O°C
Gain Error2
Offset Erro'"
Monotonicity Temp. Range

DACSo-CBI

DACSO'CCD

12 Bits max

3 Digits max

+2V de min, +S.SV de max
OV de min, +O.8V de max
±1/4LSB typ, ±1I2LSB' max
±1I2LSB, typo ±3/4I:.SB max.
±o.l % typ, ±0.3% max
±o.OS% FSR typ, ±o.lS% FSR' max
o to +70·C

DRIFT" (0 to +70·C)
Total Bipolar Drift (Includes GaiR, Oftiet,
and Unearity Drifts)'
'
Total Er~r Over 0 to+70·C·
Unipolar
8.ipolar
Gain
Exclusive of Internal Reference
Unipolar Oftiet
Bipolar Offset

±o.08% FSR typ, ±O.l S% FSR max
±o'.06% FSR typ, ±0.10% FSR max
±ISppm/·C typ, ±30ppmfC max
±SppmtC typ, ±7ppmfC max
±lppm FSRloC typ, ±3ppm FSRtC max
±Sppm FSRtC typ, ±IOppm FSRtC max

CONVERSION SPEEDN Models
Settling Time to ±0.01 % of FSR
For FSR Change
with 10kn Feedback'
with Skn Feedback
For 1 LSB Change
Slew Rate

SlIstyp
311S typ
1.SIIS typ
10V/1IS min, ISV/lls typ

CONVERSION SPEED/I Model.
Settling Time to io.Ol% of FSR
For FSR Change
10 to lOOn Load
lkn Load

300ns typ
1115 typ

.±l/SLSB typ, ±l/4LSB max
!1I4LSB typ, ±1I2LSB max

±2,Oppm FSRfc m;'"

ANALOG OUTPUTN Models

Ranges"
Output Current
Output Impedance (de)
Short Circuit Duration
ANALOG OUTPUT/I Models
Ranges
Output Impedance - Bipolar
Output Impedance· Vnipolar
Compliance
INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Tempeo of Drift
Extemal- Use Current8

±2.sV, ±5V, ±lOV, 0 to +SV, 0 to +IOV
±SmAmin
O.OSn typ
Indefinite to Common

o to+lOV

±lmA.O to -2mA typ
3.2kn typ
6.6kn typ
+IOV, -l.SV
+6.3V ±2%max
±IOppmtC typ, ±20ppmtC max
+2.SmAmax

o to -lmA typ

OUlut Im~edance

1.5n typ

+lSV Supply
-ISV and +SV Supplies

±0.002% !,:SRI% Vs max
±0.002% FSR/% Vs max

poW! SOP LY SENSITIVITY

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
DAC80

DACSOZ'
Supply Drain
+IS/+12V (Including SmA Load)
-lS/-12V (Including SmA Load)
+SV (Logic Supply)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification·
Operating
Storage

-

±14V dc, +4.7SV de min
±15V dc, +SV de typ
±16V dc, +16V de max
±11.4V dc, +4.7SV de min
±12V dc, +SV de typ
±16V dc, +16" de max
lOrnA typ, 20mA max
-20mA typ, -3SmA max
SmA typo lOrnA max

o to +70°C max
-25°C to +8SoC max
-5S·C to +IOO·C

NOTES

'Least Significant Bit (LSB).
Adjustable to zero with external trim potentiometer.
'FSR means "Full Scale Range" and is 20V for ±lOV range, lOY for ±5V range, etc.
"To maintain drift spec intemal feedback resistors must be used for current output models.
5 See discussion on page 9-133.
6 With gain and offset errors adjusted to zero at +2SoC. See"discussion on page 9-133.
"DAC80Z supply range is t12.0V min,to t16.0V max for ±SV and 0 to +SV outputs.
I Maximum with no dqradation of specifications with constant load.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
2
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PIN CONFIGURATION
+Vs

24 LEAD DUAL IN-LINE PACKAGE
I Models
(MSB) Bit 1
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9
Bit 10
Bit 11
(LSB) Bit 12

-Vs

Y-.--4-o +VS

I----.._-o-vs

f--......---If--o +VL(ZI

I Models
Logic Supply
-VS
loUT
Ref Input
Bipolar Offset
Scaling Network
Scaling Network
Scaling Network
Common
+VS
Gain Adjust
6.3VREF Out

Figure 1. External Adjustment and Voltage Supply
Connection Diagram, Current Model

-Vs

Pin #

V Models

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bit l(MSB)
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9
Bit 10
Bit 11
Bit 12 (LSB)

11
12

Pin # V Models
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Logic Supply
-VS
VOUT
Ref Input
Bipolar Offset
10V Range
20V Range
Summing Junction
Common
+VS
Gain Adjust
6.3VREF Out

L--_-4~+Vs

NO.1 LEAD
IDENTIFIER

1----.--0 -VS
1-....--+--0 +VL 121

-! .~1(.~' IT
L- 0.'" MAX --I ~
I
{13,551
-I-L

Figure 2. External Adjustment and Voltage Supply
Connection Diagram, Voltage Model

10.1~MAX

J.-

NOTES.
1. 3kO for CCD models. SkO for CBI models.

0.1 11&.241-......J

t

2. If connected to +Vs which is permissible, power dissipation
increases 20OmW.

t

Figure 3. Outline Dimensions
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))

3. CBI model, 2kO; CCD model, 00 and pin 20 has no
internal connection.

AD DAC80 ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL
AD DAC8Q-CBI-V
AD DAC8Q-CBI-I
AD DAC8Q-CCD-V
. AD DAC8Q-CCD-I
AD DAC80Z-CBI-V
AD DAC80Z-CBI-I
AD DAC80Z-CCD-V
AD DAC80Z-CCD-I

INPUT CODE

OUTPUT MODE

SUPPLY RANGE

Binary
Binary
Binary Coded
Binary Coded
Binary
Binary
Binary Coded
Binary Coded

Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Extended
Extended
Extended
Extended

Decimal
Decimal

Decimal
Decimal
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DIGITAL INPUT. CODES
The AD DACaO accepts complementary digital input codes
in either binary (CBI) or decimal (CCD) format. The CBI·
model may be connected by the user for anyone of three
complementary codes: CSB, COB or CTC.
DIGITAL INPUT

...
~

..,iii

MSB

LSB,

000000000000
011111111111'
100000000000
111111111111

...

~

@

MSB

LSB

ANAWG OUTPUT

CSBCompi.
Straigb' Binary

+Full Scale
+JA Full Scale
Mid·",ale -ILSB
Zero

orr.., Binary

COBCompl.

etc· Compl.
Two's Compl.

+Full Scale
Zero
-1 LSB
-Full Scale

-LSB
-FulI Scale
+Full Scale
Zero

CCD
Complemeotary Coded Decimal· 3 Disi"

011001100110
1111 Hl11111

+Full Scale
Zero

SETTLING TIME
Settling time for each AD DAC80 model is the total time (including slew time) required for the output to settle within an
error band around its final value after a change in input (see
Figure 4).
Voltage Output Models. Three setding times are specified to
±O.O 1% of full scale range (FSR); two for maximum full scale
range changes of20V, 10V and one for a lLSB change. The
lLSB change is measured at the major carry (O 111 ... 11 to
1000 ... 00), the point at which the worst case settling time
occurs.
Current Output Models. Two settling times are specified to
±0.01% of FSR. Each is given for current models connected
with two different resistive loads: 10 to 100 ohms and 1000
to 187S ohms. Internal resistor~ are provided for connecting
nominal load resistance of approximately 1000 to 1800 ohms
for output voltage range of ±1 V and 0 to -2V (see Table IV).

·Invert the MSB of the COB code with m external inverter ~ obtain CTC code.

Table 1. Digital Input Codes

ACCURACY
Accuracy error of a D/A converter is the difference between
the analog output that is expected when a given digital code is
applied and the output that is actually measured with that
code applied to the converter. Accuracy error can be caused
by gain error, zero error, linearity error, or any combination
of the three. Of these three specifications, the linearity error
specification is the most important since it can not be cor·
rected for. The linearity error of the AD DAC80 is specified
over its entire temperature range. This means that the analog
output will not vary by more than ±1/2LSB, maximum, from
an ideal straight line drawn between the end points (inputs all
"1 "s and all "0 "s) over the specified temperature range of
Oto +70oC.
Differential linearity error of a D/A converter is the deviation from an ideal 1LSB voltage change from one adj'acent
output state to the next. A differential linearity error specification of ±1/2LSB means that the output voltage step sizes
can range from 1I2LSB to 3/2LSB when the input changes
from one adjacent input state to the next. Monotonicity over
the 0 to +70oC range is guaranteed in the AD DAC80 to ensure
that the analog output will not 4ecrease with increasing input
digital code~.
DRIFT
Gain Drift is a measure of the change in the full scale range
output over temperature expressed in parts per million per
°c (ppmtC). Gain drift is established by: 1) testing the end
point differences for each AD DAC80 model at OoC; +2SoC
and +70oC; 2) calculating the gain error with respect to the
+2SoC value and; 3) dividing by the temperature change.
Offset Drift is a measure of the actual change in output with
all "1 "s on the input over the specified temperature range. The
offset is measured at OoC, +2SoC and +70oC. The maximum
change in offset is referenced to the offset at 25°C and is
divided by the temperature range. This drift is expressed in
parts per million of full scale range per·C (ppm of FSR/o.C).
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_SETTLING TIME -,..

Figure 4. Full Scale Range Settling Time vs. Accuracy

COMPLIANCE
Compliance voltage is the maximum voltage swing allowed on
the current output node in order to maintain specified
accuracy.
POWER SUPPLY.SENSITIVITY
Power supply sensitivity is a measure of the effect of a power
supply change on the D/A converter output. It is defined ~ a
per cent of FSR per per cent of change in either the positive,
negative, or logic supplies about the nominal power supply
voltages.
REFERENCE SUPPLY
All AD DAC80 models are supplied with an internal 6.3 volt
reference voltage supply. This voltage (pin 24) is accurate to
±2% and must be connected to the Reference Input (pin 16)
for specified operation. This reference may also.be used externally with external current drain limited to 2.SmA. An
external buffer amplifier is recommended if this reference is
to be used to drive other system components. Otherwise, variations in the load driven off of the reference will result in gain
variations of the AD DAC80. All gain adjustments should be
made under constant IQad conditions.

ANALYZING DEVICE ACCURACY OVER THE
TEMPERATURE RANGE
For the purposes of temperature drift analysis, the major device components are shown in Figure S. The reference element
and buffer amplifier drifts are combined to give the total reference temperature coefficient, which is specified as ±20ppmlC
max. The input reference current to the DAC, IREF, is developed from the internal reference and will show the same drift
rate as the reference voltage. The DAC output current, IOAC,
which is a function of the digital input code, is designed to
track IREF; if there is a slight mismatch in these currents over
temperature, it will contribute to the gain T.C. The bipolar
offset resistor, RBP, and gain setting resistor, RcA IN , also have
temperature coefficients which contribute to system drift errors. The input offset voltage drift of the output amplifier,
OA, also contributes a small error.
There are three types of drift errors over temperature: offset,
gain, and linearity. Offset drift causes a vertical translation of the
entire transfer curve; gain drift is a change in the slope of the
curve; and linearity drift represents a change in the shape of
the curve. The combination of these three drifts results in the
complete specification for total error over temperature.
Total error is defined as the deviati~n from a true straight line
transfer characteristic from exactly zero at a digital input
which calls for zero output to a point which is defined as full
scale. A specification for total error over temperature assumes
that both the zero and full scale points have been trimmed for
zero error at +2S oC. Total error is normally expressed a percentage of the full scale range. In the bipolar situation, this
means the total range from -VFS to +VFS.
Several new design concepts not previously used in DAC80type devices contribute to a reduction in all the error factors
over temperature. The incorporation of low temperature coefficient silicon-chromium thin-film resistors deposited on a single chip, a patented, fully differential, emitter weighted, precision current steering cell structure, and aT .C. trimmed buried
zener diode reference element results in superior wide temperature range performance. The full scale gain settling resistors
and bipolar offset resistor are also fabricated on the chip with
the same SiCr material as the ladder network, resulting in low
gain and offset drift.
+15V

MONOTONICITY AND LINEARITY
The initial linearity error of ±1/2LSB max and the differential
linearity error of ±3/4LSB max}!:'arantee monotonic performance over the range of 0 to +70 C. It can therefore be assumed'
that linearity errors are insignificant in computation of total
temperature errors.
UNIPOLAR ERRORS
Temperature error analysis in the unipolar mode is straightforward: there)s an offset drift and a gain drift. The offset
drift of 3ppml C max (which comes from leakage currents and
drift in the output amplifier (OA» causes a linear shift in the
transfer curve as shown in Figure 6. The gain drift causes a
change in t4e slope of the curve and results from reference
drift, DAC drift, and drift in RGAIN relative to the DAC resistors for a total of 30ppml C max. Total absolute error due to
all of these effects is guaranteed to be less than ±0.15% of full
scale from 0 to +70°C.
BIPOLAR RANGE ERRORS
The analysis is slightly more complex in the bipolar mode. In
this mode Rap is connected to the summing node of the output amplifier (see Figure 5) to generate a current which,
exactly balances the current of the MSB so that the output
voltage is zero with only the MSB on.
Note that if the DAC and application resistors track perfectly,
the bipolar offset drift will be zero even if the reference drifts.
A change in the reference voltage, which causes a shift in the
bipolar offset, will also cause an equivalent change in IREF and
thus IOAC, so that IOAcwilll!lways be exactly balanced by
IBP with the MSB turned on. This effect is shown in Figure 6.
The net effect of the reference drift then is simply to cause a
rotation in the transfer around bipolar zero. However, consideration of second order effects (which are often overlooked)
reveals the errors in ,the bipoiar mode. The unipolar offset
drifts discussed before will have the same effect on the bipolar
offset. A mismatch of RBP to the DAC resistors is usually the
largest component of bipolar drift, but in the AD DAC80 this
error is held to 10ppmlC max. Gain drift in the DAC also
contributes to bipolar offset drift, as well as full scal,e drift, but
again is held to 7ppm/o C max. The total of all these errors is
held to ±O.l % of full scale from 0 to +70°C. Note that, in the
bipolar ranges, full scale is defined as the total range from
-VFS to +VFS·

RGAIN

t

I

IDEAL

UNIPOLAR

INPUT ----

v-

Figure 5. Bipolar Configuration

t

5

-GAINSH1FT

§+--r':".".e'---------

BIPOLAR (IDEAL CASE)

Figure 6. Unipolar and Bipolar Drifts
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Using the AD DAC80
±12 VOLT SUPPLY OPERATION
The Z models will operate with supply voltages as low as
±1l.4V. It is recommended that output voltage ranges.-lOV
to +lOV and OV to +lOV not be used with the Z model if
the supply voltages are ever less than the recommended ±l2V.
The output amplifier may saturate if I VSUPPLY 1- I VOUT
max 1< 2.0V. This applies to units with both CBI and CCD
input codes. Except for operation at lower supply voltages,
the AD DAC80Z and AD DAC80 opera,tion is identical.
POWER 'SUPPLY CONNECTIONS
For optimum performance power supply decoupling capacitors
should be added as shown in the connection diagrams (Figures
1 and 2). These capacitors (l~F electrolytic recommended)
should be located close to the AD DACBO. Electrolytic capacapacitors, if used, should be paralleled with O.Ol~F ceramic
capacitolS for optimum high frequency performance.
EXTERNAL OFFSET AND GAIN ADJUSTMENT
Offset and gain may be trimmed by installing extetnal OFFSET and GAIN potentiometers. These potentiometers should
be connected as shown in the block diagrams arid adjusted as
described beiow. TCR of the potentiometers should be
lOOppm/oC or less. The 3.9Mn and 33Mn resistors (20%
carbon or better) should be located close to the AD DAC80

to prevent noise pick-up. If it is not convenient to use
these high-value resistors, a functionally equivalent "T"
netWork, as shown in Figure 7 may be substituted in each case.
The gain adjust (pin 23) is a high impedance point and a
O.Ol~F ceramic capacitor should be connected from this pin
to common tQ prevent noise pick-up: Figures 8 and 9 show the
relationship of the OFFSET and GAIN adjustments to the unipolar and bipolar D/A converters.
Offset Adjustment. For unipolar (CSB, CCD) configurations,
apply the digital input code that should produce zero poten. tial output and adjust the OFFSET potentiometer for zero
output. For bipolar (COD, CTC) configurations, apply the.
digital input code that should produce the maximum negative
output voltage. Example: If the FULL SCALE RANGE is
connected for 20 volts, the maximum negative output voltage is -lOV. See Table 11 for corresponding codes and the
block diagrams for offset adj\lstment connections.

Gain Ad;ustment. For either unipolar or bipolar config.urations, apply the digital input that should give the maximum
positive voltage output. Adjust the GAIN potentiometer for
this positive full scale voltage. See Table II for positive full
scale voltages and the block diagrams for gain adjustment
connections.

~l

-

lLSB

3.BMO

+FULL SCALE

1

--cANGEOF
GAINADJ

Figure 7. Equivalent Resistances

...L

RANOEOF

OFFSETAD~

'

+FULL SCALE

.I_FULL SCALE

T

lLSB

T

RANGE OF
GAINADJ

Figure 9.. Relationship of OFFSET and GAIN
Adjustments for a BIPOLAR D/A CONVERTER.
(Input, Horizontal; Output, Vertica/).
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Fig/,lre 8. Relationship of OFFSET and GAIN
Adjustments fora UNIPOLAR D/A Converter.
(Input, Horizontal; Output, Vertica/).
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011011111111
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Table II. Digitsllnput/Analog Output
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-9.9995mA
O.OOOOmA
+O.OOO5mA
o.4l11iV
+1.000mA

NIA
NI.
NI,
NI.
NIA

Applying the AD DAC8D
VOLTAGE OUPUT MODELS
Internal scaling resistors provided in the DAC80 may be connected to produce bipolar output voltage ranges of ±IO, ±5
or ±2.5V or unipolar output voltage ranges of 0 to +5 or 0 to
+IOV (see FigUre 10).

[

REFIN

TO ReF CONTROL CIRCUIT

G

8

6.3kn
.."."..17

~~
.

REF

5kn

'5

INPUT

liJ

.

'6

6.3kn
TO REF ...- -....- - - -.....·/Y
..Ir-----r,;'1·'l::~~N
CONTROL CIRCUIT
l!!.I

a) AD DACBO-CBI·I

~COM

SUMMING
JUNCTION

6

~

FROM WEIGHTED

:~~~~-..--~---"'~-~~-~--~

b) AD DACBO·CCD-I
Figure 11. Internal Scaling Resistors

Gain and offset drift are minimized in the DAC80 because
of the thermal tracking of the scaling resistors with other
device components. Connections for various output voltage
ranges are shown in Table III. Settling time is specified for a
full scale range change: 5 microseconds for 8kO or 10kO feedback resistors; 3 microseconds for a Sill feedback resistor.

......

Outpu.

±SV
:l:2,5V
o to +IOV

Oto+'V

o to .IOV

Die:ital
InputCodeI

COBorCTC
COBarCTC
COBarCTC
CSB
CSB
CCD

Connect

Connect
Pin 15 to

Pin 17 to

,."
,.

20
20
20
21
21
N.C.

18
18
18

eo....."

Pin 19 to
IS
N.C.

20
N.C.

20
IS

Internal resistors are provided to scale an external op amp or
to confJgUre a resistive load to offer two output voltage ranges
of ±1 V or 0 to -2V. These resistors (RLI) are an integral pan:
of the AD DAC80 and maintain gain and bipolar offset drift
specifications. If the internal resistors are not used, external
RL (or RF) resistors should have a TCR of ±2Sppm/oC or less
to minimize drift. This wiIl typically add ±50ppm/o C + the
TCR of RL (or RF) to the total drift.

Connect
Pin 16 to

2.
2••
2.
2.

BIPOLAR OFFSET

'7

RJ:;FERE;NCE INPUT

'6

24
24

Table III. Output Voltage Range Connections·
Voltage Model AD DACBO

CSB

Raap

Internal
R.cti.tanec
RLl

o to -2V

0.968kO

Output

21011

N/A

1

TO REF
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

'5

loUT

16.6kn

-

2' COMMON

1-

24

V 'O.3V
REFeRENCE OUT

Figure 12. AD DACBO Current Model Equivalent
Output Circuit
Referc~

RLI Connections

I'l6MctalPUm
External Resistance
RLS
RLP

6.3k0

( Do Tol2mA

The equivalent resistive scaling network and output circuit of
the current model are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Extern3J
RLS or RLP resistors are required to produce exactly 0 to
-2V or ±l V output. TCR of these resistors should be
±10Oppm/C or less to maintain the AD DAC80 output
specifications. If exact output ranges are not required, the
external resistors are not needed.

Diaiod
InputCodei

G
~NC

'5
OUTPUT

Figure 10. Output Amplifier Voltage Range
Scaling Circuit

±lOV

3~_ _ _ _ _ _

Skn

Connect
Pin IS to

Connect

C......t

Pin 18 to

Pin 20 to

20

19 at RLS

15

Bipolar Offset

Connect
Pin 16 to

Connect
Pin 17 to

24

Com (21)

RLS
Between

RLP

Pin 18&

N/A

Com (21)

CCD

o to -2V

lkl1

N/A

j·.57kl1

N.C.

Com (21)

N.C.

24

N.C.

COBorCfC

'IV

1.2kl1

24911

N/A

18

19

RLS

24

15

N/A

Between
Pin 20 8(

Between
Pin 15 &
21
N/A

Com (21)

Table IV. Current Model/Resistive Load Connections
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DRIVING A RESISTIVE LOAD UNIPOLAR
A load resistance, RL =. RLI, + RLS, connected as sho.wn in
Figure "13 will generate a voltage range, VoiIT, determined by:
VOUT = -2mA

15

, RLI

~ D-'mA

f.. 6.6k x RL)

\

\.6.6k + RL

and VOUT max = -2.SV
To achieve specified drift, connect the internal scaling resistor
(RLI) as shown in Table IV to an externl!l metal film trim resistor (RLs) to provide full scale output voltage range of 0 to
-2V. With RLS = 0, VOUT = -1.69V.

d~OTO

~

2mA

~~

1

3.2~1l

"

,.

+
R...
V.oUT

a.Blen
21

COMMONl

Figure 15. AD DACBO-CBI-I Connected for Bipolar
Output Voltage with Resistive Load

where lOUT is the AD DACSO output current and RF is the
feedback resistor. Using the internal feedback resistors of the
current model AD DACSO provides output voltage ranges the
same as the voltage model AD DACSO. To obtain the desired
output voltage range when connecting an external op amp,
refer to Table V and Figure 16.
Digital
Input Cod..

Output

Range

CURRENT CONTROLLED

BY DIGITAL INPUT

Figure 13. Equivalent Circuit AD DACBO-CBI-I
Connected for Unipolar Voltage Dutput with
Resistive Load

CCD Input Code: Connect the internal scaling resistors as
shown in Table V and add an external metal film resistor
(RLP) in parallel as shown in Figure 14 to obtain a 0 to -2 volt
full scale au tpu t voltage range for CCD input codes.

±lOV
±5V
±2.5V
o to +10V
o to +5V
Oto +10V

Connect
Ato

COBorCTC
COB orCTC
COBorCTC
CSB
CSB
CCD

15
15
15
21
21
N.C.

24
24
24
24
24
24

A

N.C.
15
N.C:
15
A

Table V_ Voltage Range of Cu"ent Output AD DACBO
'lIN RANGE (CBI)
10Y RANGE ICCD)

.

19

Skll

VOUT = -1.2SmA ( 6,9k x RL ) ,
.
6.9k+RL
If RLP = co, VOUT = -3.62V

Connect Connect Connect
Pin 17 to Pin 19 to Pin 16 to

19
18
18
18
18
19

6kn cal; 3kSl CCD

WithR = RLI x RLP ,
L RLI +RLP

IIOUT

21 COMMON

CURRENT CONTROLLED
BY DIGITAL INPUT

.where RL max =1.S4kn.

+

. Al.

20

1.2k1l

( ) oT.OI2mA

1

18

,.

6.61<9
21

10;RANGE ICBI)

~

r

1
A

~509KH'

.,..

·FOR FAST SETTLING TIMES

1.
<D,

6,BkO

OTO
125mA
•

Ru
3k1l

\CURRENT CONTROLLED
BY DIGITAL INPut

Figure 16. ExternalOp Amp - Using Internal
Feedback Resistors
RL.

VOUT

21 CQMMON

Figure 14. AD DACBO-CCD-I Connected for
Voltage Output with Resisrive Load
DRIVING A RESISTOR LOAD BIPOLAR

The equivalent output circuit for a bipolar output voltage
range is shown in Figure 1S,RL = RLI+RLS. VOUT is
determined by:
V,

OUT

=±1 A(R L X3.22k)
m
RL + 3.22k

I

OUTPUT LARGER THAN 20V RANGE
For output voltage ranges larger than ±10 volts, a high voltage
op amp may be employed with an external feedback resistor.
t,!se lOUT values of ±1mA for bipolar voltage ranges and ~2mA
for unipolar voltage -ranges (see Figure 17). Use protection
diodes when a high voltage op amp is used.
The feedback resistor,RF, should have a temperature coefficient as low as possible. Using an external feedback resistor,
overall drift. of the circuit increases due to the lack of temperature tracking between RF and the internal scaling resistor
network. This will typically add SOppm/oC + RF drift to .
. total drift.

Where RL max = 1l.1Skn.
VOUT max = ±2.SV
To achieve specified drift, connect the internal scaling resistors
(RLI) as shown in Table IV for the COB or CTC codes and add
an external meta! film resistor (RLS) in series. to obtain a full
scale output range of ±1 V. In this configuration, with RLS
equal to zero, the full scale range will be ±O.S74V.
DRIVING AN EXTERNAL OP AMP
The current model AD DACSO will drive the summing junction
of an op amp used as a current to voltage converter to produce
an output voltage. As seen in Figure 16.
VOUT = loUT x RF
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·FOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWINGS UfiTO 140V pop.

Figure 17. External Op Amp - Using
External Feedback Resistors
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High Performance 12-Bit
IC 0/A Converter

FEATURES
Improved Replacement for Standard DAC85
3 Chip, High Reliability Construction
Low Power Dissipation
Laser-Trimmed to High Accuracy:
±3/4LSB Max Nonlinearity, -55°C to +125°C
(AD DAC85 MIL)
High Stability, High Current Output
Buried Zener Reference
On-Board Output Amplifier (V Models)
24 Lead Side Brazed Ceramic DIP

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD DAC8S is a high performance 12-bit digital-to-analog
converter, consisting of matched bipolar switches, a precision
resistor network, a low-drift high-stability voltage reference and
and an optional output amplifier. Options include TTL compatible complementaty 12-bit binary (CBI) or 3 digit BCD
(CCD) input codes, as well as current or voltage output modes.
The AD DAC85 offers output voltage ranges of ±2.5, is, ±10,
o to +5, or 0 to +10 volts (V models); output current ranges
(I models) are either ±lmA or 0 to -2mA.
Advanced circuit design and precision processing techniques
result in significant performance advantages over conventional,
larger, standard DAC85 devices. An innovative 3-chip construction improves reliability by a factor of five. 1 The AD DAC85
incorporates a fully differential, non-saturating precision current switching cell structure· which provides greatly increased
immunity to supply voltage variation. This same structure also
reduces nonlinearities due to thermal transients as the various
bits are switched; nearly all critical components operate at
constant power dissipation. High stability, SiCr thin film resistors are-trimmed with a fine resolution laser, resulting in
low differential nonlinearity errors. A low noise, high stability subsurface zener diode is used to produce a reference
voltage with excellent long term stability, high external current capability and temperature cycle characteristics which
challenge the best discrete zener references.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD DAC85 directly replaces other devices of this type
with significant increases in performance.
2. 3-Chip IC construction makes the AD DAC8S the optimum choice for applications where performance and
reliability are major considerations.
3. System performance upgrading is possible,without redesign.
4. The AD DAC8S offers a maximum nonlinearity error of
±0.012%, ±20ppm/oC maximum gain drift, and atotal
accuracy drift in the bipolar configuration of ± 1Oppm/o C
maximum.
5. The low T.C. Binary ladder guarantees that all AD DAC8S
unit~ will be monotonic over the specified temperature
range.
6. Reduced power consumption requirements result in improved stability and shorter warm-up time.
7. The precision buried zener reference can supply up to
2.5mA for use elsewhere in the application.
8. Voltage or current, output modes are available in either of
the BCD or binary input formats.

The AD DAC8S is recommended for all 12-bit D/A converter
applications where reliability and performance over temperature are of paramount importance.
·COVERED BY PATENT NUMBERS. 3,978,473, RE 28,633;
4,020,486; 3,747,088; 3,803,590; 3,961,326.
1

For details of calculations see Application Note, "AD DAC8S
Reliability Predictions".
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SPECIFICATIONS (TypiCal

@ +2SoC

unless otherwise specified)

~DDACSSC

MODEL

ADDAC85C

CBI
D1GITALn~I'OT
Resolution
Logic Levels (TIL Compatible)
Logic "I" (at +1pA)
Logic "0" (at -IO~)
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
ACCURACY
Linearity ErrQr@ 25°C (max)
o to +70·C (max)
_25°C to +8SoC (max)
-5S·C to +12S·C (max)

Differential Linearity Error
Gain Error l
Offset Error l

Minimum TCl11:perature Range for
Guaranteed Monotonicity
DRIFT3
Gain 0 to + 70° C (max)
-25·C to +85·C (maX)
-55·C to +125·C (max)
Offset
Unipola:r 0 to +70oC
_25°C to +8S o C
_SSOC to +12S o C
Bipolar O"to +70°C (max)
-2SoC to +8S o C (max)
-55·C to + 125·C (max) •

CCD

ADDAC85
CBI

12

ADDAC85
CCD

ADDACSStD
CDI :

12

12

ADDAC85MIL ,UNITS
CSI

12

+2V de min. +S.SV de max
OV de min, +O.8V de m~

fl12
t1l2

Bits
Digits

V
V

tl/4
tl/2

t1l2

t1l4

±1/2

tll2

±1/2

±112

±1/2

tll2
t3/4

t1l2
±O.I
±0.05

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB'

%
% of FSR'

Oto+70,

o to +70

-2S to +8S

-25 to +85

-25 to +85

-55 to +125

·C

t20

±20

t20
±20

t20
t20

tlO
±IO

±20
±20

ppm/·C
ppmi"C

±20

ppm/DC

+1

+1
tl

tl

tl

tl
±2

tlO
±10

t5

tlO
±10

CONVERSION SPEED
Voltage Models
Settling Time to ±0.01% of FSR
for FSR change
with 10kn Feedback
5
with 5kn Feedback
·3
for ILSB change
I.S
Slew Rate
20
Current Modeis
Setding Time to ±O.Ot % of FSR
for FSR change lO to lOOn load 300
Ikn load
I

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

of
of
of
of
of
of

FSR/·C
FSRi" C
FSR/·C
FSR/·C
FSRi"C
FSR/· C

IlS
IlS
IlS
Vllls

ns
IlS

ANALOG OU.TPUT
Voltage Models Ranges - CBI Units
CCD Units
Output Current (min)
Output Impedance (de)
Current Models
Ranges
Output Impedance· Bipolar
"Unipolar
Compliance
Internal Reference Voltage (Vr )
Olltput Impedance
Max: External Current4
Max Reference Error· .
Tempco of Drift

±2.5', ±5, flO, +5, +10
+10
t5
0.05

V
V
rnA
n

±I, -2
3.2
6.65
-2.5, ;10.5
6.3
1.5
2.5
±'2
±10 typ, t20 max

rnA
kG
kn
V
V
n
rnA
%
ppm ofVr/·C

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
+15V Supply
-IS and +5V Supplies

±0.002
±0.002

% of FSR/% Vs
%of FSR/% Vs

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
Rated Voltage
. Range
Supply Drain
+15V (including 5mA load)
+5V
-15V
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification
Ope"rating
Storage

IS typ, 20 max
IS typ, 20 max
25 typ, 30 max
o to +70
-25 to +85
-55 to +125

NOTES

·Specifications same as AD DAC8SC CHI.
I Adjustabl' to zero with exter'nal trim potentiometer.
:aFSR means "full scale range" and is 20V for ±lOV range. lOV for ±SV range, etc,
ITo maintain drift spec internal feedback resistors must be used for current output models;
the buried zener reference drift is a nonlinear function of temperature: all devices are
tested to insure that actual drift at any temperature within the specified operating'
range is less than guaranteed maximum.
4 With no degradation of specifications under constant load.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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V
V

±15 and +5
. ±14.5 to ±15.5 and +4.50 to +15.5

rnA
rnA
rnA

I

-25 to +85
-55 to +125

-25 to +85
-55 to +125

-25 to +85
-55 to +125

-55 to +125
-55 to +125

·C
·C
·C

MIL-STD-8838
The rigors of the military/aerospace environment (temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc.), demand the utmost
in electronic circuits. The AD DACSS with the inherent reliability of integrated circuit construction, was designed with
these applications in mind. To further insure reliability, the
AD DACSS is offered with 100% screening to MIL-STD-SS3B,
method SOOS.

Table I details the test procedures of MIL-STD-SS3B. All AD
DACSS models with an SS3B suffix have been processed in
accordance with these tests on a 100% basis: AD DACSS MILCBI-V-SS3B is an example of SS3B designation.

TEST

METHOD

PURPOSE

1) Internal Visual
(Pre cap)
2) Stabilization Bake

2017

Removes potentially defective parts with
respect to bonding, metalization, etc.
Stabilizes circuit elements, thin film resistors.

3) Temperature Cycling
4)

Co~stant

Acceleration

S) Seal, Fine and Gross
6) Burn-in Test
7) Final Electrical Tests
S) External Visual

Method 100S, Test Condition C,
24 hours@ +lS0oC
Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -6SoC to +lS0oC
Method 2001, Test Condition B,
Y1 plane, 10kg
Method 1014, Test Condition A or
Band C, S x 10-7 cc/sec
Method lOIS, Test Condition D,
16S"hours@+12SoC
Performed at +2S oC, maximum and
minimum operating temperatures
Method 2009

Changes operating characteristics.
Removes potential failures due to weak wire or
chip bonding; insures package integrity.
Verifies hermetic sealing.
Removes potential electrical failures.
Removes any failures from the above tests and
verifies electrical specifications.
Insures physical condition of package and branding.

AD DACSS ORDERING GUIDE

MODEL

INl'UT
CODE

OUTPUT
MODE

AD DACSSC-<;BI-V
AD DACSSC-CBI-I
AD DACSS-CBI-V
AD DACSS-CBI-I
AD DACSSLD-CBI-V
AD DACSSLD-CBI-I
AD DACSSMIL-CBI-V
AD DACSSMIL-CBI-I
AD DACSSC-CCD-V
AD DACSSC-CCD-I
AD DACSS-CCD-V
AD DACSS-CCD-I

Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary Coded Decimal
Binary Coded Decimal

V:oltage
Current
Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current
Voltage
Current

TEMPERATURE
RANGE
OOC to +70oC
OOC to +70oC
-2SoC to +SSoC
-25°C to +SSoC
-25°C to +SSoC
- 2SoC to +SSoC
-SSoC to +12SoC
-SSoC to +12SoC
OoC to +70oC
O°C to +70oC
-2SoC to +SSoC
-25°C to +SSoC
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I

PIN CONFIGURATION
24 LE,;\O DUAL IN-LINE PACKAGE
I Models
-Vs

+Va

_Va
+VLI2I

Figure 1. External Adjustment and Voltage Supply
Connection Diagram, Current Model

(MSB) Bit 1
Bit 2
Bit .3
Bit4
BitS
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9
Bit 10
Bit 11
(LSB) Bit 12

Pin

# V Models

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I Models

Pin

Logic Supply
-Ys
loUT
Ref Input
Bipolar Offset
Scaling Network
Scaling Network
Scaling Network
Common
+Ys
Gain Adjust
6.3YREF Out

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Bit l(MSB)
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9
Bit 10
Bit 11
Biro 12 (LSB)

# V Models
Logic Supply
-Ys
YOUT
Ref Input
Bipolar Offset
lOY Ral)ge
20Y Range
Summing Junction
Common
+Ys
Gain Adjust
6.3YREF Out

NO. 1 L.EAO
IDENTIFIER

I----.--Q-V,

I--....---i--o +VL'"

Figure 2. External Adjustment and Voltage Supply
Connection Diagram, Voltage Model

/-

O.634 MAX
113.1551

......-J
-

I

---L

II-r:====~O.,46MAX
(3.B8J
0.0110.25)

NOTES.

1. 3kn for CCO models. Skn for CBI models.
2. If connected to + VS which is permissible. power dissipation
increases 20OmW.
3. CBI model. 2kO; CCO model. on and pin 20 has no
internal connect,ion.
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I--Uf15.241

•

Figure 3. Outline Dimensions
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))

T

DIGITAL INPUT CODES
The AD DAC85 accepts complementary digital input codes
in either binary (CBI) or decimal (CCD) format. The CBI
model may be connected by the user for anyone of three
complementary codes: CSB, COB or CTC.
DIGITAL INPUT

-"

-ll

";;°
U

i
"
<::

u
U

MSB

LSB

000000000000
011111111111
100000000000
111111111111

ANALOG OUTPUT

CSB CampI.
Straight Binary
+Full Scale
+11.1 Full Scale
Mid-scale -lLSB
Zero

COB CampI.

Offset Binary

eTC· CampI.
Two's CampI.

+Ful! Scale

-LSB

Zero

-Full Scale

-I LSB

+Full Scale

-Full Scale

Zero

CCD
MSB

LSB

011001100110
1111 11111111

Complementary Coded Decimal· 3 Digits
+Full Scale
Zero

SETTLING TIME
Settling time for each AD DAC85 model is the total time (including slew time) required for the output to settle within an
error band around its final value after a change in input (see
Figure 4).
Voltage Output Models. Three settling times are specified to
±0.01% of full scale range (FSR); two for maximum full scale
range changes of 20V, 10V and one for a 1LSB change. The
1LSB change is measured at the major carry (0 1 1 1 ... 11 to
1000 ... 00), the point at which the worst case settling time
occurs.
Current Output Models. Two settling times are specified to
±O.Ol% of FSR. Each is given for current models connected
with two different resistive loads: 10 to 100 ohms and 1000
to 1875 ohms. Internal resistors are provided for connecting
nominal load resistances of approximately 1000 to 1800 ohms
for output voltage range of ±1 V and 0 to -2V(see Table IV).

'Invert the MSB of the COB code with an external inverter to obtain eTC code.

Table 1. Digital Input Codes
ACCURACY
Accuracy error of a DI A converter is the difference between
the analog output that is expected when a given digital code is
applied and the output that is actually measured with that
code applied to the converter. Accuracy error can be caused
by gain error, zero error, linearity error, or any combination
of the three. Of these three specifications, the linearity error
specification is the most important since it can not be corrected for. The linearity error of the AD DAC85 is specified
over its entire temperature range. This means that the analog
output will not vary by more than ±l!2LSB, maximum, from
an ideal straight line drawn between the end points (inputs all
"1 "s and all "O"s) over the specified temperature range of
-25°C to +85°C.
Differential linearity error of a DI A converter is the deviation from an ideal 1LSB voltage change from one adjacent
output state to the next. A differential linearity error specification of ±1!2 LSB means that the output voltage step sizes
can range from l!2LSB to 3/2LSB when the input changes
from one adjacent input state to the next. Monotonicity over
the -25°C to +8S o C range is guaranteed in the AD DAC85 to
insure that the analog ou tpu t will not decrease with increasing
inpu t digital codes.
DRIFT
Gain Drift is a measure of the change in the full scale range
output over temperature expressed in parts per million per
°c (ppmi"C). Gain drift is established by: 1) testing the end
point differences for each AD DAC85 model at the lowest
operating temperature, +25°C and the highest operating
temgerature; 2) calculating the gain error with respect to the
+25 C value and; 3) dividing by the temperature change.
Offset Drift isa mea~ure of the actual change in output with
all "l"s on the input over the specified temperature ran%e. For
example, the offset for the "c" version is measured at 0 C,
+ZSoC and +70oC. The maximum change in offset is referenced
to the offset at 25°C and is divided by the temperature range.
This drift is expressed in parts per million of full scale range
per °c (ppm of FSR/oC).

•
100
SETTLING TIME -

JotS

Figure 4. Full Scale Range Settling Time vs. Accuracy
COMPLIANCE
Compliance voltage is the maximum voltage swing allowed on
the current output node in order to maintain specified
accuracy.
POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
Power supply sensitivity is a measure of the effect of a power
supply change on the DI A converter output. It is defined as a
per cent of FSR per per cent of change in either the positive,
negative, or logic supplies abou t' the nominal power supply
voltages.
REFERENCE SUPPLY
All AD DAC85 models are supplied with an internal 6.3 volt
reference voltage supply. This voltage (pin 24) is accurate to
±2% and must be connected to the Reference Input (pin 16)
for specified operation. This reference may also be used externally with external current drain limited to 2.5mA. An
external buffer amplifier is recommended if this reference is
to be used to drive other system components. Othe,twise, variations in the load driven off of the reference will result in gain
variations of the AD DAC85. All gain adjustments should be
made under constant load conditions.
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Using 1f1e AD DAC85
POWER SUPPLY CONNECTIONS
For optimum performance power supply decouplilJg capacitors
should be'added as shown in the connection diagrams (Figures
land 2). These, capacitors (l,uF electrolytic recommended)
should be loc,ated close to the,AD DAC85. Electrolytic capacitors, if used, should be paralleled with O.OljlFceramic capacitors for optimum high frequency performance.
EXTERNAL OFFSET AND'GAIN ADJUSTMENT
Offset and gain may be trimmed by installing external OFFSET and GAIN potentiometers. These potentiometers should
be connected as shown in the block diagrams and adjusted as
described below. TCR of the potentiometers should be
lOOppm/C or less. The 3.9Mn and 18Mn resistors (20%
carbon or better) should be located close to the AD DAC85
to prevent noise pick-up. If it is not convenient to use these
high-value resistors, a functionally equivalent "T" network,
as shown in Figure 7 may be substituted in each.case. The
gain adjust (pin 23) is a high impedance point and a O.Ol,uF
ceramic capcitor should be connected from this pin to ,com-

!8M1l

27,",n

~

Offset Adjustment, For unipolar (CSB, CCD) configurations,
apply the digital input code that should produce zero potential output and adjust the OFFSET potentiometer for zero
. output. For bipolar (COD. CTC) configurations, apply the
digital input code that should produce the maximum negative
output voltage. Example: If the FULL SCALE RANGE is
connected for 20 volts, the maximum negative output voltage is -lOY. See Table II for corresponding codes and the
block diagrams for offset adjustment connc;ctions.

Gain Ad;ustment. For either unipolar or bipolar configurations, 3:pply the digital inputthat should give the maximum
positive voltage output. Adjust the GAIN potentiometer for
this positive full scale voltage, See Table II for positive full
scale voltages and the block diagrams for gain adjustment
connec.tions.

210kn

~
. 180kn

3.BMn
~

mon to prevent noise pick-up. Figures 8 and 9 show the
relationship of the OFFSET and GAIN adjustments to the unipolar and bipolar 01 A converter.
'

-'-I+FULL SCALE

T

~ANGEOF

1LSB

T

'

GAINADJ

180kn

All BITS-! t-+-+-f'H--+-+-~74--+-HH-+-I ALL BITS=O

Figure 7. Equivalent Resistances

l_F~LL

RANGE OF

OFFSETAD~

I

+FULL SCALE

1LSS

.
..~

T

Figure 9. Relationship of OFFSET and GAIN
Adjustments for a BIPOLAR D/A CONVERTER.
(Input, Horizontal; Output, Vertical) .

RANGE OF
GAIN AOJ

a:

~

DIGITAL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

12 Bit Resolution

a--

1 I I I I I I
ALL BITS= 1

ALL 81T8"'0

L2!!SETAOJ

TRANSLATES
THE LINE

Figure 8. Relationship ~f OFFSET and GAIN
Adjustments fora UNIPOLAR D/A Converter.
(Input, Horizontal; Output, Vertical).

SCALE

l

..

MSB

LSB

VOLTAGE·

CURRENT

Oto+IOV

±10V

o to-ZillA

UmA

+9.9976V
+5.0000V
+4.9976V
O.OOOOV
2.44mV

+9.995 IV
O.OOOOV
-o.0049V
-IO.OOQOV
4.BBmV

-1.999SmA
-1.OOOOmA
-o.999SmA
O.OOOOmA
O.48BmA

-Q.9995mA
O.OOOOmA
+O.OOOSmA
O.4B~V .
+1.000mA

+9.990V··
+9.900V
+9.000V
O.OOOV
IO.OOmV

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

~o=o~oo-o-oo-o-oo~o~o--+-~~~~--~~r-~~~+---~C-

a

~~~~~~~~~~~~

i

MSO

111111111111
ILSB

J DicitalRc60lution

2

§

LSO

0110 OlIO
01100110
01101111
1111 111

r

OlIO
11 t I
1111
1111

ILSB

-1.249mA
-1.23BmA
-1.l2SmA
O.OOOmA
1.25~

·ToabtiinYalu~lforodJerbinuy leBI) ........ ' 0 10 +Sv ...... ' di~ickOto.IOY

t'Y ra/IfC; divide tlOY unpvaluelby

2;~2·SV

rallFv.luHb)' 2;
fUIF;divick tHlV.u:c'I' vlllues by 4.

··No""lIIfull""lIIe ...... widlalrncIC• • OUlpUtCUlloh~ifillcplcodcllre.pplied.

Table II. Digital Input/Analog Output
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NfA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

APplYing tHe ID BI081
VOLTAGE OUTPUT MODELS
Internal scaling resistors provided in the AD DAC8S may be connected to produce bipolar output voltage ranges of ±10, ±S
or ±2.5V or unipolar output voltage' ranges of 0 to +5 or 0 to
+10V (see Figure 10).

TO REF CONTROL CIRCUIT
[

r=1

6.3kn
REF IN ~1--""-"''oN.

~~
5kll

REF
INPUT

16

'6
~

~

OFFSET

a) AD DAC85-CBI-1

~COM

B

~

JUNCTION
FROM WEIGHTED

::~~~~---~--1~-~~-""'---~~-~

Digital
Input Codes

Connect
Pin 15 to

Cunnect
Pin 17 to

CTC

19

20

IS

COB or eTC
COB or eTC
CS8
CSB
CCD

'"
'"'"'"

211

'"
21

:-":.c.
211
;-';.c.
20

o to +10V
0[0 +SV
Oto+]OV

~.c.

IS

Of

19

21

b) AD DAC85-CCD-1
Figure ". Internal Scaling Resistors

Connect
Pin 19m

Internal resistors are .provided to scale an external op amp or
to configure a resistive load to offer two output voltage range~
of ±1 V or 0 to -2V. These resistors (R LI ) are an integral part
of the AD DAC8S and maintain gain and bipolar offset drift
specifications. If the internal resistors are not used, external
RL (or RF) resistors should have a TCR of ±25ppmt"C or less
to minimize drift. This will typically add ±SOppm/oC + the
TCR of RL (or R F ) to the total drift.

Cunnect
Pin 16 to

,.
,."
",.

BIPOLAR OFFSE T

"

REFERENCE INPUT

Input Codes

Internal
ilesistance
RLI

Oto-2V

0.968kll

1% Metal Film
External Resistance
RLS
RLP

1

16

TO REF
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

15 lOUT

e~

The equivalent resistive scaling network and output circuit of
the current model are shown in Figures 11 and 12. External
RLS or R LP resistors are required to produce exactly 0 to
-2V or ±1 V output. TCR of these resistors should be
±10OppmfC or less to maintain the AD DAC8S output
specifications. If exact output ranges are not required, the
external resistors are not needed.

Output
Range

6.3kn

17

Table III. Output Voltage Range ConnectionsVoltage Model AD DAC85 .

Digital

~NC

15

Gain and offset drift are minimized in the AD DAC8.S because
of the thermal tracking of the scaling resistors wi th other
device components. Connections for various output voltage
ranges are shown in Table III. Settling time is specified for a
full scale range change: S microseconds for 8kU or lOkU feed·
back resistors; 3 microseconds for a SkU feedback resistor.

COB

~1.o----1G
5k1l

OUTPUT

Figure 10. Output Amplifier Voltage Range
Scaling Circuit

RanRe

1

,..v",---_....Jr,:;t ·BIPOlAR

SUMMING

Output

r;;'I

L2:I

6.3kn

TO REF -~._.....- - - - - " ,
..
CONTROL CIRCUIT

±IOV
±SV
±2,5Y

.

oTO'2mA

~

6.BkIl
21 COMMON

V

G.3V

of-

24 REFERENCE OUT

Figure 12. AD DAC85 Current Model Equivalent
Output Circuit
Reference

RLI Connections
Connect
Pin 15 to

Connect
Pin 18 to

20

19& RLS

Connect
Pin 20 to

Connect
Pin 16 to

Bipolar Offset
Connect
Pin 17 to

RLS

aLP

tsetween

CSB

2 lOll

N/A

15

24

Com(2l)

Pin 18&

N/A

Com (21)

CCO

o to -2V

lkll

N/A

l.S7kll

N.C.

Com(lO

N,C.

2.

N.C.

COB or CTC

±lV

1.2kll

24911

N/A

18

19

RlS

2'

IS

N/A

Between
Pin 20 &

Between
Pin 15 &
21
N/A

Com (21)

Table IV. Current Model/Resistive Load Connections
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DRIVING A RESISTIVE WAD UNIPOLAR
A load resistance, RL = Ru, + RLS, connected as shown in
Figure 13 will generate avoltage range, VOUl', determined by:
VOUT

=-2mA

<t>lmA

6.6k X RL)
( 6.6k
+ RL

\

and VOUT max = -2.SV
To achieve specified drift, connect the internal scaling resistor
(RLI) as shown in Table IV to an external metal film trim resistor (RLS) to provide full scale output voltage range of 0 to
-2V. With RLS = 0, VOUT =-1.69V.
15

(~OTO

~

2mA

18

+
RLS
VOUT

t
RLS

20

vOUT

-1
21 COMMON

Figure 15. AD DAC85-CBI-1 Connected for Bipolar
Output Voltage with Resistive Load '

where loUT is the AD DACSS output current and RF is the
feedback resistor. Using the internal feedback resistors of the
current model AD DACS5 provides output voltage ranges the
same as the voltage model AD DACS5. To obtain the !iesired
output voltage range when connecting an external op amp,
refer to Table V and Figure 16.

6.6k,(l

21 COMMONl

Output
Range

CURRENT CONTROLLED

BY DIGITAL INPUT

Figure 13. Equivalent Circuit AD DAC85-CBI-1
Connected for Unipolar Voltage Output with
Resistive Load

CCD Input Code: Connect the internal scaling resistors as
shown in Table V and add an external metal film resistor
(RLP) in parallel as shown in Figure 14 to obtain a 0 to -2 volt
full scale output voltage range for CCO input codes.

Digital
Input Codes

±10V
±5V
±2.5V
o to +10V
o to +5V
o to +10V

Connect
Ato

Connect
Pin 17 to

19
18
18
18
18
19

15
15
15
21
21

COB or CTC
COB or CTC
COB or CTC
CSB
CSB
CCD

'" RLI X RLP
L Ru + RLP'

A

N.C.

I.

24
24
24
24
24
24

N.C.
15
N,C,
15
A

I
(DOTo 2mA

20V RANGE (CBI)
10V RANGE (CCD)

..

18

10V RANGE (CBI)

5kl1

"OUT = -1.2SmA .( 6.9k x RL )
6.9k + RL

Connect Connect
Pin 19to Pin 16 to,

'Table V. Voltage Range of Current Output AD DAC85

5kn CBI; 3kn CCD

With R

15

3.22kl1
CURRENT CONTROLLED
BY DIGITAL· INPUT

Where RL max = l.S4kfl

.~!RLI
96811

fALl
1.2kn'

f

6.&11

15

21

,~50.KH'

A
VOUT

-,f

If RLP = 00, VOUT = -3.62V
"FOR FAST SETTLING TIMES

15

,

oro
( ~11.25mA

6.9fcn

RLP

RLI

VOUT

3k11

'CURRENT CONTROLLED

21 COMMON

BY DIGITAL INPUT

Figure 14. AD DAC85-CCD-1 Connected for
Voltage Output with Resistive Load

DRIVING A RESISTOR WAD BIPOLAR
The equivalent output circuit for a bipolar output voltage
range is shown in Figure 15, RL = Ru + RLS. VOUT is
determined by:
' 1 , = ±1

OUT

m

A (RLX 3.~2k)
RL + 3.22k

Where RL m~x
VOUT max

Figure 16. External Op Amp - Using Internal
Feedback Resistors

=11.1'Skfl

OUTPUT LARGER THAN 20V RANGE
For output voltage ranges larger than ±10 volts, a high voltage
op amp may be employed with an external feedback resistor.
Use lOUT values of ±lmA for bipolar voltage ranges and -2mA
for unipolar voltage"ranges (see Figure 17). Use protection
diodes when a high voltage op amp is used.
The feedback resistor, RF, should have a temperature coefficient as low as possible. Using an external feedback resistor,
overall drift of the circuit increases due to the lack of temperature tracking between RF and the internal scaling resistor
network. This will typically add 50ppmfo C + RF drift to
total drift.

=±2.SV

To achieve specified drift, connect the internal scaling resistors
(RLI) as shown in Table IV for the COB or CTC codes and add
an external metal film resistor (RLS) in series to obtain a full
scale outputrange of ±1 V.ln this configuration, with RLS
equal to zero, the full scale range will be ±O.S74V.
DRIVING AN EXTERNAL OP AMP
The current model AD DACS5 will drive the summing junction
of an op amp used as a current to voltage converter to produce
an output voltage. As seen in Figure 16,
VOUT= lOUT x Rp
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"FOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWINGS UP TO 140V p.p,

Figure 17. External Op Amp - Using
External Feedback Resistors

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Wide Temperature Range
12-Bit IC D/A Converter

FEATURES
Wide Temperature Range: _55°C to +125°C
Pin-Compatible with AD DAC80 and AD DAC85
3 Chip, High Reliability Construction
Low Power Dissipation
Laser-Trimmed to High Accuracy:
±3/4LSB Max Nonlinearity, _55°C to +125°C
High Stability, High Current Output
Buried Zener Reference
On-Board Output Amplifier tv Models)
24 Lead Side Brazed Hermetically-Sealed Ceramic DIP
MIL-STD-883 Processing Available

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD DAC87 is a high performance 12-bit digital-to-analog
converter, consisting of matched bipolar switches, a precision
resistor network, a low-drift high-stability voltage reference
and an optional output amplifier_ The digital inputs are TTL
compatible with complementary binary (CBI) input coding.
The AD DAC87 offers output voltage ranges of ±2.S, ±S, ±10,
o to +5, or 0 to +10 volts (V models); output current ranges
(I models) are either ±1mA or 0 to -2mA.
Advanced circuit design and precision processing techniques
result in significant performance advantages over conventional,
larger, standard DAC87 devices. An innovative 3-chip construction improves reliabiliry by a factor of five.! The AD DAC87
incorporates a fully differential, non-saturating precision current switching cell structure 2 which provides greatly increased
immuniry to supply voltage variation. This same structure also
reduces nonlinearities due to thermal transients as the various
bits are switched; nearly all critical components operate at
constant power dissipation. High stability SiCr thin film resistors are trimmed with a fine resolution laser, resulting in
low differential linearity errors. A low noise, high stability subsurface zener diode is used to produce a reference voltage with
excellent long term stability, high external current capability
and temperature drift characteristics which challenge the best
discrete zener references.
The AD DAC87 is recommended for all 12-bit D/A converter
applications where reliability and performance over temperature are of paramount importance.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD DAC87 directly replaces other devices of this·
type with significant increases in performance.
2. 3-Chip IC construction makes the AD DAC87 the optimum choice for applications where performance and
reliability are major considerations.
3. System performance upgrading is possible without
redesign.
4. The AD DAC87 offers a maximum nonlinearity of ±0.012%, .
±2Sppm/C maximum gain drift, and a total accuracy drift
in the bipolar configuration of ±0.24% of FSR maximum
over the -SSoC to +12S oG temperature range.
5. The low T.C. Binary ladder guarantees that .all AD DAC87
units will be monotonic over the specified temperature
range.
6. Reduced power consumption requirements result in improved stability and shorter warm-up time.
7. The precision buried zener reference can supply up to
2.SmA for use elsewhere in the application.
8. Voltage or current output models are available.
9. The solder-sealed ceramic package provides a reliable hermetic metal-to-metal seal.
10. All accuracy and drift parameters are 100% tested at
-55°C and+ 12SoC to insure high performance over the
full temperature range.
11. Both voltage and current output models are available
processed to the requirements of MIL-STD-883,
method 5008, class B.

For details of calculations see Application Note, "AD DAC87 Reliability Predictions".
'COVERED BY PATENT NUMBERS. 3,978,4731 RE 28,6331
4,020,48613,747,08813,803,59013,961,326.
1
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SPECIFICATIONS

(TA = +25°C, rated.power supplies unless otherwise noted)
MIN

DIGITAL INPUT
Resolution
Logic Levels (TTL Compatible)
Lopc "I" (at + I/.IA)
!:!!Iic "0" (at -IOO/.lA)
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
ACCURACY
Uneatity Error@ +2S·C
-SS·C to +12S·C
Differential Linearity Error at +2S·C
-SS·C to +12S·C
Gain Enor l
Offset Error'
Temperature Range for Guaranteed

Monotonici!l:;
DRIFT' (-SSoC to +12S·C)
Total Bipolar Drift, max (includeS gain,
offset, and linearity drifts)
Total Error (-S5·C to +125·C)4
Unipolar
Bipolar
Gain
Including Internal Reference
Excluding Internal Reference
UnIpolar Offset
Bipolar Offset
CONVERSION SPEED
Voltage Model (AD DAC87·CBI-Y)
Settling Time to ±0.01 % of FSR
for FSR change
with 10k!) Feedback
with 5kn Feedback
for ILSB change
Slew Rate
Current Model (AD DAC87-tBI·V)
Settling Time to ±D.OI % of FSR
for FSR Change 10 to loon Load
lkn Load
ANALOG OUTPUT
Voltage Models
Ranges
Output Current
Output Impedance (dc)
Short Circuit Duration
Current Models
Ranges
Output Impedance - Bipolar
- Unipolar

Compliance
Internal Reference Voltage (VR)
Output Impedance
Max. External CurrentS
Temeco of Drift
POWER SUPPLV SENSITIVITY
+ISV Supply
-BV and +SV Supplies
POWER SUPPLV REQUIREMENTS
Rated Voltage.
RAnge
Supply Drain
+15V (Including SmA Load)
+5V
-15V
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification
Storage

MAX

TYP

+2
0

t1/4
tl12
±D.I
·±D.05
-55

12

Bits

+5.5
+0.8

V
V

t1l2
t3/4
t3/4
fl
±0.2
±O.I

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
%
%FSR2

+12S

·C

t30

ppm of FSRfc

±0.13
±0.12

±0:3
to.24

%of FSR
%of FSR

±2S
±IO
±3
±IO

ppmfC
ppm/·C
ppm of FSRfc
eem of FSRfc

. tlO
±5
±I
±5

S
3

p.s
/.IS
/.Is

.1.5
10

20

VII's

300
I

ns
p.s

±2.5, ±5, tlO, 0 to +S, 0 to +10

V
rnA
n

±S
0.05
INDEFINITE TO COMMON

2.5
S.O
-1.5
+6.17

UNITS

tl5

±I,Oto-2
3.3
6.6

±5

2.5
±IO

mA
kn
kn
V
V
n
mA
ppm ofvRfc

±0.002
±D.002

to.OO3
±D.OO3

% of FSR/%Vs
%:,f FSR/%Vs

±16.5, +16.5

V
V

20 ..
20
30

mA
rnA
rnA

+125
+150

·C
DC

+6.3
1.5

4.1
8.2
+IO.S
+6.43

tiS, +5
±13.5, +4.S
10
10
20
-55
-65

NOTES
1 Adjustable to zero with external trim potentiometer.
"FSR means "futl scale ranse" and is 20V for :!:.lOV range, lOV for :tSV ranp-, etc.

'To maintain drift spec internal feedback resistors must be used for current OUtput models;
the buried zener rri~rcncc drift is a nonlinear function of temperature: all devices are tested
to insure that actual drift at any temperature within the spccifi~ operating rangt: is h.·s.<; than
guaranteed maximum.
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AD DAC87·CBI

MODh

"With gain and offset erron adjusted to Olero at +2'oC.
SWith no dcgradadon of specifications under constant load.
SpecificatioDs subject to change without

noti~e.

MIt.-STU-883
MIL-STD-883
The rigors of the military/aerospace environment (temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc.), demand the utmost in electronic circuits. The AD DAC87, with the inherent

reliability of integrated circuit construction, was designed with
these applications in mind. To further insure reliability, the
AD DAC87 is available with 100% screening to MIL-STD-883,
method 5008. Consult factory for pricing.

TEST

METHOD

PURPOSE

1) Internal Visual
(Pre cap)
2) Stabilization Bake

2017

Removes potentially defective parts with
respect to bonding, met&lization, ete.
Stabilize. circuit element., thin film resistors.

3) Temperature Cycling
4) Constant Acceleration
5) Seal, Fine and Gross
6) Burn·in Test
7) Final Electrical Tests
8) External Visual

Method 1008, Test Condition C,
24 hours@ +150·C
Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -65·C to +150·C
Method 2001, Test Condition B,
VI plane, 10,OOOg
Method 1014, Test Condition A or
Band C, 5 x 10-7 cclsec
Method 1015, Test Condition D,
168 hours@ +125·C
Performed at +2S o C, maximum and

Potential mechanical and. electrical failure. c&used by thermal

removes stresses.
Removes potential failure. due to weak· wire or
chip bonding; insures packase intcsriry.
Verifies hermetic sealinS.
Removes potential electrieal failures
Removes any failures from the .bove te.t. and

minimum operating temperatures

verifies electrical specifications.

Method 2009

Insures physical condition of pack'lle and branding.
NO.1 LEAD
IDENTIFIER

L- •.•,. ••• ....-i

r---

113.55)

-

•
I--L.

rI:====:::n0".as

D-

(3.881
MAX

T

I--- •.• "...41---1
t

t

Figure 3. Outline Dimensions
(Dimensions shown in inches and (mm))
Figure 1. External Adjustment and Voltage Supply
Connection Diagram, Current Model

PIN CONFIGURATION
24 LEAD DUAL IN·LlNE PACKAGE
I Models
(MSB) Bit 1
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9
Bit 10
Bit 11
(LSB) Bit 12
Logic Supply
-Vs
lOUT
Ref Input
Bipolar Offset
Scaling Network
Scaling Network
Scaling Network
Common

Figure 2. External Adjustment and Voltage Supply
Connection Diagram, Voltage Model

+Vs
Gain Adjust
6.3VRRF OUt

Pin #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

V Models
Bit I(MSB)
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit4
Bit 5
Bit6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bi[ 9
Bit 10
Bit 11
Bir 12 (LSB)
Logic Supply
-VS
VOUT
Ref Input
Bipolar Offset
10V Range
20V Range
Summing Junction
Common

+Vs
Gain Adjust
6.3VREF Out
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EXTERNAL OFFSET AND GAIN ADJUSTMENT
Offset and gain may. be trimmedhy inswling external OFF- ,
SET and GAIN potentiometers, as shown in the block diagrams
on the previous page. TCR of the potentiometers should be
lOOppmt C or less; If it is not convenient to use the 3.9Mn.
and HMn resistorS'shown, a functionally equivalent "T" network, as shown in FigUre 4 may be substituted· iii each case.
33Mn

Range±10V
fSV
f2,5V
o to +lOV
o to +5V

Pin 17 to

19
18
18
18
18

20
20
20
21
21

COB or CTC
COB orCTC
COBorCTC
CSB
C5B

Connect

.Connect
Pin 19 to
'15
N,C,
20
N.C.
20

Connect
Pin 16 to
,,24
24
24
24
24

Table II. Output Voltage Range Connections AD DACBl-CBI·V

CURRENT OUTPUT MODELS
The current output model of the AD DAC87 can be used to
drive a resistive load directly to produce a voltage output.
Recommended output ranges and pin connections are shown,
in Table III.
.
.
Dislc.l

Figure 4. Equivalent Resistances

lnputCode. ,

DIGItAL INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

COB

bum"

-....

au.....

KellUallte

au

Dto·2V

C58

Offset Adjustment. For unipolar configurations, apply the
digital input code that should produce zero potential output
and adjust the OFFSET potentiometer for zero output. For
bipolar configurations, apply the digital input code thanhould
produce the maximum negative output voltage. Example: If
the FULL SCALE RANGE is connected for 20 volts, the maxUnum negative output voltage is -lOY. See Table I for corresponding codes and the block diagrams,on the previous page
for offset adjustment connections.
Gain Adjustment. For either unipolar or bipolar configurations, apply the digital input that should give the maximum
positive voltage output. Adjust the GAIN potentiometer for
this positive full scale voltage. See Table I for positive full scale
voltages and the block diagrams for gain adjustment connections.

or ere

tlV

non
149n

Connect

ConDect

COIlnect

PlnUto

Pia IS to

Pin 20 to

2.
,18

19",RLS

,.

Con ..c:t
Pin 16 to

eo.....

RLI

Pin 17 to

"

2'

Com (21)

Ru

2.

15

..""'"

Pin 11&

Com (21)

Between
Pin20Jr;
Com (21)

Table III. AD DACBl-CBI·1 Resistive Load Connections

DRIVING A RESISTIVE LOAD UNIPOLAR
A load resistance, RL = RLI + RLS, connected as shown in
Figure 6a will generate a voltage range, VOUT, determined by:
VOUT = -2mA

( 6.6k x RL)
6.6k + RL

Where RLmax = l.S4kn
and VOIJT max = -2.5V
To achieve specified drift connect the internal scaling resistor
(RLl) as shown in Table III to an external metal film trim resistor (RLS) to provide full scale .output voltage range of 0 to
-2V. With RLS = 0, VOUT = -1.69V.

CURRENT

LSB

o to +10V

±10V

o to-2mA

±lmA

000000000000
011111111111
100000000000
111111111111
1LSB

+9,9976V
+S,OOOOV
+4,9976V
O,OOOOV
2,44mV

+9,99SIV
O,OOOOV
-0,0049V
-1O,OOOOV
4,88mV

-1.999SmA
-LOOOOmA
-0,999SmA
O,OOOOmA

-Q,999SmA
O.OOOOmA

MSB

Connect
Pin 15 to

_

-=

, 12 Bit Resolution

Digital
InpulCodes

Output

O,488~A

+O.OOOSmA
i-l.000mA
O,488~A'

Figure 6a. Unipolar Voltage Output

Table I. Digitsllnput/Analog Output

VOLTAGE OUTPUT MODELS
Internal scaling resistors provided in the AD DAC87 may be
connected to produce bipolar output voltage ranges of ±IO,
±5 or ±2.5V or unipolar output voltage ranges of 0 to +5 or '0
to +lOV (see Figure 5).

TO REF

•

~

'.3kD

,. ...

"'-'NO
JUNCTION"
fAte:£::D---+-:-..#,Ni.---4~

Figure 6b. Bipolar Voltage Output
Figure 6. AD DACBl-CBI-/ Equivalent Circuit. Driving
Resistive Loads

REF

"'''"
CONTROL CIRCUIT

....,

G!]

~I:~:r

~COM

__-I[i9]
OUTPIIT

DRIVING A RESISTIVE LOAD BIPOLAR
The equivalent output circuit for a bipolar output voltage
range is shown in 'Figure 6b, RL = RLi + RLS. VOUT is
determined by:
_+
(R L X3.22k)
VOUT - -lmA RL+ 3.22k
Where RL max = 1l.18kn

Figure 5. Output Amplifier Voltage Range Scaling Circuit

Gain and offset drift are minimized in'the AD DAC87 because
of the thermal tracking of the scaling resistors with other
device components. Connections for·various output voltage
ranges are shown in Table II.
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VOUT max = ±2.5V
To achieve specified d,rift, connect the internal scaling resistors
(RLI) for the COB or CTC codes and .add an external metal
film resistor (RLS) in series to obtain a full scale output range
of ±lV. In thiscQnfiguration, with RLsequai to zero, the full
scale range will be ±0.874V.

IIIIIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

High Speed
Digital to Analog Converters

FEATURES
High Speed
8 Bits in 25n5
10 Bits in 50ns
12 Bits in 60ns
Adjustment Free Operation
. Gain TC: ±10ppmfC
Linearity Error: ±%LSB max
Small Size: 2" x 2" x 0.4" Module

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DAC1108 is a high speed, current output digital-to-analog
converter with 12-bit resolution and accuracy. The very fast
settling times to 0.05% accuracy of 60ns and to 0.0 1% accuracy
of 150ns make it ideal for use in high speed applications such
as computer driven displays, automatic test equipment, and
function generators. In addition to the ±'hLSB maximum linearity error, the DAC1108 features temperature coefficients of
30ppm/o C for gain and 8ppml C for linearity.
The DACll06 is also a high speed, current output digital-toanalog converter which is available in both 8- and 10-bit
versions. The very fast settling times to 'hLSB or 25ns (8-bit
models) and SOns (10-bit models). Accuracy specifications
include ±'hLSB linearity, 10ppmlC temperature coefficient,
and 0.002%IV power supply rejection.
Everything needed to perform high speed conversions is contained in the compact 2" x 2" x 0.4' package of the
DACll06/1108. Included are a precision temperature compensated reference source, high speed current switches and a
carefully trimmed network of weighting resistors. Because of
the inherent stability and careful factory adjustment of this
device, no external zero or gain adjustment potentiometers
are required.

rent output will begin to occur approximately 10nsec after a
new digital word is applied. Because of this extremely fast
response, time skew in th~' digital input can result in momentary erroneous outputs or "glitches". Consider, for example,
the case of a transition from 1000 ... 0 to 0111 ... 1, a step
of only one LSB. If the MSB turns to a "0" before the rest of
the bits have turned to "l"s, the input will momentarily be
0000 ... 0 and the converter will start to respond accordingly
as shown below in Figure 1.
100...00

lLSB

-L

Figure .1. Switching Transient Caused by Time Skew

These switching transients will be minimized if the digital input
.data time skew is held to less than 5 ns.

The digital inputs of the DACll06/1108 are fully DTLlTTL
compatible. Binary code is used for unipolar operation and
Offset Binary code is used for bipolar operation. The current
output of this device can be applied directly to an external
resistor to develop a voltage output or it can be applied to
the input of a fast settling op amp if amplification or impedance transformation is desired.
INPUT CONSIDERATIONS
The binary weighted current sources which form the basis of
the digital to analog conversion process are directly switched
by their associated input bits. A change in the converter's Cllr-
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and rated supply voltages, unless otherwise noted)

MODELS

DACH06

DACH08

RESOLUTION·
DIGITAL INPUTS
OV" Logic "0" .. O.BV
+2V .. Logic .. I .... ISV
INPUT CODES
Unipolar
Bipolar
OUTPUT RANGES

8/10 BitS

12 Bits

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND PIN DESIGNATIONS

TTL Compatible
@ -3.2mA (max)
@80IlA(max)
Binary
Offset Binary
Oto +SmA
~2.S to +Z.SmA
600n±1 % (Unipolar)
±l.ZV

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY
Full Scale
Offset
SETTLING TIME
To O.Z%
To. 0.1%
To 0.05%
To 0.01%
LINEARITY ERROR

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

J-oI-----a.01 MAX 161.11------i1

IJ,

I

MAX

~Ln--O-O-,.-D-,-A-(O-.4-.I---~--rro:.10.2

~041

MIN

16.11

Sion ±Z%
.1
11

:to.1%
±2mA

1
1

1.
1.

ZSn. (30 max)
40ns (SO max)
SOns (60 max) .

60ns
ISOns

±Y..LSB max

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
Gain
Zero
Linearity
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

.

±lOppm"C

±30ppm/·C

±7SIIV/·C
±8ppm/~C

BOTTOM VIEW

GRID 0.'" (2.51--1

f-

o to +70·C

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+ISV ±S%
-ISV ±S%

-SS·C

~47mAmax

4ZmAmax
lOmAmax

37mAmax

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
Gain
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

+12S·C

-SS·C to +8S·C

0.002%IV
2" x 2" x 0.4"

to

NOTE:
Terminal pins installed only in shaded hole locations.
Module weight: 2 ounces (57 grams).
Pins 9.and 10 included on 10-bit models only.
For plug-in mounting card order Board No. AC4102.

O.Ol%/%tIV

BLOCK DIAGRAM AND PIN DESIGNATIONS

I ± IV for rated dynamic pe,fonn!lDce.
*Specifications same as DAC 11 06.

Specifications su~ject to change without notice.

DACll06/1108
11
12

O---+15V
O----15V

13

_GND
OFFsn

14

15

ORDERING GUIDE,

E

ANALOG
OUTPUT

REFERENCE
SOURCE

2

3

.....1<, DACl106l

4
RESISTOR
NETWORK

001 (EIGHT BIT)

6
.7
8

16

9
10

002 (TEN BIT)

NOTE:
DACll06 PIN 16 - N.C.
PIN 17 DELETED
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DIGITAL INPUTS
The DAC1106/1108 is fully TTLlDTL compatible with each
input bit representing two standard TTL Loads. The logic
levels of
OV';;;; Logic "0" .;;;; 0.8V
+2V';;;; Logic "1"';;;; 15V (Absolute Max)
are also compatible with CMOS logic systems. When using this
device in a CMOS system, standard CMOS/TIL interface rules
must be observed to insure that the driving gate is capable of
sinking at least 3.2mA.

, - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....Q

,------0

Oto5mA

...._ _- - - o PIN

'---t~----

TWO'S
COMPLEMENT
INPUT

PIN 14,15
(CONNECTED
EXTERNALLY)

MSB

0

0
0
0

13 GROUNO

Figure 3. Equivalent Circuit DAC (Unipolar)

The simple addition of an el'ternal inverter ahead of the MSB
input terminal, as shown below in Figure 2, allows the bipolar
Two's Complement code to be used.

:-CT

PIN 15 OUTPUT

600n

2.49k

2.5mA

PIN 14 OFFSET OUT

OAC1106/1108

..

L--4~------<I PIN 13

Figure 4. Equivalent Circuit DAC (Bipolar)
LSB

Figure 2. Two's Complement Input Connection

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
The output of the DAC1106/11~8 represents the suin of the
currents produced by the individual binary-weighted curre.nt
sources in response to the digital input word. This current
varies from 0 to +5mA. In order to produce the half scale
offset needed for bipolar outputs, a current of exactly -2.5mA
must be added to the output. Such a current is generated internally and is available at pin 14. The analog outputs which
are produced by various digital inputs are shown in the following tables.
UNIPOLAR
D· ital Input
111
100
000
000

.....
.....
.....
.....

111
000
001
000

OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
The circuits used to develop an output voltage across a: resistor
are shown below in Figures 5 and 6 for unipolar and bipolar
operation.
14

15
DAC110s/1108

131-0---'

Figure 5. Voltage Output with Load Resistor (Unipolar)

Analog Output
1106-001
+4.981mA
+2.500mA

1106-002
+4:.995mA

+19.5/AA

+4.88/AA

1108
+4.999mA

14

151-00-.....,
DACll0s/1108

OmA
BIPOLAR

Digital Input
111 ..... 111
100 ..... 000
000 ..... 000

131-00----'

Analog Output
1106-001

1106-002

1108

+2.481mA
OmA
-2.500mA

+2.495mA

+2.499mA

Figure 6. Voltage Output with Load Resistor (Bipolar)

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the converter's output Impedance
characteristics for unipolar and bipolar operation.
·Specifications same as ll06'()Ol.
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In both cases, the output v.oltage is limited to ±l.2V max. By
referring to Figures 3 and 4, the user can readily compute the
value of RL needed to produce the desired full scale voltage.
For example, a 300.0 resistor will develop a 0 to +IV F.S.
unipolar output and a 2.32Sk.o resistor will develop a +IV F.S.
bipolar output.
The DACll06/1108 may be used in conjunction with a high
speed external op amp wh~n outputS greater than ±1.2V and
SmA are needed. Because current output converters such as
the DACll06/1108 are not ideal current sources, the op amp
does not operate in a unity gain configuration. Figure 7
below shows, in simplified form, a unipolar DAC driving an
op amp.

14

151-0-"'--1
DAC1106/1108

Rc
13~~~~---------O

Figure 8. Connections to an Extemal Op Amp (Unipolar)

14

151-.0-....._-1
DAC1106/1108
Oto5mA

ZOUT

VOLTAGE
OUTPUT
131-~~~

_ _ _ _ _ _-O

600n (DAC1106)
ZOUT =510n (DAC1108)

Figure 7. Voltage Output with an Op Amp Simplified Diagram

Because of the OUtput impedance, the closed loop gain becomes
1 +, RF/Z OUT instead of 1. For example with an RF of 2k.o
the closed loop gain is4.33 forDACll06 and4.92 forDACll08.
This can complicate the job of selecting a suitable op amp since
most manufacturers specify settling time at unity gain. One
extremely fast op amp that performs well at gains of 2 to 6 is
the Analog Devices' model SO differential input, FET ampli·
fier. The model SO will settle to IO-bit accuracy (0.05%) in a
maximum fo 200ns. The high' current output of this device
(10OmA) also makes it ideal for use with the DACII08 in
CRT deflection applications.
Sometimes space or budgetary considerations dictate that an
IC rather than a modular op amp be used. In these cases the '
ADS09K fast settling IC op amp is recommended. The
ADS09K maintains its guaranteed maximum settling time
specification (SOOns to 0.1%) even at the closed ioop gains
encountered with the DACll06/1108. Furthermore, when the
closed loop gain is greater than 3, no external compensating
components are required.
Figures 8 and 9 below show the proper nieans of connecting
the convener to an op amp for unipolar and bipolar operation.
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Figure 9. Connections to an Extemal Op Amp (Bipolar)

The resistor Rc is used with the ADS09K for bias current compensation. Because of the low bias currents inherent with the
, model SO, RC is unnecessary and the noninverting input is
connected directly to ground.
Great care must be taken in laying out the circuits of Figures
8 and 9 to assure true high speed performance. Several of the
most important considerations are listed below:
1. Keep leads, especially those between the converter output·

and op amp summing junction, as short as possible to prevent the introduction of noise.
2. Orient components to minimize stray capacitance.
3. Carefully bypass power supplies to the op amp.
4. Select'suitable components such as metal film resistors
with their low capacitance and low stray inductance.
S. Design the, signal and power supply ground circuits so as to
prevent the introduction of extraneous voltages in ground
signal path.
6. Use separate ret:U'rns fo~ analog and digital grounds. The
DACll06/1108 and op amp power supply returns go to
analog ground; any logic circuits that precede the converter go to digital ground.

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES

High Resolution 16- and 18-Bit
Digital to Analog Converters

FEATURES
DAC1138
18-Bit Resolution and Accuracy (381lV, 1 Part in 262,144)
Nonlinearity 1/2LSB Max
Excellent Stability
Settling to 1/2LSB (0_0002%) in 10llS
Hermetically-Sealed Semiconductors
DAC1137
18-Bit Resolution, 16-Bit Accuracy
Stable Linearity over Time & Temperature
Settling to 1/2LSB (0_0002%) in 10llS
DAC1136
16-Bit Resolution and Accuracy
Low Cost
Nonlinearity 1/2LSB
Settling to 1/2LSB (0_0008%) in 61ls
DEGLITCHER IV
Eliminates DAC Glitches
Available on DAC1136/1137/1138 Card-Mounted Assembly

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DACl136/113 7/1138 are complete self-contained voltage
or current output, modular digital to analog converters with
resolutions and accuracies of 16 and 18 bits.
The DAC1136/1137/1138 combine precision current sources
with state-of-the-art steering switches to produce a very linear
output. Inputs to these converters are compatible with TTL
levels. The converters have a current output of 2mA full scale.
A voltage output can be obtained by connecting the internal
amplifier to the current output by means of jumpers. By using
additional jumpers, the user can select anyone of the following output ranges: 0 to +5V, 0 to +10V, ±5V, or ±10V.

CERTIFICATE OF CALIBRATION
Each DAC1138 has been calibrated with equipment and
methods that are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). A Certificate of Performance is sent with each
unit, which includes 1000 hour stability data for the reference
zener and linearity test data.

ZERO
71 ADJUST

BIT6

BITl
BIT8

The DAC1136/1137/1138 are available as Card-Mounted Assemblies. In this configuration, selectable options include:
input codes, output amplifiers, and a high speed transientsuppressing Deglitcher Module, Deglitcher IV. ,

53 REf IN
52 REF.OUT

WHERE TO USE HIGH RESOLUTION DAC'S
The DAC1136/1137/1138 deliver exceptional accuracy for a
broad range of display, test, and instrumentation applications.
The DAC1136, with a resolution of 16 bits or 1 part in
65536, and the DAC1l37/1l38 with a resolution of 18 bits
or 1 part in 262,144, are ideally suited for applications requiring wide dynamic range measurement and control. Applications include data distribution systems, high resolution
CRT displays, automatic semiconductor testing, photo-typesetting, frequency synthesis and nuclear reactor control.

47 AMPOUT
46 BIPOLAR
OFFSET OUT
44 AMP IN

49 GAIN
48 GAIN

OUTPUT

COMMON

AMPLIFIER
-DAC1137 AND DAC1138 ONLY

Figure 1. Block Diagram and Pin Designations
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical@+25°C,and rated supply voltage, unless otherwise noted)
DAC1l36
Model

J

I

K

RESOLUTIQN
Magnitude of ILSB (lOV range) .

I

L

DACI 136 CARD-MOUNTED ASSY
Wllnternal W/44K
W/234L
Amp

16 Bits

Specifications are the same as
module unless otherwise noted.

15 21lV

DIGITAL INPUTS
Input Codes
Unipolar
Bipolar
Strobe

TTLiSee Figure 2
. Complementary Binary
Complementary Offset Binary
None

ACCURACY
Integral and Differential Nonlinearity (max)
Zero Offset
Gain
Reference Voltage'l

±O.SLSB
±ILSB
±O.SLSB
Adjustable to Zero
Adjustable to Full Scale
6.00V ± 0.4% max

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS (ppm/oC)'
Integral Nonlinearity
Differential Nonlinearity
,
Offset
Unipolar
Bipolar
Gain 4
Reference Voltage

I

±I
±I

±6

I

I
I

See Ordering Guide
See Ordering Guide
See Note 1

±I
±I
±O.S
±S
±6
±3

I
I

±l.S max
±l.S max
±2

±O.S

±Smax

STABILITY LONG TERM (ppm/IO' hr)
Offset
Gain 4
Ref~rencc: Voltage

±6'
±S
±7

±30

±6

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
Voltage
Offset'
Gain

7SdB
80dB

80dB

100dB

70lls
2S0lls

2SIlS
30lls
81ls

4SIls
60115
81ls

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Settling Time to ±1/2LSB
Voltage
Full Scale Step

Unipolar
Bipolar
LSB Step

81ls

Current
Full Scale Step
LSB Step
Noise (rms 10Hz - 100kHz)
Voltage

Current
ANALOG OUTPUTS
Voltage
Output Range
Rated Output Current
Output Impedance
Current
Output Range
Unipolar
Bipolar

61ls
30llV
InA

-

3SIlV

40llV

VOLTAGE OUTPUT ONLY

o to +SV, 0 to +lOV, ±SV, ±IOV
±20mAmax

±4mAmax
See Characteristic Curves

±SmAmax

-2mAto OmA
-lmAto +lmA

VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
Rated Accuracy
Clamp Limits6
Saurce Resistance
Unipolat
Bipolar
Source Capacitance

>33k!1
>Skf!
ISOpF

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS'
+SV de ±S%
±ISV de ±S%

9mA
30mA

-

±2mV
±SOOmV

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating TemperatureS
Storage Temperature
NOTES,

VOLTAGE OUTPUT ONLY

8JJS

±IOOIlV(Eos)
111±201lV max Eos
(Factory Trimmed) (No Trim Required)

9SmA
30mA

9SmA
40mA

o ta +70 oC
-SSoC ta +8S o C
,

J Positive going transition (Logic "u" to Logic "I ") will clock
'Clamp limits arc' set by Schottky diodes.
data imo series 74LS, input, latching registers.
7 Reconuncnded power supply: Analog Deviees model 923.
'The reference output is high impedance (Zout"",200Sl)
I S% to 9S% relative humidity noncondensing.
:JMaximum temperature coefficients are guaranteed from ISoC to
3So,C. typical from 0 to 70oC .
• Exclusive of reference.
S Unipolar and bipolar.
Specifications subject to change: without notice.
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9SmA
37mA

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C,and rated supply voltage, unless otherwise noted)
Model

~ACl1138

DAC1137

RESOLUTION
.
Magnitude of 1LSB (lOV range)
DIGITAL INPUTS
Input Codes
Unipolar
Bipolar
Strobe

K

IS Bits
3SIIV

DAC1l3 7/1138 Card-Mounted AS.y
W/lntemal Amp
W/234L
Specifications are the same as
module unless otherwise noted

TTLiSee Figure 2

Complementary Binary
Complementary Offset Binary
N.A.

ACCURACY'
Integral and Differential Nonlinearity (max)
±0.SLSB 3 1 ±lI.SR
±O.SLSB
Zero Offset Error
Adjustable to Zero
Gain Error
Adjust bIe to Full se~lle
Reference Voltage' (max)
6.0V±0.2S% 6.0V±0.13% •

See Ordering Guide
See Orclering Guide

See Note 1

I

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS (ppm/C)'
Integral Nonlinearity
Differential Nonlinearity
Off.et
Unipolar
Bipolar
Gain6
Reference Voltastc
STABILITY LONG TERM (ppmll0 3 hr)
Offset
Gai n 6
Reference Voltas;e
POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
Voltage
Offset'
Gain
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Settling Time to ± 1/2 LS B
Voltage
Full Scale Step
Unipolar
Bipolar
LSB Step
Current
Full Scale Step
LSB Step
Noi.e (rms 10Hz· 100kHz)
Voltage
Current
ANALOG OUTPUTS
Voltage
Output Range
Rated Output Current
Ou tpu t Impedance
Current
Output Range
Unipolar
Bipolar
VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE
Rated Accuracy
Clamp Limits 8
Source Resistance
Unipolar

to.S max
to.S max

±0.3
±0.4

±o.s
±3

.±O.S
±1
to.S
+2

±S max
+3
±3
±s
±7

··
··
··
··
·

±2
±2

±IO max

±6

7SdB
SOdR

70lls
25011'

611'

I

I

SII'

611'

2S0lls
3m.
lSlIs
lOll'
Slis
30llV
InA

100dB

I ···
I ··

o to +SV, 0 to +lOV, ±SV, ±10V
4mA max
See Characteristic Curves

13 011'
20011'
2011'
VOLTAGE OUTPUT ONLY

40llV
VOLTAGE OUTPUT ONLY

See Ordering Guide
±SmA

-2mA to OmA
-imAto +lmA
±2mV max 1±200J,LV maxi
±SOOmV

·

±SOJ,LV max

±201lV max (Eos)

9SmA
30mA

9SmA
37mA

>33Hl
>Sk!l
lS0pF

Bipolar
Source Capacitance
POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS',IO
+;V de ±S%
+lSV de ±S%
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating Temperature ll
Storage Temperature

Off.et Pot Supplied on Card
Gain Pot Supplied on Card

9mA
30mA

o to +70°C
-55°C to +SSoC

N'U'TES,
I Positive going transition (Logic "0" to Logic "1") will clock data
into logic series 74LS network.
2Sugested calibration check: 6 months (DAC1137): 3 months
(DAC1136, DAC1138).

30AC1137 has 18-bit resolution and 16-bit accuracy, therefore LSD
values ate referred to 16 bits for the OACl137.
4 The reference OUtput is high impedance, maximum load Ij.lA, Zoot ~ 200n.
S Maximum temperature coefficients are guaranteed from I S° C to
,
.
35° C. typical from 0 to 70° C.

hxcius1\'c of reference.
Unipolar and bipolar.
Clamp limits are set by Sthottky diodes.
9 Recommended power supply: Analog Devices model 923.
IGChange in differential linearity from factory setting due to power supply voltage
variation from nominal is ~ 3.5ppm/VllVS'
115% to 9.5% relative humidity noncondensing.
6

1

8

·Specifkations same as nACI13HJ.
Specification!> subject to changl' without notice.
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.Characteristic Curves *

INPUT CONSIDERATIONS
The DAC1136/1137/1138 may he driven by TTL or CMOS
asshown in Figure 2. llIote that the TTL input is shown
with inputs for both a direct "totem pole" TTL gate and
open collector (or "pull~up ") configurations. .

,

0.1
F.S. SETTLING
20V (BIPOLAR) .

.

...=
.,.C 0.01

±±l::Il::A

~ %LSB@

OEGLITCHER IIL-=

~

"

ffi

C!J 0.001

f- 1- 234LV'
I- ,~

tt~~t
F~ER
-

IN;:eRttL

--

12 BITS

13

I

14

-

15

z

16

::;
~

It\

44K-

lJl

17

'1',.

%LSB@ 18 BITS

"'

0.0001

1.D/olS

lp'

10m,

1ms

100115.

2b. Switch or Relay Input2

2a. TTL Totem Pole

SETTLING TIME

2c. CMOS Input
Settling Time (Voltage Output) vs. %-of-Full-ScaleError for 20V Output Step (+ 10V
-10V)

C

.,.'0

CONVERTERS HAVE INTERNAL lOkn PULL-UP ON EACH INPUT TO 3.BV.
2. USE SPST. SWITCH OR REPLAY TO GROUND. WHEN SWITCH IS OPEN, THE
INTERNAL 10kn WILL PULL INPUT UP TO 3.8V.

Figure 2. Input Connections

0.1

IN .E.I\NAL AMP
F.S. SETTLING

...

.ll
...'S

1. FOR TTL WITH OPEN COLLECTOR, DO NOT V$E EXTERNAL PULl·UP. THE

1, U'-

1\

=t r-

:1:

0.01

,

I
II:

~

- ~

II:

~ 0.001

o ~L1;.;;;.eit IV
-I---t-t

~

0.0001
I.,

15

I-

NTERN~ AMPLI

,\ ~
1'1

~

10",5

lOOps
SETTLING TIME

16
IER

17

I
1

~'

III

%LSB @ 12 BITS

13
14

234L AMPLIFIER

::;
44K AMPLIFIER

-r

l:..~-

z

~

--

10V (UNIPOLAR)

DEtLITCHE±

%LSB@ 18 BITS

10m.

1m.

OUTPUT CONNECTIONS AND GUARDING
The DAC1136/1137/1138 output connections for various
voltage ranges are shown in Figure 3.
Since an LSB is only 38JlV (at 10 volts fu'll scale for the
DAC1l38), care must be exercised to pr.operly guard the
current output of tile converter from leakage current. Any
connection made to the DAC's current output (pin 69)
should be guarded. Suggested printed circuit board guarding
is shown in Figure 3. The optional Card-Mounted· Assemblies'
of the DACP36/1137/1138 have been carefully designed for
optimum guarding and performance.
r - - - - - - - - - - -....-

Settling Time (Voltage Output) vs. %-of-Full-Scale.Error for 10V Output Step (OV~ +10V)

o

71

7D

r-"'-'

ltJ8_l~ ~=~~-~='=~: J:1':-1
=,

'V

GUARD FOIL ".,.OAC CONNECTED FOR OV to +5V

0.1

;j

, . - - ' - - - - - - - - - -...._

LSB SI~TTLING
I II
I
I

~

.,.'0

VOLTAGE OUTPUT

r---,

--i-iH--±---

-

0.01

-

-

-

I

o

-

~ %LSB II 12 BITS

II:

I"\:

~

L ~~~;::,. ____________

-...:..-

TYP.{AL
STEP

LS~"

15
, . - - - - - - - - - - -....-

"1\

17

o
71

71)

lOllS

100,.,5
SETTLING TIME

r

II:

1'0
69168

%LSB@ 18 BITS

0.0001

'"'

~

OAC CONNECTED FOR OV TO +1OV

16

::;

III

7D i 189U)8__53__ ~_~9_~_~7_J.. r44h~';..

14

(MSBOFF~ON)

w
"z 0.001

71

13

- LSBS'rEP@
THE MAJOR CARRY

!!iII:

VOLTAGE OUTPUT

r - -.,

1m.

'-

10m.

53

' 49 --48

'52

VOLTAGE OUTPUT

r---...,
II

47

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..J

~~;FO~L7- -

-:- -

-

-

46

441I
TO
r-;IN34

--.--~

-

DAC CONNECTED FOR ±5V
, . - - - - - - - -....-

Settling Time (Voltage Output) vs. %-of-Full-Scale-Error for
.LSB Steps (Essentially Independent of Amplifier Used). With
Deglitcher I V, the LSB Step at the Major Carry Settles as
Fast as the Typical LSB Step, Following the 11/.1S Hold
Period.

Ir

o

71

70
o

I

I

VpLTAGE OUTPUT

r---...,

ii' Ii

L

69 I 68

53

52

·49

48

47

I

46

'- - - - - - - - - - - - _J

~A-;O-;O~/ -

-

-

--,- ---

44 I
TO
j"PIN34

~-i

OAe CONNECTED FOR ±1OV

Figure 3. Output Voltage Connections and Suggested PCB
Guarding (Unipolar and Bipolar)
°NOTE: All curves typical at rated supply voltage.
F .S. = Full Scale
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GAIN AND OFFSET ADJUSTMENTS
The gain and offset adjustments are made with external
potentiometers which the user supplies. With the appropriate
digital inputs applied, these potentiometers are adjusted until
the desired output voltage is obtained. The proper connections for offset and gain are shown in Figure 4. The voltmeter used to measure the output should be capable of stable
resolution of 1/4LSB in th~ region of zero and full scale.
Because of the interaction between offset and gain adjustments, the adjustment procedure described below should be
carefully followed. Offset adjustment affects gain, but gain
adjustment does not affect offset.

cw
lOOk

1138 .. SHORT
1137 = lOOk
1138=33Ok

1136- OPEN
1137' 330k
1138' 150k

20T
OFFSET
ADJUST

1138= 560k
1137 =1.2M

'138'" 2M

lOOk

1

cw

BIPOLAR
OFFSET
TO PIN 34

2M

ORt

6
BB

3D!

t

+15V de

32

I

9
t

-15V de

IN753A

I

3.01k
1%
50MW

~48

48

DAC1138
DAC1137
DAC1138

IN153A

2M

r

BB

lOOk
20T
GAIN
ADJUST

3.01k
1%

50MW

34

+

COMMON

NOTES,
1. ALL FIXED RESISTORS ARE 5% CARBON COMPo UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
2. ALL POTENTIOMETERS ARE 20·TURN INFINITE RESOLUTION TYPE.

Figure 4. Gain and Offset Adjustments

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ADJUSTMENT
Each DAC1136/113711138 has been factory calibrated and
tested to achieve the performance indicated in the electrical
specifications. Before attempting recalibration, it is imperative
that the circuit be checked to confirm that,all previously described precautions have been taken to insure proper application at the 16- or 18-bit level. Basically, the DAC is trimmed
by comparing a bit to the sum of all lower bits, and adjusting,
if necessary, 'for a one LSB positive difference. The top 4
major carries, i.e., MSB minus the sum of bits 2-through-theLSB, down through bit 4 minus ,the sum of bits S-through-theLSB, can be trimmed using the procedure outlined below. A
differential voltmeter capable of 100~.tV Full Scale should be
connected to VOUT of the DAC. This will resolve an LSB
which at 18 bits is 38j.!V (lOV range). A Fluke ,89SA or equivalent is recommended.
1. Bit 4 Trim
a. Set bit inputs to 11110 .... O.
b. Read the output voltage by nulling the voltmeter.
C. Set bit inputs to 11101 .... 1.
d. Read voltage by nulling voltmeter. This reading should
be equal to that of step 1b plus 1LSB. Adjust bit 4 if
required (see B4, Figure 7).

2. Bit 3 Trim
a. Set bit inputs to 1110 .... O.
b. Read output voltage by nulling the voltmeter.
C. Set inputs to 1101 .... 1.
d. Read voltage by nulling the voltmeter. This reading
should be equal to that of step 2b plus 1LSB. Adjust
bit 3 if required (see B3, Figure 7).

For unipolar mode, apply a digital input of all "l's" (complementary binary code for zero output) and adjust the offset
potentiometer until a O.OOOOOV output is obtained (see
Table 1). Once the appropriate offset adjustment has been
made, apply a digital input of all "O's". Adjust the gain
potentiometer until the: plus full scale output is obtained
(see Table 1).

3. Bit 2 Trim
a. Set bit inputs. to 110 .... O.
b. Read output voltage by nulling the voltmeter.
C. Set bit inputs to 101 ... , 1.
d. Read voltage by nulling voltmeter. This reading should
be equal to that of step 3b plus 1LSB. Adjust bit 2
if required (see B2, Figure 7).

For bipolar mode, apply a digital input of all "1 '5" (complementary offset binary code for minus full scale) and adjust the
offset potentiometer for the proper minus full scale output
voltage (see Table 1). Once the appropriate minus full scale
adjustment has been made, apply a digital input of all "O's".
Adjust the gain potentiometer until the plus full scale output
shown below is obtained.

4. Bit 1 (MSB) Trim
a. Set bit switches to 100 .... O.
b. Read output voltage by nulling the voltmeter.
C. Set bit switches to 011 .... 1.
d. Read voltage by nulling voltmeter. This reading should
be equal to that of step 4b plus 1LSB. Adjust bit 1
(MSB) if required (see MSB, Figure 7).

RANGE

Unipolar,
OV-++10V
OV-++SV
Bipolar:
-10V-++10V
-SV -+ +SV
To adjust:

IDEAL OUTPUT

All 11...1
O.OOOOOV
O.OOOOOV

DAC11371
1138
DAC1136
All 00 ...0
+9.999962V +:;'.>'>'>'".,.OV
+4.999981V +4.999924V

-10.00000V
-S.OOOOOV

+9.999934V +9.99969SV
+4.999962V +9.999848V

Adjust ZERO pot

Adjust GAIN pot

If insufficient range exists on any adjustment, then a separate
adiustment for the weight of bits S-through-the-LSB (see
Sum BS -+ LSB, Figure 6) should be performed. This condition
will probably not occur on bit 2,3 and 4 but might occur on
the MSB. If adjustment of the sum of bits S-through-the-LSB is
made, the trim procedure for all bits should be repeated. Obviously, since the procedure affects the weight of individual
bits, it affects the overall gain of the DAC. The final step
should be' adjustment of gain (user supplied adjustment external to module, or pot at edge of mounting card).

Table 1. FullScale Output
O/A CONVERTERS 9-157
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OUTUNE DIMENSIONS AND
PIN DESIGNATIONS
Dirtlenslons shown in inches an~ (mm).

I

.

~

.

.

.,nrr-----2-.0-15-...,.----"-rTU

U

,-

(51.18)
MAX

0.410 MAX
(10.41)

Cadi Semiconductor manufactures a reference module called
Certavolt 1 wi,th a 10 volt output accurate to 0.001%. This .output is temperature compensated to within Ippm/oC from
+lSoC to +SSoC. The Certavolt requires a power supply of
+28V dc@ 2OrnA. TD convert the +10 volt output of the Certavolt to the +6 volt reguired by the DAC, the circuit shown.
in Figure 5 is recommended .

0.20
1

0.25

Certavolt is a rellistered trade name by Codi Semiconductor.

,-r
37

36

+16Vdc

. . .___

19

54

18

55

~~C._

8k_n"'·fllo'\r0l_".......

PIN 34

• VISHAY S102

e
TO

OAC

PINY

Figure 5. DAC 1136/1137/1138 with Extemal Precision
Reference

4.0 15
(10 1.98)
MA X

,OPTIONAL CARD-MOUNTED ASSEMBLY
AnalDg Devices offers an optional Card-Mounted Assembly
designed to provide optimum perfDrmance at the 18-bit level.
As shown in Figure 6, this 4 112" X 6" printed circuit card
includes the appropriate DAC, GAIN and OFFSET adjustment
potentiometers, and power supply bypass capacitors. The
Card-Mounted Assembly can be .ordered with input registers
and code-setting logic, external .output amplifiers, and a
Deglitcher.
1

- I--

BOTTOM VIEW

72
0.1 GRID
(2.5)
SEE NOTE 2

I

0.1BDIA
14.06)

I

I
I

I
IL _____________ _

BIT1
IMSB)

DETAIL
A

BOTTOM OF CASE

L
0.16 (4.06) E3

w~~~

DETAIL A (2/11
NOTES:
.
1. PINS: 0.019:1:0.001 DIA.
2. GRID AND MARKINGS NEXT TO PINS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND DO
NOT APPEAR ON UNIT.
3. PINS 27 ANO 29 ARE NOT PRESENT ON DAC1136.

USING AN EXTERNAL 6V REFERENCE
The DAC1136/1137/1138 can be operated with an external
reference connected to pili 53 of the module. The current
drain on the external reference will be 1.125mA in bipolar'
mode Dr 0.12SmA in unipDlar mode (pin 46 should be left
open and not grolinded when using an external reference _
in the unipDlar mDde). When an externai'reference is used, pin
52, (the output of the internal reference) is left open.
9-158D/A CONVERTERS

W'S INDICATE JUMPER POSITIONS.
TO ISOLATE ANALOG AND ~IGITAL GROUNO
WI IS OMliTED.
WB AND W11 ARE NOT INSTALLED ON STANDARD
UNITS; THIS ALLOWS 4-1l/IRE CONNECTION TO J2
WHEN EITHER A <MK OR 234L A~PLIFIER IS USED.

Figure 6. Card-Mounted Assembly

CARD-MOUNTED ASSEMBLY JUMPER DESIGNATIONS
The output voltage range, reference source, amplifier and deglitcher configurations are programmed at the factory by
means of jumpers, resistors, and capacitors (see ordering
guide for details). The mounting card can be programmed by
the user, if necessary, as shown below.
Output Voltage Range
±10V
±SV
+10V

Install Jumpers
WI0, WS
W12, WS
W12, W3

Reference
Internal
External

Install Jumpers
W2
. WI

Amplifier
Internal
External!
Deglitcher IV2 .
Deg. IV with Ext Amp3

Install Jumpers
W4,W9
W8, W13
W8, WlS, W17, W18
W8, W14, W16

NOTES:
I With a 234L amplifier instaU C7 (O.Ol"F, 10%, ceramic capacitor).
With a 44K amplifier use a variable resistor (typ value .. 4990,
0.1 W, 1 %) to adjust the output voltage for a ± 100"V reading as
measured between pins 69 and 34 of the DAC (this step sets voltage
compliance); install this value resistor (R13 position).
'With Deglitchet IV remove R20 (1000) and replace tl)e resistor with
a jumper.
• With Deglitcher IV and a 234L amplifier remove C6 (6.8pF Capacitor)
and install: C7 (O.Ol"F, 10%, ceramic capacitor), C18 (10OpF, 10%,
ceramic capacitor), C17 (lOOOpF, 10%, polystyrene capacitor) and
replace R20 (1000) with a jumper. With Deglitcher IV and a 44K
amp \ifier po;rform the operation described in Note I, remove C6
(6.8pF capacitor) and install: C18 (10OpF, 10%, ceramic capacitor),
C17 (lOOOpF, 10% polystyrene capacitor) and replace R20 (1000)
with a jumper.
PIN
A
B
C

0
E
F
H
J
K

L
M
N
P
R
S
T

CONNECTOR J1
FUNCTION
PIN
BIT 1
U
BIT 2
V
BIT3
W
81T4
X
y
BIT5
BIT6
Z
BIT7
1-4
BIT8
5
BIT9
6
BIT 10
7-16
BIT 11
17
BIT 12
18
BIT 13
19
BIT 14
20
BIT1S
21
22
BIT 16

DEGLITCHER IV
The Deglitcher IV is a precision high-speed, high-isolation
sample-and-hold circuit which eliminates the glitches that
occur whenever a DAC is dithered through a major carry. Such
momentary transients can be of concern in applications such
as high-resolution CRT beam positioning, where glitch-free
code transitions are often required for optimum display quality and legibility. Oscilloscope photographs in Figures 7a and
7b below show the ou tpu t of a DAC 113 6 being dithered
up and down through the major carry, between codes
1000000000000000 and 0111111111111111. In Figure 7b,
the Deglitcher IV is turned on virtually elminating the
glitches and allowing the 1S2pV LSB step to be clearly seen.

Figure la. DAC1136; Major-Carry Dither without Deglitcher
I V (BW = 1MHz), Vertical Scale O.2V/Division

CONNECTOR J2
FUNCTION
STROBE
BIT 18
+5V
+1SV
-15V
OIGITALGNO
NC
INTERLOCK
INTERLOCK
NC
BIT 17

3
4

5
6
A
B

c
o

·J2 MATES WITH CINCH P.N.
251-06-30-160 (SUPPLIED).

J1 MATES WI:rH CINCH P.N. 251-22-30-160
(SUPPLIEO).
, OAC 1137/1138 ONLY

Mounting Card Connector Designations

Figure lb. Same Major-Carry Dither with Deglitcher IV
(BW = 1MHz), Vertical Scale, 2OOpV/Division

The Deglitcher IV utilizes a proprietary sampling technique
which isolates the output amplifier during the critical lOps
period immediately following a code change. The only discernible difference in DAC performance when used with
Deglitcher IV is a delay of approximately 13ps after the
strobe goes HI before the (deglitched) DAC output voltages
. starts slewing toward the new value.
GLITCH ADJUSTMENT
There are two "Glitch" adjustment potentiometers, accessible on the Card-Mounted Assembly. The adjustment on the
card permits nulling of allY Track-to-Hold offset, whereas the
adjustment internal to the Deglitcher IV allows for precise
nulling of the Hold-to-Track transient. Because of. the nearinfinite attenuation of the actual DAC current glitches, no
current-glitch transient is visible on the output. For this
reason, it is easiest to null the 2 Deglitcher adjustments while
stroking the Card with a static digital input.
D/A CONVERTERS 9-159
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INPUT OPTIONS
The Card-Mounted Assembly contains input registers. The
input code ordered by the user is set at the factory by means
of various jumpers in the logic circuitry,. See ordering guide
for details.
Since the Card-Mounted Assembly contains input registers, the
card requires a strobe pulse circuit. Strobe characteristics of
input registers are:

3. Analog Devices model 44K;available only with DAC1136
or DACl13 7; recommended only for high speed or high
current applications.
4. Deglitcher IV with self-contained precision BI-FET output
amplifier (AD542K).
5. Deglitcher IV with model 234L output amplifier.
6. Deglitcher IV with model44K output amplifier. (Available
with DAC1136 or DAC1l37 only.)
When using an external amplifier, a four terminal output connection can be utilized on the Card-Mounted Assembly in
order to allow for compensation of connector contact resistance.

1.JL Strobe Pulse: One Std. series 74LS load, LeadingEdge-Triggered. Positive pulse should remain HI for>
lOOns.
2. The digital input code can be changed at any time up to
/':
...
and including that instant when the strobe command goes
.......--1, "" is
SENSE HI
HI.
I o-2mA
3. The actual transfer of the.'input code to the DAC will occur
: :
~
I
"" 3ps after the strobe command; during this 3ps the digital
I
Is
I
IL
RL*CL
input code to the card assembly'should not be changed, in
I DAC
'--~t=+
--C)"""""-.J
L
________
.J
I ~=~
order to prevent the possible coupling of logic noise into
the DAC output. At to +3ps, the deglitcher is automatically
I
I
enabled for the following"" 8ps., Thus there will be a delay of
I
OUTPUT CIRCUIT WITH
I
"" Ups before the deglitched output starts slewing to the new
J\
OPTIONAL AMPLIFIERS
valve. Actual data transfer to the DAC automatically occurs
OAt ON
_
)Z>-~=-:?~-=
at to +3.1ps.
MOUNTING CARD
\ ; DIGITAL I
'"
_______________
C~~M..:_)
OUTPUT OPTIONS
The Card-Mounted Assembly for the, DAC1136/1137/U38
NOTE:
I. VOLTAGE DROP BETWEEN SOURCE La AND SENSE LO MUST OBSERVE CURRENT
allows for several user-selectable output configurations:

- _ --

r-------,
rr

I:

1. Internal Output Amplifier inside the DAC Module.
2. Analog Devices model 234L; for low noise,low drift applications (2pV, ±O.lpV/C).

-,

__-:;

__

MODE COMPLIANCE LIMITS FOR RATEO ACCURACY.
2, THIS CONNECTION SCHEME CANNOT BE USEO WITH INTERNAL
AMPLIFIER OF THE DAC OR WITH THE AMPLIFIER
INTERNAL TO THE DEGLITCHER IV,

Figure 8. Four-Terminal Output Connections

ORDERING GUIDE
WHEN ORDERING THE DAC1136/113711138, ORDER EITHER:
DAC1l36]
DACl136K
DAC1136L

DAC1l37

DAC1l38]
DAC1138K

When ordering the DAC1l3611137/U38 as a Card-Mounted Assembly,
the part must be described with 6 suffixes as shown below.

DAC113D

OAe MODULE

CODE

CODE RESOLUTION

LINEARITY

CODe

D

=-----

OUTP UT
AMPLIFI ER

CODE

INPUT
lOGIC CODE

CODE

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
RANGE

CODE

DAC
VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

6

,J

16

~ITS

15 BITS

1

INTERNAL

BIN!OBIN

+10V

INTERNAL

6

K

16 BITS

16 BITS

2

44K'

COMP BIN/CaMP OBIN

±5V

EXTERNAL

6

L

16 BITS

16 BITS

3

234L

2'S CaMP

±10V

7

-

TSBITS

16 BITS

B

J

1881TS

17 BITS

B

K

18 BITS

1881TS

4
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SIGN PLUS MAG BIN

AND44K
DEGLITCH ER IV

6
NOTE:
1. ORDER WITH DAC1136J& KONlV.

DEGLITCH ER IV

DEGLITCH ER IV'
5

CaMP 2'S CaMP

ANO 234l

COMP SIGN MAG BIN

I

4-20mA, 8- and 10-Bit
Digital-to-Analog Converters

IIIIIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
ISA S50.1 Type 3 Class U Output
Guaranteed Monotonic 0 to +70oC
Totally Powered From Loop Supply
Wide Supply Range +10V to +36V
Self·Contained Data Latch
Auxiliary Analog Input
No Minimum Load Requirement
APPLICA TIONS
Direct Digital Controllers
Computer Based Process Control Systems
Digital Pressure Transducers

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DAC1420/1422 are low power 8- and 10-bit digital-toanalog converters with 4-20mA current outputs designed
specifically for the process and industrial control industry.
Each DAC1420/1422 comes complete with CMOS input
latching register, CMOS digital-to-analog converter, a voltageto-loop current converter, a reference and regulator circuit
that enables single-supply operation. An additional voltage-toloop current converter is included to provide transfer to an
analog back-up mode in the event of computer power failure.
Th~ DAC1420/1422 operate on a single supply voltage in the
range of +10V to +36V allowing the units to be entirely powered from the loop power supply or battery back-up, eliminating the need for bipolar or logic supplies.

WIDE SPAN
PRECISION SPAN
STROBE
MSB

Voo

VREF

OUT

22

,

2.
23
2

18

VLOOP

19

lOUT

32

DIG/ANA

27

VOLTAGE
INPUT

28

ANALOG
GROUND

3

BIT 2
BIT 3
BIT 4

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

5
6
7
8
9

LSB
OFFSET

'0

"

12
'3

3'

,.

DIGITAL INPUT
Binary Code
1111111111
0000000001
0000000000

NOMINAL CURRENT
OUTPUT
+19.984mA
+ 4.016mA
+ 4.000mA

Table 1. Nominal Input-Output Relationships

FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
The DAC142011422 incorporate several features to simplify
their use in process control applications. Monotonicity is
guaranteed from 0 to +70°C. The three terminal output
structures conform to the Instrument Society of America
Standard ISA-S50.1, "Compatibility of Analog Signals for
Electronic Industrial Process Instruments". In addition to
having all of their power supplied from the loop, the DAC14201
1422 provide +5VofVDD output. Should computer powerfail,
the DACs can retain the last data word strobed into their
latching registers. An additional safeguard has been provided
that will allow the user to automatically switch-in a local
analog voltage in the event of computer power failure. Since
requirements for loop currents may vary, both offset and span
are adjustable ±10%.

DIGITAL GROUND

Figure 1. Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm}..

(tYP'ical @+25°C, VLOOP';' +24 volt~ unless otherwise specified)

MODEL
DIGITAL INPUTS
Resolution
Levels
(Except "ANA/DIG")

ANA/DIG Input
Impedance
"1"
"0"

Latch Strobe
TDH (Data Hold)
TDS (Data Set-Up)
ANALOG OUTPUT
Type
Nominal Range
Compliance
Output Impedance
Miniinum Load
STABILITY AND ACCURACY
Monotonicity
Integral Nonlinearity
Differential Nonlinearity
Temperature Stability
Offset
Span
Adjustability
Initial Error, Untrimmed!
Power Supply Rejection
Noise, lOHzto 100Hz2
ANALOG BACKUP INPUT
Range 3
Gain
Accuracy
Stability
Input Impedance
POWER
Loop Supply, minimum
. maximum
Supply Current

iDAC1420

1-1.---'-2.01161.1'

DAC1422

8 Bits

10 Bits

CMOSVDD =SV
"1" = >3.3V @J~A
"0" = <1.7V @1~

*

12kn
"1" = >2.4V @ 140~A
"0''';0 <0.7V @ O~A
Rising Edge Sensitive
Ons (min)
. SOns (min)

:1
~

•
*

•

ISA SSO.l Type 3 Meets
alld Exceeds Class U
4-20mA

BOTTOM VIEW

--II-

2.01161.11

~J

0.112.64'

~RID

·MATING SOCKET: AC1s77
(2 Required)

VLOOP -6V

>4Mn@dc

NOTE:
Module Weight: 1.6 ounct!s
(45 g)

on

'Pins 12 & 13 appear on DAC1422
only.

Guaranteed,O to +70°C
±1/2LSB
±1/2LSB
2Sppm FSR/C
SOppm FSR/oC
±10% each, Offset
and Span
±2LSB's each, Offset
and Span
20ppm FSR/V
4mVp-p
l-SV
4mA/Volt (l·SV produces
4-20mA)
±3%
±100ppm FSR/C
108 n

.

+10V
+36V
lOUT +30mA

o to +70 o C

SIZE

2" X 2" X 0.4"

.*

-25°C to +8S o C

NOTES
1 Both offset and span error are adjustable to zero. See Figures 3 and 4 for details.
'Load =7S0n1l1,OOOpF
'This input should not exceed +S.SV and should be grounded if not used.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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0.01910.48' D I A +
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ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
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1--' U

MAX~_~

Applications
POWER/OUTPUT CONNECTIONS (Figure 2)
The DAC1420/1422 outputs are current sources designed to
drive a grounded load. The maximum value of RL is dependent
upon the loop supply and full scale output current according
to the formula:
VLooP -6V
RL (max) = - - - - - loUT (FSR)

VOOOUTPUT
The Voo output may be utilized as a power supply for external CMOS circuitry such as tri state or buss transceivers, up to
a limit of 1mA 100, If used in this fashion, it is recommended
that the user add a 0.1j.1F bypass capacitor to ground from this
pin to keep externally injected "glitches" from disturbing the
internal circuitry of the DAC142011422.

For example, at 20mA, VLOO P = 24 Volts, the maximum RL
is 900n.. There is no minimum RL required; the DAC1420/
1422 maintain rated performance into a short circuit load.

ANALOG BACKUP INPUT (Figure 6)
An Analog Backup Input is provided for use in controlling the
output in case the source of digital inputs fail. This is a high
impedance voltage input scaled so that 1-5 volts input gives
4-20mA output and is unaffected by the offset and gain
adjustments. To prevent induced errors, this input should
not exceed + 5.5 volts and should be grounded if not used.
Switchover to the analog input is provided by pin 32, the Digital/Analog control input. When at Logic "1" the 4-20mA output is controlled by the digital input. When at Logic "0", the
4-20mA output is controlled by the analog input. Figure 6
shows one possible use of the analog input: to provide for
potentiometer-variable control in the event of computer failure. The Voo OUT (pin 1) is used as a 5 volt reference for the
potentiometer. If this feature is not used, connect pin 32 to
pin 1 and pin 27 to ground.

VREF

22
2.49kU

DAC14201

1422
OFFSET

Figure 2. Output!Power
Connections

31

1.3kU
SkU
POT

Figure 3. Offset Adjustment
Circuit

OFFSET ADJUSTMENT (Figure 3)
The DAC1420/1422 are factory trimmed for offset to within
±0.2% FSR (2LSB's). For this performance, leave the offset
pin (pin 31) unconnected. If potentiometer trimming is required, the circuit in Figure 3 will provide approximately ±10%
offset adjustment. For greater adjustment resolution, increase
the resistor in series with pin 31.
SPAN ADJUSTMENT (Figures 4a & 4b)
If no span adjustment is desired, connect pin 22 (VREF) to
pin 23 (Precision Span) for factory trimmed span accuracy of
±O.2% (2LSB's). If span adjust is required, the circuit in Figure 4b will allow ±10% minimum span adjustability. To increase
the resolution of the adjustable span, use a resistor in series
with the pot and reduce the value of the pot accordingly.
VREf

22
VRE,I---"I""'_..,

22

DAC14201

1422
PRECISION
SPAN

DAC14201

1422
WIDE
SPAN

23

Figure 48. Factory Trimmed

24
1-_
_ _ _....1

Figure 4b. Span Adjust

STROBE INPUT (Figure 5)
The input latches in the DAC1420/1422 are CMOS rising edge
sensitive devices. The last loaded digital word remains latched
during backup manual operation providing the strobe input
does not change. The user is cautioned that the digital inputs
remain active even when the control is switched to analog.

DATA

Figure 7 shows an alternative back-up mode using incrementl
decrement digital control.
10kn
MANUAL

VDD OUT

DAC14201
1422

\-'--""IIltv---'IIIIv--.,

VOLTAGE
INPUT

32

DIG/AliIA

1----0

t=ROM COMPUTER
"0"'" ANALOG

.. , .. '" DIGITAL

Figure 6. Potentiometer Backup Control

NOISE ANDBANDWIDJ:H CHARACTERISTICS
The DAC1420/1422 are used in control systems of modest
bandwidth and speed. The noise specification given in the
Electrical Characteristics is the typical noise that would be
seen under that condition of load and bandwidth. The noise
seen at the output of the DAC depends upon the capacitive
and resistive load and the bandwidth of the instrument doing
the measurement. The majority of the output noise is generated
at approximately 65kHz by an internal charge pump inverter
which supplies power to the internal DAC. Since the noise
fundamental is at' a much higher frequency than the systems
where the DAC142011422 are likely to be used, the output
noise should be observed over a limited bandwidth. Therefore,
Analog Devices recommends the use of an external capacitance typically in the range of 1000pF to 1j.1F. This capacitance includes the distributed capacitance of any cable connected to the output of the DACs as well as any value of
discrete capacitance that may be used. The capacitive load
also has an effec~ on the time constant of the DAC output.
Capacitive load and load resistance form an RC time constant.
FOf example, it takes approximately 7 time constants for the
output to step from 4mA and be within 0.2% of full scale,
20mA.

Figure 5. Input Timing
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I

WR

)------1

lOA£)

FROM

MSB

COMPUTER (
OA
DATA

CD40516

,;-------1

CONTROL LEA

c~G~~~~s

LSB

.5V

DAC1420/
DAC1422

STROBE

Figure 7. Block Diagram - Manual Incremental Control Scheme
Using Up/Down Counters

'5V

Voo OUT

2Il

MSB

DB7

085

2

DBS

3

084
DB3

14C374
OCTAL
TRI·STATE

DB2

5
6

DB.

7

DBO

L5B

11
TO

MICROCOMP
(8085)

U:'RI

Lg;

Figure 8. DAC1420 with

I

DAC142'J

4

~

r

STROB'

\

!1P Interface and Readback Capability

VOD OUT
74C373
OCTAL
TRI·ST,>,TE

DAC1422

MSB

OB7 r--tt-~ffirtt-H

FROM

DB.

r--tt-~ttirtt-H

DB5

>--tt-~>ttrtt-H

084 r--tt--~tt-1-1

/-ICOMPUTEA 083

>--It--~tt-t-1

DB2

)--tt--......tt-1-1

OBI r-t+---~t-1
DB.

WIrnT

)--<.....- -.....1-1

~

Figure 9. DAC1422 with
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!1P Interface and Readback Capability
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4-20mA, 10-Bit, Isolated
oigital-to-Analog Converter

FEATURES
3-Port Galvanic Isolation
Guaranteed Monotonic 0 to +70°C
Microprocessor Compatible Interface
IncrementlDecrement Backup Control
May be Powered from Loop Supply
Low Power: 450mW typ
Output Will Drive on Loads
Bumpless Transfer, Auto to Manual
APPLICATIONS
Direct Digital Controllers
Ground Loop Elimination in Industrial and Process Control
High Voltage Protected Data Acquisition Systems
Digital Pressure Transducers
Driving Analog Recorders

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Analog Devices' ISO-DACTM (ISOlated Digital-t~Analog
Converter) model DACl423 is a low power lo-bit DAC with
4-20mA current output, designed specifically for the process
and industrial control industry. Its advanced features and
excellent performance make for easy application within new
and existing control systems. The DAC1423 contains a CMOS
holding register, allowing direct interface with microprocessors,
CMOS digital-to-analog converter, vOltage-to-voltage isolator
and a voltage-to-loop current converter. The small size and low
profile (2" X 4" X 0.4") allows much greater functional density
than previously available solutions.
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
Microcomputer Interface: The parallel digital interface is a 5V
CMOS design with independently controllable input latches
and Tri-State" buffers, split into upper and lower sections (an
8-bit and a 2-bit byte) so that 8- or 16-bit bus com patibility
may be achieved.
Ttue 3-Port Isolation: The output connections and power connections are galvanically isolated, both from each other and
from the digital section. Each will accommodate a wide range
of power supply voltages and may be operated from the same
supply, if desired.

Adjustable Offset and Span: The ISO-DAC has offset and span
accuracies of ±2LSB's (±0.2% FSR) each. However, if the user
desires adjustable offset and span, there are proviSions for
±10% adjustment range for each.

High CMV Isolation: The isolation barriers will withstand
l.SkV de continuously, or lkV rms@60Hzfor60seconds.
The ISO-DAC is designed to meet the IEEE Standard for
Transient Voltage Protection (472-1974: Surge Withstand
Capability). Common Mode R~jection is excellent; typically,
103dB @ 60Hz for a 2S0n load.
Synchronized': The ISO-DAC may be synchronized to an c;xternal system clock, multiple DAC1423 's may be on synchr~
nized to one another. In the event of loss of external sync, the
DAC1423 will "free run" on its own osci11ator.
Isolated Power Out: An internally derived +SV supply is
brought out so that the user may power a small amount of
application circuitry from the DAC1423's power supply.
ISA-SSO.l: The three terminal output structure conforms to
the Instrument Society of America Standa:rd ISA-SSO.t,
"Compatibility of Analog Signals for Electronic Industrial
Process Instruments."

IncrementlDecrement: Increment/decrement control is
achieved via the input latch/counter. An internal slow speed
clock is supplied for this operation. Overflow/underflow lockout circuitry is used to prevent full scale "bumps" from
occurring.
"Tri-State is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation.
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SPECIF'ICATIONS(typiCal @+2.5°C. VLOOP =+24 volts unless otherwise spacified)
OUTLIN.E DIMENSIONS
Dimensions ~own ill inches and (nun).

DAC1423
DIGITAL INPUTS
Resolution
Levels, CMOS VDD = SV
S.trobe
ANALOG OUTPUTS
Type
Nominal Range
Complianc~

Output Imped~~c.e'
Minimum Load
Maximum L~ad
Maximum Capacitive Load
STABILITY AND ACCURACY
Monotonicity
Integral Nonlinearity
Differential Nonlinearity
Temperature Stability
Offset
Span
Adjustability
Initial Error, Untrimmed! .
Power SupplYnRejection
Noise, 10Hz to 100Hz2
Warm Up Time to Rated Accuracy
WannUpDrift

10 Bits
"1"= > 3 ..3V@·1IJA
"0"= < 1. 7V @ lIlA
Level Sensitive (See Table 2)
ISA SSO.l'Type 3 Meets or
Exceeds Class U
4·20roA
VLOOP -6V
>4Mn@dc
on
(VLOOP -6V floUT )
Unlimited

---l..i
1.. a,1rr-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _."..I ~~
U
U"T
I"

2.02151.3) MAX

L..215.1) MIN
37

Guaranteed, 0 to +70o C
±1I2LSB
±l/2LSB

II

64

18

5&

SOppm FSRfc
SOppm FSRfc
±10% each, Offset and Span
±2LSB's each, Offset and Span
20ppm FSRIV
O.lLSB
S minutes
O.5LSB
8OTTOMVIEW

ISOLATION
Max CMV,.Inputs to Outputs
ac, 60Hz, 1 minute
dc, Continuous
CMR,.Inputs to Outputs, 60Hz, RL =.250n

1000Vrms
1500V dc
l03dB

POWER
Loop Supply. Range
Loop Supply Curren.t
Power Supply Range3
Power Supply Current3

12-36V dc
lOUT + SmA
14-36V de
2OrnA'

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

0.1 12.6) GRID

NOTE:

TERMINAL PINS INSTALLED ONLY IN SHADED HOLE LOCATIONS.

o to +70°C

-2S~C to +8S o C

NOTES,
1 Both offset and span error are adjustable to,zero. See Figure·2 for details.
'Load z 7S0nlll,OOOpF and slow clock disabled.
'The DAC1423 can be entirely powered from the loop supply. See Figures
4 and S for details.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

-11--

'.02
1102.1)
MAX

MODULE WEIGHT: 60.8G

MATING SOCKET
AC1S82
(See Figure 13)
PIN DESIGNATIONS
PIN
1
2
3
4
.~

8
7
8
9
10

"

12
13
14
16
18

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
26
28

'D
28
28
30

FUNCTION
lOUT
NC
NC

NC
NC
+VUXlf'
NC
'NC
COMMON

NC
NC

PIN
72
71
70

88
SYNC IN
88
87' +VPOWER

ee

85
84
83
82

NC

81

WIDE SPAN

80
69
68

PRECISION SPAN

+VREF
WIDE OFFSET
PRECISION OFFSET
SPAN COMMON

DIGITAL COMMONt
+5VOUT
READ HIGH
READ LOW
NC

67

68
68
64
63
62
5'

60

LSBIN

<\II

NC

alT91N
SITalN

48
47'
48'

UP/I5If

46

SIT 7 IN
BIT 8 IN

31

BIT61N

32
33
34
36
38

BIT4IN
BIT31N

BIT21N
MSBIN
CLEAR

FUNCTION

NC·
NC
NC
NC

.
43
42
41

40
38
38
37

SYNC OUT
NC
PWRCOMIitON
NC

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
HC
NC
NC
NC

DIGITAL COMMONf
CLOCK IN
LSBOUT
81T 9 OUT
81T80UT
BIT70UT .

BIT I OUT
BIT 5 OUT

READ HIGH
READ LOW
BIHOUT
BIT 3 OUT
BIT 2 OUT
MSBOUT

CLOCK OUT·
CT

DIGITAL COMMONt

tplNS 19.37 and 63 ARE INTERNALLY CONNECTED.
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THEORY OF OPERATION
The ISO-DAC produces an isolated 4 to 20mA output current
which is proportional to the input digital word. Each ISO-DAC
contains a Ilcomputer compatible input section consisting of .
a 10-bit inplit latch, a 10-bit tri-state output and the associated
control lines for read and write operations. A 10-bit CMOS
digital-to-analog converter converts the digital word to a voltage that is modulated, carried across the isolation barrier,
demodulated, and converted to a 4 to 20mA current output.
The remarkable performance of the ISO-DAC is derived from
the carrier isolation technique which is used to transfer both
signal and power between the input circuitry and the output
stage. High CMV isolation, with excellent linearity, is achieved
by the transformer coupling between the internal DAC, modulator section and the current output circuitry.
The power oscillator supplies isolated power to the front-end
logic and internal DAC via Transformer T2 and also supplies
excitation to the Mod and Demod circuits via Transformer Tl.
The internal reference and regulator circuit provides the necessary internal voltages to allow single power supply operation.

RD LO

loUT
OUTPUT
COMMON

RD HI

DATA

IN
lOLO
tVSUPPLV

LD HI
SUPPLY
COMMON

The adjustment range of the span control will be typically
±10% full scale range (±2mA), while that of the offset control
will be ±10% of offset (±0.4mA). Owing to the impedances
involved, it is suggested that the adjustment pots be located
near their respective connections or be well-guarded in order
to avoid noise pickup.

SPAN
ADJUST

OffSET
ADJUST

Figure 2a.

Figure2b.

Figure 2. Precision and Adjustable Offset and Span

APPLICATION HINTS
The power supply should be carefully checked for noise, which
would affect performance, and overshoot which could damage
the device.
Unused digital inputs must always be grounded or taken to
VDD to ensure correct operation. Particular care should be
taken when digital inputs are rou ted to another PC card. It is
recommended that inputs open-circuited when PC cards are
disconnected be taken to Voo orGND via high value (lMn)
resistors to prevent the accumulation of static charges.
ISOLATION CHARACTERISTICS
The DAC1423 employs a "three port" isolation architecture
which allows for a great deal of flexibility in its application
(see Figure 3). The power connections (pins 64, 66-68) are
galvanically isolated from any· other part of the module and
may be subjected to the full common mode range with respect
to either digital common or output common. Similarly, the
outpu t connections (pins 6, 8,9) are isolated in the same manner from either power common or digital common.
ISOLATION BARRIER:
1.SkV dcCQNTINUOUS {MAX)

Figure 1. Block Diagram of DAC1423, Isolated 4-20mA DAC

lkVac60HzFOR60SEC
ACROSS T\'SBARRIER

OFFSET AND SPAN ADJUSTMENTS
The DAC1423's initial offset and span accuracies are typically
±2LSB's (±0.2% FSR) each. If offset and span adjustments are
not necessary, use the connections shown in Figure 2a.
Both offset and span errors are adjustable to zero with two
external potentiometers, as shown in Figure 2b. To adjust the
offset, apply a digital input of 0000000000 and adjust the
offset potentiometer until an output of 4mA is obtained. Once
the appropriate offset adjustment has been made, apply a
digital input of 1111111111 and adjust the span potentiometer until 19.984mA is obtained. The effset and span adjustments are slightly interactive.
The offset and span potentiometers can provide a wide adjustment range to satisfy the particular needs of the application.
DIGITAL INPUT
Binary Code
1111111111
0000000001
0000000000

NOMINAL CURRENT.
OUTPUT
+19.984mA
+ 4.016mA
+ 4.000mA

Table 1. Nominal Input-Output Relationships

v~,I"67,--_ _-,+

POW'"

SUPPLY

AlLOTl-IERPINS
ARE WITHIN DIGITAL
SECTION

Figure 3. Illustration of Isolation Barrier Within the DAC1423

Figures 4 and 5 show two methods.of utilizing the isolation
characteristics of the DAC1423. In Figure 4, the DAC1423
is shown with separate loop supply and power supply. This
configuration is useful when it is desirable to derive power for
the module from the system without losing output isolation.
This configuration is also useful when using external synchronization or multiple units, since the sync controls are referenced
to power common. Figure 5 shows the use of a single supply
for both power and loop current. This technique is useful when
D/A CONVERTERS 9-167

the loop supply is the most secure power source, since the
DAC1423 will remain operable even though the system has
, failed, as long as the loop supply continues to operate.
+VLOOP

p,'---__'_Qu='='5m:...A--,
lOUT

lOUT

8

R,

c'6~r,;~~, f"'----4--:::--:-::=--.l

-==----,

+VSUPPLV·~,,,-1_ _
DAC1423

Figure 4. Operation with Isolated Loop and Power Supplies
DAC1423

The performance of the DAC1423 running in the sync mnde
is essentially no different from the free running mode, except
that there may be slight offset and span shifts ("" lLSB) if the
carrier frequency is pulled appreciably from its free running
frequency. In no case should the tarrier frequency be pulled
more than ±15% from its nominal free running frequency.
DIGITAL INTERFACE (PARALLEL)
The p~rallel interface of the,.DAC1423 is a 5V CMOS design,
arranged to offer a great "deal of interfacing flexibility to a
variety of user systems.
The interface consists of a 100bit input latch, a 10-bit tristate output, and the associated control lines for read and
write operations. As shown in Figure 7;the 8 lower bits and
2 upper bits of both the latch and the tri-state are separately
controlled, allowing interf~ces to both 8-bit and 16-bit bus
architectures. For lO-bit or greater bus operation, the LO and
HIGH write lines may be connected together, as well as the
LO and HIGH read lines.

lour+25mA(TVP!
+VlOOP

\-"'-----+-==_..,

+VSUPPLY 67

DAC1423

loUT 8

OUT7
OUT6
OUT5
OUT 4

OUTl
DUl2
OUT 1
aUTO

Figure 5. Operation with Common Supply DAC1423

SYNCHRONIZATION
The DAC1423 contains an internal oscillator which generates
the carrier frequency fGr the modulation process. In most
cases, there is no appreciable leakage from this oscillator, and
it may be ignored by the user. However, when a DAC1423 is
used in a system which contains a clock at or near this carrier
frequency, or when several DAC14.23's are used adjacent to
one another, it is possible that a heterodyning phenomenon
can occur which results in beat notes that may (or may not)
fall within the system's passband. For this reason, the DAC1423
contains provisions for external or multiple synchronization.
Pin 68 is Fhe SYNC IN pin which can be driven from an external clock. The external clock should be within 15% of free
running frequency of the DAC.1423 (200kHz ±15%). It should
be a 5V CMOS level (50% duty cycle) via a 2200pF capacitor
in series with pin 68.
If external sync is not used, leave the SYNC IN pin unconnected; the DAC1423 will free run at approximately 200kHz.
Note that the SYNC IN signal is referred to power common,
not loop common or digital common.
When multiple DAC1423's are used, it is recommended that
their sync provisions be "daisy chained" as shown in Figure 6.
The SYNC OUT pin of one DAC1423 is used as the external
sync drivefor the next DAC1423. Note that the firstDAC1423
in the chain may either "free run" or be synchronized from an
external source.
DAC1423

DACl423

DAC1423

FROM EXTERNAL SYNC OR
LEFT OPEN,IN WHICH #1
BECOMES THE MASTER
SYNC GENERATOR

Figure 6. Synchronizing Multiple DAC1423's
9-168 D/A CONVERTERS
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W
lO·lm
CMOS
DAe

READ LO

'N9

'N'
,IN7

'N'
'N5
'N4

'N3

'N'

'N 1
'NO

CLEAR

DIGITAL

Voo OUT

CPMMON
NOTE: IN PARALLEL OPEAtlTION.INCREMENTI
&ECREMENT UNES ARE STILL ACTIVE.

Figure 7. 'DAC1423 Digital Interface Architecture

An ex'ample of an 8-bitmicroprocessor interface is shown in
FigUre 8. In this case" the data is arranged as two bytes, right
justified. The d,igital inputs to the DAC1423 are CMOS, therefore, rigid logic levels are required. In some cl!ses, double buffering may be required for bus interface.
The output drive capability of the tri-states is 1 TTL load; in
general, the DAC1423 may be used directly on most NMOS
or CMOS microcomputer buses if the 3.3V minimum logic
"I" kvel is observed. In some cases, pullups may be required.
In the c;vent of computer failure, the bus inputs must go to
either a high or a low state, but read, write and clear lines
must go to a' low state.
BUMPLESSTRANSFER
In process control applications, there will be times when the
computer power fails and critical controls must be 'operated
manually. To avoid causing a "bump" in the process, such as
commanding a manually closed valve to fully open when
. switched to automatic control, it is essential that the computer knows the exact condition of the system ~hen it re.sumes control. This is known as "bumpless transfer":

Bumpless transfer, when switching between automatic and
manual control, is provided by the readback capability of
the ISO-DAC's input tri-state logic. It constantly monitors
the status of the input register; therefore, when switching
from manual to automatic control, the computer can read the
status of the ISO-DAC before resuming the algorithm.

MEANING
Strobe to Data Time
Data Set·Up Time
Data Hold Time
Write Strobe Width
Output Enable Time
Output Disable Time
Clock to Data Time
Clock Width
UplDown Set· Up Time
Clock Repetition Period

SYMBOL
tSD

tos
toll
tws
toE
too
te~

tew
tUDS
tCR

40 MSB

41 2
42 3

MIN

0
0

-

TYP
315

-

-

100
100
80
315
200
250

-

-

-

-

MAX UNITS
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
.ns
ns
ns
330

_.

43 4
.. 5

Table 2. Timing Requirements

DATA
OUTPUTS

47 •

~,

~8

,--2!l
.2.!

LBB

45 READ HIGH

RD HIGH
ROLOW

INCREMENT/DECREMENT CONTROL
Increment/decrement operation under computer or manual
control is possible with the input latch/counter in the,
DAC1423. The DAC1423 also contains overflow/underflow
lockout circuitry, and a slow speed clock output is provided.
The timing diagram shown in Figures 9 and 10 give guidelines
for increment/decrement operation. Figure 11 shows the ISODAC in the manual back-up mode using increment/decrement
control logic. In this circuit, part of Zl latches the direction
line, UP/DN. Z2 and the remainder of Zl gate the clock
"on"-after one RC time delay. The RC time delay is determined by RT and CT which the user supplies. The same
circuit could be used for computer control by simply replacing the pushbutton switch with the proper logic.

OAC1423

9

"

44 READ LOW
35 MSB

34 2
DB7

33 3

DB.

32 4
31 ,

DB.

083

DATA.
INPUTS

30 •

DB4

,

29

,

DB2

27.

081

29 9

DBO

24 LSB

WRHIGH

21

WRITE HIGH

WRLOW

22

WRI~E LOW

\

20
28

+5VOUT

up!DN

Figure 8. Typical Interface to 8·Bit /J.Computer
"52 CLOCK IN

OAC1423
INPUT
DA!A

DONT CARE

S,

X

~

DATA

_----'--~..!.-TDS l-..

I--TOH

O';.~".

.

COM

NOTE: IN INCREMENT/DECREMENT OPERATION,
THE USER MUST RESET OR PARAllEl. lOAD
INPUTS UPON POWER UP"

NEW DATA

OUTPUTS
DISABLED

Figure
OUTPUTS
DISABLED

DATA VALID

-l I--TD'

-l

READ
------,
STROBE
(LO OR HIGH) 0 _ _ _ _ _J

\'-----

Figure 9. Rf1!IdlWrite Timing

DATA + 5
(FUll SCAL~z_

-v::::::.
~

47kn/

1,.

.5V

Increment/Decrement Control

SLOW CLOCK OPERATION
The DAC1423 provides a slow speed clock circuit for the
user's convenience in operating the increment/decrement
feature. This clock requires a resistor and capacitor to set
its operating frequency, as shown in Figure 12. When the
slow clock is not used, connect pin 38 to digital common
(pin 37) and disable the slow clock to prevent any feedthrough of the clock signal to the output.

I--Too

READ TIMING

OAC
DATAl 0

SPRING LOADED
CENTER OFF
MOMENTARV
CONTACT
SWITCH

~~~ ~-._~~:N

DIGITAL

WRITE TIMING

OUTPUT
DATA

__

-,

\

X

PREVIOUS DATA

oJl

b='--------

WRITEIr---\!
STROBE
(LOORHIGHI 0 - - - - - - = 1 Tso

I

+5V

of.

4
USER'S
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

28

52

CLOCK
IN

L _________

~~~~

IJP/DN
, REPRESENTS DATA PRESENTeD TO X·STATE AND OAe INPUTS
zSAME CHARACTERISTIC OCCURS WHEN DECREMENTED TO ZERO

Figure 10. Increment/Decrement Timing

2k':RT" 100k

Figure 12. Using the Slow Clock
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CLEAR
In many industrial controls, it is de~irable to have the 150DAC go to a known state when the' system is first powered
up. The clear pin, pin 36, is provided for Just such cases.
Stro,bing the; clear pin will reset the input latch/counter to
all O's .. Tyil)g pin 36 to the 'computer reset bus provides an
asynchronous means to initiate the system to a known state.

P1
PIN
1
2

3

4

&
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

+5V OUTPUT
A +5V output is'provided for powering a small amount of
user supplied circuitry. This output is referred to digital
common and is, therefore, isolated both from the loop and
from the power supply. The outboard devices may draw up
to a maximum of 0.5mA from this pin (pin 20); however,
it is suggested that the user by-pass this pin to digital common with a O.lj.1F or greater capacitor in order to avoid
externally injected glitches from disturbing, the internal circuitry of the DAC1423.

20
21
22

AClS82 MOUNTING CARD
The AC1582 mounting card is available to ' assist in evaluating the.DAC14H. As shown in Figure 13, the AC1582
is an edge connector card with pin receptacles for plugging
in the DAC1423. This card includes offset and span adjustment potentiometers, power supply bypass capacitors
and the logic needed for increment/decrement control. Increment/decrement control is enabled via connection to J 2.
•n addition, the card allows for several user-selectable
configurations:
1. 8- or 16-bit bus interface;
2. Single supply for both power and loop current. Supply
delivered via pi or TB 1;
3. Separate loop supply and power supply;
4. Offset and Span-fixed or adjustable.
These configurations can be programmed by use~-installed
jumpers, as shown in the wiring chart of Table 3. Jumper
locations are not shown in Figure 13, but are labeled on the
mounting card.

~. I:--

ffi
.r

\114.31
3.575
\90.81

1

FUNCTION
MSBIN
BIT21N
BIT3IN
BIT41N
BIT61N
BITalN
BIT71N
BIT81N
BIT91N
LSB
WRITE HIGH
WRITE LOW
CLEAR
NC
NC
NC
+VPOWER
SYNC IN
NC
NC
+VLOOP
NC

PIN
A
B
C

0
E
F
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
R

·s
T
U
V
W

X
Y

Z

FUNCTION
MSBOUT
BIT 2 OUT
BIT 3 OUT
BIT 4 OUT
BIT 6 OUT
BIT 8 OUT
BIT 7 OUT
BIT 8 OUT
BIT90UT
'LaB OUT
READ HIGH
READ LOW
DIGITAL COMMON
+6VOUT'
NC
NC
PWRCOMMON
SVNCOUT
NC
NC
LOOP COMMON
NC

Table 3. AC1582 Mounting Card Connector Designations

User-Installed Jumpers l
Jl,J2,J4,J5
J3,J6
J7, J8, J13, J14
J13,JI4
JI0, J 12
J4, J11

Options
8-Bit Bus Inte ace
16-Bit Bus Interface
Single Supply
Dual Supply (VLOOP via Pl)2
Offset and Span, Fixed
Offset and Span, Adjustable

Notes:
'Jumper locations are not shown in Figure 13, but are labeled on AC1582.
• Loop supply nonnally accessible via TB1.
J14

6.85 (174.0)

'0

ro._pJJ7

0.4110.21
17

m

"

0

TBl

DAC1423

'~OOpF~3

<o.-o-J2
1-0-.... "

Pl

....
...
...,

,

CT

17
16

RT

"

49

R31))R4

[ill QD

". ;~OFS
JIO

13~

,.

U
~<:)..

210111
3 LOOP COMMON

1 R1 3

41

42

=
0
C2 C3

1 +VUKH'

•
16~

43

.-c:>.

". ~~

1·R2 3

P1 = ~INCH 251·22:aO·160 (SUPPLIED)

Cl0.1*

P2 z CINCH 5D-12A·30 (SUPPLIED)

20

19.37.53

~

Figure 13. AC1582 Mounting Card.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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SPAN

J12

1:,

50

2+voo

lB'

6 J13

67

c2~.

"

Cl
I:l

~;t;l

ro._ R1 '"

~
l'
•

Z2

2

12

S
•

21

12
10

<o.-o-,J6

62

22
24

<o..-oj,

'4-0"

26

27
29

30

.
"

"
38

~,
t
8
8

10

6

14

Zl

4

•

Z1

R,'

c,

l2..c21

lJ

34

35

'Voo
. R.

UlL....o
~

33

,

R3

47k

2

NOTES
1. 'CUSTOMER SUPPLIED COMPONENTS
2. Z1 ANDZ2 ARE 1/4 C04011

'P2

~

Figure 14. Schematic Diagram for AC1582 Mounting Card
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8-, 10-, 12·BitVideo Speed Hybrid
r.ANALOG
Current & Voltage Out 0/A Converter
WDEVICES
HB5..0820, ..1025, ~1250!HDH-0802, -1003, -1205
FEATURES
• 25ns Current Settling to 0.1% (HDS)
• 200n5 Voltage Settling to 0.1% (HDH)
• 10mA Current Out (HDS)
• Gueranteed Monotonicity
Over Temperature
• No External Parts Required
• Reliable Hybrid Construction
APPLICATIONS
• CRT Vector Displays
• TV Video Reconstruction
• Military Equipment (MIL·STD-8S3)
• Anelytical and Medical Instruments

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The HOS/HOH series of digital to analog converters represent
the fastest precision settling current and voltage OAC's avail·
able. Capable of processing to MIL-STO-883 and guaranteed
monotonicity over their operating temperature range; their
quiescent power is 112 that of competitive units. The current
output models provide 10mA full scale allowing direct drive
of capacitive loads and transmission lines. All versions have a
precision reference and are active laser trimmed to specified
accuracy. thus no exter'nal adjustment pots or other eomponents are required.

Other general specifications that apply to all devices include
TTLlogic; glass or hermetic metal package; unipolar or bipolar operation with internal offsetting reference.
The HOH voltage output devices provide access to die op amp
summing point so that reduced full scale output voltage swing
can be provided. Such operation with an external resistor
shunting the internal 1k resistor will reduce the already low
op amp offset drift.

With 6 available units engineering trade-offs can be made between resolution. speed. current or voltage output. and of
course price. To facilitate this comparison major specifications
are summarized in Table 1.
Model
Current Output
HOS-0820
HOS-1025
HOS-1250
Voltage Output
HOH-<J802
HOH-1003
HOH-1205

Resolution

Full Scale Step
Setding Time

8 Bits
10 Bits
12 Bits

lOmA Step
20ns to 0.4%
25ns to 0.1%
3Sns to 0.025%

8 Bits
10 Bits
12 Bits

10V Step
200ns to 0.4%
300ns to 0.1%
SOOns to 0.125%

Table 1.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical@+25'1C:~ith nominal power supply voltage~ unless otherwise ~oted)
"

:

-

MODtL

CURRENTOVT

'.
'"",<,

RESOLVTION FS .. Full Scale '
LSBWEIGHt "

"

HD8-0820

HDS-l025

HDS-12S0

HDH-0802

HDH-1003

HDH-1205

Bits

8

10

12

8

10

12

40mV

"

ACCVRACY (Relative. to FS Including Linearity) ±%FS
Linearity
LSB
Monotonicity
Zero, Offset. (Initial)

.

TEMPERATVRE COEFFICIENTS
Linearity
Gain
VnipolarOffset
Bipolar Offset

ppmfc
,.ppmfc
' ppmfc
ppmfc

DATAINPVtS
Logic Compatibilio/,,'
Logic Voltage Levels POsitive Logic::'l" =
HO~'

Logic Loading (Each Bit)

=

"I" ,-', =

uo."
Colles
OVTPUT
Current Range FS
Unipolar
Bipolar

"

V
V
jlA

'mA

205ji.A

lOmV

2.5mV

0.0125

0.05
±5mV
±1I2

0.0125
±1.25mV
±1I2

·
···
·
··
··
·
·

·
···

·

•

0.1
±1.25jlA
±10mV
±112
±1/2
±1I4
Guaranteed Over Operating Temperature Ranlle
15nAma>o
lOmVtyp
50mV max

3
30

3
15

+2 to +7
o to +0.8
40
-2.6

mA

+10.24

rnA

±S.12

Compliance
Impedance, Internal (See Figure 1)

V'
0

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating - Glass Package
Operating - "M" Metal Case'
Storage

10jlA
0.05
±5jlA

BIN,OBN

V

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+14.SV to +lS.SV '
-12V to -16V
Power Supply Rejection Ratio

40jlA
0.1
±10jlA
±1I4

V

+,1.024
±0,512

·
·

·

·•
··
·
··

0.1 max

..
..
....

··
·•
···
·
..
..
..
..
....

~.

+10.24
±O.OS%

t25 max

t5.12

±2S m,ax

±O.02S%,
+1.024
±O.OS%

,'-10.24 ±0.1%

±0.S12

+S.12 ±O.OS%

·
·
···
..
..

BlN,OBN

··

ns to % FS 20 to 0.4

25 to 0.1

35 to 0.025

N/A

N/A

N/A

nsto% FS 30 to 0.4

3S to 0.1

50 to 0.025

N/A

N/A

N/A

ns to % FS 45 to 0.4
ns to % FS N/A
ns to% FS N/A

SO to 0;1

60 to 0.025

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

200 to 0.4
150 to 0.4

300 to 0.1
200 to 0.1

500 to 0.025
3S0 to 0.025

SO
15

70
40

rnA max
rnA max

%N

42
14
0.2

°c
°c
°c

o to +70
-55 to +125
-55 to +125

··
·
··
·

··

··
·

:1:0.025%

" +1.5,-2
200

NOTES,
I Other volt. .s may be obtained witb external resistor.
'For HDS series, VOUT = lOUT X Re<P.livalent w~ich is tbevalue of the
200n internal impedance in parallel with the external load resistance.
Thus. by correct selection of external Rt VOUT can be any magnitu.dc
up ~ the + or - ~pllancc voltage. See: Figures 1 and 2.
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·
·
··

TTL and 5V CMOS

Voltage (lut FSI ,2
,Unipolar HDS with 2000,
Internal Connected RL
BipoIar

SETTLING TIME
Current
VOltage2
Unipolar or Bipolar Out, 750 Load,
0.S6Vp-p
Unipolar or Bipolar Out, Internal
2000 Load, 1.024V 1'-1'
lOY Output Step
SV Output Step

'YOLTAGE OVT

UNITS

·
··•

N/A

•

··
·

'Contact 'factory or local Analog Devices sales office for "M"
Metal Casc device specifications and prices.
·Specifications same as HDS'()820~
··Specifications same as HDH.()802.
Specifications subject to change without nati« ..

....
·
··
·

....
·
··
·

,--

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

I

!
..L..

J

=i

r-0.8:~~.3)--1

!

-1-

0.20
is.''

UO.02015.'I~

IrI0'~~'3:t1#
15.'1
~O.018
:-f
(O.0t61

L;;.020 15. 'I'MIN

1:';20I5,1)MIN

'2

1

'3

'2

'3

0.106

12.71

,-

L

~BOTTOM

T

VIEW

24

I I

~

1

,140

13,61

1- ,f

t--O.1 (2.5)

BOTTOM
VI EW

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION
OF PIN 1

]'

~ ~., (2.51

OF PIN 1
METAL PACKAGE - M VERSION

GLASS PACKAGE

PIN DESIGNATIONS
"DS-0820, "DS-1025

1
2,3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13-20
21
22
23
24

24

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION

PINS ARE GOLD PLATED.

PIN

II
1.38

1.31

PIN DESIGNATIONS
"DS-1250

PIN DESIGNATIONS
HD" SERIES
PIN

FUNCTION

PIN

FUNCTION

+15V
BIT 1 (MSB)
BIT2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT 5
BIT6
BIT7
BITS
BIT 9 (HDS-1025)
BIT 10
GND
OUTPUT
RL 200n
BIPOLAR OFFSET
-15V

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13-19
20
21
22
23
24

BIT 1 {MSBI
BIT2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT5
BIT6
BIT7
BITB
BIT9
BIT 10
BIT 11
BIT 12
GND
OUTPUT
R 2000
BIPOLAR OFFSET
-15V
+15V

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13·19
20
21
22
23
24

FUNCTION
BIT 1 MSB
BIT 2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT5
BIT6
BIT7
BITa
BIT9
BIT 10
BIT 11
BIT 12
GROUNO
SUM NODE
OUTPUT
BIPOLAR OFFSET
-15V
+15V

ON HDH.()1!02 DEVICES. GROUND PINS 9. 10. 11
AND 12.
ON HDH·l003 DEVICES. GROUND PINS 11 AND
12.

Analog Output, ±5.12mA

Offset Binary

Analog Output, ±5.12V

Complement Offset
Binary

+5.11mA (lLSB)
+2.S6mA
OmA
-2.S6mA
-S.12mA

111. .....
110 ...... 0
100 ...... 0
010 ...... 0
000 ...... 0

-S.117SV
-2.S6V
OV
+2.S6V
+S.12V

111 .....• 1
110 ...... 0
100 ...... 0
010 ...... 0
000 ...... 0

Analog Output, 0 to +10.24mA Straight Binary

Analog Output, 0 to + lO.24V

Complement Binary

+l0.23mA
+7.68mA
+S.12mA
+2.S6mA
OmA

-10.2375V
-7.68V
-S.12V
-2.56V
OV

111 ...... 1
110 ...... 0
100 ...... 0
010 ...... 0
000 ...... 0

t

111 ...... 1
110 ...... 0
100 ...... 0
010 ...... 0
000 ...... 0
Table 2. Coding HDS Series

Table 3. Coding HDH Series
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-;.;;:,~

I
I
I
I
I

-- - - ..,

MSB
23

BIT 1

I
I

GROUNp

I
I

21

.----<t--"7"t--o OUTPUT

BIPOLAR OFFSET

I

OFFSET

HDS
D/A
10
OUTPUT
CONVERTER t---=O:-"V":TO +1.024V OR
TO +10.24mA

I

DIGITAL
INPUTS

I

o

I

~"--~~~-----r--~GROUND

I

GROUND

I

LSB
CURRENT CONTROLLED BY
DIGITAL INPUT CODE

Figure 1. HDS Current Equivalent Cirr;uit

r----------,
I
I

-15V

+15V

Figure 4. Unipolar Current Output

23

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....--00 OFFSET

I

200ll
.-_'IN\o-_r2.;...1~ OUTPUT

I

-15V

+15V

I
I

MSB
BIT 1

I

I

~----~+~----"""T--o()

I

GROUND
DIGITAL
INPUTS

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED BY
DIGITIAL INPUT CODE

Figure 2. HDS Voltage Equivalent Cirr;uit

I
I
I
I

VOLTAGE
OUTPUT
(VOUT=

-Rl X 10.24mAI

I

I
I
I

LSB
MSB
BIT 1
BIPOLAR OFFSET

HDS
D/A
10
OUTPUT
CONVERTER r-4~- ±O.512V FS OR
±5.12mA FS

DIGITAL
INPUTS

CIRCUIT PROVIDES UNIPOLAR NEGATIVE OUT·
PUT WITH COMPLEMENT BINARY COOING
(BIPOLAR OFFSET GROUNDEDI OR BIPOLAR
OUTPUT WITH COMPLEMENTARY OFFSET BINARY
CODING (BIPOLAR OFFSET TO 101.
SETTLING TIME FOR 10.24V OUTPUT IR1 '" lk)
IS APPROXIMATELY 150n$.
(,

Figure 5. Inverting Unipolar or Bipolar Voltage Output

GROUND
LSB

-15V

+15V

O.lt;v

Figure 3. Bipolar Current Output
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Order model number HDS-Q820, HDS-1025, HDS-1250,
HDH-0802; HDH-1003, HDH-120S. Models with ext~nded
operating temperature range, hermetically-sealed metal-case
construction (M versions) and MIL-STD-883 processing are
also available. Consult factory or local Analog Devices sales •
office for further information.

O.lJ.1F

+15V

-15V

~

~

MSB

BITl

21

I
I

22

VOLTAGE
OUTPUT

23

+1 VOLTS F .$,

I
I

DIGITAL
INPUTS

+lSV

O.1J.1F

HDS-l02S
D/A

I
I
I

CONVERTER

I

~~~7r:k (21

;

13·20

LSB

NOTES:
1. CIRCUIT SHOWN FOR UNIPOLAR POSITIVE OUTPUT.

OUTPUT SETTING TIME IE APPROXIMATELY lOOn•.
2. FOR 0 to +10V OUTPUT, R1 = 9kil.
3. R3 IS ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE Op·AMP OFFSET.
4. FOR UNIPOLAR OUTPUT, GROUND PIN 23. FOR
BIPOLAR OUTPUT, SHORT PIN 23 TO PIN 21 AND
UNGRQUND PIN 23.

5. Cl IS APPROXIMATELY 10pF AND MAY BE AD·
JUSTED FOR BEST TRANSIENT RESPONSE.

Figure 6. Noninverting Unipolar or Bipolar Voltage Output HDS-1025
+15V
MSB
BIT 1

20

I
I

I
I

DIGITAL
INPUTS

I

I

R1
R2 SEE NOTE
10kSl BELOW

lookSl

•

-15V
HDH
DIA
CONVERTER

21

OUTPUT
o TO -10.24V

13·19

I
I

GROUND
22

I
LSB

GROUND

-15V

+15V

0.1~

NOTE: Rl and R2 ARE OPTIONAL AND USED ONLY WHEN PRECISE
ZEROING OF THE OUTPUT «10mVI IS REQUIRED.

Figure 7. Unipolar Negative Output
+15V

MSB
BIT 1

R2 SEE NOTE
10kl"l BELOW

I

I
DIGITAL
INPUTS

I
I

21

I
II

OUTPUT
+5.12V

13-19
GROUND

LSB

-15V

+15V

O.1~

NOTE: R1 AND R2 ARE OPTIONAL AND USED ONLY WHEN PRECISE
ZEROING OF THE OUTPUT «1OmV) IS REQUIRED.

Figure 8. Bipolar Output
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MSB
BIT 1

13· 20 GROUND

I

22

I
DIGITAL
INPUTS

I

INPUT
BUFFER
LOGIC
DTLITTL
COMP

I
I

21
ELEC·
TRONIC
SWITCHES

PRE·
CISION
RESISTOR
NETWORK

RL
CURRENT
OUTPUT
BIPOLAR
OFFSET

II

+15V

BITtO
LSB

-15V

HDS-0820, 1025
NOTE: ON 8·BIT VERSIONS, PINS 11 ANiD 12 AR·E NOT CONNECTED
INTERNALLY, AND PIN 10 IS LSB.

Block DiilfJram - HDS-0820 and HDS-1025
MSB
BIT 1

13-19

~e------,-+---oGROUND

I

I
I
DIGITAL
INPUTS

I
I
I

........W .....--;.:'-'-ORL
INPUT
BUFFER
LOGIC
DTLITTL
COMP

ELEC·
TRONIC
SWITCHES

PRE·
CISION
RESISTOR
NETWORK

~---------+=-o C~ST~~T
BIPOLAR
OFFSET

I
I
I

+15V
-15V

BIT 12
LSB

HDS-1250

Block Diagram - HDS-1250

MSB
BIT 1

BIPOLAR
OFFSET

I
I

I
DIGITAL
INPUTS

I
I

INPUT
BUFFER
TTL/DTL

ELEC·:
TRONIC
CURRENT
SWITCHES

>-.....-+=-0 OUTPUT

I

I
I
BIT 12
LSB

-15V

+15V

NOTE: ON HDH-0802 DEVICES, GROUND PINS 9, 10, 11 AND 12.
ON HDH·l003 DEVICES, GROUND PINS 11 AND 12.

Block Diagram - HDH-0802, HDH-1003and HDH-1205
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Ultra High-Speed ECL
Hybrid 0/A Converter

Settling Times to 10ns
Low Glitch Energy - 200pV-sec_
100MHz Update Rates
8- & 10-Bit Versions Available
Low Power < 1 Watt
Available Screened to MIL-STD-883
APPLICA nONS
Raster Scan & Vector Graphic Displays
TV Video Reconstruction
Digital VCO's
High-Frequency Waveform Generators
Analytical & Medical Instrumentation

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The HDS-Q8l0E and HDS-lOlSE represent the latest state-ofthe-art in ultra-high-speed hybrid DI A converters. They are
designed to be input compatible with standard EeL logic
families, and feature internal high-precision monolithic voltage
reference, active laser-trimmed resistor network, and 7SU output impedance - allowing them to be used to drive 7SU cable
directly without external driver amplifiers. This feature assures
that a fulll volt is available at the load, since the DIA output
is a full 27mA. In addition, these DI A's are mon()tonic over
the full operating temperature range and require 0 nly one
power supply (-S.2V) for operation.
Packaged in an industry standard size 24-pin double width dual
in-line case, the HDS-E Series DIA's are available in either
ceramiclglass cases (commercial) or hermetically sealed metal
cases (military). They are also available screened to
MIL-STD-883.

The HDS-E DIA's are ideally suited for use in a wide variery of
applications, including graphic CRT displays, since they feature
very low glitch energy and extremely fast settling time.
21

, - - - - -.....- - + ' - - 0 OUTPUT
Zo =

75!l

13-20

23,24
--+--o
GROUND

'---T--<.....

10 '" 0 TO -27.2mA
OUTPUT CURRENT CONTROLLED
BY DIGITAL INPUT CODE

Current Equivalent Circuit
21

OUTPUT

Zo '" 7SSl

13-20
23.24

GROUND

(MSB)

BIT 1
BIT 2
BIT 3
SIT4

BIT5
BIT6
81T7

OUTPUT VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
BY DIGITAL INPUT CODE
INPUT

BUFFER

Eel

El.ECTRONIC

SWITCHES

PRECISION
RESISTOR
NETWORK

Voltage Equivalent Circuit

BIT8
BIT9
BIT 10
(LSS)

-5.2V

GROUND

GLlifCH

AOJUST
ON THE HOS-08l0E. PINS 10 AND "

ARE NOT CONNECTED INTERNALLY

Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @25°Cwith nominal power supplies and with 75n output load unl,!ssotherwise noted)
UNITS

HDS-0810E

HDS-101SE

RESOLUTION FS = Full Scale

Bits

8

10

LSB WEIGHT (Current)
LSB WEIGHT (Voltage) .

p.A
mV

106
4

27
1

±%FS

0.1
26.5
Guaranteed
5

0.0s'
13

MODEL

ACCURACY'
Linearity
Monotonicity
Zero Offset (Initial)
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Linearity
Zero Offset
Gain
DATA INPUTS
Logic Compatibility
Logic Voltage Levels "I" =.
(Positive Logic)
"0" =
Logic Loading
"1" =
(Each Bit)
"0" =
Coding (See Coding Table)

±p.A

p.A
ppmlC
ppmfC

ppmfC

I-"-O.8:~~O.31---1--1

L~O.20
-L-.
.
(5.11

~f

0.02016.11

""C;2016.1IMIN

'2

1

'3

5
1
80

1.31

0.105

VI
V
rnA
p.A

OUTPUT
Current Range (Unipolar) FS
Voltage with 7Sn Ext. Load
Compliance
Impedance, Internal

rnA
V (±1%)
V
n (±5%)

SPEED PERFORMANCE
Settling Time (Voltage)2
Slew Rate
Update Rate 3
Rise Time
Glitch Energy4

ns (to % FS)
V/p.s
MHz
ns
pV-sec

POWER REQUIREMENTS
-S.2V ±0.2SV
Power Supply Rejection
Ratio
Reference

OU'PLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions Shown in inches and (mm).

ECL
-0.9
-1.7
+13.6
-SO
BIN

o to -27.2
o to -1.020

(2.7)

.L ,*

I I

I

---1 I - 0.' 12.5)

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION
OFPIN 1
PINS ARE GOLD PLATeo.
GLASS PACKAGE

o to -27.3
o to -1.023

-1.1 to +1.1
75

~
-L-

t
I-08~~~03I--j
I~
(5.'1

~

15 (0.1)

10 (0.2)
200
100

67.

4

4

*

IT

'3

12

200

1.38

rnA

ISS

180

%1%

0.04
Monolithic,
Internal

*

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating; Glass Case
Operating; "M" Metal Case
Storage

24

-rBOTTOM
T VIEW

0.140
. (3.6"

.L

1-

24

-r-"aOTTOM
T VIEW

I I

--j

I

1-0.112.5)

OOTON TOP INDICATES POSITION

o to +70
-SS to +12S
-SS to +125

NOTES:
Relative to FS, including linearity.
• Worst case settling time. Includes FS and MSB transitions.
See Figure 1.
• Limited only by D/A settling time.
"Reducible to less than lOOpV-sec with appropriate deskewing
of digital inputs. See Figure 2.

OF PIN 1

. METAL PACKAGE· M VERSION

PIN DESIGNATIONS

1

• Specifications same as HDS~810E.
Specifications subject

to

change without notice.

PIN
1.12
2

3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
13-20
21
22

23,.24

FUNCTION
-S.2V
BIT 1 (MSBI
BIT2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT5
BIT6
BIT7
BIT8
BIT9
BIT 10 (LSBI
GROUND
OUTPUT
GLITCH ADJUST
GROUND

ON THE HDS"0810E. PINS 10
AND 11 ARE NOT CONNECTED
INTERNALLY, AND PIN 9 IS
THE LSB. ALL GROUND PI.NS
ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER
INTERNALLY.
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1.0

6. The threshold of the internal current switches can be optimized for low glitch energy by the addition of an external
potentiometer connected to Pin 22 of the 01 A (shown as
R12 in Figure 2). This potentiometer is adjusted for minimum glitch energy as shown in Photo 3.

w

..J

«
&oJ

0.8

..J
..J

:l
LL
LL

0.6

\
\ 1'-.....

0
.",.

I

>
~

0.4

a:

:l

.

!:l
«

0.2
0.1
0.06

o

5

10

-

15

If required, variable capacitors can be added to "deskew"
the most significant bits for lowest glitch-although this is
not usually required in many applications. These capacitors
are added as shown in Figure 2 (Cl-4). They are adjusted
in conjunction with R12 for minimum glitch energy as
shown in Photo 3.

20

25

SETTLING TIME - ns

TIME IS MEASURED FROM 50% TRANSITION POINT OF MSB. WITH
INPUT DATA LINES DESKEWED AND 7511 LOAD. VOLTAGE OUTPUT.

Figure 7. HDS-0870E & HDS-7075EAccuracy vs. Settling Time

Binary Input Code

Analog Output with 7Sn Load
HDS-OSIOE
HDS-IOlSE

111 ... 111
111 ... 110
110 ... 000
101 ... 111
100 ... 000
011 ... 111
010 ... 000
001 ... 111
000 ... 001
000 ... 000

0
-4mV
-2S2mV
-2S6mV
-SOSmV
-S12mV
-764mV
-768mV
-1016mV
-1020mV

0
-lmV
-2SSmV
-2S6mV
-Sl1mV
-512mV
-767mV
-768mV
-1022mV
-1023mV

In composite television applications, Cl-4 are adjusted for
best differential phase performance, and R12 is adjusted
for best differential gain performance. These may tend to
interact, so going back and forth between adjustments may
be required.
7. Standard 24-pin sockets should be avoided. Individual "pin
sockets" are most suited for'evaluating devices, as lead
inductance is reduced. In final designs, the 01 A's should
be soldered directly into the printed circuit board without
sockets.
BIT 1

tMSB)

BI12

OTO-tV
OUTPUT

BIT 3

81T4

BIT5
HDS-l015E

-5.2V

D/A CONVERTER

Table 1. Coding Table

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION
High-Speed Low-Glitch Operation Suggestions
The HOS-E Series O/A's offer the highest available speed.
However, with this speed performance, certain precautions
and operating conditions should be considered. You are now
in the RF world.
1. The ri/A converter should be provided with a very low
impedance grounding system to very high frequencies. A
large grouad plane is a must.
2. Low frequency bypassing should be provided with a 1j.1F
(or larger) tantalum capacitor mounted between the -S.2V
supply line and ground near the O/A.
3. High frequency bypassing should be provided by ceramic
capacitors of O.lj.1F or larger mounted within 0.25 inches
of Pins 1 and 12 to ground (see Figure 2).
4. The 01 A converter should be driven with an ECL register
as physically close to the D/A as possible. The 10176 HEX
"0" Master-slave flip-flop is recommended. The six most
significant bits should come from the same package as shown
in Figure 2. the two or four least significant bits should
come from a second package.

81T6

~C6

BIT7

BIT8
GLITCH
ADJUST
81T9

1=--"'0000

"12

BIT 10

STROBE
IN

-6.2V
NOTES:

13-20. 23, 24

.

1. Rl-l0'" SlOll, 1/4W,5%; R"" OUTPUT LOAD; R12" fOOO{l POTENTIOMETER,
AOI PIN 79f1R1K;Cl . ERIE 538·002F, 15-8OpF, OR eaUIVALENT; C2, 3, 4"
ERIE 531J-0020, 9-35pF, OR EQUIVALENT; CS = 10~F TANTALUM; C6, 7 =
0.11'F CERAMIC; U1, 2 '" 10176, 10K ECL TVPE "0" F·F.
2. IF THE HDS-Oa10E IS SUBSTITUTED, PINS 10 AND 11 AS WELl.. AS THE
PARTS ASSOCIATED WITH BITS 9 AND 10 ARE UNUSED.
3. THE FIRST SIX MOST SIGNIFICANT BITS IBITS 1-6J SHOUl.D Al.WAYS 8E
ROUTED THROUGH ONE 10176 FOR CONSISTENCY IN TIMING AND HEOUCED
DATA SKEW.
.

Figure 2. HDS-1075E - Typical Hook-Up and Test Circuit

S. Each digital input should be tenninated with a SlOn
resistor connected between the input and -S.2V (see Figure 2).
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CAIN ADJUSTMENT
The- HOS-E Series OfA's are actively laser-trimmed to provide
a voltage into exactly 75fl. which is an even binary multiple;
i.e., the HOS,OSlOEhas an LSB of 4mV and the HDS-IOI5E
has an LSB of Imy. This makes the full-scale output slightly
greater ,than one volt. If an output of exactly one volt is required-such as for TV reconstruction-a 2k potentiometer
may be placed across the output of the DfA for gain adjustment. For a one volt output, the adjusted value of this pot
will be about 1500fl..
ULTRA·WW GLITCH OPERATION
For extremely low glitch requirements «SO -lOOpV-s), an
HTS-0025 Track-and-Hold is recommended as a deglitcher
(see Figure 2). The duration of the HOS Series OfA glitch is
approximately IOns. The hold time of the HTS-002~ should
be at least ,15ns to "mask out" the glitch. The minimum acquisition time of the HTS-002S for 0.1 % accuracy is 3 Ons. This
implies that the circuit of Figure 2 can be operated up to
22MHz and sti11 maintain' lO-bit accuracy. For 0.2% accuracy,
the acquisition time for the T&H can be reduced to 25ns,
allowing the circuit to operate to 25MHz. This discussion
assumes that the OfA will be required to slew full scale (one
volt) between adjacent samples. In practice, the sample-tosample variation is less than full scale depending on the
amount of oversampling. In a practical situation, therefore;
10-bit accuracy should be achievable at 25MHz update rates.

VOUT
(O.2V/DIV)

DIGIT AL INPUT
@D.5V/DIV
Sus/DIV

Photo 2. Voltage Output ~ Negative Going

OUTPUT
GLITCH

ENERGY
9!"50pV-SEC
R4

-5.2V

SosIDIV

GLITCH ENERGY = 1DDpV-SEC; FROM TEST
CIRCUIT OF FIGURE 1.

Photo 3. Voltage Output - Glitch Characteristic
CLOCK

INPUT
TIMING

>,--....______"'-___-1
COMPONENTS;
'"
~

Tin ns

I

o

I

20

I

50

R\2,3,4-51o.n,l/4W.5%
Ul;; 10102

'

Figure 3. HTS'(}()25 Track & Hold Used with HDS-1015E
D/A as Deglitcher @ 20MHz Update Rate

ORDERING INFORMATION
For commercial environment applications (0 to +70oC), order
models HDS-oSI0E or HDS-IOI5E for ~- or IO-bit operation,
respectively.
For extreme environment applications (-SSoC to +125°C),
order metal cased models HDS-oS10EM or HDS-IOI5EM
for 8- or lO-bit operation, respectively.
These devices are also available screened to MIL-STD-883.
Consult the: factory.

,

VOUT
.
(o.2v/DIV)

DIGITAL INPUT
@D.5V/DIV

SosIDIV

Photo 1. Voltage Output - Positive Going
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Ultra High Speed
Deglitched 0/A Converter
MOD SERifS

FEATURES
• Ultra-High Speed: 20MHz Word Rate
• 8- and 10-Bit Versions Available
• TTL Compatible
• Smallest Size Available: 3" X 4" X 0.5"
• Completely Self-Contained with Input Register, D/A,
Deglitcher, Timing, Internal References, and Output
Buffering
APPLICATIONS
• Color-Television Video Reconstruction, Time-Base Cor·
rection and Frame Synchronization
• Graphic Displays
• Deflection Systems
• Character Generators
• High Speed D/A Systems
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The MDD Series is a subsystem module which contains an
input digital register, ultra-high speed current output D/A
converter, deglitcher, output buffer amplifier, precision references, and timing circuitry within a 3"X4"XO.S" case. The output of the device is an ultra-linear analog representation of
the digital input_ Requiring only external gain and offset
potentiometers for final calibration, the MDD Df A solves the
glitch problem associated with high-speed DI A converters. The
incorporation of an internal register virtually eliminates the
. need for input bit time deskewing. While not totally eliminating the glitch per se, the remnant glitch is very small, and more
importantly, constant (and therefore filterable) over the output range.
The MDD Series is available with 8- or lO-bit resolution and in
two versions. The basic versions contain a unity gain output
buffer and can deliver 2V pop open circuit (or 1 V pop into a
load) when the MDD output is both source and lORd terminated. The" A" versions contain a very high speed output gain
amplifier to allow the MDD to deliver 4V pop open circuit (or
2V pop into a load) when the device is source and load terminated. Higher output voltages may be obtained-up to ±10V by
external feedback resistor selection. However, settling time
degradation must be expected.
TV APPLICATION
The "A" version of the MDD Series deglitched DfA is ideally
suited for color television video reconstruction. Its output can
directly drive the low impedances normally associated with
video baseband transmission. Since the output impedance of

the internal operational amplifier is less than H2, the transmission-line match obtained with the internal source terminating
resistor is almost perfect. Other applications include waveform
generation, automatic test equipment, and fast process control systems.
Designed primarily for PC board mounting, these DfA's may
also be plugged into pin sockets. The pins are 0.04" diameter,
gold plated, and arc on 0.2" centers. For increased reliability,
each module is burned-in for 96 hours at +2SoC before final
test and shipment .

I
~:',
,

z., ~ 1&!in, 10 - "'SmA

r---------t:::-< DEGLITCHER INPUT

,I

DIGITAL

INPUTS
IS,.NDle1!

J
I
I

I

!

B

"9

76110UTPI,lT

!iO.uOUTPlJT

".

8111Q

LOZOUTPur

+15V

"$eeNow2
NOTES:
1. INPUTS SHOWN FOR to-BIT VERSIONS. FOR 8·BIT VERSIONS PINS 11 AND 12 ARE UNUSED.

2. THESE PARTS (°1 ARE OMITTED IN BASIC VERSIONS. BUT PRESENT IN "A" VERSIONS.

MDD Series Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical at +25°C and nominal supply voltages unleSs otherWise noted)
MOO-IOZO
MOO-IOZOA

MJ?D-08Z0
, MOD-08Z0A

MOOEL
RESOLUTION
Accuracy (including linearity) at
Maximum Word Rate of ZOMHz
Monotonicity

8 Bits

10 Bits,

±O.Z%

±O.OS%
G,uarantced 0 to +70oC

DIGITAL DATA BIT INPUTS
Logic Level/Load
Positiye Logic-Binaty (BIN)

Ol,JTLlNE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions sQown in inches and (mm).

I

1_1

I ,~r"

-'-'-n-I_ _ _=-=,'
U
O.04(t.otJ D I A +t
1::;.2511.35)MIN

I Standard "S" TTL Load

1

"I" = +Z.4V to +SV
"0" = OV to +0.4V

DIGITAL STROBE INPUT
Logic Level/Load
Positive Logic

2 Standard "S" TTL Loads

"I" = +Z.4V

to +SV

"0" ;: OV to +0 4V

IOns max
15n5 min
Negative·Going Trailing Edge to Occur a
Minimum of 20DS After Last Data Hit
Change
ZOMHz max

Risetime and Falltime
Width
Timing

Frequency
OUTPUT
Voltage, No Load, Unipolar
Bipolar
Impedance
Pin Z3. Low Z
Pin 2Z. son
Pin 21. 7Sn
Pin 20, 93n
Amplifier Current
DACCurrent
SETTLING TIME
DAC Current Output (to 0.1 %)
Voltage Output

MDD-OSZO
MDD-IOZO
o to +ZV
+IVto-IV

MDD-oSZOA
MOO-tOZOA
Externally Prograr:nmable with
Gain an4 Offset Resistors
to ±lOV max

lOn
SOn
7Sn
93n

Inmax
son ±1%
±1%
93n ±1%

max
±S%
±S%
±S%

+ISmA

ISns
SOns to 0.1%
2Vp-p

ISns
120n5 to O.t%
4Vp-p

RESIDUAL GLITCH'

30mV for 2V pop F.S. Output
or I.S% of F.S.

PEDESTAL

10mV for 2V pop F.S. Output
or 0.5% of F.S.

OUTPUT ZERO OFFSET

Adjustable to Zero
'IS.

TEMP.

l00ppm/oC

GAIN

Adjustable

REFERENCES AVAILABLE

±6.2V

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+ISV ±3%
-ISV ±3%
+5V ±5%
Power Supply Rejection Ratio

120mA
ISOmA
2S0mA

CASE
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage
I

Occurs at the update rate.

Specifications subject to chaoI<' without notice.
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O.I%/v

Diallyl Phthalate (per MIL-M-14
type SOG-F)

o to +70o C
_55°C to +8SoC

IOTTQMVIEW
WEIGHT:6",,,'OG

PIHSARE GOLD PLATED PER MIL·G-i2IM TYPE It
DOT ON TOP INDICATeS POSITION O~ PIN 1,

PIN DESIGNATIONS

75~

tSOmA for de load = lOOn min,
de load = ZOUT + RLOAD
+ISmA

OUTPUT ZERO OFFSET

"

!

-All GROUNDS INTERNALLY CORRECTED

I

NOTES ON "DEGLITCHING"
An MDD Series DI A converter operating with a full-scale p-p
analog output of 1V will typically have a glitch, or transient,
in its output which is 15mV in amplitude and is 25ns wide,
at the 50% points. These typical values are independent of
whether the DIA converter is an 8-bit unit or a 1O-bit unit.

these 1M products appear In the video pass-band as spurious
signals and in.:reased noise level. The deglitcher circuits effectively eliminate these products. When they do, the SIN ratio
approaches that of an ideally-quantized signal, where the rms
noise is Q/v'i2, when frequencies above Nyquist are filtered
out.

This glitch remains constant, regardless of the transition
points. In other words, it is the same for the transition from
0000000001 to 1000000000 as it is for the transition from
1000000000 to 1000000001 or any other two input words.
A constant glitch is the purpose of the degl}tcher circuits.
They are intended to hold the area under the curve at a constant value; they are not intended to get rid of all glitches
per se.

In summary then:

When the area under the transient curve is held constant, the
frequency spectrum of the glitch is a fine line; i.e., a singleline spectrum at the sample rate frequency, and harmonics of
the sample frequency.
If the glitch is a function of signal dynamics, as it is in the
case of a DI A converter output which is not deglitched, a
multitude of intermodulation products are formed. Some of

• The residual glitch for an MDD Series D/A converter is
typically 15mV for a full-scale IV p-p output; this is 1.5%
ofF.S.
• The glitch width is typically 25ns at the 50% points.
• The amplitude and width of the glitch are constant, and
independent of:
'
-the magnitude of change in successive transitions
-number of bits of digital output
-input (update) data rates
D/A con>Jerters without deglitching circuits (such as the Analog
Devices' MDS/MDP D/A units) have smaller, shorter glitches,

on the average; but this type of converter has larger glitches at
the major crossings, especially at the mid-scale transition.

J__

~GLITCH

PEDESTAL

Figure 1. Pedestal/Glitch Relationship

~~S

(CHANGING)

X
X
-.......
I'----I--I

1OdB/DIV

X

M-IN../.IM-'U-M-20-n-.-BE-TW-E-EN..L->.LA--S-T-B-IT-CH-A-N-G-E
-AND STROBE TRAILING EDGE

STROBE
INPUT

500kHz/DIV

Figure 4. Spectrum of to-bit D/A Operating at 11 MHz Update
Rate Without Deglitching - Unfiltered

'-Figure 2. MOD Series timing Diagram

r -- I
I

7500- - - 115

lOdB/DIV

750{J

L.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.....I

CURRENT CONTROLLED BY"
INPUT DIGITAL CODE
10 <= 0 TO +15mA

Figure 3. D/A Current Equivalent Circuit

Figure 5. Spectrum of 1O-bit D/A Operating at 11 MHz Update
Rate With Deglitching - Unfiltered
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16 +REF OUT

MSB

760n

BIT 1

r

15 -ReF OUT

,.

i

DIGITAL
INPUTS

INPUTS

/1

~1

750. OUTPU~

~

ADJ

18

'"

75H OUTPUT

SELECT
93nOUTPUT

22 50n OUTPUT

'3

L58

,.

STROBE
INPUT

LO ZOUTPUT

OFFSET

-REFOU"F

Of A OUTPUT
DEGlirCHER
INPUT

21

BIT 10

12 ,"""OUTPUT
13

rI

I
1
.1

93nOUTPUT

I
BIT 10
LSB

INPUT

r

DIGITAL

I
I

STROBE

D/AOUTPUT

,.
"

LO zaUTPUT

} rOMATCH
OUTPUT
Zo OF
LINE
TRANSMISSION

AMPLIFIER
FEEDBACK

VL~OTO+1V

NOTES:

Figure 6. Unipolar Output 'Configuration Basic Versions

[:'~.'

.

i

DIGITAL

I

INPUTS

I

I
I

1. SELECT RGAIN TO GIVE DESIRED OPEN CIRCUIT OUTPUT VOLTAGE. THE INPUT
VOLTAGE TO THE OP AMP IS APPROXIMATELY 0 TO +2V. THE OUTPUT OF THE
OP AMP IS THEREFORE ({2 X RGAINJ/SOOn) VOL T5 P'P,
.
2. THE lOGIC IS INVERTED INTERNALLY FOR THE "A" VERSIONS SUCH THAT ALL
"1'S" AT THEOIGITAllNPUTS YIELDS A FULl·SCALE POSITIVE VOLTAGE AT THE
OPAMPOUtpUT.
3. FOR POSITIVE UNIPOLAR OPERATION. THE NOMINAL OFFSET POTENTIOMETER
RESISTANCE SHOULD BE SET FOR A. VALUE OF APPROXIMATELY soon. MAKING ,
A 2000n POTENTIOMETER IDEAL.
4. FDA BIPOLAR OPERATION. THE NOMINAL OFFSET POTENTIOMETER RESISTANCE
SHOULD BE SET FOR A VALUE OF APPROXIMATEl v 2300n, MAKING A 60!l0n
POTENTIOMETER IDEAL. THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE SHOULD BE ADJUSTED FOR ZERO
WITH AN INPUT CODE OF 10 •...••• 00.
5. MAKE CFB NOMINALLY 10pF. SELECT FOR OPTIMUM SETTLING TIME IF DESIRED.
6. IF ADJUSTABLE GAIN IS DESIRED. ADD A lOW-VALUE. LOW-INDUCTANCE CERMET

~::~~~~ ~~~N;~g~EFTF~+NA~~~~e,.~~~~s "~~'N~~~~J~~~1 trFEF.~~~ tfd~rMENT

I

BIT 10

STROBE
INPUT

Figure 8. Output Configuration

LSB

o----..1.<.L,,;o;T;:;T:::-rf.=:===C--o.

~

"A" Versions

VL ., -O.5V TO +O.5V

Figurt!! 7. Bipolar Output Configuration Basic Versions

ANALOG

INPU:r

ANALOG
GROUND
CF.
10pF

ENCODE
COMMAND
INPUT
ENCODE
GROUND

+.15V
-1EiV
+5V_-... -J...,=.,.,.-:-;:,~
- -5.2V

+5V

Figure 9. Typical A/D-D/A Back-to-Back Connections
for Video Applications or Testing

The typical video differential phase and gain errors (disregarding quantization effects) for the configuration shown are
3° and 3%, respectively, using an encode command frequency
of three times the NTSC color subcarrier (10.74MHz). For
applications requiring digitization at frequencies of four times
NTSC (14.32MHz) or three times PAL (13:29MHz) the
MATV-0816 AID Converter should be substituted. For applications requiring digitization at four times PAL (i 7. 74MHz),
the MATV-0820 AID Converter should.be substituted. Results
are applicable for either NTSC or PAL test signals using the
20 IRE modulated ramp.
Due to the inherently stable characteristics of the output operational amplifier, the "An versions are recommeq,ded for
driving properly terminated video terminated liries.
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ORDERING INFORMATION
For 8-Bit Models,
Order:

MDD-0820 without output amplifier
MDD-0820A with output amplifier

For lO-Bit Mo~els,
Order:

MDD-I020 without output amplifier
MDD-I020A with output amplifier

Mating pin socket connectors for the MDD Series is model
MSB-2. Prototyping socket is MSD-l.
The MDD Series D/A's are normally burned-in at +2S o CJor a
minimum of 96 hours. For extended burn-in, consult the
factory. All of Analog Devices' data acquisition products are
covered by a one-year warranty.

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

Ultra High Speed
Multiplying 0/A Converter

FEATURES
• Small Size: 2" X 2" X 0.4"
• Highest Speed Available
• High Multiplying Accuracy: Maintains Monotonicity and
Linearity for any Analog Input within the Specified Range
• High Current Output: 10mA Full Scale
• High Reliability, Hybrid Microcircuit Construction
• Guaranteed Operation: -30°C to +8S o C
APPLICATIONS
• CRT Displays
• Waveform Generation
• Vector Generation
• Fast Digital Attenuator

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The MDMS series is an ultra-high speed, one or two-quadrant,
multiplying D/A converter capable of lOMHz operation and
11-bit precision. The settling time for both analog and digital
inputs is lOOns, and the large signal bandwidth of the analog
input is in excess of lOMHz. The module is designed for the
needs of the graphic display field and other applications requiring high-accuracy, high-speed multiplying operation.

The current output of the MDMS series DI A is precisely proportional to the analog input signal multiplied by the digital
input code. The analog input signal may be any voltage
between OV and -loY, and can be a sine wave, triangle wave,
sawtooth, or other waveform. The D/A output is an accurate
scaled version of the input waveform, the scale factor being
the digital input code. Alternatively, the analog input voltage
may be used to scale a digitally generated signal. Various offsetting provisions are made so that the analog signal, digital
signal, and output may be made bipolar or unipolar in order
to accommodate various uses requiring one or two-quadrant
operation.
The output impedance of the D/A is 200 ohms so that a twovolt output swing is possible with no load. Loading the output
with ZOO ohms results in a 1 volt p-p output. If an external
operational amplifier such as the Analog Devices' HOS-050
Op Amp is connected to the output of the D/A, output voltages up to 20V p-p are obtainable at a small sacrifice in speed.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order Model Number MDMS-0801, MDMS-1001, or MDMS1101. Ruggedized versions with extended burn-in are also
available. Consult the factory.

!

20 = lOOn,
10 .... ,OrnA

~~,

DIGITAL
INPUTS

alPOlAR
OFFSET

i

HYBRID
CURRENT

I

l!
LSB

ANALOG

r-'--~---+~~~~~~

OUTPUT

I.•

'*16V

OIA
CONVERTER

11
12

BIT11

~~~~~~

""'21........_..-_~

SIPOtAR OPERATION IS ACCOMPLISHED
BY CONNECTING PIN 30 to M1OV. OR IF
ADJUSTMENT IS REQUIRE:O. PIN 30 MAY

BE CONNECTED THROUGH A Uk ADJUST·

MENT POTENTIOMETER TO -15V.

MOMS Series - Block Diagram
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:SPECIFICATION.S (typical @+25°C and nominal power supply voltages unless otherwise noted)
ACCURACY (ADJUSTABLE TO)
Monotonicity
Linearity
ANALOG INPUT
Voltage Range
Impedance
Transfer Function (inverting)

11 Bits
lilA

8 Bits
40jtA

10 Bits
IOjtA

to.2%
Guaranteed
20llA. ±1I2LSB

±O.OS%

to.02S%

SIlA, ±1I2LSB

·2.SIlA, t1l2LSB

Ji

I
LL,,.......-------....,.J
U
0.020(O.608)~ T

"OO

(10.2)

o to -lOY
4kr! '2%
OV input scalcsplA output to minimum output;
-IOV input scales D/A output to maximum output.

DIGITAL INPUT (TTL)
Positive Logic, "1" '"
"0" •
Loading, 2 Std. TTL Loads

t:;;:260 (6.') M'N

1
2
3

+2.4V to +S.OV
OVto O.4V

•
•
5

"0"·

-5mA,

"1"=

SOjtA '

CODING (PARALLEL INPUT DATA)
Unipolar
Bipolar

7

9

10

BIN
OBN

(6.')

..L

Maximum Positive Output
Maximum Negative Output

All "O's" Input

T

Oto +]OmA
±SmA·
+l.SV, -2V
200r!,'1 %

SOnA

DYNAMIC CIiARA(::TERISTICS
Settling Time (digital & analog)
Bandwidth (analog in)

90ns to 0.2% F.S.
10MHz

:0

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Linearity
Monotonicity

lOOns to 0.1% F.S.·

MATING SOCKET MSA-l
PIN DESIGNATIONS

130ns to 0.05% F.S.

4
5

60mA
20mA
O.OOS%IV

TEMPERATURE ((ANGE
Operating
Storage

B
9
10
II
12
19
21
23
25
28
30
32

_30 o e to -!-8S°r,
_55°C to +12S o G

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Case

Diallyl Phthalate per MIL·
M-14 Type SDG-F

·Specificationssune .. MDMS\..()801
Specifications subje~t to change without notice.

THIS WAVE~ORM IS OBTAINED
WITH LOGIC 00000000000 AT
THE ATTENUATOR DIGITAL
. INPUT.

~,s:,

{ ,,,

.,v

-----------~

-10V-----------THIS WAVEFORM ISOBTAINED
WITH LOGIC 1000GOOOoOOAT
THE Ai"TENUATOR DIGITAL
INPUT.

:,

ISEE FlGUR",

<lOV - - - - - - - - - - - -

-sv - - - - ' - - - - - - - -

I

INPUTS

1

:::_2-SZS/

+10V - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-lOV

,sa

00000000000

THIS WAVEFORM IS OBTAINED
WITH LOGIC ""1111'" AT
THE ATTENUATOR DIGITAL
INPUT.

BIT 11

~i!I"

!!

.

A~~:#~IOR
INPUTS

',OV

NOTES
1. R1 MAV BE OMITTED IF 0.5% DC
SHIFT IS PERMISSIBLE BETWEEN
MINIMUM 8t MAXIMUM ATTENUATION.
2. ADJUST R2 FOR OV OUTPUT WITH
ATTENUATORINPUT SET FOR
~:~8f~~~~.AND WAVEFORM

:

I

1.. ,,'GUR",

3. ADJUST R3 TO OBTAIN .!lOV OUT·
PUT WITH ATTENUATOR INPUT SET
FOR 11 111111111 AND WAVEFORM
INPUT ACTIVE.

'so
BIT 12
_16V

+16V

Figure 1. The MDMS-tt01 Multiplying D/A
Used au Digital Waveform Generator with
Digital Attenuator Control
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~.,

IS

.

":-:0:--1--\--0
sz
V

_~:~

,II

I

II
--1 t-- 0.1 (2.54) GR'O

2ppml'C

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+ISV ±IO%
-ISV±lO%
Power Supply Rejection Ratio ...

w~rJi~~~M

BOTTOM V'EW

1

NOTE: DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION
OF PIN 1
WEIGHT: 1.602.45.3 G
PINS ARE GOLD PLATED PER MIL-G-5204 TYPE II

200n for 0 to IV p-p Out
2V p-p Out

on for 0

Zero Offset (max)

11
12

0.250

All "l's"lnput
OUTPUT (CURRENT)
Unipolar
Bipolar
Compliance Voltage
Impedance
Loading

~

1-1••- - -2.000 (50.•) - - -....11

INPUT #1
11111111111

THE ABOVE WAVEFORMS DEPICT THE
ANALOG OllTPUT FOR VARIOUS VALUES
OF ATTENUATOR DIGITAL INPUTS TO
DJA #2 WITH A DIGITAL TRIANGLE
BEING APPLIED TO THE WAVEFORM
DIGITAL INPUT OF D/A_1.
PEAK POSITIVE LEVEL"
00000000000 DIGITAL INPUT
PEAK NEGATIVE LEVEL"
•
11111111111 DIGITAL INPUT
(THE OUTPUT OP AMP INVERTS THE
SENSE OF THE INPUT BITS)

Figure 2. Operation of Multiplying D/A (;;rcuit

~ ANALOG

.8-, 10-, 12-Bit Video Speed
W DEVICES Current and Voltage Out, D/A Converters
Current Settling Times to 15n5
±1.5V Compliance
Voltage Settling Times to 100ns (MDH)
Monotonicity Guaranteed Over Temperature
High Output Currents - 15mA
-30· C. to' +85· C Operating Range
Industry Standard Pin Outs
20V, p.p Out (MDH)
TTL or ECl logic
APPLICATIONS
CRT Vector Displays
Digitial Waveform Generation
Automatic Test Equipment
TV Picture Reconstruction
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This broad family of digital-to-analog converters represents the
"state of the art" in modular, high speed, voltage a,nd current
output devices. The family consists oia total of 11 devices in
4 series (MDS, MDSE, MDSL and MDH) that allow the user to
, make engineering trade-offs between resolu tion, speed, ou tpu t
and logic type. The first 3 are high compliance current output
units which make possible linear output swings greater than
±1.SV. The voltage output MDH series contain a fast settling
hybrid operational amplifier which provides ±10V output at
±SOmA. To simplify selection these major specifications are
summarized in Table 1.
MODEL

BITS

MDS-081S
MDS-1020
MDS-1240

8
10
12

MDS-081SE
MDS-I020E

8
10

MDSL-082S
MDSL-103S
MDSL-12S0

8
10
12

MDH-0870
MDH-IOOI
MDH-1202

8
10
12

FULL SCALE
OUTPUT

FULL SCALE
SETTLING TIME

(Fastest Settling High Current Out)
ISmA
1Sns to 0.4% FS
ISmA
200s to 0.1% FS
1SmA
400s to 0.02S% FS
(MDS with ECL Logic)
ISmA
1Sos to 0.4% FS
ISmA
200s to 0.1% FS
(Low Current MDS)
SmA
2Sns to 0.1%
SmA
2Sns to 0.1%
SmA
SOns to 0.02S%
(Voltage Out MDSL)
10V/SOmA
I SOns to 0.4%
10V/SOmA
200ns to 0.1 %
10V/SOmA
SOOns to 0.02S%

INPUT
LOGIC
TTL
TTL
TTL
ECL
ECL
TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL

achieve ultra-high spe"d operation. In fact, it is the fastest 12bit D/A available, settling to 0.025% in 40ns. Hybrid construction eliminates the thermal lag problem inherent in 12-bit
DIA's constructed with discrete components. This in turn
means that the accuracy is maintained over the total frequency
range of operation, yielding superior results for frequency domain applications.
The MDS-1240 is particularly well suited for CRT display applications because of its unsurpassed speed and drive capabilities. The high output current (1SmA) allows the use of low
impedance loads so that settling times remain shqrt - even
with higher output voltage levels. The ability to drive load capacitance is at least 3 times that of other 12-bit D/A's thus
providing capability to drive a terminated transmission line
directly. The MDS-815 and MDS-1020 provide similar performance at 8 and 10 bits, while the MDS-E units provide it
with ECL logic. MDSL-082S, MDSL-1035 and MDSL-12S0
also utilize this reliable hybrid construction. The use of laser
trimmed resistor ne~orks within the D/A's not only eliminates thermal time lag errors but provide the linearity tempco of 2ppmfC; guaranteeing monotonic operation over the
extended temperature range of -30·C to +8S o C. The power
dissipation of the MDSL series is one-half that of competitive D/A's, but a full SmA output current is maintained. This
allows driving transmission lines or other low impedance loads
directly.

Table 1.
. SPEED WITH PRECISION
Analog Devices' model MDS-1240 is the first D/A converter
available with highly reliable, internal hybrid construction to
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C unless otherwise specified)

!

~URRENT OUTPUT

UNITS

CURRENT OUTPUT
MDS
1020
1240
0815

RESOLUTION

Bits

8

10

12

8

10

LSB·(Wcight)

p.A

58.6

14.6

3.66

58.6

14.6

±%FS
LSB max

0.2
0.012
0.05
±1I2
•
•
Guaranteed Over Operating Temp Range
15nA max
•
•

0.2

·••

ppml"C
ppml"C
ppml"C

5
30
15

MODEL·

ACCURACY
Initial (Adjust to 0)
Linearity (Integral)
Monotonicity
Zero Offset (Adjust to 0)
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Lineariry
Gain
Offset (Bipolar)

. ±%lyr max 0.5

STABILITY WITH TIME
DATA INPUTS
Logic Compatabiliry
Logic Voltage Levels
Bit On Logic "l"
Bit Off Logic "0"
Logic Current (Each Bit)
Bit On Logic" 1"
Bit Off Logic "0"
MSB
Coding

TTL
V
V
p.A
rnA
rnA

OUTPUT
Current Range
Unipolar
Bipolar
Impedance (See Figure 3)
Compliance (MDH VOUT )
Load Resistance for VOUT (See Figure 5)
o to +lV
±lV

+2 to +5.0

o to +0.4

0
0

112
4.32k

INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLT AGE OUT

V

N/A

SETTLING TlME2
Current

ns to %

15 to 0.4 3

Bipolar Voltage (RL = 2325011 10pF)

ns to %

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Range
Current at Nominal +V
Current at Nominal-V

•

•
•

±ll to ±16
105
15

·•

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION RATIO
+15V
,
-lSV (Bipolar)
-lSV (Unipolar)

%/V
%/V
%IV
%IV

0.04

•

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

°c
°c

-20 to.+75
-.55 to +85

CASE

·

ECL

ECL

-0.9
-1.7

-0.9
-1.7

2

•
•

•

40 to 0.025

·
·•
·
·

±14.5 to ±l6.S
55
20

··•

-1.5, +2

100
750
-6.2 ±5%
20toO.~3

Diallyl Phthalate per MIL-M-14 Type SDG-F

Ota-15

-1.5, +2

20 to 0.1 3

·
··

120

•

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

·
··
··
·•
•

-0.0001
-0.002
-0.2

··

\

•
•

Oto-15

200±1%

120

·
··•
·
*.

·

20 to 0.1 3

0.05

•
•

··•
·

•
•

··
··
·

V
mAmax
rnA max

,

··
•
··
·

·

Oto+15
±7.5
165
+1.5, -2

nsto%

2
20

" SO
-8
•
-5 max
N/A
-10 max
•
All Units Binary (BIN) for Unipolar,
Offset Binary (OBN) for Bipolar

rnA
rnA
0
V

Unipolar Voltage (RL = 300011 10pF)

·•
··
·•

MDS-E(ECL)
0815
1020

·•

•
•
•

•

• Specifications same as MDS..Q81 S.

NOTES,
I IPPf11 fC for
:I

~rrent output. Op amp is 50jJ.V/'C. (See tables in Figures IS, 16 and 17,
for overall TC in various configurations.)
~

'0 to

For Full Scale Step. worst case.

'±5V Out

~ For

the MDS and MDS·E series, the voltage and current output
settling times are the same if the DA~'s are operated with a load

to give I V pop output.
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+SV Opt
'0 to +19V Out

~
!

See Figures IS ';'d 16 for test circuits.

Specifications subject to change without

~otice.

0825

CURRENT OUTPUT
MDSL
1035
1250

VOLTAGE OUT
MDH
1001

0870
8

10

1202
12

8

10

12

19.6

4.88

1.22

··•

··
·
·•

··

··

0.05

·•

10mV

10mV

2
20

2
20
See Note 1

2
20

··
·
···

··
·
··
·
··
·
··
·

-1.6

···

o to +5
±2.5
600±1%

o to +5
±2.5
600±1%

0.2

2
20

•
•

·
··
•
··•

-1.6

o to +5
±2.5
600±l%

0.05

2
20

•

-1.6

0.012

2
20

Depends on VOUT
0.2

10mV

·
·
··

0.012

·
·
··
·•
·•

·
·
··
·
··
·

±50 max
±50 max
0.1 max
±10

±50 max
±50 max
0.1 max
flO

±50 max
±50 max
0.1 max
±10

•

-1.6

-1.6

-1.6

•

·

·

300
2.325k

300
2.325k

300
2.325k

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

-6.2 ±5%

-6.2±5%

-6.2 ±5%

-6.2 ±5%

-6.2 ±5%

-6.2±5%

25 to 0.1

25 toO.1

50 to 0.025

15 toO.2

25 to 0.10

50 to 0.025

0.1 4

45 to 0.4
70 to 0.1
75 to 0.4
100 to 0.1

70 to 0:1
80 to 0.05
100 to 0.1
110 to 0.05

70 to 0.1
90 to 0.025
100 to 0.1
125 to 0.025

70 to
150 to 004 5
100 to 0.46

100 to
200 to 0.1 5
130 to 0.1 6

200 to 0.025 4
400 to 0.025 5
250 to 0.025 6

±12to±15
26
16

±12 to ±15
26
16

±12 to ±15
26
16

±14.5 to ±l6.5
50
35

±14.S to ±l6.5

50
35

±J.4.5 to ±l6.5
50
3S

0.0001
0.001
0.2

0.0001
0.001
0.15

0.0001
0.001
0.15

0.003
0.01
0.15

0.003
0.01
0.15

0.003
0.01
0.15

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

-30 to +85
-55 to +125

•

·

·

0.44

•

·

•
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MD~815,

MDS-1240, MDS1Al825, 1035, 1250
. OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm):

0815E, 1020, 1020E
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

1----2.3 (58.01 - - - - I
MOS.0I1S

12

MDSL-103&

0.4

T

0.02 {O.SOSI

1

1

32

28

...

--I ~

"J

r

"

1

/

2.'
(50.8)

10

L

- T

Lu.2SlfiAI

"

"

17

-11-

BOTTOM VIEW

2,0

J

CUI

BOTTOM VIEW

0.02. 10.6081

Lo.25fSAI

2.3

0.'

50

Lc"._MD_H_"'_70_'_.D_H_"~'_'MDH=::.'202_".J~

Lc"._._DS_'_....
__M-::DS::'-::.',,250:::--.r (10.2)

I

13

'0

MDS-l240

0.43
(10.92)

.L ......~_._OS'OO_'_.._._D_~_'....
__-rr.J
11

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

j--2.II<50'''-'---i-L

MOS-l020

G.04(l.02IDIA

MDH-0870, 1001, 1202
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

:1

0,25
(1I.4)

1..

r

0.1 [2.64) GRID

BOTTOM VIEW

-I f--

0,1 (2.641 GRID

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.1

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN t,

MATING SOCKET MSA-1

MATING SQCKET MSA-1

0.' 12.541 GRID

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION Of PIN 1.

MATING SOCKET MSB-1

PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

.8

FUNCTION
BIT 1 (MSB)
BIT2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT5
BIT6
BIT7
BIT8

PIN

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

FUNCTION
BIT 9
BIT 10
+15V
OFFSET
COMMON
OUTPUT
COMMON
-15V

PIN DESIGNATIONS
MDS-1240, MDS1Al825, 10~5, 1250

. PIN DESIGNATIONS
MD~81S, MDS-1020

PIN DESIGNATIONS
MDS-0815E,1020E
PIN
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

FUNCTION
BIT 1(MSB)
BIT2
B11.3
BIT4
BIT5
.BIT6
BIT 7
BIT8

PIN

FUNCTION

9

BIT9
BIT 10
-15V
OFFSET
COMMON
OUTPUT
COMMON
+15V

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

PIN
3
4
5

6
7
10
11
12
13
14

FUNCTION
BIT 1 INPUT (MSB)
BIT 2 INPUT
BIT 3 INPUT
BIT41NPUT
BIT 5 INPUT
BIT 6 INPUT
BIT71NPUT
BIT81NPUT
BIT 9 INPUT
BIT 10 INPUT

PIN
15
16
17
18
28

FUNCTION
BIT 11 INPUT
BIT 12 INPUT
REFERENCE INPUT
REFERENCE OUTPUT
ANALOG OUTPUT
OFFSET
GROUND
-15V POWER INPUT
+15V POWER INPUT

29
30
31.
32

PIN DESIGNATIONS
MDH-0870, 1001, 1201.
(MSBI
BIT 1

81T6

PIN
3
4
5
8
7
10

BIT7

11

BIT2

OUTPUT

8113
81T4

DIGITAL
INPUTS

81T5

OFFSET

81T8

12

COMMON

13

COMMON

14
15
16

BIT9
BIT 10

FUNCTION
BIT 1 INPUT (MSB)
BIT 2 INPUT
BIT 3 INPUT
BIT 4 INPUT
BIT51NPUT
BIT61NPUT
BIT 7 INPUT
BIT 8 INPUT
BIT91NPUT
BIT '10 INPUT
BIT 11 INPUT
BIT 12 INPUT

ILSBI

PIN
17
18

22
24

2S
26
28
29

30
31

32

FUNCTION
REFERENCE INPUT
REFERENCE OUTPUT
ANALOG OUTPUT
. +INPUT
-INPUT
FIXED GAIN
CURRENT OUTPUT
OFFSET
GROUND
-15V POWER INPUT
+15V POWER INPUT

MDS and MDSE Block Diagram
IMSBI

Zo ",soon

Iu '" SMA F.S.

BIT1
3.16k

BIT3

MSB

BIT 1

81f4

GROUND

2.
22

HYBRID

BITS

OIGITAL
INPUTS

28

CURRENT
OUTPUT

BIT2

CURRENT

BIT6

OUTPUT
D/A
CONVERTER

BIT1

25

+IN
ANALOG
OUTPUT
:!:10VIMAX)
:!.50MA(MAX)

-<N

BITB

.---+=-<)OFFSOT.

DIGITAL
INPUTS

BIT9
FIXED
GAIN

81T10

BIT"
BIT 12
+15V

-1Iiv

ILSBI

REF IN
(0 to -6.2-V·

17

OFFSET

OT05MA

+15V

OUTPUT)

-15V

REF OUT

MDS-1240and MDSL Series Block Diagram
'9-190 D/A CONVERTERS

18

GND

MDH Series Block Diagram

Each DIA is housed in industry standard size cases, and each has
an internal precision reference. Bipolar operation is achieved
by external pin interconnection. In normal circumstances, no
external components are required for operation into low impedance loads. Designed primarily for PCB mounting, these
D/A's ~ay also be plugge~ in~~ standard OIL sockets mounted
on l.S centers (MDS senes 2 centers).
For ultra-high reliability, this D/A series is optionally available with burn-in extended beyond the Analog Devices
standard of 96 hours at +2SoC.
NOTES ON FAST-SETTLING D/A CONVERTERS
Invariably, fast-setding DI A converters use current rather than
voltage switching.
There are inherent advantages to current-switching converters,
since it eliminates an output amplifier. If there is no output
amplifier, there is no slew rate limitation which slows settling.
The absence of an output amplifier also means there are no
overshoot and ringing problems often associated with feedback amplifiers.
The setding time of a current-switching D/A converter, then,
is based on:
1. The RC time constan t of the converter ou tpu t.
2. The setding time of the output current change.
If the settling time of the D/A converter under consideration
is determined by the RC time constant, the output capacitance
and output impedance become very important.
As a typical example in the Analog Devices' D/A converters,
output capacitance is SpF, and nominal output impedance
is 16S1'2.
For test purposes, ~e output of these D/A converters are
loaded with approximately 1S01'2 . (There is no "trick" or
"gimmick" in loading the output of the converter; it is done
to provide an output voltage of approximately 1.0V to 1.2V.)
This loading means RC = SO X S X 10- 12 =0.4ns. Since setding time is approximately 7 RC, the overall settling time, if
determined by the RC time constant, would be 2.Sns.
Based on this, it becomes obvious the RC time constant of such
~onverters outputs is not the limiting factor in establishing settling time. Instead, the settling time of the converters is based
primarily on the settling time of the overall (output) current
change, since the effect of the RC time constant is "swamped."
Expressed in another way, this means settling time for the
MDS series converters is relatively independent of load resistance, unless substantial load capacitance is present. The settling time of the output current, in turn, is based on:

going inputs on all forms of saturated logic. The TTL or DTL
driving logic, and the D/A input circuits for current-switching
D/A's are subject to this same chara.::teristic.
Thus, the time skew of the individual current switches within
the converter is worse when one or more input bits are out of
phase with the others. This is true even for ideal inputs in
which the digital inputs arrive simultaneously; if there is time
skew among the bit inputs, of course, the problem becomes
more pronounced.
Note, settling times even better than those specified for the
MDS series become possible if digital input bit arrivals are
deskewed.
.
These differences among the switches cause a discontinuity or
"glitch" in the output. The true "worst case" glitch always
occurs at the switching point of the Most Significant Bit or the
center point of the ou tput range, because nearly equal and
opposite currents are being switched within the converter.
In addition, all "0" to all "1" switching overlooks the practical aspects involved. There are relatively few times when all
of the input bits will be changing from one state to the other
on successive input changes; however, the MSB will switch out
of phase with all other bits each time the analog ou tpu t of the
converter crosses the midpoint.
In considering the choice of a "fast-settling" DIA converter,
then, the user should look for the following points' in the
data sheet:
1. If the settling time spec has all bits changing state identi-

cally, it neglects the phenomenon associated with saturated
logic discussed earlier.
2. Is the settling time specified with an impractically-Iowimpedance load?
If the RC time constant of the converter output is the major
factor in establishing settling time (because of high output
capacitance and lor resistance), a low impedance load helps
make settling time look better.
A low impedance load means the voltage being developed at
the ou tpu t is oftentimes too small to be useful.
A higher-impedance load which can develop a useable output
of 1.0V or more sometimes negates the fast settling time of
the spec sheet.
.
A test setup for this worst-case measurement is shown in Figure 1. Two pulse generators are used to generate the required
out-of-phase pulses, and the delays are adjusted for minimum
skew. Figure 2 is an unretouched photo of the oscilloscope
trance of an MDS-S1S under test.

1. The settling time of each switch within the converter.
2. The time skew among the digital inpl1ts which cause the
switching action.
Some manufacturers of fast-settling DIA converters spec settling time under the conditions of all digital inpu ts changing
from "0" to "1", or vice versa. At first glance·, it would appear
this is the "worst case" condition for measuring settling time,
since maximum current is being switched.
Unfortunately, this method of specifying neglects an important
characteristic of saturated logic ... the propagation delay for
negative-going inputs is different from the delay for positive-
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The AID converter families catalogued in this section are divided into seven overlapping categories:
1. General Purpose, Low Cost

High Performance (Speed and Accuracy)
High Speed
High Resolution
LowPower
6. Bus Compatible (3-State Outputs)
7. Multichapnel

2.
3.
4.
S.

The specifications and features are key for each device. Comp!ete and detailed descriptions, specifications, and application
i/lformation can be found in the data sheets. General information and definitions of important specifications can be found
in the pages that follow.
In general, the devices catalogued here by generic type number are available in various performance and temperature grades,
and packages, as specified on the data sheets. All specifications are typical at rated supply voltage and TA =+2SoC, unless
noted otherwise. Devices are listed generally in order of resolution.

1. GENERAL PURPOSE, LOW COST
Model
ADS70#
AD7S7~

AD7570#
ADS 71#
ADS74

ADADCSO
ADS200e

Resolution
(Bits)
S
S

10;S
10
12
12, 10
12

Features
Monolithic IC, complete with reference, 3-state output, 2511s
CMOS IC, Interfaces to liP like RAM, ROM, or sl!)w memory; ratiometric, single supply,
lSI1S conversion time
CMOS .IC, no missing codes, ratiometric,ItP-compatible
Monolithic IC, complete, 3-state output, 2Sps
IC, complete, pP interface, 2Sps conversion time
Hybrid IC, complete, improved replacement for standard ADCSO
Hybrid IC, complete, improved replacement for standard 5200 series

Page
10-11
10-S1
10-69
10-19
10-35
10-97
10-45

2. HIGH PERFORMANCE (SPEED AND ACCURACY)
Resolution
Model
MOD-120S.

(Bits)

HAS-1202
ADS7S.

12
12

ADS 74
AD572
ADC1131
ADC1130

12
12
14
14

Features
Complete PC-board unit, 5MHz wprd rate, includes track-hold with 2Sps aperture
uncertainty, SNR>66dB
Hybrid, 2.Sps conversion time, no missing codes over temperature
Hybrid IC, conversion time adjustable to 4ps min (K, S), internal reference, no missing
codes over temperature,
IC, complete, including reference, pP interface, 25f.ls conversion time
Hybrid IC, 2Sf.ls max conversion time, no missing codes over temperature
Module, 12f.ls max conversion time
Module, 2Sf.ls max conversion time

Page
10-137

(Bits)

Features

Page

MATV
MOD-1005

S
10

10-123
10-129

MOD-1020.

10

MAH.

10,S

MOD-120S.

12

AD57S.

12

HAS
MAS
ADCl131

12,10,S
12,10,S
14

Module, up to 20MHi word rate, includes track-and-hold (30ps aperture time)
Complete PC-board unit, SMHz word rate, includes track-hold with 2Sps aperture,
20MHz analog input bandwidth
Complete PC-board unit, 20M Hz word rate, includes track-hold with 2Sps aperture
uncertainty, SNR>S6dB
Module, max conversion time 1f.lsl7S0ns to lOIS bits, parallel and serial outputs, pin and
function compatible with 4130, 4131
Complete PC-board unit, SMHz word rate, includes track-hold wi.th 2Sps aperture
uncertainty, SNR>66dB'
Hybrid IC, conversion i:ime adjustable to 4f.ls (K, S), internal reference,
no missing code,S over temperature
Hybrid, 2.S/1.7/1.5f.ls conversion time, no missing codes over temperature
Module, 2/1.S/1ps max conversion time, parallel and serial outputs
Module, 12f.ls.max conversion time

12

10-109
10-43
10-35
10-27
10-105
10-105

3. HIGH SPEED
Resolution
Model
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10-133
10-113
10-137
10-43
10-109
10-117
10-lOS

4. HIGH RESOLUTION
Model
AD7555.
ADCi130/31
AD7550#

Resolution
(Bits)

Features

Page

4112BCD
20,000 counts
14
13

CMOS IC: analog switching and all digital functions for quad-slope conversion,
data formats include multiplexed BCD and serial count
Module, 25/121's conversion time
CMOS IC, quad slope, 1ppm/oC gain and offset tempco

10-57
10-lOS
10-49

S. LOW POWER, CMOS
Resolution
(Bits)

Model
AD7555.

41/2BCD

AD7550#
AD7570#
AD7574e

13
10
8

AD7583.

8

Features
CMOS IC, analog switching and all digital functions for quad-slope conversion,
data formats include multiplexed BCD and serial count (to 20,000)
CMOS IC, quad slope, 1ppmtC gain and offset tempco
CMOS IC, no missing codes, ratiometric, I'P-compatible
CMOS IC, lSI's conversion time, interfaces to I'P like RAM, ROM, or slow memory;
single-supply, ratiometric
CMOS IC, 9-channel (expandable), single supply, analog multiplexing and all digital
functions for quad slope conversion and digital control, interface via I/O port

Page
10-57
10-49
10-69
10-81
10-89

6. BUS COMPATIBLE (3-STATE OUTPUTS)
Model

Resolution
(Bits)

AD7555.

4112BCD

AD7550#
AD574
AD7570#
AD571#
AD7583.

13
12
10
10
8

AD7574.

8

AD570#

8

Features

Page

CMOS IC, analog switching and all digital functions for quad-sl"pe conversion, data formats
include multiplexed BCD and serial count (to 20,000)
CMOS IC, quad slope, 1ppm/oC gain and offset tempco
IC, complete, 2-chip, microprocessor interface, 251's conversion time
CMOS IC, no missing codes, ratiometric, I'P-compatible
Monolithic IC, complete, pretrimmerl, 3-state output
CMOS lC, 9-channel (expandable), single supply ,analog multiplexing and all digital
functions for quad-slope conversion and digital control, interface via 110 port
CMOS IC, 151's conversion time, interfaces to I'P like RAM, ROM, or slow memory;
single-supply, ratiometric
Monolithic IC, complete with reference, pretrimmed, 3-state output

10-57
10-49
10-35
10-69
10-19
10-89
10-81
10-11

7. MULTICHANNEL
Model

Resolution
(Bits)

AD7583.

8

Features

Page

CMOS IC, 9-channel (expandable), single supply, analog multiplexing and all digital
functions for quad-slope conversion and digital control, interface via 110 port

10-89

#Monolithic chips available with guaranteed performance for precision hybrids; information available upon
request. All can be found in the 1979 Chip Catalog, available upon request.
-New product since the 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.
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FACTORS IN CHOOSING AlII' AID CONVERTER
In the current issue. of this catalog, there are listed some 19
different families of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). If
one were to consider all the variations, there would be considerably more than 40 different types to choOse among
(excluding digital panel meters, which are catalogued elsewhere). The reason for so many different types is the number
of degrees of freedom in selection-technological, functional,
performance, and package. Complete information on converters may be found in the 246-page book, Analog-Digital Conversion Notes, published by Analog Devices and availl.ble for
$5.95 from P.O. Box 796, Norwood, MA 02062.
TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
The technologies represented here include modules (cards and
potted circuits) and integrated circuits-monolithic and hybrid.
Modules generally can provide the extremes of performance
as well as arbitrary levels of functional completeness. For
example, the 12-bit SMHz MOD-1205 is built on a card that
includes a track-hold amplifier. ICs are small and high in
performance-per-dollar. Though some IC devices require external components for operation, an increaSing number are
complete in the package (and even on the chip-for example,
the AD5711o-bit ADC is a one-chip complete converter with
its own reference).
.
The three most important IC technologies in current use a~
Analog Devices are hybrid, thin-film-on-CMOS, and thinfilm"9n-bipolar. Hybrid provides the most-complete highperformance devices; for example, the HAS series are completely self-contained 12-bit successive-approximations ADCs,
with internal reference and conversion time to 2.8~s max for
12 bits. CMOS provides high-density logic, low dissipation,
and good voltage switches, but relatively limited-performance
linear circuitty. The AD7574 is a complete 8-bit ratiometric
successive-approximation converter on a chip that is designed
for direct interfacing to microprocessors as ROM, RAM or
slow memoty. Another example of CMOS is the 13-bit "quadslope" AD7550, a ratiomettic integrating type that utilizes a
patented digital error-correction scheme to. obtain IppmfC
periormance, despite the use of on-chip CMOS for both comparator and integrating amplifier. Analog Devices monolithic
bipolar technology is the key to the performance and versatility of the AD570, AD571 and AD574. They use Integrated
Injection Logic (I2 L), with its high logic density, and high
accuracy analog circuitty, including buried-Zener references
and laser-wafer-trimmed thin-film resistors, all on single monolithic chips. The AID converter in the low-cost AD2040 D~it
al Thermometer is another example of the application of I L
to monolithic bipolar ICs.
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Block diagrams illustrating the various conversion techniques
appear on individual data sheets.
The moderate-speed converters described.in this catalog
«IMl:fz) employ two fundamental techniques-successive
approximations, for moderate-to~high resolutio!1 at moderateto-high speed, and integration, for high resolution at modest
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speeds, The AD ADC80 and ADC 1131 are examples of the
former, the AD7550 and AD7583, the latter.
Like a chemist's balance with binaty weights (112,114,1/8,
etc.), the successive-approximation converter compares the
unknown input with sums of accurately-known binaty fraccions offull scale, starting with 1!be largest (2- 1), and rejecting
any that change the comparator's state ("tip the scalc")'. Ai
the end of converSion (EOC), the output of the converter
is a digital word, representing the ratio of the input to full
scale by a fractional-binary code.
Integrating types count pulses for a period proportional to the
input. Most-frequently used are dual slope types, which count
off the period required for the integral of the reference to
become equal to the average value of the input (over· a fixed
period). Integrating types can be made insensitive to drift by
storing errors during an error-correcting cycle and subtracting
them during the input-measuring cycle. This correction can be
performed in analog fashion, using capacitance for storage, or
digitally-using the information stored in a counter for correction (AD7550).

The video converters described here (MATV, MOD-1205, etc.)
employ two basic encoding techniques: simultaneous, orflasb
conversion, and serial-Gray-Code conversion. High resolution
. and high speed are obtained by subranging, i.e., by performing
an n-bit conversion in two steps; Analog Devices has perfected
a form of subranging, known as DSC-digitally corrected.subranging-which permits accurate resolutions of 12 bits and
more.·
.
In flash conversion, the analog signal is compared against
2 n - 1 graded voltage levels, using as many comparators, and
the comparator output logic levels are processed by a priority
encoder, which converts the "thermometer" output to a binary (or Gray) code. Since the whole conversion occurs essentially simultaneously, it is the fastest means of conversion, but it
requires many accurate comparators and large numbers of gates.
In serial-analog-parallel-digital conversion, there are a number
of cascaded stages, each having a gain of +2 for signals less
than one-half the reference, and a gain of -2 for signals between one-half the reference and full scale. At each stage, a
decision is made as to whether the signal is larger (l)or smaller (Q) than one-half the reference; the stage's analog output
becomes the input to the next stage. The complete time for
one conversion is determined by the propagation delay of the
analog signal through all stages; however, since the decision
of each stage can be latched as soon as the stage has settled
(and a new conversion can, in principle, be start.ed as soon
as the first bit has been latched), the rate at which conversions come out of the pipeline is considerably faster than the
time for one sample to go through the conversion process.
Though fast, this process is difficult to implement accurately
• A considerable amount of useful information about the differences
between video conversion and moderate1pced conversion can be found
in the article, "Very High Speed Data Acquisition," by Ed Graves, in
Analog Dialogue 13-2, available upon request.

for more than a few bits, because of the compounding of
gain (hence errors).
A subranging converter digitizes to a group of more-significant
bits, and stores them in a latch. A fast, very-high-accuracy
DI A converter converts them to an analog signal, which is then
subtracted from the input. The difference, or residue, is amplified and digitized, and (in DCS) the result is combined digitally in such a way as to correct for mid-scale conversion errors.
Whatever the technique, these AID converters comprise several
essential functions: an analog section, a digital data-generating
section, data outputs, and digital controls.
Analog Section
This section requires a reference, one or more high-gain comparators, and either a DIA converter (successive approximations) or a controllable integrator. The reference may be internal or external, fixed or variable, and of a specified polarityI
sense in relation to the analog input. In ratiometric conversion,
the reference is usually external and variable. For conversion
with the AD7570, the comparator is connected externally.
In successive-approximation converters, the c9mparator is
generally used in the current-summing mode; that is, the
current output of the DAC is summed with the current developed in the DAC's "feedback resistor" by the input voltage (of
opposite polarity), and the balancing action of the converter
tends to bring the summing junction towards a voltage null
(much like that of an op amp) at the end of conversion. The
typical DAC feedback options, when applied in an ADC,
provide input-scaling choices. When the bipolar-offset connection is jumpered to the summing point, input signals of both
polarities can be handled. The current-switching action of the
DAC, at the typically fast clock-rates used in successive-approximation converters, can disturb the output of the analog
signal source, especially if it is a slow high-precision op amp. In
such cases, buffering may be necessary; many of the modules,
and the AD5721C, have on-board analog buffer-followers.
In integrating types, absolute-value and polarity-sensing circuitry may be required at the front end to handle both polarities of input. Outputs are usually sign-magnitude BCD. However, the AD7SS0, which uses an offset-reference scheme,
requires none of the above; and it has a two's-complement
binary output. The AD7S83 and AD7SSS provide the quadslope control logic, counters, and analog switching, but require external integrators and comparators.
Digital Data-Generating Section
In successive-approximation types, this section consists of a
discrete or integrated successive-approximations register (SAR),
its controls, and inputs from the comparator and clock (which
is on-board, but in many cases permits external clock pulses,
frequency adj\1strnent, and/or control). In integrating types,
this section consists of the clock-pulse generator, the counter(s), the input from the comparator, and the associated
controls. Often, provisions are made for the pulse-train to be
jumpered to the counter externally, so that the pulse train can
be operated on externally, or can transmit its train of pulses
to a remote counter. In a few types there are no on-board

counters or registers; the pulse train, magnitude, overrange,
and control terminals are intended to communicate with
external counters and registers.
Data Outputs
Factors to consider here include coding, resolution, overrange
information,levels, format, validity, and timing. Coding is
usually binary, including jumper-connected offset-binary andl
or two's complement for bipolar input signals. For some types,
BCD is available, with sign-magnitude for bipolar inputs. Output coding specs should always be checked for digital polarity
(positive- or negative-true) of both magnitude and sign information. The resolution (number of output bits) must be sufficient for the application; in addition, the specifications must
be checked to ascertain that not only will all 2n (binary)
output codes be present (no missing codes), but they must all
be present at any temperature in the operating range and
related to the input with sufficient accuracy. Integrating .types
generally have no problems with missing codes (except sometimes at zero, with sign-magnitude coding); nevertheless, nonlinear integration can cause the conversion relationship to
become nonlinear. Successive-approximation types have no
way of determiningoverrange; they simply fill up. However,
counter types roll over and put out a carry tlag to signal
overrange.
The data levels available at the converter output must be
checked (TTL, low-voltage CMOS, high-voltage CMOS, ECL),
as must the load-driving capability and fanout, and the supply
conditions under which appropriate output levels will be
furnished. The available choice of output formats must also be
as desired-parallel, serial. byte-serial, andlor pulse-train. If the
converter is intended to communicate directly with an 8-bit
data bus, !he output should have three-state capability, and
parallel outputs must be enabled in bytes of 8 or fewer lines
(AD7S70, AD7SS0). If the output is serial, it is usually
NRZ (non-return-to-zero) and should be accompanied by a
set of synchronized clock-pulses.
A status (or busy or EOC) output changes state to indicate
when the data becomes valid. The exact nature of this transition should be specified-polarity, timing, levels, etc. For serial
data, the exact relationship between the data and the synchronizing clock should be specified, to indicate when each bit
becomes valid, and for how long. In general, the timing of the
whole conversion process must be clearly understood, especially i{ high speeds are necessary, either for conversion, or for
communic,ation with a processor (or both). The timing diagrams on specification sheets are usually accompanied by
adequate descriptions of the conversion process and specifications of the critical interface parameters.
Controls
The functions, action (levels or' edges), polarity, and timing of
all control inputs and outputs should be clearly understood, as
well as their loading characteristics and dependence on the
supply. In addition to "the essential start-conversion-command
input and a status output, various control commands may be
available, such as clock inhibit, high (low)-byte enable, status
AID CONVERTERS 10-5

enable, and-for speeding up conversion at the cost of resolution in successive-approximation converters-short-cycle.
Power Supplies
Appropriate power supplies should be made available, considering the logic levels and analog input signals to be employed
in the system. The appropriate degree C!f power-supply stability
to meet the accuracy specifications should be provided. Any
recommended external protection circuitry (e.g., Schottky
diodes to ensure that Vee is never more thaD 0.4V above VDD
in the AD7S70) should be planned for. In many cases, separate
analog and digital grounds are required; ground wiring should follow best practice to minimize digital interference with high. accuracy analog signals, while ensuring that a connection be- .
tween grounds can always exist at one point, even if the
"mecca" point is inadvertently unplugged from the system.
Application' Checklist
The designer will generally require specific information in the
following categories, before proceeding to the selection process:
•

Accurate description of input and output
1. analog signal range and source or load impedance
2. digital code needed - binary, offset binary, 2's complement, BCD, etc.
3. logic level system, i.e., TTLIDTL compatible

• What is the needed data throughput rate?
• What are the control interface details?
• What does the system error budget allo~ for the converter?
• What are environmental conditions -temperature,range,
time, supply voltage - over which the converter should
operate to the desired accuracy?
For AID converters, the following considerations are typical.
• What is the analog input voltage range, and to what resolution must the signal be measured?
• What is the requirement fpr linearity error (or relative
accuracy .ertor).?
• To what extent must the various sources of error be minimized as environmental temperature changes?
•

How much time can be allowed in· the system for each
.comp!e.te conversion? What aperture uncertainty and
acquisition time are needed for the sample-hold?

• How stable is the system power supply? What errQrs will
result from power supply terminal voltage variations of
this order?
• Can the system .tolerate missed codes under any conditions?
• What is the character of the input signal? Is it noisy,
sampled, filtered, rapidly-varying, slowly-varying? What
kind of pre-processing is to be (or can be) done that will
affect the choice (and cost) of the converter? Is aliasing
a potential problem?
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SPEOFICATIONS & TERMS
Definitions of performance specifications, and related information, are to be found on the following pages, in alphabetical
order. •
Accuracy, Absolute
The error of an AID converter at a given output code is the
diffeI"<!nce between the theoretical and the actual analog input
voltages required to produce that code. Since the code can. be
produced by any analog voltage in a finite band (see Quantizing
Uncertainty), the "input required to produce that code" is
defined as the midpoint of the band of inputs that will produce the code. For example, if S volts (±1.2mV) will theoretically produce a 12-bit half-scale code of 100000000000, then
a converter for which any voltage from 4.997V to 4.999V will
produce that code Will have absolute error of
112(4.997 + 4.999) - S volts =-2mV.
AbSolute error comprises gain error, zero error, and nonlinearity, together with noise, Absolute-accuracy measurements
should be made under a set of standard conditions with sources
and meters traceable to an internationally accepted standard.
Aeeuracy, Relative
Relative accuracy error, expressed in %, ppm, or fractions of
an 'LSB, is the deviation of the analog value at any code (relative to the full analog range of the device transfer .characteristic) from its theoretical value (relative to the sWte lange), after
the full-scale range (FSR) has been calibrated.
Since the discrete points on the theoretical transfer characteristic lie on a straight line, this deviation can also be interpreted
as a measure of nonlinearity (see Linearity).
The "discrete points"of an AID transfer characteristic are the
midpoints of the quantization bands at each code (see Accuracy, Absolute).
Aperture Time
This is the interval between the application of the hold command to a sample/track-hold and the actual opening of the
switch. The aperture .time consists of a delay (which depends
on the logic and the switching device-SOns for SHA1144) and
an uncertainty (due to jitter-20ps maxrms for HTS-002S).
When a sample-hold is used in an application where timing is
critical, the timing of the hold command can be advanced· to
compensate for the known component of aperture delay. The
jitter, however, imposes the ultimate limitation (m timing accuracy. When a sample-hold is used with an ADC, the timing
·For video converters, there are a number of additional application-'
oriented specifications pertaining to the device's use in a '}'Stem
(e.g., noise power rtltio, differential phase, differential gain, signal-tonoise ratlo).Some useful references for understanding such
specifications can be found in the following publications, available
from Analog Devices:
Kester, W.A., "PCM Signal Codecs .for Video Applications", SMPTB
Journal, Volume 88, November 1979, pp 770-778.
Pratt, W.]., "Test AID Converters Digitally", Electronic Design,
December 6,1975
Smitb, B.F. and Pratt, W.J., "Understanding High-Speed AID
Converter Specifications", Computer Labs, 1974

uncertainty of the conversion process is reduced by the ratio
of aperture jitter to the conversion time, i.e., the maximum
frequency which can be handled with less than lLSB error due
to timing is 2-n /(Tr Tau) instead of 2-n /(Tr Tc), where Tau is the
aperture uncertainty and Tc is the conversion time.
Common Mode Rejection (CMR)
The ability of a device to reject the effect of voltage applied
to both input terminals simultaneously. Usually expressed as
the log of a "common-mode rejection ratio," e.g., 1,000,000: 1
(CMRR) or 120dB (CMR). A CMRR of 1,000,000 to 1 means
that a 1V common-mode voltage passes through the amplifier
as through it were a differential signal of one:inicrovolt at
the input.
Conversion Time and Conversion Rate
The time required for a complete measurement by an ADC is
called conversion time: For most converters (assuming no significant additional systemic delays), this is identical to the
inverse of conversion rate. However, in some high-speed converters, because of pipelining, new conversions are initiated
before the results of prior conversions have been determined;
thus, for example, the MOD-1205 can provide 12-bit output
data at a 5MHz word rate (200ns/conversion), even though the
time for anyone conversion, from start to finish, is two clock
periods plus 275ns, or 675ns, at 5MHz.
Dual-Slope Converter
An integrating analog-to-digital converter in which the unknown
signal is converted to a proportional time interval, which is
then measured digitally. This is done by integrating the unknown for a predetermined time. Then a reference input is
switched to the integrator, and integrates "down" from the
level determined by the unknown until a "zero" level is
reached. The time for the second integration process is proportional to the average of the unknown signal level over the.
predetermined integrating period. A digital time-interval meter
(i.e., counter) is generally used as the output indicator.

INTEGRATOR
OUTPUT

C3

SIGNAL INTEGRATE
TIME

REFERENCE INTEGRATE
TIME

components. Flash converters are often used for partial conversions in subranging converters.
Gain Adjustment
The "gain" of a converter is that analog scale factor setting
that provides the nominal conversion relationship, e.g., 10V
full scale, in a fixed-reference converter, or 100% of full-scale
in a ratiometric converter. Gain- and zero-adjustment principles are discussed under zero.
Least SignifIcant Bit (LSB)
In a system in which a riumerical magnitude is represented by
a series of binary (i.e., two-valued) digits, the "least significant
bit" is. that digit (or "bit") that carries the smallest value or
weight. For example, in the natural binary number 1101 (decimal13, or 23 + 22 + 0 + 2°), the rightmost" 1" is the LSB.
Its analog weight, relative to full scale, is 2-n ; where n is the
number of binary digits. It represents the smaIlest change that
can be resolved by an n-bit converter.
Linearity Error
Linearity error of a converter, expressed in percent or partsper-million of full-scale range, or fractions of a least-significant
bit, is the deviation of the analog values from a straight line, in
a plot of the measured conversion relationship. The straight
line can be either a "best straight line," determined empirically
by manipulation of the gain and/or offset to equalize maximum positive and negative deviations of the actual transfer
characteristic from this straight line; or, it can be a straight line
passing through the end points of the transfer characteristic
after they have been calibrated. Sometimes referred to as
"end-point" nonlinearity, the latter is both a more conservative measure and is much easier to verify in actual practice.
"End-point" nonlinearity is similar to relative accuracy error
(see Accuracy, Relative). Linearity has two componentsdifferential and integral nonlineariry.
Linearity, Differential and Integral
A digital output code should correspond to a quantum of
analog input values exactly 1 LSB in width (2-n of full scale,
for an n-bit converter). Any deviation of the measured "step"
from the ideal width is called Differential Nonlinearity. It is
an important specification, because a differential nonlinearity
error greater than 1 LSB can lead to nonmonotonic behavior of
of a DIA converter, and missed codes in an AID converter
employing such a DAC. A flagrant example of differential nonlinearity is shown here.

Feedthrough
Undesir;tble signal-coupling around switches or other devices
that are-\mpposed to be turned off or provide isolation, e.g.,
feedthrough error in a multiplexer. It is variously specified in
%, ppm, fractions of 1 LSB, or fractions of 1 volt, with a given
set of inputs, at a specified frequency.
"Flash" Converter
A converter in which all the bit choices are made at the same
time. It requires 2n - 1 voltage-divider taps and comparators,
and a comparable amount of priority encoding logic. An extremely fast scheme, it requires large numbers of precision
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In the illustration, the horizontal bars represent the measured
DAC output values corresponding to 6 adjacent digital codes.
The DAC is nonlinear, in that the next-Ieast-significant bit
(XXOIO) is 1* LSB too large. Thus, instead of the five quanta,
or steps, being all equal ( =1 LSB), quantum 2 is 2* LSB and
quantum 4 is -* LSB. The differential linearity error, the difference between the actual quantum width and the ideal
1 LSB, is +1* LSB for quantum 2 and -1* LSB for
_quantum 4.
When this DAC is used in successive-approximation~ conversion, it will lead to a missed code. Analog inputs slightly larger
than the value of XX100 will be converted to XX100, and
analog inputs slightly less than the value of XX100 will be converted to XX010. The code XXOll will not exist; it will be a
missed code.
Often, instead of a maximum differential nonIinearityspecification, there will be a simple specification of "no missed
codes", which implies a differential nonlinearity-less thaD
1 LSB.
While differential nonlinearity deals with errors in step size,
integral nonlinearity haS to do with deviations of the overall
shape of the conversion response. Even converters that are not
subject to differential linearity errors (e.g., integrating types)
have integral linearity (sometimes just "lineari~") errors.
Power-Supply Sensitivity
The sensitivity of a converter to dc changes in power-supply
voltages is normally expressed in terms of percentage change
in analog input value (or fractions of the analog equivalent
of 1 LSB), corresponding to a given code, for a 1% dc change
in the power supply, e.g., O.OS%I%.:lVs )' Power-supply sensitivity may also be expressed in relation to a specified dc shift
of the supply voltage. High-accuracy ADCs intended for
battery operation require excellent rejection of large supplyvariations.
Quad-Slope Converter
This is an integrating analog-to-digital converter that goes
through two cycles of dual-slope conversion, once with zero
input and once with the analog input being measured. The
,errors determined during the first cycle are subtracted digitally
from the result in the second cycle. The scheme results in an
extremely accurate convert!!r. For example, the 13-bit singlechip AD7SS0 is a CMOS quad-slope AID converter with typical temp cos (gain and zero temperature coefficients) of 1ppmfC.
Quantizing Uncertainty (or' "Ertor")
_
The analog continuum is partitioned into 2n discrete ranges
for n-bit conversion. All analog values within a given range are
repre~nted by the same digital code, usually assigned to the
nominal midrange value. There is, therefore, an inherent quantization uncertainty of ±* LSB; in addition to the actual
conversion errors. In integrating converters, this "error" is
often expressed as ''±1 count."
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Ratiometric Converter
The outpu~of an AID converter is a digital number proportional to the ratio of (some measure of) the inpUt to a reference. Most requirements for conversions call for an absolute
measurement, i.e., against a fixed reference. In some cases,
where the measurement is affected by a changing reference
voltage (e.g., the voltage applied to a bridge), it is advantageous
to use that same reference as the reference for the conversion,
to eliminate the effect of variation. Ratiometric conversion
can also serve as a substitute for analog signal division (where
the denominator changes but little during the conversion).
Stability
Stability of Ii converter, usually applies to the insensitivity
of its characteristics with time, temperature, etc. All measurements of stability are difficult and time consuming, but stability vs. temperature is sufficiently critical in most applications to warrant universal inclusion in tables of specifications
(see "Temperature Coefficients").
'Subranging Converters
In this type of converter, an extremely fast conversion produces the most-significant portion of the output word. This
portion is converted back to analog with a fast high-accuracy
D/A converter and subtracted from the input. The resulting
residue is converted to digital at high speed and combined with
the results of the earlier conversion to form the output word._
In digitally corrected subranging (DCS), the two bytes are combined in a mannerthat'eorrects for the error of the LSB of the
most-significant byte. For example, using 8-bit and S-bit
conversion, and this proprietary technique, a full-accuracy
high-speed 12-bit converter can be built.
Successive Approximations
Successive approximations is a high speed method of comparing an unknown against a group of weighted references, The
operation of a successive approximations AID converter is
generally similar to the orderly weighing of an unknown quantity on a precision chemical balance, using a set of weights
such as: 1 gram, 112 gram, 114 gram, 118 gram, 1116 gram, etc.
The weigh~ are tried in order, sl1rting with the largest. Any
weight that tips the scale is removed. At the end of the process,
the sum of the weights remaining on the scale will be within
one LSB of the actual weight (±* LSB, if the scale is properly
biased - see zero),
Temperature Coefficients
In general, temperature instabilities are expressed in %/~ C, _
ppm/DC, as fractions of 1 LSBfc, or as a change in a parameter over a specified temperature range. Measurements are
usually made at room temperature and at the extremes of the
specified range, and the temperature coefficient (tempco,
T.C.) is defined as the change in the parameter, divided by the
corresponding temperature change. Parameters of interest
include gain, linearity, offset (bipolar), and zero. The last three
are expressed in % or ppm of full-scale range per Celsius degree.

Gain Tempeo: Two factors principally affect converter gain
instability with temperature:
a) In fixed-reference converters, the reference source will
vary with temperature. For example, the tempco of an
ADS81L is typically Sppm/oC.
b) The ratiometric circuitry has a sensitivity to temperature.
Linearity Tempco: Sensitivity of linearity to temperature
over the specified range. To avoid missed codes, it is sufficient that the differential nonlinearity error be less than
1 LSB at any temperature in the range of interest. The differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient may be expressed as a ratio, as a maximum change over a specified
temperature range, andlor implied by a statement that there
are no missed codes when operating within a specified temperature range.
Offset Tempco The temperature coefficient of the allDAC-switches-off (minus full-scale) point, of a bipolar
successive-approximations converter, is dependent on three
variables:
1) The temp co of the reference source
2) The voltage stability of the input buffer and the
comparator
3) The tracking capability of the bipolar-offset resistors
and the gain resistors.

U:nipolar Zero The zero tempco of an ADC is dependent
only on the zero stability of the integrator andlor the input
buffer and the comparator. It may be expressed in /lV/C,
or in percent or ppm of full-scale per degree C.
Zero- and Gain-Adjustment Principles
The zero adjustment of a unipolar ADC is set so that the
transition from all-bits-off to LSB-on occurs at
x 2- n

-i

of nominal full-scale. The gain is set for the final transition

I

X100

I

ADC

X011

OUTPUT CODE

I

X010

I

ANALOG INPUT

to all-bits-on to occur at F.S. (1 - +x 2- n). The "zero" of an
offset-binary bipolar ADC is set so that the first transition
occurs at -F .S. (1 - rn) and the last transition at +F .S.
(1- 3 x 2"n). The data sheet instructions should be followed.
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~ANALOG

·WDEVICES·

Low Cost, Complete IC
8-Bit Ato 0 Converter

Complete AID Converter with Reference and Clock
Fast Successive Approximation Conversion - 25}Ls
No Missing Codes Over Temperature
o to +70°C - AD570J
-55°C to +125°C - AD570S
Digital Multiplexing - 3 State Outputs
18-Pin Ceramic DIP
Low Cost Monolithic Construction

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS70 is an S-bit successive approximation AID converter
consisting of a DAC, voltage reference, clock, comparator, successive approximation register and output buffers - all fabricated on a single chip. No external components are required
to perform a full accuracy S-bit conversion in 2S[Js.
The ADS70 incorporates the most advanced integrated circuit design and processing technology available today. 12 L
(integrated injection logic) processing in the fabrication of the
SAR function along with laser trimming of the high stability
SiCr thin film resistor ladder network at the wafer stage (LWT)
and a temperature compensated, subsurface Zener reference
insures full S-bit accuracy at low cost.
Operating on supplies of +SV and -ISV, the ADS70 will accept analog inputs of 0 to +10V unipolar or ±SV bipolar,
externally selectable. As the BLANK and CONVERT input is
driven low, the three state outputs will be open and a conversion will commence. Upon completion of the conversion, the
DATA READY line will go low and the data will appear at the
output. Pulling the BLANK and CONVERT input high blanks
the outputs and readies the device for the next conversion.
The ADS70 executes a true S-bit conversion with no missing
codes in approximately 2S[Js.
The ADS70 is available in two versions; the ADS70J is specified for the 0 to 70°C temperature range, the ADS 70S for
-SSoC to +12SoC. Both guarantee fullS-bit accuracy and no
missing codes over their respective temperature ranges and
are packaged in IS-pin hermetically-sealed ceramic DIP's.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS70 is a complete S-bit AID converter. No
external components are required to perform a conversion. Full scale calibration accuracy of ±O.S% (2LSB
of S bits) is achieved without external trims.
2. The ADS70 is a single chip device employing the most
. advanced IC processing techniques. Thus, the user has at
his disposal a truly precision component with the reliability and low cost inherent in monolithic construction.
3. The ADS70 accepts either unipolar (0 to +IOV) pr
bipolar (-SV to +5V) analog inputs by simply grounding
or opening a single pin.
4. The device offers true S-bit accuracy and exhibits no
missing codes over its entire operating temperature
range.
S. Operation is guaranteed with -ISV and +SV supplies. The
device will also operate with a -12V supply.
6. The ADS70S is also available with full processing to
MIL-STD-SS3, Class B. The single chip construction
and functional completeness make the ADS70especially
attractive for high reliability applications.
7. Every ADS76 is subjected to long-term stabilization
bakes and given a powered burn-in at +12SoC prior to
final test to ensure reliability and long-term stability.
In addition, all units are tested 100% at the extremes of
their respective temperature ranges for all parameters to
guarantee full performance.

·Covered by Patent No. 3,940,760, other patents pending.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°Cwith V+ =+5V. V- =-15V.all voltages measured with respect to digital common, unless otherwise indicated)
MODEL

ADS70jD

RESOLUTION 2

S Bits

RELATIVE ACCURACY @ 2soC 2,3,4
. Tmin to Tmax
FULL SCALE CALIBRATIO~,5
(With 150 Resistor In Series With
Analog Input

±1I2LSB max
±1I2LSB max

±2LSB (typ)

UNIPOLAR OFFSET (maX)4

±1I2LSB

BIPOLAR OFFSET.(max)4

±1I2LSB

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
(Resolution for Which no Missing
Codes are Guaranteed)
+25°C
Tmin to Tmax
TEMPERATURE RANGE
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS4
Guaranteed max Change
Tmin to Tmax
Unipolar Offset
Bipolar Offset
Full Scale Calibration 6
(With ISO Fixed Resistor or
2000 Trimmer)
POWER SUPPLY REJECTIO~
Max Change In Full Scale Calibration
'TTL Positive Supply
+4.5V.;;;v+.;;+S .SV
Negative Supply
-16.0V.;;;v-';;"13,5 V
ANALOG INPUT RESISTANCE

ANALOG INPUT RANGES
(Analog Input to Analog Common)
Unipolar
Bipolar
OUTPUT CODING·
Unipolar
13 ipolar
LOGIC OUTPUT
Bit OUtputs and Data Ready
Output Sink Current
(VOUT = O.4V max, Tmin to Tmax)
Output Source Current (Bit OUtputs)7
(VOUT = 2;4V min, Tmin to Tmax)
Output Leakage When Blanked
LOGIC INPUT
Blank and Convert Input
O.;;;vin.;;;v+
Blank - Logic "I"
Convert - Logic "0"
CONVERSION TIME
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ADS70SD/ADS70SD·883B 1

S Bits
8 Bits

±ILSB (SSppm/oC)
±ILSB (S8ppmtC)
±2LSB (176ppmtC)

±lLSB (40ppm/oC)
±ILSB (40ppm/oC)
±2LSB (SOppm/oC)

±2LSB max
±2LSB max
3kO min
SkO typ
7kO max

o to +10V
-SV to +SV
Positive True Binary
Positive True Offset Binary

3.2mA min
(2TTL Loads)
O.SmAmin
±40J,lA max

±40J,lA max
2.0V min
O.SV max
iSJ,lsmin
2SJ,ls typ
40J,lsmax

*

*.

MODEL
POWER SUPPLY
Absolute Maximum
V+

V-

ADS70jD

ADS70SD/ADS70SD-883B 1

+7V
-l6.5V

*

Specified Operating - Rated Performance
V+
+5V
V-l5V
Operating Range
V+
+4.5V to "5.5V
-l2.0V to -l6.5V
VOperating Current
Blank Mode
V+= +SV
2mA typ (l OmA max)
V- = -lSV
9mA typ (15mA max)
Convert Mode
5mA
V+ = +5V
lOrnA
V-= -l5V
·Specifications same as ADS70]
Speci.fications subject to change without notice.
NOTES:
1 The ADS70S is available fully processed and screened to the requirements of MIL-STD-883, Class B.
A complete list of tests is given in Table I. When ordering; specify the ADS70SD/883B.
'The ADS70 is a selected version of the ADS7110-bit A to D converter. As such, some devices may
exhibit 9 or 10 bits of relative accuracy
resolution, but that is neither tested nor guaranteed.
Only TTL logic inputs should be connected to pins 1 and 18 (or no connection made) or damage
may result.
3 Relative accuracy is defined as the deviation of the code transition points from the ideal transfer
point on a straight line from the zero to the full scale of the device.
4 Specifications given in LSB's refer to the weight of a least significant bit at the 8-bit leVel, which is
0.39% of full-scale.
5 Full scale calibration is guaranteed trimmable to zero with an external 200n potentiometer in place
of the Isn fixed resistor. Full scale is defined as 10 volts minus 1 LSB; or 9.961 volts.
• Full Scale Calibration Temperature Coefficient includes effects of unipolar offset drift as \vell as
gain drift.
7The Data output lines have active pull-ups to source O.SmA. The DATA READY line is open collector
with a nominal6kn internal pull-up resistor.

or

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
V + to Digital Common . . . . . . . ..
V- to Digital Common ........ .

Dimensions shown in inches-and (mm).

. ... 0 to +7V

. .0 to -l6.SV
Analog Common to Digital Common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ± 1 V
Analog Input to Analog Common .................. ±15V
Control Inputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to V+
Digital Outputs (Blank Mode) .............••..... 0 to V +
Power Dissipation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800mW

0.04

~.~I R 10.9~0~:~~:~·:2::i·1 ~

0~5 (2.061

t:E( [~] ]!t(2'411--l~
rrr~
PIN #1 IDENTIFIER

0.095

+--" I I

.

0.18 :to.03

0.01 ±O.OO2

(4.67 '0'761~--.l

~
0.032
(0.811

t

(0.26 ±0.061
0.035 to.01
-.-10.89 '0.251

-l \-0.1 (2.541

0.047 ±0.007
11.19 !O.181

0.017
(0.43

:g:gg~

:g.g: )
.

---0.8120.321

Figure 1. 18-Lead Ceramic DlJal-ln-Line Package
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The ADS70 is a complete 8-bit AID converter which requires
no external components to provide the complete successiveapproximation analog-to-digital conversion function. A block
diagram of the ADS70 is shown in .Figure 2. Upon receipt
of the CONVERT command, the internal 8-bit current output DAC is sequenced by the 12 L successive-approximation
register (SAR) from its most-significant bit (MSB) to leastsignificant bit (LSB) to provide an output current which
accurately balances the input signal current through the SkU
input resistor. The comparator determines whether the addition of each successively-weighted bit current causes the DAC
current sum to be greater or less than the input current; if the
sum is less the bit is left on, if more, the bit is turned off. After
testing all the bits, the SAR contains a 8-bit binary code
which accurately represents the input signal to within ±1I2LSB
(0.20%).
v+ v-

ANALOG

DIGITAL
COMMON

I.

0.16'---------1
THE AD570 IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN A l.ASER·TRIMMED PASSIVATED
CHIP FORM. CONSUL TeHIP CATALOG FOR APPLICATION PARTICULARS,

BLANK a
CONVERT CONTROL

FIGURE 3 SHOWS THE CHIP METALLIZATION LAVOUT AND-BONDING
PADS.

Figure 3. Chip Bonding Diagram

""N'I"''-'II_ _--I

9 MSS

ANALOG
COMMON~.!!..~....

"T

OUTPUTS

81POLAR
OfFSET
CONTROL 15

2 LSB

,.
,

..

TEMPE'RATURI: COMPENSATED

:~I~~f~~~;~~ERENCE

AD570

'7

the MSB less IhLSB) to be injected into the summing (+) node
of the comparator to offset the DAC output. Thus the nominal
o to +10Vunipolar input range becomes a -SV to +SVrange.
The SkU thin film input resistor is trimmed so that with a full
scale input signal, an input current will be generated which
exactly matches the DAC output with all bits on. (The input
resistor is trimmed slightly low to facilitate user trimming, as
discussed on the next page.)
POWER SUPPLY SELECTION
The ADS70 is designed and specified for optimum performance
using a +SV and -lSV supplY.,The supply current drawn by
the device is a function of the operating mode (BLANK or
CONVERT), as given on the specification page. The supply
currents change only moderately over temperature as shown
in Figure 4, and do not change significantly with changes in Vfrom -10.8 volts to -16 volts.

·SEE NOTE 2. SPEC TABLE

C "'> CONVERT MODE
8 "'> BLANk MODE

11.0

Figure 2. AD570 Functional Block Diagram

10.0

I

•.0

Upon completion of the sequence, the SAR sends out a
DATA READY signal (active low), which also brings the
three-state buffers·out of their "open" state, making the bit
output lines become active high or low, depending on the
code in the SAR. When the BLANK and CONVERT line is
brought high, the output buffers again go "open", and the
SAR is prepared for another conversion cycle. Details of the
timing are given further.
The temperature compensated buried Zener reference
provides the primary voltage reference to the DAC and
guarantees excellent stability wi th botli time and temperature. The bipolar offset input controls a switch which allows
the positive bipolar offset current (exactly equal to the' value of
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~1&V.R

'.0
7.•
SUPPLY
CURRENTS mA
8.0

I+5V.C

6.0
4.0

2 .•
1.6
,-50

-25

50
TEMPERATURE _

70

°c

'00

..

....sv.a

,

Figure 4. AD570, Power Supply Current VS. Temperature
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CONNECTING THE AD570 FOR STANDARD
OPERATION
The AD570 contains all the active components required to
perform a complete AID conversion. Thus, for most situations, all that is necessary is connection of the power supply (+5 and -15), the analog input, and the conversion
start pulse. But, there are some features and special connections which should be considered for achieving optimum
performance. The functional pin-out is shown in Figure 5.

BIPOLAR OPERATION
The standard unipolar 0 to +10V range is obtained by shorting
the bipolar offset control pin to digital common. If the pin is
left open, the bipolar offset current will be switched into the
comparator summing node, giving a -5V to +5V range with an
affset binary output code. (-S.OO volts in will give a 8-bit
code of 00000000; an input of 0.00 volts results in an output code of 10000000 and 4.96 volts at the input yields the
11111111 code.) The bipolar offset control input is not directly TTL compatible, but a TTL interface for logic control
can be constructed as shown in Figure 7.

8BITS

Figure 5. AD570 Pin Connections

FULL SCALE CALIBRATION
The 5kn thin film input resistor is laser trimmed to produce
a current which matches the full scale current of the internal
DAC-plus about 0.3%-when a full scale analog input voltage
of 9.961 volts (10 volts - lLSB) is applied at the input. The
input resistor is trimmed in this way so that.if a fine trimming
potentiometer is inserted in series with the input signal, the
input current at the full scale input voltage can be trimmed
down to match the DAC full scale current as precisely as
desired. However, for many applications the nominal 9.961
volt full scale can be achieved to sufficient accuracy by simply
inserting a 15n resistor in series with the analog input to pin
13. Typical full scale calibration error will then be about
±2LSB or ±0.8%. If a more precise calibration is desired,
a 200n trimmer should be used instead. Set the analog input
at 9.961 volts, and set the trimmer so that the output code
is just at the transition between 11111110 and 11111111.
Each LSB will then have a weight of 39.06mV. If a nominal
full scale of 10.24 volts is desired (which makes the LSB have
weight of exactly 40.00mV), a 50n resistor in series with a
200n trimmer (or a 500n trimmer with good resolution)
should Qe used. Of course, larger full scale ranges can be arranged by using a larger input resistor, but linearity and full
scale temperature coefficient may be compromised if the
external resistor becomes a sizeable percentage of 5kn.

BITS
LSB

Figure 7. Bipolar Offset Controlled by Logic Gate
Gate Output = 1 Unipolar 0 - 10V Input Range
Gate Output = 0 Bipolar ±5V Input Range

COMMON MODE RANGE
The AD570 provides separate Analog and Digital Common
connections. The circuit will opera:te properly with as much
as ±200mV of common mode range between the two
commons. This permits more flexible control of system
common bussing and digital and analog returns.
In normal operation the Analog Common terminal may generate transient currents of up to 2mA during a conversion. In
addition, a static current of about 2mA will flow into Analog
Common in the unipolar mode after a conversion is complete.
An additional ImA will flow in during a blank interval with
zero analog input. The Analog Common current will be modulated by the variations in input signal.
The absolute maximum differential voltage rating between the
two commons is ±1 volt. We recommend the connection of a
parallel pair of back-to-back protection diodes as shown in
Figure 8 between the commons if they are not connected
locally.

A,.

2

CARD

"

{

CONNECTOR

!---_......

--AN ...LOO IN

ACOM

(ZllN9140R

AD570

EQUIVALENT

V+COM

DcoM
V·COM

BIT 1

MS'

'SEE Non 2, SPEC TABLE

Figure 6. Standard A 0570 Connections

Figure 8. Differential Common Voltage Protection
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ZEROOFFS,ET
The apparent zero point of theAD570 can be adjusted by
inserting an offset voltage between the Analog Common of the
device and the actual signal return or signal common. Figure 9
illustrates two methods of providing this offset. Figure 9A
shows how the converter zero may be offset by up to ±3 bits
to correct the device initial offset andlor input signal offsets.
As shown, the circuit gives approximately symmetrical ad·
justment in unipolar mode. In bipolar mode R2 should be
omitted to obtain a symmetrical range.

,---

OUTPUT
CODE
00000100

I
I

00000011
00000010
00000001
00000000

I-_I--+_+-~I---+

___

OV 40mV
120mV
200mV
INPUT VOLTAGE

r-----------tA,N

NOMINAL CHARACTERiStiCS
REFERRED TO ANALOG COMMON

r--

OUTPUT
CODE
00000100

I
I

00000011
+15V

-15V

00000010

·ZERO OFFSET ADJ
±3 an RANGE

00000001

Figure 9. (A)

00000000 ......y---I--.f---l--+-OV 40mV
120mV
200mV
INPUT VOL TAGE

r--------iA,N

OFFSET CHARACTERISTICS WITH
Ion IN SERIES WITH ANALOG COMMON

Ion
OR 20n
POT.

Figure 10. AD570 Transfer Curve - Unipolar Operation
(Appraximate Bit Weights Shown far Illustration, Naminal
Bit Weights -36. 1m V)

SIGNAL COMMON

Y2 BIT ZERO OFFSET

Figure 9. (B)

Figure 10 shows the nominal transfer curve near zero for an
AD570 in unipolar mode. The code transitions are at the edges
of the nominal bit weights. In some applications it will be preferable to offset the code transitions so that they fall between
the nominal bit weights, as shown in the offset characteristics.
This offset can easily be accomplished as shown in Figure 9B.
At balance (after a conversion) approximately 2mA flows into
the Analog Common terminal. A IOn resistor in series with
this terminal win result in approximately the desired 'h bit offset of the transfer characteristics. The nominal 2mA Analog
Common current is not closely controlled in manufacture: If
high accuracy is required, a 20n potentiometer (connected as
a rheostat) cim be used as Rl. Additionai negative offset range
may be obtained by using larger values of Rl. Of course, if
the zero transition point is changed, the fun scale transition
point will also move. Thus, if an offset of 'hLSB is introduced,
full scale trimming as described on previous page should be
done with. an analog input of 9.941 volts.
NOTE: During a conversion transient currents from the Analog
Common terminal win disturb the offset voltage. Capadtive
decoupling should not be used around the offset network.
These transients win settle as appropriate during a conversion.
Capacitive decoupling will "pump up" and fail to settle resulting in convetsion errors. Power supply decoupling which
retunis to analog signal common should go to the signal
input side of the resistive offset network.
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MIL-STD-883
The rigors of the militarylaerospace environment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc., demand the utmost
in electronic circuits. The AD570, with the inherent reliability
of integrated circuit construction, was designed. with these
applications in mind. The hermetically-sealed, low profile DIP
package takes up a fraction of the space required by equivalent
modular designs and protects the chip from hazardous environments. To further ensure reliability, the AD570 is offered with
100% screening to MIL-STD-883, Class B, Method 5004.
Table I details the test procedures of MIL-STD-883. Analog
Devices subjects each part ordered with 883 screening to
these tests on a 100% basis.
TABLE I
TEST

METHOD

1) Internal Visual

2010, Test Condition B

(Pre cap)
2) Stabilization Bake

Method 1008, 24 hours@+150°C

3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -65°C to +150oC

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2001, Test Condition E,
Yl plane, 30kg

5) Seal, Fine and Gross

Method 1014, Test Condition B
and C

6) Burn·in Test

Method 1015, Test Condition B,
160 houts@ +12S·C min

7) Final Electrical Tests

Performed 100% to all min and·
max specifications on data pages.

8) External Visual

Method 2009

Gonl'ol anti Timing of the 10110
CONTROL AND TIMING OF THE AD570
There are several important timing and control features on
the AD570 which must be understood precisely to allow
optimal interfacing to microprocessor or other types of control systems. All of these features are shown in the timing
diagram in Figure 11.
The normal stand-by situation is shown at the left end of the
drawing. The BLANK and CONVERT (B & C) line is held
high, the output lines will be "open", and the DATA READY
(DR) line will be high. This mode is the lowest power state
of the device (typically lSOmW). When the (B & C) line is
brought low, the conversion cycle is initiated; but the DR
and Data lines do not change state. When the conversion cycle
is complete (typically 25MS), the DR line goes low, 'and within
SOOns, the Data lines become active with the new data.

conversion, which is indicated by DATA REAi5Y going low,
the conversio'l result will be present at the outputs. When this
data has been read from the 8-bit bus, BLANK and CONVERT
is restored to the blank mode to clear the data bus for other
converters. When several AD570's are multiplexed in sequence,
a new conversion may be started in one AD570 while data is
being read from another. As long as the data is read and the
first AD570 is cleared within ISMs after the start of conversion
of the second ADS70, no data overlap will occur.

n/r::

T

B~C~ ~-------------
CONVERT
,-'NTERVAL

5i\~
",-ANK

IOPENI
OUTPUTS

About 1.5Ms after the B & Cline is again brought high, the
DR line will go high and the Data lines will go open. When the
B & Cline is again brought low, a new conversion will begin.
The minimum pulse width for the B & C'line to blank previous
data and start a new conversion is 2Ms. If the B & Cline is
brought high during a conversion, the conversion will stop, and
the DR and Data lines win not change. If a 2Ms or longer pulse
is applied to the B & C line during a conversion, the converter
will clear and start a new conversion cycle.

~

~,

Figure

NEW

OAT.~A_______

12. Convert Pulse Mode

CONVERSION

5i\-----~/

•

ENDS

" - - JI -- END
DATA
L
READOUT
,READOUT DATA

OUTPUTS

Figure 13. Multiplex Mode

SAMPLE-HOLD AMPLIFIER CONNECTION TO THE AD570
Many situations in high-speed acquisition systems or digitizing
of rapidly changing signals require a sample-hold amplifier
(SHA) in front of the A-D converter. The SHA can acquire and •
hold a signal faster than the converter can perform a conversion. A SHA can also be used to accurately define the exact
point in time at which the signal is sampled. F9r th.e ADS70,
a SHA can also serve as a high input impedance buffer.

B&C
INPUT

DR
OUT

DATA
OUT

Figure 11. AD570 Timing and Control Sequence

CONTROL MODES WITH BLANK AND CONVERT
The timing sequence of the ADS70 discussed above allows the
device to be easily operated in a variety of systems with differing control modes. The two most common control modes, the
Convert Pulse Mode, and the Multiplex Mode, are illustrated
here.
Convert Pulse Mode - In this mode, data is present at. the output of the converter at all times except when conversion is
taking place. Figure 12 illustrates the timing of this mode. The
BLANK and CONVERT line is normally low and conversions
are triggered by a positive pulse. A typical application for this
timing mode is shown in Figure 15, in which MP bus interfacing
is easily accomplished with three-state buffers.

Figure 14 shows the ADS70 connected to the ADS82 monolithic SHA for high speed signal acquisition. In this configuration,
the AD582 will acquire a 10 volt signal in less than 10MS with a
droop rate less than 100MV Ims. The control signals are arranged
so that when the control line goes low, the AD582 is put into
the "hold" mode, and the ADS70 will begin its conversion
cycle. (The ADS82 settles to final value well in advance of the

CONTROL IN

AD570

Multiplex Mode - In this mode the outputs are blanked except
when the device is selected for conversion and readout; this
timing is shown in Figure 13. A typical ADS70 multiplexing
application is shown in Figure 16.
This operating mode allows mUltiple AD570 devices to drive
common data lines. All BLANK and CONVERT lines are held
high to keep the outputs blanked. A single ADS70 is selected.
its BLANK and CONVERT line is driven low and at the end of

-15 VOLT
COM

Figure 14. Sample-Hold Interface to the AD570
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first comparator decision inside the AD570). The DATA
READY line is fed back to the other side of the differential
input control gate so that the ADS82 cannot come out of the
"hold" mode during ,the conversion cycle. At the end of the
conversion cycle, the DATA READY line goes low, automatkally placing the AD582 back into the sample mode.
This feature allows simple control of both the SHA and the A-D
converter with a single line. Observe carefully the ground, supply, and bypass capacitor connections between the two d~
vices. This will minimize ground noise and interference dl,lring
the conversion cycle to give the most accurate measurements.
INTERFACING THE ADS70 TO A MICROPROCESSOR
The' AD570 can easily be arranged to be driven from standard
microprocessor control lines and to present data to any
standard microprocessor bus (4-, 8-, 12'or 16·bit) with a minimum of additional control components. The configuration
shown in Figure 15 is designed to operate with an 8-bit bus
and standard 8080 control signals.
The input control circuitry shown is required to ensure that
the AD570 receives a sufficiently long B & C input pulse.
When the converter is ready to start a new conversion, the
B & C line is low, and DR is low. To command a conversion,
the start address decode line goes low, followed by WR. The
B & C line will now go high, followed about 1.5J.ls later by
DR. This resets the external flip-flop and brings B & C back
to low, which initiates the conversion cycle. At the end of the
conversion cycle, the DR line goes low, the data outputs will
become active with the new data and the control lines will
return to the stand-by state. The new data will remain active
until a new conversion is commanded. The self-pulsing nature
of this circuit"guarantees a sufficient convert pulse width.
This new data can now be presented to the data bus by enabling the three-state buffers when desired. An 8-bit data.
word is loaded onto th,e bus when its decoded address goes
low and the RD line goes low. Polling the converter to determine if conversion is complete can be done by addressing the

gate (shown dotted) which buffers the DR line, if desired. In
this configuration, there is no need for additional buffer register storage. The data is stored 'indefinitely in the AD570,
since the B & C line is continually held low.

.

\

BUS INTERFACING WITH A PERIPHERAL INTERFACE
CIRCUIT
An improved technique for interfacing to a J.lP bus involves the
uSe of special peripheral interfacing circuits (or 110 devices),
such as the MC6821 Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA).
Shown in Figure 16 is a straightforward application of a PIA
to multiplex up to 10AD570 circuits. The AD570 has 3-state
outputs, hence the data bit outputs can be paralleled, provided
that only one converter at a time is permitted to be the active
state. The DATA READY output of the ADS70 isan open
collector with resistor pull-up, thus,several DR lines can be
wire-ORed to allow indication of the status of the selected
device. One of the 8-bit ports of the PIA is programmed as an
8-bit input port. The 8-bits of the second port are programmed as outpUtS, and along with the 2 control bits (which act
as outputs), are'used to control the 10 AD570's. When a controlline is in the "I" or high state, the ADC will be automatically blanked. That is, its outputs will be in the inactive open
state. If a single control line is switched low, its ADC will
convert and the outputs will automatically go active-when
the conversion is complete. The result" can then be readfrom
port A.' When the next conversion is desired, a different controlline can be switched to zero, blanking the previously active
port at the same time. Subsequently, this second device can be
read by the microprocessor, and so-forth. The status lines are
wire-ORed in 2 groups and connected to the two remaining
control pins. This allows a conversion status check to be made
after a convert command, if necessary. The ADC's are divided
into two groups to minimize the loading effect of the internal
,pull-up resistors on the DATA READY buffers. See the
MC6821 data sheet for more application detail.

14LS244
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Figure 15. Interfacing AD570 to an 8-Bit Bus
(8080 Control Structure)
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Figure 16. Multiplexing 10 AD570's Using Single PIA for pP
Interface. No Other Logic Required (6800 Control Struct/.lre).
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Integrated Circuit 10-Bit
Analog to Digital Converter

Complete AID Converter with Reference and Clock
Fast Successive Approximation Conversion - 251-15
No Missing Codes Over Temperature
o to +700 C - AD571K
-55°C to +125°C - AD571S
Digital Multiplexing - 3 State Outputs
18-Pin Ceramic DIP
Low Cost Monolithic Construction

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD571 is a lO-bit successive approximation AID converter consisting of a DAC, voltage reference, clock, comparator, successive approximation register and output
buffers - all fabricated on a single chip. No external
components are requi.red to perform a full accuracy 1()'bit
conversion in 25p.s.
~he

ADS71 incorporates the most advanced integrated circuit design and processing technology available today. It is
the first complete converter to employ 12 L (integrated injection logic) processing in the fabrication of the SAR function.
Laser trimming of the high stability SiCr thin film .resistor
ladder network at the wafer stage (LWT) insures high accuracy,
which is maintained with a temperature compensa ted, subsurface Zener reference.
Operating on supplies of +SV to +lSV and -15V, the
ADS71 will accept analog inputs of 0 to +10V, unipolar
or ±SV bipolar, externally selectable. As th~" BLANK and
CONVERT input is driven low, the three state outputs will
be open and a conversion will commence. Upon completion
of the conversion, the DATA READY line will go low and the
data will appear at the output. Pulling the BLANK and CONVERT input high blanks the outputs and readies the device
for the next conversion. The AD571 executes a true lO-bit
conversion with no missing codes in approximately 2Sp.s.
The ADS71 is available in two versions for the 0 to +70°C
temperature range, the ADS 71J and K. The ADS 71 S guarantees
lO-bit accuracy and no missing codes from _55°C to +12S oC.
All three grades are packaged in an 18-pin hermetically-sealed
ceramic DIP.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS71 is a complete 10-bit AID c,onverter. No
external components are required to perform a conversion. Full scale calibration accuracy of ±O. 3% is
achieved without external trims.
2. The ADS 71 is a single chip device employing the most
advanced IC processing techniques. Thus, the user ha~ at
his disposal a truly precision component with the reliability and low cost inherent in monolithic construction.
3. The ADS71 accepts either unipolar (0 to +10V) or
bipolar (-SV to +SV) analog inputs by simply grounding
or opening a single pin.
4. The device offers true lO-bit accuracy and exhibits no
missing codes over its entire operating temperature
range.
S. Operation is guaranteed with -lSV and +SV to +lSV supplies. The device will also operate with a -12V supply.
6. The ADS71S is also "available with full processing to
MIL-STD-883, Class B. The single chip construction
and functional completeness make the ADS71 especially
attractive for high reliability applications.
7. Every ADS71 is subjected to long-term stabilization
bakes and given a powered burn-in at +125° C prior to
final test to ensure reliability and long-term stability.
In addition, all units are tested 100% at the extremes of
their respective temperature ranges for all parameters to
guarantee full performance.

·Covered by Patent No. 3,940,760, other patents pending.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical@+25°C with V+ =+5V, V'- = -15V,all voltages measured with respect to digital common, unless otherwise indicated)

MODEL
RESOLUTION

. ADS71JD
10 Bits

.

ADS71KD

ADS71 SD/AD571 SD-883 5

•

*
±1LSBmax
±1LSB max

RELATIVE ACCURACY@ 2SoCI
Tmin to Tmax

±U:'SB max
±1LSBmax

±1I2LSB max
±1/2LSB max

.FULL SCALE CALUiRATION 2
(With 150 Resistor hi Series With
.
Analog Input

±2LSB (typ)

•

UNIPOLAR OFFSET (max)

±1LSB

±1I2LSB

•

BIPOLAR OFFSET (m~x)

±1LSB

±1I2LSB

•

10 Bits
9 Bits

10 Bits

±2LSB (44ppmtC)
±2LSB (44ppm.'oC)
±4LSB (88ppm/°C)

±1LSB (22ppm/oC) ±2LSB (2Oppm/°C)
±1LSB (22ppmtC) ±2LSB (20ppm/°C)
±2LSB (44ppm/oC) ±SLSB (SOppmf°C)

N.A.

±1LSB max

±2LSBmax

;!:1LSB max

±2LSB max
3kO min
5kO typ
'kO max

±1LSB max

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY
(Resolution for Which no Missing
.
Codes are Guaranteed)
+2S o C

Tmin to Tmax
TEMPERATURE RANGE
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Guaranteed max Change
Tmin to Tmax
Unipolar Offset
Bipolar Offset
Full Scale Calibration
(With 150 Fixed Resistor or
500 Trimmer)
POWER SUPl"LY REJECTION
Max Change In Full Scale Calibration
CMOS Positive Supply (K only)
+13.5E;;V+E;;+16.0V
TTL Positive Supply
+4. 5VE;;V+E;;+S .SV
Negative Supply
-16.0VE;;V -E;;-13 .5V
ANALOG INPUT RESISTANCE

ANALOG INPUT RANGES
(Analog Input to Analog Common)
Unipolar
Bipolar
OUTPUT CODING
Unipolar
Bipolar

CONVERSION TIME
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*

-SV to +SV

•

Positive True Binary
Positive True Offset Binary ,

.

±40j.IA max
2.0V min
0.8Vmax
15/.1s min
25/.1s typ
40/.ls max

N.A.

•

o to +10V

LOGIC OUTPUT 3
Bit Outputs and Data Ready
Output Sink Current
.
3.2mAmin
(VOUT = oAv max, Tniin to Tmax) (2TTL Loads)
Output SO\lrce Current (Bit Outputs)~
O.SmAmin
(VOUT = 2.4V min, Tmin to Tmax)
Output Leakage When Blanked
±40/.lAmax
LOGIC INPUT
Blank and Convert Input
OE;;Vin E;;V+
Blank - Logic "1"
Convert - Logic "0"

*
. 10 Bits

•
.*

*
.*
*
*

*

MODEL
POWER SUPPLY
Absolute Maximum
V+

V-

ADS 71J D

ADS71KD

+7V
-l6.5V

+l6.5V

Specified Operating - Rated Performance
V+
+5V
-15V
VOperating Range
+4.SV to +5.SV
V+
-l2.0V to -l6.5V
VOperating Current
Blank Mode
V+ = +SV
2mA typ (lOrnA max)
V+ = +lSV
SmA typ (lOrnA max)
V- = -15V
9mA typ (l5mA max)
Convert Mode
V+ = +5V
SmA
V+ = +l5V
lOrnA
V-= -l5V
lOrnA

ADS71SD/ADS71SD-883 5

+5V to +lSV

*

*
+4.5V to +l6.SV

·Specifications same as AD571J
··Specifications same as AD571K
Specifications subject to change without notice.
NOTES:
1 Relative accuracy is defined as the deviation of the code tr~n.ition points from the ideal transfer point
on a straight line from the zero to the full scale of the device.
2 Full scale calibration is guaranteed trimmable to zero with an external son potentiometer in place
of the 150 fixed resistor. Full scale is defined as 10 volts minus 1LSB. or 9.990 volts.
• Logic Input and OutP~t Thresholds and Levels are a function of V+. They are guaranteed TTL
compatible at V+ = +5V, CMOS compatible at V+ = 15V for the AD571~ __._
4The Data output lines have active pull-ups to source O.SmA. The DATA READY line is open collector
with a nominal 6kO internal pull·up resistor.
5 The ADS71S is available fully processed and screened to the requirements of MIL,STD'883, Class B.
A complete list of tests is given further. When ordering, specify the ADS71SD/883B.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
. ...... 0 to +7V
V+ to Digital Common AD571J, S .
ADS71K . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +l6.5V
V- to Digital Common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to -l6.SV
Analog Common to Digital Common. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±l V
Analog Input to Analog Common .................. ±lSV
Control Inputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to V+
Digital Outputs (Blank Mode) .................... 0 to V+
Power Dissipation ....................... .' ..... 800mW

•

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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Figure 1. 18·Lead Ceramic Dual·/n-Une Package
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION.
The ADS 71 is a complete lO-bit AID converter which requires
no external components to provide the complete successiveapproximation analog-to-digital conversion function. A. block
diagram of the AD571 is shown in Figure 2. Upon receipt
·of the CONVERT command, the internal lO-bit current out"·
put DAC is sequenced by the 12 L successive-approximation
register (SAR) from its most-significant bit (MSB) to ~east
significant bit (LSB) to provMe an output current which
accurately balances the input signalcu~rent through the 5kU
input resistor. The comparator determmes whether the addition of each successively-weighted bit current causes the DAC
current sum to be greater or less than the input current; if the
sum is less the bit is left on, if more, the bit is turned off. After
testing all the bits, the SAR contains a 10-bit binary code
which accurately represents the input signal to within ±'nLSB
(0.05%).
v+

DIGITAL
V"

,""MON

BLANK.
CONVERT CONtRm

•n

SAR is prepared for another conversion cycle. Details of the
timing are given further.
The temperature compensated buried Zener reference
provides the primary voltage reference to the DAC and
guarantees excellent stability with both time and temperature. The bipolar offset input controls a switch which allows
the positive bipolar offset cilrrent (exactly equal to the value of
the MSB less 'nLSB) to be injected into the summing (+) node
of the comparator to offset the DAC output. Thus the nominal
o to +lOVunipolar input range becomes a -SV to +SVrange.
The SkU thin film input resistor is trimmed so that with a full
scale input signal, an input current will be generated which
exactly matches the DAC output with all bits on. (The input
resistor is trimmed slightly low to facilitate user trimming, as
discussed on the next page.)
POWER SUPPLY SELECTION
The ADS 71 is-designed for optimum performance using a
+SV and -lSV supply, for which the AD571J and ADS71S
are specified. ADS71K will also operate with up to a +lSV
supply, which allows'direct interface to CMOS logic. The input
logic threshold is a function of V + as shown in Figure 4. The
supply current drawn by the device is a function of both V+
and the operating mode (BLANK or CONVERT). These supply
current variations are shown in Figure S. The supply currents
change only moderately over temperature as shown in Figure 9 .

OUTPUTS

·
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,

Figure 2. AD571 Functional Block Diagram

Upon completion of the sequence, the SAR sends out a
DATA READY signal (active low), which also brings the
three-state buffers out of their "open" state, making the bit
output lines become active high or low, depending on the
code in the SAR. When the BLANK and CONVERT line is
brought high, the output buffers again go "open", and the
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Figure 4. Logic Threshold (AD571K Only)
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Figure 3. Chip Bonding Diagram
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Figure 5. Supply Currentsvs Supply Levels and
Operating Modes

CONNECTING THE ADS71 FOR STANDARD
OPERATION
The ADS71 contains all the active components required to
perform a complete AID conversion. Thus, for most situations, all that is necessary is connection of the power supply (+5 and -15), the analog input, and the conversion
start pulse. But, there are some feature's and special connections which should be considered for achieving optimum
performance. The functional pin-out is shown in Figure 6.

BIPOLAR OPERATION
Tbe standard unipolar 0 to +10V range is obtained by shorting
the bipolar offset control pin to digital common. If the pin is
left open, the bipolar offset current will be switched into the
comparator summing node, giving a -SV to +SV range with an
offset binary output code. (-5.00 volts in will give a 10-bit
code of 0000000000; an input of 0.00 volts results in an output code of 1000000000 and 4.99 volts at the input yeilds the
1111111111 code). The bipolar offset control input is not directly TTL compatible, but a TTL interface for logic control
can be constructed as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Bipolar Offset Controlled by Logic Gate

Figure 6. AD577 Pin Connections

FULL SCALE CALIBRATION
The SkU thin film input resistor is laser trimmed to produce
a current which matches the f\ill scale current of the internal
DAC-plus about 0.3%-when a full scale analog input voltage
of 9.990 volts (10 volts -lLSB) is applied at the input. The
input resistor is trimmed in this way so that if a fine trimming
potentiometer is inserred in series with the input signal, the
input current at the full scale input voltage can be trimmed
down to match the DAC full scale current as precisely as
desired. However, for many applications the nominal 9.99
volt full scale can be achieved to sufficient accuracy by simply
inserting a 1SU resistor in series with the analog input to pin
13. Typical full scale calibration error will then be about
±2LSB or ±0.2%. If the more precise calibration is desired,
a son trimmer should be used instead. Set the analog input
at 9.990 volts, and set the trimmer so that the output code
is just at the transition between 1111111110 and 111111111l.
Each LSB will then have a weight of 9.766mV. If a nominal
full scale of 10.24 volts is desired (which makes the LSB have
weight of exactly 10.00mV), a lOOn resistor in series with a
lOOn trimmer (or a 200n trimmer with good resolution)
should be used. Of course, larger full scale ranges can be arranged by using a larger input resistor, but linearity and fuJI
scale temperature coefficient may be compromised if the
external resistor becomes a sizeable percentage of Skn.

a-

10V Input Range
. Gate Output = 1 Unipolar
Gate Output =
Bipolar ±5V Input Range

a

COMMON MODE RANGE
The ADS71 provides separate Analog and Digital Common
connections. The circuit will operate properly with as much
as ±200mV of common mode range between the two
commons. This permits more flexible control of system
common bussing and digital and analog returns.
In normal operation the Analog Common terminal may generate transient currents of up to 2mA during a conversion. In
addition, a static current of about 2mA will flow into Analog
Common in the unipolar mode after a conversion is complete.
An additional1mA will flow in during a blank interval with
zero analog input. The Analog Common current will be modulated by the variations in input signal.
The absolute maximum voltage rating between the two commons is ±1 volt. We recommend the corinection of a parallel
pair of back-to-back protection diodes between the commons
if they are not connected locally.

'l=~=-4==~-=....-I-_-+--+-_-+__t-""1lv'5v.a
.··H--+--+--+----+---+----l---t---I
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Figure 7. Standard AD571 Connections

Figure 9. AD571 Power Supply Current vs Temperature
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ZERO OFFSET
The apparc;nt zero point of the ADS71 ~an be adjusted by
inserting an offset voltage between the Analog Common of the
device and the actual signal return or signal common. Figure 10
illustrates two methods of providing this offset. Figure lOA
shows how the converter zero may be offset by up to ±3bits
to correct the device initiaI-offset and/or input signal offsets.
As shown, the Circuit gives approximately symmetrical adjustmentin unipolar mode. In bipolar mode R2 should be
omitted to obtain a symmetriCal range.
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OQOOOOO'IIO
0000000011
0Il000000,0
0000000001
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0000000000
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.-----------tA'N

10mV
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60mV

INPUT VOLTAGE. '
NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS
REFERRED TO ANALOG COMMON

AD571
. - -....- -...--;ACOM

R,
1011

R2
7.Sk

R3
4.7k

r--

OUTPUT
CODE
0000000100

I

0000000011

+lSV

-lSV

0000000010

ZERO OFFSET ADJ
±3 BIT RANGE

0000000001

Figure 10.(A)

OV lOmV

30mV
50mV
INPUT VOLT AGE

OFFSET CHARACTERISTICS WITH
2.7il1N SERIES WITH ANALOG COMMON

.--------tA'N
AD571
R,

2.m
ORSII
POT.
SIGNAL COMMON

'h BIT ZERO OFFSET

Figure 10. (B)

Figure 11 shows the nominal transfer curve near zero f"ar an
ADS 71 in unipolar inode. The code transitions are at the edges
of the nominal bit weights. In some applications it will be preferable to offset the code transitions so that they fall between
the nominal bit weights, as shown in the offset characteristics.
This offset can easily be accomplished as shown in Figure lOB.
At balance (after a conversion) approximately 2mA flows into
the Analog Common tetmina!. A 2.7Q resistor in series with
this terminal will result in approximately the desired 'h bit offset of the transfer characteristics. The nominal2mA Analog
Common current is not closely controlled in manufacture. If
high accuracy is required, a 5Q potentiometer (connected as
a rheostat) can be used as R 1. Additional negative offset range
may be obtained by using larger values of R1. Of course, if
the zero transition point is changed, the full scale transition
point will also move. Thus, if an offset of 'hLSB is introduced,
full scale trimming as described on previous page should be
done with an analog input of 9.98S volts.
NOTE: During a conversion transient currents from the Analog
Common tenninal will disturb the offset voltage. Capacitive
decoupling should not be used around the offset network.
These transients will settle as appropriate during a conversion.
Capacitive decoupling will "pump up~' and fail to settle resulting in conversion errors. Power supply decoupling which
returns to analog signal common, should go to the signal
input side of the resistive offset network.
10--24 A/D CONVERTERS

Figure 11. AD571 Transfer Curve - Unipolar Operation
(Approximate Bit Weights Shown for Illustration, Nominal
Bit Weights-9,766mV)

MIL·STD-883
The rigors of the military/aerospace environment, temperature
extremes, humidity, mechanical stress, etc., demand the utmost
in electronic circuits. The ADS 71, with the inherent reliability
of integrated circuit construction, was designed with these
applications in mind. The hermetically-sealed, low profile DIP
package takes up a fraction of the space required by equivalent
modular de~igns and protects the chip from hazardous environments. To further ensu're reliability, the ADS71 is offered with
100% screening.to MIL-STD-883, Class B,MethodS004. .
Table I details the test procedures of MIL-STD-883. Analog
Devices subjects each part ordered with 883 screening to
these tests on a 100% basis.
TABLE I
TEST

METHOD

1) Internal Visual

2010, Test Condition B

(Pre cap)
2) Stabilization Bake

·Method 1008,24 hours

@ +150 o C

3) Temperature Cycling

Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, _65°C to +150 o C

4) Constant Acceleration

Method 2001, Test Condition E,
VI plane, 30kg

5) Seal, Fine and Gross .

Method 1014, Test Condition A
and C

6) 'Bur'l-in Test

Method lOIS, Test Condition B,
168 hours @ +t25°C

7) Final Electrical Tests

Performed 100% to all min and
max specifications on data pages

8) External Visual

Method 2009

-

"
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CONTROL AND TIMING OF THE ADS71
There arc several important timing and control features on
the ADS71 which must be understood precisely to allow
optimal interfacing to microprocessor or other types of control systems. All of these features are shown in the timing
diagram in Figure 12.
The normal stand-by situation is shown at the left end of the
drawing. The BLANK and CONVERT (B & C) line is held
high, the output lines will be "open", and the DATA READY
(DR) line will be high. This mode is the lowest power state
of the device (typically 1S0mW). When the (B & C) line is
brought low, the conversion cycle is initiated; but the DR
, and Data lines do not change state. When the conversion cycle
is complete (typically 2S~s), the DR line goes low, and within
SOOns, the Data lines become active with the new data.

conversion, which is indicated by DATA READY going low,
the conversion result will be present at the outputs. When this
data has been read from the 10-bit bus, BLANK and CONVERT
is restored to the blank mode to clear the data bus for other
converters. When several AD 5 71 's are multiplexed in sequence,
a new conversion may be started in one ADS 71 while data is
being read from another. As long as the data is read and the
first ADS71 is cleared within 1SiJS after the start of conversion
of the second ADS 71, no data overlap will occur.
C~~~iERT

,.F ---11'-.-'
_______

About l.S~s after the B & C line is again brought high, the
DR line will go high and the Data lines will go open. When the
B & C line is again brought low, a new conversion will begin.
The minimum pulse width for the B & C line to blank previous
data and start a new conversion is 2~s. If the B & C line is
brought high during a conversion, the conversion will stop, and
the DR and Data lines will not change. If a 2~s or longer pulse
is applied to the B & C line during a conversion, the converter
will clear and start a new conversion cycle.

OUTPUTS

PR~X~~S ~$e;stW,_",~!",~A,--

__

Figure 13. Convert Pulse Mode

880C ~?~:~~ON
CONVERSION

5ii

'"'"
-----,U-~~~g~J¢
,READ OUT DATA

OUTPUTS

~19;~tI~~

DATA

m%fkJ~~fs%&

Figure 14. Multiplex Mode

START

STOI'

CONV~ASION

STAAT
NEW
CONVERSION

Figure 12. AD571 Timing and Control Sequence

CONTROL MODES WITH BLANK AND CONVERT
The timing sequence of the ADS71 discussed above allows the
device to be easily operated in a variety of systems with differing control modes. The two most common control modes, the
Convert Pulse Mode, and the Multiplex Mode, are illustrated
here.
Convert Pulse Mode - In this mode, data is present at the output of the converter at all times except when conversion is
taking place. Figure 13 illustrates the timing of this mode. The
BLANK and CONVERT line is normally low and conversions
are triggered by a positive pulse. A typical application for this
timing mode is shown in Figure 16, in which /-tP bus interfacing
is easily accomplished with three-state buffers.

SAMPLE-HOLD AMPLIFIER CONNECTION TO THE ADS71
Many situations 'in high-speed acquisition systems or digitizing
of rapidly changing signals require a sample-hold amplifier
(SHA) in front of the A-D converter. The SHA can acquire and
hold a signal faster than ti)e converter can perform a conversion. A SHA can also be used to accurately define the exact
point in time at which the signal is sampled. For the ADS 71 ,
a SHA can also serve as a high input impedance buffer.
Figure 15 shows the ADS71 connected to the 1\D582 monolithic SHA for high speed signal acquisition. In this configuration,
the ADS82 will acquire a 10 volt signal in less than 10~s with a
droop rate less than 100~V Ims. The control signals are arranged
so that when the control line goes low, the ADS82 is put into
the "hold" mode, and the ADS71 will begin its conversion
cycle. (The AD582 settles to final value well in advance of the
..v

o-----'~~~~------------------~'

CONTROL IN

_.

Multiplex Mode - In this mode the outputs are blanked except
when the device is selected for conversion and readout; this
timing is shown in Figure 14. A typical ADS71 multiplexing
application is shown in Figure 17.
This operating mode allows multiple ADS71 devices to drive
common data lines. All BLANK and CONVERT lines are held
high to keep the outputs blanked. A single ADS71 is selected,
its BLANK and CONVERT line is driven low and at the end of

~,&V

Figure 15. Sample-Hold Interface to theAD571
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first comparator decision inside,the ADS71). The DATA
READY line is fed back to the other ,side of the differential
input control gate so that the ADS82 cannot ccime out of the
"hold" mode during the conversion cycle. At the end of the
'conversion cycle, the DATA READY line goes low, automaTically placing ,the ADS82 back into the sample mode.
This feature allows simple control of both the, SHA .and the A-D
converter with a single line. Observe carefully the ground, supply, arid bypass capacitor connections between the two devices. ,This will minimize ground noise and interference during
the conversion cycle to give the most accurate measurements.
INTERFACING THE ADS 71 TO A MICROPROCESSOR
The ADS71 can easily be arranged to be driven from standard
microprocessor control lines and to present data to any
standard microprocessor bus (4', 8-, 12-or 16-bit) with a minimum of additional control cOl!lponents. The configuration
shown in Figure 16 is designed to operat,e with an 8-bit bus
and standard 8080 control signals.
The input control circuitry shown is required to insure that
the ADS71 receives a sufficiently long B & C input pulse.
When the converter is ready to start a new conversion, the
B & C line is low, and DR is low. To command a conversion,
the start address decode line goes low, followed by WR. The
B & C line will now go high, followed about 1.Sp,s later by
DR. This resets the external flip-flop and brings B & C back
, to low, which initiates the conversion cycle. At the end of th"
conversion cycle, the DR line goes low, the data outputs will
become active with the new data and the control lines will
return to the stand-by state. The new data will remain active
until a new conversion is commanded. The self-pulsing nature'
of this circuit guarantees a sufficient convert pulse width.
This new data can now be presented to the data bus by enabling the three-state buffers when desired. A data word
(8-bit or 2-bit) is loaded onto the bus when its decode.d address goes low and the RD line goes low. This arrangement
presents data to the bus "left~justified," with highest bits in
the 8-bit word; a "right-justified" data arrangement can be set

up by asimple re-wi~ing. Polling the converter ,to determine
if conversion is co~lete can be done by addressing the gate
which buffets the DR line, as show.n. In this configuration,
there is 'no need for additional buffer register storage since the
data can be held indefinitely in the ADS71, since the B & C
line is continually held low.
'
BUS INTERFACING WITH A PERIPHERAL INTERFACE
CIRCUIT
An improved technique for interfacing to a p,P bus involves the
use of special peripheral interfacing circuits (or 110 devices),
such as the MC6821 Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA).
Shown in Figure 17 is a straightforward application of a PIA
to multiplex up to 8 AD571 circuits. The AD571 has 3-state
outpu,ts, hence, the data bit outputs can be paralleled, provided
that only one, converter at a time is permitted to be the active
state. The 'DATA READY output of the ADS71 is an open
collector with resistor pull-up, thus several DR lines can be
wire-ored to allow indication of the status of the selected
device. One of the 8-bit ports of the PIA is combined with
2-bits from the other port and programmed as a 10-bit
- input port. The remaining 6-bits of the second port are
programmed as outputs and along with the 2 control bits
(which act as outputs), are used to control the 8 AD571 'so
When a control line is in the "1" or high state, the ADC will
be automatically blanked. That is, its outputs will bi: in the
inactive open state. If a single 'control line is switched low, its
ADC will convert and the outputs will automatically go active
when the conversion is complete. The result can be read' from
the two peripheral ports; when the next conv~rsion is desired,
a different control line can be switched to zero, blanking the
previously active port at the same time. Subsequently, this
second device can be read by the microprocessor, and so-forth.
The status lines are wire-ored in 2 groups and connected to the
two remaining control pins. This allows a conversion status
check to be made after a convert command, if necessary. The
ADC's are divided into two groups to minimize the loading
effect of the internal pull-up resistorsOIi the DATA READY
buffers. See the MC6821 datashe,et for more application detail.

I

,

STATUS

GROUPl

D"

"sus

DATA

Figure 16. Interfacing AD571 to an 8-Bit Bus
(8080 Control Structure)
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Figure 17. Multiplexing 8 AD571's Using Single PIA for pi'
Interface. No Other Logic Required (6800 Control Structure)
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12-Bit Successive Approximation
Integrated Circuit AID Converter

Performance
True 12·Bit Operation: Max Nonlinearity < ±O.012%
Low Gain -T.C.: < ±15ppmfC (AD572B)
Low Power: 900mW
Fast Conversion Time: < 25jJs
Monotonic Feedback DAC Guarantees No Missing Codes
Hermetically·Sealed. ElectrostBticBlly-5hielded DIP
Versatility
Military I Aerospace Temperature Range:
_55°C to +125°C (AD572S)
MIL·STD·883 Processing Available
Positive·True Serial or Parallel Logic Outputs
Short·Cycle Capability
Value
Precision +10V Reference for External Application
Internal Buffer Amplifier
High Reliability Welded Metal Package
Low Cost
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The ADS72 is a complete 12·bit successive approximation
ana,log·to·digital converter that includes an internal clock,
reference, comparator, and buffer amplifier. Its hybrid IC
design utilizes MSI digital and linear monolithic chips and
active laser trimming of high-stability thin-film resistors to
provide modular performance, flexibility, and ease of use,
combined with IC size, price, and reliability.
Important performance characteristics of the AD 57 2 include
a maximum'linearity error at 25,oC of ±O.Ol2%, gain T.e.
below 15ppm/C, typical power dissipation of 900mW, and
conversion time of less than 25jJs. Of considerable significance in military and aerospace applications is the guaranteed
performance from -55°C to +l25°C of the AD572S, and the
availability of units processed to MIL-STD-883. Monotonic operation of the feedJ>ack D/A converter guarantees no missing
output codes over temperature ranges of 0 to +70oC, -25°C to
+8S oC, and -55°C to +12S oC.
The design of the AD572 includes scaling resistors that
provide analog input signal ranges of ±2.S, ±S.O, ±10, 0 to
+5, or 0 to +10 volts. Adding flexibility and value are the
+ lOY precision reference, which also can be used for external
applications, and the input buffer amplifier. All digital signals,
are fully DTL and TTL compatible, and the data output is
positive-true and available in either serial or parallel form.

The ADS72 is packaged in a hermetically-sealed, all-metal
DIP. Welding ... rather than solder sealing... eliminates any
possibility of contamination from flux and solder particles.
The metal construction provides excellent shielding from
random electrostatic and/or electromagnetic radiation which
could cause incorrect output codes. To insure a level of
reliability consistent with its performance, each ADS72
receives a stringent pre-cap visual inspection, high tempera·
ture storage and temperature cycling, acceleration testing,
fine and gross leak testing, and operating burn·in.
The ADS72 is available in three versions with differing guaranteed performance characteristics and operating temperature
ranges; the "A" and "B" are specified from -25°C to +85°C
and the '~S" from -SSoC to +l2SoC.
'
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS72 functional diagram and pin·out are shown in
Figure 1. The device consists of the following monolithic
bipolar transistor and thin·film resistor circuit elements:
1. l2-bit successive-approximation register
2. 12-bit feedback DACweighing network
3. low-drift comparator
4. temperature·compensated precision +10V reference
5. high-impedance buffer follower
6. gated clock and digital control circuits
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
RESOLUTION
ANALOG INPUTS
Voltage Ranges
Bipolar
Unipolar
Impedance (Direct Input)
o to +SV, ±2.SV
o to +lOV, tsv
±10V
Buffer Amplifier
Impedance (min)
Bias Current
Settling Time
to 0.01 % of FSR for 20V step
DIGITAL INPUTS
Convert Command
Logic Loading
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
Gain Error (Note 2)
Unipolar Offset Error
Bipolar Offset Error
Linearity Error (max)
Inherent Quantization Error
Differential Linearity Error
No Missing Codes
Power Supply Sensitivity
±1SV
±SV
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Gain (max)
Unipolar Offset
Bipolar Offset (max)
Linearity
CONVERSION TIME (max)

(typical

@ +25°C,

±15V and +5V unless otherwise noted)

A!>S72AD
12 Bits

ADS72BD

±2.5,±S.O, ±10.0V
o ·to +S, 0 to +IOV
2.Skn
S.Okn
10kn
lOOMn
SOnA
211S

Note 1
1 TTL Load
±O.OS% FSR (Adj to Zero)
±O.OS%.FSR (Adj to Zero)
±O.I% FSR (Adj to Zero)
0.012% FSR
±~ LSB
±~ LSB
Guaranteed: 0 to +700 C

"

±0.002% FSR/%LlVs
+0.001% FSR/%il.Vs
±30ppmtC (-2SoC to +8SoC)
±3ppm FSRfc
±ISppm FSRtC
±3ppmFSR/oC
2SllS

SpecifIC.tionl subject to
cbllDF without notice.
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Note 1

Note 2

..

tlSppmtC (-25°C to +8S°C) ±lSppmtC (-2SoC to +8SoC)
±2SppmtC (-SSoC to +12S oC)
t3ppm FSR/oC (max)
±7ppm FSRtC
±2ppm FSRfc

DIGITAL OUTPUTS (All Codes Positive-True)
Parallel Data
'
Unipolar Code
Binary
Bipolar Code
.Offset BinarylTwo's Complement •
2 TTL Loads
Output Drive
Serial Data (NRZ format)
Unipolar Code
Binary
Bipolar Code
Offset Binaty
2 TTL Loads
Output Drive
Status
Logic "1" duriog Conversion
Status
Logic "0" during Conversion
Output Drive
f TTL Loads
Internal Clock
2 TTL Loads
Output Drive
SookHz
Frequency
+lO.OOV, ±5mV
INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE
±4mA
Max External Current
±20ppm/oC
tlOppmtC
Voltage Temperature Coefficient (max)
POWER REQUIREMENTS
+l5V, ±S% @ +25mA
Supply Voltages/Currents
-l5V, ±5% @ -20mA
+SV, tS% @ +5OmA
925mW
Total Power Dissipation
TEMPERATURE RANGE
-2So C to +85° C
Specification
-SSoC to +125°C
Operating
-S5°C to +l50°C
Storage
'Same specification as AD572AD
"Same specifiCation as. ADS72BD

. ADSnSD

Positive pulse 200ns« wide (min). LcadinJ . .
("0" to "I") reacts rqisters. Trailing . .
("1" to "on) initiates conversion.
With son, 1% r",ed resistot in .pIace of Gaia

Adjust pot; ..e Fiaures 4 and 5.
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Figure 1. AD572 Functional Diagram & Pino'!t

The +10V reference is derived from a low T.C. zener reference diode which has its zener voltage amplified and buffered
by an op amp. The reference voltage is calibrated to +10V,
±lmV by active laser trimming of the thin-film resistors
which determine the closed-loop gain of this op amp.

TIMING
The timing diagram is shown in Figure 2. Receipt of a
CONVERT START signal sets the STATUS flag, indicating
conversion in progress. This, in rum, removes the inhibit
applied to the gated clock, permitting it to run through

The DAC feedback weighing network is comprised of a
proprietary 12-bit analog current switch chip and siliconchromium thin-film ladder network (separately packaged as
the AD562 12-bit D/A converter). This ladder network is
active laser·trimmed to calibrate all bit ratio scale (actors to
a precision of 0.0005% of FSR (full-scale range) to guarantee
no missing codes over the appropriate temperature ranges
specified for the AD572A, ADS72B, and AD572S versions.

r-=:::=:o~;;;;;.;;;;ru.s==:::::::=L..r
I

L

Different unipolar and bipolar analog input ranges can be
selected by changing connections at the device terminal pins.
The analog voltage input can be applied to either of the span
(direct input) resistors. Alternatively, the unity buffer follower can be connected between the analog signal and either
direct input terminal when a high impedance input is required.

~

________________
~

THEORY OF OPERATION
On receipt of a CONVERT START command, the ADS72
converts the voltage at its analog input into an equivalent
12-bit binary number. This conversion is accomplished as
follows:
The 12·bit successive·approximation register (SAR) has its
12'bit outputS connected both to the respective device bit
output pins and to the corresponding bit inputs of the feedback DAC.
The analog input is successively compared to the feedback
DAC output, one bit at a time (MSB first, LSB last). The
decision to keep or reject each bit is then made at the
completion of each bit comparison period, depending on the
state of the comparator at that time.

-I

______________

~r-

~r-

'---'-__---or....JrL.....I._ _ _

BIT 12

/LSB)
SERIAL

Figure 2. Timing Diagram (Binary Code 110101011001)
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U c,ycles. All SAR'parallel bit and STATUS flip-flops are'
initialized on .the leading edge, and the gated clock inhibit
signal removed on the trailing edge of the CONVERT
START signal. At time to' B1 'is reset and B2 -B 12 are
set unconditionally. At t1 the Bit .1 decision is made (keep)
and Bit 2 is unconditi9nally reset . .t\t t2' the Bit 2 decision
is made (keep) and Bit 3 is reset unconditionally. This
sequence continues until the Bit 12 (LSB) decision (keep) is
made at t12' After a 400ns delay period, the STATUS flag
is reset, iri'3icating that the conversion is complete and that
the' parallel output data is valid. Resetting the STATUS flag
restores the gated clock inhibit signal, forcing the clock
output to the logic "0" state.
Corresponding serial and parallel data bits become valid on
the same positive-going clock edge. Serial data does not,
change and is guaranteed valid on negative-going clock edges,
however; serial data can be transferred quite simply by clocking it into a receiving shif~ register on these edges (see Figure 8).
Incorporation of this 400ns delay period guarantees that
the parallel (and serial) data are valid at the Logic" 1i, to "0"
transition of the S"I:ATUS flag, permitting parallel data
transfer to be initiated by the trailing edge of the STATUS
signal.

-SVTO +SV INPUT RANGE
Assume 'FSR = 10V as above, but that the bipolar offset is
connected and Bt' B2B3 .. B12 = 0110000000001. Then
from (4), Ein = (+2.5V + 1.25V + 0.0024V) - SV =-1.2476V.

-lOY TO +IOV INPUT RANGE
Assume the bipolar offset is connected as above, but that the
input span is now 20V. Assuming the same digital output code
as in the .. 5V to +5V input range example, from (4), Ein =
(+5V +2.SV +0.0049V) -10V = -2.495 IV, or twice the value
of the previous example (neglecting round-off errors).
The encoding process defined by the previous relations (1)
and (2) or (3) and.(4) determines that the analog input lies
within one of the 212 = 4096 quantization levels between 0
and FSR (or -FSR/2 and +FSRI2). Figures 3 (A) and 3(B)
show the actual device transfer curves for unipolar and' bipolar
'ranges (offset binary coding). They also show the ideal
straight-line transfer curves ":,hich pass through the center
of each quantization level. As can be seen from these
figures, the actual and ideal transfer curves differ by exactly ±~LSB at the end of each quantization interval,
giving rise to the fundamental ±~LSB quantization error
inherent ip the digitizing process.

t~
L

BINARY CODING
The AD572 binary output number No = B1 B2 B3.. ·B 12
is related to the analog input voltage Ein for all unipolar
ranges by the expression:
B1 2" + B2 210 + B329 + ... + B12 ' 20

IDEAL TRANSFER" CURVE

lLSS

No

ACTUAL ,TRANSFER CURVE

,
EIN ____

(1)

212

FSR_'LSS

(A)

Unipolar Range (Binary Coding)

FSR
+'t:.FSR -1lSB
IDEAL 'TRANSFER CURVE

... where B1 '= MSB, B12 = LSB, and FSR = full-scale range.
For all bipolar ranges a fixed bipolar offset equal to ~

ACTUAL TRANSFER CURVE

is internally summed with Ein so that the sum of Ein plus
this offset will be positive over the rated operating range.
F or bipolar ranges, expression (1) becomes:
(B)

B12" + B2 210 + B329 + .. + B12 20
212

"

'''In

FSR
+-r
FSR

(2)

Expressions (1) and (2) can be put in an alternate form:
+.!h. + !h.. +
+..!!u.) FSR = E.
(fu..
248····4096
m

(3),

Unipolar (Binary Coding)
... and'-..

(!!L +~ + ~ + ... + l!l.L) FSR- FSR = 'E,
248

4096

2

m

(4)

Bipolar (Offset Binary Coding)
Several examples will illustrate how this binary coding works.

o TO +IOV INPUT RANGE
Assume FSR = 10V and B1 B2 B3 .. B12= 110001000001,
then from (3), Ein = +5V +2.5V + 0.l563V + 0.0024V =
+7.6587V.
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Figure 3.

Bipolar Range (Offset Binary Coding)'
Unipolar and Bipolar. Range Transfer Curves

ANAWG INPUT AND POWER CONNECTIONS
Offset Adjust. Analog and power connectil,>ns for 0 to +10V
unipolar and -lOY to +lOV bipolar input ranges are shown
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The Bipolar Offset pin 23 is
'open-circuited for all unipolar input ranges, and connected to
Comparator Input pin 22 for all bipolar input ranges. The
zero adjust circuit consists of a potentiometer connected
across ±VS with its slider connected through a 3.9Mn resis,tor to Comparator Input pin 22 for all ranges. The tolerance
of this fixed resistor is not critical, and a carbon composition
type is generally adequate. Using a carbon composition resistor having a -120Oppm/oC tempco contributes a worst-case
offset tempco of 8 x 244 x 10-6 x l200ppm/C = 2.3ppm/C
of FSR, if the OFFSET AD] potentiometer is set at either
end of its adjustment range. Since the maximum .offset adjustment required is typically no more than ±4LSB, use of a
carbon composition offset summing resistor typically contributes no more than lppm/C of FSR offset tempco.

types are recommended. [f the lOOn GA[N AD) potentiometer is replaced by a fixed son resistor, absolute gain calibration to ±0.1% of FSR is guaranteed.

1_·"TO

+1OVI

NOTE ANALOG
AND DIGITAL !~I GNOS ARE
~T TIED INTERNALLY AND MUST SE CONNECTED
EXTERNALLY.

iWI

Figure 4.

o to +10V

Analog and Power Connections for Unipolar
Input Range with Buffer Follower

Grounding: Analog and digital signal grounds should be kept
.separate where possible to prevent .digital signals from flowing
in the analog ground circuit and inducing spurious analog
signal noise. Analog Ground pin 26 and Digital Ground pin 15
are not connected internally; these two pins must be connected externally for the device to operate properly. Preferably,
this connection is made at only one point, and as close to
the device as possible. The case is connected internally to pin
15 to provide good electrostatic shielding.
Power Supply Bypassing: The ±1SV and +SV power'leads
should be capacitively bypassed for optimum device performance. 11lF tantalum types are recommended; these capacitors should be located close to the device. [t is not necessary
to shunt these capacitors with disc capacitors to provide additional high frequency power supply decoupling (as is required with some competitive products), since each power lead is
bypassed internally with a 0.0391lF ceramic capacitor.
CALIBRATION
External ZERO AD) and GAIN AD) potentiometers, connected as shown in Figures 3 and 4, are used for device
calibration. To prevent interaction of these two adjustments,
Zero is always adjusted first and then Gain. Zero is adjusted
with the analog input near the most negative end of the
analog range (0 for unipolar and -~FSR for bipolar input
ranges). Gain is adjusted with the analog input near the most
positive end of the analog range.

-15\1

'W,

ANALOG
AND DIGITAL t~1 ONDS ARE
NOT TIED INTERNALLY AND MUST BE CONNECTED
EXTERNALLY.

Figure 5. Analog and Power Connections for Bipolar -10V
to +10V Input Range with Buffer Follower

An alternate offset adjust circuit, which contributes negligible offset tempco if metal film resistors (tempco < 100
ppm/C) are used, is shown in Figure 6.
+15V
(

201<
20T'

200k. M.F.

200k. M.F.

22

~O"'F-F-SE-T-'\A"D"J- -....--"NI>--<>---1
(±8LSS's)

AD572

(
-15V

11k. M.F.
A

Figure 6. Low Tempco Zero Adj Circuit.

[n either zero adjust circuit, the fixed resistor connected to
pin 22 should be located close to this pin to keep the pin
22 connection runs short, since the Comparator Input pin 22
is quite sensitive to external noise pick~up.
Gain Adjust: The gain adjust circuit consists of a lOon
potentiometer connected between + 10V Reference Output
pin 18 and Gain Adjust Input pin 27 for all ranges. Both
GA[N and ZERO AD) potentiometers should be multi-turn,
low tempco types; 20T cermet (tempco = 100ppmt"C max)

•
o to +10V Range: Set analog input to +lLSB = +0.0024V.
Adjust Zero for' digital output = 000000000001; Zero is now
calibrated. Set analog input to +FSR -2LSB = +9.99S2V.
Adjust Gain for 111111111110 digital output code; fullscale (Gain) is now calibrated. Half-scale calibration check:
set analog input to +S.OOOOV; digital output code should be
100000000000.
-lOY to +lOV Range: Set analog input to -9.99S1V; adjust
Zero for 000000000001 digital output (offset binary) code.
Set analog input to +9.9902V; adjust Gain for 111111111110
digital output (offset binary) code. Half-scale calibration
check: set analog input to o.OOOOV;,digitai output (offset
binary) code should be 100000000000.
Other Ranges: Representative digital coding for 0 to +10V,
-SV to +SV, and -10V to +10V ranges is shown in Table 1.
Coding relationships and calibration points for 0 to +SV and
-2.SV to +2.SV ranges can be found by halving the corresponding code equivalents listed for the 0 to +10V and -SV
to +SV ranges, respectively.
Zero and full-scale calibration can be accomplished to a precision of approximately ±~LSB using the static adjustment
procedure described above. By summing a small sine or triangular-wave voltage with the signal applied to the analog
input, the output can be cycled through each of the cillibration codes of interest to more accurately determine the
center (or end points) of each ·discrete quantization level. A
detailed description of this dynamic calibration technique is
presented in "AID Conversion Notes", D. Sheingold, Analog
Devices, Inc., 1977, Part II, Chapter 4.
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o to +10V
Range

-5V to +5V
Range

+9.9976
+9.9952

+4.9976
+4.9952

+9.9951
+9.9902

+FSR-l LSB
+FSR-2 LSB

+5.0024
+5.0000

+0.0024
+0.0000

+0.0049
+0.0000

+~FSR+l
+~FSR

+1.LSB
ZERO

+0.0024
+0.0000

-4.9976
-5.0000

-9.9951
-10.0000

+1 LSB
ZERO

-~FSR

-10V to +10V
Range

Digital Output Code
(Binary for Unipolar Rangesl
Offset Binary for Bipolar Ranges)
B12
Bl
(MSB)
(LSB)

Input Normalized
to FSR

Analog Input - Volts
(Center of Quantizatioli Interval)

Bipolar
Ranges

Unipolar
Ranges

+~FSR-l
+~FSR-2

.LSB

-~FSR+l

LSB
LSB

111111111111
111111111110

.

10QOOOOOOOOI
100000000000
LSB

000000000001
000000000000

Tablti 1. Digital Output Codes VI Analog Input For Unipolar and Bipolar Ranges

RANGE AND BUFFER FOLWWER PIN CONNECTIONS
Analog pin connections for each of the ranges, with and
without the buffer follower being used, are shown in Table 2.
Ranll"

o to

+~V

o to

+lOV

Buffer
Follower

Connect
Analog
Input To Pinl

Used

30, and 29 to 24

Not' Used

24

Used

30, and 29 to 24

Not Used

24

Used

30, and 29 to 24

ConnectSpan Pinl

Connect
Bipolar
Pin 23 To,

FET ANALOG
MULTIPLEXER.

25 to 22

-2.5 to +2.5V
Not Used

24

Used

30, and 29 to 24

Not Used

24

Used

30, and 29 to 25

Not Used

25

-5 to +5V

-10 to +lOV

-

-

Figure 7. USing Buffer Follower With
Multiplexed Analog Input

25 to 22

-

r

22

~.

Table 2_ Range and Bu,ffer Follower Pin Connections

When the analog signal source has a low impedance (as
woulq be the case if it were the output of the sample-hold
amplifier of Figure 9), it can be connected to either of the
direct input pins 24 or 2S. The buffer follower is used in the
application as shown in Figure 6, in which the analog input
to the converter comes directly from the output of a FET
analog multiplexer. The selected channel has a typical ron =
200n which has a 3000ppm/C tempco. If the multiplexer
output were connected to the 0 to +10Y' direct input pin 24
(Skn input impedance, nominal), this"ron would introduce
a 4% gain scale-factor loading error, which is well beyond
the normal ±0.2S% FSR external gain"adjustment range, and
a tempco of approximateiy 3000ppm/oC x 4% = 12Oppm/oC.
By conl)ecting the buffer between the multiplexer output and
direct input, these errors are eliminated. The buffer amplifier
input bias' current (SOnA typical) must flow through the
analog signal source, however. This limits the upper practical
source impedance to several kilohms so that the offset voltage I BIAS RSOURCE can be kept negligible, even though' the
buffer amplifier dynamic input impedance;;' 100Mn. The
buffer amplifier has a 21-1s settling time to 0.01% FSR for a
20Y input step. This must -be' added to the conversion time
when the input voltage can change significantly between
successive conversions (as could be the case in the circuit
of Figure 7).
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Short Cycle Input: A Short Cycle Input pin 14 permits the
timing cycle shown in Figure 2 to be terminated after any
number of desired bits has been converted, permitting somewhat shorter conversion times in applications not requiring
full 12-bit resolution. When 12-bit resolution is required,
pin 14 is connected to +SY (pin 16). When to-bit resolution
is desired, pin 14 is connected to Bit 11 output pin 2. The
conversion cycle then terminates, and the STATUS,flag
resets after the Bit 10 decision (tlO +400ns in timing diagram of Figure 2). Short Cycle pin connections and associated maximum 12, 10, and 8-bit conversion times are summarized in Table 3.
Maximum Status Flag
. Connect Short
Resolution Conversion Reset ai::
Cycle Pin 14 to
Pin:
Bits (% FSR) ·Time (j.Is) (Figure 2)
16

12

0.024

2S

t12 + 400ns

2

10

0.10

21

4

8

0.39

17

tlO + 400ns
t8 + 400ns

Table 3. Short Cycle Connilctions

(One should note that the calibration vQltages listed in Table
1 are for 12-bit resolution only, and are not those corresponding to the center of each discrete quantization interval at reduced bit resolutions.)
DIGITAL OUTPUT DATA
Both parallel and serial data are in positive-true form and
outputted from TTL storage registers. Parallel data output
coding is binary for unipollr ranges and either offset binary

or two's complement binary, depending on whether Bit 1
(pin 12) or its logical inverse BIT 1 (pin 13) is used as the
MSB. Parallel data becomes valid approximately 200ns
before the STATUS flag returns to Logic "0", pennitting
parallel data transfer to be clocked on the "1" to "0" transition of the STATUS flag.
Serial data coding is binary for unipolar input ranges and
offset binary for bipolar input ranges. Serial output is by
bit (MSB first, LSB last) in NRZ (non-return-to-zero) format.
Serial and parallel data outputs change state on positive-going
clock edges. Serial data is guaranteed valid on all negativegoing clock edges, permitting serial data to be clocked directly into a receiving register on these edges as shown in Figure
8. There are 13 negative-going clock edges in the complete
12-bit conversion cycle, as shown in Figure 2. The first edge
shifts an invalid bit into the register, which is shifted out on
the 13th negative-going clock edge. All serial data bits will
have been correctly transferred and be in the receiving shift
register locations shown at the completion of the conversion
period.

---,

Figure 9. Sample-Hold Amplifier - AD572 Interconnections

Note that the internal (gated) clock is inhibited for the duration of the CONVERT START pulse and does not start
running until the termination of this pulse (see timing). This
can be used to simplify control signal timing requirements.
In the circuit of .Figure 9, for example, the CONVERT
START signal pulse-width can be extended beyond the aperture delay time of the SHA to assure that eo S.fI is in
steady-state before conversion is initiated. This assures
accurate conversion without requiring additional delay timing circuitry. The effect of varying the CONVERT START
pulse-width on the conversion timing cycle is shown in Figure 10.

APPLICATIONti
Sample-Hold Amplifier: A sample-hold amplifier (SHA) is
normally connected between the analog signal source and
ADS72 analog input when the analog signal can change by
more than 'nLSB during conversion. Typical SHA-ADS72
interconnections are shown in Figure 9. The STATUS output
drives the SHA SAMPLEIHOLD input directly. On receipt of
a CONVERT START pulse, the STATUS flag changes from
"1" to "0" causing SHA mode to change from SAMPLE to
HOLD. The SHA output voltage eo SoH is then held constant
at the value existing jus~ prior to application of the HOLD
command for the complete conversion period. At the end of
conversion, the STATUS flag returns to "1", restoring the
SHA mode to SAMPLE, and eo S.fI again tracks the analog
signal voltage ein S.fI (after the signal acquisition transient
has subsided).
CONVERT
START
.I'L..-

l

r - - - SAMPLE

L..-..J _ HOLD

~~r:Jl

_____________________________________

STAT~

INVALID

~~'1!~B1I"I"IB4I"I"18'1"1"18"18PI
lal

--------T

...
'

NARROW CONVERT START PULSE

____________________________________
STAT~

INVALID

,,"',,5M8 '1 8' 18' 1"18'18'18'18818'18"18"1
DATA

~£LL:J

I • . • • II . • • . ,

•••

•

•

(bl WIDE CONVERT START PULSE

Figure 10. Effect of Convert Start Pulse-Width on Timing

J

12·BIT DATA BUS

-.l
+5V_?116 15 '14 13
12111

~

AD572
12-BIT ADC

32

+~~

1~.b

T

+51
16 15 14 13 12111 10+9

~

SN74LS395
4-BIT S_R. WI
3-STATE OUTPUTS
2

L!£

SERIAL OUT
17

ST'AiijS L - I

PARALLEL DATA X·FR

~

I

B1(MSB)

B5

B9

CLOCK
19 OUT

--

-

+£

1..._ _---'

. IP . II .

B12(LSB)

l21

~r-

+5VY;
16 15 14

SN74LS395
4-BIT S.R. wI
3-STATE OUTPUTS
2

~

PARALLEL OUTPUT ENABLE

13 12

1019

SN74LS395
4-BIT S.R. WI
3-STATE OUTPUTS

f

6
1

y:

2

+5V

{~o=F~~~

(HI Z)

G1 ./
"

Figure 8. Serial Data Transfer Into Shift Register With Parallel Output to Data Bus
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Digital Gain Control: Figure 11 shows a method of varying
the ADS72 gain digitally, using an 8-bit DAC. The lOOn
GAIN AD1 potentiometeris replaced bya isn fixed resistor.
This biases full-scale high by approximately 3S0120,OOOO =
+0.18% of FSR. The ADSs9 has a large positive compliance
voltage which permits its Current Output pil'l 4 'to be connected directly to the ADS72 Reference Input pin 27. The ADSS9.
2.SmA output current is established by the ADS80 +2.SV
voltage reference connected through a lkO resistor to Reference Current Input pin 14. The 2.SmA DAC full-scale output
current removed from the ADsn pin 27 node changes the
pin 27 input current -2.SmA x lSOI2Okn = -1.88~A, or
-1.88~A/SOO~A = -0.38% of FSR; this permits a digital gain
adjustment range of approximately :i;0:2% FSR from nominal.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).
ClAD572 C:J-

f--..1

MODEL DESIGNATION

12·BITADC

PIN 1

~
~========:::.J

INDENTIFIER

~.

--r--J

•. 21(5.31

T

f--------=tJ

I

1.74

PIN 1 ·

144.2)

•

GREEN
GLASS~
jo.OOOO 00 0000 000 0 0

L
I. .'.". ' •••~
_--LlD.46 :tD.051 _

0.2015.U

IT

T

T
•

STANDOFFS ....

DIA, TYP

L
~.
_-1-

-~t

I-~.:--l

1.14

GLASSI I •

2~ 14rU.~~~L~~~lz.h~--1l
"

_

METAL 32 PIN DUAL·tN·LlNE PACKAGE

0.6

+2.5V

~o~

_

1(29.01

~o 00 00 0000 00'0 0

~::,~yD~ ~

0

r--0.1OO, TYP
(2.5)

NOTES;

1IPACKAGE: KOVAR WITH 10OpIN. MIN., NICKEL PLATE
2) PINS: KOVAR WITH 50/.11N. MIN 24K GOLD PLATE
3)PACKAGE AND PINS MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-S'T0-883
4) TOLERANCES, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED:

Figure ". Digital Gain Control Using 8-Bit DAC

al.XX: t..Ot (.251
b).XX~; t.OO6 1.131

PROCESSING FOR HIGH RELIABILITY
STANDARD PROCESSING
As part of the standard manufacturing procedure, all models
of the ADS72 receive the following processing:
PROCESS

PROCESSING TO MIL-STD-883
All models ordered to the requirements of MIL-STD-883,
Method SOO4, Class B are identified with a 1883 suffix, and
receive the following processing.

CONDITIONS

1. Pre-Cap Visual Inspection

2. Stabilization Bake
3. Temperature Cycling
4. Constant Acceleration
S. Seal, Test, Fine and Gross
6. Operating Burn-In

In-House Criteria
24 hours @ +lS0o C
10 cycles, -6SoC to +lS0o C
SOOOG
In-House Criteria
24 hours @ +12SoC

1. Pre-Cap Visual Inspection
2. Stabilization Bake
3. Temperature Cycling

4. Constant Acceleration
S. Seal Test, Fine and Gross
6. Operating Burn-In
7. Final Electrical Testing

8. External Visual Inspection

2010, Test Condition B
1008, 24 hours @ +1S0oC
1010, Test Condition C, 10
cycles, -6SoC to +l5O°C
2001, Y 1 plane, SOOOG
1014, Test Condition A and C
1015, Test Condition B, 160
hours @ +12SoC
Performed at max and min
operating temperatures
2009

ADS72 ORDERING GUIDE
Model

Specification
Temp Range

Max
Gain T.C.

ADS72AD -2SoC to, +8S o C ±30ppm/C
ADS72BD -25°C to' +8SoC ±lSppm/C
ADS72SD -SSoC to +12SoC ±lSppm/C (-2SoC to +8SoC)

Max

Reference T .C.
·±20ppm/O C

±10ppm/C
±lOppm/C

Guaranteed Temp Range
No Missing Codes

o to +70°C
-2SoC to +8SoC

±2Sppm/C (-SSoC to +12S o C)

.
ADS72BD/883B}

.

,Meet all specifications ·after processing to the requirements of MIL-STD-883, MethodSOO4, Class B.

ADS72SD/883B
NOTE:

.
D suffix = Dual-in-Line package designator.
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WDEVICES

Fast, Complete 12-Bit AID Converter
with Microprocessor Interface

FEATURES
Complete 12-Bit AID Converter with Reference
and Cock
FullS- or 16-Bit Microprocessor Bus Interface
Guaranteed linearitY Over Temperature
o to +70o C - AD574J. K. L
_55°C to +125°C - AD574S. T. U
No Missing Codes Over Temperature
Fast Successive Approximation Conversion - 251ls
Buried Zenar Reference for Long-Term StabilitY
and Low Gain T.C. 10ppmfc max AD574L
12.5ppmfC max AD574U
Low Profile 28-Pin Ceramic DIP .
Low Power: 450mW
Low Cost

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS74 is a complete 12-bit successive-approximation
analog-to-digital converter with 3-state output buffer circuitry
for direct interface to an 8-, 12- or 16-bit microprocessor bus.
The ADS74 design is implemented with two LSI chips each
containing both analog and digital circuitry, resulting in the
maximum performance and flexibility at the lowest cost.
One chip is the high performance ADS6S 12-bit DAC and voltage reference. It contains the high speed current output switching circuitry, laser-trimmed thin film resistor network, low
T.C. buried zener reference and the precision input scaling and
bipolar offset resistors. This chip is laser-trimmed at the wafer
stage (LWT) to adjust ladder network linearity, voltage reference tolerance and temperature coefficient, and the calibration
accuracy of input scaling and bipolar offset resistors.
The second chip uses the newly-deveioped LCI (linear-compatible integrated injection logic) process to provide the lowpower 12 L successive-approximation register, converter control circuitry, clock, bus interface, and the high performance
latching comparator. The precision, low-drift comparator is
adjusted for initial input offset error at the wafer stage by the
"zener-zap" technique which trims the comparator input stage
to 1110 LSB typical error. This form of trimming, while cumbersome for complex ladder networks, is an attractive alternative to thin film resistor trimming for a simple offset adjustment and eliminates the need for thin film processing for this
portion of the circuitry.
The ADS74 is available in six different grades. The ADS74j, K,
and L grades are specified for operation over the 0 to +70° C
tem.rerature range. The ADS74S, T, and U are specified for the
-SS C to +12SoC range. All grades are packaged in a low-profile, 0.600 inch wide, 28-pin hermetically-sealed ceramic DIP.

PRODUCT HIGHUGHTS
1. The ADS74 interfaces to most popular microprocessors
with an 8-, 12-, or 16-bit bus without external buffers or
peripheral interface controllers. Multiple-mode three-state
output buffers connect directly to the data bus while the
read and convert commands are taken from the control bus.
The 12-bits of output data can be read either as one 12-bit
word or as two 8-bit bytes (one with 8 data bits, the other
with 4 data bits and 4 trailing zeros).
2. The ADS74 will also operate equally well in a self-eycling,
stand alone mode and can perform conversions and latch
data into an external latch at a 40kHz sample rate.
3. The precision, laser-trimmed scaling and bipolar offset resistors provide four calibrated ranges, 0 to +10 an,d 0 to +20
volts unipolar, or -S to +S and -10 to + 10 volts bipolar.
Typical bipolar offset and full scale calibration of ±0.1 %
can be trimmed to zero with one external component each.
4. The internal buried zener reference is trimmed to 10.00
volts with a 1% maximum error and lSppm/oe typical T.e.
The reference is available externally and can drive up to
l.SmA beyond that required for the reference and bipolar
offset resistors.
S. The two-chip construction renders the ADS74 inherently
more reliable than hybrid multi-ehip designs. All three
military grades have guaranteed linearity error over the full
-ssoe to +12Soe and are especially recommended for high
performance needs in harsh environments. These units are
available fully processed to MIL-STD-883B, Level B.
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SPECFlCATIONS

(typical @+25°Cwith Vee = +15, VLOGlC=+5V, Voo =.15V, unless otherwise specified)

DC AND TRANSFER AC,CURACY SPEc:;IFICATIONS
MODEL

AD574J

AD574K

AD574L

UNITS

RESOLUTION (max)

12

12

12

Bits

NONLINEARITY ERROR
2S·C (max)
Tmm to Tmax (max)

±1
tl

±1/2
tl/2

t1l2
t1l2

LSB
LSB

11
11
t2

12
12

12
12

Bits
Bits

tl

tl

LSB

tl0

t4

t4

LSB

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR
(Minimum resolution for which no
missi~ codes are ~arllJlteed)
25 C
.
Tmin toTmax
UNIPOLAR OFFSET (max) (Adjustable to zero)
BIPOLAR OFFSET (maX) (Adjustable to zero)
FULL SCALE CALIBRATION ERROR
(with fixed
resistor from REf OUT to REF IN)
(Adjustable to zero) 2S·C (max)

".

son

Tmin to Tmox

(Without Initial Adjustmen't)
(With Initial Adjustment)

TEMPERATURE RANGE
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS (Using internal reference)
Guaranteed max change
Tmin toTmax
Unipolar Offset
Bipolar Offset
Full Scale Calibration
POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
Max change in Full Scale Calibration
+13.5V" Vee" +16.SV
+4.SV "VLOGIC " +S .• SV
-16.~V<;VDD<;-13.SV

ANALOG INPUTS
Input Ranges
Bipolar
Unipolar
Input Impedance
10 Volt Span
20 Volt Span

0.3

0.3

0.3

%ofF.S.

0.5
0.22

0.4
0.12

0.35
0.05

%ofF.S.
% of F.S.

"c

o to +70

t2
(10)
±2
(10)
t9

tl
(5)
tl

(SO)

tl
(5)
±1
(5)
t5
(27)

t2
t1l2
t2

tl
tll2
±1

'tl
tll2
tl

(S)

t2
(10)

-5 to +5
-10 to +10
o to +10
o to +20
5k (3k min, 7k max)
10k (6k min, 14k max)

LSB
(ppm/·C)
LSB
(ppm/·C)
LSB
(ppm/·C)

LSB
LSB
LSB

Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts

n
n

POWER SUPPLIES
Operating Range
VLOGIC

Vee
VDD

+4.5 to +5.5
+13.5 to +16.5
-13.5 to -16.5

Volts
Volts
Volts

30 typ., 40 max
2 typ., 5 max
18 typ., 30 max

rnA
mA
rnA

Operating Current
VLOGIC

Vee
VDD
POWER DISSIPATION
INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Output Current (available for extemalloads)
(External load should not change during conversion)
Specifications' subject to change without notice.
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450 typ., 725 max
10.00 to. 1 (max)
1.5 max

mW
Volts
rnA

DC AND TRANSFER ACCURACY SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

AD574S

AD574T

AD574U

UNITS

RESOLUTION (max)

12

12

12

Bits

NONLINEARITY ERROR
25°C (max)
-2S°C to +85°C (max)
_55°C to +125°C (max)

±l

±1I2

±1
±1

±1/2

±1

±1I2
±1I2
±1

LSB
LSB
LSB

11
11

12
12

12
12

Bits
Bits

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR
(Minimum resolution for which no
missin) cod~s are guaranteed)
25 C
Tmin toTmax
UNIPOLAR OFFSET (max) (Adjustable to zero)

±2

±1

±1

LSB

BIPOLAR OFFSET (max) (Adju.stable to zero)

±1O

±4

±4

LSB

FULL SCALE CALIBRATION ERROR
(with fixed Son resistor from REF IN to REF OUT)
(Adjustable to zero) 25°C (max)

0.3

0.3

0.3

% of F.S.

0.8
0.5

0.6
0.25

0.4
0.12

% of F.S.
% of F.S.

Tmin to Tmax

(Without Initial Adjustment)
(With Initial Adjustment)

TEMPERATURE RANGE

°c

-55 to +125

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS (using internal reference)
Guaranteed max change
Tmin to Tmax

Unipolar Offset
Bipolar Offset
Full Scale Calibration
POWER SUPPLY RE1ECTION
Max chanlle in Full Scale Calibration
+13.5V';; Vcc';; +16.5V
+4.5V';; VLOG1C .;; +5.5V
-16.5V';;VDD';;-13.5V
ANALOG INPUTS
Inpu t Ranges
Bipolar
Unipolar
Inpu t Impedance
10 Volt Span
20 Volt Span

±2
(5)
±4
(0)
±20
(50)

±1
(2.5)
±2
(5)
±1O
(25)

±1
(2.5)
±1
(2.5)
±5
02.5)

LSB
(ppm/oC)
LSB
(ppm/oC)
LSB
(ppm/oC)

±2
±1I2
±2

±1
±1I2
±1

±1
±1/2
±1

LSB
l.SB
LSB

-5 to +5
-10 to +10
o to +10
o to +20
5k Ok min, 7k max)
10k (6k min, 14k max)

Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts

n
n

POWER SUPPLIES
Ope;ating Range
VLOGIC

VCC
VDD

+4.5 to +5.5
+13.5 to +16.5
-13.-5 to -16.5

Volts
Volts
Volts

Operating Current
VLOGIC
VCC

VDD

POWER DISSIPATION
INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Output Current (available for external loads)
(External load should not change during conversion)

30 tYp., 40 max
2 tl'P., 5 max
18 typ., 30 max

rnA

450 typ., 725 max

mW

10.00 ±0.1 (max)
1.5 max

rnA

mA
rnA

Volts

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS
ALL GRADES
(See Page 10-42 for Detailed Timing Specifications)
LOGIC INPUTS (Not including 1218, which must be hard-wired
to VLOGIC or DIGITAL COMMON)
4.SV";;;VLOGIC ";;;S.SV
Input Threshhold
Tmin toTmax
LQgic "I"
2.0 Volts min
LQgic "0"
0;8 Volts max
Input Current
Tmin toTmax
Logic "I"
±SO~Amax
Logic "0"
±SO~Amax

MIL-STD-883
The tigors of the military/aerospace environment temperature
extremes. humidity, mechanical stress, etc., demand the utmost
in electronic circuits. The ADS74, with the inherent reliability
of integrated circuit construction, was designed with these
applications in mind. The hermetically-sealed,Jow profile DIP
package takes up a fraction of the space required by equivalent
modular designs and protects the chip from hazardous environments. To further insure reliability, the AD574 is offered with
100% screening to MIL-STD-883B, method 5004.
Table I details the, test procedures of MIL-STD-88 3. Analog
Devices subjects each part ordered with 883B screening to
these tests ot! a 100% basis.

LOGIC OUTPUT'S
Tmin toTmax
Bit Outputs and STS
Output Sink Current
(VOUT =0.4V max)
Output Source Current
(VOUT = 2.4V min)
Output Leakage when in
High Impedance State

TABLE I
TEST

METHOD
2010, Test Condition B

O.SmAmin

Internal Visual
(Pre cap)
2) Stabilization Bake
3) Temperature Cycling

±40~max

4) Constant Acceleration

1.6mA min
(1 TTL Load)

1)

OUTPUT CODING
Unipolar
Bipolar
CONVERSION TIME

Positive True Binary
Positive True Offset
Binary
15J,1smin

5) Seal, Fine and Gross

andC

6) Burn-in Test
7)

Final Electrical Tests

2SJ,ls typ
3S~smax

Method 1008, 24 h~urs @ +1SO· C
Method 1010, Test Condition C,
10 Cycles, -6S·C to +IS0·C
Method 2001, Test Condition E,
VI plane, 30kg
' ..
Method 1014, Test Condition B

8) .External Visual

Method 1015, Test Condition B,
160 hours@ +12S·C
Performed 100% to all min and
max specifications on d~ta pages
Method 2009

MINIMUM START PULSE WIDTH
AT CE (Pin 6) (Positive)
AT CS (Pin 3) (Negative)
AT RIC (Pin 5) (Negative)

300ns
SOOns
400ns

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(Specifications apply to all grades, except where noted)
VCC to Digital Common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +16.SV
VOO to Digital Common~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to -16.SV
VLOGICto Digital Common................... 0 to +7V
Analog Common to Q!sital Common. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ±1 V
Control Inputs (CE, CS, Ao. 1218. RIC) to
'
Digital Common ... -O.SV to VLOGIC +O.SV
Analog Inputs (REF IN. BIP OFF, 10 Villi) to
Analog Common . . . . . . . . . . . . ±16.SV
20 VIN to, Analog Common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ±24V
REF OUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indefinite short to common.
Momentary short to Vcc
Chip Temperature O. K. L grades) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100°C
(5. T, U grades) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150°C
Power Dissipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000mW
Lead Temperature, Soldering . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300°C. 1O'sec.
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +150oC
Thertnal Resistance. BlA • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60o C/W
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DIGITAL

DATA
OUTPUTS

Figure 1. AD574 Block Diagram and Pin Configuration

THE AD574 OFFERS GUARANTEED MAXIMUM
LINEARITY ERROR OVER THE FULL OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS
NONLINEARITY ERROR
Nonlinearity error refers to the deviation of each individual
code from a line drawn from "zero" through "full scale".
The point used as "zero" occurs 1I2LSB (1.22mV for 10 volt
span) before the first code transition (all zeros to only the LSB
"on"). "Full scale" is defined as a level1112LSB beyond the
last code transition (to all ones). The deviation of a code from
the true straight line is measured from the middle of each particular code.
The AD574K, L, T, and U grades are guaranteed for maximum
nonlinearity error of ±1I2LSB over their respective temperature ranges. For these grades, this means that an analog value
which falls exactly in the center of a given code width will result in the correct digital output code. Values nearer the upper
or lower transition of the code width may produce the next
upper or lower digital output code. The AD574j and S grades
are guaranteed to ±ILSB max error over their respective temperature ranges. For these grades, an analog value which faIls
within a given code width will result in either the correct code
for that region or either adjacent one.
DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR (NO MISS)NG
CODES)
A specification which guarantees no missing codes requires
that every code combination appear in a monotonic increasing
sequence as the analog input level is increased. Thus every
code must have a finite width. (In actual practice, our test systerns limit minimum code width to 1I4LSB.) For the AD574K, L,
T, and U grades, which guarantee no missing codes to 12-bit
resolution, all 4096 codes must be present over the entire
operating temperature ranges. The AD574j and S grades guarantee no missing codes to II-bit resolution over temperature;
this means that all code combinations of the upper 11 bits must
be present; in practice very few of the 12-bit codes are missing.
UNIPOLAR OFFSET
The first transition should occur at a level 1/2LSB above analog common. Unipolar offset is defined as the deviation of
the actual transition from that point. This offset can be adjusted as discussed on the following two'pages. The unipolar
offset temperature coefficient specifies the maximum change
of the transition point over temperature, with or without ex'
ternal adjustment.

an analog value 1I2LSB below analog common. The bipolar
offset error and temperature coefficient specify the initial deViation and maximum change in the error over temperature.
FULL SCALE CALIBRATION ERROR
The last transition (from 1111 1111 1110 to 1111 1111 1111)
should occur for an analog value 1 112 LSB below the nominal
full scale (9.9963 volts for 10.000 volts full scale). The full
scale calibration errar is the deviation of the actual level at the
last transition from the ideal level. This error, which is typically 0.05 to 0.1 % of fulI scale, can be trimmed out as shown
in Figure 5. The fuIl scale calibration error over temperature
is given with and without the initial error trimmed out. The
temperature coefficients for each grade indicate the maximum
change in the full scale gain from the initial value using the
internal 10 volt reference.
POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
The standard specifications for the AD574 assume use of + 5.00
and ±15.00 volt supplies. The only effect of power supply error on the performance of the device will be a small change in
the full scale calibration. This will result in a linear change in
all lower order codes. The specifications show the maximum
change in calibration from the initial value with the supplies
at the various limits.
CODE WIDTH
A fundamental quantity for AID converter specifications is the
code width. This is defined as the range of analog input values
for which a given digital output code will occur. The nominal
value of a code width is equivalent to 1 least significant bit
(LSB) of the full scale range or 2.44mV out of 10 volts for a
I2-bitADC.
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT

BIPOLAR OFFSET
Similarly, in the bipolar mode, the major carry transition
(0111 1111 1111 to 1000 0000 0000) should occur for

Figure 2. 28 Lead Dual·in-Line Package

AD574 ORDERING GUIDE
LINEARITY ERROR
MODEL

TEMP RANGE

AD574JD
AD574KD
AD574LD
AD574SD
AD574TD

o to +70o c

AD574UD

o to +70°C
o to

+70o C

_55°C to +12S o C
-25°C to +8SoC
-55°C to +112S"C
_25°C to +8S oC
_55°C to +12S oC

MAX (Tmin to Tmax)

±ILSB
±1I2LSB
±1I2LSB
±ILSB
±II2LSB
±ILSB
±1/2LSB
±ILSB

RESOLUTiON
NO MISSING CODES
(Tm~ to Tmax)
11
12
12
11

Bits
Bits
Bits
Bits

MAX
FULL SCALE
T:C. (ppm/'C)
50,0
27.0
10,0
50,0

12 Bits

25.0

12 Bits

12,5
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CIRClJIT OPERATION
The. ADS 74 is a complete 12-bitA/D converter which requires
no external components to provide the complete successiveapproximation analog"to-digital conversion function. A. block
diagram of the A.DS74 is shown ip Figure 3. The device consists of two chips, one containing the precision 12-bit DAC
with voltage reference, the other containing the comparator,
successive-approximation regiSter, clock, output buffers and
control circuitry.

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
There are two sets of control pins on the ADS74, the general'
control inputs (CE, CS, and RIC), and the internal register control inputs (1218 and Ao). The general control pins function
similarly to those on most AID converters, performing device
timing, addressing, cycle initiation and read enable functions.
The internal register control inputs, which are not found on
most AID converters, select output data format and conversion cycle length.

When the control section is commanded to initiate a conversion (as describe!! later), it then enables the clock and resets
the successive-approximation register (SAR) to all zeros. (Once
a conversion cycle has begun, it cannot be stopped or re'Started
and.data is not availa~le from the output buffers). The SAR,
timed by the clock, will then sequence through the conversion
cycle and return anend-of-convert flag to the control section.
The control section will then disable the clock, bring the output stanis flag low, and enable control functions to allow data'
read functions by external comman~.

The two major control functions, convert start and read enable, are cpntrolled by CE, CS, RIC. Although a}l three
inputs must be in the correct state to perform the function
(for convert start; CE = I, CS = 0, RIC = 0; for read enable;
CE= I, CS = 0, RIC = I), the sequence does not matter. For
large systems, typically microprocessor controlled, standard
operation for convert start would be to first set RIC = 0 (from
RlW line); address the chip.with CS =O,then apply a positive
start pulse to CEo A read would be done similarly but with
RIC = 1.

During the conversion cycle, the internal12-bit current output
DAC is sequenced by the SAR from the. most-significant-bit
(MSB) to least-significant-bit (LSB)to provide an output current which accurately balances the input signal current through
the SkS'l (or 10kS'l) input resistor. The comparator determines
whether the addition of each successively-weighted bit current
causes the DAC current sum to be greater or less than the input current; if the sum is less, the bit is left on; if more, the
bit is turned off. After testing all the bits, the SAR contains a
. 12-bit binary code which accurately represents the input
signal to within ±1I2LSB.

Fora much simpler stand-alone operation, CE can be wired
high, CS wired low, and RIC toggled as needed to initiate conversion. In this mode, a 400ns negative pulse will initiate conversion, and the data will automatically appear at the end of
conversion. Alternatively, the RIC input can be brought low
to start conversion, then brought high at any time later (after
completion of conversion) to enable the data output lines.
Many combinations of the above can be implemented by proper manipulation of the three control lines. Exact timing of
these functions is shown.

the temperature-compensated buried Zener reference provides the primary voltage reference to the DAC and guaran. tees excellent stability with both time and temperature. The
reference is trimmed to 10.00 volts ±1%; it is buffered and
can supply up to l.SmA to an extemalload in addition to
that required to drive the reference input resistor (O.SmA) and
bipolar offset 'resistor (lmA). The thin film application resistors are trimmed to match the full scale output current of ,
the DAC. There are two SkS'l inpUt scaling resistors to allow
either a 10 volt or 20 volt span. The 10kS'l bipolar offset resistor is grounded for unipolar operation or connected to the
10 volt reference for bipolar operation. (Details of full scale
and offset trimming are given on the next page.)
..

RIC

+15V

DIGITAL
COMMON
-l&V

=%: ---I''----H~
~~~: -f!L.,Nv-+-+

REF OUT
j10.00v)

, Figure 3. Block Diagram of AD574 12 bit A-to-D Converter
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The Ao (byte select) and 1218 (data format) inputs work together to control the output. data and conversion cycle. In almost all situations 1218 is hard-wired high or low, to VLOGIC
or Digital Common. If it is wired high, all 12 data lines will be
enabled when the read function is called by the general control
inputs. For an 8-bit bus interface, 12i8 will be wired low. In
this mode, only the 8 upper bits or the 4 lower bits can be
enabled at once, as addressed by Ao. For these applications,
the 4LSB's(pins 16-19) should be hard-wired to the 4MSB's
(pins 24-27). Thus, during a read, when Ao is low the upper
8 bits are enabled and present data on pins 20 through 27.
When Ao goes high, the upper 8 data bits are disabled, the
4LSB's then present data to pins 24 to 27; and the 4 middle
bits are overridden so that zeros are presented to pins 20
and 23.
The Ao input performs an additional function of controlling
conversion length. If Ao is held low prior to cycle initiation,
a full 12-bit cycle in about 2Sj.ls will result; if Aois held high
prior to cycle initiation a shortened 8cbit cycle in about 16j.1s
will result. The Ao line must be set prior to cycle initiation
and held in the desired position at least until STS goes high.
Thus, for mil;roprocessor interface applications, the Ao
line must be properly controlled during both the convert
start and rcoad functions.
The STS or status line goes high at the initiation of the conversion cycle and will go low when the cycle is complete.

UNIPOLAR RANGE CONNECTIONS FOR THE AD574
The AD574 contains all the active components requir~d to
perform a complete 12-bit AID conversion. Thus, for most
situations, all that is necessary is connection of the power supplies (+5, +15, and -15 volts), the analog input, and the con- .
version initiation command, as discussed on the next page.
Analog input connections and calibration are easily accomplished; the unipolar operating mode is shown in Figure 4.
All of the thin film application resistors of the ADS 74 are
trimmed for absolute calibration. Therefore, in many applications, no calibration trimming will be required. The absolu te accuracy for each grade is given in the specification
tables. For example, if no trims are u~d, the AD574K guarantees ±lLSB max zero offset error and ±0.3% (12LSB) max
fult scale error. (Typical full scale error is ±2LSB.) If the offset trim is not required, pin 12 can be connected directly to
pin 9; the two resistors and trimmer for pin 12 are then not
needed. If the full scale trim is not needed, a son ± 1% resistor should be connected between pin 8 and pin 10.
The analog input is connected between pin 13 and pin 9 for a
o to +lOV input range, between 14 and pin 9 for a 0 to +20V
input range. The AD574 easily accommodates an input signal
beyond the +15V supply. For the 10 volt span input, the LSB
has a nominal value of 2.44mV, for the 20 volt span, 4.88mV.
If a 10.24V range is desired (nominal2.SmV/bit), the gain trimmer (R2) should be replaced by a son resistor, and a 200n
trimmer inserted in series. with the analog input to pin 13 (for
a full scale range of 20.48V (SmV Ibit), use a soon trimmer into
pin 14.) The gain trim described below is now done with these
trimmers. The nominal input impedance into pin 13 is Skn, and
10kn into pin 14.

Rl

lOOk

-15V~+15V

lOOk

rJlM-o-l

2

12/8

3

CS

4

Ao

5

RIC

6

CE

AD 574

The full scale trim is done by applying a signal 1 1I2LSB below
the nominal full scale (9.9963 for a lOV range). Trim R2 to
give the last transiti~n (111111111110 to 111111111111).
BIPOLAR OPERATION
The connections for bipolar ranges are shown in Figure S.
Again, as for the unipolar ranges, if the offset and gain specifications are sufficient, one or both of the trimmers shown
can be replaced by a son ±1% fixed resistor. The analog input is applied as for the unipolar ranges. Bipolar calibration
is similar to unipolar calibration. First, a signal 1I2LSB above
negative full scale (-4.9988V for the ±SV range) is applied, and
R1 is trimmed to give the first transition (000000000000 to
000000000001). Then, a signal is 1 1I2LSB below positive
full scale (+4.9963V for the ±5V range) is applied and R2
trimmed to give the last transition (1111 1111. 111 0 to
1111 1111 1111).

2

12/8

3

CS

4

Ao

5

RIC

6

CE

28

MIDDLE BITS
20-23
LOW BITS
16·19

10· REF IN

STS

28

HIGH BITS

24·27
MIDDLE BITS

20·23
LOW BITS
16·19

RE F OUT

O-'V>;"'""~~ 12 BIPOFF

HIGH BITS

24·27

AD 574

o--.;.,"'""~~ 10 REF IN

t---:==------l 8
STS

' - - - - - - i 8 REF OUT

loon

If pin 12 is connected to pin 9, the unit typically will behave
in this manner, within specifications. If the offset trim (Rl) is
used, it should be trimmed as above, although a different offset can be set for a particular system requirement. This circuit will give approximately ± 1 SmV of offset trim range.

±5V

1310V,N

ANALOG
INPUTS

14 20V,N
±10V

~

9

ANA COM

+5V

1

+15V

7

-15V 11
DIG COM 15
':"

Figure 5. Bipolar Input Connections

r-'VIi'.-4I-----()-j 12 BIP OFF
OTO+l0V
ANALDG
INPUTS

o-------j
0---.,-----1

OTO +20V

;

13 10V,N
14. 20V,N
9

ANA COM

+5V

1

+15V

7

-15V 11
DIG COM 15

Figure 4. Unipolar Input Connections

UNIPOLAR CALIBRATION
The ADS74 is intended to have a nominall/2LSB offset so
that the exact analog input for a given code will be in the middle of that code (halfway between the transitions to the codes
above and below it). Thus, when properly calibrated, the first
transition (from 0000 0000 0000 to 0000 0000 0001) will
occur for an input level of +1I2LSB (1.22mV for 10V range).

GROUNDING CONSIDERATIONS
The analog common at pin 9 is the ground reference point for
the internal reference and is thus the "high qUality" ground
for the ADS74; it should be connected directly to the analog
reference point of the system. In order to achieve all of the
high accuracy performance available from the AD574 in an
environment of high digital noise content, it is recommended
that the analog and digital commons be connected together at
the package. In some situations, the digital common at pin 15
can be connected to the most convenient ground reference
point; analog power return is preferred. If digital common contains high frequency noise beyond 200m V, this noise may feed
through the converter, so that some caution will be required.
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FULL CONTROL INTERFACE \
The ADs74 has a versatile set of control functions which will
allow interface to a wide variety of microprocessor typeS as
well much simple~ data acquisition systems, and even stand
alone applicationS. It would be impossible to cover all of the
potential ADs74 control interface situations, but discussion .of
the two possible extreme situations and their timing will allow
extension of the control concepts to most other applications.

as

STANDARD FULL CONTROL INTERFACE
The timing for the standard full control interface is shown in
Figure 6. In this operating mode,. CS is use~ as the address input which selects the particular device, RIC selects between
the read data and start conversion functions, and CE is used to
time the actual functions.
CONVERT START TIMING

TIMING FOR FULL CONTROL APPLICATIONS
READ TIMING

TIMING SPECIFICATIONS - FULL CONTROL MODE
tDSC
tHJ;:C
tssc
tHSC
tsRC
tHRC
tSAC
tHAC

tc

.. --"'...
';;;iR=t----f....:;;A~R' - - - -

Figure 6.

The left side of the figure shows the conversion start control.
CS and RIC are brought low (their sequence does not matter),
then the start pulse is applied to CEo The timing diagram
shows a time delay for CS and RIC prior to the start pulse at
CEo If less time than this is allowed, the conversion will still be
started, but an appropriately longer pulse will be needed at CEo
However, if the hold times for CS and RIC after the rising edge
of the start pulse at CE are not followed, the conversion may
not be initiated.
.
The Aolinedetermines the conversion cycle length, and must
be selected prior to conversion initiation. If Ao is low, a 12-bit
cycle results; if Ao is high; an 8-bit short cycle results. Minimum set-up and hold times are shown. The status line goes high
to indicate· conversion in progress. The analog input signal is
allowed to vary until the STS goes high. It must then be held
steady until STS ag8.in goes low at the end of conversion.
The data read function operates in a similar fashion except
that RIC is now held high. The data is stored in the output
register and can ·be recalled at will until a new conversion cycle
is commanded. In addition, if the converter is arranged in the
8-bit data mode, the Ao line noW functions as the byte select
address, with set-up and hold times as shown. With Ao low,
pins 20 to 27 (DB4-11) come out of three-state and present
data. With Ao high, pins 16-19 (DBO-3) come out of threestate. with data and pins 2()-23 present active trailing zeros.
In' the ,s-bit mode pins 16-19 will be hard-wired directly to
pins 24-27 for direct two-byte loading onto an 8-bit bus.
There are two delay times for the data lines after CE is brought
low: tuD is the delay until data is no longer valid; tHL is the
delay until the outputS are fully into the high impedanfe state.
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tDD
tHD
tsSR
tSRR
tSAR
tHSR
tHRR
tHAR
tHL

400nsmax
lOOns min
3S0nsmin
o min
200nsmin
lOOns min
o min
lOOns min
600nsmax

STAND ALONE OPERATION
For simpler control functions, the ADs74 can be'controlled
with just RIC. In this case, CE is wired high, CS low, 12/8
high, and Ao low. There are two ways of, cycling the device
with this simple hook-up. If a negative pulse is used to initiate
conversion a,s in Figure 7, the converter will automatically
bring the 12 data lines out of three-state at the end of conversion. The data will remain valid on the output lines until
another pulse is applied .
TIMING FOR STAND A.LONE OPERATIONS

SHORT LOW PULSE-: OUTPUTS COME ON AFTER CONVERSION

STS

---t;;;,.;;,,+-'c
:~-H~I-G~H;'~f~~~~fi~ii"'~.~~-HIG-H
- - - HIGH IMPEDANCE - - - 8 1 ·812 IMPEDANCE
I

300ns max
300ns min
300nsmin
200nsmin
200nsmin
200nsmin
o min
300nsmin
lS-3Slls (12 bit)
10-20lls (8-bit)

RfC

~S--t----~,~

___
OATAVAUD-

Figure 7.
SHORT HIGH PULSE: OUTPUTS SYNCHRONIZED TO RISING EDGE

RIC

STS --t-~--+-----JL_

Figure 8.

. If the conversion is initiated by a high pulse as shown in Figure 8, the data lines are held in three~state at the end of conversion until RIC is brought high. The next conversion cycle is /hitiated when RIC goes low, the data from the previous cycle will
remain valid for the time tHOR' An alternative to the above is
to toggl~ RIC as needed to Initiate a new cycle on read data.
Data will appear when RIC is brought high, a new cycle is
initiated when RIC goes low.
TIMING SPECIFICATIONS - STAND ALONE MODE
400nsmin
tHRL
SOOnsmax
tos
300nsmax
tHOR
+200nsmax
-lOOns min
tHS
lsOnsmin
tHRH
3 SOns max
tDl>R
tc (12 bit convert) ls-3slls
tc (8 bit convert) 10-201ls
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Very Fast, Complete
12-Bit AID Converter

PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Performance
Complete 12-Bit AID Converter with Reference and Clock
Fast Successive Approximation Conversion: 41ls
Buried Zener Reference for Long Term Stability and Low
Gain T_C.: ±30ppmfC max
Max Nonlinearity: ±O.012%
Low Power: 775mW
"z" Models for ±12V Supplies
Hermetic Package Available
Versatility
Positive-True Parallel or Serial Logic Outputs
Short Cycle Capability
Precision +10V Reference for External Applications
Adjustable Internal Clock
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS78 is a high speed 12-bit successive approximation
analog-to-digital converter that includes an internal clock,
reference and comparator. Its hybrid IC design utilizes MSI
digital and linear monolithic chips in conjunction with a 12-bit
monolithic DAC to provide modular performance and versatility with IC size, price and reliability.
Important performance characteristics of the ADS 78 include
a maximum linearity error at +2S OC of 0.012%, maximum gain
temperature coefficient of ±3 Oppm/o C, typical power dissipation of 77SmW and maximum conversion time of 41ls.

2. The fast conversion rate of the ADS78 makes it an excellent
choice for high speed data acquisition and digital audio
processing applications.
3. The internal buried zener reference is laser trimmed to
10.00V ±O.l% and ±lSppm/C typical T.C. The reference
is available externally and can drive up to 1mA loads.
4. The scaling resistors are included on the monolithic DAC
for exceptional thermal tracking.
5. Short cycle and external clock capabilities are provided for
applications requiring faster conversion speeds and/or
lower resolutions.
ADS7S

The fast conversion speeds of 41ls (K grade) and 61ls (J, S
grades) makes the ADS78 an excellent choice in a variety of
applications where system throughput rates from 166kHz to
250kHz are required. In addition, it may be short cycled to
obtain faster conversion speeds at lower resolutions.
The design of the ADS78 includes scaling resistors that provide
analog input signal ranges of ±SV, ±10V, 0 to +10V or 0 to
+20V. Adding flexibility and value is the +10V precision reference which can be used for external applications.
The ADS78 is available in three different versions. The ADS78]
and K grades are specified for a guaranteed maximum linearity
error of ±3/4LSB over the 0 to +70o C temperature range. The
S grade is guaranteed for ±3/4LSB linearity error over -25°C
to +100o C, and ±2LSB's over the -SSoC to +125°C temperature range. All commercial grade versions (J and K) are packaged in a 32-pin, epoxy sealed, ceramic DIP and the MIL
version (S grade) in a solder sealed, hermetic, ceramic DIP.

-1BV

ANALOGGND

r-~~~-r.~ZE~A~

ffi

LLr--~>H++++--I

iii. ffi>

~-W""""".....fliil20V SPAN INPUT
10V SPAN INPUT

t--.w.~-{;i1 BIPOLAR OFFSET

rs~--.t+l+t-I+-I ~ 8
GAIN IREF IN)
~ I+-----l;m REF OUT
.--.....--123\ SERIAL OUT
iER'iA'LOu't

...--'---1221\1 CONVERT START

r-~>--I2iil

Figure 1.

AD57~

EOC

Functional Diagram and Pinout

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS78 is a complete 12-bit AID converter. No external
components are required to perform a conversion.
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-(typical.@+25°C;±15V,and+5Vunless
S·.PEC·IFICATIONS
.,
. . ..
. qtherwlse noted).
Model

AD578J

RESOLtr.rlON

12 Bits

AD578K

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensiol!S shown in inches and (nun) •

~[:::: ::::::::: ::~

AD578S

ANALOG INPUTS
Voltage Range.

Bipolar
Unipolar
Input Impc~ce

"0 to +10V. ±sv

. tl0V. 0 to +20V

fS.OV. tl0V
o to +10V, 0 to +20V

ITTL Load
ITTL Load

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
Gain Error1 ,3
Unipplar Off..,.
Bipolu Offset'·4

±a. I % FSR. to.4% FSR max
to. I % FSR. fO.6% FSR max
fO.I% FSR. to.5% FSR max

+2SoC

Cl

I
Ion.":

LdD~~g~~~ I ~.III ~ ~
0.010
12.031

NCMIr'----.JO.21O

~t::====l I:.:'

Error

o to +70 C

,. '.M'.....,_

~l,
1.1 .

SkO
10kO

DIGITAL INPUTS
Convert Command I
'Clock Input

Lineari~

I

~'.eOl40....IMAX

0.01010.211

fl/2LSB max

1-0.100 (15.241

t3/4LSB max

_25°C to +100o C
-SSoC to +12SoC

f3/4LSB max
±2LSB max

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR
(Minimum resolution for which no
missing codes are guaran~ed)

+Z,oC
o fO +70o C
-25°C to +100o C
_'SoC to +12S oC
POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
+15VilO%

12 Bits
12 Bits
12 Bits
11 Bi"
3ppm/%t.VS typ

~

IOppm/%/lVs max

~~

-ISVtIO%

15ppm/%/lVS typ

+SV ±IO%

2Sppm/%/lVs max
2ppm/%/lVS typ
I,Oppm/%t.Vs max

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Gain

Bipolar Offset
Differential Linearity
CONVERSION TIME'
PARALLEL OUTPUTS
Unipolar Code
Bipolar Code
Output Drive

U

'-'-________~r_
U

~

±20ppm/o C max

±l5ppm/'Cmax ±2Sppm/'Cmax

~------------,LJr--------

4.01"

~

6.01'5

;lSppm/~c max

~

.

±2ppm/o C typ

~

Binary
Offset Binary/Two's Complement
STTL Loads

III

INTERNAL CLOCK'
Output Drive

2TTL Load,

INTERNAL REFERENCE
Voltage
External Current

10.000 ± IOmV
±lmAmax

POW~R SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS'
8m~

max

22mA typo 3SmA max
80mA typ. 11 OmA max
77SmWtyp
0 to +70oC
-SSoC to +lS0oC

8TT12

ILISI

Logic "1" During Conversion
8TTL'Loads

3mA typ,

~

_ ____'r_
r_

~

U--

~

~~-----------.

END OF CONVERSION (EOC)
Output Drive

NOTES·

~r_

;sppmtc max

Binary {Complementary Binary
Offset Binary/Comp. Offset Binary •

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
S,torage

____________

t3ppm/C typ
±IOppm/C max
±8ppml' C typ

SERIAL OUTPUTS (NRZ FORMAT)
Unipolar Code
Bipolar Code
Ou tput Drive

Voltages/Currents
+ISV flO%
-ISV ilO%
+SVfIO%
Power Dissipation

~

~

±3 Oppml C max
Unipolar Offset

CONNECT CLOCK OUT 1111 TO CLOCK IN 1111
CONNECT EXTeRNAL CLOCK TO CLOCK IN 1111
CLOCK StfC)ULD BE AT LEASt ... DUTY CVCU: W1TH
MINIMUM "ERIOO. TMltII,ot 300111.

Figure 2. Timing Diagram (Binary
Code 110101011001)

..
-SS·C to +12S'C

Figure~.

Unipolar Input Connections

,

Positive pulle 200ns wide (min) leadiDJ edge (0 to 1) n:sea outputs. TraUing edSC
initiates conversion.
2With son, 1fJ6fixcd resistor in place of gain adjust potentiometer.
a Adjustable to zero,
"With SOSl, 1'6 resistor between RcfOut and Bipolar Offset (Pins 24 Ie 26).
'SpecittcatioDllJWU'&llteed at CQnvenion time listed. To obtain 411s t:Onversion
time for tbe AD578K. connect: • 2k resistor between pins 17 and 18 or use
.an external dock.
•
• BxtemaJIy adjUlt&b1e by a resistor or' capacitor.
T AD578Z If&de available, ::I:12.V- ::1:5'6.
·Spe,~tioDlIUlle" ADS78J.
Spccif'1C&tiou subject 10 cbaDF without notice.
I
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~r

U

~
~

t15ppml'c typ

______________

Figure 4. Bipolar Input Connections
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12-Bit Successive Approximation
High Accuracy AID Converter

PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
True 12-Bit Operation: ±1/2LSB max Nonlinearity
Totally Adjustment-Free
Guaranteed No Missing Codes Over the Specified
Temperature Range
Hermetieelly-8ealed Package
Standard Temperature Range: _25°C to +85°C
Military Temperature Range: _55°C to +125°C
MIL-STD-883 Processing Available
Serial and Parallel Outputs
Monolithic DAC with Seeling Resistor. for Stability
Low Chip Count for High Reliability
Industry Standard Pin Out
Small 24-Pin DIP
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The ADS200 series devices are 12-bit successive approximation
analog-to-digital converters. The hybrid design utilizes MSI
digital, linear monolithic chips and active laser trimming of
high-stability thin-film resistors to provide a totally adjustment
free converter-no potentiometers are required for calibration.
The innovative design of the ADS200 series devices incorporates a monolithic 12-bit feedback DAC for reduced chip count
and higher reliability. The exceptional temperature coefficients
of the monolithic DAC guarantees ±1I2LSB lineari~ over the
entire operating temperature range of - 2SoC to +8S C for the
commercial grade and -SSoC to +12S oC for the military grade.
The ADS200 series converters are available in 2 input voltage
ranges: ±SV (ADS201/ADS204) and ±10V (ADS202lADS20S).
The converters are available either complete with an internal
buried zener reference or with the option of an external reference for improved absolute accuracy.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS200 series devices are laser trimmed at the factory
to provide a totally adjustment free converter-no potentiometers are required for 12-bit performance.
2. A monolithic 12-bit feedback DAC is used for reduced chip
count and higher reliability.
3. The ADS200 series directly replaces other devices of this
type with significant increases in performance.
4. The devices offer true .12-bit accuracy and exhibits no
missing codes over the entire operating temperature range.
S. The fast conversion rate of the ADS200 series makes it anexcellent, choice for applications requiring high system
throughput rate.,

The ADS200 series converters are available in four performance
grades; the "A" and "B" are specified from -2SoC to +8SoC and
the "5" and "T" are specified from -55°C to +12S oC. The
"S" and "T" grades are also available processed to MIL-STD883 level B requirements. All units are available in a 24-pin
hermetically sealed ceramic DIP.
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SPECIFICATIONS
INP.UT
RANGE

(typical @ +25°C, ±15V and +5V unless otherwise noted)

INPUT
IMPEDANCE

. -SV to +SV
-lOY to +IOV

S.Okn
1O.Okn

ADS20fA, S
ADS202A, S

ADS20lB, T
ADS202B, T

ADS204A,S
ADS20SA, S

ADS204B, T
ADS20SB, T

External -IO.OOOV

REFERENCE
RE~OLUTION

Internal
12 Bits

LINEARITY MAX
No Missing Codes Tmin to Tmax

lLSB
Guaranteed

1I2LSB

,...External -lO.OOOV
••

ZERO ERROR, MAX

2LSB

lLSB

••

ZERO ERROR, MAX
Tmin tOTmax

4LSB

2LSB

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY, MAX

4LSB

2LSB

••
••

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY, MAX
Tmin to Tmax

±O.4% FSR I

±0.2ofFSR I

CONVERSION TIME, MAX
Clock 160kHz

SOils

LOGIC RATINGS
Input Logic Commands
Logic "0"
Logic "I"
Loading

0.8Vmax
+2.0Vmin
O.STTL Load

=

CLOCK INPJIT PULSE WIDTH

lOOns min

OUTPUT LOGIC
Logic "0"
Logic "I"

O.4Vmax
3.6V (2.4 min)

FANOUT - HIGH

8TTL Loads

FANOUT-LOW

2TTL Loads

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
VLOGIC
VCC
Voo
OPERATING CURRENT
VLOGIC
Vee
Voo
VREF
POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
VCC
Voo
POWER CONSUMPTION
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
RANGE
..,2S oC to +8S oC
-SSoC to +12SoC

2SmA (42inA max)
lOrnA (2SmA max)
2SmA (3SmA max)

•
O.SmAmax

•
O.SmAmax

•

±O.OOS%I%
±O.OOS%I%
72SmW

"A" Version
US" Version

/

±0.1% FSR I

+SV±IO%
+ISV±IO%
-ISV±lO%

,'Same specifioations IS ADS201/2A, S.
"Same specifioations IS AD5201l2B, T.
,
1 FSR is Full Scale Range and is equal toth. peak to peak input signal.
Specifications subject to change without noti••.
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••

•
"B" Version
"Tn Version

••
••

Storage Temperature
Positive Supply
Negative Supply
Logic Supply
Analog Input
Digital Outputs
Digital Inputs
Reference Supply

-6S 0 C to +lS0oC
+18V
-18V
+7V
±2SV
Logic Supply
+S.SV
-lSV

+6VO-+-~

~--4---~---oGND

1kll"
AD5200 SERI ES

6O/Kl.
~--4-+-+---o+15V

131-----+...---0 -15V

·DIVIDER ADDED FOR EXTERNAL
REFERENCE MODELS ONLY.

Burn In Circuit

PROCESSING FOR HIGH RELIABILITY
ST~DARD

PROCESSING
As part of the standard manufacturing procedure, all models
of the ADS200 receive the following processing:
PROCESS
1. Pre-Cap Visual Inspection

2. Stabilization Bake
3. Seal Test, Gross
4. Operating Bum-In

PROCESSING TO MIL-STD-883
All models ordered to the requirements of MIL-STD-883,
Method 5008, Class B are identified with a 1883 suffIX, and
receive the following processing:

CONDITIONS
In-House Criteria
24 hours @ +lS0o C
In-House Criteria
48 hours @ +12S o C

1. Pre-Cap Visual Inspection
2. Stabilization Bake
3. Temperature Cycling

4. Constant Acceleration
5. Seal Test, Fine and Gross
6. Operating Burn-In
7. Final Electrical Testing
8. External Visual Inspection

2010, Test Condition B
1008, 24 hours @ +lS0o C
1010, Test Condition C, 10
cycles, -65°C to +lS0o C
2001, y 1 plane, SOOOG ,
1014, Test Condition A and C
1015, Test Condition B, 160
hours @ +12S o C
Performed at max and min
operating temperatures
2009

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS

CLOCK IN

DIGGND

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

EOC
81T7

BIT8

BIT9
BIT 10

BIT11
BIT 12

11--______

1.3~~~.2741-------i

T

1.-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.810.010
/1&.24 :to.254)

-1

TEST
POINT
ANALOG
GND

+1SV

ANALOG

IN

~VREF

OUT
-VAIF IN

-15V
*PIN 12 fUNCTION: -VAIF OUT -AD5201, AD6202
-VAEF IN - A05204, A06206

Figure 1. Pin Designations
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TIMING
The timing diagram is shown in Figure 2. A conversion is initiated by holding the start convert low during a rising edge of
the clock. The start convert transition must occur at a minimum of 2Sns prior to the clock transition. The end of conversion (E.O.C.) signal will be set simultaneously with the initiation' of conversion. The actual conversion will not start until
the first rising-edge of the clock after the start convert is again
set high.

EXTERNAL'
CLOCK
START
CONVERT

LJ ,

E.O.C.

.J

BIT 1

ru

BIT2
BIT3

ITU
DI.

BIT4

U

BIT5

U

BIT6

U

BIT7

U

BITS

U

BIT9

U
U
U
U

BIT 10
BIT 11
BIT 12

Parallel data is valid on the falling edge of the JI.D.C. and
it will remain valid until the next conversion is initiat!=d:The
serial data is in the Non-Return To Zero format and it is valid
o~ the same transition as the parallel data.

U

An external clock of 260kHz will yield SOilS conversion time.
. Increasing the clock frequency will decrease the conversion
time; the linearity' error; however, will increase. Refer to Figure 3 for the acceptable minimum conversion time.

U

lLSB

U

I

.>

3/4LSB

U
1/2LSB

I

'1/4LSB

\

K
30

15

SERIAL

45

50

MICROSECONDS

Figure 3. Linearity Error vs. Conversion Time (Normalized)

Figure 2. Timing Diagram,

AD5201/AD5204
+5.0000V
O.OOOOV
-4.9976V

AD5202lADS205
+10.000V
O.OOOV
- 9.99SV

MSB
LSB
0000000000
1000000000
1111111111

Table 1. Logic Coding (Complementary Offset Binary)

ADS200 SERIES ORDERING GUIDE

Model
ADS20*AD
ADS20*BD,
ADS20*SD
ADS20*TD
ADS20*SD/88,3
ADS20*TD/883'

Linearity
lLSB
1I2LSB

lLSB
1/2LSB
lLSB
1/2LSB

Absolute
Accuracy
4LSB
2LSB
4LSB
2LSB
4LSB
2LSB

*Iusert number according to desired input voltage range.
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Temperature

Ranle
~
-2S Cto +8S C
-2SoC to +8SoC
-SSoC to +12SoC
_SSoC to +12S OC
-SSoC to +12SoC
-SSoC to +12SoC
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CMOS
l3-Bit Monolithic AID Converter

FEATURES
Resolution: 13 Bits, 2's Complement
Relative Accuracy: ±1/2 LSB
"Quad Slope" Precision
Gain Drift: 1ppmfC
Offset Drift: 1ppmtC
Microprocessor Compatible
Ratiometric
Overrange Flag
Very Low Power Dissipation
TTL/CMOS Compatible
CMOS Monolithic Construction

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7550 is a 13-bit (2's complement) monolithic CMOS
analog-to-digital converter on a 118 x 125 mil die packaged
in a 40-pin ceramic DIP. Outstanding accuracy and stability
(lppm/C) is obtained due to its revolutionary integrating
technique, called "Quad Slope" (Analog Devices patent
No. 3872466). This conversion consists of four slopes of
integration as opposed to the traditional dual 'slope and
provides much higher precision,

The AD75 50 parallel output data lines have three-state logic
and are microprocessor compatible through the use of two
enable lines which control the lower eight LSB's (low byte
enable) and the five MBS's (high byte enable). An overrange.
flag is also available which together with the BUSY and
BUSY flags can be interrogated through the STATUS
ENABLE providing easy microprocessor interface.
The AD7550 conversion time is about 40ms with a 1MHz
clock. Clock can be externally controlled or internally generated by simply connecting a capacitor to the clock pin. A
positive start pulse can be self-generated by having a capacitor
on the start pin or can be externally applied.
For most applications, the AD7550 needs only .three resistors,
one capacitor, and a reference voltage since the integrating
amplifier, comparator, switches and digital logic are all on
the CMOS chip.

A wide range of power supply voltages (±5V to ±12V) with
minuscule current requirements make the AD7550 ideal for
low power and/or battery operated applications. Selection
of the logic (Vee) supply voltage (+5V to VDD ) provides
direct TTL or CMOS interface on the digital input/output
lines.
The AD7550 uses a high density CMOS process featuring
double layer metal and silicon nitride passivation to ensure
high reliability and long-term stability.
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SPECIFICATIONS (VDD =+12V. VSS =-sv. vee =+sv. VREF1 =+4.2SV unless otherwise noted)'
PARAMETER

TA = +25°C

ACCURACY
Resolution
Relative Accuracy
Gain Error
Gain Error Drift
Offset Error '
Offset Error Drift

±lLSB max
±lLSB max
lppm/oC typ
±0;5LSB max
lppmtC typ

ANALOG INPUTS
AIN Input Resis~nce' "
VRE Fl lnpu t Resistance
V REF2 Leakage Current
DIGITAL INPUTS
CIN, LBEN, HBEN, STEN
VINi.
V INH
ViNL
V INH
IINL,IINH
START
VJNL
V INH
IINL
IINH
CLOCK
VINL
V INH
V INL
V INH
IINL
IINH
DIGITAL OUTPUTS
VOUTL
YOUTH
VOUTL
YOUTH
Capacitance (Floating State)
(OVRG, BUSY, BUSY,
and DBO-DB12)
ILKG (Floating State)
(OVRG, BUSY, BUSY,
and DBO-DBI2)

OVER SPEClFIED
TEMPERATURE RANGE

13 Bits 2'sComp min
±l LSB max

TEST CONDITIONS

fCLK = 500kHz,R, = IMP,
C, = O.OljlF.IRJCT Voltage
Adjusted to VREFl ±0·.6%
'
2

RIM!} min
RIM!} min
lOpA typ

+0.8V max
+2.4V min
+1.2V max
+10.8V min
5nA typ

+0.8V max
+2.4V min
+UVinax
..,10.8V min

Vee = +5V
Vee

= +12V

+O,8V l1)ax
+2.4V min
-ljlA typ
+lSOjlA typ

+0.8V max
+2.4V min

Vee

= +5V

+O.8V max

to Voo

Vee = +5V to Voo ' BUSY = Low
Vee = +SV to Voo ' BUSY = High

\

+O.8V max

+3V min
+1.2V max
+10.8V min
-IOOjlA typ
+lOOjlA typ

+3V min
+1.2V max
+10.8V min

+O.SV max
+2.4V min
+1.2V max
+1O.8V min
SpF typ

+0.8V max
+2.4V min
+1.2V max
+10.8V min

VCC = +SV
VCC = +12V
VIN=V INL ; VCC = +SV to +12V
VIN=V INH ; Voo= +SV to +12V

VCC
VCC
Vee
Vee

,.
=
=
=

+SV, IsINK = 1.6mA
+SV, IsoURCE = 40jlA
+12V, IsINK = 1.6mA
+12V, IsOURCE = 0.6mA

VCC = +SV to +12V
VOUT = OV'and Vcc

.±SnA typ

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
90ms typ

VIN(CLK) = 0 to +3V,
£eLK = 500kHz

'40ms typ

VIN(CLK) = 0 to +3V,
fcLK = lMHz

,Conversion Time

STEN, HBEN, LBEN
Propagation
Delay toN' toFF

2S0ns typ, SOOns max

VIN(STEN, HBEN, LBEN)
o to +3V

External STRT
Puise Dutation

800ns.min

VIN(STRT) = 0 to +3V

POWER SUPPLIES
Voo Range
Vss Range
Vee Range
100

Iss

Icc

+lOV min, +12V max
-SV min, -12V max
+SV min, VDO max
0.6mA typ, 2mA max
0.3mA typ, 2mA max
0.06mA typ, 2mA max

feLK = lMHz

•
The equivalent input circuit is the integrator resistor R.1 (lMfl min, tOMO max) in series with a voltage source
Full Scale Voltage == ±VREFI + 2.125. ,For VREFI '" +4.2SV, FS voltage is ±2.000V.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
I

I
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(see Figure 1).

PIN CONFIGURATION
STEN

NC

BUSY

BUSY

0812

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (inm).
0810

OVRG

OB8

DBB

Ne

STRT

DB9

NC

[~~~~~~I~~~~I~~~~~~J[i~

I
.--

_ I

_~_

Temperature Range

AD7SS0BD

0.0110.251 TYP

0.01210.31'

ORDERING INFORMATION
Model

.1

2.021&1.311
1.91 150.281

7t:~: +~~t=~~

TOP VIEW

Package

~

I-

~'O:iiOi"iD.iii
0.072 '.83)

a~_

I--

D."

~

--I

LEAD NO. llDENTlFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED 160 MICROINCHES MINI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

Ceramic
40-Pin Ceramic Dip

'""I'"- - - - - - - -

0.118(3.01

-,

r-----------------------------~i-

ffil

CLK

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VDD to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... OV, +14V
VDD to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +14V
VSS to AGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '.. OV, -14V
VSS to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, -14V
AGND to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +14V
Vee to DGND .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, VDD
VREF1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vss ' VDD
VREF2 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AGND, VDD
AIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vss , VDD
IRIN . . . . . . . . '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vss , VDD
IR]CT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AGND, VDD
IROUT .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . Vss , VDD
Digital Input Voltage
HBEN, LBEN, STEN, GN' .
DGND, (DGND +27V)
CLK,START . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DGND,VDD
Digital Output Voltage
DBO-DB12, OVRG, BUSY, BUSY, CoUT . . . DGND, Vee
Power Dissipation (Package)
Up to +So°c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000mW
Derates above +SO°C by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10mW/C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +1S0°C
Operating Temperature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25°C to +8S oC

1l!I@)

III
III 000
Vss AGND 1/2 IROUT AIN

STRT

VREF/21RINm
VREF l1

m

IRJeTm
TP10C
TP90

@]C1N

1>80

[!!I HBEfoJ
[!!J

TP7C

TP60

LBEN

mO
"..0

§I DONO

",30

mO

§l DBO

""0
VDD~

~DBl
~

0.126
13.181

DS2

Vcc~

~DB3

~OB4

STENI!!I
DB5

DB7

OB10
0812
IIDSV
DB9.
DB"
OVRG
BUSY

1!!I!!!I1!!I~~0~~~~~
~----------_ _ _ _ _~I-

Bonding Diagram

CAUTION:
1. The digital control inputs are zener protected; however,
permanent damage may occur on unconnected units
under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused
units in conductive foam at all times. Prior to pulling
the devices from the conductive foam, ground the
foam to deplete any accumulated charge.
2. Vee should never exceed VDD by more than 0.4V, .
especially during power ON or OFF sequencing.
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PIN

MNEMONIC
NC
IR)CT
VREF1
IRIN
AIN.
IROUT
VREF2
AGNO

2
3
'4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

VSS
NC
NC
NC
NC
STRT

·15

CLK

16

<:OUT

No Connection
IntegratoR JunCTion. Summing junction (negative input) of integrating amplifier.
Voltage REFerence Input
IntegratoR INput. External integrator input R is connected between IR)CT and IRIN.
Analog INput. Unknown analog input voltage· to. be measured. Fullscale AIN equals VREF /2.125.
IntegratoR OUTput. External integrating capacitor C1 is connected between IROUT and IRJCT.
Voltage REFerenc~ -;- 2 Input
Analog GrouNO
Negative Supply (-5V to -12V)
No Connection
No Connection
No Connection
No Connection
STaRT Conversion. When STRT goes to a Logic "1," the A075 50's digital logic is set up and
BUSY is latched "high." When STRT returns "low," conversion begins in synchronization with
CLK. Reinitiating STRT during conversion causes a conversion restart. STRT can be driven from
an external logic source or can be programmed for continuous conversion by connecting an
external capacitor between STRT and DGND. An externally applied STRT command must be
a positive pulse of at least 800 nanoseconds to ensure proper set-up of the A075 50 logic.
CLocK Input. The CLK can be driven from external logic, or can be programmed for internal
oscillation by connecting an external capacitor between CLK and DGNO.
Count OUT provides a number (N) of gated clock pulses given by:
2.125 + IJ 4096
N =[AIN
V REF1
Count IN is the input to the output counter. 2's complement binary data appears on the DBO
through OB12 output lines (if the HBEN and LBEN enable lines are "high") if CoUT is connected to GN.
High Byte ENable is the three-state logic enable input for the OB8-DBI2 data outputs. When
HBEN is low, the OB8-0B12 outputs are floating. When HBEN is "high," digital data appears
on the data lines.
Low Byte ENable is the three-state logic enable for DBO-OB7. When LBEN is "low," DBOOB7 are floating. When "high," digital data appears on the data lines.

L

17

GN

18

HBEN

19

LBEN

20

OGNO

Digital GrouNO is the ground return for all digital logic and the comparator.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

OBO
DBI
DB2·
DB3
DB4
DB5
DB6
DB7
DB8
DB9
'OBI0
DBll
DB12
OVRG

Data Bit 0 (least significant bit)

35

BUSY

36

BUSY

37
38
39

STEN
NC
Vee

40

"DO

1

CODE: 2's

Comple~ent

j
Data Bit 12 (most significant bit)
OVerRange indicates a Logic "I" if AIN exceeds plus or minus full scale by at least 1/2 LSB.
OVRG is a three-state output and floats unJiI STEN is addressed with a Logic "I ".
Not BUSY. BUSY indicates whether conversion is complete or in progress. BUSY is a three- .
state output which floats until STEN is addressed with a Logic "1." When addressed, BUSY
will indicate either a "1" (conversion complete) or a "0" (conversion in progress).
BUSY indicates conversion status. BUSY is a three-state output which floats until STEN is
addressed with a Logic "1." When addressed, BUSY indicates a "0" (conversion complete) or a
"1" (conversion in progress).

STatus ENable is the three-state control input for BUSY, BUSY, and OVRG.
No Connection
Logic Supply. Digital inputs and outputs are, TTL compatible if Vet = +5V, CMOS compatible
for Vee = +10V to VDO '
Positive Supply +10V to +12V.
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where:
t = The eLK period
n = System error count
Kl = A fixed count equal to 4352 counts
K2 = A fixed count equal to 17408 counts (K2 = 4Kl)
K3 = A fixed count equal to 25600 counts
N = Digital output count corresponding to the analog input
voltage, AIN

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
BASIC OPERATION
The essence of the quad slope technique is best explained
through Figures 1 and 2.

VO.F.

PHASE 0
After the start pulse is applied, switch SW2 is closed (all other
switches open) and the integrator output is ramped to comparator zero crossing. Phase 0 can be considered the reset phase
of the converter, and always has a duration to = R 1Cl (integrator time constant). Upon zero crossing, counters Kl and K2
are started, switch SW2 is opened and SWI is closed.

TO CONTROL LOGIC

AGNO

Figure 1. Quad Slope Integrator Circuit

PHASE 1
Phase 1 integrates (AGND - VREF2 ) for a fixed period of
time (by counter K 1) equal to tl = Kl t. At the end of phase
1, switch SWI is opened and SW2 is closed.

The inputs AGND (analog ground), VREF1 , AIN (analog input) and VREF2 are applied in sequence to an integrator
(Figure 1), creating four slopes (phases 1 through 4, Figure
2) at the integrator output. Voltage VREF2 is normally equal
V
to
R~Fl ,but if not, will create an error count "n" that
will be minimized by the "quad-slope" conversion process.
VREF1 and VREF2 must be positive voltages.

PHASE 2
The integrator input is switched to (VREFI-VREF2) and the
output ramps down until zero crossing is achieved. The integration time t2 = (Kl + n)t includes the error count "n" due to
offsets, etc. At the end of phase 2, switch SW2 is opened, SW3
is closed, and a third counter (K3) is started.

The equivalent integrator input voltages and their integration
times are shown in Table 1.

PHASE 3
Phase 3 integrates the analog input (AIN - VREF2 ) until
counter K2 counts 4Klt. At this time SW3 is opened and SW2
is closed again.

TABLE 1
INTEGRATOR EQUIVALENT INPUT VOLTAGES
AND INTEGRATION TIMES
Phase
1

Input Voltage

Integration Time

AGND-VREF2

'tl=Klt

2

VREFI-VREF2

t2 = (K 1 + n)t

3

AIN-VREF2

4

VREFI-VREF2

t3 = (2K 1- n)t
t4 = (K 3- 2Kl + n -2N}t

Notes
t = IIfCLK
Time periods shown in
BOLD are un affected by n
since they are determined by
counters K 1 , ~,orKl
STEN = LOG Ie 1. If STEN
0, BUSY and BUSV are in

PHASE 0

PHASE 1

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 4

/

/

1',

PHASE 5

,

~~
.

.:..~'Y

=

II

,,~

/'1~'

floating state
fROUT
lPIN 6 )

PHASE 4
Phase 4 integrates (VREFI-VREF2) and the comparator output ramps down until zero crossing once again is achieved.
Since the comparator always approaches zero crossing from
the same slope, propagation delay is constant and hysteresis
effect is eliminated.

~

1/~
~

;y' ",~'

/

/,

~~
.,~y

/'

/'

"

,

II

"

~---

,= 4k,'

K2

K31 (NOTES 1 AND 2/
~R,~

8U!Y

{PIN 351
(NOn 3/

t," K,t

~

STRT
!PIN 14/

-':~

LOGIC RESET
DATA
VALID

'.2=(K, tnlt

'3 s IK! - 2K, ~ nl
ts"12k, -nit

tc

"134~

t.4 ·1K3 -2K, +n -2NII

'5 "2N,

~=2t

+ nl' + R,c,.INon 1)
INTEGRATOR
REr T

~V;~ER
RESET

CONVERSION C4 SLOPESI

DATA VAlID __

~
OlALllE
COUNT

Figure 2. Quad Slope Timing Diagram
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The time ts between the phase 4 zero crossing and the termination of counter K3 is considered eq!1al to 2N counts. N, the
number of counts at the GoUT n:rminal, is obtained by a divide-by-two counter stage. This reduces "jitter" effect. Barring third (and higher) order effects, it can be proven that:

Under this condition,
a= 2 (e + IL R 1 )
VREF1

where ILR1 is the equivalent error voltage generated
by leakage IL.

(EQN 1)

N =(

\,

AIN _ 1\ • 2KI + K3
VREVl)
2

.

v

:1- AIN

_ 1\.[AGND (1 + 2<» - ,,2J • 2KI
\VREFI , .
LVREFI .

I\..

J

.

" . v

ideal transfer function

The evaluation of this error term Is.best demonstrated
through the following example:

I

error term

Assume:

where:
e = SmV, IL = SnA, Rl = 1MS1 and VREF1 = ,4.2SV.

2V REF2.-VREFI
a =. ---"'''''''''---''''''''''
VREF1

Then:

The ideal case assumes:

a= 4.7 x 10- 3

AGNO = OV
VREFI .
VREF2 = --2- , therefore a = 0

and:
N = [VAIN
REFI

Then (EQN 1) simplifies to:
N=

' + 4096
IN
. -- VAIN
FS . .
4096

I

For AIN " -VFS: Ne = 0~28 counts = 0.28LSB
AIN = 0:
Ne = '0.19 counts" 0.19LSB
AIN = +VFS : Ne " 0.09 counts = 0.09LSB

(EQN 3)

The parallel output (OBO-OB12) of- the A07SS0 represents
the number N in binary 2's complement coding when the
COUT pin is connected to the 'cIN pin (see Table II).

The above example shows the strong reduction of
the circuit errors because of the a 2 term in (EQN 1).
Another consequence of this effect is that N( is'
always positive, regardless of the polarity of the circuit errors.

(Note 3)

+Overrange
(1-2-12 )
(2-12 )

0

-VFS
-VFS

(Z-12)

8191
4097
4096
4095
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

-Overrange

Notes
V FS

AGND =fo 0, a =0

Parallel Digital 'Output

(Note 2)
OVRG DBI2

+VFS
+VFS

Case 2:

When AGND is different from the signal ground, then
this error will come through on a 'first-order basis,
Indeed:

TABLE II
OUTPUT CODING (Bipolar 2's Complement)
N

-IJX

Therefore, the error count N( is as follows:

VFS = full scale input voltage = VREF1
2.125

(Note I)

[~IN

22.1 x 10" x 8704
REFI
'
\'~----..v
I

(EQN 2)

where:

Analog Input

x 8704": 12800 -

error term' Ne

AIN • 8704 + 4096
VREF1

or

-IJ

0

0
0
0

DBO
1 1 1 1
1111
000'0
0000
1 1 1 1
0000
0000

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0000
0000
1 1 1 1
0000
0000

1 1. 1 1
1 1 1 1
0001
0000
1 1 1 1
0000
0000

N =~ REF1

LV

+ 12800 JAIN

LVREF1

_

J.
J

AGND

VREF1

\....- - -...vr--~I

error term Ne
The following example demonstrates the impact
of AGND.

VREF1

=TI25

2 N =number of counts at COUT pin
3 COUT strapped to C1N ; LBEN and HBEN

J. 8704

J

Let AGNO

= 1mV and

VREF1

= 4.25V.

For AIN = -VFS ' then Ne " 3.01 counts
AIN = 0, then Ne = 2.05 counts
AIN = + VFS ' then Ne = 1.08 counts

=Logic 1

ERROR ANALYSIS
Equation 1 shows that only a and AGND generate error terms.
Their impact can be analyzed as follows:
Case 1: AGND=O,a=foo

Error sources such as capacitor-leakage (ILl and
amp offset (e) cause a to be different from zero.
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a.p·

Therefore, ground loops should be minimized
because a BOIlV difference between AGND and
signal ground will cause 1 count (1 LSB) of error
when the·analog input is at minus full scale. An
optimized ground system is shown in Figure 7.

OPERATING GUIDELINES

where:

The following steps, in conjunction with Figure 3, explain the
calculations of the component values required for proper
operation.

tSTRT = STRT pulse duration
RIC 1 = Integrator Time Constant
fCLK = CLK Frequency

1. DETERMINATION OF VREFI

For example, if VREF1 = 4.25V, Rl = IMn, C 1 ':' 400pF
and CLK = IMHz, the conversion time (not including
tSTRT' which is normally only microseconds in duration)
is approximately 40 milliseconds.

When the full scale voltage requirement (VFS) has been
ascertained, the reference voltage can be calculated by:
VREF1 = 2.125 (VFS )
VREF1 must be positive for proper operation.

2. SELECTION OF C3 (INTERNAL CLOCK OPERATION)
For internal clock operation, connect capacitor C 3 ~o the
clock pin as shown in Figure 3. The clock frequency versus
capacitor C3 is shown in Figure 4.
The clock frequency must be limited to 1.3MHz for proper
operation.

3. SELECTION OF INTEGRATOR COMPONENTS (Rl
AND Cl)
To ensure that the integrator's output doesn't saturate to
its bound (VDD) during the phase (3) integration cycle,
the integrator time constant (R 1 C 1 ) should be approximately equal to:

fcLK

(VDD -

4V)

The integrator components R 1 and Cl can be selected by
referring to Figure 5 and/or Figure 6. Figure 5 plots the time
constant (R 1C 1) versus clock frequency for different reference voltages. Figure 6 is a direct plot of t!'e required Cl
versus feLK for Rl values of IMn and 10Mn.

5. EXTERNAL OR AUTO STRT OPERATION
The STRT pin can be driven externally, or with the addition
of C2, made to self-start.
The size of C2 determines the length of time from end of
conversion until a new conversion is initiated. This is the
"data valid" time and is given by:

When first applying power to the AD7550, a OV to VDD
positive pulse (power up restart) is required at the STRT
terminal to initiate auto STRT operation.
6. INITIAL CALIBRATION
Trim R4 (Figure 3) so that pin 2 (IRJCT) equals 112 VREF1
±0.6%. When measuring the voltage on IRJCT, apply a Logic
"I" to theSTRT terminal.

+12V

-5V

+5VTO
+12V

STEN LBEN HBEN BUSY

Rl can be a standard 10% resistor, but must be selected
between IMn to lOMn.

lffiS'i'

,.

'9

STRT

elK

The integrating capacitor "Cl" must be a low leakage, low
dielectric absorption type such as teflon, polystyrene or
polypropylene. To minimize noise, the outside foil of Cl
must be connected to IR oUT '

'5
AD7550

OVRG

e2

C~DGND

~OGND

3.
0812
33
I
I
DBO
2'

17

C,N

4. CONVERSION TIME
As shown in Figure 2, the conversion time is independent of
the analog input voltage AIN, and is given by:
34306,
tconvert = tSTRT + - - - + RI C I
fCLK

e,

Figure 3. Operation Diagram
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"

APPLICA nON HINTS

J+l~V~

When operating at fcLK greater than 500kHz, the following
steps are recommended to minimize errors due to noise
coupling (see Figure 7).

Vss = -5V
Vee = +5V _
TA "" +25°C

I'~

I

1. Decouple AIN (pin 5), VREF1 (pin 3) and VREF2 ('pin 7)

1\

through O.Olj.tF to signal ground.

\

lOOk
10

100

1000

Figure 4. fCLK vs. C3
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V" = -5V

~
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3. Keep the lead leng~hs of Rl and C1 toward pin 2 (IRjCT)
as short as possible: In addition, both components should
lie over the analog ground plane. If Cl has an outside foil,
connect it to pin ~ (IROUT), not pin 2.
4. Hold the data bit enables (HBEN, LBEN) in th.e 0 state
during conversion. This is easily accomplished by tying
STEN to the 1 state and driving HBEN and LBEN with
BUSY. This prevents the DBO through DB12 outputs from
coupling noise into the integrator during the phase 1-4
active integration periods.

CAPACITANCE - pF

.,

.

2. Signal ground must be located as close to pin 8 (AGND)
as possible.
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A07550
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Figure 5. Integrator Time Constant
. (R ,C,) vs. fCLK for Different
Reference Voltages
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CMOS
Digit ADC Subsystem

PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Resolution: ±4 1/2 Digits BCD or ±20k Count Binary Capability for 5 1/2 Digit Resolution or Custom Data Formats
Data Format: Multiplexed BCD (for Display) and Serial Count
(for External Linearization, Data Reformatting, or Microprocessor Interface)
Accuracy: ±1 Count in ±20k Counts
Scale Factor Drift: O_2ppmtC Using Only MediumPrecision Op Amps
Requires only a Single Positive Reference
Overrange Display
Auto Calibration Capability
Interfaces to TTL or 5V CMOS
HOLD Input and SCC (System Conversion Complete)
Output for Interface Flexibility
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7555 is a 4 112 digit, monolithic CMOS, quad slope
integrating ADC subsystem designed for display or microprocessor interface applications. Use of the high resolution
enable input expands the display format to 5 1/2 digits BCD.
With SCO (Serial Count Out) connected to SCI (Serial Count
In), the output data format is multiplexed BCD suitable for
visual display purposes. As an added feature, SCQ can also be
used with rate multipliers for linearization, or with BCD or
binary counters for data reformatting (up to 200k binary
counts).

AD7SS5 FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

The quad slope conversion algorithm (Analog Devices patent
No. 3872466) converts the external amplifier's input drift
errors to a digital number and subsequently reduces the total
system drift error to a second order effect. Using only inexpensive, medium-precision amplifiers a scale factor drift of
O.2ppm/oC is achieved.
PIN CONFIGURATION

ORDERING INFORMATION
Model

Package

Operating
Temperature Range

AD7555BD 28 Pin Side Brazed Ceramic -25°C to +85°C
AD7555KN 28 Pin Molded Plastic
o to +70 oC
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SPECIFICATIONS (VCC = +5V, VSS = -5V, VREF1 =+4.D96DV, FCLK = 614.4kHz, AGNO = OV)
PARAMETER
ANALOG SWITCHES
RON (Switch 1,3)
L':.RON (Switch 1) versus AIN
Mismatch Between Any Two
Switches (excluding SWO)
ILKG (Switch OFF)
SWO (pin 6)

LIMIT AT
LIMIT AT TA
T~ =+2SoC . =Tmjnt Tmax
UNITS

CONDITIONS/COMMENTS

800
300

1200
SOO

nmax
n typ

-2V~AIN~+2V
-2V~AIN"i+2V

300

SOO

ntyp

-2V~AIN~+2V

1

70

nAmax

Refer to Functional Diagram

70
70
70
200

nAtyp
nAtyp
nAtyp
nAtyp

IRJCT (pin S) = +2.048V
(pin S)~+10V
AIN = +2V to -2V, BUFIN.= OV and +4.096V
AGND = OV, BUFIN = -2V to +2V, +4.096V
VREFl = +4.096V, BUFIN = -2V to +2V
Any 1 of SW1, 2, 3 on

3.0
0.8
10

V min
V max
J.LA max

VIN = OV or VCC

Vmin
V max
V min
V max
rnA max
mAmax
fJ.Amax
fJ.Amax

OV~IROUT

'SW1 (pin 2)
1
SW2 (pin 3)
1
SW3 (pin 1)
ILKG (BUFIN, pin 4)
CONTROL INPUTS (pins 7, 8, 9, IS) .
3.0
VINH
0.8
V1NL
IINH or IINL
CLOCK INPUTS (pin 12 and 13)
VINH (CLK)
3.S
0.8
VINL (CLK)
3.0
VINH ~DMC)
0.8
V1NL (DMC)
1.0
IINH (CLK)
-1.0
IINL (CLK)
liNH (Dl\1C)

200

IINL (DMC)

-100

3.S
0.8
3.0
0.8
1.5
-1.5
300
-ISO

4.S
4.0
O.S

4.S
4.0
0.8

V min
V max
V max

IsOURCE = 40fJ.A
ISINK = SmA (Display Driver Load)
ISINK= 1.6mA (TTL Load)

4.0
O.S

4.0
0.8

V min
V max

ISOURCE = 40fJ.A
IsINK = 1.6mA

S
100

S
100

fJ.smin
kHz max

See Figure 3
Typical fDMC is 1.SkHz with
CDMC = O.Ol/lF

1.5

1.5

MHz max

S
S

7
7

/lsmax
/ls max

S

S

/ls max

5

5

/lsmax

S
S
+5 to +17
-5 to -'17

S
5
+5 to +17
-5 to-17

rnA max
mAmax
V
V

DIGITAL OUTPUTS
DO-DS (Ilins 22-27)
Von
VOL
VOL
B1,B2,B4,B8,DAV,SCC,SCO
(pins 20,19,18,17, 10, 11, 16)
VOH
VOL
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
DMCPulse Width
DMC Frequency
CLK Frequency
Propagation Delay_s_
DMC HIGH to DAV HIGH
DMC HIGH to DAV LOW
DMC HIOH to BCD Data on
B8,B4,B2,B1
DMC LOW to Digit Strobe
(DO-D5) LOW
POWER SUPPLY
Icc

Iss
Vee Range
VSS Range

Specifications subject to cbange without notice.
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See Figure 3

During Conversion
During Conversion
See Absolute Maximum Ratings
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Vcc to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
Vss to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -17V
Vce to Vss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +22V
Digital Outputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vcc, DGND
Digital Inputs
DMC (Pin 13), CLK (Pin 12) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VSS, Vcc
All other Logic Inputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DGND, +17V
Analog Inputs/Outputs
AGND to DGND (Positive Limitation) .... Vee or VIROUT*
AGND to DGND (Negative Limitation).Vss or VIROUT -20Vt
AIN (Pin 2), VREF1 (Pin 1),
BUFIN (Pin 4) . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vce, Vss
IRjCT (Pin 6), IROUT (Pin 5) . . . . . . . . +27V, AGNp
Operating Temperature Range
AD7555KN (Plastic) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70 o C
AD7555BD (Ceramic) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25°C to +85°C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _65 u C to +150 o C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, lOs) . . . . . . . . . . . . , +300°C

Power Dissipation (package)
Plastic (AD755SKN)
To +50 oC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1200mW
Derate above +50 oC by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mW/C
Ceramic (AD7555BD)
To +50°C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000mW
Derate above +50 oC by...... ; . . . . . . . . . 10mW/oC
'Whichever is the least positive.
tWhichever is the least negative.

NOTE:
Do not apply voltages to any AD7555 digital output, AIN or
VREF1 before Vce and VSS are applied. Additionally, the
voltages at AIN, VREF1 or any digital output must never
exceed Vec and Vss (if an op amp output is used to drive,
AIN it must be powered by the AD7555 VCC and Vss supply
voltages). Do not allow any digital input to SWIng below
DGND.

CAUTION:
ESD (Electro - Static - Discharge) sensitive device: The digital control inputs are zener
protected; however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high
energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The
foam should be discharged to the destination socket before devices' are removed.

WARNING!

~

~~~

SYSTEM ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA =0 to +45°C)
Characteristics refer to the system of Figures 6a and 6b. Vcc
= +5V, VSS = -5V, yREF1 = +4.096V, error count n calibrated
to zero at TA =+25 C as per procedure on page 10-65 unless
otherwise noted. Switch leakages and limitations in temperature performance of auxiliary components (such as the integrating capacitor) cause performance degradations above +45°C_
CHARACTERISTIC

LIMIT

CONDITIONS/COMMENTS

Resolution

4 112 Digit BCD
5 1/2 Digit BCD

±20,000 Counts
±200,000 Counts
(See Note 1)

Relative Accuracy

±1 Count max
±10 Count max

4 112 Digit BCD
5 112 Digit BCD
(See Notes 1 and 2)

Count Uncertainty Due
to Noise (Flicker)

±112 Count max

4 1/2 Digit BCD
5 1/2 Digit BCD
(See Note 1)

Conversion Time

610ms max
1,760ms max

±2 Counts max

4 112 Digit BCD
5 1/2 Digit BCD
(See Note 1)

NOTES:
'4112 digit mode: fCLJ{ = 614.4kHz, HREN =LOW, R1 =360kn
C1 = O.22"F
5 1/2 digit mode: fCLK =1.024MHz, HREN =HIGH, Rl =7S0kn
el = O.22"F
2 Assumes voltage reference (VREF1) TC of OppmfC.
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Applying the AD7555
AD75S5 PIN DESCRIPTION
ANALOG FUNCTIONS
+4.096V Reference Input
VREFI (Pin 1):
(Pin 2):
Analog Input Voltage (±2V Full Scale)
AIN
Analog Signal Common Ground
AGND (Pin 3):
BUFIN (Pin 4):
To External Buffer Amplifier Input
lROUT (Pin 5):
From Integrator Amplifier Output
To Integrator Amplifier Summing
IRJCT (Pin 6):
Junction
LOGIC INPUTS
Input from the external comparator.
COMP (Pin 7):
HREN (Pin 8):
High Resolution Enable, determines
converter resolution

--

HOLD

(Pin 9):

LOGIC OUTPUTS
B8 - Bl (Pins 1720)
05
(Pin 22):

.- 04 - 01 (Pins 2327)
.DO
(Pin 27):

CLK

SCI

(Pin 13):

(Pin 12):

(Pin 15):

SUPPLY INPUTS
(Pin 28):
Vee
(Pin 14):
Vss
DGND (Pin 21):

10-5 digit output, Active LOW in
S 112 digit mode, stays HIGH in 4 112
digit mode
10- 4 - 10- 1 digit outputs,
Active LOW
100 /overflow/polarity output,
Active LOW

SCC

(Pin 11):

HREN = LOGIC LOW, Full Scale =
±109999V (lOOtlV resolution)

System conversion complete, goes
HIGH when conversion is complete,
returns LOW on comparator crossing
at end of phase 0 integration period.

SCO

(Pin 16):

HREN = LOGIC HIGH, Full Scale =
±1099999V (lOMV resolution)
Hold Input
HOLD = LOGIC HIGH, the ADC
converts and updates the displays
continuously as per the timing
diagram of Figure 3.

DAV

(Pin 10):

Serial Count Out, a serial output pulse
train proportional in length to the
magnitude of AIN. SCO can be_ _
externally pulled HIGH while DAV
= HIGH to display the error count
"n" for calibration purposes (see
page 9).
-Data Valid - When low, DAV indicates
that the data being presented on the
BCD output bus is valid. DAV goes
high on the first positive edge of DMC
after a conversion is complete and
returns low two DMC pulses later.
When it returns low, the digit counter
is reset to DO. This is termed the
MASTER RESET.

HOLD = LOGIC LOW, the ADC is
reset and conversion is disabled. Data
from the last complete conversion continues to be displayed. To ensure most
recent data is displayed, HO LD should
not be taken LOW when DAV is
HIGH. When HOLD returns HIGH,
the next leading edge of DMC initiates
a new conversion.
DMC

BCD8 - BCDl output, Active HIGH
(See table 1)

Display Multiplexer Clock, can be
driven from an external logic source,
or with the addition of an external
capacitor, will self oscillate. With an
external capacitor of 10,OOOpF, DMC
oscillates at approximately 105kHz at a
5% to 10% duty cycle, suitable for
display purposes.
Clock Input for maximum line rejection in the 4 1/2 digit mode;
50Hz: feLK = 512kHz (= 4.096MHz
78)
60Hz: feLK = 614.4kHz (= 4.91SMHz
78)
SO/60Hz: feLK = 409.6kHz
(= 3 .2768MHz 78)
For maximum line rejection in the
5 112 digit mode;
SO/60Hz, tCLK = 1.024MHz
(= 4.096MHz 74)
Serial Count In. Input to totalizing
counter in the AD7555. SCI is
normally connected to SCO for direct
count totalization.

DATA

B8

84

BZ B1

0

()

0

0

LED DISPLAY
WHEN USING 7447
SEGMENT DECODER

0

I

()

1I

0

I

2

0

()

I

0

l

0

0

1

I

4

0

I

0

0

!-'I

S

0

I

0

I

=1,

6

0

I

I

0

7

0

1

1

1

8

1

0

0

0

9

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

r

OVERFLOW

DI~IT
ONLY

-1

+

Table 1. Output Coding
Positive Supply Input (+5V)
Negative Supply Input (-5V)
Digital Ground
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Component limitations such as switch leakage, as well as
operational amplifier offset voltage and bias current (and the
temperature dependency of these errors), are major obstacles
when designing high resolution integrating AID converters.
The AD7555 however, utilizes a patented quad slope conversion technique (Analog Devices Patent No. 3872466) to reduce
the effects of such errors to second order effe<:ts.
Figure 1 shows a simplified quad slope integrator circuit. The
various inputs AGND (Analog Ground), VREFI, and AIN
(Analog Input) are applied in sequence to the integrator via
switches 1-3 (see Table 2), creating four slopes at the integrator output (phase 1-4 of Figure 2). If the equivalent summing junction voltage Vs is precisely O.5VREFI, the phase 1
and phase 2 integration times are equal, indicating there are
no input errors. If Vs =1= 0.5VREFI (due to amplifier offset
voltage, bias current, etc.), an error count "n" is obtained.
The analog input integration cycle (phase 3) is subsequently
lengthened ·or shortened by "n" counts, depending on
whet.her the error was positive or negative.
SWO

N(AIN;'O)~KT
•

[,..,iillLJ +KT[~ IJ[- a' +~(1 2a)J
VREFI

vREFI

....

vREFI

AIN
N(AIN<O)=-KT [ ..,.---vREFI

+

'Y'

IDEAL TERM

.

-

It

ERROR TERM

J

-K T [AIN
-rr---I
VREFI

" . . .

IDEAL TERM

J['

EQNI

AGND
-a +....--(1+2a)
VRE~1

ERROR TERM

J
I

EQN2

WHERE:
N = Number of counts appearing at AD7555 Serial
Count Out pin corresponding to the analog input
voltage, AIN.
AIN

= Analog Input Voltage to be digitized

KT = 40960 counts (4 112 Digit Mode)
409600 counts (5 112 Digit Mode)
AGND = Voltage at AD7555 pin 3 (AGND) measured
with respect to VREFI and AIN signal common ground. (Ideally, AGND = OV)
a is an error term equal to 2Vt- VREFI
REFI
Ideally a = 0 when Vs = 0.5VREFI'

VREF2

NOTE':
Vs =VREF2 + VOSI + VOS2 + IB2RI + IsWORt

0-----------'-1

WHERE:
Vs '" VAEF2

+ Vas + IBIAS R, + IlKGSWO R,

VREF2 = O.5VREFt if no error is present
VOSI = Offset voltage of buffer amplifier At (required
. buffer the effect of L:.RON of SWI - SW2)
VO S2 = Offset voltage of integrator amplifier A2

Figure 1. Simplified Quad Slope Integrator Circuit

PHASE 4
PHASE 0

~~.

PHAS[J

•

~;£~h: ~_I
PH~SE 4 (AIN ~ -FS)--

'''//1''''

'I
,/~,~
I""~

I~ '

I

--:------'l~:t··,t~["'--I
-4K,t

1--

__ too =
Rt C,

•

"

,

61'

KIt

(K,+n)t

"

.4K,l--

tol= _ _ t02=_.~tOJ"'(2Kl-n)t_l_t04" _ _ Nt__

"Nt_

12K, +n-Nlt
~t04=(2Kl

IB2RI = Equivalent integrator amplifier offset voltage due t o l
bias current of A2
IsWORt = Equivalent integrator amplifier offset voltage due
to SWO leakage current.
If AGND = 0, then the error terms of EQN 1 and 2 contain
only second order effects due to a =1= O. Thus, the AD7555
is a powerful tool which allows high precision system performance to be obtained when using only moderate precision op
amps.

/ '~;~I" I '.:1"

I. .,-'

[0

+n+N)t

NOTES:
1. FOR 41/2 DIGIT MODE, K, '" 10,240
t 4 X 1/fCLK. WHERE 'elK IS CLOCK FREQUENCY AT PIN 12
2. FOR 51/2 DIGIT MODE, K, '" 102,400
t = 2/fCLK. WHERE felK IS CLOCK FREQUENCY AT PIN 12
3. n" ERROR COUNT DUE TO AMPLI FlEA OHSETS ETC. AND CAN
BE POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE.

=

Other advantages of the quad slope technique include. bipolar
operation using a single positive voltage reference, and the
fact that since the comparator propagation delay is constant
hysteresis effects are eliminated. (This is because the comparator always approaches the zero crossing from the same
direction).
Switch
Closed
Phase (Figure 1)

2
3
4

SW3
SW2
SW3
SWI
SW3

5

SWO

0
1

Figure 2. Quad Slope Integrator Output

The final effect is to reduce the analog input error terms to
second order effects. This can be proven by solving the differential equations obtained during the phase 1 through phase
4 integration periods. Barring third (and higher) order effects,
[he solutions are given in equations 1 and 2.

Equivalent
Input
Voltage
VREFI - Vs
AGND-VS
VREFI - Vs
AIN -VS
VREFt -VS

Integration Time
too=RICI
tOt =Kl[
to2 = (Kl + n)t
t03 =(2KI - n)t
t04 =(2KI + n±N)r

RESET INTEGRA TOR

Table 2. Integrator Equivalent Input Voltages and
Integration Times
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TIMING AND CONTROL
Figure 3 shows the AD7SSS timing. SCC goes HIGH at the
end of SCO indicating conversion is complete. DAV goes
HIGH on the 1st leading edge of DMC after conversion)s
complete. New data is strobed into the data latches (see functional diagram) on the leading edge of the 2nd DMC. DA V
returns low on the leading edge of the 3rd DMC.

Sa and Sb show the recommended P.C. board layout for the
AD7SSS. Figure 4 shows the component overlay for Figure Sa.

im1

1st DMC AFTER

BCD data is placed on B1, B2, B4, B8 cn the positive edge of
DMC while the digit .counter is incremented on the negative
edges of DMC.

sec

UPDATE DATA LATCHES TO
NEW DATA (2nd DMC AFTER sec)

PHAse 0 STARTS ON'
4th DMC AFTER

sec

r
t

PHAse 0
COMPARATOR

CROSSING ($CC
RETURNS LOW)
PHAse '\

r..--+-+------!-_..!.
sco~~nlln-ll!nTI'__~______i-__________________
PH4SE 0

NEGATIVE
AIN

A reset phase (phase 0) is initiated on the 4th DMC after conversion is complete. SCC returns low at the phase 0 comparator
crossing indicating a conversion start.

POSITIVE
A1N

Lt I rl

SCC-----1·

If the DMC oscillator is set up to free run (C8 in Figure 6b
causes DMC to run at about l.SkHz), the AD7SS5 will continuously convert and update the displays.

I_MASTER
RESET

OMC

Externally controlling the generation of DMC pulses provides
a means of controlling data ou tpu tting for computer interface
applications. Pages 10-66 and 10-67 illustrate how to use this
feature to interface the AD7SSS to a microprocessor.

roro __________~I;·====~I~o~AT~A~N~OT~V~A~L~IO~,----------50 ---------~~
.m;
Im

---------

DISPLAY
The output data format of the AD7SSS is multiplexed aCD
as per the Timing Diagram of Figure 3. The output code format is shown in Table 1.

~

ro =.:.-.:-_-_-_-_~.~=rl-------l.cl,,. .-----

in

~ ~=:_=_~==_=_~J

"'=========J
cr, =-_-_-_-_-_-_===1

Overflow causes digit 1 through digit 4 (digit 1 through digit
S in S 112 digit mode) to output a BCD 12 (1100). Overflow
does not affect digit O. Therefore, a positive overflow is displayed as fl. '-'!..'!..'!.' and a negative overflow as _I. L' L' ,-, ,-,
when using the .7447 seven-segment decoder.

SCDl BCDS
DATA

'~r-------

___v-__~~~~r=~-~OA~T~A~NgOT~V~A~"~O
DO

01

02

ffo~

~

-OLD DATA+NEW DATA_

PRINTED CIRCUIT LAYOUT
To ensure performance with the system specifications Figures

Figure 3. Timing Diagram (Self Start DPM Mode)

ALTERNATIVE SIZE CRYSTAL

o Vss
o o· AIN
Voo

OS8
DL707

4

0

• 0

oss

Ol707

9

o

EXTOMC

00
0

100

0

II

"0
13

"84

140

Dl707

15

1·0

0
0
0

17

180

0S3

19

DL707

20

AGNO

OAV

0

21

0
0

2.0

0

23

OS.
Dl707

240
25

0

2.0
OS,
Dl701

rb

.

+t)

C7

10~F

R34.7k

2N~~0' ~

27
28
29
30
31

3.

0

0
0

33
34
35

0

3. 0
37
at·O& 2N3702

\
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Figure 4. Component Overlay for Figure 5a

OAV

0
0

VREF1
CAL
HREN

0

seD

Hoti5

0.,B8
B4

0.2

0

DGNO
Vee

PCB Layout is reproduced on a one to one scale. Note that a pad already exists on the PCB layout for an AD584LH voltage
reference, suitable for 4 1/2 digit operation.

8.
10.
7

9

•

".,..
...
".
20.
11

•

13

•

15

•

17

•

19

•

22.

21

•

23

•

24.
25
•
26.

Figure 5a. Component Side

Figure 5b. Foil Side
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ANALOG CIRCUIT SET-UP AND OPERATION
The following steps, in conjunction with the analog circuitry
of Figure 6a explain the selection of the various component
values required for proper operation.
1. Sel~ction of Integrator Components Rl and Cl

Improper selection of the integrator time constant (time
constant = RI CI) may cause 'excessive noise due to the
integrator output level being too low, or may cause nonlinear operation if the integrator output attempts to exceed
the rated output voltage of the amplifier. The integrator
time constant RI CI must be:

nected to the output of the.integrating amplifier, not to
its summing junction.
The recommended maximum value for Rl in both the
4 112 digit and 5 112 digit mode is 750kU. Higher values
may cause noise injection.
2. Determing Conversion Time
Maximum conversion time occurs when AJN = -FS and
is~iven by
4112 DIGIT MODE
tCONVERT = (325,760)(tCLK) + RI CI
5 112 DIGrI: MODE

(VREFl)(Ka )
(VREFl)(Ka ) ;;'RICI;;'
(fCLK) (7V)
(fCLK)(VOO -5V)

tCONVERT = (l,628,800)(tCLK) + RICI
Where:

Where: ,
VDD is the integrator amplifier positive supply voltage
fCLK is the clock frequency at pin 12
Ka =8.2 X 104 (4 112 digit mode)
or 4.0 X 10 5 (5 112 digit mode)
The integrating capacitor must be a low leakage, low
dielectric absorption type such as teflon (5 112 digit mode),
polystyrene or polypropylene (4 112 digit mode), To minimize noise injection, the au tside foil of C 1 must be ~on-

tCLK
RI CI

= Period of CLK as measured at pin 12
=

Imegrator Time Constant

3. Initial Calibration
a. Adjust VREFI so that the voltage at pin 1 (VREFl ) of
the AD75SS is +4.0960V,
b, Apply OV to AIN and adjust RS (VREF2 Adjust) for
display 0.0000. (See optional calibration procedure
on the next page for more precise calibration.)

AGND-OGND
INTERTIE

.-_____--'-+_.-_--I'--....__-++v':000

4.0960V

= +15V

VREFl {VREFl RETURN

NOTEl

D1

4.7V

L..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~---.....,!l!-""!~....V-o.S·-5V
NOTES:
1. R,e, VALUES SHOWN ARE FOR 51/2 DIGIT MODE. FOR 4 112 DIGIT MODE R, • 360k, C, ·O.22pF.
SUITABLE CAPACITORS AVAILABl.E FROM COMPONENT RESEARCH co. INC., 1656 26th S"REET,
SANTA MONICA, CA. 90404. (STOCK NUMBER FOR O.22~F CAPACITOR IS D11B224KXWI.
2. R4. RS, R15 1% TOLERANCE '
3. FOR 4 "2 DIGIT MODE USE AD584L.H. FOR 51/2 DIGIT MODE A TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
BURIED ZENER REFE~ENCE SUCH AS THE LM399H SHOI,JLD BE USED.

Figure 6a. Analog Circuit Diagram
APPLICATION HINTS
1. See Note under Absolute Maxiinum Ratings for proper
power sequencing and input/output voltage ratings.
2; For linear operation the absolute magnitude of AIN cannot
exceed 112 VREF1. In no case must AIN be more negative
thanVss·
3. Do not leave unused CMOS inputs floating.
4. Check that integrator components R1 andCl are chosen as
per paragraph 1 of the setup and operation section on this
page and that initial calibration as per paragraph 3 has been
1~
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accomplished. A resistor value no larger than 750k is teccommended to minimize noise pickup.
5. For optimum normal mode noise rejection, use the crystal
frequencies shown on page 10-1S0.
6. In order for the calibrate mode (on the next page) to display
the error count properly it can be shown that
VREF2;;'VREFI X 0.4883
Specifically, for VREFI =4.0960V
VREF1;;'2V

WGIC AND DISPLAY CIRCUITRY
The AD7555 possesses 4112 digit accuracy with potential for
5 1/2 digit resolution. Figure 6b shows the logic and display
circuitry when operating the AD7555 with this high resolution.

MODIFYING THE FULL SCALE DISPLAY
Availability of the SCO and SCI terminals on the AD7555
provides flexibility for range-switching and modified dataformat applications.
For example, in the 5 112 digit mode, inserting a + 5 counter
between SCO and SCI provides a full scale count at SCI of
39,999 counts (199,999+5).

Vee =+5V

V"

I
R~

"

R'

11

NOTE4

10

7447

9

8

3. a6 AND OS6 ARE NOT REQUIRED FOR 4 112 DIGIT

4. g=~f:RT~~~ON CIRCUITRY SHOWN IN FIGURE 7.

I

I

Rll

I

' R1I

W

"

14

I

R7-R13
TO
DGNO

NDT[;S:
NOH 4
1. FOR 41/2 DIGIT MODE HREN (PIN 8~ = lOGIC LOW
FOR 5 1/:! DIGIT MODE HREN (PIN 8) ~ LOGIC HIGH.
2. SEE eLK PIN DESCRIPTION (PAGE 41 FOR liNE
REJECTION INFORMATION.

I

R10
IC2

+5V

TO +15V

200H

o--'IH>----""""---......I

L:sc~c,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-",,",,=_ _ _ _ _ _ _--'

Figure 6b. Logic and Display Circuitry (for 5112 Digit Resolution)

CALIBRATING THE AD7555
When the AD7555 is placed in the calibrate mode, any resulting error voltage in Vs (summing junction voltage), due
to drift, etc., will be contained' in the resulting display. To
display the error SCI and SCO must be taken HIGH (only
allowable when DAV is HIGH). In the calibrate mode the
display indicates +16.0480 ±n (+16.04800 ±n in 5112 digit
mode) where 16 indicates a blanked digit and n is a number
representing the reference inpu t errors. This gives the change
required in VREF2 (±LWRE F2) for proper calibration (ie.,
n "" 0). The exact relationship between n and ~VREF2 can
be shown to be equal to:

Figure 7 shows the hardware connections for manual calibration. With the switch in the calibrate mode, adjust VREF2
(potentiometer R5 as shown in Figure 6a) until the display
reads +16.0480 (+160.04800 in 5 112 digit mode). The AD7555
is now calibrated to the center of its error correcting range.
Return the switch to normal to resume normal conversion.

+5V
+5V

R3

AD7555
SCQ
SCI

(VREF1)n

~VREF2 = 40,960 + n

(4112 digit operation)

D1W

CAL

13 QAV
QAV
AIN
AIN

AIN

~VREF2 =

(VREF1) IOn
. .
.
(5 112 digit operatIOn)
40,960 + IOn

'11L-V

REF1

CAL

For this capability to operate, IVREF21 must be 112 VREFl ±2%.
Figure 7. Hardware Requirements for Manual
Calibration of n =0
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Microprocessor Interfacing
AD75SS AS A POLLE» INPUT DEVICE (MCS-85 SYSTEM)
Figure 8 shows an AD7555/808S interface. 'the DMC clock
input of the AD75SS is controlled by the microcomputer via
an output port of the 8155.
Typical timing for this interface mode is shown in Figure 9.
1st DMC leading edge after.SCC goes
HIGH. It returns LOW on the rising edge of the 3rd DMC
pulse. Digit zero is availabe on Bl, B2, B4 and B8 at this time.
The leading edge of the 4th DMC pulse initiates a n~w conversion ,and places digit 1 on B1, B2, B4 and B8.

DAY goes HIGH on the

AD7555 AS AN INt'ERRUPTING INPUT DEVICE
(MCS-85 SYSTEM)
The AD75SS DMCoscillator provides DMC pulses until SCC
(!!ystem Conversion. Complete) goes high. This causes an interrupt on the RST 7.S line whereby the three-state buffer is
activated and the microprocessor takes control of DMC. Table
4 shows a procedure for using the AD7SSS in this mode. Figure 10 shows the, basic hookup.

Table 3 shows a procedure for polling the AD75SS.
TO 8085

RST7.5

8155

AD7566 SYSTEM

AS PER FIGURE
6aAND 6b

Figure 10. AD7555 as an Interrupting Input Device
(MCS-S5 System)

OMC

PORT C

1------'
Intcrrupt Entry (SCC G()es High Causing Interrupt')

Figure S. AD7555 as a Polled Input Device
PHA$EO
START

• PHASE 4
COMPARATOR

Enable Three·State Buffer (74126 as Shown in Figure 10)
Put DMC IIIGII
DAV HIGH?

¥~:r

CROSSING

Put QMC LOW

I

3

sec

I
I
~~___.ri----~I~~~~~~L-------~~~_4--~~~------

BCD DATA
TO 8155

PREVIOUSD.T.

~=J04~=:

Figure 9. Timing Diagram for Operation as a Polled
Input Device (SOS5/AD7555)

Put DMC LOW
Put DMC HIGH
DAV LOW?

Pi

1"o___...J

Put DMC LOW
Read BCD Data (Digit 0)

Put DMC HlGII
~utDMC LOW
Read BCD, Data (Digit 1)

;
etc.
Read BCD Data (Digit 4)
Disable Three-State Buffer
Return to Main Program

Table 4. Procedure for Interfacing the AD7555 as an Interrupting Input Device
_
Put DMC LOW
Delay or
Main Program

Put DMC LOW
Put DMC flK;11
Put DMC LOW
PutDMC HIGH
Put DMC LOW,
Read BCD Data (Digit 0)
Put DMC HiGl1 (Initiates
New Conversion)
Put DMC LOW
Read BCD Data (D)git 1)

:~:
~~~ ~~~I .
Read BCD Data (Digit 2)
I
I
I

J

etc.
I

Read

BcJ

,

Data (Digit 4)

Table 3. Procedure for Interfacing the AD 7555 as a Polled
Input Device'
.
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OPTO-ISOLATED SERIAL INTERFACE
Figure 11 shows a serial interface to the MCS-85 system. This
system can accommodate a remote interface where a commonmode voltage is expected to exist between system grounds. The
8155 counterltimer is only 14 bits long, i.e., it can only count
down from 214; therefore SCO output from the AD7555 (20k
counts full scale) has to be divided by 2 with consequent reduction in system resolution.
Port C of the 8155 is configured as a control port. Port B is
an input port. This port configuration is necessary if sign information is required. Magnitude information is obtained by

interrogating the 8155 counter value. The rising edge of DAV
is used to cause an interrupt on the RST 7.5 line. The value
(214 - l.sp I) in the 8155 counter should now be read.
When DAV returns low the 8155 counter is reset to FFH'
Sign information is checked at this time since Do BCD data
is present and stable on the BCD bus (see Figure 9). The B2
line of the BCD bus is latched into port B by the signal on
B STB i.e. the falling edge of DAV. This causes a rising edge
signal on BF (buffer full) to call the 8085 CPU to read the B2
bit. B2 bit is HIGH for negative data, LOW for positive data.

,
ISOLATED AD7555 POWER SYSTEM

MCS·85 POWER SYSTEM

+15v TO DP AMPS AND REFERENCE

AD7555
ANALOG
SYSTEM
PER
FIGURE 6a

ANALOG
INPUT

8155
PORT B

(

+5V RETURN

TIMERI
COUNTER
SECTION

10,000 COUNTS
FULL SCALE

+15V. -5V RETURN

NOTE,
SYSTEM RESOLUTION CAN BE INCREASED BY
PROVIDING SUFFICIENT COUNTER CAPACITY
TO TOTALIZE 20k (OR 2ook) COUNTS.

Figure ", Optically Isolated Serial AD7555/MCS-85 Interface (Full Scale = -10,000 Counts)
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OUTUNE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in in~hes and (nun).

28-PIN CERAMIC DIP (SUFFIX D)

~~~~~[~~]~~~~ I~~'

0.,7 1_
(4.321 ..

~
0.12 11.53)

.
I
lA14 13 5 . 9 2 ) . .

~w~
-1. f. -11-I~

~

0.045 ".15)

0.02 10.5081
0.015 10.381)

I

:r.45)

0.105 (2.671
0.095 12.42)

--1;...""

If-I

I- ~~~6(~5;:: ~

0.008 10.2031

0.125 13.181

NOTES;
LEAD NO. liS IDENTIFIED BY ~OT OR NOTCH.
LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN PLATED KOVAR
OR ALLOY 42.

28-PIN PLASTIC DIP (SUFFIX N)

.[::::::::::]J~

L

I..

145(3683)
144 (36581

..

I

(500~1_*

-~ ~ ~ ~ VVV VVVVVVV~ .

r~ U ~~

MAX

~

0.045 ".151

0.02(0.508)
0.015 10.3811

-j

~

~

-::C451
~

0.095 12.421

NOTES:
LEAD NO.1 IS IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH.
LEADS ARE GOLD·PLATED (50 MICROINCHES
MIN) KOVAR OR ALLOY 42.
CAVITV LID IS ELECTRICAllY ISOLATED.
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I- 0606(15.41 ~
Ir 0594 (15091

,."~

014 +561
.

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

CMOS
10-Bit Monolithic AID Converter

A01510
FEATURES
8- and 10-Bit Resolution
20~s Conversion Time
Microprocessor Compatibility
Vary Low Power Dissipation
Parallel and Serial Outputs
Ratiometric Operation
TTL/DTL/CMOS Logic Compatibility
CMOS Monolithic Construction

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7570 is a monolithic CMOS lO-bit successive approximation A/D converter on a 120 by 135 mil chip, requiring
only an external comparator, reference and passive clocking
components. Ratiometric operation is inherent; since an extremely accurate multiplying DAC is used in the feedback loop.
The AD7570 parallel output data lines and Busy line utilize
three-state logic to permit bussing with other AID output and
control lines or with other I/O interface circuitry. Two enables
are available: one controls the two MSBs; the second controls
the remaining 8 LSBs. This feature provides the control interface
for most microprocessors which can accept only an 8-bit byte.
The AD7570 also provides a serial data output line to be used
in conjunction with the serial synchronization line. The clock
can be driven externally or, with the addition of a resistor and
a capacitor, can run internally as high as O.6MHz allowing a
total conversion time (8 bits) of typically 20~s. An 8-bit short
cycle control pin stops the clock after exercising 8 bits, normally used for the "J" version (8-bit resolution).
The AD7570 requires two power supplies, a +l5V main supply
and a +5V (for TTLlDTL logic) to +15V (for CMOS logic)
supply for digital circuitry. Both analog and digital grounds
are available.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
OUT1

OUT2

..,
AIN

I

VAEF

10

DB9 (MSBI
DBB
DBI
DBO (lSBI

I3iJSV '
SRO
COMP

BSEN
SUCCESSIVE
APPROXIMATION
lOGIC

STRT
ClK

HBEN
lBEN

SCB

SYNC

L..-

-!31-11-61- .J
22T
226
236
16 6 6
Vee

DGND

VDD

AGND

The AD7570 is a monolithic device using a proprietary CMOS
process featuring a double layer metal interconnect, on-chip
thin-film resistor network and silicon nitride passivation
ensuring high reliability and excellent long term stability.
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SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER'

(Voo = +15V, Vee = +5V, VREF= ±10V unless otherwise noted)
OVER SPECIFIED
TEMP. RANGE

VERSIONS

ACCURACY
Resolution

J
L

Relativ~

J.

Gain Error

J.
J.
J.

Accuracy
Differential Nonlinearity
Gain Temperature Coefficient

ANALOG INPUTS
Analog lnpu t Resistance
Analog Input Resistance Tempco
Reference Input "Resistance
Reference Input Resistance Tempco
. ANALOG OUTPUTS
Output Leakage Current
(OUT1. OUT2)
Output Capacitance OUTl
OUT2
OUTI
OUT2

L
L
L

L

J. L
J. L
J, L
Jt

L

J.

L

J,L

J.
J.
J.

L
L
L

8 Bits min
10 Biumin

8 Bits min
10 Bits min

±1I2LSB max
1LSB max·
0.3% Reading'typ
5ppm Reading pet

±1I2LSB max
1LSB max

°c typ

10kU typ
-15OppmtC typ
10kU typ
-15OppmlC typ

TEST CONDITIONS
SCB. = Logic "0"
SC8 = Logic ':1"
feLK = 100kHz
See Figure 5

IOppm Reading per °C max
SkU min. 20kU max
SkU mih. 20kU max

10nA typ
l20pF typ
40pF typ
40pF .typ
120pF typ

200nA max

+l.4V typo +O.BV max
+2.4V min. +1.4V typ
+1.5V max
+13:SV min
±O.lIlA typo ±IOIIA max
+0.4mA typo +lmA max

+0.8V max
+2.4V min
+1.5V max
+13.5V min

VOUTl 2 = OV
DBO th~ough DB9 = Logic "I"
DBO through DB9 = Logic "0"

DIGITAL INPUTS
VINL'

VIN":
VINL
VIN"'
3
IINL' lIN"

CLK Input Current
. CLK Input Current
CLK Input Current

DIGITAL OUTPUTS
VOUTL
VOUTH
VOUTL
YOUTH
<:OUT (Floating) _._
(SYNC. SRO. BUSY. and
DBO thro~gh DB9)

J,L

J.
J.
J.

L
L
L

J,L

J.

L

J. L

+1.7mA typo +3mA max

J.

±lllA typ

L

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Conversion Time

LBEN. HBEN Propagation Delay
,
tON
toFF

BSEN Propagation Delay
tON
'oFF

Convert Start (STRT)4
Pulse Duration Re<ll1irement

10-70 AID CONVERTERS

10V .;;; VIN .;;; Vee
Vee = +5V to +lSV
Conversion Complete or CLK IN
.. VINL

J.
J.
J.
J.
J.

+O.SV max

+O.BV max

+2.4V min

+2.4V min

+1.5V max
+13.SV min
5pF .typ

+1.SV max
+13.SV min

±5nA typ

J
L

Internal CLK Frequency
(See Figure 2. and section 6
of Pin Function Description)

I;)uring Conversion Vee = +15Vj

2pF typ

ILKG (Floating)
(SYNC. SRO. BUSY and
DBO through DB9)

J.

L

20jls typ. 4011' max
40lls typo 120lls max
100kHz typ

J. L

100kHz typ

J. L
J. L

6S0ns typ
200ns typ

J. L
J. L

4S0ns typ
200ns typ

J. L

O.SlJ,s min

Vee = +ISV
VIN = 0 to Vee.
During Conversion Vee = +SVi
2.4V .. VIN .. Vee

J. L
L
L
L
L
L

Vee = +SV

40jls max
120lls max

Vee = +SV. IsINK = 1.6mA
Vee = +5V. isoURCE = 401lA
Vee = +lSV. IsINK = 3mA
Vee = +lSV. IsouReE = lmA
Vee = +SV to +15V
SRO and SYNC; Conversion
Complete
BUSY; BSEN = Logic "0"
DBO-DB9; HBEN. LBEN =
Logic "0"
Vee = +SV to +15V
SRO and SYNC; Conversion
Complete
BUSY,; BSEN = Logic "O}·
DBO-DB9.; HBEN. LB.EN =
Logic "0"
VOUT = OV and Vee
See Figure 5
Vee = +5V; CLK Duty Cycle =
SO%. R = 33k. C = 760pF
Vee = +lSV. CLK Duty Cycle =
SO%. R = 10k; C = 2S00pF
Vee = +SV
LBEN. HBEN = OV to +3V
Data Bit Load = Sk. 16pF
Measured from 50% of Enable
Input to SO% Point of Data
Bit Output
Vee = +SV
BSEN = OV to +3V
BUSY Load = 5k. 16pF
Measured from 50% Point of,
BSEN Input Waveform to SO%
Point of BUSY Output Waveform

PARAMETER I

OVER SPECIFIED
TEMP. RANGE

VERSIONS

POWER SUPPLIES
VOO

Vee

100

TEST CONDITIONS

J.
J.
J.

L

+SV to +ISV typ
+SV to VOO typ
O.2mA typo 2mA max

See Figures 3 and 4

L
L

J.

L

O.02mA typo 2mA max

Vee = +SV.

J.

L

O.lmA typo 2mA max

Vee

Voo

= +ISV. tCLK = 0 to 100kHz
Continuous Conversion (80% Duty

Cycle)
tCLK = 0 to 100kHz
Continuous Conversion (80% Duty

Cycle)

=

=

+ISV. tCLK 0 to 100kHz
Continuous Conversion (80% Duty
Cycle)

1 "J" version parameters specified for SCli .. 0,
2V INL and VINH specifications applicable to all digital inputs except COMPo COMP terminal must be driven with CMOS levels (i.e., comparator
output pullup must be tied to Vee).
3IINL ,IINH specifications not applicable to eLK tennina!. See "eLK input current" in specifications table .
.. STRT faUing edge should not coincide with eLK in falling edge.

SpecificatioDS subject to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Voo toGND . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
VCC toGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
VCC to Voo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +O.4V
VREF to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±25V
Analog Input to GND. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±25V
Digital Input Voltage Range
. . . . . . . . . . . Voo to GND
'oUTt, 'oUT2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -O.3V, Voo
Power Dissipation (package)
up to +50°C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000mW
Derate above +SOoC by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOmW/C
Operating Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _25° C to +85° C
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to +150oC

ORDERING INFORMATION

Resolution

Temperature Range

8-Bit

AD7570]

lO-Bit

AD7S70L

Suffix 0: Ceramic Package
PIN CONFIGURATION
TOP VIEW

BSEN

AIN

CAUTION:
1. Do not apply voltages higher than Vcc or less than
GND to any input/output terminal except VREF
or AIN.
2. The digital control inputs are zener protected; however
permanent damage may occur on unconnected units
under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused
units in conductive foam at all times.
3. VCC should never exceed Voo by more than O.4V,
especially during power ON or OFF sequencing.

oun

STRT

OUT>

elK

AGND

DGND

co...
SRO

LBEN

SYNC

HBEN

(MSB) DBB

DBO (LSBJ

DBB

DBl

DB7

DB'

086

DB3

DB6

084
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

=-..,...-,-.. . . -,.-......,,.--r-.,--,.-,

+0.25 ...

1000.0
VOD '" +15V

=0 TO +3V (Vee" +5V1.

elK IN

+0·20~~~_1

o TO +.15V (Vee· +16V)
CONVERSION·TO-8TANDBV DUTY CYCLE" 80%
HBEN. LBEN, BSEN. COMP, set" ., Vee

+O.15~

100.0

I-

~ ~~

'F. "

I

j

..

IV¥& - +'5V.
f- A" 0
+75°C

'1

.lY

10.0

.,6"C

.:;Co

r=-••'tG
r-~

j

.~

,,0. -

C

'.0 ~dCo
• =~.

.~

F--\oo.

.

~
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.

,,~

W'

0.'

I~I

I

'00

'k

I
'Ok

'OOk

10

CLOCK FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 1. 'DD'

'a: V$.

11

12

fCLK at Different Temperatures

..Jl

.
~

I

ffi

t--

0.26

0.20

0.15

\

"r-... r--....

z

<1 0.10

"

0.05

r--... .....

0.00
.8

CAPACITANCE - pF

'0

I"'--- r- ~

"

'2

13

14

15

Voo - VOLTS

Rand C at Va:" +5V, +15V

Figure 4. Gain Error vs. VDD (Normalized for VDD" 15V)

TEST CIRCUITS
-TOV

+15V

3k

16

.

ANALOG DITHER INPUT
5-40 Hz SINE WAVE.-----+
10V P"P

CONVERT START

STRT

130~, INTERVALS, TRAILING
EDGE SYNCEO TO CLOCK LEADING EDGE)

O.5f,ts PULSE ON

HORIZONTAL
(X) INPUT

083

'7,----~,r~

100kHz C l O C K - - - - - - - - + -_ _ _ _~C::!L~K'_l2.
25

'8
'9 t-:::::!o;.:;,-~
28

BUSY

20k

~
V

10 BIT TEST

C,

OSCILLOSCOPE

Of

t----+_~Q2

VERTICAL
(V) INPUT

'Ok

C2
DUAL "0"

NOTE: AOJUSTCOMPARATOR (AD3") OFFSET TO LESS THAN ±1mV.

TYPE LATCH

Figure 5. Dynamic Crossplot Accuracy rest
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I
=

VREF .. ±10V

I

a:
0
a:

'V

15

Vee +5V
TA .. +25°C

0.30

V$.

14

Figure 3. Differential Nonlinearity vs. VDD
0.36

Figure 2. fCLK

13

Voo -.VOLTS

PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
INPUT CONTROLS

1. Convert Start (pin 25 - STRT)
When the start input goes to Logical "1 ", the MSB data
latch is set to Logic "1" and all other data latches are set to
Logic "0". When the start input returns low, the conversion
sequence begins. The start command must remain high for
at least 500 nanoseconds. If a start command is reinitiated
during conversion, the conversion sequence starts over.
2. High Byte Enable (pin 20 - HBEN)
This is a three-state enable for the bit 9 (MSB) and bit 8.
When the control is low, the output data lines for bits
9 and 8 are floating. When the control is high, digital
data from the latches appears on the data,lines.
3. Low BYFe Enable (pin 21 - LBEN)
Same as'High Byte Enable pin, but controls bits 0 (LSB)
through 7.
4. Busy Enable (pin 27 - BSEN)
This is an interrogation input which requests the status of
the converter, i.e., conversion in process or convert complete. The converter status is addressed by applying a Logic
"1" to the Busy Enable. (See Busy under Output Functions.)
5. Short Cycle 8 Bits (pin 26 - S'Clr)
With a Logic "0" input, the conversion stops after 8 bits
reducing the conversion time by 2 clock periods. This
control should be exercised for proper operation of the "]"
version. When a Logic "1" is applied, a complete 10-bit conversion takes place ("L" version).
6. Clock (pin 24 - CLK)
With an external RC connected, as shown in the figure
below, clock activity begins upon receipt of a Convert-Start
command to the A/P and ceases upon completion of conversion. An external clock (CMOS or TTLlDTL levels) can
directly drive the clock terminals, if required. Figure 2
shows the internal CLK frequency versus Rand C. If Yee
is <4.75V, the internal CLK will not operate.

8. Vee (pin 22)
Vee is the logic power supply. If +5V is used, all control
inputs/outputs (with the exception of comparator terminal)
are DTLlTTL compatible. If +15V is applied, control
inputs/outputs are CMOS compatible.
OUTPUT FUNCTIONS
1. Busy (pin 28 - BUSY)

, The Busy line indicates whether conversion is complete or
in process. Busy is a three-state output and floats until the
Busy-Enable line is addressed with a Logic "1 ". When
addressed, Busy will indicate either a "1" (conversion complete) or a "0" (conversion in process).
2. Serial Output (pin 8 - SRO)
Provides output data in serial format. Data is available only
during conversion. When the AID is not converting, the
Serial Output line "floats." The Serial Sync (see next function) must be used, along with the Serial Output terminal
to avoid misinterpreting data.
3. Serial Synchronization (pin 9 - SYNC)
Provides 10 positive edges, which are synchronized to the
Serial Output pin. Serial Sync is floating if conversion is
not taking place.

Note that all digital inputsloutputs are TTLlDTL compatible
when Vee is +5V, and CMOS compatible when Vee is +15V.

PIN
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
+5V
(

AD7570

Generating Internal Clock Frequency

7. VOO (pin 1)
VOO is the positive supply for all analog circuitry plus some
digital logic circuits that are not part of the TTL compatible
input/output lines (back-gates to the P-channel devices).
Nominal supply voltage is +15V.

VDD
VREF
AIN

oun
oun
AGND
COMP
SRO
SYNC
DB9

11

DBB

12

DB7
DB6
DBS
DB4
DB3
DB2
DBI
DBO
HBEN
LBEN
Vee
DGND
CLK.
STRT

13

R

MNEMONIC

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

se8

BSEN
BUSY

FUNCTION
Positive Supply (+15V)
Voltage REFerence (±10V)
Analog INput
DAC Current OUTput 1
DAC Current OUTput 2
Analog GrouND
COMParator
SeRial Output
Serial SYNChronization
Data Bit 9 (MSB)
Data Bit 8
Data Bit 7
Data Bit 6
Data Bit 5
Data Bit 4
Data Bit 3
Data Bit 2
Data Bit I
Data Bit 0 (LSB)
High Byte ENable
Low Byte ENable
Logic Supply (+5V to +15V)
Digital GrouND
CLocK
STaRT
Short Cycle 8 Bits
BuSy ENable
BUSY

Table 1. Function Table
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FUNCTIONA.L ANALYSIS
BASIC DESCRIPTION
The AD7S·70 is a monolithic CMOS AID converter which uses
the successive approximations technique to provide up to 10
bits of digital data in a serial arid parallel format. Most AID
applications require the addition of only a comparator and a
voltage or current reference.
In the successive approximations technique, successive bits,
starting with the most significant bit (DB9) are applied to the
input of the D/A converter. The DAC output is then compared to the unknown analog input voltage (AIN) using a zero
crossing detector (comparator), If the DAC output is greater
than AIN, the data latch for the trial bit is reset to zero, and
the next smaller data bit is tried. If the DAC output is less
than AIN, the trial data bit stays in the "1" state, and the next
smaller data bit is tried.
Each successive bit is tried, compared to AIN, and set or reset
in this manner until the least significant bit (DBO) decision is
made. At this time, the AD7570 output is. a valid digital representation of the analog input, and will remain in the data
latches until another convert start (STRT) is applied.

(STRT) goes HIGH, i:he MSB(DB9) is set to the Logic "1"
state, while DBO throusJ1 DB8 are reset to the "0" state.
Two clock pulses plus 200ns after STRT returns LOW, the
MSB decision is made, and DB8istried. Each succeeding trial
and decision is made at teLK + 200ns.
Seri3.I NRZ data is available during conversion at the SRO
terminal. SYNC provides 10 positive edges which occur in the
middle of each serial o'utput bit., SYNC out must be used in
conjunction with SRO to avoid misinterpretation of data.
Both SYNC and SRO "float" when conversion is not taking
place.
8-BIT SHORT CYCLE NOTES
If the AD7570 is short cycled to 8 bits (SC8
following will occur:

=OV), the

1. The SYNC terminal will provide 8, instead of 10, positive

output pulses.

TIMING DESCRIPTION

2. DBl goes "high" coincident with the LSB (DB2 is the LSB
when short cycled to 8 bits) decision, and remains high
until another STRT is initiated. DBO remains in the "0"
state.

Figure 6 is the AD7570 timing diagram, showing the successive
trials and decisions for each data bit. When convert start

3. BUSY goes "high" one clock period after the DB2 (DB2 is
the LSB when short cycled) decision is made.

eLK 1
STRT2

~~

________________________________

SYNC3 ,4,&

~

___

---------

SR05,& - - - - ,

5

413

zl

1ILSBr---------

DB9 (MSB)&,7 7mffdhRY MSB j4:L.;;....:::MS=B.::;D:::EC::,IS"'I.::;ON:.:...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0B87%%%/~;,uR¥D~~~D2~~D~E=CI=S~IO~N~____________________________

OB77

0W"A

OB67

W/WA

0B57~A

0B47 W/l40I

, 0B37

&WA!

OB27 WAo//4
OB1 7

'l7AM

TRY DB7;=1...-TI~-;D;;;B;:;7;-;D;;;E;;:C:;;IS;;I;:;:ON;:;---------------

F D~ DECISION
TRY DB5 -=I'
F DB5 DECISION
TRY DB4 -d
F DB4 DECISION
TRY DB3-:!
F DB3 DECISION
TRY DB2:d
F DB2 DECISION

TRY D~--:I

TRY DB1--:1

E::§!iP2E~C~IS~IO=N~_____

OBO(LSB)7 z;..:;~""'0;..:;~""~;..:;/!"'~L.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:..T:.:.RY:..:LS::B..;;:..J::::J

BSEN2

F

DBO (LSB) DECISION

~----~i-_____

B'IJSY ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- --,L.-BU-SY-...188:.YLEtT~ .... - - - NOTES:
1. INTERNAL CLOCK RUNS ONLY DURING CONVERSION CYCLE (EXTERNAL CLOCK SHOWN).
2. EXTERNALLY INITIATED.
3. SERIAL SYNC LAGS Ci:i5CK BY .. 200....
'4. DOTTED LINES INDICATE "FLOATING" STATE.
5. FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES, SERIAL OUT SHOWN AS 1101001110.
&. CROSS HATCHING INDICATES "DON'T CARE" STATE.
7. SET AND RESET OF OUTPUT DATA BITS LAGS CLOCK POSITIVE EDGE BY" ZOO....
&. SHOWN FOR SCi • 1.

Figure 6. AD7570 Conversion Timing Sequence
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DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
The upper clock frequency limitation (hence the conversion
speed limitation) of the AD7570 is due to the output settling
characteristics of the current weighting DAC in conjunction
with the propagation delay of the comparator, not to speed
limitations in the digital logic.
DAC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
The D/A converter section of the AD7570 is a precision 10-bit
multiplying DAC. The simplified DAC circuit, shown in Figure
7, consists of ten single-pole-double-throw current steering
switches and an "inverted" R-2R current weighting network.
(For a complete description of the DAC, refer to the AD7520
data sheet.)
The output resistance and capacitance at OUT1 (and OUT2)
are code dependent, exhibiting resistive variations from 0.5
"R" to 0.75 "R", and capacitive variations from 40pF to
120pF.
10k

VRE •

10k

Worst case settling requirements occur when a trial bit causes
the OUTl terminal to charge towards a final value which is
precisely 112 LSB beyond zero crossing. When this occurs,
the trial bit must settle and remain within 112 LSB of final
value, or an incorrect decision will be made by the comparator.
For 10-bit accuracy, the first MSB must settle to within 0.1%
of final value; the second MSB to within 0.2%. The LSB
settling requirement is only 50% of the LSB value. Figure 8
illustrates the settling time available during a given clock
period. The pulse shown on the OUT1 terminal falling midway between to and t3 is a feed through from internal cl9Ck
mechanisms and is due primarily to bonding wire and header
capacitance. Two methods may be used to reduce the OUT1
settling time:
1. Load OUT1 with a 1k resistor. This reduces the time

constant by a factor of 10. Further reduction of the 1k,n
load reduces the amount of comparator overdrive, thus increising the comparator propagation delay, resulting in a
reduction of available settling time (t1 - to on Figure 8).
2. Use a zero input impedance comparator. Figure 9 illustrates
a comparator circuit which has an input impedance of
approximately 26,n. Proper circuit layout will provide
lO-bit accuracy for clock frequencies >500kHz.

10k

O--........,v.......--'II""'-.-O·'""""""....---,

'-t--r..r-~4----04-1~--O OUT!

AIN

Figure 7. DAC Circuit

SETTLING TIME ANALYSIS

NOTES:

Due to the changing COUT1 and ROUT1, the time constant
on OUT! falls anywhere between 250 and 900ns, depending
on the instantaneous state of the AD7570 digital output code.

2. "tCOMP" (Ia • ',) IS THE COMPARATOR SWITCHING TIME.
l, "'OELAY" 113 - t2l IS AN INTERNALLY GENERATED TIME DELAY EaUAL TO
APPROXIMATEly 400 NANOSECONDS.

,. "ISETTLIMG" (t, • Inl IS THE TIME REOUIRE" FOR THE
SETTLE WITHIN !1/2LS9 OF THE FINAL V.... LUE.

R1

TERMINAL TO

4. COMPARATOR OUTPUT IS LATCHES AT TIME 12'

Figure 8. Expanded Timing Diagram
Vee

+5V

R2
1k
0.01%

1k
0.01%

cun

R6

lk

OUT1
R3
7.5k
0.05%

AD7570
OUT2

R5
100

R4
7.5k
0.05%

!

-15V

Figure 9. Current Comparator With Low Input Impedance
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OPERATION GUIDELINES
UNIPOLAR BINARY O~ERATION
Figure IO shows the circuit connections required for unipolar
analog inputs. If positive analog inputs are to be quantized,
VREF must be negative, and the OUTI (pin 4) terminal of the
AD7570 must be connected to the "+" comparator input. For
negative analog inputs, VREF must be positive, and the OUT1
terminal connected to the"-" input of the comparator.
For clarity, the digital control functions have been omitted
from the diagram. For proper use of the digital input/output
control functions, refer to the pin function description.

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES

2. Apply full scale minus 1-1I2LSB to AIN.
3. Observe the SRO tetminal as described under zero offset
procedure above, and adjust the gain potentiometer (R4)
until the LSB flickers between 0 and I, and all other data
bits equal "1". An alternate method is to adjust VREF
instead of using R4.
.
vee

v

+5V TO+15V

+1!Rt
R2
3k

22

~r~

Figure 11 shows the AD7570 configured for offset binary
(modified 2'5 complement) operation. Input voltage/output
codes are shown in Table 3.

4

VREF

R3
200n

AD7570
AIN

ANALOG IN
a TO +10V

Amplifier A1, in conjunction with resistors R1, R2, and R3,
offsets the bipolar analog input by full scale, and reduces its
gain by a factor of 2. The analog signal applied to the AIN
terminal is, therefore, a unipolar signal of 0 to +Y or 0 to -V,
depending on the polarity of VREF .

OPERATION

Gain Adjustment
1. Apply continuous start commands to the STRT input of the
AD7570.

The input voltage/output code relations!)ip for unipolar
operation is shown in Table 2. Due to the inherent multiplying
capability of the internal D/A converter, the AD7570 can accurately quantize full scale ranges of 10V to 1V. It should be
noted, however, that for smaller full scale ranges, the resolution and speed limitations of the comparator impose a
limitation on the maximum conversion rate.
BIPOLAR (OFFSET BINARY) OPERATION

UNIPOLA~

R4
1k
GAIN ADJ

NOTE:
IF POSITIVE VREF IS USED, THE ANALOG INPUT RANGE IS 0 TO -VREF • AND THE
COMPARATOR'S H INPUT SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO OUT1 (PIN 41 OF THE
AD7570.

Figure 10. Unipolar Operation

VREF
-10V

Voo
Vee
+15V +5V TO +15V

R6
3k

NOTE, IF POSITIVE VREF IS USED. CONNECT MINUS INPUT OF COMPARATOR
TO OUT1 (PIN 4) OF THE AD7570.

Figure 11. Bipolar Operation
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Table 3. Bipolar Operation

Table 2. Unipolar Operation
Analog Input
(AlN)
Notes I, 2, 3

Digital Output Code

FS -lLSB
FS - 2LSB
3/4 FS
112 FS + 1LSB
112 FS
112 FS - 1LSB
114 FS
1LSB
0

1111111111
1111111110
1100000000
1000000001
1000000000
0111111111
0100000000
0000000001
0000000000

MSB

LSB

NOTES:
1. Analog inputs shown are nominal center values
of code.
2. "FS" is full scale, i.e., (-VREF ).
3. For 8-bit operation, 1LSB equals (-V REF )
(2.8 ); for lO-bit operation, 1LSB equals
(-V REF) (2. 10 ).

Digital Output Code

Analog Input
(AIN)
Notes I, 2, 3

MSB

+(FS -lLSB)
+(FS - 2LSB)
+(112 FS)
+(1LSB)
0
-(lLSB)
-(112 FS)
-(FS - 1LSB)
-FS

LSB

1111111111
1111111110
1100000000
1000000001
1000000000
0111111111
0100000000
0000000001
0000000000

NOTES:
1. Analog inputs shown are nominal center values
of code.
2. "FS" is full scale; i.e., (VREF ).
3. For 8-bit operation, 1LSB equals (-V REF )
(2- 7 ); for 10-bit operation, lLSB equals
(-VREF ) (2-9 ).

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES BIPOLAR OPERATION
Gain Adjustment
1. Apply continuous start commands to the STRT input of
the AD7570.
2. Apply l·lI2LSB less than positive full scale (FS = VREF )
to the bipolar analog input of Figure 11.
3. Trim the gain potentiometer R4 for a flickering LSB, and
all other data bits equal to Logic" 1". Observe the SRO
terminal. as described in zero offset procedure above.

APPLICATION HINTS
1. Unused CMOS digital inputs should be tied to their appropriate logic level and not left floating. Open digital inputs
may cause undesired digital activity in the presence of noise.

6. If an external clock is used, the negative transition of STRT
should not coincide with the trailing edge of the clock
input.
OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
1. Do not allow Vee to exceed Voo' In cases where Vee
could exceed Voo ' the diode protection scheme in Figure
12 is recommended.

2. Do not apply voltages greater than Vee or lower than
ground to any digital output from sources which can supply>20mA.
3. Do not apply voltages (from a source which can supply
more than SmA) lower than ground to the OUT1 or OUT2
terminal (see Figure 12).

Vee

voo

2. Analog and digital grounds should have separate returns.
3. Load the OUT1 terminal with a 1k resistor to reduce the
time constant when operating at clock frequencies
>SOkHz.

lN459,
lN914

....~I-.....-

HP5082·2811

22

4. For 10-bit operation, the comparator offset should be
adjusted to less than 1mV. Each millivolt of comparator
offset will cause approximately 0.015% of differential
nonlinearity when a 10V reference is used.
5. The comparator input and output should be isolated to
prevent oscillations due to stray capacitance. (See layout
on the next page).

AD7570

Figure 12. Diode Protection Scheme
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APPLICATIONS
OPTIMIZED LAYOUT

NOTES:
1. ALL PC TRACES ON BOTTOM OF BOARD.
2. LAYOUT SHOWN TERMINATES OUTl INTO' INPUT OF AD3" TYPE COMPARATOR.
IVREF • -lOV. AIN· 0 TO "OVI.

Figure 13. PC Layout (Top View)

BUSING MULTIPLE AD7570 OUTPUTS
Several AD7570's may be paralleled to a data bus to provide
'an AID converter per analog channel, this providing increased
system throughput rate. For example, Figure 14 shows such
a system for 12 AD7570's in p21"allel.

"

The three-state output logic enables of each AD7570 is controlled by its own BUSY (status) outputs. Thus, data is

.

,

STRTl

available at the AID output only after conversion is complete,
and until another "convert start" is initiated. The timing
diagram of Figure 15 illustrates how the STRT signals of the
twelve AD7570's might be staggered to provide a total system
throughput twelve times as great as the classic method of data
acquisition (an analog multiplexer feeding multichannel analog
data to a single AID converter).

1"-

DB9 (MSB)

BSENl
AINl

~
LBEN

AD7670
NO.1

I
I
DBO (lSB) ,

~'

ClK 0

VREF
STRT 12

,

ClK

I/O
DATA
BUSS.

I
I
I

Il..-

STRT1<D.Jl
,DB9IDB8,DB7,DB6,DB5IDB4IDB3IDB2IDB1IDBO,
READl
READ1
. IiUSV 1 -'I:!.====!C~O~N~V~E!!RS~I~O!'!.N..!!IN!!!.PR!!!O~C:!E~S~S====:!"::JrL-

--I1
rL
READ2~------------------------------~R~E~AD2

STRT2 <D

DB9 (MSB)

BSEN 12
AIN 12
HBEN
lBEN

AD7570
NO.12

I
I
DBO (lSB) ,

1

BlJSV 2

.
3

--.--n.

CONVERSION IN PROCESS

STRT12<D

READ 12

~

BOSV 12 =======~C~0~N~V~E~R~SI~0~NUI!'!.N!P~R20C~E~S~S=====~"~r1L______
NOTE:· STRT SIGNAL 0.5118 PULSE WIDTH. lEADING.
EDGE SYNCHRONIZED TO ClK TRAiliNG EDGE.

NOTE: BSEN ON EACH AD7670 IS "ENABLED" (lOGIC 1).

Figure 14. Busing Multiple AD7570's
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Figure 15. Timing Diauram

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE
Since most 8-bit microprocessors utilize a bidirectional data
bus, each input peripheral (such as the AD7S70) must be
capable of isolating itself from the data bus when other 110
devices, memory, or the CPU takes control of the bus. The
AD7S70 output data and status (BUSY) lines all utilize threestate logic to provide this requirement.
Figure 16 illustrates a method of interfacing a TTY keyboard
and printer to the AD7S70, using an 8080 microprocessor as
the interface controller.
The program (stored in Read Only Memory) waits for a keystroke on the TTY keyboard. When a keystroke is detected,
an AID conversion is started. When conversion is complete,
the 8080 reads in the binary data from the AD7S 70, converts
it to ASCII, and prints out the decimal number (preceded by a
carriage return and line feed) on the teletype printer.
More specifically, the main sequence of events would be as
follows:
1. When a TTY keystroke is detected by the CPU (via the

UAR/T Receiver), a "convert start'.' (STRT) is applied to
the AD7S70.
2. BSEN is enabled, placing BUSY (conversion status) on the
data bus. When the 8080 detects BUSY = 1, conversion is
complete, and BSEN is disabled, causing ,BUSY to return to
its floating state.

3. LBEN is enabled, and the eight least significant data bits
(DBO-DB7) are applied to the data bus for subsequent transfer to the 8080. When the data transfer is complete, LBEN
is disabled, and DBO-DB7 return to their floating state.
4. HBEN is enabled, and the two most significant AD7S70 data
bits (DB8 and DB9) are applied to the data bus for subsequent transfer to the 8080. When the data transfer is
complete, HBEN is disabled, and DB8 and DB9 return to
their floating state.
S. The 8080 (in conjunction with the programmed Read Only
Memory) performs a binary to decimal conversion.
6. SWE (Status Word Enable) on the UAR/T transmitter is
enabled, applying XBMT (Transmitter Buffer Empty) to
the data bus. When a Logic "1" is detected by the 8080,
SWEis disabled, and XBMT returns to a floating state.
7. TDS (Transmitter Data Strobe) strobes the converted
decimal number into the UAR/T transmitter for subsequent
serial clocking into the keyboard.
The interface scheme shown below is only one example of a
myriad of possible data acquisition/control systems which
could conveniendy use the AD7S70 to provide digital data to
a microprocessor or minicomputer bus.

•

A15~-------------------A8~

___________________

OBFLIN .
A7~------------e------

MEMlf

.1{'1

---=---==--=

AO~--------------~--~-

BSEN
A07570 ADC
(MSB)
SImVOB98

765432

(LSB)
1 BOO

8080

OBFLIN
SYNC

01 • SYNC
OBFLIN . ~ . A1

Figure 16. Microprocessor Controlled TTYIADC Interface
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TERMINOLOGY
Resol\ltion
Resolution is the relative value of the LSB, or. 2 -n for binary
devices, for n-bit converters. It may be expressed as 1 part in
2n, as a percentage, in parts-per-million, or simply by "n bits."
Relative Accuracy
Relative accuracy error is the difference between the nominal
and actual ratios to full scale of the analog value corresponding
to a given digital input, independently of the full-scale calibration. This error is a function of the linearity of the converter,
and is usually specified at less than ± 1I2LSB.
Gain Error
The "gain" of a converter is that analog scale factor setting
that establishes the nominal conversion relationship, e.g., 10V
full scale. It is adjusted either by setting the feedback resistor
of a DAC, the input resistor in a current-comparing ADC, or.
the reference (voltage or current).

Differential Nonlinearity
In a converter, differential linearity error describes the variation
in tlie analog value of transitions between adjacent pairs of
digitai numbers, over the full range of the digital input or
output. If each transition is equal to its neighbors (Le., lLSB),
the differential nonlinearity is zero. If a transition differs
from one of its neighbors by more than lLSB (e.g., if, at the
transition OIl. .11 to 100... 00, the MSB is low by l.lLSB),
a OIA converter can be non-monotonic, or· an AID converter
using it may miss one or more codes. A specified maximum
differential nonlinearity of lLSB ensures that monotonic
behavior exists,
Output LeakaJl'! Current
Current which appears at the OUTI terminal when all digital
output (OBO through OB9) are LOW, or on the OUT2 terminal
when all digital outputs are HIGH. The effect of output leakage
current will be on the offset of the AID converter.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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,0.301}

0.00810.2031

CMOS

~ANALOG

uP Compatible 8-Bit ADC

WDEVICES

FEATURES
8 - Bit Resolution
No Missed Codes over Full Temperature Range
Fast Conversion Time: 15~s
Interfaces to ~P like RAM, ROM or Slow - Memory
Low Power Dissipation: 30ltlW
Ratiometric Capability
Single +5V Supply
Low Cost
Internal Comparator and Clock Oscillator

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
AD 7574 is a low-cost, 8 - bit ~P compatible ADC which uses
the successive - approximations technique to provide a conversion time of 15 ~s.

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

' ...

,
-------,
,,

,,
,
,,,
,

Designed to be operated as a memory mapped input device,
the AD7574 can be ·interfaced like static RAM, ROM, or slow
memory. It's CS (decoded device address) and RD
(READ/WRITE control) inputs are available in all ~P memory
systems. These two inputs control all ADC operations such as
starting conversion or reading data. The ADC output data bits
use three - state logic, allowing direct connection to the ~P
data bus or system input port.
Internal clock, +5V operation, on - board comparator and
interface logic, as well as low power dissipation (30mW) and
fast conversion time make the AD7574 ideal for \nost.ADC/~P
interface applications. Small size (18 - pin DIP) and monolithic
reliability will find wide use in avionics, instrumentation, and
process automation applications.

'00

r----l '----

..........---t-!".'o "'.,

PIN CONFIGURATION

ORDERING INFORMATION
Temperature Range and Package
Differential Nonlinearity

Plastic
O:C to +70°C

±'/,I.SB
±'!.I.SB

A07574JN
All7574KN

\

AD75H
TOI'VIEW

Ceramic
-2S 0 Cto+8SoC -5S 0 Cto+12SoC
Ceramic

1 AD7574AD

1 AD75745D

1 A07574HD

1 AD7574TO

Note 1: Available 100lf0 screened to MIL.sT0-8S3. CI... S. To order. add "1883S" to
part number shown. See note 1, nlxt page for detail•.
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CAUTION:------------------------~----------~~------------

ESD «(Electro - Static - Discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are zener
protected; however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high
energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The
foam should· be discharged to the d~stination socket before devices are removeli.

WARNING!

~~

~~=:

DC SPECIFICATIONS (VDO =+5V, VREF = -10V, Unipolar Configuration,

RClK = 180kn., CCLK = 100pF, unless otherwise noted)
LIMITS
PARAMETER

TA =+25°C

Tmin. Tmax

ACCURACY
Resolution

I

UNITS

CONDITIONSICOMMENTS

Bits

Relative Accuracy Error
A07S74)N, AO, SO
A07S74KN, BO. TO
Differential Nonlinearity
A07S74)N, AO, SO
A07S74KN, BO, TO
Full Scale Error (Gain Error)
A07S74)N, AO, SO
A07S74KN, BO, TO
Offset Error 2
A07S74)N, AO, SO
A07S74KN, BO, TO
Mismatch Between BOFS (pin 3)
and ~JN (pin 4) Resistanc~s3
ANALOG INPUTS
Input Resistance
At VREF (pin 2)
AI BOFS (pin i)
At AIN (pin 4)
VREF (for specified performance)
VREF Range 4
Nominal Analog Input Range
Unipolar Mode
Bipolar Mode
LOGIC INPUTS
RO (pin 1 S), CS (pin 16)
VINH Logic HIGH Input Voltage
VINL Logic LOW Input Vol~age
liN
Input Current
C1N
Input CapacitanceS
ClK (pin 17)
ViNH Logic HIGH Input Voltage'
VINL Logic LOW Input Voltage
IINH Logic HIGH Input Current
IINL Logic LOW Input Current

±%

±11l

±'14

±'h

LSB max
LSB max

Relative Accuracy and Differential Nonlinearity are measured
dynamically using the external clock circuit of Fig. 7b.
Clock frequency ·is 500kHz (conversion time lS/J.s)

±%
±'14

±%

±3/4

LSB max
LSB max

±S
±3

±6.S
±4.5

LSBmax
LSB max

Full Scale Error is measured after calibrating out offset error. See
Fig. 8a and associated calibration procedure for offset. ~ax Full
Scale change from +2SoC to Tmin or T max is ±2 LSB.

±60
±30

±80

tSo

mVmax
mVmax

Maximum Offset change from +2SoC to
Tmin or Tmax is ±20mV.

±l.S

±1.S

%

5/10/15
10/20/30
10/20/30

5/10115
10120/30
10/20/30

-10
-5 to -15

-'10

-S to -15

o to +IVREFI
-IVREFI to +IVREFI

kn min/typ/max
kfl min/typ/max
kfl min/typ/max
V
V

±S% for specified transfer accuracy.
Degraded transfer accuracy.

v
v

<

LOGIC OUTPUTS
BUSY (pin 14), OB7 to OBO (pins 6 -13)
VOH Output HIGH Voltage
VOL Output LOW Voltage
I LKG DB, to DBa Floating Stage Leakage
Floating State Output Capacitance (OB7 to DBO)5
Output Code
POWER REQUIREMENTS
VOO
100 (STANOBV)
IREF

+3.0
+0.8
I
5

+3.0
... 0.8
10
5

Vmin
Vmax
pAmax
pF max

+3.0
+0.4
+2
I

+3.0
+0.4
+3
10

V min
V max
mAmax
pAmax

+4.0
Vmin
+0.8
V max
JjAmax
10
pFmax
7
Unipolar Binary, Offset Binary

+4.0
+0.4

I

+5
+5
5
5
VREF divided by 5ktl

V
mAmax
max

VIN = OV, VOO

During Conversion: VIN(CLK)~VINH(CLK)
During Conversion: VIN(CLK)<::VINL(CLK)
(see circuit of Fig. 7b if external clock operation is required).

I SOURCE = 40llA
ISINK = L6mA
VOUT =OVor VOO
See Figs.

Sa. 9a. lOa and 8b, 9b, lOb.

±S% for specified performan<;e.
AIN = OV, AOC in RESET condition.
Conversion complete, prior to RESET.

Notes:
1. Temperature ranges as follows:

IN, KN (OoC to +70°C)
AD, BO (--2SoC to +8S oC)
SO, TO (- SS'C to +12S'C)
Screening to MIL· STD· 883 is available. 1883B ve-rsions are 100% screened to method 5004 for a class B device. Final electrical'tests are
performed at +2SoC and T8SoC (AD, SO versions) or +2S°-<: and +12Soe (SO, TO versions).
2. typical offset temperature coefficient is ±1 SOIlV IUC.
3. RSOFS/RAIN mismatch causes transfer function rotation about positive Full Scale. The effect is an offset and a gain term when using the
circuit of Figure 9a •
. 4. Typical value, not guaranteed or subject to test.
S. Guaranteed but not tested
SpeCifications subject to change without notice.
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(Voo =+5V, CClK =IOOpF, RClK =180kn unless otherwise noted)
SPECIFICATION

SYMBOL

LIMIT at
TA +ZSoC

=

LIMIT at
TA Tmin

LIMIT at
TA Tmax

ISOns min

ISOns min
Dmin

=

=

CONDITIONS

STATIC RAM INTERFACE MODE (See Figure I and Table I)
tcs
tWSCS
tCBPD

es Pulse Width Requirement
iUi to CS Setu p Time

lOOns min
Dmin

C'S to BUSY Propagation Delay

90ns typ
120ns typ
ISOns max

amin
70ns typ
12005 max
lOOns typ
ISOns max

Dmin

Dmin

Dmin
120ns ryp

D.min

120n5 max

rBSR
tBSCS
tRAD

iiU5V to RD Setup Time
BUSY to CS Setup Time
Data Access Time

ISOns max

240ns typ
300ns max
tRHD

Data Hold Time

80ns typ
SOns min
120n5 max

tRHCS
tRESET
rCONVERT
tCONVERT

CS to R1i Hold Time
Reset Time Requirement
Conversion Time
using internal clock oscillator
Conversion Time
using external clock

2S0ns max
3/J.smin

lOOns typ
ISOns max
220ns typ
300ns max
40ns typ
30ns min
80nsmax
200ns max

3IJsmin

ISOns typ }
180ns max

180ns typ }
200ns max
o min
Dmin
180ns typ }
220n5 max

lOOns typ }
400n5 max

BUSY Load = 20pF
BUSY Load = 100pF

DBO • DB7 Load

= 20pF

DBO' DB7 Load

= 100pF

120ns typ
80ns min
180n5 max

SOOns max
3IJsmin

See typical data of Figure 7a
lSI's

f CLK = 500kHz
circuit of Figure 7b

lSI's

lSI's

ROM INTERFACE MODE (See Figure 2 and Table 2)
Data Access Time
Data Hold Time

tRAD
rRHD
tWBPD

iUi HIGH to BUSY

tBSR

BUSY to RD LOW Setup Time

tCONVERT

Conversion Time
using'internal clock oscillator

Propagation Delay

Same as RAM Mode
Same as RAM Mode
400ns typ
l50nsryp
Il'styp
}
BUSY Load
2.0,",s max
LSI's max
1.0llsmax
RD can go LOW prior to llUSV = HIGH, but must not
return HIGH unril BUSY = HIGH. See Table 2

= 20pF

See typical data of Figure 7a. Add 21's to
data shown in Figure 7a for ROM Mode

SLOW - MEMORY INTERFACE MODE (See Figure l and Table l)
tCBPD
tRESET
t RAD
rRHD
tCONVERT

CS to llUSV Propagation Delay
Reset Time Requirement
Data Access Time
Data Hold Time
Conversion Time

Same as
Same as
Same as
Same as
Same as

RAM
RAM
RAM
RAM
RAM

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VDDtoAGND· •.
VDDtoDGND· ..
AGND to DGND ..
Digital Input Voltage to DGND
(pins 15 and 16) . . . • : . . .
Digital Output Voltage to DGND
(pins 6 ·14) • . . . . . . . . . .
CLK Input Voltage (pin 17) to DGND.
VREF (pin 2) .
VBOFS (pin 3)
VAIN (pin 4)

· . OV,+7.0V
· . OV, +7.0V
· -O.3V, VDD
. -O.3V, +lS.OV
· -O.3V, VDD
· -O.3V, VDD
• ±20V
· ±20V
• ±20V

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Operating Temperature Range
IN, KN.
AD,BD . . . • . . . : •..
SD, TD . . . . . • . . . . . .
Storage Temperature Range ..
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10 sees.).
Power Dissipation (Package)
Plastic (suffix N)
to +70oC . . . . . . . . .
Derate above +70oC by.
Ceramic (suffix D)
to +7SoC . . . . . . • . •
Derate above +7SoC by.

· .• 0oC to +70o C
· -2SoC to +8S o C
-SSoC to +12SoC
-6S C to +IS0°C
· ; •.•. +300o C

°

.

· . 670mW
8.3mw/oC
· .4S0mW
· 6mW/oC

TERMINOLOGY
RESOLUTION. Resolution is a measure of the nominal analog change
required for a 1 • bit change in the AID converter's digital output. While
normally expressed in a' number of bits, the analog resolution of an
n· bit unipolar AID converter is (2- n )(VREF)' Thus the AD7S74, an
8 - bit AID converter, can resolve analog voltages as small as
(Y256)(VREF) when operated in a unipolar mode. When operated in a
bipolar mode, the resolution is (1/128)(VREF)' Resolution does not
imply accuracy. Usable resolution is limited by the differentiar nonlin·
earity of the AID converter.
RELATIVE ACCURACY, Relative accuracy is the deviation of the AUC's
actual code transition points from a straight line drawn between the

device's measured zero and measured full scale transition points. Rel~
ative accuracy, therefore, is a measure of code position.

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY, Differential nonlinearity in an ADC
is a measure of the size of an analog voltage range associated with any
digital output code. As such differential nonlinearity specifies code
width (usable resolution). An ADC with a specified differential nonlin·
eatity of ±n bits will exhibit codes ranging in width from 1 LSB - nLSB'
to 1 LSB + nLSB. A specified differential nonlinearity of less than
± 1 LSB guarantees no - missing codes operation.
6
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TIMING & CONTROL OF THE AD7S74
STATIC RAM INTERFACE MODE
Table 1 and Figure 1 show the truth table and timing requirements for AD7S74 operation as a static RAM.
A convert start is initiated by executing a memory WRITE
instruction to the address location occupied by the AD7S74
(once conversion has started, subsequent memory WRITES
have no effect). A data READ is performed by executing a
memory READ instruction to the AD7S74 address location.
BUSY must be HIGH before a data READ is attempted, i.e.
the total delay between a convert start and a data READ must
be at least as great as the AD7S74 conversion time. The delay

can be generated by inserting NOP instructions (or other
program instructions) between the WRITE (start convert) and
READ (read data) operations .. Once BUSY is HIGH (conversion complete), a data READ is performed by executing a
memory READ instruction to the address location occupied
by the AD7S74. The data readout is destructive, i.e. when RD
returns HIGH, the converter is internally reset.
The RAM interface mode uses distinctly different commands
to start conversion (memory WRITE) or read the data (memory
READ). This is in contrast to the ROM mode where a memory
READ causes a data READ and a conversion restart.,
A07574 INPUTS

A07S74 OUTPUTS
08 7 -080

A07S74 OPERATION

cs

RD

ii'iEY

L
L
L

H

...r

""1-

H
H
H

HIGHZ
HIGH Z-+OATA
DATA -+ HIGH Z

WRITE CYCLE (START CONYERT)
READ CYCLE (DATA READ)
RESET CONVERTER

H
L
L
L

X'

X

-,.,.
...r

H

L
L
L

HIGH Z
HIGH Z
HIGHZ
HIGH Z

NOT SELECTED
NO EFFECT, CONVERTER BUSY
NO EFFECT, CONVERTER BUSY

Note 1:

~N~';,~~~~~~'l>rf$'~i:'~N

If AD goes LOW ·to ·HIGH, the ADe is internallv relet. regardless of the
state of C§' or IJO"!V.

Table 1. Truth Table, Static RAM Mode

Figure 1. Static RAM Mode Timing Diagram

ROM INTERFACE MODE
Table 2 and Figure 2 show the truth table and timing requirements for interfacing the AD7S74 like Read Only Memory.

returns /iIGH. As in the RAM mode, attempting a data READ
before BUSY is HIGH will,result in incorrect data being read.

CS is held LOW and converter operation is controlled by the
RD input. The AD7S74 RD input is derived from the decoded
device address. MEMRD should be used to enable the address
decoder in 8080 systems. VMA should be used to enabl~ the
, address decoder in 6800 systems. A data READ is initiated by
executing a memory READ instruction to the AD7S74 address
location. The converter is automatically restarted when ~D

The advantage of the ROM mode is its simplicity. The major
disadvantage is that the data obtained is 'relatively poorly
defined in time inasmuch as executing a data READ automatically starts a new conversion. This problem can be overcome by executing two READs separated by NO-OPS (or
other program instructions) and using only the data obtained
from the second READ.

===INOfI-'--::==:-r-_-..-,,-,,-",.-,-"~-_-"""T-:::=="""'---

A07574 INPUTS

cs
L
L
L
L

Figure

2_ ROM Mode Timing Diagram

(~ H"d LOW)

Ro

-,.,.

...r

-,.,.

...r

A07S74 OUTPUTS
DB7·0Bo

ii'iEY

A07S 74 OPERATION

H

HIGH Z ..... OATA
DATA -+ HIGH Z

OATA READ
RESET AND
START NEW CONVERSION

L
L

HICHZ
HIGHZ

NO EFFECT. CONVERTER BUSY
NOT ALLOWED, CAUSES
INCORRECT CONVERSION

-,.,.

Tabl,2_ Truth Tabl" ROM Mod,

,
SLOW -MEMORY INTERFACE MODE
Table 3 and Figure 3 show the truth table and timing requirements for interfacing the AD7S74 as a slow-memory. This
mode is intended for use with processors which can be forced
into a WAIT state for at least 12lls (such as the 8080, 8085
and SC(MP). The major advantage of this mode is that it
allows the liP to start conversion, WAIT, and then READ data
with a single READ instruction.
In the slow - memory mode, CS and iU> are tied together. It is
suggested tnat the system ALE signal (8085 system) or SYNC
signal (8080 system) be used to latch the address. The decoded
10-84 AID CONVERTERS

device address is subsequently used to drive the AD7S74 CS
and JITj inputs. B'USY is connected to the microprocessor
READY input.
When the AD7S74 is NOT addressed, the CS and RD inputs
are HIGH. Conversion is initiated by executing a memory
READ to the AD7S74 address. ~ subsequently goes LOW
(forcing the jJ.P READY input LOW) placing the jJ.P in a WAIT
state. When conversion is complete (BUSY is HIGH) the jJ.P
completes the memory READ.
Do not attempt to peiform a memory WRITE in this mode,
since three: state bus conflicts will arise.

~'

'

'

:

<

'"~

,

<,

liming" OontroJ of the AD7574 (cont.)
AD7S74 INPUTS
CS& 1m

Figure 3, Slow Memory Mode Timing Diagram
and RD Tied Together)

rcs

AD7S74 OUTPUTS

iiUW
H

AD7S74 OPERATION

DB7·DBo
HICUZ
HIGHZ
HIGH Z

'-

"

H~L

L

L

L

...r-

...r

H

DATA ..... HIGH Z

"

"

HIGfI Z

HIGH

Z~DATA

NOT SELECTED
STARTCONV£RSION
CONVERSION IN PROGRESS,
IlP IN WAIT STATE
CONVERSION COMPLETE,
IlP READS DATA
CONVERTER RESET
AND DESELECTED
NOT SELECTED

Table 3, Truth Table, Slow Memory Mode

GENERAL CIRCUIT IN FORMAnON
BASIC CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The AD7574 uses the successive approximations technique to
provide an 8 - bit parallel digital output. The control logic was
designed to provide easy interface to most microprocessors.
Most applications require only passive clock components (R &
C), a -lOY reference, and +5V power.

',,___ ~t ____

VREF

,,

Each successively smaller bit is tried and compared to AIN in
this manner until the least significant bit (LSB) decision has
been made. At this time BUSY goes HIGH (conversion is complete) indicating the successive appro~imation register contains
a valid representation of the analog input. The RD control (see
the previous page for details) can then be exercised to activate
the three-state buffers, placing data"on the DBo - DB7 data
output pins. RD returning HIGH causes the clock oscillator to
run for 1 cycle, providing an internal ADC reset (i.e. the SAR
is loaded with code 10000000).

,,

,,,
,
6·13,
08

,.°80

DATA OUT

Figure 4. AD7574 Functional Diagram

Figure 4 shows the AD7574 functional diagram. Upon
receipt of a start command either via the CS or RD pins
for Control Logic and Timing Details), BUSY goes low
indicating conversion is in progress. Successive bits, starting
with the most significant bit (MSB), are applied to the input of
a DAC. The comparator determines whether the addition of
each successive bit causes the DAC output to be greater than
or less than the analog input, AIN' If the sum of the DAC bits
is less than AIN' the trial bit is left ON, and the next smaller
bit is tried. If the sum is greater than AIN' the trial bit is
turned OFF and the next smaller bit is tried.

DAC CIRCUIT DETAILS
The current weighting D/A converter is a precision multiplying
DAC. Figure S shows the functional diagram of the DAC as
used in the AD7S74. It consists of a precision Silicon Chromium thin film RI2R ladder network and 8 N - channel MOSFET switches operated in single - pole - dou ble c throw.
The currents in each 2R shunt arm are binarily weighted, i.e.
the current in the MSB arm is VREF divided by 2R, in the
second arm is VREF divided by 4R, etc. Depending on the
DAC logic input (AID output) from the successive approlCimation register, the <;urrent in the individual shunt arms is
steered either to AGND or to the comparator summing point.

..

SUCCESSIVE - APPROXIMATIONS AEGIITER

2.

".D

Figure 5. DIA Converter As Used In AD7574
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OPERATING THE AD7S74
APPLICATION HINTS
1. TIMING & CONTROL
Failiure to observe the timing restrictions of figures I, 2 or 3 may
cause the AD7S74 to change interface modes. For example, in the
RAM mode, holding B LOW too long after RD goes HIGH will
cause a new convert start (Le. the converter moved into the ROM
mode).
2. LOGIC DEGLITCHING IN uP APPLICATIONS
Unspecified states on the address bus (due to. different rise and fall
times on the address bus) can cause glitches at the AD7S74 <:;S or
Rri terminals. These glitcho:s can cause unwanted convert starts,
reads, or resets. The best way to avoid glitches is to gate the address
deCoding logic with RD or WR (S080) or VMA (6SOO) when in the
ROM or RAM mode. When in the slow - memory mode, the ALE
(80SS) or SYNC (SOSO) signal should be used to latch the address.
3. INPUT LOADING AT VREF, AIN AND BOFS
To prevent loading errors due to the finite input resistance at the
VREF, AIN or BOFS pins, low imp~dance driving sources must be
used (Le. op amp buffers o! low output - Z reference).
4. RATIOMETRIC OPERATION
Ratiometric performance is inherent to AID converters such as the
AD7574 which use a multiplying DAC weighting network. However,
the user should recognize that comparator limitations such as offset

voltage, input noise and gain will cause degradation of the transfer
'characteristics when operating with reference voltages less than
-lOY in magnitude.
S. OFFSET CORRECTION
Offset error in the transfer characteristic can be trimmed by offsetting the buffer amplifier which drives the AD7574 AIN pin (pin
4). This can be done either by summing a cancellation current into
the amplifier's summing junction, or by tapping a voltage divider
which sits between VDD and VREF and applying the tap voltage to
the amplifier's positive input (an example of a resistive tap offset
adjust is sbown in Figure lOa where RS, R9 and RIO can be used to
offset the ADC).
•
6. ANALOG AND DlGrrAL GROUND
It is recommended that AcND and DGND be connected locally to
prevent the possibility of injecting noise into the AD7S74. In
systems where the AGND - DGND in'tertie is not local, connect
back-to- back diodes (IN914 or equivalent) between the AD7574
AGND and DGND pins.
7. INITIALIZATION AFTER POWER - UP
Execute a memory READ to the AD75'74 address location, and
subsequently ignore the data. The AD7574 is internally reset when
reading out data, i.e. the data readout is destructive.

VODI.sVI

CWCK OSCILLATOR

The AD7574 has an internal asynchronous clock oscillator
which starts upon receipt of a convert 'start command, and
'
ceases oscillating wh.en conversion is complete.
The clock oscillator requires an external Rand C as shown in
figure 6. Nominal conversion time versus RCLK and CCLK is
shown in Figure 7a. The curves shown in· Figure 7a are applicable when operating in the RAM or slow - memory interface
modes. When operating in the ROM interface mode, add 2/Js
to the typical conversion time values shown.
The AD7574 is guaranteed to provide transfer accuracy to
published specifications for conversion times down to 15/Js,
as indicated by the unshaded region of Figure 7a. Conversion
times faster than lS/Js can cause transfer accuracy degradation.
OPERATION WITH EXTERNAL CWCK
For applications requiring a conversion time close to or equal
to 1 5/Js,an external clock is recommended. Using an external
clock precludes the possibility of converting faster than 15/Js
(which can cause transfer accuracy degradation) due to temperature drift - as may be the case when using the internal
clock oscillator.
Figure 7b shows how the external clock must be connected.
The BUSY output of the AD7574 is connected to the threestate enable input of a 74125 three-state buffer. R1 is used as
a pullup, and can be between 6kO and lOOkO. A 500kHz
clock will provide. a conversion time; of 1S/Js.
The external clock should be used only in the si:atic - RAM or
slow - memory interface mode, and not in the ROM mode.
Timing constraints for external clock operation are as follows:
STATIC RAM MODE
1. When initiating a conversion, CS should go LOW on a positive clock edge to provide optimum setding time for the
MSB.
2. A data READ can be initiated any time after BUSY =1.
SLOW-MEMORY MODE
1. When initiating a conversion, CS and RD should go LOW
on a positive clock edge to provide optimum setrling time
for the MSB.
1fJ..86 AID CONVERTERS

'

Figure 6. Connecting RCLK and CCLK To CLK Oscillator
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Figure 7a. Typical Conversion Time vs. Temperature
For Different RCLKand CCLK
(Applicable to RAM and Slow - Memory Modes. .For ROM
Mode add 2/JS to values shown)
VOO(+5VI

Figure1b. External Clock Operation
(Static RAM and Slow- Memory Mode)

UNIPOLAR BINARY OPERATION
Figures Sa and Sb show the analog circuit connections and
typical transfer characteristic for unipolar operation. An
ADSS4 is used as the -10V reference.
Calibration is as follows:
OFFSET
Offset must be trimmed out in the signal conditioning circuitry used to drive the signal input terminals shown in Figure
Sa. An example of an offset trim is shown in Figure lOa,
where RS, R9 and RIO comprise a simple voltage tap which is
applied to the amplifier's positive input.

1. Apply -39.1mV (1 LSB) to the input of the buffer ampli-

fier used to drive R1 (i.e. +39.1mV at R1).
2. While performing continuous conversions, adjust the offset
potentiometer (described above) until DB7 - OBI are LOW
and the LSB (DBO) flickers.
GAIN (FULL SCALE)
Offset adjustment must be performed before gain adjustment.
1. Apply -9.961V to the input of the buffer amplifier used to
drive R1 (i.e. +9.961 Vat R1).
2. While performing continuous conversions, adjust trim pot
R2 until DB7 - OBI are HIGH and the LSB (DBO) flickers.

Note 1: R 1 and R2 can be omitted if
gain trim is not required

Note: Approximate bit weights are shown for illustration.
Nominal bit weight for a -10V reference is "" 39.1mV

Figure 8a. AD7574 Unipolar (OV to +10V) Operation
(Output Code is Straight Binary)

BIPOLAR (OFFSET BINARY) OPERATION
Figures 9a and 9b illustrate the analog circuitry and transfer
characteristic for bipolar operation. Output coding is offset
binary. As in unipolar operation, offset correction can be performed at the buffer amplifier used to drive the signal input
terminals of Figure 9a (Resistors RS' R9 and RIO in Figure
lOa show how offset trim can be done at the buffer amplifier).
Calibration is as follows:
1. Adjust R6 and R7 for minimum resistance across the
potentiometers.
2. Apply +10.000V to the buffer amplifier used to drive the
signal input (i.e. -IO.OOOV at R6).
3. While performing continuous conversions, trim R6 or R7
(whichever required) until DB7 - OBI are LOW and the LSB
(DBO) flickers.

Note 1: R, and R2 can be omitted if
gain trim is not required

Figure 9a. AD7574 Bipolar (-10V to +10V) Operation
(Output Code is OfftJIIt Binary)

Figure 8b. Nominal Transfer Characteristic For Unipolar
Circuit of Figure 8a

4. Apply OV to the buffer amplifier used to drive the signal
input terminals.
S. Doing continuous conversions, trim the offset circuit of the
buffer amplifier until the ADC output code flickers
between 01111111 and 10000000.
6. Apply +10.000V to the input of the buffer amplifier
(i.e. -10.000V as applied to R6).
7. Doing continuous conversions, trim R2 until DB7 - OBI are
LOW and the LSB (DBO) flickers.
S. Apply -9.922V to the input of the buffer amplifier (i.e.
+9.922V at the input side of R6).
9. If the ADC output code is not 11111110 ±1 bit, repeat the
calibration procedure.
0''''''
1:00r-----r----T"""1

Note: Approximate bit weights are shown for illustration.
Nominal bit weight for ± 10V full scale is "" 7S.lmV

Figure 9b. Nominal Transfer Characteristic Around
Major Carry for Bipolar Circuit of Figure 9a
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OPERATING THE AD7S74
BIPOLAR (COMPLEMENTARY OFFSET·
BINARY) OPERATION
Figure lOa shows the analog connections for complementary
offset binary operation. The typical tran$fer characteristic is
shown in Figure lOb. hi this bipolar mode, the ADC is fooled
into believing it is operated in a unipolar mode - i.e. the +10V·
to -10V analog input is conditioned into a 0 to +10V signal
range. R2 is the gain adjust, whileR9 is the offset adjust.
Calibration is as follows (adjust offset before gain):
OFFSET
1. Apply OV to the analog input shown in Figure lOa.

2. While performing continuous conversions, adjust R9 until
the converter output flickers between codes 011 11 11 1. and
10000000.
GAIN (FULL SCALE)
1. Apply -9.922V across the analog input terminals shown in
Figure lOa.
2. While performing continuous conversions, adjust R2 until
DB7 - DB1 are H)GH and the LSB (DBO) flickers between
HIGH and LOW"

R,

O\JTPuf'

01~~:'1 .------,-,-----,--,

Uk"

_320_240

_180

_eO

a

_10

"6II+.+3fO+<MIO

IRUlIUI~':,"~~~~~~~~~~ AD1iU)

Notes:
1. Rt and R2 can be omitted if gain trim is not required
2. RS, RS and Rto can be omitted if offset trim is not required
3. R6"R~"Rlo. = 5kO. If RS, RS and R10 not used, make R6 = 5kO

Figure 70a. AD7574 Bipolar Operation (-70V to +70V)
(Output Code is Complementary Offset Binary)

Note: Approximate bit weights are shown for illustration. Nominal
bit weight for ±lo.V full scale is "'7S.1mV

Figure 10b. Nominal Transfer Characteristic Around Major
Carry for Bipolar Circuit of Figur/# 10a

MECHANICAL INFORMATION
18 PIN PLASTIC DIP

18 PIN CERAMIC DIP

BONDING DIAGRAM

Notes:
1. Lead no. 1 identified by dot
or notch.
2. Dimensions in mm (in,).
3. Leads are solder plated KOVAR
or ALLOY 42.

Notes:
1. Lead no. 1 identified by dot
or notch.
2. Leads are gold plate (5o./lin. min.)
over Nickel (lo.o.~in. nominal) ..
Sase material is KOVAR or
ALLOY 42.
3. Cavity lid is electrically isolated.

Notes:
1. Bond 0GNO first to minimize
ESO·hazard.
2. Die dimensions are in mm. lin.), and
may vary from nominal shown on
layout by ±o..o.76mm (±o..o.o.3in.).
3. Die thickne•• is o..5o.Smm ±o..o.25mm
(o..o.20in. ±o..o.o.l inJ.
4. Gold backing I. not available.
5. Passivation cover. all topside surface
area eXf'8pt bOr'li:ting pads, te.t
pads and scribe lines.
•
6. Surface matallization is Ali lo.kA min.
7. Bonding pads are o..lo.2mm x
o..lo.2mm (o..o.04in. x o..004in.).
Passivation window is o..o.SSmm x
o..o.SSmm min. (o..o.o.35in. x o..o.o.35in. min.).
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CMOS
Single Supply, 9-Channel, 8-Bit ADC

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
8-Bit Resolution and Accuracy
9-Channel Analog Input (Expandable)
Single Supply +5V to +15V Operation
Easily Interfaced to Most pP's via an I/O Port
Low Power Consumption
Ratiometric
TTL/CMOS Compatible

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7583 is a monolithic CMOS, 9-channel (expandable),
8-bit A/D converter designed for single supply operation (+5V
to +15V), making it highly suited to battery operation. It provides accuracy with stability using a patented integrating technique (ADI patent No. 3872466) called "quadslope".
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LOGIC

Most applications require the addition of only a: few passive
components and two general purpose operational amplifiers.
Digital information (channel address input, converted output
data) is passed to and from the AD7583 via an 8-bit bidirectional I/O bus unde~ command of control signals I/O (Input/
Output) and lOS (IO Strobe).
The A/D converter responds to analog inputs ranging from
0.15VREF to 0.85VREF. In single supply applications, this
precludes the necessity for signal conditioning circuitry whose
output swings to the supply {ails. It also facilitates connection
to ratiometriC transducers whose zero output may not be at
"true zero".
Direct TTL input/output interface is provided when Vee =
+5V. Putting Vee equal to the CMOS logic supply voltage
provides CMOS compatibility.
Single supply operation, low power consumption and easy
hardware interface to lIP's make the AD7583 useful in a wide
variety of data-acquisition and process-control applications.
PIN CONFIGURATION
ORDERING INFORMATION
Model
AD7583KN

Temperature Range

Package
40 pin plastic DIP
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SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

TA·2'·C

(VREF= VDD = 12V. Vee = 5V. fCLK = 1.28MHz. R1 =R2=2Mn. R3= R4= 10kn.
C1 =0.00 11lF unless !)therwise noted. Amplifier A1 has input error less than 1.4% of
. VREF. See page 10-94. Selecting an Integrator Amplifier).
TA· Tm.. ITm", UNITS

ACCURACY
Resolution

Relative Accuracy
~ifferentW Nonlinearity
Full Scale Error
Zero Scale Error
TRANSFER FUNCTION

MULTIPLEXER
RON
ARON/AIN'
Switch Leakage'

CONDITIONS

COMMENTS

The AD7S83 rounds down to the nearest
±I
±I
±I
±t

±t
±t
±t
±t

Bits

integer value. At reduced VDD typical values

Countsmax~

for Relative Accuracy, Full Scale Error and
Zero S~ale Error are: For 9<VDD<15, ±t
count, for 7..v00<9, ±2 counts, for S<V00<7,
:1:4 counts.

Counts max
Counts max
Counts max

AIN • 0.8SVREF
AIN.0.15VRBF

Straight unipolar binary see Table 2.
Zero scale output (00000000) at AIN<O.I 5VRBF
Full scale output (! 1111111) at AI~.8SVREF
2
30
±I

LOGLC INPUTS (CLK, lOS, DeS,
1/0, DCE, RST, Do _,)
2.4
VINH (Logic High Input)
lI.S
VINL (Logic Low Input)
.0.8
0.5

2
30
±t

kilmax
%typ

O.ISVRBF <AIN<0.8SVRBF

JJAmax

Multiplexer 'common' at GND
Multiplexer input at VOD

2.4
11.5
0.8
0.5

V min
V min
V max
V max

VCC'
Vee·
Vee·
V{,.'C ~

IJAmax

VIN • 0, SV, t2V

JlAmax

VIN

lIN (ali logic inputs except
0 0 _,)
lIN (Logic inputs 00-')

SV
12V
SV
12V

= 0, SV, 12V measured when

3-state bus is disabled.
8

~F~£

2.8

2.8

11.5

11.5

V min
V min

0.4
0.5
10

0.5

IL' 3-State Output Leakage

10

V max
V max
I'Amax

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT
lee (Vee Su~ply Current)
100 (VOO Supply Curren,)

20

20

mAmax
mAmax

fCLK • 1.28MHz

Conversion Time

4

4

msmax

fCLK • 1.28MHz

fCLK

1.28
lIoo
500
650
300
1200
500
200
200
200
t4S0
650
750
250

1.28
1100
500
650
300
1200

PdHz max
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin
ns max
nsmin
nsmin
nsmin

CII:! (In£ut Ca£acitance)'
LOGIC OUTPUTS (Do _" BUSY
GBo-3)
VOH (Logic High Output)
VOL (Logic Low Output)

0.4

Vee· SV ISOURCE .401'A
Vcc • 12V isOURCE • 0.6mA
Vee • SV ISINK • 1.6mA
Vce' 12V islNK • 1.0l'A

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE'

1Iis10

tlOS
tAO
tHO
tlO
twos
twOH

tosz
tOH2
tlOPO
tlGPO
tOCE
'ODS

Il>cS

500

tooH
tosi
tOHI

0
200
500

500
200
200
200
1450
650
750
250
500
0
200
500

, Typical values not paranteed or subjected to productIOn test.
'Guaranteed. not tested..
'AC parameters sample tested at +250 C to ensure specifi<:atioo compUance.
SpecificatioDs mbjcct to cblJllC without notice.
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nsmin
nsmin
nsmax
nsmax
nsmin

nsmin
nsmin
nsmin

nsmin
nsmin

SeC "Conversion Time" Page 10-94
BUSY to lOS Set Up Time Figure 6

105 Pulse Width Figure 6
Data Access Time Figure 6
D!!a Hold Time Figure 6
I/Q Pulse Width Figure 5
,/Q Setup Time Figure S
110 Hold Time Figure 5
Data Setup Time Figure 5
Data Hold Time Figure 5
105 to BUSY Propagation Delay Figure 5
lOS to General Buffer Latched Delay FigureS
DCE Pulse Width Figure 4
DCE Setup Time
DCS Pulse Width
DCE Hold Time
Device Address Setup Time
Device Address Hold Time

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VOO to DGND ........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, +17V
Vee to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OV, VOO
Digital Input Voltage to DGND
CLK, lOS, DCS, I/O, DCE, RST ........... -0.3V, Vee
Digital Output Voltage to DGND
BUSY, GBo_ 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, Vee
I/O Bus (Do _ 7)tO DGND. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, Vee
AGND to DGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.3V, Voo

Analog Inputs/Outputs to AGND
COMP, AINO - AINAUX, VREF, INTR, INRI INR2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-Q.3V, Voo
Power Dissipation (Package)
Up to +SO°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000mW
Derates Above +SOo by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10mWtC
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . '.... -6SoC to +lS00C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 105) . . . . . . . . . . . . . +300° C
Operating Temperature Range ........... -2SoC to +8SoC

CAUTION.
ESD (Electro-Static-Discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are zener protected;
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The protective
foam should be discharged to the destination socket before devices are removed.

WARNING!

~

~

~~DlJ'(f

PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
PIN

MNEMONIC FUNCTION

1
2-8

AINO
AIN1-AIN7

9

AINAUX

10
11
12
13
14

NC
INRI
AGND
INR2
VREF

IS

INTR

16

COMP

17

BUSY

18

RST

19
NC
20
DGND
21-24 GB3-GBO

2S

D7

Analog Input Channel 0
Analog Input Channels 1-7
Auxiliary Analog Input - Can be used
for channel expansion as shown in
Figure 8.
Not Connected
Integrator Resistor 1 (see Figure 7)
Analog Ground
Integrator Resistor 2 (see Figure 7)
Reference Voltage Input. The reference
voltage must be a positive voltage
EO; Vnn.
Integrator reset pin, normally should
be connected to AGND.
Input to AD7S83 from output of the
external comparator (A2 in Figure 7)
Status Output. When HIGH, indicates
conversion is complete and that data
can be read-out.
RESET Input (active low); resets
control logic, general buffer latch,
channel address latch, and device
enable latch.
Not Connected
Digital Ground
General Buffer Outputs. When writing
·il channel address (and convert start
command), data at D4-7 is strobed
into the general buffers on the positive
edge of lOS. (D4 is latched into GBo,
Ds into GBlo D6 into GB2 and D7
into GBJ)
I/O Bus (MSB)

PIN

MNEMONIC

FUNCTION

26-31
32
33
34

D6-1
Do
NC
lOS

3S

DCE

36
37

DCS
I/O

38
39

CLK
Vee

40

Voo

I/O Bus
I/O Bus (LSB)
Not Connected
I/O Strobe Input. If the device enable
latch is SET and I/O is High, analog
channel address data on Do _ 3 is
latched into the channel address latch
on the positive edge of lOS. The phase
o integration cycle begins within 1
clock period after the leading edge of
lOS. If the device enable latch is SET,
if BUSY is HIGH and if I/O is LOW; the
3-state output buffers are activated,
placing converted data on DO-7 during
the time lOS is held HIGH ..
Decode Enable Input. If DCE is HIGH,
and if code XXXI1001 is placed on
Do _ 7' strobing DCS SETs the Device
Enable Latch. If DCS is strobe4 when
DeE is LOW, the device enable latch
is RESET.
Decode Strobe Input. See DCE above.
I/O control input. When I/O is HIGH,
the AD7S83 is in a data Input mode
(write channel address and convert
start). When I/O is LOW, the I\D7583
is in a data Output mode (data READ).
Clock Input
Logic Supply Input, range +SV to
VOO. For TTL output levels, put
Vee = +SV.
Main Supply input, range +5V to
+lSV.
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AID CONVERTER OPERATION
Figures 1 and 2 show the ba.sic converter circuit and its corresponding timing diagram. The inputs AGND (Analog
GrouND), VREF (Voltage REFerence) AIN (Analog INput)
and INTR (INTegrator Reset) are applied to the integrator via
switches 1 to 6, creating two reset phases (phases 0 and S) and
four measurement phases (phases 1 through 4). If the junction
voltage of the integrator ("Vs" in Figure 1) is precisely
O,SVREF (and AGND '" OV), then the phase 1 and phase 2
integration times are equal, indicating no input errors. If the
junction voltage is different from O,SVREF (due to op aIpp
offset voltage, bias current, etc.) and/or AGND 0, an error
count "n" is obtained. The analog iriput integration cycle
(phase 3 ) is subsequently lengthened or shortened by "n"
co.unts. The effect is to eliminate the error term from the final
output-count No on a first order basis. The errors remaining
inNo are negligible.

"*

Phase
0

IIIpu t Voltage

Integration Time

VREF -Vs

(~:~~ -1)'( :!!~!)C!

AGND-Vs

K!t
·(K! +n)t

4

VREF -Vs
AIN -Vs
2
VREF -Vs

5

AGND-Vs ·

2

3

(2K!

-nlt

(2Kl

+ n - Noh'

) C'R! R2 )
( 2VDD
VREF -1 • R! +R2 • Cl

K2 = fixed count = 4K! = 1456
K3 = fixed count = 4K! = 1456
No = internal count corresponding to the
analog input voltage
.

Where:
t·= clock period
n= system error count (±)
K! = fixed count = 364

Table 1. Integrator Equivalent Input Voltages and Integration
Times

TO COMPARATOR
INPUT

Analog Input

Internal Count
Representation, No

Voltage

AINO
AIN1
AIN2
AIN3
AIN4
AIN5
AIN6
AIN1

o to O. tSVREFl

NO=O

(0.15 to 0.85) VREF!

N = ~ (. AIN

O.8SVREFl

NO =255

[0

o

VREFI

0.7

P7

Digital Output
(MSB) .......Do (LSBI

00000000
VREFl

-0.15)

00000000 to 11111111
1111111!

Note: VREFI and the Analog Input must both be positive voltages

AINAUX

(O~AIN<;;VREF.)'

Table 2. Code Relationship

VDD

R4t

TOAGND

tR3-R4=

1% MATCH

*R1"R2=

0.1% MATCH

{SEE PAGE '0-941

Figule 1. Functional Diagram of AD7583 Analog Circuitry

1--+-""",0,.:.;+"",1'-+_--1".
The time difference between the last comparator crossing and
the termination of counter K3 represents the output count No.
This count is divided by two and fed to an output totalizing
counter which is preset in such a manner as to give a transfer
function per table 1.
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(~.V(~)(c,)

IK,+nlt

12K,+n-Nolt

I.OSI"i
CONVERTER BUSY

'CONVERSION COMPLETE

Figure 2. Quad Slope Timing Diagram

TIMING AND CONTROL OF THE AD7583
INTERFACE LOGIC
Figure 3 shows the.functional diagram ofthe AD7583 Input/
Output Logic. Digital information is communicated to and
from the AD7 S83 via a bidirectional..!l-bit data bus (DO-7)
under command of control inputs lIO (INPUT/OUTPUT)
and lOS (INPUTIOUTPUT STROBE).

2. DISABLE COMMAND (See Figure 4)
There are 3 ways to place the AD7583 in a standby (disabled) mode:
1. Put data bus Do -7 to a code other than XXX11001, put
DCE HIGH, and strobe DCS.
or
2. Put DCE LOW and strobe DCS (Do -7 are "don't care")
or
3. Put RST momentarily LOW.
3. CHANNEL SELECT and START COMMAND (See Figure 5)
Assuming the AD7S83 has been enabled as per paragraph 1
above, the AD7583 will accept a Channel Select and Start
Command. Put the channel address (per table 3) on Data
Bus inputs Do _3, put 110 HIGH (INPUT mode) and strobe
lOS as per Figure 5.

With RST high, before the AD7583 will respond to commands
placed on the I/O and lOS inputs, the device must be enabled
by setting the Device Enable Latch. This is a one-time requirement which is accomplished by putting Do _ 7 equal to
XXXll001, putting DCE (Decode Enable) HIGH, and strobing
DCS (Decode Strobe). The AD7583 will remain enabled until
a specific disable command is issued. Once the internal Device
Enable Latch's "Q" output is HIGH, the internal READ and
WRITE ~tes are enabled, control of these gates th,us passes
to the lIO and lOS inputs.

The positive edge of lOS strobes Do _ 3 into the Channel
Address Latch, strobes data on D4 - 7 into the General Buffer
Latch, resets all internal control logic, and causeS BUSY
(status output) to go LOW. In addition, within one clock
period after lOS goes HIGH, phase 0 of the A/D conversion
cycle begins (see Figure 2). Note: Attempting to execute a
convert start when BUSY is LOW can cause an erro~eous
conversion.
4. DATA READ COMMAND (Figure 6)
Prior to issuing a READ command, the AD7583 should
have been enabled (as per paragraph 1) and BUSY must
be HIGH.

lIO controls data direction while lOS activates either the
internal READ or WRITE signal. The 3-state output buffer is
activated when READ is high. The General Buffer Latch and
Channel Address Latch is loaded on the positive edge of the
internal WRITE signal.
OPERATION
The AD7S83 responds to 4 basic operation commands:
o Enable Command to bring the AD7S83 out of
its standby state.
o Disable Commands to place the AD7583 in standby.
o Channel Select and Start Command.
o Data READ Command.

Failure'to observe this precaution will cause erroneous data
to be read.

1. ENABLE COMMAND (See Figure 4)
Place code XXXll001 binary on Do -7,
put DCE HIGH, and strobe DCS. Timing requirements are
shown in Figure 4.

A DATA READ COMMAND is as follows: Put 1/0 LOW
(OUTPUT mode) and put lOS HIGH. (The ,3-state buffers
are activated when lOS is HIGH). Timing is shown in
Figure 6.
Vee

VDD

TO AID CONVERTER
SECTION

~----------------------------~

CONTROL

LOGIC

AID
CONVERTER

\r----'--,--r-i ~~~~I::~G

MUX ENABLE

AD7583

TO ANALOG

MULTIPLEXER SECTION

20
DGND

Figure 3. AD7583 Logic Section Functional Diagram
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Figure 4. Setting the Device Enable Latch
(Enabling the AD7583)

Figure 6. Data Read Timing
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6B0.3

Olannel Address
D3
D2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
X

Do-3 LATCHED IN CHANNEL ADDRESS LATCH

Selected Olannel
Dl
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
X

DO
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
X

AINO
AINI
AIN2
AIN3
AIN4
AINS
AIN6
AIN7
AINAUX

Note: 1 is Logic HIGH

I'RIT" LOGIC 11

o is Logic LOW
X is "DON'T CARE"

Figure 5. Writing Analog Channel Address and Convert Start
Table 3. Channel Address Codes
/

ANALOG ORCUIT SETUP
Selecting an Integrator Amp (AI in Figure 7)
Integrator amplifier Al (Figure 7) must be, chosen such that
its total equivalent input error voltage eeq over the temperature range of interest is
eeq

R1R2\

=Vos+ IBlAS ( Rl + RJIS less than 1.4% VREF
Where:
VOS =Op Amp Al Offset Voltage
IBlAS Op Amp Al Bias Current
Rl ~d R2 are integrator resistors (Figure 7)

=

General purpose BIFET or BIMOS op amps (such as the
ADS44J, TL081 or CA3160) meet the above criteria when
using a VREF of at least +6V. BIMOS amplifiers have an advantage over BIFET types in that the output voltage swing can
be virtually rail-to-rail; This precludes the necessity to guardband the integrator's peak outpUt swing when calculating the
integrator time constant.
Integrator Time Constant (Figure 7)
,
Proper selectic;m of integrator time constant
~
Cl
is important. Too large a value may cause noisy bpe~ion,
while too small a value may cause the integrator output to
saturate to VDD. Use the following for calculating the time
constant T:
364VREF
( RIR2 )
T = Rl + R2
• Cl = (fCLK)(VDD - O.SVREF)

(:1

if VREF
T

=VDD, this simplifies to

=[ Rl R2 \. Cl = 728

\Rl + R2J

fcLK
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).

The integrator resistor~ Rl and R2 must match and track to
within 0.1 % over thClftemperature range of interest. Their
absolute value; however, may be between 200kn to 2Mn.
Values larger than 2~'\jIay cause noisy operation, whereas
values smaller than 2QPkO cause relative accuracy degradation.
The integrator capacitor Cl should be a low leakage, low
dielectric absorption type (teflon, polypropylene or polystyrene). Ensure that the outside foil of the capacitor is connected
to the output of amplifier Al to minimize noise injection.
CONVERSION TlME
Total conversion time is equal to 2184 clock periods plus the
phase 0 reset time.
,
tcONVERT

2184
=tCLi{

+

T(.lliw)1
VREF

Where:
T

=Integrator time constant

If VREF .. VDD, this simplifies to
tcONVERT

= t~':

+ 2T
"

'INITIAL CAUBRATION (FIGURE 7)
Short circuit integrating capacitor Cl (with the AD7S83 powered but not converting) and adjust trimpot RS for amplifier
Al output equal to O,SVREF to within 1.4%.

VDD

+5VTO +15V
ItoD

W{
b

CRI
lN914
CR2

Z

~

Vee 1+5V TO VDol

HSCH1001

ANALOG
INPUTS

{o==o.;....---------'

REFERENCE {
INPUT

O-,,===.::.:...-------.J

R'

10k
1%
NOTE:
IF VOO AND Vee ARE TIED TOGETHER.CR1. CR2, AND
Vee SUPPLY RETURN ARE NOT ReOUIRED. CRl AND
CR2 PREVENT Vee PIN FROM EXCEEDING VOO PIN.

FOR SELECTION OF R, AND R2

see PREVIOUS PAGE

Voo SUPPLY
RETURN

Figure 7. Analog Circuit Connections (Logic Input/Output Connections Omitted for Clarity)

APPUCATION HINTS
1. The AGND/DGND connection should be made at the
AD7583, as shown in Figure 7. In systems where the connection must be remote, connect back-to-back diodes
(lN914 or equivalent) between pin 12 and 20 of the
AD7583.
2. Failure to observe correct grounding techniques can introduce conversion error and/or noise. System analog common
must be located directly at pin 12 of the AD7583, as shown
in Figure 7.'
3. A major advantage of the AD7583 is the fact that the ADC
does not respond to analog inputs less than 0.15VREF or
greater than 0.85VREF (see table 1). A signal buffer amplifier used to drive the AIN inputs can therefore be powered
from AGND and Voo since its output will not have to
swing to either rail. This is a particular advantage in single
supply systems. For +5V single supply applications, we
recommend BIMOS amplifiers (such as the CA3160)
because of their rail-to-rail output voltage capability.
4. Do not apply Vee before Voo. Additionally, Vee must
never exceed Voo. Failure to observe this precaution may
cause device failure.
5. Attempting to write a convert start command when BUSY
is LOW may result in an erroneous conversion.
6. To prevent loading errors due to the finite input impedance
at any AIN input (RIN "" Rl), AIN should be driven from a
source impedance lower then 0.1 % R1.
7. For proper operation, ensure that the correct values for the
integrator components have been selected and resistance
tolerance and capacitor type are as recommended on the
previous page.

CHANNEL EXPANSION
Figure 8 shows the AD758-3 expanded to 24 channel operation
using a single supply CD4067 16-channel analog multiplexer.
The AD7583 General Buffer Outputs (GBo_ 3) are used as the
multiplexer address. The ON resistance of the CD4067 is buffered by amplifier AI.

AINO o - - - - - - - - - - - - - t A I N O

AINl ~============~AIN'
AIN5 ~============~AIN5·
AIN2
AIN2
AIN3
AIN3
AIN4 o - - - - - - - - - - - - - t A I N 4
AIN6
AIN7

AIN6
AIN7

AIN8

A1N9
AD7583

> ....

- - ; A I N AUX

CD4067

16
CHAN
MUX

AIN23

GIIo-,

Figure 8. Channel Expansion Scheme
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NUCROPROCESSORINTERFACE
Figure 9 shows how to interface the AD7S83 to a MC8-85
microprocessor via an 1/0 port.
. Port A of the 81SS is u$Cd as a bidirectional bus for sending
channel address data to the AD7S83, and for reading converted data into the MCS-8S system. Port B is used to control
the strobes lOS, DCS, 1/0, and DCE.
The BUSY output is used as an interrupt, while RST is tied to
the MCS-8S system reset.
A typical operating procedure iS,as follows:
Initilization
1. PowerON
2. RST (System Reset)
3. Put Port B as follows:
DCS=LOW
DCE= HIGH
lOS = LOW
110 = Don't Care
4. Put Port A to Code XXXl1001
S. Put Port B as follows:
DCS= HIGH
DCE = HIGH
(AD7S83 is now "enabled")'
lOS = LOW.
110 = Don't Care
6. Put Port B as follows: .
DCS=LOW
DCE=;LOW
10S=LOW
1/0 = HIGH
OIannel Address and Convert Start
1. Output desired Channel address to Port A (as per table 3).
2. Put Port B as follows:
DCS= LOW
DCE= HIGH
lOS = LOW
110= LOW
3. Put Port B as follows:
DCS= LOW
DCE= LOW
10S= HIGH
110 = HIGH
(Latches in channel address, B.USY goes LOW)
4. Put Port B as follows:
DCS= LOW
PCE= LOW
lOS = LOW
1/0= HIGH
S. Put Port B as follows:
DCS= LOW
DCE= LOW
lOS = LOW
110= LOW
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Interrupt Service (Reading Converted Data)
.1. Enter Interrupt when BUSY goes HIGH (ie, valid data is

available)
2. Put Port B as follows:
DCS= LOW
DCE= LOW
lOS = HIGH (activates three-state buffers)
110 = LOW
3. READ Port A (converted data)
4. Put Port B as follows:
Des = LOW
DCE= LOW
101' = LOW (deactivates three-state buffers)
110 = HIGH
S. Return to Main Program

Figure 9. Interfacing the AD7583 to MCS-85 VIA an I/O PORT
(Analog Circuitry Not Shown for Clarity)

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).

40 PIN DIP PLASTIC

LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT. NOTCH OR ",",
LEADS ARE SOLDER PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42.

rIIIIII ANALOG
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12-Bit Successive Approximation
Integrated Circuit AID Converter

FEATURES
True 12·Bit Operation: Max Nonlinearity ±O.012%
Low Gain T.C.: ±30ppmfC max
Low Power: 800mW
Fast Conversion Time: 25/ls
Precision 6.3V Reference for External Application
Short·Cycle Capability
Serial or Parallel Data Outputs
Monolithic CAC with Scaling Resistors for Stability
Low Chip Count-High Reliability
Industry Standard Pinout
"z" Models for ±12V Supplies

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD ADCSO is a complete 12·bit successive approximation
analog·to·digital converter that includes an internal clock, refer·
ence and comparator. Its hybrid IC design utilizes MSI digital
and linear monolithic chips in conjunction with a 12·bit monolithic DAC to provide moclular performance and versatility with
IC size, price and reliability.
Important performance characteristics of the AD ADCSO in·
clude a maximum linearity error at +25°C of ±0.012%, max
gain T.C. of 30ppm/oC, typical power dissipation of SOOmW
and max conversion time of 2S/ls. Monotonic operation of the
feedback DI A converter guarantees no missing codes over the
temperature range of -2SoC to +SSoC.
The design of the AD ADCSO includes scaling resistors that
provide analog signal ranges of ±2.5, ±5.0, ±10, 0 to +S or 0
co +10 volts. The 6.3V precision reference may be used for ex·
ternal applications. All digital signals are fully DTL and TTL
compatible; output data may be read in both serial and parallel form.
The AD ADCSO is available in two performance grades, the
AD ADCSO·12 (0.012% of FSR max) and the AD ADCSO-10
(0.04S% of FSR max). Both grades are specified for use over
the - 2SoC to +SSoC temperature range and both are available
in a 32-pin hermetically sealed ceramic DIP.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD ADCSO is a complete 12·bit AID converter. No
external components are re'l.uired to perform a conversion.
2. A monolithic 12·bit feedback DAC is used for reduced
chip count and higher reliability.
3. The internal buried zener reference is laser trimmed to 6.3
volts. The reference voltage is available externally and can
supply up to 1.SmA beyond that required for the reference
and bipolar offset current.
4. The scaling resistors are included on the monolithic DAC
for exceptional thermal tracking.
5. Every AD ADCSO is subject to stabilization bakes and
receives a powered burn-in at +12SoC.
6. The AD ADCSO directly replaces other devices of this type
with significant increases in performance.
7. The fast conversion rate of the AD ADCSO makes it an
excellent choice for applications requiring high system
throughput rates.
S. The short cycle and external clock options are provided for
applications requiring faster conversion speeds or lower
resolu tions.
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SPECIFICA110NS

(typical@ +25 C, ±15Vand +5V unless otherwise noted)
0

MODEL

AD ADCS6-12 .

RES9LUTION

12 Bits

ANALOG INPUTS
Voltage Ranges
Bipolar

DIGITAL INPUTS'
Convert Command
Loaic Loading
External Clock

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS

19Biu

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
±Z.lV, ±lV, ±IOV
oV·to +SV, ov to +10V

Unipolar
Impedance (Direct Input)
OV to +lV, ±Z.5V
ov to +10V, ±sv
±IOV

ADADC80-10

'2.SkO
SkO
IOkO

Ir-. 0 - - - - - 1 . 7 1 2 (43.48) MAX - - - -...-11

1

Positive Pulse lOOns Wide (min)
("0" to "I" Initiates Conversion)
ITTL Load
ITTL Load

1.10

{27.971

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS ERROR

Gain Error'
Offset Error'

±O.l % of FSR3

Unipolar
Bipolar
Linearity Error (max)4
Inherent Quantization Error
Differential Linearity Error
No Missing Codes Temperature Range
Power Supply Sensitivity
±1SV
+lV

±o.Ol% of FSR
±o.l% ofFSR
±O.012% of FSR
±1/2LSB
±1/ZLSB
_2~oC to +8S Il C

DRIFT
Specification Temperature Range
Gain (max)
Offset
Unipolar

Bipolar (max)
Linearity (max)
Monotonicity
CONVERSION SPEED'

.

±O.048% of FSR

±o.OO30% of FSR/% VS '
±o.OOll% of FSR/% Vs "
_25°C to +8S o C
±30ppm/oC

-II-

O.086TVP

±3ppm of FSRtC
±15ppm of FSR/oC
±lppm of FSR/oC
GUARANTEED
22~

typ, 2S#Js max

21psmax

DIGITAL OUTPUT
(all codes complementary)
Parallel
Outp.ut Codes6

U{lipolar
Bipolar
Output Drive
Serial Data Code, (NRZ)
Output Drive
StatuS
Status Output Drive
Internal Clock
Oock Output Drive
Frequency'
INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Max. External Current (with no
degradation of specifications)
Tempco of Drift
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Rated Voltages
Range for Rated Accuracy
ZModels'
Supply Drain + lSV
-ISV
+lV
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification
Operating (Derated Specs)
Storage

lMAX

ALTERNATE
PIN 1

L:e::'D:EN:T:'F:'E:"::::::::::::::::::::J

CSB
COB,CTC
2TIL-Loads
CSB,COB
ZTTLLoads
Logic "1" During Conversion
2TTL Loads

NOTES

1. GOLD PLATING 60 MICROINCHES MINIMUM THICKNESS OVER 100 MtCROI~HES
NOMINAL THICKNESS OF NICKEL.
2. COLOR: OPAOUE-sTANDARD ACCEPTABLE. BLACK, DARK BRaNN, DARK VIOLET.
3. TOP SURFACE MATERIAL MAV BE EITHER CERAMIC OR BARE METAL.
REMAINDER OF PACKAGE IS CE~IC WITH METAL LEADS.

ZTTLLoads
l7lkHz

BIT7

6.3V
BIT8

I.SmA
±IOppm/oC typ, ±2oppm/oC max

BIT9
BIT 10

±1SV, +SV
4.75V to l.ZlV and ±14.0V to ±16.0V
4.7lV to l.2lV and ±11.4V to ±16.0V
+10rnA
-ZOrnA
+70mA

-2S0C to +8S oC
-SSoC to +l00oC
-SSoC to +12SoC

NOTES:
I DTLITIL compatible i.e •• Logic "0" ;;O.RV max, Logic "1" "2.0V min for digital inputs.
LoJic ''0''., +O.4V max and "1". 2.4V min digital OUtputs.
2 Adjustable to zero with external trimpots.
IFSR means FuJI Scale Range-for example. unit connected for :l:10V ra.·has 20V FSR.
4 Error shown is the IBme as :I: t/2LSB max for resolution of AID convener.
'Conversion time with internal clock.
• Su Table 1.
CSB - Complementary Straight Binary
COB - Complementary Offset Binary
eTC - complementary Two's Complement
'For conversion speeds specified.
• For Z models order AD ADC80Z-12 or AD ADC80Z-10.
·Spccifications same as AD ADC80-12.
Stteciflcations subject to change without notice.

BIT 11
BIT 12 LSB
+5VANALOG
SUPPLY

SERIAL OUT

I!tl'nlB 8

-15VOR -12V

+5VDIGITAL
SUPPLY

REF OUT
(8.3V)

DIGITAL GND

CLOCK OUT

COMPARAT~: 11 t--+t+t:t:'-::!rl

STATUS

BIPOLAR
OFFSET

SHORT
CYCLE

OUT

CLOCK

10VSPAN IN

INHIBIT
EXTERNAL
CLOCK IN

lOV SPAN IN

CONVERT
START

ANALOGGND
GAIN ADJUST

AD ADC80

+15VOR +12V

Figure 1, AD ADCBO Functional Diagram and Pinout
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The analog continuum is partitioned into 212 discrete ranges
for 12-bit conversion. All analog values within a give,n quantum are represented by the same digital code, usually assigned
to the nominal midrange value. There is an inherent quantization uncertainty of ±1/2LSS, associated with the resolution,
in addition to the actual conversion errors.
The actual conversion errors that are associated with AID
converters are combinations of analog errors due to the lin~ar
circuitry. matching and tracking properties of the ladder and
scaling networks, reference error and power supply rejection.
The matching and tracking errors in the AD ADCSO have been
minimized by the use of a monolithic DAC that includes the
scaling network. The initial gain and offset errors are specified
at ±0.1 % FSR for gain and ±O.OS% FSR for offset. These
errors may be trimmed to zero by the use of the external trim
circuits as shown in Figures 7 and 9. Linearity error is defined
as the deviation from a true straight line transfer characteristic
from a zero analog input which calls for a zero digital output
to a point which is defined as full scale. The linearity error is
, unadjustable and is the most meaningful indication of AID
converter accuracy. Differential nonlinearity is a measure of
the deviation in staircase step width between codes from the
ideal least significant bit step size (Figure 6).
Monotonic behavior requires that the differential linearity
error be less than lLSB, however a monotonic converter can
have missing codes; the AD ADC80 is specified as having no I
missin!1. codes over the entire temperature range from -25°C,
to +S5 C.
There are three types of drift error over temperature: offset,
gain and linearity. Offset drift causes a shift of the transfer
characteristic left or right over the operating temperature
range. Gain drift causes a rotation of the transfer characteristic
about the zero or minus full scale point. The worst case accuracy drift is the summation of all three drift errors over
temperature. Statistically, however, the drift error behaves
as the root-sum-squared (RSS) and can be shown as:

=Gain Drift Error (ppm/C)
=Offset Drift ErrQr (ppm of FSR/C)
fL =Linearity Error (ppm of FSR/C)

fG

OFFSET ADJUSTMENT
The zero adjust circuit consists of a potentiometer connected
across ±Vs with its slider connected through a l.SMU resistor
to Comparator Input pin 11 for all ranges. As shown in Figure
7 the tolerance of this fixed resistor is not critical, and a car- '
bon composition type is generally adequate. Using a carbon
composition resistor having a -1200ppm/ C tempco contributes
a worst-case offset tempco of 8X 244X 10-6 X 1200ppm/C =
2.3ppm/C of FSR, if the OFFSET AD] potentiometer is set
at either end of its adjustment range. Since the maximum offset adjustment required is typically no more than ±4LSB, use
of a carbon composition offset summing resistor typically contributes no more than 1 ppm/ C of FSR offset tempco.
+15V
I.BMO
11
101<0
TO ~_"'V<"""-O--I AD ADCBO
100kO
-15V

Figure 7. Offset Adjustment Circuit

An alternate offset adjust circuit, which contributes negligible offset tempco if metal film resistors (tempco <100
ppm/C) are used, is shown in Figure S.
+15V

OFFSET
ADJ

1801< M.F, 11
101<0
180k M,F.
TO ~_"'V<"""-"'-f\N~-Cl-t AD ADC80
100kO
-15V

Figure 8. Low Tempco Zero Adjustment Circuit

In either zero adjust circuit, the fixed resistor connected to
pin 11 should be located close to this pin to keep the pin 11
connection runs short (Comparator Input pin 11 is quite
sensitive to external noise pick-up).
GAIN ADJUSTMENT
The gain adjust circuit consists of a potentiometer connected
across ±Vs with its slider connected through a 10MU resistor
to the gain adjust pin 16 as shown in Figure 9.

fO

+15V

000 ... 000

10kO
TO
1001<0

~

8

16
AD ADC80

-15V

I

~

IOMO

Figure 9. Gain Adjustment Circuit
011 ... 111

An alternate gain adjust circuit which contributes negligible
gain tempco if metal film resistors (Tempco <100ppmfC) are
used is shown in Figure 10.

o
....
~
c;

is

+15V

~-1lSB

10kO
TO
10OkO
-15V

2701<

2701<

AD ADC80

~'BkO
~

Figure 6. Transfer Characteristic for an Ideal Bipolar AID
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16

.

Figure 10. Low Tempco Gain Adjustment Circuit

THEORY OF OPERATION
On receipt of a CONVERT START command, the AD ADC80
converts the voltage at its analog input into an equivalent 12bit binary number. This conversion is accomplished as follows:
the 12-bit successive-approximation register (SAR) has its
12-bit outputs connected both to the device bit output pins
and to the corresponding bit inputs of the feedback DAC.
The analog input is successively compared to the feedback
DAC output, one bit at a time (MSB first, LSB last). The
decision to keep or reject each bit is then made at the completion of each bit comparison period, depending on the state
of the comparator at that time.
TIMING
The timing diagram is shown in Figure 11. Receipt of a CONVERT START signal sets the STATUS flag, indicating conversion in progress. This, in turn, removes the inhibit applied to
the gated clock, permitting it to run through 13 cycles. All
SAR parallel bit and STATUS flip-flops are initialized on the
leading edge, and the gated clock inhibit signal is removed on
the trailing edge of the CONVERT START signal. At time to,

Bl is reset and B2 -B 12 are set unconditionally. At tl the Bit 1
decision is made (keep) and Bit 2 is unconditionally reset. At
t2, the Bit 2 decision is made (keep) and "Bit 3 is reset unconditionally. This sequence continues until the Bit 12 (LSB) decision (keep) is made at t12. After a 40ns delay period, the
STATUS flag is reset, indicating that the conversion is complete and that the parallel output data is valid. Resetting the
STATUS flag restores the gated clock inhibit signal, forcing the
clock output to the Logic "0" state.
Corresponding serial and parallel data bits become valid on
the same positive-going clock edge. Serial data does not change
and is guaranteed valid on negative-going clock edges, however;
serial data can be transferred quite simply by clocking it into a
receiving shift register on these edges (see Figure 11).
Incorporation of this 40ns delay guarantees that the parallel
(and serial) data are valid at the Logic "I" to "0" transition
of the STATUS flag, permitting parallel data transfer to be
initiated by the trailing edge of the STATUS signal.

j - . - - - - - - - MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT TIME - - - - - - . - . ,..
CONVERT'
START

1--.-------

CONVERSION TIME (2)

------~

INTERNAL
CLOCK
STATUS
MSB
BIT2
BIT3

IT

IT

*

*

3

7

'I

---1

u-r-LJ"l" i

I

I

iii

I

I

L.J~"1"~II~I---:'I~I---+I---:----:-----:---

:: :J

BIT9

---J
1"0"
r-;;;J
--~--....,;·====t:::;:"t-t--r--r--r--r---r-I--: "
}"o"U , I I
rJ
LJ"l" i i i
:: :J. . ----------,LJ ---i"-+--+----:---:::J
LJ"l" I I
---J

BIT 10

:::J

BIT 4
BIT5
BIT6
BIT7
BIT8

"1"

;-1

1"0"

.

0"1" I

BIT 11

:::J

LSB

-- - , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

SERIAL
DATI'
OUT

;----

L...J~.:~·1·~·

-- _J
:::17~
1':'0"

I

2 : 3
4 : 5
"1" "1"" "0" "0"

I

6 ; 7 : 8
"1" "1" "1"

W
"0"

"0"

r-

....~~~~r;
10 I 11 ~&,j'~
"1"

"1"

"0:

I

NOTES:
1. THE CONVERT START PULSE WIDTH IS lOOns MIN AND MUST REMAIN LOW DURING
A CONVERSION. THE CONVERSION IS INITIATED BY THE "RISING EDGE"OF THE
CONVERT COMMAND.
2. 25/ls FOR 12 BITS AND 21/ls FOR 10 BITS (MAX).
3. MSB DECISION
4. LSB DECISION 40ns PRIOR TO THE STATUS GOING LOW
*BIT DECISIONS

Figure 11. Timing Diagram (Binary Code 011001110110)
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DIGITAL OUTPUT DATA
Both parall~l and serial data from TTL st'brage registers are in
negative true form. Parallel data output coding is complementary binary for·unipolar ranges and either complementary offset binary or complementary two's complement binary, depending on whethe~ BIT 1 (pin 6) or its logical inverse Bri 1
(pin 8) is used as the MSB. Parallel dita becomes valid approximately 40nsbefore the STATUS flag returns to Logic "0",
permitting parallel data transfer to be' clocked on the" 1" to
"0" transition of the STATUS flag.

Connect Short
Cycle Pin 21 to
Pin:

Bits

Resolution
(%FSR)

12
10
8

0.024
0.100
0.390

9
28
30

Maximum Status Flag
Conversion
Reset
Time ([..Is)
25
21
17

t12 +40ns
tlO +40ns
t8 +40ns

Table I. Short Cycle Connections
INPUT SCALING
The AD ADC80 input should be scaled as close to the maximum input signal range as possible in order to utilize the
maximum signal resolution of the AID converter. Connect the
input signal as shown in Table II. See Figure 12 for circuit
details.

Serial data coding is complementary binary for unipolar input
ranges and complementary offset binary for bipolar input
ranges. Serial output is by bit (MSB first, LSB last) in NRZ
(non-return-to-zero) format. Serial and parallel data outputs
change state on positive-going clock edges. Serial data is guaranteed valid 200ns after the rIsing clock edges, permitting serial
data to be clocked directly into a receiving register on these
edges as shown in Figure 11. There are 13 negative-going clock
edges in the complete 12-bit conversion cycle, as shown in Figure 11. The first edge shifts an invalid bit into the register,
which is shifted out on the 13th negative-going clock edge. All
serial data bits will have been correctly transferred and be in
the receiving shift register loca.tions shown at the completion
of the conversion period.

10V RANGE 13

0----,
R25kn

20V RANGE 140---'W..--t

COMPIN 110--.....-

....-1
TOSAR

Short Cycle Input: A Short Cycle Input, pin 21, permits the
timing cycle shown in Figure 11 to be terminated after any
number of desired bits has been converted, permitting somewhat shorter conversion times in applications not requiring full
12-bit resolution. When 12-bit resolution is required, pin 21 is
connected to +5V (pin 9). When 10-bit resolution is desired,
pin 21 is connected to Bit 11 output pin 28. The conversion
cycie then terminates, and the STATUS flag resets after the
Bit 10 decision (tlO +40ns in timing diagram of Figure 11).
Short Cycle pin connections and associated maximum 12-, 10and 8-bit conversion times are summarized in Table 1.

Bg':'F~~~

12

o-l.~~

cAt:~g~

15 C>-:1.

.-

-=-

Figure 12. AD A DC80 Input Scaling Circuit

Input
Signal
Range

Output
Code

±10V
±SV
±2.5V
OV to +5V
OV to +10V

COBorCTC
COB orCTC
COB or CTC
CSB
CSB

Connect
Pin 12
To Pin

Connect
Pin 14
To

11

Input Signal
Open
Pin 11
Pin 11
Open

11
11
15
15

Connect
Input
Signal
To
14
13
13
13
13

Table II. AD A DC80 Input Scaling Connections
Binary (BIN)
Output
Analog Input
Voltage Range
Code
Designation
One Least
Significant
Bit (LSB)

Transition Values
MSB
LSB
000 ... 000····
011 ... 111
111 ... 110

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE AND LSB VALUES
±5V
COB'
or CTC"
lOV

±2.5V
COB'
or CTC"
5V

OV to +10V

OV to +5V

FSR

±10V
COB'
or CTC"
20V

CSB'"
10V

CSB'"
5V

n=8
n= 10
n= 12

78.13mV
19.53mV
4.88mV

39.06mV
9.77mV
2.44mV

19.53mV
4.88mV
l.22mV

39.06mV
9.77mV
2.44mV

19.53mV
4.88mV
l.22mV

+Full Scale
Mid Scale
-Full Scale

+10V -3/2LSB

+10V -3/2LSB
+5V
0+ 1/2LSB

+5V -3/2LSB
+2.5V
o +l/ZLSB

Defined As:

zn

zn

zn

zn

2n

+5V -3/2LSB

+2.5V -3/2LSB

o

o

-10V +1I2LSB

-5V +1/2LSB

-2.5V +1I2LSB

o

NOTES:
·COB = Complementary Offset Binary
"eTC = Complementary Two's com~ent-obtained by using the complement
of the most-significant bit (MSB). MSB is available.on pin 8.
""'eSB = Complementary Straight Binary.
····Voltages give~ are the nominal value for transition to the code specified.

Table III. Input Voltages and Code Definitions
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GROUNDING,
Many data-acquisition components have two or more ground
pins which are not connected together within the device. These
"grounds" are usually referred to as the Logic Power Return,
Analog Common (Analog Power Return), and Analog Signal
Ground. These grounds must be tied together at one point,
usually at the system power-supply ground. Ideally, a single
solid ground would be desirable. However, since current flows
through the ground wires and etch stripes of the circuit cards,
and since these paths have resistance and inductance, hundreds
of millivolts can be generated between the system ground point
and the ground pin qf the AD ADC80. Separate ground returns
should be provided to minimize the current flow in the path
from sensitive points to the system ground Pllint. In this way
supply currents and logic-gate return currents are not summed
into the same return path as analog signals where they would
cause measurement errors.
Each of the AD ADC80's supply terminals should be capacitively decoupIed as close to the AD ADC80 as possible. A
large value capacitor such as ItlF in parallel with a O.ltlF
capacitor. is usually sufficient. Analog supplies are bypassed
to the Analog Power Return pin and the logic supply is by.
passed to the Logic Power Return pin.

10-BIT
/OPERATION

JUVI.
EXTERNAL
CLOCK

I

AD ADCBO

- .... +5V

CYCLE
18

CONY,

12.BIT

: . / OPERATION

SHORT 21
CLOCK 20

COM.
INHIBIT
DIGITAL ' - - - - - - '
":"

-

DIGITAL
COMMON

COMMON

Figure 15. Continuous Conversion with External Clock.
Conversion is Initiated by 14th Clock Pulse. Clock runs
Continuously.

JUVI.

19

: EXTERNAL
,CLOCK

BIT 11 28

ADADC80

I

I
I
I

~~~~NAL

10·BIT
/OPERATION

L..._ _ _ _ _.....::224 STATUS

SHORT 21

CYCLE

:

/

12.'T

OPERATION

~""'+5V

I

I

I
Jl
_________

.::184gg~~·

CLOCK 20

INHIBIT

:gg:~~~1

DIGITAL
COMMON

Figure 16. Continuous External Clock. Conversion Initiated
by Rising Edge of Convert Command. The Convert Command
must be Synchronized with Clock.
.

AD ADCBO B\\ 28
COM.

·'F INDEPENDENT, OTHERWISE,

RETURN AMPLIFIER REFERENCE

I
CLOCK
INHIBIT

TO MECCA AT ANALOG P.8. COMMON

TO-BIT
I

CONV.

OPERATION
12-81T

OPERATION

CL~~~ 1-',,"9_-o~

+5V

Figure 13. Basic Grounding Practice

CONTROL MODES
The timing sequence of the AD ADC80 allows the device to
be easily operated in a variety of systems with. different control modes. The most common control modes are illustrated
in Figures 14-17.

Jl
CONVERT

COMMAND

AD ADC80
18 CONY
COM

BIT11

Figure 17. Continuous Conversion with Internal Clock.
Conversion is Initiated by .the 14th Clock Pillse. Clock Runs
Continuously. The Oscillator Formed by Gates 2 and 3 Insures
that the Conversion Process will Start When Logic Power is
First Turned On.

28

SHORT
CYCLE

CLOCK
INHIBIT

EXTERNAL

CLOCK

+6V

Figure 14. Internal Clock-Normal Operating Mode.
Conversion Initiated by the Rising Edge of the Convert
Command. The Internal Clock Runs Only During
Conversion.
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CA.LIBRATION
External ZERO AD] and GAIN AD] potentiometers, connected as shown in Figures 18 and 19, are used· for device
calibration. To prevent interaction of these two adjustments,
Zero is always adjusted first and then Gain. Zero is adjusted
with the analog input near the most negative end of the analog
range (0 for unipolar and -FS for bipolar input ranges). Gain
is adjusted with the analog input near the most positive end of
the analog range.
o to +10V Range. Set analog input to + lLSB = ·to.0024V.
Adjust Zero for digital output'; 111111111110. Zero is now
. calibrated .. Set analog input to +FSR -2LSB =+9.9952V.
Adjust Gain for 000000000001 digital output code; fullscale (Gain) is now calibrated. Half-scale calibration check:
set analog input to +S.OOOOV; digital olutput code should be
011111111111.
-10V to +10V Range. Set analog input to -9.9951 V; adjust
Zero for 111111111110 digital output (complementary offset
binary) code. Set analog input to +9.9902V; adjust Gain for
000000000001 digital output (complementary offset binary)
code. Half-scale calibration check: set analog input to O.OOOOV;
digital output (complementary offset binary) code should be
0111111111111.
Other Ranges. Representative digital coding for 0 to +lOV and
-lOY to +10V ranges is given above. Coding relationships and
calibration points for 0 to +SV, -2.SV to +2.SV and -SV to
+5V ranges can be found by halving the corresponding code
equivalents listed for the 0 to +10V and -lOY to +lOV ranges,
respectively.
Zero and full-scale calibration can be accomplished to a precision of approximately ±1/4LSB using the static adjustment
procedure described above. By summing a small sine or triangular-wave voltage with the signal applied to the analog input, the output can be cycled through each of the calibration
codes of interest to more accurately determine the center (or .
end points) of each discrete quantization level. A detailed
description of this dynamic calibration technique is presented
in "AID Conversion Notes", D. Sheingold, Analog Devices,
Inc., 1977, Part n, Chapter 3.

+IBV

-IBV
10M

ANALOG
INPUT

+1SV

Figure 19. Analog and Power Connections for Bipolar ± 10V
Input Range

MULTICHANNEL CONVERSION
In multichannel conversion systems, elements of the acquisition chain may be shared by two or more input sources. This
sharing may occur in a number of ways, depending on the
desired properties of the multiplexed system.
The data acquisition system shown in Figure 20 is a low cost
solution to digitizing data from many analog channels. For
most efficient use of time, the multiplexer is acquiring the next
channel to be converted while the sample-hold is holding the
previous outputJevel for conversion. When conversion is complete, the status line from the converter causes the SIH to
return to the sample mode and acquire the new data. After the
acquisition time is completed, the sample hold can be switched
to hold. A conversion can then begin and the multiplexer can
be switched to the next channel.

+1SV

-16V

Figure 20. Data Acquisition System
10M

ANALOG
INPUT

Figure 18. Analog and Power Connections for Unipolar
0-10V Input Range
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14-Bit High Speed
Analog to Digital Converters

FEATURES
14-BIT Resolution and Accuracy
Fast 12ps Conversion Time (ADC1131J/K)
Low 10ppmfC Maximum Gain TC
Usar Choice of Input Renge
No Missing Code.

ADC1131TIMING DIAGRAM

APPLICATIONS
Wide Band Dati Digitizing
Multi-Channel Computlr Intlrfece
High Accuracy Data Acquisition
X-Ray Tomography
Nuclaar Accalerator Instrumentation

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The ADC1130 and ADCl131 are hi"h speed analog-to-digital
converters packaged in a small 2" x 4' x 0.4" (51 x 102x 10mm)
module, which perform complete 14-bit conversions in 251ls
and 121ls respectively. Using the successi,·c approximations
technique, they convert analog input voltages into natural
binary, offset binary, or two's complement coded outputs.
Data'outputs are provided in both patallel and non-return-tozero serial form.
Four analog input ranges are available: 0 to +20V, 0 to +10V,
±10V, ±5V. The user selects the desired range by making appropriate connections to the module terminals. The ADC1130
and ADC1131 can also be connected so as to perform conversions of less than 14 bit resolution with a proportionate decrease in conversion time.,
TIMING
As shown in Figure 1, the leading edge of the convert command
set the MSB output to Logic "0" and the CLOCK OUT,
STATUS, MSB, and BIT 2 through BIT 12 outputs to Logic
"1". Nothing further happens until the convert command returns to Logic "0", at which time the clock starts to run and
the conversion proceeds.
With the MSB in the Logic "0" state, the internal digital-toanalog converter's output is compared with the analog input.
If the D/A output is less than the analog input, the first "0" to
"1" clock_transition resets the MSB to Logic "1". If the D/A
output is greater than the analog input, the MSB remains at
Logic "0".

parison is completed. At this point the STATUS and CLOCK
OUT return to Logic "0" and the conversion cycle ends.
The serial data output is of the non-return-to-zero (NRZ) format.
The data is available, MSB first, 20ns after each of the fourteen "0" to "1" clock transitions.

~g=~~~~~
CLOCK
OUT

•

-IlJUUUl.

STATUS

--.J

MSB

~

BIT2

---.lI

BIT3

BIT 13

LSB
'MSB

--.J
---.lI
BIT 13

BIT2
SERIAL

OUTPUT

-----ILr
MSB 81T3

• ...JLsB
PREVIOUS WORD: 100 ••• 10
NEW WORD: 101 .•• 01

Figure 1. Timing Diagram

The first "0" to "1" clock transition also sets the BIT 2 output
to Logic "0" and another comparison is made. This process continues through each successive bit until the BIT 14 (LSB) com-
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SPECIFICATIONS:

(typical@+25°C unless otherwise noted)

J

'MODEL

HIGH SPEIlD lZlIs
AD,C113i
K

MEDIUMSPIlIlD 25111
ADC1l30

RESOLUTION, BITS

14

14

14

CONVERSION TIME (max)

I21's

12j1s

ZSlIs

ACCURACY
Integral Nonlinearity Error (LSB)
Differential Nonlinearity
Error (LSB)
Missing Codes

±I/Z (1 max)
N,o missing codes

TEMPERATURE COEFFICltNTS
Gain ppmfC
Unipolar Offset
Bipolar Of&et

±12'(;"ax)
±O.7 (±3 max)
±3 (±7 max)

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGES

±SV, ±10V, +10V, +20V

±l/Z (max)

INPUT IMPEDANCE (lOV RANGE)

2500(1

CONVERT COMMAND

Positive Pulse, 200ns min,
,400ns max Leading Edge
Resets, Trailing Edge Starts,
TTL/DTt Compatible

PARALLEL DATA OUTPuT
Unipolar
Bipolar

±l/Z (max)

±l/Z (1 max)

.

±I2 max

±7 (+10 max)

'.

OUTLINE.DIMENSIONS
Oim~nsions. shown in inches and (inn\).

I--"-

lD=

2.01 MAX 151.1)

~

OA1 MAlII10A)

IliN

0

0.01. DIA lOA.)

15.1)

t

,.

54

8

66

4.02 MAX
1102.11

·Positive 'J'rue Binary

Positive True Offset Binaty,
T.wo's Complement

SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
Unipolar
Bipolar
STATUS OUTPUT

!.OGIC FANOUTS AND LOADINGS
Convert Command Input
Clock Input
Sh,ort Cycle Ipput
Parallel Data Outputs
Serial Data Ou,tput
STATUS Output
STATUS Output
Clock Output
POWER REQUIREMENTS

72

Positive .True Binary
Positive True Offset Binary- •

"1" During Conversion.
, Complement also available
. TTLlDTL Compatible.

±4.Sppm/%t> VS
±4.5ppm/%t> VS

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

o to +70o C
-55°C to +85°C

NOTES;
I Offset (zero) and gain errors are adjustable to zero by meaDS of external
potentiometers. See Figure 5 for proper connection.
:1 Recommended

10~106

power sWPly: Analog Devices model·902 and model 906.

AID CONVERTERS

BWCK DIAGRAM
AND PIN DESIGNATIONS

,

·Same Specificadons as ADCll31J.

--lI--GRIDO.1"12.5)

NOTE:
Tenninal pins instailed only in shaded hole
locations.
Module weight: 3.5 ounces (99.3 grams);

1TTL Unit Load
3TTL Unit Loads
I TTL Unit Load
31'rL Unit Loads/Bit
8TTL 'Unit ,Loads
2TTL Unit Loads
12TTL Unit Loads
4 TTL Ullit Loads
+15V ±S% @ 40mA
-lSV ±S% @ 60mA
+SV ±S% @ ZSOmA

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY
To ±15V Tracking Supplies
Gain
Zero
To ±1SV Non-Tracking Supplies
Gain
Zero

Specifications subjtct to change without notice,

BOTTOM VIEW

.

ANALOG INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
The input circuit of the ADC1130 and ADC1131 are shown
in block diagram form.

PIN 5
20VINPUT

::~~AR OFFSET O-JWo_---'
PIN 20

±IOV

Range

OffllCt Binary
Code

Code

Two'. Complement

+4.9994V
+2.SoooV
+0.0006V
+O.OOOOV
-S.OOOOV

+9.9988V
+S.OooOV
+0.0012V
+O.OOOOV
-IO.OOOOV

11111111111111
11000000000000
10000000000001
10000000000000
00000000000000

01111111111111
01000000000000
00000000000001
00000000000000
10000000000000

Table 2. Nominal Bipolar Input-Output Relationships

PIN.
10V INPUT

OFFSET ADJUST
PIN 23
GROUND SENSE

±SV

Range

1.6MO

Sin

Figure 2. Input Circuit Block Diagram

When the converters are connected as a unipolar device, Pin 19
is left open circuit and, thus, no offset current is applied to the
comparator input. The 0 to +10V input signal applied to Pin 6
(or the 0 to +20V input signal applied to Pin 5) develops a 0 to
+4mA ~urrent which is compared to the 0 to -4mA output of
the D/A converter. A voltage between +lSV and -ISV can be
applied to Pin 20 from the wiper of a 100kn pc>tentiometer
to adjust the zero point by ±40LSB. To reduce the range of
this trim padding resistors should be used.
With the offset output, Pin 22, connected to Pin 19, a +2mA
offset current is applied to the comparator input. The
ADC1130 and ADCl131 will then accept bipolar inputs of
±SV at Pin 6, or ±10V at PinS and compare the 0 to +4mA
sum of the offset and input signal currents to the 0 to -4mA
D/A converter output. The offset adjusnnent potentiometer
is once again used as described in the preceding paragraph.
Signal ground sense, Pin 23, should normally be jumpered to
analog ground, Pin 3. In the event that an offset voltage is
developed in the ground wiring, it may be possible to eliminate its effect by connecting Pin 23 directly to the signal or
analog ground of the device feeding the analog input signal
to the ADC.· In any case, Pin 23 must not be left open.
If a high input impedance is required, it can be achieved by
using a high speed operational amplifier as an input buffer.
PARALLEL DATA OUTPUT
These converters produce natural Binary Coded outputs when
configured as a unipolar device. As a bipolar device, they can
produce either Offset Binary or Two's Complement output
codes. The most significant bit is represented by Pin 72
(MSB output) for Binary and Offset Binary codes, or by Pin
70 (MSB output) for die Two's Complement code. Tables I
and II illustrate the relationship between analog inpu t and
digital output for all three codes.
ANALOG INPUT
o to +10V
o to +ZOV
,Range
Range

DIGITAL OUTPUT
Binory Code

+9.9994V
+S.oooOV
+1.2S00V
+0.0006V
+O.OOOOV

11111111111111
10000000000000
00100000000000
00000000000001
00000000000000

+19.9988V
+lO.OOOOV
+2.SOO0V
+0.0012V
+O.OOOOV

Table 1. Nominal Unipolar Input-Output Relationships

SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
The serial data output, available on Pin 32, is of the non-retumto-zero format. The data is transmitted MSB first and is Binary
coded for unipolar units and Offset Binary coded for bipolar units.
Figure 3, shown below, indicates one method for transmitting
data serially using only three wires (plus a digital ground). The
data is clocked into a receiving shift register using the delayed
clock output of the converter.
ADC'130/113,

,-----1-0 32

SERIAL OUT

~----kl33 STATUS

MS8

Figure 3. Serial Data Transmission
The timing diagram presented in Figure 4 shows that the converter's clock output must be delayed by an amount of time
greater than or equal to the sum of the receiving shift register
setup time plus the 20ns clock output to serial output delay.
CLOCK
OUTPUT

SERIAL

DATA

OUTPUT
SHIFT

REGISTER
STROBE

f-----

1

FIRST CLOCK PULSE

{
ii

~ SECOND CLOCK PULSe ....,

\

I
I
I

/

MSlI-,

\
\

81T2-0

----~I

--i

.....-20..

I
I

1,----,
I
I

Figure 4. Serial Data Timing Diagram

The SOns span between the time that the last serial output bit
is available and the time that the STATUS output returns to
zero insures that the data in the shift register will be valid on
the "I" to "0" transition of the STATUS signal.
GAIN AND OFFSET ADJUSTMENTS
The potentiometers used for making gain and offset adjustments are connected as shown in Figure S. Note that a jumper
[0'

GAIN A D J : = = J

ADJUSTMENT RANGES
GAIN: ~48lSB
OFFSET: ::I:40LSB

Figure 5. Adjustment Connections
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is.connected between Pin 19and Pin 22 for'b.ipolar operation;
·these pins must be lcft open for unipolar operation.
Proper gain and offset calibration requires great care and the
use of extremely sensitive and accurate reference instruments:
The voltage standard used as a signal source must be very stable.
It should be capable of being set to within l/-tV of the desired value at both ends of its range.
The gain and offset calibrations will be independent of each
other if the off~et adjustment is made first. These adjustments
are not made with zero and full scale input signals and it may
be helpful to understand why. An AID converter will produce
a given digital output for a small range of input signals, the
nominal width 'of the range being one LSB. If the input test
signal is set to avalue which should cause the output of the
converter to be on the verge of switching from one digital value
to the adjacent digital value, the unit can be calibrated so that
it does change values at just that point. With a high speed convert command rate and a visual display, these adjustments can
be performed in a very accurate and sensitive way. Analog
Devices' Analog-Digital Conversion Notes gives more detailed
information on testing and calibrating AID, and D/A converters.
OFFSET CALIBRATION
For the 0 to +1OV unipolar range set the input voltage precisely to +0.0003V; for 0 to +20V units set it to +0.0006V. Adjust the zero potentiometer until the converter is just on the
verge of switching from 00 .... 0 to 00 .... 1.
For the ±5V bipolar range set the input voltage precisely to
-4.9997V; for ±10V units set it to -9.9994V. Adjust the
zero potentiometer until offset binary coded units are just
on the verge of switching from 00 .... 0 to 00 . . . . 1
and two's complement coded units are just on the verge of
switching from 100 ... 0 to 100 ... 1.
GAIN CALIBRATION
Set the input voltage precisely to +19.9982V for 0 to +20V
units, +9.9991V for 0 to +lOV units, +4.9991V for ±5V
units, or +9.9982V for ±10V units. Note that these values
are l~LSB's less than nominal full scale. Adjust the gain
potentiometer until binary and·offset binary coded units are
just on the verge of switching from 11 . . . 0 to 11 . . . 1
and two's complement coded units are just on the verge of
switching from 011 ... 10 to 011 ... 11.
POWER SUPPLY AND GROUNDING CONNECTIONS
These converters do not ha\ e an internal connection between
analog power ground and digital ground and, thus, a cormection must be provided in the external circuitry. The choice of
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an optimum."star" point for these grounds is an important,
consideration in the perform,ance of the systejIl.No strict rules
can be 'given, only the general guidelines that the grounding
should be arranged in such a manner as to avoid ground loops
and to minimize, the coupling of voltage drops (on the high
current catrying logic supply ground) to the sensitive analog.
circuit sections. One suggested approach is shown in Figure 6.
ADC'13011131

0
0

I m:c
:t15V
SUPPLY

l

5V
SUPPLY

3

+{

:l

ANALOG POWER GROU NO

25 ·16V

+

.;

27 +15V
29 +5V

30 DIGITAL GROUND

Figure 6. Power Supply and Grounding Connections

The ±15V and +5V power supplies must be externally bypassed
with 15/-tF (+3 SV tantalum) capacitors. These capacitors should
be connected between Pin 27 and Pin 3, between Pin 2 Sand
Pin 3, and between Pin 29 and Pin 30. Capacitor connections
should be made as close to the module pins as p,ossible.
CWCK CONNECTIONS

When the converters are used with their own internal clock,
Pin 36 is simply jumpered to Pin 3S. When the internal clock
is not used, Pin 36 is grounded and an external clock capable
of driving three TTL loads is connected to Pin 3 S. The convert
command should be synchronized with the external clock.
REPETITIVE CONVERSIONS
When making repetitive conversions, a new convert command
may be initiated any time after the" 1" to "0" transition of the
STATUS output. The STATUS output may not, however, be
connected directly to the CONVERT COMMAND input for the
purpose of automatically generating convert command pulses.
SHORT CYCLE CONNECTIONS
When the converters are operated as a 14-bit device, Pin 37
is left open. If, however, it is to perform conversions of less
than 14 bits, Pin 37 is connected to the N + 1 bit output
(where N is the number of bits in the conversion). The conversion time in this mode of operation is TC x N/14 where
Tc is the 'conversion time of the particular model when operated at 14-bit resolution.
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Ultra-Fast Hybrid
Analog to Digital Converters
HAS-0802/1002/1202

FEATURES
• Conversion Times as Low as 1.~s
• Resolution: 8, 10 and 12 Bits
• ExcePtional Accuracy, 0.012% of F.S.
• Low Power
• Contained in Glass or Metal 32-Pin DIP
• Adjustment-Free Operation
APPLICATIONS
• Waveform Analysis
• Fast Fourier Transforms
• Radar

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
With a typical conversion time of only 2.21-1S f()r complete 12bit conversion, the Analog Devices' HAS series hybrid AID
converters are the fastest, smallest, most complete successiveapproximation AID's available. Housed in 32-pin DIP packages,
these converters feature laser trimming for accuracy and linearity surpa)ising the best modular competitive AID's. This
series offers a unique combination of flexibility and simplicity which allows them to be used as stand-alone AID converters requiring no additional external potentiometers and
needing only an analog input signal and encode command
for operation.
The HAS-1202 AID features an accuracy of 0.012% and when
combined with an HTC-0300 track-and-hold, forms an AID
conversion system capable of up to 350kHz sampling rates.
The HAS series AID's are ideally suited for applications requiring excellent performance characteristics, small size, low
power consumption and adjustment-free operation. Some of
these applications include radar, PCM, data-acquisition, and
digital-signal-processing systems where FFT's and other digital
processing techniques are' to be performed on analog input
data.
For the ultra-high reliability requirements of military and aerospace applications these AID's are optionally available with
hermetically sealed metal cases and with MIL-STD~883
processing.

circuit power supply pins as possible. Do not allow input or
other analog signal lines to be in close proximity to or cross
over any digital output line.
HAS-1202
DfA OUT

~

0-=+---=:==---/

BIT1

BIPOLAR

6

OFFSET

(MSS)

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

GROUND

I
I

CO~~~~TORO-='t-_~

~~t:?Go-:=t--""'-l
GROUND

arT 12
(LSB)

0-=+_......,

DIAIN

DIGITAL

GROUND

ENCORE
COMMAND

NOTES: t, fUNCTIONAL CONflGURATMlN SHOWN ISFOR THE HAS-12Q2.
FOR THE HAS·1002 PINS 15 AND 16 ARE NOT CONNECTED IN·
TERNALLY. FOR HAS-0802PINS 13, 14, 1SAND 18 ARE NOT CON·

NECTED INTERNALLY.
2. FOR BIPOLAR OPERATION, CONNECT PINS 21, 22 AND 29.
fOR UNIPOLAR OPERATION, CONNECT PIN 21 TO PIN 22
AND GROUND PIN 29.

Block DiBgram - HAS Series

Extreme care in circuit layout should be exercised when using
these hybrids in order to obtain rated performance. In particular, input and output runs should be as short as possible, a
ground plane should be used to tie all ground pins together,
and power supplies should be bypassed as close t,o the hybrid
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SPECIFICATIO"S (typical

@ f25°C

with nominal voltages unless otherwise noted)

MODEL

UNITS

HA5-0S02

HAS-l002

HAS-1202

RESOLUTION
LSB Weight

'BITS
'II> FuIl&ale

8
0.4

inv

40

10
0.1
10

12
0.025
2.5

0.02S

0.012

, RELATIVE ACCURACY (INCLUDING LINEARITY) % Full Scale

Quantization Error
LINEARITY VS. TEMPERATURE

LSD

0.05
f1l2

ppmfC
(No Missing Codes over Temperamre Range)

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Initial (Trimmable to Zero)
Zero Offset vo. T.mperamre
Bipolar Offset YS. Temperamre

mV
p.vfc
p.vfc

10
15
100

GAIN,ERROR
Initial (Trimmable to Zero)
Gain VI. Temperature

'II> Full Scale
ppmfc

0.1
30

INPUT
Ranges (Full Scale)
"Built-In" Standard Unipolar
'Bipolar ,
Resistor Programmable (See Figure 3)
Impedance
Overvoltage

'oj fO.I%
,V fO.OS%
V,Oto,
',0 min
V

+10.24
fS.12
+5, +7.5, +1S, +20, f2.5, ±3.75, ±7.5, ±IO
1000

•

•

Two Times Full Scale + or -

CONVERSION TIME (COMPLETE CYCLE TIME)

p.s max (typ)

1.5 (1.2)

1.7 (1.4)

2.8(2.2)

CONVERSION RATE

kHz max

667

S88

357

ENCODE COMMAND ~ TTL LOGIC'INPUT
Logic Levels (Positive Logic)
Function!"

V

flO" = 0 to +0.4, Ill",. +2 to+5
Logic It 1H Resets Converter
Logic "0" Starts Conversion
I Standard TTL Load,
"Olt:a -1.6mA, max
"I" = 4Op.A, max
100
•
o to Maximum Conversion Rate

Loading

Pulse Width
Repetition Rate

nsmin

LOGIC OUTPUTS
Da'a Ready (Pi)
Signal~onversion is complete whef!: low.
After DR goes low, da.ta is valid. A ne~con~

Function

version may be initiated lit this time. DR may
be used to sttobe data in~o extemal register if
adequate register setup time is allowed.
See Figure I
5 Standard TTL Loads, max'

Timing
Loading
Parallel Data

Fonnat

h

Logic Level.

TTL Compatible,
"0" = OV to +0.4V
"1" = +2.4V to +5V
Will drive up to 5 Standard TTL Loads or 2 TTL
US" or uH" Loads.
Offset Binary (BIN) for Unipolar Inpuu,
+IO.24V = 1111 •... I
OV. 000,0. _.. 0
Offset Binary (OBN) for Bipolar Inpuu,
+5.12V = 1111 ...• I
OV=0111. ... 1
-S.12V = 0000 .•.• 0

10-, or 12-bits parallel data. Valid from time
DR outpUt goes low until 20ns after receipt of next
encode .command.
.

Loading
Coding'

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+14.'V to +15.5V (+18V Absolute Max)
-14.5V to -15.SV (-18V Absolute Max)'
+4.7SV to +5.2SV (+7V Absolute Max)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating (Case)
Storage
NOTES,
I

After converter is reset, all other loeic signals•.iDcluding
dock, .... intemally pDcrated.

'When HAS SCM AID's are ulCd with HTC-oJOO track/hold.
output codiDa is complemental)' binary (CBN) for unipolar
inpuq, and complcfMntary offset binary (COB) for· bipolar
inputs (see Table 1).

·Specifications sam~ as modcl HAS-G802.
SpecifICAtions subject to chanp: without notice.
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rnA

40

mA'

15

rnA

200

·C
·C

o to +70
-SS to +125

'.

Table 1. Output Coding *
INPUT OF HTC'()300

INPUT OF HAS-1202

DIGITAL OUTPUT

UNIPOLAR OPERATION
FS-1LSB
3/4 FS
112 FS
1/4 FS
+lLSB
0

SCALE

-10.237SV
- 7.6800V
- S.1200V
- 2.S600V
- 0.002SV
O.OOOOV

+10.237SV
+ 7.6800V
+ S.1200V
+ 2.S600V
+ 0.002SV
O.OOOOV

111111111111
110000000000
100000000000
010000000000
000000000001
000000000000

BIPOLAR OPERATION
+FS-1LSB
0
-FS+1LSB
-FS

- S.117SV
O.OOOOV
+ S.117SV
+ S.1200V

+ S.117SV
O.OOOOV
- S.117SV
- S.1200V

111111111111
100000090000
000000000001
000000000000

'Coding and input levels shown are for HAS-1202. For 8- and H)-bit
AID's thc input levels are less by the values of the LSB weight for
ca.:h type, and the digital output will show only 8 or 10 bits, respectively.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

PIN DESIGNATIONS

Dimcnsions shown in inches and (mm).

J
I·,,,.,UI

HAS-1202*

r1.111 28.2JMAX---j

J...I
U

0.020 lo.511DIA::u:.

""L";2QD MIN Ui.lI

t

MAX

12.11

..1...".

T

aOTTOMVIEW

"
~ ~O.'IU4IGRID

PINS ARE GOLD PLATED.
DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.

GLASS PACKAGE

rf ~;- -

,~

I

.

',1

I....I
MA X
I

I
I
0.,"
I

13.2)

L l~ 11
-'-

t

BOTIOM VIEW

"U

--t I- 0.1 12.541 GAID

P4NS ARE GOLD PLATED.
DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITtON OF PlN 1.

METAL PACKAGE (M)
(OPTIONAL)

PIN
1,30
2,27 31
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17,18,19
20,23,24
21
22
25
26
28
29
32

FUNCTION
DIGITAL GROUND
+5V
DATA READY
+15V
BIT 1 OUTPUT (MSB)
BIT 2 OUTPUT'
BIT 3 OUTPUT
BIT 4 OUTPUT
BIT 5 OUTPUT
BIT60UTPUT
BIT 7 OUTPUT
BIT 8 OUTPUT
BIT 9 OUTPUT
BIT 10 OUTPUT
BIT 11 OUTPUT
BIT 12 OUTPUT (LSB)
ANALOG GROUND
ANALOG GROUND
D/AOUT
D/AIN
COMP INPUT
ANALOG INPUT
-15V
BIPOLAR OFFSET
ENCODE COMMAND

*HAS-1002, PINS 15 AND 16 ARE NOT
CONNECTED INTERNALLY.
HAS-OS02. P~NS 13. 14. 15 AND 16
ARE NOT CONNECTED INTERNALLY.
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ENCODE.:"

.-nr::'~

COMMA~
\

I

~--.....- - - -....---~-

I

I
I

I

.1,

2.8,.. (MAXI----'--...~L·

I

DATA SOns - : .1
READY
~:
I

,
BIT1
(MSB)

I

I

: - . l-15On1

:

~r+-ill-I .'
E.I.:
I
I
I

r~B'2 ~

:
I

I
:

I

:.

~

2.6&p.(MAXI

TIMING SHOWN FOR HAS1202. TIMING IS SIMILAR FOR HAS-1002 AND
HAS0802 EXCEPT LSB IS BIT 10 AND 6, RESPECTIVELY, AND TOTAL
TYPICAL CONVERSION TIME IS 1Aps AND 1.2,... RESPECTIVELY.

INPUT RANGE

R2

Rl

o to +5V, ±2.5V
o to +7.SV, ±3.7SV
o to +15V; ±7.5V
O'to +20V, ±10V

SHORT
SHORT
500
1000

ABSO.LUTE
MAXIMUM
SIGNAl,.

ZIN

±lOY
±15V
;t30V
±40V

1000
500
3000
750
OPEN 1500
OPEN 2000

Input Connections For Op'tionallnput Ranges

ANALOG
SIGNAL

OPTIONAL F$
FINEADJ

~

R1

Figure 7. Timing Diagram (Typi~al)

26
HAS-0B02
HAS· 1002
HAS·1202
25

R2
STANDARD
+10.24V
INPUT

Figure 3. Full Scale Trim

FSADJUST

50Sl
--~--'~

.

0 TO + 10.000 ±2%
RANGE WITH
GAIN ADJUSTMENTS

18
19
20

GND FOR
UNIPOLAR
RANGES
~-

~~I~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ V

21 FOR BIPOLAR INPUTS
+15V

150kSl
1OkSl>--W,,"

·+BVI Y
:~=~:;:=:E=t:=;:=E~=;::+I&Y

17

OPTIO~AL

GND29 FOR

APPLICATION CIRCUIT

26

23

HAS-OB02,
HAS-1002
HAS-1202

24

DR

ANALOG

INPUT
OTO ~10.2AV

HTC.0300

T~~gK
HOLD

211--~t---I17. 18. 19. 20
23.24

7
8
HAs.I202 8
AID
10

~NVERTER11

29

12

13

I
I

I
30

I
I

e

1.
1.
1.

BIT llMSBI

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I

I
BIT 121LSBI

22

1

"--4t--I21
OPTIONAL OFFSET ADJ

Figure 4. DC to 350kHz, 72-Bit, AID Conversion System

-15V
NOTES:
1. THIS CIRCUIT SHOWN FOR UNIPOLAR (0 TO +10.24VI
INPUT. OV INPUT = 000000000000;+10.24 INPUT
111111111111.
2. FOR BIPOLAR (±5.12V) INPUT, UNGROUND PIN 29 AND
CONNECT PIN 29 TO PIN 21.
3. FOR EXTRA·PREC.ISE GAIN (FULL·SCALE) ADJUSTMENT,
CONNECT A 501'1 VARIABLE RESISTANCE IN SERIES WITH
PIN 20 OF. HAS-1202. THIS. WILL RESULT IN 0 TO +10.000V
INPUT WITH ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF ±2% OF FULL SCALE.
4. FOR EXTRA·PRECISE ZERO. OFFSET ADJUSTMENT. CONNECT
150k RESISTOR FROM PIN 21 TO THE TAP OF A 10k POTEN·
TIOMETER. END TERMINATIONS OF POTENTIOMETER CONNECT
TO +15V AND -15V. THIS ZERO OFFSET ADJUSTMENT WILL
!'lAVE A RANGE OF APPROXIMATELY ±100mV.

=

Figure. 2. Input Connections For Standard Input Ranges

70-172 AID CONVERTERS

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order model number HA~-0802, HAS'lOO2, or HAS-1202 for
8-, 10-, or 12-bit operation, respectively. Mating connector for
the HAS series AID's Is model number HSA-2. Metal cased versions of this AID with extended operating temperature range,
and MIL-STD processing are also available. Consult the factory
or nearest Analog Devices' sales office for further information.

Ultra High Speed
8- and 10-Bit AID Converters
MAN-0801, ·1001

liliiii ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
High Speed at Low Cost
8-Bi1S @ 750nl max
10-Bi1S @ 11lS max
Monotonic Over Temperature
Differential Nonlinearity ±1/4LSB typ
Parallel and Serial Outputs
Pin and Function Compatible with 4130. 4131

--------]
\---0'
'
IL--~-

APPLICATIONS
High Speed Data Acquisition
Real Time Waveform Analysis
Radar Signal Processing
Analytical Instruments

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The MAH series of high-speed analog-to-digital converters
represent the latest "state-of-the-art" in high 'speed successive approximation technology. They are the fastest and most
accurate complete converters of their rype, featuring internal
reference, clock, timing, encoding, and control logic functions.
The MAH series AID's should be considered in applications
where completeness of design functi,on, ease of interface, and
speed are required. These modules make maximum use of. the
latest monolithic and hybrid parts to minimize total parts
complexiry and increase reliability. They are designed to be
form, fit, and function compatible with the T.P. 4130 and
4131, with advantages over the latter in overall accuracy without any sacrifice in speed.

4.DllDl.61--------..,-I-.l

" ' 1. . . . . .- - - - - - - , - ·

!I

~p110.21
0.4

L.

y--U

=a~ T

0.02 OIA PINS
10.51

L - 0.260 (6.35) MIN

1
2.0

11

In almost all applications, these AID's require the use of a
fast sample-and-hold. Depending upon the application, either
the ADI THC or THS series of ultra-fast sample~and-holds are
recommended.

16

17
BOTTOMVr.EW
WEIGHT:4oz;114G

4 SERIAlDATAOUT

17m

NOTES:

---11..-0.1

(2.54) GRID

J

SOME MODELS 00 NOT USE ALL PIN OUTS. IN THESE

CASES, UNUSED PINS ARE DELETED.

II BIT'

PINS ARE GOLD PLATED

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1
PARALLEL
DATA

MATING CONNECTOR: MSA-l

OUT

"""j
14 aITe

1591T9

"B1TIO
(LSBI
1

DATA READV OUT

POWER
GROUND
NOTES'

1. ON MODEl MAH OlIO', PINS IS AND'6 ARE UNUSED.
2. ANALOG AND POWlR GROUNDS ARE CONNECTED

TOGETHERINTERNALLV.

MAH-OB01 and MAH-1001 Block Diagram
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SPEClfICATIONS(tYPiCal@ +25°C unless otherwise noted)
MODEL
,RESOLUTION FS@,Ful1 Scale
ACCURACY (Relative to Full Scale)
'Quantization Error
Nonlinearity
Differential Nonlinearity

UNI~S

MAH-D801

MAH-lOOl

Bits

8

10

±% FS
LSB
LSB (max)
LSB (max)
LSB (typ)

0.02
±1I2
±l/4
±1I2
±1I4
±1/2
±1I8
±1I4
No Missing Codes 0 to +70° C
Monotonic 0 to +70°C

Missing Codes
Monotonicity
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Differential Nonlinearity
Gain
Zero Offset (Unipolar)
Zero Offset (Bipolar)

±ppmfc
"±ppmfC
±ppml'C

3
20
10
15

v

o to-5

±p.vfc

INPUT
Ranges (Full Scale)
MAH-XXXX-1
MAH-XXXX-2
MAH-XXXX-3
MAH-XXXX-4
MAH-XXXX-5
Impedance (Function of Option)

V
V

ON

±5
flO
±1.024
100

OVERVOLTAGE

V

To Twice Peak Input FS Without Damage.

CONVERSION TIME!

nsmax
nstyp

750
700

V

"0" = 0 to +0.4, "1" = +2 to +5.5
Positive-going edge resets converter.
Trailing e'dge starts conversion.
SO (ISO)
,.
20
1333
1000

ENCODE COMMAND
Logic Levels (I Standard TTL Load)
Function
Duration (Width)
Rise and Fall Times
Repetition Rate

V
V

nsmin (max)
nsmax
kHz max

LOGIC OUTPUTS
Levels TTL (Same as Encode Command)
Drive Capability

o to -10

Data and Data Ready-'IO Std TTL Loads,
Clock-1O TTL Loads
8 or 10 lines of data held until start of
next Encode Comqland
CBN
' •
COB/C2SC
MSB first, successive pulse output during
conversion. NRZ.
Same as parallel output except 2SC not
available.
Pulse train ,of 9 or 11 internal clock pulses,
gated on during the conversion period;

Parallel Data
Coding (Unipolar)
(Bipolar)
Serial Data
Coding
Clock
POWER REQUIREMENTS
+l4.SV to +15.5V
-14.SV to -lS.5V
+5Vt5%

mAmax
mAmax
mAmax

50
30
250

TEMpERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

°c
°c

o to +70
-55 to +85

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Case
NOTE,
I Total conversion time from leading edge of encode command pulse to
trailiag edge of data ready pulse with 50ns wide encode command•
• Specifications same as MAH.QSOI.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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1000
950

Diallyl Phthalate per MIL-M-14 Type SDG-F

OUTPUT CODING
The logic output coding is shown true relative to the analog
input to the AID. If an inverting track and hold-such as the
Analog Devices THC series-or an inverting op amp is used
ahead of the AID, the true logic coding is inverted rela~ive to
the system input. This yields the systemic coding as follows:

Scale
-FS -lLSB
-3/4 FS
-112 FS
-1/4 FS
-lLSB
0

Input
Scale
Voltage
-FS -lLSB -4.9900V
-3/4 FS
-3.7S00V
-112 FS
-2.5000V
O.OOOOV
0
+112 FS
+2.5000V
+3/4 FS
+3.7S00V
+FS -lLSB +4.9900V
+FS
+S.OOOOV

Complementary
Straight Binary
1111 1111 11
1100 0000 00
1000 0000 00
0100 0000 00
0000 0000 01
0000 0000 00

Input Voltage
-9.9900V
-7.S000V
-S.OOOOV
-2.S000V
-Q.OOlOV
O.OOOOV

Binary (BIN) in place of Complementary Binary (CBN) for
options 1 and 2; Offset Binary (OBN) in place of Complementary Offset Binary (COB) for options 3, 4 and 5; Two's Com·
plement (2SC) in place of Complementary Two's Comple·
ment (C2SC).

NOTE
(0 to -lOV) for MAH·1OO1·2; LSB = 10mV for MAH·IOOl·l, apply
input voltage factor of 1/2.

Complementary
Complementary
Offset Binary
Two's Complement
1111 1111 11
0111 1111 11
1110000000
0110 0000 00
1100 0000 00
0100 0000 00
1000 0000 00
0000 0000 00
0100 0000 00
1100 0000 00
0010 0000 00
1010 0000 00
0000 0000 01
1000 0000 01
0000 0000 00
1000 0000 00

NOTES:
(-SV to +SV) for MAH·1OOl·3; LSB = lOmV for MAH·1OOl-4 apply
input voltage factor of 2.

Table 2. MAH.()801 and MAH-1001 Bipolar Operation
for Options 3 and 4
.

Table 1. MAH·0801 and MAH·1001 Unipolar Operation
for Options 1 and 2

Scale

Input
Voltage

Complementary Complementary
Offset Binary Two's Complement

-FS -lLSB
-112 FS
0
+112 FS
+FS

-1.022V
-Q.S12V
-Q.OOOV
+0.512V
+1.024V

1111
1100
1000
0100
0000

1111
0000
0000
0000
0000

11
00
00
00
00

0111
0100
0000
1100
1000

1111
0000
0000
0000
0000

11
00
00
00
00

NOTE
(-1.024V to +1.024V) fur MAH-I001·5; LSB = 2mV.

Table 3. MAH.()801 and MAH·1001 Bipolar Operation
for Option 5

CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT
ZERO ADJUST
10k
-15V

CLOCK
OUTPUT

32
GAIN
ADJUST

2

30
100.11

MAH·0801/·1001

AID
CONVERTER
31
ANALOG
GROUND

20

ANALOG
INPUT

19

ENCODE
COMMAND
INPUT

DATA
OUTPUT

PROCEDURE:
1. APPLY ENCODE COMMAND PULSE TO THE ENCODE
COMMAND INPUT (PIN 3).
2. CONNECT A PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE
ANALOG INPUT (PIN 19) AND ANALOG GROUND
(PIN 20). ADJUST THIS SOURCE FOR +1/2LSB.
VARY THE ZERO ADJUST POTENTIOMETER FOR AN
LSB FLUTTER (THIS WILL APPEAR AS AN EQUAL
UNCERTAINTY AT THE OUTPUT BETWEEN THE
CODES 0000 .••. 0000 AND 0000 ...• 0001).
3. WITH THE PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE ADJUSTED
TO -FS +1/2LSB, ADJUST THE GAIN POTENTIOMETER
FOR A FLUTTER BETWEEN CODES 1111 .•.• 1110
ANDlll1 •.•. 1111.

Unipolar Operation
3
DATA
READY
OUTPUT

Figure 1. MAH·0801 and MAH·1001 Hookup

PROCEDURE:
1. APPLY AN ENCODE COMMAND TO THE ENCODE COM·
MAND INPUT (PIN 3).
2.. CONNECT A PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE
ANALOG INPUT (PIN 19) AND ANALOG GROUND (PIN
20). ADJUST THIS SOURCE TO +FS -1/2LSB. THE ZERO
ADJUST POTENTIOMETER FOR A FLUTTER BETWEEN
VARY CODES 0000 .... 0000 AND 0000 ..•. 0001.
3. ADJUST THE VOLTAGE SOURCE TO -FS +1/2LSB. AD·
JUST THE GAIN POTENTIOMETER FOR A FLUTTER
BETWEEN THE CODES 1111 •••. 1110 AND
1111 .... 1111.

Bipolar Operation
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TIMING DIAGRAM

.----!
ENCODe

r--~Imln¥

= ___--:-_________--:-=,...-

'~f-'--'

f:tf.:AND : I
I

--

1 40",

I~I

CLOCK
I I
OUTPUT::

'I

I

I

I

I

:

;..,..._ - - - - MAH,0801 700ntlmaxl

~:l~v

I

I

-W !

ourpUT

:

,.,'......--,----MAH.~OOl96Om(mlllt)------_
..

~:~v -11.1
:.. I

OUTPUT

:,

:=====,jl==~'~=r ~ ~t~~b~EL
.,,~

MAH.Q80176On1 hll.)

..

I

I

DATA

L

VALID

l

;..1......-.:--'----MAH.,0011~ilmlllJ-------___;1

Figure 2. MAH·0801 and MAH·1001 Timing Diagram

APPLICATIONS

.

,

OFFSE1':D.fUJT

OFfSET ADJUST'

,

·15V

+15V

.+15V

-16V

"

.15V 34

BITl

IMSSI]

.,V ,.

jI

ANALOG

INPUT
",o24V

I
I
81T8

GROUND

(LS8J

MAH-l00H

PARALLEL

DATA OUT

I

ENCODE

IMSBI

,81T

+16V J5

~~rrANDo-_+-

+15V

-15V

CON~TER

ANALOG
INPUT

"

12
DIGITAL
BITS

13

OTO+1OV

15

"

______.J

lMH.IMAXI

~~~D'~--+--------------'

",:.... ~"'
TTL PULSE

Figure 3. Depicts a Completll 8·Bit, .1MHz ConllfJ.rsion SY#flm \
Using the THS·0060 Track-and·Hold and the MAH·0801·5
Low- VoltBl/elnput AID Converter

NOTES ON USAGE
The use of a large ground plane is highly recommended. Tie
all grounds for both the ADC and T&H together. Make the
distance from the ADC to the system ground as short as pos· .
sible with as Iowan impedance as possible. Bypass each power
supply Nn with a ceramic (0.1IlF) and tantalum (3.3IlF) ca·
pacitor. Keep the analog input as far away from the digital
outputs as practical. Avoid the use of twisted pair cables for
PIN DESIGNATIONS

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
11
112
13
14

FUNCTION

PIN

DATA READY OUT
INTERNAL CLOCK OUT
ENCODE COMMAND IN
SERIAL OUTPUT
BIT 1 OUT (MSB)
BIT 2 OUT
BIT 3 OUT
BIT 4 OUT
BIT 5 OUT
BIT 6 OUT
BIT 7 OUT
BIT 8 OUT

15
16
17
19
20
30
31
32
33
34

3S
36

FUNCTION
BIT 9 OUT
BIT 10 OUT (LSB)
BIT 1 OUT (MSB)
ANALOG,INPUT
ANALOG GROUND
GAIN ADJUST
GAIN ADlUST
OFFSET ADJUST
POWER GROUND
-15V POWER IN
+ISV POWER IN
+SVPOWERIN

NOTES:
On Model MAH"()8ill, Pins 15 and 16 arc deleted.
Power and Analog Sroundsare ,internaUy connected.

10-ttfl AID CONVERTERS

digital outputs wherever possible. The use of coax cable for
analog inputs is recommended wherever practical to avoid
digital feedback.
\

ORDERING INFORMATION
The 8- and lO·bit versions of the MAH series may be ordered
with various options according to the chart below.
MAH·Q801

MAH"()80l, MAn-lOOl

PIN

Figure 4. Depicts the MAH·1001·2 AID Converter USfld
with the THC"(}300 Track-and-Hold

-1

r=="l

-c:....,

RESOLUTION
AND ACCURACY

ANALOG INPUT
RANGE

MAH·0801
MAH-lOOl

=8 Bits

=10 Bits

-IOto-SVFS
-20 to -lOY FS
-3 ±SV FS
-4 ±lOV FS
-S ±1.024V FS

Ultra High Speed 8-,10-,
and 12-Bit AID Converters
MAS-080~, -~OO~, -1202

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES
c

FEATURES
High Speed at Low Cost
8 Bits 1lts max
10 Bits 1.5Ils max
12 Bits 2#ls max
No Missing Codes Over Temperature
Low Power
Industry Standard Pin Out
Parallel and Serial Outputs
APPLICATIONS
High Speed Data Acqui~ition
Real Time Waveform Analysis
Radar Signal Processing
Analytical Instruments

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The MAS series of high speed analog to digital converters
represent the "state of the art" in application of the successive approximation conversion technique by providing highest
speed at lowest cost. With monotonicity guaranteed over
temperature these reliable modules are form, fit and function
compatible with popular industty standards from Date! and
Philbrick (for new designs consider the HAS series of hybrid
converters).
In most applications these AID's should be used with a fast
sample hold such as the THSITHC series.
SERIAL DATA

OUT
REF OUT

REFIN

ANALOG

INPUT
OFfSET
ANALOG

GROUND

30

UNIPOLAR
ZERO

32

ANALOG

,.

PAAALUL
DATA
OUT

IN

ANALOG
GROUND

'0

,.
"

12

~~~~~Do-.!:'·~----+I
INPUT

(MSBI

30

GAIN
ADJUST

BIT 1

1
I

I
I
I
I
I

31

,.

R,.

3,

1 MEG

'0

+15V

PARALLEL

-15V

+5V

POWER

GROUND

OATAOUT

MAS-1202 Block Diagram

ENCODE

COMMAND

+15V

-15V

+5V

POWER
GROUND

MAS-080t and MAS-tOOt Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS" (typical @+Z5°C unless otherWise noted)
uRits

Model
R.ESOLUTION

FS =Full Scale

ACCURACY (Relative to Full Scal,e)
Quantization .Error
Nonlinearity
Differential Nonlinearity
, Missing Codes
TEMPERATURECOEFFICIENTS
Differential Nonlinearity

Gain
Gain (Option-P)
Zero Offset (Unipolar)
Zero Offset (Bipolar)
Zero Offset (Option-P)

MAS-6S01

MAS-I001
10

Bits

S

±%FS
LSB
LSB(max)
LSB(max)

0.2,
O.OS
±1I2
±1I2
±1/2
No Missing Codes 0 to +70oC

±ppmfc'
±ppm/oC
±ppmfc
±IJ.V/oC
±ppm/oC
±ppmfc

3
20
5
10
15
5

MAS'1202
12
0.012

30
NA
100
NA

.

INPUT
,
Ranges (Full Scale)
MAS-XXXX-l
MAS-XXXX-2
MAS-XXXX-3
MAS-XXXX-4
MAS-XXXX-S
Impedance (Function of Option)

OpJ;ions MAS-6S01 and MAS-IOOl ONLY
Oto -5
V
a to -10
V
±S
V
±10
V
±1.024
V

STANDARD
0, to +lO/±S
NA
NA
NA
NA

51N

100

115051

OVERVOLTAGE

v

To Twice Peak Input FS Without Damage.

CONVERSION TIME 1

IJ.Smax
IJ.styp

1
O.S

v

"0" =0 to +0.4, "1 u = +2 to +5.5
Positive-going edge resets converter,
Trailing edge starts conversion for 8and la-bit versions.
SO
100
20
, I
1000
sao

ENCODE COMMAND
Logic Levels (1 Standard TTL Load)
Function

Duration (Width)
, Rise and Fall Times
Repetition Rate

nsmin
nsmax
kHz max

LOGIC OUTPUTS
Levels TTL (Same as Encode Command)
prive Capability

Coding (Unipolar)
(Bipolar)
Serial Data

MSB first, successive pulse output during
conversion, NRZ.
Same as parallel output except 2SC not
available.
Pulse train of 9, 11 or 13 internal clock
pulses, gated on during the conversion
period.

Coding
Clock

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+14.SV to +lS.SV
-14.SV to -1S.SV
+5V ±S%

mA
mA
mA

70
30
150

TEMPERATURE-RANGE
Operating
Storage

°c
°c

a to +70
-55 to +SS

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Case
NOTE,

Total conversion time from leading edge of encode command pulse to
trailing edse of data ready pulse with SOns wid. encode command.

·Specification. lame as MAS.()801.
Spec:if&eations subject to chansc without DOtice.
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2
1.8

Data and Data Ready - 4 Std TTL Loads,
Clock - 6TTL Leads
.
8, 10 or 12 lines of data held until next
Encode Command
CBN
BIN
COB/2SC
OBN/2SC

Parallel Data

I

1.5

1.3

80
20

Diallyl Phthalate per MIL-M-14 Type SDC-F

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

"'1.....
· - - - - - - - - •.0 1 1 0 1 . 8 1 - - - - - - -__-11

.LI u
C

J.

111~~1

PINS::;u::..,

0.02 DIA

0.250 16.3&1 MIN

10.&1

-

1"'.....·

- - - - - - - · · 0 ( 1 0 1 . 6 1 - - - - - - - -...·~1~

11

111~~1

U

0.02 DIA PINS 10.&1

~
t

Lo.2& 18.3&1 MIN

38

38

11

11

18

20

20

19

19

....j

8OTTOMVIEW
WEIGHT: 401; 114 Q

18

WEIGHT: 4 01; '140

001 ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1

PIN DESIGNATIONS
MAS-oS01, MAS·IOOI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

"

12
13
14

FUNCTION
DATA READY OUT
INTERNAL CLOCK OUT
ENCODE COMMAND IN
SERIAL OUTPUT
BIT lOUT (MSB)
BIT20UT
BIT 3 OUT
BIT40UT
BIT50UT
BIT 6 OUT
,BIT 7 OUT
BIT 8 OUT

0.112.541 GRID

NOTES:
PINS ARE GOLD PLATED

NOTES,
SOME MODELS DO NOT USE ALL PIN OUTS. IN THESE
CASES. UNUSED PINS ARE DELETED.
PINS ARE GOLD PLATED
DDT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1

PIN

--II--

BOTTOM VIEW
f..-0.112.54IGRID

1
j
2.0
1&0.81

28

PIN DESIGNATIONS
MAS·1202

PIN

FUNCTION

P~N

15
16
19

BIT90UT
BIT 10 OUT (LSB)
ANALOG INPUT
ANALOG GROUND
REFERENCE OUT
REFERENCE INPUT
OFFSET
POWER GROUND
·15V POWER IN
+15V POWER IN
+5VPOWER IN

1
2
3
4
5

20
30
31

32
33
34
35
36

6
7
8

"

12
13
14
;5

FUNCTION

PIN

DATA READY
INTERNAL CLOCK OUT
BIT 1 OUT (MD)
SERIAL DATA OUT
BIT 1 OUT (MSB)
BIT20UT
BIT30UT
BIT 4 OUT
BIT50UT
BIT 8 OUT
BIT 7 OUT
BIT 8 OUT
BIT90UT

16
17
18
19

20
29

30
31

32
33
34
35

36

FUNCTION
BIT 10 OUT
BIT" OUT
BIT 12 OUT (LSB)
ANA.LOG INPUT ANALOG-GROUND
ENCODE COMMAND IN
GAIN ADJUST
BIPOLAR OFFSET
UNIPOLAR ZERO
POWER GROUND
-16V POWER IN
+15V POWER IN
+5VPOWER IN

ORDERING INFORMATION
The S· and 10·bit versions of the MAS series may be ordered
with various options according to the chart below.
MAS-oSOI

r==r-

RESOLUTION
AND ACCURACY
MAS-oSOl
MAS·1001

=S Bits
=10 Bits

P

,=r

-1

-c,

-eBN

-c:-.

TEMPCO

ANALOG INPUT
RANGE

LOGIC OUTPUT
CODING
(See Note 1)

For ±Sppm/oC
tempco at slightly
higher cost, add
uP". For standard
tempco, leave blank.

-10 to -SV FS
-20 to -lOY FS
-3 ±SV FS
-4 ±IOV FS
-S ±1.024V FS

CBN

= Complementary

Binary (Options
1 and 2)
COB = Complementary
Offset 'Binary
(Options 3,4 and S)
C2SC = Complementary
Two's Complement (Options
3,4and S)

NOTES:
For 12·bit performance order the MAS·1202 which has no options.
The mating connector for the MAS series is the MSA·1.
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OUTPUT CODING

The logic output coding is shown tnle relative to the lUlalog
input to the 410 •. If .an inverting track and hold-suCh as the
Analog Devices THe serie.s~or an inverting op amp is used
allead of the AID, the tnle logic coding is inverted relative to
the system input. TIlls yields the systemic coding as follows:

Binary (BIN) in place of Complementary Binary (CBN) for
options 1 and 2; Offset Binary (OBN) ih place of ComplementaryOffset Binary (COB) for options 3,4 and S; Two's Complement (2SC) in place of ComplementarY Two's Complement (C2SC).
.

Scale
-FS -lLSB
-3/4 FS
-1/2 FS
0
+112 FS
;t3/4 FS
+FS -lLSB
+FS

Scale
-FS -lLSB
-3/4 FS
-1/2 FS
-l/4.FS
-lLSB

o

Input
Voltage
-4.9900V
-3.7S00V
-2.S.000V
O.OOOOV
+2.S000V
+.3.7S00V
+4.9900V
+S.OOOOV

Complementary
COmplementary·
Offset Binary
Two's Complement
1111111111
0111 1111 11
1110 0000 00
0110 0000 00'
0100 0000.00
1100 0000 00
1000 0000 00
0000 0000 00
0100 0000 00
1100 0000 00
0010 0000 00
1010 0000 00
1000 0000,01
0000 0000 01
00000000 00
1000 0000 00

NOTES:
(-SV to +5V) for MA5-1oo1-3; LSB ~'lOmV for MAS-1oo14 apply
input voltage factor of 2.

NOTE
(0 to :-lOV) for MAS-lool-2; LSB = 10mV for MAS-1oo1-1, apply
input voltage factor of 1/2.

In Tattle 2, complementary 2SC is accomplished by factory option.

Table 1. MAS.()8()1 and.MAS-tOO1 Unipolar Operation
for Options 1 and 2

Scale

Input Complementary COmplementary
Yoltage
Offset Binary Two's COmplement

-FS -lLSB -1.022V.
-o.S12V
0
-o.OOOV
1'112 FS
+0.S12V
+FS
+1.024V
-112 FS

Table 2. MAS.()8()t and MAS-tOOt Bipolar Operation
for Options 3 and 4

1111 1111 11
1100 0000 00
iooo 0000 00
0100.000000
0000 0000 00

0111
0100
0000
1100
1000

j 111
0000
0000
0000
0000

11
00
00
00
00

NOTE'
(-1.024V to +1.024V) forMAS'lOOl-S; LSB =2mV.

Table 3: MAS.()8()1 and MAS-tOOt Bipolar Operation
for Option 5

Input Voltage
Scale
+FS -lLSB
+4;.9976V
+3.7S00V
+3/4 FS
+2.S000V
+112 FS
(l.OOO(lV
0
-2.S000V
-1/2 FS
-3.7S00V
-3/4 FS
-4.9976V
-FS +lLSB
.,.FS
-S.OOOOV

Scale
+FS -lLSB (
+7/S FS
+3/4 FS
+1/2 FS
+1/4FS
+lLSB
0

Input Voltage
+9.9976V
+S.7S00V
+7.S000V
+S.OOOOV
+2.S000V
+0.0024V
O.OOOOV

NOTE
Unipolar Operation (0 to + lOV)

Table 4. MAS-1202 Unipolar Operation (0 to +10V)

Straight Binary
1111 1111 1111
1110 0000 0000
1100 0000 0000
1(l(l(l (l000 0000
0100 0000 0000
0010 0000 0000
0000 0000 OOO~
0000 00000000

Two's Complement
0111 1111 1111
0110 0000 0000
0100 0000 0000
'0000'0000 0000
1100 0000 0000
1010 0000 0000
1000 0000 0001
1000 0000 0000

NOTE
In T~ 5, TWO'S COMPLEMENT (2SC) is accomplished by using
tbe MSB output for Bit 1.

Table 5.. MAS-1202 Bipolar. Operation (-5,V to +5V)
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Straight Binary
1111 1111 1111
1110 0000 0000
1100 0000 0000
1000 0000 0000
0100 0000 0000
0000 (l000 000;1
0000 0000 0000

ZERO ADJUST
20k
-15V

GAIN
ADJUST

ZERO ADJUST
20k
-15V-I\I\J,,-""-

CLOCK
OUTPUT
32
30

loon
OR
200n

2

MAS-0801/-1001
AID
CONVERTER

GAIN
ADJUST
DATA
OUTPUT

31
ANALOG
GROUND

20

ANALOG
INPUT

19

r - - - - o CLOCK
32
30
200
OR

2

MAS-1202

500
ANALOG
GROUND

20

ANALOG
INPUT

19

29

3

ENCODE
COMMAND
INPUT

DATA
READY
OUTPUT
PROCEDURE:
1. APPLY ENCODE COMMAND PULSE TO THE ENCODE
COMMAND INPUT (PIN 3).
2. CONNECT A PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE
ANALOG INPUT (PIN 19) AND ANALOG GROUND
(PIN 20). ADJUST THIS SOURCE FOR +1 12 LSB (+1.2mV).
VARY THE ZERO ADJUST POTENTIOMETER FOR AN
LSB FLUTTER (THIS WILL APPEAR AS AN EQUAL
UNCERTAINTY AT THE OUTPUT BETWEEN THE
CODES 0000 .... 0000 AND 0000 .... 0001).
3. WITH THE PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE ADJUSTED
TO -FS +1/2LSB, ADJUST THE GAIN POTENTIOMETER
FOR A FLUTTER BETWEEN CODES 1111 .... 1110
AND 1111 .. ,. 1111.

ENCODE
COMMAND
PROCEDURE:
1. APPLY ENCODE COMMAND PULSE TO THE ENCODE
COMMAND INPUT (PIN 29).
2. CONNECT A PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE
ANALOG INPUT (PIN 19) AND ANALOG GROUND (PIN
20). ADJUST THIS SOURCE FOR +1/2LSB (+1.2mV).
VARY THE ZERO ADJUST POTENTIOMETER FOR BIT 12
FLUTTER (THIS WILL APPEAR AS AN EQUAL UN·
CERTAINTY AT THE OUTPUT BETWEEN THE CODES
0000 0000 0000 AND 0000 0000 0001).
3. WITH THE PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE ADJUSTED
TO +FS -11/2LSB (+9.9964V), ADJUST THE GAIN POTENTIOMETER FOR A FLUTTER BETWEEN CODES
1111 1111 1110 AND 1111 1111 1111.

Figure 3. MAS-1202 Unipolar Operation

Figure 1. MAS-0801 and MAS-1001 Unipolar Operation.
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~~~WG 0-----+-019

GAIN
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~~t\OGO------~QI9

3

ENCODE
COMMAND'o--------INPUT

DATA
L....---o READY
OUTPUT

PROCEDURE:
1. APPLY AN ENCODE COMMAND TO THE ENCODE COMMAND INPUT (PIN 3).
2. CONNECT A PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE
ANALOG INPUT (PIN 19) AND ANALOG GROUND (PIN
20). ADJUST THIS SOURCE TO +FS -1/2LSB. THE ZERO
ADJUST POTENTIOMETER FOR A FLUTTER BETWEEN
VARY CODES 0000 .... 0000 AND 0000 ..•. 0001.
3. ADJUST THE VOLTAGE SOURCE TO -FS +1/2LSB. ADJUST THE GAIN POTENTIOMETER FOR A FLUTTER
BETWEEN THE CODES 1111 .... 1110 AND
1111 .... 1111.

Figure 2. MAS-0801 and MAS-1001 Bipolar Operation

29
DATA

ENCODE
COMMAND

' - - - - - u READY

PROCEDURE:
1. APPLY AN ENCODE COMMAND TO THE ENCODE COM·
MAND INPUT (PIN 29).
2. CONNECT A PRECISION VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE
ANALOG INPUT (PIN 19) AND' ANALOG GROUND (PIN
20). ADJUST THIS SOURCE TO -FS +II2LSB (-4.9988V).
ADJUST THE OFFSET POTENTIOMETER FOR A FLUTTER
BETWEEN CODES 0000 0000 0000 AND 0000 0000

bOO1.
3. ADJUST THE VOLTAGE SOURCE TO +FS -1 112LSB
(+4.9964V). ADJUST THE GAIN POTENTIOMETER FOR A
FLUTTER BETWEEN THE CODES 1111 1111 1110
AND111111111111.

Figuffl4. MAS-1202 Bipolar Operation
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APPLICATIONS

OFFSET ADJUST
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Figure 5. Depicts a Complete 8-Bit, 1MHz Conversion System
Using the THS.(}()60 Track-and-Hold and the MAS-0801-5 LowVoltage Input A/D Converter

Figure 6. Depicts the MAS-1202 A/D Converter
used with the THC.()300 Track-and-Hold
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8-Bit Video
Analog-to-Digital Converter
MAIV-0811, ..11815, -0820

FEATURES
8-Bit Accuracy - Guaranteed Monotonic
Ultra-High Speed - de to 20MHz Word Rates
Most Economical Video AID
Smellest Available Complete AID - 5_5" X 4.38" X 0.85"
Self Contained -Includes Input Buffer, Encoder, Reference,
Timing, and Buffered Parallel Output
APPLICATIONS
Digitize Color Television at Up to Three or Four Times
NTSC or PAL Color Subcarrier Frequencies
Video Time Base Correction and Frame Synchronization
Radar Signal Processing
Real Time Transient and Continuous Spectrum Analysis

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Analog Devices' MATV series of AID converters represent
a major hreakthrough in high-speed AID technology. Providing
conversion word rates from dc to 11MHz, 16MHz and 20MHz
the MATV-0811, MATV-0816 and MATV-0820 are the lowest
cost AID converters in their performance class. As complete
devices, they require only the addition of external power to
accomplish precision video AID conversion.
The use of internal hybrid microcircuit construction allows
these modular AID's to occupy a volume of only 21 cubic
inches-about 115 the volume of available comparable devices.
They are housed in metal cases which not only shield the circuits from external RF interference, but aid in efficient heat
dissipation. A choice of analog input voltages is available, including the industry standard 0 to + 1V at 75ft The encode
command input, data ready output, and the digital bit outputs
are all TTL compatible. Designed to operate from either ±12V
or ±lSV analog and +SV digital supplies (MATV-0811 and
MATV-0816 also require -S.2V), the MATV series dissipate
less than 8 watts. Their weight is < 10 ounces due to enclosure
rather than encapsulation. This technique facilitates rapid,
inexpensive factory repair and aids in reliable printed circuit
board mounting by the customer without extensive mechanical constraints or system engineering. •

I
MA TV-OB'l1, MA TV-OB16 Block Diagram

ANALOG
INPUT

L..J'-.....l."--"

T']
I

DIGITAL
OUTPUTS

I

ANALOG
GROUND

i

l..J'-.JL......L"-" BIT 8

ILSBI

RANGE
SELECT

Relative dc accuracy is 0.2% of full scale ±1/2LSB when operating over the frequency range of dc to 20MHz. The MATV
series is designed to digitize color television signals at rates
up to 20MHz and is also ideally suited for other analog to
digital conversion requirements, such as radar signal processing,
laser pulse analysis, transient analysis, and medical electronics
applications where real-time analysis and display of large quantities of information are required.

ENCODE
GROUND

POWER

lOGIC

GROUND

GROUND

+l5V

+SV

RA AND RI! ARE DETERMINED BY THE ANALOG INPUT IMPEDANCE
AND ENCODE COMMAND INPUT IMPEDANCE. RESPECTIVELY.

MA TV-0820 Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C and nominal poWer supply voltages unless otherwise noted)

MODE~

UNITS

MATY'()811

RESOLUTION (FS • Full Scale)
LSB Weight

8its/% FS
%FS

8/0,4
0.4

ACCURACY (relative) at de

typ
max

"

% FS/oC
% FSi"C

±0.15% ±1I2LSB
·±0.2% ±II2LSB
GUARANTEED
0.01
0.02

"

0.005
0.01

MHz

11

15

20

16',
120t20

20

ns
psmax
ns

50
45
11
150±20
±30
l

dB min
dB min
dB min
ns
ns
%

48
58
37
50
60
3

Monotonicity
Differential Nonlinearity vs Temperature
Linearity and Gain V:S Temperature
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
AC Linearity @Encooe Rate'
Analog Input Frequency
DC ·to 3;6MHz
3.6MHz to 5.SMHz
Conversion Rate ~EncOde Word Rate;)
Conversion Time3
Aperture Uncertainty .(Jitter)
Aperture Time
Signal to Noise Ratio'
(ems signal to·~ noise)
(peak signal to rrns noise),
Noise Power Ratio4
.

Transient Responses
Overvoltage Recovery Time6
Differential Gain 7
Differential Pha..
Bandwidth'
Small Signal 3dB
Large Signal 3dB
Flat ±O.ldB, dc through
INPUT'
Vohage Range
Unipolar (Pin 5 Grounded)
Bipolar (Pin 5 open)
Impedance (Terminated to Ground)

Ffe.quency (random or periodif)
DIGITAL DATA OUTPUT'
Format
Logic Levels, TIL
Drive Capability (not short circuit protected)
Time Skew
Coding
DATA READY OUTPUT
Format9
Logic Levels, TTL
Drive Capability
Width
POWER REQUIREMENTS'o
MATV'()811, MATY'()816IMATV'()820
+15Y ±2%I+l1.8Y to +1S.5Y
-lSY ±2%I-l1.8Y to -15.5Y
+SY t,%I+SY +,%
-5.2VtS%
TEMPERATURE RANGE"
Operating (case)
. Storage

'MATV'()820

"

Spurious Signals are

> dB below FS
MHz, max

3S ±10+ IIEncode Rate
12

Degrees
MHz
MHz
MHz

20
15
5.5

v

Oto 1

V

±O.S
75

n

ENCODE COMMAND INPUT'
Logic Levels, 'TTL Compatible
Impedance (termihated to ground)
Rise and Fall Times, (10% to 90%) max
DurationlWidth 50% points (see timing diagram)

MATY-Q816

"0" = 0 to +0.4Y
"I" = +2.4V to +SV '"
ns
nsmin
nsmax
de to MHz

TTL Loads
nsmax

7S±S%
10
10
SO% duty cycle
11

20
40
16

Eight Parallel Bits NRZ
(Same as Encode Command)
10 Std
10 Schottky
IS
'10
Straight Binary (BIN)

20

10

RZ

ns

mAmax

(Same as Encode Command)
10 Std
10 Schottky
!St5
25±5
40±10

mA.max
mAmax
mAmax

210
180
450
280

°c
°c

O'to +70
-55 to +85

540

70
400
200
NIA

·Same as MATV -os II,
NOTES,
I Applies to a customer sp«iraed operating frequency, ±10%. Outside: this ranF, accuracy may
degrade to to.3% t 1/2LSB.
:. AC linearity exp~ in tenn. of apurious in-band siaDais generated at spe~if'ted en~ode rates.
s Pipeline delay not related to en~odc rate.
.
.. DC to 'MHz while noise 8W with slot frequency at 500kHz.
'Time to uhieve 8-bit (0.2%) accuracy after F.S. step input.
'For . .nals not cxctedina:1 0% ovcrvoltap. the AID will recover to 8-bit accuracy within 60ns
after the silnal returns to the specirled ranse. Overvoltage inputs greater than 150% of ....S.
may dam. input circuits and should be avoided,
., At maximum enc:ode rate, 20 IRE unit subcarrier, not includina: quantization effects.
'Consult factory for Other voltaF. impedance and logic level options.
'The leadillfedte-of the d:~ta ready pulse occurs approximately IOns before outPl:lt data
changes. The traililll edJe irnoomrrtende(l for strobing data into external circuits.
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'For MATV-Q811, the leadina: edge of the Data Ready pulse occunapproximately 15ns before
output data challJCS. The trailing edge is rec:ommended for strobing data into external circuits.
For MATV"(}816, the leadins edJC of the Data Ready pulse occurs approximately 10ns before
outpUt data changes. The trailina: edse is recommended for strobing data into external cirwits•

for MATVo0820, the leadins edge,of the Data Ready pulse occu.ts approximakly simultaneousi!
with output data changes. The t,.ning edce is recommended for strobinJ data into ,external
cir~its. This provis!es a minimum of 20ns set-up time for extemal resisters.
'
IOThc A/D's ate calibrated at the factory at either ±12V or ±lSV asa no-cost option. Other
operating voltages within this range may be specified by the user at slieht additional cost.
See applicacion section for more information,
11 See -r:hermal Considerations for operating temperature t:onsiderations.
Specifications subject to cbanae withOut notite.

MATVSERIES
PIN DESIGNATIONS

MECHANICAL OUTLINE AND DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)

,

PIN

114;f.~lI------~

~

______________

•5

•
,.••
"

PLATED PINS 0.75 (19.05)
LONG

,.,.
,.

,.

22

,.

2

.."

2'
20

3
CALIS RATION
POTENTIOMETERS

'8
'7

lDC ATEC

ONTH ISSIDE

..

'6
'5
'4
,3

,
,

1139. 71

I

'2

ENCODE

,

o

CMO
SAMfJt.ED

lOns/MINI

ANALOG
I•
VALUEN ........ ~

:,~~~~G .............,.~!:.~~
I (MAXI

_I

I

90nI (MINI

~

:,M'SAMPLEN+1

------......:___~

TRACK
1
J....---HOLD TIME ~SAMPLe TIME 1

11

6~TPUT

,0

.

..I

L....7.&nIIMAXI

7.5rIIIIMAXI--t

5
6
7

L

...

.....

,
5.5

4

-11.8V (MIN}:-18.I5Y fMAX~
!11.IV IMIN); +18.IV (MAX)

UNIPOLAR· GROUND
BIPOLAR· OPEN
ANALOG GROUND
7
ANALOG INPUT
OPTIONAL
ENCODE GROUND
ENCODE COMMAND
!TL, +BY,MAX)
POWER GROUND
NO CONNECTION CIII20
-I.2V PCMER INPUT
-IV IMIN). -&.IV 1MAX)
0811,081'
+BV POWER INPUT
....7IV IMIN): +5.2IiY (MAX)
'2
13
DATA READV OUTPUT
nlLEVELI
BIT 1 OUTPUT IMII'
TTL LEVELS
BIT 2 OUTPUT
TTL LEVELS
BIT 3 OUTPUT
TTL LEVELS
17
BIT 4 OUTPUT
TTL LEVELS
BIT & OUTPUT
TTL LEVELS
BIT 8 OUTPUT
TTL LEVELS
BIT 7 OUTPUT
TTL LEVELS
BIT 8 OU'f1I'UT tUB)
TTL LEVELS
2'
22
DrGITAL LOGIC GNO.
ALL GROUNDS ARE INTERNALL v CONNECTED

0.85
12'.61

~-1

0.040 11.02) DIA GOLD

,

COMMENTS

FUNCTION
POWER GROUND
- POWER INPUT
+ POWER INPUT
ANALOG GROUND
RANOE SELECT

2
3

•

DATA
OUTPUT

DATA SAMPLE N - 2 VALID

8

0.65
(16.611

DATA
READY

f.

~

BOTTOM VIEW
WEIGHT: 10 azs
284G

I-

-I

0.2 (6.081
GRID

1-- 17.0 .22"85

PINS ARE GOLD PLATED PER MIL·G·5204, TVPE II
NOTES:

DIMENSIONS AND LOCATION OF HOLD DOWN HOLES FOR MATV-OB20

Figure 1. MATV·(}1J11 Timing Diagram at Maximum Sample
Rate of 11MHz

ARE SHOWN ON THE MECHANICAL OUTLINE FIGURE BELOW. Nor
AVAILABLE ON MATV·OS11 AND -OS16.
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Figure 2 MA TV·OB16 Timing Diagram at Sample Rate of
14.3MHz

~~b":r.a~~'l~:\~UJ:=~DT~fT~~l~ ~~~J~~r:,~:.~, ~~~;I

SUITABLE FOR ATTACHING HEAT SINK, ETC.

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.

NOTE:
2 ENCODE COMMAND PULSES ARE REQUIRED
TDOBTAIN FIRST "DATA READY".

Figure 3. MA TV.(J820 Timing Diagram Shown at an Encode
Frequency of 20MHz
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Applying the MATY-OSn, -OS16, -OS20
REMOTE INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS
In many applications, the user may wish to build up an AID
converter assembly using the MATV modular converter as a
building block. The assembly would typically consist of a '
printed circuit ,card in a card nest, housed within an equipment enclosure. It could also be a chassis with coaxial inputs
and outputs, and power supplies incorporated into the chassis
to permit operation from ac line voltages.
This type of assembly generally includes provisions for converting remotely generated signals and driving, transmission
lines to the remote digital loads. The design of such an assembly must take into account the wideband, low level sensitivity of the AID converter input, and the use of ,terminated
coaxial input lines is recommended for analog and ,encode
command hiputs. The use of 7Sn coaxial transmission line is
recommended. It is particularly important to iSolate the AID's
digital ou tpu ts from the signalinpu t; since digital feedback can
seriously affect the conversion accuracy.
In order to maintain specified AID conversion parameters, the
power supplies must be fully decoupled from sources of noise '
and other signals. Total line and load regulation should be
better than lSmV at the MATV power supply terminals.
The output circuit of the MATV is a "74" register and 'is capaable of driving up to 10 local TTL loads. When driving distant
loads and tetrninations are required, line drivers should be '
used. For twisted pair lines, the 9614 driver is recommended.
For coaxial lines, the 2614 is recommended.
Figure 4 shows the r,ecommended circuit for the AID assembly
used in applications where the signal source and digital load
are remote, from the AID converter.

POWIIlSUPPLIES

'IGNAL

OTO·1V

IIGNAl SOURCE
AIIIMI1.V

-

o

UNII'OLAAIBIPDLAR

IELECTOR SWITCH
UNIPOLAR BIPOLAR
TIMING
GENERATOR

,

Figure 4. Typical System Application
THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
The MAW series AiD converters are specified to operate over
a temperature range of 0 to +700 C. The temperature referred
to is the module case temperature, and operation outside of
this range can seriously damage the converter. The temperature
limitations that Analog, Devices has placed on this converter
are necessitated by the published temperature limits of the
commerciallyavailablecomponents used within the device. Nowhere in the device are unreliable semiconductor junction
temperature limits approached.
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Generally, the AID module must have forced air cooling when
in operation. The only exceptions are when the unit 'is operated in free air ambients of <+400 C (as during bench test, for
example), or if the case is in contact with a heat sink or cold
plate which will maintain the temperature of the case at +70 o C
or less.
'
Whenever the AID module is confined in a closed space or
operated at ambient temperatures above +40° C, Analog Devices
recommends an air flow of SOO linear feet per minute across
the top of the case. Since the AID is a metal encased device,
this amount of air flow will keep the case temperature within
10°C of the air temperature, and thus pennit \>peration at ambient temperatures of up to +60oC. This amount of air flow
can be easily supplied by a 20 or 30 CFM fan if the air flow is
directed across the top surface of the module.
POWER SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS
The MATV-QS20 AID is designed to operate from standard
analog and digital power supplies. The digital supply is +SV
is% the industry standard. The analog supplies'may be any
symmetrical voltages between ill.S and ilS.S volts. Thus
the modules may be operated on either of the two industry
standard analog-supply voltages (i12V ori1SV).
The MATV-OSll and MATV-OS16 also require-S.2V is%,
and their calibration is affected somewhat by power supply
changes. So the AID must be readjusted whenever the analog
supply voltages are changed by more than 300mV. The MATVOS11 and MATV -0816 units supplied by Analog Devices are
normally calibrated and tested at ilSV iO.1% power supply
voltages. The customer may at time of purchase specify other
power supply voltages between i12V and ±1SV, and the AID's
will be calibrated and tested at the specified power supply
voltages.
CALIBRATION INFORMATION - MATV-Q811 , MATV-Q816
The MATV series AID converters are calibra~ed at the factory
at either i12V or ±lSV and do not normally require recalibration more often than every year (depending on severity of
service). The following calibration procedures are provided to
aid the user. in long tenn maintenance. Recalibration should
not be started unless it has been determined that the AID is
definitely out of calibration.
DC CALIBRATION
Using appropriate power supply voltages and encode rates,
adjust potentiometers A through F shown in Figure S as indicated below. Use a test set-up similar to that shown in
Figure 6.
Unipolar
DC Input
Voltage

Adjust for
Flutter
Adjustment Zone of
Point
Bit Given

+1/2 FS
+i/4 FS

A

+3/S FS

C
D

+7116 FS
+lS/32 FS
+31/64 FS

B

E

F

1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 1.

Correct Output
ux" Denotes
Flutter or
Uncertainty
XXXXXXXX
OXXXXXXX
01XXXXXX
011XXXXX
0111XXXX
0111lXXX

D

B
BIT2

BIT4

BIT6

ADJUST

ADJUST

ADJUST

-KXX··"
J:JJJj_ ov

F

Figure 5. Location of Calibration Potentiometers
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INDICATED BY A
+2V READING

NOTfS:
1. ENCODE COMMAND FREQUENCV IS SET TO CUSTOMER·SPECI·

FlED RATE, DC THftU teMHz.
DC
VOLTMETER

2. H2 VALues ARE AS FOLLOWS: FOR tv INPUT VERSIONS. RZ
eQUALS 10k. FOR 2V INPUT VERSIONS, H2 EQUALS 4.7ft. FOR
5V INPUT VERSIONS, H2 EQUALS 2k. FOR lOV INPUT VERSIONS,

RZ EQUALS lk.

•

3. R4 IS ADJUSTED FOR MINIMUM SLOPE ON ERROR PATTERN.
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Figure 7. Dynamic Linearity Adjustment Set-Up
NOISE <lMV
RESOLUTION <'MY

Figure 6. DC Calibration Set· Up

DYNAMIC LINEARITY ADJUSTMENT
If the need arises for recalibration of an MATV series AID, the
simple dc procedure just described may be used, or the following dynamic adjustment may be performed. In gt"neral, the de
procedure gives satisfactory results for most applications, but
by its nature, is an approximation. When the best possible
linearity is required, the following dynamic linearity adjustment
may be used. In this procedure, the output of the AID is converted back into an analog signal by a DI A converter and then
subtracted from the input. The result is an error display, and
the AID calibration potentiometers are used to reduce the error pattern to the minimum possible error.
The equipment is set-up and adjusted as shown in Figure 7. The
AID adjustments F through B (see Figure S) are adjusted in
that order to obtain minimum error, which is indicated by the
least vertical deflection on the oscilloscope error display.
Adjustment B controls the linearity at mid-scale of the AID.
Mid-scale (112 scale) is approximately in the horizontal center
of the display. Adjustment C controls the linearity at 114 scale,
112 scale and 3/4 scale. Adjustment D controls the linearity at
lIS scale, 1/4 scale, 3/S scale .... 7/S scale. Adjustment E controls linearity in 1116 scale segments across the range, and
adjustment F controls linearity in 1132 scale segments across
the range.
Note that adjustment F interacts with B, C, D and E. Adjustment E interacts with adjustments B, C and D, etce Therefore
the highest letter adjustment pot requiring adjustment must
be varied first. For example, if nonlinearities are observed at
114, 112 and 3/4 scale, adjustment C is first varied to correct
the errors at 114 and 3/4 scale. Then adjustment B is used to
correct the error at mid-scale.
After adjustment, the error display

~hould

CALIBRATION INFORMATION - MATV·OS20
Two internal calibration potentiometers are provided for the
adjustment of offset and gain of the MATV-oS20. These potentiometers are accessible from the exterior of the MATV-oS20,
and Figure S shows the location of these potentiometers.
0.15 DIA OPENINGS FOR ACCESS
TO CALIBRATION POTENTIOMETERS

I

OFFSET
ADJUST
GAIN
ADJUST

Figure 8. Location of Calibration Potentiometers

OFFSET ADJUSTMENT
The OFFSET ADJUST control shifts the range of the AID
without affecting gain or linearity. It is normally adjusted for
an output of OOOOOOOX (X signifies an uncertainty or flutter
zone for the indicated bit) with an input analog de voltage of
+lI2LSB for the unipotar input option, and -FS +l/ZLSB for
the bipolar input option. The user, however, may set this potentiometer to any point in its range to obtain a different offset. The range of the offset potentiometer is approximately
±10% of FS.
GAIN ADJUSTMENT
The GAIN ADJUST control affects the full scale range of the
AID by varying the gain of the AID front end. It is normally
adjusted to give an output of ll11111X for an input dc ana~og
voltage of +FS -1I2LSB. The user may adjust this potentiometer anywhere in its range to provide for different input full
scale requirements. The range of ihis potentiometer is approximately ±S% of the nominal input FS range.

be less than 4mV

pop.
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Figure 9. Typical Differential Gain of MATV-0816 Operating
at 15MHz Word Rates

ORDERING INFORMATION
Each MATY serieS AID converter will be calibrated at ±15Y
as a standard. Order by model number either MATy-0811,
MATy-0816 or MATY"()820.
Optional Versions .
The MATY series AID's are available with a variety of options,
including analog input range and impedance, encode eommand
input impedance, encode word rate, power supply,voltage calibration, etc. Any option other than what is shown on the data
sheet will have longer delivery, since each non-standard device
is built on a per order basis.
A complete listing of optional designators is available from
either the factory or your local Analog Devices' sales office.
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Figure 10. Typical Differential Phase of MA TV-0816
Operating at 15MHz Word Rates

Device Marking
The MATY series AID that you order will be marked with a
series of alphanumerics which specifically designate the options
built into the device. For the standard devices, these will be as
follows:
MATY-0811 will be marked MATY-0811!1-BIN.15 for older
devices, or MATY..()811-AA150 for newer devices.
MATY-0816 will be marked MATY-0816-0175 BIN 75143150
for older devices, or MATy-0816 ABBA143150 for newer
devices.
MATY-0820 will be marked MATY-082.0-0175 BIN 7S for
older devices, or MATY-0820 ABAA for newer devices.
This information is provided so that there will be no confusion
a~ to why information other than the basic model number appears on the device identification label, which might cause
problems at a customers' incoming inspection.
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lO-Bit Video
Analog to Digital· Converter
MOB·100S

FEATURES
10 Bits @ 5MHz Word Rate
One·27 Sq. In. PC Board
Built·ln Track-and·Hold - 25ps Aperture Uncertainty
20MHz Analog Input Bandwidth
TTL Compatible
Low (10·Watt) Power Dissipation
Signal·To·Noise Ratio Greater Than 58dB
Noise Power Ratio Greater Than 49dB
Completely Repairable
APPLICATIONS
Radar Digitizing
Digitel Communications
Real Time Spectrum Analysis
High Resolution TV

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Analog Devices' model MOD-lOOS is a very high-speed AID
converter capable of digitizing video input signals to lO·bit
accuracy at random or periodic word rates of de through
SMHz. The MOD·lOOS is truly a breakthrough in high-speed
AID technology. It is the most cost effective AID in this speed
category, combining small size and low power dissipation with
low cost.

.SB
81T1
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I.
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1°
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1°
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The MOD-lOOS is constructed on a single printed circuit card
which is intended for mounting on a system mother-board, and
occupies only 27 square inches. Within this AID is the required
sampleltrack and hold amplifier, encoder, timing circuits and
output latches for a true simultaneous, all·parallel digital output.
The encode command input and digital outputs are TTL compatible. The AID requires only an external encode command
pulse and external power supplies for operation. NO external
parts are required. Gain and offset potentiometers are provided
on the card. The AID is fully repairable either at the factory or
in the field.

0,"
Block Diagram

The MOD-lOOS is ideally suited for systems requiring the ultimate in conversion speed and accuracy. Such applications
include radar digitizing, digital communications, spectrum
analysis, and many others. Each MOD-lOOS is backed by
Analog Devices' limited one year warranty.

AID CONVERTERS
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C with nominal power supplies unless otharwise noted)

MODEL
RESOLUTION (.FS=FI1LL,SCALE) •
LSBWEIGHT
ACCURACY (INCLUDING LINEARITY)@ DC
Monotonicity
Differential Nonlinearity vs. TemperatUre
Gain vs. Temperature
'
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
AC Linearityl
Conversion Time
Conversion Rate (Word Rate)'
Aperture Uncertainty (Jitter),
Aperture Time
Signal to Noise Ratio (rms signal to nrisnoise)
Noise Power Rati02
. . ' ..
Transient Response (Full Scale Slep Input)
Overvol tage Recovery Time
Recovers.to 10-bit accurllCY' after
2 X FS input overvoltage in
Input Bandwidth (small signal, 3dB)
Input Bandwidth (large signal, 3dB)
INPUT
Voltage Range
Impedance
Offset Voltage
Offset vs. Temperature
Bias Current
ENCODE COMMAND INPUT
Logic Levels, TTL Compatible

MOD-100S

10 Bits (O.l'l!> FS)
'4mV
to.OS.% Full Scale tll2LSB
Guaranteed
0.0005% of Fsfc
0.01% of FStC
Spurious Signals >S9dB below FS
See Text
dc to SMHz
t2Spsmax
4S115 (tl0ns from unit to unit)
S8dB min at 500kHz ~nalog input
49dB min
to-Bit (0,05%) Accuracy within SOns

200ns
20MHzmin
15MHz min flat within to,ldB,
dc through 5MHz
t2,048V FS
t4V Absolute max.
SOn
Adjust to 0 with On Board Potentiometer
0,01% Full ScaletC
InA max
"0" = 0 to +0.4V

"i" = +2..4V to +SV
Logic Loading
Rise and Fall Times
Duration MinIMax
Frequency (Random or Periodic)
'Sample Delay
DIGITAL DATA OUTPUT
Format
Logic Levels, TTL Compatible
Drive (Not Short Circuit Protected)
Time Skew
Coding
Conversion Time
POWER REQUIREMENTS
+15V t5%
-lSVtS%
-6Vt4%
+SVtS%
-SVtS%
Power Consumption
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage
Cooling Requirements
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Construction

2 Standard TTL Gates
·10ns max
20ns/60% of Duty Cycle
dc to 5MHz
45ns (unit to unit tolerance is tlOns)
10 Parallel Bits, NRZ
"0" = 0 to +0.4V
"I" = +2.4V to +5V
Up to 1 Schottky TTL or
2 Standard TTL Loads
IOns max
2's Complement (2SC)
See Text on the Next Page
typ/max
150/170mA
150/170mA
300/350mA
350/400mA
SOO/SSOmA
1O.Wam

o to +70o C
-SSoC to +8SoC
100 Linear Feet Per Min (LFPM)
Single Printed Circuit Card

NOTES,
1 AC Uneuity expressed in terms of spurious i~-band signals generated as specified encode rates,
with de to 2.5MHz analog input.
°DC to 2.4MHz white noise BWwith Slot frequency of S12kHz,

SpecifICations subject to change without notice:
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PIN DESIGNATIONS

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches (mm).

1 - - - - - - - - 0 271-------'-11
5.00

-..,I

r1\'191817'816141312,t

PIN
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16

0.040 :!: 0.002 DIA
11.0l6tO.05}

1

10 9 8 7 8 5 4, 3 2 1

I
1

I--

r-

I

0.181·0.173 DIA

~\~~J

(

(

I

;J!
31

gl

5.43
(1 37.9)

~

I

~I

21
~:

PIN
18
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
26
28
27
28
2S
30
31

FUNCTION
BIT7
BIT8
BIT9
BIT 10 LSB
+16V
-15V
GNO*
GNO'
GNO'
GNO'
GNO'
GNO'
GNO'
GNO'
GNO'
ANALOG INPUT

'ALL GROUNO PINS ARE CONNECTEO TOGETHER
WITHIN THE MOO·l005

I

I
I
I

I·

FUNCTION
-5V
ENCOOECOMMANO
GNO'
+5V
GNO'
GNO*
-6V
-6V
BITI MSB
BiT2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT5
BIT6
GNO*

I
202122232425

'-

CONDUCTOR SIDE

I
I

262728293031

--l

r-l

1--°.215.08) GRID

8OTTOMVIEW

1
_....I

I---l- (1~.~1
MAX

0.30:1: 0.02
17.69:!:0.61)

WEIGHT: 5 OZ; 142 G

CONVERSION TIME
Output data is valid two encode command clock periods plus
200ns after application of an initial encode command pulse.
Due to the pipeline delay effect of the AID, a total of three
encode command pulses are required to shift the data to the
output of the AID. For example, with a SMHz encode rate,
data is valid 600ns after the application of the first encode

o

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order model number MOD-lOOS AID converter~ Mating
pin sockets for the MOD-lOOS are model number MSB-2
(31 required per AID).

command pulse - assuming that two pulses occur after the
first.
.
Use of the trailing edge of the encode command is recommended for strobing output data into external register (see
Figure 1).

200n$

400ns

600ns

I

I

I

I

ENCODE
COMMAND
DATA
OUT

DATA T N _ 3
VALID

DATA TN+l
VALID

DATA TN (THE RESULT OF ENCODE COMAND T"N) OCCURS TWO CON·
VERSION PERIODS PLUS 200ns AFTER ENCODE COMMAND TN. FOR A
5MHz WORD RATE AS SHOWN, DATA IS VALID 200ns AFTER THE THIRD
ENCODE COMMAND PULSE OR TN + 600ns. IN ALL CASES, THREE ENCODE
COMMAND PULSES ARE REQUIRED FOR TRANSFER OF DATA TO THE
OUTPUT, DUE TO THE PIPELINE DELAY EFFECT THROUGH THE AID. NO
DATA READY PULSE IS SUPPLIED.

Figure 1. MOD· 1005 Timing Diagram
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GROUND CONNECTIONS
It should be noted that the MOD-100S PC board has 13 ground
pins. These are all connected to the ground plane on the board.
For best results itis recommended that ALL of these pins be
connected to a massive system or "mother board" ground
plane.

code, obserVe that the digital output is'changing between·
1111111111 and 0000000000 at this adjustment
level. When properly adjusted a digital code of 0 0 00 00 0 000
will represent analog input 1LSB above zero volts, and a
digital code of 1111111111 will represent an analog input of lLSB below zero volts.
.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE (MOD-100S)
The MOD-I00S AiD is precisely calibrated at the factory before shipment, and should need no further calibration. However, if slight readjilstfneI\ts of the AID are required in the
system, the following procedure should be followed. It sJ;!ould
be remembered that the output coding of this AID js 2SC.

Gain Adjustment
The gain is adjusted by varying potentiometer R3. This adjustment is made by applying +2.042V (FS -1 1I2LSB) to the
analog input and while monitoring the digital output, adjqst
R3 for the output code varying between 0 11111111 0 and
0111111111 (FS). lithe user needs to offset the entire
range of the AID, this can be accomplished by readjusting
R33 as required. However, in this procedure, the offset should
always be adjusted first.

Offset Adjustment
The offset is adjusted by varying potentiometer R33 with 0
volts applied to the analog input, To obtain the proper output

PIN 1

R33
OFFSET
ADJUST

R3
GAIN ADJUST

AID Convertei' Assembly
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10-Bit Video
Analog to Digital Converter
,
MOD·t020

FEATURES
10·Bits @ 20MHz Word Rates
One 35 Sq. In. PC Board
Built·ln Track·and·Hold - 25ps Aperture
15MHz large·Signal Input Bandwidth
ECl Compatible
Signal·to·Noise Ratio Greater Than 56dB
Noise Power Ratio Greater Than 45dB .
APPLICATIONS
Television Digitizing
Radar Digitizing
Medicallnstrumentetion
.Digital Communications
Spectrum Analysis
Sonar Digitizing

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Analog Devices' model MOD·1020 is an ultra-high-speed
AID converter capable of digitizing video input signals to 10bit accuracy at word rates through 20MHz. The MOD-1020 is
another in the series of state-of-the-art AID converters from
Analog Devices that employs the unique digital correcting
subranging (DCS) conversion technique to virtually eliminate
errors normally associated with subranging type AID converters. No other AID converter commercially available offers the
user the speed and accuracy attainable with the MOD-1020.
The MOD-1020 is constructed on a single printed circuit card
which is intended for mounting on a system mother board and
occupies only 3 S square inches. The AID is complete with internal track-and-hold, encoder, timing circuitry, ref~rences, and
latched output. It produces a true all-parallel digital output.
The encode command input, digital outputs, and data ready
output are balanced ECL compatible. The AID requires only
an external encode command input pulse and external power
supplies for operation. The analog input impedance is at least
SOOn, so that the user can easily terminate the AID with lower
impedances in his system. Gain and offset potentiometers are
provided on the card so that the AID can be operated in either
the unipolar or bipolar modes. The AID is fully repairable.
The MOD-l020 is ideally suited for systems requiring the
ultimate in conversion speed and accuracy. Such applications
in<;lude radar digitizing, digital communications (baseband
digitizing), composite color television digitizing, spectrum analysis, medical instrumentation, arid many others. Each MOD1020 is backed by Analog Devices' limited one-year warranty.
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MOD- 1020 ADC and Model
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Differential Gain - Model
MOD-102O and Model 4120E
DAC Back·to-Back 14.4MHz
Conversion (Word) Rate

The above waveforms wepc obtained utilizing a Tektronix,
Model 149A N,T,S.C. Test Signal Generator with a 20 IRE
unit TV test signal output, The display (output) was obtained
using a Tektronix Model S20A Vectorscope.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°Cwith nominal power sUpplies unless otherwise noted)
MOOIL

MOIH020

RESOLUTION (FS = FULL SCALE)

10 Bits (0.1% FS)

LSBWEIGHT'

l.mV or 2mV Depending on Analos Input Ranse

ACCURACY (INCLUDING LINEARITY) @ DC
Monotonicity
Nonlinearity vs. Temperature
Gain VI. Temperatul'C' . ,

:to.os" full Scale ±1/2LSB

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
AC Linearity' (de to lAiHz)
(lMHz to SMHz)
('MHz to 10MHz)
Conversion Time
Co.nversion Ratc 2
Apertufe UnCertainty '(Ji~)
Aperture Time (Dolar)
Signal to Noise Ratio'
signaI"to No~ Ratio· .
Noise Power RatioS

Spuric;tUS Sis'nals >6OdB below F.S
Spurious Signals >S5dB below FS
Spurious Signals >SOdB below PS
See Text and Timing Diagr~'
de to 20M~ (See Note and Qrdering
±25ps max

~nformation)

5ftS (±2ns unit-to-unit tqlerancc)
S6dB min
6SdBmin
45dB ~in, 47dB typ

Transient Response'

sOn.

Overvoltage Recovery '7
Input Bandwidth (small sipal, ldB)'
Input Bandwidth (large signt.l;ldB)9
Two-Tone Linearity (@ Input: Frequency.);
60kHz; 62kHz
4.~98MHz; S;OOOMHz
9.996MHz; 9.99&MHz
Differential Gain lO
Differential Phue"

SOns
30MHz

ANALOG INPUT (See Notes
Range in Text)
Vol .... Ranse

.

Guaranteed 0 ~ +70oC
'O,OOOS% of Fsfc
0.015% of Fsfc

lSMHz; Flat within 1).:adB, de to 10MHz
In-Band Spurious Signals ;;a.6OdB below FS
In-Band Spurious Signals >S5dB below FS
In-Band Spuriou~ Signals ;>SOdB below FS
1% with 20 IRE Unit Reference
0.5° with 10 IR.E Unit Reference

0" Input

Impedance
Offset
Offset vs. Temperature

ENCODE COMMAND INPUT
Logic Levels, ECL Compatible
(Balanced Input)
Impedance
Rise and Fall Times
Duration (minImax)
Frequency
J)IGIT AL OUTPUT DATA
Fonnat
Logic Levels, ECL Compatible
(Balanced Outputs)
Drive
Time Skew
Coding
DATA READY OUTPUT
Logic Level, ECL Compatible
(Balanced Output)
Rise and Fall Times
Duration
Conversion Time

'IV P'"P or lV P'"P. Depending on Hook-Up
Either 1:1nipola.r or Bipolar
±4V Absolute max Input
l000n (lV Input Range)
SOOn (lV Input Range)
Adjustable to Zero with On-Card Potentiometer (R4)

o.ol%fC
"0"· -1.7V
"I" = -Q.9V
lOOn Line-to-Line
Snsmax
10ns/70% of Duty Cycle
Specified by Customer, dc to 20MHz (See Ordering Information)
10 Parallel Bits, NRZ
"0" = -1.7V
"I"· -0.9V

7Sn to loon, Line-to-Line
Snsmax
Binary (BIN); 2's Complement (2SC)

"0".-1.7V
"I". -o.9V
Snsmax
2SDS ±3ns
Output data is vawl two clock pcrios plus 185
"±20ns after the application of
initial Encode
Command pulse-assuming that two pulses occur after
the first. Use of the trailing edge of the Data Ready
pulses are required to shift the data to the output.
For example, with a 20MHz em:ode rate, data is valid
lSS !tlOns after the application of the first Encode
Command pulse-assuming that two pulses occur after
the first. Use of the trailing edge of the Data Ready
pulse is recommended for strobing output data into
extemal registers.

an

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+15V±'%
-15V ±510
+5V±5%
-S.1V±S%
Powcr Consumption

200mA

200mA
l00mA
2.7A
21 Wam

TEMPjlRATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage
Coolina: Requirements

Oto +10°C
_55°C to ... SSoC
500 Linear Feet per Minute (LFPM)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Construction

Single Printed Circuit Card

~I:'ty

i~

:~~~fu.!!~:ia~~ =a~' =~e=i~~curacr

expmKd terms of spurious in-band sipals senerated at 20MHz
in time specified.
e:acode rate at the aallos frequeDcies ( ) shOWP.
'With FS aaalOi iaput.
ITo be: spedf'ied by the c:ustomer. See text and orderiDJ information.
•• Applies to devieet optimized fOr video application.. Difiel'l'DtiaI pin .:nd
• RMS IIipaI to nDlI noiIe ntio with 500kHz analCJI input.
phue ItC meuured and optimiled for ADC's whicb haw lhe followm,
4Pea1Mo-pnk ..... to nDllIIOiIe nde with 500kHz aaaJos input.
.ncode nce optional ......tors (see Orderinc IDfonnation): "10'" (3 X
IDC to 8.2MHz white aoile bandwidth with slot frequency of 3.886M"z and
NTSC subc:uritr)I"133" (3 X PAL); "143" (4 X NTSC); "17'" (4 X PAL)•

.:=

:~~=~ after 2 X PS iaput Oftrwlup in time lpec:it1ed.
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Specifications subjecI to chqe without QOlite.
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MOD-1020 Block Diagram

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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MOD-T020 Timing Diagram
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,Rn"",
".2ll
.6.61l
116.on
1V p.p I~PUT OPTION

ZiN

(RTERM RESISTORS Aft,E 1~ 118W. Mfl

son
7&!2
an

t1URM

53.en
1OS.on

82.60

'ZIt p.p INPUT OPTION

FOR.1V p.p INPUT RANGE. CONNECT ANALOG INPUT TO, PIN 9, AND CONNECT
PINS, 9 AND 10 TOGETHER. UNl'ERMINATED INPUT IMPEDANCE IS 5000.
GAIN ADJUSTMENT RANGE (fl26IIS dO% MIN". FOR 2V p.fi' INPUT RANGE.
CONNECT ANALOG INPUT TO PIN 9. PIN 10 IS lEFT OISCONNECTED. UN·
TERMINATED INIUT IMPEDANCE IS 1000n. GAIN ,4IIDJUSTMENT RANGE
(R25IIS f~._

THE OFFSET POTENTIOMETER 1R4) HAS SUfF..ICIENT RANGE TO ALLOW
THE USER TO OPERATE THE ADC IN EITHER THE UNIPOLAR OR BIPOLAR
MODE. THE ADC'S ARE CALIBRATED IN THE BIpOLAR CONFIGURATION AT
THE FACTORY.

MOD-1020 Analog Input Range' Options

OFFSET AND GAIN ADJUSTMENT
The offset of the ADC is adjusted by varying potentiometer
R4. Apply an input voltage to the analog input corresponding
to positive full scale. Adjust R4 such chat the digital output is
changin~ between 1111111111 and 1111111110.
The gain of the ADC is adjusted by varying potentiometer
R2S. Apply an input voltage to the analog input that corre-

sponds to negative full scale. Adjust R2 S such that the digital
output is changing between 0000000000 and QOOOOOOOO1.
In the, foregoing, the ADC is calibrated to have a unipolar positive transfer function. If bipolar input range is required, adjust
R4 to offset the en tire inpu t by one-half of the full scale inpu t.
In setting the gain, always adjust R4 first to obtain the correct
setting for full scale positive input.

R4

R25

Location of Adjustment Potentiometers

ORDERING INFORMATION
IMPORTANT-THE ENCODE RATE OF THE MOD-I020
MUST BE SPECIFIED BY THE CUSTOMER AS SHOWN
BELOW:
ORDER MODEL NUMBER: MOIH02Q-, "XXX". where
"XXX" is to be specified by the customer. "Xxx" representS'
the encode word rate in MHz with the decimal place assumed
to be (but not shown) between the second and third places:
FulllO-bit accuracy will be maintained within ±12% of this
10436 A/D CONVERTERS

specified frequency, up to a maximum of 21MHz. For example,
a device specified as MOD-I020-200 is for operation at
20.0MHz and will maintain accuracy from 17.6MHz to 2IMHz.
For encode rates of 10MHz or less, the MOD-I020 will maintain full accuracy from dc to 10MHz. For encode frequencies
of 10MHz or less, order MOD-I020-l00.
Mating sockets for the MOD-I020 are model number
MSB-2 (36 required per AID)..
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12-Bit ·Video
Analog to Digital Converter

FEATURES
12 Bits @l5MHz Word Rate
One-27 Sq_ In. PC Board
Built-In Track-and-Hold - 25ps Aperture Uncertainty
16MHz Analog Input Bandwidth
TTL Compatible
Low (13-Watt) Power Dissipation
Signal-to-Noise Ratio Greater Than 66dB
Noise Power Ratio Greater Than 56dB
Completely Repairable
APPLICATIONS
Radar Digitizing
Digital Communications
Real Time Spectrum Analysis
Signature Analysis
OUTLINE DlMENSIONS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Analog Devices' model MOD-120S is a very high-speed AID
converter capable of digitizing video input signals to 12-bit
accuracy at random or periodic word rates of dc through
SMHz. The MOD-120S is truly a breakthrough in high-speed
AID technology. It utilizes the latest state-of-the-art conversion technique called digital correcting subranging (DeS) to
effectively eliminate errors normally associated with subranging type ADC's. It is the most cost effective AID in this
speed category, combining small size and low power dIssipation with low cost.
The MOD-120S is constructed on a single printed circuit card
which is intended for mounting on a system mother board and
occupies only 27 square inches. Within this AID is the required
sample/track-and-hold amplifier, encoder, timing circuits and
ou tpu t latches for a true simultaneous, all-parallel digital ou tpu t.
The encode command input and digital outp.uts are TTL compatible. The AID requires only an external encode command
pulse and external power supplies for operation. NO external
parts are required. Gain and offset potentiometers are provided on the card. The AID is fully repairable either at the
factory or in the field.
The MOD-120S is ideally suited for systems requiring the ultimate in conversion speed and accuracy. Such applications
include radar digitizing, digital communications, spectrum
analysis, and many others. Each MOD.120S is backed by
Analog Devices' limited one year warranty.

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C with nominal' power supplies unless otherwise noted)

MODEL
RESOLUTION (FS= FULL SCALE)

MOD-l205
12 BitS (0.024% FS)

LSBWEIGHT

1mV

ACCURACY (INCLUDING LINEARITY) @ DC
Monotonicity
Nonlinearity vs. Temperature
Gain vs. Temperature
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
AC Linearityl (dc to lMHz)
(lMHzto 2.5MHz)
Qlnversicin Time
. COnversion Rate (Word Rate)
Aperture Uncel'taiDty (Jitter)
Aperture Time
sigDaJ. to Noise Rati0 2
Noise Power Rati03
Transient Response4
Overvoltage Recovety Tirites
Input Bandwjdth (small signal, 3dB)
Input Bandwidth (large signal, 3dB)
ANALOG INPUT
Voltage Range

±0.0125% Full Scale ±1I2LSB
Guaranteed (0 to +70·C)
0.0005% of FSI"C, max
0.002% of FSI"C, typ; 0.005% of FSI"C, max

Impedance
Offset Voltage
Offset vs. Temperature
Bias Current
ENCODE COMMAND INPUT
Logic Levejs, TTL Compatible
Logic Loading
Rise .and Fall Times
Duration'min/max
Frequency (Random or Periodic)
DIGITAL DATA OUTPUT
Format
L'ogic LevelS, TTL Compatible
Drive (Not Short Circuit Prorected)
Time Skew
Coding
Conversion Time
POWER REQUIREMENTS
+15V±5%
-15V±5%
. -6V±4%
+5V±5%
Power Consumption
TmMPERATURERANGE
Operating
Storage
Cooling Requirements
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Construction

Spurious Signals >70dB below FS, max
Spurious Signals >65dB below FS, max; >68dB, typ
See Text and Timing Diagram
dc to 5MHz
±25psmax
30ns (±lOns from unit to unit)
66dB min; 68dB, typ
56dB min, 58dB typ
12-Bit (0.0125%) Accuracy within 200ns
200ns
15MHz min
10MHz min; flat within ±O.ldB, dc through 5MHz
±2.048VFS
±4V Absolute max
400n with pin 30 open, SOn with pin 30 grounded
Adjust to 0 with On Board Potentiometer
0.002% FSI"C, typ;O.OOS% of FS'·C, max
1nAmax
"0" = 0 to +0.4V
. "1" = +2.4V to +SV
2 Standard TTL Gates
10ns max
25ns/50% of Duty Cycle
dc to 5MHz
12 Parallel Bits, NRZ
. "0" = 0 to +0.4V
"1" = +2.4V to +5V
Up to 1 Schottky TTL or
2 Standard T'I'L Loads
10nsmax
Offset Binary (OB!,!) or 2'5 complement (2SC)
See Text on the Next Page
200mA
150mA
700mA
800mA
13 Watts

o to +70·C
-5S·C to +8S·C
500 Linear Feet Per Min (LFPM)

Single Printed Circuit Card

NOTES:
J AC linearity expressed in terms of spurious inooband signals generated at specified encode

rates at anal0l input frequencies ( ).
sienal to rm. noise a.t 500kHz analog input.
• d. to 2.4MH. white noise bandwidth with slo. frequency oi 512kHz.
41 Por full ...ca1e step. input, attains 12-bit accuracy in time specified.
'Recovers to 12-bit accuracy after 2 X FS input overvoltage in time specified.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

1 rms
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+70·C

BIT

f

BIT 1
MS8

PIN
1

2
3

•

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

,.
15
16

FUNCTION
ENCODE COMMAND
GND+5V
ONDONC·
-BV
.{JV

BIT 1
BIT 1 (MSB)

BIT2
BIT3
BIT4
BIT5
BIT8
BI17

BIT8

PIN
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2.
2.
26
27

28
28
30
31
32

FUNCTION
81T9
BIll0

I
I~

TERMINATION

I=>
I~

15

BIT 11
ANALOG
INPUT

BIT 12 (LSB)
+15V
-15V
GNO*

I~

I~

I!!!
1°

ANALOG

GROUND

I

GNO*

BIT 12

LSB

GNO*
+5V
-6V

ENCODE
COMMAND
INPUT

GND·
GND·

1

ENCODE
COMMAND

TERMINATION
GNO*

GROUND

ANALOG INPUT

*ALL GROUND PINS ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER
WITHIN THE MOD·1206
+1BV
NOTE:

Pin Designations

-15V

+6V

-BV

WITH PIN 30 OPEN, ANALOG INPUT IMPEDANCE IS 400(1. WITH PIN 30

GROUNDED, ANALOG IMPEDANCE IS son.

MDD-1205 Block Diagram

three encode command pulses are required to shift the data to
the output of the AID. For example, with a SMHz encode rate,
data is valid 67Sns ±2Sns after the application of the first encode command pulse-assuming that two pulses occur after
the first.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order model number MOD-l20S AID converter. Mating pin
sockets for the MOD-l20S are model number MSB-2 (32
required per AID).
CONVERSION TIME
OUtput data is valid two encode command clock periods plus
27Sns ±2Sns after application of an initial encode command
pulse. Due to the pipeline delay effect of the AID, a total ~f

Use of the trailing edge of the encode command is recommended for strobing output data into external register (see
Figure 1).
.

O.

200n.

400n.

600ns

800ns

I

I

I

I

I

•

ENCODE
COMMAND
DATA
OUT

DATA T N - 3
VALID

DATA TN+1
VALID

DATA TN (THE RESULT OF ENCODE COMMAND TN) OCCURS TWO CON·
VERSION PERIODS PLUS 275ns ±25ns AFTER ENCODE COMMAND TN.
FOR A 5MHz WORD RATE AS SHOWN, DATA IS VALID 275ns ±25ns
AFTER THE THIRD ENCODE COMMAND PULSE OR TN + 675ns ±25n•.
IN ALL CASES, THREE ENCODE COMMAND PULSES ARE REQUIRED
FOR TRANSFER OF DATA TO THE OUTPUT, DUE TO THE PIPELINE
DELAY EFFECT THROUGH THE AID. NO DATA READY PULSE IS
SUPPLIED'.

Figure 1. MOD-1205 Timing Diagram
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GROUND CONNECTIONS
It should be noted that the MOD-120S PC.board has 9 ground
pins. These are all connected to the ground plane on the board.
For best results it is recommended that ALL of these pins be
connected to a massive system or "modier board" ground
plane.

code, observe that the digital. output is changing between
10000000000,0 and 0 11111111'111 at this adjustment level. When properly adjusted a digital code of
100000000000 will represent analog input 1LSB above
zero volts, and a digital code of 0 1 111 11 1 111 1 will
represent an analog input of 1LSB below /lero volts.

CAUBRATION PROCEDURE (MOD-120S)
The MOD-120S AID is precisely ,calibrated at the factory before shipments and should need no further calibration. However, if slight readjustments of the AID are required in the
system, the following procedure should be followed. This
procedure refers to a binary output.

Gain Adjustment
The gain is adjusted by varying potentiometer R2. This adjustment is made by applying +2.046SV (FS -1112LSB) to the
analog input and while monitoring the digital output, adjust
R2 for the output code varying between 1 11111 11111 0
and 1 111111 111 1 1 (FS). If the user needs to offset the
entire range of the AID, this can be accomplished by a readjusting
R22 as required. However, in this prpcedure, the offset should
always be ildjilsted first.

.Offset Adjustment
The offset is adjusted by varying potentiometer R22 with 0
volts applied to the analog input. To obtain the proper output

PIN 1

R2

GAIN
ADJUST

OFFSET ADJUST

Location of Adjustment Potentiometers
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11-2 V/F& F!VCONVERTERS

laIaction Guida

Voltage-la-Frequency" Frequency-la-Voltage Canv.IIPs
In this Selection Guide, VIF and F IV Converters are listed in separate tables, in order of increasing maximum
frequency range. Complete descriptions, specifications, and applications information can be found in the data
sheets. General information regarding VFCs and FVCs can be found in the following pages. Specifications are
typical at rated supply voltage and load, and TA =+25°C, except where noted.

VOLTAGE-TD-FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
Max F.S.

Frequency

Model

Brief Description

Page

10kHz

450

11-15

10kHz

456

20kHz

454

100kHz

ADS37#

100kHz

452

100kHz

458

1MHz

460

Module, 0.005% max nonlinearity,
max tempcos: offset - 20p.V/C: gain - 25ppm/oC
Module, 0.02% max nonlineari~,
max tempcos: offset - 100p.VI C: gain - 8Oppm/C
Module, 0.005% max nonlinearity,
max tempcos: offset - 20p.V/C: gain - 25ppm/C
Low-cost IC, 0.07% max nonlinearity, low power,
max tempcos: offset - 1P.V/oC (K): gain - 5Oppm/C (K)
Module, 0.015% nonlinearity,
max tempcos: offset - 30p.V/C: gain - 5Oppm/C
Module, 0.01% nonlinearity,
max tempcos: offset - 30p.V/oC: gain - 5ppm/oC
Module, 0.015% nonlinearity,
"
max tempcos: offset - 30p.V/C: gain - 15ppm/C

11-15
11-15
11-7

*
11-19
11-19

FREQUENCY-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTERS
Max F.S.

Frequency

Model

Brief Description

Page

100Hz-20kHz
Adjustable
1kHz-200kHz
Adjustable

451

Module, 0.008% max nonlinearity, 30ms to full scale, "
max gain tempco - 50ppm/C
Module, 0.008% max nonlinearity, 4ms to full scale,
max gain tempco - 5Oppm/C

11-23

453

11-23

#Monolithic chips available with guaranteed perfonnance for precision hybrids. Chip catalog available upon request.
-Data sheet available upon request.
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Voitaga-tofraquency aFre• •cy-to-Vollale Conv.-t••

VOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
Voltage-to-frequency converrers (VFC's) converr analog voltage or current levels to pulse trains or square waves in a logiccompatible form (usually TTL) at frequencies that are accurately proporrional to the analog quantity. The output continuously tracks the input signal, responding directly to changes
in the input signal; external-clock synchronization is not required. V/f converters find applications in analog-to-digital
converrers with high resolution, long-term high-precision'integrators, two-wire high-noise-immunity digital transmission, and
digital voltmeters.
FREQUENCV-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTERS
Frequency-to-voltage converrers (FVC's) perform the inverse
operation; they accept a wide variety of periodic waveforms
and produce an analog output proporrional to frequency.
Combining adjustable threshold, gain, and output offset with
low linearity-error, F N converters offer economical solutions
to a wide variety of applications where it is required to, converr
frequency to an analog voltage. Examples are motor-speed controllers, power-line frequency monitors, and VCO stabilization circuits. In analog-to-analog data transmission, they converr serially transmitted data in the form of pulse streams back
to analog voltage.
'
Applications of both forms of conversion, as appropriate to
specific device types, are illustrated with vatying degrees of
detail on the indivi,dual data sheets.
FACTORS IN CHOOSING VFC's AND FVC's
Voltage-tojrequency converters are available from Analog
Devices in both module- andmonolithic-IC- form. The output
of modular types, ranging from 10kHz to IMHz F .S., is a train
of pulses of constant height and width, with very low duty
cycle for small analog inputs. The output of the AD537, a
monolithic integrated circuit, is unique in that its output is
square-wave, an advantage in some applications. Aparr from
performance specifications, the tradeoffs between module and
IC are as follows: modular VFCs have the advantages{)f completely specified performance; they do not rely on the specifications of critical external components, because the complete
self-contained functional package requires no external components; trims are optional. IC's, on the other hand, have the
advantages of lower cost and smaller size, and'-in the case of
the AD537-versatility of output and input connections, lower
offset drift, flexibility of frequency range, low power, singlesupply operation, low external-component count, plus builtin voltage-and temperature-references. Modules offer better
linearity, lower gain drift, and higher full-scale frequencies.

The most-popular VFC designs (Figure 1) contain an integrator, which charges at a rate proporrional to the value of the
input signal. Each time the integrator's charge has bee~ increased by a precisely metered increment, the threshold crossing
produces a pulse of accurately known area. The pulse serves
both as the output (via a buffer) and as a subtractive charge

7
A3

5

OFFSET
VOLTAGE

TRIM

T2L OUTPUT

::rt....rL
POWER COMMON

8 ) - - - -........_-<~

,Figure 1. Block Diagram - Models 458,460 VFC's

increment to reduce the integrator's net charge. The next pulse
is triggered when the net integral has again reached the threshold. The relationship between the pulse rate and the input
level is linear. The AD537* operates on a somewhat different
principle (Figure 2): an input current charges a capacitor
between 2 threshold levels, first in one direction, then in the
other, in anemitter-coupled astable multivibrator circuit.
Since the time required to reach the switching threshold is
inversely proportional to the analog input, the frequency is
directly proporrional. For constant analog mput, the charging
rate 'and the discharge rate are e~ual, so the' output is a
square wave.

Figure 2. Block Diagram of the AD537
*A useful20-page Application Note, "Applications of the ADS371C
Voltage-to-Frequency Converter", by Doug Grant, is available
upon request.
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.
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Figure 3. Block Diagram - Models 451 & 453 FVC's

Frequency-to-voltage-converter modules (Figure 3) average a
train of equal-area pulses that are generated internally by a
precision charge dispenser, in response to each crossing of an
input threshold. The analog output voltage is proportional to
the sum of the pulse areas over a given period. FIV conversion
can also be obtained by using the IC AD 53 7 VFC in a phaselocked loop; the VFC's output frequency is forced by feedback to be equal to the input frequency, hence the VFC input
must be proportional to frequency.

SPECIFICATIONS
The salient specifications for VFC's are (non)linearity, as a
percentage of full-scale frequency; frequency range, the greater
the frequency range, the greater the resolution for a given
counting period ;full-scale·calibration error; gain-temperature
coefficient, in ppm of signal per 0 C, where "gain" is the ratio of
full-scale frequency to full-scale voltage, input-offset tempera·
ture coefficient; overrange capability, within rated specifications, and step response, the worst-case time interval required
for the frequency to respond to a full-scale-step input change.
For FVC's, important specs, in addition to accuracy specs corresponding to the above, include output ripple (for specified
input frequencies), threshold (for recognition that another
cycle has been initiated, and for versatility in interfacing various types of sensors direcdy), hysteresis, to provide a degree
of insensitivity to noise superimposed on a slowly-varying
input waveform, and dynamic response (important in motor
control),
Definitions of some critical specifications, and the conditions
for adjusting or measuring them, are detailed on individual
data sheets.
'
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Integrated Circuit
Voltage to Frequency Converter

FEATURES
low Cost A-D Conversion
Versatile Input Amplifier
Positive or Negative Voltage Modes
Negative Current Mode
High Input Impedance, low Drift
Single Supply, 5 to 36 Volts
linearity: ±0.05% FS
low Power: 1.2mA Quiescent Current
Full Scale Frequency up to 100kHz
1.00 Volt Reference
Thermometer Output (1mV/K)
F-V Applications

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS37 is a monolithic V-F converter consisting of an input amplifier, a precision oscillator system, an accurate internal reference generator and a high current output stage. Only
a single external RC network is required to set up any full
scale (F.S.) frequency up to 100kHz and any F.S. input voltage up to ±30V. Linearity error is as low as ±O.OS% for 10kHz
F.S., and operation is guaranteed over an 80dB dynamic range.
The overall temperature coefficient (excluding the effects of
external components) is typically ±30ppm/°C. The .ADS37
operates from a single supply of S to 36V and consumes only
1.2mA quiescent current.
A temperature-proportional output, scaled to 1.00mV/K,
enables the circuit to be used as a reliable temperature-tofrequency converter; in combination with the fixed reference
output of 1.00V, offset scales such as O°C or OaF can be
generated.
The low drift (11N1oC typ) input amplifier allows operation
directly from small signals (e.g., thermocouples or strain gages)
while offering a high (2S0MQ) input resistance. Unlike most
V-F converters, the ADS37 provides a square-wave output, and
can drive up to 12 TTL 19ads, LEDs, very long cables, etc.
The excellent temperature characteristics and long-term stability of the ADS 37 are guaranteed by the primary band-gap
reference generator and the low T.C. silicon chromium thin
film resistors used throughout.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The ADS37 is a complete V-F converter requiring only an
external RC timing network to set the desired full scale
frequency and a selectable pull-up resistor for the opencollector output stage. Any full-scale input voltage range
from 100mV to 10 volts (or greater, depending on +Vs) can
be accommodated by proper selection of timing resistor.
The full scale frequency is then set by the timing capacitor
from the simple relationship, f = V/10RC.
2. The power supply requirements are minimal, only 1.2mA
quiescent current is drawn from a single positive supply
from 4.S to 36 volts. In this mode, positive inputs can vary
from 0 volts (ground) to (+ VS - 4) volts. Negative. inputs can
easily be connected for below ground operation.
3. F-V converters with excellent characteristics are also easy to
build by connecting the ADS37 in a phase-locked loop; Application particulars are shown in Figure 10.
4. ,The versatile open-collector NPN output stage can sink up
ro 20mA with a saturation voltage less than 0.4 volts. The
Logic Common terminal can be connected to any level between ground (or -VS) and 4 volts below +Vs. This allows
easy direct interface to any logic family with either positive
or negative logic levels.
S. Every ADS37 is subjected to a 24-hour 1S0°C stabilization'
bake prior to final test to ensure reliability and long-term
stability.

The device is available in either a TO-116 ceramic DIP or a
TO-IOO metal can; both are hermetically sealed packages.
The ADS37 is available in three perform~nce/temperature
grades; the J and K grades are specified for operation over the
o to 70° C range while the AD53 7S is specified for operation
over the full military temperature range, -SSoC to +12S oC.
MIL-STD-883, Level B processing is available.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical
MODEL
CURRENT-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
Frequency Range
.
Nonlinearity'
f max = 10kHz
fm'" = 100kHz
Full Scale Calibration Error
C = O_Olj.lF, lIN = 1.000mA
vs. Supply (!;nax < 100kHz)
Ys. Temp. (TIDiD to Tmax)
ANALOG INPUT AMPLIFIER
(Voltage-to-Current Converter)
Voltage Input Range
Single Supply
Dui! Supply
Input Bias Current
(Either Input)
Input Resistance (Non-Inverting)
Input Offset Voltage
.
(Trimmable in "0" Package Only)
vs. Supply
vs. Temp. (TmiD to Tmax)
Safe Input Voltage'·
REFERENcE OUTPUTS
Voltage Reference
Absolu to Value
vs. Temp. (T miD to T max)
vs. Supply
Output ResistanceS
Absolute Temperature Reference"
Nominal Output Level
Initial Calibration @ +2SoC
Slope Error from 1.00mV/K
Slope Nonlinearity
Output ResistanceS
OUTPUT INTERFACE (Open Collector Output)
(Symmetrical Square Wave)
OutpUt Sink Current in Logic HOt!
VOUT =0.4Vmax, Tmin to T m",)
Ou tpu t Leakage Current in Logic "I"
(Tmin to Tmax)
Logic Common Level Range
Rise/Fall Times (~ = O.Olj.lF)
111'; = ImA
liN = Ij.lA
POWER SUPPL Y .
Voltage, Rated Performance
Single Supply
Dual Supply
Quiescent Current
,TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Storage

with Vs (total) = 5 to 36V,unless otherwise noted)
AD537JD

AD537JH

ADS37KD
ADS37KH

ADS37SD'
AD537SH 1

o to ISOkHz
0.07% max
0.1% max

0.15% max (0.1% Iyp)
0.25% max (O.IS% typ)
tl0%max
±O.I%N max (0.01% typ)
±ISOppmfC max (SOppm typ)

±7% max

tS% max
SOppmfc max (30ppm typ)'

ISoppmfC max

o to (+VS - 4) Volts (min)
-Vs to (+Vs -4) Volts (min)
lOOnA
2S0Mn

.

SmVmax
200j.lVNmalt
Sj.lV/oC
±VS

100j.lV/V max

2mVrnax
100j.lVNmax
Ij.lVfC

1.00 Volt :i:S% max
50ppmfC
.
to.03%/V max
380n

.

l.00mV/K
298mV (±SmV)
to.02mV/K
to.IK
900n

.

I OOppm/o C max'

298mV (±SmV max)

20mAmin

lOrnA min

20mAmin

lOrnA min

200nA max
-Vs to (+Vi; - 4) Volts

4.SV to 36V
tS to tl8V
1.2mA (2.SmA max)

o to +70oC
,.6SoC to +ISOoC

·Spedfications same as ADS37JH.
··Specifications same as ADS37K.
Specifications subject to chanse without notice.
1 Tbe ADS37S is ava.iI~le inspected and processed to the
full requirements of MIL-STD·883. Level B. A complete
listing of the tests is available on request. Order pan number
AD537SD/88lB or AD537SH/883B.
2 Nonlinearity is specified for a current input level (lIN) to the
converter from 0.1 to 1000~A. Converter bas 100% overrange
capability up to liN • 2000~A with slighdy reduced linearity.
Nonlinearity is defined as deviation from a straight line from
zero t~ full scale, expressed as a percentage of full scale.
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@ +25°C

-SSoC to +12S OC

Guaranteed not tested.
Maximum voltage input leyel is equal to ~he supply on either
input terminal. However,large negative voltage I~els can be
• applied to the ne.glltive terminal if the input is scaled to a nominal
ImA full scale through an appropriate value resisor (see Figure 4).
B Loading the 1.0 volt or lmV /K outputs can cause a significant change
in overall circuit performance, as indicated in the applications section.
To maintain normal operation, these outpuU should be operated
into the internal buffer or an external amplifier.
'Temperature reference output performance is specified from 0 to +70"<":
for ")" and "K" devices, _'SoC ,to +12S"C for "S" model.
3

·4

PIN CONFIGURATION & DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).

AD537 CHIPS
The AD537 is also available in passivated chip form. Consult
the Chip Catalog for details. Figure 2 shows the chip metallization layout and bonding pads.
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Figure 2. Chip Bonding Diagram

CIRCUIT OPERATION
A block diagram of the AD537 is shown in Figure 1. A versatile operational amplifier (BUF) serves as the input stage; its
purpose is to convert and scale the input voltage signal to a
drive current in the NPN follower. Optimum performance is
achieved when, at the full scale input voltage, a 1mA drive current is delivered to the current-to-frequency converter. The
drive current to the current-to-frequency converter (an astable
multivibrator) provides both the bias levels and the charging
current to the externally connected timing capacitor. This
"adaptive" bias scheme allows the oscillator to provide low
nonlinearity over the entire current input range of 0.1 to
2000IlA. The square wave oscillator output goes to the output
driver which provides a floating base drive to the NPN power
transistor. This floating drive allows the logic interface to be
referenced to a different level than -Vs. The "SYNC" input
("D" package only) allows the oscillator to be slaved to an
external master oscillator; this input can also be used to shut
off the oscillator.
The reference generator uses a band-gap circuit (this allows
single':'upply operation to 4.5 volts which is not possible with
low T.C. zeners) to provide the reference and bias levels for the
amplifier and oscillator stages. The reference generator also
provides the precision, low T.C. 1.00 volt output and the
VTEMP output which tracks absolute temperature at 1mV/K.
V-F CONNECTION FOR POSITIVE INPUT VOLTAGES
The positive voltage input range is from -V s (ground in single
supply operation) to 4 volts below the positive supply. The
connection shown in Figure 3 provides a very high (250Mn)
input impedance. The input voltage is converted to the proper
drive current at pin 3 by selecting a scaling resistor. The full
scale current is 1mA, so, for example a 10 volt range would
require a nominal10kn resistor. The trim range required will
depend on capacitor tolerance. Full scale currents other than
1mA can be chosen, but linearity will be reduced; 2mA is the
maximum allowable drive.

Figure 1. Block Diagram and Pin Connections
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As indicated by the scaling relationship in Figure 3, a O.Oi~F
timing capacitor will give a 10kHz full s<!ale frequency, and
O.OOl~F will give 100kHz with a ImA drive currerit. The maxi"
mum frequency is 150kHz. Polystyrene or NPO ceramic capa"
. citors are preferred for T .C. and dielectric absorption; poly"
carbonate or mica are acceptable; other types will degrade line"
arity. The capacitor should be wired very close to the AOS37:

fOUT

+v,

OPTIONAL
INPUT

FILTER

Figure 3. Standerd V-F Connection for Positive Input Voltages

V-F CONNECTIONS FOR NEGATIVE INPUT VOLTAGE
OR CURRENT
A wide range of negative input voltages can be accommodated
with proper selection of the scaling resistor, as indicated in
Figure 4. This connection, unlike the buffered positive connection, is not high impedance since the 1mA F.S. drive current must be supplied by the signal source. However, very large
negative voltages beyond the supply can be handled easily; just
modify the scaling resistors appropriately. Diode CRI (HP S0822811) is necessary for overload and latchup protection for cur;
rent or voltage inputs.
If the input signal is a true current source, R 1 and Rz are not
used. Full scale calibration can be accomplished by connecting
a 200kU pot in series with a fixed 27kU from pin 7 to -Vs
(see calibration section, beloW).

output waveshape. Verification of linearity requires the availability of a switchable voltage source (or Ii DAC) having a linearity error below ±O.OOS%, and the use of long measurement
intervals to minimize count uncertainties. Every AD S3 7 is
automatically timed for linearity, and it will not usually be
nc:cessary to perform this verification, which is both tedious
and time-consuming.
Although drifts are small it is good practice to allow the operating environment to attain stable temperature and to ensure that the supply, source and load conditions are proper.
Begin by setting the input voltage to 1110,000 of full scale.'
Adjust the offset pot until the output frequency is 1110,000
of full scale (for example 1Hz for FS of 10kHz). This is most
easily accomplished using a frequency meter connected to the
output. Then apply the FS input voltage and adjust the gain
pot until the desired FS frequency is indicated. In applications
where the FS input is small, this adjustinent will very slightly
affect the offset voltage, due to the input bias current of the
buffer amplifier. A change of lkU in R will affect the input
by approximately 100j.tV, which is as much as 0.1% of a
100mV F.S range. Therefore, it may be necessary to repeat
the offset and scale adjustments for the highest accuracy. The
design of the input amplifier is such that the input voltage
drift after offset nulling is typically below l~V /0 C.
In some cases the signal may be in the form of a negative current source. This can be handled in a similar way to a negative
input voltage. However, the scaling resistor is no longer required, eliminating the capability of trimming full scale in this
fashion. Since it will usually be impractical to vary the capacitance, an alternative calibration scheme is needed. This is
shown in Figure 5. A resistor-potentiometer connected from
the VR output to -Vs will alter the internal operating conditi,ons in a predictable way, providing the necessary 2djustment range. With the values shown, a range of ±4% is available;
. a larger range can be attained by reducing Rl. This technique
does not degrade the temperature"Coefficient of the converter,
and the linearity will be as for negative input voltages. The
minimum supply voltage may be used.
Unless it is required to set the input node at exactly ground
potential, no offset adjustment is needed. The capacitor C is
selected to be S% below the nominal value; with R2 in its midposition the output frequency is given by
f=

I

10.S X C
where f is in kHz, I is in rnA and C is in IlF. F or example, for
a FS frequency of 10kHz at a FS input of 1mA, C = 9S00pF.
C3Iibration is effected by applying the full-scale input and
adjusting R2 for the correct reading.
Figure 4. V-F Connections for Negative Input Voltage or
Current

CALIBRATION
There are two independent adjustments: scale and offset. The
first is trimmed by adjustment of the scaling resistor R and the
second by the (optional) potentiometer connected to +VS. and
the Vos pins ("0" package only). Precise calibration r~quires
the use of an accurate voltage standard set to the desired FS
value and a frequericy meter; a scope is useful for monitoring
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This alternative adjustment scheme may also be used when it
is desired to present an exact input resistance in the negativevoltage mode. The scaling relationship is then
f=_--'-V_ _ • __1__

R exact

10.5 C

The calibration procedure is then similar to that used for positive input voltages, except that the scale adjustment is by
'
means of R2.

f=!.!!L
10C

the AD S37 will attempt to synchronize to a spurious signal.
This precaution is unnecessary on the metal can package since
the SYNC function is not brought out to a package pin
and is thus not susceptible to pickup.
DECOUPLlNG,
It is good engineering practice to use bypass capacitors on
the supply-voltage pins and to insert small-valued resistors
(10 to lOOn) in the supply lines to provide a measure of
decoupling between the various circuits in a system. Ceramic
capacitors of O.lJ.1F to 1.0J.lF should be applied between the
supply-voltage pins and analog signal ground for proper bypassing on the ADS37.

Figure 5. Scale Adjustment for Current Inputs
INPUT PROTECTION
The ADS 3 7 was designed to be used with a minimum of additional hardware. However, the successful application of a
precision IC involves a good understanding of possible pitfalls
and the use of suitable precautions.
The -VIN, +VIN and lIN pins should not be driven more than
300mV below -VS. This would cause internal junctions to con·
duct, possibly damaging the Ie. The ADS37 can be protected
from "below -Vs" inputs by a Schottky diode, CR1 (HPS082·
2811) as shown in Figure 4. It is also desirable not to drive
+VIN' -VIN and lIN above +Vs. In operation, the converter
will become very nonlinear for inputs above (+Vs -~.SV).
Control currents above 2mA will also cause nonlinearity.
The BOdB dynamic range of the ADS 3 7 guarantees opera·
tion from a control current of 1mA (nominal FS) down to
100nA (equivalent to 1mV to IOV FS). Below 100nA improper operation of the oscillator may result, causing a false
indication of input amplitude. In many cases this might be
due to short-lived noise spikes which become added to the
input. For example, when scaled to accept a FS input of 1V,
the -BOdB level is only 100J.lV, so when the mean input is
only 60dB below FS (lmV), noise spikes of 0.9mV are'sufficient to cause momentary malfunction.
This effect can be minimized by using a simple low-pass
filter ahead of the converter. For a FS of 10kHz a singlepole filter with a time-constant of lOOms (Figure 3) will be
suitable, but the optimum configuration will depend on the
application and type of signal processing. Noise spikes are
only likely to be a cause of error when the input current
remains .near its minimum value for long periods of time;
above 100nA (lrriV) full integration of additive input noise
occurs.
The ADS37 is somewhat susceptible to interference from
other signals. The most sensitive nodes (besides the inputs)
are the capacitor terminals and the SYNC pin. The timing'
capacitor should be located as close as possible to the
ADS'37 to minimize signal pickup in the leads. In some
cases, guard rings or shielding may be required. The SYNC
pin should be decoupled through a O.OOSJ.lF (or larger) capacitor to pin,13 (+Vs ). This minimizes the possibility that

A decoupling capacitor may also be useful from +VS to SYNC
in those applications where very low cycle-to-cycle period variation (jitter) is demanded. By placing a capacitor across +Vs
and SYNC this noise is reduced. On the 10kHz FS range, a
6.BJ.lF capacitor reduces the jitter to one in 20,000 which is
adequate for most applications. A tantalum capacitor should
be used to avoid errors due to dc leakage.
OPERATION WITH NON-ZERO TC
"I;he good temperature stability of the ADS 37 can only be
realized using stable timing components. However, compensation for timing components which yield a net negative fullscale frequency TC can be easily introduced by adding a resistor between the +lmV/K output and -Vs. The value should
be selected from the curve given in Figure 6. Over this range of
compensation the scale factor is only slightly affected; the
error is about +0.03%/ppm/K in frequency (e.g., IS0ppm
shift would change the scale factor 4.S%).
1OOkn

\

,

\.

50kn

\

RESISTOR
VALUE

I PIN6TO
PIN B)

~

20kn

\ \.

1

'"

" .........

100

200
TC -ppmfC

300

..n

......
2kn

Figure 6. Positive T.C. Induced Versus Correction Resistance
NONLINEARITY SPECIFICATION
The preferred method for specifying linearity error is in terms
of the maximum deviation from the ideal relationship after
calibrating the converter at full scale ;md "zero". This error
will vary with the full scale frequency and the mode of operation. The ADS37 operates best at a 10kHz full scale frequency
with 'a negative voltage input; the linearity is typically within
±O.OS%. Operatihg at higher frequencies or with positive inputs
will degrade the linearity as indicated in the specifications. The
shape of a ,typical, linearity plot is given in Figure 7.
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APPLICATIONS
The diagrams and descriptions of the following applications
are provided to stimulate the discerning engineer with alternative circuit design ideas. "Applications of the AD 5 37 IC
Voltage-to-Frequency Converter", available from Analog
Devices on request, covers a wider range of topics and concepts in data conversion IIIld data transmission using voltageto-frequency ·converters.
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TRUE lWO-WIRE DATA TRANSMISSION
Figure 9 shows the AD 5 37 in a true two-wire data transmission
scheme. The twisted-pair transmission line serves the dual purpose of supplying power to the device and also carrying frequency data in the form of current modulation. The PNP circuit at the receiving end represents a fairly simple way for
converting the current modulation back into a voltage square
wave which will drive digital logic directly. The 0_6 volt square
wave which will appear on the supply line at the device terminals does not affect the performance of the ADS 37 because
of its excellent supply rejection_ Also, note that the circuit
operates at nearly constant average power regardless of
frequency:.

~
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Figure 7b. Typical Nonlinearity Error with 100kHz F.S. Output

OUTPUT INTERFACING CONSIDERATIONS
The design of the output stage allows easy interfacing to all
digital logic families. The collector and emitter of the output
NPN transistor are both uncommitted; the emitter can be tied
to any voltage between -Vs and 4 volts below +VS. The open
collector can be pulled up to a voltage 36 volts above the emitter regardless of +VS. The high power output stage can supply.
up to 20mA (lOmA for "H" package) at a maximum saturation voltage of 0.4 volts. The stage limits the output current
at 25mA; it can handle this limit indefinhely without damaging the device.
Figure 8 shows the ADS37 with a standard 0 to +10 volt input
connection and the output stage connections. The values for
the logic common voltage, pull-up resistor, positive logic level,
and -v s supply are given in the accompanying chart for several
logic forms.
r-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<lLOGICCOM

r--.,,.r-..--~fOUT
LOGICV~c

=--.~

...

(+15V)

.
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EeL2.5k
~
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"

O'
+1.3

0
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R, -V•.

GNo
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G 0

,
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kG 0
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Figure 8. Interfacing Standard Logic Families
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Figure 9. True Two-Wire Operation

F-V CONVERTERS
The AD537 can be used as a high linearity VCO in a phaselocked loop to accomplish frequency-to-voltage conversion.
By operating th~ loop without a low-pass filter in the feedback
path (first-order system), it can lock to any frequency from
~ero to an upper limit determined by the design, responding
in three or four cycles to a step change of input frequency. In
practice, the overall response time is determined by the characteristics of the averaging filter which follows the PLL.
Figure 10 shows a connection using a 10w-power'TTL quad
open-collectornand gate which serves as the phase comparator.
The input signal should be a pulse train or square wave with
characteristics similar to TTL or 5-volt CMOS outputs. Any
duty cycle is acceptable, but the minimum pulse width is 40~s.
The output voltage is one volt for a 10kHz input frequency.
The output as shown here is at a fairly high impedance level;
formany situations an additional buffer may be required_
Trimming is similar to V-F application trimming. First set the
Vos trimmer to mid-sca:Ie. Apply a 10kHz input frequency and
trim the 2kn potentiometer for LOO volts out. Then apply a
10Hz waveform and trim the VOS for 1mV out. Finally, retrim
the full scale output at 10kHz. Other frequency scales can be
obtained by apptopriate scaling of timing components.
j

'5V

scheme is shown hy the Celsius-to-frequency converter in
Figure 12. Corresponding component values for a Fahrenheitto-frequency converter which give 10Hz! F are given in parentheses.
A simple calihration procedure which will provide ±2°C accuracy requires suhstitution of a 7.2 7k resistor for the series
combination of the 6.04k with the 2k trimmer; then simply
set the SOOn trimmer to give 2S0Hz at +2SoC.
High accuracy calibration procedure:
1. Measure room temperature in OK.
2. Measure temperature output at pin 6 at that temperature.
3. Calculate offset adjustment as follows:

2k

...i=ncc6:.:.)..:(m;.=-:V..:..) 2
Offset Voltage (mV) = V-,--,-T",EM"",-P..:(p
°
x 73.2
Room temp ( K)

~O.005"F

Figure 10. 10kHz F-V Converter

TEMPERATURE-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERSION
The linear temperature-proportional output of the ADS 37 can
he used as shown in these applications to perform various direct
temperature-to-frequency conversion functions; it can also he
used with other external connections in a temperature sensing
or compensation scheme. If the sensor output is used externally,
it should be huffered through an op amp since loading that
point will cause significant error in the sensor ou tpu t as well
as in the main V-F converter circuitry.

t

An ahsolute temperature Kelvin) -to-frequency converter
is very easily accomplished, as shQwn in Figure 11. The 1mV
per oK output serves as the input to the huffer amplifier, which
then scales the oscillator drive current to a nominal 298J.lA at
+2SoC (298°K). Use of a lOOOpF capacitor results in a corresponding frequency of 2.98kHz. Setting the single 2kn trimmer
for the correct frequency at a well-defined temperature near
+2SoC will normally result in an accuracy of ±2°C from -SSoC
to +12SoC (using an ADS37S). An NPO ceramic capacitor is
recommended to minimize nonlinearity due to capacitance
drift.

}----<t----o f = 10Hzl"K

v

+

4. Temporarily disconnect 49n resistor (or SOOn pot) and
trim 2kn pot to give the offset voltage at the indicated
node. Reconnect 49n resistor.
S. Adjust slope trimmer to give proper frequency at room
temperature (+2SoC = 2S0Hz).
Adjustment for OF or any other scale is analogous.

r-----I(14l-....---<> fl~~:J"C
10k

110HzfFj
'5V

49Il
(205m

3900pF
11500pFj

SOOn

6.04k
(10k)

2.74k
/4.02k)

Figure 12. Offset Temperature Scale Converters-Centigrade
and (Fahrenheit) to Frequency

SYNCHRONOUS OPERATION
The SYNC terminal at pin 2 of the DIP package can he used to
synchronize a free running ADS37 to a master oscillator, either
at a multiple or a suh-multiple of the primary frequency. The
preferred connection is shown in Figure 13. The diodes are
used to produce the proper drive magnitude from high level
signals. The SYNC terminal can also he used to shut off the
oscillator. Shorting the terminal to +Vs will stop the oscillator,
and the output will go high (output NPN off).

'V,

-VS (CONNECTED TO CASE)

Figure

1,.

NOTt- if V;v-;"> 2V ~ """1
Absolute Temperature to Frequency Converter

USE THIS LIMITER
VSYNC

OFFSET TEMPERATURE SCALES
Many other temperature scales can he set up hy offsetting the
temperature output with the voltage reference output. Such a

OW.
10k

I I !---ill
Cs

I

.

I
I

6

~-----'

I ,7,,-1
-,

IN4148:
":' -=-

I

Figure 13. Connection for Synchronous Operation
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Figure 14 shows the maximum pull-in range available at a given
signal level; the op'timum .signal is a O.B to 1.0 volt square wave;
signals belo~ 0.1 volt will have no effect; signals above 2 volts
p-p will disable the oscillator. The AD537 can normally be
synchronized to a signal which forces it to a higher frequency
up to 30% above the nomirtal free-running frequency, it can
only be brought down about 1-2%.

- 4 - - 1V RMS SIGNAL

+ 1V RMS NOISE

~OUTPUT

Figure 16. Performance of AD537 Linear PhaseLocked Loop
,
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Figure 14. Maximum, Frequency Lock-In Range Versus Sync.
Signal

UN EAR PHASE LOCKED WOP
The phase-locked-loop F N circuit described earlier operates
from an essentially noise~free binary input. PLL's are also used
to extract frequency information from a noisy analog signal.
To do this, the digital phase-comparator must be replaced by a
linear multiplier. In the implementation shown in Figure 1 S,
the triangular waveform appearing across the timing capacitor
is used as one of the multiplier inputs; the signal provides the
other inpui. It can be shown that the mean value of the multiplier output is zero when the two signals are in qu'adrature. In
this condition, the ripple in the error signal is also quite small.
Thus, the voltage at pin S is essentially zero, and the frequency
is determined primarily by the current in the timing resistor,
controlled either manually or by a control voltage.

FRtSOUENCY.-f'M.""J.,
CONTROL INPUT

o TO -TOY ~ ~--I'''---'

Figure 15. Linear Phase-Locked Loop

Noise on the input signal affects the loop operation only
slighdy; it appears as noise in the timing current, but this
is averaged out by the timing capacitor. On the other hand, ,
if the input frequency changes there is a net error voltage
at pin S which acts to bring the oscillator back into quadrature. Thus, the output at pin 14 is a noise,free square-wave
having exactly the same frequency as the mpu t signal. Th,e
effectiveness of this circuit can be judged from FigUre 16
which shows the response to an input of 1V rms 1kHz sinusoid plus IV rms Gaussian noise. The positive supply to the
ADS 3 7 is reduced by about.4V in order to keep the voltages
at pins 11 and 12 within the common-mode range of the
ADS 34.
Since this is also a first-order loop the circuit possesses a very
wide capture range. However, even better noise-integrating
properties can be achieved by adding a filter between the
multiplier output and the VCO input. Details of suitable
filter characteristics can be found in the standard texts on
the subject.
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By connecting the multiplier output to the lower end of the
timing resistor and moving the control input 'to pin S, a highresistance frequency-control input is made available. However,
due to the reduced supply voltage, this input cannot exceed
+6V.
TRANSDUCER INTERFACE
The ADS 3 7 was specifically designed to accept a broad range
of input signals, particularly small voltage signals, which may
be converted directly (unlike many V-F converters which require signal pre-conditioning). The 1.00V stable reference output is also useful in interfacing situations, and the high input
resistance allows non-loading interfacing from a source of
varying resistance, such as the slider of a potentiometer.
THERMOCOUPLE INPUT
The output of a Chromel-Constantan (Type E) thermocouple,
using a reference junction at OoC, varies from O'to S3.14mV !
over the temperature range 0 to +700°C with a slope of
BO.67BJlV /degree over most of its range and some nonlinearity
ClVer the range 0 to +200°C. For this example, we assume that
it is desired to indicate temperature in Degre'es Celsius using a
counter/display with a lOOms gate width. Thus, the V-F converter must delivet an output of 7kHz for an input of S3.14mV.
If very precise operation down to OoC is imperative, some sort
of linearizing,is necessary (see, for example, Analog Devices'
Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, pp92-97) but in many cases
operation is only needed over part of the range.
The circuit shown in Figure 17 provides good accuracy from
+300°C to +700°C. The extrapolation of the temperaturevoltage curve back to O°C shows that an offset of -3.34mV is
required to fit the curve most exacdy. This small amount of
voltage can be introduced'without an additional calibration
step using ,the"!" 1.00V output of the ADS3 7. To adjust the, .
scale, the thermocouple should be raised to a known reference temperature near 500u C and the frequency adjusted to
• value usin~ R 1. Theoerror should be within ±0.2% over the
range 400 C to 700 C.

..... TOHz/"C

~-I.!~

'O,OO5.«F

Figure 17.- Thermocouple Interface With First-Order
Linearization
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Low-Cost, High Performance,10/20kHz
Voltage to Frequency Converters
MODElS lISB, _5l1, _56

FEATURES
Low Cost
Low Nonlinearity: ±50ppm max; Model 450K
High Stability: ±25ppmtC max; Model 450K
Versatility: Voltag~ or Current Inputs; Model 454J/K
10V or 20V Full Scale Inputs
Bipolar Inputs; Model 454J/K
Wide Dynamic Range: >86dB; Model 454J/K
Meet MIL-STD-202E Environmental Testing
TTL/DTL or CMOS/HNIL Compatible Output
APPLICA liONS
Long Term Precision Integrator
Ratiometric Measurements
High CMV Analog Isolator
AID Converter with 13-Bit Accuracy
2 Wire High Noise Immunity Digital Transmission
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 450, 454 and 456 comprise a new family of modular
voltage to frequency converters that provide exceptional linearityand temperature stability over a wide input signal dynamic
range. Available in two convenient full scale frequency ranges
of 10kHz or 20kHz, these new low cost models can be easily
applied to'perform ±O.OI % analog measurements while directly
interfacing with digital circuits.
WHERE TO USE MODELS 450, 454 AND 456
Pin compatible with existing popular models, these new designs
offer economical solutions to a range of demanding applications; in Chemical Analysis and Gas Chomatography - as longterm precision integrators; in Process Control and Remote Data
Acquisition Systems - two wire data transmission over long
distances; in 3'h digit DVM's - as low-cost AID converters
featuring monotonic 13-bit performance and no missing codes;
in Blood Analysis - accurate ratiometric measurements over
wide dynamic range; in Medical Instruments - isolation using
single low cost optical isolator; in Test Instrumentation - as
low cost programmable square wave generators.
MODEL SELECTION GUIDE
These compact modules are available in six versions with performance features aimed at meeting key application requirements:
Economy, 10kHz: Model 456 offers the lowest cost for applications requiring 0.1% (lO-bit) accuracy. Available in two
selection §rades, model 456J has 0.03% max nonlinearity with
120ppm/ C max gain drift; model 456K 6f£ers 0.02% max
nonlinearity and BOppm/C gain drift.

(450]) and 0.005% max (450K) with full scale gain drift guaranteed at 50ppm/C max (450]) and 25ppm/C max (450K).
Mod,el450K can achieve 0.01% (13-bit) accuracy over the ImV
to +15V signal range.
Versatility: Model 454 accepts 0 to +20V or 0 to 0.67mA inputs and can be operated with bipolar signals up to ±10V.
Nonlinearity is 0.01 % max (454J) and 0.005% max (454K);
gain drift is 50ppm/C max (454]) and 25ppm/C max (454K).
DESIGN APPROACH - PRECISION CHARGE BALANCE
All models incorporate a superior charge balance technique
that results in high linearity and temperature stability. Linearity is maintained for inputs below ImV and operation is free
of latch-up.
FREQUENCY

",

6

OUTPUT
(OTO 'DkH~)

4

DIGtTAL
GROUND

OTO+TOV

Figure 1. Block Diagram - Models 450 and 456
FREQUENCY

'"

OTO+20V

6 ~UTT6~6kHZ)
,.,----<:0

+g'!.rLrL
--I i- 2S"s
DIGITAL
GROUND

Figure 2. Block Diagram - Model 454

High Performance, 10kHz: For all general purpose applications,
model 450 should be considered. Nonlinearity is 0.01% max
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C and Vs = ±15V de unless otherwise noted)
ECONOMY 10kHz
456
K.
J

. ~ODEl.

I

TRANSFER FUNCTION
Voltage Input

fOUT = (10'

-

V

4jO

J

fOUT = (10' Hz) elN
V

fOUT = (10'

~) elN
V

fOUT =(3 x 104 ~) ilN
mA

o to +10V max

o to +10V max

-

-

SO%min
20kf!

SO%min
20kf!

o to +20V max
o to 0.67mA min
10% min
30kf!
of!
+2SV, -Vs
+lmA

,

-

-

+25V, -Vs

+2SV,-V s

-

-

ACCURACy
Warm-UpTime

1 minute

Nonline~ritY

elN = +lmV to +ISV
elN = +lmV to +22V
Full Scale Error l
Gain
VS. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time
Input Offset Voltage l
VS. Temperature (0 to +70 o C)
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time

K

VERSATILE 20kHz
454
]
K

-

Current Input
ANALOG INPUT
Voltage Signal Range (elN)
Current Signal Range (i1N )
Overrange
Impedance (elN)
Impedance (i1N)
Max Safe Input Voltage (elN)
Max Safe Input Current (lIN)

~) eIN

HI(;H PERFORMANCE 10kHz

±0.03% max

I
-

±0.02% max

] minute
±0.01% max

I

1 minute

-

(+'II, +1\1)% max

-

±O.OOS% max

±o.OOS% max
±0.01% max
(+1-1, +11-1)% max

(+1-1, +1\1)% max

±2OI'V/day

±50ppm/oC max I ±2Sppm/oC max
±200ppm/% max
±IOOppm/day
±5mV max
±SOI'V/C I ±20p.vtOC max
± 10pprn/% max
±lO/JV:<.!ay

1201'S
ISms

1201'S
ISms

1201'S
22ms

train of TTL/DTL compatible pulses
SOl's
200ns/l OOns
positive
+2.4V min

tr~in .of TTLlDTL compatible pulses

1000pF max
10 TTL loads min
l.lkrl

train of TTL/DTL compatible pulses
SOl's
200nsl lOOns
positive
+2.4V min
+O.4V max
1000pF max
10 TTL loads min
3.3kiL

POWER SUPPLY'
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quie~cent

±lSV de
±(12 to 18)V de
(+IS, -9)mA

±ISV de
±(I2 to 18)V de
(I-IS, -9)mA

±ISV de
±(!2 to 18)V de
(+IS, -9)mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage

o to +70°C
'2SoC to +80°C
-55°C to +8S o C

o to +70oC
_25°C to +80o C
-SSoC to +8SoC

o to +70oC
_25°C (0 +80°C
_SSoC to +SSoC

CASE SIZE

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"

±120ppmtC max I ±80ppm/o C max
±400ppm/%
±ISOppm/day

±IOmV
±I001'V/C max
±IOppm/%

RESPONSE
. Settling Time for +10V Step Input

Overload Recovery Time
OUTPUT'
Waveform
Pulse Width
Rise/Fall Time
Pulse Polarity
Logic" I" (High) Level
Logic "0" (Low) Level
Capacitive Loading
Fan Out Loading
Impedance

+O.4V

max

±SOppm/oC max

I

±2SppmtC max

±200ppm/% max

±100ppm/day
±SmV max
±SOI'V/C I ±201'VtC max
±IOppm/% max
±10I'V/day

2SI's

200ns/100ns
positive
+2.4V min
+0.4V max
1000pF max
10 TTL loads min
3.3k!1

Adjustable to zero; refer to Adjustment Procedure.
'protccted for continuous short-circuit to ground. CAUTION: no NOT SHORT OUTPUT TO -lSV SUPPLY.
3 Recommended ADl power supply: model 904, ±1SV @ SOmA.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
!

All Units Meet the Requirements of
MIL·STD·202E as Oudined Below

TEST

METHOD

CONDITION

I IIgh Temperature Storage
.\loisture Rcsistance

108A
1060
20SC
1070
211A
102A
2lHC
lOSC

D (Non-Operating)
00 Days)

Solderability
Thermal Shof.:k
Tcrminal Stren rth
Temperature Cycling
Vibration
Barome[rif.: Pressure

A (S Cycles)
.A (Pull Test; 10 lbs)
o (-SSoC/+8S'Q
B (ISg Peak)
B (SO,OOO Feet)

TABLE 1. Environmental SMcific8tions
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm),

3fT

.v,

,
2

-'N
ANALOG
GND

DIGITAL
GND
-Vs

~

4r--

~
i-rf

• OFfSET TRIM: MODELS 450/466
CURRENT INPUT, MODEL 464

---l I

WEIGHT: 26 grams

BOTTOM VIEW

MATING SOCKET ACI047

1
1.61

1
0.1 (2.6J·

~GRID

VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY OPERATION
Models 450,454 and 456 provide accurate conversion of analog signals into a train of constant width and constant amplitude pulses at a rate directly proportional to the analog signal
amplitude. The output continuol,lsly tracts the input signal
responding directly to changes in the input signal; external
clock synchronization is riot required. The output pulse train
is TTLlDTL compatible, permitting direct interface to low
cost digital processing circuits.
Dynamic Range: Models 450 and 456 accept unipolar, single
ended input signals from OV to +10V with 50% minimum
overrange. The corresponding output frequencY is dc to 10kHz
as shown in Figure 3. Model 454 is designed for either bipolar
or unipolar single ended input signals. It accepts OV to +20V
or OmA to 0.67mA input signals directly with 10% min overrange; the corresponding output frequency is de to 20kHz.

Calibration Procedure: Allow a five minute warm-up after
initial power turn on. Using a precision, stable voltage source,
set the input voltage, elN, to +1.00mV. Adjust the OFFSET
trim, R o , for an output pulse interVal of 1 second (1Hz). Set
the input voltage to +lO.OOOV and adjust the FULL SCALE
trim for an output pulse interval of 100l-lS (lOkHz). The V/F
may now be used without further adjustment.
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Nonlinearity: Nonlinearity is specified as a % of full scale input:
lOV for models 450 and 456; 20V for model 454 - and is
guaranteed for each model over the specified input range:
0.005%.max, models 450K and 454K; 0.01 % max, models
450J and 454J; 0.03% max, model 456J and 0.02% max,
model 456K. Typical nonlinearity performance is illustrated
for model 450J in Figure 4. Below lmV input, nonlinearity
error remains within the specified limits, but is masked by zero
offset stability, input noise and adjustment accuracy.

MAX LIMIT: .0.01%

.O.O!~':::,."~--:::C--.cC,,:::--.c:',.:-,-~---:.-::"--.:;;,,o
INPUT VOLTAGE - Volts

10-·'

10-:

10-

Figure 4. Model 45OJ: Nonlinearity Error Versus Input Signal

1

INPUT VOLT AGE - Volts

Figure 3. Voltage-to-Frequency Transfer Curve

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
All models may be used directly with no external trim potentiometers required. Overall accuracy and dynamic range may
·be improved by using two optional trim adjustments as shown
in Figures 6 and 7; FULL SCALE and OFFSET adjust. Low
temperature coefficient trims must be used to maintain the
drift specifications of the V IF model. The T.e. of the trim pot
will add to the FULL SCALE DRIFT for each model as follows:
FULL SCALE DRIFT CONTRIBUTION
[

R ext

]

~ext + 20kn.:J

x

Gain Temperature Stability: Gain drift is specified in ppm
of input signal and is guaranteed for each model over the
o to +70oC temperature range. The curves of Figure 5
illustrate the drift limits for all models; typical performance
is half the guaranteed limits.

=

r;:.c. Rex~ 1°C
:J

L

Figure 5. Gain Frequency Drift (Wom Case)

*30kn, model 454

V/F INTERCONNECTION
FULL SCALE
ADJUST

FULL SCALE
ADJUST

o--f--......-o+ 15V
Ro

·,N

OFFSET
ADJUST

o--H+-+--o-'5V

·,N

0-+--------1>--o+15V

r--o-....w.-+-o ,

Ro OFFSET •
ADJUST

o-+-I---t---4>--o -,5V

JU1..J1..

T~

T: L PULSE
450/4&6
~_-"IB::::O:.:.TT.:.:O",M,,-)_...._
ANALOG SIGNAL
GROUND

Fo

OUTPUT

......_ _-o1O TO

10kHz)

'=' POWE R COMMON

Figure 6. Models 450/456

454

Rc

~_.:.:IBO=TTo..::O",M,,-)ANALOG SIGNAL
GROUND

--.----0

.....

L PULSE
OUTPUT

(0 TO 20kHz)

_ POWER
- COMMON

Figure 7. Model454

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS FOR VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY OPERATION, WITH OPTIONAL
INPUT OFFSET VOL TAGE AND FUll. SCALE OUTPUT FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENTS
Rs = FULL SCALE ADJUSTMENT; 500n (Use low T.C. Cermet. <?OPpmrc or equivalent)
Ro'" INPUT OFFSET ADJUSTMENT; 50kn (Use low T.C. Cermet, <5OppmrC orequivalentl
Rc" 20Mn
CAUTION: DO NOT SHORT OUTPUT TO -15V
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OUTPUT FREQUENCYSCALJNG
.
LOwering Full Scale Frequency: The full scale frequency of a
V/F converter can be reduced by three techniques; (1) adding
a series trim potentiometer, such as'10kn,with the input;
(2) adding a voltage divider network at the inpl1t; or (3) adding
a digital divider at the output. Both input techniques (1) and
(2), degrade the full scale gain drift by the added T.C. of the
input resistors. By using a frequency divider connected to the
VrF output, full scale frequency can be conveniently r~duced
without degradation of the converter's full scale drift performance. By adding successive frequency dividers, as illustrated
in Figure 8, a precision, low-cost, voltage controlled square
wave generator can be designed.

SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT
Using a type D flip,flop connected to the output of the V/F·
converter offers a simple low cost technique to obtain a voltage
controlled, variable frequency, square wave signal; see Figure
11. Using model 454 with current offsetting" a 10kHz full scale'
square wave output can be achieved with 10V input signal.

Fo-ILlLlL
1+-.-+;-1

·,N

a TO +10V 'f~.t==::f
Figure 11. Square Wave Output Using Type D Flip-Flop

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<>FO~

10kHz

DRIVING HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY LOGIC
Adding a 680n resistor from the output terminal to the + l5V
supply provides 4V noise immunity for driving high noise
immunity logic (HNIL) and CMOS logic (see Figure 12).
MODEL 450, 454. 456

Figure 8. Voltage Controlled Square Wave Generator Using
Digital Dividers and V/F Converter

+15V

cH-_-~
6800

Offsetting Full Scale Frequency; Model 454: The summing
input terminal of model 454 (i IN terminal) may be used to
conveniently offset the output frequency to permit bipolar
input signals up to ±10V, as well as improve the dynamic
-response to low level input signals. As shown in Figure 9, a
curren t is fed tI\.rough an external resistor from a voltage reference to the current terminal. A low 'cost precision + lOV voltage
reference, such as ADl model AD2700, is recommended to
retain the stability and accuracy of model 454.
As illustrated in Figure 10, the output may also be scaled up
so that low amplitude signals - (i.e. eIN = IV - will give full
scale ()U~put frequency - (eo = 20kHz). The step response for
a) volt input change improves to only 50/Js, compared to Ims
before offsetting.
FULL SCALE
ADJUST

r--:::::-.

·,N
±10V

Four

INPUT

OTO 20kHz

+10V

20kHz

0

10kHz

-10V

0

20W

ww

OUTPUT

20krl
WVI

+10V
REFERENCE

Figure 9. Offsetting Model 454 Output for Bipolar Inputs
FULL SCALE
ADJUST

r---:::-:---,

·,N
OTO+1V
13kO

INPUT

OUTPUT

+IV

20kHz

0

19kHz

wvy

-15V

+o~TIruuL

·,N

70

FOUT

W----===:=:::JL.,----o
-=

DIGITAL AND POWER GROUND

Figure 12. Driving High Noise Immunity Logic and CMOS

DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Overload Recovery: All models can safely withstand input overloads up to +25V, -V s. Overload recovery time will depend on
input polarity. Worst case overload recovery occurs following
a sustained negative overload. Following removal of the overload, the input must be driven positive to restore normal operation. The recovery time depends upon the input voltage applied
after removal of the overload and is given by:
15
Model 450/456: tr (ms) = - - E (Volts)
- 22
tr(ms)= - - Model 454:
E (Volts)
where E is the voltage applied following overload. Recovery
from positive overloads up to the max safe input occurs essentially instantaneously after removal of the overload condition.
Step Response: The output settling time for step input changes
is a function of the final output frequency. Settling time is
specified as 20/J.s plus 2 output pulses of the new frequency.
For a lOV step input, the settling time will be l20/Js. Figure
13 shows typical timing relationships between input and output
for input voltages of 2V and lOY.

l r-

0 - 500"

/

'IOV

."----L1--------:---~-~-·----------------------· .:~

5kO

.. ,"
F,

+10V
REFERENCE

5O."~I~I-,i>o,,
1-

1--'''''-1

TYPICAL
"MOOEL450,456

~

l00j.!i

251'1 MODEL 454

Figure 10. Offsetting Model 454 Output for Improved
Dynamic Response
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Figure

13.

Timing Waveforms; Input/Output

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

High Accuracy, 100kHz and 1MHz
Voltage to Frequency Converters

FEATURES
High Stability:

5ppmfC max, Model 458L
15ppmfC max, Model 460L
Low Nonlinearity: 100ppm max, Model 458
150ppm max, Model 460
Versatility: Differential Input Stage
Voltage and Current Inputs
Floating Inputs: '±10V CMV
Wide Dynamic Range: 6 Decades, Model 460
TTLlDTL or CMOS/HNIL Compatible Output
APPLICATIONS
Fast Analog-to-Digital Converter
High Resolution Optical Data Link
Ratiometric Measurements
2-Wire High Noise Immunity Digital Transmission
Long Term Precision Integrator
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 458 and 460 are high performance, differential input,
voltage to frequency modular converters designed for 'analog
to digital applications requiring accuracy and fast data conversion. Model 458 offers a 100kHz full scale frequency,
guaranteed nonlinearity of ±0.01% maximum over five dec,
ades (lHz to 100kHz) of operation and guaranteed low maximum §ain drift in three model selecti~ns; model 458L:
5ppml C max; model 458K: 10ppml C max; and model
458J: 20ppm/ C max. Model 460 offers a IMHz full scale
frequency, guaranteed maximum nonlinearity af ±0.015%
over six decades {lHz to IMHz) of operation and guaranteed
low maximum gain drift in three selections; model 460L:
15ppm/C max; model 460K: 25ppm/oC max; and model
460J: 50ppm/C max. Model 460L is the industry'S first
IMHz V/F converter to offer 15pp~/C maximum gain drift.
The differential input stage of models 458 and 460 provide
the versatility of either direct interface to off-ground 0 to
+l1V input signals with common mode voltages (CMV) to
±10V, as well as ground referenced positive, 0 to +l1V or
negative, 0 to -11 V signals. Both models also accept positive
current signals:, 0 to +~mA, model 4511; 0 to +lmA, model
460 for current to frequency (I/F) applications.
The rated performance of both models 458 and 460 is
achieved without the need for external components or adjustments. Optional adjustments are available for trimming
full scale frequency and the input offset voltage.

wires; in 5~ digit DVMs - featuring high resolution AID conversion, .monotonic performance, no missing codes and high
noise rejection; in strain gage bridge weighing applications accurate ratiometric measurements over wide dynamic range.
DESIGN APPROACH - PRECISION CHARGE BALANCE
Models 458 and 460 incorporate a superior charge balance design that result in high linearity and temperature stability see Figure 1. Both models accept unipolar, single-ended voltage or current input signals directly. By offsetting the input
using the current terminal, models 458 and 460 will accept
bipolar input voltages up to ±5V.

FULL SCALE OUTPUT

R,

~

R3

468

100kHz

20kn

10kD

4.7kD

460

1MH~

10kD

Figure 1. Block Diagram - Models 458,460

WHERE TO USE MODELS 458 AND 460
The combination of low gain drift, low nonlinearity and the
versatility of a differential input with both high speed
{lOOkHz/IMHz) models, offer excellent solutions to a wide
variety of demanding applications; in high speed remote data
acquisition systems - two wire data transmission over long
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical
MODEL

@ +25°C

100kilz FliIlScaJ.
458
K
I
I

J

TRANSFER FUNCTION
Voltage Input
Current Input

fOUT
fOUT

ANALOG INPUT
Configuration
Voltage Signal Range
eIN Terminal (cRBF = 0)
~EF Terminal (c lN = 0)
Differential (elN - cREF)

=(10' Hz/V) elN
=(2 x 10'Hz/mA) ilN

Differential

Differential

o to +10V de min

o to +10V de min

+10% min
to +O.SmA min

o to

+10% min

+lmA min
±IOV
40dB
IOkn
20kn

on

on

±Vs

±Vs
2 Minutes to 0,02%
±O.015% of Full Scale. max
±O.OIS% of Full Scale
+0.1% to +2%, max
±50ppm/C max I ±25ppm/C max
±25ppm/%
. ±IOppm/day
±lOmV max
±30IlV/C max
±\OILV/%

±20ppm/day

±\Oppm/day
,,~

3 Output Pulses Plus 21ls
IOms

2 OUtput Pulses Plus llls
Ims

TTLlDTL Compatible Pulses
3OOn5/50n5
Positive
+2.4V min
+0.4V max
"
SOOpF max
10 TTL Loads min
lkn (High State)

TTL/DTL Compatible Pulses
500ns
60n5/50ns
Positive
+2.4V min
+O.4V max
200pF max
10 TTL Loads min
670n (High State)

±ISV de
±(ll to 18)V de
(+25, -8)mA

±\5V de
±(ll to 18)V de
(+25, c8)mA

o to

+70oC
-lS~C to +8S o C
_55°C to +12S o C

o to +70oC
_25°C to +85°C
_55°C to +12S oC

2" x 2" x 0.4"
4S Grams
ACIOl6

2" x 2" x' 0.4"
45 Grams
ACIOl6

SIL'

POWER SUPPLy4
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescent
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Perfonnance
Operating
Storage
MECHANICAL
Case Size
Weight
Mating Socket

I Adjustable to zero using 500n potentiometer.
2 Adjustable to zero using 50kn potentiometer.
:lProtected for continuous short-circuits to ground and momentary (less than 1 sec) shorts
4'Recommended power supply, ADI model 904, ±l5V @ SOmA output.

'to

,
the +VS supply"Output is not protected for shorts to the -VS supply.

change without notice.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
t-"--Z.01 (50.8) MAX------i

1-'

0.20 TO 0.25 (5 TO 6.41

0

. -

0.04

+

11.0ZIDIA

i

I~~
t

r-"'-'~~1
.

COM

-REF

FOUT

' '
2

3

-IN

&

...

-VI'
7

2.01
150.81

lMAX

",

BOTTOM VIEW

MATING SOCKET. ACI016
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L

o to -IOV de min

o to +10V de min

±\OILV/%

FREQUENCY OUTPUT'
Waveform
Pul .. Width
Rise and Fall Time
Pulse Polarity
Logic "I" (High) Level
Logic "0" '(Low) Level
Capacitive Loading
Fan Out Loading
Impedance

to

1MH. Full Scale
460
K
I

=(10' HzN) e lN
=(IO'Hz/mA) ilN

o to -tIOV de min

5 Seconds to 0.01%
±O.Ol % of Full Scale, max
±O.01% Qf Full Scale
+0.1% to +2%, max
±20ppm/C max I ±lOppm/C max I ±Sppm/C max
±ISppm/%
±IOppm/day
±10mV max
±30IlV/C max

RESPONSE
Settling Time, ±0.01% +10V Step
Overload Recovery Time

fOUT
fOUT

I

±IOV
40dB
20kn
40kn

-

I

J

o

ACCURACY
Warm Up Time
Nonlinearity, elN = +O.lmV to +l1V
elN = -O.lmV to -llV
Full Scale Error l
Gain vs. Temperature (0 to +70oC)
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time
Input Offset V~It'age2
vs. Temperature (0 to +70oC)
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time

Specifications subject

L

Oto -lOV de min

Overrange
Current Signal ~ange (i lN )
Common Mode Voltage
Common Mode Rejection
Impedance, elN Terminal
eREF Terminal
ilN Tenninal
Max Safe Input

and Vs = ±15VDC unless otherwise noted)

~ ~·0.1 (2.6) GRIO

I ±15ppm/C max

,

-

"

Ipplling the Volage to Erequency Converter

,

VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY OPERATION
Models 458 and 460 provide accurate conversion of analog
signals into a train of constant width and constant amplitude
pulses at a rate directly proportional to the analog signal amplitude. The ou tpu t continuously tracks the input signal, responding directly to changes in the input signal; external
clock synchronization is not required. The output pulse
train is TTL/DTL compatible, permitting direct interface to
digital processing circuits. Adding a resistor from the output
terminal, pin 7, to the +15V supply (1.2kn model 458;
820n model 460), shifts the Output swing from 0 to +5V to
o to +12V, providing a 4V noise immunity for driving high
noise immunity logic (HNIL) and CMOS logic.

Using a precision, stable voltage source, set the input voltage,
eS' to 10mV. Adjust the OFFSET trim, Ro, for an output
pulse interval of 0.1 sec (model 458) or 0.01 sec (model 460).
Set the input voltage to +10.0ooV and adjust the FULL
SCALE trim for an output pulse frequency of 100kHz (model
458), or 1MHz (model 460). The V /F converter may now be
used without further adjustment.

BASIC V/F HOOK-UP AND OPTIONAL TRIMS
Models 458 and 460 can be applied directly to achieve rated
performance without external trim potentiometers or other
components. Figures 2, 3 and 4 below illustrate the basic
wiring connections for either V/F converter model. Using the
basic hookup without trims, full scale (elN = 10V) accuracy
is +0.1% to +2% and the input offset voltage is ±10mV
max. The full scale and input offset voltage errors can be
eliminated by using the FINE TRIM PROCEDURE.

To apply the 458 or 460 voltage inputs differentially, the
elN pin must always be positive with respect to the eREF
pin .as shown in Figure 4. The differential signal source may
be completely floating with common mode voltages up to
±10V max. For differential inputs the output frequency is:

FINE TRIM PROCEDURE
Connect the .optional trims as shown in Figure 2, 3 or 4 and
allow a five minute warm-up after initial power turn-on.
V/F INTERCONNECTIONS
FULL
SCALE
ADJUST

.....-o

Ir-;;:-----:~f__(

<>+-++--0-, FOUT
LOAD

R,

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT
The elN and eREF input terminals represent a true differential input capable of accepting a signal from a strain gage
bridge, a balanced line, or a signal source sitting at a common mode voltage. The differential input eliminates the need
for a differential amplifier to handle these signals.

FOUT =

[~ + (~) x (ak-)] Kg
INPUT
SIGNAL

Kg

CMR ERROR

= 104 HzN; model 458

105 Hz/V; model 460
OFFSETTING INPUT FOR BIPOLAR INPUTS
The input summing terminal, +ilN , may be used to improve
dynamic response as well as scale the output frequency to
directly convert bipolar input voltages. An offset current is
fed through an external resistor from a stable voltage reference. As shown in Figure 5, input voltages of ±5V min can
be converted directly.
+1OVflEF

Figure 2. Positive Input Signal

0+++--0-,

FOUT

Figure 5. Offsetting Input to Accept ±5V Bipolar Inputs

Figure 3. Negative Input Signal
FULL
SCALE
ADJUST

.....

r-;;:-----:~f__Ie

_o

The output may also be scaled up so that low amplitude signals, such as IV will give full scale output frequency; 100kHz
model 458 or 1MHz model 460. By scaling the output frequency for low level signals, the step response will significantly improve. As shown in Figure 6 for .model 458, the
step response for a 1 volt input decreases from 200~s before
input scaling, to 20~s with scaling.
\

POWER COMMON

Figure 4. Floating Input Signal
EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS FOR VOlTAGE TO FREOUENCY OPERATION. WITH OPTIONAL

INPUT OfFSET YOl T~E AND FULL SCALE FREOUENCY ADJUSTMENTS

As •
Ro •

FULL SCALE AD.lUSTMENT; soon (lilt low T.C. C.mn,
I!tPUT OFFSET ADJUSTMENT; on IU.low T.C.

'au.
INPUT
'IV

o

OUTPUT

10011HI

""H.

< 5Oppm/'C or 8quiv.lln1/

c.m.-c. <5OppmrC or Iqui¥ltlflt)

CAUTION: DO NOT SHORT OUTI'UT TERMINAL TO -1SV

Figure 6. Offsetting Input to Achieve Improved Dynamic
Response for Small Signal Inputs
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Nonlinearity: Nonlinearity error is specified as a % of 10V
full scale input and is guaranteed over the O.lmV to llV
operating signal range; ±O.Ol% max, models 458J/K/L,
±O.015% max, models 460J/K/L. Typical nonlinearity per'
formance is illustrated in Figure 7.
0.016

-

--

- -

1

-

-

-

.

~~

....

~Pf1
...

"

0,1

INPUT VOLT AGE - Votu

~v
-i-.

MAX lIMIT$MODELS4&8J/t(fL

R" No. 01 count, of
N1 .,., count of N3

~

.. ,o.ooo~

Figure 9. High Resolution, Wide-Range Ratiometer Using
Model 458 VIF Converter
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Figure 7. Nonlinearity Error Versus Input Voltage

Gain Temperature Stability: Gain drift is specified in PPI?
of output signal and is guaranteed for each model over the
o to +70o C teml'erature range; 5ppm/C (458L), lOppm/C
(458K), 20ppm/C (458J), 15ppm/C (460L), 25ppm/C
(460K) and 50ppm/C (460J) max.
LONG TERM PRECISION INTEGRATOR
In critical measurement applications, such as pollution monitoring where it is required to integrate for periods greater
than 1 hour with overall accuracy of 0.05%, the V IF converter offers a superior low cOSt approach when compared to
the traditional operational integrator circuit. As shown in
Figure 8, the analog signal is applied to a precision input
amplifier, model 52K and then to the V/F input. The V/F
output is connected to a large capacity counter and display,
operating as a totalizer. The total pulse count is equal to the
time integral of the analog input signal. Since the output
displayed is an accumulated pulse count, there is no integrator drift error. A feature of this approach is the infinite
hold capability without errors due to time drift, since the
counter may be held at any time without affecting the output reading.
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PRECISION HIGH CMV ANALOG ISOLATOR
By combining the VIF converter with a floating power supply and optical isolator as shown in Figure 10, accurate low
level measurements in the presence of high common mode
voltages may be achieved. Only the CMV rating of the optical isolator and the breakdown rating of the power supply
limit the CMV rating. Using this approach for isolating transducers, ground loop problems are eliminated. Cost and complexity are minimized since only a single optical isolator is
required to couple the serial pulse output from the V IF to
the digital readout.

Figure 10. ,Optical Isolation Using LED Photo Isolator to
Provide Up to 150011 dc CMV Isolation

APPLICATION IN DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
High Noise Immunity· Data Transmission; A. method of accurately transmitting analog data through high noise environments is illustrated in Figure 11. This approach utilizes the
self clocking output of models 458 and 460 and eliminates
, the need for costly additional twisted pair for external synchronization. Model 610 amplifies the low level differential
transducer signal up to the 10V full scale VIF input level.
A differential line driver is used to drive a twisted pair cable.
The differential line driver and receiver offer high noise immunity to common mode noise signals.

Figure 8. Models 4581460 as Long Term Integrator with
Arbitrary Display Calibration. Frequency Division Ratio can
Otherwise be Chosen to Rrovide Direct Readout in any
Desired Units.

RATIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
The circuit shown in Figure 9 illustrates a simple and inexpensive way of usinll,two 100kHz V/F conyerters to achieve
ratiometric measurements with less than 0.1% error over a
dynamic range of 10,000 to 1. One converter is used as the
input V/F to a digital counter and display, while a second
converter, with a digital divide-by-N circuit is used as the
time b~ for the counter. The counting time is one half the
11-22 V/F & ,FNCONVERTERS
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Figure ". Application
Model 458 VIF Converter in a
High Performance, High Noise Rejection Two-Wire Data
Transmission System
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Low-Cost, Versatile, 10/100kHz
Frequency to Voltage Converters

FEATURES
Low Cost
Versatility: Adjustable Threshold, Gain & Output Offset
Guaranteed Low Nonlinearity: BOppm Max, 451 Land 453L
Accepts TTL, CMOS, HNIL, Sinewave, Pulse, Squarewave and
Triangle Wave Input Signals
No External Components to Meet Rated Performance
+20mA 'Output to Operate Relays and Meters
Low Profile Package, 0.4" Case Height
Meet MIL-STD-202E Environmental Testing
APPLICATIONS
Motor Control and Speed Monitor
Line Frequency Monitor and Alarm Indicator
Fluid Flow Measurements and Control
FM Demodulation and VCO Stabilization
Frequency vs. Amplitude Response Measurements
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Models 451 and 453 are, low cost 10kHz and 100kHz frequency
to voltage converters that feature excellent low nonlinearity to
less than 80ppm, output current of +20mA and the capability
of interfacing with TTL, HNIL, CMOS, sinewave, squarewave,
pulse and triangular input signals. External components are not
required to achieve rated performance, however, extreme versatility is maintained by allowing access to. all critical points of
the design, This versatility allo;ws programmable input threshold, gain, and output offset voltage.
Both models 451 and 453 are available in three selections, each
offering guaranteed maximum nonlinearity error as well as
maximum gain drift error. Models 451J and 453J offer 0.03%
max nonlinearity and 100ppm/C max gain drift. Models 451K
and 45 3K offer 0.015% max nonlinearity and 50ppm/oC max
gain drift. Models 451L and 45 3L offer 0.008% max nonlinearity and 50ppm/C max gain drift.
WHERE TO USE FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE CONVERTERS
Pin compatible with existing popular models, these versatile
new designs offer economical solutions to a wide variety of
applications where it is required to convert frequency to an
analog voltage.
Process Control Systems: For motor speed controllers, power
line frequency monitoring and fluid flow measurements where
flow transducers, such as variable reluctance magnetic pickups,
provide pulse train outputs as a linear function of flow rate.
Audio and Accoustic Systems: For wow and flutter measurements with tape recorders and turntables, FM demodulation
and speaker response measurements.

mal amplitude signal and the horizontal axis presents the out.pu t signal from the F IV converter.
Data Acquisition Systems: For converting serially transmitted
data back to analog voltages.
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
The combination of low cost and high performance provided
by models 451 and 453 offers exceptional quality and value
to the OEM designer. These compact modules have been designed to provide maximum versatility, thereby jncreasingtheir
utility in a broad· scope of applications.
Adjustable Input Threshold: Threshold level is externally resistor programmable from 0 to ±12V, permitting simple, direct
interface with low level signals, e.g. 10mV pop, as well as with
high level inputs such as CMOS and HNIL logic levels, e.g. 0
to +12V.
Adjustable Gain: Model 451 can be adjusted to provide full
scale output voltage for any input frequency from 1kHz to
20kHz. Model 453 can be adjusted to provide full scale output
voltage for any input frequency from 1kHz to 200kHz. This
adjustable gain feature enables the user to easily match the
maximum frequency output fr0111 a wide class of frequency
transducers to the +10V full scale output from models 451 and
453. Increased signal conversion sensitivity with higher resolution results.
Adjustable Output Offset Voltage: The output offset is adjustable from -10V to +10V, enabling bipolar outputs or expanded
scale measu'rements or setting the input frequency where zero
output voltage occurs.

Test Instrumentation: For VCO stabilization, analog readout
frequency meter, vibrational analysis and frequency versus
amplitude X-Y plots where the vertical axis presents the nor-
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SPECIFICATIONS

(wpieal @+25°C and Vs = -+15V de unless otherwise noted)
IOkHi FULL SCALE
451
K

I

J

MODEL
TRANSFER FUNCTION

1

FREQUENCY INPUT
Frequency Range

Eo

de to 10kHz min
10% min

Overrangc

Waveforms
Pulse Width (Pulse Train Input)
Threshold
With External Adjustment
Hysteresis
Levels (TTL Compatible) High
Low
Max.5afe Input Voltage '

1

J

L

=(lO-3 V1Hz )(F'N)

'Eo

1

L

=(JO"Vlflz)(FiN)

de to '100kHz min
10% min
Sine, Square, Triangle, P,ulsc Train
21lsmin

Sine. Square, Triangle, Pulse Train
20llsmin
+1.4V

+1.4V
OV to ±12V

OV to ±12V
±50mV
+1.45V to +12V

±l00mV
+l.SV to +12V
-12V to +1.3V
tV s
JOM!11110pF

-12V to +l.lSV
±VS
IOM!11110pF

Imp-edance

;

100kHz FULL' SCALE
453
K

. ACCURACY

I

Warm-Up Time
Nonlinearityl
FIN = 1Hz [0 '11'kHz
FIN

=:

±0.03% max

1Hz to 110kHz

Gain VI. Tempcraturc 3 (0 to +70°C)
vs. Supply Voltage
vs. Time

-

± 1OOppm/o C max

one minute
±0.01 S% max

tSOppmt(: max
±lOOppml%
±30ppm/month

RESPONSE
Step Respon~ to iO.5% of Final Value
FIN = de to Full Scale
FIN = Full Scale to de
Internal Filter Time Constant
External Filter Time Constant

I

one minute

- I - I -

±0.008% max

iSOppm/oC max

to.03% ornax
±100ppml C max

±O,OlS~

4ms
30ms
200llS
20msillF

OUTPUT'
Voltage (FIN = Full Scare)s
Current (EO =+lOV, -lOY)
Offset Voltage6 @ +2S oC
vs. Temperature (0 to +70°C)
vs. Supply Voltage
VS. Time
Ripple
FIN = 1Hz
.F'N = 10kHz
PIN = 100kHz
Impedance
Offset Scale Factor'

±0.008% max

max

±50ppm/oC max

±50ppml C max
±3S0ppml%
±30ppm/rnonth

O.8ms
4ms
24~s

20msl/lF
+9.8SV min-;~+9.95V max
(+20, -2)mA min
±7.5mV max
±30pV/oC max

+9.8SV min; +9.9SV max

(+20, -2)mA min
±7.SmV max
±30pV/oC max
±l00pVI% max
± lOOpV Imonth

±SOp.V/%max

±10°IolV/month

lmV pop
80mV rms

O.W
-56/1AIV

55mV pop
35mVrms
35mV rms
O.W
-4S/IAIV

POWER SUPPLY'
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Qu,escent

±lSV dc
±(l2 to 18)V de
(+10,-8)mA.

±lSV de
±(l2 to 18)V de
(+10, -8)mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance
Operating
Storage:

Oco+70°C
_25°C to +85°C
_55°C to +8S~C

o to +70o,C
-2SoC to +85°C
-S5°C to +125°C

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4"
25 grams
ACIOSO

-

MECHANICAL
Case Size
Weight
Mating Socket

2S grams

.

ACI050

I FIN and REF tennmals can be 9bortcd [0 :!:Vs mdeflmtely without damage,
'Nonlinearity error is specified as a pe~ntap of lOV full scale output level.
'Gain temperature drift is specified in ppm of output signallevc:1.
4 OUT terminal can be ~orted i~efinitely to :tV 5 and swund without iiamage.
S Adjustable to +lO.OOOV usm, P.uLL SCALE ADJUST trim pot.

Adjustable [0 zero USlRg 50kn OFFSET ADJUST trim pot.
into the SUM PT terminal to offset the output voltage positive,
Recommended power supply, ADI model 904, ±!5V@±SOmAoutput.

'f Current

8

Specifications subject to change without notice.

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
~cquirements of
MIL·STD·202E as Outlined Below

All Units Meet the
TEST
Hi

nTemoerature Stora2'e

Mois[ure Resistance

METHOD

CONDITION

108A

D (Non-OJ1erating)

·106D

(10 Davs)

Solderability

20SC

Thermal Shock

107D

A (S Cycles)

Terminal Strength

211A

A (Pull Test; 10 lbs)

Temperature Cycling

I02A

D (-SS'C/+8S'C)

Vibration

204C

B (lSg Peak)

Barometric Pressure

10SC

8 (SO,OOO Feet)

TABLE 7, Environmental Specifications
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Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)

!--,..,.,,8.1, MAX---l i

-*-J

~. It~~

15~~.:~ U
.-004 11.021 DIA--ll--

WEIGHT: 25 gf8m1

+VI

6

COM

8

-Vs

7

OUT

8

TRIM

"N

1
1.61

REF

m±ijllimM,,;rit'DJUSTm9~
BOTTOM ylEW

I I

138.11

1MAX
0.1 (2.6)

~ t-"GRID

MATING SOCKET ACI050

FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE OPERATION
Models 451 and 453 accept virtually any signal waveshape providing accurate conversion into an output voltage proportional
to the input signal frequency. The only restriCtion is that the
input signal must remain above the threshold level for 20~s
when using model 451, and 2~s when using model 453. Linear,
stable conversion over four deeades of input range for model
451 and five decades of input range for model 453, is achieved
using a precision charge-dispensing design approach. Figure 1
represents a functional block diagram for both models 451 and
453 frequency to voltage converters.

FINE TRIM PROCEDURE
Connect the F/V converter as shown in Figure 3 and allow a
five minute warm-up after initial power turn-on. Adjust the
OFFSET ADJUST pot, Ro, for an output of O.OOOV. The input terminal, FIN, can be left open or tied to COM without
affecting OFFSET ADJUST. Using a precision, stable frequency source connected to FIN terminal, set the input frequency
to 10.000kHz for model 451 or 100.000kHz for modeI4S3.
Adjust the FULL SCALE ADJUST trim pot, Rs, for an output
of +1O.000V.
"15'11

OFFsnt RO
ADJUST
Ro

~~~~~~i~,COM

.15V
OU"UT

'5V

LOAD

RL·-5001l

COM

TRANSOUCER
Rs • FULL SCALE ADJUSTMENT; 50011
Ro ~ OUTPUT OfFSET ADJUSTMENT, 501151 TO lOOl1~1

Figure 3. Wiring Interconnection Showing Fine Adjustment
Trims for Offset and Full Scale Frequency
Figure 1. Block Diagram - Models 451 & 453 FN Converters

THEORY OF OPERATION
Input signals are applied directly to a comparator, A1, which
is internally set to provide a +1.4V threshold with ±50mV hysteresis for model 451 and ±100mV hysteresis for model 453.
This threshold level offers excellent noise immunity for TTL
input levels. Following the input comparator is a precision
charge dispensing circuit and output amplifier where the comparator signal is converted to a dc voltage. When the input comparator changes state, Cc is alternately charged from a precision
voltage reference and discharged through the sumining point
of an output amplifier, A2. A fixed amount of charge, Q, is
controlled during each charge/discharge cycle. The higher the
input frequency, the higher the average current into the summing point of A2. A current to voltage conversion is then
accomplished by RF. The current pulses from the charge dispensing circuit are integrated by CF to reduce ripple. Added
filtering for low frequency input signals is provided by an adaptive filter at the output of the charge dispensing circuit.
BASIC FN HOOK-UP
Models 451 and 453 can be applied directly to achieve rated
performance without external trim potentiometers or other
components. Figure 2 illustrates the basic wiring connection
for either FN converter model. Using the basic hookup as
shown, full scale output voltage accuracy is +10V, -~% to -1~%.
The output offset voltage is OV to ±7.5mV. The Full Scale and
Output Offset errors can be eliminated by using the FINE
TRIM PROCEDURE.

ADDITIONAL TRIM CAPABILITY
Adjusting Input Threshold: The input comparator of models
451 and 453 shown in Figure 1, conditions the input signals
providing protection against noisy environments as well as preventing double triggering with slow rise-time signals. Input
levels up to the supply voltages, ±Vs, will not cause damage to
the input comparator.
Threshold voltage level, VT, is internally set for both models 451
and 453 at +1.4V. Hysteresis, VR, for model 451 is ±50mV,
and ±100mV for model 453. Signals of virtually any waveshape
which exceed the combined threshold and hysteresis levels, VT
±VR' will trigger the F/V converter. The REF terminal permits the user to conveniently adjust the input threshold over
the range from 0 to ±12V to achieve optimum noise rejection
or increased triggering sensitivity.
increasing Threshold for Greater Noise Immunity: Connecting
an external resistor from the REF terminal to the positive
supply voltage, +Vs, increases the input threshold level above
+1.4V, offering increased input noise immunity. Optimum
noise immunity is generally determined by adjusting the threshold level to a point mid-way between the high and low input
signal levels. For example, for a 0 to +12V input swingrepresentative of CMOS and HNIL logic signals - a 17.6kU
resistor from +15V to the REF terminal results in a +6V
threshold.

Figure 4. Incre,asing Threshold Above + 1.4 V for Greater
Noise Immunity

Figur(f 2. Basic Wiring Interconnection

Changes in impedance at the REF terminal result in changes to
the hysteresis. Hysteresis levels can be calculated by assuming
the comparator output is switching between ±12V. This ±12V
signal is attenuated by a resist'Jr-divider network formed by
V/F & FN CONVERTERS 11-25

RH (see Figure 1) and the parallel combination of all resistors
attached at the comparator positive input. For example, with a
17.6kU resistor connected·to the REF terminal, hysteresis becomes ±35mV for model 451 and ±75mV for model 45 3. The
F/V converter will, therefore, trigger at +6V ±35mV for model
451 and +6V ±75mV for model 453.
Decreasing Threshold for Signals Less Than +1.4V: A resistor
connected from the REF terminal to the negative power supply, -Vs, will increase the input triggering sensitivity for operation with signals below +1.4VPK. As shown in Figure 5, a
minimum threshold of zero volts is obtained with a 100kU
resistor. The triggering level, VT ± V H , will be established by
the resulting hysteresis levels. With a 100kU to -15V, model
451 hysteresis will be ±50mV and model 453 hysteresis will
be ±60mV.
To reduce the hysteresis for greater triggering sensitivity, a
lkU resistor can be connected from the REF terminal to COM.
Signals exceeding ±5mV (10mV pop) with model 451 and
±15mV (30mV pop) for model 453, will operate the FlY converter. A 1kU resistor from REF to COM is the minimum
value recommended to reduce hysteresis and achieve reliable
operation.

MODEL

45'

THRESHOLD

'.
100kH
100kH

l00kH

."

+1.4V

.

+1.4V

lOOkSl

HYSTERESIS
(VHI

(VT'

TRIGGER lEVELS

When using large values of Rp to externally set gain of the F IV
converter, the output amplifier gain increases resulting in an
increase in sensitivity when using the OFFSET ADJUST trim
pot. For improved resolution in high gain applications (Rp >
IMU), an alternate method of trimming offset is shown in
Figure 6.
Offsetting the Output: The output of"models 451 and 453 can
be offset over the range from -10V to +10V, enabling scale
expansion for increased signal sensitivity as well as bipolar output swings up to 20V pop.
.
Current introduced at the SUM PT .terminal results in shifts of
the output voltage directly proportional ,to the Offset Scale
Factor, KS. For model 451, Ks = -S6/lA.1Y and for model 453,
KS = -45p.A/V. The offset current can be generated using an
external resistor from a voltage reference to the SUM PT terminal. A stable, well regulated supply voltage, such as ADI's
model 904 is recommended. To shift the output positive, 0 to
+10V, connect the current resistor to the negative, -VS supply.
To shift the output negative, 0 to -10V, connect the current
resistor to the positive, +Vs, supply.
The example using model 45 1 illustrated in Figure 7 provides
a 0 to +5V output change in response to a 5kHz to 10kHz
input change. With this input, a bipolar output from -2.5V to
+2.5V can be obtained by increasing the output voltage shift
from -5V, (Rc = 53.6kU) to -7.5V, (Rc = 35.7kU).

(VT1oVHI

ov

±5OmV
±2DmV

OV

:t5mV

.t2OmV (4OmV p.p)
",Smv (,Omv p.p)

±100mV
±60mV

:tiiOmV (12OmV P'PI

±l5mV

:!:l5mV (30mV p.p)

OV
OV

adjustment procedure is capable of increasing full scale frequency beyond the rated ranges for each model, however, nonlinearity will increase above 300ppm.
.

+1.45V;+1.35V

il~~~""5V

+1.5V;+1.3V

COM

·16V
OUTPUT

Eo "OTO+5V

Figure 5. Decreasing Threshold Below +1.4V to Increase
Triggering Sensitivity for Low Level Input Signals

RC"R, +R2
OUTPUT OFFSET SHIFT = liEs" IR, ... R2) (O:lSET SCALE FACTOR)

(OFFSET SCALE FACTOR:

+1!iV

,,,,0-------10

COM
.1SV
OU;rPUT

RF (m

~ R, .. Rz ~

FULL SCALE

~~EQUENCV (Hzl

KG" ',SIc 10" (MODEL 4511
KG "2.2 II 10· (MODEL 453)
FUL.l SCALE FREQUENCY RANGE: MODEL 451: 100Hz to 20kHz
MODEL 463: 1kHz to 200kHr

figure 6. Selecting External Gain Resistor RF
Adjusting Gain: Connect the FULL SCALE ADJUST terminal
to the OUTPUT terminal to· set the gain of model 451 at 1O- 3 V I
Hz for a 10kHz full scale input frequency "and the gain of
model 453 at 10-4 V1Hz for a 100kHz full scale input frequency. Connecting an external resistor from the SUM PT terminal
to the OUTPUT terminal and leaving the FULL SCALE ADJUST terminal open, facilitates gain adjustment. Model 451
can be adjusted over the range from 10- 1 V/Hz to' 5 x 1O-4 VlHz
resulting in a full scale input frequency from 100Hz to 20kHz
respectively. The gain of model 453 can be adjusted over the
range from lO-2 V/Hz to S·x lO-sV/Hz resulting in a full scale
inpUt frequency from 1kHz to 200kHz respectively. The gain
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~AN,

MOOEl45t;46".AiV, MODEL 463)

Figure 7. Selecting External Output Offset Resistor, Rc
SCALE EXPANSION
By combining. both gain and output offset voltage adjustments, signals which exhibit a center frequency with small
frequency changes, can be converted with improved resolution. Representative signals benefiting from the Scale Expansion procedu~e outlined below, are tachometer and frequency
modulated signals. In the case of tachometer outputs, the
, speed is often set at an idle point and changes in output frequency represent changes in motor loading conditions. In the
case of FM signals, the F/V converter can be applied such
that the carrier frequency produces zero output, The resulting output voltage from the F IV converter represents the
modulating signal.
Procedure for Scale Expansion: The following procedure incorporates both gain and output offset adjustments to achieve
scale expansion. An example is illustrated in Figure 8 for an
FM signal with a 50kH~ carrier frequency and ±5kHz modulating signal.
1) Determine the Gain: G = t.Ealt.Fw where t.Ea is the total
output voltage change desired in volts, and t.FIN is the total
input frequency change in Hz.

2) Calculate the external gain resistor, Rp;
Rp(U) = G(l.8 x 10 7 ), model 45 1
Rp(U) = G(2.2 x 10'), model 453

3) Calculate the Output Offset Shift, t.Es, required to achieve
the desired maximum output voltage, EO (max) with the max
input frequency, FIN (max), and the new gain;

O.02Sf---f---I---+---+---J

t.Es (volts) = G FIN (max) - Eo (max)
4) Calculate the offset current resistor, RC;
Rc(n)=

~_L . . . ~·....
'~\'1..
MAXLIMlrs-,-7"",·~;;;.,/-:;:;.>""".,&~~·'1-:::'==--='::;;;'-""'f;:-~"".,.:\,~
\ l-j- MODELS 451L,453L

VsG

O.OO51---f--:,--...

~
._'

(t.E s ) (k s )

/~~

.,,( .~~,.
... ,,~

451L

10k

ks = 56
k. =45

X
X
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,.k

Figure ". Nonlinearity Error Versus Input Frequency

+,sv
COM

-15V

fiN =

SOkHzt'(l%

1001<

INPUT FREOUENCV {FIN) - Hz

10-9 , model 451
10-10 , model 45 3

OUTPUT

G ~ ,O"VfHz

RC"R, oj.R2

RF ~ 22OJ..Q
t.Es-SOVOLTS
FIe a86kO

Rf -R3+R4

Figure 8. Application of Model 453 in FM Demodulation

INTERFACING SIGNALS WITH DC OFFSETS> lOV
Signals with dc levels up .to ±lOV can be directly connected to
the input terminal of models 451 and 453. Capacitive coupling,
as shown in Figures 9 and 10, is used for inputs with dc offsets
greater than ±10V. The 1Mn resistor illustrated in Figure 9
provides a dc return path to power common for the input comparator bias current. Threshold adjustments can be made following the capacitor, to set the F IV input sensitivity to match
the ac signal peak-to-peak amplitude. Signals as low as lOmV
p-p with model 451 and 30mV p-p model 453 are acceptable.
Refer to Figures 4 and 5.
AC signals greater than ±Vs should be attenuated with a resistive divider network following the capacitor. When large input
transients (>±Vs) are possible due to either a noisy environment or power turn-on surges, protection is provided with the
addition of two diodes as shown in Figure 10.

Gain Temperature Stability: Gain Drift is specified in ppm of
out~ut signal and is guaranteed for each model over the 0 to
+70 C temperature range. Models 451K, 451L, 4S3K and 453L
offer ±50ppmt"C maximum gain drift. Models 4511 and 4531
offer ±100ppmt"C maximum gain drift. Gain drift is typically
half the guaranteed limits.
OUTPUT RIPPLE
. The output contains an ac ripple signal which increases in
amplitude with input frequency. Adding external capacitance
in parallel with the internal filter capacitor will reduce output
ripple as shown in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 9. Interfacing Signals With DC Offsets Greater
Than ±10V
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Figure 10. Input Diode Protection for High Voltage Transients
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Nonlinearity: Nonlinearity error is specified as a % of lOV full
seale output voltage and is guaranteed for each model over the
specified input range. Model 451 is rated over 1Hz to 11kHz
range and model 45 3 is rated over 1Hz to 110kHz range.
Typical nonlinearity performance is shown for all models in
Figure 11.
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SETTLiNG TIME
Increasing the external filter capacitor to reduce outputripple
will increase the settling time to step changes in frequency
occurring anhe input. Figure 14 shows curves of sertling time
to ±0.5% of final value for both increasing and decreasing full
scale step changes. As CF increases in value, the total filter time
constants for models 4S 1 and 4S 3 approach equal values, resulting in identical settling time.

rT- .-..
451

-_.... FULL SCALE FREO TO DC INPUT STEP
OCTO FULL SCALE FReo INPUT STEP
MODEL 461: FULL SCALE FREO : 10kHz
MODEL 453: FULL SCALE FREO :

l00kH~

1.'=01---'-.L.J..J.::l.,:--~...J....w..,:l:.•.....Jl-..L.L.U,.·
EXTERNAL FILTER CAPACITOR. Cf - pI'

generator. loads after the generator has reached a specified
speed. As shown in Figure 16, the relay will remain open until
the output from the F N converter reaches a preset POWER
ON trip level. The FN output signal is linearly related to the
speed of the motor, permitting precise control of the POWER
ON set point..

APPLICATION IN INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
FREQUENCY' MONITORING
Small input frequency changes can be monitored more readily
by using the programmable gain feature of models 4S 1 and
4S 3 to achieve greater signal sensitivity. In the application of
model 451 illustrated in Figure 17, gain has been set to 0.1 V I
Hz, resulting ina 100Hz full scale frequency range. The output
resolution {or small changes occurring in the 60Hz line frequency
has been improved. An additional advantage of this approach
is the reduced accuracy and stability requirements placed on
the relay trip levels, set by the voltage levels at the comparators.
A precision voltage reference supply is not required.
Since both models 45 1 and 453 tolerate input signals up to the
supply levels, ±Vs, costly input protection is eliminated in
most applications.

Figure 14. Settling Time Versus External Filter Capacitor'

APPLICATIONS IN PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MOTOR CONTROLLER'
In making rpm measurements, transducers .are often encountered that have pulse-train outputs from variable-reluctance
magnetic pickups (in which the output frequency is a function
of rpm). These low level signals are generally in the range of
o to 200mV peak. The adjustable input threshold feature of
models 451 and 453 enables direct connection to low level
transducers, offering simple, reliable interfacing.
The motor speed control and monitoring application shown in
Figure 15 illustrates the F N converter applied in a closed loop
control system. R1 sets the threshold to +60mV with ±SOmV
hy-steresis for model 451.
The +20mA output current capability of both models 4S 1 and
453, enables direct interface to low impedance loads, up to
soon, such as analog meters or relays.

Figure 15. Application of FN Converter to Control and
Monitor Motor Speed in Closed Loop System
SPEED SWITCH
With the addition of a low cost comparator and relay, the F/V
converter provides a reliable approach to controlling heavy

Figure 16. Application of FN Converter to Control LoadPower
11-28 V/F & FN CONVERTERS

N.C. RELAV
AAM" OUTPUT

N.C.
N.D,

ARt., RELAY
N.C. OUTPUT

Figure 17. Application of F N Converte/i to Monitor 60Hz
Line Frequency

APPLICATION IN DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY TRANSMISSION
F/V converters are excellent companion products to V/F con-

verters for use in low cost, two wire data transmission systems.
As shown in Figure 18, this V/F/V approach utilizes the continuous self-clocking feature of the V IF converter thereby
eliminating the need for costly additional twisted pair cable for
external synchronization. Model 610 instrumentation amplifier
amplifies the low level differential transducer signal to the 10V
full scale of models 4S0 and 456 10kHz V/F converters. A differentialline driver is used to drive a twisted pair cable through
a noisy environment. A differential line receiver is used to drive
model4S 110kHz F/V converter. The low cost of the V/F and
FN converters in addition to the simple twisted pair cabling
approach t:nake it economical to use a V IF IV converter pair for
each channel in a data acquisition system.

Figure 78. Application of FN Converter in a Low Cost, High
Noise Rejection Two-Wire Data Transmission System
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Selection Guida
SyncbN-lJlgItaI Conv"'"
The products catalogued here are divided into four categories:
1. Synchro/Rc;solver/Inductosyn-to-Digital Converters
2. Digital-to-Synchro/Resolver Converters
3. Digital Processors
4. Miscellaneous
Devices are listed in order of decreasing resolution. Complete descnptions, specifications, and applications information
can be found in the data sheets. General information can be found in the following pages. Specifications are typical
at rated supply voltage and frequency, and TA = 25°C, except where noted.
Extensive information on synchros, resolvers, inductosyns, and conversion to and from digital can be fou,nd in the
new book, Synchro and Resolver ConVersion, edited by Geoffrey Boyes, 1980, available from Analog Devices, at $11.50.

1. SYNCHRO/RESOLVER/INDUCTOSYN-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Models

Resolutiont

SDC1604

16

SDC1704

14

SBCD1753/1757

14(BCD)

SBCD175211756

13(BCD)+Sign

SDC1700

12

SDC1725

12

SDC174111742.

12

SDC1702

10

SDCl726

10

TSDC1608-1611

10

IDC1703

Characteristics
Module, overall accuracy to ±1 arc-min (max error), tracking rate
360° Is (60 or 400Hz), type 2 servo, requires STM transformer module,
described on data sheet
Low-profile module, overall accuracy to ±2 arc-min ±1 LSB and tracking
rate 12rev/s @ 400Hz, internal transformer
Module, angular range 0° to,359.9°, overall accuracy to withip. ±0.2° max
error, tracking rate 36 revls (400Hz), internal transformer, supply
°
°
requirement, +5V and ±15Vj+15V ,
Module, angular range -180 to -0.10 and +0.0 to +179.9 ,same accuracy,
tracking rate, and supply requirements as SBCD1753/1757
Low-profile modules, overall accuracy to ±8;5 arc-min (max error) and
5.3 arc-min resolution, internal transformer, 36rps tracking rate (400Hz)
0.35"H mod,ules, overall accuracy to ±3.2 arc-min ±lLSB (max error),
resolution 5.3 arc-min, internal transformer, 36rps tracking rate (400Hz)
Hybrid Ie's, accuracy to 10/3.2 arc-min ±lLSB (max error), tracking
rate 18rps min (400Hz or 2.6kHz), internal transformers
Low-profile module, overall accuracy to ±22 arc-min tmax error), resolution 21 arc-min, tracking rate 36rps (400Hz), internal transformer
0.35"H modules, overall accuracy to ±22 arc-min (max error), resolution 21 arc-min, \lacking rate 36 rps (400Hz), internal transformers
Module, coarse synchro-to-digital converter and two-speed processor
for binary coarse-fine systems, gear ratios 8: 1/16: 1/3 2: 1/64: 1
Module, Inductosyn-to-Digital Converter for measuring displacement
and angle with Inductosyns, outputs serial up-down pulse for each
liN of pitch, plus up-down pulse for each complete pitch. Resolution
1:3600,1:4000,1:4096, tracking rate 150 pitchesls

Page
12-25

12-27
12-21

12-21
12-27
12-33
12-37
12-27
12-33

*
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2. DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO/RESOLVER/ANGLE CONVERTERS
Models

Resolutiont

DSC1705

14

DTMl716

14

DSC1706

12

DTM1717

12

Characteristics
Module"overall accuracy to ±4 arc-min max error, 1.3VA output,
low radius-vector variation (transformation ratio), 0.1%
Module, Digital Vector Generator, multiplies analog input by sin
and cos of digital angle to obtain R sin IJ and R cos IJ analog outputs,
radius accuracy to within 0.1%, angular error less than 3 arc-min, resolution 1.3 arc-min
'
Module, overall accuracy to ±8 arc-min max error, 1.3VA output,
low radius-vector variation (transfdrmation ratio), 0.'1%
Digital Vector Generator, same function' as DTM1716, resolution
'
5.3 arc-min

'12-~ SYNCHRO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

Page
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3. DIGITAL PROCESSORS
Models

Resolutiont

TSL1612

19

BDM1617

16

BDM161S

14

BDM1616

14

Characteristics

Page

Module, Digital Processor for Two-Speed synchros and angle displays.
Accepts digital angle inputs from coarse and fine synchros and combines
them to form a single 19-bit word to represent high-resolution angular
information. Handles 36:1,18:1,9:1 ratios.
Module, accepts 16-bit garallel binary input, gives out parallel BCD data
in degrees (modulo 360 ) and decimal fractions, <0.005 0 rounding error
Module, accepts 14-bit ~arallel binary input, gives out Jlarallel BCD data
in degrees (modulo 360 ) and decimal fractions, <0.02 0 rounding error
Module, accepts 14-bit parallel binary input, gives out parallel BCD data
in degrees (modulo 360 0 ) and minutes, <1 arc-min rounding error

12-43

12-5
12-5
12-5

4. MISCELLANEOUS
Model

Resolutiont

SAC1763

12 (linear
resolution)

Characteristics

Page

Synchro to Linear DC Converter: Converts angle information in synchro
and resolver form to de output voltage proportional to input angle; Interllal
microtransformers (50Hz or 400Hz), 12-bit resolution ±ll arc-min accuracy,
±10V output at SmA, <SmV p-p output ripple, tracking conversion loop13 ,000° Is, dO Idr outpu t.
Synchro/Resolver Power Amplifier, SVA output, indefinite short-circuit
protection, metal case as heatsink, no derating in operation to 10S oe,
50 to 400Hz operation. Can be used with digital vector generators
(DTMl71611717) to drive control transformers.

SPA169S

12-17

12-41

tWord length in bits (angular binary, unless noted otberwise)
eNew product since 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement
"'Data sheet available upon request.
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Orientation

S,nehro-Digltal Converters

These products constitute a complete line of devices for the
digital measurement and control of angular and linear displacements .by means of synchros, resolvers, and Inductosyns. In
addition to modules that perform the appropriate conversions;
the line also includes modules that perform purely algebrak
or logical functions; in some cases, solid-state circuitry emulates the functions of electromechanical devices.
The range of synchro processing modules now available covers
a wide area of application. They are widely used in m.ilitary and
radar applications, but there are additional fields in which they
could be used to advantage because of the proven ruggedness
and high precision of the electromechanical hardware, their
standardized specifications, and their low cost. They have a
number of adva,ntages over potentiometers and optical systems.
In this introductory section, there will be provided a brief set
of device definitions: Detailed data and applications information is given in the data sheets. For a complete introduction to
synchrol digital conversion, Analog Devices has available a 208page book, Syncbro and Resolver Conversion, edited by G.
Boyes (1980), $11.50.
In this section, and in much of the text, the word "Synchro"
appears frequently. In many cases, the word "Resolver" could
be used in its place. The';l1odules make use of angular data in
resolver form; if the input data is in three-wire synchro form,
transformers in "Scott T" configuration convert it to resolver
form; analog outputs are available in both forms. There are a
number of voltage and frequency options.
REPRESENTATION OF ANGLES IN DIGITAL FORM
Binary
The most commonly l,Ised method of representing angles in
digital form is simple'natUral binary weighting, where the mostsignificant bit (MSB) represents 1800 , the next represents 90°,
etc. The table sh~ws the bit weights in degrees, degrees-andminutes, and radians for this coding method.
BCD
When angular measures have to be displ~yed in visual form,
BCD coding is used, through the use of binary-to-BCD converters, such as the BDM1615, which provides the necessary
scaling and conversion, e.g., from 10100000000000 (180°
+ 45°) to 1000100101.0000000 (or 225.00°).
TYPICAL S/D/S DEVICES
Binary-to-Binary-Coded-Digital Converter (BDM1615/16/17)
A device that accepts angular data in binary form and converts
it to BCD form, with fractional degrees in decimal fractions of
1° (1615, 1617) or minutes and seconds (1616). The BCD
output is modulo 360°.

12-4 SYNCHRO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

Bit No. Degrees
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

180
90
45
22.5
11.25
5.625
2.8125
1.40625
0.70312
0.35156
0.17578
0.08789
0.04395
0.02197
0.01099
0.00549

Degrees, minutes
180
90
45
22
11

5
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
30 '..'
15
37.5
48.75
24.38
42.19
21.09
10.55
5.27
2.64
1.32
0.66
0.33

Radians
3.141593
1.570796
0.78~398

0.392699
0.196349
0.098175
0.049087
0.024544
0.012272
0.0'06136
0.003068
0.001534
0.000767
0.000383
0.000192
0.000096

Digital-to-Synchro Converters (DSC170SI06)
Oevices that accept parallel binary digital inputs (14 or 12
bits) and an ac reference signal, and provide outputs in 3-wire
synchro form.
Inductosyn-to-Oigital Converter (IDC1703)
A device that produces a digital output capable of resolving
(to 12 bits) intermediate distances within a single track-pitch
of a Farrand linear-Inductosyn stator in displacement- and
angle-measuring Inductosyn systems. The moving element IS
used as though it were a resolver input.
Synchro-to-Digital Converter
A device that accepts either 3-wire synchro- Qr 4-wire resolver
inputs, together with a 2-wire ac reference, and outputs angular bi,!ary data in a continuously tracking mode, employing a
Type 2 servo loop. The inputs may be from either remote
synchros or from electrically simulated synchros (e.g., OSC's).
Digital Converters and Processors for Two-Speed Synchros
(TSL1612 and TSDC1608/09/10/11)'
A two-1ipeed processor takes as inputs two sets of digital information, representing the angles from coarse and fine synchros,
and combines them to produce a single 19-bit word representing the actual angle of the "coarse" shaft. The TSL consists of
the processing logic alone-it can be used with a pair of SOC's,
which provide the two sets of digital information. The TSDC
contains the coarse 10-bit SOC, along with the two-speed
processing logic.

Binary to BCD
Modulo 360° Converter

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Binary Angle to Modulo 360° BCD Output
Rounding Errors <0.005°
All TTL Levels
Fast Parallel Operation

DESCRIPTION
The BDM 1615/1616/1617 converters are solid state converters which take as inputs angular data in binary form and give
ou t angular data in Biriary Coded Decimal form -modulo 360°
The code converters are available in two versions. The first is
scaled in degrees and decimal fractions of degrees and the
second version is scaled in degrees a.nd minutes.

Two of the main applications for the BDMs are depicted in
Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the BDM being used to convert the binary angular information from a synchro to digital
converter into a suitable form for driving the visual display
decoder and Figure 2 shows the BDM connected to the binary
output from a computer to give a digital display.

The BDM 1615 and 1616 accept 14-bit binary inputs and give
data in degrees and decimal fractions of a degree, and degrees
and minutes respectively.
The BDM 1617 accepts a 16-bit binary input and gives out
data in degrees and decimal fractions of a degree.

SYNCHRO
TRANSMITTER

INPUT
SHAFT
ANGLE

Rounding errors are <0.02° for the SDM 1615 and <0.005°
for the BDM 1617.

14 OR 16 BIT

PURE BINARY ANGLE
REFERENCE

All the converters take in parallel data and give out parallel
data; the time of operation is <0.5f.is.
With most synchro/resolver to digital converters the output
digital angle is given in natural binary form with the bit
weighting being 180°, 90°, 45° etc. While this natural binary
form of angular information is suited for digital computer
interfacing and direct angular transmission in serial form, it
is not suited for direct conversion to visual digital displays or
for use in computers using BCD coding. The BDMs (Binary
Decimal Modules) 1615/1616/1617 have been designed to
meet this interface requirement.

Figure 1.

14 OR 16 BIT

PURE BINARY ANGLE

Figure 2.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C unless otherwise noted)
BOM 1617

BOM 1616

MODEL

BOM 1615

Input

'l4·Bits Natural Binary at
TTL Levels

l6·Bits Natural Binary at
TTL Levels

5TTL Loads

Fan In

Modulo 360° and BCi>
Fraction-O.Ol, 0.02, 0.04,
'0.08,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.8°.

Output

Fan Out

t

Modulo 360° and
Minutes Coded-40', 20',
10',8',4',2',1',

2TIL Loads

Mode of Operation

Parailel' 'In, Parallel Out

Speed of Operation

<0.5115
1 arc minute

Rounding Errors
Supply Voltage

5.0V ±5%

Supply Current

350mA

700mA

Power

1. 75 watts

3,5 watts

Operating Temperature

o to

+700 C
_50°C to +10S o C

Storage Temperature
4" X 2" x 0.4"
102mm x 5lmm x 10mm

Size

3.125" x 2.625" x O,S"
79mm x 67mm x 20mm

Enable

"0" = Normal Operation
"I" = LED Check

@
@

·Same specification, as BDM 1615

Specifications subject to change without notice.

, required temperature range; the code is 500 for 0 to +70° C
and 600 fcir -55°C to +10S o C.
e.g., BOM 1616600 is for a temperature range of -55°C to
+10S o C.
.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Each of the BOMs is available in either of two versions
according to the required operating temperature range. The
type number must be followed by a code defining the

PIN CONNECTIONS AND OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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Digital to Synchro
Converters

r'IIIANALOG

WDEVICES
Very Low Radius Vector Variation (Transformation
Ratio) (±O.1%)
High Accuracy (±2 arc-mins at +25°C)
12- or 14-Bit Resolution
No 5 Volt Power Supply Required
MIL Spec/Hi Rei Versions Available
Internal 1.3VA Amplifiers
Internal Transformers (400Hz Option)
No Trims or Adjustments Necessary
APPLICATIONS
Driving Control Transformers
Driving Torque Receivers (with External Amplifiers)
Servo Mechanisms
Retransmission Systems
Positional Control
GENERAL.DESCRIPTION
The DSC1705 and DSC1706 are Qigital to Synchro and Digital
to Resolver converters capabk of driving electromechanical'
loads of up to 1.3 VA.
They accept a 14- or 12-bit digital input representing angle
and a reference voltage of either 60Hz or 400Hz, and produce
a 3 wire or 4 wire output suitable for driving Synchros or
Resolvers.
.
The 400Hz converters contain internal L3VA amplifiers as
well as output and reference transformers.
The 60Hz versions contain internal L3VA amplifiers but
require external output and reference transformers.
If it is necessary to drive a load requiring more than 1.3VA,
options for both the 400Hz and 60Hz converters are available
allowing the use of external amplifiers and transformers.

MODELS AVAILABLE
The two Digital to Syttchro/Resolver converters described in
this data sheet differ primarily in the areas of resolution and
accuracy as follows:Model DSC1705XYZ is a 14-bit conVerter with an overall
accuracy of ±4 arc-minutes.
Model DSC1706XYZ is a 12-bit converter with an overall
accuracy of ±8 arc-minutes.
The XYZ option code defines the option thus: (X) signifies
the operating temperature range, (Y) signifies the reference
frequency, (Z)signifies the output and the reference voltages,
whether the output is iit Synchro or Resolver format and
whether external transformers are required.

•

RADIUS VECTOR
One of the outstanding features 8f these converters is the
almost negligible Radius Vector variation (Transformation
Ratio).
On many Oigital to Synchro Converters presently available, the
individual sine and cosine outputs produced do not follow the
exact sine and cosine laws, and depending upon angle can vary
up to ±7%. This is not always important as the ratio of the sine
to the cosine, i.e., the tangent, is always correct to the specified accuracy of the converter. There are cases however, when
driving torque receivers arid certain servo control loops when
this variation is unacceptable.

MS8

''---:=<:-=:::=-:::---.J/
DIGITAL INPUT (0)

Principle of Operation

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM, DSC170S and DSC1706
The principle of operation of the converters described in
this data sheet is shown in the diagram above.

The design of the DSC1705 and DSC1706 has reduced this
flariation to less than ±O.l %. This means that when the
converters are used in closed loop servo systems, the gain of
the closed loop is independent of the digital input angle, thus
making reference correction unnecessary.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical

@ +25 0 Cunless

otherwise noted)

Model·

DSC170S

DSC1706

ACCURACY!

±4 arc-minutes

±8 arc-minutes

RESOLUTION

14 Bits (1LSB =1.3 arc-minutes)
14-Bits Natural Parallel Binary with
MSB = 180°
.

12 Bits (lLSB = 5.3 arc-minutes)
12-Bits Natural Parallel Binary with
MSB = 180°

REFERENCE VOLTAGE INPUT
With Internal Transformers
Low Level
High Level.
.
External Transformer Options2
REFERENCE FREQUENCY

26Vrms
llSVrms
4Vrms
60Hz or 400Hz

*
*

REFERENCE INPUT IMPEDANCE
With Internal Transformers
Low Level
- High Level
External Transformer Qptions2

20kn
200kn
10kn

DIGITAL INPUT (TTL COMPATIBLE)

ITTL Load

INPUT CODE

OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND FORMAT
With Internal Transformers
Low Level
High Level
External Transformer Options3

11.8V rms Line-to-Line Synchro
or Resolver
90V rms Line-to-Line Synchro
or Resolver
7V rms Sine and Cosine

*

LOAD CAPABILITY

1.3 VA

SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

Continuous for 5 minutes

OUTPUT SETTLING TIME4

SOp.s for 1800 Step

*

RADIUS VECTOR V ARIATION
(Transformation Ratio)

±0.1% max Sine and Cosine

*

INTERNAL TRANSFORMER ISOLATION

SOOV de

POWER SUPPLIES
Voltage
Current
(a) No Load
(b) Full Load Mean

±lSV de ±S%
9SmA per Line
225mA per Line

WARM-UP TIME

lsec to Full Accuracy

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE

o to +70

*

Standard
-SSoC to +10SoC Extended
0

C

STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
SIZE

3.125" x 2.62S" x 0.8"
(79.4mm x 66.7mm x 20.3mm)

WEIGHT

8 ounces (224 grams) max

MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES
(MTBF) CALCULATED 5

150,000 Hours

NOTES
1

Accuracy applies over the full operating temperature range
ofthe option and for:
.
(a) ±10% reference frequency and amplitude varlatie,n.
(b) 10% harmonic distortion on the reference.
(c) ±S% power supply variatidn.
(d) Any balanced load from no load to full load.
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*

• Refers to input to converter and not to external transformers.
• Refers to output from internal converter amplifiers and not from
external transformers.
• Dependent upon option and load conditions.
'With MIL-STD-883B components.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

CONNECTING THE CONVERTER
400Hz options. All these converters contain internal output
and reference transformers.

CONVERTER OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
AND PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

The digital input should be connected to pins "1" through
"12" on the D5C1706 and pins "1" through "14" on the
D5C1705, noting that pin "1" is the Most Significant
Bit (M5B).

t----2.625166.7J-}

41

i.-

0

0.2 (5.1)

"51", "52" and "53" should be connected to the appropriate
inputs on the synchro being driven. ("54" is used also when
connection is made to a resolver).
The reference should be connected to "RHt and "RLo"
ensuring that the phase is correct.

NOTE

~P:i~~~ER,"I+H+H+H-I
OPTION ONLY

S4
53
S2
S1
+1'
DNa

"

"

13
12
11
10

SIN
COS

•

L~R~H;mw~'~

T

3
2
1
IMSB)

V

--J l- O'f5~::D

TOP VIEW

I

6
5
4

(MSBj

CONVERTER WITH INTERNAL

3.125

7

-15

0.263(6.7) ~

--I 1_ 0i~~:)ID

TOP VIEW

CONVERTER REaUIRING

TRANSFORMERS

EXTERNAL TRANSFORMERS

NOTE
DIAGRAMS ABOVE SHOW DSC1705.

DSC1706 DOES NOT HAVE PINS "13" AND "14",

MATING SOCKET: CAMBION 450-3388o{J1-<)3
TRANSFORMER (STM1679) OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
AND PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (rom).

'"'1------4.51114.3)------l1

The reference input should be made to "RHi" and "RLo" on
the 5TM1679.

T~~ ~]1~lz[!ol>1[!I~10!l~ [lt[~- .,.- -.f-1
00[ij

'l:'~ :.~,~

STM1679

w8

I.

~o~+~~~rEEP IN ~ ~ &j

SIN

••

+1'
ONO

-15

T

13
12
11
10

R,o

The power supplies and digital input should be connected as
for the 400Hz version.

01.
0
DSC
0
0
SIN
0
cos
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
01

I-- 2.21","----1

H-

60Hz Options. For 60Hz operation, an external transformer,
5TM1679 is required.

The outputs to the load should be taken from "51", "52"
and "5'3" on the STM1679 transformer ("54" also in the
case of a resolver).

Pins O.040~:tO.OO1"dia.
Brass, hard gold plated .

.---- I - - 2.2155." ----I

"GND" is the common for both power supplies and digital
inputs.

The 5TM1679 transformer should have its pins "SIN",
"COS" and "V" connected to the equivalent pins on the
converter. The "GND(5IG)" and "GND(REF)" should both
be connected to "GND" on the converter.

~

0.'

(20.3)

S1

.-

:s

---L

-11_

BOTTOM VIEW

53

I

0.1 GRID (2.54)

PIN OIA. 0,040 i 0,001 CIA. BRASS,
HARD GOL.D PLATE.

000000

--------'-1- 0.25

1

,6.)

L..------,--Ill
*84 PIN PReSENT FOR RESOLVER OPTION ONL V

60Hz Connection to a Control Transformer
(Diagram Shows Bottom View of Modules)

OPERATION WITH EXTERNAL AMPLIFIERS OR
TRANSFORMER OTHER THAN STM1679
For certain applications, the power output required by the
load will be greater than the 1.3VA supplied by the internal
amplifiers. Thus ext€mal amplifiers and transformers will
be needed. Products offered to fulfull this requirement are:
5PA1695 - Dual 5VA Amplifier
5TM1696 - 5VA output and reference transformers (400Hz)
STM1697 - 5VA output and reference transformers (60Hz)
If you have a requirement for such products please request
the data sheet.

BiT WEIGHT TABLE
Bit Number

Weight in Degrees

1 (MSB)

180.0000
90.0000
45.0000
22.5000
11.2500
5.6250
2.8125
1.4063
0.7031
0.3516
0.1758
0.0879
0.0439
0.0220

2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 (L5B for DSC1706)

13
14 (L5B for D5C1705)
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LOADING THE DSC's WITH
CONTROL TRANSFORMERS (CT's)
The most ,common device to be driven by Digital to Synchro
converters is the control transformer (CT)
The minimum power required to drive a CT can be expressed
as:
2
(VA) = -V- 3
IZsol
4
where V is the line to line voltage and' Zso is the impedance
between c:me input terminal and the other two shorted together with the rotor open circuit. (Zso =, Rso + j Xso)
0-

For example, if a CT has a Zso of 700 + j 4900 and a line to '
line voltage of 90 volts, then:
I Zso I =

J700

2

902
and (VA) = 4950

+ 4900 2

= 4950

Ohms

3
4 = l.23VA

TUNING CT LOADS
The load can be' reduced by tuning the output with
capacitors as shown below.
'
014
0
osc
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,
RH.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TUNING CT LOADS
1. The capacitors used need not be of high tolerance, 20%
is sufficient.
2. Three capacitors must be used, one across S 1 and S2, one
across Sl and S3 and one across S2 and S3.
3. Voltage working and type of capacitors should be as
follows:'
1l.8V Line-to-Line options:
15 Volt ac working or'greater, non-polarized tantalum
type.
90V Line-to-Line options:
100 Volt ac' working or greater, for example,low l<
, ceramic types.
4. For tuning Resolver loads, two capacitors only are required,
one connected between Sl and S3 and the other connected
between 52 and S4.
CONTROL DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMITTERS (CDX's)
The loading on a DSC of these devices can be considered in a
similar way to that of CT's. However becasue a CT normally
follows a CDX, the effective Z will need to be calculated. This
value will normally be between 66% and 80% of the Zso
quoted for the CDX.
TORQUE RECEIVERS (TR's)
Torque receivers are more difficult devices tO'drive than CT's
and CDX's, and in general external amplifiers and transformers
will be necessary. However, because of the lack of radius vector
variation, the DSC1705 and DSC1706 are far more suited to
dri,ving TR's than converters with a variation of ±7%.
For a deviation of an angle e; the drive current reqUired will be:

2.v,sin~

Capacitor Connection for Tuning CT's

C should be equal to:
Xso
2w (Rso 2 + Xso 2 )
The power required after tuning will be:
) untune d x Rso
('
VA
-Zso
Therefore in the above example the capacitor value should be:
4900
2 x 21TX 400 (245 x lOS) = 40nF
and the power required after tuning will be:
1 3' 700
.2 ,~4950 = O.17VA
Note al.1owance should always be made for tolerances in the
CT windings, capacitors and frequency.

Izss I
Points to be observed are:
(a) The TR should not be allowed to lock up.
(b) A phase lead equal to that specified for the TR should
be introduced into the reference input to the DSC.
(c) The reference should always be presertt on the TR and
the converter.
(d) The DSC output voltage should be matched exactly to
the voltage requirements of the TR.
CAUTIONS
(a) Do not connect a 115V reference to a 26V converter.
(b) Do not reverse the power supplies.
(c) Do not connect the reference to any other pins except
"RHi" and "RLo".

ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering, the converter part numbers should be suffixed
by an option code in order to fully define the item. All '
standard options-and their appropriate option codes are listed
below.

Operating
Part Number 1
Resolution
Jemp. Range
DSC170SS11
14 Bits
o to +70oC
o to +70vC
DSCI70S512
14 Bits
DSC1705611
14 Bits
-55 C to +105 C
DSC1705612
14 Bits
-55 C to +105 u C
DRC1705518
14 Bits
o to +70 C
DRC170S618
-55 C to +105 C
14 Bits
DSC1705S07 and STM1679S22
14 Bits
o to +70oC
DSC170S607 and STM1679622
14 Bits
-55 C to +105 C
Note,!. For 12·bit resolution, substitute DSC1706 in place of DSC1705 in the
2. For options not shown above, consult the factory.
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Line-to-Line
Output Voltage
and Format
11.8V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
11.8V Synchro
' 90.0V Synchro
11.8V Resolver
11.8V Resolver
, 90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
above.

Reference
Voltage

Reference
Frequency

26V
115V
26V
115V
26V
26V
115V
115V

400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
60Hz
60Hz

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

Digital Vector Generator

WDEVICES
Accurate Sine, Cosine Multiplication
14-Bit Resolution
3 Arc-Minutes Accuracy
0_1% Radius Accuracy
Low Profile (0.4")
Maximum Frequency to Full Accuracy 2_5kHz
Low Feedthrough
APPLICATIONS
Digital to Synchro Conversion
Displays
Axis Rotation
Simulators
Numerical Control
Prediction
Vector Resolution
Spectrum Analysis
Ultra Low Frequency Oscillators

Two models are available each with two options as shown below.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DTM1716 and DTM1717 are computing converters which
have a digital angle input in natural binary form and a bipolar
analog input Vj(t). There are two analog outputs VOl (t) and
V02 (t), the outputs are related to the inputs by;
VOl (t) = Vj(t) sin ¢(t)

V02 (t) = Vj(t) cos ¢(t)

where ¢ is the digital angular input. ¢ ranges from 0 to 360°.
The analog input has a range of ±10V; the analog output has
a range of ±10V.
The digital input has a resolution of 14 bits for the DTM1716
and 12 bits for the DTM1717. The modules are powered from
±15V supply lines.
If the output voltages are regarded as the components of a
vector, the radius accuracy is better than 0.1% and the angular
inaccuracy is less than 3 arc minutes for the DTM1716.
A block diagram of the DTM1716 is shown in Figure 1.

DTM1716500 has 14-bit digital input resolution and a 0 to
+70°C operating temperature range.
DTM1716600 has 14-bit digital input resolution and a -55°C
to +10S o C operating temperature range.
DTM1717500 has a 12-bit digital input resolution and a 0 to
+70°C operating temperature range.
DTMl717600 has a 12-bit digital input resolution and -55°,C
to +105°C operating temperature range.
OPERATION
The operation of the DTMl716 is straightforward, being powered from ±15V lines relative to the common pin. No damage
is caused by either the +15V or -15V being disconnected but
they must not be reversed. The analog input is protected
•
against a short circuit to either power line. The output is short
circuit proof and can be connected to either power line without damage. The digital inputs are standard TTL levels_ The
module dimensions and pin out are shown in Figure 2.

Particular attention has been paid in the design to achieve
high accuracy in the sine and cosine generation so that they
may be used separately as accurate functions.

1

r--2.625/66.7J-----j

I

..!:::u:; PINS 0,040 rlI.OOl DIA(1) 0

[J,,~~,

0.21/5.3)'
BRASS HARD GOLD PlATEo-"f

3.125

(79'4;'~~E13

ANALOG

INPUT

v, Ie)

SECTOR
MULTI

SrNEAND

PllER

MULTIPLIER

COSINE
Vg2 (t)

= V,lt) sin¢(t)

J g~;:'~WO~igUre

.L

AND 14

2. Pin Connection

~±J=HH¥±±±II

Figure 1. DiagramofDTM1716

Diagram (Dimensions shown
-II---O.2."0{5."
in inches and (mm))
MATING SOCKET: CAMBION 450-3388-01-03
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°Cunless otherwise noted)

MODELS
DIGITAL ANGULAR RESOLUTION

DTM1716
14 bits (1 LSB

FULL SCALE OUTPUT

±lOV

SCALING ACCURACY

0.1% FSR

FULL SCALE INPUT

±10V

=1;3 arc-mins)

SCALE TEMPCO

2Sppmfc of FSR

ZERO OFFSET

2.5mV

DTMl717
12 bits (1 LSB

=5.3 arc-mins)

•
•
*

•

OFFSET DRIFT
ACACCURACY
Analog Step Response
(lOV Step)

40Jls

MAX SLEW RATE

0.5VIJls

•

FULL POWER OUTPUT

8kHz

•

FEEDTHROUGH

<lmV at 400Hz

(to 0.1%)

ANALOG INPUT IMPEDANCE

10kO

ANALOG OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

100mh

*

*

OUTPUT LOAD

2kO

OUTPUT PROTECTION

Short circuit proof

DIGITAL INPUT

14-bit natural parallel binary,
ITTL Load

12-bit natural parallel binary,
ITTL Load

RESPONSE TO DIGITAL STEP
(90°) (FS Analog Input)

40Jls to 0.1% of final value

*

VECTOR ACCURACY!
Radius Error
Angular Error

,0.1% FSR
±3 arc-mins

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION

80dB

POWER SUPPLIES

+15V@ SOmA max
-ISV@40mAmax

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

o to +70°C Standard

DIMENSIONS

3.125 x 2.625 x 0.4"
79.4 x 66.7 x 10.2mm

WEIGHT

3 oz (85 grams)

•
*

or -55°C to +105°C extended
-55°C to + 12SoC

NOTES
'Specification same as DTMl716.
I See Figure 4.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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APPLICATIONS OF THE DTMl716
Figure 3 shows how the DTMl716 can be used in radars and
radar simulators for modulating display sawtooth generators
using signals derived from a synchro transmitter on the antenna and a Synchro to Digital converter. The synchro signal
representing the antenna angle is converted to a 14-bit natural
binary representation by the Synchro to Digital converter
SDC1704. The digital angle is applied to the digital input of
the DTMl716. A dc voltage is applied to the DTMl716 analog
input which controls the radius of the displayed raster. The
output voltages are used to provide the X and Y time base
currents. The switches across the capacitors are opened on the
leading edge of the transmission pulse and closed after a time
interval determined by the range.

SYNCHRO TO INVARIANT SINE/COSINE
In many engineering applications it is required to obtain voltages proportional to the sine and cosine of an angular movement and to be able to scale the voltages electrically. Figure 5
shows how a Synchro to Digital converter and the DTMl716
may be used for this purpose. The advantage of this scheme is
that the coefficients of sine and cosine are electrically scalable
by means 0'£ the bipolar voltage Vi, saving memory space, multipliers, power and space.

REF ____~+_------~

1704
soc

?f
/

ex

Vi sini/J

~

r;.('~,-------,

/'~.

1
L

~-----'

V, COII/J

14 BIT DIGITAL ANGLE

ANTENNA
ANGLE 0

v,

Figure 5. Synchro to Invariant Sine/Cosine
Using the SDC1704 and DTM1716

(RADIUS)

Figure 3. PPI Waveform Generation Using the DTM1716

, AXIS ROTATION
Figure 4 shows how two DTMl716's may be used to compute
the new two dimensional coordinates of a poi!1t relative to a
rotated set of axes. The input voltage XI and Y I are proportional to the coordinates of a point in the XY plane. If a digital angle rp is applied to the DTMl716's, the output voltages
X2 and Y2 correspond to the X and Y coordinates of the
point relative to a set of axes rotated through the angle rp. The
systems can be extended to three dimensions.
The arrangement as shown in Figure 4 may also be used to
obtain the new coordinates of a point which is rotated through
the angle in the same coordinate set. This scheme provides a
low cost, accurate and compact solution to transformation
problems.

x,

x,

POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Figure 6 shows a less usual application of the DTMl716 in the
spectrum analysis of low frequency signals. This has the advantage of providing almost infinite resolution at extremely low
relative cost.
A simple method of obtaining the power in the frequency interval f ± /::'f is shown in Figure 6.
The input waveform from which the power spectrum is required
is g( t). Multiplication Of this waveform by Sin 211ft causes the
energy in the waveform between f - /::,f and f + /::,f to be shifted
to lie between - /::,f and f + M. The low pass filter passes this
voltage waveform to the square law devices to produce an output proportional to the power. Two channels, sine and cosine,
are used for the case where g(t) may contain a periodic component. If for example there is a line in the power spectrum,
without the use of the two channels the output at that frequency would depend upon its phase. The use .of both sine and
cosine multiplication avoids this problem.

INPUT VOLTAGE
glt)

Y,
Y,

VOLTAGE

PROPORTIONAL TO
PULSE OSCILLATOR
~

THE POWER IN

fose (16,384 PULSES PER
REVOLUTION)

THE INTERVAL
ft.6f

THE eQUATIONS ARE:
X2 ~ X, COlO + V, lin ¢
V2 '" V, COl.;) - X, SinO

v, = g(t) sin 2'11' ft
V2 '" att) cos 211" ft

f'~
fit'" BW OF LOW PASS FILTER

~x,--I

Figure 4. Axis Rotation in TWo Dimensions
Using the DTM1716

Figure 6. The Use of the DTM1716 to Obtain the
Power Frequency Spectrum of gft)
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PHASE MODULATION
The DTM1711 can be used for low frequen~y phase modulation of subcarriers. Figure 7 shows the method which uses two
DTM1717's and an ADC. Frequency modulation can be ob"tained if the amplitude of the signal is made to be inversely
proportional to its frequency. This can be accomplished by
inserting an integrator in series with the modulation input.
Similar techniques can be used for very low frequency
synthesis.

are manufactUred by us, some of which are listed below. If you
have any questions about our products or require advice about
. their use for a particular application, please contact our Appli, cations Engineering Department.
SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
The SDC1700 is a low profile (0.4") converter with a 12-bit
natural binary output. Its overall accuracy is ±8.S arc-minutes,
and the module contains internal trahsformers for all reference
frequency options including 60Hz ..
The SDC1702 is similar to the new SDC1700 but has a 10-bit
natural binary output and an overall accuracy of +22 arcminutes .
.The SDC1704 is similar to the above two converters, but has a
14-bit natural binary output and an overall accuracy of ±2.0
arc-minutes ±1 LSB.

Figure 7. Phase Modulation Using 2 DTM1717's

ORDERING INFORMATION
There are only two options for each of the DTM1716 and
DTM1717: They are the commercial or extended temperature
ranges. The appropriate designations are as follows:
DTM1716500 (14 bits) 0 to +70o C
DTM1716liOO (14 bits) -55°C to +10S o C
DTM1717500 (12 bits) 0 to +70 o C
DTM1717600 (12 bits) ':'SSoC to +10S o C
OTHER PRODUCTS
Many modules concerned with the conversion of synchro data
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The SBCD17521175311756 and 1757 are Synchro to Digital
converters based on the SDC1700 which give an output in
BCD format.
DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO CONVERTERS
Resolutions of between 10 and 14 bits are available as well as
the DSC1710 which is a one card, 1 channel, two speed DSC
system containing its own 20VA power amplifiers.
TWO SPEED PROCESSORS
The TSL1612 combines the digital outputs of the two Synchro
to Digital converters in a two speed system in order to produce
,a single digital word representing the input angle. It is available
foi: any ratio between 2:1 and 36:1.

r.ANALOG

LIllI DEVICES

Inductosyn to Digital Converter

FEATURES
Low Cost
3600, 4000 or 4096 Pulses Per Period
150 Revolutions Per Second Tracking
Low Profile 0.4" (10.2mml
Velocity Voltage Output
12·Bit Resolution

DESCRIPTION
The inductosyn* converter type IDC 1703 has been specially
designed for use with displacement and angle measuring
inductosyn systems. It gives out seria.l up down pulses cor·
responding to lIN of the inductosyn pitch together with
"up down" pulses for each complete pitch.

to either phase shift the drive to the scale relative to the reference source or to phase shift the reference phase fed to the
converter relative to the source. The phase shift required will
be nearly 90° when lower carrier frequencies are used, and
for higher frequencies will be dependent uppn the value of
Tan-' X/R of the scale.

The IDC 1703 takes as inputs amplified signals from the
inductosyn slider; the input voltages should be 2.SV rms
maximum. The inductosyn is used as though it were are·
solver transmitter. A diagram· showing the method of applica·
tion is shown opposite, below. It is formed from two basic
parts i.e., a fixed scale. and a slider. The fixed scale is ener'
gized from a current source, typical currents will be from
100 to SOOmA at frequencies between 2 and 10kHz. The
slider which has two displaced tracks is transformer coupled
to the fixed track. The voltage induced in the two slider
tracks must be amplified; the gain of the amplifiers should
be equal·and sufficient to produce voltages of 2.5V maximum for the IDC 1703.

The block marked "phase shift" in the figure is probably the
most suitable place. A phase lead circuit giving a few degrees
less than 90 will be required.

SIGN CONVENTION
The three inputs to ·the converter i.e., Sine, Cosine and Reference have a common input terminal, "ground". The connection arrangement is such that if a period of track is regarded
as a revolution of 360°, then: - the sine input, cosine input,
and reference signal waveforms must aH be in time phase in
the first 90°.

Functional Diagram of the IDC 1703 Tracking Converter

DATUM SETTlNG
CARRY, BORROW

SERIAL
CLOCK UP,
CLOCK DOWN

SYSTEM PHASE SHIFTS
the converter has been designed to work with the reference
signal and the data signals either in phase (or out of phase
according to angle).
With an inductosyn the UR ratio is so low that the output
voltages on the slider are not in phase with the voltage or current of the scale. For this reason it is necessary for the user

The Inductosyn Used Simulating a Resolver Control TX

°Farrand Inc. Trade Mark
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @+25°C unless otherwise noted)
FREQUENCY

SkHz (Nominal)

ACCURACY

±9 arc-minutes (Note I)

RESOLUTION

I Part in 3600 or 4000 or 4096 (N)'

OUTPUTS (Incremental)

Serial O.2.us to O.8J,ls Negative Pulsc~
at TTL Levels for Up Down Counts;
Each Coun't Corresponding to 114000
of the Pitch.

OUTPUTS (Complete Pitches)

0.2!,s to 0.8!,s Negative Pulses at TTL
Levels (MSB carry. borrow). These
Pulses Occur at Every Complete Pitch
of the Inductosyn; They Facilitate
Datum Setting.

·OUTPUT LOADING

I Low Level TTL ,Load

TRACKING RATE

ISO Revolutions Pe'r Second (Pitches/Sec),

ACCELERATION

2S0 Revolutions Per Second Per Second
(Pitches/Sec') (lLSB Error)

SIGNAL INPUTS

Resolver Form 2.SV rms

INPUT IMPEDANCE (Signal)

3.Bkn

REFERENCE INPUT

2,SV rmo

REFERENCE INPUT
IMPEDANCE

10kn

VELOCITY VOLTAGE

±IOV for ±ISO Revolutions Per Second

POWER SUPPLIES

+ISV @,2SmA
+SV @ 70mA
-ISV @ 2SmA

POWER' DISSIPATION
(Maximum)

+5V
This is the power line pin. A voltage of+5 Volts
±5% from a low'impedance source must be connected
between this pin and GND.
UP, DOWN These pins are output pins. Pulses 0.2jls to
0.8jls in length at TTL levels appear on one or other of
these pins as the input is changed. The pulses appear on
the UP pin for increasing distance and on the DOWN pin
for decreasing distance. The pulse spacing corresponds to
1I4000th of the inductosyn pitch. The output loading is
1TTL Load.
'these pins are output pins. Pulses of
'CARRY, BORROW
0.2jls to 'O.8jls in length atTTL levels appear on these
pins at the transition from one period of the inductosyn
to the next. The pulse occurs on the CARRY or BORROW
pin according to whether the distance is increasing or
decreasing. The output loading is lTTL Load.
RESET
This pin resets the internal counter. TTL positive
pulse 1jls nominal width.
SIGN CONVENTION
The three inputs to the convert,er i.e., SIN, COS and REF
have a common input, GND. The connection arrangement
is such that if the pitch is regarded as a revolution of 3600 ,
then SIN, COS and REF waveforms are all in time phase in
the first 90°.

1.1 Watts

TEMPERATURE RANGE
WARM UP

<15ec

DIMENSIONS

3.125" x 2.625" x 0.40"
(79,3mm x 66.6mm x IO,2mm)

NOTE 1

Accuracy applies for:
;I" 10% reference and signal amplitude variatiC'n, 10%
reference and signal distortion.
75% power line variation
Accuracy includes quantization errors.

Specifications

~bject

IDC 1703
ORDERING INFORMATION
Model

Pulses Per Period

IDC 1703/3600
IDC 1703/4000
IDC 1703/4096

3600
4000
4096

to change without notice.

PINS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS,
Electrical connections.to the IDC 1703 is made by means
of 0.040 ±0.001" diameter hard gold plated brass pins of
length 0.20" (1.02mm ±0.02Smm dia. Smm in length). The
module is usually plugged into sockets in the prin ted circuit board. For environmental conditions of high vibration
the pins may be soldered directly into the printed circuit
board. The pin designations and their function is as follows:

1 - - - - - - 2.625 (66.6!----_~1
~

______________
IDC 1703

0.40(10.2)

~~-L

0.20(5.1)

0.040 to.001 (10.16 to.03) OIA
BRASS HARD GOLD PLATEO

VEL

----r
U,
DOWN

VEL
This pin provides an analog voltage proportional to
velocity of ±10V for ±1S0 revolutions per second.
cos

SIN, COS These are input pins. The sirieand cosine inputs
must be applied between these pins and common. The in~
put should be. ac coupled. The input impedance is 3.3kn.
The signal levels should be 2.SV rms.
REF
This is an input pin. The ac reference voltage of
2.SV rms must be applied to this pin. The input should be
ac coupled.
GND
This is the common pin for all inputs and outP~ts
and the power supply.
+15V
This is a power line pin +1SV ±S% must be connected between this pin and GND.
-15V
This is a power line pin -15V ±S% must be connected between this pin and GND.
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1
3.125
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GNO

-16V

RESET

'5V

.L

CARRY
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BORROW

0.26(6.6)

T

TOPVIEW

, ---Il--GRID 0." (2.5)

Pin Connections for I DC 1703.
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Synchro /Resolver
to Linear DC Converter

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
High Dynamic Performance (27,OOOo/sec)
High Accuracy (±11 Arc-Minutes)
Internal Converter Tracking LoOp Provides High
Noise Immunity
Low Output Ripple (Less than 5mV pop)
DC Output Proportional to Input Rate
50Hz to 2.6kHz Reference Frequency Operation
Self Contained-No External Transformers or
Adjustments Needed
APPLICATIONS
Measurement and Recording of Synchro or Resolver
Information on Chart Recorders, X-V Plotters,
FM Recorders, Etc.
Servo Control and Positioning

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SAC1763 is a Synchro/Resolver to Linear dc Converter.
It takes input angular information in synchro or resolver form
voltages and gives an output voltage which is linearly proportional to the input angle. The output voltage of ±10V at ±SmA
represents an input angular change of ±180 degrees of the synchro or resolver format signals applied to the converter input.
Options are available for all the standard line to line voltages
and frequencies for either synchro or resolver inpu ts. These
options together with commercial or extended temperature
ranges are determined by a code following the type number
(see ordering information).
An important feature of the SAC1763 series converters is that
no external transformer modules are required. The transformer
isolation is carried out by micro transformers which are inside
the converter module even for the 60Hz versions.
When converters are used in control loops, it is often useful to'
have a voltage which is proportional to angular velocity. This
voltage is available and has been brought out on all SAC1763
converters. The availability of the velocity voltage eliminates
the need for a tachometer for stabilization.

MODELS AVAILABLE
Options of the SAC1763 are available to cover all the standard
synchro and resolver voltages and frequencies. In addition,
options exist for standard operating temperature (0 to +70°C)
and extended operating temperature (-SSoC to +10S°C) (see
ordering information).
THEORY OF OPERATION
The SAC1763 is based upon the well proven 12-bit tracking
Synchro/Resolver Converter type SDC1700. This is followed
by a 12-bit precision DAC (Digital to Analog Converter).
~------------------------oVEL

S1

S2
S3

PRECISION
12·BIT

DAC

RlO
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SPECIFICATIONS (max at 25°C unless otherwise stated)!
Model

SAC1763

ACCURACy 2

±U arc-minutes

RESOLUTION

1 part in 4096

ANALOG OUTPUT

±10V Representing ±lS00 SmA is Available

OUTPUT DRIFT

0.175 arc-minu tes per °C

OUTPUT RIPPLE AND NOISE

<SmV pop

SIGNAL AND REFERENCE FREQUENCY 1

60Hz, 400Hz and 2.6kHz

SIGNAL INPUT VOLTAGE (LINE TO LINE)

90V, 26V or U.SV rms

SIGNAL IMPEDANCE
90V Signal
26V Signal
11. SV Signal

200kS1 Resistive
SSkS1 Resistive
27kS1 Resistive

REFERENCE VOLTAGE

11SV,,26Vor I1.SV rms

REFERENCE IMPEDANCE
11 SV Reference
26V Reference
l1.SV Reference

270kS1
S6kS1
27kS1

TRANSFORMER ISOLATION ON SIGNAL
AND REFERENCE INPUTS

SOOV de

MAX INPUT RATE;S FOR FULL ACCURACY
60Hz Options
400Hz Options
2.6kHz Options

Srevs/sec
36revs/sec
7Srevs/sec

MAX ACCELERATION ON INPUT FOR
ADDITIONAL ERRORLESS THAN
6 ARC-MINUTES
60Hz Options
400Hz Options
2.6kHz Options

166° Isec 2
966So Isec 2
4S,S2So Isec 2

STEP RESPONSE (179° Step)
(For less than 6 arc-minutes error)
60Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz

1.5sec
12Sms
50ms

VELOCITY VOLTAGE OUTPUT
(See also Specifications on the next page)

±10V nominal for +max input rate of the option

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

+15V at IS0mA
-ISVat45mA

POWER DISSIPATION

2.93 watts

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Standard ,
Extended

o to +70°C
-SSoC to +10SoC

STORAGE TEMPERATURE
DIMENSIONS

3.12" X 2.625" X O.S"
(79.4mm X 66.7mm X 20.3mm)

WEIGHT

7 ozs. (200 grams)

NOTES
1 The converters cali be used over the following reference frequency ranges with no
loss of accuracy. They will, however, retain the dynamic characteristics (input rate
and acceleration) quoted for the particular option.
'

60Hz options can be used over 50Hz to 800Hz
400Hz options can be used OVer 400Hz to 2000Hz
2.6kHz options can be used over 2kHz to 305kHz
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• Accuracy is spccfied for the following conditions'
(a) ± 10% signal and re~erence amplitude variation.
(b) ± 10% signal and reference harmonic distortion.
(c) ±5% power supply variation.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

CONNECTING THE CONVERTER
The electrical connections to the converter are straighforward. The power lines, which must not be reversed, are ±1SV.
They must be connected to the "+1SV" and "-1SV" pins with
the common connection to the ground pin "GND".

Scaling of Output Voltage
for One FIlth max Velocity

2 Volts (Nomina1)

Output Voltage Temp. Codf.

O.05%/C uf

Output Voltage Drift (All Models)

o to +70°C

Output
±501lVtC

_55°C to +105"C
±lOOpV/"C

It is suggested that 0.1/lF and 6.8/lF capacitors be placed in
parallel from +1SV to GND, from -1SV to GND.

0[(1 1000/sec

LUleanty

o t~~~~o~~t:ons

In the case of a Synchro, the signals are connected to "51 ",
"52" and "53" according to the following convention:

1.5%

400Hz Options
o to 1600" Isec
2.6kHz Options

ES1 - S3 = ERLO - RHI S'in wt Sin 8
ES3 _ S2 = ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin (8 + 120°)
ES2 - SI = ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin (Ii + 240°)

Noise (0 [() 20Hz)

2%
2%

60Hz Options·

0 to 2000 /sc(' ZmV rms

400Hz Options:

0 to 1600" Isec 2mV rms

2.6kHz Options: 0 to BOOo/sec 2mV rms
Impedance (Output)

For a resolver, the signals are connected to "51", "52",
"53" and "54" according to the following convention:

lrnA

max Current Available

The velocity voltage can be used in closed loop servo systems
for stabilization instead of a tachometer.

ESI - S3 = ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin Ii.
ES2 - S4 = ERHI - RLO Sin wt Cos Ii
The system reference voltage is connected to pins "RHI" and
"RLO" in accordance with the above convention.
The analog output voltage representing the digital angle is
between the pin "OUT" and "GND", ±10V corresponding to
±180 degrees. Up to 5mA may be taken from the "OUT" pin.
The relationship between the output voltage and the input
angle is shown in the diagram below.
+10V

The SAC1763 velocity outputs do not have the disadvantages
of being inefficient at low speeds and do not need gearing required by tachometers. In addition, the output is available at
no extra cost.
For other velocity output scaling and linearity consult the
factory.
RESISTIVE SCALING OF INPUTS
A feature of this converter is that the signal and reference
inpu ts can be resistively scaled to accommodate any range of
input signal and reference voltages.
This means that a standard converter can be used with a personality card in systems where a wide range of inpu t and reference voltages are encountered.

-10V

Diagram Showing Relationship Between Input and Output
Sometimes, it is required that the input/output relationship
of the converter is the other way round. This can be achieved
in the case of synchro options by interchanging connections
"51" and "53". This is shown in the diagram below.

In the case of a Resolver to Digital Converter, add 2.22kU in
series with "51" and "52" per extra volt of signal and 2.2kU
per extra volt of reference in series with "RHI".
For example, assume that we have an 11.8V line .to line, 26V
reference Synchro Converter, and we wish to use it with a 60V
line to line signal with a 115V reference.

+10V

", ,

To calculate the values of the external scaling resistors in the
case of a Synchro Converter, add 1.llkU per extra volt of
signal in series with "51", "52" and "53", and 2.2kU per extra
volt of reference in series with "RHI".

0'

",

-10V

Diagram Showing Relationship Between Input and Output
When "51" and "53" are Interchanged
VELOCITY PIN
The analog voltage proportional to the rate of change of angle
is provided between the pins VEL and GND. The variation is
±10.0V nominal for the maximum velocity of the option.
This pin provides a dc voltage output which is proportional to
the angular velocity of the input. The voltage goes negative for
an increasing digital angle and goes positive for a decreasing
digital angle.
The characteristics of the velocity pin output are given in the
following table.

In each signal input line, the extra voltage capability required
is:
.
60 - 11.8 = 48.2V
Therefore each one of the three resistors needs to have a value
of:
48.2X 1.11= 53.SkU
Similarly the single resistor needed in series with "RHI" can be
calculated as being 195.8kU.
The inputs of the converter can therefore be scaled as in the
diagram below.
R3
S3

oov
LL
INPUT

{

NOTE
IN THE CASe Of THE SIGNAL RESISTORS THe

R2

S2
Rl

RATIO ERRORS BETWEEN THE RESISTANCES IS

S1

11.8V SIGNAL
26VREF
RLO

115VI'IEF{
R,

RHI

L

MORE IMPOATANT THAN THE ABSOLUTE
RESISTANCE VALUES.

IN GENERAL A 1% RATIO ERROR WILL GIVE RISE
TO AN EXTRA INACCURACY OF 17 ARC·MINUTES
WHILE A RATIO ERROR OF 0.1% WILL GIVE RISE
TO AN EXTRA INACCURACY OF 1.7 ARC-MINUTES,

_ _ _ _ _---l THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF RF IS NOT CRITICAL..

Rl, R2, R3 = 53.5kH

R, .. 195.SkH
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USING THE CONVERTERS WITH OTHER THAN THE
SPECIfIED REfERENCE fREQUENCY
The converters can be used with different reference frequencies, other than those for which they are basically specified,
with no resulting loss of accuracy (see below). However, they
will retain the dynamic characteristics given in the specifi-'
cation.
frequency Range for no Loss in Accuracy

Basic Option

50Hz
400Hz
2kHz

60Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz

-+
-+
-+

800Hz
2000Hz
3.5kHz

TRANSfER FUNCTION
The transfer functions for the three reference frequency
options of the converters are shown below.
60Hz Options
80 = 1.9 X 10 5 (1 + 5.6 X 1O-2 s)

s3 + 1.03 X 102 s2 + 1.08 X 104 s + 1.9 X 10 5
400Hz Options
8.8 X 107 (1 + 6.8 X 10-3 s)
80
81

81

s3 + 8.04 X 10 2s2 + 6.1 X 10 5 s + 8.8 X 10'

APPLICATIONS OF THE SAC1763
The SAC1763 may be used to record synchro or resolver
information, from for example gyrocompasses or other
navigational aids, on to equipment such as X-Y recorders,
chart recorders or FM tape recorders, see below.
GYROCOMPASS 81
WITH

FMOR
CHART RECORDER

SYNCHRO
OUTPUT

REF

. Diagram Showing Gyrocompass Information Being
Recorded Using SA C 1763

DIAGRAM SHOWING GYROCOMPASS INFORMATION
BEING RECORDED USING SAC1763
The applications of theSAC1763 are not only in measurement of synchro or resolver information but also in controlling angular movement. The diagram below shows the
SAC1763 being used inside an angUlar control loop where the
input is a dc voltage. The availability of the velocity voltage
eliminates the need for an electromechanical tachometer for
stabilization purposes.

2.6kHz Options
80 = 109 (1 + 3.3 X lO-3 s)
8 1 s3 + 1.7 X 103s2 + 3.303 X lO6s + 109

ANAlOG'lNPUT
VOLTAGEaT08

FREQUENCY
SHAPING

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND
PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM

"

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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REFERENCE

Diagram Showing the SAC 1763 Used in a Servo System
Where the Input is a de Voltage

ORDERING INFORMATION
The full part number for all the standard converter options
defining reference and si~al voltage and frequency, operating
temperature range and whether Synchro or Resolver format
is given below. It should also be remembered that the signal
and reference inputs can be resistively scaled (see section
"Resistive Scaling of Inputs") and that in certain cases reference frequencies other than those specified can be used. (See
section '~Using the Converters with other than the Specified
Reference Frequency".)

o.28b
(6.6to.031

TTOPVIEW

~I--GRIOO.112.51
Part Number

Opera~ng

SAC176lS11
SAC176l611
SAC176lS12
SAC176l612
SAC176l522
SAC176l622
SAC176lSll
SAC176l61l
SAC176lS14
SAC176l614
SAC176l518
SAC176l618
SAC176lS4l
SAC176364l
SAC176lS44
SAC176l644
SAC1763S48
SAC1763648
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L to L Voltage/Format

Ref. Voltage

Ref. Freq.

o to +70°C

11,8V Synchro

_55°C to +10S o C
o to +70°C
-SSoC to +lOSoC
o to +70°C
-SSoC to +10S oC
o to +70oC
_55°C to +lOS oC
o to +70°C
_55°C to +10S oC
o to +70oC
_55°C to +10S oC
o to +70oC
_55°C to +10S oC
o to +70oC
_55°C to + 10SoC
o .to +70°C
_55°C to +10SoC

It,8V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
n.8V Resolver
11.8V Resolver
26.0V Resolver
26.0V Resolver
11.8V Resolver
11.8V Resolver
11.8V Resolver
11,8V Resolver
26.0V Resolver
26,OV Resolver
11.SV Resolver
1 Lsv Resolver

26 Volts
26 Volts
11S Volts
11S Volts
115 Volts
11S Volts
11.8 Volts
11.8 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts
11.8 Volts
.11.8 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts

400Hz
400Hz
400llz
400Hz
60Hz
60Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz
2.6kHz
2.6kHz
2.6kHz
2.6kHz
2.6Hlz

Temp. Range

rIIIIIII ANALOG
L.III DEVICES

BCD Output
Synchro to Digital Converters

FEATURES
°
BCD (Binary Coded Decimal! Output Representing 0 to 359.9
or 0 to ±179.9°
-15V Power Supply Requirement Optional
High Tracking Rate (75 revs/sec I
Internal Microtransformers for 60Hz, 400Hz and 2.6kHz
Options
Voltage Scaling with External Resistors (Unique Featurel
Transformer Isolated Outputs
Low Cost
MIL Spec/Hi Rei Options Available
APPLICATIONS
Visual Display of Angular Information
Valve Position Indication
Antenna Monitoring
Industrial Controls
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SBCD1752, SBCD1753, SBCD1756 and the SBCD1757
are modular, continuous tracking Synchro/Resolver to Digital
converters which employ a type 2 servo loop.
They are intended for use in both Industrial and Military
applications either for displaying angular data directly, or for
inputting BCD information directly into a data processing
system.
The input signals can be either 3 wire synchro plus reference
or 4 wire resolver plus reference, depending on the option.
The outputs will be presented in parallel Binary Coded
Decimal (BCD).
Particular attention has been paid in the design, to achieving
the highest tracking rates and accelerations possible, compatible with the resolution and carrier frequency used, while
at the same time obtaining a high overall accuracy.
One of the ou tstanding features of these converters is the use
made of precision Scott T and reference microtransformers.
This has made it passible to' include the transfarmers within
the madule, even far the 60Hz versian as well as praviding
facilities far external valtage scaling.
MODELS AVAILABLE
The four Synchro to Digital converters described in this data
sheet, differ primarily in the areas of output format and power
supply requirements.
Model SBCD1752XYZ is a 13-bit plus sign, BCD output con'
verter, giving -180.0° to _0.1° and +0.0 to +179.9° requiring
±15V and +5V power supplies, and having an overall accuracy
of ±0.2 Degrees.

Model S'BCD1753XYZ is a 14-bit, BCD output converter,
giving 0 to 359.9°, requiring ±15V and +5V power supplies,
and having an overall accuracy of ±0.2 Degrees.
Model SBCD1756XYZ is a 13-bit plus sign, BCD output converter, giving -180.0° to _0.1° and +0.0 to +179.9 0 requiring
+15V and +5V power supplies. and having an overall accuracy
of ±O. 2 Degrees.
Model SBCD1757XYZ is a 14-bit. BCD output converter,
giving 0 to 359.9°, requiring +15V and +5V power supplies.
and having an overall accuracy of ±0.2 Degrees.
The XYZ code defines the option thus:
X signifies the operating t~mperature range.
Y signifies the reference frequency.
Z signifies the inpu t vol tage and range and whether it will
accept Synchro or Resolver information.
More information about the option code is given under the
heading "Ordering Information".
DATA TRANSFER (ALL MODELS)
The readiness of the converters for data transfer is indicated
by the state of the BUSY pin. The voltage appearing on the
BUSY pin consists of a train of pulses, at TTL levels, of length
according to'the option (see Specifications table). The converter is busy when the BUSY pin is at TTL "High" level. The
pulses occur for increasing and decreasing counts.
The most suitable time for transferring data is 400ns after, the
trailing edge of the BUSY pulse, and the times allowable for
data transfer are shown in the specification. Even at the maximum speed of the option, these times will be sufficient to
transfer data before the next BUSY pulse occurs.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at 25°C.unlessotherwise stated) .

SBCD1752

MODELS

SBCD1753

SBCD1756

ACCURACY' (max Error)

All Frequency Options

±O.2 Degrees

Parallel BCD, STTL Loads

OUTPUT
RESOLUTION

SIGNAL AND REFERENCE
FREQUENCY

1,3.Bit: Sign R~presenting

14 Bit Representing

-IS0.0 to -0.1 and
+0.0° to +179.9°

o to 359.9°

60Hz, 400Hz and 2.6kHz

SIGNAL VOLTAGE (Line to Line)
LoW Level
U.SV rrns
90.0V rrns
High Level
SIGNAL IMPEDANCES

Low Level

26kn (Resistive)
200kn (Resistive)

High Level
REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Low Level
High Level

26V (II.SV Signal)
115V (90V Signal)

REFERENCE IMPEDANCE
Low Level
High Level

56kn (Resistive)
270kf! (Resistive)

TRANSFORMER
ISOLATION

.

,

500V de

TRACKING RATE (min)
60Hz
400Hz
2,6kHz

36 Revolutions Per Second
7S Revolutions Per Second

Aceel,' Constant Ka
60Hi

2000/see'

400Hz
2.6kHz

5 Revolutions Per Second

120,OOOlsec 2
6oo,OOO/5ec 2

STEP RESPONSE (! 79° Step)
(For 0.1 0 Error)

60Hz
400Hz
2,6kHz
POWER LINES

1.5 sec
125ms
SOms
+15V@25mA

+15V@SOmA

-15V@25mA

+5V@ 500mA

+5V@ 500mA
POWER DISSIPATION

3.25 Watts

3.7 Watts

BUSY LOGIC OUTPUT, POSITIVE PULSE (! TTL Load)
60Hz
3.5 to 4.51's
400Hz
0.5 to 1.251's
2,6kHz
0.5 to 1.251's

MAX DATA TRANSFER
TIME (From 400n. After
Trailing Edge of BUSY
at max VelocitY)

60Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz
INHIBIT INPUT (To Inhibit)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

DIMENSIONS

401's
5,01'5
LSI'S
Logic "0" ITTL Load

o to +700 C Standard
_5S o C to +10S o C Extended
-SSoC to +12S oC
3.125" x 2.625" x O.S"

(79.4 x 66.7 x 20.4mm)
WEIGHT
I

6.4 ozs. (ISO grams)

Specified over the appropriate operating temperature range and for
(a) ±10% sqpta1 and reference amplitude variation
(b) 10% signal and reference hannonic distortion
(c) d% power supply variation
(d) ±10% v~iation in reference frequency.
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6.5 ozs. (lS5 grams)
·Specifications same as SBCD17S2
··Specifications same as SBCD17S 3
···Specifications same as SBCD1756
Specifications subject to change without notice.

SBCD1757

The digital output connections in the case of the. SBen 1753
and SBCD1757 should be taken from the pins marked "0.1"
through to "200"; these values being represented in degrees.
In the case of the SBCD1752 and SBCD1756, the data should
be taken from the pins marked "0.1" through to "100", these
values also being represented' in degrees. In the case of these
latter units the "SIGN" pin will indicate the polarity of the
output, Logic "0" representing positive angles and Logic "I"
representing negative angles.
In the case of a synchro, the signals are connected to S 1, S2
and Sa according to the following convention:

NOT TO SCALE

Data Transfer Diagram

The function of the INHIBIT pin is to enable the user to
inhibit the update of the converter's output counter. This is
achieved by taking the INHIBIT pin to a TTL Logic zero. If
used, the INHIBIT should be applied 400ns after the trailing
edge of the BUSY pulse. This will ensure that the data on the
output pins is valid. The data should then be transferred and
the INHIBIT released before the next BUSY pulse occurs.
The worst case times allowable for data transfer in this case
are shown in the Specifications under the heading of "MAX
DATA TRANSFER TIME (from 400ns After Trailing Edge of
BUSY at Max Velocity)". It should be noted that the application of the INHIBITwili not prevent the BUSY pulses appear-'
ing on the BUSY pin, and thus if the INHIBIT is not released
by the time that the next BUSY pulse occurs, the BUSY pulse
will still appear, although the internal converter loop will have
been opened. Under this condition, a worst case recovery time,
equivalent to that of a step of 179 degrees may be encountered
(see Spec.). To avoid this and to ensure valid data transfer, the
system shown in the diagram is recommended.

Synchro connection
E51 _ 53 = E RLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin 0
Es3 _ 52 = ERLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin (0 + 120°)
Es2 - 51 = ~LO - RHI Sin wt Sin (0 + 240°)
For a resolver, the signals are connected to "Sl", "S2", "S3"
and "S4" according to the following convention:
Resolver Connection
Esl _ 53 = ERLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin 0
E52 _ 54 = ERHI _ RLO Sin wt Cos 0
The BUSY and INHIBIT pin (is used), should be connected as
described under the heading "DATA TRANSFER".
The reference connections are made to pins RHI and RLO '
PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
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TRISTATE
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Suggested External Interface Circuitry

In cases where the converter is connected to a data bus or used
as a peripheral, the method outlined in the above diagram is
recommended. The INHIBIT is not necessary in this case, and
the external "Enable" has control of the converter output.
The AC175~ mounting card described later in this data sheet
contains the external components shown in the diagram.
CONNECTING THE CONVERTER
The power lines, which should not be reversed, should be connected to "+15V", "-15V" and "+5V" in the case of the
SBCD1752 and SBCDI753, and to "+15V" and "+5V" in the
case of the SBCD1756 and SBCD1757, with the common connection to "GND" in all cases.
It is suggested that O.lIlF and 6.81lF capacitors by placed in
parallel from +15V to GND, from -15V to GND and from
+5VtoGND.

~6V-:

-.-

0.21 (5.3)

PINSO.040!O.001 (10.16'O.OJ)DlA
BRASS HARD GOLD PLATED

1

20

(A)

40

SEE~
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NOT~I

(BI-fF~

R.,

0,26(6.&)

NOTES
(A) NOT PRESENT ON

IB}
IC}

TOPVIEW

~

J,..-GRIDO.1 (2.51

RESISTIVE SCALING OF INPUTS
A unique feature of the SBCD1752/175 3/1756/1757 converters is that the inputs can be resistively scaled to accommodate any value of inpu t signal and reference voltage.
In order to calculate the values of the external scaling resistors
necessary, add l.11kn. in series with the input per extra volt
in the case of the signal, and 2.2kn. per extra volt in the case
of the reference.
For example, assume that it is required to use a standard 11.8V
line to line signal, 26V reference converter with 60V line to.
line signal and a 115V reference. The resistors should be arranged as in the diagram.
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,
ORDERING INFORMATION
Converters should be ordered by the appropriate part number
(i.e., SBCD1752, SBCD1753, SBCD1756or SBCD1757) followed by the appropriate option code.
The XYZ options are as follows:
Note, In the case of R 1 • R2 ;and R 3 • the ratio error between
the resistances i~ more critical than.the absolute value. In
general a 1% ratio error Will give rise to an extra inaccuracy of
0.28 Degrees, while a ratio accuracy of 0.1 % will give rise to
an extra inaccuracy of 0.02.8 Degrees. The absolute value of
RF is not critical.
CARD MOUNTING
All the converters can be mounted on an AC175 5 mounting
card. This card contains the latches and monostable, described
under the "DATA TRANSfER" heading, which are necessary
to transfer the data on to a computer bus system, as well as
sockets for the converter. The latches have a tri'state output
to facilitate ease of use. The AC1755 also contains facilities
for the inclusion of input signal scaling and reference resistors
as described under the heading "RESISTIVE SCALING OF
INPUTS". The card uses a 22122 0.156" pitch edge connector.
The pin-out is shown below. If it is not required to use the
external latches, they can lie jumpered on the board.

1

1--0.'
I (20.3)

AC1755 Mounting Card (First Angle Projection).
Dimensions Shown in Inches and (mm).

13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Function
R (Lo)
R (Hi)
S3
S2
SI
S4
B SY
INHIBIT
0,1
0.2
0.4
0.8
1
2
4

Edge-Pin
Letter
A
F
H

J
I{

L
M
N
P
T
U
V

w
X
Y
Z

Y signifies the reference frequency thus;
Y = 1 signifies 400Hz
Y = 2 signifies 60Hz'
_Y = 4 signifies 2.6kJIz
Z signifies the input signal and reference voltages and whether
the converter is a Synchro to Digital or a Resolver to Digita,l
converter. The options for Z are:
Z = 1 signifies Synchro,
signal 11.8 Volts
reference 26 Volts
Z = 2 signifies Synchro,
signal 90 Volts
reference 115 Volts
Z = 8 signifies Resolver, signal 11.8 Volts
reference 26 Volts
Thus an SBCD1753 with-a commercial (0 to +70°C) operating
range, using a 400Hz, 26 volt reference with an 11.8 volt
signal would be ordered as an SBCDI753511.
*For 50Hz operation, a 60Hz converter can be
in accuracy.

usc~

with no reduction

In addition a 400Hz unit will work with a 2.6kHz reference and a 60Hz
unit will work with a 400Hz reference; howevet they will have the
velocity and acceleration characteristics of the lower frequency rated
.
unit.

0.16
(3.81)

Edge Pin
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

X signifies the operating temperature range thus;
X = 5 0 to +70°C (Commercial Temp.)
X = 6 -55°C to +105°C (Extended Temp.)

Function
Tri-State Enable
+15 Volts
_+15 Volts
-15 Volts (3)
-15 Volts (3)
GND
GND
+5 Vofts
+5 Volts
8
10

20
40
80
100
200 (1) SIGN (2)

NOTES
(1) SBCD17S3 and SBCD17S7 only
(2) SBCD17S2 and SBCD17S6 only
(3) SBCD17S2 and SBCD17S3 only

AC1755 Mounting Card Edge Connections
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OTHER PRODUCTS
The'SBCD series of Synchro to Digital converters are just a few
of the modules and instruments concerned with Synchro conversion manufactured by us. Some of our other products are
listed below and technical data is··available. If you have any
questions about our products or require advice about the use
of them for a particular application, please contact our
Applications Engineering Department.
SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
The SDC1700 is a low profile (0.4") converter with a 12-bit
natural binary output. Its overall accuracy is ±8.5 arc-minutes,
and the module contains internal transformers for all reference
frequency options including 60Hz. The SDC1702 is similar to
the SDC1700 but has a lO-bit natural binary output and an
overall acc\lracy of ±22 arc-minutes.
The SDC1704 is similar to the above two converters, but has a
14-bit natural binary output and an overall accuracy of ±2.0
arc-minutes ±ILSB.
TWO SPEED PROCESSORS
The TSL1612 and the TSLl729 both produce one digital output word up to 20 bits in length from the outputs of 2 Synchro
to Digital converters in.a coarse/fine system: The TSL1612 is
used for ratios of 9: 1, 18: 1 and 36: 1, while the TSL1729 is
programmable for all ratios from 1: 1 to 63: 1.
DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO CONVERTERS
Resolutions of between 10 and 16 bits are available as well as
the.DSCl710, a one card, 2 channel, 40VA, DSC system
including. power amps for use with 2 speed coarseifine ratios
of 9: 1, 18: 1, 36: 1.

~ANALOG

Synchro to Digital Converters

WDEVICES
Tracking Rates Up to 360 Degrees/sec
Accuracies Up to ±1 minute of arc
Resolution of 16 bits for 360°
TTL/DTL Compatible
MIL Spec/Hi Rei Versions
APPLICATIONS
Airframe Data Processing
Position Monitoring
Navigational Computation

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The "SDC" series converters are continuous tracking, type 2
servo loop, synchro or resolver to digital converters intended
for military and industrial control applications.
The Synchro to Digital Converters (SDC's) work from either 3
wire synchro plus reference input signals or resolver plus reference input signals giving binary angular output data. The
inputs are usually derived from remote synchros or resolvers
but may be derived from electrically simulated resolvers or
synchros i.e., Digital to Synchro converters (see our other
product literature which describes these units).

MODELS AVAILABLE
The models described herein are 16-bit resolution converters
which primarily differ in the area of reference frequency.
Model SDC1604XYZ is a 16-bit converter which has an over
all accuracy of ± 1 arc-minu te.
XYZ define operating temperature range (X), reference frequency (Y) and input type/voltage (Z). The Ordering Guide
gives explicit number substitutions for XYZ.

Key to the small size and high reliability of the units is extensive use of monolithic analog switches, linear integrated circuits, MSI logic'functions and thin film resistor networks.

External signal and reference isolation transformers are required for use with SDC1604. They are designated as

Units have been qualified to extreme climatic, shock and vibration conditions taken from U.S. Military and Civil,Aviation Specifications. Specials are available, built with hi-reI
components.
SDC1604

r0.'

I--

(51)

PIN o 040 to 0111 (10.16 ~O.031 DIA
BRASS, HAAD GOLD PLATED

MATING SOCKET:
~

CAMBION450·3388·01·03

"""~~~'fff~l
-~ 1EiILStB~'~:~
_

~ ~

BUSY

-+15V
GNO

TOP VIEW

16

I

02(508)

LOO --l
/25.4) -I

L.".____."..=~

13

1~

I\

0;

1----

400Hz Models
60Hz Models

STM1672

STM1632

(20.3)

0.'

STM1632XIZ
STM1672X2Z

3.,25 (79..4 ) - - 4

R1m~nt~~Hfimmll

T
1.5

~~~I
-II0.1 GRID (2.54)

PIN 0.040 :1:0.001 /10.16 to.03) D)A. BRASS. HARD GOLD PLATED.
MATlNG SOCKET: CAMBION 450·3388·01·03

M3FIXING
X.2S" DEEP
IN4POS'NS

1) PART NO. FOR RESOLVER MODULES IS RTM.

3.125

,~ I

--l I-

0.1 GRID 12.51

NOTE' ABOVE DRAWING ILLUSTRATES PIN
CONNECTIONS FOR SDC1604

TYPE PINS Q' AND U ARE NO CONNECTION
PINS

O.04OtO.OOl (10.1S to.03) DIA.

BRASSHARDGOLDPL~ _ _ ~

l~"
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

STM1672X2Z'

Dimensions.shown ·in inches and (mm).
L-________________________

15

--"~

PART NO. FOR RESOLVER MODULES IS RTM
54 PIN PRESENT FOR RE<;OLVER OPTION ONLY lRTM 1672)
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SPECIFICATIONS
(typical @+25°C and ±15V dc 'unless otherwise noted)
MODELS'

SDCI604507 plus STMI6i251Z
SDCI604707 plus STMI63271Z
SDC1604507 plus STMI67252Z
SDC1604707 plus STM1672nz

ACCURACy2 (max),

±1 arc-minuteJ

16 bits (1 LSB = 20 arc·seconds)

. RESOLUTION

OUTPUT (in parallel)

16 bits natural binary angle

SIGNAL VOLTAGES (Line·!o·Line)
Low l.evel

High Level

Synchro 11.8V rms L-L
Resolver II.8V rms L-L
Resolver 26.0V rms L-L
Synchro 90.0Y rms L-L

SIGNAL IMPEDANCE
Low Level
High Level

20k ohms L-L Balanced
ZOOk ohms 1.-L Balanced

REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Low Level
High Level

26V rms 400Hz Of 60Hz as appropriate
115V rms 4001lz or 60Hz as appropriate

REFERENCE IMPEDANCE
Low Level
High Lev~l

20k ohms

TRANSFORMER ISOLATION

500V dc

TRACKING RATE
400Hz
60Hz

360 0 /set
360 o/sec

DATA TRANSFER (ALL MODULES)
Whenever the input angle changes, the SDCupdates its output
in 1LSB steps. Data can be transferred without'error whenevet
the "converter busy" signal is. at a Logic "0". To transfer data
the "inhibit" should be set to a Logic "0" for a time of 4-6
microseconds. The converter will ignore the inhibit command
during the converter busy pulse, but after this no further update
will take place until the inhibit 0 is removed. The data transfer
pulse should not.be more than 2 microseconds long and
should be applied about 4 microseconds after the leading
edge of the inhibit pulse after which the inhibit 0 should
be removed to permit further updating. The "converter
busy" pulses correspond to the pulses from the V.C.O.
which feed the up-down counter. The pulses have a maximum length of 1.1 microseqmds. It follows that if the
above rules are used for data transfer, no pulses will be
kept in abeyance and the control loop will not be affected.
See the timing waveform.

200k ohms

,
I'

ACCELERATION (For I LSB Error)
400Hz

!

I I ~seDEXTERNAL
L----..J
~OSDCMoouLe

-----r---t----21'.MAX

...l...-.l
~

60Hz

Data Transfer Waveforms

STEP RESPONSE (I79° step)
(For I LSB Error)
400Hz

400 milliseconds

ORDERING GUIDE
1. Specify the basic model number per the following table.
400Hz or 60Hz versions of the 16-bit units require separate
transformer modules.

+15V at 60 milliamps
-lSV at 60 milliamps
+5Vat 300 milliamps

POWER SUPPLIES

POWER DISSIPATION (max)

3.3 Watts

LOGIC OUTPUTS

DTLlTTL Compatible
Fan Out: Four TTL Input Loads

#of
Bits

CONVERTER BUSY. POSITIVE PULSE
(±30% tolerance)
IfJs
INHIBIT

DTLlTTL Compatible
Fan In One TIL Input l.oad

TEMP, RANGE OPERATING

0 to +70o C or

-5SoC to +8SoC
TEMP. RANGE STORAGE (All)

-55"C to +125°C

WARM UP

1 Second to Rated Accuracy

CONVERTER MODULE SIZE

3.125" x 2.625" x 0.8"

TRANSFORMER MODULE SIZE

l.S" x 3,12S" x 1.0"
2.0" x 45" x 1.S"

WEIGHT

7 oz. (200gm)

400Hz

60Hz

NOTES:
1. Nominal 60Hz units operate over range of 50 to 400Hz.
Nominal 400Hz units operate up to 1500Hz with additionallLSB
error.

2. Accuracy applies over the operating temperature range and for
(a)
± 10% signal & reference amplitude variation
(b)
± 10% reference frequency variation
10% signal and reference harmonic distortion
(c)
(d)
±5% power supply variation
(e)
±20° phase shift between reference and signals
3. 16 bit accuracy is at +25°C
±1.3 arc~minlltes from 0 to +70°C

12 arc-minutes from -55°C

to

+85°C

16
16
16
16

Temp.
Range (X)

o to +70°C
-55°C to +85°C
o to +70°C
-55°C to +85°C

Freq.
(Y)

Converter

Transformers

400Hz
400Hz
60Hz
60Hz

SDC1604507
SDC1604'l07
SDC1604507
SDC1604707

STM163251Z
STM163271Z
STM167252Z
STM167272Z

2. Z = 1 signifies synchro 11.8V L-L with. 26V reference
Z = 2 signifies synchro 90V L-L with 115V reference
Z = 3 signifies resolver 11.8V L-L with 11.8V reference
Z '7 4 signifies resolver 26V L-L with 26V reference
Z = 8 signifies resolver 1l.8V L-L with 26V reference
Z = 2 is available with either 400Hz or 60Hz unit
Z = 1, 3,4,8 are available only with 400Hz units
3. Resolver input devices, with Z = 3, 4 or 8 are identified as
RTM1632718 and the like. An R replaces the S as the
first letter in the part number.
MOUNTING CARDS
Two types of PC boards are available to mount the various "
converters and transformer modules. Both use 22122 0.156
pitch edge connectors.
AC1637 is used when mounting the SDC1604 alone. AC1656
is used when mounting the SDC1604 and STM163 2.
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11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES

Low Profile
Synchro jResolver to Digital Converter

FEATURES
Internal Microtransformers for 60Hz, 400Hz and 2.6kHz
References
Low Profile (0.4")
10',12· or 14·Bit Resolution for 360 0
High Tracking Rates (75 revs/sec)
Voltage Scaling with External Resistors (Unique Feature)
DC Voltage Output Proportional to Angular Velocity
Low Cost
Lightweight 30z. (85 grams)
MJL Spec/Hi Rei Options Available
APPLICATIONS
Servo Mechanisms
Retransmission Systems
Coordinate Conversion
Antenna Monitoring
Simulation
Industrial Controls
Fire Control Systems
Machine Tool Control Systems
GENERAL DESCRiPTION
The SDC1700, SDC1702 and SDC1704 are modular, contin°
uous tracking Synchro/Resolver to Digital Converters which
employ a type 2 servo loop.
They are intended for use in both Industrial and Military
applications.
The input signals can be either 3 wire synchro plus reference
or 4 wire resolver plus reference, depending on the option.
The outputs will be presented in. TTL compatible, parallel
natural binary.
One of the outstanding features of the converters is the use
of precision Scott T and reference microtransformers. This
has made it possible to include the transformers within the
module, even on the 60Hz option, and yet still maintain
the profile height of 0.4".
Particular attention has been paid in the design, to achieving
the highest tracking rates and accelerations possible, compatible with the resolution and carrier frequency used, while
at the same time obtaining a high overall accuracy.
When SOC's are used in control loops, it is often useful to
have a voltage which is proportional to angular velocity. This
voltage is available and has been brought out on illl the
SDC1700 converters.

Extended temperature range versions of all the converters
are available.
MODELS AVAILABLE
The three Synchro to Digital Converters described in this
data sheet differ primarily in the areas of resolution, accuracy and dynamic performance as follows:
Model SDC1702XYZ is a lO-bit converter which has an
overall accuracy of ±22 arc-minutes and a resolution of 21
arc-minu tes.
Model SDC1700XYZ is a 12-bit converter with an overall
accuracy of ±8.5 arc-minutes and a resolution of 5.3 arcminutes.
Model SDC1704XYZ is a 14-bit converter with an overall
accuracy of ±2.2 arc-minutes ±ILSB and a resolution of 1.3
arc-minu tes.
The XYZ code defines the option thus: (X) signifies the
operating temperature range, (Y) signifies the reference frequency, (Z) signifies the input voltage and range, and whether
it will accept synchro or resolver format.
More information about the option code is given under the
heading of "Ordering Information".
NOTE
For all the standard options, no external transfonners are needed
with these converters.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical

.'

@ +25°C

unless otherwise noted)

MODELS

, SDC1702

SDC1700

ACCURACY' (max error)
60Hz
400Hz
i.6kHz

±22 arc·minutes
±22 arc-minutes
±22 arc-minutes

±S.S arc-minutes
tS.S arc-minutes
tS.S arc-minutes

SDC1704

'±2.9 arc-minutes,±lLSB
t2.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
±2.9 arc-minutes ±lLSB

RESOLUTION

10 Bits (lLSB = 21 arc-mins)

ItBits (lLSB = 5.3 arc-mins)

14 Bits (lLSB = 1.3 arc-mins)

OUTPUT (In Parallel)

10 Bits (Natural Binary)

12 Bits (Natural Binary)

14 Bits (Natural Binary)

SIGNAL AND REFERENCE
FREQUENCY

60Hz, 400Hz, 2.6kHz

SIGNAL VOLTAGE (Line-to-Line)
Low Level
High Level,

'1I.8V rms
90V rms

SIGNAL IMPEDANCES
Low Level
High Level

26kU (Resistive)
200kU (Resistive)

REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Low Level
High Level

26V (I L8V Signai)
115V (90V Signal)

REFERENCE IMPEDANCE

270kU (l15V Signal)
56kU (26V Reference)
(Impedance is Resistive)

TRANSFORMER ISOLATION

500V dt

TRACKING RATE (min)
60Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz

5 Revolutions Per Second
36 Revolutions Per Second

500 0 /sec

75 Revolutions Per Second

12 Revolutions Per Second
25 Revolutions Per Second

I 880/sec'
I JO,OpO/sec'
518,OOO/sec'

520/sec'
36,000/sec'
170,000/sec'

Acee1. 1

Constant Ka
60Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz
STEP RESPONSE (179' Step)
(For ILSB Error)
,
60Hz
400Hz
'2.6kHz
POWER LINES

1.5sec
125ms
50ms

±15V@30mA
+5V @ 85mA

±15V @ 25mA} ±5%
+5V@ 70mA

POWER DISSIPATION

1.1 Watts

DATA LOGiC OUTPUT'
(TTL Compatible)

2TTL Loads SDCI7026YZ
4TTL Loads SDCI7025YZ

BUSY LOGIC OUTPUT, POSITIVE PULSE (I TTL Load)
60ilz
9.01-'s
400Hz
2.01-'s ±30%
2.6kHz
2.01-'s

±5%

1.3 Watts
2TTL Loads SDCI7006YZ
4TTL Loads SDCI7005YZ

2TTL Loads on
All Options
9.01-'s
2.01-'s
1.31-'s

±30%

MAX DATA TRANSFER TIME
60Hz
400Hz
2.6kHz
INHIBIT INPUT,(To Inhibit)

Logic "0" 1 TTL Load

WARM UP TIME

1 sec to Rated Accuracy

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

o to +70°C Standard
-55°C to +10S o C Extended
-55'C to +125°C

DIMENSIONS

3.125" x 2.625" x 0.4"
(79.4 x 66.7 x IO.2mm)

WEIGHT

3 ozs. (85 grams)

"Specification same as SDC1702
I Specified over the appropriate operating temperature range of the option and for:
(a) ± 10% signal and reference amplitude variation (b) 10% signal and reference
Harmonic Distortion (e) ±S% power supply variation (d) ±10% variation in reference
frequency.
:1'lr is recommended that buffers should be used if the above converters
are required to drive over a distance greater than 6".
Specifications subject to change ~ithout notice.
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. Logic "0" 2 TTL Loads

DATA TRANSFER (All Models)
The readiness of the converters for data transfer is indicated
by the state of the BUSY pin.
The voltage appearing on the BUSY pin consists of a train of
pulses, at TTL levels, of length according to the model and
option (see specification table). The converter is busy when
the BUSY pin is at a TTL "High" level. These pulses correspond to those delivered by the VCO to increment or decrement the up-down counter (see schematic diagram). Thus
the pulses will occur for increasing and decreasing counts.

INTERFACING WITH A COMPUTER
It is recommended that external latches are used to enable
data to be transferred onto a computer data bus. One method
is shown in the diagram. Using this method will mean that the
latches are constantly updated by the BUSY signal, while at .
the same time enabling inputs to be made to the computer
by means of normal data transfer procedures. The AC1755
mounting card contains these external components.

BUSY

The most suitable time for transferring data is when the
BUSY is at a logic "Lo" state, and the times allowable for
data transfer are shown in the specification. Even at the
maximum speed of the option, these times will be sufficient
to transfer data before the next BUSY pulse occu rs.

TO LATCHES

4
74173

--1I II-- WIDTH
DEPENDS ON OPTION
AND MODEL (SEE SPEC I

BUSY~

I
I

DISTANCE DEPENDS

TRI-8TATE
LATCHES

n
I

TO COMPUTER INPUT PORT

L...-_ _

Suggested External Computer Interface Circuitry

:-DNVELOCITY - :

~~r~D~
Data Transfer Diagram

DATA TRANSFER DIAGRAM
Taking the INHIBIT to a logic "Lo" state prevents the VCO
(BUSY) pulses from updating the up-down counter. However, if applied during a BUSY pulse, the INHIBIT will not
become effective until the end of the BUSY pulse.

THEORY OF Ol'ERATION
If the unit is a Synchro to Digital Converter, then the 3 wire
synchro output will be connected to S1, S2 and S3 on the
module and the Scott T transformer pair will convert these
signals into resolver format.
i.e.,
VI = K Eo Sin wt Sin 9
V2 = K EO Sin wt Cos 9
Where 9 is the angle of the Synchro Shaft.
If the unit is a Resolver to Digital Converter, then the,," wire
resolver output will be connected to S1, S2, S3 and S4 on
the module and the microtransformer will act purely as an
isolator.

The best method of transferring the data is by applying the
INHIBIT (taking it to a logic "Lo" state), waiting for at
least the width of a BUSY pulse, transferring the data and
releasing the INHIBIT.
.

To understand the conversion process, then assume that the
current word state of the up-down counter is rp.

Note that sustained application of the INHIBIT opens the
internal control loop and the converter may take on appreciable time to recover to full accuracy when the loop
is restored.

The V 1 is multiplied by Cos rp and V2 is multiplied by Sin rp.
to give
K EO Sin wt Sin 9 Cos rp
and K Eo Sin wt Cos 9 Sin rp

REF RHI

RLO
81

PHASE
SENSITIVE
DETECTOR

MICRO·
TRANS·
FORMERS

82

S3

SIN (e ·01

54 0---INHIBIT

HIGH
DYNAMIC
RANGE VCO

C>--+--------I

~BUSY

FREQUENCY
SHAPING

VEL

DIGITAL
OUTPUT WORD

Functional Diagram of the SDC1700/2/4 Converters
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These signals are subtracted by the error amplifier to give:
.
K EO Sill wt (Sin () Cos rp - Cos () Sin rp)
or / K Eo Sin wt Sin «() - rp)
A phase sensitive detector, integrator and Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (YCO) form a closed loop system which seeks to
null Sin' (8 - rp).
When this is accomplished, the word state of the up-down
counter (rp), equals. within the rated accuracy of the converter, the synchro shaft angle 8.
CONNECTING THE CONVERTER
The electrical connections to the converter are straigh tforward. The power lines, which must not be reversed, are ±15"
and 5V. They must be connected to the "±15Y" and "5Y"
pins with the common connection to the ground pin GND.
It is suggested that 0.1~F and 6.8J.lF capacitors be placed in
parallel from +15V to GND, from -15Y to GND and from
+5V to GND.
The digital output is taken from pins:
I through to 10 for the SDC1702
1 through to 12 for the SDC 1700
I through to 14 for the SDC1704
Pin I represents the MSB in each case. The reference connections are made to pins "R HI" and "RLO ".
In the case of a Synchro, the signals are connected to "51",
"52" and "53" according to the following convention:
ES1 _ S3 ~
Es3 - S2 ~
Es2 - S1 ~

E RLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin 8
ERLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin «() + 120°)
ERLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin (8 + 240°)
For ~ resolver, the signals are connected to "51", "52",
"S3" and "54" according to the following convention:
ES1 _ S3 ~ ERLO _ RHI Sin wt Sin ()
. ES2 _ S4 ~ ERHI _ RLO Sin wt Cos ()
The anal9g voltage representing velocity is available between
''VEL.'' and "GND".

RESISTIYE SCALING OF INPUTS
A unique feature of the SDC1700 series of converters is that
the inputs can be resistively. scaled to accommodate any range
of input signal and reference voltages.
This means that a standard converter can be used with a
personality card in systems where. a wide range of input and
reference voltages are encountered. In addition. it should be
noted that a 400Hz unit will operate from a 2.6kHz reference.
It will however have the velocity and -acceleration characteristics as specified for the 400Hz converter. A 60Hz converter
will operate from a 400Hz reference and will have the velocity and acceleration characteristics as specified for the 60Hz
converter.
To calculate the values of the external scaling resistors for a
synchro converter, add l.11kU in series with 51, 52 and S3
per extra volt in the case of the signal, and 2.2kU in the case-of the reference. In the case of a resolver converter add
2.22kU per extra volt in series with 51 and S2 for the signal
and 2.2kU per extra volt in series with RHi for the reference.
For example, assume that we have an 11.8 volt line to line
signall26.b volt reference converter, and we wish to use a
60 volt line to line signal with a 11 5 volt reference.
Thus in each signal input line, the extra voltage capability
required is:
60 - 11.8 ~ 48.2 volts
Therefore each resistors needs to have a value of 48.2 x
1.11 ~ 53.5kU. In the case of the reference, the extra.voltage capability required is:

US - 26.0

89.0 x 2.2 = 195.8kU
Thus the inputs can be scaled as in the diagram below.
R3

~.l

83

60V
{
INPUT

FOR RESOLVER
ONLYIRDC)

12

S4

"

"

52

10

51

I
3.125
(79.4)

BUSY

,,,,,,,",

IN THE CASE OF R1, R2 AND R3, THE RATIO ERRORS'

BETWEEN THE RESISTANCES IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN THE ABSOLUTE RESISTANCE VAl-UES.

1

IN GENERAL A 1% RATIO ERROR WILL GIVE RISE
TO AN EXTRA INACCURACY OF 17 ARC·MIPI!.UTES
WHilE A RATIO ERROR OF 0.1% WilL GIVE RISE
TO AN EXTRA INACCURACY OF 1.7 ARC·MINUTES,
THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF RF IS NOT CRITICAL.

BIT WEIGHT TABLE
Bit Number
1 (MSB)
2

9

2

R"

(MSS) 1

TOP VIEW

SOC1704

I

PINS 0.04 to,OO1 (10.16 I!

~~rJ ~L~T~b sAASS HARD

0.2)6.1)
--.

NOTE
ABOVE DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATES CONNECTIONS FDA SDC1704.
FOR SDC1700, PINS 13 AND 14 ARE OMITTED. PIN 1218 LSB.
FOR SOCl702, PINS 11, 12, 13, 14 ARE OMITTED. PIN 10 IS US.
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R1, R2, R3 ,. 53,5kn
RF = 195.8kn

NOTE

~2.625{66.7)~t,~·il

-16V

Rco

RLO
RHI

~~O.'12.5)GRIO

GNO

SDC

81
26VREF

3
4
5
6
7
B

+lSV

52
R1

R,

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND
PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions are shown in inches and (mm).
MATING SOCKET: CAMBION 450-3388-01-03
S4 PIN PRESENT

R2

11.8V SIGNAL

NOTE: If the INHIBIT pin is used (i.e., driven to 0 volts),
the control loop will be opened and a finite time will be
required (see spec) for the converter to recover.

(UB) 14

89 volts

Therefore the resistor needs to have a value of:

The "BUSY" and "INHIBIT" pin (if used), should be connected as described under the heading "Data Transfer".

VEL

~

10 (LSB for SDC1702)
11
12 (LSB f~r SDC1700)
13

_14 (LSB for SDC1704)

1BO.0000

90.0000
45.0000
22.5000
11.2500
5.6250
2.B125

1.4063
0.7031
0.3516
0.175B
0.OB79

0.0439
0.0220

VELOCITY PIN
This pin provides a voltage output which is proportional to
the angular velocity of the input. The voltage goes negative
for an increasing digital angle and goes positive for Ii decreasing digi tal angle.

APPLICATIONS OF SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL
CONVERTERS
SOCs can be used in a variety of ways in control loops as
well as for the conversion of angular data into a form which
is readily acceptable to digital displays or computers.

The characteristics of the velocity pin output are given in
the table below.

The diagram below shows an SOC being uSed in a digitally
controlled feedback loop.

Scaling of Output Voltage
for One Fifth max Velocity
Output Voltage Temp. Coeff.

2Volts (Nominal)

Output Voltage Drift (All Models)

o to

DEMANDED

DIGITAL ANGLE (II

O.OS%/OC of
Output
+70°C

±SOSlV/oC
_55°C to +10S oC
:t:l00SlV/oC

Linearity:

cf/sec to 800 0 Isec SDC1704
400l/z 1%
O/sec to 100° lsee SDC1704
60Hz 1%
CO/sec to 800 0 /sec SDC1700/2

VELOCITY
VOLTAGE FROM

soc

----,--

~O'OAD

400HL 2%
to IOOo/sec SDC1700/2
60Hz 1.5%

&sec
Noise: (0 to 20Hz)

001600° Isec SDC170012i4
400Hz 2mV rms
@200o/sec SDC1700/214
60Hz 2mV rms

An SDC Being Used in a Digitally Controlled
Feedback Loop

Impedance (Output)

max Current Available

ImA

The velocity voltage can be used in closed loop servo systems
for stabilization instead of a tachometer.
The SOC1700/2/4 velocity outputs do not1have the disadvantages of being inefficient at low speeds and do not need
gearing required by tachometers. In addition, the output is
available at no .extra cost.

For other velocity output scaling and linearity consult the
factory.

Such loops as shown in the diagram above require the high
dynamic performance of the SOC1700 series converters. It
should be noted that in this application, the SOC1700 series
will replace conventional tachometers and phase sensitive
detectors while at the same time provide digital position
feedback.
Many synchro systems employ a two speed, geared arrangement utilizing one synchro for the fine shaft and one for the
coarse. An example of this type is shown below.
. INPUT MECHANICAL
ANGLE
I
GEARING
1
RATIO N
I
~

Two examples of the use of the velocity pin are shown in
the diagram below.

REF {

I
I
IN'

~---lL::::!J---\lJ
COARSE ex
(SLOW)

DEMANDEO VELOCITY.

~

MOTOA

I

MODULO 360

FINE ex
(fASTI

~

~

REF
AERIAL.

GUN

2 SPEED {
SYNCHRO
OEMAND

FINE
DATA. {

MOUNTING

ETC.

COARSE {
DATA

Diagram showing a velocity feed forward application. The
SDC is used to produce the deman/jed velocity from Synchro
form inputs.

UPT019BITS

OUTPUT

Diagram Showing Coarse/Fine Synchro Processor
System

In the above example, two tracking SOC's are being used to
provide data for coarse/fine (two speed) data transmission
systems.

INPUT G

,,
I

IGEA~ I

REf

ING

L ______________________

I

:!)_
I

TO L.OAD

Diagram showing the velocity voltage being used to stabilize
an electro-mechanical control loop

The TSL1612 is a processor which combines the outputs of
two SOC's to provide one output word of up to 19 bits in
length.
The TSL1612 is available for any ratio between 2: 1 and 36: 1
and provides automatic compensation for misalignment of the
coarse synchro relative to its shaft. It also corrects for any
overlap between the digits of the coarse and fine shafts.
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MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (M.T.B.F.)
The estimated mean time between failures is given as follows:

SOC1700, SOC1702, SOC1704) followed by the appropriate
XYZ option code.
'

174,000 Hours
167,000 Hours

If the unit is to be a Resolver to Oigital Converter, the SOC
should be replaced by ROC in the part number.

Further inf9rmation relating to M.T.B.F. and to the quality
control and test procedures employed by us can be obtained
from the factory oil request.

The XYZ options are as follows:
X signifies the operating temperature range and the options
are:
X = 5 signifies 0 to +70oC (commercial) temperature.
X = 6 signifies -55°C to +105°C (extended) temperature.

50C1700/2

SOC1704

TRANSFER FUNCTION
The transfer function of the SOC 1700/2 and SOC1704,
400Hz versions, is given below.
For the transfer functions of the other models or for a detailed analysis of those given here, please eontact us.
SOC1700/2 400Hz
00
8.8X 10 7 (1+6.8X 1O-3s)

ii;

= S3 +8.04X 102S2 +6.1X 10Ss+8.8X 107

SOC1704 400Hz
00
01

2.95 X 10 7 (1 + 8.2 X 10-3 s)
s3 +8.05X 102S2 +1.95X lO s s+2.95X 107

CARD MOUNTING
All the conveners can be mO!1nted on an AC175 5 mounting
card. This card contains the latches described under the "Oata
Transfer" heading, which are necessary to transfer the data on
to a compu ter bus system, and sockets for the converter.
The latches have a tri-state output to facilitate ease of use.
The AC17S 5 aIso contains facilities for the inclusion of input signal and reference scaling resistors as described under
the heading "Resistive Scaling of Inputs".
The card uses a 22122 0.156" pitch edge connector. The pin
out. is shown below. If it is not required to use ¢e external
latches, they can be jumpered on the board.
ACt75S MOUNTING CARD
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

r---------.6 I11U!~

i················l,

l r-

OA 110.16)

I

iii

First Angle

i

Projection

:1t~4)

!

~~~,,,,,,' j. .
3.57 (90.8)===1

-It-

0.1513.811

EDGE CONNECTIONS ACt75S
Edge Pin
Number

••

13
15

,.
,.
17

19
20
21
22

EdJe Pin
Function

1.<,..,

R (Lo)

A

R (Hi)
53
52
51
54

J

VEL

BUSY

F
H

K
L

M
N

INHIBIT

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

14
13
12
11
10
9

•

T
U

Y
W

X
y

Function

Tri·State Enable
+ISV
+15V
-lSV
-15V
GND
GND

+SV
+SV
BIT 7
BIT 6
BIT 5
BIT 4
BIT 3
BIT 2
SIT 1

NOTE, SDC1702 docs not UK pins 16, 17. 1801 19 . SDC1700 dots nOl UIlI: pins 16 and 17. .

ORDERING INFORMATION
Parts should be ordered by the appropriate part number (i.e.,
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Y signifies the reference frequency and the options are:
Y = 1 signifies 400Hz
Y = 2 signifies 60Hz •
Y = 4 signifies 2.6kHz
Z signifies· the input signal and reference voltages and
whether the converter is an SOC or an ROC. The options are:
Z = 1 signifies synchro, signal 11..8V rms, reference 26V rms
Z = 2 signifies synchro, signal 90V rms, reference 115V rms
Z = 3 signifies resolver, signal 11.8V rms, reference 11.8V rms
Z =4 signifies resolver, signal 26V rms, reference 26V rms
Z =8 signifies resolver, signal 11.8V rms, reference 26V rms
Thus, for example, an SOC1704 with a commercial (0 to
+70°C) operating range,using a 400Hz, 26V reference with
an 11.8V signal would be ordered as an SOC1704511.
For other than these options, consult the factory.
CAUTIONS
Do not reverse the power supplies.
Do not connect signal and/or reference inputs to other than
Sl, S2, S3, S4, ~I or RLO:
Do not connect signals and/or references to a lower voll:age
rated converter. (Such as a 115V Synchro into a 26V Converter).
Misconnections as per the above will damage the units and
void the warranty.
OTHER PROOUCTS
The SOC1700/2/4 converters are just a few of the modules
and insttuments concerned with Synchro and Resolver conversion manufactured by us.
Other products are listed below and technical data i~ available. If you have any questions about our products or
require advice about the use of them for a particular application, please contact our Applications Engineering Oepartment.
TWO SPEEO PROCESSORS
Which utilize the digital outputs of two SOCs in a 2 speed
coarse/fine system to produce one combined digital word of
up to 19 bits in length. The TSL1612 in partic~lar is available
for any ratio between 2: 1 and 36: 1.
DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO CONVERTERS
Resolutions of between 10 and·14 bits are available.
BCO OUTPUT SYNCHRO TO DlGITAL·CONVERTERS
The SBC01752 and SBC01753 are converters with a BCO
instead of a binary output based upon the SOC1700. They
have outputs of ±180.0 degrees and 0 to 360.0 degrees
respectively.
• i2l!L.9lleration
For 50Hz operation, a 60Hz converter can be used with no
reduction in accuracy.

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WOEVICES

Ultra-low Profile (0.35")
Three-State latched Output
Synchro to Digital Converters

Three-State Latched Output
Continuous Tracking Even During Data Transfer
Simple Data Transfer Facility
Low Profile 0_35" (8_9mm)
Internal Transformers for 60Hz, 400Hz and 2_6kHz References
Signal and Reference Voltage Scaling with External Resistors
High Tracking Rates (50 revs/sec)
Lightweight 3_3 oz_ (93 gms)
MIL Spec/Hi Rei Options Available
APPLICATIONS
Servo Mechanisms
Retransmission Systems
Coordinate Conversion
Antenna Monitoring
Simulators
Industrial Controls
Artillery Fire Control Systems
Machine Tool Cc;mtrol Systems
~

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SDCl725 and SDCl726 are modular, continuous tracking
Synchro/Resolver to Digital Converters which employ a type 2
servo loop and contain three-state latches on the digital outputs.
The input signals can be either 3 wire synchro plus reference
or 4 wire resolver plus reference depending on the option. The
outputs will be presented in TTL compatible parallel natural
binary, buffered by three-state latches.

The three-state output facility not only simplifies multiplexing
of more than one device onto a single data bu,s but also enables
the "INHIBIT" to be used without opening the internal converter loop.

MODELS AVAILABLE
The two Synchro/Resolver to Digital Converters described in
this data sheet differ primarily in the areas of.resolution and
accuracy as follows:
Model SDCl725XYZ is a 12-bit converter with an overall accuracy of ±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB and a resolution of 5.3
arc-minutes.
Model SDCl726XYZ is a 10-bit converter with an overall accuracy of ±22 arc-minutes and a resolution of 21 arc-minutes.
The XYZ code defines the option as follows: (X) signifies the
operating temperature range, (Y) signifies the reference frequency, (Z) signifies the signal and reference voltage and
whether it will accept synchro or resolver format.
More information about the option code is given under the
heading of "Ordering Information".

Another outstanding feature of these converters is the use of
precision Scott T and reference microtransformers. This has
made it possible to include internal transformers, even on the
60Hz options, ang yet obtain a profile height lower than any
other modular Synchro/Resolver to Digital Converter currently available.

NOTE
No external transformers are required with these converters.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at +25°C unleS$ otherwise stated)

MOdels.

SDC1725

SDC1726

ACCURACy l
(max Error all Options)
RESOLUTION

±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB

±22 arc-minutes

12 Bits

10 Bits

OUTPUT

12-Bits Pa.rallel Natural Binary

lO-Bits Parallel Natural Binary

SIGNAL AND REFERENCE
FREQUENCY

'60Hz, 400Hz, 2.6kHz

SIGNAL VOLTAGE (Line to Line)
Low Level
High Level

1l.8V rms
90.0V.rms

SIGNAL IMPEDANCES
Low Lev.el
High Level

26kfl Resistive
200kfl Resistive

REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Low Level
High Level

26V rms (1l.8V Signal)
115V rms (90.0V Signal)

REFERENCE IMPEDANCE
Low Level
High Level

56kfl (26V Reference)
270kfl (115V Reference)
(Impedance is Resistive)

TRANSFORMER ISOLATION

500V dc

TRACKING RATE (Minimum)
60Hz Options
400Hz Options
2.6kHz Options

5 Revolutions Per Second
36 Revolutions Per Second
SO Revolutions Per Second

ACCELERATION
C;onstant Ka
60Hz Options
. 400Hz Options
2.6kHz Options

2000/sec l
120,000/sec'
6oo,000/sec 2

STEP RESPONSE (179· Step)
(For 1LSB Error)
60Hz Options
400Hz Options
2.6kHz Options

l.Ssec
12Sms
SOms

POWER LINES

+lSV@2SmA
-lSV@2SrnA
+SV@ 120mA

POWER DISSIPATION

1.35 Watts

DATA LOGIC OUTPUTS 2
(TTL Compatible)

6TTL Loads All Options

BUSY LOGIC OUTPUT WIDTH 2

2TTL Loads
330ns max, 200ns min

INHIBIT INPUT (TO INHIBIT)

Logic "0" 1 TTL Load

ENABLE INPUT (TO ENABLE)

Logic "0" 1 TTL Load

WARM UPTIME
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating

lsec to Rated Accuracy

BUSY LOGIC OUTPUT LOADlNG 2

Storage,
DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

o to +70· C Standard
-SS·C to +10S·C Extended
-SS·C to +12S·C
3.125" X 2.62S" X 0.3S'"
(79.4 X 66.7 X 8.9mm)
3.3 ozs (93 gms)

·Specifications the same as for SDC172S.

NOTES
1 Specified over the ap,propriate operating temperature range and for: (.a) ± 10% signal and reference amplitude
VUiatiOD; (b) 10% signal and reference harmonic distortion; (c) ±S% power supply variatioDi and (d) ±10%
variation in refe,rence frequency.

• Schottky logic loading rules apply.
Specifications subj~ct to change without notice.
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THEORY OF OPERATION
If the unit is a Synchro to Digital Converter the 3 wire synchro
output will be connected to S1, S2 and S3 on the module and
the Scott T transformer pair will convert these signals into
resolver format.
i.e., VI =K EO Sin wt Sin 8
V2 =K Eo Sin wt Cos 8

Note that the operation of the internal converter loop cannot
be affected in any way by the logic state present on the
INHIBIT and ENABLE pins.
DtsTANCE DEPENDS ON
OF INPUT~
ROTATION

~VELOCITY

VCOOUTPUT

IPOINT"A"
ON DIAGRAM I
I

UP.I)OWN
COUNTER
UPDATED

. t-..'6Ons
I

Where.8 is the angle of the synchro shaft.
If the unit is a Resolver to Digital Converter, the 4 wire resolver output will be connected to SI, S2, S3 and S4 on the
module and the microtransformers will act purely as isolators.
To understand the conversion process, assume that the current
word state of the up-down counter is 1/>.

DATA

VALID

Then VI is multiplied·by Cos I/> and V2 is multiplied by Sin I/>
to give:
K Eo Sin wt Sin 8 Cos I/>
and
K Eo Sin wt Cos 8 Sin I/>

IHIGH STATE)

Timing Diagram
Bit Number
2

These signals are subtracted by the error amplifier to give:

3

K Eo Sin wt (Sin 8 Cos I/> - Cos 8 Sin 1/»

or

K Eo Sin wt Sin (8

4
5

-1/»

6
7

A phase sensitive detector, integrator and voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) form a closed loop system which seeks to null
Sin (8 -1/».

8
9
10 (LSB ~ SDCl726)
11
12 (LSB - SDCl725)

When this is accomplished, the word state of the up-down
counter (1/» equals, within the rated accuracy of the converter,
the synchro shaft angle 8.
Assuming that the "INHIBIT" is at a logic high state, then the
digital word I/> will be strobed into the latches 150ns aftELthe
up-down counter has been updated. If the three state "ENAB'i:E" is at a logic low, then the digital output word will be
presented to the output pins of the module.

Weight in Degrees

180.0000
90.0000
45.0000
22.5000
11.2500
5.6250
2.8125
1.4063
0.7031
0.3516
0.1758
0.0879

Bit Weight Table

R"
R,.

"

52
S3
54

•

DATA TRANSFER
Data transfer from the SDCI725 and SDCI726 is very straightforward.
Consider the timing sequence shown in the timing diagram
which assumes that the input to the converter is changing.
From this diagram, it can be seen that there are two ways to
transfer data.
One method is to detect the state· of the BUSY signal, which
is high for 330ns while the up-down counters and latches are
settling, and transfer data when it is in a low state.

Functional Diagram SDC1725

However, a much more satisfactory method is to use the
"INHIBIT"input. As can be seen from the functional diagram
application of the "INHIBIT" prevents the two monostables
being triggered and consequently the latches being updated.
Therefore, it follows that data will always be valid from 330ns
after the INHIBIT has been taken to a logic low state. It can
also be seen that this method of data transfer is valid regardless of when the INHIBIT is applied.

CONNECTING THE CONVERTER
The electrical connections to the converter are straightfotward.
The power lines, which must not be reversed, should be connected to the "+15\"", "-15V" and "+5V" pins with the common connection to the ground pin "GND". It is suggested that
a parallel combination of a O.I/lF and a 6.8/lF capacitor is
placed in each of the three positions from "+15V" to "GND",
from "-ISV" to "GND" and from "+5V" to "GND".

The three-iitate ENABLE can be used at any time in order to
present the data in the latches to the output pins. A logic low
on this pin will cause the data to be presented to the outputs.

The digital output is taken from pins:
"1" through to "10" for the SDC1726
"1" through ·to "12" for the SDC1725
Pin "1" represents the MSB in each case.
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"The reference connec~ions are. made to "RHI" and "RLO".
In the case of a Synchro the signals.are connected to "SI ",
"S2" and ~'S3"; according to the following convention:
ES1 - 83 '= ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin (J .
E83 - 82 = ERLO -RHI Sin wt Sin «(J + 120°)
E82 - 81 = ERLO - RHI Sinwt Sin «(J + 240°)
For a resolver, ·the signals are connected to "SI", "S2", "S3"
and "S4"according to the following convention:
Es1 - S3 =E RLO - RHI Sin wt Sin (J
Esz - 54 = ERHl- RLO Sin wt Cos (J

The inputs of. the converter can therefore be scaled as i? the
diagram below.
.
USING THE CONVERTERS WITH OTHER THAN THE
SPECIFIED REFERENCE FREQUENCY
A 60Hz converter can be used from 50Hz to 400Hz, and a
400Hz coiwertcr can be used from 400Hz up to 2.6kHz, but
they will have the dynamic characteristics specified for the
unit concerIled.

1lOV,·,
{
INPUT

The "BUSY", "INHIBIT" and "ENABLE" pins should be connected as described under the heading "Data Transfer".

sa

""T'
IN THE CASE Of'THE SIGNAL RESISTORS THE

SDC

82
51

RATIO EFIRORS 8ETWEEN THE RESISTANCES IS
MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE A8SOLUTE
RESISTANCE VALUES.

1'.IV SIGNAL
HVREf

IN GENERAL A

' II. RATIO ERROIi! WILL GIVE fUSE:

TO AN EXTRA INACCURACY OF 17 ARC·MINUTfS

WHILE A RATIO ERROR OF 0.1% WILL GIVE RISE

l16 Vft EF {

TO AN EXTRA INACCURACY Of 1.1 ARC·MINUTES.

THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF RF IS NOT CRITICAL.

RESISTIVE SCALING OF INPUTS
A feature of this range of converters is that the signal and
reference inputs can be resistively scaled to accommodate any
range of input signal and reference voltages.
This means that a sta.ndard converter can be used with a personality card in systems where a wide range of input and reference voltages are encountered.
To calculate the values of the external scaling resistors in the
case of a Synchro Converter, add 1.llkn per extra volt of
signal in series with "SI", "S2" and "S3", and 2.ikn per extra
volt of reference in series with "RHI".
In the case of a Resolver to Digital Converter, add 2.22kn in
series with "SI" and "S2" per extra volt of signal and 2.2kn
per extra volt·of reference in series with "RHI'"

Rl, R2, R3" 53,61111
RF "19S.SkU

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND
PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
,..

_'--*..

2.625 166.7)

0.35

SDC1725

1.

18,9)

--,-

PINSO.04 to,OOtll0.16x
.to.03) DIA. 111 BRASS HARD
OOLOPLATEO

54 PIN PRESENT

1

ENABLE

FOR RESOLVER
ONLY (ROC)

S4

(LSS)12

I." I·

S3
S2

For example, assume that we have an ll.8V line to line, 26V
reference Synchro Converter, and we wish to use it with a 60V
line to line signal with a 11 SV .reference.

S1

3.125

BUSY

(79.4)

iNiiiBif
.,5V

In each signal input line, the extra voltage capability required
is:
60 -11.8 = 4B.2V
Therefore each one ·of the three resistors needs to have a value
of:
48.2 X 1.11 = 53.5kn
Similarly the single resistor needed in series with "RHI" can be
calculated as being 19S.8kn.

GNO
~15V

.6V
"LO

"H'

tMSB) 1

-..j ~

TOP VIEW

0.1 12.1i} GRID

1

NOTE
THE ABOVE DIAGRAM SHOWS THE CONNECTIONS FOR THE
SDC1725. ON THE SDC1726, PINS 11 AND 12 ARE OMITTED
AND PIN 10 IS THE lSB.

ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering, the converter part numbers should be suffixed
by an option code in order to fully define them. All the standard options and their option codes are shown below. For options not shown, please consult the factory.
Part Number
SDCI725S11
SDCI72S611
SDC1725S12

SDCI725612
SDG1725522
SDCI725622
SDCl726S11

SDC1726611
SD(:I726512
SDC1726612
SDCI726S22

SDC1726622

Resolution Operating Temp. Range L to L Voltage/Format
12 Bits
12 Bits
12 Bits
12 Bits
12 Bits
12 Bits
10 Bits
10 Bits
10 Bits
io Bits
10 Bits
10 Bits
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o to +70

C
-55°C to +105°C
o to +700 C
-55°C to + 105°C
o to +70oC
-55°C to +105°C
o to +70°C
-55°C to +10S"C
o to +70oC
-55°C to +105°C
o to +700 C
-5S Q C to +10S o C
0

,

MATING SOCKET, CAMBION 450-338B-OI-o3

11.BV Synchro
1 i. BV Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
1l.BV Synchro
11.BV Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro
90.0V Synchro

Ref. Voltage
26 Volts
26 Volts
115 Volts
115 Volts
115 Volts
115 Volts
26 Volts
26 Volts
115 Volts
115 Volts
115 Volts
115 Volts

Ref. Freq.
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400ijz
60Hz
60Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
60Hz
60Hz
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12-Bit Hybrid Synchro and
Resolver to Digital Converters

FEATURES
Internal Isolating Transformers
Two Accuracy Options
Three-State Latched Output
Continuous Tracking-Even During Data Transfer
Simple Data Transfer
Laser Trimmed-No External Adjustments
MIL Spec/Hi Rei Options Available
Hermetically Sealed
APPLICATIONS
Avionic Systems
Servo Mechanisms
Coordinate Conversion
Axis Transformation
Antenna Monitoring
Artillery Fire Control Systems
Engine Controllers
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SDC1741 and SDC1742 are hybrid 12-bit output, continuous tracking synchro or resolver to digital converters
which employ a type 2 servo loop and contain three-state
latches on the digital outputs.

MODELS AVAILABLE
The two converters described in this data sheet both have 12bit resolution and differ only ·in terms of accuracy as follows:
SDC1742XYZ has an accuracy of ±3.2 arc-minutes ±1LSB.
SDC1741XYZ has an accuracy of ±10 arc-minutes ±1LSB.

The input signals can either be 3 wire synchro plus reference
or 4 wire resolver format plus reference depending on the
option and the outputs are presented in TTL compatible
paraIlel natural binary buffered by three-state latches.

The XYZ code defines the option as follows: (X) signifies the
operating temperature range, (Y) signifies the reference frequency, (Z) signifies the signal and reference voltage and
whether tt will accept synchro or resolver format.

The three state output facility, which has separate ENABLE
inputs for the most significant 8 bits and the least significant
4 bits, not only simplifies multiplexing of more than one
device onto a single data bus, but also enables the INHIBIT
to be used without opening the internal converter loop.

More information about the option code is given under the
heading of "Ordering Information".

An outstanding feature of these converters is that although
the profile height is only 0.26 inches (6.6mm) they contain
internal transformers which provide for true isolation on the
signal and reference inputs.
The SDC1741 and SDC1742 converters are hermetically
sealed in a metal 32 pin dual in line package.
To ensure a level of reliability consistent with the performance,
each c9nverter receives a stringent pre-cap visual inspection,
high temperature storage and temperature cycling, fine and
gross leak testing, acceleration testing and operating bu rn-in.
The converters are also available processed in accordance with
MIL-STD-883, Method 5008, Class B.

THEORY OF OPERATION
If the unit is a Synchro to Digital Converter the 3 wire synchro
output will be connected to S1, S2 and S3 on the module and
the Scott T transformer pair will convert these signals into
resolver format.
i.e., VI =K Eo Sin wt Sin (J
V2 = K EO Sin wt Cos (J
Where

(J

is the angle of the synchro shaft.

If the unit is a Resolver to Digital Converter, the 4 wire resolver output will be connected to S1, S2, S3 and S4 on the
module an<;l the microtransformers will act purely as isolators.
To understand the conversion process, assume that the current
word state of the up~down counter is cf>.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at 25°C unless otherwise specified)

Models

SDC1742

SDC1741

ACCURACY'
(Max Error on all Options)

±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB

±to arc-minutes ±lLSB

RESOLUTION

12 Bits

OUTPUT

12-Bits Parallel Natural Binary

SIGNAL AND REFERENCE
FREQUENCY

400Hz or 2.6kHz

SIGNAL VOLTAGE (Line to Line)

90V or 11. 8Vrfns

SIGNAL IMPEDANCE
90 Volt Signal
11.8 Volt Signal

200k.l1 (Resistive)
26k.l1 (Resistive)

REFERENCE VOLTAGE

115V. 26V or 11.8V rms

REFERENCE IMPEDANCE
115 Volt Reference
26 Volt Reference
11.8 Volt Reference

270k.l1 (Resistive)
56k.l1 (Resistive)
27k.l1 (Resistive)

TRANSFORMER ISOLATION

350V dc

TRACKING RATE (Minimum)
ACCELERATION
Constant Ka
STEP RESPONSE (179° Step for
Settling to 1LSB .of Error)

18 Revolutions Per Second

POWER LINES

POWER DISSIPATION

85.000/sec 2
150ms
+15V @ 25mA (Max)
-15V@ 25mA (Max)
+5V @ lS0mA (Max)
.1.5 Watts (Max)

DATA LOGIC OUTPUTS 2

6TTL Loads

BUSY LOGIC OUTPUT LOADING 2

2TTL Loads

BUSY LOGIC OUTPUT WIDTH

31ls (Max)

INHIBIT INPUT (TO INHIBIT)

Logic "0" ITTL Load

ENABLE INPUTS 3 (TO ENABLE)

Logic "0" 1TTL Load

. TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

*

,*

-SSOC to +12SoC
-6SoC to +1500 C

DIMENSIONS

1. 74" X 1.14" X 0.26"
(44.2 X 28.9 X 6.6mm)

*

WEJGHT

0.7025 ozs (20 gms)

*

• Specifications the same as for SDC1742.
NOTES
I Specified over, the appropriate operating temperature range and for, (a) ± 10% signal and reference amplitude
variation; (b) 10% signal and reference harmonic distortion; (c) ± 5% power supply variation; and (d) ± 10%
variation in reference frequency (see also note 2),
.
• Schottky IQgi. loading rules apply.
.
• ENABLE M enable most significant 8 bits.
ENABLE'L enable least significant 4 bits..
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Then V 1 is multiplied by Cos 1/1 and V2 is multiplied by Sin 1/1
to give:
K Eo Sin wt Sin 6 Cos 1/1
and
K Eo Sin wt Cos 6 Sin 1/1

Note that the operation of the internal converter loop cannot
be affected in any way by the logic state presenton the
INHIBIT and ENABLE pins.
DISTANCE DEPENDS ON

OF INPur ____
ROTATION

~VELOCI'TV

veo OUTPUT
(POINT "A"

UP-DOWN
COUNTER

ONDIAGRAMI

These signals are subtracted by the error amplifier to give:

I

K Eo Sin wt (Sin 6 Cos 1/1 - Cos 6 Sin 1/1)

I

or

UPDATED

~'/J.s

K Eo Sin wt Sin (6 - 1/1)

A phase sensitive detector, integrator and voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) form a closed loop system which seeks to null
Sin (6 - 1/1).
When this is accompli~hed, the word state of the u p-dowll
counter (1/1) equals, within the rated accuracy of the converter,
the synchro shaft angle 6.
Assuming that the "INHIBIT" is at a logic high state, then the
digital word 1/1 will be strobed into the latches 1J.Ls after the updown counter has been updated. If the three state "ENABLE"
is at a logic low, then the digital output word will be presente::d
to the output pins of the module.

DATA
VALID
(HIGH STATE) "

Timing Diagram
Bit Number
(MSB)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12 (LSB)

Weight in Degrees
180.0000
90.0000
45.0000
22.5000
11.2500
5.6250
2.8125
1.4063
0.7031
0.3516
0.1758
0.0879'

Bit Weight Table

Functional Diagram SDC1741 and SDC1744

DATE TRANSFER
Data transfer from the converters is straightforward.
Consider the timing sequence shown in the timing diagram
which assumes that the input to the converter is changing.
From this diagram, it can be seen that there are two ways to
transfer data.
One method is to detect the state of the BUSY signal, which
is high for up to 2.0 microseconds (typical) while the updown counters and latches are settling, and transfer data
when it is in a low state.
However, a much more satisfactory method is to use the
"INHIBIT"input. As can be seen from the functional diagram
application of the "INHIBIT" prevents the two monostables
being triggered and consequently the latches being updated.
Therefore, it follows that data will always be valid after 3J.Ls
has elapsed from the application of the INHIBIT (i.e. taken
to logic low). It can also be seen that this method of data
transfer is valid regardless of when the INHIBIT is applied.
The three-state ENABLE can be used at any time in order to
present the data in the latches to the output pins. ENABLE M
enables the most significant 8 bits while ENABLE I enables
the least significant 4 bits.

CONNECTING THE CONVERTER
The electrical connections to the converter are straightforward.
The power lines, which must not be reversed, should be connected to the "+1SV", "-1SV" and "+SV" pins with the common connection to the ground pin "GND". It is suggested that
a parallel combination of a 0.1J.LF and a 6.8J.LF capacitor is
placed in each of the three positions from "+1SV" to "GND",
from "-1SV" to "GND" and from "+SV" to "GND".
The pin marked "case" is connected electrically to the case
and ~hould be taken to a convenient zero volt potential in
the system.
The digital output is taken from Pin "1" through to "12"
where Pin "1" is the MSB.
The reference connections are made to "RHl" and "RLO".
In the case of a Synchro tl).e signals are connected to "s 1",
"S2" and "S3" according to the following convention:
ES1 - S3 = ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin 6
ES3 - S2 = ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin (6 + 120°)
ES2 - S1 '" ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin (6 + 240°)
For a resolver, the signals are connected to "S1", "S2", "S3"
and "S4" according to the following convention:
Es1 - 53 = ERLO - RHI Sin wt Sin 6
Es2 - 54 = ERHI - RLO Sin wt Cos 6
The "BUSY", "INHIBIT" and "ENABLE" pins should be con·
nected as described under the heading "Data Transfer"
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
PACJ<,AGING SPECIFICATIONS

RESISTIVE SCALING OF INPUTS
A feature of these converters is that the signal and reference
inputs can be resistively scaled to accommodate any range of
input signal and ,reference voltages.

Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).

...ANALOG
WDEVICES

This means that a.standard converter can be used with a personality card in systems where a wide range of input and reference voltages are encountered.
To calculate the values of the external scaling resistors in the
. case of a Synchro Converter, add 1.11kn per extra volt of
signal in series with "SI", "S2" and "S3", and 2.2kn per extra
volt of reference in series with "RHl'"
In the case of a Resolver to Digital Converter, add 2.22kn in
series with "SI" and "S2" per extra volt of signal and 2,2kn
per extra volt.of reference in series with "RHI".
MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF)
The calculated MTBF in an airborne inhabited environment
at +25°C is in excess of 200,000 hours.

Bce 1742
1e-BIT
OPTION
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PROCESSING FOR HIGH RELIABILITY
STANDARD PROCESSING
As part of the standard manufacturing procedure, all converters receive the following processing:
PROCESS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pre-Cap Visual Inspection
Stabilization Bake
Temperature Cycling
Constant Acceleration
Seal, Test, Fine and Gross
Operating Burn-In

PROCESSING TO MIL-STD-883
All models ordered to the requirements of MIL-STD-883,
Method 5008, Class B are identified with a /883B suffix,
and receive the following processing:

CONDITIONS
In-House Criteria
24 hours @ +150°C
10 cycles, -65°C to +150°C
5000G
In-House Criteria
24 hours @ +125°C

1. Pre·Cap Visual, Inspection
2. Stabilization Bake
3. Temperature Cycling

4. Constant Acceleration.
5. Seal, Test, Fine and Gross
6. Operating I;lurn-In
7. Final Electrical Testing
8. External Visual Inspection

2017
1008, 24 hours @ +150 oC
10lO, Test Condition C, lO
cycles, _65°C to +150°C
2001, y 1 plane, 5000G
1014, Test Condition A and C
lOIS, Test Condition B, 160
hours @ +12SoC
Performed at max and min
operatir:g temperatures
2009

ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering, the converter part numbers should be suffixed by an option code in order to fully define them. All the standard
options and their option codes are shown below. For options not shown, please consult the factory.
Signal line to
Ref.
Part Number
Accuracy
Freq.
liP Format
Ref. Voltage
line Volt,age
SDC1742411
±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
Synchro
26 Volts rms,
400Hz 11.8 Volts rms
SDC1742412
400Hz 90 Volts rms
Synchro
115 Volts rms
±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
RDC1742413
±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
400Hz 11.8 Volts rms
Resolver
11.8 Volts rms
400Hz 11.8 Volts rms
Resolver
26 Volts rms
RDC1742418
±3.2 arc-minutes ±iLSB
SDC1741411
±10 arc-minutes ±lLSB
400Hz 11.8 Volts rms
Synchro
26 Volts rms
115 Volts rms
SDC1741412
±lO arc-minutes ±lLSB
400Hz 90 Volts rms
Synchro
11.8 Volts rms
RDC1741413
±10 arc-minutes ±lLSB
Resolver
400Hz 11.8 Volts rms
RDC1741418
±10 arc-minutes ±lLSB
Resolver
26 Volts rms
400Hz 11.8 Volts rms
SDC1742441
±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
Synchro
26 Volts rms
2.6kHz 11.8 Volts rms
SDC1742442
±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
Synchro
115 Volts rms
2.6kHz 90 Volts rms
11.8 Volts rms
RDC1742443
±3.2 arc-minutes ±ILSB
2.6kHz 11:8V61ts rms
Resolv\=r
Resolver
26 Volts rms
RDC1742448
±3.2 arc-minutes ±lLSB
2.6kHz 11.8 Volts rms
Synchro
26 Volts rms
SDC1741441
±lO arc-minutes ±lLSB
2.6kHz 11.8 Volts rms
Synchro
115 Volts rms
SDC174144i
±10 arc-minutes ±ILSB
2.6kHz 90 Volts rms
Resolver
11.8 Volts rms
±10 arc-minutes ±lLSB
2.6kHz 11.8 Volts rms
RDC1741443
Resolver
26 Volts.rms
±10 arc-minutes ±lLSB
2.6kHz 11.8 Volts rms
RDC1741448
Note
Ifptocessing to MrL-STD.a83B is required, and suffix 1883B to the part number.
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Synchro/Resolver
Power AmpKfier
SPA 1695

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
SVA Output - Capable of Driving 4 Size 11 CT's
Indefinite Short Circuit Protection
Metal Case Acts as Heatsink
Easily Mounted
Voltege Sensing Facility
Operation with No Derating Up to +10SoC
Suitable for SO to 400Hz Operation
APPLICATIONS
Can Be Used With the Digital Vector Generators
iDTM1716 and DTM1717) to Drive Control
Transformers (CT's)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SPA1695 is a two channel amplifier intended for use in
conjunction with the DTMl716 and DTMl717 Digital Vector
Generators for driving Control Transformers (CT's).
The unit is capable of supplying SV A to the load and therefore
can be used in cases where the internal amplifiers of a Digital
to Synchro Converter are not sufficient (i.e., iIi general when
the load exceeds 1.3VA).

DIGITAL

SPAI695
AMPLIFIER

VECTOR
GENERATOR

SINOIP

SIN
SIN
DIGITAL

INPUT
WORD

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

SIN FIB

DTM1716
OR
DTM1717

cos
v

·cos

COS FIB

cos OIP

The SPA1695 is Fontained in an aluminium case which has predrilled flanges for mounting purposes and excellent heatsinking
properties.
The amplifier has no deratin§ up to +105°C and is indefinitely
short circuit protected at 25 C ambient.
The unit accepts resolver format inputs (Sine and Cosine) at
7 volts rms max. The output of the amplifier is in resolver format at 7 volts rms max and should be fed into suitable transformers (see ordering information).
Voltage sensing pins are provided to compensate for any voltage drop which may occur between the output of the amplifier
and the output transformer.

Implementation of the SPA 1695 Amplifier

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF AN SPA1695 AMPLIFIER
BEING USED TO DRIVE A CONTROL TRANSFORMER (CT) •
The above diagram shows a Digital Vector Generator being
used in conjunction with the SPA1695 amplifier and external
transformers to drive a Control Transformer.
The diagram illustrates the use of the Sine and Cosine feedback
pins ("Sin FIB" and "Cos FIB"). .

MODELS AVAILABLE
The SPA1695 does not require any option numbers in order to
fully specify it. The standard unit operates over the frequency
range 50 to 400Hz and over the temperature range of _SSoC
to +10SoC.
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SPECIFICATIONS
,,'e
,,'.
.

hypicaillt
", ... ' .25°
. . C.unless otherwise noted)

INPUT VOLTAGE (p.r chann.l)
OPERATING FREQUENCY

7V rm.

, For more information consult the factory.

. SO. 1o 400Hz

INPUT IMPEDANCE

G..... r Ih,n

INPUT BIAS CURRENT

Lessman I/JA

GAIN (per channel)

ADDITIONAL HEATSINKING
Although the SPA169S case will provide the 'lecessary heatsink
properties to allow the amplifier to provide the SVA power'
output over the full temperature range, it is recommended that
additional heatsinking be provided where possible.

SOkfl

Unity
. So,.VI"C

INPUT DRIFT
INITIAL OUTPUT OFFSET ..

clioss OVER DISTOJi.:1'I0N

USING TWO-SPA1695 AMPLIFIERS IN PUSH-PULL
CONFIGURATION
Twice the output power may be achieved by connecting the
outputs from two SPA169S amplifiers in push-pull configuration, the two devices being fed with out of phase signals.

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TRANSFORMER TYPE
Part number SPA.169S is sufficient to specify the amplifier no option codes are needed.

.

DERA1:ING OF AMPLIFi&R
POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS,
.,
USV(P) No LOad
.' USm.A Unregul~I'ci
:t:15V(P) Av..... FUll-Lei..! "
§~OmAUnregul,'.d
,'USV
. ,
.
':ISI\t~ Regulated

The transformers should be ordered according to the following:
STM1686611

400Hz, Synchro output, 11.8 volt
signal, 26 volt reference .

STM1686612

400Hz, Synchro output, 90 volt
signal, 11 S volt reference.

NOTES,
..
f.
1. Power output ilau.tracient to'dr~ fotJr ~..tl 90 yoltlline to.'
line con.trOI traatformert.

RTM1686618

400Hz, Resolver output, 11.8 volt
signal, 26 volt reference.

2. Valid ewer full

STM1687622

SO/60Hz, Synchro output, 90 volt
signal, 11 S volt reference.

WEIGHT

.. ' '3A6rx 2,68" x'0.98H

SIZE

(88mmx 68mm x 25mm)
OPERATING TEMERATURE RAl'fGE· -SS·C 10 +lOS·C
STORAGE TEI!IPERATURERANGE

-5S·C lo+12S·C

teinpentu~ r~ af~S"C CO +105"C.

~peelfiCltioDllUbjeet

to change without notice.

CONNECTING THE SPA1695
The diagram shows the connection of the SPA169S to the
DTMl716 or DTMl717 Digital Vector Generator, and
STM1686 output and reference transformers.
NUONDT8E
PRECISION
POWEftSOUACE

NOTES.
1. Above transformers are suitable for use over the temperature
,
range -ss·c to +10S·C.
2. If it is required to use the SPA169S with Digital to Resblver
converters, then use,
a. STM1736 for 400HZ and STM1737 for SO/60Hz systems
In the case of the DRC160S and DRCl606 converters.
b. STM1696 for 400Hz and STM1697 for SO/60Hz systems
in the case of the DRC170S and DRC1706 converters.

AMPLIFIER OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND PIN
CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).

MATING SOCKET, CAMBION 450-3388-01-63

I

..LI====::::;:::======I

:r.
(31

NOTt;:

11154 USED FOR RESCII.VER OPTIOO.

t21 DTM1117 HAS PINI13 AND 14 OMITTED.

"

O.
(26'

o.~

I I.

"fN -,.
It
-I ~':I' I-

Diagram Showing Connection of the SPA 7695
to B DTM7 776 or DTM7 771 and STM7686
NOTES.
1. The "Sin FIB" and the "Cos FIB" pins of the SPA169S should be
connected directly the the "Sin" and "Cos'.' terminals on the output
transformer at the transformer. This is to compensate for any drop
in voltage along the connections between the "Sin OIP" and "Cos
OIP" pins of the amplifier and the transformer.
2. The "+1SV" and "-lSV" pins of the SpA1695 should be connected
to a regulated power supply in order to drive the internal operational amplif'lCrs. The "+lSV(P)" and "-15V(P)" are used for the output
stage and thde supplies need not be a precision source. The minimum voltaie when considering aU tolerances including ripple,
should be between 14.75 and 20 volts.
3. The part of the 0 volt system local to the amplifier and converter
should be tapped from the "GND(SIG)" pin on the transformer and
should not interconnect with any other part of the 0 volt system by
any other method (see above diagram).
4. In the above diagram, connectioll is also shown between the reference transformers, contained In the STM1686 and the Digital
Vector Generator.
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Two Speed Processor (for Coarse/Fine
Synchro /Resolver Systems)
TSL1612

FEATURES
36:1.18:1 or 9:1 Ratios with Sama Module
No False Output Readings
Fast (500ns) Parallel Operation
Easv to Use
Up to 19·Bits Resolution
Automatic Corraetion for Misalignment Between Svnchros
or Resolvers
Low Profile - 0.4" (10.2mm)
APPLICATIONS
Combining the Digital Outputs of Svnchro or Resolver to
Digital Converters in Coarse1Fine Svstems

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The TSL1612 is used for combining the digital outputs of two
Synchro or Resolver to Digital Converters in a mechanically
or electrically geared coarse/fine system in order to produce a
single unambiguous digital word representing the coarse shaft
angle (see diagram).

The digital inputs to the TSL1612 are up to 14 bits from the
fine converter and up to 7 bits from the coarse converter
according to the gear ratio required. The output is up to 19·
bits paralIel binary angle data. The module may be used with
any Synchro or Resolver Converters which produce parallel
binary output.
MODELS AVAILABLE
The standard TSL1612 which provides for ratios of 36: 1, 18: 1
and 9:1 has two options. They are as folIows:

o to +70 o C Operating Temperature

TSL1612S00
TSL1612600

-SSoC to +10SoC Operating Temperature

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS AND
PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Dimensions are shown ip inches and (mm).

MATING SOCKET: CAMBION 450·3388·01-()3

I
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'-.----------,,-J

.

:J:,a't
Q.2(ti,11

,
,

COARSE INPUT!

DIGITIZING THE OUTPUT OF THE COARSE AND FINE
SYNCHRO TRANSMITTERS (CX'SIIN A TWO SPEED SYSTEM

The unit described in this data sheet provides for ratios of 9:1,
18:1 and 36:1 in a single module. HoweVer, other ratios are
sometimes encountered in coarse/fine Synchro or Resolver
Systems, and details of special versions of the TSL1612 for
use with ratios of 2: 1 thru 3 S: 1 are available on request.
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•

{typical @+25°C
"
SPECifiCATIONS
"
.. ", ' "
",' ". unless otherwise rioted)'

,'.'

','

",:.,

'.

.,,"\.,

. " .

'

i',·

••

,

•

Ratios: _

36:1,18:1,9:1

Coal'Se Synchro Input

Up 14-lIits Parallel Bina~y Angle
Up to 7~Bits Pa,rallel Binary Angle

LOgic Levels

DTLtrTL Compatible

to

Input LOading
Outp\1t Fan Out
DigiialOutput
Accuracy.
Conversion Time
Temperature Range: ..
. Storage
Operating
Power Supplies
Size
Weight

2TTL LOads
. 5TTl,. Loads
Up to 19-Bits Parallel Binary Angle
±ILSB
".h ~ : . . -

•

. ' ':'55~C to ~lisoc
Oto'+70oC Standard
;.:.:S.SoC to +lOSoC Extended

+sv:tS%

@ 60()mA
. 3 ..f2~"X2.62S" X 0.,4"
·'79.4mm X 66.6mmX 10.2mm

3.Sozs.100grams

Specifications subject to change without notice.

CONNECTING THE TSL1612
For all ratios the fine SDC outputs connect directly to the
fine TSL1612 inputs i.e. bit (1) out to bit (1) in through to bit
14 out to bit 14 in. If a Synchro or Resolver to Digital Converter with a resolution of less than 14 bits is used to provide
the fine input, then the unused inputs to the TSL1612 should
be grounded and the output accuracy will be reduced accordingly by the same number of bits.
The connections of the coarse inputs and the TSL1612
outputs change according to the ratio to be obtained ie:36,1 RATIOS
Bits 1 to 7 from the coarse Synchro or Resolver to Digital
, Converter should be connected to bits 1 to 7 on the coarse
input of the TSL1612. The output is taken from bits 1 to 19.
18:1 RATIOS
Bits 1 to 6 from the coarse Synchro or Resolver to Digital
Converter should be connected to bits 2 to 7 on the coarse
input of the TSL1612. The output is taken from bits 2 to 19
(bit 2 is the MSB of the output word).
9,1 RATIOS
Bits 1 to S from the coarse Synchroor Resolver to Digital
Converter should be connected to bits 3 to 7 on the coarse
input of the TSL1612. The output is taken from bits 3 to 19
(bit 3 is the MSB of the output word).
CORRECTION FOR MISALIGNMENT OF THE COARSE
AND FINE SYNCHROS OR RESOLVERS
In the two speed digital converters which receive inputs from
both the coarse and fine synchros, circumstances will occur
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'.

when the coarse angle determined 'by the most significant
. digits of fine .synchro will conflict with the overlapping least.
significant digits of the coarse synchro;(This is due to the
backlash in the gearing or misalignment in the synchros
causing different readings at the major transition points,)
Digital logic circllits for resolving this conflict are included in
the TSL1612. The digital reading from the fine synchro is
made to dominate in the overlapping region, and a correction
is made bringing the coarse reading into line to provide an unambiguous digital representation of the angle of the coarse
shaft. The TSL1612 will correct for a misalignment of (90
divided by the ratio) degrees.
DATA TRANSFER FROM THE TSL1612
Data transfer can be made in a number of ways in which two
are listed below.
1. The I;JUSY outputs of the fine and coarse Synchro/Resolver
to Digital Converter can be "OR"ed together to give an
indication of when neither converter is being updated (see
appropriate converter data sheet). The data can then be
taken from the TSL1612. (The conversion time of the
TSL1612 is usually insignificant.)
2. The INHIBIT can be applied to both the Synchro/Resolver
, to Digital Converters simultaneously in order to freeze their
outputs (see appropriate data sheet). When the inputs to
the TSL1612 are frozen the output data Cl¥11 be taken. In
cases where 12 bits is sufficient for the fine input, the
three-state input SDCl72S Synchro/Resolver to Digital
Converter should be used in conjunction with the SDCI726
on the coarse input. These converters allow the INHIBIT
to be used without any risk of opening the internal converter tracking loop (see data sheet).
THEORY OF OPERATION
The theory of operation of the TSL1612 is shown in the
dia,gram below.

fiNE
INPUT

,,+36

1

Lsa
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF TSL 1612

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order:TSL1612S00 for Oto +70oC Operating Temperature
Range.
TSL1612600 for -SSoC to + lOSoC Operating Temperature
Range.
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seldon Guide

Sampia/Track-Hold A_lllars
In this Selection Guide, Sample/Track-Hold Amplifiers are grouped into three categories:
1. General Purpose
2. High Speed
3. High Resolution

Complete descriptions, specifications, and applications can be found in the data sheets. General information regarding
Sample/Track-Hold Amplifiers can be found in the following pages. Additional devices with sample-hold functions can be
found in Sections 9 (D/A Converters-Deglitchers), 10 (AID Converters), 15 (Data-Acquisition Subsystems), and 16
(Microcomputer Interfaces). Specifications are typical at rated supply voltage, and TA = 2SoC, except where noted
o t h e r w i s e . - --

1. GENERAL PURPOSE
Model

Acquisition Time

ADS83K

4j.1s to±O.l% (C= 50pF)
AD582K/S# 6j.1s to ±0.1% (C= 100pF)

Characteristics

Page

Monolithic IC, aperture time SOns, 10pC charge transfer
Monolithic IC, aperture time 150ns, nonlinearity ±0.01%, low cost

13-11
13-7

2. HIGH SPEED
Model

Acquisition Time

OIaracteristics

Page

HTS-0025
THS-0025
THS-0060
HTC-0300
THC-0300
THS-0225
THC-0750
SHA-2A
THC-1500

20ns to 1%
25ns to 0.1%
75ns to 0.1%
lOOns to 0.1%
lOOns to 0.1%
300ns to 0.1%
300ns to 0.1%
500ns max to 0.01%
1j.1s to 0.1%

Hybrid (metal or glass), aperture jitter 20ps, 0.01 % nonlinearity
Module, TTL or ECL, aperture jitter 20ps, 0.01% nonlinearity
Module, TTL or ECL, aperture jitter 20ps, 0.01% nonlinearity
Hybrid (metal or glass), aperture jitter lOOps max, 0.01 % nonlinearity
Module, aperture jitter lOOps max, 0.01 % nonlinearity
Module, TTL or ECL, aperture jitter 20ps, 0.01% nonlinearity
Module, aperture jitter lOOps max, 0.01 % nonlinearity
Module, aperture jitter 250ps, gain nonlinearity 0.01% max
Module, aperture jitter lOOps max, 0.01% nonlinearity

13-15
13-31
13-31
13-15
13-31
13-31
13-31
13-21
13-31

Page

3. HIGH RESOLUTION
Model

Acquisition Time

OIaracteristics

SHA1144

8j.1s max to 0.003%

Module, aperture jitter 0.5ns, max gain nonlinearity 0.001 %, use
with 14-bit ADCl130/1131

13-25

#Monolithic chips available with guaranteed perfonnance for precision hybrids.
Chip catalog available upon request.
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The principal application for sample/traCk-hold amplifiers is to
maintain an analog-to-digital converter's input constant during
conversion, at a value representing the analog input as of a'certain,precisely known time. The characteristics of the SHA are '
crucial to system accuracy and the reliability of the digital
data, especially in 12-bit and/or high-throughput-rate
applications.
.

A sample/track-hold amplifier (s/h or SHA), as its name indicates, has two modes of operation, programmed by a digital
control-input. In the track- or sample-mode, the output
follows the input, usually with a gain of +1. When the modeinput switches to hold, the output of the SHA ideally retains
the last value it had when the command to hold was given,
and it retains that value until the logic input dictates track
(sample), at which time the output ideally jumps to the input
value and follows the input until the next hold command is
given.
Analog Devices track-holds and sample-holds are functionally
identical; they are d'esigned to acquire input signals for either
immediate hold or for a possibly extended period of tracking.
They should not be confused with ac devices termed "samplehold" that can only obtain quick samples and cannot ,track the
input continuously.
SHA CIRCUITRY AND HARDWARE
A sample-hold amplifier usually consists of a storage ,capacitor,
input- and output buffer-amplifiers, and a switch and its drivecircuitry. During sample, the 'circuit is connected to promote
rapid charging of the capacitor. During hold, the capacitor is
disconnected from itS charging source and-ideally- retains
its charge. The figure below shows a typical feedback configuration (ADS83): the input buffer is a high-gain differential amplifier with a current output that charges the capaci,tor through the logic-controlled switch. The capacitor is
unloaded by a unity-gain buffer-follower. The output is fed
back to the negative input (as in an op-amp follower configuration), and thus, in sample, the charge on the capacitor
is compelled to.follow the input. In hold, the input amplifier
no longer drives the capacitor; it retains its charge, unloaded
by the output follower. In another popular configuration, the
capacitor is used as the feedback element of an inside-the-Ioop
integrator (AD582, SHA1144, HTC-0300). The highest-speed
devices (HTS-0025) usually run open-loop.
HIGH GAIN

AMPLIFIER
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Since drive current is finite, and leakage current in hold ,is not
zero, the capacitance-if large-limits the slewing rate in sample and-if small-converts leakage current to "droop" in
hold. In s/h modules, the capacitance is usually fixed, and the
properties of the complete device are optimized for one condition- and so specified. In sib monolithic les, the capacitor
is omitted, and furnished by the user (both for flexibility and
because good capacitors for this putpose are hard to integrate).
The optimum capacitance can be selected fqr th,e specific application. Design curves of performance vs. capacitance, given on'
,the IC data sheets (ADS82 arid ADS83) facilitate this process.
In some types, the gain connections are external, like those of
an op amp (AD582, ADS83, SHA1144), permitting gains
other than + 1.
PERFORMANCE
In the Jample mode, it is usef~l to consider that a SHA's performance ,can be characterized by specifications similar to
those of a closed-loop operational amplifier (offset, drift,
nonlinearity, gain error, bias current, etc.), but with somewhat
slower response (gain-bandwidth, slewing rate, settling tiJ!le)
because of the need to charge the storage capacitor. '
However, during the sample-to-hold, hold, and hold-to-sample
states, the dynamic nature of the mode-switching introduces a
number of specifications that are peculiar to SHAs. The mostimportant of these are defined below and illustrated in the
adjoining figure. They include the aperture time and its uncertainty, the sample-to-holdstep, feedthrough and droop (in
hold), and acquisition time,

HOLD/SAMPLE DELAY

HOLD

!

LOGIC INPUT

SAMPLE

DEFINITIONS
Acquisition Time is the time required by the output of the
device to reach its final value, within a specified error band,
after the sample command has been given. Included are
switch-delay time, the slewing interval, and settling time for
a specified output-voltage change.

Aperture (Delay) Time is the time required after the hold command for the switch to open fully. The sample is, in effect,
delayed by this interval, and the hold comlpand would have to
be advanced by this amount for precise timing.
Aperture Uncertainty-or Aperture (Delay) Jitter-is the range
of variation in the aperture time. If the aperture time is "tuned
out" by advancing the hold command a suitable amount, this
spec establishes the ultimate timing error, hence, the maximum sampling frequency to a given resolution. For example,
the SHA-2A's specs are IOns and O.25ns; the corresponding
specs of the AD583 are I50ns and I5ns.
Charge Transfer (or offset step), the principal component of
sample-to-hold offset (or pedestal), is the charge transferred
to the storage capacitor via stray capacitance when switching
to the hold mode. It can sometimes be reduced by lightly
coupling an appropriate-polarity 'version of the hold signal to
the capacitor for cancellation. The associated voltage error
(tJ.QlC) can be reduced by using greater capacitance for storage;
but this increases response time.

Droop is the change of the output voltage during hold as a
result of leakage or bias currents flowing through the storage
capacitor. Its polarity depends on the sources of leakage
current within a given device. In ICs, it is specified as a (droop
or drift) current, in modules, a dV/dt. (Note: 1= CdV/dt.)
Feedthrough is the fraction of the input signal variation or ac
input waveform that appears at the output in hold. It is caused
by stray capacitive coupling from the input to the storage capacitor, principally across the open switch.
Sample-to-Hold Offset, a shift in level between the last value in
sample and the value settled-to in hold, is the residual step error after the charge transfer is accounted for and/or cancelled.
Since it is unpredictable in magnitude and may be a function
of the signal, it is also known as offset nonlinearity.

I
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Low Cost
Sample/Hold Amplifier

FEATURES
Low Cost
Suitable for 12-Bit Applications
High Sample/Hold Current Ratio: 10'
Low Acquisition Time: 6,us to 0.1%
Low Charge Transfer: <2pC
High Input Impedance in Sample and Hold Modes
Connect in Any Op Amp Configuration
Differential Logic Inputs

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ADS82 is a low cost integrated circuit sample and hold
amplifier consisting of a high performance operational amplifier, a low leakage analog switch and a JFET integrating amplifier - all fabricated on a single monolithic chip. An external
holding capacitor, connected to the device, completes the sample and hold function.
With the analog switch closed, the AD5 82 functions like a standard op amp; any feedback network may be connected around
the device to control gain and frequency response. With the
switch open, the capacitor holds the output at its last level,
regardless of input voltage.
Typical applications for the AD582 include sampled data systems, D/A deglitchers, analog de-multiplexers, auto null systems,
strobed measurement systems and AID speed enhancement.
The device is available in two versions: the "K" specified for
operation over the 0 to +70oC commercial temperature range
and the "s" specified over the full military temperature range,
-55°C to +12S oC. Both versions may be obtained in either the
hermetically sealed, TO:I00 can or the TO-116 DIP.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The monolithic AD582 is the lowest coSt sample and hold
amplifier available. Until recently, quality sample and hold
circuits could only be fabricated with costly discrete or
hybrid components.
2. The specially designed input stage presents a high impedance
to the signal source in both sample and hold modes (up to
±12V). Even with signal levels up to ±VS' no undesirable
signal inversion, peaking or loss of hold voltage occurs.
3. The AD582 may be connected in any standard op amp configuration to control gain or frequency response and provide
signal inversion, etc.
4. The AD582 offers a high, sample-to-hold current ratio: 10'.
The ratio of the available charging current to the holding
leakage current is often used as a figure of merit for a sample and hold circuit.
5. The AD582 has a typical charge transfer less than 2pC. A
low charge transfer produces less offset error and permits
•
the use of smaller hold capadtors for faster signal acquisition.
6. The AD582 provides separate analog and digital grounds,
thus improving the device's immunity to ground and switching transients.
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SPECIFICATIONS
'MODEL

(typical@+25°C, Vs= ±15Vand CH = 1000pF, A = +1 unless otherwise specified)
AD582K

SAMPLE/HOLDCHARACTERISTICS
Acquisition Time, lOY Step to 0.1%,
CH = IOOpF
Acquisition Time, lOY Step to 0.01 %,
CH = lOOOpF
Aperture Time, 20V p-p Input,
Hold OV
Aperture Jitter, 20V p-p Input,
HoldOV
Settling Time, 20V p-p Input,
HoldOV, 10,0.01%
Droop Current, Steady State, ±IOVOUT
Droop CUrrent, Tmin to Tmax

Charge Transfer
Sample to Hold Offset
Feedthrough Capacitance
20V p-p, 10kHz Input
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
Open Loop Gain
VOUT 20V p.p, RL 2k
Common Mode Rejection
VeM = 20V p-p, F = 50Hz
Small Signal Gain Bandwidth
VOUT = loOmV p-p, CH .200pF
Full Power Bandwidth
VOUT 20V p-p, CH 200pF
Slew Rate
VOUT • 20V p-p, CH • 200pF
Output Resistance
Hold Mode, lOUT = ±SmA
Linearity
VOUT 20V P'P, RL 2k
Output Short Circuit Current

=

=

=

=

=

=

ANALOG INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Offset Voltage
Offset Voltage, Tmin to Tmax.
BiasCurr~nt

Offset Current
Offset Current, Tmin to Tmax
Inpu,t Capacitance, f = lMHz
Input Resistance, Sample or Hold
20V p-p Input. A = +1
Absolute Max Diff Input Voltage
Absolute Max Input Voltage. Either Input
DIGITAL INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
+Logic Input Voltage
Hold Mode, Tmin to Tmax , -Logic @ OV
Sample Mode. Tmm to Tniax. -Logic@OV
+Logic Input Current
Hold Mode, +Logic @ +5V, -Logic@ OV
Sample Mode, +Logic @ OV, -Logic@ OV
-Logic .Input Current
Hold Mode, +Logic @ +SV, -Logic@ OV
Sample Mode, +Logic@ OV, -Logic@OV
Ab.olute Max Diff Input Voltage, +L to-L
Absolute Max Input Vo;ltage, Either Input
POWER SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS
Operating Voltage Range
Supply Current. RL = 00
Power Supply Rejection,
lIVS = SV, Sample Mode (see·next page)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specified Performance
Operating
Storage
Lead Temperature (Soldering. 15 sec)

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

AD582S

Dimensions shoWD in inches and (nun).

6/J.
25j.l'
150n.
15n.
0.5j.l'
lOOpAmax
InA
5pC max (l.5pC typ)
O.5mV

SOnA max
o.nl 12'921~
0.12·13.0i1

~

0.05pF

!®
032~109~
04

25k min (SOk typ)
60dB min (70dB typ)
!.SMHz

o

8°

r o~ ~~:~~.~l
I

:"l8"~ _o.028 10.711
~}V-0.03410.881

'.

TO-I00 "H"

J:-

70kHz

_1

0.430 110 .921

T~T

3V/j.ls

O'040'"'O"iJ.:]] 0.290 :to.010

1211

.,

±O.Ol%
±2SmA
6mV max (2mV typ)
4mV
3JJA max (!.Sj.lA typ)
300nA max (7SnA typ)
IOOnA
2pF

0.23 (6.M)

/0
'.7/::' ) -

17.

r..·1
~ ~

PIN ., IDENTIFIER

0.09512.411

'0.010---1
If---_ 0,700
C17.7B :to.251 --.
I

~mV

max (SmV typ)

.

400nA max (lOOnA typ)

030 [7821

37

~~~:t~~~j;;;;g~:~
00.7t0D!"~~~ ~~f-~ ~ ~01125"
0.017 ~g:gg~

11.19 to.,SI

(0.43 ~g:g:

30MI1
30V
±Vs

)

TO-116 "D"
PIN CONFIGURATIONS
TOP VIEW

+2V min
+O.8V max

lOGIC
IN,

I.Sj.lA
InA
24j.lA
4j.lA
+ISVI-6V
±Vs
±9V to ±18V

±9V to ±22V

4.SmA max (3mA typ)
60dB min (75dB typ)

o t~ +70o C °
-Z5 C to +85 C
_6S o.C to +150oC
+300 0 t

-v,

_55°C to +12SoC
-SSoC to +12S o C

10 PIN TO-I00
NC

Nt

LOGIC lOGIC
IN +' IN -

+IN

NC

NULL.

+Vs

-IN

OUTPUT

-Vs

CH

NC

·Spccifi£ations same as AD!l82K.
Spc£ifi£ations subject to chanp without notice.

NUL.L

14 PIN DIP
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APPLYING THE AD582
Both the inverting and non-inverting inputs are brought out to
allow op amp type versatility in connecting and uSing the
ADS82. Figure 1 shows the basic non-inverting unity gain connection requiring only an external hold capacitor and the usual
power supply bypass capacitors. An offset null pot can be
added for more critical applications.

r-

HOLD

+5_V________- ,
O

The hold capacitor, CH, should be a high quality polystyrene
(for temperatures below +85 0 C) or Teflon type with low
dielectric absorption. For high speed, limited accuracy applications, capacitors as small as 100pF may be used. Larger values
are required for accuracies of 12 bits and above in order to
minimize feedthrough, sample to hold offset and droop errors
(see Figure 6). Care should be taken in the circuit layout to
minimize coupling berween the hold capacitor and the digital
or signal inputs.
In the hold mode, the output voltage will follow any change
in the -v s supply. Consequently, this supply should be well
regulated and filtered.

ov--1

SAMPLE

Biasing the +Logic Input anywhere between -6V to +O.8Vwith
respect to the -Logic will set the sample mode. The hold mode
will result from any bias between +2.0V and (+Vs ~ 3V). The
sample and hold modes will be controlled differentially with
the absolute voltage at either logic input ranging from -V s to
within 3V of +Vs (Vs - 3V). Figure 3 illustrates some examples
of the flexibility of this feature.

±10V
SIGNAL
-=ANALOG
GND

+3Vf+1SV CMOS/MOS

OR
+SV

TTL/on

/'

Figure 1. Sample and Hold with A = +1

Figure 2 shows a non-inverting configuration where voltage
gain, Av, is set by a pair of external resistors. Frequency shaping or non-linear networks can also be used for special applications.

r-

Figure 3A. Standard Logic Connection

+3V1+12V CMOS/MOS

HOLD

+05_V________,

+LOGIC

ov--1

SAMPLE
-lOGIC
H,

H,

Figure 38. Inverted Logic Sense Connection

VOUT .. ±10V

RL;" 2k

"',5V HT!.

-15V

Figure 2. Sample and Hold with A

= (1 + R FIR I)
Figure 3C. High Threshold Logic Connection
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Figure 4 illustrates various dynamic cha~acteristics of the
AJ)S82.
.

18

~!"-

14

~ ....
~

r'-..
....

HOLD/SAMPLE DELAV

....

150m _~
APERTURE TIM E

" t',

!.- I ...
APERTURE JITTER

I"

b.

t'-..

l"'-..

1'",
4

I'

HOLD

I

---1
SAMPLE

LOGIC INPUT

2
10

Figure 4. Pictorial Showing Various SIH Characteristics

Aperture Time is the time required after the "hold" command
until the switch is fully open and produces adelay in the effective sample timing. Figure 5 is a plot giving the maximum frequency at which the ADS82 can sample an input with a given
accuracy (lower curve).
Aperture Jitter is the uncertainty in Aperture Time. If the
Aperture Time is "tuned out'~ by advancing the sample-to-hold
command 150ns with respect to the input signal, the Aperture
Jitter now determines the maximum sampling frequency (upper
curve of Figure 5).
Acquisition Time is the ·time required by the device to reach its
final value within a given error band after the sample command
has been given. This includes switch delay time,slewing time
and settling time for a given output voltage change.
Droop is the change in the output voltage from the "held"
value as a result of device leakage. In the ADS82, droop can
be in either the positive or negative direction. Droop rate may
be calculated from droop current using the following formula:
AV (Volts/sec)
AT

100

1k
10k
SINUSOIDAL INPUT FREQUENCY - Hz

SAMPLE

=

I(pA)
CH(pF)

(See also Figure 6.)

Feedthrough is that component of the output which follows
the input signal after the switch is open. As a percentage of the
input, feedthrough is determined as the ratio of the feedthrough capacitance to th!! hold capacitance (CF/CH)'
Charge Transfer is the charge. transferred to the holding capacitor from the interelectrode capacitance of the switch when
the unit is switched to the hold mode. The charge transfer generates.a sample-.to-hold offset where:
SIH Offset (V) =Charge (pC)
CH(pF)
(See also Figure 6.)

Sample to Hold Offset is that component of D.C. offset independent OfCH (see Figure 6). This offset may be nulled using
a null pot, however, the offset will then appear during the
sampling mode.

tOOk

"ro"-

Figure 5. Maximum Frequency of Input Signal for HtLSB
Sampling Accuracy

100.000

I

10.000

ACQUISITION TIME $AI
tOV STEP TO 0.0'%

1-"

,/"

1.000

100

f:::::

10

r--..

--.

1.0

0, I

I-

~ROOPRATE
mVISEC

I--"""

~

1'-.

1""

FEEDTHRU -m
10V INPUT

0.0 I

r--....

r--..

vI-"" t---..

SAMPLE/HOLD
·OFFSET -mY

I"'N

I.QOOpF

1000F

i'0.11'F

0.01pF

l,o,.F

CH VALUE

Figure 6. Sample and Hold Performance as a Function of
Hold Capacitance

+125

v V-

+105

/1;'
J,.;

&

V

)/
;-1-'

+25

+&

V

·16
10

/'

10'

,

10
DROOP CURRENT - pA

10'

Figure 7. Droop Current VB. Temperature
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,

Gated Op Amp
AD583

FEATURES
High Sample-to-Hold Current Ratio: 10"
High Slew Rate: 5V/jJ.s
High Bandwidth: 2MHz
Low Aperture Time: 50ns
Low Charge Transfer: 10pC
. DTLITTL Compatible
May Be Used as Gated Op Amp

PROD{:)CT DESCRIPTION

The AD583 is a monolithic sample and hold circuit consisting
of a high.performance operational amplifier in series with an
ultra-low leakage analog switch and a MOSFET input unity
gain amplifier. An external holding capacitor, connected to the
switch output, completes the sample-and-hold or track-andhold function.
With the analog switch closed, the AD583 functions like a standard op amp; any feedback network may be connected around
the device to control gain and frequency response. With the
switch open the capacitor holds the output at its previous level.
The AD583 may also be u~ed as a versatile operational amplifier with a gated output for applications such as analog switches,
peak holding circuits, etc.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

1. Sample-and-hold operation is obtained with the addition of
one external capacitor.

Schematic Diagram

•

2. Low charge transfer (lOpe) and high sample-to-hold current
ratio insure accurate tracking.
3. Any gain or frequency response is available using standard
op amp feedback networks.
4. High slew rate and low aperture time permit sampling of
rapidly changing signals.
5. Output, gated through a low leakage analog switch, also
makes the AD583 useful for applications such as analog
switches, peak holding circuits, etc.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical@.+25°Cand ±15V dc unless otherwise specified)

MODEL

ADS83K

OPEN LOOP .GAIN ,
RL = 2kO, Tmin to Tm""
OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING
RL = 2kO, Tmin to Tmax

2Sk min (SOk typ)

OUTPUT CURRENT

±10V min

1;·3111~.B~

±10mAmin

OUTPUT RESISTANCE

50

OFFSET VOLTAGE

6mV max (3mV typ)
8mVmax (4mV typ)

Tmin to Tmax

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Diinensions shown in inches and (mm)

f9-

-, II--

....... 1

200nA max (SOnA typ)
400nAmax,

BIAS CURRENT
Tmin to Tmax

OFFSET CURRENT
Tmin to Tmax

INPUT RESISTANCE

SMO min (lOMO typ)
±10V min

COMMON MODE REJECTION

74dB min (90dB typ)

T

0.2516.35)

~~~r-t:::T"1:~~

Tmin to Tmax

GAIN BANDWIDTH PRODUCT

2MHz

SLEW RATE
Av = +1, RL ='2kO, CL = SOpF,
V out = ±IOV pop

SV/p.s

RISE TIME
Av = +1, RL = 2kO, CL = 'SOpF,
Vout = 400mV pop

lOOns

OVERSHOOT
Av = +1, RL = 2kO, CL = SOpF,
Vout = 400mV pop

20%

~

. .

~ ~

0.018 to.003
10.46 ~0.08)

*

0.06
11.52)

0.0210.51)

~

MIN

0 1 12.54)
TYP

O,SmA max (Logic "Sample")
20p.A max (Logic "Hold")

PIN CONFIGURATION

O,BV max
2,OV min

ACQUISITION TIME
Av = +1, RL = 2kO, C L = SOpF
, ·to 0,1% of final value:
to 0,01% of final value:

SAMPLE/HOLD
CONTROL

APERTURE TIME

SOns

APERTURE JITTER

Sns,

DRIFT CURRENT

SOpA max (SpA typ)
LOnA max (O,OSnA typ)

CHARGE TRANSFER

~

'" ~-i"
L -H- fill.-1

14.06)

DIGITAL INPUT VOLTAGE

Tmin toTmax

0.77 ±0.02 119:56 to.Sl)

0.175

DIGITAL INPUT CURRENT

Low Tmin t9 Tmax
High Tmin to Tmax

0.Q1 to.003
10,25 to.OB)

0··15·

SOnA max (lOnA typ)
100nA max
'

COMMON MODE RANGE

Yin = 0, Tmin to Tmax
Yin = +S.OV, Tmin to Tmax

I

GND

N.C.

HOLD CAP.

20pC max (10pC typ)

SUPPLY CURRENT

S,OmA max (2,SmA typ)

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION

74dB min (90dB typ)

N.C.

OPERATING TEMP

V+

STORAGE TEMP
Specifications subject to change without notice.

OUT

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Voltage between V+ and V-Terminals
Differential Input Voltage
Digital Voltage (Pin 14)
Output Current
Internal Power Dissipation

40V
±30V
+8V, -15V
Short Circuit Protected
30mW (Derate power
dissipation by 4.3mW/oC
above +150 oC ambient
temperature)
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CASE

APPLYING THE ADS83
Figure 1 shows the AD583 connected in a simple sample and
hold configuration with unity gain and offset nulling. Any other
standard op amp gain and frequency response configuration
may also be used. Note that the holding capacitor, CH, should
have extremely high insulation resistance and low dielectric
absorption. Polystyrene (below +8SoC), teflon or Mica types
are recommended.

IN
OUT

CONTROL
"ZERO"

o-....------------....J
Figure 3. Automatic Offset Zeroing

The circuit of Figure 3 illustrateshowtheAD583 may be used to
automatically zero a high gain amplifier. Basically,. the input is
periodically grounded and the output offset is then sampled
and fed back to cancel the error. This technique is useful in
AID conversion, instrumentation, DVM's to eliminate offset
drift errors by periodically rezeroing the system.
Care should be taken to assure that the zeroing loop is dynamically stable. A second sample-and-hold could be added in series
with the output to remove the output discontinuity.

100kn

OUT

OFFSET TRIM

Figure 1. Basic Track-and-Hold;Sample·and-Hold

DEFINITION OF TERMS
~f.CUIjsition Time:
Acquisition Time is the time required by thedevice to reach
its final value within ±O.l % after the sample command has
been given. This includes switch delay time, slewing time, and
settling time and is the minimum sample time required to obtain a given accuracy.
Ch,!!g,~T!:!!nsfeG

Figure 2 shows the guard ring used to reduce leakage paths between the pc board and the package. This minimizes drift during
the hold command.
CONTROL

Offset Error (V)

G N O r u ' R T - ,",\-,..-~

t;'

r

HOLOING~

I

•

Charge Transfer is the small charge transferred to the holding
capacitor from the interelectrode capacitance of the switch
when the unit is switched to the sample mode. Sample-to-hold
offset error is directly proportional to this charge, where:

~INI-)

~IN+

$
$

~

Charge (pC)

-'--'=--...::....-

~.!.ureTime:

The time required after the "hold" command until the switch
is fully open. This delays the effective sample timing with
rapidly changing input signals.
QrifL<;;'l1!ren.!.:
Leakage currents from the holding capacitor during the sample
mode cause the output voltage to drift. Drift rate (or droop
rate) is calculated from drift current values using the formula:

V-

!w

6'1'

\(pA)
(Volts/sec) ~ C,,(p!')

IBOTTOM VIEW)

Figure 2. Guard Ring Layout

Also note that the input amplifier of the AD583 may be used
as a gated amplifier by utilizing Pin 11 as the output. This
amplifier has excellent drive capabilities along with exceptionally low switch leakage.
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Performance. Curves
VSIJPPLY= ±15V de, TA =+25°C, Cti =l,OOOpF unless othelWisespeeified
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Ultra High Speed Hybrid
Track-and-Hold Amplifiers

HIS-0025,HIC-OJOO
FEATURES
Aperture Times to 20ps
Acquisition Times to ZOns
Linearity 0.01%'
1010 n Input Z (HTS-0025)
±50mA Output Current
APPLICATIONS
Data Acquisition Systems
Data Distribution Systems
Peak Measurement Systems
Simultaneous Sample & Hold
Analog Delay & Storage
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The HTS-002S and HTC-0300 represent "state of the art" in
the ability of an analog device to capture and hold rapidly
changing transient or continuous waveforms. The user can
choose between them by making engineering trade-offs between maximum speed/bandwidth capability, precision gain,
feed through rejection, input impedance, hold time, harmonic
distortion, output swing, logic type, power requirements and
price. With an aperture uncertainty of only 20ps and an acquisition/settling time of 20ns, the HTS-002S is the fastest
hybrid sample/track-and-hold amplifier available.
It achieves this performance with a dc coupled Schottky diode
sampling bridge driven by a 10 10 n input impedance FET amplifier and followed by a low impedance - IOn max - output
amplifier.
The HTC-0300 provides lOOps aperture uncertainty and 170ns
acquisition/settling time to 0.1% for a 10 volt input-output
swing (less than 300ns for 12-bit settling). It achieves this
speed and precision gain (-1.00 ±0.1%) with high speed op
amps and diode switches. These techniques also improve feedthrough rejection, ou tpu t swing, linearity, harmonic distortion
and droop rate.
APPLICATIONS
The most common use for a sample/track-and-hold is to place
it ahead of an A/D converter to allow digitizing of signals with
bandwidths higher than the digitizer alone can handle. The use
of the HTS-002S can allow a reduction of system aperture to
2Ops. These sample/track-and-hold amplifiers are also used for
peak holding functions, simultaneous sampling A/D's (with appropriate analog multiplexing), and other high-speed analog
signal processing applications. These hybrids have been used to
construct Am converters of up to 12 bits of resolu tion with
word rates as high as 20MHz. The HTC-0300 is designed to be
used with Analog Devices' HAS Series hybrid A/D converters.

NOTE: PIN 12 SHOULD BE GROUNDED IF NOT USED.

Block Diagram - HTC-0300

ANALOG

INPUT

~""

ANALOG
I1,a.'9 0 GROUND
I

=~ltr-t+r~
Vee+ Ycc-

PONER

v~

SUPPLV

V+
VIE
VOLTAGES

Block Diagram - HTS-0025
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at +25°C and nominal power supply voltages unless otherwise noted)

MODEL
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Acquisition Time (See Figure 1)
to 1% for IV Output Step
to 0.1% for IOV Output Step
Sample Rare'
Aperture Time
Settling Time
Bandwidth (3 dB 2V p-p Inpu t)
(3dB Small Signal Input)
·Slew Rate
Aperture Uncertainty
Harmonic Distortion (See Figure 6 and
Output Loading)
Feedthrough Rejection (2V pop. 10MHz Input)
(de to 2.5MHz)

UNITS

HT5-0025

nstyp (max)
ns,yp (max)

20 (30)
N/A
30
6 (10) (20)
20(30)
30

MH~max

ns min (typ) (max)
nstyp (max)
MHz min
MHz min
V I/J.s typ (min)
ps(rms) max

HT5-002SM

HTG-03O,O

N/A

170 (200)

100 (120)
20

.N/A

8

400 (200)
20

250 (120)
100

dB typ (max)
dB min
dB min
mV/its typ (max)
mV typ(max)
mV typ(max)

65 (60)
70

N/A

V/V

+0.92 min
20 (40)
2 (20)
50 (l50)IlV/oC
0.01

-l.00±0.1%
10(50)
2 (20)
•
;0 (75)ppm/C

V max
V pop max
n typ (min)
nAmax

±2

±10
N/A
1000

V max
mAmax
n typ (max)

±2
±50
3 (10)

±IO

Gmin
amin

N/A
N/A
N/A

mVnns

50
100
200
0.1 (max)

V

ECL
-1.5 to -1.4/-0.7 to -1.05

V
V

N/A
N/A

N/A
o to +00'4/+2.4 to +5
o to +0.4/+2.4 to +S

POWER REQUIREMENTS - HTS
V+. +ISV ±O.SV (Pins 8 and 22)
V- = -15V ±0.5V (Pins 3 and 12)
Vee + = +4.4V to +lS.SV (Pins 1 and 9)5
VCC- = -4.9SV
-IS.5V (Pin. 2 and 10)'
VEE = -S.2V to ±0:25V (Pin 4)

mAmax
mAmax
mAmax
mAmax
mAmax

40
40
15
15
40

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

POWER REQUIREMENTS - HTC
±12V to ±18V
+5V to ±0.25V
Power Supply Rejection Ratio

mAmax
mAmax
mVIV

N/A
N/A
N/A

25
25
10

TI'MPERATURE RANGE
Operating (Case)
Storage

°c
°c

o to +70

Droop Rate
Pedestal During Hold (See Figure 1)
Transients (See Figure 1)
ACCURACY/STABILITY DC
Gain
Gain y:s. Temperature
Zero Offset Yoltage

ppm/o C typ (max)

mV typ(max)
typ(max)
% max

Offset vs. Temperature
Linearity
INPUT
Voltage Range
60dB Feedthrough Rejection
Impedance

Bias Current
OUTPUT
Voltage

Current (not short circuit protected)

Impedance
Loading - Harmonic
Distortion for 2V pop
Signal and Specified R L

50dB
60dB
65dB

HOLD COMMAND (DIGITAL INPUT)
Logic Compatible
"0" = Track/"I" = Hold'
"Hold" Input, "0" = Track'" I " = Hold

''HOia'' Input, "0" = Hold'''1'' = Track

'0

S'lmin

NOTES:
1 Sample

rates shown are a guide only, and are based on system acquisition
times - D9t logic speed, These rates can be exceeded with acquisition
time trade-offs.
'1 Droop rate for case temperatures up to SO~C is lmV/1l1 max.
3 Noise ·Ievel measured in track mode is SMHz bandwidth. Noise "level
increases when high duty cycle repetitive hold command is applied.
A SO% duty cycle bold command t-csults in approximately O.3mV (nns)

total noise outp~t .

.. One EeL-10k Gate. no puUd~wn resistor.
5VCC+ may be tied to V+. VCC- may be tied to V- or VEE. However, for
proper operation, VCC+ and Vcc- must have the same numerical value.
·Specifications same $S model HTS-Q02S .
• ·Specifications same as model HTC..()300.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Specifications in parenthesis ( ) indicate maxImin over
entire specified oper!tiDS temperacute ranse.
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(109 )

IS

-55 to +125

250 (100)

75 (62)

.

0.2(30)

70
0.005 (0.007)
5 (50)

0.005 (0_1)

N/A

1
10 10

170 (200)

5

N/A

N/A
0.2 (4)'
2 (20)
30 (laO)

HTC-0300M

10" (10')
'100

'IS/-IA

0.1 (dc)

0.2 (max)

0.1

TTL

-55 to +100

o to +70

-55 to +100

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Dimensions shown in inches and (nun)

Dimensions shown in inches and (nun)

PIN DESIGNATIONS

HTC-0300 (Only)
GLASS PACKAGE
PIN

FUNCTION IHTe-0300)

1
2
3
4
6

ANALOG OUTPUT
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A
+5V
GROUND

6
7

12

8
9
10
11
12
13
15
18
19
21
22
23
24

13

0.105
(2.71

L

rI

1-

HOLD
ANALOG INPUT
INPUT GROUND
N/A
N/A
GROUND
-16V

FUNCTION (HTS-0026)
Vee+ (+5V to +15.5VJ*
VCC~ [-5V to -15.5VJ*
v- [-15Vj
VEE [-5.2Vj
HOLD COMMAND
GROUND
GROUND
V+ [+15Vj
Vee+ (+5V to +15.5V}*
Vee- [-5V to -15.5V]·
GROUND
v- (-15Vj
ANALOG INPUT
N/A
ANALOG GROUND
ANALOG GROUND
NIA
V+ (+15Vj

GROUND
+15V

N/A
ANALOG OUTPUT

AOiJi

rr

,r

~0'20
(5.11

...L...

.

~

.,

0.D18 (0.481
DIA
12

13

1
1.38

0.14
(3.6)

L

I I

0.1 (2.641
t-'GRID

--I

O'800(20'3)~ -

0.2~,(~.11 ~

"FOR PROPER OPERATION, Vee- SHOULD
HAVE THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE.

24

BOTTOM
VIEW

HTS-0025, HTS-0025M, HTC-0300M
METAL PACKAGE

1

.24

-r-SOTTOM
T VIEW

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.

I

--I

J'

1-0.1 (2.641
GRID

.

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.

TRACK-AND-HOLD (TIH) MODE
When operated in the T/H mode, these devices are allowed to
"track" the input signal for a period of time prior to initiating
a "hold c.ommand". During the track period, the output follows the input, and the devices function as operational amplifiers. The HTS-002S operates as a precision follower with a
gain Of +1, the HTC-0300, -1.

I

-,
SETTLING

~~~;~~

I

I

(I

I
I

I --III--UNCERTAINTY

I

III

I
I:

:
I

I

+1 TIME - - ,

r-I

When a Logic "1" is applied to the "hold command" input of
the unit, its output is frozen. This output level is held until the
track mode is reestablished by a Logic "0" at the hold command input. This operation is shown graphically in Figure 1.
The held output level is the v(Jltage value at the input at the
instant (plus the aperture time) the hold command is applied.

APERTURE ' - - - - - FEEDTHROUGH REJ (dB) .. 20

LOG (

~~T

I.

VFT" FEEDTHROUGH VOLTAGE, p.p

I

SLEW

RATE
I
FINAL VALUE

:

APERTURE--l:"'TIME. Ts
II
'~'1 "

~g~~AND

TRACK

--l
I

~AC~~I~.I~~ON
~APERTURE

~I--""H"'O"'LD:----;I:

TIME, Ts

TRACK

"0"

Figure 1b. Track/Hold Waveforms - HTS·OO25
APERTURE

+10V

ERROR
ACTUAL

i_

The HTC-0300 provides a hold input for use if the hold conimand is inverted, that is if the user wishes to use a "0" for the
hold condition and a "1" for the track mode. Performance of
the unit is identical with either type of input.

SAMPLEO---

POINT

T-

II:

---I:I I--U:~::i~I~~V

ov

ov

I

"'''HOLDj
"0" TRACK

FI;.JI:---------.L-.

c~~Ll'NO
INPUT

~

1--

APERTURE TIME

:

t-+- HOLD PERIOD - . - . !
I

ERROR RANGE DUE TO

:_[APERTURE UNCERTAINTY

(SH9WN INVERTEDI

Figure 1a. Track/Hold Waveforms - HTC-0300

Variations in the instants of sampling are called aperture uncertainty. It appears as jitter in the sampling point and can
cause significant errors when very high dV Idt inputs are sampled. During the hold period, feedthrough and droop rate can
introduce errors at the output. It is important that a track-andhold have high feedthrough rejection to prevent input-to-output leakage during the hold period. The droop rate is the
amount the output changes during _the hold period as a result
of loading' on the internal hold capacitor.
When the hold command input returns to the track condition,
the amount of time required for the track-and-hold output to
reestablish accurate tracking of the input signal is called the
acquisition time.
SAMPLE!TRACK-HOLD AMPLIFIERS 13-17

SAMPLE·AND·HOLD (S/H) MODE
In the S/H mode of operation, the devices are normally left in
the hold condition. A'very short sample pulse is applied to the
hold command input wheri a new sample needs to be obtained
at the output. The sample pulse width is dictated by the acquisition time. F or small sample-to-sample variations, a pulse
width as narrow as 20 to SOns may be used. In general; however, the pulse width should be 100 to 300ns (see Figure 4).
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10V OUTPUT CHANGE
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~ 0.01
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1---

~
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TIME - n.

Figure 4a. Settling A/fPuracy vs. Acquisition
Time - HTC'()300

1.0
0.9

~

Figure 2. Sample/Hold Operation - HTC-0300

j

lVOUTPUTCHANGE -

0.7
0.6

aIt
I
I-

The HTC-0300 hybrid track"and-hold amplifier has been designed to operate without external trimming potentiometers
and "compensation" devices required in most modular units..
Active laser trimming is used on the HTC-0300 to "null" the
pedestal (the offset during "HOLD" times), set the dc offset
to zero, and adjust the gain of the device ta unity. Internal
frequency compensating elements are incorporated to make
the HTC-0300 unconditionally stable and to optimize the frequency response of the internal operational amplifier for this
application. Unlike other microcircuit T /H amplifiers, the HTC
has a high drive capability (±50mA) and a very low output
. impedance which allows it to drive directly virtually all types
of AID converters (even the "current-bucking" input types
which will produce a degraded AID conversion without sufficient T/H output drive) and those with low input impedance.
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. Figure 4b. Settling Accuracy vs. Acquisition
Time - HTS-0025
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~
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Figure 3. HTC-0300 Error Due to Aperture Uncertainty
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Figure 5. Amplitude and Phase Response - HTC-0300

RATE: 15MHz
INPUT: 2V. Pi'. 3MHz
LOAD: lkSl

INPUT: 2V. POP. 4MHz
LOAD: lkSl

Figure 6a. Harmonic Distortion - Track Mode

Figure 6b. Frequencv Domain Outputs

HOLD COMMAND
lV/DIV

HOLD COMMAND
1V/DIV

250kHz SINE
WAVE INPUT

250kHz SINE
WAVE INPUT
ANALOG OUTPUT
O.5V/DIV

ANALOG OUTPUT
O.5V/DIV

l~s/DIV

PORTION OF SINE WAVE
APPEARS WHEN IN TRACK

Figure la. Track/Hold Operation

Figure lb. Sample/Hold Operation

HOLD COMMAND
1V/DIV
ANALOG OUTPUT
50mVIDIV

2OnslOIV

Figure lc. Expanded View of Output Signal Showing
Switching Transients and Pedestal with DC Input
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•

AID CONVERSION SYSTEM WITH 300kHz CONTINUOUS
SAMPLING RATE AND 12-BIT BINARY OUTPUT
The circuit below illustrates a typical application of the HTC0300 as a samplelhold amplifier preceding a successive-approximation type qfAlD converter. During the conversion interval,
the input voltBgeto the'AID must be held constant. To the extent tbatthisinput signal is not abSolutely constant, an error /
tesults in the digitized outplitof the AID. However, with the
excellent feedthtough-rejection .and droop.-rate specifications
of the .HTC-0300,.v~ little error in the AID conversion process will be due to the TIM circuit. In addition, the very fast·
acquiSitic;n tinie of this hybrid microcircuit means that the
AID can. ,be operated at very neadts maximum sample rate
since very little of the conversion cycle time is required for
the T IH to acquire each successive signal sample.
+15V -16V +5V

+lSV

-lSY

+5V

OTO-1Q:Z4V

ANALOG INPUT

12·811

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

ANALOG GROUND

SAMPLE RATE (TYP! .. APPROXIMATE!. Y 366kHI 1230ns t 2.5,ll TYP)
PULSE WIDTH Of MONOSTA8L~ MY "'.23OnsCOOING!: ANAlOG INPUTDIGITAL OUTPUT
f1V
000000000000
-10.24V
'.".'~1"1111

Figure 8. AID Conversion System
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Sample Rate
Encode Command
Rate (f clock)
Pul~ Width of
, Monostahle
. Muitjvibrlitor
, Analog'Input
OV,',

'+H)v

"

Approximately 300kHz
3.9MHz
',230ils
Digital Output
000000000000
111111111111

Tal:i{e'7. Performance Pare,meters For This AID System

OR.DERING INFORMATION,
Order Model Number HTS-()025 or Model Number HTC-0300
f6rOto +70o Coperation. For operation from -55°C to +100o C
order Model HTS-002SM or HTC-0300Min metal cases. For
units processed to ~UL-STD-883, consult the factory or the
nearest Analog Devices' sales office.

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
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Very High Speed 12-Bit
Sample-and-Hold Amplifier
SMA-2A

FEATURES
±10V Range
10n5 Aperture Delay
%ns Aperture Jitter
300ns Settling Time
0.01% Linearity Error
Complete with Input Buffer
APPLICATIONS
Track and Hold
Peak Measuremant Systems
Date Acquisition Systems
Simultaneous Sample-and· Hold

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SHA-2A is a very fast sample-and-hold module with
accuracy and dynamic performance appropriate for application with very fast l2-bit AID converters. In the "sample"
mode, it acts as a fast amplifier, tracking the input signal.
When switched to the "hold" mode, the output is held at
a level corresponding to the input signal voltage at the instant of switching. The droop rate in "hold" mode is appropriate to allow l2-bit accurate conversion by very fast AID
converters, e,g. those having total conversion times of up to
several microseconds.
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
The SHA-2A was designed for use with very fast AID converters such as the Analog Devices' ADCll03 series. which
convert 12 bits in less than 4j.ts. Since such converters will
often be used to acquire data for fast slewing signal sources,
the dynamic parameters were designed with this in mind.
Slewing rate is 100V/j.ts, and settling time to 0.01% is <SOOns.
The aperture time of < IOns, and aperture jitter of 0.25ns,
means that an input signal slewing at 200mVIj.ts (3kHz) will be
acquired to appreciably better than one LSB uncertainty for
a l2-bit converter. The maximum droop rate of 100j.tVIj.ts
means that when the SHA-2A is in "hold," its output is
holding constant for the ADC input, changing <O.lLSB per
conversion time for a Ips l2-bit ADC. The fast settling of
the sample-hold transient allows the following AID converter
to make an accurate MSB decision only l50ns after the
"hold" command is applied.

UNIQUE CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT
Most sample-and-hold amplifier modules have input terminals
connected either to a unity gain buffer, or directly to the
hold capacitor through a switch. In the SHA-2A an input
buffer is used, but the feedback connection has been omitted in order to allow the user to connect the SHA-2A as a
follower, for unity gain. or to provide gain in order to simplify signal conditioning in his system. We call the user's
attention to the fact that the input buffer bandwidth will go
down as gain is increased. as it does for all op amps. Performance data is given for the unity gain buffer connection;
HIGH GAIN
AMPLIFIER

'N~'~ l'I~~
f i}

OOW",

o

MODE CONTROL

Typical Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical@+25°C and ±15V de unless otherwise noted)

MODEL
GAIN AND ACCURACY
Voltage Gain (Follower Connection)
Gain Error (Follower Connection)
Gain Nonlinearity
,
INPUT CHARACT,ERISTICS
Input Impedance
Input Bias Current
Input Range
Initial Offset Voltage
Offset vs Temp
Offset vs Supply

SHA·2A
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mrn).

+1
+0 -0.01%
0.01% max

t - - - - - 2 , 0 1 5 MAX (51,1BI----~

1011n and 7pF
100pA max
±10V min
Adjustable to 0
100/lV/C max

-15V I-'

OUTPUT

IOns
0.2Sns
150ns max
0.025% max

HOLDING CHARACTERISTICS
D'roop Rate
Feedthrough (iOkHz, 20V pop Input)

100/lVIp.s max
5mV pop max

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Output Voltage
Output Current
Short Circuit Current
Maximum Capacitive Load

±l()V min
±20mA min
±70mA
200pF

o to

MATING SOCKET

ACI035

@

To achieve rated specifications, logic driving digital control input
should be Schottky TTL.
Recommended power supply, model 920, ±15V ~ ±200mA output.
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INPUT

100mA

+70°C
-25°C to +85°C

NOTE

TRIM
DIGITAL
GROUND

>+2V @ l/lA to 3.7V
@ ImA
<O.8V
o to 0.8V @ -7mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
storage

Specifications subject to change without notice.

3.02M AX
(75.5 I

BOTTOM VIEW

±15V ±2%

I

+16V

FEEDBACK

POWER REQUIREMENTS 2

l

I~

ANALOG
GROUND

SAMPLE-TO-HOLD SWITCHING
Aperture Delay Time
Aperture Delay Jitter
Switching Transient Settling (to 5mV)
SoH Offset Nonlinearity

Hold ("0")

PIN DIA, 0,04 (10.161

SOO/lVf%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (SAMPLE MODE)
Full Power Bandwidth
1.5 MHz
Slewing Rate
100VI/ls
SOOns max
Settling Time to 0.01%
300ns max
Settling Time' to 0.1%
Noise (BW 100Hz to 1MHz)
100/lV rms

DIGITAL CONTROL
Logic Levels 1
Sample ("I")

SHA-2A

MODE
CONTROL

--II--

GRID 0.1 (2.51

MATING SOCKET ACI03S
The AC103S is a simple socket assembly, 2" x 3", for
mounting the SHA-2A.
MOUNTING BOARD AClS03
The AClS03 is a 2\4" x 4Y.." PC board with edge
connector. It contains a trimmer pot for adjustment
of offset, as well as a logic chip, needed to simulate
terminal characteristics of the SHA-2. When the
SHA-2A is mounted on the AClS03, the assembly
is a pin-compatible replacement for the SHA-2.

Applying the SHA·2A
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The SHA-2A is a typical sample-and-hold module in that it
c9nsists of an inpu t isolator, a fast switch, the storage element, and an output buffer. It differs from typical designs
in two particular respects:
1. Speed - since it was designed to be compatible with very
fast AID converters of the 1~s total conversion time class,
aperture delay time was reduced to 10ns, aperture jitter to
O.25ns, and settling time to 300ns for 10-bit performance.

2. Figure 3 shows feedback connections for noninverting
operation with potentiometric gain. When the indicated
values are installed, gain will be +5. As in all operational
amplifiers, gain-bandwidth product is a constant for a given
sample-and-hold. Effective 3dB bandwidth will be inversely
proportional to gain.
R1

1K
+1SV

2. Application versatility - the user completes the feedback
circuit for the SHA-2A external to the module. Therefore,
the module may be used in various input configurations and
can easily be arranged to provide circuit gain of more than
unity, to simplify signal conditioning in a subsystem.

OUTPUT
INPUT

A block diagram of the SHA-2A is shown in Figure 1. The
input section acts as a voltage-to-current converter, providing
the current needed to charge the "HOLD" capacitor. The
output amplifier isolates the "HOLD" capacitor, and provides low output impedance for driving the load. Since feedback is not hardwired in the module, both inverting and noninverting input terminals are available, and the SHA-2A can
be connected as a follower with unity gain or potentiometric
gain, as well as an inverter. or even a differential amplifier.
Since the unity gain follower mode will be the most frequent
application, performance data in the specifications is based
on this operating mode.
ANALOG
GROUND

-15V

GAIN

MODE
CONTROL

CONNECTION FOR GAIN = 5

FEEDBACK CONNECTIONS

= 1 +~

Figure 3.

3. By using conventional operational amplifier feedback
connections, the SHA-2A can be connected for use as an
inverter, with various gains (as determined by the RF/R J
ratio), or as a differential amplifier.
CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL SAMPLE-HOLDS
In the ideal Sample-Hold of Figure 4a, tracking is error-free,
acquisition and release occur instantaneously, settling times
are zero, and hold is infinite. Commercially-available units
are specified in terms of the extent to which they depart
from the ideal. Here are some of the commonly-occurring
deviations.
CONTROL~

+15V

OUTPUT
INPUT

HOLD CAPACITOR

stH

//

/

>"""'-+<1 OUTPUT

Figure 1. Block Diagram
(TRACKING)

1. Figure 2 shows feedback connections to the SHA-2A for
the unity gain follower mode. Output (pin #3) is connected
to feedback (or - input, pin #2). Input signal is applied
to pin #1.

Figure4a.

During Sample (Figure 4b):
Settling Time: The time required for the output to attain its
final value within a specified fraction of full-scale when a
full-scale input step is applied (0 to ±FS or -FS to +FS).
See also Acquisition Time (Figure 4e).

I

+15V

SETTLING TIME

r

rINPUT
INPUT 0 - -__,-1

I

"i

>--:-PI~N-:3- OUTPUT

I

MODE
CONTROL
'SCALE FACTOR
AND NONLINEARITY

OFFSET

. Figure 2.

Figure4b.
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Sample to Hold (Figure 4c).
Aperture Time; The time elapsing between the command to
Hold !Uld the actual opening of the Hold switch. It has two
components: a nominal time delay, and an uncertainty caused
by jitter or variation from time-to-time or unit-to-unit. If a
signal changing at a rate of 1VIlls must be tesolved to within
0.1% of 10V (FS), the aperture uncertainty must be <IOns,
provided that it is possible to anticipate the nominal delay and
advance the command by an appropriate interval. In some
sampled-data system applications, ,such as spectrum analyzers,
auto- and cross-correlation function generators, the delay is
unimportant, but the uncertainty directly affects unifo'rmity
of the sampling rate.
'HOLD' COMMAND

ACTUAL RELEASE

"I

~

APERTURE TIME - t
I/""".......
(DELAY AND
If,
UNCERTAINTY)
I

,

I

INPUT

j -- - ;...?=*-===-__

OUTPUT

~

1~-+DE~~~V;:;~--~
~SETTLING
, I
TIME

SAMPLE

I

I

HOLD

Figure4c.

Switching Transients. At the time the switch opens, the circuit
may not be in equilibrium - especially if the signal is changing
rapidly - because of aIpplifier delay error, etc. This will cause
transients at the time the switch opens.

INPUT

""\J"./~/l\.J'{J\.r
IDEAL OUTPUT

OUTPUT

Figure4d.

Feedthrough. The fraction of input signal that appears at the
output in Hold, caused primarily by' capacitance across the
switch. US)lally measured by applying a full-scale sinusoidal
input at a fixed frequency (e.g., 20V pop at 10kHz), and
observing the output.
Dielectric Absorption: The tendency of charges within a
capacitor to redistribute themselves over a period of time,
resulting in "creep" to a new level when allowed to rest
after large, fast changes. <0;01% for good polystyrene and
teflon capacitors, as large as several percent for ceramic and
mylar capacitors.
Hold to Sample (FiJure 4e).
Acquisition Time, The time duration for which an .input
must be applied for sampling to the desired accuracy. Essen- ,
tially the same as Settling Time for feedback types.
Hald-to-Sample'Transients, Transients (e.g., spikes) occurring
between the Sample command and fin~ settling.

/R='~"·'~IT

Settling Time. The interval required for the output to attain
its final value within a specified fraction of full scale, following
the opening of the switch.
Sample-to-Hold Offset. A step error occurring at the initiation
of the Hold mode caused by "dumping" of charge into the
storage capacitor via the capacitance between the control circuit and the capacitor side of the switch (e.g., the gate-to-drain
capacitance of a field-effect transistor).
DurinK Hold (Figure 4d).
"DROOP". A drift of the output at an approximately constant rate caused by the flow of current through the storage
capacitor (dV/dt =-I/C). The current is the sum of the leakage
across the switch and the amplifier's bias current.
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FEEDTHROUGH

INPUT

r

1

~i
CAP.
I
CHARGE"

~~~--r"

1!1

'"
",I

"

/
../

t

:
I HOLD-8AMPLE
: TRANSIENT

OUTPUT ..... I-ACQUISITION
I
TIME
I
I
SAMPLE
I SAMPLE
HOLD
H;.;;O;.;L;;D_ _ _ _~r-

1"11o_____
I

Figure4e.
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High Resolution 14-Bit
Sample and Hold Amplifier
SHA1144

FEATURES
±10V min Input/Output Range
50ns Aperture Delay
0.5ns Aperture Jitter
6~s Setding Time
±0.001% Max Gain linearity Error
Complete with Input Buffer
APPLICATIONS
Track and Hold
Peak Measurement Systems
Data Acquisition Systems
Simultaneous Sample·and·HoId

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SHA1l44 is a fast sample-hold amplifier module with ac
curacy and dynamic performance appropriate for applications
with fast 14-bit AID converters. In the "sample" mode, it acts
as a fast amplifier, tracking the input signal. When switched to
the "hold" mode, the output is held at a level corresponding
to the input signal voltage at the instant of switching. The
droop rate in "hold" is appr-opriate to allow accurate ~onver
sion by 14-bit AID converters having conversion times of up
to 150~s.
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE .
The SHA1144 was designed to be compatible with fast 14-bit
AID converters such as the Analog Devices' ADC1l30 and
ADCll~1 series, which convert 14 bits in 25~s and 12~s, respectively. Maximum acquisition time of 8~s for the SHAll44
permits high sampling rates for 14-bit conversions. The
SHA1l44 is guaranteed to have a maximum gain nonlinearity
of ±O.001% of full scale to insure 112LSB accuracy in 14-bit
systems. When in the "hold" mode, the droop rate is l~V /p.s,
so the SHAl144 will hold an input signal to ±O.003% of full
scale (20V p-p) for over 600p.s.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The SHA1144 consists basically of two high speed operational
amplifiers, a storage capacitor, and a digitally controlled
switch. It differs from typical sample-and-hold modules in one
important respect; application versatility. The user completes
the SHA1144 feedback circuit external to the module. Therefore, the module may be used in inverting or non inverting configurations and can easily be arranged to provide circuit gain of
more than unity to simplify signal conditioning in a subsystem.

FEEDBACK CONNECTIONS
A block diagram of the SHA1144 is shown in Figure 1. The input section acts as a voltage-to-current converter, providing the
current needed to charge the "hold" capacitor. The output
amplifier isolates the "hold" capacitor and provides lowoutput impedance for driving the load. Since feedback is not hardwired in the module, both inverting and noninverting input
terminals are available, and the SHA1144 can be connected as
a follower with unity gain or potentiometric gain, as well as
inverter or even a differential amplifier. Since the unity gain
follower mode will be the most frequent applicati'on, performance data listed in the specification table is based on this operating mode.
-15V

ANALOG
GROUND

+15V

'

HOLD CAPACITOR
+INPUT

-INPUT

C~~~~L

o-t--------'

DIGITAL
GROUND

Figure 1. Block Diagram - SHA 1144
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SPECIFICATIONS, (typical

@ +25°C.

SHAl144

MODEL
ACCURACY
Gain
Gain Error
Gain Nonlinearity
Gain Temperature Coefficient (0 to +70° C)

+JVN
to.OOS%
to.OOOS% (to.OOl% malC)
tippm/oc (t2ppm/oC malC) ,

SH_A_"_44_ _ _~

10 11 nll10pF
O.SnAmax·
Adjustable to Zero
t30llVtC max

OA2MAX
110.7)

=-r

1
J
161.18)

±IOV min
t20mA min

10

<m

11

3S0pF
70llV pop
17SIlV pop

BOTTOM VIEW

--11-

GRID 0.1 12.51

PIN DESIGNATIONS
IMHz
SOkHz

3VIlIs
SOns
O.Sns
1mV
160llV

,7.
8.
9.
10;
11.

1. TRIM

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

TRIM
+INPUT
.,.INPUT
TRIM
+lSV

11lV IllS (21lV Ills max)

double every +lOoC
-80dB

ANALOG GROUND
-lSV
ANALOG OUTPUT
MODE CONTROL,
DIGITAL GROUND

OFFSET ZERO ADJUST
(OPTIONAL)

SOmV
11ls

rOFFSET
I,
ZERO
r--~:
ADJUST :
~

:

10~n

.. -----

I

61ls (81ls max)
Sils
Sils
41ls

+2V<Logic "1" <+S.SV
'@ 1SnAmax
OV<Logic "0"<+0.8V
@ SIIA (20IlA max)
+lSV t3%@ 60mA
-lSV t3% @ 4SmA

POWER REQUIRED!
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage
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L ......___

0.019DIAI0.48)

Hold Mode (Logic "0")

Recommended Power Supply ADI Model 902-2, ±lSV

--1.

r-2.016MAX(51.181~

t10V

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage
Current
Resistance
Capacitive load
Noise @ 100kHz Bandwidth
,@ 1MHz Bandwidth
SAMPLE MODE DYNAMICS
Frequency Response
Small Signal (-3dB)
Full Power
Slew Rate
SAMPLE-TO-HOLD SWITCHING
Aperture Delay Time
Aperture Um:ertajnty
Offset Step
Offset Nonlinearity
Switching Transient
Amplitude
Settling Time to to.003%
HOLD MODE DYNAMICS
Droop Rate
Variation with Temperature
Feedthrough (for 20V pop Input @ 1kHz)
HOLD-TO-SAMPLE SWITCHING
Acquisition Time to to.003%
(20V Step)
(10V Step)
to.01%
(20V Step)
(10V Step)
DIGITAL INPUT
Sample Mode (Logic "1")

I

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in 'inches and (mm).

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Input Voltage Range
Impedance
Bias Current
Initial Offset Voltage
Offset vs. Temperature (0 to+700C)

Specifications subject to change without notice.

gain =+1 VIV and nominal supply voltages unless oth,erwise noted)

o to +70°C
-SSoC to +8S oC
@

±lOOmA output.

01

02
05

Applying the SHA1144
v

Figure 2 shows feedback connections to the SHAl144 for the
unity gain follower mode. Output (pin 9) is connected to input (pin 4). Input signal is applied to pin 3.
ANALOG
INPUT/OUTPUT
SIGNALS

OUTPUT
+INPUT_

INPUT

HOLD

SAMPLE

SHA 1144 MODE

SHAll44
MODE CONTROL

~-,

.

I

J---- 60.. ---1

I

Figure 2. Unity Gain Follower

Figure 3 shows feedback connections for noninverting operation with potentiometric gain. When the indicated values
are installed, gain will be +5. As in all operational amplifiers,
gain-bandwidth product is a constant for a given sample-andhold. Effective 3dB bandwidth will be inversely proportional
to gain.
R1 1k

DESIRED
SWITCHING

POINT

Figure 4. Aperture Uncertainty

The maximum allowable slew rate will thus equal the quotient
of the maximum allowable voltage uncertainty and the O.Sns
aperture uncertainty. For sinewave inputs, the corresponding
maximum frequency is expressed by:
f max

=

where:

Figure 3. Noninverting Operation

By using conventional operational amplifier feedback connections, the SHA1144 can be connected for use as an inverter,
with various gains (as determined by the RF/RI ratio), or as a
differential amplifier.
DATA ACQUISITION APPLICATION
Successive-approximation AID converters can generate substantiallinearity errors if the analog input varies during the period
of conversion; even the fast 14-bit models available cannot
tolerate input signal frequencies of greater than a few Hz. For
this reason, sample-and-hold amplifiers like the SHAl144 are
connected berween the AID and its signal source to hold the
analog input constant during conversion.
When the SHA1144 is connected to an AID, its aperture time
uncertainty, rather than the AID's conversion time, is the factor which limits the allowable input signal frequency. The
SHAl144, with a typical aperture delay time of SOns and an
uncertainty of O.Sns, will change from the sample mode to the
hold mode 50 to SO.Sns after the "I" to "0" transition of the
mode control input. If the system timing is so arranged as to
initiate the mode control signal SOns early, then switching will
actually occur within O.Sns of the desired time as shown
below.

(b.EE) (_1 )
FS
2nb.t

~ 3.18x 10 8 (~)
EFS

b.E = the allowable voltage uncertainty
EFS = the sinewave magnitude

For' a sy~tem containil}g a SHA1144 and a 14-bit AID with'
±10V input signals and an allowable input uncertainty of
±1I2LSB (±620j.lV), the maximum allowable signal frequen·
cy will be 19.7kHz.
POWER SUPPLY AND GROUNDING CONNECTIONS
The proper power supply and grounding connections are shown
shown below in Figure 5.
+5V

:!:15V

905

902-2
+15V

COM

+5V

COM

-15V

~

f)

\.

TOOl GITAt
LOGIC

7
ANALOGGND
lO~F

35V

T~ T+ 10l-iF
,
+36V

•

·15V

SHAll44

6
+15V

DIG GND!j.,

f-

Figure 5. Power Supply and Grounding Connections

The ±lSV power supplies must be externally bypassed as shown.
The capacitors should be tantalum types and should be installed
as close to the module pins as possible. The analog and digital
ground lines should be run separately to their respective power
supply commons to prevent coupling of digital switching noise
to the sensitive analog circuit section.
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OPERATION WITH AN AID CONVERTER
Figure 6 below shows the appropriate connections between
the SHAl144 and a successive approximation AID converter
in block diagram form.
ANALOG

SHA1144

INPUT

INPUT

TO

OUTPUT

INPUT

DIGITAL
CONVERTER

}-".

OPERATION WITH AN AID AND MULTIPLEXER
The subsystem of Figure 9 may also be connected to a multiplexer like the Harris HIS08A as shown below.

CHANNEL 1 INPUT
I
I
I

,,

OUTPUT

AID

SHAtt44

II

INPUT

,

OUTPUT

f;ONVERTER
INPUT

j_..
OUTPUT

I

MODE
CONTROL

CHANNEL BINPUT

CONVERT

Figure 6. SHA 1144 and AID Connections

COMMAND

INPUT

The resulting timing sequence at the start of conversion is illustrate!! in Figure 7.

",.....

SHA1144
INPUT
OUTPUT
SIGNALS

CONVERT
COMMAND
!I'TlI"I'lllIOUTPUTI

MODE CONTROL
INPUT

.... ....

_-----

- - INPUT
OUTPUT

II

SMA1144 MOOE

----I

%SAMPLE~~~HOLD~~

~-----fh.-I
I,'
~-----'H---~~-----------j ~ AP~iURE
~
DELAV

60••

SWITCHING TRANSIENT
SETTLING

"" 1ps

Figure 7. AID and SHA Timing at Start of Conversion

Note that the leading edge of the convert cOJIlmand pulse causes
the converter's STATUS output to go to Logic "0" which in
turn switches the SHA1144 from sample to hold. As discussed
previously, the typical SHAll44 actually changes modes 50
to 50.5ns after the "1" to "0" transition of the mode control
input. This mode switching causes a transient on the output
terminal which decays to within 0.003% of the final value in
approximately 1~s. Once the transient has settled, the convert
command input is returned to Logic "0" and the conversion
proceeds. As shown in Figure 8, the STATUS signal returns
to Logic "1" and the SHA1l44 returns to the sample mode
at the end of conversion. Within 6~s, it will have acquired the
input signal to 0.003% accuracy and a new conversion cycle
may be started.
- - INPUT
SMA1144

INPUTI

-

OUTPUT

Figure 9. AID, SHA, and MPX Connections

The leading edge of the convert command pulse sets the
STATUS output to Logic "0" thereby switching the SHA1'144
to "hold"; the corresponding change to Logic "1" of the
STATUS output increments the binary counter and changes
the multiplexer address. Since the SHAl144's aperture time is
small with respect to the multiplexer switching time, it will
have switched to the hold mode before the multiplexer actually changes channels. The multiplexer switching transients
will settle out long before the SHA returns to "sample" at the
end of conversion. The timing sequence described above is
illustrated in Figure 10.

__
____ _____
=g:';:["NPUT ---,L___....n
nl-___...Ir
---D~

CONVERT
COMMAND

MULTIPLEXER

~n~

~n~

CH4: OV

CH 3: +3V

CHANNEL

MUl TIPlEXEA
OUTPUTI

'v-

SHA INPUT

SHA1144 MODE

SHAOUTPUTI
AID INPUT

CHANNEL BEING

DIGITIZED

CHANNEL 1 . . CHANNEl2

M:

CHANNEl3 •

Figure 10. AID, SHA, and MPX Timing

OUTPUT

SIGNALS

SHA1144 MODE

!lTATtlI OUTPUTI
MOOE CONTROL
INPUT

Figure 8. AID .and SHA Timing at End of Conversion
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This method of sequencing the multiplexer may be altered to
permit random addressing or addressing in a preset pattern.
The timing of the multiplexer address changes may also be
altered but consideration should be.given to the effects of
feedthrough in the SHAl144. Feedthrough is the coupling of
analog input signals to the output terminal while the SHA is
in "hold". Large multiplexer switching transients occuring
during AID conversion may introduce an error.

may be removed and the SHA MOPE CONTROL may be driven in accordance with the option chart.
Offset Calibration
For the 0 to +1OV unipolar range set the inpu t voltage precisely to +0.0003V. 'Adjust the zero potentiometer until the
converter is just on the verge of switching from 00 ..... 0 .!
to 00 ..... 1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
High resolution, high speed data acquisition demands that considerable thought be given to wiring connections, even when
simply evaluating the unit in a temporary laboratory bench
set-up. To assist with such evaluations, an AC1580 is available.
This 4 112" X 6" printed circuit card has sockets that allow a
SHA1144 and ADC1130 or ADC1131 to be plugged directly
onto it. It also has provisions for two optional Harris HI508A
multiplexers. This card includes gain and offset adjustment
potentiometers and power supply bypass capacitors. It mates
with a Cinch 251-22-30-160 (or equivalent) edge connector
(P1} and Cinch 251-06-30-160 (or equivalent) edge connector
(P2) which are supplied with every card.

For the +5V bipolar range, set the input voltage precisely to
-4.9997V; for ±10V units set it to -9.9994V. Adjust the zero
potentiometer until offset binary coded units are just on the
verge of switching from 00 ..... 0 to 00 ..... 1 and two's
complement coded units are just on the verge of switching
from 100 .... 0 to 100 ..... 1.

To use the ACI 580, program as shown in the wiring chart of
Table 1, by installing the appropriate jumpers. An outline
drawing and schematic are provided for reference.

Gain Calibration
Set the input voltage precisely to +9.9991 V for 0 to +10V
units, +4.9991V for ±5Vunits or +9.9982V for ±10Vunits.
Note that these values are 1 1I2LSB's less than the nominal
full scale. Adjust the gain potentiometer until binary and offset binary coded units are just on the verge of switching from
11 .... 0 to 11 .... 1 and two's complement coded units
are just on the verge of switching from 011 ... 10 to 011 ... 11.

Calibration Procedure
Set up the SHA1144 for the desired gain per the wiring chart
of Table 1. Short W9 which drives the SHA MODE CONTROL
with the STATUS of the ADC. Calibrate offset and gain in the
manner described below. When calibration is completed W9

P1

I

~~~~I

u
mrnJ! v
BIT 14 (LSBI 3

BIT13 2
BIT 12 N
BIT 11 M

BIT 10 L
BIT 9 K
BIT 8 J

P1

BIT 7 H

I

BIT 6 F
BIT 5 E

BIT 3 C

MSB

,
B

BIT 1 (MSBI

A

2
+15V

,

'2

'2

I

,."

I
I
I
I
I

MUX

ADDRESS
MUX
ADDRESS

4

: 5

17

+15V

'2

W13

MUX
ADDRESS

-15V

W'~ ...o
: 0 6 ANALOG INPUT
<>-I1----WO,'::=wI 5 ANALOGGNO
PI

'-----0::'
MUX

,.
+15V

w,.

~'5V

ADDRESS

DIGITAL
GNO
MODE
CONTROL

BIT 4 0

BIT 2

,.

I

--;--0

:

INCH

18 ANALOG INPUT

! 019 ANALOG GND

W14 "'0
1

INCH 2

S,
fHI508AI

'2

",.

z

9

INCH
o IN CH
E INCH
FINCH
HINCH
J INCH

3
4
5
6
7
8

I

,.
,.
3
-15V

S2
(HI50BAI

'2

,."
14 13

INCH 9
INCH 10
MINCH 11
N INCH 12
9 INCH13
10 IN CH 14
11 INCH 15
12 INCH 16

+15V

Figure 11. Schematic and Pin Designations
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A to D Converter Options

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Jumpers

Range

1----------4,S('14,3)--------~~
1------'--2<95(74.92)----~...,

OV to IOV
±5V
±IOV

Jumper Wll
Jumper WII and Jumper G to F on Board
Jumper WIO and Jumper G to F on Board

SHA Unity Gain (+1)
SHA with Gainl,3

Jumper WI and Jumper W7
Jumper WI and Install RW4 and RW7
in W4 and W7 Locations 3
Jumper W2 and Jumper W5 and
Install RW3 and RW7 in W3 and W7
Locations3

SHA Options

SHA as an Inverter2 ,3

SHA Mode Control
Internal
(Driven from Status of
the ADC)
Jumper W9
External
(Apply External Signal
to Pin 9 of Connector P1) Jumper W8

',0

(152.4)

I

Multiplexer Option
When Using Multiplexers
Jumper Wl6
INPUT OPTIONS
From Connector PI From Connector P2
Jumper Wl5
Jumper W12
Jumper Wl4
Jumper W13

Inputs
Analog Input
Analog Ground

""',-----"
NOTES
1. Pl IS CINCH CONNECTOR TYPE 251·22·30·160.
2. P21S CINCH CONNECTOR TYPE 251·06-30·160

L

NOTES
'G=!
3

2G=_~

+~
RW4

RW3

See Figure 11 for appropriate gain setting resistor locations
(RW3, RW4, RW7)

Table 1. Option Chart
Figure 12. AC15BO Mounting Board
"ON" Channell

2

L
L
L
L

L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H
L
L

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

H

H
H
H

L
L
L
L
H
H

H
H

4
L
H
L
H

L
H
L
H

L
H

L

H
H

H

L
L
H
H

L
H
L
H

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

L = TTL Logic "0"
(OV";;;"O" ";;;+0.8V)
H=TTL Logic "I"
(+2V";;;"1"";;;+5.5V)

H

Table 2. Multiplexer Address

•
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Ultra High Speed
Sample /Track-and-Hold Amplifiers
Ins, IHe SERIES

FEATURES
20ps Aperture Uncertainty (THS)
15 to 1000ns Acquisition Times
0.01% Linearity
DC Coupled High Input Z Buffer
APPLICATIONS
Data Acquisition Systems
Data Distribution Systems
Peak Measurement Systems
Simultaneous Sample & Hold
Analog Delay & Storage

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The THS/THC series' modules include the fastest sample/trackand-hold amplifier (SHA) available (THS'()02S), as well as general purpose high speed low droop rate, low feedthrough devices such as the THC-lS00. The six devices in the series allow
a wide range of trade-offs between speed, price, droop rate,
output noise levels, gain precision and offset drift. All devices
feature high input impedance buffer amplifiers and high output
current amplifiers (SOmA). The THS units, achieve their speed
through the use of a dc-coupled Schottky diode sampling
bridge while the THC series use MOS FET switches. TTL, or
ECL logic can be used on any THC device, and either is available as a no cost option on THS units. '
APPLICATIONS
The most common use for a track and hold is to place it ahead
of an AID converter to allow the digitizing of signals with
bandwidths higher than the digitizer alone can handle. The use
of the THS series track and holds can allow a reduction of
system aperture to 20ps while THC units provide lOOps.
These track and holds may also be used for peak holding
functions, simultaneous sampling AID's (with appropriate
analog multiplexing), and other high speed analog signal processing applications. These modules have been used to consttuct 13-bit AID converters with word rates as high as 10MHz.
The THS/THC series is designed to operate in either the trackand-hold or sample-and-hold modes. They perform well with
the MAS series' AID converters.
TRACK-AND-HOLD (TIH) MODE
When a THSffHC unit is operated in the T/H mode, it is allowed to "track" the input signal for a period of time prior to
initiating a "hold command". During the track period, the output follows the input, and the device functions like an amplifier. In the THC units a resistor gain programmable op amp
provides this function:

When a Logic "1" is input to the "hold command" input of the
T IH, its outpu{js frozen. This output level is held until the
track mode is reestablished by a Logic "0" at the "hold command" input. This operation is shown graphically in Figure 1.
The held output level is the voltage value at the input at the
instant the hold command is applied, plus the aperture time.
Variations in the instants of sampling are called aperture uncertainty. It appears as jitter in the sampling point and can
cause significant errors when very high dV Idt inputs are
sampled.
During the hold period, feedthrough and droop rate can introduce errors at the output. It is important that a track and hold
have high feedthrough rejection to prevent input to output
leakage during the hold period. The droop rate is the amount
the output change~ during the hold period, as a result of
loading on'the internal hold capacitor.
APERTURE
ERROR
ACTUAL
SAMPLED

POINT

HOLD

C~~~~D

_L __
-1---1
p'
-l:L
II'
11

APERTURE
UNCERTAINTY

*:-------""L-

"'" HOLD I
"O"TRACKrj

---,

I---APERTURE TIME

I

I-j-- HOLD PERIOD----i

n ERROR RANGE DUE TO
L J !ERTURE UN~ERTAINTV

I

-r

ANALOG
OUTPUT

DROO~

----Vi

FINAL

VALUE

I

I
ACQUISITION TlME-l

I

,l - -

Figure 1. Track-and-Hold Operation
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at 25°C and nominal supply voltages)

MODIlL
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Acquisition Time (to 0.1 %)
Sample Rate (max)'
Aperture Time TTL
ECL
Settling Time THC to 0.1 %, THS to 1%
(See Figure 2)
Bandwidth (Small Signal 3dB)
Slew Rate
Aperture Uncertainty
Harmonic Distortion, 500kHz THC, SMHz THS
Fecdthrough Rejection (de to max Sample Ratcl2)
(dc to 5MHz THS)
Droop Rate

UNITS'

THC-03QO

ns
MHz
ns
ns
ns

100

MHz
VI/ls

FAST
THC SERIES
''THC-0750
,THC-lSOO
300
2.5

1000

5
18
8
80

250

900

4
100

psmax
dB

12
300
100
68

THS-0025
25
30
10
6
IS

75
15

300
3.5

50

200

1.2
30

60
300
20

...

..
·
....

I

Gain vs. Tempera~re·
Zero Offset Voltage
Offset VS. TemperaUlre
Linearity
INPUT
Voltage
Impedance
Bias Current
OUTPUT
Voltage
Current

dB

63

70

80

65

75

12

5

2

5000

500

VN
ppmfC

0.975

%

-I ±2% (Pin 6 to Pin IS)
10
•
Adjustable to Zero
10
•
±O.OI

Vrnax

±IO

±2
1M

nA

1000
0.05

Vrnax
rnA

±IO
±50

ppmfC

n

/lVrms

HOLD COMMAND (DIGITAL INPUTS)
TTL Single Line Input (2 Std. TTL Loads)
"0" = SamplelTrack
"1"= Hold

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+12V to +15V (THS)
+15V ±S% (THC)
-ISV ±S% (THC)
-12Y to -15V (THS)
+5V ±5% ('IHS)
-S.2V ±S% (THS) TTL Option
-S.2V ±5% (THS) ECL Option
Power Supply Rejection Ratio ±ISV
TEMPERATl.lRE RANGE
Operating
.
Storage

30

100

....

...

±2 (No Load) ..

50

80
100

Adjustable to Zero
...

•

50

5
25

5n (Output I, Pin 21)
7Sn (Output 2, Pin 22)
200
100

....
·..
·
50

(TTL or EeL Purchased as no cost Options)

o to +0.4V
+2.4 to +SV

Single Line Input'2

ECL
"Q u = SamplelTrack
"I" = Hold

5

Less than O.Oln@de

Impedance

Noise (dc to 15MHz THS) (de to 2.SMHz THC)

20
100

/lVI/ls

ACCURACY/STA'BILITY DC

Gain

ULTRAFAST
THS SERIES
THS-oQ60
THS-0225

V

V
mAmax
mAmax
mAmax

mAmax
mAmax
mV/Vmax

°c
°c

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Case
NOTES,
Sample rate. shown are a guide onl)' and are buc.d on
.)'$tem acquisition times-not logic speed. These rates
can be exceeded with acquisition time trade-off•.
IThetc inputs are unterminatcd. An external pull down
resistor should be used when driven b)' EeL 10k logic
source.
'These inputs are each terminated with a 330n pull down
resistor to -5 .2V. .
I

·Specifications same IS THC..()300.
··Specifications same III THS"()025.
Specifications subject to· change without notice.
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-1.7
-0.8

* Two Line c~mplementary3*

•
•

90
80
N/A
N/A
N/A
10

100
100
20
80
24
20

....

..

o to +70
-55 to +125
diallyl phthalate per MILM-14 type SDG-F

diallyl phthalate per MILM-14 type SDG-F

....
....

PIN DESIGNATIONS

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).

1-.-L

1-1----- 2.3,5•.421-----1'l---.l

'---1 i

2.• 150.•

I

J04=-r

1-JL-rr----_ _ _. ". . .1,,°0::,:'21

(10.21

U

0.02 (0.508\ CIA

U

0,04 (1.02)

~5 (6.35) MIN

L..2!i (GA) MIN

P'N
1

CIA::u:2.

1

32

31
30

2.3

17

r

16

10

~~~ri~~~I~~85G~ ~ 0 1 (2541 GRID

11
BOTTOM VIEW

NOTES: SOME MODELS 00 NOT USE ALL PIN OUTS.

IN THESE CASES, UNUSED PINS ARE DELETED.
PINS ARE GOLD PLATED.
DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.

---l ~

0.1 (2.54) GRID

I

THe SERIES' FUNCTION
ANALOG INPUT

•

N/A
N/A

•

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

5
6
7
8

10
11
12
13

I.

15
16
17
18

I.

20
21
22
30
31
32

FEEDBACK

OF FSET ADJUST
OFFSET ADJUST

THSSERIES' FUNCTION
GROUND
+15V
GROUND
-15V
HOLD COMMAND (ECL)
HOLD COMMAND ECL
HOLD COMMAND TTL
-S.2V

+5V

N/A
N/A

GROUND
OF FSET ADJUST
ANALOG INPUT 1

UNITVGAIN
ANALOG OUTPUT
GROUND
-15V
+15V

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
GROUND

N/A

GROUND
ANALOG OUTPUT 1
ANALOG OUTPUT 2

HOLD COMMAND (EeL)
HOLD COMMAND (TTL)
GROUND

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

NOTES: SOME MODELS DO NOT USE ALL PIN OUTS.
IN THESE CASES, UNUSED PINS ARE DELETEO.
PINS ARE GOLD PLATED.

DOT ON TOP INDICATES POSITION OF PIN 1.

THCSeries

THSSeries

When the hold command input returns to the track condition,
the amount of time required for the T IH output to reestablish
accurate tracking of the input signal is called the acquisition
time. Figure 2 shows settling accuracy versus acquisition time
for the THS/THC series. Figure 3 shows superimposed photographs of the input and output waveforms of a THS-0025
operated as a track-and-hold amplifier. Note that the output
reacquires the input just 12ns after the end of the hold time ..

>

~

10MHz SINE
WAVE INPUT

N

o

20ns/DIV

Figure 3. Track-and-Hold Operation (THS-0025)
SAMPLE AND HOLD (S/H) MODE
In the 5/H mode of operation, devices are normally left in the

hold condition. A very short sample pulse is applied to the
hold command input when a new sample needs to be obtained
at the output. The sample pulse width is dictated by the acquisition time. For small sample-to-sample variations, a pulse
width as narrow as 12ns may be used for TH5 units and 80ns
for THe units. If possible for greater accuracy, sample pulses
should be wider (see Figure 2).

0.3

r;

e
~

I!

<1:

'....",

0.2

zw

U
0::

...w

0.1

In general, however, the pulse width to the THS-0025 should
be 15ns to SOns, depending on required accuracy. Figure 4
shows the input and output waveforms of a TH5-0025 used in
the 5/H mode.

0.01

0.0
THS-0025
THS-0060
THS·0225
THC·0300
THC·0750
THC-1500

10
33
133
100
300
1000

15
50
200

20
66

266
200
600
2000

30
100
400
300
900
3000

40
133
533
400
1200
4000

50
167
667
500
1500
5000

ACQUISITION TIME - ns

>

~

125kHz SINE
WAVE INPUT

N

o

Figure 2. Acquisition Time

vs.

Settling Accuracy
1~s/DIV

(SAMPLE WINDOW IS 2Ons)

Figure 4. Sample-and-Hold Operation (THS-0025)
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. APPUCATION NOTES
Figure 5 shows a slop~sensitive circuit which is capable of
finding the peaks of positive excursions ofa,n input waveform
and digitizing the result. The circuit may beimplemented without the AID converter, in which case the output is an analog
level held by the T/H module that may be observed or measured in some other manner.

r<'''i r--<t-i;;.v.f"-q 'lJN,!i,i

> ....._....,.,1,l O
...6 -0U
ANALOG
T

ANALOG

IN
FEEDBACK

.....j.!!.o
-f!-o>'6V

O--"+--I-+-_.J~_.J:::=;-l

-15V

~~~H

TH,.ESHOLD

-.,.< T~~C:EERS
...J \: 74121 ~'IiV

+2V -

o

'8

INPUT

--1i.3

I
I

(FIGURE 9)0-''''1--....
+lliV
19

2-

10-SIT

(:l:2.5V MAX) 1

SERIAL.

SIGNAL

GND

OUTPUT

31 - -

-

HOLD
COMMANO

30- -

....J

-

HOLD
COMMANO

TTL

Eel

Figure 7. Sample/Track-ancf-Hold THC Series Block Diagram

<5V

.,

r - - sAMPLEITRACK-ANo-HOtDMOOULe -

-; -, 2

1

1

ANALOG OUT
#1

>,,-",,71V5_2=2-<>ANAL~ OUT

ANALOG

IN

1

--IL., >15V

R2

OFFSET
ADJUST o-~~y...--.J
IFIGURE9)

+lSV

-lLo-15V

-!u.o +BV

Figure 5. Peak Detector (THC-0300)

The comparator triggers the T IH module when the positive
slope of the input signal drops below a threshold slope equal •
to 15V/R2Cl. A minimum positive slope of lSV/RICI is
required to arm the detector. Resistors Rl and R2 are used
to provide a guard ba,nd to prevent noise from triggering the
circuit. The guardband voltage is equal to 15V X RliR2 and
is generally set to approximately 5 to 2GmV.

I

~5.2V

co'l,(lhPND

(NOTE II

~-5.2V

330

.J
HOLD ~~~MAND

ECl
NOTE: 1. THESE PINS UNUSED IF Eel

INPUT OPTION IS SELECTED

•,6V
ZERO
OFFSET
ADJUST

Figure 8. Sample/Track-and-Hold THS Series Block Diagram
10-BIT
SERIAL OUTPUT

10-BIT PARALLEL
DIGITAL DATA
DATA READY

~
/

CONVERSION
CO~PLETE

+15V

-f
1k

Analog Input
GV
+5.GGGV
+9.99GV

Greater than 4GOkHz
.0.05%
One Part in 1024 (1.0 Bit)
lOOps

+15V

'Ok~

PIN"

PIN 12

Figure 6. AID Conversion System (THC)

Throughput Rate
Overall Accuracy
Rc;splution
Aperture Uncertainty

PIN11

-15V

THe

THS

Figure 9. Optional Offset Adjustments

Digital Output
00000.00000
10.00.00.00.00
'1111111111

Table 1. Capsule Performance for the AID System

Analog Devices' THC series track-and-holds are designed to
interface direcdy with the MAS series AID converters as well
as other commercially available modular AID's; In the above
application, the THC module is used to acquire the analog
signal to be converted and hold the sampled output over a
much longer time period to permit the ND modUle to accurately encode the analog data sample. In this way, the system aperture time is reduced to less than IGOps, and analog
bandwidths up to the Nyquist limit ml1Y be accurately
digitized.
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Order THS-OG25 TTL, THS-0060 TTL, or THS-0225 TTL for
TTL Hold Command Option.
Order THS-0025 ECL, THS-oG6G ECL, or THS-0225 ECL for
Balanced EeL Hold Command Input.
Order THC-G3GG, THC-G7SG, THC-lSOO as required. All
have available TTL and ECL Logic Inputs.

CMOS SWHchas " Multiplaxaps
Contents
Page
Selection Guide
Orientation and Terminology
AD7501
8-Channel Multiplexer, High Enables
AD7502
4-Channel Differential Multiplexer
8-Channel Multiplexer, Low Enables
AD7503
16-Channel Multiplexer
AD7506
AD7507
8-Channel Differential Multiplexer
AD7510DI Dielectrically Isolated Quad SPST; Address High Closes Switch
AD7511DI Dielectrically Isolated Quad SPST; Address Low Closes Switch
AD7512DI Dielectrically Isolated Quad SPDT
ADG200
Dielectrically Isolated Dual SPST, Replaces DG200
ADG201
Oielectrically Isolated Quad SPST, Replaces DG201

14-3
14-4
14-5
14-5
14-5

14-9
14-9
14-13
14-13
14-13
14-21
14-25

m
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14-2 CMOS SWITCHES ANDMUL TIPLEXERS

Guide

CMOS Switches a Multiplexeps
The devices catalogued in this section are grouped into two classes: Switches and Multiplexers. Descriptions,
specifications, and application information can be found in the data sheets; definitions of the terminology can
be found in the following pages.
Devices and subsystems with multiplexing functions can also be found in Sections 8 (Transducers, Signal
Conditioners, and Instrumentation), 10 (Analog-to-Digital Converters-AD7583 9-channel CMOS 8-bit ADC),
15 (Data-Acquisition Subsystems), and 16 (Microcomputer Interfaces).

CMOS IC SWITCHES
Type

Characteristics

AD7510Dl#
AD7511DI#
ADG201#
ADG200#
AD7512D1#

Dielectrically isolated Quad SPST; Address High closes switch
Dielectrically isolated Quad SPST; Address Low closes switch
Dielectrically isolated Quad SPST, replace DG201
Dielectrically isolated Dual SPST, replace DG200
Dielectrically isolated Quad SPDT

Page
14-13
14-13
14-25
. 14-21
14-13

CMOS IC MULTIPLEXERS
Type

Characteristics

Page

AD7501
AD7503
AD7502
AD7506
AD7507

8-channel multiplexer, High enables
8-channel multiplexer, Low enables
4-channel differential multiplexer
16-channel multiplexer
8-channel differential multiplexer

14-5
14-5
14-5
14-9
14-9

#Monolithic chips available with guaranteed performance for precision hybrids;
information available upon request. All can be found in the 1979 Chip Catalog,
available upon request.
.
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Orientation·

/'

CMOS SWitch... Multiplex••
Analog Devices offers a complete line of monolithic CMOS
analog multiplexe~s and switches, which utilize a high-breakdown CMOS process, in conjunction with a double-layer interconnect for high density. Both 8- and 16-channel multiplexers
are available, in one-line and two-line (4- and 8-channel differential) versions. The switches are dielectrically isolated duals
and quads, available in a variety of contact forms. Both direct
and inverted logic options are available for the most-popular
types. The popular AD7510/11/12DI (quad SPST/dual SPOT),
which utilize dielectric isolation, are latchup-proof and can
withstand overrange to ±25V beyond the supplies.
CMOS swit~hes have extremely low quiescent power dissipation, require little drive or supply current while switching, and
are low in cost. Their RoN is low and is, to a first-order, independent of applied voltage; in the off condition, leakage is quite
small, both ad'oss the gate and to the drive and supply circuits..
Most types respond to TTLlDTL, as well as CMOS, logic.
'Definitions for terminal nomenclature used in the data sheets
are given below, and a summary of device functions appears
on the preceding page. General information on the nature of
CMOS, its advantages, its applications, and its .protection, is to
be found in the Guide to CMOS Switches and Multiplexers,
available from Analog Devices upon request.
MULTIPI.EXER TERMINOLOGY
Ohmic resistance between the output
and an addressed input.
RON vs. Temperature: RON drift ove~ the temperature range.
.6.RON between
Switches:
RON vs. Temperature
between Switches:
IS:

lOUT:
lOUT -IS:

CS:

Cs -OUT:
CSS:
ttransition:

Difference between the RON's of any
two switches.
Difference between the RON drifts of
any two switches.
Current at any switch input, S 1 through
SN' This is a leakage current when the
switch is open.
Current at the output. This is a leakage current when all switches are open.
Difference between the current going
into terminal "s" and the current going out of terminal "out" when terminal "s" is addressed.
Digital threshold voltage for the low
state.
Digital threshold voltage for the high
state.
caracitance between any open termi.
na "s" and ground.
Capacitance between the output terminal and ground with all switches open.
Capacitance between any open terminal "s" and the output terminal.
Capacitance between any two "s"
terminals.
Delay time when switching from
on,e address state to another.
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topen:

"OFF" time of both switches when
switching from one address state
to another.

ton (En):

Delay time between the 50% points
of the enable input and the switch
"ON" condition.
Delay time between the 50% points
of the enable input and the switch
"OFF" condition.
Most positive voltage supply.
Most negative voltage supply.
Positive supply current.
Negative supply current.

toff (En):

VDD:
VSS:
IDD:
ISS:

SWITCH TERMINOWGY
Ohmic resistance between terminals
RDS:
D and S.
Current at terminals D or S. This is
ID (IS):
a leakage current when the switch is
OFF.
Current
flowing through the closed
IDS:
switch.
Leakage current that flows from the
ID - IS:
closed switch into the body. (This leakage will show up as the difference
between the current 10 going into the
switch and the outgoing current IS.)
Analog voltage on terminal D (S).
VD(VS):
Capacitance between terminal S (D)
(CD):
and ground. (This capacitance is specified for the switch open and closed.)
Capacitance between terminals D and
COS:
S. (This will determine the switch isolation over frequency.)
Capacitance between terminals D (S)
CDD (CSS):
of any 2 switches. (This will determine
the cross coupling between switches
vs. frequency.)
Delay time between the 50% points of
the digital input and switch "ON"
condition.
Delay time between the 50% points of
the digital input and switch "OFF"
condition.
Threshold voltage for the low state.
VINL:
Threshold voltage for the high state.
VINH:
Input current of the digital input.
IINL (IINH):
Input capacitance to ground of the
CIN:
digital input:
Most positive voltage supply.
VDD:
Most negative voltage supply.
VSS:
Positive supply current.
IDD:
Negative supply current.
ISS:

Cs

CMOS
4/8 Channel Analog Multiplexers

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
DTL/TTL/CMOS Direct Interface
Power Dissipation: 30pW
RON: 170n

Output "Enable" Control
AD7503 Replaces HI-1818
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7501 and AD7503 are monolithic CMOS, 8-channel
analog multiplexers which switches one of 8 inputs to a
common output depending on the state of three 'binary address lines and an "enable" input. The AD7503 is identical
to the AD7501 except its "enable" logic is inverted. All
digital inputs are TTLlDTL and CMOS logic compatible.
The AD7S02 is a monolithic CMOS dual 4-channel analog
multiplexer. Depending on the state of 2 binary address inputs and an "enable", it switches two output buses to two
of 8 inputs.
All 3 devices are excellent examples of a high breakdown
CMOS process combined with a double layer interconnect for
high density. Silicon nitride passivation ensures long term
stability and reliability.
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS
AD7501, AD7S03

A2

r-

--,

VOD

o-J

TTL Ion TO CMOS LEVEL TRANSLATOR

GND

~

DECODER/DRIVER

~+15V) I ~==:::::::;J~::;==~

I
I

"~~VI~~ -l~~-~-~--=~ _J
OUT

51

58

AD7502

AO

Voe

(.,W)

o--!I

OTLfTTL TO CMOS LEVEL TRANSLATOR

o-J

OECODERfDRIVER

I

I
I

,,~:;,~ ~ \in:
Ll- -E--::f -:E:---=F- -i J
OUT
1-4

51

S4

55

58

OUT
5-8

PIN CONFIGURATIONS (Top View)
AD7S01, AD7S03
VOD

51

OUT 52

S3

AD7S02
54

Vss

Al

GNO

VOD

51

EN OUT

OUT
1.4

52

sa

51

S3

54

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +2S oC unless otherwise noted)
VDD -GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· .... +17V
Vss - GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· .... -17V
V Between Any Switch Terminals ..
· ..... 2SV
Switch Current (Is, Continuous) ..
3SmA
Switch Current (Is, Surge)
1ms duration, 10% duty cycle ..
SOmA
Digital Input Voltage Range
.... ,VDD toGND
Power Dissipation (package)
16 pin Ceramic DIP
· .. 4S0mW
Up to +7S o C. '. . . . . . . . . .
... 6mW/C
Derates above +7S oC by ..... .
16 pin Plastic DIP
Up to +70°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· .. 670mW
· .8.3mW/C
Derates above + 70° C by ..... .
Operating Temperature
Plastic (J N, KN versions)
: ..... 0 to +700 C
Ceramic (JD, KD versions) .
... -25°C to +8S oC
. . -SSoC to +12S o C
Ceramic (SD versions)
Storage Temperature ...... .
'" . -65°C to +1S0°C
CAUTION.
1. Do not apply voltages higher than VOD and Vss to any other terminal, especially
when Vss :::: VDn = OV all other pins should be at OV.

2. The digital control inputs an: zener protected; however, permanent damage may
occur on unconnected units under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unuStd
units in conductive foam at all times.

55
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SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

VERSioN'

ANALOG SWITCH
RON

"

(VDD =+15V, VSS =-15V unless otherwise noted)
SWITCH'
CONDITION

RON VS. Vs

All
All

ON
ON

170n typ, loon max
20% typ

RON VS. Temperature
.6.RON Between S.Vlirches

All
All

ON
ON

O.,%i"C Iyp
4% typ

All

RON VS, Temperature
Switches

Betwe~n

IS

ON

±O.OI%i"C

j,K
• S

OFF
OFF

O.2nA typ, lnA max

loUT

IlouT - lsi

or IINH

IlNL

~
DYNI\MIC CHARACTERISTICS
tON
tOFF

Cs
CS{)UT

e ss Between Any Two &,witches

SOnA max
SOnA max

··

InA typ, HlnA max

O.6nA typ, SnA max

2S0r!A

SnA max

30A max

2S0nA max

12SDA

),K

ON
ON

l2nA max
S,SnA max

7nA max
3.SnA max

300pA max
300nA.max

17SnA max
17SnA max

max

1\11

O.SV max

j
K. S

3.0V min
2.4V min

10nA Iyp

All

lpF tfP

All
All

O,8~s

O,8~s

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

··

··
·
·
··
··

Iyp
Iyp

5pF Iyp
30pP typ
O.spF typ
0.5pF typ

All
All

100

All
All

'

..

12SnA max

··
·

800,u.A .max
8UOp.A max

SOOIlA max
SOOIlA max
800,uA

max

800~A

max

··
··

ORDERING INFORMATION

A,

A,

0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0

1
1
1
1
X

AD
0
1
0

I
0
1

1

0

1
X

1
X

AD7S01

EN

"ON"

I
1

2
3
4
5

, ,
1
1
1
1
1

0

6

A,

I
I

0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1
X

1
1
X

0
0
0
0

AD
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
X

EN

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1

EN

"ON"

0
0

AD
0
1

I

1

0

1

1
X

1

1

1&5
2&6
3& 7
4&8

X

0

None

1

Plastic
(Suffix N)

Ceramic
(Suffix D)

AD7S01KN
AD7503jN
AD7503KN

o to

AD7501KD

AD7503jO
A07503KO
AD1501SD
AD7503SD

A07S02jN

6

7
8
None

_25°C to +8S oC

-5S o C to +12S o C

o to'+70oC

AD7S02KN

A07S02jO

1

2
3
4
5

+70 oC

A07S01jO

8
None

!'ON"

Operating
Temperature Range

A07S0ljN

7

AD7S03

A,

A,

'AD7S02KD

A07S02S0

_15°C to +8S oC

_SSOC to +12SoC

Note: Ceramic versions are available 100% screened to MIL·STD-883,
method 5004 for a class B device. To order, add "/883B" to
model number.

14-6 CMOS SWITCHES AND MUL TIPLEXERS '

=

Vs = 0

Note 2

(See Test Circuit 2)'

Specifications subject to change without notice.

AD7S01

Vs = -10V, VOUT = .IOV and
Vs +10V, YOUT = -IOV
AD7 501 /02, Enable LOW
AD7 SOl, Enable HIGH

VIN = 0 to +S.OV

NOTES
·Same specifications as AD7501 'and AD7S03.
I }N, KN veriions specified for 0 to +70o C;]D, KD versions for _25°C to +8SoC; and SD versions for -'SoC to +12SoC.
·2.A pullup resistor, typically 1-2kn is required'to, make the AD7S01j, AD7502} compatible with TTL/DTL levels. The maximum value is
determined by the output leakage current of the driver gate when in the high state.

TRUTH TABLES

max

!SpF typ

, SOOpA max
SOOliA max

100
ISS

Is = l.Oml\

Vs = -lOY, VOUT = .IOV and
Vs = '.10V, VOUT = -lOY

OFF

POWER SUPPLY

Iss

Vs = OV.

OFF

All

TEST CONDITIONS
-IOV " Vs " .IOV
Is' l.OmA

j,K

All
All
All
All

C OUT

O.SnA max

··
··
··
·

S

~S

DIGITAL CONTROL
VINL
VINH

OVER SPECIFIED
TEMP. RANGE
AD7'OI,
AD7502
AD750l

i12"C
AD7502
AD7'OI, AD750l

All Digital Inputs Low

All Digital Inputs High

,

'Typical Rmormance CHaracteristics

1. RoN As A Function Of Switch Voltage (V s)
..... Inl
TA •

..... Inl

300

taoc

/'

V

-

.........

-- "

...

300

I

~ :_;~V

200

.

~ i"-

i"'"

~ i-""""

~
..-,
f.--

,'6V..
100

-2

10

-10

-8

~

I-"'"

"2V

'00

T" • +125"C

--

200

TA

I

-

+25o C

TA • ..... C

~~

10

-6

V, IVI

YaWl

At Different Power Supplies

At Different Temperatures

2. Digital Threshold Voltage (VINH. VINL)

v.L,vIN"

YIN"' V.n (VI

IV I
2.0

1.8

v..l

1.1
1.4

"...

,

1.2

~

I--

V

TA, • .f.25"C

2,6

",DOI-lv.. 1

2A

I

- r----..8 .........

I---"

VINH

2.0

1.0

1.6

D.8

1.4

0.6

1.2

D.'

VOD • +1SV

V.· -16V

22

-

i'===!".!:-

I""

I---

1.0
AD7501K1AD7501S
AD7602K/A07602S

0.2
10

12

'4

A01601K/AD7501S
AD1502K1AD750ZS

16
Voo. Vss (VI

vs. Power Supply

VS.

4. Power Dissipati~n

3. TON. TOFF

I,.. I
1.0

0.8
0.6

Temperature

Po (mWI

toN. toFF

""

TA • +25"C
Voo • +15V

i'o.

Vss ., -15V

..

~~

'0

~

~

"oIVDDI

D.'

10'

If
l'''oIV.. 1

1.0

0.2

•

0.1

/
10

100

1k

1..

VI. Digital Input Voltage

1M

flHzl

VIN(VI

vs. Logic Frequency (50% Duty Cycle)
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TYPICAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

TEST CIRCUIT 1

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
Y,N

16-PIN CERAMIC DIP (SUFFIX D)

.svo---....- -....>----jf--.:....,

r-

,

AD7501

VOO Q--1
(+15V)
I

GNO

I
I

TTL/OTl·rO·CMOS LEVEL TRANSLATOR

0-1

OECO'oER/DRIVER

'~'''i.
m1~~~1-j
...~~
':"

-=-

012 (305)

L

-

''''''''WMm
J0::.. "
MAX

~

'

.'-

0,175(4,46)

0,06 (1.63)

0,02 (0,608)

0.106(2671

~~~

Y,N

Y,N

15V/DIVI

15V/DIVI

Your

Your

Il0V/DIVI

OOV!OIV)

I ~.308 (1.18~ I
~

c::::::[~~;
v,

'" +10V

0.012(03061

~

16-PIN PLASTIC DIP (SUFFIX N)

L

v, '" -lOV, V2

R~

LEAD NO 1 IO'ONTIFIEO BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED (50 MICROINCHES MINI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

IJJs/DIV

IJJs/DIV

~

= +10V, V2 = -10V

~

I

0155(1918)

-~) ---

-ft',.",,,
--1° 306 (77811--

''''''3''~~....11
MAX

r-IIIII'

"76,••"

~ r-: -H- ~ h'T" ~

TEST CIRCUIT 2

0065 (1.66)

00210.508)

010512,51)

1

I0294"i741j ~

012 tOll)

-1

!f

000810203)

~~~)

V,No-----,

LEAD NO 1 IDENTIFIED 8Y DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLOER OR TIN·PlATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

o-lI
(+15V)
Voo

BONDING DIAGRAMS

GND~

AD7501

1~'.!Vlo-J

r

-\

",",",00000

L

Your

1

",[;;]",'",0 0

IJJs/DIV

IJJs/DIV
AD7502

Y,N

V'N

ISV/D'VI

(5V/DIVl

Your
15V/DIVI

Your
15V/DIVI

Vs = +10V

[;;][;;][;;]0000",

0[;;]0"'"0 0

IJJs/DIV
AD7503

Y,N

r
\'

1

Vs = -lOY

0 0

01 01

'\

\'

T

"""00000

15V1DIVI

Your
IO.5V/D'VI

Vs '" OPEN

14-8 CMOS SWITCHES AND MUL TlPLEXERS

All bonding pads are
4x4MIL.
All pad numbers correspond with DIP package
pin configuration.

1""

,,'00 01 01 0

CMOS
8- and l6-Channel Analog' Multiplexers

rIIIANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES

RoN:

300n

Power Dissipation: 1.5mW
TTL/DTL/CMOS Direct Interface
Break-Before-Make Switching
Replaces DG506/DG507

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7506 is a monolithic CMOS 16-channel analog multiplexer packaged in a 28-pin DIP. It switches a common output to one of 16 inputs, depending on the state of four address lines and an "enable". The AD7507 is identical to the
AD7506 except it has two outputs swirched to two of 16
inputs depending on three binary address states and an "enable".
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(TA = +25°C unless otherwise noted)
Voo -GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· . +17V
VSS - GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· . -17V
V Between Any Switch Terminals.... .
· .. 25V
Digital Input Voltage Range .. .
. .. VOO to GND
Switch Current (Is, Continuous) ..... .
. .... ,.20mA
Switch Current (Is, Surge)
Ims duration, 10% duty cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35mA
Power Dissipation (Package)
28 pin Ceramic DIP
. .1000mW
Up to +50 o C. . . . . . . . .
. 10inW/C
Derates above + 50 ° C by ..
28 pin Plastic DIP
Up to +50°C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ',' .... 1200mW
Derates above +50°C by .. ,
. 12mW/C
Operating Temperature
Plastic (J, K versions) . . . . . . . . . .
· ... , . 0 to +70°C
Ceramic (J, K versions) .. ,
· .. -25°C to +85°C
Ceramic (S, T versions) ...
· . -55°C to +125°C
· . -65°C to +150°C
Storage Temperature, .....
CAUTION'
1. Do not apply voltages higher than YDD and VSS to any other terminal, especially
when Vss = VOD = OV all other pins should be at

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS
EN
AD7506
Voo

A3

Al

A2

"AD

--l

H

I
I

TTL-/OTL TO CMOS LEVEL TRANSLATOR

I+::V~~

DECODER/DRIVER

'~~'-4 -t-.:---=:---:!'L J
OUT

81

816

EN

AD7507

A2

A1

AO

r,(~~~f)~

I
II

Oll/TTL TO CMOS lEVEL TRANSLA'fOR

_ I

DECODER/DRIVER

GNDOo-1

Vss'm:m·I I

1-15VI~

I

I

-I:::!-l~J-

L
OUT
'·8

S1

88

89

816

J
OUT
9·16

PIN CONFIGURATIONS (Top View)
56

AD7506

Voo Ne

AD7507

55

S4

82

89 GND

S3

82

EN

88

87

NC

S16 815 81' 813 812

55

S4

AD

811 810

818

86

EN

812

Ne

S15 S1'

81

81

Al

A2

A3

A1

A2

GND Ne

Ne

AO

av.

2. The digital control inputs are zener protected; however. penn anent damage may
occur on unconnected units under high energy electrostatic fields. Keep unused
units in conductive foam at all times.

voo

OUT
9·16

811
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SPECIFICATIONS
PARAME'tER

(Voo =+15V, VSS =-15V unless otherwise noted)

VERSION'

@I +2'oC

SWITCH
CONDITION

OVER SPECIFIED
TEMP. RANGE

TEST CONDlTlO,NS

5S00 max

Vs = -lOY to +10V,

ANALOG SWITCH

300n typ, 450n max

ON
ON
ON

400n max

Vs

1, K
S, T
All

RoN vs. Temp.erature

All

ARoN Between Switches

All
All

ON
ON
ON

0.5%1 C typ
4% typ
0.05%lo C typ

1, K
S, T

OFF
OFF

O.OSnA typo SnA maX.
O,OSnA typ, InA max

J,K
S, T

OFF

a.30A typo lOnA max
a.30A typo lOnA max

RoN
RoN

YS.

RoN VS. Temperature Betwee'l. Switches

Is
AD7506

loUT
I

-Is

Is = ImA

15% typ

OF~

Vs

= OV, Is = 1mA

SOnA max
SOnA max

Vs = -lOY, VOUT == +10V

SDOnA.max

and

SOOnA max

Vs = +10V, VOUT == -lOY

25.0nA max

"Enable" Low

1, K
S, T

OFF
OFF

a.30A typo lOnA max
a.30A typ, SnA max

2S0nA max

AD7506

1, K
S, T

ON
ON

a.30A typ, 20nA max
a.30A typ, lOnA max

SaOnA max
500nA max

AD7507

1,K
S, T

ON
ON

a.3nA typ, lUnA max
a.3nA typ, SnA max

2S0nA max

AD7507
loUT

soon max

Vs == 0

2S0nA max

DIGITAL CONTROL
VINL

a.sv max
J, S

VINH

3.0V min
2.4V min

K,T

IlNL or lINH

All

l~A

~

All

3~F

'rRANSITION

1, S
K, T

7000s typ
700n5 typ, 1000ns max

tOPEN

All

100ns'typ

Note. 2

30llA max

max

typ

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS'

tON (En)

J,S
K,T

O,8~s

tOFF (En)

J, S
K, T

O.Bps typ
Ips max

All

70dB typ

"OFF" 'Isolation

VIN: Oto 3.0V

typ

I.Sps max

VEN : 0 to 3,OV

VEN

= O.

Vs

G;
AD7506
AD7507

COUT

All

OFF

5pF typ

All
All

OFF
OFF

40pF typ
20pF typ

CS- OUT

All

OFF

O,5pF typ

Css Between Any Two Switches

All

OFF

0:5pF typ

J,K
S, T

OFF
OFF

O,OSmA typ,"lmA max
O.OSmA typ, ImA max

2mA max

J, K
S, T

OFF
OFF

O.OSmA typ, ImA max
O,OSmA typ, ImA max

2mA max

100

J,K
S, T

ON
ON

O.3mA ryp, ImA max
O.3mA typ, ImA max

Iss

J,K
S, T

ON
ON

O.OSmA typ, ImA max
O.OSmA typ, ImA max

POWER SUPPLY
100
Iss

NOTES:

RL = 200n, ~ = 3,OpF,
rms, f = SOkAz .

= 3,OV

All Digital Inputs Low

2mA max

All Digital Inputs High

. 2mA max

I

IN, KN versions specified for 0 to +70"C: JO, KD versions for -25"C to +B5"C: and SO, TO versions for -55' C to +125··C.
pullup rcsistor, typically 1-2k!2 ill required to make the J and S versions compatible with TTUDTI.. The m~imum valul' is determined hy
l the output leakage current of the driver gate when in the high state.
AC parameters are sample tested to ensure conformance to specifications.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
I

:l A

1'RUTH TABLES
A,

A,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
X

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
X

AD7506
A,
Ao
~
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
X
X

ORDERING INFORMATION

,
"ON"
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

AD7507

A,

Ao

EN

"ON"

1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

1&9
2& 10
3 & 11
4& 12
5 & 13
6& 14
7 & 15
8& 16

X

X

X

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

A,
0
0
'0
0
1

l'

13
14
15
16
None
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None

Plastic

Ceramic

(Suffix N)

(Suffix D)

AD7S66JN
AD7S06KN
AD7S07JN
AD7507KN

Operating
Temperature Range

Oto+70°C

AD7S06JD
AD7S06KD
AD7S07JD
AD7S07KD

_25° C to +8S oC

AD7S06SD
AD7506TD
AD7S07SD
AD7S07TD

_SSoC to +12SoC

.-

1. RON VS. Vs

3. lOUT

VS.

TA

louT (nAI

RoN 10)
640

A-

600
560

I\.

520

1

480
440

400
360

"-

/
.(

---

100.0

±7,5V

" r-....±i~; "
±10V

320

10,0

260

±1SV

240

I"

1.0

~
0.1

200

-10

8

-6

-4

-

8

0.01
-80

10

...., -20

~

20

60

80 100 120 1;«3

V s (V)

fA ("C)

A t Different Power Supplies
4. tTRANSITION VS. VIN

RoN IOJ

'TRANSITION (ns)

600

400

~

,.....

360

300
260
200

t-.
i'oo..

r--.

-

-8

-10

-6

I I

's "'" 1mA

--

600

J I

51 to S16

400
300

~

10

-2

..............

500

......

~A • J6'C
-4

"-.........

100

r---.

I

Voo" +16V_
TA = +2SoC

$16 to 81

800

TA ... +125"C

I

Vss '" -1SV

900

Voo "' +1SV

TA = +2S"C

160

.1000

vJ - -l~V

I I

2.4

3,0

4.0

6.0

5.0

VIN (V)

Vs (V)

At Different Temperatures
2. lOUT

VS.

5. Po

VOUT

VS.

Logic Frequency

Po (mW)

loUT (pAl

100.0

+260
+200
+160

+100

I' .....

+50

Vss - -15V
Voo =- +15V

VIN " OV
-lOY S; VJ!

--

0;;;;

r~D~9t:'~VTV CYCLE -,

-80
-100

--

-160

..,

10.0

Po IVoo )

r-.....

./
./

1.0

.........

./

/

-200
-260
-10

-6

-4

-2

8

10
Your (V)

Po (Vss)

./

0.1

-8

-

fA" +25"c

TA '" +25 C

........

-

Vss '" -15V

+10V

100

lK

10K

lOOK
t (Hz)

,
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TYPICAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS
OUTLINE,OIMENSIONS

TEST CIRCUIT 1

Dimensions shown in inches and (nun).

28-PIN CERAMIC DIP (SUFFIX 0)

~~~~~[~~~~]~~~~ I~:'
I

·"1

(432)
MAX

0,12 (Ul3\
~
---1-

1414 1 3 6 9 2 1 . .
1 38 13608\

•

~~~
::.l [
. ~
. _II- -I I- --r
I.,,,,,'.4"
--:j
~~~Q.;ii'ji.iij
0.045 (1.151

0.&06,'&.41

"'O:ii"ii4:74

l~".,."
--I

0.008(0.203)

0016 (0 3811
0.096 (2.421
LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT'OR NOTCH

LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED [60 MICAOINCHESI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

O.S/ls/DlV

O.S/ls/OIV

28-PIN PLASTIC DIP (SUFFIX N)
V'N
15VIOIV)

V'N
15VIDIV)

VOUT

VOUT

IIOVIDIV)

IIOVIDIV)

S1 = -10V, S16 = +10V,
S2 - S15 = OV, RL :: 1K

S1 :: +10V, S2 = -10V,
S2 - S15:: OV, RL :: co

TEST CIRCUIT 2

L

[::::::::::r~:
I..
.1
146 (3&831
144(38'81

'~m~--L
~ U -Il- -I I- .""1".,,
~

~

0.045 11.151

0.0111 10,3811

AD760&
,...Voo

~

0.095 12.421

"O:12iiOii

LEAD N0. 1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN PLATED KOVAR, OR ALLOY 42

V'No---,
EN

BONDING DIAGRAMS

I

I+'.VI~

AD7506

GNOo-l

I
I-~~tl~

I"

t
1
t
1

0 G §00!2J0 01:10

L

.sCOPE
1OMOnpF

EI

B2

O.5/ls/DIV

O.S/lsIDIV
V'N
15VIDIVI

V'N
15VIDIV)

VOUT

VOUT

15VIDIVI

15VIDIVI

S1 through S16 :: +10V

S1 through S16 = -10V

O.S/ls/DlV

15VIDIVI

QJ

@]

@)

~

~§]El§]§]§]~~

I'

0 G

111

~00!2J0

"

01:10

8

0

@]

~

~
~

QJ

[!!]

V OUT

IO.5VIDIV)

S1 through S16 = OV
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[ill

AD7507

B2

V1N·

~
~

~§]§J §]§]§]~@)

[ill

All bondihg pads are 4 x 4 MIL.
All pad numbers correspond with DIP package pin configuration.

01 CMOS
Protected Analog Switches

~ANALOG

WDEVICES
FEATURES
Latch-Proof
Overvoltage-Proof: ±25V
Low RON: 75Q
Low Dissipation: 3mW
TTL/CMOS Direct Interface
Silicon-Nitride Passivated
Monolithic Dielectrically-Isolated CMOS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7510DI, AD7511DI and AD7512DI are a family of
latch proof dielectrically isolated CMOS switches featuring
overvoltage protection up to ±25V above the power supplies.
These benefits are obtained without sacrificing the low "ON"
resistance (75Q) or low leakage current (400pA), the main
features of an analog switch.
The AD7510DI and AD751lDI consist of four independent
SPST analog switches packaged in a 16-pin DIP. They differ
only in that the digital control logic is inverted. The AD7512DI
has two independent SPDT switches packaged in a 14-pin DIP.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Plastic

Ceramic

Operating

(Suffix N)

(Suffix D)

Temperature

Range
AD7510DljN
AD7S10DIKN
AD7S11DljN
AD7511DIKN
AD7512DljN
AD7512DIKN
AD7510DljD
AD7510DIKD
AD7511DljD
AD7511DIKD
AD7512DIjD
AD7512DIKD

Very low power dissipation, overvoltage protection and T:rLl
CMOS direct interfacing are achieved by combining a unique
circuit design and a dielectrically isolated CMOS process.
Silicon nitride passivation ensures long term stability while
monolithic construction provides reliability.

AD7S10DISD
AD7511DISD
AD7511DITD
AD7512DISD
AD7512DITD

PIN CONFIGURATIONS
(TOP VIEW)

AD7512DI

All ceramic versions are available screened to MIL-STD-883,
method 5004 for a class B device. To order, add "/883B"
to model number.
CONTROL LOGIC
AD7S10DI: Switch "ON" for Address "HIGH"
AD7S11DI: Switch "ON" for Address "LOW"
AD7512DI: Address "HIGH" makes SI to Out 1 and 53 to
Out 2
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SPECIFICATIONS

(VDD

=+15V, Vss =-15V unless otherwise noted)
COMMERCIAL VERSIONS

PARAMETER

MODEL

VERSION

0, K)

o to +70°C (N)

+Zsoc

,

,

TEST CONDITioNS

-zso,C to +8S o C (D)

,

ANALOG SWITCH
RON
RON YS Vo (Vs )

All
All

j, K
j, K

7sn typ, loon max
20% typ

RON Drift
RON Match
RoN Drift
Match

All
All

}, K
}, K

+O.S%loC typ

All

}, K

O.OI%loC typ

10 (Is) OFF'

All

J,K

O.SnA typ, SnA max

10 (IS)ON 2

All

J,K

IOnAmax

AD7S12D1

), K

ISnA max

All
All
All
All
All
All

j, K
}
K
j, K

J,K
J,K

3pF typ
10nA max
10nA max

AD7SIODI
AD7S11DI
AD7Sl0DI
AD7S1101
AD7S12DI

}, K
}, K
}, K
J,K
j, K

IBOns
3S0ns
3S0ns
180ns
300ns

C s (Co)ON
COS (C S- OUT )
Coo (CSS )
COUT

All
All
All
}\1I
AD7S12D1

J,K
j, K
J,K
j, K
j, K

8pF typ
17pF typ
IpF typ
O.SpF typ
17pF typ

~J

All

j, K

30pC typ

All
All

}, K
}, K

800",Amax
800",Amax

800j.tA max
800",Amax

All digital inputs = V1NIl

All
All

}, K
}, K

SOOj.tA max
SOO",Amax

SOO",A Illax
SOOi,tAmax

All digital inputs

lOUT

,

17Sn max

1% typ

-IOV';; Vo .;; +lOY
los = 1.0mA

Vo = 0, los = 1.0mA

SOOnA max

Vo = -IOV, Vs =+IOV and
Vo = +10V, Vs = -lOY
Vs =VO = +IOV
Vs = Vo = -lOY

ISOOnA max

VS1 = VOUT = ±IOV, VS2 = 'FIOV
and VS2 = VOUT = ±IOV, VS1 = +IOV

DIGITAL CONTROL
VINL '
VINH '

~
IINH'
IINL"
DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS
tON
tOFF
trRANSITION

CS (Co)OFF

O.BV max

3.0V min
2.4V min
VIN = Voo
VIN = 0

typ
typ
typ
typ
typ

VIN = 0 to +3.0V

Vo (Vs ) = OV

Measured at S or D terminal.
~ = l000pF, VIN = 0 to 3V,
Vo (Vs) = +lOY to -lOY

POWER SUPPLY
loq
Iss
loq
Iss

1

,

NOTES,
I 100% tested.
2Guaranteed. not production tested.
3 A puUup resistor t typically 1-2kn is required to make .. J" versions TTL compatible.

SpecitlCations subjc&t to change without notice.
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= V1NL

MILITARY VERSIONS (S, T)
PARAMETER
ANALOG SWITCH
RON'

TEST CONDITIONS

MODEL

VERSION

All

5,1'

lOon max

175n max

-lOY <; Vo <; +IOV
los = ImA

All

S,T

3nA max

200nA max

Vo = -IOV, Vs = +IOV and
Vo +lOV, Vs -lOY

All

S,T

10

AD7512DI

S, l'

9nA max

=

Vs
600nA max

=

= Vo = +IOV

and
Vs Vo -lOY
VS1 = VOUT = ±IOV
VS2 = =tlOV and
VS2 = VOUT = ±IOV
VS1 = +lOV

=

=

DIGITAL CONTROL
V INL '

All

S, l'

O.BV max

AD7510DI
AD751IDI
AD7512DI
AD7S1IDI
AD7S12DI
All
All

S
T
S
S
S, T
S, l'

2.4V
2.4V
2.4V
3.0V
3.0V
10nA max
IOnA max

AD7S10Dl
AD751IDI
AD75lODI
AD751IDI
AD7512Dl

S, T
S, T
S,T
S, T
S, T

1.0lls
1.0lls
1.0lls
1.0lls
1.0lls

All
All

S, l'
S, T

BOOIIA max
BOOIIA max

All digital inputs = VINH

All
All

S, T
S, T

SOOIlA max
SOOIlA max

All digital inputs - VINL

l'

min
min
min
min
min

DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS
tON 2
tOFF2
tTRANSITION 2
POWER SUPPLY
Ioq'

Iss
100

Iss'

max
max
max
max
max

VIN = 0 to +3V

NOTES,
1100% tested.
2 Guaranteed, not production tested.
'A puUup resistor, typically 1·2kn is required to make AD7511DISD and AD7512DISD TTL compatible.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VDDtoGND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +17V
VSS to GND. . . . . . . . . • . . . .
. . . . . . . . . -17V
Overvoltage at VD (Vs )
(1 second surge) .
. . . . . . . . . . . . VDD +2SV
or VSS -2SV"
(Continuous) ...
. .. VDD +20V
orVSS -20V
Switch Current (IDS' Continuous) ...
. ..... SOmA
Switch Current (IDS' Surge)
lms Duration, 10% Duty Cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1SOmA
Digital Input Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OVto VDD
Power Dissipation (Package)
14 & 16 pin Ceramic Dip
Up to +7S oC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4S0mW
Derates above +7S oC by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mW/C

14 & 16 pin Plastic Dip
Up to +70°C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . 670mW
Derates above +7S oC by . . . . . . . .
. ..... .8.3mW/oC
Storage Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6So C to +150° C
Operating Temperature
Plastic (J, K Versions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to +70° C
Ceramic (], K Versions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 2S oC to +8S oC
Ceramic (5, T Versions) . . . . . . . . . . . . -SSoC to +12SoC
CAUTION: The digital control inputs are zener protected;
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected units
under high electrostatic fields. Keep unused units in conductive
foam at all times. Prior to pulling the devices from the conductive foam, ground the foam to deplete any accumulated charge.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
r-------~----.-------------------------_oVDD+15V

..........1......... (;0-1

CONTti6t
INPUT

A

LEVEL
SHIFTER{
DRIVER

(in+1

1.....----------0 D
L...______......~----------------_o VSS-15V
NOTE: CIRCLED DEVICES IN SEPARATE ISOLATED POCKETS.

Figure 1. Typical Output Switch Circuitry of A07510DI Series

CMOS devices make excellent analog switches; however,
problems with overvoltage and latch-up phenomenum necessitated prote~tion circuitry. These protection circuits,
however, either caused degradation of important switch
parameters such as RON or' leakage, or provided only limited
protection in the event of overvoltage.
The AD7510DI series switches utilize a dielectrically-isolated
CMOS fabrication process to eliminate the four-layer substrate
found in junction-isolated CMOS, thus providing latch-free
operation.
A typical switch channel is shown in Figure 1. The output
switchingelenient is comprised of device numbers 4 and 5.
Operation is as follows: for an "ON" switch, (in+) is VDD
and (in-) is VSS from the driver circuits. Device numbers
1 and 2 are "OFF" and number 3 is "ON." Hence, the backgates of the P- and N-channel output devices (numbers 4 and
5) are tied together and floating. (The circled devices are
located in separate dielectrically isolated pockets.) Floating
the output switch back-gates with the signal input increases
the effective threshold voltage for an applied analog signal,
thus providing a flatter RON versus Vs response.
For an "OFF" switch, device number 3 is "OFF," and the
back-gates of devices 4 and 5 are tied through lkn. resistors
(Rl and R2) to the respective supply voltages through the.
"ON" devices 1 and 2.
If a volta,ge is applied to the S 'or 0 terminal which exceeds
VDD or VSS, the S- or D-to-back-gate diode is forward biased;
however, Rl and R2 provide current limiting action.
Consequently, without external current limiting resistance
(or increased RON), the AD7510DI series switches provide:
1. Latch-proof operation
2. Overvoltage protection 25V beyond the VSS and VDD
supply voltage

14-16 CMOS SWITCHES AND MUL TlPLEXERS

An equivalent circuit of the output switch element in Figure 2
shows that, indeed, the lkn limiting resistors are in series
with the back-gates of the P- and N-channel output devicesnot in series with the signal path between the Sand D
terminals.
In some applications it is possible to turn on a parasitic NPN
(drain to back-gate to source of the N-channel) transistor,
causing device destruction under certain conditions. This
case will only manifest itself when a negative overvoltage
(and not a positive overvoltage) exists with another voltage
source on the other side of the switch. Current limitation
through external resistors (200n) or current limiting devices
(output of op amps) will prevent damage to the device.

VDO
+15V

lk

,...--:

---,

p+

p+

I

So--'~'~~-N·_--~-+,-1~-oD
L _______ "
P CHANNEL
N- CHANNEL
r-------,
PI

I

lk

-15V

Vss

Figure 2. AD7510DI Series Output Switch
Diode Equivalent Circuit

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

RoN I

tTAANSITION (nil

300

-

"-

~12

-10

.:...

-8

r- ....

-8

250

:g~:gg:TA = +2SoC

200

I

~ ~ 1-.5V
100
5.

.t.12V

300
200

t15V

100

%7.5V

I

-2

-4

500
500
400

AD7510DI

10

12

A r DfFFERENT SUPPLIES

o

--.f

\.

....

--.f

tTRANSITION as a Function of Digital Input Voltage

AD751001

-

:g;~~~~:

'oFF
t~V~SS~.~-['5~V~:i::~~~:j~~:C::==t::::t~~~==~

Voo '" +15V
VSS = -15V -

200
150
100

-10

-8

-6

400
300 _

200 f---=~-..j.-~~-+-:::'oN::-f---+"""9'==F~
100 r--~--+_-__t---~---1~-~~-+_-__t--1

50

"t6'c
-4

-2

10

8S

12
Vo (V S) (V)

AT DJFFERENT TEMPERA TURfS

RON

a Function of VD (VS)

tON, tOFF as a Function of Temperature

IS (pAl

tTRANSITION

500
400
300
200
100

AD7510DI. AD761101
Voo .. +1SV

Vss-15VTA " +25°C_

-200
-400

.........

-500
-12

(nil

600

-100
-300

{nsl

500r----r----,----,----,----,-----r----,----;----,
AD751001
500 ~~D .... o+~~.ov+--t---+--t-----t--+--r-_--I

TA .. +25°C
TA

-12

-10

-8

r--

-4

Voo • +1SV
Vas· -15V
VIN .. 0 to +3.0V

400

r-- r-0UTltoSl

200

100
o

-2

's, (JD)OFF vs Vs

---- -

A07512DI

500
300

....-

f""""

-6

r--

-

-

OUT 1 TO S1

o

tON, toFF

300
250

+125~C

OUT 1 TO S2

"- ""'"-

RoNln)

TA "

TA "' +2SoC

\

Vo IVs) (V)

RON as a Function of Vo (Vs)

~ "-

AD761201

~~:_~~~v_

10

12
Vs (V)

-60

OUT 1 to S2

-20

40

60

80

tTRANSITION as a Function of Temperature
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TYPICAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

AD7S10DI,AD7S11DI

O.S~S/DIV

O.S~s/DIV

Y,N

Y,N

(5V/0IV)

(5V/0IV)

Vs
(5V/0IV)

Vs
(5V/OIV)

Switching Waveforms for Vo

= -10V

Switching Waveforms for VO= +10V

O.S~s/DIV

Y,N

Y,N

(5)1/0IV)

(5V/0IV)

Vs
(IV/OIV)

Vs
(0.5/0IV)

Switching Waveforms for Vo = Open

Switching Waveforms for Vo = OV

AD7S10DI, AD7S11DI TEST CIRCUIT.

r-------'
t>-+--oVD

~ ..
V,N
'I

I
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b......,;I~--......,..,._--.
I
Vs
~.+-~

Ik

TYPICAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

AD7512DI

O.Slls/DIV

O.Slls/DIV

V IN

V IN

(5V/DIVI

(5V/DIVI

Vs
(10V/DIVI

Vs
(10V/DIVI

Switching Waveforms for
VS1 = -10V, VS2 = +10V, RL = 1k

Switching Waveforms for
VS1 = +10V, VS2 = -10V, RL =

O.Slls/DIV

00

O.Slls/DIV

VIN

V IN

(SV/DIVI

(5V/DIVI

Vs
(O.5V/DIVI

Vs
(O.5/DIVI

Switching Waveforms for
VS1 and ,.VS2 = OV, RL =

Switching Waveforms for
VS1 and VS2 = Open, RL = 1k

,00

•

AD7S12DI TEST CIRCUIT

r-----'

I

VS1

VINo-f---[::>- -

I

I

~)-t---""---'

Y
-

I

OVS2

~;~
Vss
(-15vl

GND

SCOPE
10M!'l/7pF

voo
(+15V)
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

TERMINOLOGY

Dimensions shown in inches and (riun).

RON'
RON Drift
Match:
RON Match:
ID (IS)OFF:
ID (IS)ON:

VD (VS):
CS(CD):

Ohmic resistance between terminals D and S.
Difference between the RON drift of any
two switches.
Difference between the RON of any two
switches.
Current at terminals D or S. This is a leakage
'current when the switch is "OFF."
Leakage current that flows from the closed
,switch into the body. (This leakage will
show up as'the difference between the
current ID going into the switch and the
outgoing current IS.)
.
Analog voltage on 'terminal D (5).
Capacitance between terminal S (D) and
ground. (This capacitance is specified
for the switch open and closed.)

CDS:

Capacitance between terminals D and S.
(This will. determine the switch isolation
over frequency.)

CDD (CSS):

Capacitance between terminals D (S) of any
two switches. (This will determine the cross
coupling between switches vs'. frequency.)
Delay time between the 50% points of the
digital input and switch "ON" condition.
Delay time between the 50% points of the
digital input and switch "OFF" condition.
Delay time when switching from one address
state to another.
Threshold voltage for the low state.
Threshold voltage for the high state.
Input current of the digital input.
Input capacitance to ground of the digital
input.
Most positive voltage supply.
Most negative voltage supply.
Positive supply current.
Negative supply c.urrent.

tON:
tOFF:
ttransition:
VINL'
VINH:
IINL (IINH):
CIN:
VDD:
VSS:
IDD:
ISS:

BONDING DIAGRAMS (TOP VIEW)

r

9

14-PIN CERAMIC DIP

L

R

.'

0,17

14.32).

=-.i

U .' .
-H-~

0.016 10.381)

~~

~

0.008 10.2(3)

ht

I.

·1

0.30617.78)

~

0.09& 12.421

LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED 8V DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE GOLD PLATED

I~

MICROINCHE8 MINI KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

AD7512DI

14-PIN PLASTIC DIP

Q
~

----:J••"
0.24(8.11

,

0.16119.31)

----1

~

10.306

b-~0'74""79'

I~~l

(7781

1--

flO"4(7.47J,~."
~051

=--t..

-r--'J 11

~ -l~-1
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0
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0

~"O:'OiiTo3iii~
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AD7512DI

16-PIN CERAMIC DIP
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017~~J~~~
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!

.

~~,~
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,l-

"
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~
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~
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~
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AD7510DI, AD7511DI

AD7510DI, AD7511DI
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0

\tI

·0

16-PIN PLASTIC DIP

!

L

~~~
0.74&118.93)

0'17(4'32'~

~
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'-~'u

~

--l~~,
I

Q.294t7.471~

.fl.

0.1213.05)
0.14(3.'"

0.1213.05)
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AD7510DI, AD7511DI

.!!:
IT
0

DI CMOS
Protected Dual SPST Analog Switch

r-IANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Latch-Proof 01 CMOS
Overvoltage-Proof: VSUPPL Y ±25V
Superior DG-200 Replacement
Break-Before-Make Switching Action
RON: 1000, max over Full Temperature Range
Direct TTL/CMOS Interface

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

PIN CONFIGURATION

The ADG200 is a dual single-pole-single-throw analog switch.
In the ON condition, the switch conducts current in either
direction, maintaining nearly constant ON resistance over the
entire analog signal range. In the OFF condition, the switch
blocks voltages of peak values equal to the switch V+ and Vsupplies. Switch action is break-before-make. The digital inputs interface directly to TTL or CMOS logic over the full
operating temperature range.
Fabricated using an advanced monolithic dielectric ally-isolated
CMOS process, the ADG200 is a superior plug-in replacement
for the DG200. The ADG200 provides additional advantages
(over the DG200) of: overvoltage protection ro ±25V beyond
the power supplies, total latch-free operation, much lower
power'dissipation (30mW max) and faster switching time.

TO·100

DUAL IN·L1NE PACKAGE

V1

IN,
NC
V1

NC
S1

D2
TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

SWITCH STATES ARE FOR LOGIC "'" INPUT (POSITIVE LOGIC)

ORDERING INFORMATION
Commercial
() to +70°C

Industrial
_25°C to +SSoC

•

Military
_55°C to + 12SoC

Plastic

Ceramic

'1'0-100

Ceramic

TO-IO()

AUG200CJ

ADG2001l1'

ADG200llA

AO<;200AI'

ADG200AA
ADG200AA/88;

Note: "/883" version is 100% screened to MIL-STD-883, class B
as per note 3 on specifications table, next page.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MAX LIMITS

CHARACTERISTlC I

Typl
+2S o C

AA,A"PSufrlx'
+1ZSoC
-5SoC'
+%SOC

+2SoC

+85170°C 2

TEST CONDITIONs"
tptlcss Noted V t + 15V
V 2 =-15V,GND=OV'

=

BA, BP/,q Suffix

_25/0o C"J.

UNITS

SWITCH

70
70

rDS(ON),

Drain-Source
ON Resistance

60
40

I5(OFF)

Source OFF

0,2
-0,2

500
-500

ID(OFF)

Drain OFF

0,3
-0,3
0,1
-0,1

500
-500
500
-500

Leakage Current
Leakage Current
IDeON)s

INPUT
IINH

Channel ON
Leakage Current

Input Current
In,put Voltage High

IlN(PBAK)6 '

.IINL

70
70

80
80

80
80

100
100

-2

500
-500

500
-500

5
-5

500
-500

2
-2
2
-2

500
-500
500
_500

500
-500
500
-SOD

-10
10

-I

-10
10

-10
10

-10

-I

Peak Input Current
Required for
. Transition

100
100 '

n

=

VIN := O,BV
Is =O.lmA

Vo IOV
VD = -lOY
Vs:: lOV, Vo = -lOY
Vs == -lOY, VD :::: IOV

Vo = lOY, Vs = -lOY
VD = -lOY, Vs = IOV

nA

-2

500
-500
500
-500

-1

-10

pA

VIN = 2.4V
VIN = 15V

pA

VIN - OV

c5

VD = Vs = IOV
VD = Vs :: -lOY

10

VIN ;: 2AV

VIN - O:SV

NOT APPLICABLE'

Input Current
Input Voltage Low

-10

-10

-I

-10

DYNAMIC
'ON

Turn"()N Time'

300

10002-

1000 2

<aFF

Turn-OFF Time"

120

5002

500'2

CS(Of'f')

Source OFF
Capacitance

CD(OFf')

Drain OFF
Capacitance

Vl!~ ..=

11

pI'

Vs : OV, VIN : 5Y

11

pI'

Yo

VI) - Vs
VIN = OV

CDtON) + CS(ON) Channel ON
Capacitance

28

pI'

OFF IsolationS

64

dB

SUPPLY
I,

3.SV to OV

V IN '" OV to 3.5V

Positive Supply Current

0.02

I,

Negative Supply Current

-0.02

I,

Positive Supply Current

0,1

I,

Negative Supply Current

-0,02

rnA

-2

-I

-2

-2

-1

-2

rnA

-2

-I

-2

-2

-I

-2

rnA

=OV, YIN

= SV

RL

= IH2, CL -= 35pF

Vs "'±5V

f

= 140kHz

ov

YIN = SV, RL = lkO, CL
Vs '" 7Vrms • f = 500kHz

Both Channels ON; VIN

= lSpF

=OV

mA
Both Channels OFF; YIN

= 5V

NOTES:
I

Typical values for infonnation only. not guaranteed or production tested.

~Guaranteed, not subject to 100% production test.

ADG200AP is available 100% ,screened to MIL·STD-883,
method 5004, para. 3.1.1 throUSh 3.1.12 for a class 8
device. Final electrical tests aft: rDS(O~)' IS(OFF),
10(0FF), IINH,IINL, 11 and 12 at +25 C and +125"C
(AA/883 version).
"Functional operation is possible for supply voltages less than ~lSV.
but the input logic switching threshold will shift.
.
3

'JoCON) is leakage from driver gate into ON switch.
6 Digital inputs are MOS gates. Typical leakage (+25"(;) IS less than 1 nanoamp.
This is in contrast to other designs which require typically t SOJ.lA to switch.

Switch action is guaranteed break-beforc·makc.
'OFF isolation (dB) = 20 log Vs/VO where Vs = input
Vo output.

.

7

=

to OFF s~itch

Specifications subject to change without notice.

CAUTION,
ESD (Electro-Static-Discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are ze~er protected;
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The protective
foam should be discharged to the destination socket before devices are removed.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VIN(Digitallnput) to Ground ... , .., . , .......-0.3V, VI
Vs or VD to VI
(1 second surge)
+2SV, -40V
(continuous) . ,
+20V. -3SV
Vs orVD to V2
(1 second surge) ..
-2SV. +40V
(continuous)
-20V, +3SV
VI to Ground .... , .
. -0.3V, +17V
V2toGround ... , ..
. +0.3V. -17V
Current, Any Terminal Except S or D .
30mA
Current, S or D. . . • . . ...•.
, SOmA
Current, S or D Pulsed
(1ms, 10% duty cycle max) . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , .lS0mA
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and

Operating Temperature
AA, AP Suffix ..
BA, BP Suffix ... .
CJ Suffix ...... .
Storage Temperature
CJ Suffix ...... .
All Others ..... .
Power Dissipation (Package)'
Metal Can" ...... , .
14 Pin Ceramic DIP'" .
14 Pin Plastic DIp···· ..

WARNING!

0

~~DEVICE
.-SSoC to +12SoC
. .-2S oC to +8S oC
. .. OOC to +70oC
.-6SoC to +12SoC
.-6SoC to +lS0oC
4S0mW
82SmW
470mW

Devices with all leads welded or soldered to printed circuit board
Derate 6mW/oC above +75°C
Derate 11 mW/oC above +75°C
Derate 6.5mW/°.c above +25°C

CIRCUI,T DESCRIPTION
VI
+15V
lk

S

P+

N-

P+
0

PCHANNEL

N+

N-CHANNEL
p-

N+

lk

NOTE: LOGIC "0" ON IN TERMINAL CLOSES SWITCH BETWEEN SAND D,

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram (1 of 2 channels)

CMOS devices make excellent analog switches; however, problems with overvoltage and latch-up phenomenon necessitate
protection circuitry. However, these protection circuits either
cause degradation of important switch parameters such as
RON or leakage, or provide only limited protection in the
event of overvoltage.
The ADG200 switch utilizes a dielectrically-isolated CMOS
fabrication process to eliminate the four-layer structure found
in junction-isolated CMOS, thus providing latch-free operation.
A typical switch channel is shown in Figure 1. The output
switching element consists of device numbers 17 and 20.
Operation is as follows: for an "ON" switch, the gate of
device 20 is Vl and the gate of device 17 is V2 from the driver
circuits. Device numbers 14, 15, and 16 are "OFF" and
numbers 18 and 19 are "ON". Hence, the back-gates of the
P- and N-channel output devices (numbers 17 and 20) are tied
together and floating. Floating the output switch back-gates
with the signal input provides a flatter RoN versus Vs
response.
For an "OFF" switch, device numbers 18 and 19 are "OFF",
and the back-gates of devices 17 and 20 are tied through lkS1
resistors R3 and R4 to the respective supply voltages through
the "ON" devices 14, 15, and 16.

-15V
V2

Figure 2. ADG200 Output Switch Diode Equivalent Circuit

If a voltage is applied to the S or D terminals which exceeds

V1 or V2, the S- or D-to-back-gate diode is forward biased;
however, R3 and R4 provide current limiting action (Fig. 2).
Consequently, withou t external current limiting resistance
(or increased RON), the ADG200 series switches provide:
1. Latch-proof operation.
2. Overvoltage protection 25V beyond the Vl or V2
supply voltage.

An equivalent circuit of the output switch element in Figure
2 shows that, indeed, the lkS1 limiting resistors are in series
with the back-gates of the P- and N-channel output devices not in series with the signal path between the S & D terminals.

In some applications it is possible to run on a parasitic NPN
(drain to back-gate to source of the N-channel) transistor
which causes device destruction 'under certain conditions. This
case wi!! only manifest itself when a negative overvoltage
(and not a positive overvoltage) exists with another voltage
source on the other side of the switch. Current limitation
through external resistors (2000) or the output of op amps
will prevent damage to the device.

I
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MECJl;\.NICAL INFORMATION

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
500
V, =+15V
V, =-15V

VIN =OVT05V
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;: 300
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Figure 3. Switching Time VS. Temperature

14-PIN PLASTIC DIP
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Figure 4. Input Logic Threshold vs. Power Supply Voltage

BONDING DIAGRAM

TO-I00

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

I ~II
0.31& 18.01
PIA.

~~~
~
~

t0."'q
. 81
0.186 14.71

GND

~

.

NOTES:
1. BOND GND PIN FIRST TO MINIMIZE ESD HAZARD.

2. BONDING PADS ARE 0.004 X 0.004 INCHES 10.102 X q.102mml.
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01 CMOS
Protected Quad SPST Analog Switch

~ANALOG

WDEVICES

Overvoltage Proof to 25V Beyond Supplies
Superior DG201 Replacement
Break-Before-Make Switching Action
Low RON: son
Low Power Dissipation: 30mW max
Direct TTL or CMOS Interfacing

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The ADG20l is a quad SPST analog switch. In the ON state,
the switch conducts current in either direction, maintaining
nearly constant ON resistance over its si!(nal handling range. In
the OFF state, it blocks voltages equal to the switch V+ and
v- supplies. Switch action is break - before - make.

PIN CONFIGURATION

IN,
D,

The digital inputs interface directly to TTL or CMOS lo!(ic
over the full operating temperature range.
Fabricated with an advanced monolithic dielectrically - isolated CMOS process, the ADG20l is a superior plug - in
replacement for the DG201. ADG20l advantages over other
designs include: lower RON, lower power dissipation, faster
switching time, overvoltage protection (2SV beyond power
supplies), and latch - free operation.

v,

(SUBSTRATEI

NC

D,

TOP VIEW
SWITCH IS OPEN FOR LOGIC "'" (POSITIVE TRUE) 'NPUT

ORDERING INI<'ORMATION
Commercilll
o to +70°C

Industtilll
-25°C to +8S o C

•

Military
-SSoC to i:12SoC

Plastic

Ceramic

Ceramic

ADG201C]

ADG20lBP

ADG201AP
ADG201AP/883 1

Note: 1"/883" vetsion is 100% screened to MIL-STD-883, class B
as per note 3 on specifications table, next page.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MAX LIMITS
+2SIlC

CHAllACTERISTIC

HP.

APSUFFIX'

TYP'
_"lI

e2

CJ SUFFIX

+ZSIlC

+12S o C

-25/0o C2

+2SIlC

+8S1700C 2

80
80

125
125

100
100

100
100

125
125

UNITS

TEST CONDITIONS~
Unless Noted VI '" .+UV
V 2 = -15V, GND OV

=

SWITCH
rOS(ON)

Drain-Source
ON Resistance

15(OfF)

Source OFF

IO(OFF)

Drain OFF

IIN(PEAK)6

500
-500

I
-I

500
-500

250
-250

5
-5

250
-250

Current

500
-500

I
-I

500
-500

250
-250

5
-5

250
-250

Drain ON
Leakage Current

0.1
0.1

500
-500

·1
-I

500
-500

250
-250

5
-5

250
-250

-10 '
10

-I
I

-10
10

-10
10

-I
I

-10
10

pA

YIN
YIN

= 2.4Y
= 15Y

-10

-I

I

-10

pA

YIN

=OY

Input Current
Input Voltage High

DYNAMIC
toN

nA

VIN

= 2.4V

VIN = O.BV

NOT APPLICABLE'

Input Current
Input Voltage Low

-10

-10

Turn-QN Time2,7

260

1000

1000

toFf

Turn-QFF Time 2 ,7

130

500

500

C5(OFF)

Source OFF
Capacitance

,CO(OFO)

Drain OFF

ns

VIN ::: 3,5V to OV

RL' IkO. CL

VIN ::: OV to 3.5V

Ys

9

pF

Vs =OV, VIN:::I SV

Capaciranc.e

9

pF

VD - OV, VIN '" SV

CD(ONl + CS(ON) Channel ON
Capacitance

21.

pF

VD = Vs OV
VIN = OV

OFF isolations

65

dB

SUPPLY
I,

YIN =0.8Y
Is=-lmA

. Peak Input Current
Required for
Transition

IINL

=lOY
=-lOY
Ys = lOY. Yo =-lOY
Ys =-lOY. Yo = lOY
Yo = lOY. Ys =-lOY
YO =-lOY. Ys • lOY
Yo = Ys = lOY
Yo = Ys =-lOY
Yo
YO

0.3
0.3

Lca~qe

INPUT
lINK

0

0.2
0.2

Leakage Current

IO(ON)'

80
80 .

60
40

Positive Supply Current

0,015

2

I

2

2

I

2

rnA

I,

Negative Supply Current

'-0.015

-2

-I

-2

-2

-I

-2

rnA

I,

Positive Supply Current

I,

Negative Supply Current

0.2
-0.01 1

2

I

2

2

I

2

rnA

-2

-I

-2

-2

-I

-2

rnA

= HpF

= ±SY

=

VIN "" SV, RL ::: lkC2; CL = lSpF
Vs ::: 7Vrms , f::: 500kHz

One Channel ON, VIN = 0""

All Channels OFF VIN = SV
I

NOTES:
t Typic;al values for infonnation only I not guaranteed or production tested.
:lGuaranteed. not subject to 100% production test.
~ ADG201AP is available 100% screened to MIL-STO·8B3,
method 5004, para. 3.1.1 through 3.1.12 for a class 8
device. Final electrical tests are: fDS(ON), IS(OFF),
IOCOFF), IO(ON), IINH, IINL, 11 and 12 at +2S"e and
+12S e e (AP/883 version),
4 Functional operation is pOS1iible for supply voltages less than
±1 SV, but the input switching thresh'old will shift.

s In(ON) is Icakage from drivcr gate into ON switch.

inputs are MOS gates. Typicalleakagc (+2S oC) is less than 1 nanoamp.
This is in contrast to other designs which require typically IS0~A to switch.
, Switch action is guaranteed break·beforc·make.
a OFF isolation (dB) '" 20 lo¥ Vs/Vn where Vs == inPUt to OFF switch and
VD '" output.
~ Digital

Spccifications subject

to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
VIN (Digital Input) to Ground ...
VSorVDtoV1
(1 second surge)
(continuous) ...
VSorVDtoV2
(1 second surge)
(continuous) ...
V 1 to Ground. . ..
V2 to Ground ....
Current, any terminal except S or D .
Continuous Current, S or D . . . . . . . . . . .
Peak Current, S or D
(pulsed at 1ms, 10% duty cycle max) ..

. .-O.3V, V1
+2SV, -40V
+20V,-3SV
· -2SV, +40V
· -20V, +3SV
· -O.3V, +17V
· +O.3V, -17V
30mA
. SOmA

14-26 CMOS SWITCHES AND MUL T/PLEXERS

.lS0mA

Operating Temperature
(AP Suffix) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -SSoC to +12SoC
(BP Suffix). . . . . .
. . - 2So C to +8So C
(CJ Suffix). . . . . .
. .. OoC to +70oC
Storage Temperature
(AP, BP Suffix) .. .
. -6SoC to +lS0oC
(CJ Suffix) . . . . . . . . . . . .
. -6SoC to +12SoC
Power Dissipation (Package)'
16 Pin Ceramic D1P~·.
900mW
16 Pin Plastic DIP ~ ....... .
470mW
Device mounted wi.th all leads soldered or welded to PC board
Derate 12mWfC above +75°C
Derate 6.5mW/oC above +25°C

CAUTION:
ESD (Electro - Static - Discharge) sensItIve device. The digital inputs are zener protected;·
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subjected to high energy electrostatic fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The protective
foam should be discharged to the destination socket before devices are remov.ed for insertion.

WARNING!

0

~~OEVICE

CIkCUIT DESCRIPTION
V1
+15V
1

2

~
IN

1k

P+

Nso-~~-'~~~~'--1~-oD

PCHANNEL

RI

3

N-CHANNEL
N+

P-

N+

NOTE: lOGIC "0" ON IN TERMINAL CLOSES SWITCH BETWEEN SAND D.

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram, 1 of 4 Channels

CMOS devices make excellent analog switches; however, problems with overvoltage and latch - up phenomenon necessitate
protection circuitry. However, these protection circuits either
cause degradation of important switch parameters such as
RON or leakage, or provide only limited protection in the
event of overvoltage.
The ADG201 switch utilises a dielectric ally - isolated CMOS
fabrication process to eliminate the four -layer structure found
in junction-isolated CMOS, thus.providing latch-free operation.
A.typical switch channel is shown in Figure 1. the output
switching element consists of device numbers 17 and 20.
Operation is as follows: for an "ON" switch, the gate of
device 20 is V 1 and the gate of device 17 is V 2 from the driver
circuits. Device numbers 14, 15 and 16 are "OFF" and
numbers 18 and 19 are "ON". Hence, the back-gates of the
P- and N -channel output devices (numbers 17 and 20) are tied
together and floating. Floating the output switch back - gates
with the signal input provides a flatter RON versus
VS response.
For an "OFF" switch, device numbers 1'8 and 19 are "OFF",
and the back - gates of devices 17 and 20 are tied through
1kn resistors R3 and R4 to the respective supply voltages
through the "ON" devices 14,15 and 16.

Figure 2. ADG201 Output Switch Diode Equivalent Circuit

If a voltage is applied tothe S or D terminals which exceeds
V 1 or V 2' the S - or D - to - back - gate diode is forward biased;
however, R3 and R4 provide current limiting action (Fig. 2).
Consequently, without external current limiting resistance
(or increased RON), the ADG201 series switches provide:
1. Latch - proof operation.
2. Overvoltage protection 25V beyond the V 1 or V 2
supply voltage.
An equivalent circuit of the output 'switch element in Figure
2 shows that, indeed, the 1kn limiting resistors are in series
with the back-gates of the P- and N-channel output devicesnot in series with the signal path between the S & D terminals.

In some applications it is possible to turn on a parasitic NPN
(drain" to back - gate to source of the N - channel) transistor
which causes device destruction under certain conditions. This
case will only manifest itself when a negative overvoltage
(and not a positive overvoltage) exists with another voltage
source on the other side of the switch. Current limitation
through external resistors (2000.) or the output of op amps
will prevent damage to the device.
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MECHANICAL INFORMATION

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions shown in i/lches and (mm).
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Figure 3. Switching Time vs. Temperatur-e
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Figure 4. Input Logic Threshold vs. Rower Supply Voltage

BONDING DIAGRAM
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

1 - - - - - - 0 . 0 8 ' 12.1591------1
NOTES:

'

1. PADS ARE 0.1)04 X O.OQ4INCHES (Q.102 X O.102mm.) MIN.

2. TO MINIMIZE ESO HAZARD, BOND PIN 5 FIRST.
3. PAD NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO PIN NUMBERS SHOWN

ON PIN CONFIGURATION.
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Data-Acquisition SUbsystems
Contents
Page
Selection Guide
AD362. Hybrid-IC 16-to-8-Channel DAS Front End, for User-Chosen AID Converter
AD363
Hybrid-IC 16-to-S-Channel12-Bit Complete DAS
AD364. Hybrid-IC 16-to-S-Channel 12-Bit Complete IlP-Compatible DAS
DAS1l2S 16/S-ChanneI12-Bit Data-Acquisition Module
DAS1150 Low-Level-Input 12-Bit Data-Acquisition Module with Resistor-Programmable Gain
DAS1151 Low-Level-Input 12-Bit Data-Acquisition Module with Logic-Programmable Gain

15-2
15-5
15-13 15-25
15-29
15-37
15-37

eNew product since the 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.

DA TA·ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEMS 15-1

SaI8ction Guida

Data-Acquislti. SUbsystems
The products catalogued in this section are modules and hybrid circuits that perform at least two of the following functions:
multiplexing, sample-hold, aId conversion. In addition, some types have programmable-gain amplifiers, microprocessor interface logic, andlor switching for applications involving both differential and single-ended inputs. They are classified here in'
order of number of single-ended/differential channels available within the device.
The data sheets provide complete desCriptions, specifications, and application information. Additional general info~ation
regarding portions of,the subsystems may be found in the appropriate sections of ,this catalog (e.g., 2: Instrumentation
"
Amplifiers, 10: Analog/Digitai Conver1;ers, and 13: Sample/Track-Hold Amplifiers). Additional data-acquisition subsystems
may be found in Sections 10 (Track-Hold and ADC for Video Applications, e.g., MOD-1205) and 16 (Microcomputer
Interface Boards). Data for the AD7583, listed in this Selection Guide, will be found in Section 10: AID Converters.
Specifications are typical at +2SoC and rated supply voltages, unless noted otherwise.

DATA-ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEMS *
Model

Channels Resolution
(Bits)

Characteristics

Page

DAS1128

16/8

12

General-purpose complete 12-bit data-acquisition module. Performs multiplexing, sample-hold, aid conversion, with maximum throughput rate of
35kHz. Can be readily interfaced with microcomputer systems via 8255
or PIA.

15-29

AD364.

16 to 8

12

Hybrid-IC general-purpose 12-bit data-acquisition subsystem, with 30kHz
throughput rate, complete in two hermetically sealed dual in-line packages,
furnished with high quality external hold capacitor. The analog input package
accepts up to 16 single-ended or 8 differential channels, in combinations selectable by a logic-switchable mode control, and provides multiplexing, differential
amplificaticin, and sample-hold. The second package is a two-chip 12-bit successive-approximation aId converter with on-board three-state output buffer
circuitry for direct interface to an 8-, 12- or 16-bit microprocessor bus.

15-25

AD363

16 to 8

12

Hybrid-IC general-purpose 12-bit data-acquisition subsystem, with 30kHz
throughput rate, in twq. 32-pin metal DIP packages, furnished with high
quality external hold capacitor. The analog input package accepts up to 16
single-ended or differential channels, in combinations selected by a logicswitch able mode control, and provides multiplexing, differential amplification, and sample-hold. The second package is a high-accuracy 12-bit
successive-approximation aId converter with parallel and serial output and
an uncommitted unity-gain analog buffer amplifier. The packages are connected externally by an analog signal line and a digital control line.

15-13

AD362.

16 to 8

12+

AD7583.

9

8

Hybrid IC analog front end (used in AD364 and AD363), made available
separately for applications with user's choice of aId converter. Accepts up to
16 single-ended or 8 differential channels, in combinations selected by a logicswitch able mode control, and provides multiplexing, differential amplification,
and sample-hold (capacitor furnished). Nonlinearity .;;; ±0.005%, 10~s acquisi, tion time to 0.01%, high differential input impedance (10 10 m and commonmode rejection (80dB) fully protected multiplexer inputs, aperture uncertainty
0.5ns max, simple interface to popular aId converters.
CMOS IC monolithic single-supply 9-channel (expandable) 8-bit ,ratiometric
aId converter. On-board are multiplexer, quad-slope switch array and counters,
three-state output buffer and bidirectional data bus, and all required control
logic. Most applications require the addition ofa few passive components and
two general-purpose op amps.

15-2 DA TA-ACQu/SITION SUBSYSTEMS

15-5

10-89

Model

OIannels

Resolution

OIaracteristics

Page

(Bits)

DAS1l50/51

12

General-purpose single-channelI2-bit data-acquisition modules with 25kHz
throughput rate. Contain differential-input amplifier, sample-hold and
12-bit successive-approximation aId converter. DAS1150's amplifier has
resistor-programmable gain from 1 to 1000; DAS1151's amplifier is software
programmable for gains of I, 2,4,8. Multiplexing for desired number of channels (if> 1) provided externally by user.

15-37

'See also SHAl144 data sheet in Section 13 (Samplerrrack-Hold), the AC1580 utility card
for assembling 14-bit data·acquisition subsystem using ADC1130/1131 aid converters. The
scanning meters in Section 8 (AD2036, AD2037, and AD2038) also function as dataacquisition subsystems with BCD output.
eNew product since 1979 Data Acquisition Products Catalog Supplement.

•
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WDEVICES

Precision Sample-and-Hold
with 16-Channel Multiplexer

FEATURES
16 Single-Ended or S Differential Channels with Switchable
Mode Control
True 12-Bit Precision: Nonlinearity <0:0.005%
High Speed: 10J.ls Acquisition Time to 0.01%
Complete and Calibrated: No Additional Parts Required
Small, Reliable: 32 Pin Hermetic Metal DIP
Versatile: Simple Interface to Popular Analog to Digital
Converters
High Differential Input Impedance (10 10 n) and Common
Mode Rejection (SOdS)
Fully Protected Multiplexer Inputs

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD362 is a complete, precision 16-channel data acquisition system analog input section in hybrid integrated circuit
form. Large-scale linear integrated circuitry, thick- and thinfilm technology and active laser trimming gives the AD362
extensive applications versatility along with full 12-bit
accuracy.
The AD362 contains two 9-channel multiplexers, a differential
amplifier, a sample-and-hold with high-speed output amplifier,
a channel address latch and control logic. The multiplexers may
be connected to the differential amplifier in either an 8-channe! differential or 16-channe! single-ended configuration. A
unique feature of the AD362 is an internal u~er-controllable
analog switch that connects the multiplexers in either a singleended or differential mode. This allows a single device to perform in either mode without hard-wire programming and permits a mixture of single-ended and differential sou rces to be
interfaced by dynamically switching the input mode control.
The sample-and-hold mode control is designed to connect
directly to the "Status" output of an analog to digital converter so that a convert command to the ADC will automatically put the sample-and-hold into the "Hold" mode. A
precision hold capacitor is included with each AD362. The
AD362 output amplifier is capable of driving the unbuffered
analog input of most high-speed, 12-bit successive-approximation ADCs. Interface is thereby reduced to two simple cortnections wit/1 no additional components required.

AD362SD operates to specification from -S SoC to + 12SoC.
Processing to MIL-STD-883, Class B is available for the
AD362SD. Both grades are packaged in a hermetic, electrostatically shielded 32-pin metal dual-in-line package.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD362, when used with a precision analog to digital
converter, forms a complete, accurate, high-speed data
acquisition system.
2. The 16-input channels may be configured in single-ended,
differential or a mixture of both modes. Mode switching is
provided by a user-controllable internal analog switch.
3. Multiplexers, differential amplifier, sample-and-hold and
high-speed output buffer provide complete analog interfacing capabilities.
4. Internal channel address latches are provided to facilitate
interfacing the AD362 to data, address or control buses.
5. All grades of the AD 36 2 are hermetically sealed in rugged
metal DIP packages.
6. A precision hold capacitor is provided with each AD362.
7. The AD362SD is specified over the entire military temperature range, -5SoC to +12SoC. Processing to MIL-STD883, Class B is available.

•

When used with a 12-bit, 25-microsecond ADC such as the
AD572, AD574 or AD ADC80, system throughput rate is as
high as 30kHz at full rated accuracy. The AD362KD is specified
for operation over a 0 to +70°C temperature range while the
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @ +25°C, ±15V and +5V with 2000pF hold capacitor as provided
unless otherwise noted)

MODEL
. ANALOG INPUTS
Number of Inputs

AD362KD

AD362SD/AD362SD-883B 1

16 Single-Ended or 8 Differential
(Electronically Selectable)

Input Voltage Range, Linear·
±10V min
Tmin to Tmax
Input (Bias) Current, Per Channel
±50nA max
Input Impedance
, 10 10 n, 100pF
On Channel
Off Channel
lO l0 n,10pF
Input Fault Current (Power Off or On) 20mA, max, Internally Limited
Common Mode Rejection
Differential Mode
70d8 min (80dB typ) @ 1kHz, 20V pop
Mux Crosstalk (Interchannel,
Any Off Channel to Any On Channel) -80dB max (-90d8 typ) @ 1kHz, 20Y pop
Offset, Channel to Channel
±2.5mV max
ACCURACY
Gain Error, Tmin toTmax
Offset Error, Tmin to Tmax
Linearity Error
Tmin to Tmax
Noise Error
Tmin to Tmax
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Gain, Tmin to Tmax
Offset, ±10VRange, Tmin to Tmax
SAMPLE AND HOLD DYNAMICS
Aperture Delay
Aperture Uncertainty
Acquisition Time, for 20V Step to
±0.01% of Final Value
Feedthrough
Droop Rate
DIGITAL INPUT SIGNALS 2
Input Channel Select (Pins 28-31)
Channel Select Latch (Pin 32)

±0.02% FSR, max
±4mV
±0.005% max
±0.01% max
1mV pop, 0.1 to IMHz, max
2mV pop, 0.1 to 1MHz, max
±4ppm/C max
±2ppm/Cmax
lOOns max (50ns typ)
500ps max (lOOps typ)
18Ms max (lOlls typ)
-70dB max (-80d8 typ) @ 1kHz
2mV/ms max (lmY/fns typ)
4-Bit Binary, Channel Address
1LS TTL Load
."1": Latch Transparent
"0": Latched
8LS TTL Loads

Single Ended/Differential
Mode Select (Pin 1)

"0": Single"Ended Mode
"1": Differential Mode
3TTL Loads

Sample and Hold Command (Pin 13)

"0": Sample Mode
"1": Hold Mode
ITTL Load

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Supply Voltages/Currents

Total Power Dissipation

±2ppm/Cmax
±1.5ppm/C max

*
*

+1SV, ±5% @ 30mA max
-15V, ±5% @ 30mA max
+5V, ±5% @ 40mA max

*

1.1 Watts max

*

TEMPERATURE RANGE
-SSOCto +12S o C
o to +70 oC
Specification
-55°C to +150°C
Storage
-55°C to +85.o C3
NOTES:
1 The AD362 is available fully processed and screened to the requirements of MIL-STD-883, Class B. A co"!plete
list of tests is given on next page. When ordering, specify "AD362SD/883B".
'One TTL Load is defined as IIL=-1.6mA max@VIL=O.4V, IIH =.40jlA max@ VIH =2.4V.
One LS TTL Load is defined as IlL =~.36mA max@VIL=O.4V, IIH =20jlA max@VIH=2.7V ..
• AD362KD External Hold Capacitor is limited to +8So C; AD362 device itseIf may be stored at up to +lSO°C.·
Specifications subject to change without !lotice.
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AD362 PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPrlON
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Pin

(ALL MODELS)
. +S.SV

+V, Analog Supply

+16V

-V, Analog Supply

-16V

Function

Number

+V, Digital Supply

VIN, Signal

iV, Analog Supply

VIN, Digital

o to +V, Digital Supply

2

AcND to DCND

ilV

3
4
5

PROCESSING FOR HIGH RELIABILITY

Single-End/Differential Modc Select
"0": Single-Ended Mode
"I ": Differential Mode
Digital Ground
Positive Digital Power Supply, +5V
"High" Analog Input, Channel 7
"High" Analog Input, Channel 6
"High" Analog Input, Channel 5
'·High" Analog Input, Channel 4
"High" Analog Input, Channel 3
"High" Analog Input, Channel 2
"High" Analog Input, Channell
"High" Analog Input, Channel 0
Hold Capacitor (Provided)
Sample-Hold Command
"0": Sample Mode
"1": Hold Mode
Normally Connected to ADC Status
'Offset Adjust (See Figure 5)
Offset Adjust (See Figure 5)
Analog Output
Normally Connected to ADC
"Analog In"

6
7
8

STANDARD PROCESSING
As part of the standard manufacturing procedure, all models of the
AD362 receive the following processing:

9
10

11
CONDITIONS
1) 100% pre-cap Visual

12
13

In-house Criteria

Inspection
2) Stabilization Bake

3) Seal Test, Gross Leak
4) Operating Burn-In

24 hours@+150'C
Method 1014 Test Condition C
24 hours@+125'C

i4
15
16

PROCESSING TO MIL-STD-883
17
18

All models of AD362 ordered to the requirements of MIL-STD-883.
Method 5008 are identified with a 18838 suffix and receive the
following processing:

19

CONDITIONS
1) 100% pre-cap Visual

2017.1

Inspection

2) Stabilization Bake
3) Temperature Cycle
4) Constant Acceleration
5) Visual Inspection

6) Operating Burn·ln
7) Seal Test, Fine Leak
Gross Leak

1008,24 hours@ +1.50'C
1010, Test Condition C, 10 cycles,

-65'C [0 +150'C
2001, Yl PIane, 1000G
Visable Damage
1015, Test Condition B 160 hours @
+12S'C
1014, Test Condition A, 5 x 10-7 s'td cclsec
1014, Condition C

8) Final Electrical Test

Per Data Sheet

9) External Visual Inspection

2009

Analog Ground
"j-ligh" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel
Negative Analog Power Supply, -15V
Positive Analog Power Supply, +ISV
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel
"High"(ULow") Analog Input, Channel
"High" (ULow") Analog Input, Channel
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel
Input Channel Select, Address Bit AE
Input Channel Select, Address Bit AO
Input Channel Select, Address Bit Al
Input Channel Select, Address dlit A2
Input Channel Select Latch
"0": Latched
"1": Latch Transparent

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32

15 (7)
14 (6)

13 (5)
12 (4)
11 (3)
10 (2)
9 (1)
8 (0)

AD362 ORDERING GUIDE

Model
AD362KD
AD362SD
AD362SDI
883B

Specificatiori
Temp Range

Max Gain
TC

o to +70°C

i4ppm/C
i2ppm/C
i2ppm/C

-55°C to +12S o C
-55°C to +125°C

NOTE: D Suffix = Dual-In-Line package designator.
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AD362 DESIGN
The AD362 consists of two 8-channel multiplexers, a differential amplifier, a sample-and-hold with high-speed output buffer, channel address latches and control logic as shown in
Figure L The multiplexers can be connected to the differential
amplifier in either an 8-channel differential or 16-channel
single-ended configuration. A unique feature of the AD362 is
an internal analog switch controlled by a digital input that
performs sWitching between single-ended and differential
modes. This feature allows a single AD362 to perform in
either mode without external hard-wire interconnections.
Of more significance is th~ ability to serve a mixture of both
single-ended and differential sources with a single AD362 by
dynamically switching the input mode control.
SINOLEENDtOlFFERENllAL
MODE SEleCT INPUT
+5V

smaller capacitor will allow faster sample-and-hold response
. but will decrease accuracy while a larger capacitor will increase accuracy at slower conversion rates.
The output buffer is a high speed amplifier whose ou.tput
impedance remains. low and constant at high frequencies.
Therefore, the AD362 may drive a fast, unbuffered, precision
ADC without loss of accuracy.
The AD362 is constructed on a substrate that includes thickfilm resistors for non-critical applications such as input protection and biasing. A separately-mounted laser-trimmed thinfilm resistor network is used to establish accurate gain and
high common-mode rejection. The metal package affords
electromagnetic and electrostatic shielding and is hermetically
welded at low temperatures. Welding eliminates the possibility
of contamination frpm solder particles or flux while low temperature sealing maintains the accuracy of the laser-trimmed
thin-film resistors.
THEORY OF OPERATION
Concept
The AD362 is intended to be used in conjunction with a highspeed precision analog-to-digital converter to form a complete
data acquisition system (DAS) in microcircuit form. Figure 2
shows a general AD362-with-ADC DAS application.

'------" ,r------'
"LOW" ANALOG IN'UTS

INPUT

CHANNEL

CMANN~L

ULECT
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Figure 1. AD362 Analog Input Section Functional Block
Diagram and Pinout

Multiplexer channel address inputs are interfaced through a
level-triggered ("transparent") input register. With a Logic "1"
atthe Channel Select Latch input, the address signals feed
through the register to directly select the appropriate input
channel. This address information can be held in the register
by placing a Logic "0" on the Channel Select Latch input. Internallogic monitors the status of the Single-Ended/Differential
Mode input and addresses the multiplexers accordingly.
A differential amplifier buffers the multiplexer outputs while
providing high/input impedance in b'nh differential and·singleended modes. Amplifier gain and common mode rejection are
actively laser-trimmed.
The sample-and-hold is a high speed monolithic device that can
also function as a gated operational amplifier. Its uncommitted
differential inputs allow it to serve a second role as the output
subtra~tor in the differential amplifier. This eliminates one
amplifier and decreases drift, settling time and power consumption. A Logic "1" on the Sample-and-Hol~ Command input
will cause the sample-and-hold to "freeze" the analog signal
while the ADC performs the conversion. Normally the Sampleand-Hold Command is connected to th: ADC Status output
which is at Logic "1" during conversion and Logic "0" between conversions. For slowly-changing inputs, throughput
speed may be increased by grounding the Sample-and-Hold .
Command input instead of connecting it to the ADC status.
A Polystyrene hold capacitor is provided with each commercial temperature range device (AD362KD) while a Teflon capacitor is provided with units intended for operation at tern peratures up to 12SoC (AD362SD). Use of an external capacitor
allows the user to make his own speed/accuracy tradeoff; a
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Figure 2. AD362 with ADC as a Complete Data Acquisition
System

By dividing the data acquisition task into two sections, several
important advantages are realized. Performance of each design
is optimized for its specific function. Production yields are
increased thus decreasing costs. Furthermore, the standard
configuration packages plug into standard sockets and are
easier to handle than larger packages with higher pin counts.
System Timins:
Figure 3 is a.timing diagram for the AD362 connected as
shown in Figure 2 and operating at maximum conversion rate.
The ADC is assumed to be a conventional 12 bit type such as
the ADSn or AD ADC80.
'
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Figure 3. DAS Timing Diagram
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The normal sequence of events is as follows:
1. The appropriate Channel Select Address is latched into the
address register. Time is allowed for the multiplexers to
settle.
2. A Convert Start 'command is issued to the ADC which, in
response, indicates that it is "busy" by placing a Logic "I"
on its Status line.
3. The ADC Status controls the sample-and-hold. When the
ADC is "busy", the sample-and-hold is in the Hold mode.
4. The ADC goes into its conversion routine. Since the sampleand-hold is holding the proper analog value, the address
may be updated during conversion. Thus multiplexer settling time can coincide with conversion and need not affect
throughput rate.
5. The ADC indicates completion of its conversiori by returning Status to Logic "0". The sample-and-hold returns to
the Sample mode.
6. If the input signal has changed full-scale (different channels
may have .... idely-varying data) the sample-and-hold will
typically require 10 microseconds to "acquire" the next
input to sufficient accuracy for 12-bit conversion.
"-

After allowing a suitable interval for the sample-and-hold to
stabilize at its new value, another Convert Start command may
be issued to the ADC.
+15V

5k~l

SkU

ADC
UNDER TEST

~15V

o

CONVERT
!,TART

~

CHANNEL A ", ..
"STATUS" "O" _ _ _ ': __ ~I
I

CHANNELS

"LSS"

,

~A

I
-I

,

r-STATUSDEL.AV

Figure 4. ADC Status Valid Test

NOTE:
Valid Output Data
Not all ADCs have all data bits available when Status indicates
that the conversion is complete. Successive approximation
ADCs based on the 2502/3/4 type of register must have a Status
delay built in or the final data bit will lag Status by approximately SOns. This will result in two problems:
1. The sample-and-hold will return to Sample, disturbing the
analog input to the ADC as it is attempting to convert the
least significant bit. This may result in an error.
2. If the falling edge of Status is being used to load the data
into a register, the least significant bit will not be valid
when loaded.
An external lOOns delay or use of an ADC with a ~alid Status
output is necessary to prevent this problem. The applications
shown in this data sheet ensure that all data bits will be valid ..
The following test may be made to determine if the ADC
Status timing is correct:
1. Connect the ADC under test as shown in Figure 4.

2. Trigger the oscilloscope on Status. Delay the display such
that Status is mid-screen.
3. Observe the LSB data output of the ADC.
4. Vary the analog input control to confirm that the LSB
transition precedes the Status transition.
Single-Ended/Differential Mode Control
The AD362 features an internal analog switch that configures
the Analog Input Section in either a I6-channel single-ended
or 8-channel differential mode. This switch is controlled by a
TTL logic input applied to pin 1 of the Analog Input Section:
"0": Single-Ended (16 channels)
"I": Differential (8 channels)
Whe'l in the differential mode, a differential source may be
applied between corresponding "High" and "Low" analog
input channels.
It is possible to mix SE and DIFF inputs by using the mode
control to command the appropriate mode. In this case, four
microseconds must be allowed for the output of the Analog
Input Section to settle to within ±O.OI % of its final value, but
if the mode is switched concurrent with changing the channel
address, no significant additional delay is introduced. The
effect of this delay may be eliminated by changing modes
while a conversion is in progress (with the sample-and-hold
in the "Hold" mode). When SE and DIFF signals are being
processed concurrently, the D1FF signals must be applied
between corresponding "High" and "Low" analog input channels. Another application of this feature is the ,capability of
measuring 16 sources individually and/or measuring differences
between pairs of those sources.

lnpu t Channel Addressing
Table 1 is the truth table for input channel addressing in both
the single-ended and differential modes. The 16 single-ended
channels may be addressed by applying the corresponding
digital number to the four Input Chanuel Select address bits,
AE, AO, AI, A2 (pins 28-31). In the differential mode, the
eight channels are addressed by applying the appropriate
digital code to AO, Al and A2; AE must be enabled with a
Logic "I". Internal logic monitors the status of the SE/DIFF
Mode input and addresses the multiplexers singularly or in
pairs as required.
ON CHANNEL (Pin Number)

ADDRESS

AE

A2

Al

AO

Single Ended

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0

0

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1

1

0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

None
None
None
None

(11)
(10)
(9)

0

0

Differential
"Lo"
"Hi"

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

(8)
(7)
(6)
(5)

None
None

(27)
(26)

None
None
0(11)
1 (lO)

(25)
(24)
(ll)
(22)
(l9)
(18)

2
3
4
5
6
7

(4)

(9)
(8)
(7)
(6)
(5)
(4)

o (27)
1 (26)
2
3
5
5
6
7

(25)
(24)
(23)
(22)
(19)
(18)

Table 1. tnput Channel Addressing Truth Table
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When the channel address is 'changed, six microseconds must
be allowed for the Analog Input Section to settle to within
±0.01% of its final output (including settling times of all
elements in the signal path). The effect of this delay may be
eliminated by performing the address change while a conversion is in progress (with the sample-and-hold in the "Hold"
mode).
Input Channel Address Latch
The AD362 is eqlfipped with a latch for the Input Channel
Select address bits. If the Latch Control pin (pin 32) is at
Logic "1 ", input channel select address information is passed
through to the multiplexers. A Logic "0" "freezes" the input
channel address present ,at the inputs at the "1"-to-"O" transition (level-triggered).
'
This feature is useful when input channel address information
is provided from an address, data or control bus that may be
required to service many devices. The ability to latch an
address is helpful whenever the user has no comrol of when
address information may change.
Sample-and-Hold Mode Control
The Sample-and-Hold Mode Control input (pin 13) is normally
connected to the Status output (pin 20) from an analog to
digital converter. When a conversion is initiated by applying a
Convert Start command to the ADC, Status goes to Logic "1 ",
putting the sample-and-hold into the "Hold" mode. T!Jis
"freezes" the information to be digitized for the period of
conversion. When the conversion is complete, Status returns
to Logic "0" and the sample-and-hold returns to the "Sample"
mode. Eighteen microseconds must be allowed for the sampleand-hold to acquire ("catch up" to) the analog input to within
,±0.01 % of the final value before a new Convert Start command is issued.
The purpose of a sample-and-hold is to "stop" fast changing
input signals long enough to be converted. In this application,
it also allows the user to change channels and!or SEt DIFF
mode while a conversion is in progress thus eliminating the
effects of multiplexer, analog switch and differential amplifier
settling times, If maximum throughput rate is required for
slowly changing signals, the Sample-and-Hold Mode Control
may be wired to ground (Logic "0") rather than to ADC
Status thus leaving the sample-and-hold in a continuous
Sample mode.
Hold Capacitor
A 2000pF capacitor is provided with each AD362. One side
of this capacitor is wired to pin 12, the other to analog ground
as close to pin 17 as possible. The capacitor provided with the
AD362KD is Polystyrene while the wider operating temperature
range of the AD362SD requires a Teflon capacitor (supplied).
Smaller capacitors will allow slightly faster operation, but only
with increased noise and decreased precision. 1000pF will
typically allow acquisition to 0.1 % in four microseconds.
Larger capacitors may be substituted to reduce noise, and
sample-to-hold offset, but acquisition time of the sample-andhold will be extended. If less than 12 bits of accuracy is required, a smaller capacitor may be used. This will shorten the
SIH acquisition time. In all cases, the proper capacitor dielectric must be used; i.e., Polystyrene (AD326KD only) or
Teflon (AD362KD or SD). Other types of capacitors may
have higher dielectric absorption (memory) and will cause
errors. CAUTION: Polystyrene capacitors will be destroyed
if subjected to temperatures above +85 0 C. No capacitor is
required if the sample-and-hold is not used.
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Analog Input Section Offset Adjust Circuit
Although the offset voltage of the AD362 may be adjusted,
that adjustment is normally performed at the ADC. In some
special applications, however, it may be helpful to adjust the'
offset of the Analog Input Se<;tion. An example of such a case
would be if the input signals were small «10mV) relative to
AD362 voltage offset and gain was to be inserted between the
AD362 and the ADC. To adjust the offset ofthe AD362, the
.circuit shown in Figure 5 is recommended.
'
AD362

ANALOG
INPUT

. SECTION

OUTPut'.,6. I

"

'Figure 5, AD362 Offset Voltage Adjustment

Under normal conditions, all calibration is performed at the
ADC Section.
Other Considerations
Grounding: Analog and digital signal.grounds should be kept
separate where possible to prevent digital signals from flowing
in the analog ground circuit and inducing spurious analog signal noise. Analog, Grouna (pin 17) and Digital Ground (pin 2)
are not connected internally; these pins must be connected
externally for the system to operate properly. Preferably, this
connection is made at only one point, as close to the AD362
as possible. The case is connected internally to Digital Ground
to provide good electrostatic shielding. If the grounds are not
tied common on the same card with the AD362, the digital
and analog grounds should be connected locally with back-toback general-purpose diodes as shown in Figure 6. This will
protect the AD362 from possible damage caused by voltages
,in excess of ±1 volt between the ground systems which could
occur if the key grounding card should be removed from the
overall system. The device will operate properly with as much
as ±200mV between grounds, however this difference will be
reflected directly as an inpu't offset voltage.

AD362

ADO

DGNO

AGNO

TO

CARD
CONNECTOR

----~~~~~~

Figure 6. Ground-Fault Protection Diodes,

Power Supply Bypassing: The ±ISV and +SV power leads
should be'capacitively bypassed to Analog Ground. and Digital
Ground respectively for optimum device performance. IIolF
tantalum types are recommended; these capacitors should be
located close to the, system, It is not necessary ~o shunt these
capacitors with disc capacitors to.provide additional high
frequency power supply decoupling since each po"Ver lead is
bypassed internally with a O.039IolF ceramic capacitor.

Interfacing to Popular Analog to Digital Converters
The AD362 has been designed to interface directly to most
analog to digital converters; often no additional components
are required and only two interconnections must be made.
The direct interface requirements for the ADC are as follows:
1. The ADC Status output must be positive-true Logic ("1"

during conversion).
2. Transition from "0" to "1" must occur at least 200ns
before the most significant bit decision is made (successive
approximation ADC) or before input integration starts
(integrating type ADC).
3. Status must not return to "0" before the LSB decision is
made (see page 15-9).
4. If Status is being used to latch output data, it must not
return to Logic "0" until all ou tput data bits are valid and
available.
Complete system throughput performance is determined by
combining the worst-case specifications of the AD362 an:! the
ADC. If guaranteed system performance is required, the
AD363 and ADj64 are recommended. The AD363 includes
an AD362 and an AD572 12-bit, 25-microsecond precision
ADC. The AD364 consists of an AD362 and an AD574 12-bit,
microprocessor-compatible, low cost ADC. Each is specified
as a complete, two-package system; data sheets are available
upon request.

Figure 7a shows the AD362 driving an AD ADC80. The
AD ADC80 is a 12-bit, 25-microsecond, low-cost ADC that
meets all of the requirements listed above. Throughput rate
is typically 30kHz with no missing codes over the operating
temperature range.
Figure 7b shows a 10-bit application based on the AD362 and
the AD571, a complete low cost to-bit, 25-microsecond ADC.
In this case, two of the above requirements are not met:
1. DR (DATA READY), as Status, is positive-true but...
2. DR does not indicate that a conversion is in progress until
1.5J.1s after conversion starts.
3. DR does indicate conversion complete after the LSB decision is made, but ...
4. DR precedes the enabling of the AD571 output 3-state
gates by 500ns.
The gating provided by Ul allows th~ applied convert command (CC) to initiate input hold at the AD362. CC must last
for more than 1.5!ls so that DR may then assume control
of Hold. If conversion is continuous (consistent with multichannel operation), the next convert command can be used to
load the previously-converted data into an output register. For
single conversion operation, a IJ.1s delay of the falling edge of
DR may be used to signify valid data.
DC POWER

DCPQWER

DATA
BITS
OUT
(10)

ANALOG
INPUTS
(16)

ANALOG
INPUTS
{161
CHANNel
SELECT

LATCH

1/474LS32

DATA STROBE

'------~- (~~~~i~~J

a. 12-Bit DAS Using AD362 and AD ADC80

b. TO-Bit DAS Using AD362 and AD571

Figure 7. Data Acquisition Systems Based on the AD362 and Popular ADC's
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Interfacing to Special Purpose ADCs
The ADS,200 series of ADCs perform a 12'bit conversion in SO
microseconds and feature totally adjustment-free operation,
high accuracy, and a small hermetically-sealed 24-pin package.

The HAS series of ultra-fast ADCs are S-bit (HASOS01), 10bit (HAS1001) and 12,-bit (HAS1202) devices that convert in
1.S, 1.7, and 2.S microseconds (maximum) respectively. These
devices are hybrid IC's, packaged in 32-pin DIPs. Since the
Data Readysignal from the HAS precedes the LSB'decision,
DR must be delayed. Figure Sb shows the appropriate cir<:uitry to provide that delay. Throughput rate for the 12-bit
system is typically SOkHz.

These ADCs are often used in high-reliability applications
and, like the AD36iSD (which operates over the -55°C to
+12s o C temperature range) are available processed to MILSTD-SS3, Class B. The ADs200 series meets all of the interfacing requirements for direct connection to the AD362 as
shown in Figure Sa. System throughput rate is typically 16kHz.
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Complete 16-Channel
12-Bit Integrated Circuit
Data Acquisition System

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Versatility
Complete System in Reliable IC Form
Small Size: Two 32·Pin Metal DIP's
16 Single·Ended or 8 Differential Channels with
Switch able Mode Control
Military/Aerospace Temperature Range: -SSoC to
+125°C (AD363S) MIL·STD·883S Processing
Available
Versatile Input/Output/Control Format
Short·Cycle Capability
Performance
True 12·Sit Operation: Nonlinearity ";;±0.012%
Guaranteed No Missing Codes Over Temperature Range
High Throughput Rate: 30kHz
Low Power: 1.7W
Hermetically·Sealed, Electrostatically·Shielded
Metal DIP's
Value
Complete: No Additional Parts Required
Reliable: Hybrid IC Construction, Hermetically Sealed
by Welding. All Inputs Fully Protected.
Precision +10.0 ±O.OOS Volt Reference for External
Application
Fast·Precision Suffer Amplifier for External Application
Low Cost
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD363 is a complete 16 channel, 12·bit data acquisition
system in integrated circuit form. By applying large·scale linear
and digital integrated circuitry, thick and thin film hybrid tech·
nology and active laser trimming, the AD363 equals or exceeds
the performance and versatility of previous modular designs.

The AD363 consists of two separate functional blocks, each
hermetically·sealed in an electrostatically·shielded 3 2·pin metal
dual·in·line package. The analog input section contains two
eight·channel multiplexers, a differential amplifier, a sample·
and·hold, a ch:J.nnel address register and control logic. The
multiplexers may be connected to the'differential amplifier in
either an 8'channel differential or 16-channel single·ended con·
figuration. A unique feature of the AD363 is an internal usercontrollable analog switch that connects the multiple?Cers in
either a single·ended or differential mode. This allows a single
device to perform in either mode without hard-wire programming and permits a mixture of single-ended add differential
sources to be interfaced to an AD363 by dynamically switching
the input mode control.

The Analog-to·Digital Converter Section contains a complete
12·bit successive approximation analog-to·digital converter,
iJlcluding internal clock, precision 10 volt reference, compara·
tor, buffer amplifier and a proprietary·design 12·bit D/A con·
verter. Active laser trimming of the reference and D/A converter results in maximum linearity errors of ±0.012% while per·
forming a 12·bit conversion in 25 microseconds.
Analog

inpu~

voltage ranges of ±2.S, ±S.O, ±10, 0 to +5 and

o to +10 volts are user-selectable. Adding flexibility and value
are the precision 10 volt reference (active-trimmed to a toler·
ance of ±S m V) and the internal buffer amplifier, both of which
may be used for external applications. All digital signals are
TTLlDTL compatible and output data is positive-true in parallel and serial form.
System throughput rate is as high a~ 30kHz at full rated accuracy. The AD363K is specified for operation over a 0 to
+70 oC temperature range while the AD363S operates to specification from -55°C to +125°C. Processing to M[L-STD-88~B
is available for the AD363S. Both device grades are guaranteed
to have no missing codes over their specified temperature
ranges.
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical@+25°C, ±15Vand +5V with 2000~F hold capacitor as provided unless otherwise noted)
MOqEL
ANALOG INPUTS
Number of Inputs
Input Voltage Ranges
Bipolar
Unipolar
Input (Bias) Current, Per Channel
Input Impedance
On Channel
Off Channel
Input Fault Current (Power Off or On)
Common Mode Rejection
Differential Mode
Mux Crosstalk (Interchannel ..
Any Off Channel to Any On Channel)

Am63K

AD363S

16 Single-Ended or 8 Differential
(Electronically Selectable)
±2.5V, ±S.OV, ±10.0V

o to +SV, 0 to +10V
±SOnA max
10 lo n,100pF
Ib lO n,10pF
20mA, max, Internally Limited
70dB min (80dB typ)

@

-80dB max (-90dB typ)

1kHz, 20V pop
@

*

,lkHz, 20V pop

RESOLUTION

12 BITS

ACCURACY
Gain Error l
Unipolar Offset Error
Bipolar Offset Error
Linearity Error
Differential Linearity Error
Relative Accuracy
Noise Error

±0.05% FSR.(Adj. to Zero)
±10mV (Adj to Zero)
±20mV (Adj to Zero)
±'hLSB max
±1LSB max (±'hLSB typ)
±0.02S% FSR
ImV pop, 0 to 1MHz

*

±30ppm/OC max (±10ppm/C typ)
±10ppm/C f!1ax (±5ppm/C typ)
No Missing Codes Over Temperature
Range

±2Sppm/0C max (±15ppm/C typ)

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Gain
Offset, ±10V Range
Differential Linearity
SIGNAL DYNAMICS
Conversion Time 2
Throughput Rate, Full Rated Accuracy
Sample and Hold
Aperture Delay
Aperture Uncertainty
Acquisition Time
To ±0.01% of Final Value
for Full Scale Step
Feedthrough
Droop ~ate
DIGITAL INPUT SIGNALS4
Convert Command (to ADC Section,
Pin 21)

Input Channel Select (To Analog
Input Section, Pins 28-31)
Channel Select Latch (To Analog
Input Section, Pin 32)

±8ppm/oC.max (±SppmlC typ)

25/.1s max (22/.1s typ)
25kHz min (30kHz typ)
lOOns max (SOns typ)
SOOps max (lOOps typ)
18/.1s max (10/.15, typ)
-70dB max (-80dB typ) @ 1kHz
2mV/ms max (lmV/ms typ)

Po'sitive Pulse, lOOns min Width. Leading
Edge ("0" to "1 :') Resets Register,
Trailing Edge ("I" to "0") Starts Conversion.
1TTL Load
4 Bit Binary, Channel Address.
lLS TTL Load
"1" Latch Transparen t
"0" Latched
4LS TTL Loads
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•

•

MODEL

AD363K

DIGITAL INPUT SIGNALS, cont.
Sample-Hold Command (To Analog
Input Section Pin 13 Normally
Connected To ADC "Status",
Pin 20)
Short Cycle (To ADC Section Pin 14)

Single Ended/Differential Mode Select
(To Analog Input Section, Pin 1)

DIGITAL OUTPUT SIGNALS4
(All Codes Positive True)
Parallel Data
Unipolar Code
Bipolar Code
Output Drive
Serial Data (NRZ Format)
Unipolar Code
Bipolar Code
Output Drive
Status (Status)
Output Drive
Internal Clock
Output Drive
F:requency

AD363S

"0" Sample Mode
"1" Hold Mode
2LS TTL Loads
Connect to +5V for 12 Bits Resolution.
Connect to Output Bit n + 1 For n Bits
Resolution.
ITTL Load
"0": Single-En4,ed Mode
"1 ": Differential Mode
3TTL Loads

Binary
Offset Binary/Two's Complement
2TTL Loads
Binary
Offset Binary
2TTL Loads
Logic "1" ("0") During Conversion
2TTL Loads
2TTL Loads
500kHz

INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Max External Current
Voltage Temp. Coefficient
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Supply Voltages/Currents

+10.00V, ±SmV
±4mA
±20ppm/oC, max

±lOppm/C, max

+ISV, ±S% ® +4SmA max (+38mA typ)
-ISV, ±S% ® -4SmA max (-38mA typ)
+SV, ±S% ® +136mA max (+1l3mA typ)
2 watts max (1.7 watts typ)

Total Power Dissipation
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification
Storage

o to

-SSOC to +12SoC
-SSoC to +LiO°C

+70°C
-5 S° C to +8So C3

NOTES,
I With son, 1 % fixed resistor in p.lace of Gain Adjust pot; see Figures 7 and 8.
2

Conversion time of ADC Section.

3 AD363K External Bold Capacitor is limited to +85'C; Analog Input Section and ADC Section may be siored at up to +150'C .
• One TTL Load is defined as IlL = -1.6mA max (Iil VIL = O.4V, 1m = 40.uA max @VIB = 2.4V.
One LS TTL Load is defined as IlL = -Q.36mA max@ VIL = O.4V, lIB =20.uA max @VIB = 2.7V.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(ALL MODELS)
+V, Digital Supply
+S.SV
+V, Analog Supply

+16V

-V, Analog Supply
VIN, Signal

-16V
tV, Analog Supply

VIN, Digital

o to +V, Digital Supply

AcND to DGND

±IV
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PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
ANALOG INPUT SECTION

Pin
Number
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Function
Single-End/Differential Mode Select
"0": Single-Ended Mode
"1": Differential Mode
Digital Ground
Positive Digital Power Supply, +5V
"High" Analog Input, Channel-7
"High" Analog Input, Channel 6
"High" Analog Input, Channel 5
"High" Analvg Input, Channel '4
"High" Analog Input, Channel 3
"High" Analog Input, Channel 2
"High" Analog Input, Channell
"High" Analog Input, Channel 0
Hold Capacitor (Provided, See Figure 1)
Sample-Hold Command
"0": Sample Mode
"1 ": Hold Mode
Normally Connected to A,DC Pin 20
Offset Adjust (See Figure 6)
Offset Adjust (See Figure 6)
Analog Output
Normally Connected to ADC
"Analog In" (See Figure 1)
Analog Ground
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel IS (7)
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel 14 (6)
Negative Analog Power Supply, -15V
Positive Analog Power Supply, +15V
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel 13 (5)
"High" ("Low") Analog Ir:put, Cha~nel12(4)
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel 11 (3)
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel 10 (2)
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel 9 (1)
"High" ("Low") Analog Input, Channel 8 (0)
Input Channel Select, Address Bit AE
Input Channel Select, Address Bit AO
Input Channel Select, Address Bit Al
Input Channel Seiect, Address Bit A2
Input Channel Select Latch
"0": Latched
"1": Latch "Transparent"
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER SECTION
Pin
Number
Function
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Data Bit 12 (Least Significant Bit) Out
Data Bit 11 Out
'
Data Bit 10 Out
Data Bit 9 Out
Data Bit 8 Out
Data Bit 7 Out
Data Bit 6 Out
Data Bit 5 Out
Data Bit 4 Out
Data Bit 3 Out
Data Bit 2 Out
Data Bit 1 (Most Significant Bit) Out
Data Bit 1 (MSB) Out
Short Cycle Control
Connect.to +5V for 12 Bits
Connect to Bit (n+ 1) Out for n Bits
Digital Ground
Positive Digital Power Supply, +5V
Status Out
"0": Conversion in Progress
(Parallel Data Not Valid)
"1": Conversion Complete
(Parallel Data Valid)
+10Volt Reference Out (See Figures 3, 7, 8,11)
Clock Out (Runs During Conversion)
Status Out
"0": Conversion Complete
(Parallel Data Valid)
"1 ": Co nversio n in Progress
(Parallel Data Not valid)
Convert Start In
Reset Logic : ~
Start Convert ~
Comparator In (See Figures 3,7,8)
Bipolar Off~et
Open for Unipolar Inputs
Connect to ADC Pin 22 for
Bipolar Inputs
(See Figure 8)
10V Span R In (See Figure 7)
29V Span R In (See Figure 8)
Analog Ground
Gain Adjust (See Figures 7 and 8)
Positive Analog Power Supply, + 15V
Buffer Out (For External Use)
Buffer In (For External Use)
Negative'Analog Power Supply, -15V
Serial Data Out
Each Bit Valid On Trailing(~)
Edge Clock Out, ADC Pin 19

AD363 DESIGN
Concept
The AD363 consists of two separate functional blocks as
shown in Figure 1; each is packaged in a hennetically-sealed
32-pin metal DIP.
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Figure 1. AD363 Functional Block Diagram
The Analog Input Section contains multiplexers, a differential
amplifier, a sample-and-hold, a channel address register and
control logic. Analog-to-digital conversion is provided by a
12 bit, 25 microsecond "ADC" which is also available separately as the AD572.

By dividing the data acquisition tas!- into two sections, several
important advantages are realized. Performance of each design
is optimized for its specific function. Production yields are
increased' thus decreasing costs. Furthermore, the standard
configuration 32 pin packages plug into standard sockets and
are easier to handle than larger packages with higher pin
counts.
Analog Input Section Design
. Figure 2 is a block diagram of the AD363 Analog Input Section
(AIS).
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The AIS consists of two 8-channel multiplexers, a differential
amplifier, a sample-and-hold, channel address latches and controllogic. The multiplexers can be connected to the differential amplifier in either an 8-channel differential or 16-channel
single-ended configuration. A unique feature of the AD363 is
an internal analog switch controlled by a digital input that
performs switching between single-ended and differential
modes. This feature allows a single product to perform in
either mode without extern·al hard-wire interconnections. Of
more significance is the ability to serve a mixture of both
single-ended and differential sources with a single AD363 by
dynamically switching the input mode control.
Multiplexer channel address inputs are interfaced through a
level-triggered ("transparent") input register. With a Logic "I"
at the Channel Select Latch input, the address signals feed
through the register to directly select the appropriate input
channel. This address information can be held in the register
by placing a Logic "0" on the Channel Select Latch input. Internal logic monitors the status of the Single-Ended/Differential
Mode input and addresses the multiplexers accordingly.
A differential amplifier buffers the multiplexer outputs while
providing high input impedance in both differential and· singleended modes. Amplifier gain and common mode rejection are
actively laser-trimmed.
The sample-and-hold is a high speed monolithic device that can
also function as a gated operational amplifier. Its uncommitted
differential inputs allow it to serve a second role as the output
~ubtractor in the differential amplifier. This eliminates one
amplifier and decreases drift, settling time and power consumption. A Logic "1" on the Sample-and-Hold Command input
will cause the sample-and-hold to "freeze" the analog signal
while the ADC performs the conversion. Normally the Sampleand-Hold Command is·connected to the ADC Status output
which is at Logic "1" during conversion and Logic "0" between conversions. For slowly-changing inputs, throughput
speed may be increased by grounding the Sample-and-Hold
Command input instead of connecting it to the ADC status.
A Polystyrene hold capacitor is provided with each commercial temperature range system (AD363K) while a Teflon capacitor is provided with units intended for operation at temperatures up to 12S e e (AD363S). Use of an external capacitor
allows the user to make his own speed/accuracy tradeoff; a
smaller capacitor will allow faster sample-and-hold response
but will decrease accuracy while a larger capacitor will increase accuracy at slower conversion rates.

L -_ _ _ _- , j

~~

LOVo " ANALOG INPUTS

CHANNEl

SElECT
lATCH

Figure 2. AD363 Analog Input Section Functional Block
Diagram and Pinout

The Analog Input Section is constructed on a substrate that
includes thick-film resistors for non-critical applications such
as input protection and biasing. A separately-mounted lasertrimmed thin-film resistor network is used to establish accurate
gain and high common-mode rejection. The metal package·
affords electromagnetic and electrostatic shielding and is
hermetically welded at low temperatures. Welding eliminates
the possibility of contamination from solder particles or flux
while low temperature sealing maintains the accuracy of the
laser-trimmed thin-film resistors.
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Analog-to-Digital Converter Design
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the Analog-to-Digital Converter
Section (ADC) of the AD363.

reference and DAC performance. Packaging considerations are
the same as for the AIS.
THEORY OF OPERATION
System Timing
Figure 4 is a timing diagram for the AD363 connected as shown
shown in ~'igure 1 and operating at maximum conversion rate.
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ADDRESS LATCH
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Figure 4. AD363 Timing Diagram

Figure 3. AD363 ADC Section (AD572) Functional
Diagram and Pinout

Available separately as the AD5n, the ADC is a' 12-bit, 25
microsecond device that includes an internal clock, reference,
comparator and buffer amplifier.
The +10V reference is derived from a low r.c. zener reference
diode which has its zener voltage amplified and buffered by an
op amp, The reference voltage is calibrated to +10V, ±5mV by
active laser-trimming of the thin-film resistors 'which determine
the closed-loop gain of the op amp. 4mA of current is available
for external use. The reference circuit is constructed on its
.own thin-film substrate which is, in turn, mounted on the
thick-film ADC main substrate.
The DAC feedback weighing network is comprised of a proprietary 12-bit analog current switch chip and silicon-chromium thin-film ladder network. (Packaged separately, this DAC
is available as the AD562.) This ladder network is active lasertrimme<J to calibrate all bit ratio scale factors to a precision of
0.005% of FSR (full"scale range) to guarantee no missing
codes over the operating temperature range. The design of the
ADC includes scaling resistors that provide user-selectable
analog input signal ranges of ±2.5, ±S, ±10, 0 to +5, or 0 to
+10 volts.
Other useful features include true binary output for unipolar
inputs, offset binary and two'~ complement output for bipolar
inputs, serial output, short-cycle capability for lower resolution, higher speed measurements, and an available high input impedance buffer amplifier which may be used elsewhere in
the system. '
As in the Analog Input Section, the ADC main substrate includes thick-film resistors in non-critical areas. Thin-film substrates are separately mounted to assure, accurate and stable
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The normal sequence of events is as follows:
1. The appropriate Channel Select Address is latched into the
address register. Time is allowed for the multiplexers to
'
settle.
2. A Convert Start command is issued to the ADCwhich
indicates that it is "busy" by placing a Logic "1" on its
Sta tus line.
3. The ADC Status controls the sample-and-hold. When the
ADC is "busy" the sample-and-hold is in the hold mode.
4. The ADC goes into its 25 microsecond conversion routine.
Since the sample-and-hold is holding the proper analog
value, the address may be updated during conversion. Thus
multiplexer sertling time can coincide with conversion and
need not effect throughput rate.
S. The ADC indicates completion of its conversion by rerurning Status to Logic "0". The sainple-and-hold returns to
the sample mode.
6. If the input signal has changed full-scale (different channels
may have widely-varying data) thesample-and-hold will
typically require 10 microseconds to "acquire" the next input to sufficient accuracy for 12-bit conversion.
After allowing a suitable interval for the sample-and-hold to
stabilize at its new value, another Convert Start command may
be issued to the ADC.
ADC Operation
On receipt of a Convert Start command, the analog-to-digital
converter converts the voltage at its analog input into an
equivalent 12-bit binary number. This conversion is accomplished as follows:
The 12-bit successive-approximation register (SAR) has its
12-bit outputs connected both to the respective device bit
output pins and to the corresponding bit inputs of the
feedback DAC.
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The analog input is successively compared to the feedback
DAC output, one bit at a time (MSB first, LSB last), The decision 'to keep or reject eaoh bit is then made at the completion of each bit comparison period, depending on the state of
the comparator at that time,

-

The versatility and completeness of the AD363 concept results
in a large number of user-selectable configurations, This allows
optimization of most systems applications,
Single-Ended/Differential Mode Control
The 363 features an internal analog switch that configures the
Analog Input Section in either a 16-channel single-ended or 8channel differential mode, This switch is controlled by a TTL
logic input applied to pin 1 of the Analog Input Section:
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Figure 5, ADC Timing Diagram (Binary Code 110101011001)

The timing diagram is shown in Figure 5, Receipt of a Convert
Start signal sets the Status flag, indicating conversion in progress, This, in turn, removes the inhibit applied to the gated
clock, permitting it to run through 13 cycles, All SAR parallel
bit and Status flip-flops are initialized on the leading edge, and
the gated clock inhibit signal removed on the trailing edge of
the Convert Start signal, At time to, Bl is reset and B2-B12
are set unconditionally, At tl the Bit 1 decision is made (keep)
and Bit 2 is unconditionally reset, At t2, the Bit 2 decision is
made (keep) and Bit 3 is reset unconditionally, This sequence
continues until the Bit 12 (LSB) decision (keep) is made at
t12, After 400ns delay period, the Status flag is reset, indicating that the conversion is complete and that the parallel
output data is valid, Resetting the Status flag restores the gated
clock inhibit signal, forcing the clock output to the Logic
"0" state.
Corresponding serial and parallel data bits become valid on the
same positive-going clock edge. Serial data does not change and
is guaranteed valid on negative-going clock edges, however;
serial data can be transferred quite simply by clocking it into
a receiving shift register on these edges.
Incorporation of this 400ns delay period guarantees that the
parallel (and serial) data are valid at the Logic "I" to "0"
transition of the Status flag, permitting parallel data transfer
to be· initiated by the trailing edge of the Status signal,

Single-Ended (16 channels)
Differential (8 channels)

When in the differential mode, a differential source may be
applied between corresponding "High" and "Low" analog
input channels.
It is possible to mix SE and DIFF inputs by using the mode
control to command the appropriate mode, Figure 11 illustrates an example of a "mixed" application, In this case, four
microseconds must be allowed for the output of the Analog
Input Section to settle to within ±0,01 % of its final value, but
if the mode is switched concurrent with changing the channel
address, no significant additional delay is introduced. The
effect of this delay may be eliminated by changing modes
while a conversion is in progress (with the sample-and-hold in
the "hold mode"). When SE and DIFF signals are being
processed concurrently, the DIFF signals must be applied
between corresponding "High" and "Low" analog input channds. Another application of this feature is the capability of
measuring 16 sources individually and/or measuring differences
between pairs of those sources.
Input Channel Addressing
Table 1 is the truth table for input channel addressing in both·
the single-ended and differential modes. The 16 single-ended
channels may be addressed by applying the corresponding
digital number to the four Input Chanuel Select address bits,
AE, AO, AI, A2 (Analog Input Section, pins 28-31). In the
differential mode, the eight channels are addressed by applying
the appropriate digital code to AO, Al and A2; AE must be
enabled with a Logic "1". Internal logic monitors the status
of the SE/DIFF Mode input and addresses the multiplexes
singly or in pairs as required.
ON CHANNEL (Pin Number)

ADDRESS

AE

A2

Al

AO

Single Ended

0
0

0

0

0

0
I

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
I

I
0
0
I
0
0

0
0

4
5

0

0

I

None

(11)
(10)

None
None

(9)
(8)
(7)

None
NOlle
None
None
None

(6)

6

(5)

7

(4)
(27)
(26)

0
I

Differential
"Lo"
"Hi"

10 (25)
11 (24)
12 (23)
13 (22)

14 (19)
IS (18)

0(11)

o (27)

I
2
l
4
5

I
2
l
5
5
6
7

(10)
(9)
(8)
(7)
(6)

6 (5)

7 (4)

(26)
(25)

(24)
(23)
(22)
(19)
(18)

Table 1. Input Channel Addressing Truth Table
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When the channel address is changed, six microseconds must
be allowed for the Analog Input Section to settle to within.
±0.01% of its final output (including settling times of all
elements in the signal path). The effect of this delay may be
eliminated by performing the address change while a conversion is in progress (with the sample-and-hold in the i'hold"
mode).
Input Channel Address Latch
The AD363 is equipped with a latch for the Input Channel
Select address bits. If the Latch Control pin (pin. 32 of the
Analog Input Section) is at Logic "I", input channel select
address information is passed through to the multiplexers. A
Logic "0" "freezes" the input channel address present at the
inputs at the time of the "1" to "0" transition.
This feature is useful when input channel address information
is provided from an address, data N control bus that may be
required to service many devices. The ability to latch an
address is helpful whenever the user has no control of when
address information may change.
Sa'!ill!e-and-Hold Mode Control
The Sample-and-Hold Mode Control [nput (Analog Input
Section, pin 13) is normally connected to the Status output
(pin 20) from the ADC section. When a conversion is initiated
by applying a Convert Start command to the ADC (pin 21),
Status goes to Logic "I ", putting the sample-and-hold into the
"hold" mode. This "freezes" the information to be digitized
for the period of,conversion. When the conversion is complete,
Status returns to Logic "0" and the sample-and-hold returns
to the sample mode. Eighteen microseconds must be allowed for
the sample-and-hold to acquire ("catch up" to) the analog inp.ut to.within ±0.01 % of the final value before a new Convert
Start command is issued.
The purpose of a sample-and-hold is to "stop" fast changing
input signals long enough to be converted. In this application,
it. also allows the user to change channels andlor SEI DIFF
mode while a conversion is in rrogre'ss thus eliminating the
effects of multiplexer, analog switch and differential amplifier
settling times. If maximum throughput rate is required for
slowly changing signals, the Sample-and-Hold Mode Control
may be wired to ground (Logic "0") rather ti:lan to ADC
Status thus leaving the sample-and-hold in a continuous
sample mode.

"'01.4 Capacitor
A 2000pF capacitor is provided with each AD363. One side
of this capacitor is wired to the Analog Input Section pin 12,
the other to analog ground as close to pin 17 as possible. The
capacitqr provided with the AD363K is Polystyrene while the
wider operating temperature range of the AD363S demands a
Teflon capacitor (supplied).
Larger capacitors may be substituted to minimize noise, but
acquisition time of the sample-and-hold will be extended. If
less than 12 bits of accuracy is required, a smaller capacitor
may be used. This will shorten the S/H acquisition time. In all
cases, the proper capacitor dielectric must be used; i.e., Polystyrene (AD363K only) or Teflon (AD363K or S). Other types
,of capacitors may have higher dielectric absorption (memory)
and will cause errors. C:\UTION: Polystyrene capacitors will
be destroyed if subjected to temperatures above +85°C. No
capacitor is required if the sample-and-hold is not used.
Short hy_cle ConITQl
A Short Cycle Control (ADC Section, pin 14) .permits the
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timing cycle shown in Figure 5 to be terminated after any
number of desired bits has been converted, permitting somewhat shorter conversion. times in applications not requiringfull
12-bit resolution. When 12-bit resolution is required, pin 14 is
connected to +5V (ADC Sectiorf, pin 10). When 10-bit resolution is desired, pin 14 is connected to Bit 11 output' pin 2. The
conversion cycle then terminates, and the Status flag resets
after the Bit 10 decision (t10 + 400ns in timing diagram of Figure 2). Shori: Cycle pin connections and associated maximum
12-, 10- and 8-bit conversion times are summarized in Table 2.
Connect Short
Cycle Pin 14 to
Pin:
2

Bits
12
10 .

4

8

16

0.024

Maximum
Conversion
Time (Ils)
25

Status Flag
Reset at:
(Figure 5)
t12 +400ns

0.10

21

tlO + 400ns

0.39

17

t8 +400ns

Resolution
(%FSR)

Table 2. Shon Cycle Connections

One should note that the calibration voltages listed in Table
4 are for 12-bit resolution only, and are not those corresponding to the center of each discrete quantization interval at
reduced bit resolution.
Digital Output Data FOfIl1.aJ
Both parallel and serial data are in positive-true form and outputted from TTL storage registers. Parallel data output coding
is binary for unipolar ranges and either offset binary or two's
complement binary, dependi~1l. on whether Bit 1 (ADC Section
pin 12) or its logical inverse Bit 1 (pin 13) is used as the MSB.
Parallel data becomes valid approximately 200ns before the
Status flag returns to Logic "0", permitting parallel data transfer to be clocked on the "1" to "0" transition of the Status flag.
Serial data coding is binary for unipolar input ranges and offset binary for bipolar input ranges. Serial output is by bit
(MSB first, LSB last) in NRZ (non-~eturn-to-zero) format.
Serial and parallel dafa outputs change state on positive-going
clock edges. Serial data is guaranteed valid on all negative-going
clock edges, permitting serial data to be clocked directly into a
receiving register on these edges. There are 13 negative-going
clock edges in the complete 12-bit conversion cycle, as shown
in Figure 5. The first edge shifts an i/lvalid bit into the register,
which is shifted out on the 13th negative-going clock edge.
All serial data bits will have been correctly transferred atthe
completion of the conversion period.
Analog Input Voltage Range Format
The AD363 may be configured for any of 3 bipolar or 2 lmipolar input voltage ranges as shown in Table 3.
Connect
Analog Input
To ADCPin:

Connect ADC
Span Pin:

o to +5V

24

25 to 22

o to +10V

24

--

-2.5V to +2.5V

24

25 to 22

-5V to +5V

24

-10V to +IOV

25

Range

---

Connect
Bipolar ADC
Pin 23 To:

-22

Table 3. Analog Input Voltage Range Pin Connections

o to

+IOY
Range

-5V to +5V
Range

+9.9976
+9.9952

+4.9976
+4.9952

+5.0024
+5.0000
+0.0074
+0.0000

Digital Output Code
(Binary for Unipolar Ranges,
Offset Binary for Bipolar Ranges)

Input Normalized
to FSR

Analog Input - Yolts
(Center of Quantization Interval)
-IOV to +IOV
Rang.

Unipolar
Rang••

Bipolar
Ranges

Bt.2
(LSB)

+9.9951
+9.9902

+FSR-I I.SB
+FSR-2 LSB

+y,FSR-I LSB
+y,FSR-2 LSB

111111111111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 10

+0.0024
+0.0000

+0.0049
+0.0000

+1f2FSR+l I.SB
+lflFSH.

+1 LSB
ZERO

100000000000

-4.7976
-5.O(lQO

-9.9951
-1O.OOO()

+1 I.SI!
ZERO

BI
(MSB)

100.000000001

. -lOf'SR + I L.SB
-lOf'SR

000000000001
000000'000000

Table 4_ Digital Output Codes vs Analog Input For Unipolar and Bipolar Ranges

The resulting input-<lutput transfer functions are given by
Table 4.
Analog Input Section Offset Adjust Circuit
The offset voltage of the AD363 may be adjusted at either the
Analog Input Section or the ADC Section. Normally the adjustment is perfotrned at the ADC but in some special applications, it may be helpful to adjust the offset of the Analog
Input Section. An example of such a case would be if the input signals were small «lOmV) relative to Analog Input Section
voltage offset and gain was inserted between the Analog Input
Section and the ADC. To adjust the offset of the Analog Input
Section, the circuit shown in Figure 6 is recommended.

"

=-.

-1SV

AD363
ANALOG

INPUT
SECTiON

22

+11iV

..

FROM ANALOG
INPUT SECTION
PfN1.

ZEI'IOADJ

OTOHOV

litLSB'sj

NOTE: ANALOG {'¢II ANO DIGITAL I~ J QNOS AAE
NOT TIED INTERNALLY AND MUST 8E CONN£CTED
1!)(TERNALLV.

Figure 7. ADC Analog and Power Connections for
Unipolar 0 to +10V Input Range
KEEP/REJECT

Figure 6. Analog Input Section Offset Voltage Adjustment

Under normal conditions, all calibration is performed at the
ADC Section.
.

".1
22

ADC Offset Adjust Circuit
Analog and power connections for 0 to +lOV unipolar and
-lOV to +lOV bipolar input ranges are shown in Figures 7 and
8, respectively. The Bipolar Offset, ADC pin 23 is open-circuited for all unipolar input ranges, and connected to Comparator input (ADC pin 22) for all bipolar input ranges. The zero
adjust circuit consists of Ii. potentiometer connected across
tvs with its slider connected through a 3_9MU resistor to
Comparator input (ADC pin 22) for all ranges. The tolerance
of this fixed resistor is not critical, and a carbon composition
type is generally ade~uate. Using a carbon composition resistor
having a -1200ppml C temp co contributes a worst-case offset
tempco of 8x 244 x 10-6 x 1200ppm/oC = 2.3ppm/oC of
FSR, if the OFFSET ADJ potentiometer is set at either end
of its adjustment range. Since the maximum offset adjustment
required is typically no more than t4LSB, use of a carbon
composition offset summing resistor notrnally contributes no
more than lppmfC of FSR offset tempco.

:;. t-'::'.::;;O""AD.>;;;---'
.15V

21 M

FAOMANALOG
LNI'UT SECT LON
P1N1.
.IOVIO+10V

1.1 Lse'll

NOTE: AffALOG l'ill ANO OIGITAL '.1 GNPS ARE
NOT TIED INTERNALl V AND MUST IE CONNECTED
EXT1ERNALlV.

Figure 8. ADC Analog and Power Connections for Bipolar
-10V to +10V Input Range

An alternate offset adjust circuit, which contributes negligible offset tempco if metal film resistors (tempco < 100
ppmf C) are used, is shown in Figure 9.
+15V

2OOk. M.F.

200k. M.F.

~~~-D-F-FS~E~T~AD-J-'~--~~-~2~2~

AD383

ADC

h8LSS'.t
-15V

Figure 9. Low Tempco Zero Adj Circuit
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In either zero adjust circuit, the fixed resistor connected to
ADC pin 22 should be located close to this pin-to keep the
connection runs shon:, since the Comparator input (ADC pin
22) is quite sensitive to ext.ernal noise pick-up.
Gain Adjust
The gain adjust Circuit consists of a lOOn potentiometer connected between +10V Reference Output pin 18 .and Gain Adjust Input (ADC pin 27) for all ranges. Both GAIN and ZERO
AD] potentiometers should be multi-turn, low tempco types;
20T cermet (tempco = 100ppmtC max) types are recommended. If the lOOn GAIN AD] potentiometer is replaced by
a fixed son resistor, absolute gain calibration to±O.l% of
FSR is guaranteed.
Calibratio!!
Calibration of the AD363 consist· of adjusting offset and gain.
Relative accuracy (linearity) is not affected by these adjustments, so if absolute iero and gain error is not important in a
given application, or if system ir.telligence can correct for such
errors, calibration may be unnecessary.
External ZERO AD] and GAIN AD] potentiometers, connected as shown in Figures 7,8, and 9, are used for device calibration. To prevent intera.ction of these two adjustments, Zero
is always adjusted first and then Gain. Zero is adjusted with
the analog input near the most negative end of the analog range
(0 for unipolar and -Y:.FSR for bipolar input ranges). Gain is
adjusted with the analog input near the most positive end of
the analog range.
•
o to +10V Range: Set analog input to +lLSB = +0.0024V.
Adjust Zero for digital output = 000000000001; Zero is now
calibrated. Set analog input to +FSR -2LSB = +9.99S2V. Adjust Gaill for 111111111110 digital output code; full-scale
(Gain) is now calibrated. Half-scale calibration check; set ana>
log input to +S.OOOOV; digital output code should be
lOOOooooooqO.

separate where possible to prevent digital signals from flowing
in the analog ground circuit and inducing spurious analog signal noise. Analog Ground (Analog Input Section pin 17, ADC
Section pin 26) aRd Digital Ground (Analog Input Section pin
2 and ADC Section pin 15) are not connected internally; these
pins must be connected externally for the system to operate
properly. Preferably, this connection is made at only one point,
as close to the system as possible. The cases are co nnected internally to Digital Ground to provide good electrostatic shielding. If the grounds are not tied common on the same card with
both system packages, the digital and analog grounds should
be connected locally with back-to-back general-purpose diodes
as shown in Figure 10. This'will protect the AD363 from possible damage caused by voltages in excess of ± 1 volt between
the ground systems which could occur if the key grounding
card should be removed from the overall system. The system
will operate properly wi~h as much as ±200mV between
grounds, however this difference will be reflected directly as
an input offset voltage.
AD363
AIS

AD363

Aoe

TO
CARD
CONNECTOR

Figure 10. Ground-Fault Protection Diodes

Power Supply Bypassing: The ±lSY and +5V power leads
should be capacitively bypassed to Analog Ground and Digital
Ground respectively for optimum device performance. l~F
tantalum types are recommended; these capacitots'should be
located close to the system. It is not necessary to shunt these
capacitors with disc capacitors to provide additional high
frequency power supply decoupling since each power lead is
bypassed internally with.a 0.039~F ceramic capacitor.
Applications

-lOY to +10Y Range: Set analog input to -9 .99S1 V; adjust
Zero for 000000000001 digital output (offset binary) code.
Set analog input to +9.9902Y; adjust Gain for 111111111110
digital output (offset binary) code. Half-scale calibration check:
set analog input to O.OOOOV; digital output (offset binary)
code should be 100000000000.
Other Ranges: Representative digital coding for 0 to +10Y,
-SY to +5V, and -10V to +10V ranges is shown.in Table 4.
Coding relationships are calibration points for 0 to +S V and
-2.SY to +2.SV ranges can be found by halving the corresponding code equivalents listed for the 0 to +10V and -SY
to +S V ranges, respectively.

The AD363 contains several unique features that contribute
to its application versatility. The more significant features
include a precision +10Y reference, an uncommitted buffer
amplifier, the dynamic single-ended/differential mode switch
and simple, uncommitted digital interfaces.
Transducer Interfacing
The precision +10V reference, buffer amplifier and mode
switch can simplify transducer interfacing. Figure 11 illustrates how these features may be used to advantage.

Zero and full-scale calibration can be' accomplished to a precision of approximately ±'4LSB using the static adjustment procedure described above. By summing a small si!1e or triangularwave voltage with the signal applied to the analog input, the
output can be cycled thr.ough each of the calibration codes
of interest to more accurately determine the center (or end
points) of each discrete quantization level. A detailed description of this dyna'mic calibration technique is presented 'in
"AID Conversion Notes", D. Sheingold, Analog Devices, Inc.,
1977, Part II, Chapter 11-4.
Other Considerations
Grounding: AnaloRand digital signal grounds should be kept·
Figure 11. AD363 Transducer Interface Application
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The AD590 is a temperature transducer that can be considered
an ideal two-terminal current source with an output of one
microamp per degree Kelvin (1J,lA/oK). With an offsetting current of 273J,lA sourced from the, +5 .46 volt buffered reference
through 20kn resistors (R1-R12) each of the 12 AD590 circuits develop -20mV/C. The outputs are monitored with the
AD363 front-end in the single-ended mode (Logic "0" on the
Mode Control input). The +5.46 volt reference is derived from
the ADC +10 volt precision reference and voltage divider R13,
R14. Low output impedance for this +5.46 volt reference is
provided by the ADC internal buffer amplifier. (The 10J,lV/C
offset voltage drift (If the buffer amplifier contributes negligible errors.) At OoC, each temperature transducer circuit delivers a 0 volt output. At 125°C, the output is -2.5V; at -55°C,
the output is +1.10V. By using the two's complement ADC
output (complemented MSB or sign bit), the negative voltage
. versus temperature function is inverted and digital reading
proportional to temferature in degrees centigrade is provided.
Resolution is 0.061 C per least significant bit.
The precision +10 volt reference is also used to power several
bridge circuits that require differential read-out. When addressing these bridge transducers, a Logic "1" at the mode control'
input will switch the AD363 to the differential mode. In many
cases, this feature will eliminate the requirement for a differential amplifier for each bridge transduce •.
Microprocessor Interfacing
Digital interfacing to the AD363 has been deliberately left
uncommitted; every processor system and application has
different interface requirements and designing for one specific
processor could complicate other applications.

The addition of a small amount of hardware will satisfy most
interface requirements; an example based on SOSO-type architecture is shown in Figure 12.
In this system the data bus is used to transmit multiplexer channel selection and convert and read commands to the AD363.
It is also possible to address the AD363 as memory using the
address bus to perform channel selection, convert and read
operations.
The address lines can be decoded to provide channel selection,
ADC convert start, status and ADC data (2 bytes) locations.
These are accessed with I/O read/write instructions.
The ADC outputs are buffered with tri-state drivers. Figure 12
shows the 4 most significant ADC data bits and status as one
byte
FF",

Im

STATUS

I-I-I-I(~~B)

IB2

Bl

B4
00

and the S least significant ADC data bits as the second byte.
FE"

L:' I B6 I I I I I I(~~~) I
B7

B8

B9

B10

B11

m

00

Internal tri-state buffering is not provided because in many
applications it would be better to have the first byte contain
the S most significant bits. To accomodate both left and right
justified formats would require more package pins and increase
complexity.
The operating sequence for this system is as follows:
1 MVI

puts the address for channel 0
(including SE/DIFF mode) into
accumulator

2 OUT

put~8~ on data bus and FFH on address
bus. Pulses I/O WRITE. OUT FFH is
decoded as a "LOAD ADDRESS" command to the channel select latches.

3 OUT

puts FOH on address bus and pulses I/O
WRITE. This is decoded to issue a "CONVERSION START" to the ADC.
Accumulator contents are of no significance.

4 IN

puts FFH on address bus and pulses 110
READ. This is decoded to enable the
appropriate tri-states, thus putting status
and the 4 most significant bits on the
data bus.

ANALOG
INPUTS
Clil

"

The status may be examined for "0" (conversion complete).
In that case, the 4 MSB~s would be read.
~, ~

5 IN

Figure 12. AD363 Microprocessor interface Application

,,,

'I"

FEH

'I'"

puts FEH on address bus and pulses 1/0
READ. This is decoded to enable the
appropriate tri-states, thus putting the S
least significant bits on the data bus.

At this point, the multiplexer channel selection may be'
changed and another channel processed with the same instruction set (steps 2 through 5).
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
PACKAGE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions shown in incbes and (mm).

ANALOG INPUT SECTION
AND
ANAWG-TO-DiGITAL CONVERTER
IJAD363

C::J--t r- MOOELDES1GNATION1KOORSO)

r·------~

~

~----

HOLD CAPACITOR

FUNCllONOESIGNATION

______i----r

(:~cm~a::~~G~~~~;,~~~:~o~NveRTER

)

DATE CODe

-THIS DIMENSION IS FOR POLYSTYRENE CAPACITOR
SUPPLIED WITH K GRADE

PIN 1
INDENTIFtER

i-

L-L1;O::8:'1U

021I5"J

T lr-------=TI
I-,::~,---l T
T .'

b.2Gt!u}

PIN'

GREEN'
GLASS
BEAD

"0.000000000000000

I..
0.6

GLASS BEAD
STANDOFfS

~~.W:J

..

T

TY~

..:.

Ll..

-
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I-~~--l

METAL 32 PIN DUAL IN·lINE PACKAGE

1.14

1",,·0;

~

NOTES:
lIPACKAGE: II:OVAR WITH lOO/.1IN. FVlIN., NICKEL PLATE
2IPINS; KOVAR WITH &OpIN. MIN 241( GOLD PLATE
31PACKAGE AND PINS MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS Of MIL·STO.ft3

0000000000000000

-i

OIA,

MAX BOO'l' LENGTH OF TEFLON CAPACITOR SUPPLlEO
WITHSGRADE IS 1.00"

\~o~:

I

4}TOLERANCES. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED'
aIJOI.'t.Ol(.2S}
bl.XXX: t.OO5!.lll

~O.l00. TVP
lUI

PROCESSING FOR HIGH

~ELIABILITY

PROCESSING TO MIL-STD-883

STANDARD PROCESSING

All models of AD363 ordeted to the requirements of MIL-STD-883B,
Method S008 are identified with a 1883B suffix and receive the
following processing'
CONDITIONS
PROCESS

As part of the standard manufacturing procedure. all models of tbe
AD363 receive the following processing'
PROCESS

CONDlTlONS

I) 100% pre-cap Visual
Inspection

In·house Criteria

I)\IQO% pre-cap Visual
Inspection

2017.1

2) Stabilization .Bake

24 hours@ +ISO·C

2)' Stabilization Bake

1008,24 hours @ +ISO·C

3) Seal Test, Gross Leak

Method 1014 Test Condition C

3) Temperature Cycle

4) Operating Burn-In

24 hours@ +12S·C

1010. Test Condition C, 10 cycles,
-6S·C to +ISO·C

4) Constant Acceleration

2001, VI Plane, 1000G.

S) Visual Inspection

Visible Damage

6) Operating Burn-In

101 S. Test Condition B 160 hours @

i) Seal Test,

1014. Test Condition A. S x 10-7 std cclsec
1014, Condition C

+ 12S d C

Fine Leak
Gross Leak

8) Final Electrical Test

Per Data Sheet

9) External Visual Inspection

2009

I

,;
AD363 ORDERING GUIDE

Model

Specification
Temp Range

Max
Gain T,C.

Max
Reference T. C.

Guaranteed Temp Range
No Missing Codes

AD363KD

Oto +70·C

±30ppm/·C

±20ppm/"C

o to +70°C

AD363SD

_SSoC to +12S oC

±2Sppm/oC

±10ppm/"C

-SS·C to +12S oC

AD363SDI
8838

Meets all AD363SD specifications after processing to
the requirements of MIL-STD-8838, Method S008.

NOTE, D Suffix = Dual-In-Line package designator.
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Fast, Complete, l6-Channel
uP Compatible l2-Bit
Data Acquisition System
AD364

ADVANCED TECHNICAL DATA
FEATURES
Complete Date Acquisition System in 2-Package IC Form
FuIlS- or 16-Bit Microprocessor Bus Interface
16 Single-Ended or S Differential Channels with Switchable
Mode Control
True 12-Bit Operation: Nonlinearity <;±O.012%
Guaranteed No Missing Codes Over Specified Temperature
Range
High Throughput Rate: 20kHz
Fast Successive Approximation Conversion: 251'5
Buried Zener Reference for long-Term Stability and
low Gain TC
Small Size: Requires Only 2.S Square Inches
Short-Cycle Capability
low Power: 1.4 Watts
Militery/Aerospace Temperature Range: -55°C to +125°C
Mll-STD-8S3 Class B Processing Available
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD364 is a complete 16 channel, microprocessor compatible, 12-bit data acquisition system in integrated circuit
form. The AD364 design is implemented with linear compatible LSI chips, active laser trimming and hybrid technology resulting in maximum performance and flexibility.
The AD364 consists of two separate functional blocks, each in
a hermetically sealed dual-in-line package. The analog input
section contains two eight-channel multiplexers,. a differential
amplifier, a sample-and-hold, a channel address register and
control logic. The multiplexers may be connected to the differential amplifier in either an 8-channel differential or 16channel single-ended configuration. A unique feature of the
AD364 is an internal user-controllable analog switch that
connects the multiplexers in either a single-ended or differential mode. This allows a single device to perform in either
mode without hard-wire progtamming and permits a mixture
of single-ended and differential sources to be interfaced to an
AD364 by dynamically switching the input mode control.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The precision laser-trimmed scaling and bipolar offset resistors provide three calibrated ranges; 0 to +10 volts
unipolar, or -S to +S and -10 to +10 volts bipolar. Typical
bipolar offset and full scale calibration errors of ±O.OS% can
each be trimmed to zero with one external component.
2. The internal buried zener reference is trimmed to 10.00
volts with a ±1% maximum error and lSppmfCtypical TC.
The reference is available externally and can drive up to
l.SmA beyond that required for the reference and bipolar
offset resistors.
3. The AD364 interfaces to most popular microprocessors
with an 8-, 12-, or 16-bit bus without external buffers or
peripheral interface controllers. Multiple-mode three-state
output buffers connect directly to the data bus while the
read and convert commands are taken from the control bus.
The 12 bits of output data can be read either as one 12-bit
word or as two 8-bit bytes (one with 8 data bits, the other
with 4 data bits and 4 trailing zeros).

The ADC section contains a complete 12-bit successive approximation ADC, including internal clock, precision 10 volt
reference, comparator and bus interface. The ADC uses the
newly-developed LCI (Linear-Compatible Integrated Injection
Logic) process to provide the low power logic necessary to
make a high speed 12-bit ADC and a 3-state output buffer
circuitry for direct interfaCe to an 8-, 12- or 16-bit microprocessor bus.

•

The AD364 is available in 4 different grades. The AD364J and
K gtades are specified for operation over the 0 to + 70° C temperature range. The AD364S are not specified for the -SSoC to
+12SoC range.
AD364 Functional Block Diagram
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SPE,CIFICATIONS
PARAMETER
ANALOG INPUTS
Number of Inputs
Input Voltage Range

'(typical @+25°C,±15V and +5V with 2000pF hold capacitor as provided unless
otherwise noted) ,

AD364J

AD364K

AD364S

,0.3

tl0

.

Differential Linearity Error:
Tmin toTmax

Noise Error
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Gain
Offoet (tl0V Range)
SIGNAL 'DYNAMICS
Conversion Time
Throughput Rate, Full Accuracy
Sample Hold
Aperture Delay
Aperture Uncenainty
Acquisition Time
To 0.01% of Final Value
For Full Scale Stop
Feedthrough at 1kHz

Droop Rate
DIGITAL INPUT SIGNALS
Analog, Input Section
Input Channel Select
Channel Select Latch

. Single Ended/Differential
Mode Select
Sample and Hold Command

ADC SECTION' 4.S<VL<S.S
Logic Inpu, Threshold
Tmin to Tmax
Logic "I"
Logic "0"
Logic Input Current
Tmin toTmax
Logic "1"

LaSic "0"
DIGITAL OUTPUT SIGNALS
Logic Outputs Tmin to Tmax
Sink Current VOUT = OAV
Source Current VOUT = 2.4V
Output Leakage When In
Three State
Output ~oding
Unipolar
Bipolar
FOWER REQUIREMENTS
Supply Voltages/CUrrents

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).
V
nAmax

Input (Bias) CUttent per Channel
10'·/100
Input Impedance ON Channel
10'·/10
OFF Channel
20
Input Fault Current
(Power ON or OFF)
Common Mode Rejection
Differential Mode 1kHz 20Vp-p 70 min (80 typ)
Mux Cross Talk (Any OFF Channel
to Any ON Channel) 1kHz
-80 max (-90 typ)
20Vp-p
tS
Offset, Channel to Channel ,
ACCURACY
Gain Error 1
Unipolar Offoet Ettor'
Bipolar Offset Error2
Linearity Error

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
PACKAGE SPECIFICATIONS

~ITS

16 Single-Ended 01 8 Differential (Electronically Selectable)

tl0
tSO

Tmin toTmax,

TmiD to TmlX

AD364 T

ANAWG INPUT SECTION

n/pF

n/pF
mAmax
(Internally Limited)
dB

I.e

PIN1~!::::=======~

dB
mV'max
%ofFSR
mV
mV
% ofFSR max
% ofFSR max
% of FSR
% of FSR

0.3
±8

±SO
0.024
0.024
0.024 max
0.024 max
lmV p~p O.lHz to IMHz

t20

S4
12

II
7

0.012
0.012
0.012
0.012
•

INDENTIFltA

-L
0.2116.3'Jr - - - . , - ,----""'L-L
:~~E~"'"

GLAST

2S typ'(32 max)
2S typ (20 min)

J.!s
kHz

50 typ (100 max)
100 typ (SOO max)

ns
ps

10 typ (18 max)
-80 typ (-70 max)
1 typ (2 max)

J.!s

0000000000000000

~ r-o"~:s~YP

HOLD CAPACITOR
1.00 {2S.41
.,.

-

I Ifo-

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTE

V max

"

mAroin

O.S

mAmin

±40

IJ.A,max

aA,~~~~ c:] =~~l~Q"
;::,..::;".

_."""t..OQ.lo.

L__________ •

I

:~::,:N\/lItl.1I

T
1

0,69
\14.981

I

1.41.10,01

L~J.
T

T

g~, ~ ~

0.047 to,OQ7

11.Z '!:O.111
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MAX

MAX BODY LENGTH OF TEFLON CAPACITOR SUPPLIED
WITH S AND T GRADES IS 1,00·.

J.!Amax
J.!Amax

Specifications subject to chanp witho~n nqtic:e.

O.3&{UI

-THIS DIMENSION IS FOR pOLYSTYRENE CAPACITOR
SUPPLIED WITH J AND K GRADES.

10
10

With 50n resistor from REF IN to REF OUT. Adjustable to zero.
, Adjustable to zero.
S See tuning diap'am for sequence, does not include 1218 line.
·Specifications aune IS AD364J.
··Speclfications same as AD364K.

10.69117.&11
MAX

~o

V min

.1

1

dB

2.0
0.8

.1SV. tS% @ 36mA max '.
-15V, t5% @ 65mA max •
• SV. tS% @ 7SmA max

I~.~I

mVIJ.!s,

4 Bit Binary Address
1 LSTTL Load
"I" Latch Transparent
"0" Latched
4 LS TTL Loads
"0" Single Ended
II 1" Differential
3TTL Loads
"0" Sample Mode
."1" Hold Mode
'lTTL Load.

Positive True Binary
Positive True Offset
Binary

•

STANDOFFS

0.0112.01

T

"'.0000000000 000 0

GLAS'..h- l'.
DIA,TYP

1.6

~""_.
____. ...J T
r---144~I---,

(~6~21
ppm/'C
ppmt'C

. . ,."

~----:u

T

~f-

-1 f-

0.0'17 1:0.002

0.1 (2.&41

10.431
LEAD NO 1 IDENTIFIED BY DOT

DIGITAL

OUTtoUTS

'-----.."

,r----'

dLG'r'ANALOGINPUTt

CHANNIEI.

SELECT
LATCI1

Figure 1. AD364 Analog Input Section Functional Block
Diagram and Pinout

SYSTEM TIMING
Figure 3 is a timing diagram for the AD364 connected as
shown in the Functional Block Diagram (page 15·25) and
operating at maximum conversion rate.
The normal sequence of events is as follows:
1. The appropriate Channel Select Address is latched into the
address register. Time is allowed for the multiplexers to
settle.
2. A Convert Start Control Sequence is issued to the ADC
which .in response indicates that it is "busy" by placing a
Logic "I" on its Status line.
3. The ADC STS controls the sample-and-hold. When the ADC
is "busy" the sample-and-hold is in the hold mode.
4. The ADC goes into its 35 microsecond conversion routine.
Since the sample-and-hold is holding the proper analog
value, the address may be updated during conversion. Thus
multiplexer settling time can coincide with conversion and
need not affect throughput rate.
5. The ADC indicates completion of its conversion by returning Status to Logic "0". The sample-and-hold returns to
the sample mode.
6. If the input signal has changed full-scale (different channels
may have widely-varying data) the sample-and-hold will '
typically require 10 microseconds to "acquire" the next input to sufficient accuracy for 12-bit conversion.
After allowing a suitable interval for the sample-and-hold to
stabilize at its new value, another Conven Stan command may
be issued to the ADC.
ADC SECTION FULL CONTROL INTERFACE·
The timing for the standard full control interface is shown in
Figure 3. In this operating mode, CS is used as the address inpu t which selects the particular deyice, RIC selects between
the Read Data and Start Conversion functions, and CE is used
to time the actual functions.
The left side of the figure shows the conversion start control.
CS and RIC ate brought low (their sequence does not matter),
then the start pulse is aeE!ied to C~. The timing diagram
shows a time delay for CS and RIC prior to the start pulse at
CEo If less time than this is allowed, the conversion will still be
started, but an appropriately longer pulse will be needed at CEo

Figure 2. ADC Section Functional Block Diagram and Pinout

However, if the hold time requirements for CS and RIC
following the rising edge of the start pulse at CE are not observed, the conversion may not be initiated.
The Ao line determines the conversion cycle length and must
be selected prior to conversion initiation. If Ao is low, a 12-bit
cycle results; if Ao is high, an 8-bit short cycle results. Minimum set-up and hold times are shown. The status line goes high
to indicate conversion in progress. The analog inpu t signal to
the ADC is allowed to vary until the STS goes high. It must
then be held steady until STS again goes low at the end of
conversion.
The data read function operates in a similar fashion except
that RIC is now held high. The data is stored in the output
register and can be recalled at will until a new conversion cycle
is commanded. In addition, if the converter is arranged in the
8-bit data mode, the Ao line now functions as the byte select
address with set-up and hold times as shown. The AO line can
be switched directly from one byte to the next without recycling the other three control lines. With Ao low, pins 20 to
27 (DB4 - OBll) come out of three-state and present data.
With Ao high, pins 16-19 (OBO- OB3) corne out of threestate with data and pins 20-23 present active trailing zeros.
In the 8-bit mode pins 16-19 will be hard-wired directly to
pins 24-27 for direct two-byte loading onto an 8-bit bus .. There
are two delay times for the data lines after CE is brought low:
tHO is the delay until data is no longer valid; tHL is the delay
until the outputs are fully into the high impedance state.
TIMING SPECIFICATIONS - FULL CONTROL MODE
400nsmax
300nsmax
too
tose
lOOns min
tHO
300nsmin
tHEC
3S0nsmin
300nsmin
tSSR
tsse
Omin
200nsmin
tSRR
tHSC
200nsmin
tSAR
200nsmin
tSRC
lOOns min
tHSR
200nsmin
tHRC
o min .
lHRR
o min
tSAC
lOOns min
tHAR
300nsmin
tHAC
600nsmax
lS-32~s (12 bit) tHL
tc
20ns min
tSAL
10,20~s (8 bit)
Omin
tSA
12~smax
tSHA
·For more information on the AOC Section see the A0574.
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Input Channel Addressing
Table 1 is the truth table for input channel addressing in both
the single-ended and diffe~ential modes. The 16 single-ended
channels may be addressed by applying the corresponding
digital number to the four Input ChanueI Select address bits,
AE"AO, A1, A2 (Analog Input Section, pins 28-31). In the ,
differential mode, the eight channels are addressed by applyirig
the appropriate digital code to AO,A1 and A2; AE must be
enabled with a Logic "1". Internal logic monitors the status
of the SEIDIFF Mode input and addresses 'the multiplexes
singly or in pairs as required.

--""'--'-1-'-'-"------ ".

."'---------AE

ANALOG INPUT SECTION
The AD364 features an internal analog switch that configures
the Analog Input Section in either a 16-channel single-ended or
8-channel differential mode. This switch is controlled by a
TTL logic input appiied to pin 1 of the Analog Input Section,
"0":
"1",

Single-Ended (16 channels)
Differential (8 channels)

When in the differential mode, a differential source may be
applied between corresponding "High" and "Low" analog
input channels.
'
It is possible to mix SE and DIFF inputs by using the mode
control to command the appropriate mode. In this case, four
microseconds must be allowed for the output of the Analog
Input Section to settle to within ±0;01 % of its final value, but
if the mode is switched concurrent-with changing the channel
address, no significant additional delay is introduced. The
effect of this delay may be eliminated by changing modes
while a conversio,n is in progress (with the sample-and-hold in
the "hold mode"). When SE and DIFF signals are being
processed concurrently, the DIFF signals must b,e applied
between corresponding "High" and ','Low" analog input channels. Another application of this feature is the capability of
measuring 16 sources fudividually and/or measuring differences
between pairs of those sources.
'

ON CHANNEL (Pin Number)

ADDRESS

,

Figure 3. AD364 Timing Diagram

A2

Al

AO

Single Ended

0

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
'12
13
14
IS

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
1
I

0

0
0
0
0

0

I

0
I

0
I
0

0
0
1

0

0(11)
1(10)
2 (9)
3 (8)
4 (7)
5 (6)

6 (5)
7 (4)

o (27),
I (26)
2(25)
3 (24)
5 (23)
5 (22)
6 (19)
7 (18)

HOW CAPACITOR
A Polystyrene hold capacitor is provided with each commercial temperature range system (AD364J, K) while a Teflon
capacitor is provided with units intended for operation at temperatures up to 125°C (AD364S, T). Use of an external capacitor allows the user to make his own speed/accuracy tradeoff; a
smaller capacitor will allow faster sample-and-hold response
but will decrease accuracy while a larger capacitor will increase accuracy at slower conversion rates.

linearity
%
0.024
AD364JD
AD364KD
0.012
AD364SD
0.024
AD364TD
0.012
AD364SD/883B 0.024
AD364TD/883B 0.012

Temperature
Range

o to +70o C
o to +70o C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C

to
to
to
to

+12S o C
+12S o C

+12S o C
+12S oC

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(ALL MODELS)
+Y, Digital Supply
+S.SY
+Y, Analog Supply
+16Y
-16Y
-V, Analog Supply
±Y, Analog Supply
VIN, Signal
o to +Y, Digital Supply
YIN, Digital
200mY
AcND to DGND
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None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Table 1. Input Channel Addressing Truth Table

AD364 ORDERING GUIDE
Model

(11)
(10)
(9)
(8)
(7)
(6)
(5)
(4)
(27)
(26)
(25)
(24)
(23)
(22)
(19)
(18)

Differential
"Lo"
"Hi"

Low-Cost, High Speed
Data Acquisition Module

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES
FEATURES
Complete Data Acquisition System
12·Bit Digital Output
16 Single or 8 Differential Analog Inputs
High Throughput Rate
Salectable Analog Input Ranges
Versatile Input/Output/Control Format
Low 3 Watt Power Dissipation
Small 3" x 4.6" x 0.375" Module

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DAS1128 is a complete self-contained miniature high
speed data acquisition system. The compact 3" x 4.6" x 0.375"
module provides the designer with an easily implemented solution to the data acquisition problem. It' contains an analog input signal multiplexer, a sample-and-hold amplifier, a 12-bit
A/D converter, and all of the programming, timing and control
circuitry needed to perform the complete data acquisition
function.

The DAS 1128 is a high performance device which can digitize
an analog" signal to an accuracy of ±~LSB out of 12 bits, relative to full scale. it has ±8ppm/C gain temperature coefficient,
and the maximum throughput rate can be varied from 50,000
conversions/second for a 12 bit conversion from different
analog input channels, to 200,000 conversions/second for a
successive 4-bit conversion made on a single channel.

~~
..

!:::

OFFSET
ADJUST

MUXENlQ
MUXENHI

IIIJO

3T

INI
IfII2
IN]

41
51
5r

11114

7T

i;'~i

r--~-,---J,l!1
'"

'"
'"
'"
~,

L,.~...,.J-?~,

'"

~IMSBI

"""
""
'"
'"

B12(LSBI

".,.J

IN1&ORRTN710B,l......_ _

CLICTRIM

26T

271

28T
248

CLRENABLE

258

MU'l

ADDRESS

IN

STFm'B'fl"
SfllOBE-2.a.

"'"

26Bf~~;:~~===:t~==~~J

TRlct

tRIG'

SHORTCVCLE
LOAD ENABLE

B 19B
4208

~ ~;:

241
251

,or. "'0""
:1
J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~,,,,
M

21T 2

OUT

231

DlYQUl

"

~====---

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram
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SPECIRCATIONS
ANALOG INPUTS
Number of'lnputs to Multiplexer
Input Voltage (Full Scale Range).

Maximum Input Voltage
Input Current (per channel)
Input Impedance
Input Capacitance
Input Fault Current (power off or
MUX failure)
Dire~t ADe Input Impedance
ACCURACY'
Resolution
Error Relative to F .5.

Quantization Error
Differential Nonlinearity Error
@ 33kHz throughput rate
@ SOkHz throughput rate

Noise Error
-FS to +FS Error Between SucCessive Channel Transitions

(typical @ +25°C and ±15Vunless otherwise noted)

16 Single Ended, 8 True~Diffeuntial,
16 P.seudo-Differential
-IOV to +10V, OV to +10V, -SV to
+SV.OV to +SV, -1O.24V to
+10.24V,OV to +1O.24V. -S.12V
to +S.12V, or OV to +5.12V.
±ISV

, SnA max
>10'0 ohms
IOpF for "OFF" channel
100pF for "ON" channel

Offset
Differential Nonlinearity
SIGNAL DYNAMICS
Throughput Rate (12 Bits)

MUX Crosstalk (UOFF" channels
to "ON" channel)
Differential Amplifier CMRR
SHA Acquisition Time to 0.01 % .
SHA Aperture Uncertainty
SHA Feedthrough
DIGITAL INPUT SIGNALS
Compatibility
MUX Address Inputs (B, 4, 2, I;
Pin~ 19B through 22B)

MUX ENABLE HI (Pin IBT)
MUX ENABLE LO (Pin 17B)

mmm (Pin 24T or 25T)

Parallel Outputs
Coding

MUX Address Outputs
(8; B,4, 2,l;pins ISB,
19T through 22T)
DELAY OUT (Pin BT)

Internally limited to 20mA
10kSl for each input line
12 Bits
±IILSB
±IILSB
±IILSB, ILSB max
. ±ILSB
±I4LSB·
±ILSB

TEMP. COEFFICIENTS

Gain

DIGITAL OUTPUT SIGNALS
Compatibility

8ppmt" C, 20ppml·C max
Sppml·C, ISppmi"C max
2.Sppmt"C, 6ppmt"C max
SOkHz (max)
(include, SI'S for MUX and SHA
settling time plus 15p.s for ADC)
>SOdB down @ I kHz
7OdBto 1kHz
4.SI',max
IOn,
70dB down @ 1kHz
Standard DTLlTTL logic levels,
1 unit load/line
Positive true natural binary coding
selects channel for random addressing mode. M~able for
lOOn, after STROBE.
High (Logic "I U) input enables MUX
"HI" 9Utput (for inputs 0 through 7)
High (Logic "I") input enable, MUX
, "LO" output (for inputs 8 through
IS)
Negative going transition (Logic "1"
to Logic "O")',!pdate, MUX address
register. STJm1J! 1 must be a Logic
"\" to enable STImBI! 2. STRm!Ir
2 must be at Logic "1" to enable

CLEAR ENABLE (Pin 2SB)

High (Logic "1") input allows next
STI1mE command to sequentially
advance MUX address register.
Low (Logic "0") input allows next
STRUI!E command to update MUX
address register according to exte....
nal address inputs.
Low (Logic "0") input allows next
STRUI!E command to reset Mqx
address to channel "0" overriding

LOAD ENABLE.
TRIGGER (Pin 26T)

nm:rnnr(Pin 27T)

Positive going transition (Logic "0"
to Logic ul n) initiates AID conve....
sion (even during conversion).
TRIlltlI!R: (Pin 27T) must he at
Logic "0" to allow TRIGGER
function.
Negative going transition (Logic "I"
tQ Logic lion) initiates AID conve....
slon; Pin 26T (TRIGGER) must he
at Logic "1" to allow TRIGGER
function.

I Warmup time to rated accuracy is S minutes.
2SpecifJcation .ppliesonly when tracking +15V and -15V supplies are used, and for
~owly occ:urins variations in powcr supply yoltages.
Sp«ific.tionl subject to chanse without notice.
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Negative going transition (Logic "1"
to Logic "0") occurring normally
SI" (adjustable from 3.01" to
201") after STROBE command
initiates AID co~nversion automati~
cally when connected to the
~

Ilm:: (Pin 27B)
ADJUSTMENTS" TRIMS
Offset Adjust
Internal Adjustment (Externally
Accessible)
Remote External Adjustment
(Pin 16T)
Range Adjust
Internal Adjustment (Externally
Accessible)
Remote External Adjustment
(Pin 16B)
Clock Trim (Pin 26B)
Factory Setting (Pin 26B "OPEN"
External Adjustment Range
Delay Trim (Pin 238)
Factory Setting (Pin 238
"OPEN")
External Adjustment Range
CONTROLS
SHORT CYCLE (Pin 28T)

Channel Selection Mode
(MUX Address Loading Mode)
AwO Conversion/ChannelwSelect
Sequences

Range Select (Pin 12T)

BINARY SCALE (Pin ISB)

STJm1J! I.

LOAD I!NABLE (Pin 24B)

Standard DTLITTL logic levels; S
unit loadsllinc.
I!T, BI through BI2
Natural binary, two's complement,
offset binary I or one's complement.
Pin selectable.
Positive true natural binary coding
indicates channel selected.

OUTPUT CODING (Pin 17T)

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+ISV ±3%
-ISV ±3%
+SV ±S%

Power Supply Sensitivity2 :
Gain
Offset·
Ref
ENVIRONMENT" PHYSICAL
Operating Temperature
Storaae Temperature
Relative Humidity
Elecrrical Shielding
Packaging

High (Logic 111") OUtpUt during AID
conversion.

±IOLSB', (min)
±10LSB's (min)

±lOLSB', (min)
±IOLSB', (min)
L2SI'siBit
1.2S,us/Bit to 2.081J,sJBit

3.01"
3.01" to 20,..,
Connect to ground for full 12 bit
resolution. Connect to Bn output
for resolution to Bnwl bits.
Random, sequential continuous.
and ~quential triggered. Pin
selectable.
Normal (input channel remains
selected during its AID conversion)
and overlap (next channel sele-::ted
during AID conversion). Pin select·
able.
Differential Amplifier gain control:
connect to ANA RTN (Pin 2T) for
Xl gain; connect to AMP OUT (Pin
13B) for X2 gain. This control is
used in FSR selection procedure.
Connect to REF ADJ (Pin 16B) to
set reference to lO.24V. This con~
trol is used in FSR selection pro-cedure, see Table II.
Ground for l's complement output
code; connect to -lSV dc for other
available codes.
,<IOmA, SOmA max
7OmA, lOOmA max
2S0mA, SOOmA max
±2.0mVlV·
±4.OmVIV
±O.SmVIV

Oto +70°C
-2SoC to +8SoC
Up to 95% non·condensing
RFI Be EMI 6 sides (except connector area)
Insulated steel cased module- 3.00" x 4.60" x
0.375"

THEORY OF OPERATION
A block diagram of the DASl128 is shown in Figure 1. Analog
input signals are applied to the various inputs of the 16 channel
CMOS multiplexer. This multiplexer in conjunction with the
differential amplifier that follows it, can be configured by the
user to accept 16 single ended analog inputs, or 8 fully differential analog inputs. It can also be connected as a 16 channel
"pseudo-differential" input device, which permits some of the
benefits of differential operation while maintaining a 16 channel input capability.
The differential buffer amplifier is gain programmable by the
user via jumpers at the module pins. This feature, along with
the selectable reference voltages, permits the user to set up the
DAS 1128 to operate on any of 8 input voltage ranges. The
differential amplifier drives a sample-and-hold amplifier, whose
fU'lction it is to, hold the selected analog input signal at a constant level while the AID converter is making a conversion.
The AID converter is a high speed 12-bit successive approximation device that has been designed using the Analog Devices'
AD562, 12-bit integrated circuit D/A. The reference voltage
for the conversion is supplied by an adjustable precision reference circuit that has a temperature coefficient of 5ppmtC.
In addition to these basic functional blocks, the DAS 1128 also
contains all of the clock circuitry necessary to perform the
complete data acquisition function. The internal clock can be
externally adjusted to provide various throughput rates at different accuracies. Input channel addressing logic is provided, as
is the capability to short cycle the AID convener (Le. perform
conversions of less than 12-bits resolution). It is also possible
for the user to adjust the time interval between input channel
selection and the commencement of a conversion. The user 'can
thus trade off speed vs. accuracy in the settling time of the
multiplexer and sample-and-hold amplifier, as well as speed
versus accuracy of the AID converter.
mmIII!

__ lOOns MIN

MUXADDRESS~~
tTImrr
;b~
DELAY OUT

Em:

25.. NOM

BI

B,.

+FS

DIFF AMP our
·FS
+FS
S&HOUT
·FS

for all seinsors. In'each of these input schemes, it should be
noted that the input multiplexer has been designed to protect
itself and signal sources from both overvoltage failure and from
fault currents due to power-off. loading or MUX failure.

3C. 16 PSEUOO·OIFFEfiENTtAL INPUTS

lA, 16SINGLE·ENDED INPUTS

Figure 3. Signal Input Connections for Three Different
Configurations

Full scale range of the DAS 1128 may be set by appropriate
jumper connections for 8 different ranges: 0 to +10V; 0 to
+5V; 0 to +10.24V; 0 to +S.12V; -10 to +10V; -5 to +5V;
-10.24 to +10.24V; ~S.12 to +S.12V.
Note that 10.24 and 5.12 ranges are commonly used since conversion increments become 5mV/bit, 2.5mV/bit, and 1.25mVI
bit.
MUX AND S/H DYNAMICS - OVERLAP MODE
The overlap mode is defined as the ability of MUX to accept
a new channel address thereby selecting the next ch annel to be
sampled while the previously acquired sample is being held by
the S/H for conversion. The dynamic characteristics of the
S/H circuit are shown in Figure 4. Maximum throughput rates
, are obtainable when a-single channel is held at a single address
and the channel is sampled repeatedly. In a dynamic condition,
data-throughput rates obtainable are shown in Figure 5.
SAMPLE-HOLD DYNAMICS

Figure 2. Simplified Timing Diagram, Showing Time-Interval
Assignments and Constants

INPUT CONNECTIONS
As shown in Figure 3, three input configurations can be used.
16 single-ended inputs (3a) can be connected to the multiplexer, all referenced to analog gnd. In the second configuration
(3b), the inputs are connected individually as 8 true differential pairs. In this case the differential amplifier is connected
"Differentially" with the output of the MUX. Finally, a
"Quasi-Differential" connection (3c) can be realized under
favorable ground path conditions. In this configuration the
differential amplifier Lo terminal is used as.the ground return

I
SAMPLE
COMMAND

J.
ACDUISITION II-"--""'~-
ACHIEVED I
HOLD
COMMAND
(TRIG tOO' TI!11Jtl

Figure 4. Sample-Hold Parameters Defined and Specified
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SHORT CYCLE
It is possible to short cycle the DACl128,i.e., stop the conversion after less than 12 bits. This can be done by connecting an·
extemaljumper between short cycle terminal and one of the
output terminals. With shorter cycles the attain·able throughput rate increases, see FigUre 5. In short cycle operation the
~ will decrease proportionately to the number of bits
selected. Note the short cycle terminal must be grounded for
full 12-bit operation.

~

GROUNDING CONSIDERATIONS
Attention should be given to the. methods of connection for
electrical returns and voltage reference points. Analog rerurn
(ANARTN) and digital rerurn (DIG RTN) are provided. The
folloWing rules should be applied when integrating the DAS1128
into the system.
.
, 1. If the ±15V power supply is floating (for optimum. analog

accuracy), connect its return to ANA RTN (Pin 2B or 2T).
If the ±15V power supply is not floating, connect its rerurn
to DIG RTN (Pin 35T or 35B).
2. Connect the +5V supply return to DIG RTN (Pin 35T or
35B). If this: ~pply also powers additional equipment, run
separate, parallel returns to the equipment ground and to
DIG RTN (Pin 35T or 35B).
.

175+--f---f---j--

!i

!l! 150t---r-+--t-/

~.

N::i

:5~

~~ 125t---r-+-;l-t~w

o:ffi
~~ 100t---r--~--~~~r---~

:.:Q

"''''
5~ 75t-~~~~--t-~r--+-~

To minimize signal grounding problems, single-ended input
signals should only be returned to ANA RTN (Pin 2B or
2T). If this is not possible, then connect the input signals
in either the "true differential" or "pseudo-differential"
configurations (see Figute 3).

4. Connect compurer ground to DIG RTN (Pin 35T or 35B).
Use heavy wire or ground planes.

~~

! 5O~~~-f--~~-1-~---+~.

5. The computer chassis should be connected to the computer
and power supply grounds at only one point.

i:!

6. Connect the third-wire ground from main ac power input
to the compu ter power supply return.

~

RESOLUTION -. Bits

Figure 5. DAS1128 Throughput Rates

MUX ADDRESSING
External terminals have been provided for the address counter.
Thus the address counter can be configured to produce the
following modes: Continuous sequential scanning (free running), sequential scanning with external step command, abbreviated scan continuously, random channel selection. See Figure
6 and set up procedure for details.
MUX SCAN·CONTROl CONNECTIONS
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IF ~ IS ALSO USED.
CONNECT THIS INPUT TO IT
iTO 2481. THIS GIVES LOAD·

ING PREFERENCE OVER
CLEARING.
NOTE:

FOR INITIAL CHANNEL ':;

GAIN AND OFFSET ADJUSTMENTS
The DASI128 is calibrated with external gain and offset adjustment potentiometers connected as shown in Figure 7 and 8.
The offset adjustment,potentiometer has an adjustment range
of at least ±lOLSB's, and the gain range adjustment potentiometer has an adjustment range of at least ± 10LSBs.
Offset calibration is not affected by changes in gain calibration,
and should therefore be performed prior to gain calibration.
Proper gain and offset calibration requires great care and the
use of extremely sensitive and accurate reference in,struments.
The voltage standard used as a signal source must be very stable.
It should be capable of being set to within ±1/10LSB of the
desired value at any point within its range.
These adjustments are not made with zero and full scale input
signals, and it may be helpful to understand why. An AID converter will produce a given digital word output fora small
range of input signals, the nominal width· of the range being
one LSB. If the input test signal is set to. a value which should
cause the converter to be on the verge of switching between
two adjacent digital outputs, the unit can be calibrated so that
it does switch at just that point. With.a high speed convert
command rate and a visual display, these adjustments can be
performed in a very accurate and ,sensitive way. Analog Devices
Analog-Digital Con'IJersion Notes gives more detailed information on testing and calibrating AID converters.

t'6~NE~\C~~~N~Uf~~i TO
CHANNEL IN 8, 4, 2, 1 TO
ADDRESS M. HOWEVER.
THIS PRECLUDES RANDOM
ADDRESSING.

x - NO CONNECTION

Figure 6. To shorten scanning sequency of multiplexer channels, make the appropriate connections, (as shown in the chart)
between an external NAND gate and MUX ADDRESS terminals
19Tto 21T
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OFFSET CALIBRATION
For unipolar +10V operation set the input voltage precisely to
+0.0012V and adjust the offset potentiometer until the converter is just on· the verge of switching from 000000000000 to
000000000001.
For ±5V bipolar operation set the input voltage precisely to
-4.9988V; for ±lOY units set it to -9.9976V. Adjust the offset

potentiometer, Figure 7, until Offset Binary coded units are
just on the verge of switching from OOQOOOOOOOOO to
000000000001 and Two's Complement c.oded units are just
on the verge of switching 100000000000 to 100000000001.
INT. OFFSET ADJUSTMENT

0

INCREASE
OFFSET

15T
EXT.
OFFSET
ADJ.

CLOCK RATE ADJUSTMENT
The clock rate may be adjusted for best conversion time/accuracy trade-off. The conversion time is varied by meaIlJi of the
external circuitry shown in Figure 9. An open CLK TRIM
terminal (pin 26B) results in 1.2Slls/bit nominal conversion
time. A grounded CLK TRIM terminal (for highest accuracy)
results in 2.08Ils/bit conversion.

DECREASE

201<

16T

36Ti36B

t-__C::;O:.:N,.V. TIME

DECREASE
OFFSET
DRTIGN• 36T/35B

t------l

INCREASE
CONY. TIME

Figure 7. Ext. Offset Adjustment

GAIN CAUBRATION
Set the input voltage precisely to +9.9963V for unipolar operation, +4.9963V for inputs of fSV or +9.9926V for inputs of
f10V. Note that these values are 1Y..LSB's less than nominal
full scale. Adjust the z.ok variable gain resistor, Figure 8, until
Binary and Offset Binary coded units are just on the verge
of switching from 111111111110 to 111111111111 and Two's
Complement coded units are just on the verge of switching
from 011111111110 to 011111111111.

Figure 9. Clock Trim

DELAY TIME ADJUSTMENT
The DLY OUT signal may be adjusted to vary the A/D converter triggering time by means of the external circuitry shown
in Figure 10. An open DLY TRIM terminal (Pin 23B) results in
a nominal delay time of 3.0Ils. A grounded DL Y TRIM
terminal (for highest-accuracy) results in 20lls delay time
nominal.

INT. RANGE ADJUSTMENT
DECREASE
RANGE

1ST

DECREASE
+5V

36T136B

t-__...:D:..:;ELAY

R*
DELAY
TRIM

23BI----~.lk

INCREASE
RANGE

INCREASE
DELAY

*R SHOULD BE AT
LEAST 471dl AND NO
MORE THAN 470kO.
REDUCING R INCREASES
ADJUSTMENT RANGE.

Figure 10. Delay Trim

Figure 8. Ext. Ref. Adjustment

TABLE I
INPUT
CONFIGURATION

ANALOG INPUT
CONNECTIONS

ANALOG
INPUT RETURN

16 Single-Ended
Inputs
(Figure 3a)

3T thru lOT
and
3B thru lOB

All input returns
to 2B or 2T

3T
thru
lOT

3B
thru
lOB

3T thru lOT
and
3B thru lOB

Common Input
return to 12B

8 Differential
Inputs
(Figure 3b)
16 Pseudo-Differential Inputs
(Figure 3c)

JUMPER
CONNECTIONS
11B to
12B to
17B to
18T to

11T
2B or 2T
19T
18B

11B to 12B
17B to 18T to "1"

11B to 11T
17B to 19T
18T to 18B
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RECOMMENDED SET-UP PROCEDURE
1. Select input configuration, see Table I.
2. Select MUX address mode.
The method of addressing the multiplexer can be selected
by conne~ting the unit as follows:

4. Select output resolution,
a. Full 12-bit resolution: cOnnect Pin 28T(SHT CYC)
to Pin 3SB (DlGkTN).
b. Bn O~n < 12) bitresolution: connect Pin 28T to .the
output pin for Bn + 1.

RANDOM. Set Pin 24B (LOAD ENB) to Logic "0". The
. S. Select optimum throughput rate.
The system clock frequency and the STROBE to TIUe
nex;t falling edge of STRrnJE will load the address presented
delay (if used) can be trimmed to optimize the accuracy!
to Pins 19B through 22B (8,4,2, 1). The code Olt these
throughput rate trade-off. See Figures 9. and 10.
lines must be stable during the failing edge of'S'i'lR5J3E plus
lOOns.
6. Select input voltage full scale range. See Table II.
SEQUENTIAL FREE RUNNING. Set to Logic "1", Pin
7. Select output digital coding. See Table III.
24B (LOAD ENB) and 2SB (CLR ENB). Connect Pin 27B
~ to Pin 24T (STROBE 1). Connect Pin 23T (DLY
OUT) to Pin 27T ('I'iffij). Use Pin 26T ITRIITY as a run!
TABLE II
stop control (i.e., AID conversion will continue while TRIG
FOR FULL SCALE
MAKETHEFOLLO~NG
is high and will stop while TRIG is low).
RANGE OF:
CONNEC1'IONS
SEQUENTIAL TRIGGERED. Set to Logic "1", Pins 24B
(LOAD ENB) and 2SB (cLk ENB). Connect Pin 24T
(STROBE) to external triggering source. The multiplexer
address register will automatically advance by one channel
whenever a ~ command is received. The initial channel can be selected by setting Pin 24B (LOAD END) to Logic
"0" during only one STROBE command. The multiplexer
address will then be determined by the logic levels on Pins
19B through 22B (the external MUX address lines). Channel
"0" can be selected as the initial channel by setting Pin 2SB
(eLR END) to Logic "0" during only one STROBE command. The final channel can be selected by following the
procedure presented in Figure 6.
3. Select A-D conversionlchannel select sequence (see Figure 5).
(1) , NORMAL (input channel remains selected during
, its AID conversion). Connect Pin 23T (DLY OUT)
to Pin 27T ("i'RR;).
(2) OVERLAP (next channel is selected during AID
conversion)~ Connect Pin 27B ~ to TTL,compatible inverter input. Connect inverter output to
Pin 24T (STROBE). Connect Pin 23T (DLY OUT)
to Pin 27T (TRRj)'. Adjust the delay to at least
41ls greater than EOC, 20llS max (see Figure 10).
The signal on Pin 26T (TRIG) serves as RUN!
STOP control.
(3) REPETITIVE SINGLE CHANNEL, After selecting
the input channel to be repetitively sampled (see
MUX ADDRESS MODE, above), set Pin 27T (TRIG)
to Logic "0". Connect Pin 26T (TRIG) to a triggering source. Conversion process is initiated by
positive edge of TRIG command.
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o to +10V

12T to 2T; 14T to 14B to ADC Source·.

Oto +10.24V

same as 0 to +10V, plus1SB to 16B.

o to +SV
o to +S,12V

same as 0 to +SV,plus lSB to 16B

-10V to +10V

12T to 13B; 14T and 14B to ADC Source
12T to 2T; 14T to 1ST; and 14B to ADC
Source*.

-10.24V to +10.24V same as -10V to +lOV,plus lSB to 16B
-SV to +SV

12T to 13B; 14T to 1ST and 14B to ADC
Source·.

-S.12V to +S.12V

same as -SV to +SV,plus lSB to 16B.

·ADC Source IS usually Sample and Hold Output (13T), but may be any
signal source including Diff. Amp. Output (13B) if Sample and Hold is
not desired.

TABLE III
OUTPUT CODE

CONNECTIONS

Unipolar
Binary

Connect 17T to -lSV
Use 29T (B1) for MSB

2's Complement

Connect 17T to -1 SV
Use 28B onJ for MSB

Offset Binary

Connect 17T to -lSV
Use 29T (B1) for MSB

l's Complement

Connect 17T to 2B
Use 28B (B1) for MSB
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Figure ". Timing for Non·Overlep Operation in Both Random and Sequential Addressing Modes.
For Status Keys and Signal Condition Data, Refer to Box Below.

SIGNAL CONDITIONS
AND STATUS KEYS
FOR FIGURES 11 AND 12.
SEQUENTIAL ADDRESSING. OVERLAP MODE
ARRANGED FOR CONTINUOUS CONVERSION WITH 201'S PERIOD.
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---t J)

2 =-3.41SV CODE 010 101 010 101
3 = +10.23SV CODE 111111111111
0 =-10.240V CODE 000 000000000
1 =+3.410V CODE 101010 101 010
ADC SET UP FOR ±1O.24V. INPUT,
OFFSET BINARY. (FOR TWO'S
COMPLEMENT, USE lIT FOR M.S.B.)
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1s,....CONV
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Figure 12. Timing Diagram for Overlap Operation in the
Sllquential Addressing Mode. FQr Status Keys and Signal Condition Data, See Box at Right.
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Outline Drawings and Pin Designations
INTERNAL
INTERNAL
RANGE ZERO OFFSET
ADJUST
AOJUST

DAS1128 Connector Pin Diagram
+15V
ANARTN
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CH
CH

0
,
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6
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4 OUT ADDRESS
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AMP IN LO
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'8.
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Typical Applications
DAS1128 WITH MOTOROLA 6800

6800

DAS1128 WITH INTEL 8080

8080

Ao
A,

AI
RESET

RD

NOTE:
1.8255 USED IN MODE 1 (STROBED I/O)
2. PCB INDEXES MUX TO DESIRED CHANNEL

!: ~7T~~il~~~~~:t~SR~~d:DDRE~

81T OTHER

T~AN

Ao OR A11

5. EOC STROBes IN'DATA AND MUX INFO
6. 8255 SHO~N, HOWEVER 6820 CAN ALSO BE .USED
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NOTE:
1.8265 USEO IN Mooe 1 (STROBED 1/01
.
2. CS TO Ai (WHERE. AI IS AN ADDRESS BIT OTHER T":IAN
3. PCB INDEXES MUX TO DESIRED CHANNEL
4. PC7 INITIATES 'CONVERSION
5. EOCSTROBES·IN DATA AND MUX INFO

Ao OR Ad

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
WDEVICES

Low Level Input, 12-Bit
Data Acquisition Modules

FEATURES
DAS1150
Resistor-Programmable Gain (1 =1000V!VI
High Accuracy with Low Level Input Signals
Low Cost
High Throughput Rate and High Gain
DAS1151
Software-Programmable Gain (1, 2,4, 8VIVI
Provides Gain for Signal Conditioning and High
Throughput Rate
Gain Ratio Error: ±O.O2% FS max

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DAS11 SO and DAS11S1 are two data acquisition modules
designed, built and tested to meet system data acquisition requirements. The designs are comprised of an instrumentation
amplifier, sample-hold amplifier and 12-bit successive approximation AID converter. These products are used on Analog
Devices Real Time Interface boards as data acquisition systems
to interface with microcomputer boards.
With the DAS11S0 and DASllSl, users can apply gain to the
instrumentation amplifier for signal conditioning and still
achieve high speed data conversion. The difference between
models is how the gain is controlled. With the DAS 11 SO, the
designer sets the gain from 1 to 1000 VN with a resistor, RG'
The DASllSl has gains of 1-24-8 that are software-programmable.
DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
The DASllSO and DAS11S1 offer true high-speed 12-bit performance with maximum overall error at unity gain of ±1 least
significant bit (LSB). This performance is guaranteed at a
2SkHz throughput rate. There is very little performance lost at
high gains. For example, at gain of 1000, the DAS 11 SO has a
throughput of 13kHz and an overall accuracy of ±2LSB. The
DASllSl with its software-programmable gain provides dynamic'range expansion through subranging as well as the flexibility of using different gain settings to accommodate different
input signal levels. The resistor-programmable-gain DASllSO
may be used for input ranges from 10mV full scale to ±10V
full scale with very little loss of slleed and no degradation of
linearity at high gains.
THEORY OF OPERATION
Block diagrams of the DASllSO and DASllSl are shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Analog input signals are applied to the input
of the instrumentation amplifier. The instrumentation amplifier is gain-programmable by the user via a resistor (DASllSO)
or TTL/CMOS logic (DASllSl). This feature permits the user

to operate the module on any input voltage range from ±10mV
to ±10V with the DASllSO or any of 4 input voltage ranges
with the DAS11Sl. The instrumentation amplifier drives a
sample-hold amplifier, whose function is to hold the selected
analog input signal at a constant level while the AID converter
is making a conversion.
The AID converter is a high speed 12-bit successive approximation device that has been designed using Analog Devices
ADS62 integrated circuit D/A converter with a precision reference source, a high speed comparator and successive approximation logic; the laser trimmed ADS62 which contains precision current switches and a yery stable thin film resistor network provides excellent performance over temperature.

ADDRUSA,

CONVERT
COMMANO

STATUS
SERIAL

"'"

OFFSETADJo-_ _ _ _ _- ;

II

Bll10

~~11

SU~~= O--------+--L.,:~~J

Figure 1. DAS1151 Block Diagram and Pin Designations
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. SPECIFICATIONS (typica~@+25°C and rated supplies unless otherwise noted)
MODIlLS

DAS 11 50

RESOLUTION

12 Bits

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
ADC Conversion Time
IA Settling Time, 20V Input Step
to 0.01 % @ G = 1
to 0.01 % @ G = 10
to 0.05·% @ G = 1000
Throughput Rate G = I .
G= 10

G = 1000
Sample-Hold
Aperture Delay Time
Aperture Time
. Aperture Uneertiunty Time
Droop Rate

Nonlinearity Error
Offset Error
Gain Error
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
Offset (RTI)
Gain (RTI)
Differential Nonlinearity

ADC Input Ranges .

1---... '.... ---I 1-

2S/.Ismax

1"""

(G = 1-8) 10/.ls max
N.A.
N.A.
(G = 1-8) 2805kHz
N.A.
N.A.

I 5/.15 max
IS/.15
50/.15.
25kHz
25kHz
13.3kHz

±ILSB max
±2LSBmax
±1/2LSB (±ILSB max) .
Adjust to zero
Adjust to Zero

@G.=looo·

I ADC FS
I: GAIN

DIGITAL INPUTS
ADC Convert Command
SHA Mode Conuol
PGA Gain Conuol
DIGITAL OUTPUT
Parallel Data Output
Unipolar
Bipolar
Serial Data Output
. Unipolar
Bipolar
Status Output

Clock Output
POWER REQUIREMENTS'

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

1-'. U U1~71
T
~2(UJMtN

..
.

(G = 8) ±2LSB max

~

1102.11
MAX

± (I + S~) /.Ivfc
±2Oppm of Readingl· C
2ppmfC
.
72

)

10mVto ±10V

O.62SV to ±10V

BOTTOM'VIEW

o to +SV
o to +IOV

~

J,-.o.1(2.IMIGRID

NOTES:
TERMINAL PINS INSTALLtD ONLY IN SHADED

HOLE LOCATiONS.

±2.5V
±SV
±IOV
Instrumentation Amplifier
Gain
Gain Range
Gain Equation
Gain Ratio Error
Input Impedance
Bias Current
.Offset Current
Offset Voltage (RTI)

OUTLINE .DIMENSIONS
Dimensions showlI ill ifIcbes ami (111111).

90ns
20ns
Sns
2mV/s

ACCURACY·
Overall Error @ G = I

ANALOG INPUTS
Voltage Input Range

DASUSI

iiI! TAiLIi PLOW FOR PIN DIUTIONS.
.

MODULE WEIGHT: a.60UNCES lau GRAMS}.
ALL PINS ARE GOLD PLATED HALF.HARD

• BRASS (MIL-G-4&204I.G.O"- to.OO1 u lue
to.oa/lllldDIA.

Resistor-Programmable
1 to 1000(20kU)

G=I+

-~

N.A.
108 U
20nA
2nA
±SO/.lV

RG

Positive Pulse, TTL Compatible, lOOns
min Width
Positive Pulse TTL Compatible Logic
"1 n = Hold, Logic HO" = Sample
N.A.
.

6TTL LoadslBit
Positive True B~ty
Positive True Offset Binary
or Two', Complement
6 TTL Loads
Positive True Binaty NRZ l' ormat.
MSB First
Positive True Offset Binary, NRZ Format,
MSB First
Logic "1" During Conversion, TTL
Compatible, 4 TTL Loads, Complement
also Available
480kHz, TTL Compatible, 6TTL Loads
+SV de ±S%@ BOmA (170mAmax)
±1SV de ±3%@ 30mA (40mA max)
·±1SV de ±3%@ lOmA (40mA max)

o to +70·C
-SS·C to +8S·C

'Spccificatioos sam. as model DAS1150.
I ~(.:omD1ended power supply, model 923. ±lSV <Ii) :tlOOmA output.
Specifications subject to ~hange without notice.
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Software-Progra.mmable
1,2,4,8
See Table 4
±0.02% FS max

•

2nA
500pA
±200/.lV

TTL Compatible,
Positiye True

MATING SOCKET: AC1577

(4 Required)

>IN

.

+15." ~-;--t--- 36 +15V
-15V -X.~;--t---34

•• 0--,.-__.....,

~

SH'

OUT

10lolF

~'5V

ANALOG IN

1{AG41.

SOLID
TANTAL.UM

+lliV C

CONVERT

r -- -- -..,

COMMAND
,41.,

lIT."llil

r

22 ANAGND

STATUS

'Okn

00----_
8~~'J~ ---:t:1'."...v

iiii

.so

C>O

BIT3
BIT4
BITS

REFERENCE
OUT

81T8

BIT 7
alT8
BIT9
81T 10

0-----______.;

17 REF OUT
16 ZERO

GAIN
ADJUSTMENT

14 BIIN
.13 10V
12 20V
11 ANAGND

.••,

..

_ _ _..,BIPOLAROFFSET

••
••

'------<>10VSPAN
' - - - - - - - 0 20V SPAN

.,.,

Figure 2. DAS1150 Block Diagram and Pin Designations

CONVERT

COMMAND
INPUT

STATUS 59.
DIG GND 80
CLOCK 61.

...

MSB
MSB
SlT2
BIT3
BIT 4
BIT6
BIT6

SERIAL 86 •
LOO 87.
BIT "
BIT 10 69 •
BIT 9
BIT B
BIT 7

'0 •
".
".

BOTTOM VIEW

NOTES:
1 THESE PINS APPEAR ON DAS11500NL Y.
2THESE PINS APPEAR ON DASl161 ONLY.
1 ANALOG AND DIGITAL GROUNDS SHOULD BE
TIED TOGnHER AT ONE POINT AS CLOSE TO
THE MOOULE AS POSSIBLE.
"SHOULD BE LOCATED WITHIN lH FROM MODULE.

Figure 3. Module Connections for ±10V Range

Figure 3 shows the connections required to operate the
DASll SO or DASllS1 with a ±10V input range. Table 1
shows connections for ADC input ranges.
Input Range
o to +SV
±2.SV

Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

o to +10V

1. If the ±1SV power supply is floating (for optimum analog

3. Single-ended input signals should only be returned to analog
ground. If this is not possible, then connect the inpu t signals in the differential configuration.
4. Connect computer ground to digital ground. Use heavy wire
or ground planes.
S. The computer chassis should be connected to the computer
and power supply grounds at only one point.
6. Connect the third wire ground from main ac power input
to the computer power supply return.
7. Bias return path should always be provided.

••v

+5V 56
CONVCOM 57
STATUS 58

15 REF IN

'-n""t-C=-----oREFERENCE IN

accuracy), connect its common to analog ground. If the
±1SV power supply is not floating, connect its common to
digital ground.
2. Connect the +SV supply common to digital ground. If this
supply also powers additional equipment, run separate,
parallel returns to the equipment ground and to digital
ground.

L. _____ -I:

SHA CONTROL 53

.,8 SUM

""'"

1STURN

BIT 11
LSB

GROUNDING PRACTICE
Attention should be given to the methods of connection for
electrical returns and voltage reference points. Analog ground
and digital ground are provided. These data acquisition systems
do not have an internal connection between analog ground and
digital ground and, thus, a connection must be provided in the
external circuitry. The choice of an optimum "star" point for
these grounds is an important consideration in the performance
of the system. No strict rules can be given, only the general
guidelines that the grounding should be arranged in such a
manner as to avoid ground loops and to minimize the coupling
of v~ltage drops between the high current carrying logic supply ground and the sensitive analog circuit sections.

~ CO~I~OL

ADJUSTMENT

SUM~:=~ O-------~-__l
~

50.

Ao 51.

20 SHAOUT

lSTURN
OFFSET

8112

OfFSeT ADJ

:0.

- .!-

r-::::::::~~C~K

:t

~~={:J T ottJ
-,sva

RG 43.

-~

±SV

±10V

20 to Pin
20 to Pin
17 to Pin
20 to Pin
17 to Pin
17 to Pin

Jumper
13, Pin 12 to Pin
13, Pin 12 to Pin
14
13
14, Pin 20 to Pin
14, Pin 20 to Pin

18
18
13
12

Table 1. ADC Input Range Connections
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Figure 4. Typical Settling Time Curves for DAS1150
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GAIN AND OFFSET ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

AD<:
ANAWGINPUT
+5V RANGE +10V RANGE
+4.9988V
+9.9976V
+2.S000V
+S.OOOOV
+0.6250V
+1.2500V
+O.OO12V
+O.0024V

+O.ooooY

+o.ooooV "

DIGITAL OUTPUT
BfNARYCODE
111111111I1I
100000000000
001000000000

OOOOOOOOOOO 1
000000000000

Table 2. Nominal Unipolar Input-Output Relationships
ADC
ANALOG INPUT

:t2.5V
RANGE
+2.4988V
+1.2500V
+O.OO12V
+O.OOOOV
-2.SOOOV

±SV
RANGE
+4.9976V
+2.5OOOV
+O.0024V
+O.OOOOV
-5.0000V

±10V
RANGE
+9.995IV
+S.OOOOV
+0.0049V
+O.OOOOV
-10.0000V

DIGITAL OUTPUT
'(WO'S
COMPLEMENT
CODE
0111111111111
0100000000000
0000000000001
0000000000000
1000000000000

OFFSET BINARY
CODE
111111111111
110000000000
100000000001
100000000000
000000000000

Table 3. Nominal Bipolar Input-Output Relationships

OFFSET CALIBRATION
For unipolar mode set the input voltage precisely to the value
of 1LSB (see Table 2) and adjust the offset potentiometer
until the converter is just on the verge of switching from
000000000000 to 000000000001.,
For bipolar mode set the input voltage precisely to zero volts.
Adjust the offset potentiometer Qntilthe offset binary coded
units are just on the verge of switching from 011111111111 to
100000000000 and two's complement coded units are just on
the verge of switching 111111111111 to OQOOOOOOOOOO.
GAIN CAUBRATION
"The analog input values giveil in Tables 2 and 3 are values that
should be present at the input to the internal ADC. The value
of the analog input will be affected by the gain of the
'.
( ADC FULL SCALE) module, I.e., ANALOG IN =~'
GAIN
'
Set the ADC input voltage precisely to plus full scale minus
'1 112 LSB's: +4.998,2V for SV qnits, +9.9963V for ±10V
units, +2.4982V for ±2.SVunits, +4.9963V for ±SVunits, or
+9.9926Vfor ±10Y units. Adjust the lOOn variable gain resistor until binary and offset binary coded units are just on
the verge of switching from 111111111110 to 111111111111
arid two's complement coded units are just on the verge of
switching from 011111111110 to 0111111 q11 1.
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TIMING'
The "0" to'''l'' transition of the CONVERT COMMAND m-'
put,resets the MSBoutput to Logic "0" and the CLOCK:
STATUS; MSB, and BIT 2 through BIT 12 outputs to Logic
"I". Nothing further happens until the CONVERT COMMAND returns to Logic "0", at which time the conversion
proceeds.
With the MSB in the Logic "0" state, the internal digital-ta:.
analog converter's (D/A) output is compared with the analog
input (SHA OUT). If the DIA output is less than the analog input, the first "0" to "1" clock transition resets the MSB Logic
"I". If the DIA output is greater than the analog input, the
MSB remains at Logic "0".
The first "0" to "I" clock transition also sets the BIT 2 output to Logic "0" and another' comparison is made. This proCeSS continues through each successive bit until the BIT 12
(LSB) comparison is completed. At this time the STATUS output returns to Logic "0" and the conversion cycle ends.
the SERIAL DATA output is of the non-return-to-zero (NRZ)
type. The data is available, MSB first. 40ns after' each of the
twelve "0" to "I" clock transitions.
AMPLIFIER GAIN
The DAS11 SO instrumentation amplifier gain may be set to any
any value between 1 and 1000 by connecting an external gain
resistor between pins 41 and 43. The resistance is determined
by the formula G = 1 + (2~~ ). RG should be located as
close as possible to the module pins. It must be noted that the
TC of RG directly affects the gain temperature coefficient of
the DAS11 SO. A high quality metal film resistor 0.1% is
recommended.
,The gain of the DAS11 51 is programmed by loading the
proper code into the gain address, as shown in 'Fable 4.
ADDRESS INPUTS DASllSl
AI Ao
~IN

o
o
1
1

o
1

1
2

1

4
8

o

Table 4. DAS1151 Gain State Truth rable
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GuidI

Micracom.... Intarfaca Boards
Analog Devices Real-Time Interfaces make possible direct memory-mapped interfacing between popular microcomputers
and analog I/O signals. For each computer, input-only, output-only, and combination input/output cards are available,
with a variety of inherent features and options to extend their usefulness.
The chart below provides selection information in capsule form, matching cards to features. Additional information
and specifications are provided on the individual card/family data sheets.
MULTIBUS
INTEL SBC·SO

:::
.. ...f ......'" ..:::;'" ..§ ......'"
....~

~

,.:,

4:'
INPUT
Input Protection
16 Channels
32 Channels
O·20mA Inputs
IOmV to IOV FS
Programmable Gain
S·BitADC
12·BitADC
iO·Bit ADC
OUTPUT
2 Channels
4 Channels
S Chann~ls
4·20mA Outputs
g·BitDAC
IO·Bit DAC
12·Bit DAC
DAC Data Readback
Remote Load Sensing
4 Quadrant Multiplication
Digital Logic Outputs
COMMON FEATURES
Single +5V Power
Memory Mapped Interface
Wire Wrap Feature Selection
Selection
Page 16·

,.:,

4:'

•
•
•

•
•

•

4:'

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

TM-990
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

MICROMODULE
MOTOROLA

....

,.:,
4:'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

,.:,

4:'

,.:,

4:'

.

'"

~

Z

4:'

'"

....

~

':'

i::

4:'

~

7'

...,

~

';"r

;:: t:
4:'

4:'

• •
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

PRO'LOG
4112" X 6 112"

::::'"

STD
BUS

::;

....

::::

::

ii
4:' 4:'

...
4:'

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

,.:,

•

•

D.E.C.
LSH1I2

~

.;;

~

......'" ..:: ......'"
,.:,

4:'

,.:,

4:'

,.:,

4:'

• •

• •
•
• ••
•
•
• •

•

• •

• •
•
• •

•

• ••
• •
• •

• •
• •
• •
•

• • ••
•• •
• •

•
•
• • •
• • •

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

• •
• •

•
•

•

• • •
• • •
• • •

17

11

11

13

19

• • •
• • •
• • •
9

15

15

•

•
•

15

•

•

17

17

•

•

17

•
•

•

•
•

•

• •
• •
• •

•

19 19

•
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rIIIIII ANALOG
.LIllI DEVICES

MULTIBUS
Intel Compatible
Combination Analog I/O Subsystem
__
'MOOEl Rll-1200

FEATURES
Complete Analog I/O Subsystem
Intel SBC-80/10, 80/20, and MDS Compatible
Memory Mepped I/O Interface
Date Acquilition:
Up to 32 Input Channell
Sample and Hold Amplifier
Programmable Gain Ampllfiar
12·Bit A/D Converter
Input Fault Protection'
Real-Time Pacer Clock SYltem
On·Board PROM Socket
Two Optional 12-Bit DAC's
Optional 4-20mA Current Outputs
Optional Single +5V Power
Memory Overlay - RAM and ROM Inhibit

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The RTI·1200 is a complete analog inputloutput subsystem
that greatly simplifies the task of interfacing analog signals to
Intel SBC-SO Single Board Computers, or other SOSo-based
microcomputers. It is functionally, electrically, and mechanically compatible with the SBC-SO, and all connections to it
are made simply by plugging the RTI-1200 into a slot in a
card cage that also contains an SSC-SO. The RTI-1200 can
also be readily interfaced to other SOSo-based microcomputers whose address, data, and control busses .are accessible.
The RTI-1200 is interfaced to an SBC-SO or other SOSO
based microcomputer as a block of contiguous memory locations. It combines on a single printed circuit card many features
and capabilities which reduce the hardware required to interface analog signals to a microcomputer, and significantly ease
the programming effort associated with inputting and outputting analog signals.
DATA ACQUISITION
The RTI-l200's most basic function is data acquisition. This is
accomplished with an analog input multiplexer, a programmable gain amplifier, a sample-and-hold amplifier, and a 12bit AID converter. The standard RTI-1200 offers either 16
single ended or S differential input channels (user selected). An
optional multiplexer expander allows for up to 32 single ended
or 16 differential input channels. All of the analog inputs are
fully protected up to ±2S volts, and additional protection
against larger, potentially destructive overloads is afforded by
fusing resistors located at the inputs.
•
The RTI-1200's AID Converter can be configured by the
user to accept 0 to +10V, ±SV, or ±10V full scale input signals. A programmable gain amplifier preceding the AID
converter has software selectable gains of 1, 2, 4 and S. This
expands the dynamic-range of the AID converter to 15 bits,

and results in greater input sensitivity. For example, when
operating on the 0 to, +10V input range with a program·
mabie gain amplifier gain of S, the actual input range is 0
to +1.2SV. The programmable gain amplifier allows the user
to program different gains for different input channels, or to
have different gains for varying input levels on the same
channel. It is even possible to write software to implement
automatic gain ranging operation.
Eight of the input channels have provisions for resistors provided by the user that allow the inputs to accept 4-2OmA current loop signals. Output data from the' AID converter is in
natural binary code for unipolar input ranges, and at the user's
option can be either offset binary or two's complement coding
when using bipolar input ranges. A special feature of the RTI1200's data acquisition operation is that the controlling microcomputer's CPU (i.e., the SOSO) is not tied up while a conversion is taking place. This significantly enhances system throughput capability and flexibility, as the CPU is free to pursue
other tasks while an AID conversion is in progress.
ANALOG OUTPUTS
The RTI-1200 has provisions for two optional 12-bit D/A converters which are software driven via double buffered registers.
They can be used for such functions as driving an analog recorder, or generating analog control signals. Both DI A converters
can be user set to any of five voltage output ranges. The D/A
input data is natural binary for unipolar output ranges, and at
the user's choice can be' offset binary or two's complement
for bipolar output ranges. Both analog output channels can
also be optionally equipped with 4-20mA current loop outputs. This permits them to drive directly the 4-20mA control
loops often used in process and industrial controls.
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SPECIACATIONS

(typical @+25°C and with +5V and ±15V, unless otherwise noted)

DATA ACQUlsmON
Number of Analog Inputs
16 Single-Ended pr 8 Diff.
Standard
32 Single-Ended or 16 Diff.
With Multiplexer Expander'
Multiplexer Switching Chai:acteristics Break-Before-Make. All Switches Open
When Power is Off.
o to +IOV, ±SV, ±IOV
Input Voltage Ranges'
I; 2, 4, S Software Seleetable
Programmable Gains'
Input Impedance
Ohms
Input Bias Current
o
SnA
at +2S C
SOnA
over 0 to +70o C
Dilf. InPut Bias Current
o
3nA
at +2S C
over 0 to +70°C
3.SnA
Input Overvolt'llo Protection
:t28 Volts maximum
Cqntinuous Overvo1tase
Fusing Resistors
Overvoltage >±2SV
Accuracy
Resolution
12 Bits
±112LSB typ, ±I LSB max
Nonlinearity Error4
±1/2LSB typ, ±I LSB max
Diff. Nonlinearity Error
Quantization Error
±112LSB max
Input Offset Voltage'
Adjustable to Zero
Adjustable to Zero
Gain Error'
CMRR
75dB min
±IOV
CMV
±112LSB max
Noise Error'

>10'

Temperature Coefficients
Gain
Offset
Diff. Nonlinearity
Settling Time to ±O.ot %7
SHA Aperture'Time
SIIA Aperture Widt~
SHA Aperture Uncertainty

Conversion Time
Maximum Throughput Ratel
ANALOG OUTPUTS
Number of DAC Channels'
Accuracy
Resolution
Nonlinearity Error4
Diff. Nonlinearity Error
VQltage Output Characteristics
Voltage Output Ranges'
Output Current
Settling Time 10

GainTC
Offset TC
CUrrent Loop Characteristicsl1
Current Output Range
Load Resistance Range
Loop Supply Voltage
Settling Time 12
Gain TC
Off,et TC
Reference Voltage Output

±15ppmfc typ, ~2SppmfC max

±25p.vfc Referred to Input
±3ppmfC max
10",s max at a.ny Gain
90ns
20ns

±Sns
2Spsmax
2SkHz

Pacer-Timed Conversion Trigger,·Pacer~
Timed Interrupt, Pacer Off
Variable Frequency R-C, Fixed Frequency
Ctystal, External
Determined by User Supplied Crystal
30Hz to 30kHz, User Adjustable

Types of Clocks
Ctystal Clock Freq. 13
Variable Freq. Clock Range
LOGIC DRIVER OUTPUTS
Number Available
Characteristics

Open Collector, 30V max, 300mA max
Continuous Sink Current per Output

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE
Compatibility

Completely Compatible with Intel SBCSO/IO, SBC-SO/20, and MDS Bus System
Interfaces as a Block of Merpory Locations, Using Address, Data and Control
Busses.
User Seleetable Among any of 14 Possible Locations.
Socket for Intel 2708 or Equivalent
1024 Byte x 8 Bit PROM, of which 100S
Bytes are Usable.
RAM or ROM

Type of Interface

Position in Memory
On-Board PROM

Memoty Overlay (Inhibit)
POWER REQUIREMENTS"'"
Without DC/DC Option 15

+ISV ±3%@40mA
-ISV ±3%@40mA
+SV ±5%@ 1.2A
+5V ±5%@1.7A

With DC/DC Option
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

o to +70 oC

MECHANICAL

6.75" x 12.00" with 0.6" Board-to-Board
Spacing (171.5 x 304.S x 15.24mm)
.

-ssoc to +8S o C

RTH200 ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL
NUMBER

MUX
EXP

DACS

X
X

X

RTI·1200.(I(J1

12 Bits
±1/2LSB
±1I2LSB

X

.(104

..011
-014

ACCESSORIES

±2.5V,O to +5V, ±SV,O to +lOY, ±IOV
SmA min @ ±lOV
10p.smax
±8ppmfC typ, ±ISppmi"C max
±5p.vfc typ, ±20p.vfc max

0A08
OAOS

4-20mA VII Modu..
DClDC Converter

X DENOTES OPTIONS INCLUDeD WITH THE
CORRESPONDING MODEL NUMBER. THE
OPTIONS ARE DESCRIBED IN NOTES 1. 9.
AND 15.

4to20mA
o to 500n
+ISV to +30V
SOIlS max I
±IOppmfC typ, ±25ppmfC max
±O.4p.AfC
+S.OOV ±0.02% @ SmA max

NOTES
I

REAL-TIME PACER CLOc:KSYSTEM
Modes of Operation

RTI-1200 MECHANICAL OUTLINE
p .•

SYSTEM
TIMING SIGt(ALS

ANALOG INPUTS

ANALOG
POWER&; OUTPUTS

The multiplexer expander is an option, aDd is shown in the ordering guide as MUX EXP.

"The desired range is user selec;tab1e with straps.
'The input pin of a channel is multiplied by the gain scttiug of the programmable pin am~
plifier (e.g., the iDputtaDgc afthe Oto +10Vraup: when using a pin of 8 is 0 to +1.25V).
4 Defined as deviation from a straight line passing through the end points of the raoge.

I:,or:
.:: t!ror;:r=e.S::::.:!b:X";:~IC:th-:'~~J;S!e
used. duriDJ calibration.

'When using a programmabl,. gain scuingof 1. It is ±1.SLS8 max whCD using. programmable
pin setting of 8.
, For a 20V step. This specification is valid for a step change on one input, or following a
channel change. or following a programmable gain change:, or simultaneous changes invoiv-iag any combination at' these chanps .
• Sued on a lo,&s settling time, foUawed by a 2'"s AID conversion time. Overall system
throughput rate: is enhanced because the CPU is Dot held up ·duriag c:oaversions.
'1\vo chaDllCII of D/A converters aad two chanocls of cunent loops aft
available on an option basls. See Ordering Guide.
1t To to.Ol9lt oUuD scale ranse followinaa 20V step.
11 Tbe current loop characteristics include the effects of the driving D/A converter.
12.To ±O.02% of full scale: current fol1owina a full scale step.
110 Space provided for HC-tBlU crystal·cut for a f~cY of up to SOMHz. User caD telect
'" divide cryotal frcquCllC)'by 10' or 10' 00-1>_ me RTI-1200.
14 Power requirements shown arc for an RTI-t200 with no DAe or curt'eDt loop options.
ISThe DClDC power converter is an option that converts +5VDC power to ±l,V. It is
shown in the ordering guide as DC/DC.
.
+12V and -5V power is required only if optiollll1 PROM is used. This power is supplied
by the sse bus.
Spec:ificatons subjeCt to chanse without DOtice.

1.
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MICROCOMPUTER BUS INTERFACE
p.,

MATING CONNECTORS FOR RTH200
PART NO.

MATES TO

AC1551

P30r PS

AC1552

P4

ACI563

P4

DESCRIPTION
Flat Cable Connector

20 Pin, 0.1~ Center
Flit Cable Connector
50 Pin, 0.1" Center
Flat Cable Conl1lctor
50 Pin. 0.'" Cent.with 2' Color Coded
AltI8n1bly Attached.

11IIIIIIII ANALOG
11IIIIIIII DEVICES

MULTIBUS
Intel Compatible
Analog Output Subsys~em

Complete Output Subsystem
SBC·SO, SYSTEM-80, MOS, BLC,80 Compatible
Memory Mapped I/O Interface
Wire Wrap Feature Selection
Four Software Controlled Logic Driver Outputs
Four Channels of 12·Bit Analog Output
OAC Data Read Back
OAC Reset Function
Optional 4·20mA Current Loop Outputs
Precision +10V Reference
Optional Single +5V Power
Memory Overlay - RAM and ROM Inhibit
Multiple Card Select Function
On· Board PROM Socket

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The RTI-1201 is a complete 8 channel output subsystem
comprised of 4 digital and 4 analog channels. This subsystem
is electrically and mechanically compatible with the Intel
SBC-80 series of single board computers. It is also compatible
with the Analog Devices RTI-1200 Analog 110 Interface board,
the IntelSystem-80 microcomputer series, the MOS-800 microcomputer development system and the National Semiconductor
BLC-801l0 board level computer.
The RTI-1201 combines on a single printed circuit board many
features and capabilities which reduce both the hardware and
software effort required to interface a microcomputer to the
real world. The RTI-1201 was designed to be extremely versatile, efficient and easy to use in the end user's application. All
connections to the microcomputer are made by simply plugging the RTI-1201 into the digital bus connector in the user's
card cage. The analog interface is made through a high quality
pin connector mounted at the opposite board edge from the
digital bus connection. Digital outputs are made at a card
edge connector.
DIGITAL OUTPUTS
The RTI-1201 contains four digital output channels. These
digital outputs are comprised of high-current logic drivers
which can be used for simple "on/off" control of various system functions. These open collector driver outputs are software controlled and have a 30V, 300mA capability.
ANALOG OUTPUTS
The RTI-1201 is configured with four 12-bit O/A converters
which are software driven via double buffered registers. They
can be used for such functions as driving an analog recorder
or generating analog control signals. By using the +1OV onboard reference, each of the O/A converters can be individually set by the user to any of five output ranges. The O/A
inpu t code for each channel can also be individually set for

natural binary, offset binary,or two's complement. The desired configuration is user selectable at convenient wire wrap
posts.
REFERENCE
The RTI-120 1 inherently guarantees superb tracking capability
of all analog output channels since they all share a single on.
board reference. This reference is also buffered and brought
out for user cor.venience. The user may also choose to disconnect the internal reference and use the provision for an external reference.
REMOTE SENSING
Sense inputs of the D/A converter are present at the output
connector for applications where the load is to be located a
considerable distance from the RTI-1201. Without this feature,
IR drops in the output line could rapidly degrade overall accuracy. The board is shipped .with jumpers connecting the 0/A
converter sense inputs to local sense points.
DAC DATA REGiSTERS
The 0/A converters are software driven via double buffered
registers. The buffers allow two data bytes to be loaded simultaneously into the O/A converter so that the output changes
directly from one 12-bit value to another. The RTI-1201 also
has a provision for writing the 8 MSB's in a single byte word
to each O/A converter. This allows fast, highly accurate, eight
bit operation.
CURRENT LOOP OUTPUTS
Each of the four analog output channels can be optionally
equipped with a voltage to current converter. With this option,
a 4-20mA current loop signal is available for process and industrial control applications.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at +25°C and with nominal voltages, unless otherwise noted)

RTI-1201 ANALOGIDIGITAL OUTPUT BOARD
ANALOG OUTPVTS I
Number Avan&blC

_I

4DAC',

Accuracy'
Resolution
()yerallError
VoltlJe Output Characteristics
Ranse s3
OutpUt Current
Settling Time (to 0.02% FS
for 10V Step)
OffsetT.C..
GainT.C.
Cunent Loop Characteristics l , 4
Number
Ranse
Compliance VoltageS
Loop Supply Voltage Ranse
. Setding Time (to ±O.OI% for
FuU Scale Step)
OffsetT.C;
Gain T.C.
Load Resistance Range
Di.ital.lnput Coding'
DAC Load Sense
Reset'

DAC

R~adback

On-Board Reference'
Voltage Output
T.C.
External Reference Input'
Range
Input Impedance
LOGIC· DRIVER OUTPUTS
Number
Characteri5tic~

12 Bits
±1I2LSB (O.012S% FSR)

o to SV, 0 to IOV, ±2.5V, ±5V, ±IOV
SmA min@±IOV

S/lS
±IOjIVfC
±IOppm/·C

0,

2~or4

4-2OmA Nonisolated
.IOV@ 20rnA with IBY.to
+ISVto HOV

NOTES
I See orcIeriDs pide for Information on aUowable combinatioas.
'OVerall error is spec:lf'Jed with gain IDd offset trimiDed ODd is defined
u the deviation from a straiPt liDe puoia\l tiJrou8h the end points
of the nap. It is expressed in terma of bits ODd Ia
of the
deviation u • percent of the full acale range, (i.e., 2.SmV i.0.0125%
FSR ola -IOVto +IOV range).
S User selectable with wire-wrap jumpers.
'Tlle current loop speclfications include the effects of the drivm,
DIA converter.
'Up to llV compliance isposaible@20rnAwith.+18Vmininium
loop supply.
.
'
'TIle reference is trimmed to withla 0.02% accuracy at no load. L .....
term drift isle.. than 1I2LSB/lOOO Hours operation. DAC accuracy
is redueed with· lower reference levels. ()yeraU error is 0.1 % with a 1V
external referen•• input.
'TIle memory map shows in detail where the data and control
functions appear in memory.
• Power requirements shown are for RTI-120Hl40 with 4 DAC's
ond no Current Loop options. Power requirements for each
additional pair of V /I converters are also shown.
'TIle DCIDC con_ter option provide, t15V for the analog circuits
from the sac 1)'1teIII'•• 'V bus.

39Y Supply

51l1lsmax
±0.4jlAfc
±15ppmfC
o to 500 ohm.
BIN, OI!N, 2SC
Provision is ma<!e for Local (on-board) or
External Load Sensing for each DAC.
All I;IAC's can be Rese, to OV Output
with a Single Write Instruction or upon
Sy.tem Reset. AU logic drivers can be
turned "off" upon system reset.
DAC Data can be written to and read from
the same location

Specification. Rlbjeet to

RTI-1201 ORDERING GUIDE

MODEL
NUMBER
RTI-1201-040

IV to +IOV
20kSl ±IS%

DESCRIPTiON
,
OutpUt Subsystem

With4DAC's
ACCESSORIES
4-2OmA V/1 Converter
(order O. 2 or 41
DC/DC Converter (+5V to

0A08
+IO.OOV ±O.02%@ 2mA
±IOppmi"C

chanse without nodce.

OA09

±15VI

NOTE: ALL OPTIONS HAVE 4 LOGIC DRIVJ;R OUTPUTS

4
Open Collector,30V max, 300mA max

MECHANICAL OUTLINE

Continuous Sink Current per Output
~CROCOMPUTERINTERFACE

Compatibility

Type of Interface

Completely Compatible ";ith Intel SBC80110, SBC-80/20, and MDS Bus System,
RTl-I2oo, BLC-SO/IO
Interfaces as a Block of Memory Locations, Using Address, Data and Control

P3
CURRENT LOOI'
OUTPUTS

P5
DIGITAL
OUTPUTS

P4
ANALOG
OUTPUTS

Busses.
Position in Memory 7
C'!!"I Select Feature 1
On-Board' PROM Socket

Memory Overlay (Inhibit)'
POWER REQUIREMENTS'
Withou t DCIDC Options
RTI-1201-040

Per V II (OMS)

With DC/DC (OA09) Option'
RTJ.1201-040, OA09 and
4,OAOB'.
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operations
Storage
MECHANICAL
Size

Connectors

User Selectable Among any of 16 Possible Locations.
16 Cards per I K Memory Position
Socket for Intel 2708 or Equivalent
1024 Byte x &OBit PROM, of which 1008
Bytes are Usable. + 12V and -5V are
supplied from the Digital Bus.
RAM or ROM

P1 DIGITAL BUS CONNECTOR

P2NOTUSED

MATING CONNECTiONS
+15V ±3% @ 45mA
-15V :1:3% @ 95mA
+5V ±5% @ 800mA
+15V ±3%@ SmA
-15V ±3% @ ImA

AClSSl

Mates to

Delc:ripdon

P3 or PS

Solder Tail Connector
20 pin, 0,1" centers
wlo connecting cable

(Card Edie
Connector)

+SV ±5%@ 1700mA max

ACISSS

P4 (Analog
Pin Connector)

Flat Cable Connector.
20 pin, 0.1 H centers
with 2' color coded
cable attached

P30rP5

Flat Cable Connector
20 pin, 0.1" centers
with 3' color coded
cable attached.

o to +70·C
-55·C to +85·C
AClSS6
6.75" x 12.00" with 0.6" min Board
Spacing (171.5 x 304.B x lS.2mm)
See Otdering Guide Below
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(Card Edie
Connector)

11IIIIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

MULTIBUS
Intel Compatible
Analog Input Subsystem

MODEl Rll-1202
FEATURES
Complete Analog Input Subsystems for OEM Applications
SBC-80, System-80, MDS, BLC-80 Compatible
Memory Mappad I/O Interface
Wire-Wrap Feature Selection
Data Acquisition:
Up to 32 Input Channels On-Board
Auto Scan Operation Mode
Input Fault Protection
Instrumentation Amplifier
Sample and Hold Amplifier
4-20mA Current Loop Inputs
12-Bit ADC (RTI-1202-R)
8-Bit ADC (RTI-1202-8R)
Interrupt Operation Mode
Memory Overlay - RAM and ROM Inhibit
Optional Single +5V Power
.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The RTI-1202-R and RTI-1202-SR represent complete cost
effective solutions to OEM applications. These analog input
systems are electrically and mechanically compatible with the
Intel SBC-SO series of single board microcomputers. In addition, the RTI-1202 series is compatible with the Intel MDS
microcomputer development system, the National Semiconductor BLC-80 microcomputer board and many other
Multibus compatible microcomputers.
The RTI-1202 series offers on a single printed circuit board
many features that significantly simplify interfacing microcomputers to real world analog signals. These analog input
subsystem~ are versatile, easy to use and cost effective. All
connections to the microcomputer are made by simply
plugging the subsystem into the digital bus connector in the
user's card cage. The analog signals are connected to the system
via a printed circuit board connector.
The RTI-1202 series of analog input subsystems offer up to 32
channels of protected multiplexer input, a selectable gain
instrumentation amplifier, a sample and hold amplifier, and
either an S- or 12-bit AID converter.
INPUTS
The basic RTI-1202-R offers 16 single-ended, 16 pseudo-differential, or S differential input channels (jumper selectable). Each
input channel is fully protected to 20 volts beyond the supply
voltages (±Vcc ±20V). The number of input channels can be
expanded on board to 32 channels and off board to 256
channels.
The multiplexer outputs are connected to the inputs of a
resistor programmable instrumentation amplifier. A single
metal film or wire-wound resistor can be used to set the amplifier gain to any value between 1 and 1000. The instrumentation amplifier provides low level Sigllal acquisition with a system CMRR (Common Mode Rejection Ratio) consistent with
S- or 12-bit resolu tion.

AID CONVERSION
The RTI-1202-SR offers a fast S-bit ADC (2j.1s) and the
RTI-1202 comes with a higher resolution 12-bit ADC (25j.1s).
Data is made available to the microcomputer in both a two
byte format (S LSB and 4 MSB) and a single byte format
(S MSB). For synchronization with external events, a TTL
level sync signal can be hardwired to the P-3 edge connector
to create an external convert command. A wire-wrap jumper
offers the user a choice between' autoscan operation and
random channel addressing. In the autoscan mode each convert
command automatically increments the multiplexer register to
the next channel. After a channel is addressed, a built-in' convert command delay provides ample time for the input signal
to fully settle, before the AID conversion.

In the memory mapped mode of operation, the user may opt
to have the processor continue operation during each conversion; or halt the processor completely during the AID conversion. The halt mode allows the operator to avoid jumping to
an interrupt service routine to read the converted data. By
simply addressing the selected channel as a location in memory,
the data is automatically transferred to the processor at the
completion of the AID. conversion. In the interrupt mode, the
optional end of conversion signal sets the EOC bit in the status
word, activating any ,one of eight jumper selectable interrupts.
Upon recognition of the interrupt, the microcomputer branches
to a service routine to read the converted data. At the end of
the service routine the microcomputer continues with the
mainline program operation. In addition to end of conversion
interrupt and CPU hold, the user can simply loop to check the
EOC status bit or wait a sufficient amount of time for the AID
conversion to take place. All four methods are available on
these subsystems for maximum user flexibility. The converted
data is available in either natural binary, offset binary, or two's
complement code.
.
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical at +25°C with nominal supply voltages unless otherwise noted)
I

MODEL
INPUT
Number of Nialog Inputs.
Standard
With Multiplexer Expander Option
'Total Channel Addressing Capability

RTJ.120Z'BR

16 Single Ended, 16 Pseudo-Differential, or 8 Differential l
~2 SE, 32 PD or 16 Diff.'

Using On Board Logic

256 Total
Break-Before-Make. All Channels Off When No Power Applied
±(VCC +20V)
IOmV FS to ±10V FS
16 Locations For User Installed Conversion Resistors

Multiplexer Switching Chdractenstics
Input Overvoltage Protection
Input Full Scale Range at Connectorl
Current Loop Inputs
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
Gain Range
Gain Equation

•

IVNto lOOOVN
G=(l+

2~)

±10Vmin
74dB min

CMVRallge
CMRR (de to 100Hz)
Input Impedance
.

•

RTI-1202·R

70dB min

>10'0

Input Bia~ Current
Oto +70oC
Input Offset Current
Oto +70oC
\
Offset Error
Gain Brror

±SOnAmax
±70nA

±5nAmax
±30nA

t7nA
Adjus~able

to Zero
Adjustable to Zero
±(I +

GlinT.C.
Settling Time3

±25ppm of rdg.t"C (RTf)
lSI'S max to 0.01 %

SAMPLE/HOLD AMPLIFIER
Aperture Delay
Aperture Width
Aperture Uncertainty

±(s + Ii': )I'V/'C (RTf)

%)I'vfc (RTf)

Offset T.C.

±200ppm ofrdg.fC (RTI)
6p.s max to 0.2%

900s

20ns
50s

CONVERSION CHARACTERISTICS
Resolution
Gonversion Time
Throughput Rate4
Nonlinearity Error
Nonlinearity T .C.
Noise Error

8 Bits
2p.smax
125,000 Channels/sec

12 Bits
2SJ,lsmax
40,000 Channels/sec
±1/2LSB 'YP, ±ILSB max
±3ppmfC
±1/4LSB max (G=l)
,±ILSB max (G=100)
±lLSB max (G= 1)±2LSB max(G = 200)
Bin, OJ!N, 2SC

Overall Error
Output Codes l

.
.

±ILSB max (G=1000)

THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS APPLY TO ALL BOARDS
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Without dc-dc Converter
+5V, ±5%
+1SV, ±3%
-lSV,±3%
With dc-de COnverter
+SV±S%

6S0mA
40mA
40mA
llOOmA

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE
Digital Bus Connectio'ns
Type of Interface
Position in Memory
Memory Overlay (Inhibit)

SBC-SO "Multibus" Compatible (1TTL Load max)
Memory Mapped Using Data. Address and Control Buses
Selectable by the Use of 3 on-board sockets
RAM or ROM

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating
Storage

Oto 70°C
-SSoC to +8S oC

MECHANICAL
6.25" (171.Smm) x 12.00" (304.8mm)
0.7" (lSmm)
14 ounces (400 grams)

Size
Board-Board Spacing
max Weight

NOTESI
I Sclecu.ble with wire-wrap jumpers.
:lThe input r a . at the connector is the AID converter full scale input range divided by the pin of the instrumentation amplifier,
'SettliPgtime istOl' a lOV step or any channel change at G .. 1. Settlio, time will increase to 55#lSat G '" 1000.
4The effective ttirouJhput rate is detennined by the user's software'data handling capability. The maximum throughput rate listed is exclusive
of the CPU interface operl.tioJII which mI.)' or may not be completed durini die Subsystem's conversion timc. In the CPU hold mode, the
\IICt's software and interface time must be "added to the conversion time tOl"detennine the maximum effective throu8'1put rate,
Specifications subject to chanse without DOtice.

.

MECHANICAL OUTIJNE
ANALOG
INPUTS

EXTERNAL
""'ER
(AC1&681

(AC1&&71

ORDERING GUIDE
MOOEL
NUMBER
RTI·1202·R
RTI·1202-8R

RTI-1Z02

ACCESSORIES

0A09

OA10
DIGITAL BUS
PI
-CABLE NOT AVAILABLE
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DESCRIPTION
Input Board with 12-h ADC and
. Resistor Programmable Gain IA
Input Board with 8·Blt ADC and
Resioto. Programmoble Gain IA

DC·DC Converter (5V to .16VI
Multiplexer Expansion Kit
(2.0. HI-508AI

CONNECTORS

ACl1i56
AC11i57

20 Pin, Card Edge, with 3' Cable
50 Pin, Cord Edge, with 3' Coble

a

ANALOG
DEVICES

FEATURES
Compatible with Pro-Log S-Bit and
4-Bit Microcomputers
Complete Analov·lnput and Output Subsystems
Memory Mappad or I/O Port Interface
Card Select Featu"
Wire Wrap Featu" Selection
Dete Acquisition (Model RTI-12201
16 Input Chlnnels
4-20mA Cur"nt Input Capability
Sample and Hold Amplifier
Adjustebie Gain Instrumentation Amp.
S-Bit or 12-Bit AID Converter Option
Input Fault Protection
Analog Output (Model RTI-12211
4 Channel Output
Full 4-Ouadral'!t Multiplying DAC's
-6V and -10V Precision References Available at
Pin Connector
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The RT1-l220, Analog Data Acquisition Board and the
RTI-1221, Analog Output Board comprise complete analog
110 subsystems. They simplify system development between
real-time analog signals and Pro-Log microcomputers or other
8080 and 6800 based systems. The RTH220 and RTI-1221
are functionally, mechanically, and electrically compatible
with the Pro-Log series of microcomputers. All address, control, and data bus connections are made by simply plugging
these cards into a user wired Pro-Log card cage. The analog
interface to each card is made through a high quality pin
connector mounted at the opposite board edge from the
digital bus.
DATA ACQUISITION - RTI-1220
The basic functions of the RTI-1220 are analog signal data
acquisition, and conversion into digital information acceptable to a microcomputer. This is accomplished with a protected analog multiplexer, an adju5table gain instrumentation
amplifier, a sample and hold amplifier, and either a 12-bit or
an 8-bit AID converter.
The input of model RTI-1220 may be configured for either
16 channel single-ended, or pseudo-differential operation, or
for 8 channel full differential operation. The desired configuration is user selectable at convenient wire wrap posts.
The RTI-1220 has a special feature that prevents erroneous
data acquisition. Each time an input channel is switched an
automatic convert command delay is enabled. This delay
allows for signal setding at the front end before initiation
of conversion. The controlling microcomputer is not held up
during ~ither the delay time or the conversion time.
. The RTI-1220 can be easily configured by wire wrap j)lmpers
at the ADC to accept 0 to +10V, -lOY to OV, ±SV, or ±10V
full scale ADC input signals. Output data from the AID con-

Pro-Log Compatible
Analog I/O Subsystems
MOORS RTI-1220, Rll..1221

verter is natural binary code for unipolar input ranges and at
the user's option, can be either offset binary or two's complement coding when using bipolar input ranges. Another
feature of the RT1-l220 is that all of the resulting ADC
data appears in both single and double byte format.
ANALOG OUTPUTS - RTI-1221
The basic function of the RTI-1221 is to provide Analog
outputs corresponding to digital information available from
the microcomputer. The RTI-1221 is a complete four channel analog output system that consists of double-buffered
registers, 10-bit resolution DAC's, and output amplifiers. Two
precision voltage references are also available for on-board
or external system utilization.
Double-buffered input registers are used so that digital data
from the microcomputer may be presented in two byte
format for 10-bit resolution or in single byte format for a
highly accurate 8-bit output. The D/A input data is natural
Binary for unipolar output ranges and can he user configured
for Offset Binary or Two's Complement for bipolar output
ranges.
All four DIA converters can be set to virtually any voltage
range desired. By using the on-board references, 4 output
ranges may be selected by wire wrap jumpers (±lOV, 0 to
lOY, ±SV, 0 to SV). If an external reference is used, ·the
user has complete freedom to set the full scale output to
any value from a few millivolts to ±lO volts. This feature is
made possible by the utilization of true four quadrant multi- •
plying DAC's. If a varying reference signal is used, the DAC
becomes a programmable attenuator. For more sophisticated applications flexibility, the output of one D/A channel
can be used as a reference for a second D/A channel. The
resulting Analog output is then direcdy proportional to the
product of two variables and is completely under software
control.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

(tYpical @+25°C with +5V and ±15V unless otherwise noted)
RTI-12Z0

ANALOG INPUT
Number of Analog Inputs
Multiplexer Switching Characteristics
Input VoltaBe R";ges'
Input Current Loop Ranges
(Resistor Programmable)
ADC Input Ranges'

MODEL

RTI-1221

ANALOG OUTPUT

..

16 Single-Ended, 8 Differential,
or 16 Pseudo-Differential .
Break-Before-Make. All Channel.
Open When Power is Off.
tlOmV to t10V

Number of DAC Channels
Accuracy
Resolution
Overall Error
Offset Error
Gain Error
VoltaBe Output Characteristics
VoltaBe Output Range'"
Output Current
Settling Time to 0.05% (20V Step)
Gain T.C.
Offset T.C.
Reference Voltage Outputs

4-ZOmA, 10-SOmA, etc.
OV to +10V, OV to -10V,

tSv, t10V
Amplifier Gain Range
(Resistor Programmable)
Amplifier Gain Equation
Input Impedance
Settling Time"
Input Bias Current (0 to +70·C)
AmplifIer Input Offset VoltaBe
Amplifier Input Offset Voltage Drift
CMRR
.
CMV

1 to 1000VN
G = (1 + 10K)

>10"n

R

Noise Error4

30jls max @ G = 1
300nA
±0.3mVmax
±Z5IlVI"C
7SdBmin
±10V
±1I2LSB max @ G = 1

Input Overvoltage Protection
Continuous Overvoltage

±Vee ±20V

CONVERSION CHARACTERISTICS
Accuracy
Resolution
Ove,..J1 Error' , G = 1
G = 10
G = ZOO
T .C. of Overall Error, G = 1
Conversion Time6
Delay Time6
Throughput Rate 7
SHA Aperrure Time
SHA Aperrure Uncertainty
Gain Error
Input Offset Voltage
Digital Outpu t Coding
MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE
Compatibility

TYPE OF INTERFACE
Address'
Power Requirements

Mechanical Size

Temperature Range
Operating
Storage
Mating Connectors
Analog Connector (P-l)
with Z' Color Coded Flat
Cable Attached. .

8-BIT ADC

~
±0.2% max
±0.3%
±0.4%
±0.02%/C max

2Ils

12-BIT ADC
12 Bits
±O.OZS% max
±0.03%
±0.2%
±O.OOS%/C
2Sps
3SIls
16.7kHz
150ns
±lSns

HilS
Z7.0kHz
1SOn.
±lSns
Adjustable to Zero
Adjustable to Zero
Binary, Offset Binary, Two's
Complement

All Pro-Log 4- or 8-Bit Bu. or
1/0 Port-Oriented Microcomputer Cards
Memory Mapped or 1/0 PortInterface
User Selectable
+lSV t3%@ 30mA
-lSV ±3% @40mA
+SV tS% @ 600mA
4.S" x 6.5' with 0.5' min
Board Spacing (114.3mm x
lSZ.4mm·x 12.7mm)
o to +70·C
-SS·C to +8S·C
AC1SS4

RTH220/1221 MECHANICAL OUTLINE

External Reference Input'·
Voltage Range
Input Resistance
Digital Input Coding'

P2
BUS
CONNECTOR

REAL TIME INTERFACE
RTI·1220 OR RTI-I221
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o to +SV, ±SV, 0 to +10V, tlOV
SmA min @ t10V
30ps max
±3Oppm/C max
±2SIlVt"C max
-10.00V @ ZmA (to.02%)
-S.OOV @ 2mA (±0.07%)
-10V to +10V
10kSl Nominal
Binary, Offset Bina.ry, Two's
Complement (All digital inputs are double buffered)
User Selectable

Address·
Power Requirements
+lSV
-lSV
+SV
Temperature Range
Operating
Storage
Mating Connector
Analog Connector (P-l)
with 2' Color Coded Flat
Cable Attached.

3SmA
ZSmA
26SmA
o to +70·C
-SS·C to +8S·C
AClSSS

NOTES
The input signal range is the AID cO'nverter range divided by the
gain of the instruIlJcntation amplifier.
User selectable with wire wrap jumpers.
'Settling time is a function of gain and increases to 1.S milliseconds
at G .. 200,
4Typically 1/2LSB for G = 1 to 200 with an 8~it ADC and IJ2LSB
for G .. 1 to SO with the 12-bit AOC.
'When offset and gain error are trimmed to zero. Noise error is
1

2

speciiied separately.
Neither delay time nor conversion time will hold up the CPU.
"The throughput rate iS,based on a 35"" delay time followed by a
251" conversion time for the 12-bit ADC or 21'S conversion time
for the 80bit ADC.
aThe memory map shows in detail where the data and control
functions appear in memory.
'The address is selected at an on board socket by a user provided

t

DIP switch (or shorting plugs).
lOThese ranges are pOSlible by using the on board reference yoltages.
11

Other ranges may be obtained with an external reference.
Each DAC used on model RTI-1221 is a true four quadrant multiplying DAC which can be used with an independent reference
voltage or ac signal for programmable attenuation.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

RTI-1220 AND RTI-1221
ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL
NUMBER

• Pl
ANALOG
INPUTS
OR
• OUTPUTS

8-BIT OPTION lO-BIT OPTION
10 Bits
10 Bits
to."%max
to.1% max
Adjustable to Zero
Adjustable to Zero

DESCRIPTION

RTI·1220·8
RTI·1220·12

Anilog Input Board with 8-Bit ADC
Analog Input Board with 12·Blt ADC

RTI·1221·8

Analog Output Board with Four
.10·Bit DAC', Having 8-Bit
Accuracy.
Analog Output Board with Fou'
10·Bit DAC's Having 100Bit

RTI·I221·10

Accuracy.

STU Bus
Mostek and Pro-Log Compatible
Analog I/O Subsystem

1IIIIIIII ANALOG

WOEVICES

Directly Compatible with Pro-Log and Mostek
STD Bus Microcomputer Systems
Memory Mapped I/O
Operates Directly from Microcomputer +5 Volt Supply
Convenient Wire Wrap Feature Selection
Combination Analog Input and Output
16 Channels of Analog Input
2 Channels of Analog Output
ANALOG INPUT
Input over Voltage Protection to ±35 Volts
Sample and Hold Arriplifier
Monolithic 10-Bit AID Converter
Differential or Single Ended Inputs
ANALOG OUTPUTS
2 High Quality 8-Bit Analog Outputs
Single On-Board Precision Reference Circuit

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The RTI-1225 Analog Data Acquisition and Control Board
comprises a complete analog 1/0 subsystem which simplifies
the interface of REAL TIME ANALOG SIGNALS to STD
BUS compatible microcomputer systems from MOSTEK and
PRO-LOG. The RTH225 is functionally, mechanically and
electrically compatible with the STD BUS. Address, control,
and data bus connections are made by simply plugging the
card into the microcomputer chassis. The analog signals are
connected to the board through a high quality pin connector
mounted at the opposite board edge from the digital bus. The
RTI-122S comes complete with its own dcldc converter so
that the board can operate directly from the microcomputer
+S volt supply.

~

~
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Each board is configured as a block of five contiguous memory locations (MEMORY MAPPED INTERFACE). The RTI1225 combines on a single printed circuit board, features and
capabilities found only in systems costing twice as much.
These features simplify the task of using microcomputers in
real world measurement and control applications.

RTf. 1225 Block Diagram

BYTE FORMAT

BYTE

Msa

BYTE FUNCTION

OPERATION

X

F

MUX ADDR II CONY. CMO

WAITE

X

F

LOWER AOC DATA BYTE

READ

X

F

X

F

ADDRESS

P2
ANALOG

4.5" X 6.6" WITH
O.S" MIN
BOARD SPACING

INPUTS
AND
OUTPUTS

P'
BUS
CONNECTOR

V

E

STATUS&. UPPER Ace DATA

"

8YTE

""59 r - - - - 0 A C O D A T A _

""sa r----OAC 1 O A T A NOTES:

REAL TIME INTERFACE
RTI·1225

BUS~

lSB

READ

DAC 0 DATA BYTE

WRITE

OAe 1 DATA BYTE

WRITE

1. "X" HEX ADDRESS DIGITS ARE USER SELECTABLE.
2. f> BITS ARE IGNORED ON WRITE AND INDETERMINATE ON READ.
3. BUSV BIT IS ..," DURING CONVERSIONS AND "0" WHEN ~ONE.
4. WRITING THE MUX NUMBER TO LOCATION XFVB SETS THE INPUT
CHANNEL ANO INITIATES A CONVERSION.

RTI-1225 Memory Map
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SPECIFICATIONS

(typical @+25°C.With ±10V F:S.R.unless otherwisa noted)

ANALOG INPUT SECTION
Input Channels!
Input Protection
Input Rangel
Input Impedance
IAGain
Input Bias Current
CMV Range
CMRR@60Hz
ADC Resolution
Conversion Time2
Monotonicity
Overall System Error
Offset Error
Gain Error
NoilC Error RTI
Nonlinearity
Offset Drift
Gain Drift

16 Single-Ended or 8 Differential
±3SV Power On, ±20V With System Power Off
OV to lOV, ±SV, ±10V
100Mnmin
lVIV
SOnA
±lOV
60dBmin
10 Bits
4o,.ts
Guaranteed 0 to +SO°C
±O.lS% F.S.R.
Adjustable toZero
Adjustable to Zero
±1I2LSB
±1LSB max'
SOppmfC
100ppmfC

ANALOG OUTPUT SECTION
Output Channels
ResolutifJn
Output Ranges
Output Current
Settling Time (20V Step)
Monotonicity
Nonlinearity
Offset Error
Gain Error
Offset Drift
Gain Drift

8 Birs
OV to lOV, ±SV, ±10V
SmA@±10V
SOJ.lS to ±1I2LSB
Guaranteed 0 to +SO°C
±1I2LSB max
Adjustable to Zero
Adjustable to Zero
30~VI"C
SOppmfC

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operation

o to +SOoC

Storage

S% to 9S% R.H. without Condensation
2S to 32 inches of Mercury
-2SoC to +8SoC

MECHANICAL
. Size
Spacing
Analog Connector

POWER REQUIREMENT
+SV

2

4.S" X 6.5" (compatible to the STD BUS chassis)
O.S"min
3M Type Ribbon Cable Connector (AD! PIN
AClS62) 34 Pins Total (Optional)

7S0mA

NOTES,
1 User selectable with wire wrap jumpers.
• The conversion time includes the time required for the input section
\0 settle to the required accuracy when switching from one channel at
20V potelltial difference. from the next .cbannel to be aunpled.
Specificatiolls subject to change without notice.
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ORDERING GUIDE

Model

Description

RTI-122S

Analog 110 Board

Connector
AClS62

34 Pin, Ribbon Cable
Connector

rIIIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

Micromodule
Motorola Compatible
Analog I/O Subsystems
MODElS RTI-12~O, 12l1, 1232

FEATURES
Complete Analog.l/O Systems for OEM Applications
Motorola Micromodule and EXORcisor Compatible
Memory Mapped I/O Interface
Convenient Address and Features Selection
.12-Bit or 8-Bit ADC
Direct Oparation from ±12V, +5V Bu. Power
Analog Input Subsystem RTI-1230
Up to 32 Input Channels
Each Input Channel Protected to Vee +20 Volts
Software or Resistor Programmable Gain
Software Controlled EOC Interrupt
Auto Scan Capability
0-20mA Current Loop Input
Analog Combination I/O Subsystem RTI-1231
Same Analog Input Features Plus:
Two 12-Bit D/A Converters
4 Quadrant Multiplication
On-Board or External Reference Capability
Analog Output Subsystem RTI-1232
Four Indepanden~ 12-Bit Analog Outputs
Four Software Controlled, High Current Logic Driver
Outputs
Optional 4-20mA Current Loop Converter Outputs
DAC and Logic Driver Reset
Remote Load Sensing

RTH231 COMBINATION ANAWG 110
SUBSYSTEM
The RTl-1231 provides the same analog input functions as the
RTH230 plus two channels of high resolution, 12-bit analog
voltage output. The 12-bit digital to analog converters are
capable of fu1l4 quadrant multiplication. Four output voltage
ranges can be jumper selected independently for each output
channel, by using the on-board references.

SERIES DESCRIPTION

RTI-1232 ANALOG OUTPUT SUBSYSTEM

The RTI-l230 series are complete, S-bit and 12-bit analog 110
subsystems which are electrically and mechanically compatible
with the Motorola ·EXORcisor Development System and Micromodule single board microcomputer. The series is comprised
of an input only board (RTI-1230), an output only board
(RTH232), and a combination 110 board (RTI-1231); each
of which interfaces to the microcomputer as a block of 16
address locations (memory mapped interface). All data bus,
control bus and address bus connections to the microcomputer
are made by simply plugging the board into the computer card
cage. The analog si~nals connect at the opposite board edge
from the digital bus connector.

The RTH232 output subsystem provides 4 channels of 12-bit
analog output and 4 high current, digital logic driver outputs.
The four digital outputs are software controlled, open collector
drivers capable of sinking 300mA and sustaining voltages up to
+30V. They can be used to provide "ON/OFF" system functions
for driving reIays, solenoids, and valve control.
The DAC's used are 4 quadrant multiplying 12-bit DAC's.
Each DAC input code and output range are jumper selectable.

Many additional features and options reduce both the hardware and the software effort required to interface analog signals to the microcomputer; freeing the designer to spend more
time and effort· on his particular application.

RTH230 ANALOG INPUT SUBSYSTEM
The basic function of the RTI-12 30 input subsystem is to
digitize analog signals and transfer the converted digital data
to the microcomputer. The design includes protected input
multiplexers, either a resistor-programmable-gain or a software
programmable-gain instrumentation amplifier, a sample and
hold amplifier, a 12-bit analog to digital (AID) converter
(RTH230-R and RTI-l230-S) or an S-bit AID converter
(RTH230-SR) and the associated digital interface logic.

The analog output channels can also be ordered with optional
4-20mA current loop outputs ideal for use in process and industrial control applications. These high compliance voltage to
current (V II) converter modules (PIN OAOS) meet all the requirements of ISA-SSO.1 compatibility of signal for Type 3,
Class L, nonisolated 4-20mA current loop transmitters.

•
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SPECIACATIONS (typical@+25°Cand +5V, :l:15V unless otherwise noted)
ANALOG INPUT
Model Numbe.. - Input Boards,
Combo 1/0 Boards,
Input Channels, Basic Board
with On-Boar.d Expansion
with Off-Board Expansion
Input Range at Card Edge
Current Loop Inputs·
Input Protection
Switching Characteristics

RTJ-123Q-R
RTI-1231-R
16 SE, 16 PO, 8 Diff.
32 SE, 32 PO, 16 Diff.
256 Total
lOmV F.S. to ±10V F.S.
Resistor Seleeuble
±(Vcc +20V)
Break-Before-Make

Instrumentation Amplifier Gain
Gain Range
CMVRange
CMRR (de to 500Hz)
Input Settlillg Time (G = I)
Input Impedance
Input Bias Current'
o to +70·C

Resistor Programmable
IVIV to l000VIV
±10Vmin
78dBmin
15l1smax
>10·0
±50nA
±70nAmax

ADC Resolution
Conversion Time
Throughput Rate
ADC Input Ranges

12 Bits
12 Bits
2511s max
40K Channels/sec
±5V, ±S.12V, ±lOV, ±lO.24V
±Z.SV, +5V, +10V, +10.24V •
BIN, OBN, 2SC
±lIZLSB typ.(±lLSB max)
Adj. 'to Zero

S Bits
2/ls max
I2SK Channels/sec

(I + S~) IIV/'C

±50IlVt"C

( 5+ 100)IIV/·C

Adj. to Zero
±25ppm 'of RDG.I'C
±1I4LSB max
±lLSB max
±ILSB at G = 100

±1.5LSB at G = S

ADC Output Codes
Nonlinearity Error
Offset Error
Offset TC (RTI)
Gain Error
Gain TC (RTJ)
Noise Error (G = I)
Overall Error (G = 1)
Overall Error I
ANALOG OUTPUT
Model Numbers Combo 1/0 Boards,
Output Board~:
Output Channels
DAC Resolution
Nonlinearity Error
Settling Time for a 20V Step
Output Ranges
Output Current
Offset Error
Offset TC
Gain Error
GainTC
External Reference Range
Input Impedance
DAC Input Codes
DAC Updati/lg
Load Sensing

RTl-1231-R, S, -SR
2
12 Bit (S Bit for -SR)
±O.05% FSR
lOllS max
±SV,±IOV,+5V,+IOV
SmA@IOV
Adj. to Zero
±25IlV/'C
·Adj. to Zero
±2Sppmt"C
-lOY to +IOV
10kO Each DAC
BIN, OBN, 2SC
Double Buffered
Each DAC

RTl-1232
4
12 Bit

RTI-123Q-S
RTI-1231-S

0.625V F.S. to ±IOV F.S.

Software Programmable
1,2,4,8VIV

.

MECHANICAL
Size
. Weight
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating 0 to +70·C
Storage

-2S·C to +8S'C

16-16 MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS

±5OnAmax
±70nAmax

•
G.
±2ooppm of RdgfC

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Without dc-dc Option
±ISV/±3%
-15V/±3%
+SV/±S%
With dc-de Option
+SV/±S%

9.75" x 6.00" x 0.6"
(Z47.6mm x IS6.2mm x IS.Zmm)
14 oz (SOOgm)

·Same specifications as for RTl~1231-R.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

·

±5nAmax
±50nAmax

Open Collector Peripheral Driver
4(lndependentlyControlled)
300mA max Sink Current at 0.1 V
30V max at the Collectors

o to +70·C

70dB min
6/lSmax

lOllS max

CURRENT LOOP OUTPUTS (RTI-123Z)' (Option PIN OAOS)
Type
ISA·SSO.I, Type 3, Class L
One per DAC
.
Number
Output Current Range
4-20mA (Nonisolated)
Supply Voltage Range
+ISV to +30V
Load Resistance Range
00 to 4750
Offset TC
±0.4I1At"C
Gain TC
±3Oppm/'C
Nonlinearity
±lIZLSB
Settling' Time
50llS max to O.OS%
DIGITAL OUTPUTS (RTJ-l23Z)
Type
Number
Current Range
Supply Voltage Range

RTJ-I23Q-SR
RTJ-I231-SR

·

±\LSB at G = 100

Input Boards
30mA
30mA
700mA

Output Boards
SOmA
40mA
3S0mA

lI00mA

9S0mA

Combo Boards OAOS(2)
SOmA
lOrnA
4SmA
2mA
900mA
OmA

ORDERING GUIDE
MODEL
NUMBER
RTI-123O-R
RTI-1230-S
RTI-1231-R
RTI-1231-S
RTI-1232
RTI-123O-BR
RTI-1231-BR

DESCRIPTION
Input Board with 12 Bit AID and
Resistor Programmable Gain Amplifier
Input Board with Softwara PGA110 Board with Resistor Programmable
Gain Amplifier
110 Board with Softwara PGA
OutpUt Board with 4 DAC's
Input Board with 8 Bit AID and
Resistor Programmable Gain Amplifier
110 Board with B Bit AID and
Resistor Programmable Gain Amplifier

ACCESSORIES
OAOB
OA09
OA10

4-2OmA VII Module
DC-DC Converter
Multiplexer Expansion Kit

CONNECTORS
AC1658
AC1657
AC1569

20 Pin, Card Edge·
50 Pin, Card Edge·
26 Pin, Card Edge·

·ALL CONNECTORS HAVE 3' OF COLOR CODED CABLE
ATTACHED

r.ANALOG
WDEVICES

1M-990/l00M
Texas Instruments Compatible
Analog I/O Subsystems

FEATURES
Complete Analog I/O Subsystems
T.I. 16-Bit TM·990/100M Compatibility
Memory Mapped I/O Interface
12·Bit Resolution and Accuracy
Optional Single +5V Power
Wire Wrap Feature Selection
INPUT SUBSYSTEMS
256 Channel Expansion Capability
Input Overvoltage Protection
Software or Resistor Programmable Gain
Interrupt Operation Capability
Optional Analog Output Channels
OUTPUT SUBSYSTEMS
8 High Current Logic Driver Outputs
4 or 8 Analog Output Channels
Detailed User's Guide
SERIES DESCRIPTION
The RTI-1240 Series are complete, 12-bit resolution, analog
1/0 subsystems which are electrically and mechanically compatible with the Texas Instruments 16-bit TM-990/100M single
board microcomputer. The series is comprised of an input
board, two output boards, and a combination 110 board;
each of which interfaces to the microcomputer as a block of 8
or 16 address locations (memory mapped interface). All data
bus, control bus and address bus connections to the microcomputer are made by simply plugging the board into the computer
card cage. The analog signals connect at the opposite board
edge from the digital bus connector.
Many additional capabilities, features and options are included
to reduce both the hardware and the software effort required
in interfacing analog signals to the microcomputer. The designer is then free to spend more time and effort on the
particular application instead of on designing basic building block functions.

RTI-1240 ANALOG INPUT SUBSYSTEM
The basic function of the RTI-1240 is to acquire signals and
presen't them to the microcomputer in digital form. The design is comprised of a protected input multiplexer, either a
resistor or a software programmable gain instrumentation amplifier, a sample and hold amplifier, a 12-bit AID converter and
the associated digital interface logic.,

The RTI-1241 has two 12-bit resolution D/A converters
(DAC's) providing up to ±10V analog output in several ranges.
The input coding and output range of each DAC are'independently selectable by wire-wrap jumpers.
The +10V reference for the DAC's is located on-board. However, should the user desire, an external reference between
+1V and +10V may be used.
The two analog output channels can also be ordered with
optional4-20mA curtent loop outputs for use in process and
industrial control applications. These voltage to current (VII)
converter modules (PIN OA08) meet all the requirements of
ISA-SSO.1 for Type 3, Class L, non-isolated 4-20mA current
loop transmitters.

RTI-1242 AND RTI-1243 OUTPUT SUBSYSTEMS
The RTI-1242 and 1243 olltput subsystems provide 4 or 8
channels of analog output and 8 high current, logic driver
outputs.
The eight digital outputs are software controlled, open collector, drivers capable of 300mA maximum sink current and
voltages up to +30V. They can be used to provide "on/off"
system functions for relay, solenoid, and valve control.
The RTI-1242 and RTI-1243 have four or eight 12-bit DAC's
respectively. Each DAC's input code and output range is independently selectable.

RTI-1241 COMBINATION ANALOG 110 SUBSYSTEM

I

The RTI-1241 provides the same analog input functions as the
RTI-1240 and in addition has two channels of 12-bit analog
output.
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SPECIFICATIONS. (typical@ +25 Cand nominal supply voltage)
0

COMBINATION .110 BOARDS

ANALOG INPUT
Model Numbers
Input Channels

Basic Board

16 SE, 16 PO, 8 Diff.
32 SE, 32 PO, 16 DiU.
2S6 Total
10mVFS \0 tlOVFS
o to SOmA, 0 to 2QmA, etc.
±(VCC +20V)
Break-Before-Make
>10·0;
±5OnA max
t70nA
Resistor PrograPlmable Gain
Ito1000VN [G=I+ 20k]

Expansion: On·Boatd
Off-Board
Input Range at Card Edge
Current Loop Inputs
Input Protection
Switching
Input Impedance
Input Bias Current
Oto +70·C
Instrumentation Amplifier
Cain ~ange
CMV
CMRR (dc-SOOHz)
Input Set ding Time
ADC Input Range.

Gain Error

OffsetTC

RTI-1140-S

±SnA max
tSOnA
Software Programmable Gain
1,2,4,8 VIV

G

Gain TC
Noise Error
Overall Error @ G = 1
SHA Aperture Delay
SHA Aperture Width
SHA Aper:ture Uncertainty

RTI-1240-R.

0.625 to tlOVFS

±10Vmin
R
76dBmin
.
IS!" inax (G = 1)
·tsv, tS.12V, tIOV, tI0.24V; +IOV,
+10.24V
12 Bits
2SIlSmax
40;000 Channels/sec
Binary. Offset Binary. Two's Complement
±1I2LSB typ (t1LSB max)
Adj. to Zero
Adj. to Zero
t(1 • SO)J-IV/oC (RTI)

Resolution
Conversion Time
Throughput Rate
Output Codes
Nonlinearity Error
Offset Error

·INPUT ONLY BOARDS
RTI-1241-S

RTI-1241'R

.

10J-ls max (G

=I

to 8)

•

±50J-lVtC (RTf)

t20ppm of rdgtC (RT!)'
±1I4LSB max
±lLSB max
90ns
20ns
5ns

±.2Sppm of rdg/oC (RT!)

RTI-1241·R
2
12 Bits
+SV, +10V, t2.5V, ±5V, ±IOV
'±SmA min @±lOV
fO.OI% max
Adj. to Zero
Adj. to Zero
±lSI'VloC
tlSppmtC
lOllS
tV to +lOV
"Binary, Two's Complement, or
Offset Binary

RTI-1241·S
2

OUTPUT ONLY BOARDS
ANALOG OUTPUT
Model Number
Output Channels
Resolution
Output Ranges (with on board Ref)
Output Current
Nonlinearity Error@+IOV Ref
Offset Error
Gain Error
OffsetTC
Gain TC
Setding Time (for 20V step to to.01%)
Reference Range External
Input Codes

OTHER OUTPUTS
Type
Output Current Range
Supply Voltage Range
Input" Voltage Range
Offset Error
Gain Error
Offset TC
GainTC
No~linearity Error
Settling Time
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Mo~el Number
Without Optional dc-dc
+15Vt3%
-lSVt3%
+SV tS%
With dc-dc Option
+SVtS%

MECHANICAL (All Models)
Size
Card Outline
Card Spacing
Operating Temperatutc
Storage Temperature

RTf-1242
4

RTI-1243
8

8 Logic Drivers
Open Collector
lOOmA sink @ 0.7V
+30V max"

2 Optional Current Loops'"
ISA-SSO.1, Type 3, Class L
4-20mA
+lSVto +30V

ovto +10V
Adj. to Zero
Adj. to Zero
fO.4J.iAtC
t30ppmtC
±O.Ol% max
SOJ-l' max to 0.02%

ORDERING GUIDE

RTI-1240

RTI-1241

RTI-1242

RTI-1243

VII

4OmA.
40mA

naOmA

SOmA
SOmA
1l0OmA

4SmA
80mA
900mA

SOmA
lSOmA
lOOOmA

lOmA
2mA
OmA

1.4A

l.SA

l.lA

1.6A

mA

7.5" x 11.0· (190.Smm x 279.4mm)
Conforms to Texas Instruments Drawing SK922321
0.6" min (1S.2mm)
o to 70°C
_25°C to +8S o C

'Same as for RTI-1241-R
··Same as for RTt~1241..g
••• 5a.n)e as for.Rn~1l42
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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MODEL
NUMBEII

DESCRIPTION

RTI·1240-R

Input Board with Resistor
Programmable.Galn· Amplifier

RTI.1240-S
RTI·124l-R
RTI·1241-S
RTI-1242
RTI·1243

Input Board with Software PGA-

110 Boord with ResiItOr PGA
I/O Board with Software PGA
OUtput Board with Four OAe',
Output _

with Eight DAC',

ACCESSORIES

OAOa
OAOa
OA10

4-20mA VII Module
DC-OCCon"_
Multiplexer Expanlion Kit

12 ea. HI-508A)
CONNECTORS
AC1&&8
ACl567
AC15&9

20 pin, Card Edga*

50 prn, Card Edge·
28 piit, Card Edge·'

·ALL CONNECTORS HAVE 3 OF COLOR CODED CABLE ATTACHED

r'IIII ANALOG

WDEVICES

DEC LSI-11
LSI-11/2 and LSI-11/23 Compatible
Analog I/O Subsystems
MODElS Rll-1250, 1251, 1252

FEATURES
Complete Analog I/O Subsystems
Digital Equip. Corp. 16-Bit LSI-11/2 and 11/23 Compatibility
Memory Mapped I/O Interface
12-Bit Resolution and Accuracy
Single +5V Power Requirement
4-20mA Current Loop I/O Capebility
Convenient Wire Wrap Feature Selection
RTI-1250 Analog Input Subsystem
16 Input Channels - Expandable On-Board to 32 Channels
Input Overvoltage Protection to ±35 Volts
Resistor or Software Programmable Gain Amplifier
Software Control of Interrupt, Channel Scenning and
External Trigger
RTI-1251 Analog I/O Subsystem
16 Input Channels and 2 12-Bit Analog Output Channels
Four Quadrant Multiplying DAC's
On-Board Reference
RTI-1252 Analog Output Subsystem
2- or 4-, 12-Bit Analog Output Channels
Field Expendable from 2 to 4 DAC Outputs
4 High Current Digital LogiC Drivars
Optional 4-20mA Current Loop Outputs
Optional DAC and Logic Driver Reset
SERIES DESCRIPTION
The RTI-l250 Series products are complete, 12-bit resolution,
analog I/O subsystems which are electrically and mechanically
compatible with the Digital Equipment Corp. LSI-ll, LSI-UI2,
and LSI-11123 single board microcomputers. The series is comprised of an input only board, an output only board, and a
combination 110 board; each of which interfaces to the microcomputer as a block of 4 address locations (memory mapped
interface). All bus connections to the microcomputer are made
by simply plugging the board into the computer card cage. The
analog signals connect at the opposite board edge from the
digital bus connector.
Many additional capabilities, features and options are included
to reduce both the hardware and software effort required to
interface analog signals to the microcomputer.

RTH250 ANALOG INPUT SUBSYSTEM
The basic function of the RTI-12 SO is to convert analog signals
into a digital format and to present this digital data to the
microcomputer. The design includes a protected input multiplexer for switching up to 32 single-ended inputs, either a software or resistor programmable gain instrumentation amplifier,
a sample and hold amplifier, a 12-bit AID converter and the
associated digital interface logic.

RTI-1251 COMBINATION ANALOG 1/0
SUBSYSTEM
The RTI-1251 provides 16 channels of analog input and two
channels of l2-bit analog output.
The RTH251 has two l2-bit resolution multiplying D/A converters (MDAC's) providing up to ±lOV analog output in several ranges. The input coding and output range of each MDAC
are independently selectable by wire-wrap jumpers.
A -5V and a -lOY reference for the MDAC's are located onboard. However, should the user desire, an external reference
or signal between -lOY and +lOV may be used for multiplying
applications for each MDAC.

RTH252 OUTPUT SUBSYSTEM
The RTI-l252 output subsystems provide either 2 or 4 channels of analog output, and 4 high current logic driver outputs.
The 2 channel board (RTI-1252-2) may be expanded to either
3 or 4 channels by purchasing option OAl2.
Each DAC's input code and output range are independently
selectable. Optional 4-20mA current loop outputs are available
for use in process and industrial control applications. These
socketed voltage to current (VII) converter modules (P /N
OAOS) meet all the requirements of the ISA-S50.l standard
for Type 3, class L, nonisolated 4-20mA current loop tran.
mitters.
The four digital outputs are software controlled, open collector drivers capable of 300mA maximum sink current and sustaining voltages up to +30V. They can be used to provide "onl
off" system functions for relay, solenoid, and valve control.
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SPECIFICAliONS

(typical @

+2~oCand nominal supply voltages unless otherwise. noted)
COMBINATION
I/O BOARDS

INPUT ONLY BOARDS
ANALOG INPUT

Model Numbers
Inp}!t ChannelS

I RTI-12S0

16 SE, 16 PO, 8 Diff_
32 SE, 32 PO, 16 Diff_

Basic Board

Expansion On-Board
FS Input R-ange

±lOmVFS to ±lOVFS
to SOmA, G-ZOmA, etc.
±(Vee .20V)
Break-Before-Make

Cune., Loop lap""·
Mux Switching

Input Impedance
Input Bias Current
o to +70oC

>10'0

Instrumentation Amplifier

Gain Error

Resistor Progl'4mmable Gain
1 to lOOOV/V
:tlOVmin
76dB min
20j1smax (G= I)
±2.5V, ±5V, tIllY, 0 to lOV, D to 5V
12 Bits
25ps max
30,000 Cflannellsec.
Binary, Offset Binary. Two's Complement
±1I2LSB typ (±I LSB max)
Adj. to Zero
Adj. to Zero

OffsetTC

• (I • ~)PVt"C (RTl)

±5OnAmax

'70DA

Gain Range
CMV Ranse
CMRR (de - 500Hz)
Input Settling. Time
ADe Input Ranges
Resolution

Conversion Time
Throughput Rate
Output ~odes
Nonlinearity Error
Off~ Error
'"

Gain TC
Noise Error

Overall Error @ G =1
SHA ApertUre Delay
SHA Aperture Width
SHA Aperture Uncertainty
ANALOG OUTPUT
Model Number
OutpUt Channels

ReSblution
Output Ranges (with on board Ref)
Output Current
Nonlinearity Error

Offset Error
Cain Error
OffsetTC
Gain TC
Settling Time (for 20V step to ±O.Ol%)
Input Codes
Reference

Type
Output Current Range
Supply Voltage Range
Input Voltage Range
Offset Error
Gain Error
OffsetTC
GainTC
N~nlinearity Error (V /I Only)
SettiingTime

(

±5nAmax
±SOnA
Software Programmable Gain
1,2,4,8VN

±50nAmax

t70nA

.

Resistor Programmable. Gain
1 to 100DV/V

!Sps max (G '" 1 to 8)

20,",5 max (G 1)
±SV, ±IOV, OV to +10V

=

•

RTI-l2S0
1.4A

(1 + ~)JJV/OC(RTI)

±30pVt"C (RTI)

±

±20ppm of rdgfC (RTl)
±1/4LSB max
±lLSB max
90ns
20ns
Sns

!2Spp m of rdg./C (RTI)

!20ppm ofrdgfC (RTI)

RTI-12S1
2
12 Bits
+SV, +lOV, tSV, :tlOV
±SmA min. @ tlDV
±O.01% max
Adj. to Zero
Adj. to Zero
±2SjJV/oC
±2Sppm/oC
J..OJJsmax
Binary, Two '5 Complemen~. or Offset
Binary
-IO.OOV or -S.DOV

RTI-1252-2
: ...expandable to 4

RTI-1251
!.SA

. RTI-12S2
1.4A

DAOS (V/l)
lOrnA

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE
Complies with D.E.C. bus loading and electrical specifications
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operation
Storage
MECHANICAL
Size
Weight
Connectors

.

None
±10mVFS to ±lOVFS

+SV, +lOV, ±2.SV, ±SV, ±IOV

±O.OI%

±25JJV/OC
!;Sppm/oc

+6.3V ±2%

VII Current Loop Converter (Option DADS) 4 Logic Drivers (RTI-12S2 Only)
ISA-SSO.l, Type 3, Class L
Open Collector
4-20mA
300mA sink @ O,7V
+30V max
+lSV to +30\/
OV to +IOV
Adj. to Zero
Adj. to Zero
'±O.4IJA/oC
±3Oppm/C
iO.D1% max
SO,",s max to 0,02%

OTHER OUTPUTS

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Model Number
+5Vt5%

RTl-I251

±O.62SVFS to ±10VFS

o

Input Protection

RTl-I2S0-S

o to +10o C (0 - 95% RH no~-condel\sing)
-sf C to +8S oC

5" X 8.5" (per D.E.C. Drawing)
10 ounces
See Ordering Guide

·Same IS for RTI-12!1D-R
··Same utfn RTI-1251-R

ORDERING GUIDE

MODEL
NUMBER
RTI-1250-R
RTI-1250-S

DESCRIPTION

Input Board with Resistor
Programmable Gain Amplifier
Input Board with Software
Programmable Gain Amplifier

RTI-1251

I/O Board with Resistor

RTI-1252-2
RTl-1252-4

Two Multiplying .DAC's
Output Board with Two Trimmed DAC's
Output Board with Four Trimmed CAe's

Programmable Gain Amplifier and

ACCESSORIES
·OA08
OA10
OA12

4-20mA V/I Module

Multiplexer Expansion Kit
(2 ea_ HI-0508A-5)
12-Bit DAC for RTI-1252-2

Specifications 5U~ject to chanp without .notice.

CONNECTORS
AC1553
AC1554
AC1560

50 P:n, Flat Cable Connector·
26 Pin, Flat Cable Connector"
14 Pin, Dip Plug Connector'

'All Connectors Have 3' of Color Coded Cable Attached

Prices sUbject to change without notice.
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Tatars for Unaar Circub
BIG SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN A BENCHTOP
SYSTEM AT 114 THE PRICE
The LTS-2000 is an easy-to-use, flexible linear test system that
allows you to test any component to the manufacturer's own
specifications-ADS's, DAC's and linear amplifiers including
op amps, voltage regulators, current regulators, voltage comparators, voltage followers, current mirror op amps, instrumentation and isolation amplifiers and similar devices. Future system capabilities will include such data acquisition components
as multipliers, dividers, log amplifiers, CMOS switches and
more.
Far more than a simple tester, the LTS-2000 is a powerful
instrument you can use for basic go/no-go testing, for component selection and grading, for engineering analysis, for qualification testing, or as a diagnostic tool for component evalution. Test results are immediately displayed and printed on
the standard LTS-2000, and full reports, including statistical
analysis are available through the RS23 2 ports.
We've included features in the LTS-2000 that you would
expect to find only in "big systems": a software-controlled
automatic handler interface, IEEE-488 interface, integral
printer, integral statistical analysis package, and "big system"
performance.
The LTS-2000 is the only compact linear test system that
offers these kinds of "big system" advantages at less than 114
the "big system" price.
EASY TO USE SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
Your Test Supervisor can set up the LTS-2000 in minutes by
using either a program from the device library, or the complete
test menu of fill-in-the-blanks software. Prompts for each step
of the fill-in-the-blanks test programs are conveniently displayed directly over the associated function switches. Your
Test Supervisor just plugs in the appropriate Family Board
Module (ADC, DAC or linear amplifier) and socket module,
and the LTS-2000 is ready to go.
The operator just plugs in the device and presses the Go bu tton-the LTS"lOOO does the rest.
Standard test programs can be easily altered to suit your needs.
Select the tests you want-arrange them in the order you want.
There's a full edit capability included too, so that you can
change test parameters easily and quickly.
The system hardware is as easy to use as the system software.
The large character digital display, the slope of the operator
panel, the arrangement of the keyboard and switches are all
human-engineered to ensure maximum throughput and minimum operator fatigue. This attention to detail is carried
throughout the system. The socket assemblies, including th~

do-it-yourself socket assembly which accommodates a variety
of device packages, can be assembled quickly and easily.
There's no need. to solder in a lot of pins-the connector ineluded with the so.cket assemblies is soldered in for you. Just
a few jumpers are all that is required.
SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy: Overall measurement accuracy greater than 16 bits.
Sample Test Specifications:
Op Amps:
Gain Bandwidth Product to 100MHz
Slew Rate to 1000V/j.Ls
Input Bias'Current from 10fA
Voltage Regulators (Fixed, Adj .., Positive, Negative, Dual
Tracking):
Load Current to 15 Amp
Load Reg to 0.01 %NOUT
DAC's and ADC's:
Accuracy to 12 bit
Resolution to 16 bit
CPU: TI, TM990-101, 16 bit
Memory: TI, TM990/203, 64Kb RAM
Storage: 5-1/4" Floppy Disk, 92Kb capacity
Display: 40 character, dot matrix
Operator Keyboard: 30 alpha-numeric key; for data entry
6 fixed function keys
5 ·programmable function keys with
indicator lights
Strip Printer: 20-column, alpha-numeric thermal printer
Power Requirements: Switch selectable, 115V ac or 230V ac
50Hz/60Hz 250 watts
Dimensions: 48cm wide X 66cm deep X 31cm high
19" wide X 26" deep X 12" high
Weight: 39 Kgs
75lbs
Operating Temperature: +lOoC to +40oC
Humidity: Noncondensing
Options:
Printer: TI Model 820KSR, 150 char/sec/132 col
110 to 9600 baud
CRT Terminal: Perkin-Elmer Model 550
12" diagonal ~creen,
24 lines of 80 char/line
Full 128 char ASCII, 110 to 9600 baud
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Large, easy-to-read
programmable display
for pass/fail information, messages, binning, grading, etc.
Bi-directional RS232
port for communicating
with an RS232 device.

Go button.:.operator
installs device in the
socket and merely
pushes the button.
The LTS-2000 does the
rest.

Floppy disk for operating system, mass storage of data, user '
programs, and ADI
supplied programs.

Function switches can
be programmed to
select category from
prompt on display.

Uni-directional RS232
port for optional
printer.
Handler interface
for handler control
signals.

Integral printer for
permanent record. of
test results.

Sockets for specific
device mounted on
plug-in socket module.
Plug-in Family Board
Module (i.e., A/D,
Op Amp, D/A)
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Keyboard for entering data to fill
in the blanks on ADI supplied
device programs.

Powar SopplillS
Modular AC IDC Power Supplies

Modular DC IDC Converters

Analog Devices ac/dc Power Supplies are designed to provide
OEM's and circuit designers with a broad line of high reliability,
regulated and short circuit protected power supplies at low
overall cost. These modules are available with 5 volt to 12 volt
outputs (single, dual and triple) and current ratings from
25mA to 2 amps. Most Analog Devices' Power Supplies are
available from stock in both large and small quantities. Substantial discounts apply on quantity orders.
ADVANTAGES
Packaged circuit modules have found wide acceptance. Engineers have discovered the convenience and economy of plugin building blocks ... op amps, logic cards, miniature A/D and
0/ A converters are now available in wide varieties. Now a complete line of modular power supplies is available fro~ Analog
Devices. These encapsulated units are shipped ready to use, at
prices below the internal manufacturing cost of most OEM users.

Analog Devices' compact dc-dc converters satisfy a wide variety
of floating power requirements in analog (Computational Circuits, Op Amps, Instrumentation Amps) and digital (a-d/d-a)
applications. Available in three power levels of 1.8 watt (models 949), 4.5 watt (models 940, 941, 943, 945 and 953) and
12 watt (model 951), these designs offer accurate (±O.OS%
max error), regulated outputs with very low noise. Most models are high efficiency (typically over 60% at full load) that
feature complete 6-sided continuous shielding for EMIIRFI
protection.

TRlPLE OUTPUT SUPPLIES - NEW
An3J.og Devices offers two, new triple output ac/dc designs
which are particularly useful in A/D, 0/ A and signal conditioning applications. Using a triple output supply is often less
expensive than purchasing two separate supplies and also
saves on space.
Model 923 is designed to provide power to data acquisition
systems as well as A/D and D/A converters. The ±1-SV @
±100mA outputs can drive linear circuits such as 01' amps,
while the +5V @ 500mA output can power the digital logic.
Model 2B35 is designed to provide regulated excitation to
transducers such as strain gages, pressure transducers or load
cells, as well as ±15V power for amplifiers and other analog
circuits. The single-resistor programmable transducer excitation output may be operated in two modes: constant voltage,
providing a +1V to +15V output or a constant current, adjustable from 100~A to lOrnA.,
AC/DC POWER SUPPLIES FEATURES
• Current limited short circuit protection
• PC mounted and chassis mount designs
• Single, dual and triple output designs
• Current outputs of 2SmA to SOOmA for dual output supplies, 2S0mA to 2A for single output supplies
• Free-air convection cooling-no external heat sink required
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALL MODELS
Input Voltage: 10SV ac to 12SV ac, SO to 400Hz
Temperature Coefficient: 0.02%/oC
Input Isolation: 50 megohms
Breakdown Voltage: 500V rms, minimum
Operating Temperature: -25°C to +71 °c
Operating at elevated temperatures may require derating.
Consult factory .
Storage Temperature: -25°C to +8S oC
Short Circuit Protection: All of the ac/dc Power Supplies
I
employ current limiting. They can withstand substantial overload including direct shofts. Prolonged operation should be
avoided since excessive temperature rises will occur.

DUAL OUTPUT MODELS
Logic to analog power conversion is available with models 940,
941,949 and 951. These modules deliver floating power (±12V
and ±1SV) from logic power sources (+5V). This permits analog networks to be separated from digital systems in order to
avoid intersystem grounding problems. Model 945 derives regulated ±15V outputs from any combination of inputs between
23 and 31 volts. The 945 can be powered from dlial12 volt,
dual 15 volt, +24 volt or +28 volt power supplies.
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DC/DC CONVERTERS FEATURES
• Inaudible (>20kHz) converter switching frequency
• Continuous, Six-Sided EMI/RFI shielding except on
model 949
• Free air convection cooling-no external heat sink or
specification derating is required over operating temperature range
• Output short circuit protection(either output to common)
for at least 8 hrs. at TA =+71 °c
• Automatic restart after short condition removed
• Automatic starting with reverse current injected into
outputs
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALL MODELS
Line Regulation-full range: ±O.OS% max (±1% max, 949)
Load Regulation-no load to full load: ±O.OS% max
(±0.5% max, 949)
Output Noise and Ripple: 1mV rms max (2mV rms max, 949)
Breakdown Voltage: 500V dc minimum
Input Filter Type: 1r (except model 949)
Operating Temperature Range: -25°C to +71°C
Storage Temperature Range: -40°C to +100o C
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MODULAR AC/DC POWER SUPPLIES
SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2S o C and l1SV ac 60Hz unless otherwise noted)

Type

..§.

..!5

a

]

~"

]
jC

Model

Output
Voltage
Volts

Output
(Ament
mA

Line R.eg.
Max'
%

±lS

±2S

0'.2

0'.2

±lS

±SD

D.Q2

0'.0'2

902

±lS

±lOD

0'.0'2

0'.0'2

90'2'2

±lS

±lDD

0'.0'2

0'.0'2

920'

±IS

±2DD

0'.0'2

0'.0'2

925

±IS

±3SD

0',0'2

0'.0'2

921

±12

±24G

0'.0'2

0'.0'2

250'
50'0'
lOGO'
20'0'0'

0'.0'2
0'.0'2
0'.0'2
0'.0'2

0'.04
0'.04
0'.0'5
0'.0'5

±1
±1
±1
±1

±IS
+5
±lS
+1 to +15"
±15
+1 to +15"

±lDD
50'0'
±6S
125
±6S
125

0'.0'2
0'.0'2
G.DS
D.DS
0'.0'1
0'.0'1

0',0'2
0'.0'5
0'.1
0'.1
0'.0'2
0'.0'2

±1
±1
(-0, +300mV)

±15
±15
±15
±IS

±lDD
±200
±35D
±SOO
100'0'

0'.0'5
0',0'5
0'.0'5
0'.0'5
0'.0'5

0'.0'5
0'.0'5
0'.0'5
0'.0'5
0'.15

±2
±2
±2
±2
±2

-is!"

923

II ..

2B3SJ
2B35K

C~

±1%
+,2DDmV
-omV
+300mV
-omV
+3DDmV
-omV
+3DDmV
-omV
±1%
+3GOmV
-omV

Ripple and
Noise
mVrms Max

915

906
903
90'S
922

';1

Output
Voltage
Error Max

904

~i

ria

Lpad R.eg.
Max
%

952
970'
973
975
955

5

Inches
Dimensions
3.SX2.SXD.S7S

0'.5

3.SX2.SXD./l7S

0'.5

l.SX2.SX1.2S

0'.5

3.SX2.SXD.S7S

0'.5

3.SX2.SX1.2S

0'.5

3.SX2.SX1.62

0'.5

3.SX2.SX1.2S
3.SX2.SXG.S7S
3.SX2.SX1.2S
3.SX2.SX 1.25
3 .5X2 .5X 1.62

(-0, +3GDmV)

0'.5
0'.5
0'.5
0'.25
0'.5
0'.25

3.5X2.SX1.2S
3.5X2.SX1.25
3 .5X2.5X 1.25
4.4X2.7X1.44
4.4X2.7X1.44
4.4X2.7X2.DG
4.4X2.7X2.DD
4.4X2.7X1.44

1
1
1
2

·Resistor Programmable

MODULAR DC/DC CONVERTERS
SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2S oC over the full range of input voltages unless otherwise noted)

Model

output
Voltage
Volt.

Output
Current
mA

Input
Voltage
Volts

943
941
949
940
953
945
951

5
±12
±IS
±IS
±IS
±IS
±IS

100'0'
±ISG
±6D·
±15D
±15G
±ISG
±41G

5
5
5
5

12
28
5

Input
Voltage
Range
Volts

4.65/5.5
4.6~/S.S

4.65/5.5
4.65/5.5
11/13
23/31
4.65/5.5

Input
Current
Fun Load

Output
Voltage
I!rror Max

Temperature
Coefficient
tCMax

Min

Dimensions
Inches

lS2A
1.l7A
G.6A
USA
G.6A
2SDmA
3.7A

±1%
±o.5%
±2%
±o.5%
±o.S%
±D.S%
±o.S%

±G.G2% '
±o.Gl%
±o.G3%
±o.Dl%
±D.Dl%
±o.GI%
±o.Dl%

62%
58%
5S%
62%
62%
61%
62%

2.0' X
2.0' X
2.0' X
2.0' X
2.0' X
~.G X
3.5 X

·Singleooended or unbalanced opention is permissible such ~at total output current load
does Dot exceed a total of l2OmA.
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Efficiency
Full Load

2.0' X 0'.375
2.0' X 0'.375
1.0' X 0'.375
2.0' X 0',375
2.0' X 0'.375
2.DK 0'.375
2.5 X 0'.88

Technical Publications
AnaIog Devices provides a wide array of FREE technical publications. These include data sheets for all products, catalogs,
Application Notes and Guides, and two serial publications:
Analog Productlog, a digest of new-product information, and
Analog Dialogue, our technical journal, with in-depth discussions of products, technologies, and applications.
In addition to the free publications, three technical handbooks
and a set of Analog-Digital Conflersion Notes are available at
reasonable cost. The most-recent of these books is the Transducer Interfacing Handbook, published in Spring, 1980.
A brief description of this literature appears below. If you
would like copies, or if you want to receive Analog Productlog and Analog Dialogue, please get in touch with Analog
Devices or your nearby sales office.
CATALOGS
DATA ACQUISITION PRODUCTS CATALOG (this book)
Eight-hundred-eighty page book of data sheets for all Analog
Devices circuit cards and components recommended for new
designs.
DIGITAL PANEL INSTR UMENT CA TALOG
Ninety-six-page data book for Analog Devices digital panel
instruments and signal conditioning products.

POWER SUPPL Y CATALOG (Short Form)
A concise eight-page brochure which describes and specifies
Analog Devices ac to dc and dc to dc power supplies.
SYNCHRO CONVERTER SHORT-FORM GUIDE
Twelve pages of specifications and application material relative
to synchro-to-digital and digital-to-synchro converters:
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS FOR PRECISION HYBRIDS
One-hundred-twenty pages of support information for Analog
Devices' precision chip program (55 products).
APPLICATION NOTES AND GUIDES
ISOLATION AND INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
DESIGNERS GUIDE
This guide explains, in detail, the· differences between isola.tion and instrumentation amplifiers, and the applications for
which each type is optimized (24 pages).

MULTIPLIER (Analog) APPLICATION GUIDE
Over 30 workable applications for the ubiquitous multiplier.
Circuits, specifications and theory (50 pages).
APPLICA TION GUIDE TO CMOS MUL TIPL YING D TO A
CONVERTERS
This 44-page guide includes detailed information on the internal design and successful application of CMOS MDACs.
Typical circuits discussed include measurement, fu nction
generation, programmable filters, and audio control.
VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVERTER APPLICATION
NOTES
Twenty-four pages of V to F converter applications.
A USER'S GUIDE TO IC INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS
Application note tells how they work, explains their specifica-

tions and provides an example of error budget computation
(12 pages).

AN IC AMPLIFIER USER'S GUIDE TO DECOUPLING,
GROUNDING, AND MAKING THINGS GO RIGHT FOR
A CHANGE (8 pages)
A down-to-earth application note on the often ignored topic
of ground management in combined analog and digital systems.
UNDERSTANDING HIGH SPEED (Video) AID CONVERTER SPECIFICAtIONS
A sixteen-page profusely illustrated application note.
BOOKS

TRANSDUCER INTERFACING HANDBOOK (1980)
A Guide to Analog Signal Conditioning
Edited by D. H. Sheingold
A book for the electronic engineer who must interface temperature, pressure, force, level or flow transducers to electronics,
these 260 pages tell how transducers work-as circuit elementsand how to connect them to electronic circuits Jor effective
processing of their signals. This includes excitation, isolation,
amplification, linearization, filtering, multiplexing, offsetting
and display. The viewpoint is that of the practical, working
scientist, engineer, or technician. Hardcover $14.50
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS HANDBOOK (1977)
by Dr. D: Philip Burton and Dr. A. L. Dexter
Two hundred pages of concise explanation of microprocessor
hardware and software, and how to interface to AID and DIA
converters.
Hardcover $9.50
ANALOG-DIGITAL CONVERSION NOTES (1977)
Edited by D. H. Sheingold
A 25Q-page guide to ND and DI/I. converters and their applications, illustrated by more than 275 diagrams and tables.
$5.95
NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK (1974)
Edited by D. H. Sheingold
,
A 540-page guide to multiplying and dividing, squaring and
rooting, rm$"to-dc conversion, and multifunction modules with
325 illustrations. You will uncover the principles, circuitry,
performance, specifications, testing, and application of these
devices.
$5.95
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WORLDWIDE SERVICE DIRECTORY
North America
MODULES, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND PANEL INSTRUMENTS:
ALABAMA 205 536-1506. ALASKA 617 329-4700. ARJZONA 602 949-0048
ARKANSAS 214231-5094. CALIFORNIA* Southern 714 842-1717; Northern
415969-8525. COLORADO 303-494-3351 • CONNECTICUT Fairfield County
516673-1900; All Others 617 329-4700. DHAWARE 215643-7790. FLORIDA
305855-0843. GEORGIA 205536-1506. HAWAII 714842-1717. IDAHO Idaho
Co. & North 206. 767-3870; South of Idaho Co. 801 484-3365. ILLINOIS
312894-3300*; Northern 312 446-9085; Southern 314 725-5361 • INDIANA
317244-7867 flOWA 312 446-9085. KANSAS Shawnee Mission 913 888-3330;
Wichita 316 945-5501 • KENTUCKY Western 317 244-7867; Eastern 617 329-4700.
LOUISIANA 713 664-6704. MAINE 617 329-4700. MARYLAND 301 953-7580.
MASSACHUSETTS 617329-4700. MICHIGAN 313 882-1717. MINNESOTA
612835-2414. MISSISSIPPI 205536-1506. MISSOURI 314 725-5361 • MONTANA
801484·3365 • NEBRASKA 913 888-3330. NEVADA Clark County 505262·1416;
All Others 415-969-8525. NEW HAMPSHIRE 617 329-4700. NEW JERSEY Northern
516673-1900; Southern 215 643-7790. NEW MEXICO 505 262-1416. NEW YORK
New York City Area and Poughkeepsie 516 673-1900; Syracuse 315 454-9314 or From
Area Codes 315,518,607,716 only call toll free 800 962-5701. NORTH CAROLINA
919373·0380. NORTH DAKOTA 612 835·2414. OHIO Worthington* 614 764-8795;
Cleveland 216 261·5440; Dayton 513426-5551. OKLAHOMA 214 231-5094.
OREGON 206 767:3870. PENNSYLVANIA Eastern and Central 215 643-7790,*
Western 412 823-0932. RHODE ISLAND 617 329-4700. SOUTH CAROLINA
919373·0380. SOUTH DAKOTA 612835·2414. TENNESSEE 205 536-1506.
TEXAS EI Paso Cou'nty 505262-1416; Richardson* 214231-5094; Houston* 713
664-6704. UTAH 801484-3365. VERMONT 617329-4700. VIRGINIA 301
953·7580. WASHINGTON 206 767·3870. WEST VIRGINIA 412823-0932.
WISCONSIN 414 781-3763. WYOMING 303 494-3351. PUERTO RICO 617329-4700
• CANADA Ottawa, Ontario 613 722-7667; Point Claire, Quebec 514 694-5343; West
Vancouver, B.C. 604 926-3411; Mississauga, Ontario 416 625-7752
"Factorv direct sales offices.

MACSYM AND MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS:
ALABAMA 205 536-1506. ALASKA 714 842-1717. ARIZONA 602 994·1285.
ARKANSAS 713664-6704. CALIFORNIA MACSYM: 714842-1717*; RTI: Southern
714842-1717; RTI: Northern 415 969-8525. COLORADO 303 494-3351.
CONNECTICUT 203 229-6201 • DELAWARE 301 766-6374. FLORIDA 305 855·0843
• GEORGIA 205 536·1506. HAWAII 714842-1717 • IDAHO Northern 206 767-3870;
Southern 303 494·3351 • ILLINOIS 312 894-3300*; Northern 312 283-0713; Southern
314569·1406. INDIANA 317 844-0114. IOWA Northern 612 835-4818; Southern
314569-1406. KANSAS 913 649-6996. KENTUCKY Eastern 313 437-2705; Western
91'3 649·6996.'LOUISIANA 713 664-6704. MAINE MACSYM: 617 246-1590; RTI:
617329-4700*. MARYLAND 301 766-6374 • MASSACHUSETTS MACSYM: 617
246·1590; RTI: 617 329-4700*. MICHIGAN 313437-2705. MINNESOTA 414
545·8400. MISSISSIPPI 205 536-1506. MISSOURI 314 569-1406. MONTANA 303
494·3351. NEBRASKA 913649·6996. NEVADA Northern 415 948-4563; Southern
213673-4300. NEW HAMPSHIRE MACSYM: 617 246-1590; RTI: 617329·4700*.
NEW JERSEY Northern 2Ql 785-4450; Southern 215675·3082. NEW MEXICO 801
484·3365 • NEW YOR K Northern 716 385·1681 ; Southern 201 785-4450. NORTH
CAROLINA 919 373-0380. NORTH DAKOTA 612835-4818. OHIO Western and
Southern 313437-2705; Ea,stern 216 562-3228. OKLAHOMA 713 664-6704.
OREGON 206767-3870 • PENNSYLVANIA Eastern 215 674-3082; Western 216
562·3228. RHODE ISLAND MACSYM: 617 246-1590; RTI: 617 329-4700*. SOUTH
CAROLIN~ 919 373·0380,. SOUTH DAKOTA 612 835-4818. TENNESSEE 205

x

536-1506. TEXAS MACSYM: 713664-6704*; RTI: Houston 713 664-6704*; RTI:
Dallas 214 231-5094*. UTAH 801484-3365. VERMONT MACSYM: 617 246-1590;
RTI: 617329-4700*. VIRGINIA 301 766-6374 • WASHINGTON 206 767-3670.
W. VIRGINIA 216 562-3228. WISCONSIN 414 545-8400. WYOMING 303 494-3351
• CANADA Ottawa, Ontario 613 722-7667; Point Claire, Quebec 514 694-5343; West
Vancouver, B.C. 604926-3411; Mississauga, Ontario 416 625-7752
'Factory direct sales offices.

OVerseas
ARGENTINA: Rayo Electronica 37-9890. AUSTRALIA*: Parameters Pty. Ltd.
02/4393288,03/907444. AUSTRIA*: Walter Rekirsch elektronische 34 76 46.
BELGIUM*: Analog Devices Benelux 031/37 48 03. BRAZIL: Artimar Ltd. 228-7361 •
CMEA COUI'ITRIES: International Electronics Company', Vienna, Austria 0222/859304
• DENMARK*: Analog Devices APS 02/8458 00. FINLAND*: SW-Instruments
90-738265. FRANCE*: Analog Devices S.A. 687-3411, 76 058215,6141 1181,
33 26 07 61 • HOLLAND*: Analog Devices Benelux 076/879251 • INDIA: Darbari
Industries (Agencies) 3385. IRELAND: Analog Devices B.V. 061/44699. ISRAEL*:
Analog Devices, Ltd. 052-21023. ITALY*: Dott. Ing. Giuseppe DeMico S.p.A.
02/653 131,051/5556 14,049/652909, 06i31 6204,011/6503271 • JAPAN*:
Analog Devices of Japan, Inc. 03/263 68 26, 06 372 1814. MALAYSIA: General
Engineers Corp. Pte. Ltd .• NEW ZEALAND: W. Arthur Fisher Ltd. 595-525,
850-243,67-692. NORWAY*: Estronic 02/78 6010. PAKISTAN: Superior
Electronic Assocs. 613655. ROMANIA: Analog Devices SA, Switzerland 022/31 5760,
01/8400777. SINGAPORE: General Eng. Corp. Pte. Ltd. 2714081 • SOUTH AFRICA*:
L'Electron (pty.) Ltd. 786-5150. SPAIN*: Interface SA, 93/3017851, 051/55 5614,
049/652909,06/316204,011/6503271. SWEDEN*: NAXAB 08/985140.
SWITZERLAND*: Analog Devices SA 022/31 5760,01/8400777. TAIWAN:
Yuan Kong Enterprises Ltd. 331-8833. THAILAND: Dynamic Supply Eng.
R.O.P. 3914434. TURKEY: Simge Ltd. 297744. UNITED KINGDOM*: Analog
Devices Ltd. 01/9410466. WEST GERMANY*: Analog Devices GmbH 089/530319,
04187/381,0721/616075,030/316441,0221/686006. YUGOSLAVIA: Analog
Devices SA, Switzerland 022/31 5760,01/8400777
'These offices sell components and MACSYM systems.
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